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The

ELGIN
Guarantee
We guarantee every Elgin Watch to

you, the dealer. You can guarantee

every Elgin Watch to your customer

and your store can benefit thereby with

no risk on your part.
It is easier to sell guaranteed goods, especially

when the guarantee is backed up by an established

reputation like that of the Elgin National Watch

Company. We guarantee

ELGIN
WATCHES

because Elgin Watches create confidence. We

have confidence in them, you can have confidence

in them and they will give your customer confi-

dence in them and in your store.

Keep up your stock of Elgins.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write

the Company.
Every dealer is invited to send for

the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers and
Timekeepers," illustrating the history and
development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Illinois, U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

JraB This is the 35th Year of Our Success
Trade-Mark
Registered

I Fal Pin, 871. Old English,
Hand Chased

Neck 297. Old English
Scrolls and Settings Roman

Stones ChilleSe Jade

Link 873. Rose
" 874. 0. E.

Link 889. OCT English
Ame

Link 885. Hose
" 886. 0. K

Perpetual Calendar 3117, Sterling Polished, Hand Engraved

A Perpetual Calendar is a profitable in-
vestment because it lasts a lifetime. Goods
of the fraB make are profitable for the
same reason. For thirty-five years qualify
has been our watch-word and we have found
this to be the key-note to our success. The
growth of our business indicates the apprecia-
tion of our customers.

For this new year we have some beautiful
articles in Sterling Silverware, including
Toilet and‘ Manicure Goods, pierced Table
Ware, Vases, Picture Frames, Candle Sticks
and Novelties. ,

Our Fine Gold Filled Jewelry, every
piece of which is fully guaranteed, includes
unique designs in Lockets and Pendants,
Bracelets and Chains, Veil, Scarf and Hat
Pins, as well as Brooch Pins and Link
Buttons.

Veil Pin 3851. Old English
" " 3858. Rose

Pin 3830. Rose, Pearls
" 3831. Green, "

Pin 3878. Old English
Real Amazonite Stone

Pin 3840. Rose, Japanese
Jade

Pin 3841. O. E., Japanese
Jade

Veil Pin 3849. Old English
" " 3856. Roman

ALL ILLUSTRATIONS FULL SIZE

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

.
100 Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.

New York, 13 Maiden Lane Chicago, Heyworth Building Canada, Kingston, Ont.

Trade-Mark
Registered

Hat Pin, 879. Rose
Red Eyes, White Mouth

878. No stone

Scarf Pin 850. Rose
Red Eyes. White Mouth

Scarf Pin, Old English
856. Real Malachite
857. " A mazonite
858. Imitation
Stones set as ordered

Scarf Pin 885. Old English
Stones set as ordered

Pin 3826. Rose, Topaz
" 3837. 0. K , "
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The Keller Jewelry mfg. Co.
THE \VIDE-AWAKE JEWELER will realize the necessity of pushing his business in the

Spring, \\'hen it is naturally dull. LET US HELP YOU.

CATALOG NOW READY

Watch Issue of February Keystone, Illustration of the Front Page of Our Handsome New Spring Catalog

Gotten up especially for the Retail Jeweler to distribute to his customers

WRITE US FOR INFORMATION

The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co. 64 Nassau Street, New York
Factory. 251 N. J. R. R. Ave., NEWARK, N. J.

Over one-half Century we have been furnishing the trade with the

DION Maillsplings
The CELEBRATED AL2e. MAINSPRINGS have stood the most severe test and criticisms,

and have been used by the most experienced watchmakers for fifty-six years.
Why experiment with cheap Springs; the best is always the cheapest.

THE MAINSPRING IS THE LIFE OF THE WATCH

If you have not received a copy of our "Pride of All"
Tools and Supplies, write us and we will send you one.

Mail Orders we care for promptly and get them to you according to order.

Catalog of Fine Watch Materials,

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY CATALOG

L. H. KELLER & CO.
Importers,' Manufacturers and JobZ,ers

Fine Watch Materials, Tools,
Files and Supplies 64 Nassau St., New York
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A GIANT STEP FORWARD
We are fully installed in our splendid new building planned especially

for horological school purposes. It is the only building of the kind which is
the property of the director of such a school.

Of privately-owned schools, this school is the standard of what has
been accomplished, and no government-owned school has done more for
its students than this one has.

"rf We receive over twenty-five calls for every workman we can supply.

liff Send for circular.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
H. R. PLATTNER

Director S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.



with a New Lathe, if your old one is past its useful days, or with one of our Bench Combina-Start the New Year tions, if you are in need of an outfit complete. We are headquarters for LATHES, BENCHES
and ATTACHMENTS of every kind, and when you order from us, you can be certain that

there will be no disappointment when your tools are received. Notice the low prices we are quoting on the Combinations listed on this page.

Lathe Combination A $62.50 Net Cash

GENUINE WEBSTER-WHITCOMB LATHE
With 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every detail, made of the best
steel. Has hard spindles running in hardened steel bushings.
Absolute concentricity of cone, body, thread and hole. Full
nickel plated.

COUNTERSHAFT No.
Full nickel-plated

4

SOLID OAK BENCH No.
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned

lumber and finished in best cabinet style. Will not
warp or split. Has ten drawers which lock auto-
matically; apron drawer, vise rest and chalk box.
Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deep and 40
inches high.

EXTRA QUALITY PIVOT GRAVERS
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the best that can

be made. They are very hard and hold their
points much longer than the average graver.

FOOT WHEEL No. 15
Best in the market

Lathe Combination B $60.70 Net Cash

SET E. & J. S. PIVOT GRAVERS
These gravers are made of finest steel and are

especially well adapted for fine turning.

FOOT WHEEL No. 15

GENUINE MOSELEY LATHE No. 2
With 10 chuck combination

This lathe is made with hardened ground bearings. The
cone end of draw-in-spindle and end of back center are of
hard rubber. Full nickel plated and absolutely true.

SOLID OAK BENCH No. s
This is a first-class bench in every particular and

is warranted not to warp or split. Made of thor-
oughly seasoned lumber and beautifully finished.
Has ten drawers which lock automatically ; apron
drawer, vise rest and chalk box. Dimensions
43 inches long, 26 inches deep. 40 inches high.

COUNTERSHAFT No.
Full nickel plated

P4:01 1908 we are better prepared than ever before to serve our customers promptly and to fill their orders correctly. Our large stock and ample
facilities make it to your interest to send us your orders. Ask for our Illustrated Catalogue which we send free of charge on receipt

of your request with card.

THE E. &J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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We Carry a Complete Stock of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver
and Plated Ware, Watchmakers' Tools and Material

AINSPRINCS

No..2203
FrEity mciMPAINC41111Ntie

$ 1.00 per Dozen
12.00 per Gross

k.R1 %MANAMA%

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
I, given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainspring's

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

• 
Height 6.

ass,.

Height 7.

Height 8.
THICK MI-CONCAVE

egnn
No. 256

Gold Filled Bead
Necklace Clasps,
$3.00 per dozen

c:1710
No. 181

Gold Filled Round
Necklace Clasps,
small, $1.00 ;
medium, $1.25;
large, $1.50 per

dozen

No. 248

Gold Filled Tor-
pedo Necklace

Clasps, $1.00 per
dozen

No. 8-1:;4 inch
Gold Filled Fob Mountings

$2.25 per dozen

No. 1,54
1:1old Plated Safety

Catches, $ .50 per dozen

Gold Filled Scarf Pin
:Protectors

$ .75 per dozen

A 74
Gold PNra.te15d21'S'afety

Catches, $ .50 per dozen

PARALLEL.

_000.11■■•■•■■,,,..

LENTILLE.

111111MmoMMIMIINN

PATENT GENEVA.

41.011MIMIMMONEMIL

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Fac-Simile of Our Label

NOTICE-Owing to the advance in the prices of
manufacturers, we have revised our prices

Geneva.  $4.00 per gross, $ .40 per doz.
Thick MI-Concaves . 4.00 " " .40 " "PRICE-LIST Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " " .90 " "
Parallels   , 8.00 " " .75 " "

Watch Classes by European
to date as follows:
Patent Geneva, • $8.00 per gross, .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . 12.00 " " 1.25 "
Antiques . . 8.00 " " .75 "

"

Lunettes. . • 3.00 " " 
 "

.25 '• "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

Cte,
$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screw Drivers. 40c.

Solid Oak Bench.

11111111111111111W

$12.00

CIRDER.S F-712.01VII ANY. CATAL.C__ICIU

Regent Foot Wheel, improved
$6.00

Cross 0 Beguelin
(A Corporation)

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and
2 Chucks. $31.00

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc. 31 Maiden Lane, New York
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GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of the owner, whereas most o
f the

working parts of the movement are hidden. Why not get what you are after—The Best.

My experience of over forty years is a guarantee against poor workmanship. Best of

references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling of English, Swiss and

American Key-Wind Cases to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made

Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver Plating and Coloring.

Also Jewelry Repairing, Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special attention to out-of-town trade. Send for price-list

Established 1865

N. J. FeLix
45 Maiden Lane, New York City

JEWELERS
CUTTLE

FISH
BONES

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

WE RECOMMEND THE

P=E=A=CO.
hard firm quality. It is most

economical. We carry all

grades, large and small.

P. E. Anderson & Co.
IMPORTERS

7-13 Gold Street NEW YORK
ESTABLISHED 1889

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

we 
Repair

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones

Full broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replete any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and an the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware Sercomb Company 1429 
Wabash Ave,

Repaired and
Replated CHICAGO

FIXTURES TO FIT THE STORE

Lrystal Room in the New tore P. G. Diener, Harrisburg, Pa.

If you are planning a new store or contemplate improvements consult with us.

We will help you with your plans and give you expert advice without charge.

We carry no ready-made stock fixtures. Every piece of store furniture is

made to suit the store, considering the snace, lig.ht and room.
We make a specialty of FINE CRYSTAL ROOMS for displaying cut glass-

ware. One of these is shown in the illustration. These rooms pay for them-

selves in a very short time.
Our jewelry stores are models of convenience, serviceability and good taste.

Thirty-five years in this line of btisiness has taught us to make the goods

that stand the test of time and hard usage.

T. De Long Furniture Company
Manufacturers of Special Cabinet Work and Store Fixtures

TOPTON. PA.

CLAW STRETCHING AND REPAIRING PLIER

No. 95

This Plier should find ready favor with all jewelers, considering

only the saving of time when repairing a broken or worn setting.

Made of best Swedish steel, finely nickel-plated. Each, $1.25.

Directions—For repairing worn settings, place slotted jaw on the

outer side of setting and the ball-tipped one on the inner side, pulling

from or pushing against the setting, as occasion may require, all the

while pressing the handles of the plier firmly together.

With little practice, any jeweler can easily repair a worn-out

Tiffany or skeleton setting, or draw out a broken claw as good as new,

in less than five minutes.

Unequaled for shaping ordinary settings for Moon-balls, Whole

Pearls, or any round stone.

Spectacle and Eyeglass

Strap Plier No. los

(Patented)

It is a daily occurrence that frame-
less spectacles and eyeglasses are

brought in to have the small side straps

drawn tight, as they have become loose,

due to cleaning the lenses or other

causes. In order to do this it has here-

tofore been necessary to remove the

lenses from the mountings, and as all

know, this very often results in break-

ing or chipping the lenses.

By the means of this liner this can be avoided and
the work quickly done.

All that is required is to loosen the screw two or
three turns, clamp the frame as shown In the illustra-
tion, and bend the straps to the lenses. Re-tighten the
screw, and the work is done.

Do not neglect to loosen the screw, as otherwise a
good job cannot be done, and the lenses are liable to
be broken.

The advantages of this ;oiler are many :
Ist.—Straps can be fastened without removing the

lenses.
2d.—WI hen removing the lenses, the usual trouble

arises, that the screw cannot be put back in the old
thread.

3d.—You are not compelled to fit a new screw.
4th.—The breaking of the lenses is eliminated (pro-

vided the above instructions are followed).
5th.—The clamping of the lenses is more firm than

when done in any other manner.
6th.—The time spent in doing the work is next to

nothing.
7th.—The plier will pay for itself In a few days.
Made of best quality Swedish steel, nickel-plated.

Price, $1.25 each

01110111110

Illustration showing Straight Line (New Model) Pallet and Fork in position with the 2 wings under the Pallet.

Showing Old Model Pallet and Fork in
position with the 2 wings pushed back.

Combination Pallet-Stone and Jewel-Pin
Setter No. 70, Price, $2.50

Illustrating manner of holding Roller
Jewel, Balance Staff and Roller. (The large
Slide is pushed back.) See Directions.

PALLET-STONE AND JEWEL-PIN SETTER

Directions for Pallet-Stone Setter.—Leave big slide pushed
forward even with front of square plate on base. For Pallets when
fork is screwed on, use the two wings as shown in cut, so pallet
will lay fiat on wings and fork to go between same, let top lever
down on pallet and push small slide up in slot of fork. For straight
line pallets with fork and pallet in one piece swing the wings back-
ward so pallet will lay down on big slide, in other ways use the same
as first kind for right-angle or old-style fork and pallets. The slots
on either side of slide is to take up the guard pin and the large
holes in slide is for the two screws usually, in this kind of pallets.
For very small 6 and 0 size pallets use the front hole in the big
slide for arbor to go in. For making big slide run loose or tight,
loosen and tighten screw in thumb piece as the clamp under that
acts as a gibb.

Directions for Jewel-Pin Setter.—Posh the slide back as far
as it will go, then open lever on side and putjewel pin in V shaped
slot in front of base on square plate, put roller on jewel pin and let
down top lever to hold it. The round plate is to regulate the length
of the jewel pin, as it can be screwed up or down; also for protect-
ing the balance and hairspring from heat, if used for setting jewel
pins in roller without taking it off the balance and with hairspring
on as it can be used that way without any danger of injury to
any part.

A NEW REFLECTING EYE-C,LASS
OF

"eqtyp--

-

Barrel Cover Pifer No. 54
The jaws of this Plier are provided with two circular disks of German silver, both

of which are slotted or cut out to admit the longest barrel arbor made, The risk of bruis-
ing or scratching of the barrel cover is eliminated by the use of this plier. The jaws being
parallel, the pressure on the cover is even and full control over the work is possible.

Price, each, $1.25

Par,ur. Arm.

WORTH MORE THAN TEN TIMES

THE PRICE,FOR ESCAPEMENT -

WORK ALONE.

PRICE 
85 
 SINCLE , 2-2% -3"FOCUS.

Reflecting Loupes
Made in 2, 22 and 3-inch foci. Each, 85 cents

For inspection between the plates of a watch movement, or any recess from which light
Is excluded, this loupe is an absolute necessity. They have been greatly improved in con-
struction, the mirrors now being optically ground concave, which causes them to redact
powerful rays of light at the necessary point.

For Sale by all Jobbers in the United States and Canada

Hammel, Riglander & Co 47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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IMPORTANT REQUEST

11

lb the Consumers of William F. Nye's Watch and Clock Oils:
I especially desire of every Jeweler and Watch and Clock Dealer meeting

with dissatisfaction in the use of the Nye Watch and Clock Oil, that they
immediately send whatever quantity they may have to my factory in New
Bedford, Massachusetts, at my expense, mail or express, and receive free of
charge a like quantity of perfectly reliable Oil.

William F. Nye
NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U.S.A.

An Ingot of Gold in Two Minutes
STARTING WITH ALL COLD

Place scrap in the hollow carbon crucible,
light gas, operate foot bellows, and in two minutes
you may tilt the apparatus to run the cleanly melted
metal into attached ingot mould.

No. 8-D

PRICE

No. 8-D Melting Arrangement, $3

SOLD BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES

Write for catalogue " B. k." illus-
trating workshop apparatus for use
with natural gas, illuminating gas,
gasoline gas or kerosene oil.

BUFFALO DENTAL MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

•
ENGRAVING BY THE NEWMEYER METHOD 

SPECIAL

TERMS

TO

BEGINNERS

_
NT EVER was there such a demand for skilled engravers as to-day. Present fashion decrees that practically everyi I article sold will be engraved to some extent. Engravers, therefore, are in unusual demand and at the highestwages ever offered.

We teach the art by a new method—a personal supervision method—which results have proved the most success-ful ever used. We guarantee a complete mastery of the art in a shorter time than by any other method. Ourgraduates are qualified to earn from $20.00 to $35.00 per week.
The skill of our graduates has spread the fame of our school, and all can secure high-paying positions. Yourbest opportunity to take a course is just after the holidays. Send for our brochure and get acquainted with ourmethod. Special terms to beginners.

HIGH-GRADE WORK FOR THE TRADE, PROMPT RETURNS

the W. IL. inewmeyer Zeboot of f ngravingw. L. Newmeyer, Master New England Building, Cleveland, Ohio.--

The Impolial" illainsplings are all right.
9
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" This Mainspring is used by more Railroad Watch Inspectors than any other on the market"

They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have QUALITY, FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEMPER,

STRENGTH and DURABILITY, are COILED and TAGGED, arranged in the MOST CONVENIENT

manner,
For

bottles and

and "GUARANTEED."
$is.00 net cash you will receive our 20 drawer quartered Oak Cabinet, complete with labels,
a full gross of the celebrated " Imperial" Mainsprings.

For 45.00 net cash you will receive our new 42 drawer quartered Oak Cabinet, complete with labels
and three gross of the celebrated " Imperial" Mainsprings.

• 0 •

IMPERIAL MAINSPRINGS. W. GREEN a CO. INc.
81 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK,

WALTHAM ELGIN HAMPDEN LLIHOIS • HOWARD HAMILTON TRENTON NEW ENGLAND
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For further particu-
lars, read important
notice below

$1 5 .00

Per Gross0

125
Per Dozen
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SPECIAL NOTE—The Cabinets are far superior than represented by cut. The 20-Drawer Cabinet (capacity of 
which is

5 gross) is worth $6.00, and the 42-Drawer Cabinet shown in cut (capacity of which Is 15 gross) is worth $15.00

ORDERS FOR

Watch
Materials,
Tools,
Jewelers'anD
Engravers'
Supplies
FILLED FROM

ANY CATALOGUE
AT LOWEST

MARKET PRICES

WORTHY OF ATTENTION
The following letter is but a sample of

unsolicited testimonials daily received from
most reliable sources in every State of the
Unions

Utica, N.Y., Sept. 15.
MESSRS. W. GREEN 4c Co., New York City, N.Y.

Gentlemen I—Please send us the following
mainsprings ;

1 dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5043.
3 " 2203. 1 " 2220.
2 " 6053. 1 " 2209.
2 " 0040. 1 " 2210.

Be sure and send your "Imperial" main-
springs, as will not accept any others, having
had the best possible success with them. We
consider them far superior to any other main-
springs in the market, and your service is all
we could desire.

Yours very truly, EVAN, et SONS.

N. B. —We carry in stock
In different styles and sizes of

" Imperial" American
and 450 sizes of

"Imperial" Swiss
Mainsprings

Fac-
simile
of

Waltham
Nos. 2203

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203
" Imperial " Mainspring, coiled and tagged

Elgin
5043

Hampden
5056

Illinois
50(

'' IMPERIAL" AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.
None genuine unless marked Imperial," coiled, tagged and bearing our Registered

Trade-Mark, as shown in cttt.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
With a first order for one gross of " Imperial " American or Swiss Mainsprings we send gratis

our 20 Drawer or with an order for three gross °lir 42 Drawer improved, handsome, polished,
rubbed finish, Quartered Oak Mainspring Cabinet, as shown III cut. 'filese minuets are
splendidly made, hard wood, cabinet finished and dove-tailed throughout ; are the only cabinets made
which properly arrange, systematize and keep in thorough order the Funny American or Swiss Main-
springs necessary for constant use at the present time, anti will be greatly appreciated by all first-class
watchmakers. Besides being very useful they are very handsome in appearance. The drawers have
fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the tops arranged in grooves for screw-top bottles for various watch,
jobbing and other materials.

The 12 Drawer will hold 5 gross and the 42 Drawer Cabinet 15 gross of " imperial 'S
American or Swiss Mainsprings. We also include a handsome act of perforate. guintned labels,
with the name, number all size of springs, to enable the drawers to he numbered as desired. Thew
nu mbers correspond to an up-to-date IS and guide of all the American Mainsprings made, wh

directory accompanies the cabinet. The guide shows the correct style, width, strength and num.
her by the genuine Dennison's Standard Gage, and the correct number and names for ordering

W. GREEN C./ CO., Inc., WA New York, U.S.A.RT Nassau Street Importers Watch Materials. Tools.
Exporters
Jobbers Jewelers', Engravers' and
Manufacturers I. Opticians' Supplies



START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT

Don't fail to examine our extensive, up-to-date line of gold and gold

filled jewelry, comprising the newest ideas of the leading manufacturers.

We carry everything in American and Swiss watches, bracelets,

wrist bags, silverware, clocks and optical goods.

If our representatives do not reach you, send your orders by mail.

Also our tool and material department for the watchmaker and

jeweler is complete.

IMPORTERS

KORONES BROS.
167 Canal Street, New York

JOBBERS WHOLESALERS

• 

PIN VISES
No. 162

These Vises have hardened jaws
with chucks so made that they will
hold firmly anything inserted in them.
The hole extends thru full length of
the handle. The handle is reduced in
size, so that it may be more rapidly
rotated between thumb and finger
when filing small work. They are con-
venient handles for holding scribers,
small files, etc. Nickel plated.

—PRICES—

Capacity

No. 162 A .0 inch to .040 inch $0.55
No. 162 B .030 " " .062 " .55
No. 162 C .050 " " .125 " .55
NO. 162 D .115 " " .187 " .75

Set complete (one of each size) 2.40

Send for free Catalogue No.
I8AD, 232 pages, over 300 illustra-
tions, showing all that is latest and
best in Fine Mechanical Tools.

The L. S. Starrett Co. ATI-11:1%.52ASS.

NEW YORK
132 Liberty St.

CHICAGO LONDON
18-20 W. Randolph St. 165 Queen Victoria St., E. C.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis
Proprietor nod MAI uctor

NI. L. Landis, tie Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

WINTER COURSE

Opened January 2, 19(38

If you wish to take a Course this Winter, please

write us at once, and we will assign and hold a place

tor you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-

venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are

the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting

and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed

with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you

could accomplish by taking a Course with us,

L. LELONG d BROTHER

71.'..1 6.1.11:11TT

_ :AT-At tttt

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

SWOOP SIDOHOIS
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTIMI for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

THE ACKLEY ENGRAVING BLOCK
Made by engravers who saw the need of a

handy, time-saving block.
Always ready to hold any article. No hunting

for Pins. The patent friction pins all remain in the

head. Simply pull up to the desired height the pins

needed. Each pin is numbered on top to designate

size of groove or notch in it. The pins are so

arranged in the head that they will hold all large or

small articles either by three or more points of

contact.
The swivel jaw can be locked rigidly in an

instant.
The key will not fall off, yet it may be removed

instantly.
The patent base eliminates all unnecessary

weight and gives the same movement as the ball and

socket base and does away with the engraving pad.
The block will not come apart when lifted by

the head.

This combination tool will remove

all sizes of single and double roller

from balance stall's with safety and

certainty, and will remove all sizes of

watch hands without Injury to dials.

Expert watchmakers have pronounced

it the most perfect tool of its kind in

the market.

(PAT.

MARCH 20th,

1906)

Ii

This block is the result of years of practical
experience of engravers who know the wants of
engravers.

There is nothing complicated about it to wear

out or to get out of order. The workmanship and
materials are the best. Each part is copper plated

before being heavily nickel plated, which insures a
fine, durable finish.

DIMENSIONS
Height, 6Y8 inches; diameter of head, 25i

inches ; diameter of base, 6 inches ; weight,

8 pounds.
The " Joker " attachment, as shown beside the

block, holds large and small signet and band rings,
cuff buttons, collar buttons signet pins, etc., firmly
without marring. It may be used on any block.

Price of the Ackley Engraving Block, including
a Joker and four extra long pins for holding cups,
brushes and other large articles, $20.00.

Price of Joker separate, including two pins to
fit any block, $2.50.

We are Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada

Ask your Jobber to show you this new Block

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover. Price, $2.50

MN,

:film soli'
ill 1111 —

•••'--Mil/ /Hui 
Mil /i

.!T _

Patent Hand Broaching
Device

Most practical tool for broaching out
all kinds and sizes of watch hands and
seconds or any other small article which
requires broaching of hole. You cannot
damage or break the hands while broaching.
Nickel plated. Price, $1.00.

Patent Upright Roller
Remover

Flat bottom, which sets firmly on the
bench. You cannot break pivots with this
tool as it is very easily adjusted for any
size from jewel series to the largest size.
Single or double roller. Nickel plated.
Price, $2.25.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is superior
ist-It is guaranteed to be made of the Boat Steel.
2d —II is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoid/

exposure to the moisture of tho air, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.
4th—Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the watch it Is intended for, which accuracy

Is warranted.
5th— Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th—The finish of the" Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

If your Jobber cannot supply you with the Henry Zimmerli & nc. Agents, 77 John St New YorkCo.•9 •9

PROMPT \
RETURNS FOR

YOUR

OLD GOLD,.
SILVER .FILING
SWEEPINGS

8c

WE BUY
Old Gold and Silver Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, Hand
Washings, etc. We will make accurate valuations and hold
consignment subject to your acceptance. If valuation is
not satisfactory, we reship to you at our expense.

WE PAY FOR OLD COLD:
22 K. 88c. per dwt. 12 K. 48c. per dwt.
20 K. 80c. " 10 K. 40c. !:
18 K. 72c. 8 K. 32c. "
16 K. 64c. 6 K. 24c.
14 K. 56c. " 4 K. 160.
MARKET RATES FOR SILVER AND PLATINUM

ii

WE SELL
Gold, Silver and Platinum, various qualities, rolled fiat or
drawn to wire of any gage.

10 K. 50c. per dwt.
PRICES OF ALLOYED COLD:

14 K. 66c. per dwt.
12 K. 58c. " 74c. "

18 K. 82c. pe  
K.

dwt.

Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas furnished
or our own. "T. B. H." Alloy, 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold,
75c. per lb. Shot Copper, 40c. per lb. We will send tables
for alloying without charge. They save figuring.

Try us and you will appreciate our Squareness, Promptness and Accuracy

T. B. HAGSTOZ, LTD., Main Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SMELTERS, ASSAYERS, REFINERS
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ELECTRIC FLASHER WATCH SIGNS
MR. JEWELER

Any one of these signs will attract attention to

your store front and greatly increase your sales.

SEND FOR
CIRCULARS
TO-DAY

MODERN-99

MADE ONL

MODERN-96

MR. JEWELER
We will gladly send you circulars which will
more fully illustrate and describe any of these
signs.

MODERN-95

FOR SALE BY

ALL JOBBERS
OR WRITE US

EVERY SIGN IS

GUARANTEED
IN WRITING

•ffilACIS 140.011%

This Trade-Mark on

EVERY SIGN

MODERN-98

SEND FOR
CIRCULARS
TO-DAY

WE WERE

ESTABLISHED
1 879

MODERN-97

Y BY CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE

FOOT WHEELS POLISHING LATHES WATCH RACKS COUNTERSHAFTS

Result of Modern Methods Pursued at

1/3tablQ PollOechnic lhi$titute

Store of Charles J. Scholler, located at Van Wert, Ohio. He came to
Bradley from Circleville, Ohio, and we append his own statement in regard
to Modern Methods pursued at Bradley.

In 1895 T entered your school without any knowledge of the jewelry trade. I took a
course of thirteen mouths, and left with an education I could not have obtained as lin
apprentice in a store in five years. I have never been out of a good position since I left
the school. CHARLES J. SCHULLER, Circleville, Ohio

HERE is a half-tone of a store owned and operated by
a young man who got his foundation in the Horo-
logical Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute

and there are hundreds of other stores scattered through the
country that are owned and operated by former students of
this institution.

It is a well-known fact that a man who receives a technical,
along with a practical knowledge of his business is the one
that will make the least blunders and consequently most sure
to \'iii.

Bradley teaches watchwork, jewelry work, engraving-
and optics. We have not got anything in the way of lightning
methods. Everything is based on good hard sense, go ahead
and hustle, close attention to business and the best equipment
and instuction that is to be had.

The rush of the holidays is over. Begin now. Write to-day
for a catalogue.

A Postal Card directed to

Department K, Horological, Peoria, Ill.
will get it

WATCH FOR WINTER'S NEW CATALOGUE

'WINTER FIXTURES
The Standard for

QUALITY and STYLE

0

The Ideal of Perfection in
MODERN FIXTURES 

This cut represents the elegant store of Raines Bros.. Maryville, Mo.
Fitted tip complete with " WINTER FIXTURES "

Jewelers! ..7intitysou ,tafflor41.1 Bsur, Aluzt ritg,bt 
 I ii 

rST, 9,erryl'It,t;.r1e, io,,n1Tooumi,fi,EISTk

therefore, buy the BEST to begin with, save ••lisappoititien'ent and money in the end

Winter Fixtures Are Right ! Winter Will Treat You Right I Ask Our Customers 

We will send our large 310-page catalogue, entitled " Winter's Encyclopedia Americana,"
on receipt of 25 cents to cover postage, etc. A book full of newest designs in Modern Fixtures.

OUR LINE is strictly high grade. NOT HOW CHEAP—BUT HOW 00013

M. WINTER LUMBER CO.
Established 1865

The High-Grade Fixture Makers Sheboygan, Wis.
Finlay-nicks& Co., New Orleans, La,, Sales Agents for Louisiana,

Mississippi and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St, ,Tosepli, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri,

K 1111,0,1, Nebraska and Oklahoma.
R. H. Birdsall, Boom 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales

Agent for Oregon and Washington.

JEWELERS' LATHE MOTORS
Our lathe motors for jewelers and metal workers are the result of

over 30 years' experience in this line
They have an established reputation for Quality, Reliability, Adaptability

Style " C "
Direct Current Motor

llir Size-1,6 H. P.
q Voltage-110 or 220
q Speed-1800 to 2800 r. p.m.

q 
q Attaches to lamp socket

",gk*_, •, Operates wheels 2" to 3W/ dia.
for?".;-7-' q Large assortment of chucks

. • . Illf Dust and moisture proof

IVO .c .
11 iiji .

'-o' -

.,--
•.1 

0

...

All our electric lathe motors are guaranteed for one year

Style " 13"
Alternating Current Motor
q Size-1/6 H. P.
q Voltage-104 or 208
1:1[ Frequency-60 or 125-133 cycles
(If Speed-1800 r. p. m.
q Attaches to lamp socket
q Operates wheels 2" to 3W/ dia.
fj Large assortment of chucks
q Dust and moisture proof
q Self-starting

. 1
07.1r1110-' .., j=

--I.
' ,_

_

ill - 
1
111

_ ,<:. ,_ t
--- - ....... LII■■f T/1.14.0 AtIOT •

Made in 10 styles and sizes for all classes of buffing, polishing,
grinding, etc.

Write for our Information Bulletin and Prices

THE HOLTZ ER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BROOKLINE, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL.
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The absence of our advertisement for some time past was caused by

our inability to keep up with our orders. We have now completed the new

addition to our factory, as illustrated above, which doubles our capacity, and we

hope with this addition to be able to fill our orders more promptly.

We have the largest and finest equipped factory in the country for this

class of work, and the RIVETT LATHE is always up to the usual high
standard. The demand is greater than ever, and we stand back of our tools.

Ask your dealer for the RIVETT LATHE, or just address

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.

The BRYANT RINGS hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best Knowm Rings in the market.

Trade-Mark
M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

NEW PRODUCTS
Barrel Cover Plier

Parallel Plier for snapping mainspring
barrel. No. D14. Price, N. P.

The New Oil " R. & L."
Watch and Clock Oils

J ust

what

you

have

been

looking

for

salif
Superior Watch 0i17.=.
Positively will not 01

uNnlett ti Lowell Co.
..rs 13u i n8, Bosl ots,H ass. tI

The

only

OIL

that

will

not

gum

We are the Selling Agents

Price, per bottle, Watch or Clock. . $0.25
" " dozen, " " . 2.75

barrel cover, will fit any size
e  cli, $1.25

15

Best Spoon Holder on the Market

Our Double-sized

Catalogue contain-

ing 20,000 illustra-

tions, sent prepaid

upon application.

Claw Stretching and Repairing Plier

$1  25No. D3. Price, N. P.

Inn
llh///JJf/l1!'Ijff r •

Fits Any Block—Parts are undercut, giving
most solid bearing for thumb and graver.
No. D6. Price, N. P.   each, $1.25

INSIST UPON GETTING

pwr.

BIMK ,6.() Swot K
GOLD SOLDER

ME EASIEST FLOWING GOLD SOLDER EVER MANUFACTURED

7,■t1 • YOH" D
c4Liwcsy.A.vma

CO.

,a

Made in low, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 karat.
If you are not using it, just sample it and

convince yourself of its superiority.

THE PRODUCT OF THE HIGHEST ATTAINMENT IN MAINSPRING MAKING

FC.0 12

ELGIN 18 Size Class 3 to 6 No. B4353

PATENT APPLIED FOR

WriL,V",Vel \LW" \i+1./r9\541c.I.I4/".1,

-GIN 18 Size k
Class 3 to 6
No. B4353 ,

NR11C1-11 1 UD,::
C-;
PATENT APPLIED FOR

.1-1E METHOD OF PACKING. THES
MAINSPRINGS 

Facsimile of Box containing 1 Dozen BLACK SHIELD" Mainsprings

Per Dozen $1.25

FOR ALL WATCHES

Per Gross $13.50 Per Gross with Cabinet $15.00

Swartchild & Company Madison and Wabash Avenue ChiHEYWORTH BUILDING cago
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WATCH5CREW_DRIVERS_
roR

El. SCREWS

No. 248. Nickel-plated handles, Round heads. Interchange-
able blades. Set of three. l'rice, 50 cents.

.&O.::K_ _
WATCH SCREW DRIVERS EW E:SCRR EWS

No. 249. Nit.k(4-rlated handles, Hexagon heads. Interchange-
able blades. Light and neat,. Set of three. Price, 60 cents.

K.& D. NICKEL- HANDLES
WATCH SCREW DRIVERS NO.114.

No. 114. Nickel-plated handles, Round heads. Set of
live. Price, 40 cents.

_

NICKEL HANDLE

FINE QUALITY BUAD

No. 254. Medics helically grooved and kinirled, Octagon
heads. Nickel-plated. K. & D. quality blades. Set of live.
Price, 75 cents.

_ ikatigirsz.gaig

NICKEL HANDLES
NO. I I

No. 252. Nickel-plated handles, nicely knurled in the dia-
mond pattern. Round heads, knurled. K. & D. quality
blades. Set of live. Price, 60 cents.

KENDRICK & DAVIS
Manufacturers of Fine Tools

Lebanon, New Hampshire

SCREW DRIVER
BLADES

The screw driver is
probably most used of
any tool on a watch-
maker's bench. Every
workman prizes a good
blade, one hard yet
tough ; this is the kind
of blade we produce.
We make careful tests
of different steels, and
select that best suited
to this purpose.

In hardening, the
most approved appa-
ratus is used, which
obviates danger of
overheating or burning
the steel. The tem
pering is done by
electrically controlled
process; practically
eliminating the vari-
able elements of light,
personal experience
and skill of operatives,
etc. Every one of a
million blades receives
exactly the same treat-
ment, practically insur-
ing uniform quality.
Then in the grind-

ing of the blades, we
give them a form
insuring greatest
strength and utility,
and under conditions
positively maintaining
the original temper.

AMPI

_
K. & D.' RUBBER. HANDLES

BEST SbALITY BLADESWATCH SCREW DRIVERS
COMAN,C0 BOST0,1

No. 275. Rublier bandies, tinted aml finely finished. Hex-
agon heads. Interchangeable blades of K. & IL quality.
Set of live. Price, $1.50.

-

m.ohmpor

*Or 

moat

11111=1   
  1614•111.•

WOO. 

METAL HANDLES - INTEROHANGEABLe -

ASSORTED COLORED 11E405. K 2S.D BLADES .

No. 280. Metal handles, marked to denote different sizes of
bla(les. Ilex:mon heads of diflerent colors. lobo...hang,
able blades, K. & 1). quality. Set of five Mice, $1.50

No. 290. Ivory handles. Rubber heads. Reversible blades
of K. & IL quality. Extra fine finish throughout. A
high grade article. Set of five in paper box. Price,
8.3.60.

No. 291. Same as No. 296 but in fine Morocco case. Price,$4.50.

Sussfelcl, Lorsch & Co.
WHOLESALE AGENTS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

BEWARE
OF

ImiTATIoNs

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting .

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks .

FULL NICKEL PLATE •

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

$31.00

• 

.75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DEFAII,

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN
HA R DENED

STEEL
BUSHINGS
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This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 35 years

In building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label

French Watch Glasses 

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

SUSSFELD, LORSCH 8z Co.
Wholesale Agents

PARIS NEW YORK

21 Rue de l'Echiquier 37 Maiden Lane



EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Price, for all Watchmakers' Sizes, 70c. each

o

$1.00 each

Whitcomb
Geneva No. 1!!,

70C. 70c.

Stark

70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 38 and 50 Wire Chucks

Price per Set of 10

SI.50
2.50

Brass
Steel

Moselelt
No.1
70c.

Olin
or

Leader

70c.

Hopkins
3-4
70c.

Moseley
No. 2

70c.
Kearney
70c.

Webster
Whitcomb

70c.

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
Also Watchman's Portable Clock Catalog No.

Itivett

70c.
lir nolA 
70c. St 25 each

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE
MM. BY

HAROINGE BROS. U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil Peep Holes . silo° each
Old style, changed . . • 2.00 esell

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

The W B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

-' ._. : '1\F . .4 1. .\_,.._,..
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior
sold by the
of the United
lows:

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded

W B & C glasses
ItV than other and

brands, and are
leading jobbers
States as fol-0+..2,.

-"P % Per gross
denevas   $4.00
MI-Concaves .   4.00
Mi Concaves, Extra Thick . .   10.00
Fiat Parallels   8.00
Lentilies   12.00
Flat Concaves . . 12.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick . . . 15.00
Patent fienevas   8.00
Lunettes . • . .   . 3.00

Discount, 6 per cent.

to the W B & C Glasses at the

Per doz.
$ .40
.40
.90
.75
1.25
1.00
1.25
.75
.25

The only medal at he Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded t4. the W B & C brand.

Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses In the market.. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size mak(them an that (he leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. VOL r-I1fths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness Theyused to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End. "WATCHMAKERS I! If you wish to save time and money and giVe good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figO res. The W & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great man- brands have sprung up in one day, and neve,heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C

at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds byexp

' About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($i to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

103-105 William St.
New York

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 24 years.

. ir

lip° I • . Frtz-. I inlitir 411;"

57 Washington St.
Chicago

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.
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  Mainspring
Cabinet

_

No. 10

Exceptionally well made and
covered with " KERAKOL,"
finest imitation leather made.

Will hold 72 dozen

T. B. Resilient
Mainsprings
Put up in our speciil size tin box

Price for
Cabinet $5.00 NET

CHART illustrating 96 pat-
terns of T. B. Resil-

ient Mainsprings furn-
ished with each Cabinet.

(See next page.)

Size of Cabinet
12 ins. wide, 11 ins.
high, 12 ins. deep

T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS gaged with

The WALTHAM MAINSPRING GAGE
A Gage with numbers that stand for something.

ALL EXACTLY ALIKE NO MORE GUESS WORK

We carry at all times a complete stock of Genuine Mainsprings and all
other Watch Materials, Gold Filled Findings, etc.

We make a specialty of BRACELETS, FOBS, CHAINS and LOCKETS.
Our CATALOG illustrating a large variety of these, also BRACELET GAGE, sent on request, to jewelers.

11-101VIA BROS. Established1858 CINCINNATI, 01-110

T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS
MADE.; RIGHT GAGED wrourir PUT UP I.2.1(11-IT

ORDER
NUMBER SIZE STYLE MAKE WIDTH STRENGTH ORDER

NUMBER SIZE STYLE MAKE WIDTH STRENGTH

101 18  1 I l WALTHAM .285 .022 149 16 ILLINOIS .270 .021

102 18 I ]
dd .290 .022% 150 16 di - .290 .021

103 18 J 1
td .290 .022 151 16 I (. Si .250 .022i]

104 18 A 4 .255 .022 152 12 ( ] di
li .200 .019

105 18
E:

.4 .300 .0225i 153 4 & 6 ( 3 II .180 .018

106 18 I 1
di .300 .022 154 0 I ( 3 Id .165 .015

107 18 I
id .230 .022 155 18 I 0 HAMPDEN %, .290 .022

108 18 i id .255 .021 156 18 0) ft .290 .022

109 18 CO 44 .325 .019 157 18 4:01. 44 .290 .021
110 18 f D) di .325 .018 158 16 J 7 44 .260 .021
111 18 o) 44 .325 .017 159 16 04 it .260 .019
112 16 I 44 .230 196 16 (.0_9J2) id.022 .270 .019
113 16 0 44 .285 .021 160 12 0j di

-
.180 .019

114 16 0 it .285 161 6 I ol 44 '.019 . .180 .019
115 14 I I j

44 .210 162 6 i S4.022  0)11 .180 .018
116 14

1
di

_

.255 .021 163 3/0 r °I 4 d .150 .016
117 14 r ) 4d .285 .018 164 18 I I 1 ROCKFORD .290 .022 %
118 14 a dd .285 .018 165 18 I 41 .250 .022 li
119 12 wo di

166 16 I I I SI -.215 .015 .260 .021
120 12 44 .215 .015 167 6 I-11

d 4 . .210 .018
121 6 I I ] di .190 168 0 i I 3 id.021 .160 .015

122 6  I r 1 IS .190 .019 169 18 I HAMILTON .280 .022

123 6 It .210 .015 170 18 I 1 di_..) .280 .021

124 1 I 44
171 18 it 1.175 .017 .320 .019

125 0 if .155 172 16 L. I ] Ili.015 .280 .021

126 0 4. .175 173 16 1 i ] it.014 .280 .019

127 00 I I Id .155 .015 174 18 I 1-1  SOUTH BEND .280 .022
II128 iEWFili  .155 .013 175 16 1 I j It .250 .022

129 18 C 0 ) a I ELGIN .290 .022% 176 6 L__ 44 .190 .019

130 18 f..-------; 0 ) c di .290 .022 177 0 I I id .170 .015

131 18 c 0 0 ) G
---L,

d i .290 .021 178 18 J SETH THOMAS .330 .019

132 18 [ o 0 0 it .390 .019 179 18 I CD I "(Century)" li.290 .022

133 16 0 6) C.3 I .260 .022 180 18   , II " .330 .022 li

16 ----ri t4134 c 0) a .260 .021 181 6 it 4' .190 .017
135 16 0 o)Ci I 41 .260 .019 182 6 ( -.) "(Century)"-. .190 .019
136 12 1 c----4 0001

it .230 .021 183 18 0) N.Y.STANDARD .290 .022
137 12 . o CI .230 .021 184 16 if

1 ) .240 .021
138 12 --7.:--37-11 14

I .200 .021 185 6 I if .190 .019
139 6 I 0)0 1 is

.190 .019 186 18 1 1 TRENTON , .290 .022
140 6 1 (---2 .)OI .190 187 18 It.018 o .290 .022

"
,

141 0 L_______8_,2)sji .130 .016 188 16 1 I id 3i- - ----- -
.240 .022

142 0 I ,. slaj S■
189 6

,,
.170 .015 i .190 .019

143 0 I c___± ...)1 190 0 I id.170 .015 .160 .015
144 II10/0 .130 .014 191  3/0 it .140 .017
145 18 ILLINOIS .290 % 192 18 I a HOWARD. .022 .290 .0221

146 18 11
193 16 a) ".290 .022 .280 .021_

147 18 II .290 194 16 ) ". .021 C=1 .280 .018

148 16 1 195 16 I ] II.270 .022 .280 .019

Price { $11:32.550DG"reonas For sale by ThOMA BROS. Estalb8V8hed CINCINNATI, 011I0



PECKHAM

RING EXPANDER

Make Your Rings orger gr With
These Machines

AND SAVE TIME AND MONEY

PECKHAM 

RING CONTRACTOR Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes
These machines will alter SEAMLESS Rings to almost any sizein a few minutes. Soldered rings several sizes without losing their

shape, and the ring will remain perfectly round after being sized. No
other machines will show such results.

Our SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS are made of one piece of
gold. They contain no solder, and can be altered to any size,
smaller or larger; without cutting.

Trade-Mark Trade-Mark

THE ALLIANCE RING?

PECKHAM SEAMLESS RING MFG. CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Price, $16.00
including 12 steel rolls

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly sup-

planting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its

increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we

take these means to infiwm you that should you need them,
we can supply you.

SEND AT ONCE
I 4 karat,
IS karat,

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE

These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are
barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat
surface. They are easily opened as shown on illustration by insert-
ing a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy
their adjustment.

3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler.
536-538 Canal Street New Orleans, La.

NATURE HAS REVEALED ANOTHER BEAUTIFUL GEM

THE DIAMONDINE

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4 IDEAL " CASE.

It ic made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIN1ENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

TRADE-MARK

EM ORA NDUIVI ORDERS
SOLICITED

A precious (not reconstructed) white and hard stone. A substitutefor a diamond the Jeweler has been looking for for ages.
The brilliancy and kara'ness is 8o per cent. of the diamond, and ofsame sibecific gravity as a diamond.
Sold by the carat, in sizes of from 4 to 2 carats.

Write to your dealer in precious stones for the DI AMONDINE GEM, or address to

Diamondine Gem Co., 90 William Street, New York

MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 9 feet 4 inches high, I foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of came andshelves lined with black felt. Made to shix in the knock down.

Net price. $55.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case C
Salesroom,. Office and Factory

• 

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Cai

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCU
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 2. UPRICRIT POCKET DRAWN!)

SCALE
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EXTRA X F FINE
,

SWISS PATTERN FILES
FOR WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS, FINE TOOL MAKERS, DIE SINKERS AND OTHERS

WHOSE WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS

wrwourowy.11.ET:0,i4

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

Jewelers' "Model' Plating Machine
contains the Batteries, an Instruction Book,

Anode and Cathode adjustments and
current regulating lever.
Price. complete, $7.60

JEWELERS' "MODEL"

ELECTROPLATING

OUTFITS

Jewelers' "Model" Electro-Plating
Outfit

contains the Batteries, an Instruction Book and
Plating Salts for the following solutions:

1 quart of either Roman, Rose, Green or Karat
Gold

Half gallon Silver Half gallon French gray
Half " Copper Half " Jewelers' Potash

Price, complete, $16.00 net

Specially Designed for the Jewelers' Use

Outfits are equipped with two current strengths—one for ordinary small
work, the other for karat gilding or plating of more work. A turn of the levcr
either increases or decreases current. Anode and Cathode posts are provided
for the necessary connecting wires.

The Plating Salts furnished with the Outfits only need be dissolved in
water, when they are immediately ready for use. They contain the gold and
chemicals. They are the same as used for the past 16 years by the manufactur-
ing Jewelers all over the country. We only cater to the Jewelry trade, know
what's wanted and our guarantee goes with every outfit. Write for circular.

U. S. ELECTRO CHEMICAL CO.
78 Lafayette St., New York

JEWELERS' SAWS
oh. Zeuner, of St. Goar, Germany, is famous

as the maker of

THE BEST SAWS
M=1

and has appointed us his SOLE AGENTS for the
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Ask your Jobber for ZEUNER SAWS
if you want THE BEST

or write to us

When in need of Fine •Files, kindly remember
"American Swiss 99— our 0Wh make

E. P. REICHHELM & CO.
2.4 John Street, New York

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE 2"

The only machine furnishing five different strengths of current ; five shades
of color for each solution.

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL and INDISPENSABLE, always ready, clean,
compact, sure in results, the IDEAL machine for the jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put the
new finishes on your old zoods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER. COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMUL/E for. making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

HENRY S. ZINN
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Hutchinson, Kans., Dec. 7, 1907.
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Gentlemen: — I have used the IDEAL

PLATING MACHINE several months in refin-
ishing job work and brightening up "Out-of-
date" and "Shopworn" Lockets, Stickpins,
Brooches, Cuff Buttons, etc., refinishing them
in the new and up-to-date colors, making the
goods salable. Out of a bunch which were
"Stickers" I have refinished and SOLD more
than enough within the last sixty days to pay
for the machine. Thought I was getting along
very well without it, but since having used it
would hardly know "How to keep house'
without it. It does the work nicely and quickly.

Yours very truly,
HENRY S. ZINN.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give IX, 3, 6, 9 and rz volts cur-
rent (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can easily
be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6X
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE, TOOLS, MATERIAL
and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, el 1013-15 Grand Ave.
order direct from the manufacturers, ihoe 

D Norton Jewelry Company, KANSAS CITY, MO.

r4.-\

INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

rTAG YOUR RINGS WITI1
( 0WASHABLE TAGS 4_5?

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

woo Tags and Eyelets . . . $ 1 5 o

I Pair ideal Pliers  75
I Bottle Waterproof Ink . .  23

I Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
have.

Because it saves time—and saves money.
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish your

rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof and
won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
29 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y. comm4 POSITION OF TAG
wriLN RING IS IN TRAY
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Patented in the U. S.

If you want

to increase your

business, buy

watch cases

with our Ball-

Bearing Bow.

"SECURITAS"

BEWARE OF IMITATION

and in foreign countries

Such cases are for

sale by all first-

class jobbing

houses and Ball-

Bearing Bows for

repairing purposes

can be obtained

from all material

houses.

The Wachter Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.

BEGIN THE YEAR WITH SYSTEM
A good time to adopt up-to-date methods is right now—at the beginning of the year. You recognize, no doubt, the

need of a watch record book. Then why not procure the one that is most complete and entails least trouble, the

Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
Besides wide columns for name and address of the customer and for the repairs made itid remarks, there are the

following headings and columns

Check Date
No. Received

Date
Promised

Date
Delivered

DESCRIPTION

Movement Movement
Number

DESCRIPTION

Case Case
Number

Repaired-
by

Private
Number

Amount
Charged

Such a record tells the complete story. Each book has space for 1600 entries of watch repairs, contains I 20 pages, and
measures 9 x I I inches, Bound in cloth, with leather back and corners.

Sent postpaid to any part of the worM on receipt of price, $1.00 (4s. 2d.)

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO 809-811-813 North D9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
20I Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Published by

UNIQUE NOVELTIES

Imitation Vienna Bronzes
consisting of

FIGURES AND GROUPS. unequaled as Desk Ornaments,
Paper Weights, Bric-a-Brac, etc.

SMOKERS' ASH TRAYS
This line consists of novel and attractive combinations. Assortment is

large and every style original and distinctive.

FANCY
THERMOMETERS

Write for our illustrated
Circular of Inkstands,
Thermometers and Ash
Receivers consisting of 19
pieces, packed in a case
ready for shipment. Sold
in case lots only. Price,
$7.5onet per case. Subject
to a discount to Jobbers.

Smoker Set, No. 13524 B

INKSTANDS
In varied combinations

American Art Metal Novelty Co.
Manufacturers of UNIQUE NOVELTIES

110 East 23d Street (Near Fourth Ave.) New York

THE OIL
NEVER GOES WRONG

The trade from ocean to ocean is praising this ,,i!

IT POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM

Can you say as much for the oil you are using?

Send 25 Cents to your jobber for a bottle, and end your

oil troubles

Wholesale Selling Agents

M. SICKLES & SONS
Philadel pitia

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Chicago

NORDMAN BROS. CO.
San Francisco

DANIEL PRATT'S SON
53 Franklin St., Boston

g Watch 011

cl■ ill net

Runlet I dt• C*

Ihnton, MOM

Wholesale Selling Agents

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO.
Boston

CHAS. MAY & SON Boston

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO,
New York City

H. S. MEISKEY CO.

Lancaster, Pa.

RANEETT & LOWELL COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

JEWIar.14.1RS' BUILDING. BOSTON, MASS.

25

ORDER OF OWLS OFFICIAL EMBLEMS
t Patented, September 17, 1907

Infringers Will be Prosecuted to the Fullest Extent of the Law

The above Emblems are manufactured in all qualities. They are finely and substan-
tially made, of durable weight, handsomely finished, and represent the highest perfec-
tion of the Jeweler's art. If your .Tobber cannot supply yoll, selections will he sent m
responsible jewelers.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., 14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

EMBLEMS OF ALL ORDERS
HOC

iWNtc 

At all limes our stock comprises the latest and newest creations in Emblems. We
manufacture everything front an inexpensive Button to a high-priced Diamond Charm.
If your Jobber cannot supply you, selections will be sent to responsible jewelers.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., 14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

INcY SPECIAL ALL-PLATE CASE, No. 500

NOW FOR A NEW CASE!
You'll read this just as the holiday business is over. See how those

old cases are "bunged up" ?
Why not get a new one?

ezahrAi 50e4at Ca4,24
will ft your every requirement.

They're not cheap—far from it. The price is low, but the quality is

high. And we can make quick ship, guaranteeing safe arrival—and we

ship K. D. and save you considerable freight.
Ask for the catalogue to-day and select the case you want.

Quincy Show Case Works

Quincy
New York, 740-742 Broadway

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.

Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

M■1•0111%.

Illinois
San Francisco, 867 O'Farrell St.

Spokane, Wash., 0425 Monroe St.

Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.
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TilfRE IS NO) Sr RINGENCY IN GOLD TLEcw Fifa
1 N T HE RI:N(0 KTF.  

GUARANTEED
77-IE ONLY EXCLUMMAIEDIUMPRICE SOLID GOLD RING- LIAT

IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR RING BUSINESS THEN WRITE FOR A
SELECTION PACKAGE OR ASK ONE Of OUR, 9 TRAVELLING MEN TO CALL

OVER 3000 ORIGINAL DESIGNS TO
SELECT FROM. WRITE TO DAY. NIAGARA RING MF. CO.

OFFICES 16-20 E.EAGLE RirprAT
FACTO RY 374-376 WASHING-Tim 5y. .1,1,11.111..V a 1 .1.

J. P. Wadell Show Case
and Cabinet Co.

DETROIT,Dept. D

Manufacturers of

Modern Show Cases and Jewelry Store Fixtures

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED

Above cut represents Case No. 79

WRITE FOR PRICES

New York Salesrooms, 740=742 Broadway

Same floors with Frankel Display Fixture Co.

The

MACHINE
that does the

trick
I Complete Outfit Con=

sists of
One Eyelet Machine.
1000 Celluloid Tags and

Eyelets
1 Bottle Indelible Ink

Price, $5.00 Net

For Rings

For Rings

0 NO. 3.

For Scarf Pins

CNO.4

For Chains

Hand Plyers are
USELESS

The

HOLD=ON
CLUTCH

pest

saiest
skalcst

You slide the

Clutch on—

IT does the rest

LATHES
27

All makes of American Lathes furnished at lowest prices. We have constantly in stock, enabling us to furnish in the shortest

possible time, all the popular makes of American Lathes.

Our Leader

LESS THAN HALF SIZE

Genuine (i. Boley made in Webster-Whitcomb or Moseley No. 2 Patterns, fully guaranteed, at prices -which will

surprise you. Write us for quotations.

STAKING TOOLS

The New K. ei D. Staking Tool

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at soc.

Patented June 16, 1906

Ask your Jobber or write to

Scarf Pin Insurance

Hold=On Clutch Co.,. 33 Gold St., NEW YORK

110,- 

Set of

3 Jewel Setting
Cutters

Price, $3.00

This set will drill roo
and more sizes of
holes.

Send for Circular

CULMAN TOOLS

Every chuck or cutter which becomes worn or
broken will be replaced for 25 cents.

C. 'CULNIAN
Maple and Hazel Ayes., MAPLEWOOD, MCA

Balance Chuck
Price, $3.50

411■■=1=111

21) Punches, 30 Stumps, Low Ball-bearing Stand, Friction Punch Holder—

all the latest ideas. Price, $25.00, 1,ss the usual cash discount.

Our Boley Staking Tools
Made in .50 and 60 Punch, at $5.00 and $6.00,
are the best for the money ever offer ed the Track,

net

Our Material Department will fill your orders RIGHT an PROMPTLY

Recommended by Mr. E. A. DuNcAN
of Ilse Wartham Watch Co.

A. M. CHURCH
WHOLESALE !DEALER, IN AMERICAN AND SVVISS WATCHES

.509 Chicago Savings Bank Building 72 E. Madison Strect

  CHICAGO Everything for the Trade 726 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA



PROSPERITY LIES BEFORE US. Up-to-Date
Fixtures Spells Success. Write for our new catalogue
showing the latest ideas in modern jewelry store outfitting.

Our new American Beauty " TaVe Display Case No. 408

If you contemplate remodeling let us figure on your
requirements.

Will be pleased to submit designs according to your
ideas or our own.

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 750 Broadway 1 Under our own
ST. LOUIS OFFICE, 1331 Washington Ave. management

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO

SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THEJEWELRY TRADE, AND MANY
DEALERS ARE GETTING THE GREATEST PART OF
THEIR PROFIT BY SELLING THEM; PARTICULARLY
THE "BRIGGS."

WE WISH RELIABLE HOUSES THAT ARE INTER-
ESTED, AND IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY, TO
COMMUNICATE WITH US.

BRIGGS PIANO CO., BOSTON, U.S.A.

E. H. H. SMITH SILVER CO.

Silversmiths' Bldg.
Chicago,

HOLLY PASTRY FORK

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Manufacturers of

Sterling Effects

in Plate
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Samuel Moore & Co. are the Only Manufaeturera of
BEAD, BALL OR PEARL WIRE WITHOUT A SEAM

We Sell Only to Manufacturers BEAD OR DUMB-BELL CHAIN in sizes 4 to 14 inclusive, B. ec S. Gage
MATERIAL FOR JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS Office and Factory : 301-303 Friendship Street, PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Thank YOU, Mr. Retailer

A year and a half ago, the W. & S. BLACKINTON Co. decided that it

was unfair for manufacturers to sell department stores and retail mail-

order houses direct, and at the same time sell the jewelry trade through

the wholesale dealers. We believed then and are now thoroughly con-

vinced that this practice, if continued, will greatly injure the business of

many retail jewelers. Accordingly, we sacrificed the accounts of every

department store and retail mail-order house on our books, and notified

the concerns that we could sell them no more W. & S. B. * goods.

Since that time our sales have been made through the wholesale dealers

to the legitimate jewelry trade.

That this action has been appreciated by the jewelry trade is forcibly

shown by the remarkable increase in our sales. For the cordial support

which it has had in this protective movement, the W. & S. BLACKINTON Co.

takes this method of thanking its customers, and also the retail jewelry

trade, for the magnificent increase in the demand for W. & S. B. * goods.

Through your cordial support, we have not only made up the business

voluntarily declined, but the sales of OLD RELIABLE W. & S. B. * goods

have been by far the largest in the history of the company.

For your part in this mutually beneficial movement, we thank you,

and wish you a Prosperous New Year.

W. el S. BLACKINTON CO.

North Attleboro, Mass.

29
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"Here's health to you!
Here's wealth to you!
Here's all that's good
And true to you!"

ITH sincere thanks for their sup-

port, we assure our friends of a

continuance of the same liberal

and satisfactory business methods for the
New Year. Keep in touch with us in 1908,
and sell "the line that is the line." ipc, ot

BALTIMORE, MD.

MOSELEY
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11-1 E STANDARD C..W EXCELLENCE
Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense isspared to make them R IG I IT. The Oenuine Moseley Lathe of todayis the result of years of painstaking, systematic and skilled endeavorto satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-ienced workmen.
Moseley Chucks are of the best quality, and are Made in all sizes ;covering every need of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucksand Lathes were manufactured by us for years under the directsupervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " SplitChuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."
Moseley Lathes and Attachments, %Ai t h plenty of Moseley Chucksare the sect-et of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-ing- power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As aninvestment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NORTON
ALUNDUM STONES

FOR GLASS CUTTING
Are Especially Adapted for Fine Mitre Work

The brilliancy of cut glass depends more on the cuttingthan the polishing.
Norton Alundum Stones will hold such an absolutely sharp

mitre edge that the brilliant effect is always insured by their use.

NORTON COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

Niagara Falls, N.Y. New York Office Chicago Store
Alundum Plant 26 Cortlandt St. 48 S. Canal St.
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KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers of

Rich Cut Glassware

No. 110, Dir Bowl, Astoria No.1

Are you interested in QUALITY at a MODERATE
PRICE?

If you are, let us send you a sample order and join our
army of SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
HONESDALE, PA.

Krementz
Collar
Buttons
and Studs

ONE PIECE

The Standard American Collar Button

Made of one piece of metal ; the following illustrations
show the K REM ENTZ process of manufacture

First this disk :

Is stamped into this shape:

Then fashioned like this :

Rapid and repeated blows by
powerful hammers, in a machine
of almost human intelligence,
coax it into this shape :

Another machine turns up
the edges :

11

The next operation rolls
them over :

Then the head is shaped :

After which the button is
polished.

If we cut the finished collar button in half,
we notice that the metal in the
shank has been thickened and
toughened, strengthening it where
the most strain comes. This is a
sectional view of the Krementz One-piece
Collar Button.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

Fig.

Fig. 2

Fig. S

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. 0 ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York
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Men and Things

T
HE Meriden Britannia Company in
Connecticut has for some time past
been publishing a half-dozen num-

bers, each year, of a little periodical
called "The Silyee Standard," in con-
nection with its system of advertising
its wares. In each number—there is .a
collation of curious and often highly in-
teresting facts concerning life, habits
and various conditions in the United States
in the early days of the Meriden es-
tablishment. We had occasion once be-
fore to refer to these citations in il-
lustrating a comparison between 1846
and 1906, and the copy now at hand is
somewhat similarly suggestive as to
1817 and 1907. In the light of its repro-
ductions of cotemporaneous atatementa
it gives at least a. glimpse, here and
there. of agitations, enterprises and cur-
rent thought in the former period. and it
is interesting to note how some of them
were parallel to kindred ones which now
occupy the public mind.

• « • •
For example, toward the close-.of 1847

there was a money stringency, together
with such hoarding of cash as nearly
broke the Bank of England. American
finances, too. under the Polk administra-
tion were charged with having been con-
ducted in violation of pledges as to the
limitation of expenditures and loans. At
that time, however, the,Treasury had no
surplus; the debt contracted in the Mexi-
can War had swallowed up available re-
sources and more money was required
to meet the balances that were against
the government But wheat and corn
were abundant; the corn crop was esti-
mated at six hundred millions of bush-
els. and in, an article on the thrift and
enterprise of the population of New Eng-
land, a writer. presumably a Whig, put
the question, "Can Polk's Free Trade
crush such a people?"

• • • •
Thanksgiving Day bad just been celebra-

ted in New England, and life in that part
of the country in 1847 is particularly re-
flected in the excerpts. Boston, with a
population of 114,000, was pointed to bythe New York ''Journal of Commerce" as
an example of astonishing growth. In
the accumulation of fortunes it seems that
'.:hundred thousand dollar men were plenty
about," and that even "millionaires were
found here and there." Such was the in-
crease in business that he was a respec-
table jobber a few years ago who sold
.1;100,000 worth of goods, but now from
$300,000 to $500,000 is a common thing,"
While "the stores of the dry goods jobbers
are built like palaces with an exuberance
of cost, which is almost in bad taste."
'Tile once famous Revere House had Just
been opened; the corner-stone of the Bea-
con Hill Reservoir had just been laid;
Josiah Quincy as Mayor, was inviting at-
tention to the idea of a Free Library; Wil-
liam Warren, the comedian, had made his
first appearance at the Museum, and Ital-
ian Opera had been presented for the first
time in the city by a company from Ha-
vana at the Howard Athenaeum. The
celebrated "Brook Farm" experiment of
co-operative transcendentalists, it was no-
ted, had been abandoned; but a writer in
speaking of the Bostonians was quoted as
saying that "tlfey divide their time be-
tween metaphysics and 'fancy poultry,'
and while they look upon Emerson as far
ahead of inspiration, they look upon o
thirty pound rooster as far ahead of
him." But the tide of migration from the
Eastern States to what as then "the
West" or the Western reserve was evi-
dently heavy, for we are told that "twen-
ty-seven school mistresses arrived at
Cleveland, Ohio, November 27, consigned
to the district schools of the West." It
has been a habit in recent: years among
some Now Englanders to deplore the les.i

s:ening of the birth rate in the native pop-
ulation as compared with . that of their
forbears, or with that of newcomers from
abroad, but sixty years ago the same com-
plaint was in vogue. "Since 1820;" it was
said, "the births of the old ateck of Bos-
tonians have been but one, while those
of foreign residents have been live per
cent."

• • • •

American clocks had reached such .per-
fection. it wad stated, that time pieces
made in Connecticut rind warranted to
"keep good reckoning" were sold for sixty
cents at wholesale and one dollar for re-
tail, and at one manufactory eight hun-
dred et them were produced in a single
day. There is aluo an account of the,Yan-
lcce peddlers of the time and their carts fill-•
ed with "thimbles:, histories of the United
States, maple sugar, fine-tooth combs,
soap, lifoof General Jackson, jackknives,
bracelets, toothpicks, earrings, moral phil-
osophy and glass cement;" Yankee Sits-
Dee, as a delineator on the stage of that
typd of character, is pictured in his quaint
rural garb; and it was said that many
flourishing characters have commenced
life" in the same humble avocation. The
servant girl problem was even then a tnat-
ter of ' some concern. Thus Godey's
"Lady's Book" or Philadelphia is quoted
as saying that "the late census of Boston
has developed some curious facts. There
is no 'upper ten thousand' in that city, not
if to keep servants be necessaiy to that
distinction. Only 340 families keep more
than two domestics, and but 4,401 families
keep help at all, while 15,774 families live
in household independence, doing the work
entirely." According to Sir Charles Lye'',
on his visit to Boston, "to obtain a few
efficient servants at any price and to
put up with many inconveniences rather
than part with them, allowing them to
continue in service After marriage, is a
practice of not a few of the richest peo-
ple, who often keep no more than four do-
mestics where there would be at least nine
in London. In consequence of this state
of things the ladies are more independent
of being waited upon than those of Eng
land." • * • *

One of the national ambitions of .the
time was to see a fleet of steamships fly-
ing the Stars and Stripes, on the Atlantic,
and arrangements, it appears, had. been
completed between the government and
E. K. Collins for a lino of American
steamships between New York and Ltver-
pool—the afterward noted but 111-fated
Collins Line. Two locomotives which the
"Charleston Courier" described as "splen-
did pieced of mechanism:" had been made
by Ross Winans, of Baltimore, for use in
Smith Carolina—one the "John C. Cal-
houn" and the other the "Rough and
Ready" (General Taylor). "The former,"
it was said, "brings to mind the illustrious
statesmen in the purple and splendor of
the Senate; the latter, the indomitable
hero in his farmer dress, plain, yet invin-
cible on the field of battle." A voting
machine was also among the inventions
or the day; a Michigan man was exhibit-
ing one in Washington which was espe-
daily inteaded for the members of Con-
gress, and the rapidity of its action was
set forth in the statement that "by the
proposed arrangement, a mere glance of
his eye informs the clerk whether there
is a quorum present, and the yeas and
nays can be enumerated and pointed out
in the course of a minute or two after
the votes have been cast." A farmer's
wife in Ohio, who, with some of her
neighbors, had procured the milk of five
hundred cows for one day, was preparinga cheese weighing more than six thousand
pounds as • a present to Queen Victoria.Antagonistic as political feeling' was
toward England and (ho other "effete
monarchies," Americans were perhaps
more concerned in copying foreign cus-
toms and manners than they are now,
although they did not always copy themfor the worse. Thtls it 'was said that

"sonic or the richer class who had returned
from passing a year or two in England
had been Much struck with I he economical
habits in dress and the luxuries of the
table, of persons in easy circumstances
there, and the example had not been lost
on them."

* * * *
The Abolitionists were then giving much

alarm to conservative people on the eve
of the Presidential campaign that was to
be fought between General Taylor and
General Cass, with Van Buren as a Free
Seiler, and they were much interested In
making the most of such blacks as could
show that they might be worthy of moral
and intellectual comparison with Caucas-
ians. Still in his early manhood, Fred
Douglass in particular had conunanded
their attention. "The negro orator, Fred-
erick Douglass," it was said, "has located
in .Rochester, N. Y., and has started a
paper, which, we understand, is to be de-
voted to the anti-slavery principle. The
former slave has made quite a name for
himself by his efforts in behalf of his own
race and may make considerable of a stir
before many years." We hear • much of
"yellow journalism" to-day, as if it were
something peculiar. to the later times of
the press. But in MT, the New York
"Herald," Which was less than a dozen
years old, was regarded as at once the
most enterprising and the most shockingof newspapers . Thus in an imitation of
the senior Tames Gordon Bennett's style,
one journal printed what it called the
"Herald's motto, "Take no shin-plasters"
—so it ran—"All damned rogues who issue
them—live temperately—drink moderately—eschew temperance societies—take careof the sixpences—never trust a saint—goto bed at ten—rise at she—never buy on
credit—fear God Almighty—love the beau-tiful girls—vote against Van Buren—and
kick all politicians and parsons to the

• • • •
It-is in such "abstracts and chronicles

of the time," we have again a lesson inthe fact that, after all, the now is not
worse than the then. PENN.

The Article
Reproduced Above

appeared wholly without our solicitation
on the editorial page in the December
6th issue of the

Philadelfihia Bulletin
The publication reviewed at so great
length by The Bulletin is the December
number of

The Silver Standard
It is another tribute to the character of
our publicity policy. The Standard is
but one form. The other methods by
which we bring
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A Warning to Subscribers

DESPITE repeated warnings through our
columns and in our correspondence

with the trade, it occasionally comes to our
knowledge that jewelers are victimized by
swindlers who make a specialty of collecting
subscriptions for various journals without

any authority for so doing. These subscrip-

tions never, of course, reach the offices of
publication. In view of complaints which

have reached us in the past few weeks, we

must again warn the trade against paying
subscriptions for THE KEYSTONE to any
persons purporting to represent any subscrip-

tion agency, as no such person or agency has

any authority to collect subscriptions for this
journal. In some cases the name of a
fictitious subscription agency is printed on

the receipt given to the subscribers, but
more frequently the only printed matter on

these receipts is the words "Received from."
This, in itself, should arouse the suspicions

of the trade. It is evident that some of these

swindlers use many aliases as the handwriting

on some of the receipts is the same though

the name is different. Our latest complaint
is of a swindler who signed himself H. H. Cox
and was operating in St. Louis, Mo.

There's only one safe course to pursue.
Do not give your dollar to any person
unknown to you, or of whose identity or
trustworthiness you are not positively
assured. It is safest in every case, unless
you are personally acquainted with the
solicitor, to forward your dollar direct to this
office.

Suppressing Fraudulent Auction
Houses

THE jewelry trade, wholesale and retail,
of Detroit, Mich., have set an excel-

lent example to their brethren in other large
cities in the vigorous, and at least partly suc-
cessful campaign, which they waged during
the holiday season against the cheap jewelry
auction houses. These parasites on the trade
flourish especially in times of depression, and
even the slight business reaction caused by
the recent financial stringency seems to have
added to their numbers and activity. The
method of procedure adopted by the Detroit
trade was to first give warning that legal
action would be taken if the auction people
did not desist, and in case of refusal to prose-
cute on the charge of receiving money under
false pretenses. The mayor of the city was
appealed to with the purpose of having the
licenses of the offending auctioneers revoked.
It was alleged that false representations were
made in regard to practically every article
sold, and that " cappers " were employed to
bid up the goods for the purpose of imposing
on the public.

THE initiative was taken by the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade, which seems

to have a most active and enterprising
membership. The board issued a call for a
meeting of the retail jewelers so that both
branches of the trade could consult together
and take harmonious action. This is the
proper method of procedure in all such cases
and establishes a good precedent.

The call issued to the retailers was as
follows :

Our purpose in issuing this call is to get the
retail jewelry trade of the city together so that
united action may be taken regarding the auction
sales of cheap and inferior goods upon false repre-
sentations by the auctioneers, as is now being
done. This board has commenced the work and
during the past week has secured the revocation of
the licenses of two auctioneers and the refusal of
a license to another. We have also made a corn
plaint against one party for selling goods at auc
tion without a license, and this complaint will be
heard in the Recorder's Court, before Judge Phe-
lan, on Monday morning, February II, at 9.30 A.m.

The work has only really begun 'but we feel
that we must have the moral support and co-oper-
ation of the retail trade. Therefore we would ask
that you show your interest by being present at this
meeting, for your absence will surely be construed
as a request to discontinue our efforts, which have
been made wholly in the interest of the legitimate
retail trade.

Trusting, therefore, that you will see the great
importance of your presence at this meeting, and
that you will let nothing prevent your attendance,
we beg to remain, very truly,

DETROIT JEWELERS' BOARD OF TRADE.

This letter showed that the action of the
board was at least partly successful, but the
movement must be more general before we
can hope for a complete suppression of these
trade parasites. The time has arrived, in-
deed, when some general action should be
taken by the municipalities in the interests of
the local trade. It is monstrous that the
regular merchants of the town, those who
work and strive to build up a permanent
business, pay taxes, support the schools,
help to build churches and contribute to the
expenses of the municipal government should
be without the protection of that government
against the sharpers who drift from town to
town and by devious methods capture much
business that rightfully belongs to the local
merchants. These transients seldom stay
long enough in one place to share a portion
of the burden of taxation, more often dis-
appearing in a few weeks and sometimes
without paying rent or other bills. Intend-
ing to stay only for .a time they have no
object in view other than to make what
money they can while they can and generally
irrespective of the means. They have no
thought whatever for the public on whom
they are imposing, the trade which they are
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demoralizing or the merchants whom they
are injuring.

One of the tricks of the trade is exposed
in the following extract from an article in a
Fort Worth, Tex. , paper entitled " Detectives
Arrest Another Auctioneer:"

The arrest was made on the complaint of J. E.Cox, who was induced some fifteen minutes
earlier to purchase one of the " phony " watches.Cox claims that a " booster " in reality purchased
the watch and after the usual complaint of not
having the money to pay for it, borrowed the
amount of Cox and went upstairs, promising to
return " in a few moments with the amount." As
an earnest of his honesty the " booster" agreedto leave the watch with Cox until his return. Coxwaited patiently a few minutes and seeing that hehad been trapped, says he complained to the auc-
tioneer. This personage, he says, offered to give
him a twenty-year guarantee on the piece of jewelryif he would keep it. This Cox agreed to do, butafter the guarantee had been written out foundthat it guaranteed simply nothing. He at once
complained to the detectives and upon his clew atrap was laid that resulted in the arrest of thebunch.

THE initiative taken by the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade will be worth

much if it arouses the jewelers in other States
to the proper appreciation of this evil. Be-
sides the loss of business which accrues to the
regular trade from the operations of these
auction houses, the fraudulent representation
which they find necessary to profitably dis-
pose of the goods greatly injures the prestige
of the jewelers as many of the unthinking
public naturally conclude that the goods
sold in jewelry stores are equally unreliable.
Several ways of remedying the evil are open
to the municipal governments. The licenses
of the auctioneers may be revoked for proper
cause as in Detroit, or in the case of purely
transient concerns, a prohibitory tax could
be imposed. It might also be feasible for the
municipality to enact an ordinance requiring
all transient merchants to give a bond and
guarantee to continue in business in the town
for at least one year or else pay a license fee
each month. It may be objected that such
ordinances would be unconstitutional, but
this is unimportant for the reason that few of
the itinerant merchants have the time, cash
or desire to test the question of constitution-
ality. We give the matter special prominence
at this time because it furnishes an excellent
opportunity for efficient service by the
numerous organizations of the trade now in
existence. We invite discussion in our
columns, and also any experiences which the
trade may have had in the past in the
attempted suppression of this nuisance,

The united action of the wholesalers and
retailers in Detroit as well as the agreement
recently made by the two branches of the trade
in Cincinnati, indicates a spirit of friendliness
and mutual consideration which is highly
commendable. The interests of the whole-
sale and retail trade are identical and, there-
fore, harmony of action is essential.

KEYSTONE

Conviction for Embezzlement Arising
out of Memorandum Transaction

A DECISION handed down on December
9th in Jefferson City, Mo., by Judge

Grant of the Supreme Court of Missouri,
brought to an end a case of special interest
to the jewelry trade. The litigation arose
from an abuse of the memorandum system,
and for the better information of our readers
we will re-state the facts as following :

Back in January, 1905, Jacob L. Betts,
who conducted a jewelry store at Stanberry,
Mo., asked the C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.,
of Kansas City, to send him several dia-
monds on memorandum. The request was
complied with and the usual memorandum
invoice was expressed to Betts by the com-
pany., In this invoice it is stated that the
goods are " Consigned on memorandum,"
and it is further provided, " The goods de-
scribed below are sent at your risk for exami-
nation and selection, but none are considered
sold, nor does the title pass until a regular
bill of sale has been sent you."

When the diamonds reached Albany,
Betts receipted for them through the express
company. It seems that Betts had been
conducting an auction sale at that time, and
that the sale had closed on Saturday night at
I o'clock, the diamonds being received by

Betts the same night at 8 o'clock. The next
day Betts left Albany, and his whereabouts
were unknown until he was discovered at
Lincoln, Nebr., in the early part of March,
1905.

IN the meantime a man named Painterappeared on the scene in Albany. It
seems that Betts had not sold all of his goods
at auction, and Painter claimed to have
bought the remnant and to be the owner of
it. This was followed by an attachment by
a creditor of Painter, who levied on all of
the goods as the property of Painter. Then
a proceeding in bankruptcy was filed against
Painter in St. Joseph, Mo., and in due
course was adjudicated. From time to time
evidence was taken as to the whereabouts of
the property formerly owned by Betts; and
it was decided by the courts that the sale from
Betts to Painter was not in good faith and
was invalid.

When Betts was located at Lincoln,
Nebr., he did not have the diamonds which
C. B. Norton Jewelry Company had con-
signed to him. Thereupon an information
was sworn out at Albany, in Gentry County,
Mo., and an application was made to the
governor of the State of Missouri for a re-
quisition on the governor of the State of
Nebraska. The requisition was granted in
Missouri and honored in Nebraska. Jacob
L. Betts was arrested in Lincoln, Nebr., and
taken from Lincoln to Albany, Mo., where
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he remained in jail until such time as he was
able to give bond.

HE case came on for trial at the Sep-
tember term, 1906, of the Circuit Court

of Gentry County, Mo., at Albany. The
court ruled that the memorandum contract
was valid and enforcible and that the title to
the diamonds remained in C. B. Norton
Jewelry Company and that Betts, by conceal-
ing or disposing of the diamonds and not
remitting the proceeds to C. B. Norton
Jewelry Company, was guilty of embezzle-
ment. The jury fixed the punishment at
two years in the penitentiary.

Betts appealed the case which came up
for final adjudication before the Supreme
Court of Missouri, last month. Judge Grant
sustained the decision of the court below
holding that C. B. Norton Jewelry Co., did
not release its ownership in the diamonds
until they were paid for according to the
memorandum agreement it sent with the
shipment. In view of the large business
on the memorandum system the decision is
very important. It removes all doubt as to
the legal ownership of goods bought on
memorandum and clears away much of the
mist that legal sophistry has at times thrown
around memorandum transactions.

The Retail Trade vs. Mail-Order
Houses

THE struggle between the retail interests
and the catalogue houses is becoming

more strenuous as the months pass. In our
last issue, we told how the Chicago catalogue
houses, working together, secured an indict-
ment against certain lumber dealers in the
Northwest charging conspiracy to defraud by
using the mails. It would appear that the
lumber dealers issued a book of suggestions
to retailers for the purpose of aiding them
in meeting the competition of the catalogue
houses. In this book, it was alleged, dealers
were advised to procure catalogues and keep
Ill) a correspondence with the catalogue
houses in order that they might obtain all
necessary information concerning their goods
and methods, incidentally putting these
houses to useless expense.

There has since been a turning of the
tables by the retailers in an indictment re-
turned by the United States District court
for the Southern District of Iowa against a
Chicago mail-order house charging fraudulent
use of the mils for misrepresenting- the
character of the goods sold and forwarded by
them and obtaining money under false pre-
tenses. The indictment set forth in detail
three accounts, one of which was for the sale
of paint which the concern stated in a personal
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letter contained white lead and was made in
their own factory under the supervision of
paint experts. Evidence was offered to show
that the mail-order house did not operate a
paint factory of its own and that the paint in
question, which was sent by mail, did not
contain white lead.

Another charge against this mail-order
house, which has a more direct interest for
the jewelers, has to do with the selling of
rings. It would appear that a certain mail
carrier ordered a ring which was advertised
in the catalogue of the mail-order house and
described as containing four pearls and four
sapphires. The ring which the letter carrier
received, it is alleged, did not contain either
pearls or sapphires and was materially inferior
in quality to the rings described in the cata-
logue. Subsequently the same mil carrier
ordered a second ring which was described
as containing twelve pearls and two rubies.
The ring which he received, he claims, con-
tained neither pearls nor rubies, though both
the catalogue and the rings were sent through
the mail. If these charges were sustained,
it was argued, they constituted a violation of
the federal statute forbidding the use of the
mails for fraudulent purposes.

The progress of this suit, which will
probably be tried at Des Moines, Iowa, in
May, will be watched with deep interest by
all branches of the retail trade in the Middle
Western States. Whether the prosecution
will be successful or not, it is safe to predict
that much greater care will be taken than
heretofore by the catalogue houses in describ-
ing the goods which they offer for sale.

Death of England's Greatest Scientist

ENGLAND'S most distinguished scientist
and, in the opinion of many, the

greatest in the world, has passed away in the
person of Lord Kelvin, (Sir William Thom-
son) who died on December 17th in his 84th
year, after a life of marvelous achievement.
The son of a professor of mathetnatics,
William Thomson showed remarkable preco-
city in his studies and became at the age of
22 instructor of natural philosophy at the
University of Glasgow. Since that time he
has dived deeply into many branches of
science and always with good results. He
differed from most of his brother scientists in
that he was intensely practical, the visionary
being entirely eliminated from his nature. It
was in the electrical field that he attained his
greatest fame, and his most wonderful inven-
tions resulted from his engagement as elec-
trician at the laying of the Atlantic and other
cables. He devoted much time to the
invention of devices for improving marine
telegraphy, and a number of instruments for
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measuring the strength of electrical currents
are the fruits of his genius. He also invented
a method of mounting the mariner's compass
so as to improve the effectiveness of this
instrument, and devised machines for com-
puting the time of high tides and for
measuring great sea depths. Many of Lord
Kelvin's researches were in branches of
science that are beyond the ken of the average
reader, such speculative questions as the
age of the earth and the nature of atoms
being given much of his attention and study.
His labors in the scientific field have been of
immeasurable advantage to the world at large,
and he well merited the honors which were
showered upon him by royalty, universities
and scientific bodies.

Interesting Statements of Holiday
Business

-NATE could prescribe for our readers nomore effective confidence tonic than
a perusal of the individual statements in
regard to holiday trade furnished by sub-
scribers in all parts of the country and
published elsewhere in this issue. These
statements reveal in an interesting way
the peculiar character of what we may now
describe as the late panic. It was fre-
quently referred to in the daily press as " the
rich man's panic," and this in truth it seems
to have been. The large jewelry stores in
the great centers of wealth and population
complain of a very serious falling off in the
sales of expensive pieces, whereas the great
middle class seem to have purchased with
customary liberality. Considering the fact
that the holiday business must be compared
with that of 1906, which was the most phe-
nomenal in the history of the trade, the
season just over can truthfully be described
as exceedingly satisfactory.

It will be noticed that the trade in the
Middle Western States suffered little as a
result of the panic, though the effect of it
was very pronounced in the East, Far West
and South, and particularly in manufacturing
centers. The temporary shutdown of facto-
ries naturally intensified the fright, and this
was later felt by the jewelers. As a rule,
however, business was fully up to expecta-
tions, which were somewhat moderate on
account of the financial conditions, and in a
large number of cases far surpassed expecta-
tions. This necessitated considerable reor-
dering late in the season, which proved
somewhat troublesome but satisfactory.

A perusal of these statements will be
valuable as showing the continued healthful
trade conditions and the excellent foundation
on which the predictions of another good
year are based. The statements are just as

we received them—none changed and none
omitted. We take this opportunity to thank
our subscribers for favoring us with this
information, which is of great x,alue to every
branch of the trade at this time.

Investing Cash in Damonds and
Jewelry

I' is suggestive of the business shrewdness
which the retail jewelers have cultivated

in recent years that many of them made 2
laudable effort to turn the recent hoarding of
cash to account by suggesting that the money
could be profitably invested in diamonds
and tine jewelry which would continue to
have a fixed value and probably increase in
worth. Considering the present popular
predilection for diamonds and the abundance
of spendable cash, the advice was very timely
and was, no doubt, acted upon by many
people who would not, under ordinary cir-
cumstances, make such an investment. Many
of the jobbers, we understand, in their corre-
spondence with their customers, suggested
to the latter the advisability of advertising in
this way. Diamonds as an investment are
at all times an excellent subject for an argu-
mentative advertisement, but especially so at
this time, when people are disposed to keep
their money in their homes.

Beware of Bogus Postal Orders
A. PECULIARLY mischievous form of

swindling has been practiced on the
trade in several parts of the country during
the past month. Our Cincinnati correspond-
ent tells us of the use in that city of stolen
postal orders, by means of which several local
jewelers were imposed on. An item in our
New York letter tells of the later theft of
postal money orders from one of the New
York City sub-stations, and this also has
become a source of danger. The Jewelers'
Security Alliance, alive to the possibilities of
this scheme, has taken action to warn the
trade to be careful about accepting money
orders from strangers. The fact that the
swindlers have operated successfully in two
places so widely apart as Cincinnati, Ohio,
and Bridgeport, Conn., reveals the serious-
ness of this new swindle. In Bridgeport a
young man purchased a high-grade watch,
presenting in payment a postal money order
for $40 and received $5 in change. The
same swindler successfully imposed on
another jeweler in that city to the extent of
$50, the number of the order in the one
instance being 7874 and in the other 1875.
It is very evident that the blanks and possi-
bly the stamps, stolen by burglars from post.
offices, are being used.
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THE JANUARY "CLEAN-UP"

The Reason Why

One of the demonstrations of differ-

ence between a "broad" and a "narrow"

merchant is presented at this precise mo-

ment. The broad merchant does not hesi-

tate to market the left-overs of the Christ-

mas season at a loss, in a January "house-

cleaning sale"; the narrow merchant hangs

on to them, in hope of realizing a profit

sometime during the year, or in the next

Christmas season.
He may succeed; but several things are

against his hopes. First, if he carries them

along, shoppers will soon recognize their

ex-Christmas unfitness and their "left-over"

characteristics; they will become shop-

worn; they will advertise the merchant as

a purveyor of dead stock. Second; if he

carries them to the next Christmas season

they will then be brought into contrast with

the new goods which reflect a year's growth

in the taste of manufacturers. Third, the

interest charges in carrying them will con-

sume much of the margin of profit.

The policy of the broad merchant is

much better in every way. Its beneficial

results are both moral and pecuniary. The

merchant who advertises a January _sale of

unsold Christmas goods "at cost and less"

establishes at once a public conviction that

he carries no dead stock; and, inferentially,

all of his stock is constantly up to date.

There is a tremendous moral advantage in

such a reputation; it is quite worth getting

at the cost of the profits on the left-overs.

Moreover, the loss of these profits is made

up by realizing the cash which can be

"turned over" two or three times before the

next Christmas. So that he wins against

the narrow merchant both in money and

reputation.

Besides, the January sale opens the op-

portunity not only to close out the unsold

Christmas goods, but also all the "slow"

regular items accumulated throughout the

year ; all goods that have dulled in appear-

ance ;• all "fad" things whose popularity

has passed, etc. There can be a thorough

housecleaning, with the result that the

spring season will open with a "clean"

stock from top to bottom, with all the

mental comfort and business enthusiasm

which such a condition brings.

The question, therefore, to be consid-

ered is as to the best ways to secure a suc-

cessful housecleaning sale.

Assembling the "Mark-Downs"

Gather together all the left-overs that

were specially bought for Christmas trade,
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and all the very slow items elsewhere in
your stock; put these on tables separate

from your standard stock ; mark them in

plain "before" and "after" figures that will

compel notice ; and advertise them properly.

The whole problem is here solved in a

sentence ; but everything depends (after

segregating these goods) upon your cour-

age in fixing the prices and your skill in in-

teresting the public in the sale.

The Price Question

If you want to make a quick and com-

plete" clearance of all these gleanings from

your stock, it must be through the compel-

ling power of the "bargain" price.

A discount of io per cent. will take out

the most desirable ; 25 per cent. will help

out more of them. But the "stickers" will

stay on your hands at even a third off. If

you want to see the bad go with the good,

you must cut deeper. A discount of a

straight 50 per cent. will do the trick. Of

course, such an extensive cut is not needed

on much that you will offer—it can be sold

at a better price. But the bad must go with

the good ; and the presumption is that you

will offer more bad than good. As to the

distinctively Christmas goods, it may be

presumed that you marked them to return

you better profits than you get on your sta-

ple lines ; so that the net loss on them will
be little, if anything. Besides, the adver-

tisement that your sale will get through the

big reductions will help carry off your really

undesirable old stuff ; you necessarily sacri-

fice profits on good things in order to float

the bad things.

One jeweler, whose January clearance

sales are particularly successful, practices

the plan of joining two items in a sale, a

good and a slow thing, both marked at

about 40 per cent. off ; the sale includes

both items. Such a method can be suc-

cessful only when conducted by one skilled

in reading human nature, so as to enable

him to select for the "twins" in the sale two

items most likely to appeal to the buyer's

averages of values. We cannot recommend

the plan for general use.

The mistake generally made is trying

to save a profit, when the real object is to

clear the stock of undesirable goods. The

price-knife must cut deep to be effective, if

a quick clearance is desired; and the broad

merchant wants it over quickly.

Advertising the Sale

Take good space in the daily papers to

tell the people about the sale. State frankly

the reason for it ; do not make the blunder

of exaggerating the attractions of the

goods, but be perfectly candid on that point;

and let your argument be on the price. The

advertisement might take some such shape

as this (no space here for the needful "dis-

play") :
Our "Once-a-Year" Sale

Once a year, in January, we "clean house."
Once a year the public has the opportunity, here,
to buy goods at much less than they are worth.

We have separated from the balance of our
stock several hundred items on which we shall
make very large reductions from the regular prices.

Included in these are some beautiful things
bought specially for the Christmas season. They
are just as good, just as fresh-looking, as on
December .i.ith; hut we do n3t want to carry
them over to next season. You have been giving
gifts to others—here is the opportunity to give
one to yourself. There will be weddings and
birthdays, too, throughout the year. Buy now,
and you'll save money.

.12he sale includes many staple things, the
only excuse for offering which is that they have
been in our stock for one year. We like new
tenants. These are to be sold at cost. Then
there are some remainders of over-large pur-
chases—we are willing to pay for our buyer's en-
thusiasm by taking a loss on them.

The thrifty buyer will also find here some
excellent goods which are no longer in fashion.
If you insist on the "very latest," you'll find it
in our regular stock; but these separated goods,
though wrong as to fashion, are right as to qual-
ity. If you are not a devotee of fashion they will
give you all the satisfaction found in the "latest"
goods and and at an average cost of one-half.

This sale offers you a chance to make money
at our expense. Our profit will be in proving
our claim to "the cleanest and 'mist up-to-date
stock in town." Back of every piece sold stands
the Smith guarantee.

The goods, with their new prices, are worth
looking over.

SMITH, to Main Street.

The Window, for the Sale

In conjunction with your printed ad-
vertising of the "housecleaning sale," dress

your window during the first week of the
sale in accordance.

Select some of the most striking- ex-
amples of reduction, representing the vari-
ous classes of goods in your offerings.
Mark these conspicuously with "before"
and "after" prices. Some of the pretti-
est of the special Christmas items, some
of the best .of the staples in over-stock,
some of the most attractive of the older
things, will make up an eyefetching exhibit,
if the prices show drastic reductions. In
order to accent the advantage of buying,
mark a few items, here and there, at cuts
of more than half—selecting things which
do not run into much money, and charging
the loss to advertising. Cards cleverly
worded will interest the attention; and do
not forget to remind the observer that the
window is merely an index of the greater
variety to be found inside the store. The
whole purpose of the window is to excite
curiosity ase to the "more inside." You
must get the window observer to cross the
threshold—after which it is "up to you."

Put a rake in the window to the left
and a broom to the right ; and let a placard
inform the people that you have "raked'
your stock for these bargains which are to
be "swept out" to thrifty buyers.

You will be surprised at the amount of
regular goods (at regular prices) which
will be sold to these accidental visitors who
come to look to the bargains, but who will
select from your regular stock from com-
parison and choice. It is one of the pecu-
liar features of the January sale that the sale
of choice things increases with the unload-
ing of the bargains—a demonstration of the
unfailing value of the physical presence of
buyers,
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A LECTURE ON DISCOUNTS

Investigation of the developments and
progress in the mercantile branch of the
jewelry business during the past year shows
a gratifying increase in the number of
jewelers who take advantage of the cash
discount in the purchase of stock. Jobbers
inform us, however, that the increase in
the number is not nearly so great as the
prosperous conditions would have led one
to expect, and that, unfortunately, a large
proportion of the trade still seems to have
a very poor realization of the importance of
discounts. As the strenuous -competition of
to-day makes it imperative that the jeweler
should take advantage of every available
means of. economizing, we would again im-
press on our readers the necessity of study-
ing carefully this question of discounts and
of getting a proper idea of its great import-
ance. There is no better time to study this
subject than during the post-holiday leisure
and before spring purchasing has rightly
begun.

Interesting
Calculations

For the better elucidation
of this question of dis-
counts, let our readers sit
down with us and figure

out a few simple problems. Suppose, for
instance, you buy $5000 worth of goods and
the jobber gives you the privilege of paying
the bill, less 6 per cent., in thirty days. If
you pay .the bill within this time, $300 is
saved. "But," you say, "if I have not this
amount how can I pay the jobber's bill?"
Even if you have not the entire amount you
can still save part of this discount offered
by borrowing the necessary capital from
your bank. Let us calculate : To get the 6
per cent. thirty-day discount you will need
the use of $5000 for two months. You can
borrow .to the limit of your credit at 6 per
cent., and many people are glad to lend
money on good securities at 5 and 4 per
cent. But let us say you borrow at 6 per
cent. You pay $5o for the use of $5000 for
two months. You can save $300 on the
thirty-day discount by spending $50 for the
use of the money to pay the bill and thereby
make a clear $250 on the transaction, which
is 5 per cent.—a percentage worth saving.

To look at the question in another way,
if a jeweler buys $1o,000 worth of goods
and gets 2 per cent. off for cash, he saves
$2oo. Would ycu like to go out and pay
$200 for $1o,000 for twenty clays, or $20
for $L000 for the same time? You cer-
tainly would not, for, looked at in this
light, it would evidently be very poor busi-
ness. Another instance: Suppose the pur-
chasing terms were $9, I per cent. ten clays,
thirty days net. Would it pay you to dis-
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count such a bill ? At first glance you
would probably feel inclined to say "No";
but let us make a calculation. Suppose a
solvent friend came to you and said, "Will
you oblige me with the loan of $9 for
twenty clays, providing I pay you interest at
18 per cent?" You would not for a mo-
ment hesitate to comply with the request,
yet this is exactly what the jobber offers you
when he says i per cent. ten clays, thirty
days net. He offers you 18 per cent. for
the use of $9 for twenty days, and you ig-
nore this., and by so doing pay him 18 per
cent. more for the use of that amount for
twenty clays. Had you gone to the bank
and borrowed the required amount for
twenty clays at io per cent. you would then
have profited 8 per cent., as you pay the
bank io per cent. and the jobber pays you
18 per cent.

To put the problem in an-
Borrowing other form, what advan-
From Banks tage, if any, would a mer-

chant gain if he borrowed
$1000 from his bank and paid interest at
the rate of 6 per cent. per annum, using-
the borrowed money to pay his bills. The
answer is plain. If the merchant borrows
$1000 at 6 per cent. per annum he can have
the use of the entire sum for the whole
year for $6o, or by discounting one bill
amounting- to $1000 at 6 per cent., he can
get $6o in one day. And, if the terms of
the bill were "February 1st, 6 per cent.;
strictly net February 2d," the $60 discount
would be the equivalent of interest at the
rate of over 2000 per cent. per annum. As
a further example, let us take a bill subject
to the low discount of 2 per cent.; say it is
dated February rst. The terms read : "2
per cent. to days, 6o clays net," which means
that if the bill is paid on or before Febru-
ary I ith, 2 per cent. may be deducted, but
that if the jeweler waits until, say March
31st, he must pay the full amount of the bill
without discount. Therefore, if he pays the
bill on or before February I Ith, that is, fifty
clays before maturity, and deducts 2 per
cent., he earns an amount that in this case
is equivalent to interest at the rate of more
than 14 per cent. per annum.

A merchant who put in op-
eration exactly one year
ago the plan of taking ad-
vantage of all discounts has

the following advice to give to his brother
merchants as a result of his twelve months'
experience:

"If you are doing a business of, say,
$2000 per month, and you find about the
loth of the month that you are about $800
short of having enough to pay your jobber
up to within three or four days, by all means

One Year's
Experience
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borrow $i000, pay 6 per cent. interest, and
you have lifted a great load off your mind.
Immediately after getting the loan, pay all
bills in full up to such a time of the month
as you can make average ten days. Then
pay those who will come in the ten-day
average and take off your discounts.

"Now, the next thing to do is to start
a separate bank account for your discounts.
Pay your bills punctually ; keep strict ac-
count of your discounts and make a sepa-
rate deposit of them. Whenever you buy
some special line, ask what discount they
will allow for cash. Very often I've been
allowed 5 per cent. where I was only en-
titled to I. You will, by folloWing this up
closely, by and by change in your own mind
the old saying of the almighty dollar, and
pay more attention to the almighty cent.
In six months, if you work the business
properly, your discounts ought to reach
$150. By that time you will become known
as a man who discounts his bills. Then you
should also carefully put down the extra
cash concessions you get, exclusive of your
discounts. I am not putting it at the top
notch when I say it will reach $400 per
year on a business of $2000 per month.
Nor am I telling an untruth when I say that
in three years you can pay back your thou-
sand, interest and all."

Following are a few interesting dis-
count calculations:

I. One-half per cent. on a thirty-day
bill paid in ten clays is equal to interest at
the rate of 8 per cent. per annum.

2. One and one-half per cent. on a
sixty-day bill paid in ten clays is equal to
interest at the rate of II per cent. per an-
num.

3. Four per cent. off on a four-
months' bill paid in thirty days with a 3 per
cent. discount is interest at the rate of 12 per
cent. per annum.

4. Five per cent. discount off on a
four-months' bill is interest at the rate of
_15 per cent. per annum; or, if paid in thirty
days, less 4 per cent., it is 16 per cent. per
annum.

It will pay every jeweler during the
leisure moments which he may have before
beginning his spring purchases to study
carefully this matter of discounts and fig-
ure out the very material profit which will
accrue to him by adhering strictly to the dis-
count plan of purchasing during the present
year.

Remember that cash discounts is the
dealer's first profit, and one that he is sure
of ; and remember also that bills paid are
safer than money in any bank, however
strong it may be.
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THE CLERK'S STATUS AND OPPOR-

TUNITY

It is no exaggeration to say that the

clerk who appreciates his opportunity is the

rare exception.
The employees of to-day are the em-

ployers of to-morrow, and the successful

employees make the successful employers.

In a day when good clerks are so difficult

to obtain, the one who sees his chance and

takes it is bound to go far.

A boy going to work in a store is al-

ways without a superior education. He

may have a high school education, but

never more. He is young and inexperi-

enced. He possesses the advantages of his

inexperience in having little to unlearn, but

he also has its disadvantages.

One of the first things for the clerk to

learn is that his employer's wishes are para-

mount. His employer's ways are right as

long as they do not conflict with moral

right.
The clerk who is looking for ways in

which he may make himself valuable should

try to discover better methods of doing

things, and the way to secure the benefit of

originating such ideas is to suggest them

to the employer, not to try putting them

into execution independently.

Strict attention to business

is the first rule in the book
with the new clerk. He is

giving his services, such as

they are, for a consideration, and his time

and his brains are no longer his own. If

he does not like the work or the salary, he

may quit ; but he cannot, in justice even to

himself, give half service for full pay.

It is no more fair to give an employer

a short dollar's worth of time than to give

a customer a short dollar's worth of goods.

Good business methods never permit 01

short weights and measures and good busi-

ness methods hold in employers' and em-

ployees' relation as well as in buying and

selling.
The clerk's chance is his chance to

make good. 'Whether he does it or not de-

pends upon his attitude toward his employer

and toward his work.

There is no chance for the lazy clerk or

for the dishonest clerk or for the disloyal

clerk. The lazy clerk will be the lazy man

and the lazy man will be a failure. The

dishonest clerk will be the rogue all his

days. One does not form habits of one

kind in youth to drop them and turn to

others as soon as the former are proven

wrong. The disloyal clerk will soon be the

clerk without a job, for no store wants help

Strict Attention

to Business
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whose interests are not those of the

business.

Clerk in

Relation to

Customers

The customers are the

clerk's particular care. The
merchant may be the best
of salesmen, and even be

desirous of meeting all of

his customers personally, still the number

of them whom he can himself serve is very

limited. He advertises a policy. He tells

the public how well they will be treated in

his store. He cannot treat them so unless

his clerks will interest themselves in the

business and carry out his ideas.

Upon the clerk falls the necessity of

making the advertising of the house count.

Nothing can score against the grouchy or

the dishonest or the lazy clerk. His ways

will kill the best laid advertising plans.

The beginner in the store thinks his

position is of too little importance to count

much. He cannot see that his little part

signifies, but let him realize that he is a

link in the chain and as such can be the mak-

ing or the breaking of the chain.

Then, too, if the clerks are to be the

links in the chain, one should bear in mind

that while it is possible to pull an enormous

load with a strong chain with a strong man

at the end of it, yet the strongest man at the

end cannot push an ounce with the same

chain. Every link must do its own pushing.

Every individual clerk in the chain

must push with all his individual strength at

his point of contact with the public if the

business is to be advanced.
Right treatment of zustomers is the

most important thing for the new clerk to

learn in his work.
Badly treated customers mean the

store's failure, no matter how well managed

all the'other details may be.

To be a salesman from

whom people will like to
buy means to be a man the

store will not want to lose.

Let the salesmanship qualities be developed

first and all others will follow.

Devotion to salesmanship will in no

way serve to cause a lack of interest in the

development of other qualities. Nothing in

the line of business calls so strongly for all

around development as successful sales-

manship.
The clerk's chance is the chance to

climb if he will, but take hold of the ladder

and try.
The store where a boy begins may be

small, yet in the smallest store good busi-

ness principles are no different from those

in the largest store. The man who keeps

busy and does his best to succeed in the

small store can be counted upon to do the
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same when his opportunities enlarge.

The one who looks upon his present

job as only a filler until he can get some-

thing big will be very unlikely ever to get

anything big.
The knowledge that the greatest things

have grown from the smallest-beginnings

should be the base of the clerk's hope for

his own great future, and that hope should

be the basis of energy and determination,

without which there is no success.

The Evolution of the Show Card

A new and most important factor in

window publicity is the show card—not the

ink-daubed placard of former days, with

crude phraseology and indifferent orthog-

raphy—but an artistic thing of beauty

which commands attention and grafts a

solid idea on the mind of every passerby.

So important has the show card become

that there is at present a monthly magazine

devoted to its exploitation, and a number

of schools. have made arrangements to give

instruction in the art of show card writing.

Many of our readers, we fear, have no

comprehension of the importance of the

handsome window card and its utility for

direct communication with the passing pub-

lic. It may be used for a variety of pur-

poses—to tell the store news of the day,

call attention to bargains offered, herald the

arrival of new goods, announce new styles,

in short, serve every purpose of the news-

paper advertisement, with the advantage

that the reader of the card is right on the

ground to verify its statements either by

inspecting the goods or interviewing the

jeweler.
Now that the serviceability of the show

card is permanently established, there are

available for storekeepers and clerks in-

genious writing outfits for this special

work, and it would be wise for every retail

merchant to provide himself with one of

these outfits and to encourage the practice

of show card writing among his help.

There are always leisure moments when

such work may be done, and the time de-

voted to the writing of the window show

card is very profitably spent. Many young

men are gifted in this way, and the jeweler

may find such a one on his staff if he fur-

nishes the material and opportunity. To

our young readers we would say that the

time is near at hand when the store clerk

who is not an adept at show card writing

will be greatly handicapped. The accom-

plishment is a most valuable one, and the

clerk who consults his future should lose

110 time in beginning the study of the art.
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THE CLERK'S STATUS AND OPPOR-

TUNITY

It is no exaggeration to say that the

clerk who appreciates his opportunity is the

rare exception.
The employees of to-day are the em-

ployers of to-morrow, and the successful .

employees make the successful employers.

In a day when kood clerks are so difficult

to obtain, the one who sees his chance and

takes it is bound to go far.
A boy going to work in a store is al-

ways without a superior education. He

may have a high school education, but

never more. He is young and inexperi-

enced. He possesses the advantages of his

inexperience in having little to unlearn, but

he also has its disadvantages.

One of the first things for the clerk to

learn is that his employer's wishes are para-

mount. His employer's ways are right as

long as they do not conflict with moral

right.
The clerk who is looking for ways in

which he may make himself valuable should

try to discover better methods of doing

things, and the way to secure the benefit of

originating such ideas is to suggest them

to the employer, not to try putting them

into execution independently.

Strict attention to business
is the first rule in the book
with the new clerk. He is

giving his services, such as

they are, for a consideration, and his time

and his brains are no longer his own. If

he does not like the work or the salary, he

may quit ; but he cannot, in justice even to

himself, give half service for full pay.

It is no more fair to give an employer

a short dollar's worth of time than to give

a customer a short dollar's worth of goods.

Good business methods never permit of

short weights and measures and good busi-

ness methods hold in employers' and em-

ployees' relation as well as in buying and

selling.
The clerk's chance is his chance to

make good. 'Whether he does it or not de-

pends upon his attitude toward his employer

and toward his work.

There is no chance for the lazy clerk or

for the dishonest clerk or for the disloyal

clerk. The lazy clerk will be the lazy man

and the lazy man will be a failure. The

dishonest clerk will be the rogue all his

days. One does not form habits of one

kind in youth to drop them and turn to

others as soon as the former are proven

wrong. The disloyal clerk will soon be the

clerk without a job, for no store wants help

Strict Attention

to Business

KEYSTONE

whose interests are not those of the

business.

Clerk in

Relation to

Customers

The customers are the

clerk's particular care. The
merchant may be the best
of salesmen, and even be

desirous of meeting all of

his customers personally, still the number

of them whom he can himself serve is very

limited. He advertises a policy. He tells

the public how well they will be treated in

his store. He cannot treat them so unless

his clerks will interest themselves in the

business and carry out his ideas.

Upon the clerk falls the necessity of

making the advertising of the house count.

Nothing can score against the grouchy or

the dishonest or the lazy clerk. His ways

will kill the best laid advertising plans.

The beginner in the store thinks his

position is of to'o little importance to count

much. He cannot see that his little part

signifies, but let him realize that he is a

link in the chain and as such can be the mak-

ing or the breaking of the chain.

Then, too, if the clerks are to be the

links in the chain, one should bear in mind

that while it is possible to pull an enormous

load with a strong chain with a strong man

at the end of it, yet the strongest man at the

end cannot posh an ounce with the same

chain. Every link must do its own pushing.

Every individual clerk in the chain

must push vvith all his individual strength at

his point of contact with the public if the

business is to be advanced.
Right treatment of zustomers is the

most important thing for the new clerk to

learn in his work.
Badly treated customers mean the

store's failure, no matter how well managed

all the other details may be.

To be a salesman from
a whom people will like to

buy means to be a man the

store will not want to lose.

Let the salesmanship qualities be developed

first and all others will follow.

Devotion to salesmanship will in no

way serve to cause a lack of interest in the

development of other qualities. Nothing in

the line of business calls so strongly for all

around development as successful sales-

manship.
The clerk's chance is the chance to

climb if he will, but take hold of the ladder

and try.
The store where a boy begins may be

small, yet in the smallest store good busi-

ness principles are no different from those

in the largest store. The man who keeps

busy and does his best to succeed in the

small store can be counted upon to do the
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same when his opportunities enlarge.
The one who looks upon his present

job as only a filler until he can get some-

thing big will be very unlikely ever to get

anything big.
The knowledge that the greatest things

have grown from the smallest-beginnings

should be the base of the clerk's hope for

his own great future, and that hope should

be the basis of energy and determination,

without which there is no success.

The Evolution of the Show Card

A new and most important factor in

window publicity is the show card—not the

ink-daubed placard of former days, with

crude phraseology and indifferent orthog-

raphy—but an artistic thing of beauty

which commands attention and grafts a

solid idea on the mind of every passerby.

So important has the show card become

that there is at present a monthly magazine

devoted to its exploitation, and a number

of schools. have made arrangements to give

instruction in the art of show card writing.

Many of our readers, we fear, have no

comprehension of the importance of the

handsome window card and its utility for

direct communication with the passing pub-

lic. It may be used for a variety of pur-

poses—to tell the store news of the day,

call attention to bargains offered, herald the

arrival of new goods, announce new styles,

in short, serve every purpose of the news-

paper advertisement, with the advantage

that the reader of the card is right on the

ground to verify its statements either by

inspecting the goods or interviewing the

jeweler.
Now that the serviceability of the show

card is permanently established, there are

available for storekeepers and clerks in-

genious writing outfits for this special

work, and it would be wise for every retail

merchant to provide himself with one of

these outfits and to encourage the practice

of show card writing among his help.

There are always leisure moments when

such work may be done, and the time de-

voted to the writing of the window show

card is very profitably spent. Many young

men are gifted in this way, and the jeweler

may find such a one on his staff if he fur-

nishes the material and opportunity. To

our young readers we would say that the

time is near at band when the store clerk

who is not an adept at show card writing

will be greatly handicapped. The accom-

plishment is a most valuable one, and the

clerk who consults his future should lbse

no time in beginning the study of the art.
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What brightens your store, what wealth you amass;

What brings you the trade, like rich Cut Glass.

OUR TRADE-MARK

K 1 oi,

ON EACH PIECE

uxe

q Are you buying your cut glass from the originator or the copier? You can always
tell by the stamp.

If it is stamped with
blank.

this trade-mark it is genuine and not cut on a figured

The Taylor stamp means not only genuineness and originality, but high quality,
exclusive goods adapted to the trade of the best jewelers.

(If Our illustration shows one of our latest designs in a covered compotier. If you are
looking for something new, send for a list of our new specialties.

Our Colonial edge has never been equaled.

This line is the leader in the market, and

will give distinction to your cut glass stock

Taylor BTOO, Coo, Rrmc.
Designers of the Colonial Edge

Thfird nrmdl Cmlombridge PHRL.ADELIPHEA.

REPRESENTED BY

ANDERSON & LEWIS
568 GOLDEN GATE AVE.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

EDWARD E. NAMBOIN
32 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

The Pairpoint Corporation
SILVER PLATED WARE ■EL CUT GLASS WARE
ELECTROLIERS 41, GAS PORTABLES
BEAUTIFUL HAND-DECORATED SHADES

Send for

Photo.

Books

Showing

Complete

Lines

No. B 6I!3, Candelabra

BRANCHES
38 Murray Street
717 Market Street
485 St. Catherine
Factories, Etc.

New York City
San Francisco, Cal.

Street, Montreal, P. Q.
New Bedford, Mass.

No. goo. Jug.
" 3 c Octagon Eng. Pond Lilly '•

No. 309r. Electrolier
No. 999. Shade Springfield "

We issue

RIO

CATALOGUE

Wirfiqe 1D,5

TOT

(auk' prcopm,--5fiqicarm
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Made firm

MERTIDEN

The Cul Glass City
Eopy

pracaficali "omen

witth a Rife-long

elKparcience
firm

cuing glass

yo ND C00.
H.ERLDEN, CONN.

A Rare Exhibit of Cut Glass
• at New York Sample Room, 66 Murray Street

Don't overlook it when you visit New York City

No. 4134. Ice Cream Tray " Elsie." Price, $6.50
GLASS THAT SELLS

Fry Glass is purc itnd brilliant. The cutting is deep
and artistic.

ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE
THE BEST CUT GLASS

RocheMeir, Pennoyllvamum
No. 4406. Plate and Saucer "Keystone." Price, $2.25



A New Line for the Spring Trade 
AT POPULAR PRICES

I: lugs, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Bracelets, Fobs, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, I Lit Pins,
Baby Pins, Thimbles, Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms,
Festoons, Emblem Goods.

MATCH BOXES, NECK CHAINS, CIGAR CUTTERS, POCKET KNIVES,
LAPEL BUTTONS, VEST BUTTONS

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
Manufacturers to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

Salesrooms end thliees of In Diamond Depart ince 118 Nassau St re,'!. Nev I'ork
nan,,,m t cult i 1,;.4 Works-112 West nth Street, New York

e.o, 1 llinok, Stem Street
BRANCII OFFICES London. England. Audrey !louse, Ely Place

Amsterdam, Holland, I Tulpstraat

Start the New Year Right
AFTER INVF,NTORY—When your thoughts turn to
replenishing your RING STOCK, turn your "thoughts'
in the right direction. Start the New Year right.

BUY FB RINGS
Buy a complete assortment ; see that your trays carry the

best selling—and for that reason the most profitable RINGS
in the trade. If you are not on our list, a memorandum

selection will convince you.

HEINTZ BROTHERS
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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WITH thanks for past favors, and with best wishes for
the future, we extend to our friends and customers

the Greetings of the New Year.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

_

3982

WATCH
STOCK

For the

New Year

Our preparations for after-holiday replenishing are as com-
plete as for the Christmas rush. All orders of whatever
grades or sizes can be filled promptly as received.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS
14 South Tenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

We rejoice with you over the complete business recovery
and the bright outlook for spring trade. Our large
stocks in all lines reflect our confidence.

Standard
Makes of

Movements
and Cases

1748

Get our 1908 Prices

1741

New Terms and Discounts

Our New Line of MESH BAGS, VANITY
CASES, BUCKLES, SASH PINS, HAT

PINS, BRACELETS, Etc., are the largest

manufactured by any one house

Our Finish, as ever, "THE BEST"

THE W. H. SAART CO., silversmiths
New York Office, 4o Maiden Lane Forest St., Attleboro, Mass.
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Established 1868 • Incorporated 1896 Name Changed 1908

THE universally well-known tool and supply business established forty years ago by the late F. W. Gesswein and
successively known as F. W. Gesswein, F. W. Gesswein Estate, F. W. Gesswein Company, and later
William Dixon, Incorporated, will officially on January i, 1908, be known as

WILLIAM DIXON, Incorporated
Throughout the past year this proposed titular change has

been persistently represented to the trade through the medium of
the firm's advertising and trade literature. The change is a purely
nominal one, in no way affecting the organization, personnel
or policy of a business built upon the soundest and most con-
servative business principles, surviving many national and local
depressions and a score of commercial and industrial upheavals.

Mr. F. W. Gesswein, the
founder, embarked in business in
an itinerant way, with practically
no capital, in 1868. He carried
most of his stock in a satchel and
periodically visited the trade to
dispose of it. Nevertheless he
prospered to the extent that he
rented a small desk room in the
Maiden Lane district, where his
success assumed proportions of
greater consequence. He there-
fore in the early seventies located
at 39 John Street in the building
now occupied exclusively by the
business of the present company.

About 1873 a copartnership
with E. P. Reichhelm was effected
under the style of Gesswein &
Reichhelm, which operated for
several years when a dissolution
occured and the business con-
tinued under the old name of
F. AV. Gesswein until 1889 when
Mr. Gesswein suddenly expired.

Under the terms of his will
Mr. William Dixon, a friend of
long standing, was made executor
and at the request of the estate
continued the business under his
own management. Under this
administration the business pros-
pered remarkably, new depart-
ments being established and its
general scope so enlarged as to
embrace many industries not previously included in its activities.

In 1896 a corporation was formed and styled the F. W.
Gesswein Company with which was consolidated William Dixon
& Co., of Newark, New Jersey, with Mr. Dixon as president
and general manager. While participating in this incorporation
it was a matter quite contrary to the expectations of Mr. Dixon,
who wished after his duties as administrator had been discharged,
to return to the management of his own business in Newark.
His administration generally however had been so efficient and
by his devotion he had so unconsciously attained a detailed
control of the business, that he was strongly urged by the estate
not to abandon the work he had so ably instituted, and it was
only after the most vigorous representations that he was per-
suaded to acquire an abiding interest. Thus by a purely
impersonal devotion to the estate he unwittingly came into
control of a business that to-day, through his acumen, is
regarded as among the largest and most substantial of its kind in
the trade, with many connections both here and abroad.

One purpose of these European agencies is to keep a finger
on the pulse of the foreign manufacturing centers, and supply
the home office with the latest developments and inventions in

machinery and tools ; the policy of the house being to import,
manufacture, promote and market all such devices as facilitate
and improve the art and work of the metal industry. In this
the house has been singularly successful, as only by such personal
contact is it possible to get possession of many of the finest tools
manufactured by the European workman at home. By this same
intimate association the control of many of the best tool makers

has also been acquired. The
company, it might be observed
here, has the exclusive agency
for the superior and world-famed
Glardim Swiss file.

The William Dixon factories
in Newark, which under the terms
of incorporation are a part of the
company, give to it the added
advantages of being able to manu-
facture its own products, such as
brushes, polishing materials, etc.
The recent addition of a machine
department for the manufacture
of small machinery of all descrip-
tion, and metal goods, such as
gravers, files, etc., with facilities
for making special tools and
machinery is merely another
evidence of its enterprise.

At the time the business of
Fred C. Steinmann & Co., form-
erly located at 102 Fulton Street,
was liquidated in 1904 by receiver,
the F. W. Gesswein Company
Purchased the name Fred C.
Steinmann & Co. , good will of the
business and trade-marks. This
has enabled the F. W. Gesswein
Company to man ufacture and con-
trol exclusively several popular
brands of tools, Damascus, etc.,
formerly manufactured by them.

Succeeding the establishment
of the machinery department

have been successively added a dental and an optical department,
each thoroughly equipped to meet the requirements of the pro-
fessions they respectively aim to serve. An arts and crafts
department has also been inaugurated and so liberally patronized
as to attest its need and popularity.

The company's catalogue aside from profusely illustrating
and describing its enormous stock is a neat specimen of typo-
graphy, in which articles are so compiled and classified as to
make ordering easy. In addition it is replete with such
technical information, compounds, tables, etc., as will appeal to
the workman in the solution of practical problems. The com-
pany to supplement this service encourages correspondence on
technical difficulties and has been the means of often lending such
valuable assistance to the perplexed workman and manufacturer.
The new edition of the catalogue is now in preparation and will
be ready for distribution early in 1908. An optical catalogue has
also been issued and will be mailed to any optician upon request.

In reviewing its history the officials of the company are of
the opinion that if its business continues to expand in the same
proportion as heretofore it is only a question of a short time when
the premises now occupied, 39 John St. ,will have to be enlarged.

WILLIAM DIXON, President and General Manager

January, 1908 T H EE

Banquet of the Pottery, Glass and

Brass Salesmen's Association

The sixteenth annual banquet of the Pottery,

Glass and Brass Salesmen's Association of Amer-

ica was held at the Hotel Astor, New York, Sat-

urday evening, December 28th. The large ball-

room, where the dinner was held, was comfort-

ably filled, as the attendance was the largest of

.any of these events held by the association. Each

.and every member endeavored, with great success,

to exemplify the motto on the menu: "How pleas-

ant is Saturday night when you've tried all the

-week to be good." Several of the speakers re-

ferred to the exuberance of the jollification. One

.of these, with a wide experience in attending

social gatherings of this kind, stated that the good-

fellowship of the occasion was only equaled at

the dinners of the Amen Corner and the famous

Gridiron Club of Washington.

The members were seated at small tables in

'congenial groups numbering from six to eighteen,

while the speakers and special guests were seated

at a platform table running along one side of the

room. The tables were decorated with flowers

and silver pieces, while the handsome ball-room

itself required little to enhance its beauty. The

company were entertained with music during the

-dinner and sang the choruses of the popular and

patriotic airs, played by Van Baar's orchestra.

The boxes containing the "Glace de Fantasie"

were decorated with a tiny pottery pot and served

as souvenirs. During the dinner a flash-light

-picture was taken of the gathering and many se-

-cured copies as additional souvenirs of the most

successful banquet held by the association.

When the members found their places at the

table, and before being seated, the retiring presi-

dent, W. S. Pitcairn, rapped for order, and, after

thanking them for the loyal support they had

given to his administration of the office, presented

his successor, Harry S. Mirrielees, to preside over

the gathering. The popularity of the new execu-

tive was noisily demonstrated at this point and

continued off and. on during the whole evening. -

He thanked the association for the honor - con-

ferred upon him and said he would be happy if he

-would be given the same hearty support that his

able predecessor had enjoyed, and pledged his

best endeavors to raise the membership and in-

fluence of the association to a still higher

standard.

After full justice had been done to the well-

selected menu, President Mirrielees rapped for

order, and at the suggestion of Mr. Pitcairn,

called for a rising toast to President Roosevelt.

With a few humorous remarks, in which he de-

dined his privilege to make a set speech, Mr. Mir-

rielees presented the first speaker, the Rev. Thos.

R. Slicer, as one of the most eminent reformers

of the community. His topic, "Who Breaks, Pays;

or, the Importance of a Light Touch," was han-

dled in a masterly manner, and sparkling with

wit, humor and philosophy. He said it had been

suggested that he might exercise his talents as a

reformer on this occasion, but he protested that

that was beyond him. He said he had been struck

with the freedom with which they had handled

the glassware that was not their own property,

and could understand perfectly the abandon of

their enjoyment. Referring to the motto on the

menu, he judged from the reaction of the even-
ing that they must have had a terrible week of
piety. Speaking seriously, he said there hung in
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every man's mind the thought that he who breaks

must pay. "You have passed in the last six

weeks through a business crigs in which you saw

the destinies of not only this city but of virtually

the whole country in the hands of fifteen men.

They were the means of our deliverance in that

crisis. This is overshadowed by the fact -that

such a few men could hold such a power. This is

a menace and risk to the country and shows on

what a delicate touch the well-being of ninety

millions of people rest. I want to impress upon

you the point of view from which I am looking at

these problems. The difference between a good

citizen and an adventurer is that the citizen puts

all he has into the community and the adventurer

takes all out of it that he can. It is for us to

determine whether we shall control the economic

conditions that we face in this city or whether

they will control us. Your business life is just

the same as in this economic question. None of

us stand alone, but all our actions are interwoven

and interlaced with the interests of others. 'What

is good for the hive is good for the bee.'"

At the conclusion of the speech the reverend

gentleman was given three cheers and a tiger, and

his address was acclaimed as one of the best

delivered at any of these yearly dinners.

In presenting James M. Wakeman, Esq., who

was to talk on "Picked Up in Staffordshire," the

toastmaster remarked that Mr. Wakeman was the

first man he had met from Staffordshire who

does not make pottery. Mr. Wakeman told a

series of English, Scotch and Irish stories in

dialect in a manner that stamped him as a very

clever after-dinner speaker. He kept his listeners

in a continuous roar, and they insisting on more

when he showed an inclination to stop. Before

closing, Ile referred to a six weeks' business trip

he had just made through the Middle Western

States and of conditions as he found them. "I

found the western banks with reserves away over

the legal requirements, and the bankers getting

restless, as idle money is bad for the banking

business, . I found that these bankers were forc-

ing- their funds on business men. This is cer-

tainly a rift in the clouds and indicates that

money will soon be plentiful and cheap. I found

big institutions that have been closed down are

starting up to work on big orders. I also notice

that the New England mills are about to pay

larger dividends than for many years. We are

not dependent on Wall Street or New York for

the prosperity of this country, and while the agri-

culture and industries of the country are in as

sound condition as they are to-day we cannot

have any lengthy business depression."

Mr. Wakeman was loudly cheered for his

"boost" talk, with its inspiring tone of hopeful-
ness for his audience, made up of salesmen.

Mr. Mirrielees then read a telegram of re-

gret from Governor Stokes, of New Jersey, which

stated that his doctor had forbid his going out.

Also one from Governor Hughes, of New York,

expressing his inability to be present. Messages
were also read from Geo. E. Anthony, from At-
lantic City; a greeting from the Canadian Glass

and Pottery Gazette; from J. J. Kaufman and
Judge Chas. H. Whitman, and a humorous one in
verse from Alfred S. Porter.

Chas. Howell Cook, of Trenton, the head of
three potteries, was then called upon to take the
place of Governor Stokes, of his State. Al-
though he had advanced in the business scale and
was now a manufacturer, Mr. Cook said he car-

ried the most pleasant recollections . of his life

and experiences as a salesman. Mr. Cook said he

wanted to be enrolled with the other optimists

who had SQ well expressed what he thought was

the duty of .44 at this period. Money, he said,

was going to plentiful again, and it was largely

up to the _salesmen to restore a feeling of con-

fidence.
The next speaker, a man who is held in the

highest esteem and is ever a welcome guest at

these gatherings, was presented as the father of

his daughter Rose. Colonel E. C. Stahl gave one

of his characteristic talks on "The Fraternal Re-

lation." He referred to the many references that

had been made of the responsibility resting on the

salesmen to restore business confidence, and said

if this was so, then they were the "big stick."

"You may later become 'captains of industry,' but

you will always recall the days when you were

salesmen as the most pleasant of your life. I

belong to twenty-eight associations, and I know

of none with a membership that can match yours."

The importers present were enjoined by the

toastmaster to "get close" to the next speaker,

Geo. W. Wanamaker, one of the appraisers at

this port. Mr. Wanamaker referred to the possi-

bility of his being elevated to a higher position

of greater authority, and said if so, both the im-

porters and manufacturers could look for a

square deal. While there were no stronger protec-
tionists than himself, still he believed the im-
porter had some rights and the government
needed him, and as he was on the payroll of the
latter he would see that the importer got his just
desserts.

Mark C. Lester, of Canada, was the next
speaker, and complimented the association on its

great success and the splendid good-fellowship

shown not only at these social gatherings, but in

their business relations.
Before ringing down the curtain, Mr. Mirrie-

lees said he wanted to present a man who had
been the brains, blood and sinews of the associa-
tion for years past—one who had worked early

and late. Of course, the audience knew he re-

ferred to the popular secretary, Jos. F. O'Gorman,
and when he blushingly arose to respond to the
flattering reference to his services, he was given
a rousing reception. He said his brief talk would
be on the old familiar lines, an increased member-
ship, and when he asked those who would pledge
themselves to obtain one new member during the
year to stand, it seemed that every member arose.
They then sang that Joe was a jolly good fellow.

Just before the close of the speaking, "Uncle"
John Davidson arose and proposed the health of
their new president, and all cheered and drank
the toast standing.

At the annual business meeting of the asso-
ciation, held December 20th, the following officers
were elected : President, H. S. Mirrielees; vice-
president, Ed. Butler; secretary, Jos. F. O'Gor-
man; treasurer, Geo. Hamilton; directors, W. S.
Pitcairn, John Nixon, Henry Endemann, C. H.
Taylor, Geo. E. Anthony, Wm. H. Schrieber,
Harry B. Hollis, W. W. Magee.

The secretary's report showed a gain of iii
new members during the year, the largest but
one in the history of the association. For the
past three years the increase was 344. There were
eight deaths during the year and death claims to
the amount of $2400 were paid on these. The
association now has a balance of $5oot.92, made up
of $T39.68 in general fund, $1757.28 in benefit fund ,
and $31o4.96 in the reserve fund.



Established 1868 Incorporated 1896 Name Changed 1908

THE universally well-known tool and supply business established forty years ago by the late F. W. Gesswein and
successively known as F. W. Gesswein, F. W. Gesswein Estate, F. W. Gesswein Company, and later
William Dixon, Incorporated, will officially on January I, 1908, be known as

WILLIAM DIXON, Incorporated
Throughout the past year this proposed titular change has

been persistently represented to the trade through the medium of
the firm's advertising and trade literature. The change is a purely
nominal one, in no way affecting the organization, personnel
or policy of a business built upon the soundest and most con-
servative business principles, surviving many national and local
depressions and a score of commercial and industrial upheavals.

Mr. F. W. Gesswein, the
founder, embarked in business in
an itinerant way, xvith practically
no capital, in 1868. He carried
most of his stock in a satchel and
periodically x'isited the trade to
dispose Of it. Nevertheless he
prospered to the extent that he
rented a small desk room in the
Maiden Lane district, where his
success assumed proportions of
greater consequence. He there-
fore in the early seventies located
at 39 John Street in the building
now occupied exclusively by the
business of the present company.

About1873acopartnership
with E. P. Reichhelm was effected
under the style of Gesswein &
Reichhelm, which operated for
several years when a dissolution
occured and the business con-
tinued under the old name of
F. W. Gesswein until 1889 when
Mr. Gesswein suddenly expired.

Under the terms of his will
Mr. William Dixon, a friend of
long standing, was made executor
and at the request of the estate
continued the business under his
own management. Under this
administration the business pros-
pered remarkably, new depart-
ments being established and its
general scope so enlarged as to
embrace many industries not previously included in its activities.

In 1896 a corporation was formed and styled the F. W.
Gesswein Company with which was consolidated William Dixon
& Co., of Newark, New Jersey, with Mr. Dixon as president
ttnd general manager. While participating in this incorporation
it was a matter quite contrary to the expectations of Mr. Dixon,
who wished after his duties as administrator had been discharged,
to return to the management of his own business in Newark.
His administration generally however had been so efficient and
by his devotion he had so unconsciously attained a detailed
control of the business, that he was strongly urged by the estate
not to abandon the work he had so ably instituted, and it was
only after the most vigorous representations that he was per-
suaded to acquire an abiding interest. Thus by a purely
impersonal devotion to the estate he unwittingly came into
control of a business that to-day, through his acumen, is
regarded as among the largest and most substantial of its kind in
the trade, with many connections both here and abroad.

One purpose of these European agencies is to keep a finger
on the pulse of the foreign manufacturing centers, and supply
the home office with the latest developments and inventions in

machinery and tools ; the policy of the house being to import,
manufacture, promote and market all such devices as facilitate
and improve the art and ‘vork of the metal industry. In this
the house has been singularly successful, as only by such personal
contact is it possible to get possession of many of the finest tools
manufactured by the European workman at home. By this same
intimate association the control of many of the best tool makers

has also been acquired. The
company, it might be observed
here, has the exclusive agency
for, the superior and world-famed
Glardon Swiss file.

The William Dixon factories
in Newark, which under the terms
of incorporation are a part of the
company, give to it the added
advantages of being able to manu-
facture its own products, such as
brushes, polishing materials, etc.
The recent addition of a machine
department for the manufacture
of small machinery of all descrip-
tion, and metal goods, such as
gravers, files, etc., with facilities
for making special tools and
machinery is merely another
evidence of its enterprise.

At the time the business of
Fred C. Steinmann & Co., form-
erly located at 102 Fulton Street,
was liquidated in 19o4 by receiver,
the F. W. Gesswein Company
purchased the name Fred C.
Steinmann & Co. , good will of the
business and trade-marks. This
has enabled the F. W. Gesswein
Company to man ufacture and con-
trol exclusively several popular
brands of tools, Damascus, etc.,

WILLIAINDIXON,PresidentandOmerallNammer formerly manufactured by them.
Succeeding the establishment

of the machinery department
have been successively added a dental and an optical department,
each thoroughly equipped to meet the requirements of the pro-
fessions they respectively aim to serve. An arts and crafts
department has also been inaugurated and so liberally patronized
as to attest its need and popularity.

The company's catalogue aside from prc,fusely illustrating
and describing its enormous stock is a neat specimen of typo-
graphy, in which articles are so compiled and classified as to
make ordering easy. In addition it is replete with such
technical information, compounds, tables, etc., as will appeal to
the workman in the solution. of , practical problems. The com-
pany to supplement this service encourages correspondence on
technical difficulties and has been the means of often lending such
valuable assistance to the perplexed workman and manufacturer.
The new edition of the catalogue is now in preparation and will
be ready for distribution early in 1908. An optical catalogue has
also been issued and will be mailed to any optician upon request.

In reviewing its history the officials of the company are of
the opinion that if its business continues to expand in the same
proportion as heretofore it is only a question of a short time when
the premises now occupied, 39 John St. ,will have to be enlarged.
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Banquet of the Pottery, Glass and

Brass Salesmen's Association

The sixteenth annual banquet of the Pottery,

.Glass and Brass Salesmen's Association of Amer-

ica was held at the Hotel Astor, New York, Sat-

urday evening, December 28th. The large ball-

room, where the dinner was held, was comfort-

ably filled, as the attendance was the largest of

any of these events held by the association. Each

.and every member endeavored, with great success,

to exemplify the motto on the menu: "How pleas-

ant is Saturday night when you've tried all the

-week to be good." Several of the speakers re-

ferred to the exuberance of the jollification. One

.of these, with a wide experience in attending

social gatherings of this kind, stated that the good-

fellowship of the occasion was only equaled at

the dinners of the Amen Corner and the famous

Gridiron Club of Washington.

The members were seated at small tables in

..congenial groups numbering from six to eighteen,

while the speakers and special guests were seated

.at a platform table running along one side of the

room. The tables were decorated with flowers

and silver pieces, while the handsome ball-room

itself required little to enhance its beauty. The

-company were entertained with music during the

.dinner and sang the choruses of the popular and

patriotic airs, played by Van Baar's orchestra.

The boxes containing the "Glace de Fantasie"

were decorated with a tiny pottery pot and served

as souvenirs. During the dinner a flash-light

-picture was taken of the gathering and many se-

-cured copies as additional souvenirs of the most

successful banquet held by the association.

When the members found their places at the

table, and before being seated, the retiring presi-

dent, W. S. Pitcairn, rapped for order, and, after

thanking them for the loyal support they had

given to his administration of the office, presented

bis successor, Harry S. Mirrielees, to preside over

the gathering. The popularity of the new execu-

tive was noisily demonstrated at this point and

continued off and. on during the whole evening.

He thanked the association for the honor con-

ferred upon him and said he would be happy if he

-would be given the same hearty support that his

able predecessor had enjoyed, and pledged his

best endeavors to raise the membership and in-

fluence of the association to a still higher

standard.

After full justice had been done to the well-

selected menu, President Mirrielees rapped for

.order, and at the suggestion of Mr. Pitcairn,

.called for a rising toast to President Roosevelt.

With a few humorous remarks, in which he de-

clined his privilege to make a set speech, Mr. Mir-

rielees presented the first speaker, the Rev. Thos.

R. Slicer, as one of the most eminent reformers

of the community. His topic, "Who Breaks, Pays;

or, the Importance of a Light Touch," was han-

dled in a masterly manner, and sparkling with

-wit, humor and philosophy. He said it had been

suggested that he might exercise his talents as a

reformer on this occasion, but he protested that

that was beyond him. He said he had been struck

with the freedom with which they had handled

the glassware that was not their own property,

and could understand perfectly the abandon of

their enjoyment. Referring to the motto on the

menu, he judged from the reaction of the even-
ing that they must have had a terrible week of
piety. Speaking seriously, he said there hung in
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cvery man's mind the thought that he who breaks

must pay. "You have passed in the last six

weeks through a business crisis in which you saw

the destinies of not only this city but of virtually

the whole country in the hands of fifteen men.

They were the means of our deliverance in that

crisis. This is overshadowed by the fact -that

sr.ch a few men could hold such a power. This is

a menace and risk to the country and shows on

what a delicate touch the well-being of ninety

millions of people rest. I want to impress upon

you the point of view from which I am looking at

these problems. The difference between a good

citizen and an adventurer is that the citizen puts

all he has into the community and the adventurer

takes all out of it that he can. It is for us to

determine whether we shall control the economic

conditions that we face in this city or whether

they will control us. Your business life is just

the same as in this economic question. None of

us stand alone, but all our actions are interwoven

and interlaced with the interests of others. 'What

is good for the hive is good for the bee.'"

At the conclusion of the speech the reverend

gentleman was given three cheers and a tiger, and

his address was acclaimed as one of the best

delivered at any of these yearly dinners.

In presenting James M. Wakeman, Esq., who

was to talk on "Picked Up in Staffordshire," the

toastmaster remarked that Mr. Wakeman was the

first man he had met from Staffordshire who

does not make pottery. Mr. Wakeman told a

series of English, Scotch and Irish stories in

dialect in a manner that stamped him as a very

clever after-dinner speaker. He kept his listeners

in a continuous roar, and they insisting on more

when he showed an inclination to stop. Before

closing, he referred to a six weeks' business trip

he had just made through the Middle Western

States and of conditions as he found them. "I

found the western banks with reserves away over

the legal requirements, and the bankers getting

restless, as idle money is bad for the banking

business. I found that these bankers were forc-

ing their funds on business men. This is cer-

tainly a rift in the clouds and indicates that

money will soon be plentiful and cheap. I found

big institutions that have been closed down are
starting up to work on big orders. I also notice

that the New England mills are about to pay

larger dividends than for many years. We are

not dependent on Wall Street or New York for
the prosperity of this country, and while the agri-
culture and industries of the country are in as
sound condition as they are to-day we cannot
have any lengthy business depression."

Mr. Wakeman was loudly cheered for his

"boost" talk, with its inspiring tone of hopeful-
ness for his audience, made up of salesmen.

Mr. Mirrielees then read a telegram of re-

gret from Governor Stokes, of New Jersey, which
stated that his doctor had forbid his going out.
Also one from Governor Hughes, of New York,
expressing his inability to be present. Messages
were also read from Geo, E. Anthony, from At-
lantic City; a greeting from the Canadian Glass
and Pottery Gazette; from J. J. Kaufman and
Judge Chas. H. Whitman, and a humorous one in
verse from Alfred S. Porter.

Chas. Howell Cook, of Trenton, the head of
three potteries, was then called upon to take the
place of Governor Stokes, of his State. Al-
though he had advanced in the business scale and
was now a manufacturer, Mr. Cook said he car-

ried the most pleasant recollections of his life

and experiences as a salesman. Mr. Cook said he

wanted to be enrolled with the other optimists

who had so well expressed what he thought was

the duty of ll at this period. Money, he said,

'as going to)it plentiful again, and it was largely

up to the .salesmen to restore a feeling of con-

fidence.
The next speaker, a man who is held in the

highest esteem and is ever a welcome guest at

these gatherings, was presented as the father of

his daughter Rose. Colonel E. C. Stahl gave one

of his characteristic talks on "The Fraternal Re-

lation." He referred to the many references that

had been made of the responsibility resting on the

salesmen to restore business confidence, and said

if this was so, then they were the "big stick."

"You may later become 'captains of industry,' but

you will always recall the days when you were
salesmen as the most pleasant of your life. I
belong to twenty-eight associations, and I know
of none with a membership that can match yours."

The importers present were enjoined by the
toastmaster to "get close" to the next speaker,
Geo. W. Wanamaker, one of the appraisers at
this port. Mr. Wanamaker referred to the possi-
bility of his being elevated to a higher position
of greater authority, and said if so, both the im-
porters and manufacturers could look for a
square deal. While there were no stronger protec-
tionists than himself, still he believed the im-
porter had some rights and the government
needed him, and as he was on the payroll of the
latter he would see that the importer got his just
desserts.

Mark C. Lester, of Canada, was the next
speaker, and complimented the association on its
great success and the splendid good-fellowship
shown not only at these social gatherings, but in
their business relations.

Before ringing down the curtain, Mr. Mirrie-
lees said he wanted to present a man who had
been the brains, blood and sinews of the associa-
tion for years past—one who had worked early
and late. Of course, the audience knew he re-
ferred to the popular secretary, Jos. F. O'Gorman,
and when he blushingly arose to respond to the
flattering reference to his services, he was given
a rousing reception. He said his brief talk would
be on the old familiar lines, an increased member-
ship, and when he asked those who would pledge
themselves to obtain one new member during the
year to stand, it seemed that every member arose.
They then sang that Joe was a jolly good fellow.

Just before the close of the speaking, "Uncle"
John Davidson arose and proposed the health of
their new president, and all cheered and drank
the toast standing.

At the annual business meeting of the asso-
ciation, held December 20th, the following officers
were elected : President, H. S. Mirrielees; vice-
president, Ed. Butler; secretary, Jos. F. O'Gor-
man; treasurer, Geo. Hamilton; directors, W. S.
Pitcairn, John Nixon, Henry Endemann, C. H.
Taylor, Geo. E. Anthony, Wm. H. Schrieber,
Harry B. Hollis, W. W. Magee.

The secretary's report showed a gain of iii
new members during the year, the largest but
one in the history of the association. For the
past three years the increase was 344. There were
eight deaths during the year and death claims to
the amount of $2400 were paid on these. The
association now has a balance of $50or.92, made up
of $139.68 in general fund, $1757.28 in benefit fund ,
and $3104.96 in the reserve fund.



Trade-Mark

SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS

Registered

A 41.1.
The Superior Reputation of our Plain

Rings is due to the care and attention we pay to every
detail of manufacture.

Our Rings are absolutely uniform in shape, with in-
side edges rounded, and never vary.

Every Seamless Gold Ring Ave send out bears our
trade-mark, unless otherwise ordered, and all are positively
guaranteed by us.

Trade-Mark
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HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
Ring Makers

2 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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Bead Neck Chains
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New York Letter

It was decided last month by
Customs the board of appraisers that
Appraisers' bead necklaces are to be re-
Decisions garded as "jewelry" within the

meaning of the Dingley tariff
act. As such, the articles are dutiable at 60 per
cent., instead of at lower rates, as alleged by A.
Steinhart & Bro., of New York.

The board handed down a decision in the
case of A. D. Matthews & Sons, of Brooklyn, and
Gutman, Solomon & Co., of New York, it being
held that celluloid combs with metal mountings
and metal belt buckles are not to be regarded as
"jewelry," but are dutiable at 45 per cent. under
the provision in the law for manufactures of
metal.

A decision was handed down by the board
overruling claims made by A. Steinhart & Bro.
against the classification of lockets and watch
charms by the collector of customs at 6o per cent.
The board finds that the articles are "jewelry"
within the meaning of the tariff, and that, conse-
quently, the articles are not entitled to a reduc-
tion of duty.

Two thieves made a bold at-
Most Daring tack on the jewelry store of
Robbers Theo. H. Brouwer, 471 Grand

Street, in the heart of the bus-
iness section of Williamsburg, on the night of
December 5th, and got away with diamonds and
watches valued at $5000. Mr. Brouwer had started
to close his store, about 6 o'clock, when he heard
a crashing of glass in the front of the store. He
turned around in time to see a brick come flying
through a window that had already been smashed,
and then saw two young men reach through the
hole and pull out four trays of diamonds and
watches. Brouwer was dazed for a moment, but
soon found his voice and called to his young
nephew, De Witt Brouwer, who is a clerk in the
store. Hatless and coatless, young Brouwer ran
out in time to see the thieves going down Grand
Street bearing the trays. He followed them into
a hallway, and in the darkness they had time to
shove the booty into their pockets. Closely pur-
sued, the robbers ran out of the rear of the
house, vaulted a fence, and finally got away.

Charged with having systemat-
Dishonest ically robbed the firm of $tor
Employee 000 worth of diamonds, Louis
Steals Diamonds J. Harris, bookkeeper and city

salesman for Rudolph Noel &
Co., diamond brokers, 37 Maiden Lane, was
locked up at police headquarters on December 5th.
Mr. Noel was the complainant. The diamonds
were said to have been taken prior to October
26th. According to the police, Harris made a full
confession in the office of a lawyer representing
the complaining firm, whom he told how he took
the first diamond and covered up the loss by mak-
ing a false entry, and kept on taking diamonds
until October 26th, when he found he had taken

I

$10,000 worth in all. The theft, however, was

not discovered until Harris disappeared, on No-

vember 1st. He told the police that he destroyed

all the pawn tickets for the diamonds except five,

which he sold to a man in Forty-third Street. He

added that he spent the money in the Tenderloin.

The regular monthly meeting
The Jewelers' of the executive committee of
League the Jewelers' League of New

York was held at the league's
offices, 12 John Street, on December 5th, the fol-
lowing being present: President G. W. Street,
Vice-presidents John R. Greason, Leo Wormser,
Bernard Karsch and George H. Hodenpyl;

Messrs. M. L. Bowden, W. T. Gough, S. H.
Levy and Secretary Marsellus. The usual rou-

tine of business was transacted, such as approving
the treasurer's report, granting changes of bene-

ficiaries, and the admitting of new members since
last report. Payments were authorized to the
beneficiaries of the following deceased members:
Thomas M. Ward, Jersey City, N. J., $5000; F.
Bohnenberger, Denver, Colo., $2500; Bernhard
Frolke, Brooklyn, N. Y., $2000; Isaac Herzberg,
Philadelphia, Pa., $5000. Payments to the bene-

ficiaries of the following deceased members were

made during the months of October and Novem-
ber, as follows: F. A. Goeltz, N. Y., $5000; C. L.
White, Newark, N. J., $5000; C. E. Mason, Oak-
land, Cal., $5000; General G. W. Mindil, New
York, $5000; C. H. Coon, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

$5000; R. L. Pinkstone, Philadelphia, Pa., $5000;
S. F. Myers, New York, $5000; Morris Lyon,

Baltimore, Md., $5000; J. F. Stout, Roselle, N. J.,
$5000—making the total amount paid in death
claims and to beneficiaries of deceased members
to date the sum of $3,579,00o. The next regular
monthly meeting of the executive committee will

be held on Wednesday, January 8, T908.
Chief Postal Inspector Mayer

Postal Money announced yesterday that post-
Orders Stolen office money order blanks num-

bered from 1852 to 2000 in-
clusive had been stolen from sub-station 193, a
drug store at Prospect Avenue and Jennings
Street, the Bronx. Two Italian boys are sus-
pected, but it is believed they have confederates,
because five of the blanks have been filled out for
small sums and passed. Mr. Mayer is anxious to
warn merchants who are in the habit of cashing
small money orders.

A new wrinkle in burglary
Cut Through came to light in this city on
Show Window December 3rd, when Abraham
Floor Bobier's jewelry store, on West

i6th Street, was robbed of
jewelry said to be valued at $5000, while Bobier
was in the store. Bobier had dressed his show
window by piling up boxes and covering them
with black cloth, on which valuable jewelry was
displayed. Several times Bobier thought he heard
rats in the floGI., but paid little attention to the
scratching noise. When a friend came in later to
ask why he had removed the jewelry from the

window, the jeweler found that almost every

(SI)

article of value had disappeared. Investigation
showed that the robbers had entered the cellar
under the store, cut a hole two feet square in the
floor under the boxes, climbed up into one of the
boxes by means of a ladder, cut a small hole
through the top of the box, slit the black cloth
and picked the pieces of jewelry out of the win-
dow without difficulty.

Leopold Strauss, one of the most popular and
widely known salesmen in the trade, died sud-
denly in Pittsburg last month from an attack of
acute indigestion. The deceased was representa-
tive in the West and Middle West for C. P. Gold-
smith & Co., and had been connected with the
jewelry business for some thirty years. Mr.
Strauss was born in Germany and came to the
United States forty-four years ago, He located
in Cincinnati, where he learned the jewelry busi-
ness, in which he was engaged for a number of
years in that city. Later he gave up business for
himself to go on the road as traveling salesman,
in which capacity he has since been employed.
He was a prominent member of many fraternal
societies, and was credited with an acquaintance-
ship with the retail trade equaled by but few
other salesmen. The remains were brought from
Pittsburg to New York City, and interment was
made in Mt. Sinai Cemetery, Philadelphia, many
prominent members of the trade being present.

The traveling force of Chas. L. Trout & Co.,
15 Maiden Lane, for 1908 is as follows : W. E.
Parish, formerly with L. 011endorff Co., will
cover Ohio, Indiana, Texas and Oklahoma ; F. B.
Moore in the West and Southwest; Ira C. Jones
in the West and Northwest; Frank C. Shinn in
the Middle States ; Geo. W. Rowley in the South-
ern and East Coast States, and Fred Mounts in
the Middle East States.

The falling off in imports of precious stones

at this port continues, and the November imports

were the lowest figure in ten years for that month,

the total being $924,655, a decrease of over

$1,800,000 from the total for November one year

ago. The falling off is equally marked in both

cut and uncut gems and is attributable, no doubt,

in a great measure to the financial stringency. It

is now certain that the total imports for 1907

will fall far short of the great record of 1906.

The reports from Antwerp and other diamond-

cutting centers in Europe tell of unusual de-

pression in the industry, although there has been

no falling off in prices, nor is there any expected.

An interesting exhibition of art goods was

held at the rooms of the Pratt Club, Brooklyn,

from December 4th to 14th. The exhibits in-
cluded art jewelry, hammered metal, pottery,

carved work, etc. At the same rooms there will

be exhibited from January 15th to 24th a care-

fully selected display of similar articles furnished

for the purpose by the Boston Society of Arta
and Crafts.

Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co.,
was elected a member of the board of directors

of the Equitable Life Insurance Society by the
policy holders at a meeting held last month.

(Cmit I nued on page CX)
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Important Change
in Prices in Effect
January I, 1908

On 10 K. Gold and 14 K. Gold Filled

LARTER STUDS

Economy in production enables us to

offer this stud in solid ICI K. gold and in 14 K.

gold filled to the jobbing trade at a reduction

on former prices.

We will maintain our high standard in

construction and finish. This with our broad

guarantee makes these lines pre-eminently the

best moderate-priced Shirt Stud produced.

We are prepared to show our sample

lines to all who want to handle the best that

is made in Shirt Studs.

Retailers can procure the LARTER

STUD in above lines from any progressive

jobber.

LARTER 0 SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK CITY

All Larter Studs have this Trade-Mark

Registered in U. S. Patent Office

ABEL BROS. ec. CO.
Abel Bldg., 64=66 John St., NEW YORK

Originators and Makers 14011'

Brooches, Scarf Pins and Necklaces

1000 Different Designs in these, $7.00 to $150.00

THE

COMB HOUSE

1Ve manufacture a complete line of

Fine Mounted Combs in 14 K.,
o K., Sterling-, Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kinds of

Plain, Real and Imitation Tortoise
Shell Combs

Selection Packages Sent to Responsible Jewelers

WAGNER COMB MANUFACTURING CO.
41 Union Square, New York

Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Repair Work a Specialty
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Commenting on the improved

Trade in conditions, one of the leading

Diamonds dailies in the metropolis said:

"The retail jewelry trade al-

ways has been regarded as one of the unerring

barometers of the general financial condition

around about the Christmas holidays. That there

has been a marked restoration of confidence—

and really one of the surprises of the holiday

season—is shown in the demand, which gradually

is growing greater, for precious stones, and

which do not find a market in times of perma-

nent depression. Lambert Bros., Third Avenue

and Fifty-eighth Street, are representative

dealers whose transactions indicate the gen-

eral trend, and they said there was no reason

for complaint. "When the panic first

started," said a member of the firm, "we

began talking diamonds more persistently

than ever, and we have talked diamonds for

thirty years, through good times and bad

times. Our argument always has been con-

sistent and logical. If the purchaser of a

holiday gift is looking for beauty, and beauty

alone, nothing could be more pleasing than a

fine diamond, perfectly cut and mounted so

artistically that all its splendors will be re-

vealed; and even if practical usefulness is

sought, we still say buy diamonds. Why?

Well, it is a very simple proposition. A nice

bundle of bonds of some solid corporation

would be regarded as an acceptable present,

would it not? Well, you know that within

a few weeks securities regarded as firm as

basic rock have gone tumbling and crashing,

just as the Palisades have when shattered by

a blast of dynamite. But you don't hear of

any slump in diamonds, and you will not

hear of any slump. The popular demand is

so great that the supply is not equal to it.

They are bought more for an investment

than for display, because the intrinsic value

is not affected by financial flurries any more

than gold is affected."
The Pottery, Glass and Brass Salesmen's

Association of America gave their annual banquet

at the Hotel Astor on the evening of December

28th. There was a large attendance at the func-
tion, which was even more successful than its
predecessors.

The mystery that surrounded

The Jewel the theft of the package con-
Robbery taming $32,000 worth of jewels

which was stolen last month

while in transit from this city to Washington,

D. C., was promptly cleared up by the detectives.

William White, a seventeen-year-old boy, of 57

Greene Street, Jersey City, who has been a helper

on one of the United States Express Corn-
pany's wagons for the last three months, con-

fessed that he stole the package from the express
company's platform at Communipaw. All the
jewels were recovered and are now in the pos-
session of the property clerk of the Jersey City
police department. It was learned that the young-
ster had been trying for a week to sell jewelry
for paltry amounts and that he could get no pur-
chasers. They found him unloading goods from a
United States Express Co.'s wagon at Communi-
paw. When taken to police headquarters in Jersey
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City he admitted the theft, but declared that he

had no idea of the value of his plunder. He told
Captain Robinson that he found the box contain-

ing the jewels on the pltaform at Communipaw
and took it home. Upon opening the package and
finding that it contained jewels, he started out to
sell them, but could find no purchasers. To
Charley Koroff, the driver of the express wagon,

he gave a handsome pearl necklace, suggesting
that he give it to one of his sisters for Christmas.
The other pieces he fruitlessly peddled around
town, and finally threw the valuables, wrapped in
a newspaper, on top of the ice box in the kitchen
of his home, 57 Greene Street, Jersey City, where
they were found by the detectives. Koroff ad-
mitted that he accepted the necklace from the boy,
but said he didn't know it was stolen.

The New Frankel Building

The Merchants' Association of
Reduced Rates New York announces that its
for Merchants application for m e re h a ii t

rates to New. York" 'during the
spring buying season has been granted by the
Trunk Line Association. The rates will be in
effect on February 29th to March 4th, inclusive,
and March 14th to March t8th, inclusive, with
the customary fifteen-day return limit. The spe-
cial rate for the round trip will be one fare and
one-third, effective under the certificate plan.
Geographically and roughly described, the terri-
tory of the Trunk Line Association is in New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia and in Virginia,
north and on the line of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway. The concession does not apply
from points less than too miles from New York
City. In the course of a week or so the Mer-
chants' Association will be able to give particu-
lars as to the special fares to this city from Cen-
tral Passenger Association territory.

The past month has been peculiarly rich in
swindling schemes worked on the jewelry trade,
and in most instances with alarming success.

One of the cleverest swindles was perpetrated on

Harry Babchin, a Jersey City jeweler, who lost

some $600 worth of diamond jewelry through

what is known as the "short change" trick. The

stranger entered the store and asked to see some

diamond jewelry. He selected earrings and other

goods valued at $600, and counted out $599 in

cash, which he offered in payment. When the

money was counted it was found to be $1 short.

The stranger, who seemed somewhat surprised at

this, again took the money and recounted it. Sat-

isfying himself that it was short $1, he took a

dollar bill and added it to the roll, placing it in a

rubber band and returning it to the jeweler. The

money was accepted and the stranger departed.

Later the jeweler discovered that the roll of

money consisted of $15, with the core stuffed.

The new Frankel Building, at the north-

west corner of John and Dutch Streets, is

rapidly nearing completion. This is a mod-

ern twelve-story fireproof office building on

a plot 73 x 513. It is especially planned for

jewelry and diamond trades, as well as for

general office purposes, its corner location

and large inside court assuring it perma-

nent light unexcelled by any building in the

jewelry district. The front of the building

is of granite, Indiana limestone, terra-cotta

and pressed brick. The interior finish

throughout is of the highest class office

building construction. Among other special

features, there is a separate entrance for

employees on Dutch Street and a large

freight elevator in addition to two passenger

elevators. The five upper floors will be ar-
ranged for approved light manufacturing,

diamond cutting, etc. Leases are being made

from May 1st of this year, but it is expected
the building will be ready for occupancy no
later than April 1st. The owners of the
building are the North Ward Realty Co.,
and the officers of this company are Simon
Frankel, president; D. J. Frankel, vice-presi-
dent. The. Charles F. Noyes Co., agents for
the owners, report that entire floors have been
rented to Wendell & Co., New York Dia-
mond Cutting Co. and Ingersoll Watch Co.
Among other prominent jewelry firms who
have rented offices in the building are E. A.

Lehman & C. F. Jeandheur, Jr., Garreau & Griser
and Adolph Rosenthal.

Wilbur C. Cook, for several years connected
with the New York office of The Keystone Watch
Case Co., will, after January 1st, join the force
of the E. Howard Watch Co., of Waltham, Mass.,
where his duties will be in connection with the
sales department. Mr. Cook enjoys much popu-
larity among the trade, who wish for him contin-
ued success in the new field.

The W. H. Saart Co., Inc., will move about
the first of the year from the twelfth floor to the
tenth floor of the building at 49 Maiden Lane.
The removal will mean much larger quarters and
better facilities for the display of their goods.
Over t000 square feet of floor space will be at
their service, this space being divided into a pri-
vate office, store room, display room repair room
and packing room, all of goodly size.

On January 1st the firm name of F. W. Gess-
wein Co., the jewelers' tool and material house,
at 39 John Street, will be changed to William
Dixon, Incorporated. The management of the
business will remain unchanged.

(Continued on page 55)



OUR NEW SPRING LINES riTIEiTERATNEVER1 ARE READY
We have been "Sawing Wood " in Maiden Lane for sixteen years. Progress? "Yes—a little." The new and

up-to-date equipment of our new building has given us a leading place. "Our success is the talk of the town."

W. H. Balch
S. W. Percy

W. J. Beard

Chas. Welzmiller

Asher Green

TI-IIS IS THE NEW BUILDING
We are justly proud of our old business in new quarters

Postal

Card

will

any

one

of

these

salesmen

to

your

store

with

our

Sample

Lines

*V*

We

supply

all

the

Jewelry

and

Gold

and

Silver

Novelty

needs

of

tel;

Retail

Jeweler

Irving Cohn

Wm. Bernheimer

J. A. Reis 10 and 12 MAIDEN LANE C. W. Mill

The above salesmen, Genial and Courteous, are well known to the Retail Jewelry Trade everywhere. Some have been with
us fourteen years. They are now leaving for their respective territories.

Our Products are

Exclusive in Design,

Elegant in Detail,

Excellent through=

out. That's why you

should carry them—

if you don't already.

We Sell SELLERS! SELLERS!
and that's the reason why this business has had such a phenom-
enal growth.

If our methods please you tell your friends, if not tell us. All will
be welcome in our building.

ito and 12 Maiden Lane, New York

YOU CAN BUY

jewelry and novel=

ties most anywhere,

but you cannot buy

the M. J. A. STYLE,

QUALITY and PRICE

anywhere else.
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When Samuel Garfinkel, who
A Daring has a jewelry store at 713 Ful-
Robbery ton Street, Brooklyn, opened

up for business on Monday,

December 16th, he found the place apparently as

he had left it on Saturday at midnight, with the

sole exception that a show case which he takes in

from the street on shutting up shop had beea

shifted from the place where he and his son had

put it and was standing in the middle of the aisle,

close to the door, as if to bar the progress of any

one who happened in suddenly. Then he went to
the big five-feet tall safe at the rear of the estab-
lishment and opened it. No sooner had the heavy
iron doors swung back on their hinges and Mr.
Garfinkel had a look into the interior than he
dropped to the floor in a dead faint, as he told
the story afterward. In the back of the safe
cracksmen had chiseled a hole and .through the
aperture had lifted all the drawers that were in
the safe, each filled with money or valuable
jewelry. Mr. Garfinkel estimated that jewelry to
the value of $8000 and cash to the •amOunt of, at
least $600 had been taken. There .waso't a thing
of valite left in the safe.

An action charging alleged
Watch Import- fraud and undervaluation in
ing House Sued connection with importations
by Government of Swiss watches has been

brought by the United States
against the firm of B. L. Strasburger & Co., as a
test case, to determine ti question which has
troubled the customs officers for years. The
suit is for the recovery of $30,000 by the govern-
ment, and is merely preliminary to further ac-
tions for $40,000, $50,000 and $too,000 in the
event of the first one being successful.

The controversy arises from the fact that
the Dingley tariff does not impose a duty on
watches in the completed form. The case and
movement are each assessed separately, the case
at a high ad valorem duty and the movement at a
materially lower rote. Hence it has always been
the complaint of the government officers that the
importers were undervaluing the cases and over-
valuing the movements, while at the same time
bringing the total valuation up to the correct
market value of the completed watches.

The question has been before the board of
general appraisers a great many times and decis-
ions have been rendered favoring both sides. In
the present test case it is said that the govern-
ment has certain evidence which has not been
presented to the board of appraisers and on which
the suit is based. It is declared in behalf of the
government that they have strong proof of the
undervaluation of the cases and that the highest
price cases have been entered at a lower value
than the cost of manufacturing the cheapest sort
of case in a rough condition. The further charge
is made that through the alleged frauds the gov-
ernment has been losing $1o,000 annually for the
past five years.

L. Heller & Son, 68 Nassau Street, distrib-
uted among the trade a copy of a facsimile of the
Declaration Of Independence very neatly made up
with frame effect. The gift was highly appreci-
ated by their patrons.

It is said on the Lane that many have been
selling back to the dealers diamonds and other
precious stones bought before the financial trou-

bles began. "Diamonds have again proved to
be the kind of property most easily converted
into cash," said one of the dealers. "The resale of

articles from family jewelry chests is putting

back in the market some of the finest specimens

of the stones and is relieving to some extent one

trouble of the dealers, who for several years have

been worried by the difficulty in getting sufficient

supplies of high-grade stones."
The Dennison Mfg. Co. gave a remarkable

exemplification of the usefulness of crepe paper

for window decoration in a unique trim shown

in the window of their store, 13 John Street, last
month. The design represented a winter scene

with snow-covered cottages, a prominent feature

being a snow-man made from paper but bearing

a remarkable resemblance to the genuine article.

Large crowds continually gazed at the window

and admired its ingenuity.
The L. E. Waterman Co., 173 Broadway, paid

tribute to Thanksgiving week by a unique window
display. The show window was made to resemble

a building covered with straw, the feature-in-

chief being a faithful representation of a turkey
with a Waterman pen neatly tied to his neck.

The bucolic idea was faithfully carried out iii de-

tail and attracted much attention.
The Maiden Lane Realty Co. recently issued

neat folders describing the new Silversmiths't.
Building, in the erection of which rapid progress

is being tootle. The folder is for the better in-
formation of prospective tenants who may rent

quarters in the new structure.
Wm. F. Kelly, who for many years held a

prominent position with J. Dreicer & Sons, the

Fifth Avenue jewelers, died recently of apoplexy.

The deceased was well known to many members

of the trade in the city, and the news of his
death was heard with great regret. The Dreicer

store was closed on the day of the funeral to per-

mit the employees to pay their last respects.
The Brainard & Wilson Co., manufacturers

of art metal goods, Danbury, Conn., have opened

handsome offices in this city in the Cable Build-

ing, 621 Broadway. The new offices are hand-

somely fixtured with fine mahogany cases with

plate glass and mirror backs. The accommoda-

tion permits the display of a full line of the prod-
ucts of the company. The office is in charge of

Frederick J. Foster, who has been for many
years identified with the silver, art novelty and

cut glass lines, and has a host of friends in the

trade.
At the last regular meeting of the Jewelers'

Board of Trade the Standard Optical Co., Gen-

eva, N. Y., was elected to membership.
Eduard W. Van Dam, the diamond cutter,

has moved his factory and offices to new quarters,
at 437 Fifth Avenue. The factory quarters will
be on the fifth floor in well-lighted rooms very
suitable for this purpose.

The Boost Club, of this city, largely composed
of members of the stationery and jewelry trades,
elected officers for the ensuing year, as follows:
Arch booster, Samuel Graydon; festive booster, J.
A. Whittaker ; glad-hand booster, L. D. Bement;
scribe, F. J. Bricker ; coin keeper, F. W. Vanden-
fange; boost committee, three years, Frederick P.
Seymour ; one year, William E. Smith.

Abraham Lopatin, all employee of Henry
Davidson, 51 Maiden Lane, was arrested in Phila-
delphia last month, charged with theft from his
employer. Mr. Davidson alleges that Lopotin
knew the combination of the safe and in this way
obtained the goods. Governor Hughes issued
requisition papers for Lopotin.
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2 Maiden Lane, New York

Engagement for 1908 of

TRAVELING SALESMEN 

MR. IRA C. JONES
for Northwestern States

MR. FRANK B. MOORE
for Southwestern States

MR. GEO. W. ROWLEY
for Southeastern States

MR. FRANK C. SHINN
mi. middle North States

MR. W. E. PARISH
for Ohio, Indiana, Texas and Oklahoma

MR. FRED MOUNTS
for Middle East States

Showing very large sample and also immediate
delivery lines of the

Newest Spring Demands
in Gold, Silver and Gold Filled Jewelry

Being an exclusive Jewelry firm, devoting or
entire attention to Jewelry only, we should be
able to show you an interesting line.

2 Maiden Lane, New York
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It was fortunate, no doubt, that

HolidayTrade the holiday season followed so

Conditions closely the period of financial

stringency, as the generous

purchasing spirit characteristic of the season not

only furnished an excellent antidote for the fear

germ cultivated by the currency conditions, but

served at the same time to reveal the utter unrea-

sonableness of the scare. The result has been

truly gratifying.
Jobbers and manufacturers all report a good

holiday trade, some, of course, better than others.

Buyers in goodly numbers visited the local mar-

ket for late holiday buying and mail orders

showed good activity. The unusually large vol-

ume of business done by the Chicago jobbers all

the year found the trade well stocked and, in a

measure, reduced the necessity for late holiday

buying. All things considered the holiday buying,

though it could not be truthfully described as

"enormous" in its volume, was entirely satisfac-

tory to the jobbers, and this statement is made

after a careful canvass of the situation.

As far as the retail trade is concerned, a spell

of unseasonable weather operated against early

buying, but a return to harsher winds the week

before Christmas ushered in holiday trade with

snap and energy, and revealed a purchasing dispo-

sition among buyers fully up to that of last year.

One omen, which augurs well for the future, is

the fact that the volume of each week's business

during December has shown a substantial increase

over the previous week.

The outlook for spring business is good. This

opinion is shared by all leading jobbers here. All

parts of the great Northwest are specially pros-

perous, and the recent report of the Department

of the Interior, which places the value of this

year's crop at $500,000,000 over that of last year,

spells nothing but prosperity, and conservative

business men are laying their plans accordingly.

Taken all in all, the aggregate amount of

business done by the jobbers and retailers dur-

ing the past twelve months has been entirely

satisfactory and there is absolutely nothing on the

commercial horizon to indicate anything but good

business for 19°8. Conditions throughout the

West and Central West are in excellent shape—

in some portions even better than last year. The

only thing which remains to be done in order

to instill renewed activity into the Chicago mar-

ket is a return to normal banking conditions. The

prospects for an early resumption are much more

favorable, and business men and bankers alike

confidently look for a return of the "real money"

basis within a very short period.

This year's rush of Christmas

Christmas Shop- shoppers has more forcibly

ping a Struggle than ever before called the at-

tention of Chicago business

men to the necessity of the city authorities taking

drastic measures to relieve congestion in the busi-

ness center. A glimpse at the great throng that

crowded State Street Saturday and the day be-

fore Christmas would well make one forget all

thoughts of a financial flurry or hard times.

Christmas shopping at its best is very often trying

and exhausting, but under the conditions that

must prevail in Chicago until the city authorities

are stirred to action, it is little short of Hercu-

lean for the great shopping public. After fight-

ing their way through streets and stores, shoppers

burdened with bundles and packages, and many

faint from sheer exhaustion, are compelled to

board over-crowded surface and elevated cars or

suburban trains filled beyond their capacity. Chi-

cago is going to continue to grow, and no matter

what is done along the lines of reconstructing the

service lines they will never accommodate its vol-

ume of increasing business. This turmoil and

congestion during the the busy shopping season

takes dollars out of the pocket of the Chicago

merchants. The swelling crowds emphasize the

need of a subway. It is nothing short of crim-

inal folly for the city authorities to postpone

action any further. Thoughtful business men

have long ago called this the one crying need of

Chicago's business interest, and the great shop-

ping public looks to the Chicago merchants to

arouse the city authorities into bringing relief.

The thirty-first annual banquet

The Annual of the Chicago Jewelers' Asso-

Banquet ciation will be held in January

in the new banquet hall of the

Auditorium Annex. The committee on arrange-

ments is not divulging its plans, but it has leaked

out that this banquet will outstrip all others, and

the pleasant recollection which the members

of the association have of past banquets must

serve as a criterion of what the thirty-first one is

going to be. As yet the programme is not entirely

complete, but will be announced in a very short

time. William P. Williams will officiate as toast-

master and Chicago's best after-dinner talent will

grace the occasion. Just what the members of

the association will carry off as a souvenir of the.

occasion won't be known by anyone outside of

the committee until about 9.30 o'clock the evening.

of the banquet. The committee has assured us.

that it is to be something out of the ordinary..

The committee in charge of the arrangements.

consists of W. F. Juergens, of Juergens & Ander-

sen Co.; Lem Flershem, of Lapp & Flershem;.

Joseph P. Byrne, of Lyon & Healy, and A. L.

Sercomb, manager of the International Silver Co..

The Chicago Association of

Opposed to Commerce has gone on record,

Parcels Post as opposed to the parcels post.

plan outlined by Postmaster-

General Meyer in his recent address to the mem--

bers of the association. The committee appointed

by the association, after numerous sessions during

which both sides of the question were fully dis-

cussed, announced its opposition. The report of

the committee, which has been embodied into an,

official document of the association, gives five rea-

sons why the members consider the postmaster's,

plan undesirable, and as a sixth reason adds that

a majority of the 2500 members of the association,

are against it, and that the 40,000 country mem-

bers of the association have expressed themselves.

in opposition to it.

News From the Trade

Edward W. L. Schrader, well-known mem-

ber of the firm of Schrader-Wittstein Co., died:

December 3rd at the family residence, 1695 Barry

Avenue, after a very short illness of typhoid

fever. Two weeks before his death he was taken.

ill and typhoid fever symptoms developed, but his

condition never became precarious until a few

days before his death, when peritonitis set in and

his death came suddenly and as a surprise to all,

his friends. He was born in Chicago thirty years.

ago and received his education in this city. He

entered the employment of Schrader-Wittsteini

Co., immediately after the completion of his edu-

cation. At the death of his father, Theodore.

Schrader, in 'goo, he assumed control of the.

estate's interest in the company. He was a

young man of sterling worth and business integ-

rity and was possessed of business qualities that

bespoke him a most successful business career.

He was popular and well liked by all his business;

associates both in and out of the trade, and his.

pleasing personality won him a wide circle of

friends, who feel his loss keenly. Many of the.

floral tributes bestowed were from the trade, and

among them was a floral diamond scale three feet

high, sent by the employees of the Schrader-

Wittstein Company. This was specially appropri-

ate, for during his life Mr. Schrader had made-

a specialty of diamonds and was in charge of

the diamond department at the time of his death..

The Chicago Jewelers' Association also sent a.

floral piece and a special committee has been se-

lected to prepare appropriate resolutions. Mr..

Schrader had been married since last September,.

and his untimely death came as a great shock to.

his widow, who has the sympathy of all who were

in any way acquainted with the deceased.

F. L. Baldwin has opened a jewelry store in

the new made-to-order town of Gary, Ind. He

paid the Chicago market a visit last month.

H. Lemontree, the well-known jeweler and

optician, of South Bend, Ind., has sold his jewelry

interests to J. Burk, of J. Burk 8z Co., and has

opened an exclusively optical establishment in the

same city.
(Continued on page 59)
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We Are,
Crowing

over our record for 1907, the largest year's business in our history,and the largest WATCH business ever done by a jobbing housein America.

After such a magnificent finish, a little cock-a-doodle-do onour part seems entirely fitting and well deserved.
Our record-breaking year is due, first to

THE WATCHES THAT SELL
second, to a policy of square dealing and quick shipping, and third,to keeping on hand a complete and up-to-date stock.

We hope Nineteen-Eight will see your name upon our books-a sure sign you appreciate the fair methods that have broughtsuccess to us, and a sure sign you're convinced that the old,reliable timekeepers, known to every man, woman and child, arethe best money-makers for every retail Jeweler.

Elgin Waltham
United States Keystone
New England Jas. Boss

New York Standard

These are the Watches that make your work lighter and yourpocketbook heavier.

America's Pioneer Exclusive Watch Jobbers
Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO Fulton Bldg , PITTSBURG

anuary, 1908

Chicago Letter

TJ-IE

(Continued from page 37)

Robert J. Wilson, the genial representative of
Chas. E. Hancock Co., surprised his many friends
the early part of December by being united in
marriage to Miss May Myrow. Most of his
friends were not aware of his marriage until his
return from a short honeymoon in the West.

P. Hermes, who for the past two years has
been the jewelry buyer for Mandel Bros., severed
his connection with that firm the first of the year.
Mr. Hermes has not announced his future con-
nections and the trade is anxiously awaiting the
news of the appointment of his successor.

George Rowley who formerly conducted a
jewelry store at Van Horn, Iowa, has moved to
Afton, Okla., where he will engage in the same
business.

A. Kaempfer, for many years in the jewelry
business at 146 West Madison Street, has closed
out his stock and retired from business. His
closing sale was conducted by H. E. Glendore &
Co., of St. Louis.

H. A. Hammond, formerly in the retail
jewelry business in this city has recently accepted
a position with the Schrader-Wittstein Co., as
city salesman and Northwest traveler.

J. Straub, formerly watchmaker for Moore &
Evans, has opened a jewelry establishment of his
own at 338 West Eighteenth Street, Chicago.

Anthony Ed. Seyl, manager of the Chicago
Watch Tool Company, recently made an ex-
tensive trip through Canada in the interests of a
new line of jewelry street signs. He reports
business conditions across the border as booming.

Miss Ada Hill, jewelry buyer for Hillman's,
who has been very ill for several months, has so
far recovered that she will assume charge of her
department again some time during the early part
of January. This is good news to her many
friends in the trade. Miss Gilder, her first assist-
ant, has been in charge during her absence.

Goldsmith Bros., the well-known buyers of
old gold and silver and sweeps, are celebrating
their semi-centennial in business, and have re-
cently incorporated and will hereafter be known
as the Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Refining
Company.

Sam H. Scaggs, formerly a traveler for C. H.
Knights & Co. and J. H. Purdy, died the early
part of last month in a sanitarium, at Elgin, Ill.,
where he had been an inmate for the past ten
years.

George E. Feagans, of the well-known Joliet
firm of Brock & Feagans, has announced his in-
tention of removing permanently to Los Angeles
to look after the interest of the firm's new store
there. Mr. Feagans will remove to Los Angeles
early in the spring. His family will accompany
him.

The entire traveling force of the Chicago
office of the Towle Manufacturing Company and
A. L. Fuller, of the Chicago office, left the day
after Christmas for a visit to the company's fac-
tory, at Newburyport, Mass. Ernest Lunt, the
Chicago manager, was in charge of the party.
The trip was taken in order to bring the traveling
force in close touch with the officers of the com-
pany and talk over the work for the coming year,
and the entire traveling force of the company
will attend the reunion.

The annual meeting of the Alumni Associa-
tion of the Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-
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mology and Otology will be held February 17th
and continue throughout the entire week. Every-
one who is in any way interested in optometry is
cordially invited to be present. These alumni
meetings have always proven one of the leading
events of the optical world in Chicago and the
faculty of the college leaves nothing undone to
make these gatherings valuable adjuncts as a
means of optical education for all who attend.
The winter night courses of the college will com-
mence January 6th. Lectures will be delivered
by the members of the faculty on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday evenings. Among the
new students of the college we may mention the
following: Frank C. Keaney, John A. Reibeholz,
Samuel M. Praga, B. H. Wooters, L. H. Frazer,
0. E. Lloyd, H. Cohn, L. H. Goldman, S. Rich-
man, D. Lipski, E. W. Kincheloe, M. D., and N.
Rosenthal, of Illinois; C. B. McClure, R. H.
Woods, of Indiana; A. Millon, Iowa; H. S. Rush,
L. H. Ward and T. N. Cheatham, of Tennessee;
W. Stoehrer, Massachusetts; N. P. Plough, C.
W. Cobb, of Wisconsin; E. 0. Reed, Ohio, and
W. Keller, of Connecticut.

Fifty complete watches valued at about $1200
were found missing from a consignment con-
taining originally seven packages of watches
billed to Robbins & Appleton, Columbus Memorial
Building, general agents for the Waltham Watch
Co. The consignment was shipped via the National
Express Company, and the missing watches were
all contained in one package. The express mes-
senger was unable to say whether the package
was stolen from the express wagon or after the
consignment had been taken into the building for
delivery. Below is given the quantities, grades
and numbers of the movements, and jewelers are
requested to immediately report to the Chicago
office should they come across any of the missing
watches:

Watch movements.-Nine Colonial series,
Riverside Grade - Nos. 14096260, 14096253,
14096252, 14096255, 14087066, 14087168, 140,87123,
14087054, 14087093. Twelve Colonial series, Royal
grade-Nos. 14124896, 14123665, 14124236,14124554,
14124337, 14124640, 14123899, 14122934, 14123460,
14123820, 13768281, 13768364. Eighteen Colonial
series, No. 1425 grade-Nos. 13592833, 13592019,
13592247, 13591860, 13592836, 53590802, 13593953,
13591768, 13591381, 13591898, 13593958, 13591389,
13591767, 13591388, 13590882, 13590150, 13590142,
13589664. Eleven Colonial series, No. 5420 grade
-Nos. 13601041, 13601048, 13600147, 53600303,
13600818, 53600148, 13600439, 13599193, 13599365,
53599064, 13596318.

Watch cases.-The cases, with their quality
and numbers, are: Twelve Dubois Gold. 14k.
Colonial series cases-No. 31710, 31795, 31843,
31419, 31642, 31605, 31626, 31456, 31602, 35467,
31476, 31871. Two Roy gold i4c. Colonial series
cases-No. 40885, 40870. Thirty-six Crescent
gold filled Colonial series cases-Nos. 5642, 5457,
5436, 5186, 5364, 5471, 5394, 6677, 4353, 6578, 6317,
6036, 6504, 6773, 6523, 6548, 6863, 6593, 6782, 6527,
651o, 6550, 5360, 5328, 5330, 66346, 6342, 3194, 6786,
5094, 6751, 6224, 5934, 6599, 796, 5461. All have
metal dials in either silver or gold.

Ernest Lunt, manager of the Chicago office
of the Towle Manufacturing Company, an-
nounces the following list of travelers for 19o8
for the Chicago office: E. R. Lusk, Ohio, Mich-
igan and West Virginia; Robert L. Clark, in the
larger cities and towns of the West and North-
west; 0. F. Samuelson, in the territory from
Denver to the Pacific Coast; C. F. Haber, Illi-
nois, Indiana and Kentucky; C. R. Downs, in
Wisconsin, Minnesota and northern Michigan;
A. M. Kuhn, in Iowa, Oklahoma and Texas.

C. H. Knights & Co. have given out the fol-
lowing list of travelers who will iepresent them

on the road during 1908: R. W. Barlow, who
will cover the Southwest; E.. E. Reynolds, in
Michigan and Wisconsin; Steve R. King, in Iowa,
Minnesota and the Dakotas; F. J. Heasham, in
southern Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado and northern
Kansas, and Fred Nyman in southern Kansas,
Oklahoma, northern Texas and Arkansas.

One change is scheduled to occur in the trav-
eling staff of H. F. Hahn & Co. This will be the
appointment of a successor to the position made
vacant by the resignation of Edw. 13. Hoffman,
who will hereafter look after his hotel in Big
Rapids, Michigan. As yet the appointment has
not been announced. The remainder of the staff
will include W. A. Schlossman, James D. Pack-
ard, Carlton Dominick, Le Roy Cram and W. A.
Montague. Mr. Dominick will make his head-
quarters in Denver and Mr. Montague will con-
tinue his at Kansas City.

The Norris, Alister & Company list of trav-
elers for the coining year includes Lou W. Wil-
lams in Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Indiana and
Ohio; George W. Cook ill Illinois and Wisconsin;
Tom B. Wilson in northern Iowa, Minnesota and
South Dakota; M. G. Evans in eastern Illinois
and Missouri, and C. W. Morrell, who will cover
Indiana, southern Michigan and Ohio. The last-
mentioned traveler is an addition to the traveling
force of this firm. He was formerly traveler for
the Niagara Ring Company.

M. A. Mead & Co. announce that there will
be no change in the personnel of their western
traveling force for 1908 and that the following
men will cover their old territories: J. William
Thorsen, F. W. Radcliffe, T. J. Hoefer and M.
R. Peck.

L. Gustave Brandt, of the Paris office of the
Omega Watch Co., was the guest of A. Max
Holzheimer, of the western office of that concern,
at Chicago.

John H. Hardin, vice-president and general
manager of F. A. Hardy & Co., has recently re-
turned from a three months' trip abroad.

Word has been received in this city announc-
ing the death of William M. Rowe, a former
well-known jeweler of Lawrence, Kans., which
occurred December 18th, at Woodrover, Nebr.
Mr. Rowe was 60 years old at the time of his
death, and had been in poor health for several
yjtheewea rept): .lrayt e

store, 106 Eastside Square, Springfield,

During the Christmas rush burglars smashed
-glass window front of John C. Pierik's

Ill., and escaped with several thousand dollars'
worth of diamonds and jewelry.

James L., better known as "Jimmie," Suth-
erland, traveler for the Schrader-Wittstein Com-
pany, who has been on the sick list for several
months, has entirely recovered and will again
take up his work in the Northwest territory.

C. J. Roehr, Chicago and western agent for
the Bassett Jewelry Co., of Providence, has re-
cently returned from a visit to the factory.

T. J. Montgomery, the well-known manager
of the Pittsburg office of M. A. Mead & Co.,
wholesale watches, spent Christmas in Chicago.
He reports December business through the East
as very satisfactory and the prospects bright
for 1908.

Louis Brunes, in charge of the Denver office
of the Juergens & Andersen Co., spent the Christ-
mas holidays with Chicago friends. He reports
business in his territory very satisfactory.

(Continued on page 61)



REMOVAL NOTICE
We are now located on the THIRD FLOOR in the

HEYWORTH BUILDING
42 East Madison Street, corner Wabash Avenue

and extend the Oad hand and a hearty welcome to all Jewelers to
DROP IN AND SEE US when in town.

A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO ALL

Norris, Alister 0 Co., CHICAGO, ILL.
42 East Madison Street, corner Wabash Avenue

-----
No. 828. SMOKING SET

Pewter with Bronze Heads . . . $5.50
Silver Plated, Burnished or Butler Finish, 7.75
No. 0828. Copper with Pewter Trimming, 7.75
Plain Copper . . . • • • 7.75

Littlefield Silver
Makers of

Co.

High-Grade Silver Plated Hollowware

also TROPHY CUPS

in English Pewter, Solid Copper with Pewter Trimmings and Silver Plate

Office and Factory, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

No. 631.1

Tiger
Diamond, Ruby Eyes

A *
TRADE-MARK

The Allsopp Rings
The up-to-date e"•

line of Signet and Set Rings
In twenty years we have built up a business second to none in Rings exclusively.

ALLSOPP QUALITY, DESIGN and WORKMANSHIP appealto the most fastidious.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO EXAMINE A SELECTION PACKAGE

No. 6077
Eagle. Signet

ALL,SOPP BROS All.sopp Building, NEWARK, N. J.
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(Continued from page 59)

Frances Lotz, traveler through the South and

Southwest for the Juergens & Andersen Co., vis-

ited Utica, N. Y., during the holidays.
Joseph T. Homan, president of the Homan

Manufacturing Company, the well-known silver-

ware manufacturers, of Cincinnati, paid the local

office a hurried visit the early part of the month.

Norris, Alister & Co. have moved into their

new quarters on the third floor of the Heyworth
Building, corner Madison Street and Wabash

Avenue. The new quarters of the company have
been equipped with the most modern fixtures and
facilities for handling the increasing business of
the company.

Goldsmith Bros., refiners and buyers of old

gold and silver and sweeps, have recently incor-
porated under the name of the Goldsmith Bros.
Smelting and Refining Company, and have moved
into their new offices, on the ninth floor of the

Heyworth Building.
At a meeting of the Manufacturing Jewelers'

Association of Chicago, which was held the early
part of the month, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, A. H.
Wittstein, of Schrader-Wittstein Company; vice-
president, Will J. Juergens, of the Juergens &
Andersen Co.; secretary, J. Milheming; treas-
urer, S. Lazarus, of S. Lazarus & Co.

Visitors

J. W. Neasham, the enterprising jeweler, of

Ottumwa Iowa, visited Chicago jobbers the

middle of December looking for late holiday
novelties.

G. F. Schermund, of Greenville, Ohio, visited
several wholesale houses shortly before the holi-
day rush set in.

J. E. Mieks, senior member of the firm of
J. E. Mieks & Co., of Elkhart, Ind., made a busi-
ness visit to the Chicago market during December.

T. G. Burkehardt, of Jefferson City, Mo.,
combined business with pleasure recently and vis-
ited the Chicago jewelry market.

H. G. De Sombre, of Fond du Lac, Wis., was
a welLome buyer in the Chicago market last
month.

George F. Beach, of Valparaiso, Ind., visited
the Chicago market shortly before the holiday
rush and replenished his stock.

Trade Notes
The Rivett Lathe Mfg. Co., Brighton, Boston,

Mass., have added an extension to their factory
and materially increased their equipment and
facilities. The factory building is now 200 feet
long by 53 feet wide and is in every respect a
model plant for the purpose intended. The in-
creasing popularity and demand for the fine tools
and machinery made by this company necessitated
this enlargement of the plant.

The receiver for the firm of S. T. Nichols &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind., which became financially
embarrassed owing to certain diamond transac-
tions by Fred W. Nichols, made a brief report
of the condition of the firm. The report stated
that an inventory of the business had been made
and assets found to the amount of $55,000.
Against this are liabilities in the form of notes
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signed by Fred W. Nichols amounting in all to
about $5o,000. There are no other liabilities ac-
cording to the report. Fred W. Nichols, who left
the city at the time of the trouble, has returned
home and is lending his assistance in straighten-
ing out the financial tangle.

The wholesale firm of Baldwin-Miller Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind., entertained the members of
the Retail Jewelers' Association of Indianapolis
at a dinner, given on November 26th. Jos. E.
Regan presided, and proved a genial host. The
function was a very pleasant one for all who
took part in it, and the hospitality of the whole-
sale firm was appreciatively commented upon by
the members of the association.

Jewelry Vogue in Paris

Jewelry has been rather sparingly worn dur-

ing recent years, especially in the daytime; says

the Paris correspondent of the Dry Goods Econ-

omist. It would seem, however, as though its

vogue was on the increase. Bracelets are fre-

quently seen either in gold only or rendered more

costly by the addition of stones. The latter are
generally of the colored variety when the trinket

is designed for street wear, diamonds being al-

most exclusively reserved for the evening, except

in the case of rings.
Amethysts are for the moment great and gen-

eral favorites. They are often worn in rather
large size, alternated with the links of the long
gold chains, to some of which are attached the
numerous vanity pendants, such as a powder box.
rouge tube, pencil case, tiny mirror, or other utili-

ties which it has become the fashion for women

to carry about with them. The amethysts are set
in the chain at intervals of about three inches.

Pearls, coral beads and garnets are also employed

in some of the chains of this kind.
The pearl necklace has likewise become an

almost indispensable portion of the toilette of
women of all ages. It is formed of a single row
of large pearls or consists of from six to ten
strands of quite small ones, forming a collar.
Some have narrow slides or larger ornaments
mounted with brilliants or colored stones crossing

them at intervals. This mode of mounting is also
resorted to for seed coral, the slides—which in
reality are ornamental supports—being composed

of a row of rhinestones mounted in silver or

gold. The necklet thus arranged is worn over the

collar of the dress, when it consists merely of a

straight band, and in some instances is employed

for evening wear. Bracelets likewise are worn

over •the glove.
The popularity of rings has in no way de-

creased. One alone is worn on a finger, but each
finger has its ring. Brooches are oftener seen

than formerly. In these the garnet and amethyst
are the preferred stones, which are frequently

mingled with pearls or rhinestones.
A peculiar type of jewelry, in which all de-

scriptions of colored stones are introduced, is
called the marquisette. In this class the stones

are imitation, the mountings silver gilt and the
designs of Louis XV order, in the form of bas-

kets, bouquets and similar devices. Surrounding

each detail of the trinket is a rim of cut steel,

which sparkles and presents much the appearance

of imitation diamond. Brooches, rings and pend-

ants are the principal articles in marquisette
jewelry.

Very much in vogue are all descriptions of

artistic pendants, generally formed of gold of

various colors, or having portions of the design

enameled. A single pear-shaped pearl or diamond

often forms part of them, but this sort of jewelry

owes all its value to the manner in which it is

designed and executed. It is called art jewelry,

and rightly so.

Nature's Jewel Casket

Scientists say that it took from three to fif-

teen millions of years, if not longer, for Naturc

to make the jewel casket out in Arizona that is

now bewildering and delighting mankind. Ages

before there was any such thing as human life,

there were great green forests, in what is now

called Arizona.. It was long before the Rocky

Mountains were born. One day, after the great

forests had come to maturity, Nature suddenly

buried them deep beneath miles of ocean, and left

them for millions of years more, while the sand

and sediment were deposited through all the

forest at the bottom of the sea, and the water de-

composed all the vegetable tissue, and every little

interstice was filled with dissolved minerals, and

at last these came to be stained all the colors of

the rainbow by the pigments from the overlaying

strata, and the once green forest lay buried in a

solid rock on the floor of the big ocean.

And then, after she had done all this, this

whimsical Mother Nature just as suddenly lifted

her rock-buried forest out of the sea and set it

thousands of feet in the air, and called the wind

and the rain and the sun and the air to come and

tear away the hard rock, so that she could open

her jewel casket and see what was inside.

That is how it happened that only a few

hundred years ag6 an Indian, passing by, stopped

short and wondered at the gorgeous colors of

the petrified forest, where it still is to-day, trees

and branches of agate, purple and amethyst and

smoky topaz and dazzling white quartz, and jewels

of blue and orange and ruby and velvet black.

This took powerful and resourceful Mother Na-

ture 15,000,000 years—all that time to make a few

million tons of jewels. We have only four-score

years and ten for all that we care to make of

human life! But Nature never wasted a minute.

Window of Photographic Goods

A profitable window display of photographic

accessories, says a photographer, might be ar-

ranged as follows : In the foreground rest several

boxes covered with red crepe paper. On each

box group certain photographic aids that are of-

fered at a slightly reduced rate if all are bought

at once. One might be placarded "Combination

Offer No. I," or "Outfit No. 1"; the placard being

tacked to the face of the box and on it the items

of the outfit enumerated with price of each article.

Suggestions for these combination offers will be

found in the catalogues of photographic houses.

Four or five such combination offers should

be displayed on boxes covered with red crepe

paper ; a placard on the face of each box. To

the rear of the boxes stand two or three tripods

supporting cameras. Stand a light frame of

boards in the background covered with red crepe
paper, in the corner of which tack a conspicuous
placard reading "Photograph Cheaply." Around
this placard fasten many photographs.



talk Optimim !

We're not all dead yet. Boost!
Don't knock! You will never re-
vive business by joining the cal-
amity howlers. It is fear of
troubles that never happen that
puts people out of business. The
man that keeps his nerve with
him seldom (roes down.

This country has just gathered
the most valuable crop it ever
harvested. What do you think is
going to be clone with it ? The
farmers will have money to burn,
and the crops are the basis of all
wealth, the starting point of all
business.
Now, then, no doubt many will

be scared out of doing business
this spring; but there is going to
be business, and it is going to
the man with nerve.

If you want to be in it, buy
your spring stock ; go out after
business—talk business and you
will get it. The pessimist will
sit idly by, howl hard times—and
wonder how you get it.
We are showing one of the

finest lines of bracelets, in new
styles, to be found on the road
this season ; all widths, from the
baby size to of an inch wide.
Beautiful chasings, stone set and
trimmed.

Three-fourths of our entire
fob line is new this season, and
we show hundreds of styles. All
sizes of chain fobs, from ladies'
up—metal fobs, woven wire, silk
and the new French curbs.
We are out for business and

Plenty of it.
Are you with us?

LOOK POR THE

QUALITY STAMP

MINERVA GIRL

11111111111imli

Fontneau & Cook Co.
Chicago, 1203 Heyworth Bldg. Attleboro, Mass.
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KANSAS CITY
nd ihe

GREAT ‘-
SOUTTIWEST

Jewelers in Kansas City claim
Fine Holiday that they have been but little
Trade affected by the recent financial

flurry, and the crowds of

shoppers during the holidays last month would

apparently bear them out. The books of nearly

every firm, however, will show a decrease from

last year's business, but the decrease is not so
marked that anyone will feel it. There are but
few big pieces of jewelry being sold here and
through the Southwest, but the sale of small stuff
has been phenomenal. Bracelets, rings, chains,
combs, silver card cases and purses have been
sold in immense quantity, but everything valued
from $25 up into the hundreds will be left on the
hands of the jeweler. The feeling of uncer-
tainty has made the average man retrench on his
expenses, and while every one had a good Christ-
mas, it was not an elaborate one.

The territory in the West and
Agricultural Middle West is said to be very
Conditions Good promising. The farmers have

all had good crops, and those
who have sold have had exceptionally line prices
for their products, but those NVII0 have held their
crops are in fair way to realize much more.

Missouri, Iowa and Southern Kansas have
scarcely felt any change in financial circles, but
as much cannot be said for Northern Kansas and
Texas. The situation in the latter State is said
by the travelers coming into Kansas City to be
very bad. The farmers have banded together and
are holding up their enormous cotton crop. The
result has been that everything has tightened up,
and it will take months for Texas to recover.
As to the future, Kansas City is like every other
—uncertain; but, like every other, too, she has
Pandora's gift—hope.

Kansas City joined the ranks
The Bank of many other cities last
Failure month, and there is now

chalked up against it the fail-
ure of one of the largest banks in town. The
closing of the Bank of Commerce had been looked
for days before it came. Rumor after rumor was
sent abroad that the following day would find the
bank's doors closed. These rumors were begun
last August and were repeated at intervals of a
few days until even the conservative Man became
afraid, and, little by little, withdrew his account.
There was no single heavy run on the bank, but
the failure was slow and sure. The drop in de-
posits from $35,000,000 to $16,000,000 tells the
story. Dr. W. S. Woods, the president of the
bank, has published the statement that the bank
will pay dollar for dollar, and there is a report,
too, that the bank will open the first of the year
with a new set of officers. Nearly every one is
hopeful of the future, and the most pessimistic
believe that they will realize about 75 per cent.
of their accounts. Kansas City people have shown
that they are good losers. On the day of the
failure there was a small crowd all day about the
bank; but there was no demonstration. There
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were a good many gloomy faces for a day or two,

but everybody talked optimism to every one else,

and to-day one would scarcely believe that there

had been a ripple on Kansas City's little financial

pond. If the bank does reopen, merchants believe

that in Kansas City the business situation will be

better than it has been in months.

A crowd of jewelers and 'men and women

seeking to buy Christmas presents went to the

office of C. W. Clark, surveyor of customs, in the

Federal Building, one day last month, to bid on
twelve Swiss watches that were auctioned. The
watches bad been smuggled into this country and
were seized by customs officials at West Plains,
Mo. The twelve watches sold for $370. R. R.
Kreeger, diputy surveyor of customs, was the
auctioneer. There were about fifty persons pres-
ent, but they were none of the kind who are used
to attending auction sales, and the bidding was
not exciting.

II. A. Kirby, of Providence, R. I., purchased
the stock and the firm name of the Gurney &
Ware Jewelry Co. last month for the sum of
$30,700. The business is now being conducted by
an Eastern manager under the old name.

Gust Carlson, of Munter & Carlson, Linsborg,
Nans., recently married a young music student of
that place.

Mr. Barton, of the firm of Harrison & Bar-
ton, has gone into business in Leavenworth,
Nans., and Mr. Harrison is conducting the store
at Concordia, Kans.

Philip Richmond, of Lansing, Mich., and
Walter Cubinson, of Gardener, Kans., are new
students at the Kansas City Polytechnic Institute.

On account of the recent fire in the Missouri
Building, both the Southwestern Optical College
and the Polytechnic Institute have had to limit
their matriculates. The building, in spite of the
number of workmen who are putting it in repair,
is still in a sorry state. A number of improve-
ments are being made, however, in addition to the
repairs, and another month will see both schools
in finer quarters than they were before the fire

Those who matriculated at the Southwestern
Optical College last month are: Mrs. Emma A.
Peters, of Braymer, Mo.; Miss Ada S. Ford, of
Norton, Nans.; E. E. Colby, M. D., of Woodston,
Kans.; Miss Saida G. Fleming, of Kansas City,
Kans., and Mr. John A. Eden, of Kansas City.

Chas. Kempf, a partner in the Fred Gehriger
Jewelry Co., 304 West Twelfth Street, is closing
out the stock. Mr. Gehriger died in November.

E. E. Branch, a jeweler at 218 West Twelfth
Street, has been having a lot of bad luck lately.
Three times in a single year he has been robbed.
The last robbery was a bold one. The man en-
tered the store while Mr. Branch was out, walked
deliberately behind the counter and opened the
cash register. Mrs. Branch attempted to inter-
fere, but the robber advised her not to, and
strengthened his advice with a revolver.

Dr. S. W. Lane, of the Southwestern Optical
College, spent the holidays hunting in territory at
the mouth of the Rio Grande River.

Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Cady, of Cady & Ohn-
stead, spent a few days last month visiting in
Chicago.

N. A. Fasenmayer, formerly with C. I. Lee,
in Kansas City, Kans., has opened up a store.for
himself in the same town.

M. B. Gordon, of Bray'mer, Mo., who was
supposed to have been a confirmed bachelor, re-
cently became a benedict.

63.

Among those who have recently opened up

jewelry stores in this territory are A. L. Cline, of

Edgerton, Kans.; Ross Strein, who purchased the

stock of Smith & Eyler, at Oberlin, Kans.; Wal-

ter Titt, who has opened a store on West Ninth.

Street, in Kansas City; D. P. Hulen, of Centralia,.

Mo., and Ed Duncan, of Globe, Ariz.

Out-of-town visitors in Kansas City last month

were: J. M. Blitz, Topeka, Kans.; M. Edmonds,.

Topeka, Kans.; P. H. Young, Dodge City, Kans.;

J. W. Phillips, Chanute, Kans.; D. J. Huey, Ex-

celsior Springs, Mo.; J. W. Jones, Dewey, Okla.;

A. C. Shellberg, Winchester, Kans.; W. C. Wag-

ner, Osage City, Kans.; C. H. Norman, Okla-

homa City, Okla.; C. L. Dockhorn, Oskaloosa,.

Kans.; M. S. Noble, Drexel, Mo.; A. Hooper,.
Atchison, Kans.; G. H. Church, Oak Grove, Mo.;
W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; C. H. Morrison,.
Oathel, Kans.; H. D. Lawrence, Dewey, Okla.;
J. T. Lakey, Carmen, Okla.; Henry Tholen, Vic-
toria, Kans.; Henry Burgdorff, Cawker City,
Kans.; Jerry Holt, Gage, Okla.; James B. Hay-
den, Topeka, Kans.; J. Strickler, Salina, Kans.;
W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; M. Manson, Topeka,
Kans.; Jos Keelmell, Hale, Mo.; Otto Burkland,
Moberly, Mo.; C. H. Patton, Paola, Kans.; H. E.
Tucker, Higginsville, Mo.; N. Jeter, Butler, Mo.;
J. H. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; A. Rosenfeld,
Leavenworth, Kans.; J. H. Furss, Brookfield,
Mo.; E. M. Kreger, Fort Scott, Kans.; F. S.
Hester, Lawrence, Kans.; B. G. Gustafson, Law-
rence, Kans.; Tom Terry, Downs, Kans.; W. R.
Pierce, Gordon, Kans.; A. L. Howard, Louisburg,
Kans.; J D. Fagin, Lathrop, Mo.; F. Ritter,
Leavenworth, Kans.; L. S. Grimm, Jewel City,
Kans.; R. H. Morehouse, Topeka, Kans.; George.
W. Lewis, Harrington, Kans.; L. D. Epperson,
Metz, Mo.; H. R. Nester, Atchison, Kans.;
George A. Young, Mobery, Mo.; L. Hoffman,
Leavenworth, Kans.

Easy Diamond Tests

A great many people have moments when they
begin to doubt the value of their own diamonds—
sometimes when these stones come back from the
jeweler and sometimes when they are rescued
from the pawnbroker, says the Saturday Evening
Post. But there should be no very long period
of uncertainty in regard to value, says one of the
best experts in the country.

"Anybody should be able to detect an imita-
tion stone," he states. "Drop a real diamond and
an imitation into a glass of water, and the latter
will be distinctly visible while the former will
blend with the water and almost vanish. Dry the
two and drop a tiny drop of water on the flat
side of each. Only on the real stone will the.
drop maintain its globular form.

"An ordinary magnifying glass will tell you
(Wen more. The false stone will have facets that
are even and regular. On the real stone they will'
vaey, because the cutter of a good stone will
always sacrifice symmetry to weight. Everybody.
ought to know the glass-cutting test and the un-
equal refraction of a false gem..

"Look through the suspected diamond at
material with red and white markings on it, and
through a real stone no difference of color wilt
be appreciable.

"With so many tests so easily learned and
performed, the man or woman who is deceived
generally deserves to be."
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Retail Jewelers' Associations

American National Retail Jewelers'Ass'n (19°4)
MACK A. HURLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Next meeting, 1908, at Cincinnati, Ohio.

St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association (1899)
IlLamAN MAUCH, President, St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. F. KEMPER, Sec'y, 2326 Franklin Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Connecticut Retail Jewelers' and Opticians'
Association (1895)

•GEORGE H. FORD, President, New Haven, Conn.
S. H. KIRBY, Secretary, New Ilaven, Conn.

The Jewelers' Fraternity of New Orleans, La.
(1902)

•OTTO GRANZIN, President.
DANIEL S. RAMELI, Secretary.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association
•GEO. H. LANG, President, Mankato, Minn.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association (1905)
MACK A. HURLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
N. NIELSON, Secretary, Harlan, Iowa.

Utica Retail Jewelers' Association (1)05)
RICHARD PERLEN, President, Utica, N. Y.
.C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association (i906)
.SANDY McKny, President, West Branch, Mich.
VICTOR C. MORRIS, Secretary, Ithaca, Mich.

Massachusetts Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
F. C. Nzwitno., President, Lynn, Mass.
EDWARD FL DUNBAR, Secretary, Norwood, Mass.

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
\V. SLAYBAUGH, President, Taylorville, Ill.

Gamut.: B. DONALDSON, Secretary, Girard, 111.

Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
T. A. REULING, President, Wymore, Nebr.
Mnx J. EGGE, Secretary, Grand Island, Nebr.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (Igloo)
Fl. W. REIGHART, President, Minot, N. Dak.
C. E. Tio.soN, Secretary, Carrington, N. Dak.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
Gusynv KELLER, President, Appleton, Wis.
F. Q. THOMPSON, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers (1906)
R. D. WORRELL, President, Mexico, Mo.
'C. E. RANGE, Secretary, Trenton, Mo.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association (19°6)
WALTER SPERLING, President, Seneca, Kans.
'C. C. STEVENSON, Secretary, Pittsburg, Kans.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
II. G. NICIIOLS, President, Mitchell, S. Dak.
.0. B. TRIPP, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
A. C. GRAUL, President, Sharpsburg, Pa.
.C. S. WILEY, Secretary, 3602 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa

North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
R. C. BERNAU, President, Greensboro, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

.Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
jos. MAZER, President, McAlester, Okla.
F. C. BOASEN, Secretary, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
D. M. QUARLES, President, Clarksville, Tens.
WEAKLY RUTH, Secretary, Shelbyville, Tenn.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
.STEPHEN THOMAS, President, Charleston, S. C.
R. II. ALLAN, Secretary, Charleston, S. C.

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
R. HEINE, President, Talladega, Ala.
MAX ROBINSON, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

New York Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
SAMUEL TAPPIN, President, Troy, N. Y.
Ilexav j. PFLANTZ, Secretary, Albany, N. Y.

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
T. A. WEsTmvErt, President, Wheeling, W. Va.,
C. E. BAAB, Secretary, Parkersburg, W. Va.

Rochester Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
•C. E. SUNDERLIN, President.
J. J. ERNISSE, Secretary, i 5 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

Knoxville Jewelers' Association (1907)
ALBERT G. HOPE, President.
11. W. AKERS, Secretary, 439 Gay Street, Knoxville, Tenn.

(1904)

KEYSTONE

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
L. ALVA LEWIS, President.
H. M. LEFFERT, Secretary, Alisky Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Florida Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
I I. E. ADAMS, President, Tampa, Fla.
R. J. RILES, Secretary, Jacksonville, Fla.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
T. R. STEBBINS, President, Ashtabula, Ohio
I. E. Joss, Secretary, New Philadelphia, Ohio.

.California Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
E. B. 1.zwis, President, San Francisco, Cal.
L. L. TRUMBLY, Secretary, Santa Cruz, Cal,

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association
C. J. ROWE, President, Argus, Ind.
J. A. OSWALD, Secretary, Crawfordsville, Ind.

New Mexico Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
R. J. TAUPERT, President, East Las Vegas, N. Mex.
C. A. WHITED, Secretary, Raton, N. Mex.

New Hampshire Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1907)
MARYLAND P. Foss, President, Pittsfield, N.11.
ANDREW E. MACUEN, Secretary, Bristol, N. II.

(1907)

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association

The executive commmittee of the Iowa Retail
Jewelers' Association met at Des Moines Novem-

ber 21st to transact business pertaining to the
association.

The meeting was called to order at 9 o'clock

A. M. by President Hurlbut. It was decided that
the exact date for the 1908 convention to be held
in Des Moines should be the last Tuesday and
Wednesday in June, 1908. It was also decided
that Charles L. Palda be given full authority to
solicit for new members in the State for both
State and national associations and collect appli-
cation fees for same, this agreement to be in
force until next State convention unless other-
wise decided by the executive committee. The
association is looking forward to a great increase
in membership from this action, as Mr. Palda
has shown himself very enthusiastic in associa-
tion work.

Secretary-treasurer N. Nielson announced
that for the convenience of jobbers and manufac-
turers after New Year's a corrected list of the
legitimate jewelers of the State of Iowa can be
had from the secretary's office at Harlan, Iowa,
upon payment of the price, which it is necessary
to charge in order to cover the expense of making
out such a list. This list will be made up ac-
cording to the laws of the association, and will
be of assistance to the manufacturers and jobbers
who cater only to the legitimate jewelry trade.

After careful deliberation it was unanimously
decided that the Iowa Retail Jewelers' Bulletin be
resurrected and continued. The first number will
be issued in January. The managing editor will
be S. Callison, of Dexter, Iowa, under the direc-
tion of the executive officers of the association.

"There is one thing that ought to be taken
up," writes Mr. Nielson, "by all State associa-
tions at an early date and which received a great
deal of attention at this meeting and will be
recommended at the next State meeting for ac-
tion. It is in regard to establishing a system
whereby any watchmaker seeking employment and
who has been formerly employed in the trade as
a skilled watchmaker can pass an examination, if
he so desires, and receive a certificate from the
association as to his ability, and also that he fur-
nish reference from former employers. This
plan, if properly handled and carried out, is con-
sidered one of the most urgent things needed in
order to elevate the standard among the watch-
makers' craft which world give the capable and
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worthy man his just dues and also protect the

employers, both as to the ability and honesty of

the applicant. At the present time a great many

watchmakers do not particularly care to improve

themselves, for the reason that it makes no par-

ticular difference whether they do so or not, but

the examination idea, if carried out, will be an

inducement for the ambitious man to improve

himself as watchmaker, as well as salesman, be-

cause his ability will be recognized by the jewelry

trade.
• "In iny opinion, if this were acted upon by

the associations, the question of getting new

members would be greatly facilitated, and older

members would feel still more like staying in

line. The more the association can be made of

assistance to its members and the more its pres-

tige can be established with trade and public, the

more it will prosper. It is my absolute belief that

if such a system or department were established

by all State associations, the success of associa-

tion work would be assured. This is, of course,

provided nothing else is neglected on account

of it."

The Chauffeur Danger

We cannot understand, says Science Siftings,

how people owning motor cars can employ drivers

who have not passed some health test. Particu-

larly does this apply to the sight question. Dr.

Roche told the Ophthalmological Society the other

day of a chauffeur who was practically blind in

one eye, while the other eye was in such a condi-

tion that no lens could help the vision. In another

case the patient had high myopic astigmatism in

both eyes. Only recently this chauffeur, who was
riding a motor-bicycle, had suddenly found him-

self in the middle of a flock of sheep which he

had taken to be a cloud of dust. Some chauffeurs,
too, are practically monocular (having vision only
in one eye), and if the healthy eye is momentarily
put out of action by dust, or by a fly getting into

it, the chauffeur, for the time, is quite blind. If
owners of cars will not protect themselves, then
the public must be protected from the risk of
being run down. No chauffeur should be allowed
to drive without a certificate from an optician, at
least.

Blind Engage in Shorthand Work

A new field for the sightless has been created
by the invention of the shorthand machine, one
of which is in operation in the office of the New
York Association for the Blind.

The first blind shorthand writer not only has
all the work that she can do in office hours for the
association, but also has customers who keep her
working overtime at the unique contrivance, so
simple in its mechanism that the wonder is it was
not invented long ago.

English Braille is the system used, and learn-
ing it would drive to distraction most seeing sten-
ographers. The machine resembles a small type-
writer, except that there are but a half dozen
keys. Each of these keys, when struck, produces
on a narrow paper ribbon a raised dot. One or
more, or even all, may be struck at once, and the
various combinations thus obtained give ample
variety of symbols.

Where there is necessity for great speed the
blind shorthand writer will take down a dozen or
1.• o-e 1 ttt rs as qvickly as one can talk.

THE CHAINS THAT LEAD IN SALES

D. F. B. CO. QUALITY—THE BULWARK OF THE JEWELER'S BUSINESS IN
CHAINS AND BRACELETS

p ;Tz r sp . 40)
aeta12,a6...

Our Magnificent New Line for Spring Trade
is !low ready, com prising

Ladies' and Gents' Fobs

Lorgnette Chains

Neck Chains Vest Chains

Carmen Bracelets

;

An inspection of these lines will safeguard you in buying and assure proper selection of Spring stock

THE D. F. BRIGGS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF CHAINS AND BRACELETS

NEW YORK
180 Broadway

Address all correspondence to

Main Office and Factory, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

CHICAGO

Ileyworth Bldg East Madison St.

ST. LOUIS, MO. LONDON, E. C., ENG.

Mermod-Jaccard Bldg. Gamage Bldg., 118-122 Holborn
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Retail Jewelers' Associations

American National Retail Jewelers'Ass'n (1904)
MACK A. IluaLaur, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Next meeting, 19o8, at Cincinnati, Ohio.

St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association (1899)
HERMAN MAUCH, President, St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. F. KEMPER, Sec'y, 2326 Franklin Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Connecticut Retail Jewelers' and Opticians'
Association (1895)

'GEORGE H. FORD, President, New Haven, Conn.
S. H. KIRBY, Secretary, New Haven, Conn.

The Jewelers' Fraternity of New Orleans, La.
(1902)

•OTTO GRANZIN, President.
DANIEL S. RAMELI, Secretary.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association
Cco. H. LANG, President, Mankato, Minn.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association (1905)
MACK A. HURLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
N. NIELSON, Secretary, Harlan, Iowa.

Utica Retail Jewelers' Association (1905)
RICHARD PERLEN, President, Utica, N. Y.
.C. T. Evrars, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
.SANDY McKny, President, West Branch, Mich.
Viczoa C. MORRIS, Secretary, Ithaca, Mich.

Massachusetts Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
F. C. NEWIIALL, President, Lynn, Mass.
(EDWARD H. DUNBAR, Secretary, Norwood, Mass.

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. W. SLAYBAUGH, President, Taylorville, Ill.
GEORGE B. DONALDSON, Secretary, Girard, Ill.

Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
J. A. REULING, President, Wymore, Nebr.
NIA): J. EGGE, Secretary, Grand Island, Nebr.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
H. W. REIGHART, President, Minot, N. Dak.
.C. E. TILLSON, Secretary, Carrington, N. Dak.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
.GUSTAV KELLER, President, Appleton, Wis.
F. A. THOMPSON, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers (1906)
R. D. WORRELL, President, Mexico, Mo.
.C. E. RANGE, Secretary, Trenton, Mo.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
WALTER SPERLING, President, Seneca, Kans.
C. C. STEVENSON, Secretary, Pittsburg, Kans.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
H. G. Nichols, President, Mitchell, S. Dak.
.0. B. TRIPP, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
A. C. GRAUL, President, Sharpsburg, Pa.
C. S. WILEY, Secretary, 3602 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
R. C. BERNAU, President, Greensboro, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)

4.0S. MAZER, President, McAlester, Okla.. C. BOASEN, Secretary, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
D. M. QUARLES, President, Clarksville, Tenn.
WEAKLY RUTH, Secretary, Shelbyville, Tenn.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
.STEPIIEN Thom/is, President, Charleston, S. C.
R. II. ALLAN, Secretary, Charleston, S. C.

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
R. HEINE, President, Talladega, Ala.
MAX ROBINSON, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

New York Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
SAMUEL TAPPIN, President, Troy., N. Y.
HENRY J. PFLANTZ, Secretary, Albany, N. Y.

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
T. A. WESTMYER, President, Wheeling, W. Va.,
C. E. BAAB, Secretary, Parkersburg, W. Va. •

Rochester Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. E. SurnmatiN, President.
J. J. ERNISSE, Secretary, 15 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

Knoxville Jewelers' Association (1907)
ALBERT G. HOPE, President.
1.1. W. AKERS, Secretary, 439 Gay Street, Knoxville, Term.

(1904)

KEYSTONE

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
L. ALVA LEWIS, President.
H. M. LEFFERT, Secretary, Alislcy Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Florida Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
11. E. Abrams, President, Tampa,.Fla.
R. J. RILES, Secretary, Jacksonville, Fla.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
I. R. STEBBINS, President, Ashtabula, Ohio
). E. Joss, Secretary, New Philadelphia, Ohio.

.California Retail Jewelers' Association
E. B. Lewis, President, San Francisco, Cal.
L. L. TRUMBLY, Secretary, Santa Cruz, Cal.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
C. J. ROWE, President, Argus, Ind.
J. A. OSWALD, Secretary, Crawfordsville, Ind.

New Mexico Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
R. J. TAUPERT, President, East Las Vegas, N. Mex.
C. A. WHITED, Secretary, Raton, N. Mex.

New Hampshire Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1907)
MARYLAND P. Foss, President, Pittsfield, N. H.
ANDREW E. MACUEN, Secretary, Bristol, N. II.

(1907)

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association

The executive commmittee of the Iowa Retail
Jewelers' Association met at Des Moines Novem-
ber atst to transact business pertaining to the

association.
The meeting was called to order at 9 o'clock

A. M. by President Hurlbut. It was decided that
the exact date for the tgo8 convention to be held

in Des Moines should be the last Tuesday and

Wednesday in June, 1908. It was also decided
that Charles L. Palda be given full authority to
solicit for new members in the State for both

State and national associations and collect appli-

cation fees for same, this agreement to be in
force until next State convention unless other-

wise decided by the executive committee. The
association is looking forward to a great increase
in membership from this action, as Mr. Palda
has shown himself very enthusiastic in associa-

tion work.
Secretary-treasurer N. Nielson announced

that for the convenience of jobbers and manufac-
turers after New Year's a corrected list of the
legitimate jewelers of the State of Iowa can be
had from the secretary's office at Harlan, Iowa,
upon payment of the price, which it is necessary
to charge in order to cover the expense of making
out such a list. This list will be made up ac-
cording to the laws of the association, and will
be of assistance to the manufacturers and jobbers
who cater only to the legitimate jewelry trade.

After careful deliberation it was unanimously
decided that the Iowa Retail Jewelers' Bulletin be
resurrected and continued. The first number will
be issued in January. The managing editor will
be S. Callison, of Dexter, Iowa, under the direc-
tion of the executive officers of the association.

"There is one thing that ought to be taken
up," writes Mr. Nielson, "by all State associa-
tions at an early date and which received a great
deal of attention at this meeting and will be
recommended at the next State meeting for ac-
tion. It is in regard to establishing a system
whereby any watchmaker seeking employment and
who has been formerly employed in the trade as
a skilled watchmaker can pass an examination, if
he so desires, and receive a certificate from the
association as to his ability, and also that he fur-
nish reference front former employers. This
plan, if properly handled and carried out, is con-
sidered one of the most urgent things needed in
order to elevate the standard among the watch-
makers' craft which wovld give the capable and
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worthy man his just dues and also protect the

employers, both as to the ability and honesty of

the applicant. At the present time a great many

watchmakers do not particularly care to improve

themselves, for the reason that it makes no par-

ticular difference whether they do so or not, but

the examination idea, if carried out, will be an

inducement for the ambitious man to improve

himself as watchmaker, as well as salesman, be-

cause his ability will be recognized by the jewelry

trade.
• "In my opinion, if this were acted upon by

the associations, the question of getting new

members would be greatly facilitated, and older

members would feel still more like staying in

line. The more the association can be made of

assistance to its members and the more its pres-

tige can be established with trade and public, the

more it will prosper. It is my absolute belief that

if such a system or department were established

by all State associations, the success of associa-

tion work would be assured. This is, of course,

provided nothing else is neglected on account

of it."

The Chauffeur Danger

We cannot understand, says Science Siftings,

how people owning motor cars can employ drivers

who have not passed some health test. Particu-

larly does this apply to the sight question. Dr.

Roche told the Ophthalmological Society the other

day of a chauffeur who was practically blind in

one eye, while the other eye was in such a condi-

tion that no lens could help the vision. In another

case the patient had high myopic astigmatism in

both eyes. Only recently this chauffeur, who was

riding a motor-bicycle, had suddenly found him-

self in the middle of a flock of sheep which he

had taken to be a cloud of dust. Some chauffeurs,

too, are practically monocular (having vision only

in one eye), and if the healthy eye is momentarily

put out of action by dust, or by a fly getting into

it, the chauffeur, for the time, is quite blind. If

oWners of cars will not protect themselves, then

the public must be protected from the risk of

being run down. No chauffeur should be allowed

to drive without a certificate from an optician, at

least.

Blind Engage in Shorthand Work

A new field for the sightless has been created
by the invention of the shorthand machine, one
of which is in operation in the office of the New
York Association for the Blind.

The first blind shorthand writer not only has
all the work that she can do in office hours for the
association, but also has customers who keep her
working overtime at the unique contrivance, so
simple in its mechanism that the wonder is it was
not invented long ago.

English Braille is the system used, and learn-
ing it would drive to distraction most seeing sten-
ographers. The machine resembles a small type-
writer, except that there are but a half dozen
keys. Each of these keys, when struck, produces
on a narrow paper ribbon a raised dot. One or
more, or even all, may be struck at once, and the
various combinations thus obtained give ample
variety of symbols.

Where there is necessity for great speed the
blind shorthand writer will take down a dozen or
v.0-c l-ttcrs as qvickly as one can talk.

THE CHAINS THAT LEAD IN SALES

D. F. B. CO. QUALITY—THE BULWARK OF THE JEWELER'S BUSINESS IN
CHAINS AND BRACELETS

--it* -7-41 71W'

Our Magnificent New Line for Spring Trade 4)
is now ready, comprising

Ladies' and Gents' Fobs

Lorgnette Chains

Neck Chains Vest Chains

Carmen Bracelets

An inspection of these lines will safeguard you in buying and assure proper selection of Spring stock

MANUFACTURERS OF CHAINS AND BRACELETS
Address all correspondence to

Main Office and Factory, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

i8o Broadway Heyworth Bldg 42 East Madison St

ST. LOUIS, MO. LONDON, E. C., ENG.

Mermod-jaccard Bldg. Gamage Bldg., 118-122 Holborn
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Goldsmith Bros.' Semi-Centennial 6

In this day of commercial rise and fall, when aggressive
competition has reached its climax and all the axioms of busi-
ness success have been simmered down to the simple one of
"square dealing, now and always,- it is no small boast to
rightfully lay claim to fifty years of uninterrupted business
success. This we may, however, truthfully say of the firm of
Goldsmith Bros., now known as the Goldsmith Bros. Smelting
and Refining Company, which has just rounded out its senil-

e. way of celebration has moved its officescentennial an 1 1
On to the ninth door of the I leyworth Building, one of the
most modern skyscrapers in Chicago and situated in the very
I eart ()f the jewelry and manufacturing centers of the great
wv›tern metropolis.

The contemplation of such a business career is an inter-
esting- study, for. in a measure, it is the biography of the men
who have given their time and effort h) the carrying out of an
enterprise \Odell stands to-day as an imposing monument of
their brilliant effort, honesty and integrity. Throughout its
business career the Goldsmith Ilros. Smelting- and Relining-
Company has done business with the jewelry trade of the entire
country, and to-day its name is known above those of all
other buyers of old gold and silver sxcepings. As might be
expected of an establishment which has shown such steady
growth, its business has been conducted on lwoad lines, and
Nvhile progressive to the last degree, its policy has been tinged
with that element of conservatism so necessary for safely
weathering the storms which occasionally beset the commercial
world, and also with that element of square and honest dealing
NVIliCh is tO-daV the all-important factor of business success.

.\ slight conception of the phenomenal growth Nvhich has
attended this company may he derived When it is considered
that fifty years ago this company was doing business in a small,
ramshackle building in an out-of-the-way street in Lexin12,-ton,
Ky. This shanty—it scarcely could be called a building in
these days housed the offices, salesroom, furnaces—in short,
the entire plant of the company. From the very start it has
kept pace Nvith the onward march of progress, and by strides
that at times seemed premature, it has progressed until to-day
it is the acknowledged largest buyer of old gold and silver and
sweeps in the world.

The foundation of this most remarkably successful busi-
ness career was laid by Alarcus ioldstnith, father of the two
brothers who now control the company. The elder (loldsmith
was a business man of sterling worth and possessed that in-
stinct of penetrating- the future which zunicipates the demands
which the commercialism of future generations will make. lie
soon discovered that \vhile the secret of success. in any line of
business consisted in first securing- the confidence of the people,
this was especially true of the smelting- and refining business.
This principle he instilled into the business, and it has stood
the acid test of tittle. Before they ■-ere twenty years of age
the tWO SOI1S, Simon and :\ loses, were sent "out on the road"
to travel in the footsteps of the father and learn the entire
details of the business. In 1883 the two brothers succeeded to
the business under the firm name of Goldsmith Bros., and have
been identified with the company ever since.

Long before the sons took charge of the business, how-
ever, the doctrine of confidence and the policy of "value re-
ceived,- enunciated by the father, had begun to assert itself in
an emphatic manner, and the sons wisely decided that Lex-
ington was too small a city for a business which was expanding
at the rate theirs was, and before the close of 1883 they had
moved the business to Chica:4-o, locating at 13 Canal Street.
After remaining here for two years they again moved their
offices and works to 65 Washington Street.

Ten years of the "value received- NVaV of doing business
in Chicago found the business expanding to such proportions
that it became necessary to separate the plant from the offices.

The present plant at Fifty-eighth and Throop Streets, equipped
with the most modern scientific machinery is the result. This
plant. although built a number of years ago, still stands head
and shoulders above any other plant of its kind.

Not only is this the largest sweep smelter of its kind in
the world, but it is also the most successful one. Long experi-
ence and thorough knowledge of all the crooks and turns in the
smelting business has taught the members of this firm that
success in operating- a smelter consists in "getting- all the pig
but the squeal.- So, Nvith years of practical experience at their
command the members of this company summoned to thii
plant the hest scientific skill known to the smelters' and assayers'
art, and installed the most modern machinery for the successful
handling- of all the by-products and thereby turned scrap heaps
into dollars and losses into profits. It may now truthfully be
said that nothing- escapes the Goldsmith ihos.' :.;melters but the
"squeal.- Copper is here converted into sulphate of copper,
commonly known as blue vitriol: iron into iron sulphate, for
the fertilizing of gardens and wheat fields lead into litharge,
fur the manufacture of paints, and zinc into zinc sulphate, for
the making of glue. Sulphur fumes, a valualile by-product
which goes to waste in all other smelters. are here guthered up
in huge receptacles and condensed into sulphuric acid. These
modern facilities have made it possible for this plant to extract
every particle of value from sweepings and old gold and silver
and to return to the trade the very highest market value.

While the bulk of this company's business confined to
the jewelry trade, it is by no means -limited to this. I hindreds
of shipments, some of them in carload lots have been received
from the various mints of the United State--; Government, and
carloads ()f ore from western mines. '17his fact alone is the
best possible evidence of the up-to-date equipment of this plant.

At the close of its fiftieth year in business the members
of this company have found that their increasing business
makes necessary the establishment of branch offices in various
parts of the country. The Western t.nel Pacific Slope business
has expanded to such proportions that in order b ) gi ve it the
same advantages extended to the trade of the Central West,
it has become necessary to estalilish a western branch at Seattle.
It is located in the Arcade Building-, and is as thorough in its
modern equipment as science and money can make it.

Several years ago this company added ;ni additional de-
partment inl engaged in the manufacture and sale of dental
golds and supplies and recently opened an office at 32 Union
Square, New York. N'here the wiods of this department are
handled exclusively. Thus it will he seen that this company
has covered the entire country with its offices.

Speaking personally ()I the members of this company, it
may truthfully be said that no commercial institution in the
country receives more of the undivided il.tention of its pro-
prietors than does the Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Reining
Company. Untiring- energy and the closest application to
business characterize the men Who make up this company.
The plant is in charge of Moses Goldsmith, who is the scientific
and mechanical expert of the company. Ile is thoroughly
absorbed in his work, and will be found any day in the year
except Sunday at the plant from early to late. The manage-
ment of the business is in the hands of Simon Goldsmith, who
is a business man of sterling worth and the highest integrity.
Tsaac Speyer, for many years a member of the firm, is in
charge of the traveling -force.

The members of the firm deserve to be congratulated upon
this occasion. A semi-centennial, such as this one, is too
auspicious an occasion to pass by unnoticed. Such achieve-
ments tre uncommon in these busy days, and Tut,. KEysroNE
joins with this company's thousands of friends in and out of
the jewelry trade in congratulating its members and wishing
them a long life and continued and well-deserved prosperity.
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In this day of commercial rise and fall, when aggressive
competition has reached its climax and all the axioms of busi-
ness success have been simmered down to the simple one of
"square dealing, now and always," it is no small boast to
rightfully lay claim to fifty years of uninterrupted business
success. This we may, however, truthfully say of the firm of
Goldsmith Bros., now known as the Goldsmith Bros. Smelting
and Refining- Company, which has just rounded out its semi-
centennial and by way of celebration has moved its offices
on to the ninth floor of the Heyworth I;uilding, one of the
most modern skyscrapers in Chicago and situated in the very
heart of the jewelry and manufacturing- centers of the great
western metropolis.

The contemplation of such a business career is an inter-
esting study, for, in a measure, it is the biography of the men
who have given their time and effort to the carrying out of an
enterprise which stands to-day as an imposinp- monument of
their brilliant effort, honesty and integrity. .."Throughout its
business career the Goldsmith I lros. Smelting- and Refining
Company has done business with the jewelry trade of the entire
country, and to-day its name is known above those of all
other buyers of old 1..?;o1(1 and silver sweepings. As might be
expected of an establishment which has shown such steady
growth, its business has been conducted on broad lines, and
while progressive to the last degree, its policy has been tinged
with that element of conservatism so necessary for safely
weathering the storms which occasionally beset the commercial
world, and also with that element of square and honest dealing
which is to-day the all-important factor of business success.

A slight conception of the phenomenal growth which has
attended this company may be derived \Olen it is considered
that fifty years ago this company was doing business in a small,
ramshackle building in an out-of-the-way street in Lexington,
Ky. This shanty—it scarcely could be called a building in
these days—housed the offices, salesroom, furnaces—in short,
the entire plant of the company. From the very start it has
kept pace with the onward march of progress, and by strides
that at times seemed premature, it has progressed until to-day
it is the acknowledged largest buyer of old gold and silver and
sweeps in the world.

The foundation of this most remarkably successful busi-
ness career was laid by Marcus Goldsmith, -father of the two
brothers who now control the company. The elder Goldsmith
was a business man of sterling worth and possessed that in-
stinct of penetrating the future which anticipates the demands
which the commercialism of future generations will make. He
soon discovered that while the secret of success in any line of
business consisted in first securinç the confidence of the people,
this was especially true of the smelting and refining business.
This principle he instilled into the business, and it has stood
the acid test of time. Before they were twenty years of age
the two sons, Simon and Moses, were sent "(nit on the road"
to travel in the footsteps of the father and learn the entire
details of the business. In 1883 the two brothers succeeded to
the business under the firm name of Goldsmith Bros., .and have
been identified with the company ever since.

Long before the sons took charge of the business. how-
ever, the doctrine of confidence and the policy of "value re-
ceived," enunciated by the father, had begun to assert itself in
an emphatic manner. and the sons wisely decided that Lex-
ington was too small a city for a business which was expanding
at the rate theirs was, and before the close of 1883 they had
moved the business to C'hicago, locating at 13 Canal Street.
After remaining here for two years they again moved their
offices and works to 65 Washington Street.

Ten years of the "value received" way of doing business
in Chicago found the business expanding to such proportions
that it became necessary to separate the plant from the offices.

The present plant at Fifty-eighth and Throop Streets, equipped
with the most modern scientific machinery is the result. This
plant, although built a number of years ago, still stands head
and shoulders above any other plant of its kind.

Not only is this the largest sweep smelter of its kind in
the world, but it is also the most successful one. Long experi-
ence and thorough knowledge of all the crooks and turns in the
smelting business has taught the members of this firm that
success in operating a smelter consists in "getting all the pig
but the squeal." So, with years of practical experience at their
command the members of this company summoned to this
plant the best scientific skill known to the smelters' and assayers'
art, and installed the most modern machinery for the successful
handling of all the by-products and thereby turned scrap heaps
into dollars and losses into profits. It may now truthfully be
said that nothing escapes the Goldsmith Bros.' smelters but the
"squeal." Copper is here converted into sulphate of copper,
commonly known as blue vitriol; iron into iron sulphate, for
the fertilizing of gardens and wheat fields lead into litharge,
for the manufacture of paints, and zinc into zinc sulphate, for
the making- of glue. Sulphur fumes, a valuable by-product
which goes to waste in all other smelters, are here gathered up
in huge receptacles and condensed into sulphuric acid. These
modern facilities have made it possible for this plant to extract
every particle of value from sweepings and old gold and silver
and to return to the trade the very highest market value.

While the bulk of this company's busines is confined to
the jewelry trade, it is by no means limited to this. Hundreds
of shipments, sonic of them in carload lots have been received
from the various mints of the United States Government, and
carloads of ore from western mines. This fact alone is the
best possible evidence of the up-to-date equipment of this plant.

At the close of its fiftieth year in business the members
of this company have found that their increasing business
makes necessary the establishment of branch offices in various
parts of the country. The Western and Pacific Slope business
has expanded to such proportions that in order to give it the
same advantages extended to the trade of the Central West,
it has become necessary to establish a western branch at Seattle.
It is located ill the Arcade Building, and is as thorough in its
modern equipment as science and money can make it.

Several years ago this company added an additional de-
partment and engaged in the manufacture and sale of dental
golds and supplies and recently opened an office at 32 Union
Square, New York. where the goods of this department are
handled exclusively. Thus it will be seen that this company
has covered the entire country with its offices.

Speaking- personally of the members of this company, it
may truthfully be said that no commercial institution in the
country receives more of the undivided attention of its pro-
prietors than does the Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Refining
Company. Untiring energy and the closest application to
business characterize the men who make up this company.
The plant is in charge of Moses Goldsmith, who is the scientific
and mechanical expert of the company. He is thoroughly
absorbed in his work, and will be found any day in the year
except Sunday at the plant from early to late. The manage-
ment of the business is in the hands of Simon Goldsmith, who
is a business man of sterling worth and the highest integrity.
Isaac Speyer, for many years a member of the firm, is in
charge of the traveling force.

The members of the firm deserve to be congratulated upon
this occasion. A semi-centennial, such as this one, is too
auspicious an occasion to pass by unnoticed. Such achieve-
ments are uncommon in these busy (lays, and TitE KEvsroNE
joins with this company's thousands of friends in and out of
the jewelry trade in congratulating its members and wishing
them a long life and continued and well-deserved prosperity.
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The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This clock is 6 inches in height, with 4 3iiicIi dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled anti highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
(01 scientific principles by the best methods and
‘vorkmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell is contained entirely within the case, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the case into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled

hy coming- in contact with any foreign object, nor call it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when

the hell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier
than any other bell on the market.

The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual

" shut-Off " by means of %N•Ilich the alarm may be discontinued at vill. The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the alarm may he relied
upon to " go off " at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does not handle it, write us.

Front View

A

A–Dial
B–Bell
C–Dust Cap

D–Movement

771.-

Interior View

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, BRISTOL, CONN.

The Vogue ©f rct HetaR cjc",0

A JEWEL CASE

THE la AN

was created and fostered by the originality, beauty and variety of

our line.
The salability and profit on these goods entitle them to a prominent

place among the jeweler's staple lines.

OUR JEWEL CASES, CLOCKS, CANDEL-

ABRAS, CANDLESTICKS, INKS, TRAYS,

PAPER WEIGHTS, SMOKING SETS, Etc.,
are finished in all the up-to-date colors, and are
the most artistic and beautiful.

We make the only real French Bronze finish

In addition to our regular lines we make souvenir goods and special

designs to order. Write us if you need something in this line.

Write for our new catalogue and also a sample order. Free electros

for advertising.

IL
Factory and Main Office, Danbury, Conn.

New York Office, 621 Broadway Chicago Office, 103 State Street
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GOLD PLATE
GUA RAN-
TEED

No. 704 SC
Round

Signet

American
Queen//
Extension /
Bracelet
The newest thing

in 
•

,bracelets. Handsome ‘
Is and 1.1 Karat Gold,
mul in I-20 rolled plate in ‘-t•
the richest and most impttlar ■

designs of the year. The A her-
call Queen is the first and only
Perfect extension bracelet. It has
no steel springs to rust and i rot laSpS
or Ihinges to get out of order, lout can be
extended easily and simply from s to 6 Ns,
how.–to fit any wrist. Ask your dealer to-
day to show you the fashionable designs in \s,ce

American Queen 13racefets. Nearly all jewelry
and department stores have them, Ina If you can- \

ID it. examine them at your own dealer's

A

EXTENSION BRACELET

Ten Million Women Buyers Will

Read This Advertisement
In the January Delineator, Designer and New Idea Magazines

Every month 10,000,00o prosperous WOIllell htlVerS rl'ad tlle American ()tieen

Extension Bracelet. Already our advertising has brought inquiries to us from :ill over

the United States, and sent xvomen into retail jewelry department stores everywhere

for the American Queen.

These millions of women learn, through our advertising, that

9.9

Send the Coupon for our\
Beautiful Free Catalogue.
This catalogue illustrates and deseril Ts all the very latest

things in bracelets and 0 ill be t,f the greatest help to you in
making your selections. Don't buy any bracelets and don't
select your Christmas gifts witliont seeing this beautiful cat-
alogue. Clip out the .ttlimut and state 0 hether or not your
dealer has American Queen Bracelets, and mail it today.

Look for this Trade-mark
Unless the bracelet bears this mark and name.
"Tim American Queen," it is not a genuine

American Queen
Every Allied. an Queen Itra. elet a, ompanied lw

ii ritten guarantee that if it 0 oars out iw breaks at any time

for any reason, we 0 ill give you a new one free of all charge.

No. 701, Plain . . . $4.00
No. 704, Signet . . . $5.00
No. 702, Half Chased . $4.00
No. 705, Heart-Signet . $5.00

Clip out the Coupon and send it at once
for the beautiful Illustrated Catalogue
You will be more than pleased with the

rich, beautiful designs and artistic workman-
ship of American Queen Bracelets and with the
perfect satisfaction you get from its exact fit.

HAOISEN-BENNETT CO.
MANUFACTURERS, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

is the latest perfected creation of the in-
ventor and original patentee of the first
successful adjustable bracelet, Mr. Thomas
S. Bennett. The other extension bracelets
On the market are copies of Mr. Bennett's
earlier patents and possess none of the
improvements of the American Oueen.

THE AMERICAN QUEEN should be
on your jewelry counters. Every w•oman
who sees them will instantly appreciate
their superiority over the old-style, steel-
spring extension bracelet.

VC See how small an investment is
required to put in a line of
AMERICAN QUEEN EXTENSION
BRACELETS.

The American (teen retails at a popu-
lar price—at a very low price (considering
the quality of the stock) and yields a
handsome profit.

WE WILL FURNISH YOU free elec-
trotypes of American Queen Bracelets,
which you can run in your newspaper
advertising. This will enable you to switch
all the women in your locality who read
our magazine ads. into your store.

WE WILL BRING CUSTOMERS INTO YOUR STORE

All you have to do is to send us a list of your customers and we will

immediately notify them by mail that you sell The AMERICAN QUEEN

EXTENSION BRACELETS, and enclose a catalog of our bracelets to show

how beautiful they are.

OUR BINDING GUARANTEE is 
placed on each case containing an American

Queen Bracelet, promising- that if the bracelet

wears out at any time or becomes broken from any cause
, we will give a new one

free of charge. You take no risk in pushing our goods. If there is any dissatisfac-

tion, WE make good.

Do you think you can afford to overlook this proposition?

READ OUR FREE TRIAL OFFER TO YOU lair

HANSEN=BENNETT Co.
loo Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

gM=g

/Vem.
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TRADE MARK

IMPORTANT
We will send you an assortment of

one dozen American Queen Extension

Bracelets in four designs as follows:

3 No. 701 Plain . . $8.00
3 No. 702 Half Chased . 8.00
3 No. 704 Round Signet . 10.00
3 No. 705 Heart Signet . 10.00

12 American Queen
Bracelets . . . $36.00

You agree to sell these Bracelets at

our established prices:

No. 701, Retail Price, $4.00 each
No. 702, 66 id 4.00 "
No. 704, " 5.00 "
No. 705, 

di 5.00 "

Showing you a profit of $18.00 on the

dozen in addition to the 2 '; discount

which we allow for payment of our bill

within 10 days after receipt of monthly

statement.

WE GUARANTEE these Brace-
lets to please

you; if they don't, return them at our

expense.

ORDER NOW giving your jobber's
name,sending order

direct to us. We do not bill goods direct

to the retail trade, but if the jobber you

name is not 1n a position to fill your order,

we will see that the goods get to you just

as conveniently, promptly and easily as if

delivered by the jobber you mention, no

matter how far off you are, or what

difficulties are in the way.



Makers of the Renowned Kigh-Gradc

New goods every week

Our line contains every kind of Chain and
Fob worn by men and women

:%lainifitel leer, of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel, Office and Mission Clocks

HERCULES. 15th. high
Long Alarm

Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lane'

in all widths, both
oval and square
is, we believe,
the best hinged
bracelet yet pro-
duced.

11 in. high. STERLING. 1534 in. long

To please the public of to-day in monogram designing the very
highest class of skill is called for. In fact, the lettering is as importantas the article itself, and even more critically inspected. This suggeststhe peculiar timeliness of the connection with our large variety of

Plain and Fancy Ornamented Cyphers
Ribbon Drop and Block Monograms for
watches. lockets. spoons. trays, tea sets,
cigarette and match cases, loving, prize and
presentation cups. Monograms and Initials
fot seal rings and fobs. Monograms, inscrip-
tions, etc., etched on silver.

Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book
which has just been issued. This new edition has 1 2 additional plates,I aking- seventy-three plates in all. The -vcork is now beyond
improvement, and should be at every engraver's elbow. No letter
engraver who values his reputation would be without it.
A copy will be sent fiostinzid to any Jar/ of the world on red,ht of price, $6.00 (X1 as.)

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

more than ioo styles of Ring
Mesh Bags.

In addition, we have cratecl a
new mesh bag called the' Elite "
which leads all other kinds and
makes for Beauty and Flexibility.
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LIKE A WHIRLWIND
THE IF FOR ANY REASON CHAIN LINE

HAS RUSHED INTO PUBLIC FAVOR

B 5021

IF ARVINY REASON VMS BRACELET
Is NOT5ATISFACTORYM THE PIM-CHASER,IT CAN BE RETURNED 707WE
MAKER AND A NEW ONE WILL BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

'AUSTIN Wc STorm , INC.
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CELEBRATED WATCH CHAINS

We are always living in the year Nineteen
Hundred and Now, and show a Nineteen Flundrcd
and Now Line of Fobs, Chains and Bracelets.

Think it over.

If for ANY REASON you have not handled our goods,
let us know, and we will put you in touch with the jobbers;
the ones for whom the best is none too good.

Our Cameo Line of Fobs, Lavalliers and Bracelets, is a
complete line in itself. •

Established to-day, yesterday and to-morrow, in the.year
Nineteen ihrudred and Now.

AUSTIN AND STONE
WE MAKE
FOBS
BRACELETS

VEST CHAINS
LAVALLIERS
and FRIENDS

ATTLEBORO
MASS.

FOR JOBBING TRADE ONLY

POR NEW IPAIVIIPHL,Mr—JUST OUT
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N 11078
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The middle of December found an unusually
large number of out-of-town buyers in this sec-
tion. A large crowd of these visitors were quar-
tered at the Narragansett Hotel, in Providence,
and all are said to have made liberal purchases.
It was thought that the number of visitors this
year would fall far short of the record for sev-
eral years past, but the prediction was by no
means well founded. The majority of the visit-
ing buyers were from Western States, some as
far Pacificward as San Francisco and Seattle.

Frank Mossberg Co., of Attleboro, recently
issued a handsome illustrated catalogue of their
product, consisting of bicycle and automobile bells,
gongs, dies, metal stampings and all manner of
special machinery. The catalogue is specially in-
teresting to the manufacturing jewelry trade.

B. A. Ballou & Co., Inc., of Providence, have
issued a handsomely compiled catalogue of jewel-
ers' findings and material which has special
interest for the jewelry trade. The catalogue is
very systematically arranged, and a copy will be
found very useful in ordering.

The Whiting & Davis factory, of Plainville,
Mass., started up on December 9th, after a brief
shutdown. There was quite an influx of orders
early in December, and the factory was compelled
to work overtime to take care of the urgent holi-
day business.

Doran, Bagnall & Co., North Attleboro, are
represented on the Pacific Coast by John S. Adler
& Co., manufacturers' agents, 91 Drum Street,
San Francisco, who carry a full line of the prod-
ucts of the North Attleboro firm.

Frank M. Whiting & Co., North Attleboro,
have added to their traveling force A. E. Mot-
teram, who will cover the Middle West.

The commission of Attleboro business men
appointed to consider the finances of the town and
plan a new system, met recently for organization.
Alfred R. Crosby, of Smith & Crosby, was elected
chairman and Harry P. Kent, of F. W. Weaver &
Co., secretary.

There has been much improvement in the sit-
uation here during the past month. The financial
scare seemed to have subsided early in December
and this was followed by a gradual return to
better conditions. Many of the factories which
had temporarily closed down or discharged some
of the employees resumed work, and orders have
been coming in in greater quantities than was an-
ticipated. Early in the month the manufacturers
hurried their representatives around the circuit
and all of them reported improved conditions.
The outlook for spring trade is excellent at this
time and preparations are being made on the
usual large scale.

The business heretofore carried on under the
name of Casper & Mandalian by S. G. Mandalian
and Eugene A. Hawkins will be conducted here-
after under the title Mandalian & Hawkins. This
does not mean any change in the membership of
the firm, as Mr. Casper retired from it several
years ago, his place being taken by Mr. Hawkins.

Claremon Hunt, formerly secretary and treas-
urer of the Geo. L. Paine Co., North Attleboro,
recently resigned from his position and sold his
interest in the firm. Chas. E. Riley was subse-

KEYSTONE

quently elected to succeed him as secretary and
treasurer of the company.

Geo. H. Moody, formerly New York manager
for the Bugby & Niles Co., of North Attleboro,
recently resigned his position, to become vice-
president of W. W. Vredenburg & Co., a furni-
ture concern in New York and Brooklyn. The
occasion was signalized by the presentation to Mr.
Moody of a fine toilet set in a morocco case by his
friends in the trade. Needless to say, the gift
was a most agreeable surprise and highly appre-
ciated.

Frank S. Fairbanks, one of the oldest jewelers
of North Attleboro, died recently from the effects
of an operation. For over half a century he was
employed by the jewelry making concern of
Bugby & Niles Co. and its predecessors. He was
a prominent member of the Masonic order, and
many friends mourn his unexpected death.

A vigorous agitation is being conducted by
the manufacturers for the purpose of obtaining
better railroad facilities for North Attleboro. It
is said that fewer trains come and go at present
than twenty years ago.

Chas. H. Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co.,
Attleboro, is expected home from the West about
January 1st. Word received from Mr. Tappan
tells of the restoration of his health, very agree-
able news to his many friends.

S. 0. Bigney & Co., Attleboro, have issued a
handsome illustrated catalogue of the great va-
riety of chains made by the company. The book
contains a wealth of information in regard to
these popular lines, and a copy of it should be in
the hands of every jeweler.

Geo. J. Canning & Co., Providence, have re-
moved from their old quarters to 95 Pine Street,
where they will have larger facilities for their
specialty, the manufacture of emblem goods.

L. Davidsburg & Co., Providence, have moved
to new quarters in the Doran Building, on Chest-
nut Street. This firm manufactures novelties in
buckles, sash pins, etc., and the increased demand
for their product necessitated the removal to
larger quarters.

At the third annual dinner of the Conserva-
tive Club recently given in this city, Henry D.
Sharpe delivered an address giving the history
of the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. and its evolu-
tion from a small jewelry business to its present
vast proportions. The address was quite inter-
esting and was given due prominence in the local
papers.

W. D. Wilmarth Co., Attleboro, have in-
stalled an electrical plant for lighting purposes
and have made other extensive improvements.

Quite a sensation was created in North At-
tleboro and this section generally by the news of
the sudden death of of Frederick E. Sargeant,
cashier of the Jewelers' National Bank of that
place, and the subsequent closing of the institution
pending investigation by the bank examiners. The
deceased cashier was found in the bath-tub at
his rooms in the bank building. While it is
claimed that death was accidental, doubts are ex-
pressed in regard to this. At any rate, the cir-
cumstances were sufficiently suspicious to call for
an investigation of his accounts. The board of
directors consists of Albert H. Wiggin, vice-
president of the Chase National Bank, of New
York; Joseph L. Sweet, Fred E. Sturdy, George
K. Webster, W. H. Riley, John P. Bonnett,
Charles 0. Mason, Charles A. Whiting, E. A.
Codding, Woodbury Melcher, Arthur S. Bishop,
Walter B. Ballou, E. Haywood Ferry, of the
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Shawmut National Bank, of Boston; Albert H.
Newman, of the Blodgett-Merritt Company, of
Boston, and Fred A. Howard. Mr. Sargeant was
prominently identified with several local business
concerns and was a member of a firm of jewelry
manufacturers. He was also a director of the
Roger Williams Insurance Co., of Providence,
R. I.

CLEVELAND
LETTER

A careful estimate of the volume of business
for the holiday season would be a decrease of at
least 25 per cent. over that done last year. It is
a noticeable fact that the high-priced articles, such
as diamond-set goods, have not found purchasers.
In moderate-priced articles there has been a large
business done. Another feature of the business
is this : that there has been a large increase in the
cash sales. This is undoubtedly due to the fact
that for the past two months money has been
hoarded. This is further emphasized by the re-
turns at the tax office, which reports to-day the
largest payments for the present month in years.
As there is no penalty attached under our salary
system until the last of January, it shows that
there is plenty of money hoarded by .the small
property owner and is now coming out to meet
necessary expenditures and to increase the Christ-
mas buying. Clearing House certificates circu-
late in this town very freely and do much to
relieve the money stringency.

Burt Ramsey has been conducting a 2o per
cent. discount sale in his two stores for several
weeks, and reports a very successful business
done.

David Eaffy, Colonial Arcade, has also had a
discount sale, and reports a good business done
on a cash basis.

Benj. Sands, jeweler, in the Permanent Build-
ing on Euclid Avenue, was closed for a couple
of days on account of the death of his father.

Wm. Langton, engraver for the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., was married recently to Miss Slater,
the stenographer for the same house. The firm
seems to be the present abiding place of the
"god of love," judging from the many alliances
that have developed the past year.

Mr. McCreary, jeweler, has recently opened
up a store on Euclid Avenue near to5th Street.

Dr. J. M. Chaple, optician for the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., has resigned and will devote his
time to the manufacture of a time switch, of
which he is the patentee. He has interested local
capital in his venture, and expects to put the de-
vice on the market in the near future.

H. E. Williams, Richmond, Va., is filling a
two months' engagement with a local jewelry con-
cern as salesman.

A. B. Tuthill, representing Shreve & Co., San
Francisco, was in town recently with a fine dis-
play of Chinese jade in 24-karat gold mountings.

Frank Gertein, jeweler, 2400 Ontario Street,
was a recent victim of window smashers. A
quantity of watches and jewelry was taken.

The Richon Jewelry Co., 401 Garfield Build-
ing, have sold their entire stock and fixtures to
Messrs. Miller & Bauer, who will continue the
business at the same location.
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The middle of December found an unusually
large number of out-of-town buyers in this sec-
tion. A large crowd of these visitors were quar-
tered at the Narragansett Hotel, in Providence,
and all are said to have made liberal purchases.
It was thought that the number of visitors this
year would fall far short of the record for sev-
eral years past, but the prediction was by no
means well founded. The majority of the visit-
ing buyers were from Western States, some as
far Pacificward as San Francisco and Seattle.

Frank Mossberg Co., of Attleboro, recently
issued a handsome illustrated catalogue of their
product, consisting of bicycle and automobile bells,
gongs, dies, metal stampings and all manner of
special machinery. The catalogue is specially in-
teresting to the manufacturing jewelry trade.

B. A. Ballou & Co., Inc., of Providence, have
issued a handsomely compiled catalogue of jewel-
ers' findings and material which has special
interest for the jewelry trade. The catalogue is
very systematically arranged, and a copy will be
found very useful in ordering.

The Whiting & Davis factory, of Plainville,
Mass., started up on December 9th, after a brief
shutdown. There was quite an influx of orders
early in December, and the factory was compelled
to work overtime to take care of the urgent holi-
day business.

Doran, Bagnall & Co., North Attleboro, are
represented on the Pacific Coast by John S. Adler
& Co., manufacturers' agents, 91 Drum Street,
San Francisco, who carry a full line of the prod-
ucts of the North Attleboro firm.

Frank M. Whiting & Co., North Attleboro,
have added to their traveling force A. E. Mot-
teram, who will cover the Middle West.

The commission of Attleboro business men
appointed to consider the finances of the town and
plan a new system, met recently for organization.
Alfred R. Crosby, of Smith & Crosby, was elected
chairman and Harry P. Kent, of F. W. Weaver &
Co., secretary.

There has been much improvement in the sit-
uation here during the past month. The financial
scare seemed to have subsided early in December
and this was followed by a gradual return to
better conditions. Many of the factories which
had temporarily closed down or discharged some
of the employees resumed work, and orders have
been coming in in greater quantities than was an-
ticipated. Early in the month the manufacturers
hurried their representatives around the circuit
and all of them reported improved conditions.
The outlook for spring trade is excellent at this
time and preparations are being made on the
usual large scale.

The business heretofore carried on under the
name of Casper & Mandalian by S. G. Mandalian
and Eugene A. Hawkins will be conducted here-
after under the title Mandalian & Hawkins. This
does not mean any change in the membership of
the firm, as Mr. Casper retired from it several
years ago, his place being taken by Mr. Hawkins.

Claremon Hunt, formerly secretary and treas-
urer of the Geo. L. Paine Co., North Attleboro,
recently resigned from his position and sold his
interest in the firm. Chas. E. Riley was subse-

quently elected to succeed him as secretary and
treasurer of the company.

Geo. H. Moody, formerly New York manager
for the Bugby & Niles Co., of North Attleboro,
recently resigned his position, to become vice-
president of W. W. Vredenburg & Co., a furni-
ture concern in New York and Brooklyn. The
occasion was signalized by the presentation to Mr.
Moody of a fine toilet set in a morocco case by his
friends in the trade. Needless to say, the gift
was a most agreeable surprise and highly appre-
ciated.

Frank S. Fairbanks, one of the oldest jewelers
of North Attleboro, died recently from the effects
of an operation. For over half a century he was
employed by the jewelry making concern of
Bugby & Niles Co. and its predecessors. He was
a prominent member of the Masonic order, and
many friends mourn his unexpected death.

A vigorous agitation is being conducted by
the manufacturers for the purpose of obtaining
better railroad facilities for North Attleboro. It
is said that fewer trains come and go at present
than twenty years ago.

Chas. H. Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co.,
Attleboro, is expected home from the West about
January 1st. Word received from Mr. Tappan
tells of the restoration of his health, very agree-
able news to his many friends.

S. 0. Bigney & Co., Attleboro, have issued a
handsome illustrated catalogue of the great va-
riety of chains made by the company. The book
contains a wealth of information in regard to
these popular lines, and a copy of it should be in
the hands of every jeweler.

Geo. J. Canning & Co., Providence, have re-
moved from their old quarters to 95 Pine Street,
where they will have larger facilities for their
specialty, the manufacture of emblem goods.

L. Davidsburg & Co., Providence, have moved
to new quarters in the Doran Building, on Chest-
nut Street. This firm manufactures novelties in
buckles, sash pins, etc., and the increased demand
for their product necessitated the removal to
larger quarters.

At the third annual dinner of the Conserva-
tive Club recently given in this city, Henry D.
Sharpe delivered an address giving the history
of the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. and its evolu-
tion from a small jewelry business to its present
vast proportions. The address was quite inter-
esting and was given due prominence in the local
papers.

W. D. Wilmarth Co., Attleboro, have in-
stalled an electrical plant for lighting purposes
and have made other extensive improvements.

Quite a sensation was created in North At-
tleboro and this section generally by the news of
the sudden death of of Frederick E. Sargeant,
cashier of the Jewelers' National Bank of that
place, and the subsequent closing of the institution
pending investigation by the bank examiners. The
deceased cashier was found in the bath-tub at
his rooms in the bank building. While it is
claimed that death was accidental, doubts are ex-
pressed in regard to this. At any rate, the cir-
cumstances were sufficiently suspicious to call for
an investigation of his accounts. The board of
directors consists of Albert H. Wiggin, vice-
president of the Chase National Bank, of New
York; Joseph L. Sweet, Fred E. Sturdy, George
K. Webster, W. H. Riley, John P. Bonnett,
Charles 0. Mason, Charles A. Whiting, E. A.
Codding, Woodbury Melcher, Arthur S. Bishop,
Walter B. Ballou, E. Haywood Ferry, of the
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Shawmut National Bank, of Boston; Albert H.
Newman, of the Blodgett-Merritt Company, of
Boston, and Fred A. Howard. Mr. Sargeant was
prominently identified with several local business
concerns and was a member of a firm of jewelry
manufacturers. He was also a director of the
Roger Williams Insurance Co., of Providence,
R. I.

A careful estimate of the volume of business
for the holiday season would be a decrease of at
least 25 per cent. over that done last year. It is
a noticeable fact that the high-priced articles, such
as diamond-set goods, have not found purchasers.
In moderate-priced articles there has been a large
business done. Another feature of the business
is this : that there has been a large increase in the
cash sales. This is undoubtedly due to the fact
that for the past two months money has been
hoarded. This is further emphasized by the re-
turns at the tax office, which reports to-day the
largest payments for the present month in years.
As there is no penalty attached under our salary
system until the last of January, it shows that
there is plenty of money hoarded by .the small
property owner and is now coming out to meet
necessary expenditures and to increase the Christ-
mas buying. Clearing House certificates circu-
late in this town very freely and do much to
relieve the money stringency.

Burt Ramsey has been conducting a zo per
cent. discount sale in his two stores for several
weeks, and reports a very successful business
done.

David Eaffy, Colonial Arcade, has also had a
discount sale, and reports a good business done
on a cash basis.

Benj. Sands, jeweler, in the Permanent Build-
ing on Euclid Avenue, was closed for a couple
of days on account of the death of his father.

Wm. Langton, engraver for the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., was married recently to Miss Slater,
the stenographer for the same house. The firm
seems to be the present abiding place of the
"god of love," judging from the many alliances
that have developed the past year.

Mr. McCreary, jeweler, has recently opened
up a store on Euclid Avenue near I05th Street.

Dr. J. M. Chaple, optician for the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., has resigned and will devote his
time to the manufacture of a time switch, of
which he is the patentee. He has interested local
capital in his venture, and expects to put the de-
vice on the market in the near future.

H. E. Williams, Richmond, Va., is filling a
two months' engagement with a local jewelry con-
cern as salesman.

A. B. Tuthill, representing Shreve & Co., San
Francisco, was in town recently with a fine dis-
play of Chinese jade in 24-karat gold mountings.

Frank Gertein, jeweler, 2400 Ontario Street,
was a recent victim of window smashers. A
quantity of watches and jewelry was taken.

The Richon Jewelry Co., 401 Garfield Build-
ing, have sold their entire stock and fixtures to
Messrs. Miller & Bauer, who will continue the
business at the same location.
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Order of your jobber or of us direct

51 Maiden Lane, New York SETH THOMAS CLOCK COM1PANY 70 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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With the holiday season at its height at this
writing and every retail dealer busy and much en-
couraged over the volume of trade that is coining
to him, the conditions here, which seemed rather
blue a month ago, have materially changed for the
better, and not a few of those who were inclined
to pessimistic opinions have altered them to con-
form to the actual conditions apparent on every
hand. The jewelers are not feeling the past
financial depression so keenly as they had ex-
pected. The average dealer says that sales have
been fully up to normal in numbers, but in valua-
tion they are less. This, however, was to be ex-
pected. Yet the difference between the valuations
and profits of sales of a year ago and of this
season will be less than one would naturally
expect.

One unpleasant feature of general business
during the month was the suspension of the Fort
Pitt National Bank. The institution was by no
means in bad shape; those identified with its man-
agement were pronounced in their opinion that it
was solvent, but unable to tide over a temporary
shortage of currency. However, it is more than
likely that the institution will reopen in a short
time. The bank was one of the soft spots in the
financial situation of the city, and its suspension
has in reality cleared the atmosphere and allowed
a better feeling to exist generally.

The iron and steel trade has
Iron and been showing more activity.
Steel Industry Some of the mills that were

idle for a few weeks resumed
because of better business and new orders coming
in. Curtailment that began in the coke regions
had to be checked, and a resumption was reported
in several instances because of the too heavy
reduction in output. The coal mining operations
have maintained an unprecedented strength in the
Pittsburg district, and not a mine is working with
less than a normal force, while some are increas-
ing their output with orders far ahead for de-
livery. Generally mercantile business has a health-
ful tone. It fell somewhat sharply the first break
in the run of things, but this has passed off
without any serious consequences. Building oper-
ations promised for the new year are more ex-
tensive than usual. They have been abnormally
quiet during the past year, and the resumption
promises to be brisk for this reason. Wage re-
ductions have been comparatively light and this
gives the best basis for hope for the future.

The entire jewelry trade was
Death of interested and saddened by the
James R. Reed announcement of the death of

the veteran jeweler, James R.
Reed, of Pittsburg, which occurred Sunday morn-
ing after a brief illness. He was among the
oldest members of the jewelry trade in Pittsburg
and indeed in the State. Mr. Reed was 8i years
old. He was a native of Western Pennsylvania,
having been born in the borough of Washing-
ton, Pa., in 1826, and coming to Pittsburg in
1847. His early business was as a jeweler accord-
ing to the conception of the trade which then
existed. He not only made jewelry, watches and
clocks, but also civil engineers' and surveyors'
instruments. He had a shop in Smithfield Street,
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and a factory also. His jewelry trade, however,
grew more rapidly, and he finally abandoned the
factory and gave his whole time to the jewelry
business. At one time Mr. Reed was a member
of the city council of Pittsburg and was a member
at the time that the Pennsylvania Railroad se-
cured its franchise to enter the city. He was also
a member when the now historic and long-passed
Pennsylvania canal was closed in Pittsburg.

During the Civil War Mr. Reed recruited a
company and prepared to enter the army. The
company, however, was broken up and its mem-
bers were sent to fill other companies that were
depleted. Later Mr. Reed moved to the old city
of Allegheny, where he became active in school
matters and was a member of the ward school
board. He was subsequently made a member of
the board of inspectors of the Western Pennsyl-
vania penitentiary and for thirty years has served
on that board. For eighteen years he has been
treasurer of the board. Through his influence
Henry Phipps donated the beautiful conservatory
for the penitentiary, to brighten the lives of those
confined there.

During the past month the
Robbery of a jewelry trade of Pittsburg has
Salesman been interested in the robbery

of one of the salesmen of
West, White & Christy, wholesalers, of Penn
Avenue. The salesman had three trunks with
him on his route and had reached Canton, Ohio,
where he prepared to visit his trade. One trunk,
holding several thousand dollars' worth of
watches and jewelry, was carried from the office
of the hotel by the negro porter and loaded on a
wagon and driven off. It was subsequently found
broken open and all the contents gone. It was in-
sured, and the firm will escape serious loss, though
they were much chagrined at the work of the
robbers. Thus far no trace of the thief or the
goods has been found.

M. A. Mead & Company announce that on
January 1st two additional salesmen will be put
on the road for the Pittsburg office. They will
cover the territory formerly covered by Mr. Dun-
bar, who retires this month, and this will make
a force of four road men for the Pittsburg office
of this house. The two additional salesmen will
carry larger stocks and will be in a position to
supply the demand of a much larger trade. The
Pittsburg office will also increase its facilities to
care for this growing trade. Manager J.. T.
Montgomery will spend Christmas with former
friends in Chicago, after a busy season. A week
ago he accompanied President W. A. Given, of
the Pittsburg Credit Men's Association, to Wash-
ington, where he sought to secure the presence
of United States Treasurer Treat for the monthly
dinner given by the association at the Hotel
Schenley on December rgth. In this the two
failed, but they will have some able speakers just
the same. W. E. Arnnacost, the city salesman of
Mead & Company, has gone home to Ohio, suffer-
ing from typhoid fever.

C. C. Marsh, of Marsh, Brown & Mather,
who has been visiting at Mt. Clemens, Mich., for
some weeks has returned home much improved in
health and expects to remain during the holidays.
All other members of the trade are now giving all
of their attention to their Christmas business and
find so much to do that they have little time for
speculation or comment. The situation as re-
viewed by them, however, is pleasing. There have
been no failures for the past sixty days in which
Pittsburg is interested, and it is believed that the

situation of the jewelers as a whole was never
more stable and satisfying. There have been some
heavy special or low-price sales of stock in large
department stores of the city that have been felt
to some extent, but they are not disturbing. Auc-
tion sales are at a minimum and additions to the
retail trade are smaller for this season than for a
long time past.

The Pittsburg offices and business of the Cas-
tleberg Jewelry Company are being closed out,
and, with the exception of the winding up of lease
collections, little is being done by that house.
Joseph Castleberg, of Baltimore, while here in
connection with the affairs of his company re-
cently, ran across a former salesman he had
employed in Baltimore, named Mater Truboski,
who had departed for parts unknown, and with
him, Mr. Castleberg says, went considerable
jewelry and other stock. He found him at the
Pennsylvania union station when he entered, and
asked the police to arrest him. It was done, and
later the man was returned to Baltimore, where
information received by the police showed he had
been wanted for some time.

Gillespie Brothers have been among the more
unique advertisers in the trade this season. They
have built a miniature wind-mill, similar to those
that have made Holland historic and picturesque,
and about one-third the natural size. This mill
stands in a small vacant property, where it is
passed by thousands of street cars daily, and it is
illuminated with many electric lights, which au-
tomatically blaze the name of the house, its
address and its business in colored lights. These
lights are on the wind fans and a motor cleverly
keeps them moving.
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q Our Zenith Quality is a heavily gold-plated chain on stock which is 14 K. color throughout. These chains are of very substantial quality and
recognized by the Trade as the best low-price chains on the market.

q They are well finished and a good wearing chain at the price.
T A few of the staple patterns are here shown. Ask your Jobber to show you these goods. All the live ones carry them.

q The "0. M. D. " Bracelet has proven a success beyond our expectation.
q Is similar in general appearance to other Bracelets of this order but in essential construction is entirely different and vastly superior.
q There is absolutely no solder used, no pins or rivets to break. The " quality" of stock used and the beautiful "finish" which we are able to

produce, combined with unique but simple construction which reduces repairs to a minimum, makes our Bracelets indispensable to any well
chosen line.

q Made in all desirable signet and locket tops and with genuine stone, cameo and coral settings.

San Francisco, Cal.
503 Chronicle Building
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With New Year's Day ap-

Improved conditions in the

Conditions financial world seem to be clear-
ing up. Money is more plenti-

ful and the "scrip" is gradually dropping out of
sight. People are sanguine as to the outcome of
the scare. Confidence is being restored and the
stores of money in old stockings and safety de-
posit boxes is more brought to light.

Cincinnati jewelers, manufac-
Jobbers Not to jobbing and retailing,
Retail have been meeting together to

come to an understanding on
several subjects. The retailers demanded that the
jobbers and manufacturers do absolutely no re-
tailing. The retail organization is strong, and
they will stand together, so the wholesalers as-
sented to the agreement and the retailers prom-
ised their support. Another resolution was passed
asking the co-operation of the police department
in trying to prevent thefts and swindles. There
have been an unusual number of both in this city
recently and everything is being done to prevent
such a state of affairs continuing.

Cincinnati jewelers have good
Good Christmas reports to make of their Christ-
Trade trade. They had all they

could do during December. The
sales were just as numerous as during the pre-
vious holiday season, and high-class goods were
sold, but not the larger nor higher-priced gems
and pieces.

The trade through the farming sections is
quite normal, and the traveling men in those dis-
tricts report the same bills sold as usual. Among
the things which sold heavily were the plain and
hand-engraved toilet pieces, shirtwaist pins and
bracelets. The plain-finish silver, with its high
polish, is especially popular. The indications are
that the sale of bracelets will be as heavy during
the spring as it has been for the past two years.

Michie Brothers last month manufactured a
number of handsome Masonic jewels, to be pre-
sented to the outgoing commanders of the various
lodges, commanderies and councils. The organi-
zation which ordered them were the Grand
Lodge of Ohio, F. and A. M.; the Grand Chapter,
R. A. M.; the Grand Council, R. and S. M.; the
Grand Commandery, K. T., and all of the local
lodges. Michies make a specialty of these jewels.

Friday night, December t6th, a well-dressed
man, decidedly under the influence of liquor, was
staggering along West Sixth Street and fell vio-
lently against the plate-glass doors of the Charles
Cook & Brother jewelry store, and calmly went
through the hole climbed upon the counter and
fell asleep. They arrested him, but did not 

tlta 
prose-

gctses,.as the man paid the damages for the broken

One of the cleverest swindles
Swindle by of which Cincinnatians have
Stolen Postal been victims was the fake
Orders postal order steal worked on a

number of the jewelry firms
last month. A. and J. Plant, Michie Brothers, the
Clement Oskamp Company, the Edward Simper
slore, the Doejke store and a number of others
were "taken in." Postal orders from 3070 to

3200 were stolen from the postoffice at Peters-

burg, Ky., with government ink and stamps,

and the fake orders to the amount of $25oo were
passed in one day. The thief visited the stores

a few days before he passed the orders, asking

to look at jewelry, claiming to be commissioned
by a relative to make purchases. Later he came
in with the orders, which the jewelers examined,
and not finding any flaw, accepted them without
hesitation.

For about a week the twenty-four gold and
diamond medals ordered from the Frank Her-
schede Jewelry Company for the members of the
Chicago baseball team of the National League,
the "Cubs" (world's champions), were on dis-
play last month.

Platinum is to a great extent taking the place
of gold in all kinds of settings in pins, rings and
pendants, and pendant chains has been growing
in popularity, though it was not accepted well at
first. A great deal of the holiday goods is made
from this composition.

Fred Thoma and Jerome Thoma will be on
the road for Thoma Brothers for this year.

L. Gutmann & Sons' traveling force. for tgo8
will be Charles E. Payne, Kentucky, Tennessee
and the South; Eugene Frommeyer, Ohio, Indi-
ana and Illinois; Steve Leubuscher, the North-
west, and Wallace Horwitz, Southwest and East.

Jonas Wise and B. S. Newman will travel
for Frohman & Company during this year.

The traveling salesmen for Wallenstein &
Mayer during 1908 will be Walter Mayer, South;
A. C. Wallenstein, South; Nathan Mendelsohn,
Southeast, and E. Wallenstein, Southwest.

A. G. Schwab & Sons will be represented by
Louis Lange, West Virginia and Ohio; Julian G.
Schwab, Georgia and Ohio ; Isi Schroder, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee ; Jesse Ray, Texas and
Louisiana, and Herbert C. Schwab, Indiana, Illi-
nois and Kentucky.

The Frank Herschede Jewelry Company last
month made a handsome silver loving cup for the
board of directors of the Cincinnati Chamber of
Commerce, who presented it to their outgoing
president, William A. Bennett.

Charles E. Small, of Selma, Ala., one of the
Cincinnati buyers, was in the city last month and
was met here by Miss Caroline Limb, of Detroit,
to whom he was married December t6th. They
left immediately after the ceremony for Selma,
where they will reside.

A. McComb, of Hamilton, Ohio, was in the
City early in the month replenishing his holiday
stock.

Mr. Jones, of Richter & Phillips, is going to
Nashville, Tenn., soon, to go into business with
his uncle.

William Owens, one of the Elm Street retail
jewelers, was the victim of two clever thieves
recently. Mr. Owens was not in when the two
men entered and asked to see him. They said
they would wait, and were shown into his office.
One asked to be allowed to wash his hands, and
otherwise distracted the attention of the em-
ployees, while the confederate made away with
the cash.

Wallenstein & Mayer report splendid results
from their new catalogue, which was sent out
about a month ago.

B. S. Newman, who travels for Frohman &
Company, is now in Kentucky and will be the
guest of friends through the Christmas holidays.

The Eastern wholesale jewelry firms have
already sent their men out with the new 1908

stock, and they have been visiting Cincinnati's

wholesalers for the past few weeks.

Meyer Cohen, of D. Jacobs & Company, will

leave their employ the first of this year to go into

the men's furnishing business with his father-in-

law-elect, in Indiana.
Joseph S. Voss, Sr., the head of the firm of

Joseph S. Voss & Sons, wholesale jewelers, one of

Cincinnati's oldest jewelers, died recently in his

home in Walnut Hills. His three sons, Louis,

E. C. and Joseph, Jr., will go on with the busi-

ness. His widow and two daughters also sur-

vive him.
The News-Tribune, of this city in a recent

issue gave a very interesting account of the

Adolph Enggass Jewelry Co., with illustrations

of the store. Cuts were also shown of the

founder of the business, Adolph Enggass, and his

son Clarence, who is now prominent in the man-

agement. The business was established in 1865

and rapidly grew into one of the leading jewelry

stores of the city. Extensive improvements were

lately made, and an optical department added.
Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited

Cincinnati recently were George Greyer, Ander-

son, Ind.; William Burns, Coshocton, Ohio; M. B.

Ullery, Covington, Ohio; G. H. Hausgen, Bethel,

Ohio ; Charles G. Sederberg, Milford, Ohio ; T. C.

Lewis, Hardinsberg, Ky.; J. D. Ward, Rising Sun,

Ind.; R. Moss, Owensboro, Ky.; Charles Sieglitz,

Vevay, Ind.; M. B. Gary, Dayton, Ohio; H. R.

Hohman, Racine, Ohio ; C. H. Temple, French
Lick, Ind.; H. Risinger, Lawrenceburg, Ind.;

Harry A. Rasch, Somerset, Ky.; J. B. Hessel-

brock, Liberty, Ind.; J. W. Clark, Mt. Vernon,

Ohio ; W. Beckenstein, Charleston, W. Va.; J. W.

Tufts & Son, Loveland, Ohio; C. H. Kessing,
Oldenburg, Ind.; R. H. Dilling, Cambridge,
Ohio; J. S. Clements, Brownstown, Ind.; C. E.
Diefenbach, Brookville, Ohio; P. H. Linnehan,
Birmingham, Ala.; R. A. McClelland, West
Union, Ohio; Lee S. Baldwin and nephew, Lee
W. Baldwin, Winchester, Ky.; J. W. Sparks,
Sabina, Ohio; John James, South Lebanon, Ohio;
A. R. Baldwin, Winchester, Ky.; J. H. Drake,
Lebanon, Ohio, and L. A. Boli, Hamilton, Ohio.

Several manufacturing jewelers, some of
whom have found it impossible lately to buy gold
which they wanted to make into rings and other
articles of jewelry, held a meeting, says the New
York Herald, to form a combination members of
which will in the future buy their gold bullion
directly from the United States Government.

Hitherto many of them have bought gold
through agents. That provision which makes it
impossible to buy bullion in less than $5000 lots
and without the payment of gold coin or gold cer-
tificates has in the past deterred some manufac-
turing jewelers from buying bullion from the gov-
ernment.

The combination, the work of which is limited
to the Purchase of bullion by its members, will
begin operations on January 1st.

The promoters of the plan said that many
manufacturing jewelers in Maiden Lane and in
other parts of the city had agreed to enter the
pool.

The present custom of manufacturing jewel-
ers who want gold for manufacturing purposes
is to get it from an agent, who, having had
notice of the demand, had obtained the bullion
from the government and had held it in readiness.
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THIS IS FOR YOU
I want to send to every young man who desires to become a thorough practical
watchmaker, engraver and optician, the prospectus of our college. It will
give you some information that will be of great value to you. It will tell you how
simple and easy it is to learn the different branches of the jewelry business by our
method of teaching. It will tell you how hundreds of young men doubled, and in
some cases tripled their salaries after completing our course.

To all our former Students and Jewelers
A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Our system of teaching is the only practical one in existence ; practical and
.thorough in every sense of the word. We have been teaching watchmaking,
engraving and optics for fourteen years and know how to make a high-salaried
workman of you in a short time.

Come to us in January, 1908, and let us make a thorough and practical work-
man of you. It may not take as much money or as long as you think.

Send for our prospectus to-day ; it will be a stamp well invested.

F. W. SCHULER
PRINCIPAL

The Philadelphia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA. ESTABLISHED 1894
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SEND us your 13? Work
TIME and MONEY SAVED

NO one is better able to
INIPR OVE on your present service.
CONSTANT attention to details.
HOURLY mail deliveries
ON week days and the minimum of
LOST time, owing to our
SYSTEM, places us

AT the top of the list of Optical houses
NOW doing IA work.
DON'T delay longer, but

COMMENCE sending us your
ORDERS the same day you read this.

Send for our Pocket Catalogue
Just issued

S. T. NICHOLS & CO.
INDIANA'S Wholesale Optical House

Indianapolis, Ind.

;411RIFINIRS?
CATCHY

ENGRAVING
SII( S .s: \V I,S at,

Popttlac Priccs

LET 1JS ENGRAVEA SAMPLE

Artist ic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

UL,L,STROA1 de CO.
AlemphiN

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

When writing to aderrlisers, kindly mention
The Fel/atone

L,INDINER se co., ttaiVieZ'
51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01-HO

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
anti proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

FEDERAL ENGRAVING COMPANY
UNITY BUILDING, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Steel and Copper Plate Engravers and Printers to the Jewelry Trade
STEEL DIE EMBOSSING, MONOGRAMS, CRESTS, ETC.

Samples Furnished

We Specialize Emblem Goods

THIS RING Is NIA DE IN FOUR WIDTHS
(I In, 7,16, 8/16, 916 inches

THE A. P. CRAFT CO., 1 o N. Penn. Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Japanese Sand Casting
A process that has for centuries baffled the experts. Many fine

pieces of art, supposed to be hand wrought, have been cleverly cast in
sand and only the finishing touches applied by hand. 'I his process
is the quickest, cheapest and most successful method of casting—
saving both metal and labor.

Any manufacturer, large or small, can profit by learning my
secret process. I guarantee positive. success.

Write or call for free sample casting

IKKO MATSUMOTO Manufacturing
Jeweler . . .

316 American Central Life Building
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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INDIANAPOLIS
LETTER

At this writing the holiday trade is in full
swing, with every indication of a grand finale.
Manufacturers and jobbers are keeping up with
all orders only by working full forces at nights.
A. P. Craft & Company report November ahead
of last year and December running fully up to
last year's figures. Ikko Matsumoto has had
enough work to keep a full force employed con-
tinuously. Late December orders are pushing all
hands to the utmost. Baldwin, Miller Co. find
trade excellent and likely to run ahead of last
December. C. W. Lauer & Company say business
is all right and that the year will make a good
average showing. The financial scare had a
tendency to delay Christmas shopping, but con-
ditions becoming more normal, the fact that
people will buy Christmas presents is being fully
demonstrated. Almost all the retail stores are
trimmed with Christmas greens and present an
unusually attractive appearance. The unwelcome
quiet of November proved a good thing in one
respect; it set the storekeepers at work on stocks;
every article was put up in the best possible shape
and displayed to the best advantage.

From recent reports made in response to a
call of the controller of the currency, it was
shown that all the national banks of Indiana ex-
ceed legal requirements as to both Currency and
cash resources. The Indianapolis banks show
cash resources averaging over 50 per cent. This
splendid showing has done much to quiet the
financial flurry and to stimulate the season's re-
tail trade all over the State.

Henry G. Werbe, well known to the trade
through his long connection with the firm of
Julius C. Walk & Son, was recently initiated into
the mysteries of the Ancient Order of the Nobles
of the Mystic Shrine.

John T. Gardner, the biggest and best-known
jewelry traveler in the State of Indiana, was
chairman of the committee in charge of the
fourth annual ball given by the Indianapolis
Council of the United Commercial Travelers at
the German House, in this city, in December.
The ball was the largest and most successful en-
tertainment ever given by the council and reflected
much credit upon the genial Mr. Gardner.

Ashberry O'Neil, a watch repairer at Lock
and Walnut Streets, spent several days in the
City Hospital recovering from a knock in the
head, inflicted by three unknown negroes who
demanded that he give up watches they said they
had left with him for repairs. When he refused,
one of them hit him with a rock. The negroes
escaped, but did not get the watches.

The Indianapolis Optical Company have
opened optical parlors in the Law Building, on
East Market Street. The company is composed
of Dr. William H. Catterson, formerly of Nobles-
ville, Ind.; J. D. Pattison, of Chicago, and
George W. Mayo, of Detroit, Mich. Dr. Catter-
son is the oculist and optician in charge.

The sympathy of the trade is extended to
T. M. Jackson, of Seymour, Ind., on the recent
death of his wife. Mr. Jackson is one of the
oldest jewelers of Indiana.

F. M. Herron carries a large and beautiful
line of electric lamps, and during the Christmas
season a number of the handsomest were kept
lighted, giving the store a brilliant and attractive
appearance.

John P. Mullally presented his holiday cus-
tomers with handsome 1908 calendars in black and
white studies with his name in gold.

The semi-annual exhibit of the C. B. Dyer
arts and crafts shop was held December uth.
There were many beautiful pieces of hand-
wrought jewelry made by members of Mr. Dyer's
classes. The salesroom was tastily decorated
with greens and the shop thrown open to visitors.
The next course begins January 14th, with a large
enrollment of students.

The first annual banquet given by the Indian-
apolis Retail Jewelers' Association was a social
success. J. P. Mullally, president of the associa-
tion, acted as toastmaster. Enjoyable speeches
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were made by H. H. Bishop, J. H. Reed, A. W.
Graf and others.

F. L. Kiefer & Son have added a beautiful
line of imported china to their stock of holiday
goods.

A. B. Swift, at one time in the watch repair
business in the State Life Building, has taken a
position with C. L. Rost, on North Illinois Street.

Gray, Gribben & Gray contemplate opening a
branch store at Louisville, Ky., early in the spring.
It will be under the management of Asher w.
Gray, the junior member of the Indianapolis firm.

Fletcher M. Noe, who has held very high
office in the Indianapolis aerie of the Fraternal
Order of Eagles, has just been re-elected treas-
urer of the order. The Noe jewelry store, on
North Illinois Street, has recently been fitted up
with the American District Telegraph burglar
system. Several times Mr. Noe has had his store
broken into. He thinks the traction terminal sta-
tion, which is just across the street, offers too
sure a chance for a thief to make good his escape
and that the A. D. T. system will prove an effect-
ual check. The only other jewelry firm in the
city that is under the same protection is the Bald-
win, Miller Company.

Charles A. Rigdon, of Warsaw, Ind., is con-
templating retiring from the jewelry business
about the first of the year.

Edward G. Gardner has removed his manu-
facturing plant from the fourth to the third floor
of the Cordova block, on West Washington
Street. By this removal better light and more
floor space has been secured. As soon as the
holiday business is over the shop will be put in
permanent shape, new machinery is to be installed
and other improvements made. Mr. Gardner en-
joyed a very good December business.

George Harrington, well known to the trade
as bookkeeper for Baldwin, Miller Co., has pur-
chased the electric light plant for the town of
Cicero, Ind.

J. C. Sipe is back from his annual hunting trip
to New Mexico, where he bagged a large number
of wild turkeys. Mr. Sipe is giving his personal
attention to the holiday business, which he says
is already ahead of last year.

Perry M. Slauter is holding the position of
watchmaker, formerly held by Charles Bernloehr,
with Chris. Bernloehr & Bro.

Luther Christopherson, an Eastern watch-
maker, who spent several weeks in the watch re-
pair department of C. L. Rost, in this city, is
now filling a similar position with Mr. Rost's
brother, H. L. Rost, at Columbus, Ind.

E. Mantel, jeweler and pawnbroker, on West
Washington Street, has enlarged his store room
by taking in the room next door. New fixtures
have been installed and a general rearrangement
made of the store furniture. A Christmas open-
ing was held December 9th.

George W. Keifner, traveler for Hoffman &
Lauer and C. W. Lauer & Co., is again on the
road, after several weeks of serious illness.

J. H. Reed has entirely recovered from pain-
ful injuries received several weeks ago and which
incapacitated him for business. While driving
under the elevated railroad tracks, his horse be-
came frightened and ran away, striking a tele-
graph pole. Mr. Reed was thrown from the buggy
and seriously cut about the head and two ribs
were broken.

Otto Graf, formerly in the manufacturing
business with Fritz Bonnet on Virginia Avenue,
has bought of Fred C. Fogas his jewelry store on
South Meridian Street. Mr. Fogas is now with
his brother, George A. Fogas, on Massachusetts
Avenue.-

The Jewelers' Security Alliance plates have
recently been tacked on the doors of the follow-
ing Indianapolis jeWelers : Henry H. Bishop, D.
A. Hickman, Stella V. Rog ekr Cropper and Ed-
ward G. Gardner.

Burns & Anderson, manufacturing jewelers,
on West Washington Street, are the successors to
Prosser & Burns. Henry Anderson, the new
member of the firm, was formerly with J. C. Sipe,
of this city. Jacob Griesser, a well-known local
jeweler, has been added to the shop force. Claude
Russel, a deaf and dumb boy, who has made a
success of the engraving art, has also been added
to the force.

Thomas Prosser, formerly of the firm of
Prosser & Burns, is now with the A. P. Craft
Company.

J. W. Garman, of Fort Wayne, Ind., attended
the Scottish Rite Convocation, in Indianapolis, the
last week of November. While in the city he
visited the wholesale dealers and purchased some
special holiday goods.

Charles Morrison, of Cambridge City, was a
recent buyer in this market. Mr. Morrison moved
into new and larger quarters the first of Decem-
ber. New fixtures and tasty decorations made
his holiday display of a well-selected stock very
alluring.

Donner & Reeder, jewelers and opticians, of
Columbus, Ind., have dissolved partnership. F.
Donner will continue the business at the old stand.
S. A. Reeder is now filling the position of watch-
maker with C. K. McCain, at Kokomo, Ind.

Opticians report trade as very good. They
say that the jewelers are not getting all the holiday
trade, as a good percentage of it is coming their
way.

J. S. Throp, an old-established jeweler, of
Greensburg, Ind., has sold out to J. W. Owen.
Mr. Throp thinks a temporary freedom from bus-
iness cares will do much to restore his impaired
health.

J. W. Hudson, Fortville, Ind., was met at one
of the local jobbing houses early last month. He
reported the prospects for holiday trade as very
fair. Mr. Hudson began the month with three
good diamond sales.

Godfrey Dold, a well-known jeweler, of
Madison, Ind., was a welcome visitor in this
market last month.

Carl Brimhall, of Summitville, Ind., was in
this city early last month, buying a stock for the
holiday season. Less than three years ago Mr.
Brimhall began business with a very small stock
in Summitville, a town of about 1500 inhabitants ;
to-day he has an attractive store, well stocked, and
is looked upon as one of the rising merchants of
the town. F. H. Seashols, formerly in business
at St. Mary's, Ind., and well known to the trade,
is the watchmaker with Mr. Brimhall.

W. H. Todd, jeweler and optician at Madi-
son, Ind., has added a beautiful line of real Jap-
anese goods to his Christmas stock.

J. W. Thompson, Danville, Ind., made a hur-
ried trip to this market the week before Christmas
to replenish holiday sellers.

Word has been received at this point of the
death of two well-known jewelers of the State,
R. T. Green, Swayzee, and George Chriswell, La
Fountain. Both men had many friends in the
trade, who extend sympathy to the bereaved
families.

F. L. Baldwin has opened a watch repair and
jewelry business at the new but rapidly growing
town of Gary, Ind.

President Woodard considers the January an-
nual meeting of the Indiana Optical Society a
very important one and urges a full attendance.
The exact date has not yet been fixed upon.

The Calvin Clatter f South Bend, Ind.,
held a holiday opening. 

Co.,
dusic enlivened the oc-

casion. Every visitor was presented with a hand-
painted placque enclosed in an envelope, the en-
velope being good for a 5 per cent. discount on
any purchase made at any future date.

D. Beauchamp has succeeded, by purchase,
to the jewelry business of S. Barrow & Daughter,
at Kempton, Ind.

J. H. Baber, who recently removed from
Marion, Ind., to Dayton, Ohio, is conducting an
auction sale. The report is that Mr. Baber will
return to Indiana.

J. A. Pickett, Newcastle, Ind., got nicely set-
tled in his new store in good time to catch the
Christmas trade. The store is attractive and
well stocked.

0. B. Kyte, Salem, Ind., is selling out his
stock of jewelry and in the future will devote his
entire attention to the jewelry business.

Will Huff, formerly with C. H. Thompson, at
Greensburg, Ind., is now manager of the jewelry
department in J. B. Rodman's drug store, at Fow-
ler, Ind.

Frank Hazeltine, Kokomo, Ind. was a pur-
chaser in this market last month. 11/Ir. Hazeltine
was still showing the effects of his three months'
siege of illness, but the business demanded his
personal attention.

The Security Trust Company, as receiver, is
still in charge of the business of S. T. Nichols &
Company, and the probabilities are that the re-
ceivership will continue indefinitely.
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ATTLEBoRo, MASS.

The Leading House for LION and TIGER=HEAD FOBS,
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NEWS

NORTHWEST

At this writing the holiday business is on in

full blast and unless there is a decided slump at

the last it will compare very favorably with any

previous year. Financial conditions have not af-

fected this section as much as the far East and

far West. At no time for years have conditions

been so favorable as this fall to withstand any

such condition, and after the first shock it did

not take very long for matters to assume their

regular order.
Fire damaged the stock of J. Moses & Co.,

Baltimore Block, St. Paul, last month, to the

extent of $5000. The loss was covered by in-

surance.
F. E. Elliott, of Moody, Baker, Elliott Co.,

Ellsworth, Wis., is the proud father of a fifteen-

pound boy.
The store of Frank Lueck, Devil's Lake, N.

D., was destroyed by fire November 22nd.

Julius Anderson, Mora, Minn., was married

December 14th. Here's wishing him all kinds of

happiness.
E. Gulbrandson, for the past two years with

Haman & Co., St. Paul, Minn., is now at the

bench for A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. D.
J. F. Janousek succeeds J. L. Mahowald,

Montgomery, Minn.
D. G. Gallett, Aberdeen, S. D., has opened a

branch store at Mobridge, S. D.
F. E. Williams, Augusta, Wis., has enlarged

his store and put in new fixtures.
Albert Goodman, of Vehon & Goodman, St.

Paul, reports the arrival of a new boy at home.
Chas. Wright has moved from Clifford to

Wyndmere, N. D.
Trowbridge & Tomkins, Haywood, Wis.,

have added new floor and wall cases to better
display their jewelry stock; a nice improvement.

The H. E. Murdock Jewelry Co., Minneapo-
lis, were among those who will remember J. Paul
Lankhoff for passing a spurious check on them
for $80.

Swedlund Bros. succeed Emil Nelson at Wil-
liston, N.D. M. J. Swedland, for some time
with P. V. McCoy, Minot, has the active man-
agement.

A. L. Thompson, Mayville, N. D., has re-
turned home after a six weeks' absence in the
Twin Cities.

Elmer Anderson, Southern traveler for S. H.
Clausin & Co., Minneapolis, will, after January
1st, represent B. F. Simpson & Co. in his old
territory.

Geo. A. Davis, formerly with W. R. Crandall,
Mankato, Minn., has started in business at Tracy,
Minn.

D. M. Grinnell and wife, Valley City, N. D.,
spent several days in the Twin Cities buying holi-
day goods.

Myron 0. Stevens, of Albert L. Haman, St.
Paul, is taking his semi-annual vacation visiting
with his family. Steve says he enjoys a stay
with the folks after his long trips.

Trade visitors noticed the past month were:
C. L. Burnett, Brainerd, Minn.; August Gfrerer,
Stillwater, Minn.; Geo. V. Williams, Carmon
Falls, Minn.; J. C. Gerde, Paynesville, Minn.;
Frank Catlin, New Richmond, Wis.; John H.
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Ruge, Faribault, Minn.; Julius Anderson, Mora,

Minn.; E. M. Schwenke, New Richland, Minn.;

E. F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; R. P.

Glenwood, Wis.; F. G. Peterson, River Falls,

Wis.; W. W. Winchester, Amery, Wis.; J. F.

Janousek, Montgomery, Minn.; A. E. Palmer,

Grand Forks, N. D.; D. M. Grinnell, Valley City,

N. D.; Geo. H. Lang, Mankato, Minn.; F. W.

Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; J. M. Chalmers,

Lake City, Minn.; E. F. Minder, St. James,

Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; 0. C.

Hansen, Baldwin, Wis.; Wm. Grinnell, janesvitle,

Minn.

DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

The holidays bring brighter prospects to the

Texas people, and from the rush of the first

week it is expected that the merchants.over the

State will score a fine business for this season.

The Dallas banks have removed the restriction

that they have heretofore adhered to, and money

matters are assuming their normal condition.

Looking back over the fall season, it has in

many respects failed to equal that of recent

years, but with the expectations of a nice Christ-

mas business, it is believed that the New Year

will open up as a good starter for another good

year.
E. I. Pittman, formerly of Ennis, Texas, is

said to have sold off practically all of his cheap

stock and has moved the rest of his stock to

Amarillo, Texas, where he will engage in the

jewelry business with his son under the style of

E. I. Pittman & Son.
W. I. Charmley, of Arlington, was a buyer

in the Dallas market during the month of De-

cember.
C. Joyce is successor to C. L. Joyce, of Gar-

land, Texas. Mr. C. Joyce has been with his

brother for some time and has just recently

bought him out and will conduct the business

under the style of C. Joyce.
E. Johnson, of Saint Jo, Texas, was a trade

caller in the Dallas market this last month. Mr.

Johnson states that business is improving in his

section of the State, and all indications are for

the better.
B. Z. Friedman, of Fort Worth, Texas, while

in the city recently paid his respects to the trade.
H. W. Bounds, of this city, has been on the

sick list for a few days this last month, but is

able to be back at his business.
W. C. Vickers, of Mansfield, Texas, was seen

among the wholesale trade this last month. Mr.

Vickers states that the prospects are a little

brighter and that he expects a nice holiday trade.
E. B. Cullom, of Mesquite, Texas, was mar-

ried the 5th of December. Mr. Cullom has re-

cently bought the drug business which Mr. Chat-

man, of that city, has been conducting for the

last few years.
P. Cooley, Sherman, Texas, has been on the

sick list for the last month. He is steadily im-

proving and expects to be able to be back at his
post of duty soon. Mr. Cooley is in the jewelry

business at Pilot Point, Texas.
Murray & Evans, of Honey Grove, Texas

were represented in the Dallas market this last
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month by Chas. Hay, who accepted a position

with them a short time ago.

J. F. Christian, of the Christian Optical Co.,

of Temple, Texas, sustained a loss of a few arti-

cles, stolen from the window
Victor B. Hunter, with Linz Brothers, of this

city, lost his father this last month. His many

friends sympathize with him in his recent be-

reavement.
Mr. Malloy, of Ferris, Texas, was in the

city lately on business.
G. A. Pfeaffle, of Greenville, Texas, called

on the wholesale trade during his stay in the

city this last month.
E. E. Taylor, of Taylor Bros., Houston,

Texas, was married on November 20th. Con-

gratulations. are extended.
H. L. Cohenour, formerly of Big Springs,

Texas, has accepted a position with Mr. Lucas, of

Orange, Texas.
C. H. Hall has opened a jewelry business at

Alvin, Texas.
J. A. Jackson, of Brady, Texas, lost his entire

stock by fire on the f6th of December.

A. Weatherford, of Plano, Texas, was in the

Dallas market during the month of December.

H. C. Fisher, of Anson, Texas, was married

December 12th to Miss Mattie Irene Ward. They

will be at home after January 1st in Anson.

The opening given by Taylor Bros., of Hous-

ton, Texas, this last month, proved to be a great

success. Their souvenirs were a very 'novel fea-

ture. They were very small cow-bells, and given

to all that attended the opening. Every one got

a "souvenir ring."
The Strange Jewelry Co., of Sherman,

Texas, has recently moved into larger quarters.

The new building was especially fitted for them.

This will be a great advantage and will add won-

derfully to their facilities.
The Allen Optical Co., of El Paso, has been

incorporated with $2000 capital. The incorpo-

rators are J. M. Allen, Randolph Terry and U.

S. Green.
Jno. W. Irvine, of Lake Charles, La., lost his

father in December, after a short illness.

The Patterson-Evans Jewelry Co. has been

incorporated at Uvalde, Texas, with a capital of

$5000. W. B. Evans, G. W. and C. L. Patterson

are the stockholders.
I. Block, secretary of the Texas Optical

Association, and Fred Studer have formed the

Texas Optical Co., at Waco, and ordered ma-

chinery of the latest type for the grinding of

lenses. Dr. Block will devote most of his time

to the fitting of glasses. He will have supervis-

ion..over the manufacturing plant, but the ma-

chinery will be operated by skilled men from the

big Eastern factories.

Burglars attempted to rob Bailey & Mendel,

jewelers, of this city, the first part of December,

but they were discovered soon after they made

an entrance and did not succeed in getting any-

thing.
Jos. Samuels, a well-known jeweler of this

city, who has been engaged in the jewelry busi-

ness for many years, has recently incorporated

his business, with a capital stock of $50,000. The

incorporators are Jos. Samuels, Abe Samuels and

R. H. Gillian. The new firm will conduct two.

stores in this city in the future instead of the one.

The new place is located at 246 Main Street, just

a few doors east of the old stand, and is a much

more desirable location.



HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling_ Bassett Chains—quick sellers,

big profit makers and satisfaction guar-
anteed Select styles for fastidious
purchasers—popular styles for all.

TIE TO BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and dissatisfaction
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p Trade Mark

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO OFFICE
710 Columbus Bldg.
103 State St.

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange
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U. S. Pat. Office
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Designs for Spring Trade
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WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE

3 Malden Lane
7 Beverly St.Main Office and Factory {

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Wisconsin Institute of Horology
A PRACTICAL SCHOOL FOR

WATCHMAKING and ENGRAVING

To commence the New Year by mak-
ing arrangements for a course at the W.
I. of H. means not only a good start for
the year 1908 but

A GOOD START IN LIFE
Write at once for particulars

F. A. THOMAS, Principal
Enterprise Building MILWAUKEE, WIS.

MORE LIGHT
AT

LESS COST

The PEARL GASOLINE
LIGHTING SYSTEM

The Standard of Perfection for the Home or Sic e

Give us the length, width and height of
the place you wish to light and we will give you
an estimate of the cost of installing the finest and
most simple lighting system on earth.

Local dealers wanted everywhere. Write now.

The PEARL LIGHT CO.
121-123 4th Street, BARABOO, WIS.
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While trade conditions this
Better Business season have not been up to the

Than Expected mark set last year, business
has, nevertheless, been much

better than was expected a few weeks ago. Re-

tail trade in the city has picked up greatly dur-

ing December, the movement naturally accelerat-
ing toward the holidays. With the large down-
town concerns this was particularly the case,
although there has been some price cutting and
special sales, and inducements have been the rule.
Smaller shops in the outer part of the city,
which depend largely upon artisans and working
people for their custom have had rather a
duller season.

Reports from retailers in the
Small Towns smaller cities of the State in-
Slightly Affected dicate that the financial scare

has had far less effect upon
them than has been the case in the city. These
dealers were more cautious than usual in laying
in stock, and as a consequence the wholesalers
and the manufacturers have had a large number
of rush orders for goods to fill in stocks, and the
demand has been for a good class of goods. In
one branch of the manufacturing trade—that of
college and fraternity jewelry—reports are of
better business than usual, and the makers have
been kept extremely busy supplying orders.

The month began with an announcement of
the passing of one of the best known retail houses
of the city, W. A. Sturgeon & Co., which is
liquidating its stock and will retire from the
field, at least as at present composed. The firm
is a direct successor of the old firm of M. S.
Smith & Co., one of the pioneer retail concerns.
W. A. Sturgeon, formerly president and now
manager, began as a youth with the old firm and
worked up to an independent position, later going
into business for himself. Iu 1895 the firm of
Smith, Sturgeon & Co. was formed, to be suc-
ceeded in 1898 by W. A. Sturgeon & Co. Out-
side capital has held a controlling interest, and
some time ago it was agreed that it would be bet-
ter to have the business financed by local men.
Finally it was agreed to liquidate the stock, val-
ued at $400,000, and this is being done. It is
probable that announcement will be made later of
plans for a new company, on a somewhat differ-
ent basis.

Action looking toward the formation of a
national association of jobbers and wholesalers
will be pushed vigorously after January 1st. A
circular letter has been prepared and will be sent
out as soon as the holiday rush is over. Sugges-
tions will be asked from wholesalers in other
cities before any general meeting is called or
plans laid for the full organization of such a body.

Some mystery attaches to the
A Jeweler sudden disappearance of Sam-
Disappears uel Stern, doing a retail busi-

ness at 320 Hastings Street,
who was last seen December 15th. Creditors
who placed attachments upon the stock the fol-
lowing day found that practically everything ex-
cept the bulkier silver and clocks had also disap-
peared. Some of the wholesalers who did busi-
ness with Stern are convinced that his intention

KEYSTONE

to leave must have been of recent formation.
Stern, who is a Russian, came to Detroit about
two years ago and gave other dealers to under-
stand that he had a cash capital of $6000 or
more. He was never very successful in estab-
lishing any extensive line of credit with local
houses, but bought largely outside. It is under-
stood that he had a stock worth about $8000
shortly before he disappeared..

When the store was entered, Monday, Decem-
ber t6th, the safes were found open, the show
cases almost empty, and the stock of rings,
jewelry, watches, Precious stones and all goods
easily movable were missing. Max Werner, who
was. a partner with Stern in a printing business,
states that he saw the latter in the store at 11.30
Saturday night, and is informed that he was
there until 2.30 Sunday morning. Stern had
borrowed money from Werner before leaving,
ostensibly for Toledo, and bought at several
wholesale houses the day before.

As the books are missing, it is impossible to
determine Stern's exact indebtedness, but a num-
ber of statements from creditors were found. It
is reported that of late Stern had been disposing
of his stock at wholesale prices; otherwise, it
would have been very hard for him to have
gotten away without detection with so much
goods so suddenly, as no wagon was being loaded
at the place. Stern exhibited a bank book with
a credit of $2700 to a wholesaler recently. He
had discounted local bills up to November 1st.

A story gained quick circulation that Stern is
a political refugee and had received some mes-
sage that made him depart hastily. Local firms
were not hit very hard and are not likely to un-
dertake any criminal action unless further facts
come to light making such action more advisable.

A very pretty wedding was that of Carl P.
Kionka, of Kansas City, to Miss Georgiene L.
Gierke, December t8th, the Rev. A. Ott perform-
ing the ceremony. Bernard Gierke acted as best
man, while Miss Minnie Lang was bridesmaid
and Miss Ethel Kirby maid of honor. The happy
couple left on a wedding trip to Niagara Falls,
New York City and other points in the East, and
will be at home to their friends in Kansas City
shortly after the first of the year. Mr. Kionka,
who is a member of the firm of Kionka & Kionka,
met his bride two years ago, while on a selling
trip here, through his acquaintance with her
brother, Bernard Gierke, who is a watchmaker
with F. Rolshoven & Co.

A movement which has al-
Campaign ready met with some success,
Against Auction was inaugurated some weeks
Sales ago by members of the Jewel-

ers' Board of Trade to put out
of business the jewelry auctioneers who have
been selling cheap goods in a row of stores on
the Campus Martius. Stenographic evidence was
secured to show that goods were sold under
fraudulent representations, and at a hearing be-
fore the mayor the latter revoked the licenses
of two auctioneers, Louis Brick and Maynard
Miller, and other applications for licenses were
refused when made by parties interested in these
auction stores. One salesman, Ben Jacobs, was
prosecuted in the Recorder's Court for selling
without license, the case being still pending at
the time of writing. A meeting of the retail
jewelers was held in the Hotel Cadilac, December
loth, on invitation by Frank M. Kennedy and
Charles A. Berkey, president and secretary of
the Jewelers' Board of Trade, who had led the
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light. A committee consisting of H. T. Schnei-

der, Francis A. Petz and C. W. Graves was ap-
pointed to carry on the fight against the auc-
tioneers and also to take measures for the forma-
tion of a local retail jewelers' association.

Two diamond robberies were perpetrated De-
cember 6th, evidently by the same man. At the
store of Otto Simon, 162 Gratiot Avenue. The
stones, valued at $430, were purchased and the
thief in some manner substituted a roll of bills
amounting to only $16 for the one containing the
purchase price. At Traub Bros. & Co., Wood-
ward and Grand River Avenues, a diamond val-
ued at $160 was abstracted from among others
exhibited in a tray. The police later received a
circular from New York warning them against
a diamond sneak thief, and it is believed that it
was this man who did the two jobs, as the de-
scription given by the merchants tallies with that
of the circular.

John Hellerich, 39 Michigan Avenue, who
took out a warrant for his former watchmaker,
Perry Weinberg, last month, charging him with
the larceny of seven watches, has discovered
that his losses were greater than at first supposed,
reaching about $7oo. Weinberg has not been
heard of since, although Hellerich has sent a
postal describing him to the police of a number
of cities. The missing watchmaker is about 37
years of age, is quite bald and limps in the left
leg. A reward of $25 is offered for information
regarding him.

L. B. Sullivan, salesman for E. Roehm, 16
John Street, returned from a western trip in
time for the holidays. He reports business good
in his special line of college insignia.

A special sale is being conducted by the
Luths, Dorwald & Haller Co., in a store at Wood-
ward Avenue and Lamed Street.

Employees of Wm. F. Schultz & Co. helped
one of their number, Julius Malin, to celebrate
his sixty-second birthday, December 12th, at his
home, 1285 Joseph Campau Avenue. He was pre-
sented with a beautiful loving cup by Mr. Schultz.

D. E. Holland has purchased the stock of the
late Arthur Loomis, at Lapeer.

M. D. Walton, of Armada, visited the whole-
sale trade recently.

M. C. Haldeman, of Edwards, Haldeman &
Co., who has been opening up new territory for
his firm in New England, returned home for
Christmas.

Max Jennings, of St. Clair, spent Thanksgiv-
ing Day in the city.

G. L. Gunther, Bellevue,- Ohio, was in town
early in the month, and bought a bill of goods.
Robert Green, of Mt. Clemens, reports that

there has been a fair season in the Bath City.
Roy C. Brabb, of W. A. Sturgeon & Co., is

the proud papa of a little girl, who arrived early
in the month.

N. J. Eddy, of Portland, Mich., was in town
on a purchasing trip early in the month.

A. M. Williams, with the Gillette Sales Co.,
paid his respects to the trade recently.

R. E. Brackett was in from Lansing, where
the monotony of legislative deliberation is just
now succeeded by the constitutional convention.

W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian, has been in town
several times during the month.

W. A. Sherwood came in from Dundee to
fill in a few gaps in his holiday line.

Mr. Mathatter, of Mathauer & Koester, re-
cently returned from a successful selling trip
through the State.



JUST A FEW OF OUR 1908 LINE
FROM THE MONOGRAM MAN

We are
now taking
orders f o r
Wedding
Invitations
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Stationery
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Headquarters for Leather Fobs and Monograms
Now is the time to order your FOBS for the New Year. We are making a mammoth assortment in the

latest designs of Initial, Novelty, Emblem and Monogram Fobs, in black or tan ; morocco, calf and
pig skin.

We make
and sell
more Mono-
gram a n d
Initial Fobs
than any
other manu-
facturer i n
the country.

HENRY G. MORRIS
Successor to

GEO. E. KNAPP & CO.

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print

A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-
list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street , CHICAGO, ILL.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

SAMS'  
SAFETY 

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attentior Given to

Out-of-town Orders

MOUNTINGS

PRECIOUS STONES

Room 74 Jewelers' Building
BOSTON. MASS.

Outfit complete . . . /613.00
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.50
Sams' Flux . . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24W.Randolph St., CHICAGO

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliable
ma nu fact tiring jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

Tint KEYSTONE

E HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

lVhen writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

With Christmas over, the jewelers are slowly

getting their stocks cleaned up and in condition

for the spring business. As was expected, the

business was hardly up to last year, though there

are a great many jewelers who claim to have

done as well or even better than the previous

year. The jewelers catering to the better class

of trade in the large cities are the ones who have

felt the effect of the business depression to the

greatest extent, because of the lack of sales for

large pieces. The general impression prevails

that the poorer class of people bought as heavily

as usual, consequently the jewelers patronized by
this class were not affected, except in the case of
the mill towns where work has been discontin-
ued temporarily or the employees put on shorter
time.

Naturally the diamond business was the most
affected, and this would undoubtedly have the
effect of easing the price were it not for the
recent action of the De Beers syndicate of passing
their dividend. The idea of this has been to
provide money with which to support the market
and maintain the present prices.

I. Alberts has made extensive alteration in
his office, on the seventh floor of the Jewelers'
Building. The bookkeeping department has been
removed to the rear of the office, utilizing space
that heretofore has not been used. The front of
the office is greatly improved in appearance by
this change and much better light is obtainable
for the display of goods.

The jewelry manufacturers of Providence
and the Attleboros in many cases have been run-
ning their factories night and day to keep up
with the orders. While this is not the case with
all of them, the general belief seems to be that
business conditions are very nearly as good as
last year.

Constant Dolas, a jeweler, of New Bedford,
has filed a petition in bankruptcy. His liabilities
are Wm, with assets of $2670.

The store of J. L. Williamson, of 1575 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, was recently robbed by
three thieves. They broke the window with a
brick, and grabbing all the jewelry they could
lay hands on, ran down the street, pursued by
the members of a nearby club. As yet it is not
known who the guilty parties are.

J. W. Beverly, who is at present located in
Salmon Falls, N. H., has been in Boston putting
the finishing touches on his stock for the Christ-
mas trade.

Abe Cohen, with L. Kaufman, ring manufac-
turer, of New York, is spending the holidays
with his relatives and friends in Boston, his
home city.

C. M. Jacot, of Stockbridge, has opened a
branch store in Lenox, Mass., for the holiday
trade.

I. Israel, proprietor of the Howard Jewelry
Co., of Boston, Mass., accompanied by his wife,
'sailed on December 28th for Europe on the
steamship President Grant, of the Hamburg line.
Their destination is the city of Berlin, the home
of Mr. Israel's parents. They expect to return
on April 1st on the steamship Amerika.

Deacon William H. Hoskins, who has been
employed in the watch and jewelry repairing
department of J. W. Babbitt, of Derry, N. H., is
ill at the home of his son, in Dorchester, Mass.

Myers & Franks, of Hanover Street, Boston,
have again come forward in window decorations
for the Christmas holidays. This year the deco-
rations are of a similar character, but different
design, from those of last year. There is little
doubt but that the store again takes the lead as
one of the best decorated stores of its size in
Boston.

In our last issue we pointed out the necessity
of extreme conservatism on the part of those
who would represent the trade in taking any
action which was not assured beforehand of at
least fair support from the trade at large. The
wisdom of this is self-evident, inasmuch as such
action must inevitably react on the membership
of the organization, curtailing its possibilities and
nullifying its usefulness to a great extent. The
occasion of our remarks was the introduction
of the railroad watch inspection bill in several
State legislatures. Developments since that time
have revealed such opposition to this measure
within and without the trade that its passage in
any State in its present form is now quite im-
probable. The practical elimination of the retail
jewelers from the watch inspection field, which
would be one result of this legislation, has nat-
urally aroused opposition among the trade. That
a measure for which trade support is claimed
should legislate the jewelers out of a profitable
field seems explicable only on the supposition
that this result of the measure was not foreseen.
The most strenuous opposition to the bill, how-
ever, comes from the railroaders themselves, and
there is now a danger that the pleasant and prof-
itable relations which have long existed between
the trade and the great army of railroad men
may be seriously marred by further promotion
of the measure. All who have the best interests
of the trade at heart must regret the occasion for
such resolutions as the following:

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., November 22, 1907.

At a regular meeting of Crystal Lodge, No.
408, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and En-
ginemen, Springfield, Ill., held on November 22nd,
1907, the following resolutions were adopted:

WHEREAS, At the solicitation of persons
claiming to represent this organization, a special
meeting was called November 2nd for the p•ir-
pose of adopting a resolution supporting House
Bill No. 918 and Senate Bill No. 583, known as
The Watch Inspection Bill, pledging ourselves to
work in the interest of this bill; and,

WHEREAS, It has come to our knowledge that
the solicitors and promoters misrepresented the
true feature and intent of this bill;

Therefore be it Resolved, That we rescind
our previous action ; and,

Be it Further Resolved, That we do all in our
power to prevent the passage of this bill, being
convinced that the legislative feature of this bill
will disorganize the present watch inspection and
work hardships on our members.

Respectfully submitted,
F. G. SANER,

Secretary No. 408, B. of L. F. and E.

The above resolutions, and others now be-
fore us, show very plainly that the railroad men,
rightly or wrongly, question the good faith of the
measure and have a suspicion that the inspection
system is being exploited for the benefit of other
interests than their own. Their attitude is clearly

set forth in the following letter to members of

the Illinois legislature:

JOINT PROTECTIVE BOARD
BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN AND

ENGINEMEN

ROCK ISLAND, ILL., Nov. ii, 1907.

Gentlemen: It has been brought to my at-
tention by the members of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen that there
has been presented Senate Bill No. 583 and
House Bill No. 918, relative to the inspection of
railway employees' watches.

I beg leave to say to you, gentlemen, that I
have been employed in the operating department
of the Rock Island lines for the last sixteen years
in the capacity of fireman and engineer, and I
have always been required to have a standard
watch and have it inspected.

I have served for two years as the local
chairman of the board of adjustment of the B. of
L. F. and E., and for the past six years as gen-
eral chairman of the board of adjustment of all
of the Rock Island lines of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, and in all
this time I have not received one single complaint
on the watch inspection that we have. That alone
should be conclusive evidence that there is some-
thing wrong somewhere other than the employees.

The bill is fostered by persons who claim to
represent our organization, but who, on the con-
trary, have no authority whatever to do so.

I will go further and state that I am per-
sonally acquainted with most of those parties,
and will say to you, gentlemen, that they are de-
posed employees of the watch inspectors who
have been cast aside for their wrongdoings, and
it is my belief that it is a personal affair with
them and their work in the interest of the bills is
for their own gain and not for the interest of the
railway employees.

Official circulars issued to the local watch in-
spectors give us the choice of seven of the lead-
ing makes of standard watches. This list in-
cludes forty-one grades. Therefore no coercion
or discrimination is possible.

In the last ten days I have been approached
by the employees of all classes of service on the
Rock Island who come under the time service,
to use all honorable means at my command with
our representative to defeat this watch inspection
bill. Every employee, to a man, is opposed to the
passage of these bills.

I trust that you gentlemen will do all in your
power to have the bills defeated, as the present
time service with us is entirely satisfactory, and
any change in the present inspection would dis-
organize the service and certainly inflict a hard-
ship on the members of our organization and all
the other employees that come under the time
service. With best wishes, I am,

Yours truly,
J. H. McQuAm,

General Chairman B. of L. F. and E.

In this letter we have the official authority
of railroad men themselves that they are per-
fectly free to buy their watches in open market,
provided only that the timepieces are of the
standard required. In regard to the statement
that the railroad watch with which the name of
the Webb C. Ball Watch Co. is associated was
being forced on the railroad men to the exclusion
of other makes, the Commercial Chronicle says:
"In an official record of standard railroad watches
carried by employees of ten large railway sys-
tems, we find that the total of various makes
numbers 33,773, whereas the total number of Ball
watches is only 4206; in other words, the average
percentage of the Ball carried on these ten large
railway systems is only 12 per cent., as against
88 per cent. of all other makes."

The railroads of the United States at present
employ an army of over t,000,000 men, and it is
safe to say that no other industry has had closer
business relations with, nor has been more profit-
able to the jewelry trade, and it would be exceed-
ingly regretable that anything should happen to
mar these close relations.



What Would You Give for a Lifelong Customer?

Try this plan
Sell your next watch customer a "Ball."
Its reliable performance will convince him you are a dealer to be depc

he'll keep coming back for other things.
The watch will win you his business and friendship for always.

IT'rlie for Booklet, and watch this space

We vv,rnit to tiI rx lot of 11 CVO, friends to the Ball family of rant-0E1d watch

Cleveland, Ball Building Chicago, 804=6=8 Railway Exchange
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There is but one entirely
satisfactory method of polish-
ing or buffing, and it requires
the use of the electric motor
polishing head.

There is but one electric
motor head that will run clay
in and clay out with the mini-
mum amount of care and
attention, that will use the
smallest possible amount of
current, and that will cost
practically nothing for main-
tenance. The one Head is
the Oliver Quality Electric
Motor Polishing Head.

Would our catalog interest
you? It is free.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara Strect, Buffalo, New York
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BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OF ITS KIND

RICHARD G. RANDLEB
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents / Send money with
India Ink or Water Color, 111.00 f order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1,00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-List

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 Hayworth Building, Chicago

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Arkansas

The jewelry store of J. H. Smythe, Fort
Smith, is one of the handsomest in that section of
the State. Recently the show windows were
greatly enlarged and furnished with prism glass
which adds considerably to the display effect. The
interior was also decorated anew and additional
lights installed.

Chas. DeGoche, for many years a prominent
jeweler and respected citizen of Eureka Springs,
dropped dead on December 6th while transacting
business in the First National Bank of that city.
For several months passed the deceased had been
suffering from a nervous attack, but no fatal results
were anticipated, and his sudden death was a great
shock to his family and friends.

California

Frank J. Rigg, Alhambra, has purchased a lot
on West Main Street on which he expects to erect
a brick block, part of which will be occupied by
himself with his jewelry business. Mr. Rigg
formerly worked for Webb C. Ball Watch Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, but opened up a jewelry business
in Alhambra in temporary quarters previous to the
holidays.

Indiana

J. M. Washburn, Anderson, was recently
appointed watch inspector for the C. C. C. and
St. L. R. R. and the Indiana Central.

The store of Oberreich & Arnold, La Porte,
was considerably damaged last month by a fire of
unknown origin, the damage resulting principally
from the water. Among the damaged goods were
a number of clocks awaiting repairs. Prompt
action fortunately prevented a larger loss, the
damage being estimated at several hundred dollars.

Iowa

The Berg-Arduser Co., Dubuque, made exten-
sive improvements in their store previous to the
holidays. The entire interior was overhauled and
superbly decorated in a color combination of blue,
white and gold. The improvements included an
attractive new front which greatly enriched the
appearance of the establishment.

Massachusetts

Wm. Lucas, of the firm of Lucas Brothers,
Wakefield, died last month after an illness of long
duration. The deceased was highly respected, and
news of his death was received with sorrow by a
host of friends.

Michigan

Wm. F. King, the veteran jeweler, of Adrian,
who is also mayor of that city, was further honored
Inst month when he was presented by his Masonic
brothers with an honorary past grand commander's
jewel voted him some time ago by the grand
conclave of Knights Templar. Quite a number of
Masonic dignitaries from Adrian and other cities
were present on the occasion, and the formal
Presentation was followed by a banquet. The
jewel is of gold with an enameled cross mounted
ill diamonds.

Missouri

Frank B. Wade11, Clinton, the very popular and
enterprising jeweler, died a few weeks ago. The
business since his death has been conducted by
W. E. Sams, as manager for Mrs. Wade11.

Nebraska

Adolph B. Hubermann, the veteran jeweler, of
Omaha, died on December 7th of pneumonia.
The deceased had been in the jewelry business for
nearly half a century. He made a specialty of the
diamond business, importing the gems in consider-
able quantities, it being his custom to go to Europe
each summer to personally select the stock. Mr.
Hubermann was born in Germany in 1845, and
arrived in Omaha in 1861. His business will be
continued by his sons.

North Carolina

Victor E. Zoeller, the well-known jeweler, of
Wilmington, died on November 22d, after a few
days illness. An acute attack of peritonitis is
given as the cause of his death. The deceased
who was connected with the jewelry trade for over
thirty years, was born in New York forty-seven
years ago. For twenty-five years he was jeweler
and watchmaker for Geo. Honnett, one of the
leading members of the trade in Wilmington.
Seven years ago he started in business for himself
under the firm-name of Victor E. Zoeller & Co.
His reputation for integrity and skilled workman-
ship in addition to his business capability built up
a large business for the firm which is now one of
the most important in that section. It has been
announced that the business will be continued as
heretofore without interruption and that the new
management will be guided by the same high
principles as the deceased.

Ohio

Albert K. Merriman Co. is the name of a new
jewelry firm in Gallipolis. The new firm has a
very handsome establishment richly fixtured in
mahogany and stocked with a fine line of goods.
Mr. Merriman has had long experience in the trade
and his skill as a workman and capability as a
business man are well known to the people of
GaUlnas.

R. D. MacDonald, of Lima, formerly connected
with the MacDonald Jewelry Co., of that city,
disposed of his interest in the firm some time ago
and opened a new store in his own name. The
new place of business is a model store, beautifully
equipped and well stocked.

The Holman Jewelry Co., Columbus, cele-
brated its return to business in its old location at
78 West High Street, with a grand opening, the
store being thronged with people during the day
and evening. It will be remembered that the firm
was burned out in April last and moved into
temporary quarters at 20 West High Street. Work
was hastened on the old building in order to have
it ready for occupancy for the holiday trade. The
new store room is very handsome, being finished
in solid mahogany with ceiling in ivory and gold.
On opening clay there was music by an orchestra
and thousands of carnations and roses were
distributed to the lady visitors.

Walter L. Wilhelm, Portsmouth, recently
installed a new safe, the interior of which had been
specially arranged for his stock. The safe is over
six feet tall and of the latest pattern.
" C. A. Gossard & Co., Washington C. H., held
a formal holiday opening on December 7th, when
a magnificent stock of goods in all lines was on
display and large crowds were welcomed at the
store. The souvenir given to visitors on the

occasion was a little bell, the ringing of which was
heard in every part of the city. The little tinklett
bore the Gossard label and the suggestive sentence
about getting rings at Gossard's.

The Comlossy jewelry store, on Madison
Avenue, Toledo, was recently entered and robbed
of $326 worth of jewelry. The loot included
thirteen gold bracelets, six gold fobs, one ladies'
gold watch, three gold combs, one gold anklet, one
gentleman's watch and three dozen imitation
stones. Everything except the stones were secured
from the display window. The robbery was
evidently pulled off by two men, one of whom
stood guard outside while the other did the inside
work. Entrance to the building was gained through
a transom window on the west side. This window
is directly above the south wall of the Coughlin
building now in course of construction, and was.
easily shoved open by standing on the brick wall..
The window opens above the optical department.
Footprints in the dust in the optical room lead
directly above a step ladder which was standing
against the glass partition. The swinging door
leading to the jewelry department was not fastened
and the thieves had no trouble reaching the show
case and display window. This is the fourth rob-
bery in as many years, in which this firm has been
the victim.

The M. Judd Company, Toledo, has recently
made several alterations, additions and improve-
ments to its Summit Street store, making it one of
the most commodious as well as handsomest places.
in the city. About twenty feet has been added to
the length of the room at the rear. The room has
been fitted throughout with new cases Which are
works of art. They are a combination of plate
glass, cherry body and marble base, doing away
with the idea of a counter altogether. The work
of improvement was rushed to completion in order
to make ready for the holiday trade. The Judd
store is now one of the handsomest rooms in
Toledo, and an ideal holiday headquarters.

Pennsylvania

A. R. Kennerdell, jeweler and optician with
E. H. Kennerdell, Tarentum, was a recent visitor
in Philadelphia where he was combining business
with pleasure. Dnring his stay he inspected the
big plant of The Keystone Watch Case Co., and
visited the prominent houses in the trade.

Cohen Bros., Reading, held their 14th annual
holiday opening on December 3d. The interior of
the store was artistically decorated for the occasion
with potted plants and Christmas holly. An
orchestra of ten pieces discoursed music during the.
opening. The available space in the store has been
greatly increased by a new department in the
basement to which the stock of bric-a-brac, cut
glass, lamps and clocks has been transferred.

G. A. Schlechter, the well-known jeweler, of
Reading, has just completed one of the most
successful holiday seasons in the history of his
business. He recently made many improvements
on his plant, among others being the installation of
a new electric motor to operate his presses and
other machinery. Mr. Schlechter has now a force
of skilled workmen to turn out special pieces of
very high and artistic character.

Tennessee

The G. W. Meyer Jewelry Co., Chattanooga,
was recently awarded the contract to furnish the
silverware and china for the Hotel Patten. The
contract is said to be the largest of its kind ever
given in Chattanooga, representing an investment
of $1o,000.
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The Jewelers' Security Alliance Runs
to Earth the Two Most Noted

Safe Crackers

The conviction of Herman Palmer, alias
"Dutch Herman," and Timothy Johnson, alias
"Tim Hogan," who were given an indeterminate
sentence in State's prison for burglary by Judge
Rosalsky, of New York City, on November 13th,
and also adjudged "habitual criminals," furnishes
a fine illustration of the way in which the Jewelers'
Security Alliance pursues the burglars who dis-
regard its warning signs, never letting up on them
as long as there is any possibility of securing their
punishment, no matter how long it takes or how
much it costs.

On Saturday night, January, 13, 1907, several
burglars broke into the jewelry store of B. Eypel,
Long Island City, and cutting out the back of his
safe with cold chisels, escaped with about $1300
worth of watches and jewelry, no one hearing
them at work because the noise in the Pennsylva-
nia Railroad tunnel close at hand was louder than
their hammering at the safe. Mr. Eypel, being a
member of the alliance, telephoned to the Pinker-
ton agency on Sunday morning that he had been
robbed and also informed the police, and search
was immediately begun for the burglars. On
Sunday night, the 74th, a burglar named James
Coffey was arrested with a watch in his possession
which proved to be one of those stolen, and by
clever detective work "Big Bill" Mason and
"Dutch Herman" were identified within a few
days as having done the job with him.

"Herman" is one of the shrewdest men in the
business, and knowing well that the Pinkertons
would be after him "hot foot," both he and
Mason left the city immediately after the burg-
lary and could not be found in any of their usual
haunts, while a thorough search of all the pawn
shops in this and adjacent cities failed to locate
any of the stolen goods.

Coffey was tried and sentenced to fifteen
years' imprisonment, but the district attorney con-
cluded that there was not enough evidence to con-
vict Palmer and Mason, and the police therefore
made no further attempts to arrest them. The
alliance, however, continued to make every effort
to capture them, and the search has been going on
regardless of expense for nearly a year, every
place at which they had ever been heard of being
covered, until on September 17th Palmer was lo-
cated in New York City, having just returned
from the interior of the State, where he had been
implicated in a burglary but not arrested for
lack of evidence.

Detectives were immediately detailed to
shadow him day and night, with the intention of
catching him in the act of committing some crime
for which he could be convicted, since it was im-
possible to punish him directly for the Eypel
burglary. After more than a month of constant
watching, Palmer commenced prowling around at
night, in company with Hogan, and the detectives
followed them and on several occasions saw them
making observations of a number of stores, evi-
dently with the intention of robbing them. On
October 24th they went out, as usual, with the
detectives close at their heels, and were caught
practically in the act of breaking into a cafe, for
which crime they were convicted.

No individual jeweler could afford, or would
attempt, to conduct such a pursuit as this, and
the police also soon "get tired"; but the alliance

KEYSTONE

not only has the necessary financial ability—and
such a chase requires the expenditure of no
small amount of money—but the dogged perse-
verance that keeps everlastingly at it, and thus
finally accomplishes the result. In this lies the
great benefit of the organization, as has been
shown many times before and now has a fresh
example in the arrest of these two burglars, whom
the police call "America's greatest safe crackers"
—Palmer having the reputation of making the
finest burglar's tools in the country, and in

• Hogan's rooms the police seized the most corn-
plete "kit" that the detectives had ever seen.

Meeting of Executive Committee, Jewelers'

Security Alliance

The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, December 13, 1907, the following
members being present: Chairman Butts, Presi-
dent Sloan, Vice-presidents Champenois and
Stern. The following new members were admitted
Wood, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes;
Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden, Brown and Stern.
The following new members were admitted:

R. G. Bolich, Chicago, Ill.
Edward F. Coxeter, Hartford, Conn.
Baird-North Company, Providence, R. I.
S. G. Devries, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rudolph H. Englehardt, Riverside, N. J.
Toe Goldstein, San Francisco, Cal.y. Harry Halt, Mt. Holly, N. J.
Albert T. Heberling, Parkersburg, Pa.
J. D. Morrow, Oceanside, Cal.
Willis S. Porter, Burlington, N. J.
Herman E. Rost, Columbus, Ind.
0. E. Swearingen, Neponset, Ill.
A. G. Tansley, Darby, Pa.
E. T. Andruss, Newark, N. J.
I. Holsman, Portland, Oregon.
Gustave Jaeger, Philadelphia, Pa.
Albert Kuentsler, Passaic, N. J.
Linnig Bros., Peru, Ill.
Walter M. McCormick, Harrisburg, Pa.
Otto A. Poulsen, Richmond, Cal.
A. H. Smith, Orange, Cal.
Jos. Snyder, Youngstown, Ohio.
Emil Wagner & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Art Loan Bank, Zanesville, Ohio.
Walter C. Bowers, Dayton, Ohio.
James F. Byrnes, Providence, R. I.
J. B. Ellis, Clarksdale, Miss.
G. H. Emerson, Providence, R. I.
H. Goldberg, Asbury Park, N. J.
Louis Miller, Long Branch, N. J.
E. Munson, Mendota, Ill.
F. A. Hilderbran & Co., Phoenix, Ariz.
B. W. Robinson, Winchendon, Mass.
L. C. Stark, South Amboy, N. J.
H. Edson Wheeler, Milford, Mass.
T. F. Sourisseau, San Jose, Cal.
Geo. W. Ryder & Son, San Jose, Cal.
E. F. Lilley, Milford, Mass.
Chas. A. Bothwell, San Jose, Cal.
L. W. Folsom, Sumter, S. C.
Grove City Jewelry Co., Grove City, Pa.
L. Machefert, San Jose, Cal.
R. T. Reed, Southbridge, Mass.
Augustus L. Richey, Piqua, Ohio.
J. J. Fretwell, Los Gatos, Cal.
Tilden-Thurber Co., Providence, R. I.
Williams & Son, Seneca Falls, N. Y.
F. L. Bassett, Ware, Mass.
Carr & Beesley Portland, Oregon.
S. H. Friend, an Francisco, Cal.
Gordon & Burgin, Lynn, Mass.
D. E. Graves, N,Varren, Mass.
E. B. Hall, Springfield, Mo.
E. D. Howard, Ware, Mass.
Jas. A. Harrington, Spencer, Mass.
S. Feuerstein, Green Bay, Wis.
A. Goldstein, Braddock, Pa.
Merton R. Dean, Greenfield, Mass.
T. B. Eibler, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Foster Bros., Greenfield, Mass.
Gammeter Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Harry H. Green & Bro., Minneapolis, Minn.

tewelers' Supply Co., Seattle, Wash.ohn J. Keefe, Fall River, Mass.
helps & Gare, Northampton, Mass.
M. F. Taintor, Easthampton, Mass.
P. Edward Villemino ,t Houma, La.
Hans H. Anderson, Newark, N. J.
L. Cook, Bennington, Vt.
A. Hoffman, San Francisco, Cal.
I. Lachman & Co., Seattle, Wash.
E. B. Miller, Orange, Mass.
Poor Brothers, North Adams, Mass.
Mrs. Alferetta A. Squire, Bennington, Vt.
E. Abbott, Raymond, Wash.
E. C. Chamberlin, Denison, Iowa.
J. C. Condon, Opelika, Ala.
Chas. S. Ford, Dalton, Mass.
Gerhardt & Feistel, Pittsfield, Mass.
S. 5. A. Haldeman, Anderson, S. C.
Chas. M. Jacot, Stockbridge, Mass.
M. Keller, Springfield, Mass.
Edward J. Spall, Pittsfield, Mass.
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H. J. Dunlap, Naugatuck, Conn.
J. W. Kirkpatrick, El Dorado, Kans.
C. S. Lemmon, Washington, Iowa.
Lowe Brothers, Port Byron, N. Y.
C. C. Markham, Guilford, Conn.
W. A. Pierpont, Naugatucic, Conn.

CE. H. Rowe, New Haven, onn.
Jas E. Swarthout & Co., Elmira, N. Y.
Fisher Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
M. B. Hasinger, San Francisco, Cal.
A. E. Dodds, Joplin, Mo.
W. T. Jennings, Sterling, Ill.
Edward Emroth, Chicago, Ill.

KKrieg & Giles, ewanee, Ill.
W. J. Graber, Brennan, Tex.
Joseph Samuels Company, Dallas, Texas.
A. H. Uhrig, Gallipolis, Ohio.
Whisler & Norris, Marion, Ind.
Ed. H. Applegate, Lamar, Colo.
G. F. Elgin, Kent, Ohio.

The forty-third reward of $100 was ordered
paid to Officer John Saint Ledger for the arrest
and conviction of Henry Haller, who broke into
the store of James B. Keene, of Springfield,
Mass., on September 27th and attempted to break
into the safe, but was unsuccessful through lack
of experience and only stole a small amount of
money out of the cash register. He was arrested
on October 2d, and on October 3d pleaded guilty
in a juvenile court, and, being under age, was
sentenced to a reform school.

Federal Court Sustains Jeweler Lech-
enger, of Houston, Texas

L. Lechenger, jeweler, of Houston, Texas,
was informed last month by his attorney at
Austin, Texas, that Federal Judge Maxey had de-
cided every point in his favor in a suit wherein
the collector of customs at Eagle Pass had
sought to forfeit jewelry and diamonds to the
value of $12,000.

For more than twelve years Mr. Lechenger
has been the watch inspector for the Mexican In-
ternational Railroad. It has been his custom for
the entire time to take with him to Mexico goods
and diamonds amounting to a considerable sum,
much of it imported stuff, which he purchased
in New York. It was his custom to make out an
export list, setting forth what he carried with him
into Mexico, and on his return to display this
export list and the goods which he brought back,
declaring for duty anything which he had pur-
chased in Mexico. Last year he went on one of
his usual trips and pursued his usual custom.
Twenty-four hours after he had come through the
Eagle Pass custom house he was arrested at San
Antonio, upon complaint of the customs collector,
charged with smuggling. Upon trial last May,
Judge Maxey instructed the jury, without requir-
ing any evidence whatever from the defense and
acting solely upon the lack of evidence as pre-
sented by the district attorney, to return a verdict
of not guilty, which was done.

Thereupon the collector of customs declared
that the goods, even though not smuggled, were
still dutiable, as they were made in Europe, and
having been taken from the United States—even
though only for a brief period, and notwithstand-
ing that they had once paid duty when they were
brought into the United States originally—and the
rules of the Treasury Department were cited to
sustain this view. This is the case which has
just been determined by Judge Maxey in favor of
Mr. Lechenger, it being held by the court that
the goods having paid duty once are now on the
same basis that American goods would be, the just
demands of the government having been satisfied
in full. This point was also determined by the
court without argument by the defendant and
solely upon the presentation of the case by the
prosecution.
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ewelers from one coast to the other
have shown unusual interest in the

new 12 size Howard Extra-Thin Watch,
announced for the first time last month.

Fashion is for the Thin Watch. A certain
class of trade will buy nothing else.

It is small wonder dealers are enthusiastic when they can offer

their customer a thin model backed by the Howard reputation for

accuracy ; an extra-thin watch with Howard adjustment and precision,

and that can be guaranteed.

As a representative jeweler you will want to be among the first

to show the new 12 size extra-thin Howard—bridge model, exposed

stop work, white enamel dial, open-face only. Plain 14 K. gold, or

twenty-five-year gold filled Boss or Crescent Case.

A stock of them is now in jobbers' hands.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
Waltham, Mass.

The Howard Watch
The finest watch in the world is made in America.
It is the HOWARD.
When we say the FINEST we mean the most
finely adjusted, practical timepiece for a man to
carry in his pocket, withstanding heat and cold,
vibration, change of position.
The HOWARD has been the finest watch since 1842.
In those days the best HowARD cost $500. The
price is much less now, but the HOWARD bears
the same relation to other watches to-day that
it did then. It is about the only watch there is

any distinction in carrying. The price of each
watch—from the 17 jewel, 25-year tilled cases at
$35 to the 23. jewel, extra heavy cases at $i 50—
is fixed at the factory, and a printed ticket attached.
The HOWARD is made by the highest-paid watch-
makers in the world, and they turn out fewer
watches in a year than any group of men in the trade.
The HOWARD is carried by distinguished men in all lines of
endeavor—scientists, technical experts, business men.
It was the only watch that Peary trusted on his trip to the
frozen North.
It is the only American ■vatch certified by the International
Observatory at Geneva.

Elbert Hubbard thought enough of it to make a journey to the home of the HOWARD
watch and write a book about it. If you'd like to read this little journey, drop us a
postal card—Dept. A —we'll be glad to send it to you. Also a little catalogue and
price-list, with illustrations actual size--of great value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for January. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000
readers). Jr will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a Howard
dealer? Do the people of your locality know they can find the Howard at your storc?
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Fine half-scolloped center rich
in deep engraving and coloring

Sellers. That's what you want
and what you secure if you will
stock with

Betsy Ross Watches
for they offer the best proposition when an
0 size watch is being considered. These watches
are furnished in JAS. BOSS 20 - year cases,
are pendant set, 7 jewel, nickel movements.
Some of the case designs are made exclusively for Betsy Ross Watches.
You can offer them with perfect confidence. This should mean some-
thing to you and your patrons.

We have an interesting folder on Betsy Ross Watches
for the consumer, and telling how and where Betsy Ross
made the first U. S. Flag. Your name on a quantity
for the asking. Write us and send business card

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New Y ork
Chicago Boston Cincinnati

San Francisco

p VERY old JAS. BOSS
La watch case in use to-day
is a mirror reflecting the true
value and long service that have
created for

Jas. Boss Cases
in 25-year and 20-year grades

the high reputation they enjoy
amongst such dealers as appre-
ciate quality and originality,
with a wonderful variation of
patterns to select from.

Look for these
Trade, marks

25-Year 20-Year

Whether you are selling
JAS. BOSS cases or not, an
inspection of the many new
designs at your jobbers will
prove interesting.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago Boston Cincinnati Sall Francisco

rh  
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"s4 QUALITYARE FOUND INALL

JAS. B055STIFFENED GOLD
WATCH CASE5

44ti,

(A quantity of this new folder)

had by all dealers upon request
( cut is reduced size ) may now be
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TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Every

Roy,.

Watch Case

is made

from

Assayed

Gold

16 Size Juergensen Lips
WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

and

Quality

is

Guaranteed

as

Stamped

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street 2 1-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

ESTABLISHED load

KETCHAM d6 MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 ANL) 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
I OH I MOW. 6' E . •

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil-Holder

)2 C

BEGIN THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
Complete your stock with Right Goods—They Sell

GOLD RINGS
GOLD BROOCHES GOLD SCARF PINS

A handsome line of seamless wire GOLD FILLED RINGS

OSTBY & BARTON CO.
New York Office-9-13 Maiden Lane Providence, R. I. Chicago Othee—m3 State Street

J. DEPIA.11.11,,R1 PresidetiL

ESTABLISHED, 18 8 7

J. W. OBERLE, Secretary C. 1..11E101,1,1EN, Treasurer

WE ARE THE MAKERS
OF THE

Celebratcd Hand-Made Solid Gold Case
STAMPED

This Trade-Nlark was ori-

ginated by the Four D's,

the organizers of this Com-

pany, in the year 1890.

TRADE

DEPOLLIER

J. DUBOIS

L. DUVAL

C. L. DEPOLLIER

205

rgeoll•11.-.VOIVM.

206

'1111111111111111111wo 
002.1110001.71171,01,0.0

New York Office, 2 1 23 Maiden Lane Factory and Main Office, 316 Herkimer St., BROOKLYN, N. V.
Alade Ill Gold, Silver, Rolled-1'10e, Gut; Metal, Royal Copper andBlack Enamel. Samples sent upon request,



A Copy of
this Book

is being mailed this week to
every Jeweler in the U. S.
It tells the story of

EXCELSIOR
THIN-MODEL

WATCHES
clearly, concisely, completely, so that the public will
realize instantly the advantage of buying these "Quality"
Watches at "Economy" prices.

16-size
Thin
Model •

3 Grades-6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes
20-year Gold Filled—white tags
10-year Gold Filled—blue tags
Silverode—red tags

Prices to the Public, $3.75 to $10.00
Three-quarter Plate, Nickel Damaskeened, Nicely
Finished Throughout, Specially Timed, 7 Jewels,
Quick Train with Bearings in Metal Settings, Cut
Expansion Balance, Breguet Hairspring, White
Enamel Dial.
Every Watch is STEM WIND and PENDANT
SET (excepting the 18 Size Hunting, which is
LEVER SET)

If you
Booklet,

All are THIN MODELS
All are " Timed in Case"

at the factory
All sell at "Fixed " prices

Everywhere

have mislaid your Trade
write for another copy NOW

Practical Watch Repairing

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Methods
Used by European Workmen—No. 8

[Translated from La France Horlogere)

Following is a description of the instru-
ment mentioned in our last issue, together
with results made possible by its use :

An instrument serving to determine
exactly and pracli cally the position of the
point of attachment of the spring to the
eollet in any specific watch. —The change in
position of the point of attachment for the
purpose of regulating a watch in the vertical
positions, is, without doubt, one of the most
delicate operations in repair work, involving
as it does many complications and consuming
much time. In fact, this change of position
by altering the spring at the center demands
great care on the part of the adjuster because
of the difficulty of cutting the spring at
exactly the place that will give the point of
attachment required for the watch. He can
only succeed by cutting small quantities at a
time and repeating this operation many times.
Now, taking into consideration the fact that
after each operation the adjuster can only
verify the result of his work by testing the
movement in the four vertical positions, the
increased consumption of time will be appre-
ciated. Besides, if the adjuster cuts off too
much, it is very difficult, if not impossible to
rectify this error ; nine times out of ten the
spring and the work done upon it are lost.
For this reason, many adjusters content
themselves with an imperfectly placed point
of attachment, rectifying the variations by
methods taught by routine work, but banished
by theory.

The system to be described here over-
comes all difficulties and saves much time.
It permits the adjuster to locate the exact
point of attachment required for a specific
timepiece, without being obliged to cut the
spring several times. The apparatus being
very light, it can, without causing any
inconvenience, be left in place.

Besides, this system, applicable as it is
to any watch, can render important services
in overcoming slight variations in watches
that are comparatively well regulated, and of
which the compensation is good. In this
case, one can, with no risk, attempt to obtain
a perfect timing, and there is no reason for
not succeeding when the watch in question

has only to be adjusted in the vertical posi-
tions. There is absolutely no risk run in
this operation, for it goes without saying that
the apparatus should remain in place, and
consequently, that the adjustment is effected
without cutting the spring. The compensa-
tion therefore remains intact, the length of the
spring not varying. This is a great advan-
tage when one considers that the methods
usually employed for timing in the vertical
positions destroy the compensation. The
adjustments made by means of this apparatus
do not in any way disturb the compensation.

Description of the system. —These
devices are fixed upon
the balance staff and
can be placed in dif-
ferent positions. They
vary in form, and are
intended to support
two pins which hold

A the inner coil near the
collet. The devices
being movable, can grip
the inner coil at any
point. A change in the
position of the pins is
the same as one in the

Fig. 31 

point of attachment.
Fig. 31 represents

a device A, held in
place by the pressure of the collet. This
arrangement is simple and practical ; it can
be applied to any watch on condition that the
height of the collet shall be decreased from
beneath, so that the spring is not raised at
the center. The weight
of the device is insig-
nificant. It also has
the advantage of be-
ing movable in any di-
rection, the hole T
being oval. Conse-
quently the pins ad-
just themselves so as
not to throw the spring
out of center.

Fig. 32 represents
a device A, fixed upon the upper part of the
staff. In practice, many other dispositions
are used, descriptions of which would be
without interest, as the principle involved is
always the same.

Suggestions for repairing the hairspring
and for liming in the vertical positions. —As
repair work on the hairspring is practically
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Fig. 32

limited to straightening a bent spring, we
shall content ourselves with giving a few sug-
gestions bearing upon this kind of work.

The spring to be straightened should be
placed upon a plate of glass so as to do away
with the shadow cast by the coils. This
precaution facilitates the work considerably,
the spring being seen under good conditions.

Certain watchmakers, quite well informed
advise, for flattening a bent spring (spring
without a terminal curve) that it be squeezed
between two plates of brass or glass and
heated to a dark blue. This process is
assuredly to be recommended, but neverthe-
less, with a little practice, it is easy to
straighten a spring, only using two pairs of
tweezers, on the condition that it is not too
badly deformed. In this case it is always
preferable to replace it. Unfortunately, the
watch repairer has not always at his disposal
a complete assortment of springs, and in
many cases he is obliged to use the old
spring.

It is, above all, in repairing old watches
that the watchmaker is obliged to use his
ingenuity to save a bent spring, and the
operation is very difficult. It is to be deplored,
for the repairers, that the manufacturers have
never tried to mutually adopt springs of an
invariable diameter for each size of movement.
One manufacturer prefers large springs on
account of their appearance ; another, for
some reason, prefers small ones ; others—the
majority—leave the choice entirely to the
workman who drills the pin holes in the
regulators, and trouble themselves but little
about their uniformity. This constitutes a
serious negligence on their part, and one that
complicates, to a certain measure, the work
of the springer.

To obtain a good timing, it is necessary
to avoid all contact of the second coil, either
with the regulator pin, or with the stud,
whatever the amplitude of the oscillations.
Generally, a slight bend in the inner coil
obviates this danger.

It would appear useful, in concluding,
to indicate briefly the conditions under which
a spring will produce good timing. We shall
not speak of the point of attachment of the
spring to the collet, which, when necessity
requires, may be neglected in cylinder es-
capements. In repairing cylinder watches
one is too apt to neglect timing in the vertical
and horizontal positions. Nevertheless, it is
easy, with caution, to obtain an approximate

(Continued on page 95)
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Practical Watch Repairing

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Methods
Used by European Workmen—No. 8

[Translated from La Franca Horlogere]

Following is a description of the instru-
ment mentioned in our last issue, together
with results made possible by its use :

An instrument serving to determine
exactly and practically the position of the
point of attachment of the spring to the
collet in any specific watch. —The change in
position of the point of attachment for the
purpose of regulating a watch in the vertical
positions, is, without doubt, one of the most
delicate operations in repair work, involving
as it does many complications and consuming
much time. In fact, this change of position
by altering the spring at the center demands
great care on the part of the adjuster because
of the difficulty of cutting the spring at
exactly the place that will give the point of
attachment required for the watch. He can
only succeed by cutting small quantities at a
time and repeating this operation many times.
Now, taking into consideration the fact that
after each operation the adjuster can only
verify the result of his work by testing the
movement in the four vertical positions, the
increased consumption of time will be appre-
ciated. Besides, if the adjuster cuts off too
much, it is very difficult, if not impossible to
rectify this error ; nine times out of ten the
spring and the work done upon it are lost.
For this reason, many adjusters content
themselves with an imperfectly placed point
of attachment, rectifying the variations by
methods taught by routine work, but banished
by theory.

The system to be described here over-
comes all difficulties and saves much time.
It permits the adjuster to locate the exact
point of attachment required for a specific
timepiece, without being obliged to cut the
spring several times. The apparatus being
very light, it can, without causing any
inconvenience, be left in place.

Besides, this system, applicable as it is
to any watch, can render important services
in overcoming slight variations in watches
that are comparatively well regulated, and of
which the compensation is good. In this
case, one can, with no risk, attempt to obtain
a perfect timing, and there is no reason for
not succeeding when the watch in question

N
has only to be adjusted in the vertical posi-
tions. There is absolutely no risk run in
this operation, for it goes without saying that
the apparatus should remain in place, and
consequently, that the adjustment is effected
without cutting the spring. The compensa-
tion therefore remains intact, the length of the
spring not varying. This is a great advan-
tage when one considers that the methods
usually employed for timing in the vertical
positions destroy the compensation. The
adjustments made by means of this apparatus
do not in any way disturb the compensation.

Description of the system.—These
devices are fixed upon
the balance staff and
can be placed in dif-
ferent positions. They
vary in form, and are
intended to support
two pins which hold

A the inner coil near the
collet. The devices
being movable, can grip
the inner coil at any
point. A change in the
position of the pins is
the same as one in the

Fig. 31 
point of attachment.

Fig. 31 represents
a device A, held in

place by the pressure of the collet. This
arrangement is simple and practical ; it can
be applied to any watch on condition that the
height of the collet shall be decreased from
beneath, so that the spring is not raised at
the center. The weight
of the device is insig-
nificant. It also has
the advantage of be-
ing movable in any di-
rection, the hole T
being oval. Conse-
quently the pins ad-
just themselves so as
not to throw the spring
out of center.

Fig. 32 represents
a device A, fixed upon the upper part of the
staff. In practice, many other dispositions
are used, descriptions of which would be
without interest, as the principle involved is
always the same.

Suggestions for repairing the hairspring
and for timing in the vertical positions.—As
repair work on the hairspring is practically

(9.3)

Fig. 32

limited to straightening a bent spring, we
shall content ourselves with giving a few sug-
gestions bearing upon this kind of work.

The spring to be straightened should be
placed upon a plate of glass so as to do away
with the shadow cast by the coils. This
precaution facilitates the work considerably,
the spring being seen under good conditions.

Certain watchmakers, quite well informed
advise, for flattening a bent spring (spring
without a terminal curve) that it be squeezed
between two plates of brass or glass and
heated to a dark blue. This process is
assuredly to be recommended, but neverthe-
less, with a little practice, it is easy to
straighten a spring, only using two pairs of
tweezers, on the condition that it is not too
badly deformed. In this case it is always
preferable to replace it. Unfortunately, the
watch repairer has not always at his disposal
a complete assortment of springs, and in
many cases he is obliged to use the old
spring.

It is, above all, in repairing old watches
that the watchmaker is obliged to use his
ingenuity to save a bent spring, and the
operation is very difficult. It is to be deplored,
for the repairers, that the manufacturers have
never tried to mutually adopt springs of an
invariable diameter for each size of movement.
One manufacturer prefers large springs on
account of their appearance ; another, for
some reason, prefers small ones ; others—the
majority—leave the choice entirely to the
workman who drills the pin holes in the
regulators, and trouble themselves but little
about their uniformity. This constitutes a
serious negligence on their part, and one that
complicates, to a certain measure, the work
of the springer.

To obtain a good timing, it is necessary
to avoid all contact of the second coil, either
with the regulator pin, or with the stud,
whatever the amplitude of the oscillations.
Generally, a slight bend in the inner coil
obviates this danger.

It would appear useful, in concluding,
to indicate briefly the conditions under which
a spring will produce good timing. We shall
not speak of the point of attachment of the
spring to the collet, which, when necessity
requires, may be neglected in cylinder es-
capements. In repairing cylinder watches
one is too apt to neglect timing in the vertical
and horizontal positions. Nevertheless, it is
easy, with caution, to obtain an approximate
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timing in these positions without the necessity

of a great number of operations.

Bearing in mind that a cylinder watch

nearly always loses in the vertical position,

it is necessary, therefore, in putting in a

spring, to correct this tendency. We know,

in the first place, that the spring must not be

allowed too much play between the regulator

pins, as this play causes a considerable loss

in the short arcs. Now, the arcs of a cylinder

escapement balance being sensibly shorter in

the vertical than in the horizontal positions,

there is a difference in the timing of the

movement in these two positions.

Bring the regulator pins as close together

as possible, without, however, interfering

with the free movement of the spring between

the pins at the time the regulator is moved.

Make sure that the inner coil cannot touch

the collet. In a word, eliminate with care

every cause that might affect the active length

of the spring, according to the different

lengths of the arcs. Verify also the center-

ing, both at the stud and at the collet and

also the poise of the balance. If the balance-

hub hole in the collet is too large, do not fail

to decrease its size. Under these conditions

a good watch, fitted with an escapement

which has no grave defects, should give a

satisfactory timing in the horizontal and

vertical positions.
There may be, in spite of everything, a

slight loss due to the fact that the spring is

decidedly out of center, but this defect can

be easily remedied by throwing the balance

slightly out of poise. This is really correct-

ing one defect by means of another, but in

this case it is permissible. By making the

balance heavier at the bottom, the advance

necessary in the vertical position to equalize

the timing in the two positions will be

obtained.
A tool for fixing springs on their col-

lets. This tool consists simply of a metal pin

mounted on a ball which is set friction tight in

a metal plate. Its use is recommended more

especially to watch repairers with but little

experience in putting in springs, than to

specialists, or those who have acquired a

certain amount of skill in this kind of work.

The following will explain its construction in

few words : (Fig. 33.)

Drill a hole in a bicycle ball from which

the temper has been drawn. This hole should

be drilled towards the center and should be

deep enought to hold a conical steel pin of

the proper size. Then, in the middle of a small

brass plate of the required thickness, make a

hole with a round cutter. Adjust the ball

into this hole in such a way that as much of

it as possible protrudes from the plate. A

KEYSTONE

lower plate, fastened by means of three or
four screws, completes the adjustment of the

ball and holds it in its socket. It is easily

understood that under these conditions, the

position of the pin can be changed at will,

and can be placed vertical or oblique in all

directions. Four steel points driven through

the plate hold it firmly on the bench.

Table showing in tenths of millimeters,

the amount of variation on the length of the

spring necessary to produce the required loss

or gain.

Fig. 33

The accompanying table based upon

current sizes, will in many cases, facilitate

the repair without resorting to long con-

tinued regulation.

II lignes
12 " ......

It
13

It
15

It17
ttIs

19

o mm. 13
+- 0 MM. 15

4- 0 MM. 16

o num. 17
+- o m111. 20
-I- 0 MM. 2[

-4- 0 MM. 22

-I- 0 MM. 24

0 DIM. 25

The figures represent the amount of

change necessary to produce a variation of

one minute in 24 hours, fast or slow.

To facilitate the measurement of these

lengths, make a set of small brass gages,

beginning with o mm. 5.

A practical tool for putting in or re-

pairing springs. Every watchmaker who

possesses a set of jewel-bezel openers will

find its use advantageous in putting in and

repairing springs. The collet is held on the

cylindrical end of the tool, which can be en-

larged by means of the set screw on the

side. By this means the spring can easily

be placed upon the collet, or the coils that

are bent or out of center can be rectified.

A tool for attaching the spring to the

collet. Make three or four square holes in a

plate of ivory, and insert in them pieces of

nickel, fastening them in place. Then drill

them, tap the holes, and insert screws. The

heads of the screws correspond as nearly as

possible in size to the common collet sizes.
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To place the spring, it is only necessary

to screw the collet on the plate. Then it is

very easy to put the pin in the spring and to

true the spring in flat by means of the plate,

for this can be held and examined in any

direction. Another advantage of this device

is that the spring stands out so sharp against

the ivory background.
To adjust a watch having a spring that

is too short. Watchmakers employ various

methods for adjusting a watch of which the

spring is too short; some place this latter in

an acid, others scrape the inner coil, etc.,

and others make it weaker by softening the

coils. All of these methods should be con-

sidered only as makeshifts, to be used when

nothing else can be done ; it is difficult to

believe that good timing has been obtained

by their use. In fact it is impossible to treat

the spring uniformly throughout its length by

the means indicated above, and to restore

the molecules of the steel to their original

position, without speaking of the difficulty

of reforming the coils. There are other

methods that present less difficulty and offer

the advantage of being so easily put into

practice that any one may use them. -

The best method is certainly to replace

the old spring by a new one, appropriate to

the movement, both as to strength and to

diameter. With a small assortment of

springs, a little skill and a few tools indis-

pensable to this work, a few moments only

are necessary to do a finished piece of work.

The next best method would be to re-

place the balance by one a little heavier.

If, in a special case, neither spring nor

balance can be replaced, here is a third

method. It_consists in drilling some small

holes in the rim of the balance like that which

holds the banking pin. These holes must

then be filled up with platinum wire.

This method is simple and easy of ex-

ecution ; it leaves no trace, but produces a

sensible difference in the timing, for as every

one knows the specific gravity of platinum is

about three times that of brass.

For watches with compensation balances

or similar style, it suffices to place small

washers of copper, gold or platinum between

the rim and the timing screw.
Method for attaching the spring to the

collet. The following is a method, which,

though it may not be new, is nevertheless,

very practical: The balance spring collet is

fixed in a wire gage by means of a screw,

the head of which is slightly smaller than

the collet itself, so that the pin hole is per-

fectly visible. Then after having given the

center of the spring the desired form, it is

attached to the collet. There is every

convenience for putting in the pin. The

spring is kept parallel with the wire gage,

and is centered on the balance.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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These carborundum hones may be kept flat
and true for such work by means of carborund-
tun powder mixed with water to the consistency

of paint and applied to a flat glass lap, upon
which the hone should be rubbed; this very
quickly brings it to a flat surface. Undoubtedly
a flat cast-iron lap would do as well as glass;
watchmakers, however, seldom have them.

The method of making a spring
Grinding the which we have considered is
Edge of Flat good when circumstances are
Steel Articles favorable, but there are some-

times cases in which we cannot
or should not use the old spring as a model, on
account of its imperfections. We will consider
the methods to follow in such cases after we have
described the simple fixtures to facilitate grinding
the edge of flat steel articles. The fixtures con-
sist, briefly, of a sort of table-rest, fitting the T-
rest holder of the lathe, and a special clamp for
holding the work.

The table-rest, in plan and elevation, is shown
in FIG. 20. The raised portions a, b,
are of hard steel, with edges quite
thin, say .5 mm.; this is to insure
smooth working of the steel work-
holding clamp; if the surfaces upon
which it bore were broad, the grit
from the grinding wheel, as well ct
as the steel particles separated from
the work, would get between the sur-
faces and cause a catching and jerky
motion, very annoying to the work-
man and detrimental to the produc-
tion of good work. With the bearing Fig. 201

surfaces of small area, as shown in FIG. 20, no
catching or grinding takes place, the thin edges
acting as scrapers to keep the bottom of the steel
clamp clean. To make the table-rest, we may get
a straight piece of steel rod fitting tbe hole in the
T-rest holder of our lathe; brass one-quarter inch
thick is suitable material for the top. A hole
should be drilled through at the proper place,
somewhat smaller than the steel rod, and a square
shouldered pivot—as we might call it—turned on
the steel and driven tightly into the hole. There
are several ways in which the steel projections
a and b may be attached. The table top may be
made narrow, and flat, thin steel pieces attached
to the sides by means of screws ; in this case
taper-head screws should be used to insure the
steel strips remaining securely in place after the
top edges are ground true. Another way is to
saw into the table top with a thin saw and insert
two steel strips, fastening them by means of soft
solder. Still another way is to cut two shallow
parallel grooves in the table top and fasten two
pieces of round steel wire in the grooves by means
of soft solder ; when the steel wires are ground
true and parallel there will be but a slight flatten-
ing of the side, which will amount practically to
a knife-edge bearing. Those who object to the
use of soft solder may use the first method, or
devise others which would not be difficult. If the
soldering is neatly performed, we do not think it
had in a case like this ; we would not recommend
it for repairing a fine steel fork ; whatever means
we adopt for fastening the steel pieces, after it is
done we should carefully grind the top of them
flat and parallel. The opening c in the top of the
table is to allow the edge of our oilstone wheel to

0
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project in, as may be necessary when we are
grinding a curved edge of flat steel work.

The special clamp is shown in
The Clamp Fig. 21. It consists simply of a

flat steel piece a, fitted with two
clamping jaws b and c. These jaws work some-
thing like the jaws of a universal face-plate. Fig.
22 is a longitudinal sectional view of one of the
jaws and a portion of the base plate. One of the
screws, b, is tapped through the jaw and acts
against the base plate, while the other, c„ is tapped
into the base plate and moves loosely in the jaw.

1.1g. x1 Fig. 22

The method of operation is as follows : It will be
seen that there are a number of holes in the base
plate all tapped to fit the screw c. Now, with the
jaws arranged in the position most favorable to
the work in hand, we turn in the screws c until
the jaw stands level, and just touching the work,
when, by slightly tightening the screw b, the work
is tightly bound ; the length of screws c should be
such as to allow the ends to come even with the
bottom of the base plate, when a piece of the
thinnest work we would ever be called upon to
work is held in the jaws, say .1 mm, the base
plate being of steel 2.5 mm., or one-eighth inch
thick, allows us to hold thick work and still have
sufficient length of the screws c hold in the plate.
The rounded notches and projections shown on
the edge of the base plate are to support the work
and allow us to follow the outline of curved work
readily, these notches and projections may be
upon both sides and of different size and shape;
although in the drawing we have shown them
upon but one side. The fine serrations near the
ends of the base plate are to afford a secure grip
for the fingers. In using these fixtures, the table-
rest should be adjusted for height, to bring the
work even with the center of the lathe; this in-
sures square edges, or rather slightly concave
ones. It is extremely easy with this fixture to
produce work having every appearance of having
been done in a factory. It is useful not only for
such springs, but yokes for stem-wind work,
clicks, ratchet caps, etc. The base plate of the
clamp should be hardened and tempered to a
straw color. The screws and clamp jaws should
be spring temper.

Now, suppose a case comes up
Dimensions of in which we have to make a
New Spring spring, and the old one is

either lost or so imperfect as
to render it useless as a model; we may easily
arrive at the essential dimensions of the spring
by measuring, by means of a depthing tool or
suitable compasses, from the screw hole where
the spring is held to the center of the groove in
sliding pinion. We may mark the steel stock with
a prick punch at the point representing the screw
hole, resting one leg of the compass in the punch
mark, we scribe a short arc of a circle where the
sliding pinion comes; at some point in the arc,
we may make a very slight prick mark; now, if
the spring is one upon which a push pin acts, we
may measure from the center of the sliding pinion
groove up to the point at which the pusher en-
gages the spring. We scribe this distance on our
piece of steel ; in taking this measurement we
sometimes need to have the movement in the
case. We now measure the distance from the

screw hole to the point where pusher engages the
spring; we scribe this on the stock, making a
short arc to cross the first one, this gives us the
exact location of the point of contact of the
spring. There is sometimes a flathead shoulder
screw acting on some part of these springs to
hold them down securely, obviating danger of the
spring jumping out of the sliding pinion groove;
we may locate the position of this screw in a
manner similar to that already described; if it is
necessary to form a part of the spring in the arc
of a circle, the arc may be struck from a point
about one-third the distance from the base of the
spring and measured along the springy portion.
With the data we have now transferred to the
piece of steel stock, we may take a steel point and
scribe in the outline of the complete spring. If
we prefer, we may draw in the outline first with
a pencil.

We may, if we prefer, draw in the outline
of the spring before we strike the arc showing
the form of the spring at the part where the flat-
head shoulder screw bears. From this point the
finishing of the spring is not essentially different
than in a case where the original spring is used
as a pattern. Some refinements on the method
we have indicated may be made; for example, by
using a large piece of stock, or cementing a small
piece on a sheet of brass, we may by taking suit-
able measures from the watch plate scribe the
exact form of the outside of the spring at the
part where it rests against the wall of the plate.
This may in most cases be done by striking an arc
from the center of the watch plate.

We will now consider a better
Parallel Line method of producing the par-
Finish allel line finish than any we

have yet mentioned. We need
a flat, straight piece of copper or soft steel, about
three-fourths inch wide by five inches long, it may
be one-eighth inch thick or thereabout; this
should be solidly soldered to a brass bar of the
same width and about three-eighths inch thick
and of a length enough greater to form a handle;
a substantial wooden handle may preferably be
fitted to this part, thus producing a copper, or
soft steel faced lap, to be used after the manner
of a file ; we now grind the face of the copper
perfectly smooth and flat, and charge it with No.
3 diamond powder. A hard steel roller is useful
for charging laps; it may also be done by careful
hammering, also by using a hammer with a large
rounded face, grasping the hammer head in one
hand and the handle in the other, we may by a
sort of rocking motion charge the lap very well.
The tool used for charging, whether roller or
hammer, should be hard; care should be taken to
thoroughly charge the lap ; this is a job involving
considerable labor and perseverance.

We may now provide a block of wood to be
held in the vise, upon which we glue a piece of
fungus of a size sufficient to hold any steel part
upon which we are likely to produce the line
finish. In one corner of the block of wood we
drill a quarter-inch hole and insert an upright
rod to serve as a guide for our lap—it should
preferably be on the side away from the work-
man; we may now lay the spring first carefully
smoothed on the piece of fungus, wet the face of
the lap with water or oil, and pressing down on
the spring, and with the edge of the lap held
securely against the upright rod, with a stroke
smooth and steady we pass over the spring, it may
require two or three strokes ; but if carefully
done, the result will be a surface upon which the

(Continued on page tot)
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Proper Form for the Teeth of
Watch and Clock Wheels

(Continued. Part IV)

We have now ascertained that there are

but three requirements to be fulfilled to get

the proper form for a perfect-acting tooth,

(I) that the wheel and pinion should move

with equal velocities, as if their pitch circles

were rolling in contact with each other, (2)

that in all positions during the driving, the

wheel should transmit an equal amount of

energy to the pinion, and (3) that there

should be no contact before the line of centers.

We also find that the third requirement can

only be met (with low-numbered pinions) by

either making the tooth broader or unilateral.

In order to fulfill the first requirement,

when it has moved through a certain

angular space, it must have carried its

pinion leaf to a position which represents

a proportionate angular movement of

the pinion. For instance, if the wheel

is six times the diameter of the pinion,

then when it has moved i° the pinion

must have moved 6°, where the wheel

moves 2° it must drive the pinion 12°,

and so on. In order to fulfill the

second requirement it is necessary that, in

every position during the driving, the

virtual length of the lever arms should

have the same ratio as when in their

initial position on the line of centers,

which, with the above specified depthing,

would be as 6 to 1. In other words,

contact between the tooth and leaf must

occur at a particular point on the face of

the leaf and nowhere else. Moreover, that

point is different for every different position

of the leaf. As the leaf is driven upward
from the line of centers, that point of contact

moves farther and farther from the pitch

circle towards the center of the pinion. Its
location can be ascertained, for any given

position of the leaf, by drawing a line from

the extremity of the pitch radius which is on

the line of centers, perpendicular to the face

of the leaf in the given position.

As is well known to those most inter-

ested in such matters, and as every horologist

should know, that line is called the sine of the

angle between the pitch radius on the line of

centers and that forming the face of the

leaf in the given position. For example, if

the leaf has been driven to° upward from

the line of centers, that perpendicular is the

sine of to° on the pinion, and the portion of
the radius which lies between the point where

this perpendicular strikes the face of the leaf

and the center of the pinion, is the cosine of

that angle. For instance, in Fig. 6, the
radius Pur is 45° above Pr. The line drawn

from r to j is perpendicular to Fir, and it is
therefore the sine of 45° on the pitch circle
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of that pinion and the line jP is the cosine

of that angle. Furthermore, a perfect tooth

must make contact with the leaf at j, when

it has driven the leaf up to that position.

As we can find tables of cosines computed

for all angles, we can very easily mark the

point where contact should occur on the leaf

in as many of its positions as we choose, by

taking the cosine for each position (or angle)

and measuring that distance from the center

—the location of such points being entirely

independent of the size of the wheel which

gears into the pinion.
Suppose we should draw pinion radii

representing the face of the leaf in the

positions we select, and mark on each radius

the point where contact should occur. Then
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suppose we should hold a blank tooth (on

which the ogive has not been rounded off at

all, but the sides are straight lines running

from the center of the wheel outward), behind

each pinion radius in the position it should

have, and mark on the tooth blank the place

where each contact point comes. By joining

these points on the blank with slightly curved

lines, we would have the outlines for an

ogive which would make contact with the

leaf at the proper places and would drive the

leaf at the proper velocity. This supposed

plan is merely to give the idea on which our

method is based.
In practice we proceed differently. We

first lay off the line of centers giving the

wheel and pinion centers, and draw portions

of their pitch circles, all on a large scale, in

order to reduce any error in the operation of

drawing. In our original drawing for Fig. 6,

the wheel is 6o inches in diameter and the

pinion 8 inches, being in the same ratio as

the number of the teeth and leaves (which

are also 6o and 8, respectively), or as 7% to r.
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That gives us a wheel radius of 30 inches,

and a pinion radius of 4 inches, with a center

distance of 34 inches. In the part of the

drawing which we show in Fig. 6, is one-half

of the pinion and the adjacent part of the

wheel, reduced in the engraving to one-half

the size of the drawing, to save space. Our
description will refer to the original drawing,

in which Pr is the pinion radius of 4 inches,
X' X' is its pitch circle W/ is the wheel

radius, 30 inches long, and XX is a section

of its pitch circle. The two pitch circles

meet at r, on the line centers. It is of course

to be understood that all the horizontal lines

run to the center W, although only a small

part of them is shown.
The wheel having 6o teeth, the circular

pitch, or distance from the face of one

tooth to the face of the next one, will be

360°÷60=6°. The circular pitch of the

pinion will be 360°÷8=45°. We will

draw radii representing the fronts of our

tooth and leaf in to different positions

above the line of centers, at equal dis-

tances apart. We therefore mark off, on

the pitch circle of the wheel, 6° above r,

which will come at the point rr, and

represents the entire driving done. by one

tooth. Then divide that distance into

10 equal parts, which will come at the

points 2, 3, etc., up to Ir. Draw lines

from the center W through each of these

points, and extending a little ways into

the pitch circle of the pinion, as shown.

These lines represent the front face of the

tooth in each of these positions.

In like manner, we mark off, on the

pitch circle of the pinion an arc of 45°

above r, which will come at the point ix.

As we have shown the wheel radius at io

equal distances apart during the driving, we

must also show the leaf at io equal distances

or parts of its circular pitch, because those

are the positions to which a perfect tooth

would drive it. For instance, when the

tooth has reached the position W5, it must

have carried the leaf to the position P5;

where the tooth reaches the position Wg, the

face of the leaf should be at Pg, and so for

all the other positions. Now all the radii are

in the positions which they should occupy,

relatively to each other, and we are seeking

for the curve (on the ogive) which will

enable the tooth to carry the leaf to those

relative positions. That will satisfy the

requirement as to equal velocities of the

wheel and pinion.
To satisfy the requirement of uniform

transmission of power, the tooth must make

contact with the leaf at certain points, namely,

the point where the cosine ends, in each

position of the leaf. For the position Prz,

or 45° above Pr, we find in the table of

cosines that the cosine of 45° is .7071 for a

(Continued on page 10)
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TOOLS AND METHODS

(Continued from page 97)

light plays in wonderfully beautiful iridescent

effhis method produces work equal if not su-
pereicor:

This
to any found in the finest watches. Perfect

parallelism of the lines is important for best
effect. We specify No. 3 diamond powder as the
proper grade with which to charge this lap ; we
shall explain the method of grading diamond
powder, going carefully over the various steps in
the process, next month in our serial, "Talk to
Ambitious Watchmakers"; this will make clear
what is meant by No. 3 diamond powder.

In describing the use of the
Best Laps fixture shown in Fig. 20, we
to Use did not make particular men-

tion of the laps used; of
course, any laps may be used, but the round and
square-edge India oilstone laps are those most
useful. By adjusting the table-rest a suitable
distance below the center, very uniform and per-
fect chamfering of the edge of work may be
done. In doing chamfering it is better to have
the lap turning from you, that is, backward,
otherwise there will be a tendency of the work to
draw under. In all square-edge grinding, it is
much better to have the lap turn forward, or to-
ward you; and all the precautions spoken of in a
previous article, to catch flying dust, should be
observed.

There is a small oval steel piece, held by two
screws, in most Swiss watches, which is called the
hairspring stud cap; we have known watchmakers
to lose this piece; and it is a fussy thing to make
unless we follow right methods. We will first
take a piece of our fine sheet steel of suitable
thickness, and mark the position of the screw
holes accurately upon it ; this is easily enough
done by holding the cock firmly upon the steel and
marking directly through the holes with a drill of
suitable size. We now drill and countersink for
the screws; it is assumed that by this time we
have our standard set of drills complete. Let it
be understood that we do not always recommend
a drill to be used as a countersink; but in the
cases thus far cited it is the proper thing, as in
nearly all such cases screw heads with taper bot-
toms are used.

The holes for the screws being drilled and
countersunk, we will harden and temper the piece
of steel and finish by grinding. The rounding out
may be done on the fixture we have described,
though we think it quicker and just as well to
grasp the piece firmly in a suitable holder and hold
it up free-hand to the grinding wheel. When we
have it to approximate form we make the groove
across the bottom by grinding with the round
edge lap; this makes a smooth and satisfactory
groove, although they are frequently cut square

We now cement the cap upon the flat end of
a piece of brass wire of sufficient length to reach
from the lap down to and slightly over the front
edge of the bench, the wire resting upon the edge
of the bench serves as a guide to keep the wire
parallel with the face of the lap. It is now ex-
ceedingly easy to grind the edge into perfect
form, with a nice line finish produced by the lap.
Now by holding the wire at a suitable angle with
the lap, we may chamfer the edge perfectly uni-
form ; then by substituting a tortoise-shell lap
charged with fine diamond for the India oilstone,
we may polish the chamfer ; it now remains only
to flat-polish the top and the job is done, fully
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equal to the original, no matter how fine the

watch; time consumed, about thirty minutes. It

is generally not necessary in the case of a small

piece like this, to cement it up for polishing. The

perfectly clean rubber tip of a lead pencil will

serve to hold the piece on our tin polishing lap.

The rubber pencil tip should be cleaned with
benzine.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

TALK TO AMBITIOUS WATCH-

MAKERS*

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

[CONTINUED]

Before inserting the fork in
Closing 

well to smear it with castile
lorsing a the folded metal strip, it isF 

soap, or to put some soap in
the crevice of the metal strip ; this tends to pre-
vent oxidation of the fork while heated. If the
heating operation has been properly done, the fork
is now quite soft, and may readily be sufficiently
closed, without danger of breaking. A good way
to do the closing is to rest the fork on a round-
top stump, and with a round-edge swaging punch,
slightly bend each side of the fork in.

The conditions are shown in Fig. 59, in which
a shows the stump, b the fork,
C the punch; d shows an end
view of the punch or stump.
This is to make it clear that it
is not simply a round-face
punch that is meant. These
round-edge swaging punches
were originally intended for
stretching a balance arm,
but they are more useful for other purposes.

In closing a fork in this man-
Precautions to ner, the punch should be placed
be Taken very near the bottom of the

notch, as shown; otherwise
even the slightest tap with the hammer would
close it too much. Sometimes it is preferable to
have the stump touch the fork at a point slightly
back of the bottom of the notch and the punch
slightly forward of this position. By this method
we close each side of the fork separately; this is
the plan we generally follow, for it is difficult to
close both sides at once, perfectly true.

A fork should be closed in no more than is
necessary to allow of properly refinishing the
notch. As the closing progresses, we should try
in on the pin, thus guarding against overdoing
the matter. The closing, of course, changes the
direction of the horns slightly; in some modern
Swiss watches we may be obliged to correct this,
but in the majority of older ones no change in
the horns of the fork will be necessary, for they
are generally much too open. By this we mean
that were the guard finger pressed against the
safety roller, the outer end of the horn would be
much too far from the path of the roller pin.
Some watches that are generally of good quality
as regards workmanship are very bad in this
particular. In such cases, closing the fork results
in a marked improvement of the horns.

Our fork being annealed, and
Rehardening closed sufficiently to allow of
and Tempering entirely removing the worn por-

tion, the next step is to re-
harden and temper it. In hardening we will make
use of the same or a similar strip of copper or
brass that we used in annealing; and we will not

" Book rights reserved by the author.

Fig. 59
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forget to apply the castile soap before heating.
For holding the liquid in which to plunge the
fork, an ordinary test tube about six inches long
is excellent; it should be filled to the brim with
water, which must not be too cold—about 7o*.
Fah. is right.

Now, with the fork firmly held in some suit-
able implement, and with the copper strip applied,
we place our lamp in a darkened place, and heat
the copper strip to a cherry red, and quickly
plunge it in the water; the test tube should be
held right up close to the flame while the fork is.
being heated. In fact, the chief object in using aL
test tube is to enable us to have the water the
shortest possible distance from the heated fork,
and avoid overheating or burning of the steel.

The fork being hardened, the next step is to.
temper it by the oil bath process, when it may be
cleaned up and the notch refinished. If the fore-
going operations have been skilfully performed,.
the fork will not be discolored beyond a point
about a millimeter from the guard finger screw
hole. If the fork is of a type to admit of separa-
tion from the pallets, it should be done before-
tempering. If fork and pallet are one piece, the-
stones should be removed and reset after the
fork is tempered; the temperature of the temper-
ing bath is too high for shellac; it would be
burned, and the stones probably come loose in,
service.

Now, it is clear that at some point in this.
between the original hardening and temper-

ing, and the new work which we have done, there.
must be a narrow portion of soft steel. To.
some this might constitute a serious objection to.
the method. We do not think it does. In the-
first place, it comes in a comparatively broad part
of the fork, where there is ample strength any-
way ; and second, under the stress which occurs
when the fork is in actual operation in the watch,.
the fork is really more rigid at this point than it
would be if hardened and tempered. To illus-
trate, if we were to take a rod of soft steel and
another of the same dimensions, but hardened
and tempered, and fasten one end of each se-
curely, allowing the free end of each to project
exactly equal distances, then, under a given force„
the tempered rod will vibrate much farther thars
the soft one. This shows that for the purpose
of transmitting impulse only a soft fork may be.
more rigid than a tempered one. Of course, the-
elastic limit of the soft fork is much below that
of the tempered one.

After tempering, the next step.
Removing is to remove any slight discol-
Discoloration oration; this may easily be-

done by means of fine oilstone
powder on a match splint, holding the fork on a
piece of cork or fungus. Of course, the polish
on top of the fork as far up as it was heated has.
been slightly dimmed; we will consider its restor-
ation after we have finished the notch. Now, this.
was a case in which the notch was rather badly
worn; it will be better to first grind the worn,
sides of the notch until the pit has nearly disap-
peared, then polish with the tortoise-shell lap„
An excellent means of grinding out the notch is
a thin edge steel lap, charged with very fine dia-
mond powder—about No. 4, although numbers as.
applied to diamond powder are arbitrary, scarcely
any two operators using the same medium to de-
cant the powder or allowing the same time for it
to settle; therefore one man's No. 4 may be quite-
different from another's. We shall explain our-
method carefully, so that the reader may intelli-
gently follow and get good results.

[To BE CONTINUED]
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radius of I, i. c., if the radius Pr is i inch,

the cosine of 45° will be .7071 inch. But

our radius Pi is 4 inches. We therefore

multiply .7071 by 4, and find that the cosine

of 45° for the pinion circle shown in the

drawing will be 2. 8284 inches. We have the

distance we should measure from P, outward,

to the ten-thousandth part of an inch, which

is as close as we care to work just now.

Measuring that distance from P, it comes at

the point j, which is therefore the place

where the tooth must touch the face of the

leaf when the tooth is in the position TV zr

and the leaf is at P ii. In the same way we

find the points where contact should occur

on the leaf in each of the other positions,

and mark them at i, h, g, etc., as shown.

Those who have no tables of cosines, can

find the same points, although not quite so

closely, by drawing lines from z perpendicular

to the different pinion radii, as before

described. We show one such line, if so

drawn, perpendicular to P rr. It strikes

P11 at j, and that is therefore the proper

point for contact to occur on the radius Pu.

The other points, i, h, etc., can be found in

the same way.

Mark off the width of one tooth (one-

half of the circular pitch) below the line of

centers, and draw the wheel radius V V;

that line represents one side of our blank

tooth, and TV I P is the other side. On this

blank we want to mark the proper curve for

forming the ogive of the perfect-acting tooth.

We now have all of the parts in their proper

positions, and the proper contact points

marked for the different positions. With

our drawing compasses set to Was-a center,

we now draw curves from the contact point

on each pinion radius to the corresponding

wheel radius, as, from j on P 1r to W rr,

from i to W ro, from h to TV 9, and so on.

The points where these curves strike the

wheel radii we mark j', , h', etc. While

the compasses are properly set to draw each

of these curves, we draw a corresponding

curve across our blank tooth below the line

of centers, as, when we have drawn j j',

draw the lower curve j j, and so on with all

the others. In the case of the contact point

a, however, the curve is too short to be

transferred to our blank tooth, and we there-

fore omit any curve for a, and begin with b.

Having drawn all of the curves as

described, we take our dividers, and transfer

the distance from j to j' to the lower curve

1 1. e., set off that distance below the line

TV I P. In the same we transfer i , and

all the other distances to the lower curves,
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and mark on each curve where that distance
comes. Then join these marks with short
lines between them, and we have the curve
1 1 v for that side of the tooth. As both sides
of a tooth are generally alike, it is obvious that

if we at the same time mark those distances

ufiward from the line V V, and join these
marks by lines as before, we will have the other

side of our tooth. We do not join the lower
series of marks in our drawing, but leave them

so, to show the process more clearly. The idea

is this : If the side of the tooth was straight,
(for instance, in the position W 1r), it would
come to j'. But it must touch the leaf at j,
consequently we must cut it away, from j'
down to j. When the blank tooth is in the

position W ro, we must cut it away from i'
down to i, and similarly in each position, we

must cut it away on the curve, to change
the straight side so that it will touch the leaf
at the proper place. By transferring these
distances jj', etc., to our blank tooth, we
make one cut for the whole side of the ogive.

As the two curves V and VI v cross

at t, that forms the tip of the tooth, showing

that such a tooth cannot carry the leaf
properly through the whole 45° of the
driving, but lacks about 7 ° of it. We can
lengthen the ogive a little by making the
tooth broader, as, by giving it a breadth

from W I P to V' V'. On transferring

the distances j j', etc., from V' V' upward,

and joining the marks as before, we get

the curve V' 1' v' for the lower side of

the tooth, and the tip will then come at t',

reducing the driving to about 67; ° before
the line of centers, which is not bad.

According to the method proposed by

Lepine, as before explained, he would use

the whole length of the upper curve, from

I to v, and so do away with all driving before

the line or centers, for the tip of the tooth

would carry the leaf to the position P
which would perform the whole 45° of

driving after the line of centers. The back

of the tooth can be finished in different ways,

as shown by the three lines running from v

to the pitch circle. The line V2 V2 will

then be the axis of the tooth, and from W to

V the total radius of the wheel. There

would be plenty of clearance for this tooth,

as is shown by the distance between it and
P P', which is the face of the following leaf.

Now what objection can a sensible practical

man urge against this unilateral tooth, that
would compare with the advantages of

perfect action through the whole circular pitch,
with no driving before the line of centers?

The difference between the epicycloid
and this curve—which we may call the equi-
potent (equi-potential) curve, meaning one
which gives uniform power—is that this is

less convex than the epicycloid in the first
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third, and more convex in the last two-thirds

to the tip. Here we have a simple method,

easily understood and easily practiced, for

finding the proper curve for a perfect tooth

for any proportionate sizes of wheel and

pinion—a curve which gives both uniform

velocity and uniform powei , and if made

unilateral (one-sided), as described, it will

also prevent any driving before the line of

centers. In our next article we will apply

this method to a wheel gearing into a pinion

of six leaves.
[TO DE CONTINUED]

Playing Tag with Time

All are familiar with the hackneyed

aphorism, " Time and tide wait for no man."

A writer says of it that the man who gave

vent to such sentiments had no knowledge

of the elements of modern navigation. For

if he traveled east and west in the manner of

to-day, he would quickly have found that

Father Time, at least, waited for him when

going to the westward, or, in other words,

let himself be caught up each day. When

traveling to America one sees practical proof
of this interesting fact, as the captain on
trans-Atlantic liners puts back the hands of

the ship's clock three-quarters of an hour

each day. But, on the other hand, in going

eastward, the reverse is the case. Father

Time outstrips us in the race. He tells an
amusing incident which happened on board
a liner from Vancouver to Yokohama—that
is going westward. It so happened that a
number of missionaries, representatives of

every sect which the Christian religion boasts,

were among the passengers. On the first

Saturday at sea there was a great palaver as

to who should conduct the service on board

the next day. Of course, each one con-

sidered himself best qualified to officiate.

Seeing the state of matters, the captain, a

peace-loving man, was at his wit's end what

to do. However, that afternoon, as he was

sitting in his cabin working out his position,

a happy idea struck him. He saw he was

nearing the x8oth meridian—this is where

Father Time has his revenge, for here not

only does the clock go wrong, but the calen-

dar as well. True, he thought, they would

not cross it for a day or two, but what did

that matter, so long as it wrought out all

right at the end of the voyage ? Accordingly,

he waited till close on the time for the service

next morning, then requested them to meet in

his cabin. " Gentlemen," he said, " a most

unfortunate occurrence has happened. I find,

in racing with the sun, we have caught him

up by a whole day, and we are all out of our

reckoning. To-day, in fact, is not Sunday,

but Monday, so there will be no service."
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" Agates."—I would like information in re-
gard to cutting and polishing agates —The cutting
or slicing of agates is done with a disk of soft sheet
iron, the edge of which is charged with diamond
dust. The iron disk is dished a little ; that is,
made concave, in order to insure truth in running.
It runs in a small channel of oil, or turpentine and
oil. The diamond particles which should be about
the size of extremely fine sand are hammered into
the edge of the iron. Another method of doing
such work is to employ emery or carborundum
and water in place of the diamond dust and oil.
Such a method, however, is not as rapid as where
the diamond dust is employed. For grinding, and
polishing the ordinary tools are used. For grind-
ing, lead wheels, employing emery and water. For
polishing, wooden wheels, cut so the end of the
grain is brought into action are employed. The
material used in polishing may be tripoli or putty
powder with water.

" Interested."—I have never been able to de-
termine what is meant by the "long and short arcs"
of a watch. Will you kindly explain P—The term
" long and short arcs " refers to the arcs of vibra-
tion or motion of the balance. In adjusting to
isochronism the object is to have the long arcs
(when a watch is first wound) perform the vibra-
tion in the same time as the short arcs (when nearly
run down). Such matters as these are fully covered
in "The Watch Adjuster's Manual " (price $2.50),
from which we will make a short extract that will
probably give you a clear understanding of the
term If the hairspring is not isochronal, the
watch will vary from correct time whenever
the intent of the motion of the balance, or the
" arc of vibration," as it is termed, is changed.
In a watch having a going-barrel the vibrations are
largest or longest when first wound up, and become
smaller as the motive power becomes weaker, so
that during every hour of the 24 the watch may
keep a perceptibly different time. Some springs
perform the short vibrations in less time than they
do the long ones, while others do the reverse. A
well made and well fitted spring will not vary
much from uniform time, while a spring that is
misshapen, crooked, out of center, unevenly coiled
or tempered; that has been scraped, ground, much
bent or is very soft, will vary sometimes several
minutes during the day, although it may be some-
where near right at the end of the day. Every
change of the arc of vibration caused by jarring,
carrying, keeping it in different positions or dif-
ferent temperatures, irregular winding, poor oil,
dirt, etc., causes it to vary, so that for accurate
timekeeping it is valueless. In duplex and cylinder
escapements the resistance to the momentum of
the balance caused by the pressure of the escape
wheel upon the roller or cylinder, is greater or less
in proportion to the greater or less motive force,
and therefore these escapements are in some de-
gree self.compensating for irregular motive forces.
Yet they generally do vibrate farther when first
Nvound up. In English levers and chronometers
the fusee and chain are employed to equalize the
motive power. But, to do this accurately, the
fusee must be cut in conformity to the varying
strength of the particular mainspring used, which
is seldom done, as is shown by the varying arcs.
When that mainspring breaks or another is sub-
stituted, whose strength increases in a different
ratio, the fusee cut for the original spring does
slot suit this one, and does not equalize
its force. But were it so, the friction upon the
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balance pivots in different positions is another
disturbing influence in all watches. And even if
the watch is adjusted for positions, the thickening
of the oil, accumulation of dirt, etc., by running,
causes the vibrations to gradually diminish.

"Iffooner."—I have been puzzling my brain to
no avail for some time over an old brass movement
hall clock. The problem is to make the moon
wheel work. The clock contains a calendar wheel
at the bottom or between the hour and minute post,
and at the top of the dial, on a large circle, has the
law moon wheel, and all connections are out of
it with no signs of there ever having been any.
There are 118 teeth in the moon wheel, but Iran
see no place for any mechanism to engage it. The
calendar wheel is moved by a pin in the strike.
Snail wheel turns once in twelve hours and as the
calendar has sixty teeth and thirty-one spaces, it
evidently moves twice in twenty-four hours. Now
can you, with this data, enlighten me as to how to
make the moon wheel work. .1f you can solve this
problem for me it will be very much appreciated.—
To help explain this we submit a sketch (Fig. t).
This represents the mechanism back of the dial of

Fig. 1

a hall clock. a is the dial plate ; b is the moon
wheel ; the arrow c shows the direction this wheel
rotates ; d is an arm pivoted at the screw to the
frame ; e is the skeleton plate carrying the posts
which pin into the front plate of the clock move-
ment ; f is the hour wheel, with arrow showing
direction of rotation ; g is the pin in the hour
wheel which moves the arm d, as it comes to the
top of its path, which latter is indicated by the
dotted circle. There are 118 teeth in the moon
wheel and two full moons painted on it, which
indicates that one turn of the moon wheel will
show the moon's phases for two months. The
lunar month is twenty-nine and a half clays. Two
lunar months (one rotation of the moon wheel)
would contain fifty-nine days. The hour wheel
makes two turns every twenty-four hours, and so
will give the moon wheel two impulses every
twenty-four hours, so that the moon wheel, receiv-
ing two impulses a day, and one tooth being
required for each impulse, must have teeth enough
to correspond to twice fifty-nine days or 118 teeth.
The action of the mechanism can easily be under-
stood when it is explained that the pin G, at the top
of its path of motion pushes upward the arm D,
and the pawl h, which is bent on the spring riveted
to the top of arm d, rises and turns the moon
wheel. On the opposite side of the wheel another
tooth moves downward, pushing the ratchet spring
/out of the way until it drops and catches the next
tooth. By this time the pin g has reached its
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highest point and as it descends it allows the arm
d to descend also, until its motion is arrested by
the stud j. It will be seen that the mechanism is
then in position to move the moon wheel forward
one tooth again twelve hours later. As explained be-
fore this action occurs twice every twenty-four hours.
You will probably find on looking at the skeleton
dial frame of the old clock that there is a screw
hole on it where the arm d is to be pivoted. This
arm can be made of rather thin sheet steel, and the
ratchet I and the pawl h can be made of well-rolled
or hammered brass about one-quarter inch wide
and thin enough to give the required elasticity. Of
course you just see the edges of these springs in
the sketch. You will doubtless find the holes, etc.,
used in placing the original parts, which will be a
considerable help in making the new parts.

"Fraise."—Will you please explain to me in
The Keystone Workshop Notes the way of getting
proportion circles in horology. I have a set of
ingold fraises and the directions say in selecting
the right fraise for any wheel to be treated with is
to apply to proportion circle, and as I am not
acquainted with the way of doing so I desire to get
the assistance of The Keystone to explain it in a
voy thorough way so I can make use of this
method in selecting the proper size fraise in treat-
ing train wheels of foreign watches. I also wish
to get the opinion and advice of The Keystone on
the merits of rounding-up cutters. Are they capa-
ble of doing good work in train wheels? Undoubt-
edly the defects in train wheels of foreign watches
are often the cause of stoppage and bad action, and
in my opinion the watchmaker who masters the
perfecting of train defects will accomplish very
much in some cases.—The rounding-up tool is the
quickest means for reducing the diameter of a
wheel, and it is entirely reliable when the teeth of
the wheel have originally been evenly divided and
properly cut ; but if there is any unevenness in
the spacing of the original teeth the rounding-up
process tends to make a bad matter worse, since
the spacing depends entirely on the original teeth,
and those which were at first left too thin will be
made still weaker by the rounding-up tool. The
ingold fraises will reduce the diameter but they
operate (slowly) only on the acting faces of the
teeth, consequently where considerable reduction
in diameter must be made the fraise would shorten
the teeth without correspondingly deepening the
spaces, and the freedom of the depth would
thereby be spoiled. The great utility of ingold
fraises is to correct the form of wheel teeth, and
this should be borne in mind in comparing them
with the rounding-up tool. The fraise corrects
any possible inequalities of spacing and at the
same time brings the teeth to a correct profile and
makes their acting faces smooth and easy running.
The only disadvantage in fraises is the high cost
of a set of them for use in repairing, as each pro-
portion of tooth requires a separate cutter, and to
be of service of course the set should contain a
fraise for each of the many different proportions of
wheel teeth in use. The easiest way to find the
size of fraise proper for any particular wheel is to
make use of the tool called a " sector," which is a
sort of proportional compass adapted for showing
the proper size of pinion for any wheel and vice
versa. It is operated by closing its arms upon the
wheel in question, holding the wheel at that num-
ber on the arm, which will correspond to the num-
ber of teeth on the wheel. Then the opening in
the lower part of the sector arms will show the
proper size of the pinion to be used. In using the
sector for selecting a fraise, take one which will
correspond with the number which is two less than
the number of teeth in the wheel. After some
practice in the use of the fraises you will doubtless
become skilful enough to judge the right fraises to
he used simply " by eye," but of course this
requires experience. We suggest that you read
the series of articles on " Proper Form for the Teeth
of Watch and Clock Wheels," commencing in the
October KEYSTONE.

" Black. "—Kindly give me formula for
optician's black.—Dissolve from ten to fifteen grains
of gum shellac in an ounce of wood alcohol, and
add enough lampblack to give the desired color.
You can also use housepainter's japan drier diluted
with turpentine, using lampblack as in the first
formula for color.
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Now that the holiday season is over, and the time for taking
invoice is at hand, we would suggest that the next best thing for you
to do would be to gather up whatever you have in the way of old gold
and silver, and turn it into cash.

Then, when it comes time. for you to sell, there is a mighty lot of
satisfaction in the thought that in sending your precious metals to us,
you are absolutely certain of receiving every penny they are worth.

This is no vague statement by us as to what we will do, it is simply
our method of doing business, and we find that it pays pretty well, too.
Full, liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the other
half.

We pay for
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Old Gold, 8 K.   32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K.   40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K.  48c. "
Old Gold, /4 K.   56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K.   72c. "
Gold-Plated Scraps  20c. to 35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating) . .   Very highest market price
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We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench
and Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt
of shipment.

Check by return mail on old gold, silver and plated scraps, subject
to your acceptance otherwise we will return shipment, prepaid. If you
are not getting every penny's worth of value for your old metal, if you
are not realizing prices like these, if you are kept waiting for your money,
may we not prove to you what proper, prompt, profitable treatment is?

A small trial shipment to us now, you will thankfully remember
through all your after years of trading with us. All we want is one
chance.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
!:tast Bend name and address—not for publication, but as an

idance of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
ms communications. Questions will be answered in the
der in which they are received.

"Define."—I would like to know how the word
" carat" originated, also the grain in troy weight.
--The origin of such weights is somewhat obscure.
According to the preponderance of opinion among
the leading authorities the name carat comes
through the Arabic quirrat from the Greek kera-
lion, the fruit of the carob or locust tree, used as a
‘veight. The carat, as used as a standard in weigh-
ing precious stones, was undoubtedly of oriental
origin, and was probably first employed in weigh-
ing pearls. Originally the carat weight was a berry
growing in a pod. Probably as. a check on the
weight of seeds employed for weighing purposes,
the carat was supposed to be the twenty-fourth
Part of a roman coin, the denarias, which took
its name from an X stamped upon it. The carat
varies considerably in the different countries (see
newer to " Mantle," page 461, March, 1907, KEY-

:, roNE); it is customary nowadays to spell it carat
when writing of the weight of precious stones and
karat when writing of the quality of gold.
Regarding the grain, the original grain weight was
supposed to be equal to a grain of wheat taken
from the center of an ear and well dried.

" Gold Chloride."—Will you kindly tell me
through " Workshop Notes" how I can make
'deride of gold."—The information desired by
-lir correspondent has appeared several times in
THE KEYSTONE, but inasmuch as we have recently
received several inquiries on the subject, also on
the subject of reducing scrap gold to find gold, we
will again give the requisite information. To make
chloride of gold, you must first have fine gold.
To get this out of old scrap gold we must first
refine it, and for ordinary job shop purposes this
is best accomplished by the wet assay process. To
accomplish this, we must have at least twice as
much silver as gold in the alloy of gold. More
silver than this proportion will do no harm. In
making the alloy for parting, the mixture should
be made in a crucible with some flux, stirring the
mixture well with a rod of iron heated red hot, or
better, with a clay pipestem stuck in a wooden
handle. The melted metals should be heated to a
white heat. After thorough mixture is effected,
the alloy can be cast into an ingot and rolled out
very thin, to allow the acid to act on the metals.
Another way to proceed is to pour the melted
metal into a bucket of cold water. The details of
rie operation are as follows : Heat the alloyed
Id up to a white heat. Have a bucket of cold

• ater, which an assistant stirs round and round
ith it stick until the water is revolving rapidly.
ake the white-hot crucible and, standing on a
lair, so as to do the pouring from a high point,

, or the melted metal into the rapidly-revolving
iter. On pouring the water out of the bucket
alloyed gold will be found in a state of minute

:vision. For each ounce of granulated alloy take
• Lie ounce of chemically pure nitric acid mixed
ith half an ounce of pure water. Place these in a

• dogna flask and set in a sand bath. Such sand
1th can be made out of any of the small tinned
00 vessels which have no joints held together
ith solder. Such iron dish is filled two-thirds full
ith fine sand, and an arrangement made for.heat-
, so the dish and sand can be heated. The

aid need not be hot enough to boil water, but hot
tough to heat the contents of the flask up to

shout 1800 F. The bologna flask is next set in
the hot sand until violent chemical action sets in.
A box containing wheat bran is a desirable adjunct
to the operation, because by setting the flask in
such a box of bran sudden cooling of the contents
,f the flask is prevented, as such cooling would
hate the chemical action, The bran dish and
!ask should be set out-of-doors to get rid of the
corrosive nitric acid fumes given off by the chem-
ical action. It the acid placed on the granulated
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alloy does not entirely dissolve it. add more acid
diluted as before, stimulating chemical action by
heating in the sand bath. A black sediment will
remain in the bottom of the flask, which sediment
is pure gold. The great thing to guard against in
the process is to not allow any undissolved grains
of the alloy to remain. The acid solution of the
alloy, consisting of silver, copper and any other
metals the gold scrap might contain, is poured off
into a glass vessel, the brown-black sediment of
gold being allowed to remain in the flask. A little
pure water is added and the flask shaken, to dilute
and wash away the acid from the gold sediment,
repeating the operation three or four times. This
rinsing water is added to the acid poured off the
sediment. The black sediment, which is in fact
pure gold, can be melted into a button in a black-
lead crucible, with sal tartar for a flux ; or it can
be made into gold chloride. To do this, prepare
a mixture of chemically pure nitric and hydro-
chloric acids, in the proportions of one of the
former to two of the latter, slowly adding the
mixed acids until all the gold is dissolved. The
weight of combined acids needed, as compared to
the gold, is as three to one. In dissolving the
gold, heating in the sand bath should be employed
as before, to stimulate chemical action. The dis-
solved gold and acids should now be poured into
a porcelain capsule. These capsules are shaped
like a tea saucer, and can be had of any chemical
supply house. Capsules are also called " evapor-
ating dishes," and if desired they can be procured
with wooden handles, but the ordinary capsule
answers every purpose and is much cheaper. The
next part of the operation is to drive off the excess
of acid by heat. This operation is best conducted
over a Bunsen gas furnace or a coal oil stove.
Whatever heating apparatus is used, it should be
such as to heat the capsule evenly throughout. In
heating, the capsule is rocked and moved in a
circle, to cause the dissolved gold to flow over as
much surface as possible to expedite evaporation.
As the evaporation of acid continues, the solution
becomes thicker, until finally a red-brown mass
remains, which is neutral chloride of gold, the heat
having driven off the excess of acid. If too much
heat is employed, the chloride is decomposed and
only gold remains. This condition can be dete-
mined by some of the chloride assuming a metallic
golden hue. The only remedy for this is to add
more of the combined acids and redissolve the
gold, and repeat the driving off of the free acids.
This driving off any excess of acid by heat is simply
heating the chloride of gold until such acids as
are not chemically combined with the gold are
evaporated by heat.

" Thy."— What are di-y batteries made of f—
From the tone of your inquiry we take it that yott
wish to know the composition of the paste used in
making dry batteries. If such is the case, we would
say that the formula orginated and patented by
Dr. Carl Gassner is the one generally used. This
is as follows : Oxide of zinc i part, salammoinac
part, plaster of paris 3 parts, chloride of zinc i part,
water 2 parts, all by weight. The carbon rod or
plate should occupy about one-half the space in
the cell, and the space between it and the cell itself
should be filled with the above composition.

" Elg."—I have an .18 size watch that I
repaired by cleaning and new lnainspring. It runs
all right but it loses time from five to ten minutes
per day. I changed the original spring to a
stronger spring (from 2o-1-1 to a 20.00 gage
spring) and it still has the same action and regul-
ation in some place as with first spring with no
more gain than with weak spring-. Answer through
The Keystone the cause aud remedy for same.—
You should not try to regulate the timekeeping of
the watch by altering the strength of the main-
spring. Depending on how the watch is adjusted,
the stronger mainspring might even make the
watch run slower than the weaker one you re-
placed, by making the balance travel farther every
beat; naturally it takes longer for the balance to
travel the greater distance, hence a longer space of
time elapses between beats, and the watch con-
sequently runs slower: The adjustment of the
hairspring to isochronism, however, causes the
balance to move faster during the long vibrations
than during the shorter ones, so that even if (be-
cause of varying power transmitted to the balance)
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the vibrations are quite Irregular as regards their
extent of motion or distance traveled, still each
of these vibrations is made in the same amount of
time, consequently the watch would keep the same
time with a stronger or a weaker mainspring. So
you see that changing the strength of the main-
spring on a watch adjusted to isochronism will not
alter its timekeeping ; and furthermore that if the
watch were not so adjusted, your putting in a
stronger mainspring would really make the watch
run slower. We suggest that you first examine the
train and escapement, and see to it that they are in
perfect order ; then if the watch runs slow, you
have, while cleaning it, either moved the regulator,
opened the curb-pins (made them stand wider
apart) or pinned the hairspring into the stud so as
to make its acting-length longer than formerly.
The best course to follow will be to put the
regulator-hand at the middle of the index scale,
then see that the pins are so close together as to
just allow the hairspring coil to enter without
catching. Now, if the watch still runs slow, make
sure that the hairspring is pinned into the stud at
original point ; and if the watch does not yet run
to time, reduce the weight of the balance by turn-
ing an equal amount of metal off of screws on
opposite sides of the rim to make the watch run
faster, or increase the weight of the balance by
putting on timing washers if necessary to make
the watch run slower.

" Opalescent."—Will you kindly tell me what
kind of powder is used to polish opals and other
stones about the same hardness Y—The grinding
and polishing of opals and like soft stones, such as
chrysolite, turquoise, lapis-lazuli, etc., is not a
very difficult matter. They are ground with the
aid of emery on a disk of lead or tin, and are
polished with either tripolite on hard wood or tin,
or with pumice stone on wood.

" have a nickel watch movement
that has been in water and all the steel screws are
thoroughly rusted, and part of the rust has go/len
on the plate. I would like to know of some
solution that would remove the screws and clean
the rust from the plate, but not affect the plate.—
Dissolve powdered alum in water and put the plate
in; take it out and examine it every two or three
hours. The screws will after a time become rusted
away until the remaining portion of them can be
easily pushed out of the holes; then wash the plate
thoroughly with soap and hot water and peg out the
screw holes. This alum solution will not affect the
plate. We want to point out however, that wherever
rust has badly corroded a metal, although the rust
itself is easily removed, the " pits," which result
from the action of the rust, will remain and can-
not be removed except by grinding or polishing
the metal surface. Probably the only effect of the
foreign rust spread over the nickel plates will be a
slight discoloration which can be wiped off, and the
surface touched up with rouge applied with a stick
of pegwood cut to a chisel-like shape.

" Torsion."— Tell me how to regulate a ioo-
day clock. I had one that had the pendulum wire
broken and I put in a new one and have screwed
the pendulum regulator out for slow as jar as it
will go and it still runs about 8 hours too fast in
24 hours.—We presume your clock is one of the
type using a torsion pendulum : A bar carrying
two weights at its ends, and suspended on a flat
wire which twists impulsion from the escapement
and carries rotary motion to the pendulum. In
these clocks there are two ways of regulating : the
first, by causing the balls to approach closer or
separate farther from each other for faster and
slower respectively, and the second, to shorten or
lengthen the suspension wire. If, therefore, you
have separated the pendulum balls to their limit,
and find the clock still goes too fast, you must
lengthen the wire ; In most of these clocks there
is an adjustment screw on top for this purpose; but
if not, or if the screw does not allow of sufficient
lengthening of the wire, you will either get a
weaker (thinner) wire from the makers or else
make the present one weaker by gt•inding it
down with emery paper, or by immersing it in
acid; then of course washing it and immersing it
for a time in some alkaline solution to neutralize
all trace of the acid.
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Quick-Selling

-Q New Line
for

Spring Trade

Poole Silver Co.
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of

The trade recognize in our
new line of Electro-Plated
Ware, the extreme of

economy and skill in manu-
facture. Artistic in design,
varied in pattern, rich in finish,
standard in quality and mod-
erate in price, these goods
possess to an exceptional degree
all the essentials and merits of
quick-selling, big-profit mer-
chandise.

See this line before selecting
your stock.

Taunton, Mass.
Electro Plate

Loving Cup

El

No. 131. 14 K. Gold

No. 808. 14 K. Gold

New Safety
Guard Bracelets
We beg to call the

attention of the trade
to our new Bracelet
with patent Guide and
Safety Guard.

This Guard prevents the
Bracelet from falling from
the arm, should the catch
accidentally open. It like-
wise prevents undue strain
on the hinge, arid gives a
feeling of absolute safety
to the wearer.

We are prepared toapply
Ibis Patent Safety Guard to
any make of Bracelet (except
Links) for $1.75 to $2.00
each.

We make SOLID GOLD
14 K. BRACELETS in a
number of designs. Selec-
tions will be sent to respon-
sible dealers on application.

Our well-known
Two Patent
can be applied to
any ring. Have your
stock or Job rings
fastened this way.

Globe Lever and Link Lever Button Back .For hard-soldering. Can be applied to any button
Made in Solid Gold. Gold Filled and Silver

Manufacturing Jewelers
sx and ss Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
If you have not received our new catalog

write for one

The Rosary in Fine Jewels
Made by

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiasticoi Art Metal Workers Providence, Rhode Island

WE HAVE IN STOCK

In Rea; Stone

AMETHYST
GARNET

CRYSTAL

CARNELIAN

JET
TOPAZ

In Imitation Stone

AMETHYST CRYSTAL

CARNELIAN GARNET

JADE JASPER

OPAL ONYX

PEARL SAPPHIRE

Catalogue or Selection Package on application

WE TEACH ENGRAVING
Our pupils not only acquire a thorough mastery of engraving, but alsohave an opportunity to become familiar with all the processes in the manufac-ture of jewelry, medals, class pins, die making, plating, etc., of which wemake a specialty.
Our pupils will testify to the excellence and thoroughness of our system.Terms, $so for three months, payable in monthly instalments in advance.Write us for further information.
Our manufacturing and repairing department is equipped to do all mannerof repair work for the trade. The workmen are thoroughly skilled, and areunder the supervision of a noted expert. We do jewelry and watch repairing,malal work, class and fraternity pins, diamond mounting, gold, silver andcopper plating, enameling, etc. No job is too difficult, and all work is returnedsame day as it is received. Send us a trial order.

The Sioux City Jewelers' School of Engraving
CHAS. 0. HUES 613 Fourth St., SIOUX CITY. IOWAInstructor
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HELPSQtA(4 HINTS
PRACTICAL

MERCHANDISING

By A WELL-KNOWN JEWELRY-STORE MANAGER

To broaden the usefulness of this department, we invite our
subscribers to ask questions or advice on any subject

within the province of the above title.

Cleaning up the Christmas "Leavings"

After the Christmas rush there always remain

many things which are slow sellers. Through

the year there are broken sets and odds and

ends which are undesirable as broken lines and

which must be either moved out in a hurry or

lie idle in stock until another Christmas.
The mistake

most jewelers make
in their after-Christ-
mas cleaning up sales

is that they do not
put the amount of
energy into them that
they should : worn
out as a rule by the
holiday rush they
seem to be down,
and possibly with a
small advertisement
stating that all goods
will be sold at a
discount during Janu-
ary-await the corn
nig of the bargain
hunters.

There is no rea-
son why the after-

Christmas sale should

not be made a profit-

able and looked-for
feature of a store if
properly planned.

In the first place
as soon as the rush
is over rearrange the
stock and make

things look bright

again. Then prepare

for the sale in the

way as outlined in

this department in a

former number, de-

scribing the "Sep-

tember Sale." Have

price tickets and win-

dow cards printed,

After-Christmas

Cleaning - Up Sale."

Decorate the show

window in a bright

attractive way and

pile in plenty of

goods. Every article

displayed should be

marked with the reg-

ular and sale price.

A large card in the

center of the window

might read, " Santa

Claus has come and

gone-He has left us

some things we do

not want ; we will exchange them for less money

than Santa Claus paid," or similar catch phrases.
Throughout the store special cards should impress
the great values offered during the sale.

Newspaper space should be used freely. Don't

expect to get results from small advertisements; go

into details and tell the reader about some of the

things you are offering, Fig. t, is a good st) le of

copy to follow. Go after the January business

with the same enthusiasm that you do after the

Christmas business and watch results.

A word in regard to advertising space. January

is usually the month in which advertisers make

contracts with their local papers for the space which

they use during the year. The advertisement solici-

tors of the daily press prefer a contract binding the

merchant to take a certain space in each issue. A

much better plan for the merchant would be to

contract for a total space to be ustd as he sees fit.

Under this arrangement he can increase or ditnin-
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ish his space according to business contingencies,

using large or small space, just as occasion may

demand.

Common Sense and Success
Some years ago, said a prominent banker, I

was instrumental in securing a position for a young

man. His education was limited, circumstances

having compelled him to leave school at the age of

eleven. He could add correctly, spell fairly well

and write a good hand, but in addition to this

slender stock of knowledge, he had one qualifica-

tion that is ofttimes of much greater assistance to a

man than anything else. He had common sense.

He said to me, " If you will help me to get a place

I will try to keep it by doing what I am told to do."
This young man was true to his word. When I

met him the other day he told me he had succeeded

in working his way to an important and responsible

position in the service of the company that had

employed him ten

years ago. He did

not know very much

but he knew enough

to do what he was told

to do. His common

sense has enabled

him to win, it has

covered a multitude

of deficiencies and it

has gained fqr him a

position that is to be

envied.

It will do as much
for you if you use it.
Employers want men
who will do what they
are told in the way
they are told. The
failure or success of

the business is a
matter that concerns
the employer more
than it does the
employee. The em-
ployer has his capital
and reputation at
stake and he wants
men who will obey
orders, men who will
carry out instructions

to the very letter;

not those who insist
upon doing work
some other way.

Have you com-
mon sense ? If you
are doing your em-
ployer's will in his
way, you have. If
not, you don' t possess
the article in ques-

tion. If you have

common sense you

will succeed because

the mistakes will not
be yours but your

employer's. If you
haven't common
sense, you will fail
and become one of
that class who drift

about the world,

seeking but not find-

ing a place where
they can stay.

JANUARY 15th to 31st

After the Christmas rush our stock needs cleaning up and we want more dollars
and less goods at invoicing time, February ist. We are not by any means closed out

of desirable things, either, but we're making no exceptions in this sale. Everything
in our store goes in at reductions of from ro to 50 per cent. The savings afforded

by taking advantage of this sale can only be appreciated by a visit to our store.
Remember the dates of the sale-January i5th to 31st, inclusive. No credit

and no approvals.

Blank's After-Christmas Cleaning-Up Sale

DIAMONDS
10 per cent. discount

Our December diamond biwiness was the best we
ever had, because our prices were reasonable and the
quality of diamonds only the best.

$10.00 Diamond Rings . . • $ 8.00
25.00 " . . . . 22.50
50.00 " . . . 45.00

and larger stones at the same proportionate reduction.

WATCHES
10 per cent. discount

Only standard makes in our stock and sold always
at lowest prices. Now a special 10 per cent. discount
on all watches. -

$10.00 Watch,  $ C.00
12.00 "  10.80
20.00 "   18.00

JEWELRY
25 per cent. discount

including every piece of solid gold and gold filled
jewelry in our stork

50c. Handy Pins   38c.
$1.00 Brooches 75c.
5.00 Solid (told Rings $3.75
1.00 Solid Gold Baby Rings, 75c,

and hundreds of other items-up-to.date goods-and
all at 25 per cent. discount.

CLOCKS
20 per cent. discount

Every clock guaranteed to be a good timekeeper.

MO Clocks $4  00
3.50 Wooden Clocks 2  80
1.00 Alarm Clocks   80c.

Every clock in our store at 20 per cent. discount.

CUT GLASS
25 per cent. discount

You remember what exceptionally fine Tallies we
had in cut glass at Christmas ti ,,e-well all that re-
mains of this special lot goes now at 25 per cent. off.

$5.00 Bowls $3  75
2.00 Nappies 1  50
2.00 Spoon Trays 1  50

HAND-PAINTED CHINA
25 per cent. discount

Dozens of pretty pieces left, and all at 25 per cent.
off regular prices.

SPECIAL
$4.00 plates, about 20 patterns, all new designs and

finely executed. Your choice, $3.00.

STERLING SILVERWARE
15 per cent. discount

This is our most staple line and always sold on a
very close margin. Save 15 per cent now. Spoons,
Forks, Knives and all fancy pieces of flat and hollow-
ware go with the sale.

SILVER-PLATED WARE
20 per cent. discount

Here's a chance to supply your household with a
complete outfit of every-day silver.

Spoons worth $1.50 at $1.20
Knives and Forks worth $4.00 at $3.20

Everything else at the same discount.

UMBRELLAS
25 per cent. discount

Finest silk quality for men or women.

$3.50 Umbrellas at $2.75
LOU Umbrellas at 3.75

LEATHER GOODS
25 per cent. discount

All hand bags new this fall. Fine quality goods.
Also men's articles in leather card cases, bill rolls, etc.,
and many novelties.

Special.-One lot of hand bags, about 12 styles,
worth $3.50 to $5.00. Your choice now for $2.00.

ODD PIECES
50 per cent. discount

All odd stock-broken sets-a few slightly damaged
pieces. Tilts lot includes many most desirable things
and all offered at just one-half regular price.

BLANK AND CO., Jewelers, 919 Central Avenue
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MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

GEORGE W. DOVER, Sole Proprietor 710 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Original manufacturers of INLAID COMBS in gold and silver,
studded with all sorts of colored and white stone. Paved work a specialty.

Hat Pins
Brooches

La.vallieres
Bracelets

Scarf Pins

Buckles

GEORGE W. DOVER, SOLE PROPRIETOR

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

MOUNTED COME'S

LA VALLIERES

HAT PINS

BUCKLER

BROOCHES

SCARY PINS

T E L E P H O N E 7 1 0 EDDY STREET

4 0 4 0 UNION PROVIDENCE, R. I.

It is our ambition in designing to please
the composite taste. New things coming
every minute. Do not be deceived by any-
body representing themselves as selling
the French Process Co. product, without
presenting a card the perfect fac-simile of
the one shown herewith.

S.—TIundreds follow in the wake of others. I am not one of them.

I am the originator of Gold Inlaid Combs

January, 1908 T H E

The Jeweler's Share of the Valentine
Business

The custom for exchanging valentines is so
eneral and the amount of money spent in this way

Amounts to so much that the jeweler who relies
.;reatly on gifts for his maintenance, should not

pass by the opportunity of turning a usually quiet

time into a busy one. The sentiment of tiny hearts,
pictured cupids, and soft verses may not appeal to
our more sensible side, but since this seems to be

the idea of St. Valentine's day let the jeweler adapt

his goods to the occasion and he will get his share.
The mere calling attention to some articles of

jewelry or novelties as suitable valentines does not
suffice. These articles must assume the "valen-

tine air" to appeal to the prospective buyer.
The first thing is to secure a quantity of heart-

Aaped cards, perferably two hearts joined so as to
fold together and permit of an inscription on the
inside. These may be made of paper or card-
board, red on one side and white on the other, or
assorted tints although red and white seem to be
valentine colors. If the labor of cutting out these
hearts by hand seems too great they may be
obtained from some manufacturer of valentines in
assorted sizes. On the inside of the heart before
folding have printed some inscription which may
he selected from valentines. Next mount on these
cards an assortment of jewelry and novelties in-
cluding pins, rings, combs, belt buckles, spoons
and silver novelties of all kinds, but all reasonably
priced goods ranging from 25 cents to ST.5o. Then
you have an assortment of valentines combining
sentiment and usefulness. Fig. 2 shows a good
style of advertisement for valentine time and Fig. 3
an attractive window. Make a frame that will fit
the top of the window of one by two inch boards
and after covering this with cloth or paper, take
narrow ribbon (about one-half inch) in red and
white colors and make a netted design with about

KEYSTONE

two-inch openings. This top should be set in the
window at an angle of about 45° and from the front
and back edges suspended with ribbon, paper
hearts as shown. These should be hung by two

Sensible Valentines
Why should not a valentine be more than

a mere pretty picture ? We have selected
from our stock a line of attractive and use-
ful little novelties of jewelry and silverware,
and mounted them appropriately to give as
valentines. These cost no more than the
fancy picture cards and will be prized many
times as much. Here is a list of some of
the many articles we are offering:

Pen-
25c. Handy Pins, nNerasil Fsiillev%rFj?ba 

cils, Brooches, etc.

50c. 2 lair? Pilinns.,, T rotchk e tB r un eess:

Handy Pins, etc.

–.--r fume Bottles, Key Rings, Sil-$11 00 
Cuff Buttons, Brooches, Per-

• ver Scissors, Spoons, etc.

Why not a diamond for a valentine? We
have Diamond Rings from $7.50 to $300.

BLANK'S This HY.eaadrq' Valentine% r:

919 Contrail Avonue

Fig. 2

ribbons so they will not turn sideways. They
might also be printed with the inscription used on
the cards. The base of the window should be of
white cloth and the valentines displayed at random
and price tags placed on same. In order to also
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display some better goods a number of little heart-
shaped pads might he made of red silk, and
watches, diamond rings, etc., displayed on these.

A preparation for Valentine's day as described
here,will result in a surprisingly great number of
sales.

The Show Window as a Trade Winner
Mr. E. H. Simmons, of St. Louis, who has

evidently given careful thought to the subject,
points out the importance of display space in a
retail store.

It has been stated, he says, that 8o per cent. of
the merchandise bought in stores is purchased by
women, so in the show window you must have
something to attract them. You may say that the
above fact is not so in your particular location, but,
if it is even nearly so as a general proposition that
women form a great majority of the buying class,
then at least cater to the majority.

Have numerous small signs in your show
window for the people to read. Tell them about
the goods in your window. The average person
who stops, interested by some article, wants to
know more about it. These little cards or signs
are very cheap salesmen. They draw no salary,
are easy to make and make many a sale by telling
the party about the article shown.

Do not start in to dress your window without
first having some definite idea of what you are
going to do. Decide upon the general plan, a
definite line of goods and, as far as possible, the
articles in that line to be actually used. Limit
yourself as far as possible to one line of goods.

An interesting way to get a line on or test your
window, is to go outside and count the exact
number of people who pass your store on the side-
walk in a certain time, say, ten minutes in the
busiest time of a busy day.

Note the number that go by.
Note the number that only glance at your

window.
Note the number that

hesitate in front of your
window.

Note the number that
actually stop and are suffi-
ciently interested to look in.

Note the number that
actually go into your store
after looking in the window.

Nothing that you can
do will add more to your
profit account than the
study of human nature in
the selling end of your
business, than the working
up of business on goods of
quality, which are goods of
profit, for is it not so in the
eyes of a purchaser, that
" the recollection of quality
remains long after the price
is forgotten ?"

Keep your store up-to-
date. Keep your show
window up-to-date, by buy-
ing new articles ; get a few
of them, put them in your
show window and see how
they take with your trade.

Dress your windows
according to the seasons.
Watch for special days, such
as Washington's birthday,
Valentine day, Christmas,
New Year's day, etc.

Henry Lederer & Bro.,

Large Variety of

BRACELETS
FESTOONS
VEST
NECK and
GUARD
CHAINS and
FOBS

Write to us for samples and prices of LEATHER FOBS. Now is the season, and

our line is extensive. THE KINNEY CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Fig. 3.—Design for Valentino Window Display'
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Seals for Colleges
High Schools and Academies
are more popular than ever. If there are no seals or pins for your
local institution, you will find it to your advantage to take up the
matter at once. Get the young people in the habit of coming to you
for their school pins, and you will secure for yourself many customers
who later will be very valuable to you.

We have the largest line of stock dies, and are ever ready to
make up special ones. The success of this line depends largely on

the quality of your goods. Avoid inferior products.

Send for Catalogue "K-3o"

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Enamelers

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

LEDNIVIAK LOCKETS
1908 vERIBEST HIT

"Fluffy Ruffles Lockets"
(Trade-Mark)

All Card Jewelry Rights Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Ask for

"The Ankh"
( Copyrighted )

Our Exclusive Long Life" Lucky Lockets

"Champagne Finish, Goodasgold"

Demand Our New
Fluffy Ruffles
Beautiful Face
LOCK ETS

Next Season

Trade Mark

Look for Label inside
Also on Tag

A Lifetime Guarantee

S. & B. LED 2:1 CO.
Lockets Sold Only Through Veribest Jobbers Everywhere

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
100 Stewart St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
131 Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK CITY
9-11-13 Maiden Lane

Buckles Charms
Bracelets Brooches
Buttons Barrettes

Leather Trimmings

New Lines for
the New Year

Our lines of quick-selling
novelties to enliven new year
trade include a wealth of ex-
quisite ideas in

Lace Pins, Cuff Pins
and Cameo Goods

Don't fail to get acquainted
with these, as well as our im-
posing array of new designs in

Combs
Hat Pins
Scarf Pins

in STERLING SILVER and ROLLED PLATE.
Our goods are the kind that fascinate femininity,
and mean substantial profits and a quick turn-
over.

The highest class of workmanship is character-
istic of all our lines.

ALWAYS
ON
THE
Co

Look for the
Trade-Mark

WE SELL TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

MILLER, FULLER & WHITING CO Manufacturing. :g 
NEW YORK OFFICE NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.9-11 Maiden Lane
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SYSTEM IN THE REPAIR DEPART-
MENT

Gratifying evidence of the progress of

the trade in modern merchandising methods

is found in the greater interest manifested

by our readers in various subjects which

come up for discussion in our columns. In

recent issues special reference has been

made to the matter of taking in repair work

and the various systems used in managing

this branch of business. A number of our

subscribers have favored us with their ideas

on the subject, from which we select a few

of special interest to the trade. Jeweler W.

F. Perrin, of Oneida, N. Y., submits a plan

which he states he has found most satisfac-

tory:

In the first place, he has separate tags
for jewelry (Fig. I), watches (Fig. 2), and

Date

Name

No. 2642

Wanted

Page W. L. , $••. ......... .•—•-.•

Fig. 2—Tags

clocks (Fig. 3), samples of which are here
reproduced for the benefit of our readers.
In Figs. 5 and 6 are shown the backs of the
watch and clock tags; the back of jewelry
tag is blank. When a customer (John
Jones, let us say) comes to the store, the
jeweler takes his name. He then takes a
tag off the nail or wire and puts the cus-
tomer's name on the line shown on the tag

for that purpose, checking the article that
is left for repair, say a brooch pin, which is
abbreviated as B. P. After the customer

leaves, he takes his book, which is alphabet-

ically arranged, and turning to the letter J,

Puts down Jones's name. He then takes

a box from a supply for that purpose, all of

Order

Clean

MS

CS

US

Ratchet

Bow

Ship

Esc

Glass

Hand

Staff

Jewel

Reg

Rep C

Stop

Screw

Order

Clean

MS

S

CS

Ratchet

Click

Set S

Esc

Glass

Hand

Staff

Jewel

Reg.

Rep C

Stop

Fig. 5—Back of watch Jug. 6—Back of clock
repair tag repair tag

CC

7ti

›-

LU
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Date 

Name

B. P. E. R. S. B. Specs 

Brac Locket. Chain 

S. P Ring Size 

Remarks 

Wanted 

Sent to 

190 No 2.321 Date 190 No 2327
Name 

13. P. E. R. S. B. Specs 

Brac Locket Chain 

S. P Ring Size 

Remarks 

Wanted 

Sent to 

Fig. 1—Tags for jewelry repairs

which are numbered. The boxes used are
telescope boxes, 3 x 3 x 4 x IA. He next

puts the number of the box just before the

customer's name and places the tag and

brooch in the box together. The box then

goes in the drawer of undone jobs which is

kept in the shop. When the workman gets

hold of this box he does the work and fills

Date No. 2642
Name

^

Case No. Moo. No.

Page

for watch repairs

out the other end of the tag, tears it off and
puts it on file. The remainder of the tag
goes back in the box and the job then goes

in the repair drawer.
When Jones calls for his jewelry, the

jeweler goes to the book and, turning to the

letter J, looks up Jones. Here he finds also
the number of the box. Then he goes to

Date No.  1655..
Name

Wanted

Deliver

13

the jeweler can tell each day how much

work the workman has done and can also

keep tab on the job from the time it enters

the store until it leaves, and after the tag

is taken out of the cash drawer he compares

it with the one that the bookkeeper has

from the workman.

Mr. Perrin proceeds in the same way

with watch and clock repairs, except that

he has a string on these tags for the pur-

pose of tying them on the watch or clock,

and he does not use any alphabetically ar-

ranged book. He also uses a card system

for the repairers. A sample of the head of

the card used is here reproduced. As they

do a job of watchwork they put it down on

a card with the number and price, which

are totaled up at the bottom of the card with

the repairer's name and date at the top. In

this way the jeweler can tell at a glance

whether the workman has been working or

idling and how much work he does in a day

or week.
The system worked out so ingeniously

Date
Name

Wanted

Deliver

Fig. 3—Tags for check repairs

the drawer, takes out this box and gives the

customer his property. Each tag is num-

bered differently, and these numbers corre-

spond with a record kept in the record book

of jewelry repairs. The number of the tag

goes down on the day book, with the price,

and the tag itself goes in a box kept in the

cash drawer for this purpose. In this way

No. 1655

by Mr. Perrin seems very effective and

leaves little to be desired. The forms used

and here reproduced minimize the work of

record keeping so that there can be no ob-

jection to the system on this score.

M. B. Gary, of Dayton, Ohio, in a com-

munication on this subject, says : "When

Date  190. Repaired by

(Continued on page 115)

No. Watches No.• Clocks No. Jewelry

Fig. 4—Headings on repairer's card
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THE GLENNA REVERSIBLE BRACELET

THE A LINE
Comprises Jade, Amethyst, Coral and Turquoise,

Pearls on the opposite side—All Carbuncle cut
stones

Two Bracelets in one, both sides

stone-set and equally beautiful

Will Appeal to Every Bracelet Buyer

The metal does not come in contact with the

arm—only the smooth gem surface.

),
irGly

THE D LINE
Comprises rolled-plate fronts set with small rose

cuts in Amethyst, Ruby, Emerald and white.

THE C LINE
Comprises Rolled-Plate Front, Jade, Pearl,

Turquoise and Coral Backs.

THE B LINE
Comprises Amethyst, Topaz, Emerald and Light

Sapphire—in Facetted stones, Jade and Coral
in high cuts.

The extreme of beauty in appearance and

comfort in wear.

DOUBLE VALUE FOR SINGLE PRICE

This idea will give new life to the bracelet business and
a fresh impetus to sales.

THE E LINE
Comprises rolled-plate front with fancy mountings

set with Jap. Jade, Coral, etc,

TORREY JEWELRY COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.C. D. LYONS, Proprietor

TR ADC

Manufacturing Jewelers

OUR SAFETY FOB ATTACHMENT IS
The latest on the market
The neatest in design
The most easily adjusted
The one that's always in place
Sure to be a good seller

FOR THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

Nothing lower than 10 K. quality
OUR TRADE-MARK STANDS FOR QUALITY

Factory
191 North Main Street ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office, 12-14 John Street
Prices and discounts furnished upon application

ARTISTIC

NOVELTY AND

ATTRACTIVENESS IN DESIGN

are noted characteristics of our comprehensive line of

SEAMLESS RINGS
Their distinctive originality makes them stand out in

bold contrast with other makes, compels attention and

assures quick sales at good-profit prices.

Great wealth of styles and patterns in all our specialties

Rings, Scarf Pins, Ear Knobs, etc.

THE MORGAN JEWELRY CO.

rzle

Manufacturing Jewelers

62 Page Street

Providence, R. I.
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System in the Repair Depart-
ment

(Continued from page 113)

a customer conies in with a watch to be

repaired, besides the check I put a tag on

it, on which are written the name and re-

pairs to be done. Then if the owner calls

for his watch and has lost his check, I

merely write a slip with the check, case and

movement numbers on it and have him sign

it. I think this lets me out. At any rate, I

have had no trouble as yet. I use the Key-

stone Record Book of Watch Repairs,

which is spaced off for check number;

therefore I have the name and check num-

ber to identify him and his name signed

on the paper certifying that he received the

watch. Then my record book shows check,

case and movement numbers. I think this

a safe method, and although it takes a

little time, it pays. Unfortunately, we can-

not trust everyone. Incidentally, I wish to

thank you for the valuable information I

get from THE KEYSTONE, and make this

suggestion as a small return."
Another of our subscribers, Henry

Curtis, Jr., of San Francisco, Cal., has fur-

nished us with a system of taking in watch
repairs evolved by himself. He states that

it is the result of observation and study
during six years which he spent working in

ilfrs. Nellie Neville, Ci/y.

Date received, 9-10-07.
Date :promised, 9-15-07.

Price, $3 oo.

1096

A 42967

different places and noting the methods

used by his employers. Mr. Curtis says:

"Nearly every watchmaker uses a system of

private marking on watch work. When en-

tering the job on the job book, first put the

number of the job on the end and same

side of tag as the name, also scratching on
the inside of the case the same number.

When hanging work on the rack, place the
gentlemen's hunting cases on the bottom,

open-face next above, and the ladies' hunt-
ing and chatelaines at the top. On hanging

the watch on the hook, hang tag on first

Fig. 7
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with name out, then the watch over it with

the tags showing as in Fig. 7, hanging the
watches as nearly as possible in numerical

order. When the customer calls for the

work and presents his duplicate stub, you

refer to your watch repair record, which at

a glance will read:

115

turning to this page, we find his check num-

ber is 12, and going to that hook we will

find his watch, if it has been repaired. In

this system no marking of the case is neces-

sary, as you can easily refer to Jones in the

index and ascertain when you repaired his

watch last. On row 5, I hang watches on

NAME ADDRESS SIZE

CASE MOVEMENT

JOB NO.

Style Qual.

14 K.

No. Make Jewel No.

■1rs. Nellie Neville City o Htg. 1003 Wal. Is 12446211 1096

"On referring to the rack, you imme-

diately look down the rows of 0-size hunt-

ing cases for job 1096, and on delivering the

watch, check the repair book 'Delivered,'

with date, and you will then keep your

record straight. If you loan a watch to the

customer while his own is being repaired,

always mark the tag with some symbol or

letter, so that you may know a watch has

been loaned and what kind of watch it was."

For another and very excellent plan we

are indebted to Claud Wheeler, Columbia,

Mo. This plan, which, we are told, works

very satisfactorily, is thus described by Mr.

Wheeler:
"I have ninety-six hooks on my rack,

and above each pin in the top four rows I

have placed a tack, numbering the pins from

I to 46. (See Fig. 8.) To correspond

with these numbers I have a metal tag at-

tached to a swivel. When no watch is oc-

cupying a pin this tag is hung on that pin.

When a watch is brought in it is entered

in an index watch record book and given

the number of some empty hook, and the

tag with this number attached. Until a

watch is finished, it is hung on the un-num-

bered hooks in the seventh and eighth rows.

When repaired,

it is hung on its

numbered hook

pin. There it is

kept until called

for. I also use

a watch tag with
the name and
repairs to be
rn a d e on the
watch. T 11 u s ,
when Jones calls
for 11 i s watch,
we turn to the
index, and find
that the record
of his watch is

on page 45;

which the charge is less than $1 and are not
booked. On these, as well as the "dead-

heads," which hang on row 6, I use a blue

ticket to distinguish them from the other

watches.
"I could name many advantages in this

system ; in fact, I discover new ones every
day, but just submit the above to go along
with the others."

The above will no doubt arouse the in-
terest of many of our readers in this mat-
ter, and we will give of our space freely to
any other plans which may be sent to us.

As the New Year is the proverbial
time for introducing all manner of re-
forms, it will pay every jeweler to care-
fully consider the system now in force in
his establishment with a view to making
such changes as will economize in time and
labor during the present year. We can
truthfully state that the average repair de-
partment needs much attention in this direc-
tion, and we trust that the suggestions given
above may be of value to many of our
readers. Some of them doubtless have de-
vised even better systems for their own use,
and from these we would be particularly
pleased to bear.
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WR.ITE FOP. SAMPLES AND PRICES

45-47-49 Randolph St., CHICAGO

EST-1865

Our

Sample Book

For Jewelers

will Interest you

Write for

Particulars

THE CL,EAN=TO=FIANDL. " FOUNTAIN PEN

Moore's Non=Leakable Fountain Pen
Retails from $2.50 up

11.111111111M1111.11111111111111

THE FOLLOWING CLAIMS WE GUARANTEE:
I. That the pun is filled without unscrewing the section, thus avoiding soiling the fingers

with ink when tilling.
2 That the pen is drawn back into the barrel or reservoir after using, and when the cap is

turned on is absolutely Alit and INK tight.
3. That it can be carried in any position in any pocket and cannot leak.
4. That the pen is always ready to write the instant it touched the paper.

MOORES
1 IMPROVED

NON-LEAK ABLE
FOUNTAIN PEN

-

Sectional View of Pen Closed for Carrying

These pens, being constructed upon
entirely different principles from other
fountain pens are, without doubt, the near-
est perfection of any pens manufactured.

5. That the barrel being AIR-TIGHT, the ink never thickens or dries up, and if the pen
is not used for a year, it writes Just as readily.

6. That we have the ONLY desirable fountain _pen IN THE MARKET for LADIES' USE.
7. That our " Tourist " or Military Pen is the best pen made for travelers or military use.
8. That we use nothing but the highest grade gold pens.
9. That we use pure gum rubber, and the superior finish and lustre of our holders is very

noticeable when compared with °theta made front common stock.

American Fountain Pen Co.
Boston, Mass.

A. A. WEEKS cc HOSKINS CO. 5 Agents for Greater New York,
and WM. II. HOSKINS CO. Philadelphia and New Jersey

A Pen
That's Never Hard Up

For Ink
Some fountain pens are like some people—look good to

the eye but when you need them they're empty. A cheap
lead pencil is better than a fountain pen that runs dry when
the filler is left behind. Nowadays the demand is for a foun-
tain pen that needs no separate filler—that can be filled
instantly—at any ink-well—without the aid of a mussy dropper
—without having to take the pen apart. This demand is
best met in

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filliq Fountain Pen

"THE PEN WITH THE CRESCENT-FILLER"

—the pen that's never hard up for ink. Just dip it in—press
the Crescent-Filler and it sucks in the ink like a camel slaking
its thirst, and is immediately ready to write.
Fill it anywhere—any ink-well—any ink. No
bothersome dropper—no inky fingers—just
COMFORT. Writing qualities unequaled—
the feed perfect. Guaranteed.

A
lo

SIEL.L.tiR

Advertised extensively. Used
all over the world. Your fountain
pen stock not up-to-date without it.
Write at once for our new catalog
and dealer's proposition.

The Conklin Pen Company
30 Manhattan Bldg., TOLEDO, 01110, U, S. A.

NEW YORK DENVER OAKLAND, CAL.

AGENCIES IN CANADA AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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Comic Valentine Post Cards

JUST OUT

A BURLESQUE ON EVERYBODY!

Over Sixty Popular Subjects
Proposition 120K

150 Cards in Box, $1.00

Beautifully colored and in-
scribed with catchy verses

THE ROTOGRAPH COMPANY
684 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
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Fountain Pens

Although fountain pens may be con-

sidered as belonging to the jewelry portion

of the jeweler-stationer's business, it has

been the stationery stores, or the stationery

departments of the jewelry business, which

have exploited the fountain pen and have

made it popular with consumers. And even

though it is more nearly like jewelry than

it is like stationery in some ways, there is

ample opportunity to make more of it than

many jeweler-stationers have ever yet done.

The fountain pen has become a necessity,

and should be so classed by all who are con-

ducting a stationery business.

There are many forms of

fountain pens. The styles

are as varied as the styles

in other articles in every-

day use. It is possible to suit any inquirer

for a fountain pen, no matter what his idea

as to style or value may be. Sometimes

selection is difficult. The numerous styles

are all possessed of more or less value, and

their makers show them up so attractively

that unless one is expert in the business it

is difficult to decide what to do. It is well,

therefore, before introducing a stock of

pens, if you have not already done so, to

thoroughly inform yourself regarding the

merits of each manufacturer's output and

select those makes which seem to you to

embody the most scientific principles of

construction and operation. As a jeweler,

you will be able to understand these princi-

ples better than one who has no knowledge

of mechanics.
Without question, the jeweler will

know whether the pen itself is good and

worth the money asked for it. But he may

not understand all the features of a pen

which make it valuable or otherwise. For

example, there is the feed. This is an ex-

tremely important part of the pen, and

whatever make is selected to be sold in your

store, you should examine the feed with the

greatest care and see if it is scientifically

what it claims to be. A fountain pen that

does not feed properly, or feeds either too

fast or too slow, is not the kind to sell. And

this portion of the pen should be guaranteed

by the makers. Moreover, it should be

based upon scientific principles. Otherwise

nothing can prevent improper action, no

matter how hard one may try.
The feed in all fountain

The Feed pens is based upon capillary
Important attraction, the force which

makes water stand in a rim

around the edge of a vessel. The flow of

ink in the fountain pen is governed by ex-

actly the same law, and if the appurtenances

Variety of

Pens
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through which this law acts are scientific-

ally constructed there will be no question

about its working satisfactorily. If the feed

is not constructed properly no amount of

care in manipulation can overcome the de-

fect.
There are two main varieties of feed,

the top and the under feed. The same

force operates in both, and pens made with

both feeds write. But perhapS the prefer-

ence, as shown by the number of pens made

and sold, is for the under feed. That is, the

little channels through which the ink flows

to the point of the pen are on the under

side. The ink comes down from the barrel

through these channels and is . fed to the

pen about one-eighth inch from the point,

or even nearer in some makes. If these

channels are too large the ink will flow too

freely and the pen will blot. If they are

too small, the ink will not feed fast enough

and the pen will refuse to write. If they be-

Come clogged while the pen is in operation

the same difficulties will occur. In fact,

upon those little channels hung the success

or failure of fountain pens for many years,

and when at last the inventor conquered

that difficulty the fountain pen became a

success, and is to-day one of the most used

instruments in the world.
The barrel should be made

Barrel of of the best Para rubber.
the Pen In the present condition of

the rubber market and the

great and growing demand for rubber of

the best quality, there is always suspicion

directed toward some of the cheaper pens.

There seems to be danger that the pen is

made of inferior material in some way,

otherwise they would cost more. Like

everything else, it is impossible to make a

fountain pen for nothing if the material is

good. Consequently, when a cheap pen is

offered, unless you know absolutely that the

manufacturer has means of making it at a

low figure, it is always well to make such

tests as may be required to prove the rubber

of good quality.
Look carefully at the points. The gold

of which the pen is made may be above

question, but a fountain pen, if it is to be

lasting and do good work, should be pointed

with iridium. It is well known that iridium

is an expensive metal, and the dealer who

is offered pens below what he thinks should

be a fair price ought to examine the pen-

points with care as well as the feed. Oth-

erwise he may find too late that he has pur-

chased pens which have a soft point and

which will not wear well. It is always safer

to pay a fair price and secure a guaranteed

product. Then there can be no question of

the quality. If it is not up to what is

wanted, the goods can be returned forth-

with.

Handling

Fountain Pens

Having introduced a stock
of pens, the dealer should
have one employee study
the business carefully and

learn to sell them. Every fountain pen that

leaves the store should be demonstrated for

the benefit of the purchaser. Unless it is

there is a possibility that it will come back

as unsatisfactory in some way. But if one
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employee is instructed in selling pens and .

he in turn instructs purchasers in using

them, there will be little difficulty. Of

course, this doesn't mean that the instruc-

tion in selling must be limited to one em-

ployee, but in many establishments one is

about all that would be likely to need to

learn.
Manufacturers supply attractive cases

for display purposes and plenty of advertis-

ing matter, which can be used profitably by

the dealer. This advertising matter is pre-

pared by experts and is of a sufficiently dig-

nified character to be perfectly proper to

send out from a high-class jewelry store.

The display cases mentioned are models of

handsome construction and can be obtained

to match the other furnishings and equip-

ment of the store. They will not, therefore,

cause any inharmonious appearance and

will add to the beauty of the interior.
Along with pens can be handled fillers,

which are made in a variety of styles. The
travelers' filler is made of wood and metal
This is a case with a screw top, inside of

which is a bottle of ink. It is designed to

be tossed into the grip when traveling, and

has the merit of being absolutely ink-tight.

No damage can result from its use. The

same idea is worked out in silver, gold

and wood.
There are many other little accesso-

ries which go with fountain pens that help

to sell them. Moreover, these accessories

will assist greatly in building up a profitable

trade. They all help attract buyers, and the

fact that a dealer has a stock of these arti-

cles will help him to sell his other goods.
It might be noted in passing that the

pens themselves are made of varying cost.

Any purchaser can be suited. The prices

will run up to almost anything a buyer

wishes to pay. A gold-covered barrel, set

with precious stones, will frequently go as

high as $250; and further expense can be

added by adding more adornment.
For advertising, manufac-
turers will supply plenty of
literature with the dealer's
imprint if desired. There

is much general advertising matter which is

scattered broadcast and cannot fail to bring

business. Attractive electrotypes mortised

for the dealer's name and business are sup-

plied free for newspaper advertising, and

there is a spirit of co-operation all along the

selling line which few other manufacturers

give. The idea is to develop the business

to the utmost, and every manufacturer

knows his competitor will do this if Ile does

not, and they vie with each other in devel-

oping new and attractive advertising ideas,

all of which can be used to advantage by the

jeweler-stationer who handles the goods.

A jeweler should never try to adjust or

repair a fountain pen or gold pen, the latter

being one of the principal parts of the

fountain pen. The manufacture of gold

pens is entirely foreign to jewelers, and

few if any of them know how these pens

are made. A good fountain pen should

never be fitted with anything but a 14-karat

gold pen, as anything under that karat will

corrode, like brass or steel,

Advertising

the Pens
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THE WM. BOLLES “STANDARD" SELF-FILLING
AND NON-LEAKABLE FOUNTAIN PEN

The most simple and•practicable .pen on the market to-day. Attractive advertising and mechanical
window display to dealers. We manufacture our own goods and guarantee them for two years.

THE WM. BOLLES CO., 509 Jefferson Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

It Pays
to

Attend

1TEDDY BEAR SPOONS TEA, COFFER and
BABY SIZES

Also Souvenir Spoons for Everywhere

Swastika Spoons and Jewelry in great variety
Sterling Silver, Hollowware and Flatware

JiWLL E30XE.'S ha Ormolu Gold Bind Siiver

The VVRIGI-IT

F. IT. REES, Proprietor and instructor
Author of " The Art of Engraving."

THE REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
From an Expert Engraver, Graduated from this School, June 21, 1907

Ma. I,. H. REES, Elmira, N. Y. Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 14, 1907
Dear Sir :—Just a few words of thanks for the instructions and personal attention

received while taking a six-months' course in engraving at. your school.
From my experience, I found that engraving could be readily learned by any one

willing to work, by your methods; not judging from my own success alone, but from the
success of many others.

Previous to attending your school, I was employed in a dry goods store, earning a
salary of $12.00 per week. After a six-months' course in your school. I am now holding a
responsible position at 920.00 per week, which you secured for me with the J. C. Grogan
Company, which is the oldest and highest class jewelry store in this city. Although I have
been here only fourteen weeks, I can get a recommendation which would be great credit
to you and your system of instructing.

I would be glad to correspond with any one contemplating learning the art of engraving.
If you have a student who is just completing a course, I would be pleased to assist him in
securing a position next door to .1. C. Grogan's. The position is permanent.

Very truly yours, JOHN B. SANFORD
443 Market Street

NOTE HIS ADVANCEMENT
M. F. H. REES, Elmira, N.1'. Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 9, 1907

My Dear Sir :—I have lust received an increase of 95.00 per week in my salary.
Very truly yours, JOHN B. SANFORD

443 Market Street
WRITE TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE

and list of special gravers. Our tools are the finest made, and all mounted ready to use,
35e. to 50c. each

THE REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Steele Memorial Building ELMIRA, N. Y.

Colonial Wall Case No. 123
8 ft.. long 8 ft, high outside
Upper part Is 18 inches deep inside

Special No. 10711
Counter Case and 'fable

THE WRIGHT is the only RIGHT PEN
Send for Catalogs and Prices

Wm„, WEiDLICH & BRO., St. LOWS Display Cases FREE

Room 1102 CHAS. H. PFEIL Tel. Han'
MAKER OF FINE DIAMOND JEWELRY AND DIAMOND IMPORTER

209 State Street - - CHICAGO, ILL.

ELK RING

This is the
finest and most
beautiful ring in
workmanship
and design that

"
PFEIL,C H IGAGO11

11111
I I

2837

ever entered the
market. It is
carved out of

14 K. Gold, deep
rose finish.

The place where the diamond shows on the design can be left plain or the
number of the lodge engraved on it or it can be made to fit any size stone. The
dial and B. P. 0. E. are in enamel. Write for further particulars.

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
II to 17 N. Ann Street, CHICAGO

Makers of High-Grade

JEWELERS' FIXTURES
THE BEST IN CONSTRUCTION AND FINISH

Send Ploor plus, for etirtinote

BesT OF EVRVTI-IINCI"
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently issued,

especially prepared for this journal by Wm. N.

Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Building,

Washington, D. C.

No. 871,203.—Optical instrument. Ephraim C.
Bridge, Charlton, Iowa. Filed April 26, 1907.
Serial No. 370,476.

An optical instrument, comprising a hood, a
pair of lenses mounted in the hood, means for

moving the lenses toward and away from each
other, a point extending up through the hood in
line with the axis of each lens.

No. 873,354.—Btitton. James C. Doran and James
A. Doran, Providence, R. I. Filed May 3,
2906. Serial No. 314,967.

A button back, comprising a

13 back plate and a shank integral
therewith, said shank having a
hollow base and a solid adjacent

0 portion provided with an eye
opening therethrough.

No. 873.343.—Eyeglasses. Wallace L. Bemis,
Brockton, Mass., assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments of one-half to E. Kirstein Sons
Company, Rochester, N. Y., a corporation of
New York, and one-half to
Leo F. Adt, Albany, N. Y.
Filed January II, 1907. Serial
No. 351,828.

In eyeglasses, the combina-
tion with a lens and a stud se-
cured thereto, of a vertically-
arranged pivot-piece secured in
said stud and having a pivot pin projecting.

No. 872,9o9.—Electrically-wound clock. Arie De
Vos, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one-half
to S. S. Still, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Sep-
tember xo, 1906. Serial No. 333,951.

An electrically-wound clock, the combination
of an electro-magnet, an armature movable to and

111i1111111111,7L4
from the magnet, a weight elevated by a move-
ment of the armature toward the magnet, said
weight during its descent moving the armature
away from the magnet, a contact plate and a con-
tact arm both included in a circuit with the electro-
magnet and means for moving the contact point

KEYSTONE

across the face of the contact plate out of contact
therewith during the movement of the armature

away from the magnet and then into contact with

the plate before the end of said movement of the

armature is reached, said contact arm being also

moved out of contact with the said plate when the

armature reaches its limit of movement toward

the magnet.

No. 873,109.—Eyeglass. Jesse M. Webster and
Carl F. Ingold, Milwaukee, Wis., assignors to
the Milwaukee Optical Manufacturing Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wis-
consin. Filed April 16, 1906. Serial No. 311,876.

The combination with the studs
of eyeglass lenses or frames of same,
the spring bow bridge piece, slotted
arms each having a fold held with an
end of said bridge piece in engage-
ment with one of said studs, the outer
portion of each arm being a spring ; a
nose guard in pivotal connection with
the lower stiff portion of each arm,
and a spring-and-guard connecting rivet having
play in the slot with which the stiff portion of the
arm is provided.
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No. 872,619.—Safety lock for pocketbooks and
handbags. Franklin P. Geyer, Philadelphia,
Pa. Filed April 24, 1907. Serial No. 369,956.

The combination with the bow frames of a

bag, of a handle member rigidly secured to one

No. 871,900.—Alarm clock. Charles G. Traut-
man, Chicago, Ill. Filed May 28, 1907. Serial
No. 376,177.

In a clock, the combination with alarm mecha-
nism and time mechanism, of means to lock the

escapement of the alarm mechanism, including a
lever having a spring tending to retract the same
and release the escapement, and means controlled
by the time mechanism to delay the releasing move-
ment of the lever.

No. 873,163.—Hairpin. Daniel W.McNeil,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed June zo,
2907. Serial No. 378,348.

A hairpin consisting of a wire and a
flat metal clip, said clip consisting of a
piece of spring metal, said clip being se-
cured at one of its ends to the wire by be-
ing bent around the same and leaving its
opposite end free but normally held by
the spring of the metal in the clip against
a contiguous part of the hairpin to form
a jaw for receiving wisps of hair.

bow frame, a pivoted handle member adapted to

be seated in said first member, a latch carried by
said pivoted member, and a socket carried by the
other bow frame with which said latch co-acts to
prevent opening of the bag without relative move-
ment of said handle members.

No. 871,559.—Photographic lens. Conrad Beck
and Horace C. Beck, London, England. Filed
May 7, 2907. Serial No. 372,309.
A compound

photographic lens
spherically, chro-
matically and astig-
matically cor-
rected, consisting
of two positive and R,
three negative
lenses,all separated 6 Ri

w L2
by Mr spaces, two 0101111°T211.11111111
of hich air spaces I •
are the shape of a
positive lens and
two of which are
the shape of a nega-
tive lens, the two
more powerful of
the three negative
lenses being menis-
cus shaped and be-
ing made of a glass
with greater disper-
sive power than
that used in the positive lenses, the curvature of
the positive lenses facing the negative lenses being
very slight.

No. 871,671.—Time-controlling device. Charles
E. Campbell, Lynn, Mass. Filed September
22, 1905. Serial No. 279,649. Renewed Sep-
tember 26, 1907. Serial No. 394,712.

A switch-controlling device, comprising a sup-
port, a rotary electric switch having an operating
shaft mounted on said support, a motor and a stop
therefor loosely mounted with relation to the switch
operating shaft, a pawl and ratchet connection
between said switch shaft and the motor and its
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No. 872,319.—Bridge spring for eye-
glasses. Leo F. Adt, Troy, N. Y.
Filed May 6, 1905. Serial No.
248,425.

In eyeglasses, the combination with
the lenses, of a bridge connecting the
lenses having its ends bent alternately
into horizontal and vertical loops, the
latter having their arms arranged trans-

versely to the plane of the lenses, said loops being
arranged intermediate the attaching ends and the
central portion.
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stop, a clock mechanism and a retaining pawl
co-operating with the motor stop and adapted to
be released by the clock mechanism, whereby the
switch may be automatically opera fed at a predeter-
mined time or manually operated independently of
the motor and its stop.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorne Streets, Chicago, Ill.

One corner of Silverware Room, Spaulding & Co., Chicago
Designed and manufactured by us

We make the manufacturing of

High=G rade

Jewelry Store

Fixtures
A Specialty

Send for designs and prices on your
contemplated changes

LEARN ENGRAVING

er)."

during leisure hours at home for only

FIVE DOLLARS
For five dollars we send you a complete set of

lessons well illustrated in letter and monogram engrav-
ing on jewelry, silverware and other metals. These
lessons are prepared by an expert engraver of twenty-
five years' experience and explain sharpening and
tempering tools, plain. bright-cut, "high cut," wriggled
and other cutting; engraving script and other letters ;
leaf, block, ribbon and entwined monograms, transfer-
ring, cementing and many other valuable tricks of the
trade. We also send you a set of gravers ( sharpened),
a good oil stone, a block to hold lockets, watches, etc.,
which is also a perfect tool sharpener, steel marker and
burnisher, dividers, ro metal plates, 6 rings and 6
thimbles to practice on, and a book of "Monograms
and Alphabets" containing every monogram (in script
and in block styles), also a complete set of alphabets
Script, Block, Roman, Old English, German, Hebrew
Greek and Ornamental.

FIVE DOLLARS with order pays for everything

The book Monograms and Alphabets alone
will be mailed on receipt of

ONE DOLLAR IN CASH (NO CHECKS)

" Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver were
standing over my shoulder and telling me what to do. I could
do pretty good work after one week's practice."

RAY C. BASSET'r,
Woonsocket, 8. flak.

AMERICAN
SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

45 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

-

SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have
That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successful

school in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has now
exceeded our most sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronage
we deem of all testimonials the most substantial.

Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our school
twenty years ago, which certainly is proof thLt we give our students entire
satisfaction.

Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become an
expert in the various branches of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,
which will give you some valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, Sr. LOUIS, MO.

January, 1908 T H E

Suggestion for Beginners on the Road

I have made a special study of beginners in
salesmanship, my idea being that a sale manager's
first duty lies more in giving beginners a right
start than in advising and worrying over the old
campaigners, who ought to be able to make shifts
for themselves. I have learned how to size up a
recruit, and one glance at him as he picks up his

grip and sets out for his first encounter with the
world of trade suffices to inform me what that
man's particular handicap will be.

There are many varieties of handicap. With
some men it takes the form of a lack of confi-
dence; with others an excess of self-esteem.

Some men are handicapped by a constitutional
inability to obey orders, some by a lack of edu-
cation, others by nervousness which makes them
tongue-tied at times when forceful eloquence is
needed. Some meet their Waterloo because of
chronic discouragement, and again others are so
sanguine that they never make due provision
against the chance of failure.

But perhaps the most common
Over-Credulity affliction that hampers begin-
of Beginners ners is a guileless innocence—

a readiness to accept as final
any reason which a customer may give them for
his unwillingness to buy.

Until a salesman "knows the ropes"—until
experience has enlightened him as to the willing-
ness of buyers--he is likely to put faith, without
discrimination, in every statement that is made
to him.

He believes all he hears. He regards the
business world as a school, and the business men
with whom he comes in contact as instructors,
and, like the real schoolboy, he is satisfied that
a thing must be true "if the teacher said so." He
is prepared to accept it without investigations
into the reasons why.

It is a habit on the part of a great many
buyers to dissemble their reasons for not want-
ing to buy.

When they are able to do this, unsuspected,
they have the beginner at a serious disadvantage.
If they gave him no reason at all, but merely a
surly refusal to do business, he would feel equal
to handling the most obdurate of them. Their
obduracy would be a direct challenge to his stay-
ing powers, and the "punch" on which he so con-
fidently relies to offset his inexperience when
starting out. Or if they candidly told him the
real reason for deciding not to buy, he could lay
hold at once upon equally effective weapons; for
has he not made a painstaking study of every
possible objection before starting out, and
equipped himself with an answer to it? If he
knew the real reason why the customer refused
him he might be able to throttle it in the flash
of an eye—reduce it to nothingness by the sheer
force of the argument which he has carefully pre-
pared in anticipation of just such an emergency
as this.

Dread
Salesman's
Persistency

persuaded him
and oftentimes

The customer, having had ex-
perience with hundreds of
clever salesmen, knows that
some of them are "very hard
to get away from." They have

to sign an order against his will,
against his better judgment, many

a time before—and more than once he has re-
gretted, perhaps, that he allowed himself to be
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taken by storm. He can recall many cases where

he not only emphatically refused to buy, but in

addition gave what he conceived to be a simply
unanswerable reason for not buying—only to have

the salesman turn on him and prove the flimsiness
of his reason—batter him with superior logic—
and reduce him to such a helpless state of doubt
and uncertainty of his own grounds that it was
merely play for the salesman after that to per-
suade him into signing an order and agreeing to
the most stringent terms.

Since then he has recognized in every trained
salesman a possible foe to his resolution. When-
ever lie has made up his mind that he wouldn't
buy any more goods for a certain length of time,
he has done so with a quaking fear that some
"whirlwind" of a salesman would come along
and oblige him to do so. He has a sort of dread
of the persuasive genius and irresistible logic of
salesmen in general—not because their methods
and their ascendancy over him are in any way a
menace to his business (since, generally speaking,
the more he buys the more he extends his opera-
tions and the better the effect on business), but
because no man likes to feel that he is insecure in
making a decision and that some one may come
along at any moment and demonstrate to him that
he does not know his own mind. So he has hit
upon a scheme to protect himself ; he thinks to
turn the tables and have the laugh on the sales-
man by carefully disguising his real reasons for
not buying, and substituting pretended ones. This
is likely to be an effective method unless the sales-
man is alert to discover the insincerity of the
objections advanced, and knows how to get at
the real issue.

The other day a young sales-
Gentle Art of man wrote a letter to his man-
Refusing ager, explaining why the big

order which his manager had
expected him to get from Dash & Asterisk in
Chicago was not forthcoming.

"I was very much surprised," wrote the sales-
man, "to hear Mr. Dash say that business was
at an extremely low ebb just at present, and that
this fact prevented his buying anything just now.
Other houses in the same line seemed to be
doing a very profitable business, and as Dash &
Asterisk is one of the leading and richest houses
I cannot see why they should be feeling hard
times. However, Mr. Dash's reason for refusing
to give me an order was that the house must re-
trench; and this being the case, I thought that
our credit department ought at once be informed."

This salesman, it is probable, actually sup-
posed that his manager would turn that letter of
his over to the credit man with a warning to
keep a close watch over Dash & Asterisk's ac-
count. And Dash & Asterisk had discounted
their bills with the same concern straight along
for the last ten years ! Dash & Asterisk, rated
A No. I plus, and then plus some more, whose
credit with every house in the country had as
firm a foundation as the pyramids in Egypt.

The sales manager's reply to
Pertinent • this letter was gently ironical.
Queries He inquired whether Dash &

Asterisk were packing up at
the time the salesman called with a view to mov-
ing into a side street—if they had reduced their
force of employees? If silerice, unbroken by the
footfalls of customers, pervaded their establish-
ment? He asked if their advertising in the local
newspapers had shrunk from half a page to an
obscure stickful, and then he proposed that the
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salesman make it his business to find out the real

reason why Mr. Dash had, for the first time in

ten years, hung back and acted coy when ap-

proached for an order by a salesman from this

concern.
This letter spurred the salesman into a new

line of thought. He began an investigation which

resulted in his making the discovery that Mr.

Dash's buyer had of late been turning business

into a new channel to serve some private purpose

of his own. The buyer had but recently won Mr.

Dash over to a sort of half-hearted approval of

the change, and this accounted for the fact that

the existence of a competitor, so far as Dash &

Asterisk's trade was concerned, had remained

undiscovered by the salesman's firm.

I would advise all beginners in

Discount All salesmanship to "take with a

Assertions grain of salt" the majority of

the reasons that are given them

in explanation of buyers' refusal to do business.

Naturally, a salesman cannot injure his chances

of making a sale any more quickly than by show-

ing a doubt of his customer's veracity; there is a

way, however, to show that you look upon the

buyer's statement as incredible and are eager to

push your inquiries further until you discover the

real facts of the case without seeming to imply

that the buyer has lied.
When the buyer makes such a statement as,

"I have seen the same article offered at half your

price," it would probably be fatal to tell him

that he dreamed it. But one can avoid a direct
contradiction and still not seem to accept for a
moment the truth of such an assertion. State the

reasons why it would be impossible for anyone

else to handle the same article at half price unless

it had been injured or obtained by some shady

method, and proceed with the usual selling talk.

It will probably develop that the buyer's objection

was merely "faked," and that if he had said

what he meant he would have used these words:

"I want the article so badly that I am going to

try to obtain it, by the use of a little buncombe,

at a lower price."
In small cities the salesman sometimes en-

counters an irate customer who tells him that his
house is held in disrepute by all the local dealers
and that nobody in the locality would risk buying
goods of such a concern at however great a bar-
gain they might be obtained. The man who
makes this statement will refer his victim "to
anybody" for corroboration; and a very green and
tender salesman will often feel so overwhelmed
by the implied magnitude of the opposition he
may expect in this town that he is ready to throw
up his hands at once.

"I can't buy until after inventory," is another
stock phrase designed to sidetrack unsophisticated
salesmen. The gentle beginner will usually accept
this explanation unquestioningly as final. Pro-
ducing a neat notebook, he will politely inquire
when his customer expects to be through with his
inventory, write the fictitious date very carefully,
and retire, promising that he will make it a point
to come back at that time. It does not occur to
him that if the buyer is a business man lie won't
allow an opportunity for a profitable purchase to
pass just because his clerks are taking stock.

The one essential of every successful travel-
ing man is a clear insight into human nature and
the capability to dissect character. Quite a num-
ber of the retail trade are gifted with what some
of the traveling men would call the "poker face,"
and the salesman is thus frequently misled.



filIPORTANT NOTICE
Every jeweler should know the chains that are the safest

and most profitable to handle. For high quality, moderate
price and constuctive merit there are no chains on the market
that jewelers can handle with so much satisfaction as

TRADE-MARK

THE A&Z

CHAINS
TRADE-MARK

The quality is such as safeguards your reputation and assures
satisfaction to your customers, while giving the largest and
quickest returns.

Send for a selection and see for yourself

A & Z CHAIN CO.
Makers of 1/1 o Gold Filled Chains

9 Calencier Street, PROVIDENCE R. I.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

The Only Exclusive Chainmakers for the Retail Trade

CHICA(10

VERY ATTRACTIVE

Souvenir Ash or Pin Tray

Can be Retailed for 25c.

Finished in Silver Plate, Bronze or Brush Brass
May be furnished with any State or Fraternity Seal.
Also made with Souvenir views.

Write for our Complete Catalog

finish.

CROWN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
North Attleboro, Mass.

BRACELETS LOCKETS
We make Bracelets and Lockets only—in all styles, sizes

and finishes. Our goods have the special merit that comes from
devoting all our talent and attention to these two lines. For the
latest ideas see our new designs.

THE CASTIGLIONI (Fe CAPAL,DI CO.
9 Calencier .Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WANTED!!!
Retailers to know that we make the
largest, most complete line of

EMBLEMS
in the market to-day.

IXCLUvI STYL.,S RIGHT PRICES

IRONS & RUSSELL CO.
Builders of Emblems

Main Office and Factory

95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. I.
Chicago Office New York Office

Silversmiths' Bldg. 11 Malden Lane
131 Wabash Ave.

144 Pine Street .

Goa
WE are ADVANCERS
OF THE LATEST IDEAS IN

Jewelry, Silverware and
Metal Ornaments

SPECIALTIES
Die and Hub Cutting, Tool

Making, Pattern Making, Modeling
and Designing

. Providence, R. I., U.S.A.
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Readers are requested to send for publication new idea

on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views ex-

pressed.—Editor The Keystone

Angle of Graver

ED. KEYSTONE :—Below I have made by the

help of a protractor two diagrams of graver cutting

edges. In the " best " text books the rule given

for sharpening a graver is " Having measured the

length of the graver and broken it off in a vise we

grind it to an angle of 45 degrees on the front."

'After the graver has been ground off on the

front it is next ground off on the under side."

55-*
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This is called the "set-off," and I want to call

attention to the same and to the effect this " set-

off " has on the angle of 45 degrees to which the

graver is first ground. After grinding the "set-off,"

say of lo degrees, you measure the angle from the

line of the " set-off " you will find you have a

cutting angle of 55 degrees, about. Now it

occurred to me to ask this question. Why are not

instructions given to fix the " set-off " desired for

different depths of work or to different depths to

be worked on and then sharpen the front of the

graver from 55 to 6o degrees or more as may be
indicated by the metal to be engraved ? It looks to

me as if instructors commence wrong in this

matter, making the angles of a graver needed

harder to understand. As I look at it the base line

or under line of the graver should be established

first so as to give the graver the necessary clear-

ance, and then the front angle of 50, 55, 6o degrees,

etc., given as stated above. I wish you would call

the attention of the author of the " Art of Engrav-

ing" to this matter and have him explain why the

angle of 45 degrees is given as the angle that the

front or cutting edges of a graver should be

sharpened to, and also what is the error, if any, in

my idea. Yours respectfully,
Pasadena, Cal. J. D. HOWELL.

P. S.—Also what are the best angles for silver,

gold, brass, copper, etc.?

[Agreeable to the request of our subscriber we
submitted the above to the author of " The Art of
Engraving," F. H. Rees, of the Rees Engraving
School, Elmira, N. Y., who submits the following:

" If a graver is ground off on an angle of 45
degrees, we of course mean from the under side of

the tool ; now when we heel it up this angle has
necessarily been changed from 5 to 15 degrees,
then of course we must change the angle on the

KEYS1' oNe

front of the tool when sharpening on the oil stone

to correspond with the bevel on the under side
which is now the horizontal plane from which to
measure, which previous to heeling was the under

side of the graver (see illustration) ; this is the
technical view.

Now the novice would better grasp the principle

by explaining as mentioned in the " Art of
Engraving," for the reason that if the graver is
ground on an angle of 45 degrees the heel is very
little on the under side in most cases and does not

change the angle beyond a practical point and the
point will be sufficiently pointed to cut on most
metals to best advantage. Forty to fifty degree
angles are used mostly. Forty-five to fifty are
preferred for the reason that on these angles the
tool is sufficiently pointed to reduce friction to a
practical point and at the same time leaving the
point blunt enough to assure strength.

There is no objection to your subscriber's idea
except that it is, in the writer's opinion, too
technical to be thoroughly understood by most
students in the art, and is apt to be misconstrued.
We found it necessary to touch on this method of
figuring angles on page 26 (Art of Engraving) in
reference to heeling tools for bon-bon dishes. In
this case, owing to the necessary amount of heeling,

we are compelled to use
an angle of 6o degrees;
and if we were to use the
under side as a basis to
figure from, the question
would arise in the stu-
dent's mind, ' how can I
get an angle of 45 de-
grees from an angle of

4•.r 6o degrees on the under
side? You see it is im-

practical.' Therefore, we believe that the method
of grinding on an angle of 45 degrees and heeling
off a little as the case requires, would be best
understood and better in most cases.

In this way of figuring you see the layman
would be practically correct and the technical mind
would easily see that if any great change in the
angle on the under side was made, the front would
necessarily have to be changed to correspond.

In answer to your subscriber's postscript. The
angle of the tool on the front (figuring the angle
of the heeling as the horizontal, see illustration)
should be 45 degrees for silver and gold, the latter
metal karat and up ; if the gold is to or lower it

may be necessary to change the angle to 50 or 55 de-
grees in order to hold the point. Of course these
angles depend largely upon the style of cutting and
the depth of cutting and even the quality of the gra-
ver. Brass and copper would necessitate the tool
being ground on an angle of from 45 to 55 degrees,
depending altogether upon the style and depth of
cutting and if the metal is hard or annealed. On
very soft metal an angle of 40 degrees could be
used. In view of this fact, the various metals to
engrave on the scope of degrees of temper, alloy,

etc., we naturally conclude that an angle of 45
degrees, then slightly heeled on the under side (as

much as is necessary to grasp the graver properly)
would answer in most cases and is a good basis to
figure from in either direction."—ED.]

Holding Two-piece Secret Joint for
Engraving

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am somewhat puzzled as

to the best way to hold the regular two-piece,

secret joint, or Nethersole bracelets, to engrave

them on the outside. I can find no information on

this in any of the books on engraving.
Yours truly, W. I. C.

[An excellent way to hold the two-piece secret
joint to engrave it on the outside is by using the
old style, small size, chasing ball which can be
procured from any material house. This ball is
quite round, is slotted down in the center about
two-thirds of its depth and has a screw on the side.
Take two copper plates of the same thickness and
size as used by card engravers and glue on them
two pieces of chamois. This will prevent scratch-
ing. You will find that•the joint can be held more
firmly and conveniently in this way than by any
other method. In case the opening is too large
you can use the small piece of wood in the rear to
fill in the extra space.—ED.]
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Board of Examiners on Watch Work

ED. KEYSTONE :—After reading the different

"Letters from the Trade" in the October KEY-

STONE, all of which were very interesting, the
letter of S. M. Strain, I considered of considerable

importance. I wrote a letter to the

several months ago along this line, but I guess it

found its resting place in the waste basket. Now

I don't claim to know much, but it seems to me as

if you, Mr. Editor, might sift out a few good points

from some of my ideas, even though they are
disconnected.

My views on this matter correspond with those

of Mr. Strain. I feel that it is an imposition on the

watchmaking profession to have these horological

tyros—some almost before they have learned to

hold the eyeglass correctly—jump in next door to

the men who gave their time and money to learn

the profession properly, and hang out their shingles

as crack watch adjusters, whereas some of them

are not capable of adjusting anything better than a

cottoNnoswacdkoonr,tail:mlowp
'at the conclusion that I am

selfish and do not want any one else to learn the

business. I recognize that we older jewelers

cannot hold the job always, though some of us had

a hard time learning, and I have no doubt that the

older jewelers thought we were imposing on them.

But you see they have passed out and we have

taken their places just as the younger generation

are gradually taking ours, and I, for one, am

ready to help them in any way in my power. There

are two young men in Texas working and making

a large income who made their start with me,

serving about five years before they went out to

work for the public. I am told they are both very

popular young jewelers where they are now

located, and I feel gratified to know that I did

more for these two youngsters than was ever done

for me in learning the profession.

Now in regard to newcomers, we should

encourage them m best we can to put them on the

right road, etc., but first of all we want to be so

organized that until the older heads give them the

right to hang up their shingles, they could do

nothing. We want a state board of examiners

before whom each jeweler must pass an examina-

tion, receiving, if he is competent, a diploma that

will give him the right to embark in business for

himself.
It strikes me that there could be better

conditions brought about by such an organization.

The public would soon learn to look for the

jeweler's diploma before he left his watch for

repairs. Now if such an organization existed, and

you needed a jeweler to work for you, you could

tell just what that man could do or was worth

without trying him as must be done now. And

often in the trial period he botches as much work

as will keep the jeweler busy straightening it up

for the next six months, with a consequent loss of

time and money.

I believe this would elevate the watchmaking

profession to a higher level. It is getting to the

point in my part of the country that on account of

incompetent and unreliable jewelers, the public

are losing confidence in the profession and sending

to the mail-order houses for their watches, etc. I

believe under this organization we could prevent

price cutting, as all this would be taken into

consideration before the applicant could get his

diploma. I would like to hear from some of the

trade on this suggestion.
Very truly yours,

Terrell, Tea. 3. PORTER BOLDING.
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Makers of

Chains that SELL, WEAR
and give satisfaction

Blind-Joint Bracelets
Chain Bracelets and Chatelaine Pins
New Styles Constantly

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM
Represented on Pacific Coast by

A. P. WOOD, 667 Defiance St., Los Angeles, Cal.

ELK CARD CASE

BEST VALUE ON THE MARKET

1522

open closed

Pearls

1520 15E1

Corals

•
Ism S26c

CAMEOS

Spring and Summer

21722 K

" The Hancock"

J720 Ba. J 7 21Am.

Patented

PIERCELESS
EAR CLAMPS

Clock dial enameled. Im. Ruby Eye. Sterling Silver,
ro K. Gold or 14 K. Gold.

Orders filled at once.
Send for catalogue 48 K, illustrating additional Frater-

nity pieces.
We also make a fine value in Eagle (F. 0. E.) Case.

Ear Screws and Drops

Are Great Sellers

Charles E. Hancock Co., 7 Beverly St., Providence, R. I. New York Office: 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
(Samples Only)

the lboti6a tra6c atth tin Outlook
for 1908

On this and the following pages we publish
a symposium of statements from representative
jeweler:, in all parts of the country in regard to
holiday trade. These statements breathe a spirit
of candor which allays all doubt as to their abso-
lute reliability, and the information in them is
peculiarly valuable at this time. In the aggregate,
they convey a very accurate idea of the character
and extent of holiday business, how it compared
with the banner season of 1906, how far it was
affected by the financial stringency and the lines
and grades of goods which appeal most to popu-
lar favor. This information is valuable to all
three branches of the trade, wholesale, manufac-
turing and retail, and all will find it a useful
guide in making plans for the coming season. A
perusal of these statements cannot fail to be most
gratifying and reassuring to every member of
the trade.

From Colorado

J. C. BLOOM & Co., Denver :—We had the big-
gest Christmas trade that we ever had in our
history. We sold more goods in dollars and cents
than ever before, but of the lower priced and
more popular kinds. We sold very few of the
more expensive pieces. Our business for the
month of December was far ahead of that of
December, 1906. We sold principally jewelry,
such as brooches, link buttons, bracelets, combs,
German and sterling purses and novelties, etc.
People seemed to have money and spent it, and
we felt no effect from the financial stringency.
Our customers were not quite as liberal as they
were a year ago, but our business was a great
deal bigger than in 1906. We think that the pros-
pects for the coming year are excellent. Farmers
and miners in our section of the country all have
money and seem to be spending it. Our State
does not seem to be affected by the recent flurry,
and we look for bigger business for the coining
year.

THE RUSHMER JEWELRY CO., Pueblo :—Up IO
the night of Saturday, December 21st, our Christ-
mas business was fully to per cent. greater than
for any other holiday season. Our business
seems not to have been unfavorably affected by
the financial stringency. Ours is an industrial
town, business being largely dependent upon the
pay-days of the big mills, and as the latter con-
tinued to run as usual, we have been enabled to
make this very satisfactory showing. The busi-
ness outlook for the coming year seems good.
We find all classes of goods in demand, particu.
larly jewelry of all kinds, diamonds, medium
grade watches, sterling silver ware. Cut glass
has not done so well, but bracelets have been ex-
ceedingly popular.

From Connecticut

S. H. KIRBY & SON, New Haven :—We calcu-
late that our Christmas trade was about to per
cent. short of that of last year. The medium
class of goods sold best and we noticed no par-
ticular change in regard to popular taste. We
do not consider our business was much affected
by the financial stringency, and as to prospects
for the coming year, we do not look for such
heavy buying.

THE LAKE & STROBE CO., Waterbury:—Our
trade is one-half as much as last year ; the lines
of goods chiefly in demand are those of cheaper
grade, there being but little sale for diamonds, ex-
pensive watches or other expensive articles. The
cause of the trouble in this city is the copper
market, as we are the second largest users of cop-
per in the United States. The price of copper has
been so high the manufacturers have been unable
to secure orders, and when the slump came in

October we were without business and without
money. Our factories are running from two to
four days of the week and not half of the help
is employed, whereas last year they were running
full time and were unable to supply the demand.
In regard to the prospects for the corning year,
we have inquired of the large manufacturers,
and some say it may pick tip about April, while
others say not until after the presidential election.

S. KRONHOLTZ, Stam ford :—My gross sales
for December fell off 20 per cent., but this was
not due so much to hard times, I think, as to the
weather, which was exceedingly inclement. Sev-
eral times during the month it was impossible for
anyone to do shopping. The effect of the financial
stringency was noticeable, but not at all serious
as far as I can judge. I understand that the fac-
tories here will' start full time in January, and
trust that business will resume its normal con-
dition about that time.

REID & TODD, Bridgeport:—There was con-
siderable falling off in Christmas trade as corn-
pared with last year, the bulk of the demand
being for low-priced goods. We have no doubt
that our business was much affected by the
financial stringency. As far as we can judge at
this time, prospects for the coming year do not
seem to be very bright.

From Florida

HESS & STAGER, Jacksonville :—Our Christ-
mas trade this year was not quite so heavy as one
year ago, and we found the smaller and more in-
expensive pieces in great demand. There has
been a very marked falling off in the sales of
diamonds. We think that the prospects here are
very good and that with the return of confidence
normal business conditions will be resumed.

From Illinois

LESTER F. LAWRENCE, Galesburg :—Our Christ-
mas trade this year is running ahead of last year,
and November made the same record in spite of
the little financial flurry. Our banks have not had
to resort to any Clearing House checks, and have
more money on hand than ever before. I cannot
see that our customers are any less liberally in-
clined than heretofore, and I am looking forward
to a nice year's business in 1908.

JOHN C. PIERIK, Springfield: — December
trade has not been quite up to last year's record,
although here, at least, we attribute it more to the
weather than to the financial difficulties. For a
part of the month the weather was most unfavor-
able and interfered considerably with the volume
of business. The financial stringency, no doubt,
had some effect on large sales. Our catalogue
trade has been excellent. We do not look for any
material difference in trade for the coming year.
Trade conditions here are very good, taking into
consideration the complaints which we hear from
other places.

ED. T. JENISON, Decatur :—From December
1st to 20th there was a great falling off in busi-
ness—on many of the days there was a falling
off of more than 5o per cent ; a few days much
more. To stimulate business I advertised very
liberally and with good results, as business picked
up immediately, and for the past two days it was
equal to that for the same two days last year;
but the heavy falling off early in the month makes
me run behind. The more popular lines were
bracelets and inexpensive card jewelry, also low-
priced hand-painted china and low-priced watches.
I attribute the falling off in business to the finan-
cial stringency, as I worked harder myself and
had better window displays and advertised more
than in the previous year. Prospects were excel-
lent until the money trouble materialized. The
crowds, it seemed to me, were larger than ever
before, but limited their purchases to the cheaper
lines of goods. I do not expect that 1908 will be
as good a year as this one.
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J. J. BEALLE & BRO., Rock ford :—Christmas
trade we calculate to be about to per cent. ahead
of last year. We think our business was much
affected by the money trouble, as it created con-
siderable fright among the people and made them
more cautious in their expenditure. We believe
that under normal circumstances we would have
done much more business, although trade, as it
was, was very satisfactory. It is our opinion
that business will fall off somewhat during next
year.

ROVELSTAD BROS., Elgin :—Business was quite
equal to our expectations under the prevailing
conditions, but fell a little short of our 1906
record. Moderate priced articles sold as well or
even better than last year, but the higher priced
articles in all lines have had very little sale, dia-
monds especially. Toilet ware, cut glass, silver
flatware in both sterling and plated, sold quite
well, and jewelry of all kinds in the moderate
priced goods sold exceedingly well. Watch sales
were about two-thirds of last year's. The trade
from the farming communities was good, even
better than ever before, but city trade was more
conservative. We look for rather quiet business
during the winter, but with financial conditions
slowly improving, we feel that by springtime con-
ditions will again have become normal.

WEBBER & TURNELL, Danville :—Our. Decem-
ber business has been very satisfactory, and we
can report a slight increase over that of the pre-
vious Christmas season. We had a good demand
for small diamonds, La Valliere chains, rings of
all kinds, bracelets, watch fobs, and had an ex-
ceptionally good demand for sterling silverware—
better, in fact, than we have had since we have
been in business. Clocks also moved very well.
We had comparatively few large sales, but people
bought liberally of medium-priced goods. The
financial trouble did not seem to affect our busi-
ness, though, judging from reports, our city seems
to have been favored in this regard. Prospects
for 1908 are very favorable, and with large crops
and good prices we see no reason for a pessim-
istic view of the future.

EGERMAN & SON, Aurora :—Our Christmas
trade, as compared with last year, is just a trifle
less; but, considering conditions all around, I
think we will find very little to complain of. For
the coming year I expect to see trade quiet, at
least until next fall, when I think it will regain
its normal condition on a much healthier basis.
This "mental panic" scare will take just so long
before it spends its injurious energy.

From Indiana
J. P. Mullally, Indianapolis :—Trade is about

the same as last year. The medium-priced goods
are in greatest demand, the more expensive kinds
moving slowly. While I cannot see that I no-
ticed any direct effect on my business from the
financial stringency, it no doubt did have much
effect, at least indirectly, inasmuch as some 20,000
people were laid off in this city during the past
sixty days. Business on Saturday, December
21st, was about the same as last year, and I cal-
culate that my business fell off about 5 per cent.
compared with the previous holiday season. Inas-
much as 1908 is election year, I do not care to
venture any prediction.

F. C. Sn ELDON, Shelbyville :—Though our
Christmas trade was not quite up to that of a
year ago, it was satisfactory in every respect.
Our customers did not buy such expensive pres-
ents, but we were well pleased with the volume
of business considering the financial trouble. The
lines which seemed in special demand were rings,
bracelets and solid silver spoons. In regard to
the prospects in this section for the coming year,
it is quite likely that business will fall off
slightly and that customers will be more con-
servative.

C. B. DYER, Indianapolis :—My Christmas
business was almost twice that of last year. The
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same lines of goods did not sell this year, as most
of our sales were not large ones. The medium-
priced articles were most in demand, and although
trade started late, it was very good along these
lines. We make a good deal of our stock of arts
and crafts things and had so many orders for
these we had to stop taking them after December
15. We feel that the recent money trouble kept
people from being very liberal this year. I feel,
however, that the coining year will be a good one.
In fact, I have such faith in it that I have ar-
ranged for extensive improvements and changes
in my place of business.

From Iowa

LEWIS & VAN SICLE, Oskaloosa :—Our busi-
ness has been very satisfactory, showing an in-
crease of about 30 per cent. for the year. We
have found a good demand for good goods, such
as solid gold and solid silverware, cut glass and
hand-painted china. The sales of these were, in
fact, ahead of any previous year. Our business
was not affected in the least by the stringency.
The demand for diamonds was far ahead of our
expectation, people from the country and small
towns being liberal buyers. We consider pros-
pects for the coming year very bright.

PAULE JEWELRY CO., Burlington.:—Christmas
trade this year was just about equal to that of a
year ago. The medium-priced goods seemed to
sell the best. The percentage of large sales, such
as diamonds and fine watches, was considerably
less than a year ago, but the amount lost in large
sales was made up by the number of sales of
medium-priced articles. This meant waiting on a
great many more people to bring in the same
amount of money. The falling off in the sales of
higher-priced articles shows that the stringency
had a telling effect to a certain degree, but the
amount of sales made showed that the people
were determined to give Christmas gifts just the
same. We do not think the financial trouble will
affect us to any great extent, although we do not
anticipate quite as large a volume of business as
we have had in the past year.

FRANK LEBRON JEWELRY Co., Keokuk :—Our
Christmas business, up to this writing, December
19th, shows a slight falling off from 1906. The
falling off has been in results, as the actual vol-
ume of business was greater than ever before.
The best proof of this is the fact that we have
nearly twice as many packages laid aside for
future delivery as in previous years; but the de-
mand has been almost without exception for
lower-priced goods. This we consider due to the
financial stringency. Locally, there has been no
reason for this condition, as our factories and
other business houses have retained all their
help ; but our people seem to have been affected
by the general lack of confidence. Undoubtedly,
as soon as confidence is restored normal condi-
tions will return; but it is our opinion that this
will not be until spring or summer of 1908.

From Kansas

R. B. Kumm & SON, Pittsburg:—We carry
mostly watches, of which we make a specialty.
We estimate that business was affected by the
financial flurry not to exceed fo or 15 per cent.
There is an abundance of money in this part of
the country, and while many people withdrew
their deposits from the banks, they still had cash
to spend. We would say that the prospects for
1908 are not quite as good as for 19o7, for two
reasons : In the first place, the election always
disturbs business to some extent ; and in the sec-
ond place the miners' scale of wages will be
fixed in April for several years. This always
means a set-back to business in a mining city.
These factors, however, will not likely result in
greater decrease than 15 per cent., as money is
very abundant here, and when the people have
cash they are always disposed to spend it.

F. M. TRUBY, Coffeyville :—Christmas trade
was slightly better than last year, but not as good
as expected; we did not notice any difference in
public taste. Business was affected by the finan-
cial stringency and buyers were less liberally in-
clined, but they were more scared than hurt.
Prospects for the next year seem very favorable.

EDWARD VAIL & CO., Wichita :—Our business
for the year 1907 up to November rst showed a
substantial gain over 1906. On October 28th
the banks in this section of the country suspended
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currency payments, which for a time caused a
decided decline in all commercial lines. Condi-
tions were fast becoming more favorable until the
National Bank of Commerce, in Kansas City,
failed. This bank was the reserve bank for the
entire banking system of this section, and every
town and village tributory to Wichita was affected
by this one failure. We have had no bank fail-
ures here. In November we made several large
sales to people who were alarmed at the bank
condition and bought diamonds if we would
accept checks on local banks, which we did on all
occasions. Our holiday business, including De-
cember 24th, comes up 4o that of 1906, much to
our surprise. We lost sonic business by being
too conservative on our own part in not having a
few more higher priced diamond pieces. The
weather conditions here for ten days preceding
Christmas were extremely unfavorable — rain,
snow and cold. The railroads had also taken off
several trains, which prevented out-of-town
buyers coining to us on account of not being able
to get here and return home the same day. All
lines were in demand, but sales were largely of
lower or moderate priced articles. Our wealthy
customers were noticeably absent. Automobiles
have cut into the diamond trade. We notice many
of our former buyers of expensive articles who
now own automobiles find that the machines take
the surplus formerly expended with us for main-
tenance and other expenses. Banks not yet hav-
ing resumed normal conditions, we feel that the
prospects for trade for the next sixty or ninety
days are not flattering. This particular section
of the country has lost nothing. The crops have
been good; prices have been good. The outlook
for a crop next year is as favorable as can be
this far ahead, and we hope for a return of gen-
erous buying at least by April f, 1908.

From Kentucky

NAGEL & MEYER, PadUCB.11:—Our holiday bus-
iness has been very gratifying. We anticipated
falling off, owing to the money stringency, but
find the public far from panicky, and our business
compares very favorably with that of last year,
which was our banner year. We can see no rea-
son why the prospects for the coming year are
anything but bright. La Valliere chains, especially
in the better lines, were in good demand. We had
to make re-orders of these, as well as bracelets,
silver and gold mesh bags and fancy combs. Our
sales in all lines were good.

From Louisiana

T. HAUSMANN & SONS, Ltd., New Orleans :—
We have had quite as many sales as last Christ-
mas, but the returns did not figure up so high.
All lines of good merchandise we found in de-
mand. While we could not say that our business
was affected by the financial stringency, we did
notice that our customers were somewhat less lib-
erally inclined than a year ago. Prospects for the
future seem quite bright.

From Massachusetts

E. W. DURGIN, Worcester :—Christmas trade
I estimate was about the same as last year, al-
though I have no doubt that business would have
been better but for the financial stringency. As
to prospects for 1908, I do not think they are
quite so bright as one year ago.

L. M. BARNES, North Adams :—Christmas
trade was fully as good as last year. The most
popular lines were jewelry, cut glass, silverware;
but all staple lines sold well. Business here, I
think, was affected very little, if at all, by the
financial stringency, and prospects for the coming
year are regarded as very bright.

F. L. PARKHURST, Fitchburg :—Our business
for the Christmas season has been the best we
have had for the five years we have been in this
store, and we do not think we have been affected
by the general financial conditions up to this time.
We have every reason to think that business in
general through this section of the State will
average up to previous years. Weather condi-
tions, with the exception of two or three days,
were ideal, and out-of-town trade bought freely.
The good sellers of last year, bracelets, neck
chains, lockets, signet rings, etc., continued in
good demand, while stone rings and brooches
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advanced greatly in favor. The higher priced
goods, such as watches, diamonds and sterling
silverware, moved slowly. We look for a falling
off in business for the next few months, owing
to the fact that we are largely dependent on man-
ufacturing and railroad interests, but we are
planning to keep our stock right up to the point
where we can take advantage of everything that
comes our way.

FRANK RICARD, Lowell :—My business COM-
pared very favorably with that of the previous
year, although it was not quite as large as I had
expected, considering the great improvements I
had made in my store. The same lines of goods
that were popular last year sold best this season
also; these included diamonds, watches, bracelets,
lockets, chains, umbrellas, manicuring and toilet
sets, etc. I expect to do quite as well the coming
year as in 1907; at least, I do not see anything
to interfere at present.

GEO. E. HOMER, Boston :—December trade for
the first part of the month fell behind the record
of last year, but the closer approach of Christmas
developed a material improvement, while to-day
(December 21St), business is considerably ahead
of last year. The lines which we found in special
demand were purses and bracelets, although toilet
articles sold well, but gold jewelry and watches
moved a little slow. I do not think the financial
trouble affected my business to any great extent,
and did not notice any great difference in the lib-
erality of purchasers. I do not look for any great
improvement in business until after the president-
ial election, although I do hope for a good, steady
trade next year. Business for the entire year is
ahead of that for the previous year, and I ex-
pect my December business will be equal to that
of last year if the next two days (December 23rd
and 24th) improve as much as the past few days
have done.

From Michigan

A. B. GRISWOLD, Bay City :—I feel quite elated
over the condition of business as far as I myself
am concerned. Right before the holidays I
moved from a poor location to the best in the
city, and have now a fine store, much better facili-
ties and larger stock. This naturally affected my
Christmas business most favorably, although we
noticed a little set-back as a result of the financial
flurry. Normal conditions have returned, how-
ever. Like many other jewelers, I should have
purchased more goods, as the late demand now
promises to be much beyond my expectations. I
think that 1908 should be one of the best our city
ever experienced, as everybody is employed and
at good wages.

A. G. BEDFORD, Ionia :—Our December busi-
ness is now touching the high spots and our total
business for the year is 50 per cent. greater than
this store has ever done in forty years. Regard-
ing December business, we find diamonds sell bet-
ter than watches, and while sterling silver and
plated ware sell well, high-grade jewelry is selling
as never before. This section is entirely unaf-
fected by the stringency; our factories have not
lost a day, and every dollar has been money. Our
farmers are indifferent to any change in the
times.

C. G. GARDNER, Manistee :—Our business for
the first eleven months of the year was 20 per
cent. better than last year. December business
fell off 15 per cent. up to the evening of Decem-
ber 21st. The cheaper lines of goods were in
most demand. I hardly think the money market
affected business in this locality. although the
demand has been for the lower price lines. Dia-
monds have not sold well and neither have the
better grades of watches. I see no reason why
business shouM not be normal next year.

H. A. BROMBERG, Battle Creek :—Our holi-
day trade will average about the same as a year
ago. Saturday, December 21st, was about one-
third better than a year ago; nevertheless, the
money stringency has been felt to some extent.
All lines of goods sold well, but a feature of the
demand worth noticing was the sales of bronze
imported novelties. If normal financial condi-
tions were restored, next year's business should
be equally profitable. Still it behooves every re-
tailer to be conservative and cautious.

H. W. HARDIE, Holland: — Our Christmas
trade has been considerably better than a year ago.
No particular line seems to go better than the
others, as the general demand is good. It is hard
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to tell to what extent business has been affected
by the financial trouble, but it certainly has made
a difference in the amount of goods sold to the
well-to-do classes. It is difficult to predict for the
coming year, but we are inclined to be very
hopeful.

From Minnesota

BULLARD BROS., St. Paul :—Up to December
17th we were ahead of a year ago, but since then
there has been a slight falling behind. The finan-
cial stringency, no doubt, has affected trade here,
though not nearly as much as it has in the East.
We consider the prospect for 1908 fairly good,
though we are expecting somewhat quieter times.

From Missouri

C. S. POOLE, Joplin :—Christmas business will
fall very far short of last December, which was
my record year. The financial conditions affected
my business very seriously; still, I am quite satis-
fied with results, having made as many sales as
heretofore, but of less expensive goods. All lines
seem to move quite freely, and I had a fair sale
for diamonds, gold watches and sterling flatware.,
China and cut glass moved fairly and jewelry of
all kinds was in demand. We are quite hopeful
of the future inasmuch as conditions in this sec-
tion are very favorable.

CHAS. H. BARD, Sedalia :—Our holiday busi-
ness was satisfactory in every way, comparing fa-
vorably with that of the previous year. Special
features were the large sales of diamonds and
sterling silver goods. There seems to be some
doubt as to business in 1908, but your subscriber
is from Missouri and will "have to be shown," as
all looks well in this part of the country. With
the right man for President, I can see nothing
but success ahead.

CLAUD WHEELER, Columbia :—My Christmas
trade so far compares very favorably with that of
last year, being a little more at the close of busi-
ness on December 21st. However, it is not up to
expectation with any of the merchants here. The
complaint was not so much that the customers
were less liberal in their buying, but that there
has not been as many customers. My records
show that while the business amounts to a little
more, we have not served near as many custom-
ers. Jewelers here are selling good goods, the
demand being for solid gold and articles of real
value. The largest part of my sales have been
of jewelry and diamonds. The slump in the
prices of farm products has affected the trade
here and will continue to do so for at least a part
of next year. We are entirely dependent upon
these things here, as our support comes from the
surrounding country and the various schools
here, of which a large percentage of the students
comes from the agricultural sections of the State.

A. KURTZEBORN & SONS, St. Louis :—Christ-
mas business was much better than we expected.
It fell behind the record of last year by about 20
per cent., although the first week in December
was 50 per cent. short of last year. Our diamond
sales were less this year than heretofore, and we
feel certain the financial stringency had much to
do with it. One of our customers purchased a
bracelet for $200 and said that if it had not been
for the drop in stocks he would have taken one
for $800, as he could easily have afforded to do
it. We look forward to a fair business this
spring, and do not think it will fall much below
that of last year.

W. P. KIRKPATRICK & CO., St. Joseph :—We
had the best December business we ever had.
Watches, diamonds and jewelry seemed to have
the lead in sales this year. Our business was not
as good as it would have been if we had not had
this financial trouble. The big fellows that should
have bought high-grade goods did not buy much
this year. We look for good business next year,
and do not see any reason why the year should
floc be a prosperous one.

From Montana

LEYS, Butte:— Christmas trade, generally
speaking, in this city is about one-half of what it
was last year. The season was slower in start-
ing up, business being nothing extra up to the
15th. As late as that date very few gifts were
purchased to be sent out of town, the majority of
customers confining their purchases to cheap
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articles, very few of the more expensive goods
being sold.

KOHN JEWELRY CO., Missoula :—Our Christ-
mas trade was much beyond our expectations and
we find the demand largely for goods of the
highest quality. As far as currency conditions
were concerned, we never give the market a
thought, as our financial institutions are as solid
as the Rock of Gibraltar. We consider business
prospects for the coming year very good.

From Nebraska

J. B. TRICKEY Co., Lincoln:—Our Christmas
trade was about It) per cent. less than last year.
We did not notice any feature in the sales that
calls for comment. We cannot say that business
was affected by the financial stringency, but did
notice that customers were less liberally inclined.
As to prospects for next year, I do not feel com-
petent to make a prediction.

COLE & HULL, Winterset :—Up to the night of
December 21st we were ahead of last year in the
amount of goods sold to the extent of at least
$3oo. The same lines of goods were in demand
as last year, but in better quality. We do not
know that we were affected by the financial
flurry, and do not see how business could have
been any better even if the money question had
not turned up.

From New Jersey

J. H. KNEER, Camden :—We had a larger
number of sales this December than in the same
month of last year, but the amount of cash re-
ceived at this writing (December 23rd) is less.
This is accounted for to some extent by the fall-
ing off in the sales of high-priced diamonds ; the
demand has been chiefly for bracelets, lockets,
chains, sleeve buttons, etc. Watches have sold
well in the lower priced goods, and I think the
quantity sold will fully equal that of last year.
Our business, up to the financial flurry, showed a
very encouraging advance over the year before,
but from that time trade fell off. Then came the
laying off of hands in the large industrial estab-
lishments and people became more careful in their
purchases. I look for only a fair trade the corn-
ing year, but then I am not an optimist.

T. H. BOWEN & CO., Bridgeton :—There is
practically no difference as far as receipts are con-
cerned, between our holiday trade this year and
that of a year ago. We rather think, however,
that there has been a greater demand for less ex-
pensive articles than usual, but it may be that we
had purchased a larger assortment of more ex-
pensive goods than usual. The outlook for busi-
ness, we think, is not so good for the coming
year as it was one year ago, although we trust we
are mistaken.

0. 0. STILLMAN, New Brunswick:—The De-
cember business, as compared with that of the
previous year, fell off about TO per cent. In re-
gard to the relative popularity of the lines, there
has been nothing special to report. Diamonds
seemed to lead, but all the staple lines proved
good sellers. I do not consider that the financial
stringency had any effect on my business, though
I fear prospects for the coming year are not so
bright as we hoped for some time ago.

From New York

T. T. TANKE, Buffalo :—I believe my holiday
trade will equal that of last year, which was my
banner season, and it now seems as if my busi-
ness for the year will exceed that of f906 by to
or 15 per cent. Solid gold and gold filled watches
and jewelry of all kinds and solid silver table
and toilet ware were the most active stocks,
while clocks, opera glasses and ornaments met
with a ready sale. Solid silver card cases had a
phenomenal run. This is a large manufacturing
center and the currency stringency was promptly
felt here, but the free use of Canadian money,
which is handled at face value without discount
by all banks and business houses, was of such
great aid that it was not necessary to use Clear-
ing House certificates or cashiers' checks by the
banks of the city. Spring trade here is always
very light, on account of the severity of the
climate at that time, but I think the outlook is
bright, although it will undoubtedly require some
few months to adjust the proper relations be-
tween currency and commerce. Meantime, let
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every jeweler be an optimist and by his attitude
endeavor to renew the atmosphere of confidence
and get his friends and customers to look on the
bright side of the situation.. Are not hard times
largely a state of mind of those who grumble
most about them?

J. C. GRAY, Portland :—Up to this writing
business has been better with me than one year
ago. In regard to the goods in demand, no spe-
cial feature developed worthy of mention. I do
not think that my business was affected in any
way by the financial stringency, and prospects for
the coming year seem to be very favorable.

C. C. BRADLEY & CO., Batavia:—Up to and
including December 21st our December business
was in excess of that of last year by fully io per
cent. The goods in most demand were the regu-
lar lines—watches, diamonds, jewelry and silver-
ware. Leather goods and umbrellas were not in
as good demand as a year ago. We cannot iee
that the financial disturbance has affected busi-
ness here. Customers were quite liberally in-
clined. We consider prospects good, but would
not be surprised should next year's business show
a slight falling off.

OTTO OFFENHAEUSER & SON, Tarrytown :—
Our Christmas trade was not quite as good as
last year. The falling off we ascribe to the finan-
cial trouble. Among the best sellers were 14-karat
jewelry and sterling silverware. Cut glass did
not move as well as formerly. We consider the
prospects for the coming year very favorable.

Wm. B. JOSEPH, Schenectady :—Our Christ-
mas trade was about to per cent. less than last
year. Seal rings, fobs, toilet and manicure sets,
watches and small diamond articles were in most
demand. The General Electric Co. here dis-
charged at least 6000 hands, which, of course,
affected our business, as the people in general
hold to their money. Trade will be rather quiet
until the presidential nominations are made.

E. R. WHITE, Buffalo :—Our holiday business
up to December 22d was fully 17 per cent. ahead
of that of the previous year. Among the lines
which sold exceptionally well were cut glass, ster-
ling flatware, bracelets, necklaces, watches, signet
rings; diamonds were slower. We did not notice
that our business was affected by the financial
stringency ; people seem to be well supplied with
money and were as liberally inclined as could be
expected. In this section at least everything looks
favorable for the coming year.

L. L. MASON, Jamestown :—Our Christmas
trade fell one-third behind that of a year ago. The
lower-priced goods were in most demand, the
more expensive articles moving slowly. We do
not know as to how far the financial stringency
affected our business, but it was no doubt a factor.

MAX H. ELBE, Niagara Falls : — Christmas
trade fell slightly below that of last year. Watches
were easily the most popular sellers, the cheaper
grades being in most demand. Diamonds came
next, but buyers were shy on account of the high
prices. My business seemed to be very little
affected by the currency conditions, although it
was noticeable that the most exclusive trade were
not such liberal buyers. I consider business
prospects excellent for the coming year, with a
slight shading off on account of presidential year.

CHAS. P. WARD, Yonkers :—Christmas busi-
ness, up to this writing, has been fully as good as
in 1906. All lines have sold Well and the outlook
for 1908 is excellent.

L. MILLER & BRO., Albany :—Christmas trade
with us was not as good as last year. The lines
of goods which sold best were watches, chains
and signet rings, but very few diamonds. Busi-
ness was much affected by the scarcity of money,
and we think that trade will be very dull for
1908.

A. D. NORTON & CO., Gloversville : — Our
Christmas trade was somewhat above the average
for the past three years. In regard to the goods
sold, we did not notice any special preference.
We do not think that our business was affected
by the financial stringency, and as far as we can
judge at present, the outlook for 1908 is very
favorable.

From North Carolina

WARREN PRIOR & SON, Fayetteville : — Our
Christmas business, up to and including December
21st, has been very good, though short of last
year. The most popular sellers have been gold
goods. There was a decided falling off in the
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sales of sterling silver goods and cut glass. But
for the financial trouble our business would have
been largely in excess of last year. There is a
general feeling of distrust, and it is difficult to
make any prediction for next year.

R. C. BERNAU, Greensboro :—Christmas trade
we calculate at about one-half of that of last
year, and I believe it is due to the banks holding
money and issuing scrip even yet. We do not
notice any difference in the trend of public taste,
but the demand is rather for medium-priced
goods. But for the financial flurry, I believe I
could have done almost the same business as last
year. Taking the Christmas business as an indi-
cation, the prospects for next year will fall far
short of those for the present year.

W. T. Vonsa & SON, Winston Salem :—
Compared with one year ago, we had fully as
many customers, but the quantity and value of
goods sold were less. Among the readiest sell-
ers we found were bracelets and bar-pins. We
do not know that our business was much affected
by the financial stringency, except that our cus-
tomers did not seem to buy such expensive pres-
ents. As far as we can judge at this writing,
the prospects here for the coming year are not
very bright.

From Ohio

J. J. FREEMAN & CO. Toledo :—At this writ-
ing (Saturday evening, the 2rst,) we are pleased
to state that our Christmas business is fully up
to our last year's mark. We, of course, are
unable to say how the next few days will corn-
pare with that of last year, but are entirely satis-
fied with the business that we have done. Regard-
ing the goods that prove most in demand, would
say that the medium and better grade of goods
seem to be in demand this year, and we think that
the tendency was decidedly towards good articles,
although not necessarily the most expensive
pieces. We have noticed a decided tendency
towards the purchase of table silver and fine
china sets and articles that might be termed
practical. Our business was undoubtedly affected
by the financial stringency. However, we are
not in position to make an exact comparison,
owing to the fact that in March of this year we
moved into our new establishment, and while we
have handled undoubtedly 25 to 33 per cent. more
people than we did last year, we are quite unable
to tell just how much more we might have done
had times been normal. Of course, there has
been an almost entire absence of large sales in
heavy diamond pieces. We feel that the more
wealthy people have curtailed their purchases
much more than the middles class. Regarding
the prospects for the coming year, we feel that
the year will be to an extent somewhat unsettled,
as presidential years always are, and coming in
with the disadvantage of our present financial
disturbance, we feel that it will take the major
part of the year to get things running smoothly
again. However, we feel that this particular sec-
tion of the country has been very much favored
and has weathered the storm better than any
part, so far as we know. The farming and agri-
cultural interests around us are in the very best
shape, and we only need the normal financial
condition to enable us to start on the reconstruc-
tion period. We feel that it will be necessary
for the manufacturers and retailers to stand to-
gether during the year, which will doubtless be
an unsatisfactory one, and more or less trying
in many ways, and with united effort we feel
certain that the jewelry trade in general will
come through the strain with flying colors.

OTTO ZOELLNER, & BRO., Portsmouth :—Our
December trade is 20 per cent. less than Decem-
ber, rgo6. Gold filled jewelry goods were espe-
cially active, bracelets and chains being in great
demand. We attribute the falling off in our busi-
ness to the financial stringency, because this being
a manufacturing city, many of the factory hands
were on short time and a large number out of em-
ployment. The purchasing public felt liberally
inclined, but their cash was limited. Prospects
are very bright here, providing confidence is re-
stored. The farmers here were never in better
condition, but they do not deposit their money in
the banks. We have been using bankers' checks
for thirty days and will have to continue to do so
until the people begin to deposit their money.
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From Pennsylvania

JOHN M. ROBERTS & SON COMPANY, Pitts-
burg :—Our business since December 1st has been
running ahead of last year at from 12 to 15 per
cent. Unless the weather changes and should be-
come very cold, say to zero, our December busi-
ness will exceed last year's, figuring on the pres-
ent increase about 23 per cent. The goods sold
are very largely moderate-priced ones. There are
not being as many heavy sales made as in former
years, but the same has been more than over-
come by the increased sales in other lines. In
fact, in our silver department we are doing twice
the business we did last year. As to the effect of
the financial stringency, we notice a decided fall-
ing off in our business during the middle and lat-
ter part of November to the extent of about to
per cent. Our buyers since the first of December
seem to be liberal in all their purchases and ap-
parently do very little shopping, or come in and
make their selection without asking any question
as regards price. We consider the business pros-
pects for next year quite as good or better than
last year, as everything points here to a reaction
in all mills and factories. In fact, the people in
general (not the business men) seem to have
plenty of money. To our mind, the only thing
there is any danger of is that there will be a
regular boom for a few months and over-produc-
tion, which we may feel the effects of next fall.
This will depend largely, however, on what party
is successful in selecting the President.

S. MALLINSKY, Braddock :—Trade has not
been so good this year as at the same time last
year, but is picking up at this writing. As Christ-
mas approaches a very material improvement is
manifested. The prospects in this section for
1908 seem very favorable, and a much better feel-
ing already exists.

KERPER & CUSTER, Pottstown :—Our Decem-
ber business has been practically the same as last
year, nor have we noticed any change in the de-
mand or any difference in public taste. We have
heard much from our customers in regard to hard
times, but receipts show that they were not badly
scared. Our local business prospects for the
coming year are considered good.

MAXWELL & BERLET, Philadelphia :—Our holi-
day business compared most favorably with that
of last year. Developments of the season worthy
of notice were the active demand for imported
goods and silver novelties, also for gold jewelry,
special attention being given to colored settings.
We had no reason to think that our business was
at all affected by the financial stringency, and we
consider prospects for the coming year to be ex-
cellent, as far as we can judge at this time.

RUDISILL BROTHERS, Altoona :—We have had
the largest and most satisfactory holiday trade we
have ever experienced in thirty-two years' busi-
ness. The bulk of the sales was in diamond
goods, watches, jewelry and silverware. The
prospects for the coming year are very encourag-
ing unless something unforeseen turns up.

J. P. ARCHIBALD. Blairsville: — Christmas
trade, all things considered, has been satisfactory.
The season opened up slowly, and it seemed as
if the money stringency would very materially
affect business, but now that it is all over, we
are up almost to the record of former years, with
the exception of last year, which was extraor-
dinary on account of I000 extra men working
here on railroad work. The most popular line of
goods was bracelets, and we sold more of these
than in any former year. High-priced diamonds
were not in so much demand as in former years,
but cut glass and hand-painted china sold well.
Good umbrellas were among my best sellers.
Watch sales were about the same as in former
years. Signet rings moved very rapidly, and
combs, brush and mirror sets moved well. Lock-
ets and chains were also in good demand and
good fountain pens sold better than ever. We
noticed that some of our best customers were in-
clined to make the same amount of money go
around more people. The business situation here
locally does not look as bright as in former
years, but it is local matters which will affect us
this year. The general outlook seems much better
than months ago.

From Tennessee
GEO. C. CALHoutv & Co., Nashville :—Our

trade this Christmas is not quite up to that of one
year ago. We find medium-priced goods in great-
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est demand and think that the financial stringency
interfered to some extent. Our opinion is that
business during the coming year will hardly be
up to the mark of the two years past, although
our Christmas trade wound up much better than
we had expected.

From Texas
THE G. A. BAHN OPTICAL AND DIAMOND CO.,

Austin :—Our December Lusiness up to this date
(December 23d), is just 27 per cent. less than our
December business of 'goo up to same date, al-
though the business for the total year of igo7 will
about equal that of igo6. The feature of the
buying was the demand for medium-priced goods.
Our business was much affected by the financial
stringency, as customers all bought very close
and tried to make their money go as far as possi-
ble. It is a fact of interest that never before had
we such a large number of diamonds offered by
private individuals as during this holiday season;
also we had refunded more cash on diamonds
that had been sold under a cash guarantee value
than has been the case in a great many years. As
to the prospects for 19°8, we do not consider
them at all promising.

From West Virginia
SHEPP BROS., Wheeling :—Our holiday busi-

ness to date, by careful comparison, is 20 per cent.
less than last year, but compares favorably with
1903. We sold more goods and to more people
than last year, but sold them at a special reduc-
tion of 20 to 30 per cent., on account of our new
building. Low-priced watches, diamonds, cut glass
lockets, bracelets, fobs and cheaper goods sell
well, while silverware and higher priced goods
did not move. The financial stringency hit the
town hard, as we have over 15,000 men out of
work in Wheeling and the immediate vicinity. We
do not at present consider the prospects for the
coming year bright, and unless changes take
place which we cannot now forsee, the prospects
are very poor.

From Wisconsin
W. H. KRESS, Sheboygan :—Christmas trade

was not equal to that of last year. The lines
which sold best with us were lockets, chains and
bracelets. Our business was considerably af-
fected by the money stringency and customers
were not as liberal in their purchases. We do not
consider the prospects for the coming year as
extraordinarily bright.

W. T. IRVINE, LaCrosse :—Our trade is con-
siderably ahead of a year ago. We did extensive
advertising and have not felt the effect of the
stringency in the least. The bulk of our trade
was in the various lines of popular priced jewelry,
diamonds, watches, silverware and cut glass. Our
advertising in the daily papers and in the street
cars improved our trade wonderfully. We think
prospects for the coming year are excellent.

New Year Resumption of Industrial Activity

Reports from the various industrial centers
show that the new year will find the temporary
industrial depression a thing of the past, as plans
have been made for the general resumption in
those industries which were temporarily closed
down. In most cases it is stated the resumption
is made imperative by the receipt of large orders
and this is especially true in the iron industry,
which is generally regarded as the great trade
barometer. At Braddock and Homestead, Read-
ing and Lebanon, Johnstown and the Pennsylva-
nia points where the shut-down was supposed to
be indefinite, an inflow of orders compelled the
resumption of work. One of the Wheeling, W.
Va., jewelers above quoted referred to the serious
effect on this business of the shut-down of in-
dustries in that city. We now learn that with the
opening of the New Year, 15,000 men in the
Wheeling district who were forced into idleness
by the financial conditions will promptly go to
work. From the textile mills of Massachusetts
and other centers of industry come the same re-
ports of general r( sumption on full time and with
the full quota of hands. In the jewelry industry
itself the same conditions prevail. The manufac-
turers have entirely recovered from the fright
of last November, and many of the factories
which suspended operations for an indefinite
period have already resumed with a full supply
of hands.
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INTEREST

John Hillinger, of the firm of Hillinger & Co.,
is out on his regular trip West.

Frank R. Truell, the hustling representative of
the W. H. Saart Co., Attleboro, Mass., is being
congratulated on the arrival of a new daughter at
his home.

F. E. Hyatt, traveler for the Philadelphia
Watch Case Co., started on his regular trip
through Texas and the Southwest the latter part
of December.

A. H. Jenks & Son, Danville, N. Y., have sold
their jewelry business to C. W. Parker, a jeweler
formerly located at Westfield, Pa. It is stated that
Jenks & Son will retire from business.

Louis E. Fay, Western agent of the R. F.
Simmons Company, will continue in charge of the
Chicago office during the corning year. He reports
a very prosperous business for last year.

The manufacturing firm of McRae & Keeler,
of Attleboro, will be represented in Chicago and
the West by Ben. Sandfelder. His headquarters
will be in the Heyworth Building, where they were
last year.

Max Gluck, formerly traveler for Otto Young
& Co., and H. F. Hahn & Co., is now purchasing
agent for the Laemnile Film Service, distributers
of moving-picture supplies, and makes his head-
quarters in New York.

Oscar S. Schmidt, for many yeirs represent-
ative of the Aikin-Lambert Co., New York, in
southern territory and on the Pacific coast, will,
after January 1st, represent Moore & Son, of
Newark, N. J., in the same territory.

Harry F. Sanger, the enterprising jeweler, of
Lima, N. Y., is noted in that section of the country
for the excellence and originality of his advertising
methods. He makes liberal use of printers' ink
and always in such ways as attract attention and
bring trade.

The Poole Silver Co., Taunton, Mass., state
that they have felt no effect of the recent depres-
sion. Their factory continues to work full time
and a powerful hydraulic press of modern design
has just been added to the equipment. There will
be no change in the traveling force of the company
for the present year.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., the well-known
" high-grade store fixture makers," Sheboygan,
Wis., expect to have their new catalogue ready
for distribution about the middle of the present
month. This new compilation will be the most
complete of it kind ever issued and will contain
in all over 600 pages. The catalogue will be
instructive and valuable to an unusual degree
inasmuch as it will give plans, suggestions, interior
Views, drawings, measurements, detailed des-
criptions and specifications with prices, etc.,
information of immeasurable value to all jewelers.
Twenty-four different woods and finishes are
reproduced in colors; over 260 pages are devoted
to floor cases, show cases, counters, tables, etc.,
with detailed specifications. The enormous cost
of the compilation and its instructive Character
account for the small charge made for a copy of it
as announced in the company's advertisement.
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Frank L. Barton, the hustling member of the
manufacturing firm of George N. Steere & Co., has
already started on his Western trip.

Henry G. Pfordresher, the aggressive Chicago
and Western representative of George L. Brown
& Co., the Attleboro chainmakers, will continue to
represent this company during 1908, and will start
out over the Western circuit with his spring lines
the last week in December.

Herman C. Watts, of Forrest, Ill., has resigned

the secretaryship of the Illinois Retail Jewelers'
Association and George B. Donaldson, of Girard,
has been appointed to succeed him. Inasmuch as
S. INT. Strain has moved from the State, C. W.
Slaybaugh, of Taylorville, has assumed the office
of president.

J. V. Bergen, formerly with the J. D. Bergen
Co., Meriden, Conn., who recently severed his
connection with that company-, is now associated
with The J. J. Niland Co., of Meriden, Conn.,
manufacturers of cut glass. Mr. Bergen has
acquired an interest in the business and will repre-
sent the firm in southern territory.

Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass., the veteran
manufacturer of high-grade watch and clock oils,
has now in process of refinement an unusually
large supply of the highest grade oil. His enter-
prise and daring was recently rewarded with an
exceptionally large catch, which assures a big
supply of fine-grade oil for some time to come.

C. Christensen, formerly watchmaker for But-
terfield Bros., Portland, Ore., resigned his position
recently to start in business for himself and will
open a regular jewelry and optical store in the new
Corbett Building on the corner of Fifth and Mor-
rison Streets, with a complete stock of all suitable
lines. Mr. Christensen is an accomplished jeweler
and progressive business man, and we wish for him
quick success in his new venture.

Ambrose Kent & Sons, Toronto, Canada,
recently celebrated the fortieth anniversary 'of
the founding, of the business by Ambrose Kent.
This is one of the most successful jewelry firms in
Canada and ranks with the best on the entire con-
tinent. Mr. Kent received many congratulations
on the occasion, in which THE KEYSTONE joins
with the hope it will be given to him to retain his
place at the head of the firm for many years .to
come.

Lowe Bros., Port Byron, N. Y., were the
victims of a serious robbery on the morning of
December Toth when their safe was blown open
with dynamite. Among the goods taken were
forty-two ladies' rings, all stone rings, all the
watches which were on hand for repairs and several
new ones that happened to be with the customers'
watches. It is supposed that the robbers were
frightened off inasmuch as they could have taken
additional goods to the value of about $15oo in a
few more minutes' time.

Henry L. Samuels, the accomplished traveling
man and popular representative of the Brainard &
Wilson Co., Danbury, Conn., manufacturers of art
metal goods, will continue to represent this com-
pany during 1908. His territory will be the same as
last year and will include all States between New
York and the Pacific Coast. Writing under date of
December 18th, Mr. Samuels said: "I am anticipat-
ing having a very successful business trip as I posi-
tively know that the trade will he all cleaned up by
the first of the year owing to the conservatism of
buyers in placing their Christmas orders. It has

been generally- understood, and is a fact, that the
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trade realize that they will need more goods than
they are buying to supply the holiday demand, but
the uncertainty of the money markets made them
hold off. The fact that many people have taken
their money out of the banks and are carrying it

around should tend to make business good rather

than otherwise. The year 1906 has been a most

successful one for me and for the company which I
represent, as sales far surpassed even our most

sanguine expectations.

The Middletown Silver Co., Middletown,
Conn., will be represented on the road during the

coming year as follows : H. Burroughs Beach, in
New England and North Atlantic States ; Joseph
Irons, in New York City and Southern States ; G.
S. Titus, in Chicago and Middle West, and H. C.
Churchill on the Pacific coast.

PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

James J. McLaughlin, a well-known member

of the trade in this city, and for many years in

the employ of H. Mulles Sons and later in busi-

ness for himself, died suddenly last month. Some

seven years ago the deceased resigned .his posi-

tion with H. Muhr's Sons and formed a partner-

ship with Leon Rains, and the firm engaged in
business at Thirteenth and Sansom Streets. The

venture, however, did not prove a success, and
Mr. McLaughlin finally retired from business. He
was very popular with the trade, and the news of

his death was heard with much regret.

One of the prettiest special pieces turned out

by Philadelphia silversmiths for some time was

the sterling silver cup awarded the winning team

in the recent Annapolis-West Point football game

and presented by the Army and Navy Life. The

cup is the work of the Bailey, Banks & Biddle

Co. and attracted much admiring attention while

displayed in their window. The height of the

cup, including the base, is 20Y.t inches and the

decorations were beautifully executed. These

latter were singularly appropriate and entailed

an unusual amount of skilled workmanship. An-

other handsome piece displayed in the window of

this firm, which was greatly admired, was the

handsome American polo championship trophy,

offered by the Coronado Country Club, Coronado

Beach, Cal. The design was highly artistic and

very appropriate for the purpose intended.

Colonel J. Warner Hutchins, the prominent

diamond merchant and club man, attended the

annual dinner of the Pennsylvania Society in New

York City as a member of Governor Stuart's

staff. Colonel Hutchins, who is a prominent

member of the Mystic Shriners, was recently

chosen representative to the imperial council.

A special meeting of the Philadelphia Jewel-

ers' Club will be held on January 14th for nom-

ination of officers for the current year. The

election will take place early in February. Ar-

rangements are already being made by the club

for the great annual trade function, the banquet,

which will be held at the Bellevue-Stratford on

Washington's Birthday. It is expected that the

forthcoming banquet will outshine all its prede-

cessors. The after-dinner speakers will include

men of national fame as orators and statesmen.
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" NEW GOODS and INVENTIONS
6-,

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a perma-
nent feature of Tun KEYSTONI our twofold object being to keep the jeweler and optician
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the workman at the bench
equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances.]

A New Alarm Clock •
The latest advance in the

evolution of the perfect alarm
clock is shown in our illustration.
The new clock is known as the
" Rotator," and is made by the
E. Ingraham Company, Bristol,
Conn. Its distinctive features
are an alternating alarm and the
fact that the bell is hidden en-
tirely within the case, the latter
being encircled with perforations
to allow the sound to escape.
To prevent dust from getting
into the movement through these
perforations, a dust cap is located
between the bell and movement,
dividing the case into two com-
partments absolutely separated.
The forward one is perforated
and contains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and dust proof and
contains the movement. A bell arranged in this manner has many advan-

tages over one placed on top of case
or at the back. Being wholly within
the case it cannot be muffled by corn-
ing in contact with any foreign object,
nor can it be displaced or thrown
out of adjustment by striking against
something. As the diameter of the
bell is practically that of the interior
of the case, it is in consequence much
larger and noisier than any other bell
on the market. The alarm rings for
about a quarter of a minute, and is
silent a similar period, alternating
thus for about twelve minutes, but is
fitted with a manual " shut off," by
means of which the alarm may be
discontinued at will. The clock is
six inches in height with 4 -inch dial.
The case is of seamless drawn brass,

A—Dial
8-13811
C—Oust CeP
D—Movement

nickeled and highly polished.

New Claw Stretching and Repairing Plier
The continued popularity of set rings has added very considerably to the

work of the repair department as well as to the responsibility of the work-
men. Under the circumstances it behooves the jewelers to provide their
workmen with
the most effective
tools for the work
in hand. We
show in the ac-
companying il-
lustration a new
claw stretching
and repairing
plier which is be-
ing furnished to
the trade by
Hammel, Rig-
lander & Co.,
New York. This
plier is very ef-
fective for the
purpose intended
and will mean a considerable saving of time and work in the repairing of a
broken or worn setting. It is made of the best Swedish steel finely nickel
plated and as a tool is constructibly perfect. The directions for using this
tool is as follows : For repairing worn settings, place the slotted jaw on the
outer side of setting and the ball-tipped one on the inner side, pulling from or
pushing against the setting, as occasion may require, all the while pressing
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the handles of the plier firmly together. With little practice, any jeweler
can easily repair a worn-out Tiffany or skeleton setting, or draw out a broken
claw as good as new in a few minutes.

A Reversible Bracelet
Results of the holiday sales proved the continued popularity of the

bracelet. Many of the jewelers report that bracelets proved the best sellers
in their holiday lines, and this condition is likely to continue into the spring
trade. In view of this our readers
will be interested in the bracelet
novelty shown in our illustration.
This bracelet combines to an un-
usual degree attractiveness and econ-
omy. Being reversible it is really
two bracelets in one. It is made by
the Torrey Jewelry Co., of Attle-
boro, Mass. It is comfortable to
wear as the metal does not come in
contact with the arm. All manner of gems are used in the settings,
comprising jade, amethyst, pearl, turquoise, topaz, emerald, light sapphires,
etc. The bracelet is advertised by many jewelers as " double value for
single price," and the idea seems to be very effective in making sales.

A New Eyeglass Mounting
The latest eyeglass mounting is known as the " Vici," and would seem

to well deserve its pretentious title. It is being furnished to the trade by
F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, who claim for it superiority to any of the rigid
bridge mountings heretofore on the market. Special attention is called to
the formation of the bridge at its junction point with the stud where it rests
against the nose, as shown in the illustration. The bend is abrupt,
thereby allowing a narrower inter-pupillary distance than with other
constructions and permitting closer conformation to the shape of the nose.
The guard is thus practically a continuation of the arch of the bridge when
the mounting is properly fitted, doing away with the bunching of the fleshy
portions of the nose. The guard is a new shape and of novel construction.
The looped arm which connects the body with the bridge is of such design

that the angle of the guard may readily be changed as well as raised and
lowered. The guard is formed with a long upper portion extending well
under the brow, and owing to its scroll formation may readily be set so that
the pad on the end may be shaped independently of the other parts to give
the requisite pressure at the front edge of the guard. Another advantageous
feature is that the finger pieces by which the guard is operated are so formed
that when seen from the front they exactly conform to the lines of the strap
holding lenses and are therefore less conspicuous.

New Designs in Jewelry

One of the unexpected, but most welcome, features of the holiday trade
was the great demand for silver novelties. This indicates a revival of the
popularity of these goods which should
be turned to good account by the trade
during the spring season. We show
herewith a sample of an unusually hand-
some lot of new designs in belt buckles
which have been placed on the market
by the W. H. Saart Co., of Attleboro,
Mass. There is a flavor of newness and
distinctiveness to all these designs,
which is certain to attract attention.
They are handsomely executed and
richly finished. This company has also
placed on the market an unusually large
line of mesh bags, vanity cases, buckles,
sash pins, bracelets, etc., these being characterized by the same beauty and
variety of design. The holiday developments have riveted trade attention
on these goods which will no doubt be given a place of honor among
spring lines.
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SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER

As we go to press the entire

Bright Prospects jewelry trade in this section

for the are drawing in their lines pre-

New Year paratory to stock-taking the

latter part of this month. We

are pleased to say that the year just past closed in

a very healthy condition. The retailers will be

in the market for stock to replace the large

amount of small pieces that were sold during the

recent holidays. The money troubles are adjust-

ing themselves nicely and several of the Pacific

Coast banks are beginning to cancel the local

Clearing House certificates that have been in use

for the last sixty days. We feel safe in saying,

no matter what conditions may be in other sec-

tions of the country, that San Francisco will go

ahead from now on with rapid strides. We have

had an abundance of rain and the outlook for

crops throughout this entire territory is very

promising, and we can let the matter rest safely

in the farmers' hands, as we feel quite sure that

when they are prosperous the rest of us will get

along very nicely. The rapidity of the march

toward normal conditions in San Francisco is

constantly being testified to by the government

and other statistics. The receipts from customs

have been greater since than before the fire, but

it is possible that they were affected by large im-

portation of an unusual character rendered neces-

sary by the work of rehabilitation. There is

nothing abnormal, however, in the figures of the
receipts of the local postoffice, which footed
$166,352 for the month of October, a gain of
$22,699 over October, 1906. They show pretty
conclusively that San Francisco is reaching her
old-time position with astonishing celerity and
that she will soon be making new high records
for herself in every field of energy and enter-
prise.

F. M. Rieche, one of the leading retail
jewelers, on South Spring Street, Los Angeles,
has had his store refinished, after having quite
some damage done to it in the fire that started in
the back of his establishment from one of his
electric motors. The damage was mostly due
to smoke and water, which delayed this gentle-
man a little bit towards making his usual Christ-
mas display.

H. C. Paulson, the manager of the Paulson
Jewelry Co., of Sonora, Cal., was one of the late
ante-holiday buyers in this market and bought
quite an extensive line of goods for his Christmas
trade.

Charles A. Daunt, the wideawake retail
jeweler, of Modesto, Cal., was also among the
out-of-town tradesmen that called upon the
wholesale trade shortly before the holidays.

George Larson, who was formerly located at
120 Sutter Street, has now got his high-class en-
graving establishment at 2116 Sutter Street,
where he is executing the orders of his many
friends in the trade.

Robert Bastheim, who looks after the local
retail jewelry trade for the wholesale firm of the
Alphonse Judis Co., has been away from his
usual haunts for the last two months, and his.
smiling face is greatly missed by his many friends
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among the retail jewelry business. We are in

hopes that he will be with us in the near future,

as the doctors under whose charge he has been

hold out great hopes that they will be able to let

Robert leave the sanitorium soon.

E. Green, of the wideawake jewelry firm

of G. W. Green & Son, of Woodland, Cal., was

one of the recent buyers in this market. Mr.

Green returned home after laying in a very desir-

able line of goods for future sales.

Charles Noack, one of the leading retail

jewelers of the State capital, came to town two or

three days before the holidays to execute some

commissions that his customers had placed with

him. This gentleman did not have much time to

spend with us, as he was anxious to get home to

look after a number of special things that lie con-

templated selling for the holidays.

C. J. Niner, who conducts a retail jewelry

store at Pleasanton, Cal., made his quarterly call

upon the wholesale jewelry trade late last month.

0. Blomquist, who was one of the old orig-

inal downtown retail jewelers, has lately re-estab-

lished himself in his new location at 219 Mont-

gomery Street. This gentleman had a temporary

store on Geary Street, near Van Ness Avenue,

right after the fire. He was very nitich pleased

to know that he could find suitable quarters near

his old location, as it will enable him to take care

of the wants of his many customers in this pres-

ent neighborhood.
A. Eisenberg & Co. are making preparations

to move into their new quarters in the Bullock
& Jones Building, corner of Kearny Street and
Post. They will have the entire third floor of
this new A-class building, just one block south

of their ante-fire location. The entire establish-
ment will be fitted up in a manner befitting the
size of this house with accountants' room, store-
room, offices and a first-class diamond room with
an unobstructed north light.

H. C. Wilkins, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Red Bluff, Cal., was seen buying a
lot of novelties from the wholesale houses just
before Christmas.

J. J. Hoin, who manages a retail jewelry store
in Antioch, Cal., paid his many friends in the
wholesale district his semi-annual visit last month
and returned home in time to take care of his
Christmas business.

Emanuel Levy, the wholesale jewelry jobber,
who is now located on Fillmore Street near Sutter,
has signed a lease for a new office space in the
Kahm Building, at 717 Market Street. As soon
as the quarters are furnished with new fixtures
this youngest wholesale firm will move in.

J. A. Mills, one of the leading jewelers of
Falls City, Oregon, has improved the appearance
of his store by installing a complete new set of
display trays and has also added two new show
cases.

George W. Parker, retail jewelry dealer,
doing business in Angel's Camp, has installed a
complete new set of wall show cases,

The Shuey Jewelry Co., which is doing busi-
ness in Red Bluff, Cal., has refinished the entire
establishment, and the new wall and show cases
enable the firm to display the large line of Christ-
mas novelties to the very best advantage.

Freidberger & Co., who are known as the
little jewelry store that does the largest business
that is located on one of the main thoroughfares
of Stockton, have now a very attractive little
store. This firm has torn out all of the old fix-

tures and have put in a very attractive set of wall

and show cases in weathered oak.
C. W. Dreiss, the wideawake retail jeweler, of

Chico, Cal., has recently put in a new style horse-

shoe show case, which adds considerably to the

appearance of this store.
Keegan & Rosencrantz, who are well known

in this territory, have just returned from a three

years' business trip from the Far East. These

enterprising young hustlers represent a large num-

ber of manufacturers in America and travel to

all of the out-of-the-way places in the Orient in

the interests of some of the leading American

products, from watches to sewing machines. Both

of the boys will spend a few months in America

calling upon their trade connections, when they

will again start out from this port to recanvass

their trade throughout the Orient. They say that

the boycott of American goods in China is a

thing of the past, and they credit the Celestials

with a very friendly feeling towards Americans

and American wares at the present time.

R. & L. Meyers, the young and hustling firm

that are handling tools and materials exclusively,

will move from their temporary quarters, at 1039

O'Farrel Street, and will be found after January

ist at their old downtown location, 21 Kearny

Street.
Hammersmith & Co., the retail jewelers, of

San Francisco, are having their new building,

which is being erected on Grant Avenue, at Sutter

Street, rushed to completion, as they wish to be

among the pioneers who contemplate coming

back to the old retail section downtown.

Shop Shots

You may be well advertised by your loving

friends, but you will never live long enough to

get rich by such advertising.
Don't argue. Argument breeds bad blood and

convinces no one. It rather strengthens both

parties in their original positions.
The clerk who wants larger wages must be a

money maker for his employer. Simply holding

down the job will not increase the firm's profits.

Some expenses produce profits ; some reduce

them. If you are to consider a large reduction

of expense, beware how you cut into the former

class I
Originate your own plans and carry them out.

You may be able to copy your neighbor's plans,

but it is very doubtful if you can copy his success.

Can you teach others things which you your-

self do not know? That is why the man at the

head of the business should know how to do the

things at its foot.
Worry has spoiled a good many otherwise

first-class business men. If a man would succeed,

he should learn to keep out of things which cause

fruitless worriment.
Any method of telling people the advantages

of your store is advertising. The method that

tells the most people, most effectively, at the least

price is the best advertising.
How much better you like the railroad whose

officials are uniformly courteous and obliging

without expecting constant tips I Just so the

women feel regarding stores.
They say that this is a day of specialists.

That may be true, and yet the successful mer-

chant is he who sells the most lines well rather

than he who sells one line supremely well.
—Frank Farrington, in Printers' Ink.
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GREETING AND GRATITUDE
'We hasten to extend to our patrons the compliments of the season

and our sincere thanks for the liberal patronage which made the past year
the greatest in our history.

We trust that our patrons have had a like record, and that another
prosperous year has dawned for each of them.

We are sincerely grateful for the loyalty of our friends, and will show
our appreciation by an even better service during the present year. We
have now ample supplies in all lines to replenish holiday depletions and
enable you to begin the year to best advantage.

The Meyer Jewelry Company
Hurry-Up Jewelers for Hurry-Up People 1008 to 1018 Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

BELL PHONE, 1765 MAIN HOME PHONE, 1765 MAIN

--51 C-c=-5-Dertr0-10ia

The

American Cuckoo Clock Company
Philadelphia

Extends to its many friends, patrons and
the trade in general

tbe %eason's Greetingz
We also want to express our thanks for the substantial

appreciation the trade has shown us in our efforts to give them
the best Cuckoo Clocks made anywhere in this wide world.
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LA VALLIERES
Artistic designing, carefully selected pearls and
stones, together with clever workmanship char-
acterize all our productions.

The prices range from $2 to $2oo

CROSSMAN COMPANY
3 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

THE NEW SHIRT WAIST RING

9,

No. 5531. $2.20 reg. No. 55.32. $2.00 reg.

10 K. Hand Chased. Stones of All Colors

SAittagatg 
Manufacturing and
Wholesale Jewelers

47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Ch.cago, 405 masonic Temple—L. KATLINSKY
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Some January Don'ts

BY JOHN TWEEZER

From the very first January First,

down to this latest of 1908, it has been a

habit of the human mind on this dayun-
consciously, in most instances—to take an
account of the individual moral stock; to

sort the bad from the good ; to sift motives

and analyze purposes; and to resolve to do

better. For the time suggests "another

try" ; the beginning of a new year calls for

the beginning of new ways of doing things.

In the Roman mythology, Janus ( Janu-

ary) was represented as a two-faced
god, one face looking back over the past,

the other gazing forward into the fu-
ture. The human mind poises itself in the

same attitude of retrospect and prospect, on

each January First; but it also (as gods

need not) looks inward upon itself ; and this

introspection, this inventory of one's mental

and moral faculties and powers and sins, is

what counts for the soul's gain.
The traditional new year resolutions

are of the positive kind—the determination

to do things. But quite as important are

the negative resolves. The moral values,

which are summed up in Character, and the

practical values, which spell Business Suc-

cess, are as much concerned in the negative

as in the positive virtues. Therefore "the

time, the place and circumstance" seem fit-

ting for a consideration of some of the

DON'TS of the new year ; to the end that

we may grow lustily from eating only

healthful food, avoiding such as would

bring about spiritual dyspepsia and business

stomach-ache.
You may not agree with my choice of

Don'ts for the very head of the list; but I

select it as affecting a greater number of

the public, as most immediately concerning

the happiness of your family and your

friends, and as vitally important in your

own business success, when I advise, first

and foremost,

Don't Complain

The whiner is an affliction to society,
a nuisance in the family circle and a brake

on his own commercial progress. The old

song spoke a truth : "Laugh, and the world

laughs with you ; weep and you weep

alone." Trade avoids the counter of the

sour-faced salesman; it gathers to the smil-

ing man. There's no such compelling power

as sunshine; the man who laughs wins

every time, other conditions being equal.

Be cheery; cultivate an optimistic habit of

mind ; don't be cast down by disappoint-

ment, or don't show it; rebound from obsta-
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cles like a resilient rubber tire; and let your
face shine with the instinct of looking on

the bright side of things.

Don't be a Clam

Give ear to new propositions, and sight
to new things. It doesn't follow that you
must go into the new line because you per-
mit it to be shown you ; but it is worth your
time to be informed as to new things and
taught the new ways. The clam stays where
he is put ; the clam makes no progress.
There's no hope for a clam's "getting
there."

Don't be Lazy

Laziness is the right name for about
three-fourths of all the merchant's short-
comings. Take pains. Few have ade-
quately estimated the real profit of pains-
taking. It means about everything needful;
it means the best shopkeeping, the best ad-
vertising, the best attention to those details
which please customers, the best financing

of a business. It stands for most of the
business virtues. It spells success, if suc-

cess is possible,

Don't Deceive the Public

Deception means more than represent-

ing brass as gold, and two-year values as
twenty-year "guarantees." Silence is often

deception ; letting the buyer depend on her
own judgment is sometimes deception. Be

perfectly candid ; tell your customer that an

article is not as good as the manufacturer

represents, if you have accurate knowledge

of values ; and lose the sale rather than put

a lie through your cash register. Some day,

some where, a jeweler is going to make a

fortune by telling the absolute facts, always;

and then the fashion will spread. Don't lie

about your big sales, or your little profits;

don't lie about your competitor ; don't lie

about yourself. You can't make the average

citizen believe you to be much better than

you are ; have a care that he does not think

you quite as good as you ought to be.

Don't Fear too Much

Fear has kept too many good fellows

from gathering the success that waited their

grasp. Fear that "it won't sell"; fear that

they may go too deeply in debt ; fear of the

aggressions of the lively rival around the

corner; fear of one's own incapacity. One

merchant catches a mercantile cold and dies

of pneumonia because he stood shivering on

the brink of the stream ; another plunges

in and dries his clothes on the other side,

where the golden apples lie and the warm

sunshine spreads around. The thing to do
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is to gather the facts and study the pros-

pect most carefully ; then, if you are re-

solved, wade in. Many merchants fall short

of complete success because they are too
timid ; the smaller number fail from ventur-
ing too far.

Don't Fuss

Go easily and evenly. The prevailing
American epidemic is nerve-strain. Worry
kills thousands to work's hundreds. Don't
cry over spilt milk—the cow is in the pas-
ture and there'll be another drink. If your
clerk breaks a piece of cut glass, or your
watchmaker fails in a job, or the boy missed
a spot in his window-shining, don't "go on";
there should be temperance in all things.
The world has not come to an end even
when your bank fails and your funds are
tied up. Life is short enough at best ; don't
hurry its going, for you'll be a long time
dead. There's always time for everything
worth while ; so don't fuss.

And now you ask, "And is this all?
What about advertising, and the cash dis-
count, and this and that and the other ?"
No, it is not all ; it isn't even .a beginning.
It is only an index. Sit down and develop
the Don'ts to fit your own case; and here's
my blessing and best wishes that all good
things may come to you in the New Year!

TWEEZERISMS

"A bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush;" but you'll have trouble in getting
the bird to believe it.

There seem to be more ways of spend-
ing money than of gathering it.

When I make a blunder it is an acci-
dent ; when you make it, it is a mistake.

If a Lie and the Truth started in a race,
it is ten to one that the Lie would round the
three-quarters before the Truth got well
started, but one to ten that the Lie won out.

A man of talent may be able to make
a whistle out of a pig's tail; but a man of
genius would have to be called to make the
tail.

When you repent of your sin you pay
fifty cents on the dollar ; when you forsake
your sin you pay in full.

There are no religious disputes among
the cannibals—they all cook a missionary in
the same way.

Prudery is coquetry gone to seed.
The conscience is one witness which

ran never be charged with perjury. J. T.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

About Modern Methods to Measure the
Intensity of Light, or Photometry

People have tried to measure the in-
tensity of a source of light by purely object-
ive methods. One, for example, is purely
electric, as it makes use of the property of
selenium to change its resistence to the elec-
tric current with the slightest change in the
intensity of the light falling upon it. An-
other method makes use of the property of
the silver salts to be more or less decom-
posed during the same interval of time by
the greater or smaller intensity of the light
striking the photographic plate. But al-
though these methods possess a very high
degree of sensitiveness, they have this great
disadvantage, that the maximum or mini-
mum effect of light as shown by them does
not always correspond to what the human
eye perceives as maximum or minimum
under the same circumstances. These meth-
ods, therefore, are excellent whenever rays
of light are examined for which, like the
heat or chemical rays, the eye is not sensi-
tive; but there can be no doubt that for the
ordinary rays of light, from the lowest red
to the highest violet of the solar spectrum,
there is no better judge than the eye, as no
known substance obeys the same laws with
regard to light as the human eye does. This
point is well brought out in a paper by Vic-
tor Quittner, in The Scientific American
Supplement. He there gives a short resume
of the modern methods of photometry. Ac-
cording to him, the standard unit of meas-
urement in Germany, the old standard can-
dle being discarded, is called a Hefner can-
dle power, designated HK, which represents
the horizontal radiation of a standard acety-
lene lamp of prescribed dimensions.

All photometric methods and apparatus
are based on the law that the illumination of
a surface is proportional to the power of
the source of light divided by the square of
its distance from the surface. In the vari-
ous apparatuses, light from a standard
source and from the one being examined
are thrown on a screen which can be moved
until the intensities of the adjacent illumina-
tions are equal, when the illumination of the
lamp being tested can be compared with the
standard lamp by the relative distances of
the two lamps from the screen.

He described the simple Bunsen grease-
spot photometer which has a mean error of
from i to 3 per cent., the Lummer-Brodhun
prism photometer, an improved form of
which, called the contrast photometer, has
a mean error of only Y4. per cent., and also
Weber's photometer, which can be used for
measuring either the candle power of a

source or the illumination of a surface. He
discusses the meaning of the terms hori-
zontal, maximum, spherical and hemispher-
ical intensities of illumination, and describes
Ulbricht's hollow spherical globe by which
the spherical and hemispherical candle
power of a lamp can be measured.

Artificial sources of light do not emit
rays of equal intensity in all directions, and,
as an example, he gives the distribution of
light by an arc lamp. No light is thrown
directly upward, and the greatest intensity
in any direction upward is only 150 HK.
In the horizontal plane it is but 200 HK, be-
low which it increases very rapidly to 1165
HK in a direction about 35 degrees below
the horizontal, and then decreases as rapidly
to zero at 6o degrees and below.

He says that the artificial illumination
of office and school desks varies from 20
to mo lux, one of which is the illumination
of a standard Hefner candle i meter distant.
For reading, 50 lux is found to be as satis-
factory as ordinary daylight, but illumina-
tion of less than io lux injures the eye.
Diffused daylight varies from 2 to 3 lux on
a cloudy day to 400 on a bright day. Direct
sunlight, according to Michalke, equals
60,000 lux and according to Weber 150,000.

A Test Card for the Illiterate

The test card shown in the accompany-
ing illustration has been brought forward
lately by Dr. Charles A. Oliver, Philadel-
phia. The doctor claims the following ad-
vantages for this set:

I. Each test object has its component parts
and interspaces included absolutely within the
one-minute angle limit of vision or more, thus
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avoiding all effort to decipher complicated forms
and preventing any visual confusion which might
be produced by intricate characterization.

2. Each test object is placed in the center of
an area which is either equal to or greater than
the size of the object itself. This has been done
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so that the test objects cannot interfere with one
another, thus preventing, just as was obviated, any
confusion by too close an approximation of the
entire groups.

3. Each line of test object is of a size that
should be seen at five meters' distance or even
fractional multiples thereof, thus avoiding useless
calculation as to relative values.

In the preparation of this card, as in the pre-
vious three-edition letter series, the finest plate
work has been procured, the proper color of ink
has been used, and the correct printing of the
objects themselves has been made. The choice of
the material used in the construction of the card,
the regulation of its size, and the selection of its
tints have been carefully studied.

The tests are made in the ordinary way by
having the subjects state either verbally or by
motion which side of the object is open.

To the reviewer this card, which is for
sale at Messrs. Wall & Ochs, of Philadel-
phia, appears to offer one disadvantage. It
is true that each figure appears under an
angle of 5 minutes, like the letters and
signs on Snellen's card, but the different
parts of the figure are separated by a space
corresponding to three minutes while those
of the usual test cards are separated by an
interval of only one minute. This makes.
the Oliver test card three times more easily
recognized, and therefore misleading for
comparison with the other cards.

A Study of Refraction Based on Four
Thousand Cases

At the last meeting of the American
Academy of Ophthalmology and Otolaryng-
ology, at Louisville, Ky., Dr. J. F. Byington,
of Battle Creek, spoke about his experience
in refraction work. Here is a short resume
of his paper:

Objective tests have a fascination and value
which all must acknowledge. They inspire con-
fidence in the mind of the patient, and the ac-
curacy of their results is not dependent on the
varying perceptive powers of the patient. But
zeal for objective methods should not make one
less thorough with the subjective test. This re-
quires more patience on the part of the examiner,
but the author believes it more accurate than any
objective method yet evolved. The results of the
objective examination should always be proved, or
improved upon by a careful use of the trial case.
When convenient, the examination of patients
under 40 years of age is divided into three parts,
on three different days, the patient thereby being
less fatigued, and it taking no more of the ex-
aminer's time. At the preliminary examination
the patient's history and leading symptoms, vision
in each eye, strongest convex or weakest concave
sphere accepted with both eyes uncovered, oph-
thalmometer reading and the balance of the ex-
trinsic muscular apparatus, the ocular tension and
the external appearance of the eye as determined
by inspection and oblique illumination, are ob-
tained and recorded.

At the second examination homatropin cyclo-
plegia is induced, the drug being administered by
the office assistant, the patient being ready for
examination about one hour after the first instil-
lation. The total refractive error is determined
by use of the trial case, supplemented, if neces-
sary, by retinoscopy. A careful examination of
the fundus is also made with the ophthalmoscope.

The third examination is made after sufficient

(Continued on page 129)
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A Study of Refraction, Etc.
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time has elapsed for the effects of the cycloplegia
to pass off. The patient's manifest is carefully
taken, with the results of the previous examina-
tion as a guide, and the prescription is made after
carefully considering all the data of the examina-
tion and history. The author uses Snellen's let-
ters only for all those who can read them.

The technique of subjective measurement of
refraction is described under two heads, the de-
termination of the manifest and the determina-
tion of the total. The former will apply to per-
sons without cycloplegia up to 40 years of age,
and to a certain extent up to 50 or 55 years of age.
The latter will be applicable to all persons under
cycloplegia and in older persons having little or
no accommodation. Minute details are given.
Some of the factors to be observed in writing the
prescription are the manifest, the total, the muscu-
lar balance, the age of the patient, his occupation,
the glasses he has previously worn and the con-
dition of his general health and that of his eyes.
Oculists who use cycloplegia are inclined to make
the mistake of giving too strong a correction for
the hypermetropia than too weak.

Speaking of the toric lens, the advantages are
given as a larger field of vision and that they en-
able the lens to be set nearer the eyes without
touching the lashes. The former applies espe-
cially to stronger foci. An objection made by
some patients is the strong glare of light which is
reflected from their surfaces, and which at certain
angles prevents their friends from seeing their
eyes. In the correction of aphakia if a periscopic
lens is prescribed, it must be prescribed weaker
than if a double convex lens is used.

A Historical Note About Sight

That it took the human race a good
while to come to a clear comprehension of
the act of vision is evidenced by the peculiar
ideas that even a man like the distinguished
biographer and philosopher Plutarch had
upon this subject. This well-known author
of "Plutarch's Lives," who flourished in
the first century of the Christian Era, main-
tained in common with almost all the think-
ers of antiquity that sight is produced by a
sort of fluid substance passing from the vis-
ible object to the eye somewhat in the shape
of a cone, the eye being the apex. When, so
he thinks, the organ becomes weakened by
age, this attenuated substance is too intense
to permit normal vision; so, in order to
weaken it, the object must be held farther
away. He finds a confirmation of his theory
in the habits of those animals that seek their
prey by night, when their sight is most
acute. The fluid emanating from the object
is too strong to be properly commingled
with the power of vision, as he expresses it,
possessed by these animals ; but is so weak-
ened and diluted by the surrounding dark-
ness as to enable them to see at their best.

The Hogue-California Trial Frame

In The Ophthalmic Record, Dr. F. B.
Eaton, of Portland, Ore., describes a new
trial frame:

The trial frame here illustrated, while
it is pictured in some instrument catalogues,
has not yet been properly or correctly de-
scribed. It is a California invention, hav-
ing been originally devised by Charles
Hogue, of San Francisco. In 1903 he ex-
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plained to me his idea, but the task ap-
peared then to me to be well nigh impossi-
ble practically. Through the California
Optical Company he was enabled, after
three years of experiment, to present it in

Fig. 1

its present form. I therefore call it the
Hogue-California trial frame.

In the Meyrowitz 1906 catalogue, page
24, the cut does not show the latest and fin-
ished model. In Figure 1, here given, are

Fig. 2

shown the side mill-heads with very long
shoulders, by which the two front cells on
each side are revolved without interfering
with the adjustment of the frame. The
rear cross end of the spring metal head-

Fig. 3

band is now short and concaved. The value
of this frame can only be appreciated clin-
ically.

The arm a, Figures i and 2, is pivoted
at b to the forehead bar, and at d to the
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cell c. This permits the lenses not only to
be placed at varying distances from the
eyes, but, as shown in Fig. 2, to also be in-
clined forward to suit the downward gaze,
and thus the plane of the lenses adjusted
perpendicularly to the line of vision.

In skiascopy the frame is especially
useful, since the lenses are easily adjusted,
and by leaning slightly forward the sur-
geon can easily change the axis of the cyl-
inder.

Properly put on, the hair of women pa-
tients is not deranged, or the surgeon's
patience, if he possesses an average amount.
I have found this frame for all purposes
where an optometer of the Oliver type is
not used to be well nigh indispensable.

Causes of Blindness in 333 Inmates of

the Sheffield School for the Blind

A careful investigation by Dr. S. Snell
revealed the fact that out of 321 cases of
blindness in blind school children, no fewer
than 136, or 42.36 per cent., were due to
ophthalmia neonatorum ; yet "to prevent,
and indeed stamp out, the disease, all that is
needed is to give attention to the baby's eyes
at birth." Other causes were as follows:
Ulceration of cornea, 7 cases ; trachoma, i;
interstitial keratitis, Pp; sympathetic oph-
thalmia, 22 ; congenital defects : anophthal-
mos, 3 ; hydrophthalmos, 5; microphthal-
mos, 6 ; coloboma, 1; albinism, 1; nystag-
mils, I ; congenital cataract, 3o; congenital
blindness (retinal and chorioid disease and
optic nerve atrophy), 20; smallpox, 4; scar-
let fever, 9 ; measles, i i ; German measles,
2 ; typhoid, 2 ; whooping-cough, 2 ; optic at-
rophy from brain disease, 35; injury to the
head, 7 ; double glioma, 2 ; refraction, 2;
burns, I ; malingering, 1.

Yellow Glass for Spectacle Lenses

In the last issue of THE KEYSTONE we
reviewed the results of Dr. Hallauer's ex-
periments regarding the permeability of the
different kinds of glass for the ultra-violet
rays of light. He came to the conclusion
that for the protection of eyes from maxi-
mum light effects yellow, grayish yellow and
especially the grayish green glass were the
best. Lately, in the Bull. de l'Acad de Med-
ecine de Paris, Dr. Motais, the well-known
ophthalmologist, states his own views re-
garding the value of yellow glass for oph-
thalmologic purposes. He referred to Fou-
cault, who had used it already as a protec-
tion against electric light, and to Javal, who
had first recommended it for spectacle
lenses. At the suggestion of Dr. Motais the
six different shades of commercial yellow
glass were examined by Tscherning and
Sarazin by means of the spectroscope and
the photometer. They reported from their
extensive research that shades two and six
completely absorb the chemically acting blue
and ultra-violet rays, while the remaining
rays of the spectrum were influenced only
very little.

From this investigation Dr. Motais con-
siders yellow glass as much to be recom-

(Continued on page 131)
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Yellow Glass for Spectacle Frames

(Continued from page 129)

mended for near work. The clearness of
the objects seen is increased, which, accord-'
ing to him and Javal, is due to the fact that
the chromatic aberration of the eye is less-
ened because the blue rays are mostly ex-
cluded. The light shades of yellow should
be used for the illumination with kerosene,
gas and the incandescent electric light, while
the darker shades are preferable for acety-
lene and the electric arc light. Yellow glass
is also particularly useful in photophobia
from inflammation of the cornea or iris. In
diseases of the fundus, such as inflammation
of the retina and chorioid, one obtains from
the use of blue glass only a reduction of the
vision with no protection against the injuri-
ous action of the chemically acting light
rays, while with yellow glass the vision is
not affected, and yet the eye is protected
against the action of the actinic rays.

The reviewer believes that the recom-
mendation of the yellow glass for certain
diseases of the eye is quite justified, and per-
haps even for reading, but it would seem to
him that the general acceptance of this glass
for spectacles would influence our percep-
tion of the colors of the outer world and will
not find general favor, especially as the
human eye has its own photostat in the iris,
and furthermore as some of the actinic rays
are absorbed by the media of the eye.

Does it Ever Happen That the Opaci-

ties of Beginning Cataract

Clear Up Again?

In view of the claims of some patent med-
icine venders that they have been able to
dissolve a cataract by their secret prepara-
tion, it is absolutely necessary to first an-
swer the question whether it has ever hap-
pened that a cataract has disappeared by
itself. Now, there can be no doubt that
there are some well-authenticated cases in
which the lenticular opacities have cleared
up again without the use of any medication.
Dr. Leartus Connor, in the Journal of the
American Medical Association, in a special
study of this subject, reports six cases in
which he himself had seen the strix of be-
ginning cataract disappear, in some only
partly, but in some wholly with decided im-
provement of vision. The doctor states that
the development of senile cataract and the
clearing up of the lenticular opacities are in
close relation to the nutrition of the lens.
In the development of lens opacities the
cause may be within the eye as a chorioiditis,
by which the lymph which nourishes the
lens is changed, the action of the cells of
the lens capsule disturbed or the intraocular
circulation of blood and lymph deranged ; or
the trouble may be without the eye and be
caused by a general disease like diabetes,
kidney disease, or diseases of arteries by
which the proper quality or the quantity of
blood and lymph going to and from the eye
is interfered with. It may be that, if the
conditions affecting the transparency of the
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lens are better understood, we may be bet-
ter able to assist the lens in regaining its
transparency.

Dr. Connor, from an inquiry from a
number of ophthalmologists as to whether
they had ever observed "the opacity of in-
cipient cataract regain transparency," sum-
marizes his conclusions as follows :

"Ten observers report twenty-three cases in
which they have seen strix of incipient cataract
disappear from one or both lenses, taking with
them the diffuse opacity.

"Twenty-six observers report about eighty-
four cases in which they have seen the diffuse
opacity of the lens in incipient cataract regain
transparency—no mention being made of strim.

"Fourteen observers report thirty-three cases
of incipient cataract regaining partial transpar-
ency.

"Thus, including my cases, fifty-one observers
report about 147 cases in which the opacity of
incipient cataract has regained transparency in
whole or in part."

Regarding the Different Causes of
Strabismus

Not long ago Drs. Lagraine and Mo-
reau have made careful examinations of
562 cases in the Children's Hospital of Bor-
deaux in order to determine the relative im-
portance of the various causes of squint.

In 81 per cent. of the cases a vice of refrac-
tion was the chief, and in 38 per cent. it was the
sole cause of the strabismus. In 43 per cent. the
refractive error existed in connection with vari-
ous complications, but in a certain number even
of these cases a rapid cure was effected by optical
treatment.

They found that alcoholism, nervous diseases,
insanity and syphilis in the parents have rela-
tively little importance as causes. In only tg
per cent. there was no error of refraction, and the
strabismus must be referred entirely to diathesis
and various constitutional defects. In this group
many of the patients had an inheritance of patho-
logic conditions capable of affecting the nervous
centers and consequent degeneration of the fu-
sion center. In these subjects strabismus is in-
duced by some slight cause, such as the use of a
bandage on one eye or a slight opacity of the
cornea.

In 1.39 per cent. the cause was muscular ; a
muscle was either congenitally shortened or atro-
phied.

In hereditary strabismus, the strabismus of
the parents was due, in a large proportion of
cases, to defective refraction, and it was this that
was transmitted.

A Modified Spectacle Frame

To better adapt the bridge of the spec-
tacle frame to the dimensions and config-
urations of the patient's face and nose, Dr.
E. Woelflin, Basel, Germany, uses a bridge
made of pliable metal, which consists of an
alloy of copper and lead. By this means,
simply by bending the bridge according to
the shape of the nose, the height and width
of the bridge can be easily changed and the
distance from the eyes and that between the
pupils exactly regulated. These frames are
manufactured by Hausmann, is Freie
Strasse, Basel, Germany.

The Treatment of Alternating Squint

R. J. Coulter reminds us that Worth held

that alternating squint was either a stage in the

developmental of a true monolateral squint, or an

essential form where there was no refractive error
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or defect in visual acuity, but where the fusion

faculty was totally absent. In these latter neither

glasses nor operation would produce a curve.

Javal, on the other hand, stated that where there

was time and the patient was intelligent, binocular

vision could be restored by operation. He has

treated, states the Lancet, some nine cases where

true alternating squint has appeared, and these

were certainly not variants of monolateral squints,

by Javal's method with the best of results. In

all these cases glasses have been prescribed and

discarded, since they do not correct the squint.

Good vision was maintained, although the squint

had been established in some cases from an early

age until the age of 18 years.

He practiced advancement of the external

rectus with tenotomy of the internal rectus, ac-

cording to the degree of correction required. So

far his results have been uniformly good. The

eyes looked straight, and, what was more import-

ant, they maintained concurrent visual axes, for

diplopia was noticed if binocular fixation fell off.

He secured binocular vision of a quality to obtain

fusion of stereoscopic pictures. He thinks that

when alternating squints are permanent the best

course is at once to correct the deformity by

operation and then to proceed to show the patient

by the amblyoscope or stereoscope what binocular

vision is and to try to produce the irritation of

diplopia, then fusion is very near. The best age

for this is from 12 to 16 years ; then a child is

keen enough on learning to attend to stereoscopic

pictures. Dr. P. W. Maxwell agrees that alter-

nating squints yield better results from treatment

than fixed squints. Operation is particularly in-

dicated in alternating divergent squints.

A Familiar Query
One of our friends writes us to ask why it

is that the degrees on the trial frame are num-

bered from left to right, while those on the as-

tigmatic chart, or "clock-dial" card, are numbered

in the reverse order. He says that he knows he is

by no means alone in being puzzled by this, and

asks us to set him (and others who may be con-

fused in the matter) in the right of it.

This is one of those things which, like Co-

lumbus's egg, are perfectly plain when you once

see them explained. It must be borne in mind

that the patient sits facing the chart. The hori-

zontal line on both the trial frame and the chart

is marked zero, or 180. Now, if we place in the

trial frame a cylindrical test lens with the axis at

180 degrees, and then rotate it until the axis is at

45 degrees, we will have moved the little mark

which indicates the axis of the lens from left to

right ; we are speaking of the upper half of the

trial frame scale and of the patient's right and

left. Now, although the clock dial is numbered

in reverse order to the trial frame, yet, owing

to the fact that the scale on the trial frame is

on the side away from the patient's face while

the scale on the chart is on the side towards the

patient, it will be found that the axis of the trial

lens will be opposite the 45 degree mark on the

chart, just as it is on the frame.
Of course, if the operator turns around and

faces the chart, the numbers will appear to be

running the opposite way from what he is accus-

tomed to ; but a little reflection will show that

corresponding points on the chart and frame are

opposite each other,—D. V. Brown's Our Own

Idea.
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The clinics which appeared each month in this department from
May, 1904, to April, 1907, inclusive, have been republished in book form
at the urgent request of our subscribers, and can now be had in one
volume! price, $1.50. As supplementary to this volume, we will continue
to publish, as heretofore, a complete clinic in each issue, until such time
as every possible defect of vision or abnormal condition of the eye will
be covered. In order to make the clinics of maximum benefit, we
invite our readers to send us any criticisms or suggestions that they
may have to make in regard to the methods of examination and cor-
rections here given.

Practical Prism Problems

This is a schoolboy, 15 years of age. He complains particu-
larly of headache, sometimes accompanied by sick stomach. His
mother tells us these headaches have existed almost from the time
he commenced to go to school, but that they have been much
worse during the past year. Last summer, while on his vacation,
the attacks of headache were less frequent and less severe.
He had been advised to leave school and secure some form
of outdoor work, such as would impose no tax upon the eyes.
You will notice he is already wearing glasses ; his first glasses
were prescribed some five years ago, and his present glasses
within the past year. On neutralization, I find them to
be -I- .25 D. S. C + .25 D. Cyl. axis go°.

His acuteness of vision is normal, as you will notice by his
answers. The ophthalmometer shows the normal corneal curves,
and hence we would suspect no astigmatism. The near point
for the fine print is almost three inches, which would indicate the
normal amplitude of accommodation that is to be expected at
this age. A careful test with trial lenses shows a hypermetropia
of only .5o D. We are therefore led to infer that the headaches
can scarcely be due to strain of the ciliary muscle from hyper-
metropia or astigmatism, and we will now proceed to investigate
the extra-ocular muscles. In other words, the asthenopia does
not seem to be of the accommodative form, but it may be mus-
cular.

I proceed at once to test the muscle balance by means of the
Maddox Rod, and find an exophoria of 4° at twenty feet, and of
io° at the reading distance, the latter being the so-called "exo-
phoria in accommodation." This outward deviation of the eyes
presumably being due to an insufficiency of the internal recti.

In order to measure the power of these muscles, we have at
our service what is called the duction test, which consists in
determining the strongest prism the muscle can overcome. In
this case the prism is placed base out while the attention of the
patient is directed to a small point of light twenty feet away. I
will commence with a 5° prism, base out, which for an instant
causes diplopia. As soon as the two lights are fused 1 increase
the prism. I ask the patient to make an effort to bring the lights
together by winking and by trying to look inwards toward the
tip of the nose ; in other words, to make the eyes look "cross-
eyed." The patient is helped to accomplish this by holding your
finger or a pencil about ten or twelve inches from his eyes and
asking him to fix it.

This duction test may be varied, as follows : Place in the
trial frame a DD° prism, base up, before one eye; this will pro-
duce an artificial vertical diplopia, and you will call your patient's
attention to the two lights on the wall, one being so much lower
than the other. Then slowly rotate the prism so as to bring the
base outward ; as the light swings around to the horizontal
position, the patient is urged to make an effort to fuse them. If
the subject cannot fuse this 100 prism, a weaker one must be
tried ; whereas, if the Io° prism can be easily overcome, a
stronger one should take its place.

In this way we can measure the duction power of the in-
ternal recti, which in the present case I find to be just 100, as
compared with the standard adduction, which you will probably
remember is from 200 to 30°. The symptoms in this case, then,
are due not to refractive error, but to muscular anomaly, and
this leads me to say a few•words on

PRISMS IN PRACTICE

The various journals are teeming with articles on hetero-
phoria, some of importance and some without value. This tends
to an indiscriminate use of prisms, which is, of course, found to

be disappointing, so much so that the pendulum is caused to
swing the other way and prism correction is abandoned and
condemned on the theory that muscle imbalance is, after all, only
a refractive symptom, as evidenced in the esophoria of hyperme-
tropia and the exophoria of myopia, dependent upon increased
or diminished stimulation of the accommodation and that the
proper refractive lenses by restoring the accommodation to the
standard and equalizing the balance between the accommodation
and convergence, will cause the heterophoria to disappear.

There is much of reason in this argument, and yet you will
meet with frequent cases where a knowledge of prisms as well
as lenses will be necessary in order that you may place the eyes
of your patient in the most favorable condition for doing their
work with comfort ; in other words, that you not only must cor-
rect any error of refraction or of accommodation by the necessary
refractive lenses, but that you must keep in mind the necessity of
the image in each eye being formed on corresponding parts of
the two retinze, so that they may be fused into one without undue
effort or strain. The practice of optometry can scarcely be con-
sidered complete unless it provides for all the functions concerned
in the act of vision, viz., refraction, accommodation and converg-
ence. Neither the old-time optician, who confined himself to
spheres, nor the latter-day optometrist, who also included cylin-
ders, can expect to reach that broad field of usefulness occupied
by the up-to-date practitioner who covers all the functions in-
volved in binocular vision and supplies assistance when needed
to the extra-ocular muscles and thus enlarges his opportunities
for affording comfort and satisfaction to his patrons.

CONVERGENCE

Convergence is that function of binocular vision by .means
of which the visual axes are directed to one point so that the
image may be formed on the yellow spot of each eye. This is
accomplished principally by the internal recti steadied by the ex-
ternal recti as their antagonists, but it must be remembered that
the superior and inferior muscles (both recti and obliques) have
some part also in convergence and divergence. Hence, in a case
of insufficiency of the internal recti, the other muscles would be
forced to participate beyond their normal activity.

When the two eyes are directed to an object at a distance of
one meter, the visual lines of the eyes converge to this point, and
the angle formed by the meeting of the visual line of each eye
with the median line is called "The Meter Angle." It expresses
the amount of convergence which is necessary to maintain binoc-
ular vision at that distance, and may be employed as the unit
from which to express other degrees of convergence.

As an object gets farther and farther away, the angle of con-
vergence diminishes in proportion, until infinity is reached, when
the angle of convergence will have disappeared and the visual
lines become parallel.

On the other hand, when the object is brought closer to the
eyes, the angle of convergence increases ; when the eyes are
directed to the closest point of distinct vision, the angle of con-
vergence is at its greatest. At the usual reading distance of
one-third of a meter (thirteen inches), the angle of convergence
must be three times as large as at one meter.

Angle of Convergence at 13 inches

. (Continued on page 135)
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I will sketch a rough diagram on the blackboard in order
to make this matter clear to you. The visual lines of the two
eyes converging to a point thirteen inches away form, as you
see, an angle the value of which is 53/° in a patient whose
pupillary distance is 2Y2 inches.

MINIMUM OF CONVERGENCE.

In regard to the displacing power of prisms, most of you
will remember that a prism of .r° will deviate the rays of light
Jo non. for each meter of distance. At the reading distance of
thirteen inches (one-third of a meter) the displacement would be
3.33 mm. Now, then, in order to find the number of degrees
of convergence in a patient with a pupillary distance of 2Y2
inches (about 64 mm.) looking at an object thirteen inches away,
we divide one into the other, as follows:

3.33 ) 64.00 ( 19.21
33 3

30 70

29 97

730
666

640
333

In other words, in the average person at the usual reading
distance, there are required about 19 degrees of convergence as
the minimum amount necessary to accomplish the act of binocular
vision at this distance.

MAXIMUM OF CONVERGENCE

If 19° is the minimum amount of convergence, it stands to
reason that the eyes should possess a much greater amount in
order that the function should not be overtaxed; as otherwise
if the maximum did not exceed the minimum, speedy exhaustion
of the internal recti muscles would follow any close use of the
eyes, because they would need to put forth their utmost efforts.
Therefore, there should be a liberal amount of reserve force ; in
fact, the maximum convergence should be about twice the mini-
mum to allow for continued comfortable close use of the eyes.
Hence, when you meet a case where the maximum convergence
exceeds but little the minimum that is necessary, exercise should
be advised in order to create the desired surplus, while at the
same time it may be necessary to supply assistance to the ex-
hausted convergence temporarily by means of prisms, bases in.
That the function of convergence can be thus developed and
strengthened does not admit of question; all that is required is
patience and perseverance and confidence on the part of the
patient.

THE ACTION OF A PRISM

If a prism is held before an eye of a person who is looking
at a light across the room, the rays passing through such prism
are bent towards its base, thus deflecting them from the yellow
spot of this eye and producing diplopia. The natural desire for
single binocular vision will cause the eye to turn towards the
apex of the prism so as to place the yellow spot in line with the
misplaced image and thus prevent or remove the diplopia.

When the prism is slight this occurs automatically and un-
consciously ; but as the prism is made stronger, more of an effort
is required, the diplopia is not so quickly removed, or perhaps
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cannot be overcome at all. The uncovered eye all the while
fixes the light, but little if any affected by the movements of the
other eye; such being the case, we are able to enforce activity
in any muscle we may desire. This applies particularly to the
convergence and the divergence, to the internal and external
recti; the superior and inferior muscles, both recti and obliques,
are not amenable to this form of exercise.

The fact of the matter is that insufficiencies' of the vertical
and oblique muscles are often dependent upon horizontal imbal-
ance, and disappear when that has been removed. At any rate,
our first effort should be to restore convergence and divergence
to normal activity, at the same time correcting any existing error
of refraction. If, after a reasonable time, the symptoms call for
further attention and the hyperphoria is still in evidence, a ver-
tical prism for assistance should be prescribed.

The management of muscular troubles presents some of the
most difficult problems in the practice of optometry. The correc-
tion of errors of refraction and of accommodation are subject
more or less to measurement and to rule; whereas the proper
treatment of anomalies of the muscles calls for knowledge, skill
and experience, because they are a variable and ever-changing
quantity and not subject to exact and fixed measurement. There
are two ways of treating a weak muscle: By assistance and by
exercise; hence the need of knowledge and experience to suggest
which to use or both, and the proper proportion of each.

It should also be remembered that prismatic corrections
must be regarded as temporary ; that the changing conditions
of muscle balance call for frequent revision of the prismatic
prescription, always looking forward to the time when these
props or crutches can be removed altogether.

TREATMENT OF THIS CASE 
•

There is no doubt that in this case the convergence is wanting
in surplus or reserve power, that it must exert almost its maxi-
mum effort, thus speedily leading to exhaustion. What, then,
should be the line of treatment? The answer is obvious : To
strengthen the function of convergence.

I think we can safely ignore the small amount of hyperme-
tropia and give all attention to the muscular anomaly. I will
order prisms I° each, bases in, for constant wear. These will
relieve the excessive strain on the internal recti, and should afford
decided comfort and relief to the tired eyes.

In addition, I will ask the patient to call at the office twice
a week, in order to exercise the muscles, which is accomplished,
of course, by prisms, bases out. Commencing with the weaker
numbers, their strength is gradually increased during the sitting
temporarily, and from one sitting to another, until the converg-
ence in this way is trained up to 400 or even more. When that
time arrives, the exophoria will have probably disappeared, the
assisting prisms can be withdrawn, the exercises discontinued,
and his former headache and attacks of nausea entirely relieved,
with doubtless a noticeable improvement in his general health.

This is a type of a class of cases with which you will meet
not infrequently, and proves that even in the presence of a
normal accommodation and refraction you may find marked
cases of asthenopia with the usual reflex symptoms ; and further,
that these cases cannot be successfully treated by prescribing a
pair of glasses and then dismissing the patient in the hope that
relief will follow ; but that a continued course of prismatic
gymnastics of greater or less length under the supervision of the
optometrist must be faithfully carried out, in order that the
patient may obtain the beneficial results that can be secured in
no other way.

Heretofore stress has been laid principally on the value of
lenses in correcting refractive errors and checking nerve exhaus-
tion by their inhibiting effect upon the accommodation. Little
attention was given to the associate function of binocular close
vision and of the delicate mechanism by means of which (with
or without effort) the images were made to fall upon correspond-
ing parts of the two retinae, or of the distress that may be caused
by any disturbance in the action of these small and ever-active
muscles. In other words, strain of the intra-ocular muscles has
long been recognized and corrected ; but strain of the extra-ocular
muscles is no less important and should receive equal consid-
eration.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name autl address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

M I. "—Accommodation and extrinsic mus-
cles are understood to. be closely associated,
especially the interni and extemi. Modifying
Me accommodation by lenses so affects these
muscles as to involve undue eyestrain. The
laws governing this relationship seem less
clear and uniform than one could expect. For
examile, esophoria, with exceptions, is associ-
ated with hypermetropia and exophoria with
myopia When an exception occurs and hyper-
metropia is associated with exophoria, the rule
is to give Me weakest correction that will
answer, is it not ? And for the reason that a
higher correction lend; to aggravate the inhar-
many and consequent eyestrain, does it not.?
On the contrary, where hypermetropia is asso-
ciated with esophoria, why not infer that quite
a fal correction might be worn with comfort ?
Poor rule that won't work both ways. But it
won't, will it? Similar caution to avoid over-
correction in esophoria with hypermetropia, as
in exophoria with hypermetropia, seems neces-
sary. Or have I run into some double excep-
tions? The puzzle is to feel that you have no
rule, barring exceptions, and that al/ is hap-
hazard. Please discuss this question in the
light of the following case, which illustrates
the situation .. Mrs. D., age forty, 0. U. if,
each separately, N P. 9 to 13 inches ; hyper-
metropia equals + .75 to + 1. Test at 20 feet,
with so° prism and with Maddox rod equal to
2°. With Maddox rod there seemed to be 10
right hyperphoria. With so° prism test for
hyperphoria seemed inconclusive. Now comes
ihe puzzle. For a long lime she had been hy-
ing- to wear a trial test of + .50 D. sph. I
tried + .75 and i D. sph. Repeatedly and per-
sistently the former was pronounced the more
comfortable, even in reading, and + .62 D.
sph was felt better than either for reading as
well as for distance. So I prescribe the latter.
But my experience does not justify the hope
that this will do any better than the + .50 put
on by another specialist who has had the case
in charge for a year. Health good; never
overtaxed eyes ; floor tips as soon as she gets
up with glasses on ; nor does she recognize or
appreciate any help in near work in their use.
Still the eyes seem to need some help. I adjusted
frames with care and have cudgeled my brains
to conjecture what could be done to relieve or
what could account for obstinate symptoms.
Worse cases every way are constantly relieved.
Not more, perhaps, than so per cent. of cases
show such obstinacy. But they are so unrea-
sonably obstinate, so obscurely difficult as to be
tormenting. Light, if you please, in a dark
place.

One must expect to find difficult and obscure
Ises in the practice of optometry, as well as
xceptional cases which are beyond the reach of
ny rule. But in spite of this we have no reason
) doubt that accommodation and convergence
,ear a close relation to each other, and that the
a:reased use of the accommodation in hyperme-

, opia stimulates convergence, and the diminished
!se of the accommodation in myopia withdraws a
rop from the convergence and allows the eyes to
leviate outward. Therefore, a full correction of
iypermetropia by convex lenses, by removing the
leed for excessive accommodation, cures the eso-
florin ; while a full correction of myopia by con-
ave lenses stimulates the accommodation, and
.hrotigh it the convergence, and cures the exopho-
hta. If the conditions are reversed—that is, if hyper-
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metropia is accompanied by exophoria, and myopia
by esophoria, then for the same reasons we under-
correct the refractive errors. This is the rule and
it does work both ways in spite of our correspond-
ent's doubt to the contrary. Caution is never
advised to avoid over-correction of hypermetropia
when it is assocated with esophoria.

The case cited may be a difficult one to treat,
hut we do not see that it contradicts the principles
just enunciated. Although there is some obscurity
in the statement of the case we take it that the
esophoria is 2°, which is a small amount. We
presume this was the result of the 20 feet test. In
addition the test must be repeated at 13 inches,
where it is often found that an exophoria in accom-
modation exists in connection with an esophoria at
distance. But allowing that esophoria was present,
both for near and far, it is of slight degree, as is
also the difference between the glass accepted
( .62 D.) and the amount of hypermetropia
( .75 D.) So that we hardly think it is fair to
condemn a rule that seems at variance with anoma-
lies so slight as in the present case.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page

"A. E. S."—In the November Keystone, page 2171,
under head of "The Relation of Incorrect and
Correct Refraction to Systemic Diseases,"
Case is, I don't quite understand. The exami-
nation showed the following : R., + sph. .52
+ cyl. .75 ax. 9o0 +. L., + sph. .12 +
cyl. .75 ax. 75° -= if +. Exophoria g°
Abduction, 8°. Adduction, 9° . Now, what
I don't understand is this: How can there be
exophoria (tending of the visual lines out-
ward), abduction (movement of the eyeball
outward) and adduction (movement of the eye-
ball inward) present in a case at the same
time ? !Lau& be pleased to see an answer in a
future number of The Keystone, as I am
making optics a special study.

The eyeball moves freely in all directions in
order that the images of various objects may be
impressed upon the retina. If the eye was immo-
bile our field of vision would be very much
restricted and would necessitate a constant and
tiresome turning of the head. Therefore it is easy
to see that there must be abduction (movement
outward) and adduction (movement inward) in
every case. There is no mystery about this nor
any contradiction in the statement. Normally these
two functions should balance, hut it frequently
happens that one exceeds or falls behind the other.
If abduction is in excess, exophoria results ; if
deficient, esophoria. The termination " duction "
refers to the ability of the eye to turn in various
directions ; the termination " phoria " to a dis-
turbance of this power of turning, either in excess
or deficiency in one direction or the other.

There is a normal standard for the various
rotations of the eyes, that of abduction being 6° to
80, and adduction at least three times as much,
from 20° to 30°. Now let us analyze this case.
We find that the power of abduction is normal,
while adduction is much below the standard.
Under such conditions there is a deficiency of the
function of convergence, there is an inability to
keep the eyes into their proper positions, and they
are more subject to the control of the stronger
abducting muscles. These muscles are not abso-
lutely stronger, but they are relatively stronger as
compared with the weakened adducting muscles.
There is, therefore, a tendency for the eyes to
deviate outwards, which constitutes the condition
known as exophoria.

The various duction powers of the eyes are
determined by the ability to overcome the prisms
placed in various positions. When the bases of
the prisms are inwards the abducting muscles are
taxed to overcome the prisms and the strongest
prisms with which single binocular vision can be
maintained will represent the power of abduction,
which in this case is 8° or normal. Adduction is
measured by the strongest prisms, bases outwards,
which in this is only 9°, much below normal. These
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tests indicate in which muscles the preponderance
of power lies, after which the Maddox rod is used
and any latent deviation at once becomes manifest,
as in this case where exophoria was discovered.

"F. W"—A patient, young lady, just eighteen
years of age. With 0. U — 9, which she has
worn for two years, at 20 feet cannot see any
letters on test card. With 0. U — 16, which
is the strongest she will accept, can only see
yu°1F. Cannot see radiating lines on card plain
enough to determine whether any lines are
blacker than others. At four years of age
could tell the time on a clock. At six years of
age her vision disappeared in one night. Does
not know of any accident or sickness at that
time. Only member of the family wearing
glasses. We are 500 miles from an oculist or
reliable refractionist, so consultation is not pos-
sible. With 0. U — 16 can see j but cannot
distinguish letters.

This is apparently a case of high myopia, and
a serious one at that. If the vision cannot be raised
above m the integrity of the retina must be very
much impaired from the posterior staphyloma that
accompanies high myopia. The glasses she has
been wearing ( — 9 D.) evidently need to be
strengthened, but it would scarcely be advisable to
order the — i6 D. lenses mentioned. We would
say about — 13 D. The condition of this young
lady's eyes means so much to her for her whole
life that every effort should be made even at the
expense of sacrifice in many other particulars, to
have her eyes examined by a competent man. In
the meantime she should abstain from all close use
of her eyes. Should live an outdoor life and keep
herself in the best possible physical condition. In
glasses as strong as this, particular attention should
be given to the fitting of the frames, is much dis-
comfort may arise from the prismatic effect of an
ill-fitting frame.

'L. V. S. "—Patient, a strong, phimp boy of eleven
years, is brought to me by mother who says he
can't see in the dark and can't play ball because
he can't see it when it gets near him. Has
been wearing 0. U. + .37 given some years
ago by an oculist who said he could not help
night blindness. Vision, R. if, and L. if. I
gave him 0. U. + .75, which he wears with-
out blurring, and retinoscope and near point
would indicate this to be about right. No
astigmatism. Has a slight exophoria and
hyperphoria. After wearing any glass about
a month the boy speaks of seeing floating black
specks some times. Now it is a question in my
mind if I had better recommend an oculist at
once, or watch his acuteness of vision and if
that lessens then send him. Is choroiditis likely
in this case ? I am about to correct a little
hyperphoria (about %). I am not an expert
with the ophthalmoscope.

" Night blindness " is usually due to a pig-
mentary degeneration of the retina, the so-called
retinitis pigmentosa. Being usually a congenital
defect, this symptom is noticed from early child-
hood. The patient may have no trouble in good
daylight, but is almost blind at night. The field
of vision is restricted, the symptoms gradually
progressing until the child becomes helpless after
sunset. The ophthalmoscope shows accumula-
tions of pigment on the retina in the form of dark
masses of star shape, which lie along the blood
vessels.

In this boy's case the diagnosis can be made
on the three chief points—the narrowed field, the
night blindness, and most important, the charac-
teristic appearance of the retina as shown by the
ophthalmoscope. Our correspondent ought to be
able to diagnose the case in this way, and if he
finds it to be the suspected disease of the retina
he would do well to advise consultation with a
medical man at once.

It is a peculiar fact that these cases when con-
genital can often be traced to consanguinity of
parents. It is proper that any needed glasses
should be worn constantly and that the eyes should
be used very carefully and moderately and only
under favorable conditions. Medical treatment
may consist of strychnia internally, exercise lucidly
and galvanism.
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The Best Time of the Year to Take a
Course in Optics

Complete Correspondence Course and Degree "Doctor of

Optics" only $15.00

There is no better time in the whole year to take up a systematic course of study
in Optics, than now.

The holiday rush is over and business will be comparatively quiet for a few weeks.

It is a time of long winter evenings when one feels like studying.

You can carry the course through to completion and receive your diploma in time
for the Optical trade that is bound to come when Spring business opens.

Our home-study course covers the science thoroughly from the first principles to
the most difficult and complicated clinical work.

We explain each step in a pratical, plain and comprehensive manner. We have
quizzes and reviews and personal explanations until every subject is clearly understood.

Every student is a life student.

The moment your application is received and accepted you have a life-long claim
upon us.

You are free to write and ask us questions pertaining to your studies or your
actual work as often as you wish.

You have the benefit of special consultation with us regarding any complicated
cases that may arise in your practice at any time.

This one feature is worth a good many times the price of the course to any
practicing optician. But it is reserved for our graduates alone.

We guarantee to make you competent to handle easily and systematically any
class of cases that may come to you if you follow our instructions.

We refer you to thousands of successful opticians and oculists all over the world
for their opinions of the good that our course has done them.

Ours is one of the oldest chartered colleges and has more students in the field
than any two other optical colleges in the world.

Ask for our 64-page book, "How to Become a Good Optician." It's free.

The South Bend College of Optics (Chartered)

No. I Kamm Building SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles

The famous work Of ERNEST E. MAnnox, M. D., F. It. C. S. Ed., specially revised and
greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [All Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part xxxvil)

Worth's Treatment of Infantile Squint.—By far the most
important of the recent advances in this subject have been made
by Worth, who has shown with what facility squint can be treated
under the age of five or six years as compared with their treatment
in later. life, over which so much, often unavailing, ingenuity and
pains have been spent.
( I) Optical correction of any refractive error, of course, comes

first. After thoroughly atropizing the eyes for some days, he cor-
rects the whole astigmatism and all but .5 D. of the hypermetropia,
and continues the mydriatic until the glasses are made, but no longer.
So far this is as others do ; but he also counts that " no infant is too
young to bear glasses should they be required," and advocates sides
so short as only just to reach above the ear and with a loop at the
end to enable them to be tied on. In the proximity of the loop the
sides should be guarded with wool twined round them to protect
the ear. The frequently-used thin plate of celluloid or tortoise shell
is also commended.

(2) Occlusion of the Fixing Eye. —If the vision of the squint-
ing eye be worse than -B0A-, he advocates, like Javal, continuous occlu-
sion, but, since he deals with younger children, does not continue
so long ; at the most, one or two months. He fixes on a gauze
pad, secured by bandage or plaster, for a few weeks, followed by
cotton-wool packed behind the spectacle lens.*

(3) Instillation of Atropine into the Fixing Eye Only. —
Though this has been recommended by Priestley Smith and others
previously, Worth has done excellent service in enforcing the value
of this procedure more distinctly than heretofore and in showing up
the undoubtedly worthless plan, practiced by a few, of atropizing
both eyes. He prescribes daily morning instillations into the fixing
eye, adding the practical procedure of giving the mother a card on
which are written the directions and the date of the next visit.
" The best results," he adds, " are obtained in children who are
not more than four or five years of age. After six years of age, -
usually not much improvement in vision can be obtained."

(4) Training the Fusion Sense. —If under six years of age,
this is carried out by Worth by the use of his " amblyoscope," an
ingenious departure from Priestley Smith's fusion tubes, possessing
the novelty of a mirror in each tube, which facilitates their conver-
gence, while keeping the graphic designs so far apart as to make it
easy to illuminate the one seen by the amblyopic eye more brilliantly
than the other, by means of two lamps or electric lights placed over
against them. " The favorable time for fusion training is between
three and five years."

(5) Operation. —For cases in which the deviation is not over-
come by other means ; advancement for moderate deviations, com-
bined with tenotomy in the higher degrees.

As regards tenotomy for convergent squint, the plan of choosing
the squinting eye for operation is doubtless the best one, since it
agrees with the wishes of the patient, who does not understand
" conjugation." Yet I have an impression that a slightly-greater
effect would be gained by tenotomizing the other.

If an advancement be done, it is better performed on the
external rectus of the squinting eye, especially if there be any
deficient abduction.

In divergent strabismus the most valuable rule to remember is
that if, on approaching the finger towards the straight eye, no con-
verging effort is visible in the diverging eye, tenotomy is an entirely
useless procedure ; its effect will be nil. Advancement is indicated.

In absolute divergent strabismus my experience confirms that of
Javal, that " there is no fear of producing an exaggerated operative
effect." If, after a surgical interference, a little convergence is left
for certain directions of fixation, this effect pretty rapidly disap-
pears. " We cannot," he remarks, " count upon a durable cure
unless optical means are employed immediately after the operation.
A squint is not definitely suppressed unless the subject has acquired

*The author, however, prefers, in other than hospital children, gauze-surrounded lenses
with ground glass before the fixing eye, and tied on with tape, since this keeps the fixing eye
more cool and comfortable. The wire gauze Should have a velvet edge.

the habit of reading binocularly. When we have to do with an
adult whose divergent strabismus has become permanent for an
extremely long time, even the most successful operation must be
followed by the stereoscopic exercises continued several hours a
day for months. I shall quote some examples of success," he
adds, " up to the age of forty-five years, but the patients say with
truth that the remedy is worse than the disease. Even with females
I would not advise undertaking such a cure after the age of twenty
or twenty-five years. With young girls from fifteen to twenty
years, on the contrary, one is generally seconded by a courage
and a patience proof against everything, and success is absolutely
assured."

As a commentary on the above remarks about the gradual:
decrease of operative over-effect, the following illustrative account
of one of my cases will be of interest :

M. L., school girl ; myopia corrected by — .5 D. Left eye deviates
outwards when tired. By objective strabismometry left eye diverges zo°
(abbreviated thus : — zo° L. Concomitant. Very low angle alpha.

September 5th.—The r. and I. external recti were tenotomized under _
chloroform, and the r. internal rectus advanced. Examination by the glass
rod and tangent scale gave the following results:

DATE
ON LOOKING
TO RIGHT

ON LOOKINC

STRAIGHTFORWARD
ON LOOKING
TO LEFT

September 4th + 12° + to° + 3°

September 15th + to° 4. 70 H- o°

October 5th . . + 10° 4. o 303.

October 26th . -I- 4° — 2° — 4°

November 8th . -I- 4° — 2° — 4°

February 5th . + 2° — 2° — 2°.

Subjective Strabismometry.—The subjective test is made by
holding a disk of red glass rods before the squinting eye and read-
ing off that figure on the same scale which appears crossed by the
streak of light. A piece of blue or green glass before the working
eye improves the effect by making the images more dissimilar in color
and more equal in intensity. (See M. L.'s case, above cited.)

Conconzitancy can be measured by turning the face to one or
other side, as before, and comparing the readings.

Direction of Fixation.—In both the above tests the patient's
face can, if desired, be turned towards the figure he is fixing, so as
to gain the advantage of measurement under the usual conditions
of vision with the fixing eye looking straight forward.

Paralytic Equilibrium.—So far, we have left out of calculation
the modifying effect of Tenon's capsule and its adnexa. Let us now
take that into account also. Since the eyeball is so nearly spherical
and the center of motion so nearly at its geometrical center, we may,
with little error, assume that they are quite so and that equal forces
have equal moments. This enables us to say that when a single
muscle contracts, the tension in its tendon is equal and opposite-
to the resultant of all the other tensions, or which there are two
groups, namely, those in the remaining tendons and those in the
orbital fasciae.

When the same muscle, however, is paralyzed, the eyeball is
under the influence of two now opposing groups of tensions, those
of the fasciae (which tend to keep it in the primary position*) and
those of the tendons of the still unparalyzed muscles (which tend
to rotate it away from the primary position). The resultant of
these two groups is equal and opposite to the tension which existed
during health in the paralyzed muscle. As if guided by this resul-
tant, therefore, the eyeball rotates in the opposite direction about
the same axis.

It must be remembered that, in paralyses, though the belly of-
the affected muscle has lost its contractility, it does not lose its
elasticity at once and in some pareses does not wholly lose at once
even all its physiological tone, so that the new position into which
the eye settles is resisted not only by the tcnsion in Tenon's capsule,
but also by the remaining elastic tension in the paralyzed muscle.

For this reason paralysis of a muscle only produces a very slight
effect at first, while the healthy eye is in the primary position, i.
so long as voluntary innervations are quiescent.

*Probably in a more divergent position than the primary, as Hanson Grat has shown.

pro BE CONTINUED)
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We Celebrate Our 14th Anniversary This Month
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Bridge Bending

Paper read by W. W. SLA DE before the Business Science Club
of the Globe Optical Company

A great many articles have been written
on bridge bending, but nothing has been
said as far as I know regarding any method
or system by which one can learn to bend
bridges. Most articles explain how to raise
and lower a bridge or change the angle of the
crest, etc., but quite often the most difficult
operation is explained first. I realize that it
is hard to explain these operations in print,
although it would be very simple to demon-
strate them. All prescription shops make a
charge of fifteen cents for bending bridges to
dimensions and frequently customers will
complain about this, thinking that it should
be done without charge. These people do
not understand that bending bridges is the
most difficult part of shop work.

Bridge bending is not hard to learn, but
simply requires practice and a good eye. It
is discouraging at the first attempt, and the
reason for this is that the beginner starts to
bend some frame to certain dimensions,
probably selecting a difficult one and possibly

Fig. I

one that could not be bent successfully any-
way. In starting this work, you should
select some old frames of soft metal. If you
have none in stock, German silver or Roman
alloy can be bought very cheap, and these
make the best frames to practice on.

For the first operation, take a frame,
say 6o mm. P. D. and bend it to 58. This
is done by holding the bridge in the left
hand and gripping the shank of the bridge
with a pair of round or snipe-nose pliers about
half way from the eye-wire to the turn, and
with a slight twist to the right, the eye is
bent toward you. Then grasp the shank
near the eye wire and bend the eye back,
and you find that the shank has the desired
bend and the eye has been thrown in quite a
little. This amount, of course, depends on
the twist. The Globe (No. 36) is the best
plier for holding the frame in this operation.
See Fig. I.

After bending this to the required P. D.
bend it back again to the original shape ;
this will give you practice in widening the
P. D. In doing this work, always have
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some dimension that you are working to,
as bending at random will never accomplish
anything. A frameless bridge is bent the
same way, except that it is necessary to have
a different plier to hold the strap, and for this
purpose, the Globe No. 39 angling plier is
the best.

Next try raising and lowering the bridge.
This is done by holding the shank with a

Fig. 2

pair of flat-nose pliers (and the eye wire
with the Globe No. 36, if you choose, in the
right hand) and grasping the crest of the
bridge with the thumb and forefinger of
the left hand and bending it up or down.
This, of coure, changes the angle of the
crest a little, also the inset or outset, still it
is the first step necessary. See Fig. 2.

If you want to lower the bridge and
keep the angle the same, bend the bridge
down, as described (Fig. 2), then grasp the
frame with the No. 36 plier (if frameless, the
No. 39 plier) in the right, and the shank of
the bridge with a flat-nose plier in the left
hand, bend the shanks downward (see Fig.

3). It is impossible to raise the bridges
and keep the angle of the crest and the inset
and the outset the same, except by shorten-
ing the shanks, and this should not be
attempted until the first operations are
mastered.

To widen the base, take a pair of flat or
snipe nose-pliers and place a piece of cloth
between the jaws to prevent marring the
bridge and flatten it to the required measure-
ments and shape. Then straighten the frame

Fig. 3

and you will find that the bridge is right,
but the P. D. is wide. The shank can then
be bent as explained before, to shorten the
P. D.

To increase the outset, it is necessary
to shorten the shanks, and it is quite difficult

•
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to do this without marring the stock, but if
you go slow, bending a little at a time, this
can be done all right. The first operation is
to grasp the bridge with the thumb and fore-
finger of the left hand, and with a pair of
round pliers in the right hand, gradually open
up the turn, beginning with the small end
of the plier and gradually sliding the bridge
toward the larger part of the plier (See Fig.
4). After this has been spread sufficiently,
grasp the shank a little way from the turn and
bend the eye straight, at the same time pul-
ling forward on the bridge with the left hand.
This pulls a little of the stock in the shank
into the arch. It can then be trued up and
the operation repeated on the left side.

To decrease the outset or increase the
inset, the shank must be lengthened, and
the first operation is to open the turn of the
shank a little, as before, but instead of grasp-
ing the shank back from the turn, grasp it
near the turn, or if possible in the turn, bend
the eye straight and true up. Repeat the
operation on the left side.

After practicing with the sample frame
until you can bend fairly well, you can select
a good frame to bend to measurements.
The principal part of selecting frames for pre-

Fig. 4

scription jobs is in using good judgment, and
you should train yourself to judge whether a
frame can be bent to the dimensions required
or not. If you do not learn this you can
never learn to bend, and will spoil your
stock and waste your time. In selecting a
frame try and get everything right but one
dimension, if possible, and I prefer this error
to be the P. D., as this can be changed
easier than anything else. Do not take up a
frame at Fandom and expect to bend it to fit
the required dimensions but study it care-
fully, and as I have stated before, learn to
judge it before touching it with the pliers.
It is perhaps unnecessary to impress on you
the fact that good pliers are necessary, and
every optician should have the Globe No. 36
and No. 39 pliers in his outfit.

"I Onl 2110Si interested in the Optical Depart-
ment ana' Workshop No/es. I could not do with-
out The Riysione."—T D. Carpenter, Jeweler-
Optician, Carrfield, Ohio,
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New Year's
Proclamation

Be it known to the Opticians of the world
that the KENNEDY OPTICAL CO., of Detroit,
Michigan, have just closed the most successful
year in their existence.

That they do most heartily thank the
Opticians for making this possible.

That they will continue the policy of
considering the interests of the customers as
pa.ramount to the convenience of any individual
connected with the Company.

That they will continue the superior
quality in their goods and the high-class work-
manship which has earned them the title—

THE HOUSE OF 01.1 LITY

THE KENNEDY OPTICAL CO.
Manufacturing Opticians

Detroit Michigan

Standart Umbrameter
Could Not Get Along Without It"

The 1:einit dy (no lea' Co.,
I ■et roit, \I (II.

Gent lemett

Akron, Ohio, Aug. 7, 1907

In regard to the STANDART UMBRAMETER, it is a very sails-faetiiry instrument. I have used it right along for some time and it
seems to me that I could not get :dung without it. Refraction errors
are neutralized quickly and accurately. I have seen none in themarket that I would care to exchange for this one.

Sincerely yours
If. L. Eggleston

Are you interested—Write for booklet

KENNEDY OPTICAL CO.

Detroit
Manufacturers

Michigan
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Mi-Coquille and Coquille Blue and Smoke

INTERCHANGEABLE AND RIMLESS
1, o, oo Eye, 2, 3, 4 Hole

SPHERICAL INTERCHANGEABLE
I Eye, .56 dozen up

Big stock on hand. Can ship at once

SUPERIOR QUALITY

GOLD FILLED FRAMES
That Will Last

In 14 K. 1-10, 12 K. 1-I0

None better. The equal to gold in style and
finish Also the to K. Quality, T-10, 1-20 and
1-30. All styles, also Rimless Mountings.

SEND FOR SAMPLES

AUDEMAIR TRIAL CASES
,, I' ,i r mike in oak,

------------ -----, ell'A"Isrti "er le!Vrilej.l' g.,'--, ‘\,,,-;; with divisions "Urea:01'0c--..:..-,1..
and lenses.

u Non e better matie.
1 ' ''"---- -- - - ---- ° Send for pamphlet.

-- , Most modern and up-
I 1 ta Ai: ei liT ruisael. Case.i,i(  r(a/iNi.let -i-

 — finders. They make a
''''f,',f',!,111 i friend wherever they go.,F,,,,..-. ,!,--,
1)., FROM

GOGGLES
All the latest models at right prices

Ask your Jobber for the 4, ARIZONA "
Cheapest and Best

 — 
$10.00 to $85.00

01V12, LIS, A TRIAL., ON PRESCIRIP'TION WORK—AccURATE, PROMPT, RIGHT QUALITY, VIRICTF. LOW

1 Maiden Lane SPENCER OPTICAL CO. I Door Below Nassau 

Manufacturing and

Importing Opticians 3 1 New York
If you have not received our new Catalogue, one can be had for the risking
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Optical Organizations

"1" H E

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)
135na;s S. PALMER, PreSident, Boston, Mass.

111 -roN, Secretary, 4.404 Main Street, Kansas1 

Next meeting, at Philadelphia, in too&

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
F. E. LUKE, President,
11. J. GEIGER, Secretary ;.inel Treasurer, Toronto.

The Optical Specialists' Ass'n of America (1904)
II. L. STOAKS, President, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
G. E. IloYcg, Secretary, Waterloo, Iowa.

American Ass'n of Wholesale Opticians (1893)
A. REED Al (.1 srt RE, President, 723 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia,
ANDREW V. BROWN, Secretary, 736 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)
EREDERICE P. SI NI NI S, I t it• , I■tISt011, \l ass.
(1. A. BARRoN, t,t , \ t. I tICCt, Boston, Mass.

NIeets third "I \ of caelt month, except July and

4ugusLNorthwestern Optical Association (1901)
E. C. ROBERTS, President, Red Wing, Minn.
F. J. PRATT, Secretary, 415 Robert Street, St. Paul, Albin.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Association (1901)
31AartN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.

C. A. LONGSTRET1i, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa,

New York State Optical Society (1896)
E. E. ARRINGTON, President, Rochester, N. Y.
1'. A. Diewowrit, Secretary, 1032 Third Avenue, New

York City.

*Indiana Optical Society (1896)
II. E. WoonAan, President, Indianapolis, hid.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)
A. W. Kim DT, President, Detroit, Nlich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich,

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
A. F. THOMPSON, PreSidenl, Adel, Iowa.
Gat. J. FEIGE, Secretary, Des Moines, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (180)
GEORGE A. Rom: as, President, Chicago, III.
O. J. HALBE, Svervlary, R00111 1616, 44 Madison Street,

Chicago.
*California State Ass'n of Optometrists (1899)
GEORGE I. KYTE, PrCSident, Los Angeles, Cai.
11, W. CLARK, Secretary, care A. Huguenin, Sutter Street

and Grant AN't2111.1C, San Francisco, Cal,

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)
LEWIS E. CAPPS, President, Seattle, Wash.
11. A. LEMBKE, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)
W. E. BuscLE, Ptesident, Manchester, N. 11.
JOSEPH GEOFFRIoN, Secretary, Manchester, N. 11.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and 13.ovember.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)
'r. u. RANDOLPH, Presidcni. 31ilwaukce, Wis.
F:. E. THOMAS, Secretary, Milwaukee, \\ i.

*Minnesota Optical Association (1ono)
I. M. Raualiat•nu, President, Hastings, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 804 NiC011et Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (19011
m. WENrwoarit, President. Portland. 3Iaine.

1(h ii 11. SwIrr, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

*Tennessee Optical Society (1900
11. J. Cool:, PECSident, Knoxville. TC1111.
WEAKLEY RUTII, Seer2tary, Shelbyville, Term,

Colorado Optical Association (1900
T. 1'. WILCON, President, Idaho Springs, Colo.
MISS EDITH GALLUP, Secretary, Item er, Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (tgos)
W. j. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, Secy. and Treas., Junction City, Kans,

4, The asterisk (*) denotes those States having optom-
etry laws.
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Missouri Association of Opticians 0900
CLAUDE E. RANGE, President, Trenton, Mo.
G. E. READ, Secretary and Treasurer, Lebanon, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)
A. WECK, President. Norfolk, Va.
F. S. BULL! NGTON, SCC r eta ry, Richmond. Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. P. BARR, President, Lancaster, Ohio,
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
F. PIEPER, President, Covington, Ky.
WILLIAM M. IR1ON, Secy., 404 W. Market Street, Louis.

\dile, Ky.

*North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
A. 0. Worm, President, Langdon, N. Dak.
\V. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
R. G. SMITH, President, Jersey City, N. J.
JAS. 1). BERGEN, Secretary, 618 E. 24th St., Paterson, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)
WILLIAM II. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
1). G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Oak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)
\V. W. CHAMBERLAIN ,__President, II.ouston, Texas.
1. Secretary, Waco, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
Flum. S. NESS, President, Providence, R. I.
PETER W. Ocns, Secretary, 514 Westminster Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets second Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Association (1903)
P. II. 1.,\enicoa"rc, President, Columbia, S. C.
Ow. F. Mists, Secretary, Edgefield, S C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. DE Mcsim, President.
P. MOUNT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester

Streets, Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)
VI. B. CLASON, President, ('olumbus, Ga.
C. E. FOLSOM, Secretary, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

Opticians' League of State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. lb. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City..
A. SHAW, Secretary, 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)
S. P. SCHUESSLER, President, Baton Rouge, 1.a.
JACQUES BECK, Secy, .29 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)
T. C. GRANT, President, New Glasgow, N. S.
A. C. JonNsoN, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

*New Mexico Ass'n of Optometrists (1905)
OTTO G. BEERER, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EN/I.:RI:TT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

''Nebraska Optical Society (1966)
( . McLEEs.E, President, Davenport, Nebr.
II. II Secretary, Lincoln, Nebr.

Oregon State Ass'n of Optometrists I 1906)
.T. I ). WAris, President, Eugene, Oregon.
B. 1.. visKE, Secretary, Nlacleary Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Mississippi Optical Society (1906)
E. R. VON SEUTTER, President, Jackson, Miss.
ALBERT I. Ohs, Secretary and Treasurer, Vicksburg, Miss.

Alabama Optical Society (1906)
E. II. HOBBS, President, Selma, Ala.
J. D. 'FINDER, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

Arkansas Optical Society (1906)
ELL:s, rre,ident, Jonesboro, Ark.

lita S. DRESBAC II, Secretary, Fayetteville, Ark.

Oldahoma Optical Society (1906)
A. Y. Ilosw Elm, President,. Tulsa, ( )Ida.
C. 0. Lvacti, Secretary, Chandler, olda.

Wyoming Optical Society (1906)
E. II. CARTER, President, LarallliC, \Ne.
C. C. Eeets, Secretary, Themopolis, yo.

*Utah Association of Optometrists (1906)
F. T. Al.rNANDER, Pre,idellt. Salt Lake City, Utah.
j. ItaoAntrus, Secy, no Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

*Idaho State Association of Opticians (1907)
R. D. 111•1111AIIII. Pre■rient, Boise, Idah,

A..111NEIN,1, Stcretary, Itoi:,12 Idaho.

*Montana Optical Society (1907)
A. C. Hoose, President, Billings, Mont.
D. J. MEAGHER, Secretary, Helena, Mont.

Massachusetts Optical Society (1907)
FREDERICK P. SIMMONS, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. limutoct, Secretary, 3 \Vinter Street, Boston, Mass.

--

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society (1897)
W. II. FISHER, President.
ALBERT COHEN, Rec. Sec., SI Fulton Street, New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)
C. I. ScamnsISKI, I' resident, Rochester, N. Y.
E. IL SievER, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Society (1900
C. T. EVANS, President.
E. 1). KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. V.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)
T. ROSE, President, Chicago, Ill.
'1'. 11. KREITZ, Secretary, care C. I Peacock, State and

Adams Streets, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)
b,N..,S HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. (;. DUNLOP, See'y and Treas., St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo Optometrical Society (1903)
C. F. CUSIIING, President, Niagara Falls,. N. Y.
Jumus HANSEN, Secretary, II Goodell St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets first Friday of each month, except July and
August, at Lafayette Hotel, BulTalo, N. Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CHARLES C. IIOLCONILI, President.
Lk:Anima Burr, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

Lowell Optical Society .(1903)
F. C. CUFF, President.
J. McAvov, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Meets second Thursday of March, September, No-
vember.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York

( I905)
M. A. RUGER, President, Elmira, N. V.
II. L. PERKINS, Secretary, Horseheads, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York City)

F. D. SCHMIDT, President, New York City.
Jos. FRIEDLANDER, Secy, 8 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)
A. W. KLUDT, President.
Faso. R. PRESTON, Secretary, 42 Mctt Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Southern California Optical Society (1905)
C. B. ELLIOTT, President.
G. A. PICON, Sec'y, 342 S. Spring St., I.os Angeles, Cal,

Opticians' Club of Columbus (1906)
u. w. WALLis, President.
.1. CRAW F11101, See.Y, 603 Brunson ill de., Columbus, Ohio.

Milwaukee Optical Club (1906)
F. Colman, PreS1(1,11L
MAN MIIILAND, Sccretary, Wells 111.1., Milwaukee, Wis.

Pittsburg Association of Opticians (.1906)
T. T. LITTLE, President.
\\ M. H. SPANGLER, Seey, 7o.2 Penn Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

District of Columbia Optical Society (1906)
xa I ,N A. LEESE, President.

him la I I. 1.1.rz, See'y, oo5 G St., N•W.,WashiuRton, D. C.

Omaha Optical Society (1907)
FRANK E. CoLlIV, 111,,Idt•I11.
J. C. 11r1 St•Crt•l;i1- y and 'freasurer, 118 S. 15th St.,

Omaha, N

San Francisco Optical Society (19o7)
Jso. W. DAvis, Pn-ident.
Louts KUTTNER, SvC.y, INcartIV Sae Franei.-..,, I 'al.

Southeastern Massachusetts Association of Op-
tometrists (1907)

A. A. DAY, President. Brockton, Mass.
F. w. WoRMELLE, Secretary, Brockton, Mass.

San Joaquin Valley Optometrists' Ass'n (1907)
E. D. CoNDY, PrrsidrIlL
II. F. DAvirs, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.



Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss
Stereo Binoculars

THE law of least resistance is to
supply people with what they

want, and when they want the best
there is all the more reason to do so.
ci And we don't ask the dealer to go
it alone we continue to advertise
our Stereo Binoculars, to educate the
public to the difference between
ordinary binoculars and Stereo Bin-
oculars.

In short, we are backing him up
by an aggressive, active campaign of
publicity of the right kind.
ci But you can't sell a thing until you
have it, and "We'll get it for you"
is often a lost opportunity.
41We publish a very interesting little
booklet which we will furnish you,
bearing your imprint, free.
"PRISM" IS A LITTLE MAGAZINE we publish

monthly. Not a mere advertisement, but a beautifully made and
printed little publication about that world of wonder and beauty
seen by the lens. Send us your name and we will enter your
subscription FREE.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
New York, Boston, Washington, Chicago, San Francisco
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400 Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Our Nineteenth New Year's Salutation to our many
friends, with

hearty good wish( s tOr happiness and prosperity in I 908,

Attendant Courses

Six Months
For higher edu-
cation of young

Three Months men.

One Month
atized, complete.

{ Condensed, system-

Special and Post-Graduate Courses

Clinical Instruction at our Dis-
pensary is a valuable feature of
our Attendant Courses.

Correspondence Course

Our Correspondence System is
the one great hobby with us, and
for eighteen years we have been
urging its claims on these pages.
And all the time we have been on
the alert to utilize our experience
in ics improvement, and so it has
developed into the Perfection of
Optical Teaching.

Dr. Brown's New Record Book
of Optometric Examinations

Unique and Indispensable
3 sizes, $1.14, $1.72, $2.30 prepaid

If Interested, enclose 6c. for our Announcement containing " The Key to Success in Optometry"

.!!!!!! ..
OUR Cabinet makes a ten-

foot testing room equal.
in a scientific way to one
twice as large. If you are
cramped for space write us.
Our Cabinet for use with
mirror is the only one on
the market that we know of.
Best looking, most durable
and complete.

BROWN & BURPEE
Manchester, N. 11., U.S.A.

EMACULINE is the best lens renovator to be hat'
It cleanses both lenses and frames.

It makes bifocal and rim glasses clean and wholesome. It
earns money and reputation for the retail optician. Retails
for 25 cents. Trial bottle prepaid for 10 cents.
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The Optometry Bill to be Reintroduced

in the New York State Legislature

The fight which has been continued for some

years to have an optometry law placed on the

statute books of the Empire State will be re-

newed more strenuously than ever during the

forthcoming session of the legislature. The old

measure, modified in such a way as to overcome

the objections on which Governor Hughes based

his veto, will be again introduced and with every
hope of success. An imperative duty which now
devolves on every optician in the State who de-
sires the passage of this measure is to correspond
directly with the senator and assemblyman from
his district and enlist his support for the meas-
ure. Our readers will recall that the bill was
passed by both houses during the last session, but
was vetoed by the governor on grounds which

all considered reasonable. As this objectionable
feature is removed in the new bill, and as Mr.
Hughes still occupies the governor's chair, there
is a moral certainty that the measure will triumph
and that it will be approved by him. The extraor-
dinary strength of the medical profession in the
State must be taken into account, however, and
opticians must be by no means oversanguine. For
this reason every refractionist should bring all
possible pressure to bear on his senator and
assemblyman in favor of the bill and do every-
thing else in his power to assure success. There
is no doubt that the passage of the law in New
York State would be a most decisive victory for
the optometry regulation everywhere, and for
this reason not alone the optometrists of New
York State, but all other States, are deeply inter-
ested in the fate of the measure.

Annual Convention American Associa-
tion of Opticians

The first step by way of preparation for the
annual convention of the American Association

of Opticians, which will be held in Philadelphia

next August, was taken in the appointment by the
president of the following committees :

Committee on entertainment—Alex. Martin,

D. V. Brown, C. A. Longstreth, Edgar A. Brown,
Louis Sickles, Fred Hurlburt, B. Thorpe, L. P.

White, H. Warner Hutchins, Gabriel Mayer.
Ladies' reception committee—Mrs. D. V.

Brown, Mrs. Alex. Martin, Mrs. Sol. Sickles,
Mrs. Wm. Hurlburt, Mrs. C. A. Longstreth, Mrs.
Edgar A. Brown.

Exhibits and programme—A. Reed McIntire,
Win. J. Berm, Andrew Brown.

The Ohio State Optical Association

The executive committee of the Ohio State
Optical Association, together with members of the
legislative committee, met in the Southern Hotel,
Columbus, Ohio, on November 25th, for the pur-
pose of concluding arrangements to have their
optometry bill introduced at the next session of
the legislature. Several other matters of import-
ance were discussed and the following resolution
was adopted : "Resolved, That we do not allow
any exhibits of eye remedies at our annual meet-
ing and that all optometrists and opticians be
dissuaded from selling such remedies."

It was decided that members in arrears for
dues for one year or more would be given sixty
days' time to pay, and if the dues were not paid
by that time their names should be dropped from
the roll of the association. It is to be hoped that
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every member who is engaged in the practice of

optometry will see that it is to his interest as

well as the interest of the association to give this

matter prompt attention and also to respond

promptly to the request for the legislative assess-

ment. Ed. L. Jones, Secretary.

Optical House Celebrates Fourteenth
Anniversary

On the 20th of the present month the well-
known firm of McIntire, Magee & Brown Co.,
manufacturing and wholesale opticians, of Phila-
delphia, Pa., will celebrate the fourteenth anni-
versary of the establishment of the business, which

0

INURE, ■1/46/ I ,,

1./ptical ENtsildn:luilent at McIntire, :%Inu,..e & Brown Co.

dates from January zo, 1894, when they opened up
quarters consisting of two rooms, fourteen feet
square. Increased patronage soon called for
greater facilities, and the firm moved its office
and salesroom to the first floor on August t, Igo%
leaving the second floor available for a greatly
enlarged shop and capacious ophthalmological de-
partment. From that time the growth of the
business has been uninterrupted, and the firm
now occupies four floors with an entire floor
space of 7000 square feet!

The first floor, occupied by the office and
salesroom, covers a space of zo by go feet, and
here is carried the general stock. On this floor

also are the offices, the city and mail prescription
departments and the mail shipping departments.
A large, well-lighted and well-ventilated basement

affords ample space for the shipment of large
packages and stock goods.

The large ophthalmological department is lo-

cated on the second floor in the front part of the
building. Here will be seen the various makes of
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trial cases, testing charts, electric cabinets, electric
and gas adjustable brackets and the vast array

of instruments used by the refractionists in the

detection and correction of errors of sight.

Back of the ophthalmological department is

the general optical shop—a well-lighted room, 75

feet long. Here is carried the working stock of

sphero cylinders and all lines used in making up

prescription orders. The shop is equipped with

the latest and most improved machinery, and has

an abundance of light. On the floor above is sit-

uated the surface-grinding shop, where all man-

lier of lenses are ground.
Each department is thoroughly systematized,

the excellence of the service being a chief factor

in the success of the firm. They are now prepar-

ing a new catalogue, which will soon be ready for

distribution. A copy will be mailed to every

optician who sends his name and address.

T. A. Willson & Company Win Three

Suits in Chicago

The suits instituted by T. A. Willson & Com-

pany in the United States Circuit Court at Chi-

cago last April, through their attorneys, Wagner

& Leidy, against the firms N. Shure Company,

Holsman & Alter and Gordon & Morrison, all

of Chicago, have terminated in a complete victory

for T. A. Willson & Company. These suits were

brought against the three firms by T. A. .Willson

& Company upon the ground, and as alleged in

the bills of complaint, that said firms had sold

and were selling the goods and manufactured

products of other manufacturers as and for the

spectacles and eyeglasses manufactured by T. A.

Willson & Company. The bills of complaint

also alleged that said goods were inferior and

were packed in boxes similar to those in which

the goods of T. A. Willson & Company were

packed, and further also that said firms were

using the numbers used by T. A. Willson &

Company for the past number of years to iden-

tify and designate their goods, placing these

numbers upon the boxes and packages wherein

were contained the goods of other manufacturers,

For the purpose of preventing these practices,

injunctions were asked for in said Circuit Court

against above three firms. These injunctions

have now been granted and decrees entered in

United States Circuit Court perpetually restrain-

ing these three firms from engaging in said prac-

tices, together with costs and an accounting of

profits. T. A. Willson & Company's complete

success in obtaining a decree upon every allega-

tion in their bill of complaint in said suits

establishes their right to their styles of packing,

boxes and numbers and is of great importance to

them, as these decisions will be made the basis of

similar action at other places that may probably

be taken at an early date.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode

Island Society of Optometry was held on Decem-

ber 9th, in Prescott Post Hall, Providence, Presi-

dent Fred. L. Neff presiding.
The usual routine business was transacted

and two amendments were made to the constitu-

tion and by-laws. Remarks were made by most

of the members present, those leading in the dis-
cussion being S. A. Dodge, H. Fellman, W. J.

Davis, G. Frederic Beane, H. W. Cunningham, W.

W. Ferris, A. McDonald and Dr. J. F. Dodge.
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DIGIT 
EYEGLASS
MOUNTING 

Made in Geneva and made right

Alow bridge spring finger-
operating mounting that

combines the advantages of
other mountings with points
of excellence possessed by no
other. Neat in appearance,
easy to adjust and sure to
please the wearer.

Made in 10 K. Solid Gold

Geneva Optical Co. 1
Geneva, N. Y.

N. B.-"Geneva 11 work is accurate."

A Frame that Needs No
Talking

THE DEFI
Our latest production. Defies all competi-

tion. STRONG where all others are WEAK.
A self-advertiser and quick seller. Ask your
jobber for it. If he does not carry it,
write us.

Bay State Optical Co.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

An old proverb says that

"GOOD ADVICE 
IS BETTER THAN MONEY"

In this case, however, it is a first-class paying investment.
We refer to our COURSE IN OPTICS, which teaches
you to become an expert optician ; able to successfully test
and fit eyes. Hundreds of our pupils who never intended to
follow the optical profession as a livelihood, but took our
courses merely as a pastime-lawyers, doctors, mer-
chants, school teachers, ministers, farmers,
clerks, proprietors of stores, traveling men,
ladies, etc., with nothing special to do, etc.-are to-day
by some circumstance deriving a good income as a result of
taking our course.

Would'nt It be wise to write us?

Complete course, with diploma, costs only $8.00 ($2.00
down and $1.00 a week. This is a regular $25.00 College
Course. Write

AMERICAN OPTICAL, COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH.
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Examination Paper on Sight-Testing

Among the more practical questions on

eye refraction set by the Spectacle Makers'

Company of London at the recent examina-

tion of candidates were the following, with

answers by the London Watchmaker, Jeweler,

Silversmith and Ofilician

Question.-Make out an order form for

reading glasses for the following cases :-

V. R. =. 6/36 ; +2.5 D sph. =6j6; P. P. -=
7.) cms.

V. L. = 6/24; + 2.0 D spli. C+ 1.0 D cyl.
ax. 35° = 6/6.

Convergence of 5 deg. esophoria, interpu-

pillary distance 61 mm. ; height of bridge

6 mm. ; horizontal projection of bridge, 2 MM.

brows overhanging.
Answer. -The near point being at 70

ems., shows that there is an amplitude of

approximately 1.5 D present, but only about

half can be used constantly for near work.

Assuming the reading distance to be 40 cms.,

a person with no accommodation would

require 2.5 D to see comfortably, in addition

to his distance correction.

Here, however, .75 D may be deducted

to allow some of the accommodation to be

used, making 1.75 D as the added lens in

each eye. In ordinary cases about 3 mm. is

deducted from the P. D. for reading, but

owing to the presence of esophoria, i e., a

tendency inwards, no harm would be done

by using the same P. D. as for distance, as

the lenses would then have a slightly prismatic

effect, the virtual bases being outwards.

The strain of repressing the tendency to

converge would thus be partly delayed. The

height of bridge would be increased to about

to mm., and the projection left unchanged.

Owing to overhanging eyebrows, half or full

pantoscopic frames would be an advantage,

together with a slight angling of the joints of

about to deg.
The order form would therefore read,

R.E. + 4.25 sph.
L. E. + 3.75 sph. + 1.0 cyl. ax. 35°.

P. D. 61 rim., height of bridge io mm.,

projection of bridge 2 nun., half pantoscopic,

and joints angled to deg. downwards.

Question.-What prismatic effect is pro-

duced by a frame holding.R. --I-- 4.0 spit. L -

5.0 sph., which is 6 nun. too high ?

Answer.-The prismatic effect in prism

diopters of a decentered lens is found by

(Power of lens) X (cms. of decentration)

and, therefore, in this case, the right lens has

the effect of a 4 X .6 = 2.4 A base up, and

the left the effect of 5 X .6 = 3.0 A base

down, the bases being in the opposite direction

as the lenS'es are of opposite sign. The total

prismatic effect, therefore, is 2.4 + 3.99

5.4 P base up in the right eye or base down

in the left.

KEYSTONE - .1

Question. -What is the index refraction

of a --I- 4.0 D lens whose radius of curvature

on one side is 8 in. and on the other side

12 in. ?
Answer.-The formula giving the rela-

tion between focal length, radii of curvature,

and refractive index is

F- 
r, r2

(r1+ r2) (p.-1)

where r1 and r2 are the two radii, F the focal

length, and i the refractive index.
By a simple transposition of this expres-

sion-
r, r,  96

(P.- I = (r1 + 1.2) 120 
.48

Therefore = i + .48 = 1.48.

Queslion.-What is the refractive condi-

tion, amplitude of accommodation, and

approximate age of a person

whose P.R. with a 5.0 sph.= 50 cms., and
whose P. P. with a - 3.0 sph. .= 33 cms.?

At what age will such a person require glasses

for reading?
Answer. -A 5 D spit., being placed

before an emmetropic eye, would produce a

P. R. = to the focal length of the lens, i. e.,

20 CMS. ; and, therefore, if, as in this case,

the same lens produces a P. R. of only 50

ems., there is a deficiency of refraction of

2 D - 5 D = - 3 D, which is the same

thing as saying that there is 3 D of hyperme-

tropia. The P. P. at 33 cms. shows an

exertion of 3 D of acc.; but, having over-

come the - 3 D S, and riso the amount of

H., which is found to be 3 D, the total

amplitude is, therefore, 3 + 3 + 3 = 9 D.

Such an amplitude corresponds to an age of

about twenty-three.
The average age at which a person

requires extra power for reading is about

forty-five ; but the presbyopic age is subject

to considerable variation, some people

requiring aid before that age and others later.

This period is, of course, taken from the

average of a great number of emmetropic

eyes, and since the static refraction has

practically no effect on the amplitude, this

rule may be considered to hold good for all

cases. The above has, of course, been

worked on the supposition that all the H. is

man ifest. -
Question.-On testing a person by

means of the stenopaic slit you find in R. eye

with slit horizontal vision is best with a - 2.0

Sph., With slit vertical - o.5 sph. In the

left eye with slit horizontal -F o.5 sph., with
slit vertical - 1.5 sph. What glasses would

you give ? And transpose same into suitable

toroidal form.
Answer.-If - 2.0 spit. gives normal

vision in the right eye with the slit horizontal

there is myopia 2 D in this direction, and for

the same reason - .5 I), rendering vision

clear in the vertical meridian, there must be

.5 D myopia in this direction. In the left

eye the required lenses are + .5 sph. in the

horizontal and - 1.5 sph. in the vertical.

The lenses in the right eye could be best put

up in the following combination :-

- 2 sph. C + 1.5 cyl. ax. Hor.

The combination for the left eye would be:

- 1.5 sph. C + 2.0 cyl. ax. Vert.

A suitable toroidal for R.E. with, say,

- 6.o sph. on one surface, would be

- 6.o sph.

+ 4.0 cyl. vert.0 + 5.5 cyl. Hor.

and in the L.E.
- 6 o sph.

+ 6.5 cyl. vert.0 + 4.5 cyl. Hor.

Question.-What is the size of the

retinal image of an object 12 cms. high and

50 ems. distant from a hypermetrope of 4.5 D?

Answer.-If A be the distance of the

object to the nodal point, B the distance of

the nodal point to the retina, C the size of

the object, and x the size of the retinal

image, then
B X C 

x-
A

In hypermetropia, however, the axial

length is diminished by about i mm. for

every 3 D H., and, therefore, the distance

from the nodal point to retina may, in this

case, be taken to be 15 - 1.5 = 13.5 mm.
Substituting the values of A, B, and C,

x is found to be
12 X 13.5

24 mm. in size.

Question.-Upon what general principle

ar?. the various tests for muscle balance

based ? Enumerate some of the methods

employed. State which you prefer, giving

your reasons.
Answer. -In testing for muscular imba-

lance, it is necessary that while so doing the

two eyes shall be in a state of complete rest,

and this is only obtained when the eyes are in

complete darkness or during sleep. To de-
stroy, therefore, all tendency for binocular
vision, various tests are employed, one of the
best being that of the Maddox rod. There
are also the double prism test, in which the
images are duplicated ia one eye, or in the
single prism test, where one image is displaced
to such an extent that fusion with the other
eye is impossible. The two latter methods,
however, do not give such satisfactory
results as the Maddox rod, as, owing to the
similarity of the two images, there is always
some attempt at fusion, which may detract
from the accuracy of the measurement.
With the Maddox rod, however, the one
image being merely a streak of light, there
is no tendency to fusion with the other image,
as the latter is due to direct vision of the
object, which usually consists of a small
candle at six metres. In all muscle tests the
main principle involved is that of dissimilarity
of the two images, preventing fusion, so that
the inherent imbalance of the motor muscles
is manifested. The best test is that of the
Maddox groove.
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Consolidation of Vast Optical
Interests

home, schools and colleges and scientific labora-

tories of the country. This was accomplished not

without great sacrifice, and for a long time the

ATLANTA
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The man who said that " experience is the best teacher " might have tacked on this safeguard—but " learning by theother fellow's experience is by far the most economical way."
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American and German Optical Works Join Hands—
An Immense Aggregation of Resources.

Facilities and Talent

One of the most important developments in

the history of the optical industry was disclosed in

the recent announcement by the Rochester Herald,

that the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, the

Bausch, Lomb, Saegmuller Company,of Rochester,

N. Y., and the Carl Zeiss Optical Works, of Jena,
Germany, have united their interests, with the
expressed purpose of carrying to the highest possi-

ble development the production of optical, physi-

cal and engineering instruments.

The new year marks the

New Era in Optical formal beginning of the asso-
ciation of the above-men-
tioned firms, each of which

enjoys an international reputation and is recog-

nized as a leader in the production of the various

lines of its manufacture. This association is

unique, both by reason of the character of the

principals thereto and the results already, and those

sought to be attained. The Bausch & Lomb

Optical Company has for years produced under

license agreements photographic lenses and field
.glasses invented by the Zeiss Works. For years

they have supplied George N. Saegmuller with

the optical parts of his engineering and astronomi-

cal instruments. The three firms having confidence
in their ability to accomplish still more by closer
co-operation, have provided in their articles of asso-
ciation for giving each other every possible assist-

ance in the development of the business by placing

The organizations, the scientific staffs, formulae,

data of all kinds, shop methods, experience—in

fact, everything at the disposal of the other, in
order to give to the scientific world optical appara-

tus of the highest possible perfection ; to develop

what already exists and to create new forms for

the benefit of mankind.

While as a result of this association the Bausch,
Lomb, Saegmuller Company joins the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Company and becomes an integral

part of its organization, having no further separate
existence, the Carl Zeiss Works maintains its

entity in Jena, inasmuch as by its own articles of
incorporation it is bound to exist in perpetuity, at

the same time it becomes a member of the corpo-

rate organization Bausch & Lomb Optical Com-
pany, of Rochester, N. Y., and by the very terms
of the aforesaid articles which prevents any changes

in the works at Jena, the same perpetuity feature is

made possible for the new organization.

It is the intention ultimately to manufacture and
to market in the United States and its possessions

the products of the Carl Zeiss Works, of Jena. The

-new association has at its command the inventive
genius and wonderful resources of the three organi-
zations, including the scientific staff of the Zeiss
Works, which is composed of twenty-eight of the
most eminent specialists in their fields, a group of
collaborators impossible of duplication, inasmuch

as they are the picked men from German universi-
ties, chosen because of their particular fitness for

this special line of work.

The Bausch & Lomb Com-

What the Companies patty has not only been a
pioneer in the manufacture
of eyeglasses and lenses in

the United States, but it has also made possible
the more general use of the microscope in the

DUPAUL, YOUNG OPTICAL CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Optical Goods]

Southbridge, Mass., U.S.A.
EUROPEAN OFFICE—g Hatton Garden, London. England

We have passed through the ordeal of moving into our new factory, and take this opportunity to thankour customers for their most liberal patronage, and respectfully solicit their continuance of same, and weassure them that we are now much better equipped to fill their orders with promptness than heretofore.Our representative Mr. F. G. Burgess viI1 make personal calls on the jobbing trade, and demonstrate thesuperiority of our goods by a full line of samples, and any orders placed with him A'ill receive careful attention.

Development

Have Accomplished

1 J. Bausch

business suffered much from financial strain

imposed upon it by the unwavering determination

of the company to carry out its purpose. They

world. In 1903 they celebrated the semi-centennial

of their existence.

The Bausch, Lomb, Saegmuller Company,

incorporated in 1895, is the successor to George N.

Saegmuller, doing business under the firm-name of

Fauth & Company, at Washington, D. C., since

1874. The astronomical instruments of their

manufacture are found in European no less than in

American observatories. Their engineering and

surveying instruments have the reputation of being

of the highest degree of accuracy and excellence

and have been purchased by many foreign govern-

ments. They have been equally successful in the

production of telescope sights used on our Ameri-

can battleships. These sights were developed by

George N. Saegmuller in 1896, at the suggestion of

Admiral, then Captain Sampson, and it is largely

due to the accuracy of these sights that our gun-

ners have made such remarkable records in marks-

manship. They are also makers of other optical

apparatus for use where accurate measurements

call for instruments of great precision.

It is not alone the production of

Carl Zeiss Works optical instruments of the high-
est merit that gives to the Carl
Zeiss Works a pre-eminent

place in the manufacturing world. Its work along

strictly scientific lines, made possible by the devel-

opment of its scientific staff, makes it a unique

institution and has built up its well-deserved

reputation for supreme scientific attainment and

technical skill.

The world owes to this institution an incalcu-

lable debt. It developed the modern microscope;

it invented the anastigmat lens upon which the

modern art of illustration is absolutely dependent ;

it made the first successful application of the prism

principle to field glass construction ; it has invented

many new instruments for scientific research and

for the trades which will tend to revolutionize

present methods of measurements. Some of its

latest instruments are designed for use by armies
and navies, such as range finders, signal apparatus,

etc. The flagship Connecticut, which sailed with

the Pacific fleet, carried on its mast one of the new

signaling mirrors.

The Zeiss Works is part owner in the Optical

Glass Works of Schott & Genossen, Jena, and

naturally derives many advantages from such con-

nection, in which, of course, the new association

will share. It was Professor Abbe, then owner of

the Zeiss Works, who instigated and directed the

experiments which led to the production of the

new glasses which are indispensable to the con-

struction of the modern types of lenses.

This association bestows upon
Advantages of the principals composing it the

combined advantages of all.
The scientific staff, data, forum-

inventions of Carl Zeiss, the business organiza-

tion, scientific staff, experience and skill of the

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company and the inven-

tions, experience and skill of the George N. Saeg-

muller concern are to be united not for the mere

Purpose of selfish aggrandizement, but to enable

them to utilize to the best attainable ends the

means and opportunities of each, and give to the
world for its advantage, and thus their own, the
products of their thought and labors in scientific

fields, and to make this available to a far greater

degree than has ever before been possible.

When German scientific skill is combined with

the progressive enlightened American manufactur-

ing methods the world k bound to become

enriched.

(Merge N. Saegmuller

stand unsurpassed in the manufacture of photo-

graphic lenses and shutters, and here in the begin-

ning their experience was similar to that in devel-

If. Loath

Unique

oping the microscope department. In the manu-

facture of naval searchlights, and, in fact, optical

work generally, they rank among the first in the

Consolidation
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American Association of Opticians

Organization and Affiliation Announcement

Pursuant to numerous calls in different op-
tical and jewelry journals, Secretary Wm. E.
Huston will, on January 14th, begin an organiza-
tion and affiliation tour of Southeastern States
not yet organized or affiliated with the national
body. The States, places of meetings and itin-
erary are as follows:

West Virginia Charleston,
Dist. Columbia  Washington,
Maryland  Baltimore,
Delaware  Wilmington,
North Carolina.  Raleigh,
South Carolina  Columbia,
Florida  Jacksonville,
Louisiana  Baton Rouge,

Tuesday, Jan. 14
Wednesday, Jan. 15
Thursday, Jan. 16
Friday, Jan. 17
Monday, Jan. 20
Wednesday, Jan. 22
Friday, Jan. 24
Monday, Jan. 27

During the past twenty-four months the
national association has organized and affiliated
twenty-five State societies by methods and plans
here outlined, and the meetings everywhere have
been universally successful. After organization
or affiliation is effected, the national body contin-
ues to assist the States in building up and
strengthening their respective associations. At-
tractive programmes in each State will be one of
the strong features of these meetings. On some
of the different programmes in addition to local
speakers in each State will be such well-known
men as :

John C. Eberhardt, Dayton, Ohio; A. Jay
Cross, New York City; ex-presidents of the
American Association of Opticians.

H. J. Cook, Knoxville, Tenn., president of
the Tennessee State Optical Society and chair-
man of examiners in optometry of Tennessee.

A. Reed McIntire, Philadelphia, Pa., presi-
dent of the American Association of Wholesale
Opticians.

E. LeRoy Ryer, New York City, president of
the Physiological Section of the American Asso-
ciation.

W. T. Eisensmith, Charleston, W. Va., chair-
man board of regents the American Association
of Opticians.

Alexander Martin, Philadelphia, Pa., president
of the Pennsylvania State Optical Society and
vice-president A. A. 0.

C. E. Folsom, Atlanta, Ga., chairman execu-
tive committee the American Association.

Prof. R. M. Lockwood, New York City,
writer on scientific optics and author of well-
known text-books.

There will also be other well-known men as
representatives of leading optical houses who will
demonstrate the new in optical instruments and
optical wares.

Secretaries of all State societies affiliated
with the national arc hereby notified that the fol-
lowing pieces of campaign literature, designed to
build up and strengthen the local society and aid
in securing State legislation, may be had free of
charge in lots of from one to 300 upon application
to Secretary Wm. E. Huston, 4404 Main Street,
Kansas City, Mo.:

No. I.—"Procrastination the Thief of Time—
and Other Things." A card setting forth the
folly of procrastination in applying for member-
ship in one's State society. To be mailed under
one cent postage.

No. 2.—Universal Application Card. A card
to be used in envelopes under one cent postage.

KEYSTONE

Brings an expression from those willing to be-
come members, which by tact may be turned into
actual applications.

No. 3.—American Medical Association Letter.
Copies of a letter recently sent out by that body,
with form letters, to be used by affiliated optical
societies.

No. 4.—"Organization — Legislation—Educa-
tion." "Without organization you cannot secure
legislation. Without legislation you cannot af-
ford education." A card to be mailed under one
cent postage.

No. 3.—"Warning to opticians and Optomet-
rists." An insert slip, giving the State and clause
of the act upon which the attorney general filed
his opinion that none but medical doctors shall
be allowed to fit glasses.

No. 6.—"An Optometry Law in Operation."
Copy of an original article by H. M. Hitchcock,
president of the Minnesota State Board of Exam-
iners in Optometry, setting forth the advantages
of the optometry law as administered in that
State. In folder form.

No. 7.—Optometrical Legislation. An open
letter to State legislators, enumerating the prac-
tical points in favor of optometry laws. In folder
form.

No. 8.—"Why the Oculist Should Favor Op-
tometry laws." A folder—copy of an original
article by Secretary Wm. E. Huston.

American Association Annual Conven-
tion

No official announcement of exact dates for
the eleventh annual convention and exhibit can
be given this month, owing to the fact that the
local Philadelphia people are proceeding slowly
in an effort to select a date that will be most sat-
isfactory to all sections of the country and to all
branches of the trade. The consensus of opinion
seems to be that August, everything considered,
will be the most satisfactory month, and it is
probable that the second week of that month
will be chosen.

Massachusetts Optical Society

The Massachusetts Optical Society held a
meeting at Young's Hotel, Boston, on Tuesday,
December 17th, in connection with the projected
legislation that the association has been working
on of late. The society has been very aggressive
in their campaign, notifying the opticians of the
movement, and there is little doubt but that
every optician in Massachusetts is well acquainted
with the work on hand.

Nebraska State Board of Optometry
The Nebraska State Board of Optometry will

hold its first examination at the Rome Hotel at
Omaha, January 29th and 30th. It is not the
intention of the board to make the examination in
any way severe, just such as any qualified optome-
trist can pass.

The examination will consist of sixty written
questions which will be plain, practical optical
propositions in three groups of twenty each.
Practical use of the trial case will be required as
well as the use of other testing apparatus. There
will he a total of moo points-73o being required
to pass. The cost of the examination is $15, cost
of registration $to and cost of license $1.

For application blanks for examination apply
to Secretary J. C. Huteson, Omaha, Nebr.

1 5 1

Rochester Optometrical Society
The Rochester Optometrical Society's Decem-

ber meeting proved a business one. Arrangements
were completed for the four lectures on Light, by
Dr. Howard D. Minchin, professor of physics at
the University of Rochester. These lectures will
be given in the physical laboratory at the university.
It was voted that all local physicians and the class
in mathematical optics be invited to attend. The
dates and subjects follow :

Tuesday, January 14th—" Nature of Light,
Wave Theory, other theories, Propagation of
Light."

Tuesday, January 28th—" Reflection, Refrac-
tion, Dispersion, Diffusion."

Tuesday, February lith—" Diffraction, Inter-
ference, Polarization, Color, Phosphorescence,
Fluorescence."

Friday, February 28th—" Lenses, Mirrors,
Optical Instruments, Resolving Power, Magnifica-
tion, etc."

Optical Notes

J1 Dr. W. E. Hicks, of Lowell, Mass., has
opened a branch office at Providence, R. I., under
the name of the Dr. Hicks Optical Co.

.0 C. M. Quimby, manufacturing optician,
Boston, Mass., accompanied by his wife and family,
recently visited Mr. Quimby's sister at Castile, in
Western New York State. During his visit, Mr.
Quimby devoted much of his time to the healthful
exercise of ice boating, hunting, etc.

J1 The Berman Optical Co., is the title of a
new firm just opened in Norfolk, Va., on December
9th. Mr. Berman was for ten years connected
with the B. Mayer Optical Co., of Baltimore, Md.,
and is thoroughly conversant with every detail of
the optical business.

,„it Dr. J. F. Dodge the well-known optometrist
Providence, R. I., has moved into handsome
quarters in the new office building just completed
at the corner of Washington and Aborn Streets.
The new quarters will be up to date in every respect,
and will have reception and examination rooms
together with all the latest appliances for scientific
eye refraction.

The S. Galeski Optical Co., of Richmond,
Va., has opened a new up-town branch store in
that city for the greater convenience of its patrons
in that section. The new quarters are located at
223 E. Broad Street. This company was the
pioneer establishment of its kind in the South and
has been identified with Richmond for almost a
quarter of a century.

,)1 The following students are in attendance
at the Klein School of Optics, Boston, Mass: Carroll
Burt Crawford, San Francisco, Cal.; Frank E.
Watkins, Cleveland, Ohio ; Gladys McMeekin,
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia ; H. L. Wells, Westerly,
R. I.; H. L. Pattison, Westbrook, N. Y.; Frank G.
Balcolm, Tilton, N. H.; E. Richardson Haverhill,
Mass.; Edwin V. Goodman, Waltham, Mass.;
Alfred R. Barker, Boston, Mass.

.0 A subscriber in Valley Spring, Cal., who
states that he holds a diploma of the American
Optical College, Detroit, Mich., asks whether he

can practice refraction in California without passing
an examination. In reply, we wish to inform our
subscriber and others who are interested that
California is one of the twelve States in which an
optometry law is in force and the passing of an
examination before the State board of examiners
in optometry is compulsory no matter what may be
the previous qualifications of the refractionist.
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Rochester School of Optometry
A Thorough and Practical Optical School

At the first of this year we instituted a separate MANUAL
TRAINING COURSE in MECHANICAL OPTICS for those
wishing to learn to do all kinds of prescription work.

This course is very thorough and practical, and at its com-
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Aneroid Barometers—Their Construc-
tion and Uses

Supplementary to the article on " Mercurial

Barometers" which appeared on page 234! of our

December, igo7,issue and for which we are indebted

to The Globe News published by The Globe

Optical Co., Boston, Mass., we reprint from the

same source the following lucid article on aneroid

barometers :
The word " Aneroid " is from the Greek

meaning " without fluid," thus distinguishing it

from the Standard or Mercurial Barometer which

measures the pressure of the atmosphere by means

of a column of mercury. The illustration Figure

shows the general construction of the ordinary

Aneroid Barometer. The essential part is the

vacuum chamber A, on which the pressure of

the atmosphere produces the effect hereafter

described. The chamber A is made of two

thin German silver circular disks, corrugated on

each side and firmly soldered together at the edge,

forming a box, as shown in Figure 2. In the

middle of one side is soldered the screw ; on the

other side there is a post carrying a knife edge. At

-

K EYSTONE

Attached to M is a vertical standard H, to which

is attached a chain which extends to the center of

the movement and passes around the center arbor

Fig. 4

(or spindle) I, on which there is the indicating

hand J. The projecting arm K carries two pillars

and a cross piece L, which supports the central

arbor (or spindle) to which the hand

J is attached
The best made instruments are

compensated for alterations in tem-

perature. This compensation is se-

cured by making the lever G of two

metals—brass and steel. The quan-

tity of each metal is then alternated

until the compensation is affected.

The compensation of an aneroid is of

the greatest importance for all pur-

poses, and especially so when used for

measuring altitudes, as the tempera-

ture always varies when going from

low to high regions. If the instru-

ment was not compensated, the

changes in temperature would affect

the mechanical parts, and thus give

erroneous results.

The aneroid, because of its port-

able form and extreme sensitiveness

in responding to changes in the atmos-

pheric pressure, is in more general use

to-day than the mercurial barometer. It is indis-

pensable to the navigator, as the motion of the

ship renders the mercurial barometer so unsettled.

Fig. 1

Fig. S

the edge of the box is inserted a soft metal pipe,

through which the air in the chamber is exhausted

by an air pump. While the vacuum is maintained

the opening is closed.
Figure 3 shows the result of producing a

vacuum in the metallic box A. The pressure of

air on the outside of this box is equal to a force of

about sixty (6o) pounds. The metallic box A

is then screwed to the base plate B by means

of the screw which was soldered on one side. An

iron L shaped bridge C spans the chamber and

rests upon the base plate by means of two pointed

screws, Cv, Cv. To the bridge C is firmly attached

a mainspring D, the edge of which is slotted at E

to receive the knife edge on the top side of

chamber A. This spring lifts the upper part of the

chamber, thus drawing the two disks apart. The

power of the mainspring opposing the atmospheric
pressure upon the vacuum chamber A makes a
perfect balance. The two screws in each end of

the bridge Cv CI regulate the tension of the spring

D. The movements of the chamber A are very

slight. For this reason, it is necessary, to have an
arrangement whereby these movements can be
multiplied in order to facilitate the reading of
them. To this end the vertical movement of the
chamber A is transmitted through the lever F to

the short bar G, thence through the shaft M.

Fig. 5

For measuring altitudes, its sensitiveness and

portability make it extremely easy to obtain

accurate results. It is highly valuable to the

T ; •

engineer and surveyor, as well as to the tourist, as
the instrument shows differences in level, foot by
foot. The aneroid can also be shipped with perfect
safety and carried in any position without disar-
rangement of the mechanism.

Generally speaking, the fall of in the
barometer, when used in connection with altitudes,
indicates a rise of goo feet elevation.

The words "Stormy, Fair, Rain," etc., which
are usually placed on the aneroid barometer are
simply relative ; it does not follow that the
weather conditions indicated by these words will
exist when the indicating hand of the barometer
points to them. It is necessary, as we said in the
former article on this subject, to take into consider-
ation the direction and force of the wind, the
humidity and temperature of the air and the
indicated pressure of the barometer for several
days preceding.

Figure 4 is a compensated pocket altitude
aneroid, such as used by travelers who desire a
really good instrument that can be relied upon to
give accurate readings. There are two dials,—one
giving the barometer reading and the other the
altitude reading. The altitude scale can be rotated,

by means of the milled screw so as to set the zero
of the scale to coincide with the position of the
barometer hand. It makes it easier to note the

Fig. 6

altitude when the scale is set at zero before the
ascent is commenced.

It should, however, be set to coincide with 30
of the barometer scale because the altitude scale
gradually diminishes, while the barometer scale
remains the same throughout.

There are special barometers for surveyors'
use, the works of which are very accurately and
carefully compensated, and the scales carefully
graduated. (See Figure 5). These instruments
are made with progressive barometer scale and a
regular altitude scale, just reverse to the ordinary
altitude scale. This is so a vernier can be used in
connection with the altitude scale for making very
accurate readings. Over the vernier is fitted a
magnifying lens to facilitate the readings of the
minute variations. The thumb screw at the top is
to move the vernier scale.

Figure 6 illustrates one of the many styles of
house barometers. They are made with metal and
wood cases in numerous designs. Some have the.
dial cut away so that the works are exposed;
others have solid dials. They are also often made
with thermometers attached, same as in illustration.

Many aneroid barometers have an extra hand
to which a milled head is attached through the
glass face. After setting this stationary hand, to
coincide with the barometer hand, the direction
and extent of movement of barometer hand can be
easily noted.

An aneroid barometer may be out of adjust-
ment so far as not agreeing with the standard
barometer. In the back of all aneroids there is a
small screw at D. (See Figure By turning this,
the indicating hand G may be made to register at
the proper place on the scale.



"Well Begun is Half Done"

Let us help you to make it a

"HAPPY NEW YEAR"

The new " ITS IT" MOUNTING with shell
guard, has " taken hold " already. Besides the shell
lining, it has the guards attached according to a new
principle, so that the guards are even more easily •
adjusted than formerly.

PRICI

GOLD, $21.00 a dozen FILLED, $12.00 a dozen

A Postal Card
will put you on
our Mailing=List

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
tss Summer Street Boston, Mass.

TAKE NOTICE
To conform with the reiptirements of the

majority of State Boards the regutar course of
Inst ruction has beet] extended to t we've weeks
without increase of tuition fee,. There trill he
required at daily at tendance of 8 hours. I rom ex-
perience we find that 111'1'50119 Who Work dining
daytime are unable h. devote more than one or
twoevenings to in,trtivii,1,, ille evening coursrs
lire discontinued hur the present. 'ring seined
IM independen t rrom any W holesale or maim hie-
Wring estahl ( II I Ijiij furnish plenty
patients for practical work. For further in kir-
motion address, Klein School of Optics, 185Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

THE NEW AUTOMATIC

Lens=Grinding Machine
Tfie right machine fin the eplienth ill 1111 a I

his surf:leo grinding ; one man can torn oni
"'lee the 11111011111 or work own fie

TORIC LENSES nook ill IIIV Ilretseriplion
or s. 9, 12 nod IA diopt. I,lle tau Ve.
" ROUGH TORICS" it IIIIIII y.

We also make cylinder shells and toric
shells of 3, 6 and 9 (limit.

Send for Circular and Price-List
ANT. WAGNER

Manufacturing Optician. Maker of Torte Lenses
1034 W. Girard A ve.,13HILADELI,HIA, PA.
Manulavt tired and sold under Letters Patent

Ne. 889,846 and 646,672

We can do it.
We have a very large stock.
We handle a number of Specialties.
We do an enormous amount of Prescription

Work, and by a recent improvement in our
system, we are turning it out considerably
quicker than ever before.

The optician can get from us anything he
needs, from start to finish.

If you are a customer of ours, we are going
to do our best to help you to make a success
of 1008.

If you are not, this is a good time to think
about getting in line!

D. V. BROWN
Wholesale, Importing, Manufacturing Optician

736, 738, 740, 742 Sansom St., Philadelphia

CONE PRISM FOR MUSCLE TEST

M. E. STERN,
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Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
For
Watchmakers
( Patented )

Fitted to Any
Lathe

Complete as
Shown

$40.00
Strictly NET

Be Sure You (let
OUR LATEST

150 Improvements
Since Our FIRST

This Tool is Now
PERFECTED

SEE THAT
HOLE

REPLACING

1—Plain Tailstock

2—Screw Tailstock

3—Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4—Slide Rest

5—Pivot Polisher

6—Filing Fixture

7—Rounding-up Tool

8—Milling Fixture

9—Rusty Pinion
Polisher

10—Profiling Fixture

11—Turret Head

12—Table Rest

CLEMENT HOLLOW GRAVER PRICE

25 Cents

DOES

Turning
racing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Ml lUng
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse Orinding
Polishing
Snelling
Dameskeening
Rounding Up
Etc.

L.OssIN
finePt

viand and Peet-4.;

"' 0. CLEMEO"
101,,%taiems,,sast

GLOSSING

401

90

For Polishing Pivots

Price, 25 cer-it-
Used by Watch Factories

655

—904

PAT. - PENDING

Ahtsve made in six sizes, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
----enrwasrmirvw•,4

#

502

A.5

953 905
A8_81887488-sm -

THE HOLE saves MUCH time in sharpening; keeps the point flat ; insures much more even temper.
THE STEEL is made special with the proper per cent. carbon and other ingredients to insure the very best cutting edge

that can possibly be produced.
THE TEMPER ; these gravers are all hardened by our hard-tough-even tempering process which insures the hard-

est, toughest and evenest temper that can be produced. Many sizes will be made—only one size now ready for delivery.
Temper perfectly even all through ; yes, through a thousand gravers ; by our process it cannot be otherwise.
From your jobber or direct ; postage i cent.

Two Lower Cute Show GRAVERS FOR ENGRAVING; SPECIAL STEEL, SPECIAL TEMPER,
SPECIAL LENGTH, SPECIAL SHAPE

W. D. CLEMENT

Only substance known to produce the
black gloss found on new work.

No other polish needed.
Takes pivot right from the graver.
All mixed, ready for use.
Cuts rapidly, leaves fine finisli.

WALTHAM, MASS.

The New Oval Center

Lenticular Lens

Made in any form of Concave
Lenses — Spherical, Sphero-
Cylinder and Cylinder, or any
of the above forms in Toric
Lenses. Send for price-list.

No trial case complete without. one. Price, $1.50 each
VVholesafe iind 7i=73 Nassau St., New Yorkmann fac; tiring Optician,

LEARN WATCH
REPAIRING

We will teach you this business by attendance here or
by correspondence. ‘Ve use the DeSelms ChartSystem, an easy simple method. You can learn at
home during your spare t ime if you have not the time
and money to come here. After you complete the
course you will be able to repair the most crippled

timepiece and pet it in running order. Your knowledge of watches will be thorough and
complete. Watch repairers are scarce. No trouble in getting a position 08 soon as you can
do the work.

This Is a Successful School. Notice Our Growth.
1904— 50 square fret or floor spore.
1005— 100 equare feet of floor space.
1906— 200 Square feet of floor space.
1907— 900 square feet of floor space.
1908-2600 square feet of floor space.

Wo use the full capacity of an entire building fully equipped with all the best and latest
appliances for the watch, jewelry and optical business.

Special advantages to be found only In This School
Every appliance, full cams° of lectures. continuous practice. The DeSELMS CHARTS
(Pet.) The DeSELMS TEXT BOOKS. A model Store for the training of students in store
work, OA for our 1150 11110k lEIM et pinInIng evorythIng

THE DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL, 293 Perry St., Attica, Ind.

I_
'CL MA', 7.1901

PAOTITIER5 PENDING

Th. 46RELIAINCE"
Automatic Numbering. Machine

Price, $3.5o
(Six Wheels) Numbers from 1 to 1,000,00()

This machine is automatic throughout. It
eon he set to print numbers coneeetitively—
print a series in duplicate —or repeat any
number indefinitely.

No ruhlier timed lit its construetion. It Is
ititill to last Cor yearm and is the best value In it
numbering machine offered.

Style of imprint :—

123456
MACHINE INSURANCE-For $1.00 per year

I' will keep this machine clean and in perfect
repair.

CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG. CO.
240-242 West 23d Street NEW YORK

Our Convincing Record
We wish to be judged, not by what we claim we can do, but by

what we have actually done.

Read the following list of individual sales for this year and the
annual aggregate of goods sold in the eleven years of our successful
partnershp and judge for yourself:

Sales Made During the Past Twelve Months
Yearly Sales Record

of Continuous Progress

W. A. Gill, St. Louis, Mo., 5 weeks, over . . . $75,000 1896-7—$ 97,500
Burns, Barry Co., Memphis, Tenn., 8 weeks . . 32,000 1897-8— 108,200
The Rogers Jewelry, Chicago, Ill., 8 weeks . . . 80,000 1898-9— 142,500
Birely 8z Son, Oshkosh, Wis., 4 weeks 30,500 1899-0— 174,600
Morsman, Feagans Co., St. Paul, Minn., 8 weeks 47,500 1900-1— 180,275
The M. Scooler Co., New Orleans, La., 4 weeks 50,000 1901-2-- 190,300
D. I. Seifert, Beaver Falls, Pa., 3 weeks . . . . 4,500 1902-3— 201,400
F. C. Cook & Co., Janesville, Wis., 2 weeks . . 5,000 1903-4— 240,650
W. S. Pitt, Oelwein, Iowa, 3 weeks  4,200 1904-5— 284,100
Mrs. J. H. Havill, Hamilton, Ont, 5 weeks . . • 18,000 1905-6— 203,400
And several others less important  1906-7— 346,700

'1 here is no parallel for this record.

Send for our booklet and read the letters of our satisfied
patrons and their advice to their brother jewelers who contemplate
a sale.

We have just added another to our list by a most successful sale of the entire stock of L. Luckhardt, of Johnstown, Pa.,
one of the oldest jewelry houses in the state, established 53 years. Such are our clients—hear what they say of us.

BRIGGS & DODD
5132 Kimbark Ave., Chicago, Ill. 416 Broadway, New York City
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One fact already established is the absolute supremacy of

THE BUSINESS BUILDER
An Active, Energetic and Untiring

Jewelry Auctioneer
Don't overlook the opportunity for
securing EFFECTIVE SERVICE.

If you contemplate an Auction Sale,
my twenty-two years of successful
experience as a JEWELRY Auc-TIONEER justifies me in bringing
myself to your notice.

My record carries ample proof of my
ability to conduct your sale with
profit for you and satisfaction for
your customers.

No stock is too small and none too
large for me to handle. My knowl-
edge of the business is thorough
clown to the smallest detail.

Write me for early dates. Should it
be requisite, I furnish the services
of a competent assistant without
extra charge.

Correspondence invited float all pads of the United
,S7ales a,,,! Or nada

Aticommunications treated with thc strides! confidence

No question about it, you're sure to make
money if I CONDUCT YOUR SALE.

Endorsed by the leading wholesale
jewelry houses of Chicago. Write
them in regard to my ability. I can
also refer you to hundreds of jewelers
for whom I have made sales.
My December sales were : A. J.

O'BRIEN, Oshkosh, Wis., and A.
KAEMPFER, 146 W. Madison St.,
Chicago.

aggiAt
EMEDYiorrio ROC

THAT HOLDS YOU DOWN

NG WEDGE

WRITE THEM

(WE CAN- SEL
FOR YOU

;7!

M. L. JALONACK
Chicago, 5339 Prairie Ave.

Syracuse, N. Y., no K Washington St.

For quick replies address Chicago office
Long distance phone, Gray 5234

\\That peo-
ple think of
me and my
ability counts
for more
than any
S tatement
I might
make.

Have no
"hot air"
to offer, but
am always
willing to
(-rive in a6

confidential
way any
information
desired.

R. B. 11. 1VIACRORIE
JEWELERS" AUCTIONEER

534 W. North Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
WRITE FOR TERMS AND DATES

Sales made in any part of the United States

E. J. FORD
AND

HARRY MOORE

Jewelers' Auctioneers
All Correspondence Strictly Confidential

Office—No. 3 Smithfield St.

Pittsburg, Pa.

L. D. Dell Phone, Fiske 919 J

Our method of conducting auction sales is considered by jewelers forwhom we have made sales a good one for they repeatedly engage us for asecond, third and fourth sale. The reason is that we treat the patrons of thesale courteously, thereby gaining their confidence and respect which is veryessentia! to make a successful sale. We just concluded our second sale for theM. 0. Miller jewelry Co., of Massillon, Ohio and had a big success. We alsoclosed out the stock of Long & Katz, Mannington, W. Va., with satisfactoryresults. If you contemplate having an auction, write to us ; if you secure ourservices you will have a satisfactory and profitable sale. Try us and getthe best results.

P. 3. Smith (2 sales), Cumberland, Md.P. II. Neffien (3 sales), Lotiaconning, MdGeorge P. Ways (8 sales), Davis, W. Va.Theo. Dilger (2 sales), Morgantown, W. Va.C. C. Marsh (2 sales), Sistersville W
C. A. Apple (3 sales), Statesville, 'N. C.G. C. Geuther (2 sales), Wheeling, W. Va.B. E. Brown, St. Marys, W. Va.
C. B. Guth, Brookville, Pa.
C. F. Hoffman, Reynoldsville, Pa.
B. J. Burgeon, Clearfield, Pa.
Ed. Gooder, Reynoldsville, Pa.
E. M. Warfel it/ Co., Findlay, Ohio
Sr. 0. Miller, Massillon, Ohio
William Paxson Ji co., Saginaw. Mich.
Mel. Le Roy Hawald, Salem, Ohiow. C. Schmidt (4 sales), New Castle, Ps.

C. A. Lindsey, Tohnston, Pa,A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio.A. C. Church, Ada, Ohio.A. G. Damon, Greenville, Pa.Mrs. J. M. Burchfield, Latrobe, Pa.D. F. Ilinkins, Winchester, Va.Wm. Siegfreld. Youngstown. OhioJohn Born, Titusville, Pa.
Lawrence Bryson, Salem, Ohio
L. Schmidt, Braddock, Pa.
Henry Milken, Wellsburg, W. Vs
Elof Benson, Youngstown, Ohio
Claude Beznor, Sharon, Pa.
Clarence Kurtz, Dawson, Pa
E. L. Young. Latrobe, Pa.
John Klmple, 4126 Hither St., Pittsburg, Pa..

„ ArZz:—

MITCHELL 8 TILLOTSON
JEWELERS AUCTIONEERS

35 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK 



[I THE REEVES COMPANY1
orfrICAL'GTE-A,WArciiiiVErit MIRF5UPPLI ES ji

STAR BLDG. ST. LOUIS.1
STANDARD

GOODS

AND

RIGHT 

PRICES

SATISFACTION

AND

PROMPT

DELIVERY 

GUARANTEED

TRAnE MARK

EXACT 5ERVICE

ACM■1■EmMIIM■mmm,

DOCTORS and OPTOMETRISTS
differ in much, but they are in perfect agreement
on one subject, namely : the unique merit of the
new treatise

CLINICS IN OPTOMETRY
THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

SAYS:

These clinics in optometry are not only pleasant
reading, but are full of good and wholesome advice,
and it would pay every student to get thoroughly
familiar with them. They treat on all that may be
useful in this so necessary field of ophthalmology,
including the fitting of spectacles and eyeglasses.

Such is the tenor of all the reviews of the book by
oculists. Remember that each clinic is an actual case,
treated in the presence of a class of students with every
step in the examination and treatment clearly explained.

Bound in silk cloth, and contains over 250 pages,
with illustrations and index

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North i9th Street

120t Heyworth Building
CHICAGO, ILL. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INII■SM■11

Davidson Bros., Vancouver, B. C. $55,000
Geo. ‘Vitider Troy, N. Y. (in 7 days) 7,250
W. F. Foye, hot Springs, Ark. 07,e00
S. H. 

McCullough, 
Sidney, Cape Breton 16,000

Davis .1r  II mitten, Canada 19,000
Chas. Schiller, Utica, N. Y. 28,000

THINK IT OVER.

W. P. HAMLIN, Jewelry Auctioneer
The man who makes the profit for you
LARGE STOCKS. On large stocks I have the assistance of Mr. Dan. I. Murray
md Mr. Jas. E. Curran. Two bright, brainy men, thoroughly versed in their calling, so
.hat you can have the services of three of the best men in the business at the price of one.

PROFITS. It does not matter how fine your stock is, or the size of it, by my
methods I can sell three times as many goods as you can in your best holiday season,
take in more money and give you a greater volume of profit than you can possibly make
in any other NS ay, and at the same time build up your prestige in the community.

SALES I HAVE MADE
Net Profit, 84,500

630
5,380
3,950
4,100
3,270

G. J. Williams, Urbana, Ohio
Schmidt Bros., New Castle, Pa.
It. J. Ilensson, Natchez, Miss.
It. Wondor, Holyoke, Mass.
J. B. Haverbeek, St. Marys, Ohio
J. D. Howell, Livonia, N. Y.

If you would like a sale like the above, write me, tell me all about your stock, I will tell yot,
what can be done and send my references. I do business on a commission basis and
guarantee a success.

W. P. FIAMLIN, P. o. Box 537, Rochester, N. V.

x ..tru.t.ti .......ttia.f.tix+,0a.be atti •Ktir utit u,t,g )4„_._.____...._.--.,-.--.-•-•- ._, •.
-(. 1)
(i RUDOLPH NOEL. 1 ..

SL CO. I,
Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 1,1_

Importers of

Ztamoittv, Patio
lprcciotHi

Zemidprcctotto ant)
Imitation %Witco

Fine Series of Scientific

RUBIES

ore. ,t(4.'s xfs,;(e.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Sem: for catalogue NEW YORK

G.F.Walsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Every t
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Tu rain a
Changing Old
EnglishandSwit.
Como to lake

American S. W.
Ilo•emenlm

Specially
OLD CASH.;

MADE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

I MAKE THEM

THEY SELL THEM

YOU USE THEM

A GOOD THING
FOR US ALL

SANGER'S

RING BUFFS

The Rush of Repairs

at this season makes it timely to
suggest to watch workers the
great value and usefulness of the
masterly treatise

The Watch

Adjusters' Manual

For those who do difficult repair-
ing this book is invaluable, as it
clearly explains all possible com-
plications that may arise. You
need fear no difficulty while you
have this advisor at your elbow.
It has been the salvation of hun-
dreds of workmen, who, but for
its aid, would have lost good
positions. Thousands of watch-
makers regard this book as the
most valuable in their technical
library.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world

on receipt of price, $2.50 (los. ad.)

PUBLISHED BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.

809-811-813 North 19111 Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1 201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, III.

For Scarf Pius, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justableoneinvented. Price.$1.50 per doz. For
Nalebyall wholesale jewelersandtnaterialhouses.
Saul pleb'? inall,250; in 10 K. gold,$1.00;141:.$1.25.
M.CROHNoisr.stsrtr.488s SO Maiden Lano,N.Y.

REFINERS °a
Sweep Smelters
1.,tablished 1889.

of Ciold,Silver 51111
Platinum in any
shape-solids or
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or
filings. Prom p t
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and IS Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

WATCH REPAIRING
For The Trade

,00d work and the right prices. Special
attention given to high-grade watches.

CHAS. W. THEXTION

502 Heyworth Bldg. Chicago, III.
TH OMEGA WATCH CO•

The Perfect-fitting

Case-screw
Washer
AT LAST

An end to shaky watch
mthoe v ewmo 

works 
sts secullyeilyll eho1. 1v(,

when screw shoulder is
worn away,or case is sprung.
Made in sizes 18, 16, 12 and 6.
Order direct for present

cross, $1.75 Sample dozen, 15c.
S. URICH, P.O. Box 1942, New York City
Jobbers, wholesalers and material houses write

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
GasolineGasLamps
that are al ways ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our /

Climax
Lighting systems
Millions of these lights are In use all over

the world. If you want the beat home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog K. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

The

Simple and

"SECURITY,/
Necklace Clasp

A Clasp at Last That's Secure and Fast

" HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot Pull Out
MADE IN 3 SIZES

No. I Locks here No I The Only Perfect

L-1' j Clasp
,

Locks in Two

Places
Absolutely Secure

14116ing•

.No.1

IVo.1B

4:;0)

No. 2

No. 2 Locks here No.2
Patent Applied for

PRICES TO THE TRADE
No. I. 10 K., $6.00 doz. 14 K., $7.00 doz.

Platinum, $18.00 doz.

No. 1. Gold Filled .   $2.00 dozen
No. 1 B. Gold Filled . 2  25 dozen

Wo1A5

No. 2. Gold Filled   2.50 dozen
No. 1. Sterling Silver 2.00 dozen

No. 1/25, $2.75 doz. No. IS 25, $3.25 doz. 

No.113/25

Made in Cold Filled Only

No 2 29, $3.50 doz. No 2/2.7

"CLINCH"

No. 2
50 cts.
35 cts

Pal.
applied

for

Not. 25c.

Safety Catch for
Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

pin. Nothing to get
out of order. Simple
and neat.

One turn to the
right grips like a
vise.

Fits any size pin

Prices to the Trade

No. 1. Gold Plated,

$1.50 doz.
No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold

Plate, burnished,

$2.25 doz.

Ask your jobber
or write THE HOFFMAN NOVELTY

CO. 79-S3 North Pearl St.
ALBANY, N. V.
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WILLBELM K. SANDBERG

Watchmaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty

give elose,personal attention to repairs sent me.
1'mm-tintless my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

ColumbusMemorlaIBIdg.,103 StateSt.,0hIcago

--ENAMEL-
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety eonstautly on hand and made to order.
Also at foil line of Eu ittuelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stories, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers

38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

W. C. BONNEY
Keokuk, Iowa

ROLLER JEWELS, 25c. dozen
Every Jewel First Quality and will
Fit Perfectly to Watch listed to

Can be attached to Faucet or mounted
on stand and connected by hose

$5 $5
only only

'
Copyrighted 1906 by

.4. Rosenberg Jewelers' Polishing Lathe,
and Motors for Sewing biachlnea and every
other purpose. Operated by water.

A. ROSENBERG MOTOR and MFG. CO.
Manufacturers

Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.Dept. J

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketeh and descript ton may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention Is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, wIt bout chnrge, lathe

SCitittifiC American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-
culation of any seierii Mc journal. Terms, ri a
year four mouths, M. Sold byall newsdealerg.

MUNN & Co 3618roadway, New York
Branch Office, 1725 F St., Washington. D. C.

FINEST QUALITY

LEATHER
WATCH FOBS

THE
400

INITIAL FOB
ENAMELED AND
GOLD PLATED

Initial can be detached and

worn as Lapel Button

Retails for 50 cents

Weaver Mfg. Co.
Mt. Holly, N. J.

AND ALL JOBBERS

•
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5 years' The young or middle-aged M hIUI wo desires to learn Engraving,to grasp the liner points of Watchinak nig anti Optics, finds it items-
Experience thorough knowledge of the business. In less than a year's time

sary to spend at least five years in a store before he has at Mined, a
this complete knowledge can be gained at. our college. We get tele-Gained in 1 grams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates,which shows what pram bad storekeepers think of our course. Send  for prospectus now. A 1ition awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY1.. iv. Nina, , Pr-farina, Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.See our large advertisement, page 78

TRADE WORK ONLY

A. E. M. COVFRT,
Diamond Mounting, Fine Repairing, Special Order Work

22G Bes.semer Building 11-3ITTSBURCI,

Engraved Souvenir Spoons
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weyhosset St.. Providence. R. I.

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHooL,/We give the best course in Watchmaking, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing and Optics,excepting none.
In Watchmaking both practical and theoretical demonstrations we surpass them all.In Engraving, the shapening and sharpening of tools, designing and cutting of all styles ofletters and monograms, our methods are the best.
Our Optical department., in charge of W. B. Needles, N. D., teaches an advanced course inhigher branches of Ophthalmology, and is the best of its kind for beginners and post-graduates.We can secure you a position ut a good salary. Write for our illustrated Catalogue. AddressA. E. PITTENGER 812 East 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

(
Established 58 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERSALI, (IVA LITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled to Any GageALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDERWe are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to beGOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS
Small Rolling for the Trade
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Now P011311111 I and Gri116111 I M80111110
This machine is designed especially to meet thedemands of the jeweler. It will carry emery andbuffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and withperfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to the minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes forheavy jewelry work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

W. C. BONNEY
K.4.:()kLliko

HOLE JEWELS
RUBY and SAPPHIRE. $1.00 a dozen

GARNET, 75c. a dozen
These by sizes of hole

B. OPPENHEIMER
Broker in Rough and Gut
Diamonds and other
Precious Stones

23 HOLBORN VIADUCT,
LONDON, E. C., ENGLAND

AND 29 BOULEVARD LEOPOLD, ANTWERP

liankers:—" Union of London &
Bank," Holborn Circus Branch, London,c., England.

V
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Alti/
No. 41K

Electric Flasher Watch Sign

$8.50
Greatest Window Attraction Ever Made
10-inch Oval liody of Frosted Glass, lila, kEnamel Dial and Hands, Geld Finished Pen-dant and Bow. Light Flashes on and oft'. Canbe hung on any cord. Sold by All Jobbers, or

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR SION CO., Chicago
Send for Catalogue

1.-1 NIONOS and PINE WATCHES

Bought, Sold or Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASE-I

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

.1. .1. C01-1N
Estahltslied 1889
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IT
A 13

Victory Lapel Button
Backs, Pat'd,

CIEHHAROT BROS.,

VICTORY
Lapel

Button Backs and
Safety Catches
Are positively the BEST on

the market to-day Send for Catalog and Price-Lid
Friftli nod Elm Sta., Cincinnati, Ohio.

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
pAT'a

AuToMATIC
SAFETY

• CATCH

E

MONARCH
VISIBLE

has all of the essentials of a typewriter. It has light
touch, perfect visibility of writing, perfect. accessibility,
speed, durability, continuous true alignment of writing,
and it does good work, that is, good typewriting.

It will write more, write better, write easier, and
keep on doing so longer than any other machine.

Send for Literature

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER COMPANY

716 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

General Offices
and Factory

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. T.

Polishing Set Complete, 
$2.00, Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE AND 
FELT WATCH CASE 

BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH AND 
END BRUSHES

FELT AND COTTON 
BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR MONEY 

11E1 1•NDI,D

Watch and Jewelry
Repairing for the Trade

Scud us your surplus work and we will
guarantee entire satisfaction.

Good Work Promptly Done at Fair Prices
Best Material Used. Watches Demagnetized

Estimates Furnished

J. R. STAIDLINCIER, Buffalo, N. Y.
REPAIRING PRICE-LIST ON APPLICATION

JEWELRY REPAIRING
ALSO

Special Order Work, Engraving
Stone Setting, Die Work, Enameling,

Automobile Monograms

Sat isfactiou Guaranteed Distance no Barrier

W. A. RANKIN
Manufacturing Jeweler TOLEDO. OHIO

ION BARNHART, SPRILIIGIFdELD
il aanifact tilir of

Modern Up-to-Date

Watch and Spectacle SIGNS
Illuminated Mill Non-Illuminated, Durable,

Elegant and Attractive. BEST SIGNS ON
EARTH. Send for Catalogue.

To Test The   Keystone:L: rr3:tAu dev:iet r t 
jeweler

I 1 nivigh ls,  
sells

Qualitiesp e gc st

cannot afford to be without an

Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00: I doz.metal.astd.,86c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
-of "Grip" for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Addreas,Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

4,9

414r4) ".rRIC1,-rt."1

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

AWARDS POR

I H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
Cm•Aao,1853 PARIS' 1889  0069

Very good CHRONOME-
TERS OH hand; second-hand
Chronometers infirst-classcon-
dition. Repairing, springing
and adjusting Chronometers.

Also fine watch repair-
ing for the trade.

John Schroeder
& Co., Inc.

T. C.REDFERN, Mgr.
liotertbors to II. H. Helorloh

108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK
New York, June I, 1898

I have employed Mr. THOS. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction for many years in all
description of Marine Chronometer repairs, also
In new work. I know of no one who has a
better general knowledge of chronometer work
than he has. He has also done a great deal of
fine and complicated watch repairing for me,
and I can recommend him to anyone desiring
his services. II. II. HEINRICH.

Balance Staffs
and

Hole Jewels
dozen

Balance Staffs, gray finish . $1.00
Balance Staffs, high grade . . 1.25
Hole Jewels, Garnets . . . . . 1.00
Hole Jewels, ruby and sapphire

finely finished ..   . 1.50
Genuine Roller Jewels and Watch Crystals

at catalogue prices. Imperial Mainsprings
$15.00 per gross; $1.25 per dozen.

   Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.

J. F. I:wEN, Manager Manchester. Iowa

40.111V. 1114M- ".•

I Small Advertisements

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewell] Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

z77 Broadway 688 Broadway
Bet. Cortlandt & Dey Sta. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem. Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

SEND YOUR WATCH REPAIRS TO

Jules J. Lintz & Co.
106-108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK

Superior Workmanship Prompt Service

No advertisement inserted for less
than 25 cents.

Under heading "Situations Wanted,"
ONE CENT per word for first twenty-live
words. Adolit" 1 words and ad vertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except otiit nations
Wanted," TII HEE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and tire charged
for am part of the advertisement.

To insure insertion, remittance must
accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 2 501 of each  th for Inser-
tion in the following  th's issue.

Send bank check or draft, or postal
or expreas  •3, order for 81.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.

If /11114WerS are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS ill postage stamps  t be
enclosed.

The real Hanle Rod address of every
advertiser Must accompony the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertbrerswboaremdfutloteribers
must send III cents (spe(ial iselle.14 25
cents) II they desire a copy of th ae pper
in which their advertisement appeal's.

111,101,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
1309-811-813 N. 19th Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under tlgis heading, ONE CENT Per word,for first twenty-five words. Additional words

and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement sgiserted for less than 25
cents.

YOUNG man wishes to finish trade under
good workman; attended watchmaking

school four months; Minnesota or adjoin-
ing States preferred. Christian Platen,
Murdock, Minn. 

PERMANENT position about an Tat by
experienced engraver. "S 937," care Key-

stone. •
WATCHMAKER, 8 years' exp., seeks per-
manent position; also willing to do clocks

or jewelry work (only bench work); best
ref. $18 per week to start. "A. K.," i8
Spruce Street, Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio.

PERMANENT position; watchmaker and
jeweler; good ref.; 9 years' exp.; mar-

ried; use no liquor or tobacco in any way;
own tools, bench and lathe. "H 941," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker desires perma-
nent position by Jan. is or Feb. ist; 18

years' exp. on railroad and complicated
work; 8 years with last employer; am mar-
ied; 34 years old; own all tools; West or
Southwest preferred. Az ref. "L B. R.,"
75 High Street, West Detroit, Mich.

BY first-class watchmaker; thorough and
fast on high-grade work; to report about

March ist. "S 903," care Keystone.

POSITION by an At first-class watch-
maker on high-grade and difficult work;

am also first-class engraver, optician and
salesman; prefer to work as watchmaker
only. And to work for railroad watch in
spcctors. Please, no others answer than
those paying high salaries and in the fol-
lowing locations: Northwest, West, South-
west or Old Mexico. Am American, speak
Spanish; no bad habits; first-class refs. In
answering, kindly state salary and hours.
All correspondence answered. "R 904,"
care Keystone.

AS watchmaker and optician; married;
steady; Kansas or Oklahoma; reference

to two last employers; ii 1/2 years' practical
experience; good on high-grade watches.
Write for particulars; Kansas or Oklahoma
preferred. 818 Sixth East St., Hutchinson
'Kans.

BY first-class watchmaker, engraver and
jeweler of good address, used to trade;

near Pittsburg preferred. "D 907," care
Keystone.

POSITION with good wholesale jewelry
house, either in Chicago, St. Louis or

Kansas City; if able to make good, would
like a road job later. Have been workman
and salesman in retail business 8 years.
State full particulars in first letter, as I
am now engaged in retail business for my-
self and would need sonic time to arrange
matters. Can furnish you best of ref's.
Accept position March ist. "S 905," care
Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, with fine bench and
tools; fine ability and sqber habits; de-

sires change, South preferred; refs. ex-
changed; state hours and all particulars.
Less than $30 per week not considered.
"B 906," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; 4 years' ex-
perience; A No. i ref. Address R. L.

\\ i Hamster, Phillips, Wis. 

YOUNG man as assistant watchmaker,
jewelry and clock repairer; best of refs.

furnished. Fred. H. 'Wright, 605 Third
St., East, Ashland, Wis.
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SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG man, age 24 years, married, would
like to finish watch repairing under com-

petent man; can do clock and plain watch
work, also little jewelry repairing; 6 years'
exp.; refs. "C 917," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
wishes steady position in States of Wash-

ington or Montana; 5 years at the bench;
good ref.; age, 22 years. "H 919," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain en-
graver, by Jan. eth to 3oth; young man,

27; 6 years' exp. "H 920,-'' care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, 15 years' exp.; A i ref.;
able to do clocks, optical work; wants po-

sition; South or West preferred. Regel,
442 Seventeenth St., Detroit, Mich.

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician;
very best of character; furnish refs.; sin-

gle; age 26. Address J. F. The Vaille,
D208 Sixteenth St., Room to, enver, Colo.

WATCHMAKER—Does ordinary jewelry •
repairing, engraving, wait on trade;

speaks German; to years' exp.; Michigan
preferred. "K 924," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 4 years' exp., wants position
under good watchmaker where he will

have plenty of watch work. "S 922," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER-24 years' exp.; capable
taking in, repairing, delivering railroad

and all high-grade work; watch department
only; age, 38; Christian; no whisky or to-
bacco; best refs.; only first-class houses;
South or West. "B 918," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker; competent on
railroad, chronograph, split-second and re-

r2
ating watches; will exchange ref.; wages,
5; own tools. "Watchmaker," 145 Grand

tiver Ave., Detroit, Mich.

WATCHMAKER, 35; steady, sober; 15
years' exp.; lathe, etc. ,• ref. 1-lusted,

233 t N. Thirtieth St., Phila., Pa.

WATCHMAKER, by Jan. 

1 

15th•, South pre-
ferred; 20 years' exp• • can help out onplain engraving; "A 916,' care Keystone.

BY first-class manufacturing jeweler and
stone setter and general repairer; will

take charge of shop; state salary in first
reply. "L, 929," care Keystone.

JANUARY ist; 6 years' exp.; plain work-
luau on watches, clocks, engraving and

repairing; good salesman ,• am Norwegian;
speak some Dutch Islandic; taken course
in optics; no graduate; wishes to finish
trade under watchmaker; 27 years; single.
"T 930," care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker on high-grade
work, an all-round man in store to help

out. "II 932," care Keystone.

BY young man engraver, with first-class en-
graver to finish trade. Good script let-

terer; possess some knowledge of copper-
plate engraving; At ref. "Ii 933," care
Keystone.

BY February ist, by good watchmaker; no
engraver; good outfit of tools. "S 927,"

care Keystone.

BY Jan. loth, watchmaker, plain engraver
and optician; have my own tools; years

of experience; age 25, and married; good
ref. 'Box 107, Summerfield, Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver; exp. on railroad watches; is

years at bench; own tools; good ids.; mar-
ried. J. B. Otto, La Salle, Ill.

BY young man—First-class watchmaker,
with, complete tools; who can learn the

engraving preferred. B. Fidler, 67 East
()fah St., New York City.

FIRST-CLASS salesman wants position;
retail ' or wholesale; experienced. "W

938," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler wants posi-
tion Feb. ist; young man; competent, re-

liable, no bad habits; best of refs.; Ohio
preferred; 615. "H 928," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, good engraver and salesman,
wishes position where he can finish watch

work; age, 22; nice appearance; best refs.;
6 years' exp. "N 946," care Keystone.

---
YOUNG man, aged 2I, by Feb. math as en-

prayer and assistant watch and clock re-
pairer; with engraving tools and good ref.
"R 943," care Keystone.

— —
WATCHMAKER and engraver desires po-

sition; have full set of tools and good
reference. "II 942," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

COMPETENT salesman, with or without
side lines. Inquire Empire Jewelry Case

Co., Buffalo, manufacturers of the pat-
ented Empire Jewel Cases.

(Continued on page Ms)
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HELP WANTED

(Continued from page Mr)

FIRST-CLASS optician who is an engraver
and can do clock work and wait on trade

if necessary; must be strictly reliable; $20
for right man. C. W. Parker, Dansville,
N. Y.

WATCHMAKER, to work in small town
on percentage basis; good location for

right kind of workman. Lock Box F,
Farmers, Ky.

MAN of good habits and character, thor-
oughly efficient in jewelry repairing,

stone setting and clock repairing; give refs.
and salary in first letter; permanent posi-
tion and good wages. "M 902," care Key-
stone.

A WATCHMAKER who can do all watch,
clock and jewelry repairing, also engrav-

ing, and who is an optician and can wait
on customers when necessary; state salary
and experience. "F 914," care Keystone.

. BY New York City firm, watchmaker who
can engrave and act as salesman; salary,

$20 per week; permanent position to right
man. "R 921," care Keystone.

YOUNG man to finish trade; opportunity
to study optics. H. E. Hemenway, Gran-

ville, N. Y.

AT ONCE—Assistant watchmaker and jew-
eler,to work under Northern man in one

of the best equipped and pleasantest shops
to work in in the South; no tools needed;
send refs., photo and salary expected in
first letter. Permanent position to right
man. B. R. Stocking, Belton, Texas.

GOOD, all-around workman; salary, $20
week. Rombach Bros., Canton, Miss.

OPTICIAN, of good appearance, who is
good refractionist and salesman, to take

charge of department in St. Joseph, Mo.;
grand chance to make money. Address
David R. Cohen, 1234 0 St., Lincoln,Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, jewelry worker and en-
graver; good _position. Address David

R. Cohen, 1234 0 St., Lincoln, Nebr.
- - - — 

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; one that
can wait on trade; state wages wanted;

Illinois. "J 935," care Keystone.

WATCHM,AKER and engraver ; perma-
nent position to the right man ; must

have own tools and be able to furnish refs.
Salary, $20 per week on start. Answer,
enclosing sample of engraving, and stating
age, nationality, etc. J. T. Allen & Co.,
Richmond, Va.

WANTED—Watchmaker, jeweler and sales-
man; one who would buy an interest in

an old-established business preferred, if
mutually satisfactory, after a few months'
trial; must speak German. "G 940," care
Keystone.

Ai position for a first-class jewelry sales-
man having trade in Georgia and Ala-

bama. Only those with good trade, first-
class ref. and ability to furnish bond need
apply. "S 86o," care Keystone.

GOOD watclunaker, able to engrave ; $200
a month to right man; family man pre-

ferred. Wm. H. Mendhain, Fairbanks,
Alaska.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker; one who can
do good engraving preferred; top-notch

wages, and only At steady and strictly
honest man need apply. P. C. Doehring,
1007 Congress Ave., Houston, Texas.

AN experienced watchmaker; one who can
help wai" on customers; salary, $20 a

week. W. W. Warrick, 6109 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker; will (lay from
$20 per week up, according to ability;

.sober man ; give refs.; permanent position.
T. M. Biossat, Lafayette, La.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

UNIVERSAL gear-cutting and milling at-
tachment for small work on i 1-in. screw.

Cutting lathe, I hand press, also i hand or
power upright drill for light work. Ad.
dress A. E. Smith, Magog, Quebec.

TRIAL CASE (traveling) and oplithahno-
meter. Fred Nolte, Dexter, Iowa.

TO buy jewelry business in live town, 2000
to 70,000 population; Pacific Coast or

west of Rocky Mountains; have $5000 cash
to invest; must be bargain. "0 908," care
Keystone.

WANTED to buy Rex or Monarch No. 2
engraving block in good condition; state

price. Vanderwyst, 951 Osgood St., Chi-
cago,

WANTED

A SALESMAN, \veil known to retail trade,
as a partner, with some capital, by a

sterling silver manufacturer making small
ware and novelties; would also connect
with large house which would sell their
output. "M 925," care Keystone.

TWO 8-ft.wall cases, sliding doors knocked
down; give full particulars and price F.

0. B. S. S. Ballard, Jerome, Ariz.

OPHTHALMOMETER — Prefer C. I.;
state price. F. H. Robinson, Frankfort,

Ind.

WE will buy old Whitcomb No. 134 (small
chuck) lathes, hard or soft, for cash; send

description of what you have and lowest
price to Ezra F. Bowman's Sons, Lancas-
ter, Pa.

TO buy !good jewelry business in good, live
town from 10,000 YO 20,000 pop.; stock

value not to exceed $3500; Central West
preferred. "N So 1," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

$5000 sale in I leeember from stock of
$7000; read advertisement • in November

KEYSTONE and investigate. A. B. Regnier,
Marietta, Ohio.

HERE is your chance! Going into lum-
ber business, therefore will sell jewelry,

watch and optical store; only one in coun-
ty of 14,000; all clean stock; good repair
trade; low rent; no opposition. "T 913,"
care Keystone.

31000—$2500 buys the best little jewelry
store in western North Dakota; growing

town with two railroads; for full informa-
tion, write Togstad Bros., Crosby, N. D.

SPLENDID opportunity for cash to walk
right in well-established jewelry business

in live town; no competition ; population,
I 50o ; electric light, water work.s; invoice
about $3500 with fixtures. Good reason for
selling. Box 53, Ketchikan, Alaska.

I CAME here 8 months ago for my health,
but climate doesn't suit and must leave.

Am the only jeweler in county seat of j_soo
in fine farming and stock country. Must
sell my residence, $i i so; prefer to sell all
stock and fixtures, $2000; but can reduce
to $1000. John B. Vannoy, Pryor Creek,
Okla.

WELL established jewelry store in the
most popular winter resort in Florida;

bench work, $5o a week; can reduce stock
to suit purchaser; going to Europe. "C
909," care Keystone.

ONE of the finest jewelry and optical
stores in New England, doing a fine busi-

ness; owners have good reasons for selling.
"S 911," care Keystone.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, $3000; man-
ufacturing and agricultural Illinois town,

3200; bench work, $8o to $100 per month.
"B 912," care Keystone.

STOCK and fixtures; about $800; finest
Southern California town of 300o; plenty

work one man. E. L. Rice, Hollywood,
Cal.

GOOD paying jewelry business in the
richest farming region of Illinois; stock

and fixtures, $3000; can reduce. "T 926,"
care Keystone.

STOCK and fixtures will invoice $500;
$250 cash takes it; good, live town of

over 600 population; no competition; good
bench trade; must quit business on account
of eyes failing. II. Spoelstra, Wilsonville,
Nebr.

JEWELRY store, stock and fixtures; in-
ventory about $2500; will reduce to

$15oo; good, growing manufacturing city of
6000; southern Michigan. For reason of
selling and particulars, address M. J.
Woods, 507 Williams St., South Bend, Ind.

JEWELRY and optical business, including
store and residence, stock and fixtures;

will invoice from $350 to $400; doing from
$75 to Poo business per month. Will sell
store (new building) at $5oo; residence,
$85o. Want to sell on account of health.
In a town of 700; fine country; new glass
plant building; pay you to investigate. Dr.
B. F. Stover, Pleasantville, Ohio.

FINE stock of $1000, located in one of
the finest drug stores in State; best town

of 700 in Iowa; all work one man can do.
"R 923," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler can secure
a good, growing business; only store to

population of over 5000; $25o cash takes
stock, fixtures and good-will ; plenty of
work and sales; ten miles from Newark,
N. J.; owner, traveling salesman, going on
the road again. "J 934," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

$2500 purchases well-established and nicely
located jewelry store in Rochester, N. Y.

Good paying business; careful investigation
invited. Owner about to leave city. "A
931," care Keystone.

OPTICAL business; net profits last year,
$4627; established 1893; city 55,000, grow-
ing. A good opening for a first-class re-
fractionist. I wish to retire and go into
live stock. Invoice price terms to suit.
Small manufacturing plant in connection.
"C 935," care Keystone.

UP-TO-DATE jewelry and china store,
stock and fixtures; $4000; building, $9000.

Fine opening for young man who is opti-
cian. One competitor. Particulars on ap-
plication. "J 887," care Keystone.

$250o stock and fixtures. Box 640, Prosser,
Wash.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures—On account
of ill health, an exceptionally fine open-

ing for good jeweler and optician; should
be able to clear $2000 a year. J. T. Stal-
ford, Athens, Pa.

A GOOD, live jewelry business in city of
30,000 inhabitants in State of Colorado;

invoices about $10,000. Ad., P. 0. Box
718, Colorado City, Colo.

ANNOUNCEMENT extraordinary—Owing
to my early removal to Los Angeles, Cal.,

I offer for sale to a desirable successor
(which point is important) my jewelry bus-
'Mess, consisting of stock, good-will, fixtures
and valuable leasehold of one of the finest
and most prosperous retail jewelry stores
in America. Store is 44 x too feet In size;
magnificent new mahogany fixtures, extra
large new concrete and steel vault; corn-
plete equipped repair and optical depart-
ments (earnings of these alone practically
paying the entire fixed expenses of the en-
tire business). The business has been es-
tablished for twenty-seven years, all of
which time it has been under the same
ownership and the same management and
the clientele and loyalty based on the most
honorable dealings is unusual in the annals
of trade. Fullest information given to all
consistent inquiries and fullest investiga-
tion asked. George E. Feagans, 308-310
North Chicago St., Joliet, Ill.

PROSPEROUS milling and manufacturing
town of 6000, on beautiful Puget Sound;

annual sales, $12,000; railroad watch in-
spector; practically no competition; stock
invoices about $10,000; $5000 cash, balance
bankable paper. Cause of sale, owner in
poor health; must get out of doors. "D
947," care Keystone.

ALMOST new; fixtures cost over $500;
will sell at half price; good discount on

stock; one competitor; plenty work and
good prices; county seat town, 3000. W. S.
Townsend, Perry, Okla.

AN established jewelry store; have been in
business seven years; good trade; can re-

duce stock to $1000. Reason for selling,
poor health. Town 1.5,000 in northern Ohio.
Store in fine condition on principal street.
Excellent opportunity. "S 945," care Key-
stone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business in town
of 8000; Missouri; invoice about $3000;

can reduce to $1500. "S 944," care Key-
stone.

BEST paying jewelry store in healthiest
part of St. Louis, Mo.; invoice about

$2500 going back to Europe. A. Baujot,
2237 S. Grand St., St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

ONE Wolf, Jahn & Co. lathe, 29 wire
chucks (Dale and Wolf Jahn), 5 wheel

chucks, I screw chuck, I taper chuck; all
good as new; been used two months; will
take $20 for the outfit, spot cash. Address

G. Cumby, Flat Creek, Ala.

DEER heads for sale; price from $25 to
$50; write. C. Miller King, Deer River,

Minn.

DE ZENG refractometer, in good order;
$25, Murchison Jewelry Co., Cheyenne,

Wyo.

P1NSTEMS — Limited quantity imported
English pinstems in German silver; well-

soldered joints; good points; Toe. doz.
Cooper & Son, 722 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.

18-SIZE Elgin and Waltham movements;
full jeweled and chronometer balance;

key wind, 25c. each; first-class condition;
Howards, *2 each; 8-size stem winder,
good condition, *1 each; send money with
order. James Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-
second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

MOVING picture outfit, half price ; $65.
J Pruitt, Rockville, Ind.

Meyrowitz "Standard" case of trial lenses;
cost $75; with Loring ophthalmoscope,

cost $15; all in perfect condition, for $40.
Dr. M. B. Dean, Candor, N. Y.

MY No. 2 Mosely lathe; At condition, and
at a bargain price. "N 884," care Key-

stone.

FRENCH microscope and fluoroscope com-
bined with object, and two plain plates,

in plush-lined case; magnifies soo times;
fine attraction for optical window; retails
for $1; sample, 30 cents by mail prepaid.
Schwartz Optical Co., Shreveport, La. 

FINE set watchmakers' tools; nearly new;
write. 0. Van Valkenburg, Chippewa

Falls, Wis.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical busi-
ness without liabilities in healthy South-

ern city of 26,000 inhabitants. Stock,
$25,000; fixtures and tools, $4500. Will ex-
change for unencumbered business prop-
erty, or will discount liberally to cash
buyer. 1907 business, $60,000. Location
best corner in city; 2 years' lease to run,
at $1200 per year. "B 854," care Keystone.

NEW Regina music box, style 34; cost
$380; also $70 in records for same;

everything in fine condition. This box will
pay for itself in a year; want to exchanee
for diamonds, or what have you? C. V.
Bates, Bartlesville, Ohio.

WILL exchange De Zeng refractometer,
Knapp ophthalmoscope, Loring ophthal-

moscope and pair perfectly new, high-grade
field glasses, with case, for ophthalmometer.
Address Dr. Egbert, Willimantic, Conn.

LOT in Davidson, Okla., to trade for jew-
elry or tools and material; price, $2oo.

Address E. D. Squibb, Bois D'Arc, Mo.

WILL exchange good Colorado land for
established jewelry business in good

Western town, county seat preferred. Write
Hari S. Kittle, Boulder, Colo.

A MOSELY No. 2. face-plate and Geneva
trial case; want a Smith & Lorsch lathe

with chucks and attachment. "J gio,"
care Keystone.

TO trade 160 acres South Dakota land for
jewelry store; value, $2500. A. J. Munson,

Alexis, 111.

IN Jersey, an Eaton & Glover cabinet style
engraving machine, 4 fonts type and all

attachments; never used over 24 hours;
cost Smoot will sell cheap, or exchange for
a first-class oplithalmoineter, or Geneva
combined ophthalmoscope and retinoscope;
write me at once. "B 915," care Keystone.

COMPLETE course in bookkeeping and
business forms for best offer. K. S.

Hunt, Medfield, Mass.

SLIDE rest and face plate for I% Moseley
lathe, rounding-up tool, depthing tool.

P. C. Doehring, 1007 Congress Ave., Hous-
ton, Texas.

AUTOMOBILE, Model L Maxwell run-
about; has been run about moo miles;

cost $85o, equipped; value, $600; will con-
sider an exchange. Address Box 42, Fox
Lake, Wis.

ONE mo-ft. show case and stand, one set
of trays to match, one large Cary safe;

outfit cost A1225; $100 takes it. Box 42,
Fox Lake, is.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

BALANCE staffs for American watches,
hard and true. Best ruby and sapphire

jewels. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St, Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L Clark; established 1870.

SPECIAL NOTICES

FOR up-to-date watchmakers — Will send
you. set of No. 5 movement assembling

blocks for $1; kind that are used in all
watch factories. Your money back if you are
not satisfied. Rockwell, 6% Whit:ill ill St.,
Atlanta, Ga.

IF you are interested in a thorough optical
education, lead our advertisement on page

138 and get our book, "How to Become a
Good Optician." South Bend College of
Optics.

SOUTHERN jewelers—I put in balance
staffs for 65c. and up; jewels for

and up; watch factory methods used; iv,irk
returned same day as receit ed. writ,!
information. Rockwell, 6V, Whitehall St.,
Atlanta, Ga.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER 7nis HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

STEEL stamps cut at 15 cents per ieder.
Nelson, 1725 Lincoln Ave., Chicago.

RETINOSCOPE made clear as day. If
you are having_ trouble learning retino-

scope, write to "N 939," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKERS' and jewelers' tools and
material. Careful attention to mail or-

ders. Cooper & Son, 722 Sansom, Philadel-
phia.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED—Every one desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad. on page 12.

TRADE work! Watches repaired for trade.
Send trial package. Cooper & Son, 722

Sansom Street, Philadelphia.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firM
to do your watch work. Here is the

place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others. Have
had 4o years' exp. and can guarantee satis-
faction. N. 3*. Felix, 45 Maidere Lane, New
York.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is located in one of

the finest buildings in the State. We have
the best light, best equipment and the most
practical work of any school imi the West.
In the seventeen years of our school ex-
perience we have never given a diploma to
an inferior workman. We th not care for
students that only. want to learn enough to
do botch work. We prefer those who will
become a credit to themselves and this in-
stitute. Our optical course is the most
practical and the plainest given in this
country, we except none. Next course
commences January 15, 1908. Write for
prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon, 833-835
Brandeis Building.

PAT E 1\1-1"-S
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the fitoest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, O. C.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN Sz BRO.
Southwest Corner

Stzte and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and

Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Stearn Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS TONES

‘'IVtirigf ‘"Clkr*-f ‘GstriCf

W. C. BONNUY
Keokuk, Iowa.

BALANCE STAFFS
15 Jewel Grade, $1.25 a dozen

7 Jewel Grade, $1.00 a dozen

REPAIRING I
T14 KIND YO QN CALL YOUR OWN

Fon FinicE Lisf.

WINSLOW, KRAUSE & CO. !
L MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

"The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned t rsde, taugh t. thoroughly and
practically by cIll'Iospondetive. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost tittliority and master
workman in the "rid. We will teach the
beginner hyper engraving by correspond-
(Mee than ,...• .iii RAH in years of Field ap-
prentieeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make hint master of I he Irado. lice lmiIamIdt

fOTCODIfflein engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-I./AVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA'S FINEST AND
MOST COMPLETE WORKSHOP
Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

REPAIRING
Engraving. Diamond Setting, Gold Plating

Badges, Jewels and Special Order Work

Good, Prompt and Low-Priced

"Your repairing is the best ever I had done
and that counts for a great deal."

S. P. DAYTON, Milton, Pa.

Students desiring to take a course in any of
above branches should write us

WATCHES, SIGNET RINGS, LOCKETS and
NECK CHAINS at WHOLESALE PRICES

SOLID GOLD WATCH CASES a specialty

DIAMONDS and OLD GOLD BOUGHT

GEBHARD & CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia
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The Auctioneer
For Legitimate Jevvelers

The following testimonial speaks for itself:

Mx. E. R. TYLER, Chicago, Ill.

DEAR SIR:

Feeling grateful to you for the very satisfactory manner in
%vhich you conducted the sale for us, and thinking it might
possibly do you some good, we are sending you an unsolicited
testimonial.

To the Trade—If you want a man who is thoroughly con-
versant with every detail of the jewelry, silverware and fine
art goods, a strong, convincing, persuasive speaker, a man of
sterling worth, strictly honest, ripe in experience as to the ways
and means of getting money for you, a man that will leave your
reputation clean and usullied, a man up-to-date, capable of
unquestionable ability as a salesman, we endorse Mr. E. R.
Tyler, the best of the very best, who has just concluded a sale
for us under very adverse circumstances in a very satisfactory
manner. Write us.

(Signed) BENNETT & QUINN,

217 East Fourth Street, Waterloo, Iowa

NIy system, new, up-to-date and different

from others.

E. R. TYLER
ROOM 1102, 156 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Write to-day for terms and particulars. Correspondence confidential

salers in Kansas City

Good Advice

Look out for the

long dull year before

yOU and have your

AUCTION soon as

possible, and let your

competitors walk the

floor. Seventeen

years selling for the

established j CWC. 1 er.

Any of the NN7hole-

will tell you of me. Ref-

erence from jewelers all over the United States

on application.

H. E.

GLENDORE

& CO.

911 Vandeventer Ave.

St. Louis, Mo.

Just closed a $4o,o0o

sale for A. Kaempler,

146 W. Madison St.,

Chicago, 111.

D. 0. HERNDON
The Jewelers' Auctioneer

250 New York Life Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

To 111), Brother Jewelers

sale,a,hich was conducted by H. E. Glemlore

6-' Co., q/5/. Louis, wa.c . one of the most pleasant

surprises of my business- career, surpassing- all my

1-.1-pet-tat/oils. Yours,

HOME PHONE—Main 2341
A. KAEIIIPFER

after tbe lbotthav

Write for

Catalogue and Price-list

To-day

accumulated work stares you in the

face, and then you will find you

need a modern, up-to-date Engraving

Machine to turn it out quickly.

Having- just passed through a busy

holiday season you have undoubtedly

seen time t,ipon time that a NEV
CENTURY would have enabled you
to close sales that were hard to close

—to please customers who were hard

to please, and by so doing increase

your reputation and profits at the

same time.

The money-making possibilities

of the NEW CENTURY Engrav-
ing Machine are tremendous.

Many of our customers write us

that they made the machine more

than pay for itself during the one

month of December, and do not

know how they ever got along with-

out one.

You should start the New Year
right by having one of these money-

making machines placed in your store

at once.

The Eaton & Glover Co., Sayre, Pa.

Ali: 0,41046:11 sfet• •
■•••1 •

••4 -do') -a lbAff



JANUARY begins the year not July

or September. You can gage your year

by the way you start it. Now is the

time to • pitch your tune to the key of

and let your profits do the singing.

Optimism wins. Community Silver is

a first aid to optimism. The margin of

profit for you is generous. The line is

pushed for you, so that little effort is

required on your part. It is a line that

wins. Be a winner.

If you have been displaying Com-

munity Silver, keep it up. If not, try it.

The best plated ware will almost monop-

olize the demand this year. Order now

for the early Spring trade.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.

ONEIDA, N.Y.
CHICAGO SALESROOMS NEW YORK SALESROOMS

Silversmiths' 13tiikliug 395 Broad‘vay

The
ORGAN
of the

JEWELRY
and

OPTICAL
TRADES



The

Five Track Line
to the

Railroad Man
The five Elgin Railroad Models enumerated here
make a line that should enable you to sell every
railroad man in your territory. We are advertis-
ing these models to the railroad men through their
organization organs. We are also sending them
thousands of copies of our booklet "Timemakers
and Timekeepers. This booklet illustrates and
describes all the

No. 240
B. W. RAYMOND

ig Jewels
18 Size

No. 270
BRIDGE MODEL

21 Jewels

16 Size

No. 280
BRIDGE MODEL

27 Jewels
16 Size

mentioned here and gives an illustrated joint his-
tory of the development of the locomotive and
the watch. Are you prepared to take care of the
railroad men's business?
See Jobbers' List for prices or write the Company.
Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin
Booklet, "Timemakers and Timekeepers.

Foctories. Elgin. III., U. S. A.

General Offices. 131 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
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Trade-Murk
Registered

2993. Polished
Engraved

QUALITY TELLS
Have YOU considered QUALITY always. 1r not, you can enlarge your business by laying

in a stock of goods, that a customer 011CO buying, will always ask for. The successful

buyer who considers QUALITY first of all, looks for the Ira ja Trade-Mark aud
knows that he is not only getting the best obtainable, two, but that he is

buying goods that will sell. Our line of Fine Gold Filled Jewelry is even

more attractive, if possible, this coining year. Among many beauti_
fill designs in ne.w goods we are carrying, Necklaces and Pen-

dants, Lockets and Chains, Veil, Scarf, Hat and Brooch Pins,

as well as Bracelets. Remember we make an enormous line

of Sterling Silver Goods. Many new patterns are being

added to our already extensive line of Toilet and
Manicure Goods, Vases, Frames and Novelties.

Trade-Mark
Registered

ADE

3009. Rose
3011. Rose Brilliants

2989. Rose Brilliants
2988. Rose. No stone

Neck Chain. 281. Antique Finish Baroque Pearl Drop and Jade Stones

846. Rose or
Green set Hs 844. Rose or
ordered Green set as

ordered
843. Rose or
Green set
as ordered

Hat Pin 854.
Roman .1apanese
Jade Stone

891. Old Eng-
lish, stones
set as ordered

845. Rose or

ese Jade stone
861. 01 d Gree„, Japan-
English set
as ordered I lat Pin-

847. Bed Enamel
848, Blue Enamel
849. Green Enamel

841. Rose or
Green, set as
ordered

3005. Rose
3007. Rose Brilliant

Link 877. Rose, Ruby
and Brilliants.

878. Old English

Link 872. 0. E.
Set as ordered

Poh Chain 1603.
Old English. Set
as ordered

1583. Rose

Link 889. Old English
Amethyst stone Link 887. hose Bril-

liant. Link 888. Old
English Brilliant

Brooch Pin 3836. Rose Topaz Pin 3879. Old English Japanese Jade stone Pin 3838. Rose Amethyst
Brooch Pin 3837. Old English Topaz Pin 3839. Old English Amethyst

Veil Pin 3846, Old English. Veil Pin 3853. Roman. Veil tin 3849. Old English. Veil Pin 3856. Roman

ALL ILLUSTRATIONS FULL SIZE

Theodore W. Foster 8z Bro. Co. Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths
100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Chicago, Heyworth BuildingNew York, 13 Maiden Lane Canada, Kingston, Ont.

Fob Chain 1606.
Old English

1584. Rose.
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Thos. A. Brown

Jcwelcr
Quincy,

The above is a fac-simile of our NEW SP
RING CATALOGUE for distribution by Retai

l Jewelers

The Jeweler's name only appears on it. Write for particulars

The Keller Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
64 Nassau Street, New York

Makers of the Finest Line of 10 K. Buttons, 
Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Combs, Cuff Pi

ns, Etc.,

on the Market

_
--*E1Rki OA I NAT.

1
Al gi- de ha )as..._

—, Z. ilfoad Tim i six cti a - to

be found in our vaults, and you always get what

der etu

_2

KNOW YOUR BUSINESS BE SUCCESSFUL
Successful people know their work thoroughly and find pleasure in it. 

The surest and

quickest \vay of obtaining a correct knowledge of watchwork is to at
tend a good school.

This school is so good a school that the call on us for workmen exceed
s the supply

by twenty-five to one.

So good that our students won seven prizes in open competition in the U
nited States.

So efficient, tried and tested, that it is now in its eighteenth year and under 
its original

management.

It is also the only school in the world for watchmakers which occupies
 a first-class

building, especially planned for the work, Ivhich is the property of the Director- this

bespeaks standing, stability, merit and enterprise.

Send for circular.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
It R. PLAYTNER

Director
S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.
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Thos. A. Brown

Jeweler

Quincy, Ill.

The above is a fac-simile of our NEW SPRI
NG CATALOGUE for distribution by Retail Jewele

rs

The Jeweler's name only appears on it. Write for particulars

The Keller Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
64 Nassau Street, New York

Makers of the Finest Line of 10 K. Buttons, Bro
oches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Combs, Cuff Pins, 

Etc.,

on the Market
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KNOW YOUR BUSINESS BE SUCCESSFUL
Successful people know their work thoroughly and find pleasure in it. Th

e surest and

quickest way of obtaining a correct knowledge of watchwork is to atte
nd a good school.

This school is so good a school that the call on us for workmen exceed
s the supply

by twenty-five to one.

So good that our students won seven prizes in open competition in the Unit
ed States.

So efficient, tried and tested, that it is now in its eighteenth year and under 
its original

management.

It is also the only school in the world for watchmakers which occupies
 a first-class

building, especially planned for the work, which is the property of the Director—this

bespeaks standing, stability, merit and enterprise.

Send for circular.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

H. R. PLAYTNER
Director

S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.



rifilE E. & J. SWIGART CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Headquarters for Jewelers' Supplies

THE PERFECTION BEARING BURS
Set of 30 Burs Price, in wooden box, $6.00

The Perfection Burs have many improvements over all
previous styles. The shanks are of uniform size, fitting a No.
32 Chuck. The Burs are cut. on the sides and edges, making
only one operation necessary in cutting the size and the be
for the bearings. These are the only Burs by the use of which
an oval setting can be worked out with any degree of accuracy.

STAKING BLOCK
No. 86A. Price $1.25

The V in this Staking Block will
be found useful for driving out of the
wheels, escape and other pinions of
American watches, for pivoting. Milled
slots in block are for driving out joint
pins of watch cases or Brooches.

ALL

PRICES

LESS

6%

FOR

CASH

THE IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT
No. Z. Complete, $2.50

Contains 1000 Tags and Eyelets, one pair Ideal Pliers, one
bottle of Waterproof Ink. Tags are celluloid and the ink
waterproof, so that rings can be washed and polished without
removing the tags.

PECKHAM RING STRETCHER
Price $16.00 Including 8 steel rolls

Will stretch seamless rings to almost any size and
soldered plain rings, stone-set rings several sizes withoutlosing their shape. Extra rolls with any desired groove
can be easily obtained.

PECKHAM RING CONTRACTOR
Price, $16.00 Including 12 Steel Rolls

Substantially made and easy to operate. Will contract a ring
without altering shape inside or out. The twelve dies are suitable
for contracting plain rings, and additional dies can be obtained for
stone-set rings.

COMBINATION SET OF

PUNCHESA‘, STUMPS FOR

WALTHAM DETACHABLE

BALANcr'STATF.S.

ANO ROLLER F.EMOVER

F[4:1 STAKING TOOLS

,

BALANCE-STAFF PUNCHES AND STUMPS
No. 312. Set of 4 Punches and 6 Stumps, $2.50

For 'Waltham Taper Shoulder Detachable Balance Staffs. Give
name of staking tool when ordering.

JEWELERS' MOTOR HEADS No. 36
Type A 1-5 Horse Power For Direct Current

Approximate Speeds, 1,000 and 3,000 7.01. per minute.
110 volt,  $32.00
220 "   36.00

Type A 14 Horse Power For Direct Current
Approximate Speed, 3,000 rev. ver minute.

110 volts   $48.00
220 " ......... . . . . .   53.00

Type K 1-6 Horse Power For Alternating Current
Approximate Speed, $,400 rev. per minute.

110 volts— 60 Cycles   $46.00
220 " — 60 "   48.00
110 " —133 "   46.00
220 " —133 "   48.00
WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

IMPROVED ROLLER AND HAND REMOVER
No. 150. $2.50 each

This tool will remove any roller, double or single. Jaws open
and close parallel by turning knurled disc.

Has four plungers for staffs and watch hands which can be
easily changed.

Buy Your New Tools and Appliances from us ; we can
furnish you with

the latest and the best, and will give your orders our prompt and careful attention.
You should use our TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE in making up your orders ; you will find it a great helpand time-saver. Write us for a copy enclosing your business card with request. We send it free of charge to thelegitimate trade.

Geiger's Engraving Block Attachments
No. 7. Set of 4, 75 cents

Illustration shows attachments in use. Made to fit any
block, and will bold without marring spoon bowls, watch
cases, lockets, etc. Requires but little pressure.

THE E. So J. SWICIART CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO

The
Benefit

of The

Doubt

169

is all we ask. If you have any scraps around your store,
old and battered jewelry, dilapidated watch cases, sweepings,

filings, anything that has a trace of gold or silver, send it to
us as a trial order.

This is inventory time. Why carry over old style and unsal-
able jewelry ? Convert it into cash and put the cash into up-to-date

styles. You will soon recover your first loss.
The value of the stuff will surprise you ; so will our fair dealing. Uncle

Sam spent money to find out who would treat him best, and now he's
our customer. You will be, too.

We make returns for sweepings within five days of receipt,
and for gold and silver same day as received.

You run no risk, as consignments are held subject to your
acceptance, and returned at our expense if offer should prove
unsatisfactory. Write us at once.

OFFICES, Heyworth Building
WORKS, 58th an Throop Streets
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All that is good in ENGRAVING BLOCKS.

4pn
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Brush Holder. Each, $1.00

Spoon Holder in Position

Ring Attachment

Height, including Pad,
8 inches

105

1111 1 011

- —
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THE " E. F. B." DOUBLE-BASE ENGRAVING BLOCK.
E. F. B. Double-Base Block with Leather Pad, Spoon Holder, Button and Bangle Attachments, Ring Holder, Three Cement Plates, 32 Pins and

Pegs and Mahogany Attachment Holder  
 $16.50

Polished Hard Wood Base, with Drawer, and GlassShade, additional   3.50
The combination of a Ball and Flat Base in the same Block, as shown in the cut. The Ball can be unscrewed in a moment,

leaving a flat base, if the engraver prefers it.

Adjustable Cane Head and
Cap Holder, in 4 parts

75 cents

Thimble Attachment
50 cents

Button or Bangle
Attachment

Weight (about) 13 lbs.

The Stehman Reversible Ball-Base
Engraving Block.

Price, $16.50

Height, including pad, 7 inches,
but can be adjusted to 834 inches.
Weight, 13 lbs.
The tools comprising the set as

shown, includes :

I full set of Pins and Pegs
I Spoon Holder
I Button Holder
I Ring Holder

mmumPum!

The Stehman Reversible Block arranged with
Flat Base.

Ou Ill
1
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For Sale by all Jobbers in the
United States and Canada. Hammel Riglander & Co.,47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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CLAW STRETCHING AND REPAIRING FLIER

No. 93

This Flier should find ready favor with all jewelers, 
considering

only the saving of time when repairing a broken or worn
 setting.

Made of best Swedish steel, finely nickel-plated. Each, $1.25.

Directions—For repairing worn settings, place slotted jaw on 
the

outer side of setting and the ball-tipped one on the inne
r side, pulling

from or pushing against the setting, as occasion may r
equire, all the

while pressing the handles of the plier firmly together.

With little practice, any jeweler can easily repair a
 worn-out

Tiffany or skeleton setting, or draw out a broken claw as
 good as new,

in less than five minutes.

Unequaled for shaping ordinary settings for 
moon-halls, Whole

Pearls, or any round stone.

Spectacle and Eyeglass

Strap Plier No. zos

(Patented)

It is a daily occurrence that frame.

less spectacles and eyeglasses are

brought in to have the small side straps

drawn tight, us they have become loose,

due to cleaning the lenses or other

causes. In order to do this it lois here-

tofore been necessary to remove the

louses from the mountings, and as all

know, this very often results in break-

ing or chipping the lenses.

By the means of' this Mier this can he avoided and
the work quickly done.

All that is required is to loosen the screw two or
three turns, clamp the frame as shown in the illustra-
tion, and bend the straps to the lenses. lie-tighten the
screw, and the work is done.

Do not neglect to loosen the screw, as otherwise a
good job cannot be done, and the lenses are liable to
be broken.

The advantages of this plier are many :
Ist.--Straps can be fastened without removing the

lenses.
23.—W hen removing the lenses, the usual tronlde

arises, that tile screw cannot be put back in the old
thread.

3d.—You are not compelled to fit a new screw.
4th.—The breaking of the lenses is eliminated (pro-

vided the above lust met ions are followed).
5th —The clamping of the lenses is more firm than

when done in any other manner.
6th.—The time spent in doing the work is next to

nothing.
7111.—The pller will pay for itself in a few days.
Made of best quality Swedish steel, nickel-plated.

Price, $1.25 each

Illustration showing Straight Line (New Model) Pallet and Fork in 
position with the 2 wings under the Pallet.

Showing Old Model Pallet and Fork in
position with the 2 wings pushed back.

Combination Pallet-Stone and Jewel-Pin
Setter No. 70, Price, $2.50

Illustrating manner of holding Roller
Jewel, Balance Staff' and Roller. (The large
Slide is pushed back.) See Directions.

PALLET-STONE AND JEWEL-PIN SETTER

Directions for Pallet-Stone Setter.—Leave big slide pushed

forward even with front of square plate on base. For Pallets 
when

fork is screwed on, use the two wings as shown in cut, so pa
llet

will lay flat, on wings and fork to go between same, let top le
ver

down on pallet and push small slide up in slot of fork. For straight

line pallets with fork and pallet in one piece swing the wings ba
ck-

ward so pallet will lay down on big slide, in other ways use the same

as first kind for right-angle or old-style fork and pallets. The s
lots

on either side of slide is to take up the guard pin and the large

holes in slide is for the two screws usually in this kind of pallets.

For very small 6 and 0 size pallets use the front hole in the big

slide for arbor to go in. For making big Blide run loose or tight,

loosen and tighten screw in thumb piece as the clamp under that

acts as a gibb.

Directions for Jewel-Pin Setter.—Push the slide back as far

as it will go, then open lever on side and putjewel pin in V shaped

slot in front of base on square plate, put roller on jewel pin and let
down top lever to hold it. The round plate is to regulate the length

of the jewel pin, as it can be screwed up or down; also for protect-

ing the balance and hairspring from heat, if used for setting jewel

pins in roller without taking it off the balance and with hairspring

on as it can be used that way without any danger of injury to
any part.

Barrel Cover Pifer No. 54

The jaws of this Plier are provided with two circular disks of German silver, both

of which are slotted or cut out to admit the longest barrel arbor made, The risk of bruis-

ing or scratching of the barrel cover is eliminated by the use of this oiler. The jaws being

parallel, the pressure on the cover is even and full control over the work is possible.

Price, each, $1.25

For Sale by All Jobbers

Sete of 7
In Case

GUARANTEED E. F. B. TURNING CiRAVERS, No. 34
The finest set of Gra vers on the market. Handles a re of t he finest cocoholo, fitted with

bnyickaelll-Tuthsettresti osfegckooedts,toionl i.vhich the gravers can be moved in or out as required. The two set
screws hold the Graver rigid and prevent rocking or chattering. They will be appreciated

in the United States and Canada

Hammel, Riglander & Co 47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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No. 3 S. G. Hand Mill—flat

No. i Jewelers' Bench Shear

1191 ' I:101

Little Giant Ring Bender

1-5 H. P. Motor Polishing Head

Most people place a higher value
on a made-to-order article, even if
.its intrinsic worth is no greater than
one of the kept-in-stock variety. And
they are willing to pay well for this
extra value.

Why not take advantage of these peo-
ple's peculiarity by adding a Manufacturing
department to your store? One hundred
and fifty dollars will buy the outfit of tools
illustrated together with the following:

One plain ring roll for mill illustrated.
One pair square wire rolls for mill

illustrated.

One No. 2 ingot mould.
One ten oz. fibre-faced hammer.
One hardened graduated mandrel.
One pair No. i crucible tongs.

A catalogue describing these tools is
yours for the asking.

The

W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara Street Buffalo, N.Y.

 THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.'S 173
( Registered)

Imperial Westminster Electric Cathedral Chimes
Received DIPLOMA and highest award MEDAL at the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, Portland, Oregon, U.S.A., October, 1905

SUITABLE FOR OUTSIDE, VESTIBULES, LOBBIES OR LARGE INTERIORS
For Jewelers, Hotels, Clubs, Public Buildings and Institutions, Hospitals, Schools, Restaurants, Railroad Depots, Steamships, Yachts, Private Residences, Etc.

Operated from ANY clock at ANY distance by 10 dry or wet batteries On Exhibition at our Salesrooms, 81 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

The music of these Chimes is the same as the famous Chimes of Westminster Abbey, London
ELECTRIC CHIMES

Many things long understood to be mechanical impossibilities have been made possible by the use of electricity, and
not the least wonderful of these is the new electric time and chime system which was granted the highest award at the
recent Lewis and Clark Exposition, at Portland, Ore. Most jewelers are acquainted with the famous Westminster Chimes.
Heretofore the music of the chimes was played mechanically, the clockwork and striking apparatus, by reason of the
musical arrangement, being very complex and expensive, therefore only those blessed with wealth were permitted to
have a chime clock. Tne proper space could not always be provided even for those who could well afford it, as the
clockwork and the striking apparatus must necessarily be directly at the bells, and in many instances this was out of
the question.

A MODERN APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY
We have applied ELECTRICITY to the CHIME CLOCK and are able to reproduce the true Westminster Chimes,

eliminating all the old, complicated mechanical apparatus, and have brought it down to a practical basis, easily under-
stood by anyone. We thus accomplish many things which are impossible to obtain with the mechanical clock. '

By aid of the new "Imperial' electric chimes, the chimes, whether bells, tubes or gongs of any kind, may be
operated at any distance from the timepiece proper, and mechanically independent of it. By making a simple connec.
tion with any clock already in operation, a full- chime clock may be had at a very reasonable figure, and at the same
time much superior to the old method. For instance: A jeweler by attaching this chime controller to his regulator can
have as an excellent advertisement the Westminster Chimes in front of his store and played on bells having fine
musical tones. Many places of business have a post or street clock of some kind. This chime or attachment lends
itself readily, and at the same time gives the advantage of the hour-striking attachment, which may be had separately
if the full chime is not desired. The chimes and hour-strike may be operated independent of each other, a switch being
provided which will silence one or both. In the bells with resonators attached, shown in the illustration (Type A), the
resonators are accurately tuned in unison with the bells, an.l. the tone is rich and musical. The volume of sound is
greater, imparting the tone of large bells. They are tuned absolutely correct and have powerful electric striker
mounted directly in each hell.

The bells toll out in chimes the hours, quarters and halves with wonderfully clear and sweet tones, the sound of
which can be heard distinctly a great distance away. They are attached to any standard clock and controlled by an
electrical apparatus which runs continuously. At the quarter hour the chimes ring out four times, at the half hour
eight times, at the three-quarter twelve times, and on the hour the full sixteen chimes, after which the large bell
strikes the hour.

Regardless of cost, a greater attraction cannot possibly lie procured. They attract a constant and steady crowd;
therefore, front an advertising point of view alone, aside from the pleasure derived, the small cost of the outfit is
comparatively nothing.

SPECIAL NOTE:—Small, good quality dry or wet batteries purchased at local electric supply house and plain
covered bell wire is all that is necesssary to complete the outfit.

Westminster Chimes and Hour Bell
Fitted with Resonators
Cut represents set Figure, Type A

Plain Westminster Chimes and Hour Bell
Cut represents set Figure Type B

Plain Bronze Strike Bell,
for use if desired separate
from chimes

I IMPERIAL ELECTRIC CRIMES
c, .. mum rrre UM 0
THE W.CREEN ELECTRIC CO

tiLW VORN Iv Y. 1.I.S A. .

Photo. represents sets, Types G and D, comprising 5
Bronze Bells, with and without Resonators, mounted on
fancy bronze bracket, also Electric Controller showing
Connections.

MUSIC OF THE CHIMES

Pirsi Quarter.

Three Quarters.
4

Pull Chime.

Words of the Chimes
"All through this hour
Be thou our guide,

That by Thy Power
MAN shall slide."

*-F7 -11

T :WG diductlicCe
"IMPERIAL'

NISTIOTUIIIIIK09411,1313

'17*

WHIM [1.7411.

Figure, Type K

We give below particulars of four outside or large interior sets of Westminster Chimes Bells, Types A, B, C and D, four bells of which are the chimes, and the fifth or largest,
the Hour Bell ; also a set of large size Tubes for interior use. Each set Med without extra charge to Clock Dial. Any standard clock may be used. Blue print showing complete
connections for setting up (which directions are very simple) sent with each outfit.

Imperial Westminster ;!4-1uour
Imperial Westminster 1/-hour Imperial Westminster 34-hour Imperial Westminster 14-hour Imperial Westminster -hour Chimes and hour strike Type K

Chimes and hour strike Type A Chimes and hour strike Type B Chimes and hour strike Type G
.14

Chimes and hour strike Type D Comprising:
Comprising : Comprising : Comprising : Comprising : Set of five Polished Bronze

Set of live Polished Bronze Bells Set of rive Polished Bronze Bells Set of bye Polished Bronze Bells Set of five Polished Bronze Bells Tubes giving the same sound as the
with Reasonaters (see cut) mounted
on quartered oak, straight Platform

without Resonators, mounted on
quartered oak, straight Platform

with Resonators, mounted on fancy
Bronze bracket (see cut) including

without Resonators, mounted on
fancy Bronze bracket (see cut) in-

most expensive English hall clocks,
mounted on bracket (see cut) to he

(see cut) including Electric Control-
ler and connections as shown In cut.

(see cut) including Electric Control-
ler and connections as shown in cut.

Electric Controller and connections
as shown in cut.

eluding Electric Controller and con-
nections as shown in cut.

suspended from wall or elsewhere,
including Electric controller and
connections as shown in cut.

Bainbridge, Ga.
W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y.
Gentlemen :—My set of chimes are in-

stalled, and for three days have noted suc-
cessfully the hours and quarters. Surely I
could not have placed in my store a greater
attraction. With the assistance of an elec-
trician we installed them during the even-
ing, thinking few would be present and no
interruptions; but, to my surprise, fully zoo
people assembled during the hours of 7 and
to o'clock. All during the business hours
of Thursday, Friday and to-day I have been
kept busy explaining "how it happened" to
travelers, tourists and natives alike. I thank
you for the completion at this early date,
and am pleased with my investment, both
from a standpoint of business and the
pleasure and entertainment they give to

Manufactured by THE w

every one. As an advert sing medium, I
consider them worth considerably more than
they cost. Respectfully yours,

J. I. SUBERS, Jeweler.
Trenton, N. J.

W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y.
Gentlemen :—We take pleasure in advis-

ing you that the Imperial Westminster
Chimes have been placed in position in the
front of our establishment, and we are very
much pleased with them. The tone of the
bells is beautiful, and they are certainly
satisfactory to us in every way. As an ad-
vertisement they surely can not be equaled,
and far exceed our expectations, attracting,
as they do, a continuous crowd, many of
whom wait for the next chime to ring out.

Yours very truly,
A. F. WILLIAMS, Mfg. Jeweler.

Lancaster, Pa.
W. Green Electric Co., Si Nassau St., N. Y.

Gentlemen :—No doubt you will be pleased
to learn that your Imperial Westminster
Chimes are working very nicely and are a
remarkable attraction to the city, and peo-
ple come from far and near to hear them.
I assure you that I am greatly pleased with
them. Yours very truly,

S. KURTZ ZOOK, Jeweler.

Norfolk, Va.
W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y.
Gentlemen :—It gives us pleasure in ad-

vising you that the Imperial Westminster
Chimes which we purchased from you some
time ago are Working very nicely anti at-
tract a remarkable amount of attention.
Aside from their beauty, as an advertise-

ment they are excellent. Trusting you are
meeting with the success which you deserve
I am, Yours respectfully,

D. BUCHANAN & SON, Jewelers

Bridgeport, Conn.
W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y.
Dear Sirs:—We are pleased to inform

you that the Imperial Westminster Chimes
which you made for us have been installed
in the vestibule of our store and attract
more attention than we supposed possible.
We have a constant crowd watching them,
every one being extremely interested, many
waiting until the next quarter to hear them
repeated. They work splendidly, and we are
greatly pleased with them in every way.

Respectfully,
G. W. FAIRCHILDS & SON, Jewelers.

. GREEN ELECTRIC CO. 81 Nassau Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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LATEST DEVICES

Reversible Blade Clock Screw Driver

No. D36. Total length, 3415 inches, width of blade, 3-18 inch, pile°, $O  25
No. D37. "  30
No. 038. " " 5 $ " " " " "  35

Screw Driver has reversible blade made of best steel. Handy and practical for all purposes.

Practical Bow Plier
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....... 

• 

.... 

y

......... .......... ..........

This bow plier is made to take any size bow.
No. D2.3. Price $0  40

Balance Screw Scale

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE
Bearing and beams are ground to knife edge giving the most acute sensitiveness.
No. D17. Price $l  so

Spectacle and Eyeglass
Strap Plier

New Adjustable Nickel Broach
Holder or Pin Vise

Made in three sizes
No. 1)24. Price, small $0.20
No. 025. " medium 5
No. D26. " large 30

For tightening small side straps of frameless
spectacles and eyeglasses. All that is required
is to loosen the screw two or three turns, clamp
the frame as shown in the illustration, and
bend the straps to the lenses. Re-tighten the
screw and the work is done.
No. D45. Price $1  25

We are Headquarters for new tools. Always for
the interest of the Watchmaker, Jeweler, Engraver and
Optician.

If you have not a copy of our large catalogue, containing
20,000 illustrations, write for one at once. Sent gratis upon
application.

THE PRODUCT OF THE HIGHEST ATTAINMENT OF MAINSPRING MAKING
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ONE DOZEN

1F'C■

ELGIN 18 Size Class 3 to 6 No. B4353
R176 ,

L
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PATENT APPLIED FOR
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ELGIN 18 Size
Class 3 to 6

E No. B4353

*RU 
c7171.■&A•C,10. 11LtAL...,

- PATENT APPLIED FOR
"flE METHOD OF PACKING, THES

MAINSPRINGS

Facsimile of Box containing 1 Dozen 4, BLACK SHIELD " Mainsprings

FOR ALL, WATCHES
Per Dozen $1.25 Per Gross $13.50 Per Gross with Cabinet $15.00

•

Swartchild & Company madHiseoynwaonadh WBallbiladsihn

gAve. Chicago

Patented in the U. S.

If you want

to increase your

business, buy

watch cases

with our Ball-

Bearing Bow.

eISECURITAS 99
175

and in Foreign Countries

Such cases are for

sale by all first-

class jobbing

houses and Ball-

Bearing Bows for

repairing purposes

can be obtained

from all material

houses.

BEWARE OF IMITATION

We will forward to Retail Jewelers

any of these cuts shown,

free of charge,
should same be used
for publication
in their home
nekvspaper

The Wachter Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn.
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As indicated in the accompanying illustration, they are
adjustable to any size finger, and hold from the small-
est to the largest size stones, of all kinds and shapes
which are generally used, including PEARLS or simi-
lar circular-shaped stones.

Any of the sets consists of three (3) different specially.
formed prongs or settings, to permit of the various
kinds and shaped stones being temporarily set up,
effectively and advantageously shown.

Innumerable unmounted stones, which heretofore could
not be permanently exhibited, can now be attractively
displayed in the jeweler's show window with no addi-
tional investment, which otherwise would be necessarily
incurred by buying a larger stock of mounted goods.

R012 SALE AT ALL

Sets of Display Rings Price
per set

18 (full set) In box  

12 41 41

$12.00

8.00

6.25

4.50

.110ESIBE:12S

IT Every prospective buyer can now leisurely and advan-
tageously examine any stone or combination of stones
without the fear of dropping or damaging any stone. In
other words, the use of the tweezer can be eliminated.

IT DEALERS of loose stones will see the utility of the
"GENII" stone holder, particularly needful in their busi-
ness. SPECIAL and SEPARATED stones may be set
UI) temporarily in these stone holders and placed in
diamond papers without, however, necessitating the
handling or showing of these respective stones by the
customary use of the tweezer, thus reducing the risk of
damaging a stone, oftentimes at a great loss and many
times an irretrievable damage, which frequently occurs
by a stone "jumping out" from the tweezer.

IN THI UNITED STATES ANO CANADA

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. NEW YORK CITY
47=49 Maiden L,ane

Result of Modern Methods Pursued at

113ra6IQ Pot■Oecbnic Irwtittite

Store of Kors Bros., Independence, Kansas. Both of these young
men took a course at Bradley about four years ago, and are getting most
satisfactory results, haying built up this business by their own efforts.
Modern Methods are wonderful in their results.

HERE is a half-tone of a store owned and operated by
a young man who got his foundation in the Horo-
logical Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute

and there are hundreds of other stores scattered through the
country that are owned and operated by former students of
this institution.

It is a well-known fact that a man who receives a technical,
along with a practical knowledge of his business is the one
that will make the least blunders and consequently most sure
to x'in.

Bradley teaches watchwork, jewelry work, engraving
and optics. We have not got anything in the way of lightning
methods. Everything is based on good hard sense, go ahead
and hustle, close attention to business and the best equipment
and instuction that is to be had.

The rush of the holidays is over. Begin now. Write to-day
for a catalogue.

A Postal Card directed to

Department K, Horological, Peoria, Ill.
will get it

1 77

A Few Specialties_ the great variety of desirable goods we have for the
only can be shown on this page. They are typical of

- jeweler and watchmaker. Your orders for Watches,
Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service as to
quality and price.

AINSPRINGS

iasi WALTHAM

FSEAY MAINSPRINCNIIIP

$ 1.00 per Dozen
1 2.00 per Gross

$ .75 per. Dozen
7.50 per Gross

lurvamkmmot

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
I. given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

•fff%

Ans

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

Cele)
No. 256

Gold Filled Bead
Necklace Clasps,
$3,00 per dozen

ON=I9
No. 181

Gold Filled Round
Necklace Clasps,
small, $1.00;
medium, $1.25;
large, $1.50 per

dozen

No. 248

Gold Filled Tor-
pedo Necklace

Clasps, $1.00 per
dozen

No. 5-13.; limb
Gold Filled Fob Mountings

$2.25 per dozen

,t11
No. 154

Gold Plated Safety
Catches, $ .50 per dozen

Fac-Simile of Our Label

NOTICE-Owing to the advance in the prices of Watch Classes by European
manufacturers, we have revised our prices to date as follows:

Oenevas 
Thick Mi-Concaves   4.00 " " .40 " "

$4.00 per gross, $ .40 per doz. Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross, $ .75 per doz.

Antiques . . . 8.00 " "
Lentilles . .. 12.00 '. " 1.25PRICE-LIST Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " "
Lunettes. . . 3.00 " "t. Parallels   8.00 " " .75 " "

.90 " " .75
.25 " "

Gold Fil ed Scarf Pin
;Protectors

$ .75 per dozen

No. 1523:,
(fold Plated Safety

Catches, $ .50 per dozen

4111111111=11111111111■
PARALLEL.

LENTI LLE.

"001111111101.1•11"1111M.1111111iN

PATENT CEN EVA.

4.011111111MM/111.1111k

EXTRA THICK NII-CONCAVE.

ANNIMIIIII.M.11.11.11.11118111■
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

_011110 _  

-

-

t7.7.77 

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

mariegmA
$ .75 per Do/en
7.50 per Gross

-
Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screw Drivers. 40c.

1111111111111111111111

11 111111111111 Regent Foot Wheel, improved
$6.00

Solid Oak Bench. $12.00 40111111 - 
 - _

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY CATALOGUE

Cross 0 Beguelin
(A Corporation)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches. Diamonds, jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware. Etc.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and
2 Chucks. $31.00

31 Maiden Lane, New York
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Reliance Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

K. B.
Mainsprings

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings

on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

With your first order for

one gross of our K. B. Main-

springs we give you gratis a

handsome oak or walnut-2o

drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No. 08. Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and
Polished   $1.00 per doz.

No. 169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish   .6o " 14

No. 170. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire   $1.00 per doz.

No. 171 C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 "

We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen
of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

It

NOTE.—Only the best material and the most up-to-date automatic machinery are
used for making the Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels. All our Balance Staffs

awl Jewels are carefully examined as to their accuracy by experienced watchmakers
before being put on the market. We will be only too pleased to exchange any Balance
Staff or Jewel which you may find defective.

Orders Filled from Any Catalogue

We carry everything know], to the trade.

KORONES BROS.
167 Canal Street, New York

Write its for prices and cash discount

Brand
We are happy to
selected with the
good, healthy and

179
state that we are splendidly equipped for the Spring campaign of 1908. Our stocks are complete,
utmost care and upon the most favorable terms possible. We believe there is every reason to expect a
mutually satisfactory Spring business. Here are our specialties:

8 8
N o jeweler should be

without our new Catalogue of

Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your

business card.

Importers
and

Jobbers of

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware

L. LEL,ONG & BROTHER
  Gold aa Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an
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SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest Corner

Halsey an Marshall Sta.

Newark, N. J.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Mat Le I...4arld Ito Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

SPRUNG COURSE

Opens April 1,1908

If you wish to take a Course this Spring, please

write us at once, and we will assign and hold a place

tor you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-

venience and comfort.

'Our methods are original and entirely new. We are

the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting

and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed

with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you

could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

USE NATURAL OAS

NO. 6 a NATURAL OAS BLOWPIP.q:

PATENTED SEPT. 26, 1899

Price of Blowpipe, $2.50, and No. 9 Foot-Blower

for operating it, $4.50

for blowpipe work.

No. 6H BLOWPIPE
is non-extinguishable.
Size of flame is regulated
to a nicety by rotating
controlling valve or de-
pressing valve stem.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.
BUFFALO, N.Y., U.S.A.

Catalogue a, B. K." illustrates Blowpipes, Furnaces and Burners for
illuminating gas. natural gas, gasoline gas and kerosene oil.

A COPY IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

1847 Flatware

es

Clocks and Bronzes

A.
qa
ma
r 

For prices and illustrations of the above goods, see our 1908 Catalogue. Ours is the most up-to-date Jewelers' Catalogue

issued, and you cannot afford to be without it. If you have not got it—send for it—it is yours for the asking.
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No. 286. Gun Metal Handles, nicely knurled in the diamond
pattern. Oxidized finish. Hexagon black rubber heads.
Interchangeable blades of K. & I). quality. A well balanced,
excellent tool at a moderate price. Set of five. Price, $1.50.

Manufacturers of Fine Tools

Lebanon, New Hampshire

10_4

lle.

INTERCHANGEABLE
I WAT_CH-S C REW _0 RIVERS BLADES

No. 287. Ahuninum handles, nicely knurled in the diamond
pattern. Hexagon aluminum heads with tempered steel
bearing ; heads readily removed for cleaning or lubrication
—they don't squeak. Interchangeable blades of K. & D.
quality. Neat and light; it is a pleasure to use these screw
drivers. Set of five. Price, $1.75.

 0**VAIIIMPOVIA

K.& D. KENErFAICKXDAVIS
WATCH SCREW DRIVERS LEBANON, N.H.

No. 260. Handles helically grooved, neatly knurled and
nickel plated. Celluloid heads of different colors. Blades
of K. A D. quality. Set of five. Price, $1.00.

No. 261. Same as No. 260, in set of six. Price, $1.25.

-41 CELLULOID HA NDLET
BEST Du/11.3TV BLADES-CH SCREW DRivERS

 •

No. 270. Celluloid handles in assorted variegated colors.
Hexagonal black heads, fastened without screw, insuring a
smooth concavity on top. Interchangeable blades of K. &
D. quality.

No. 271. Same as No. 270, but with black celluloid handles.
Assorted variegated colored heads.

No. 272. Same as No. 270, but with celluloid handles and
heads, in assorted variegated colors. Each style in set of
five. Price, $1.50.

SCREW DRIVER
BLADES

The screw driver is
probably most used of
any tool on a watch-
maker's bench. Every
workman prizes a good
blade, one hard yet
tough ; this is the kind
of blade we produce.
We make careful tests
of different steels, and
select that best suited
to this purpose.
In hardening, the

most approved appa-
ratus is used, which
obviates danger of
overheating or burning
the steel. The tem-
pering is done by
electrically controlled
process; practically
eliminating the vari-
able elements of light,
personal experience,
skill of operatives,
etc. Every one of a
million blades receives
exactly the same treat-
ment, practically insur-
ing uniform quality.
Then in the grind-

ing of the blades, we
give them a form
insuring greatest
strength and utility,
and under conditions
positively maintaining
the original temper.

BLACK HANDLES INTERCHANGEABLE

ASSORTED COLORED HEAPS IC D BLADES.

No. 282. Black fluted rubber handles, metal parts nickeled.
Hexagon celluloid variegated colored heads, fastened with-
out screw. Interchangeable blades of K. A D. quality.
Set of five. Price, $1.50.

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

-.A-44'2114N
ERCHANGEABLE
B LAD

No. 284. Gun 'Metal handles. nicely knurled in the diamond
pattern. Oxidized finish. Hexagonal black rubber heads.
Interchangeable blades of K. & D. quality. Set of five.
Price, $1.50.

No. 285. Aluminum handles. Otherwise the same as No.
284. Set of five. Price, $1.50.

Nos. 284 and 285 are similar to Nos. 286 and 287; the difference
being chiefly in style.

VV..42.ze'

.ISr•kitel:%**§:i,•:::-:*
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THE NEW DOUBLE ENO

WALTMANL SCREW DRIVER K. &-D. INTERCHANGEABLE. BLADES
No. 288. The NEW Waltham screw driver. Possesses features

of novelty and merit. The blades are reversible, and ex-
ceedingly simple, being made of straight round wire. They
are rigidly held by a taper sleeve closing chuck-like jaws
upon the blade. Reversal is but the work of an instant.
The heads revolve easily, and are readily removed for
cleaning or lubrication; the fastening is new, simple and
durable. Aluminum handles, crisply knurled in the dia-
mond pattern. Hexagonal black heads, graduated sizes.
Blades of K. & D. quality, ground to a thickness best suited
to American screws. A very satisfactory tool which is
rapidly coming into favor. Set of six. Price, $1.75.

No. 289. Gun Metal handles, Oxidized finish. Otherwise the
seine as No. 288. Set of six. Price, $1.75.

WHOLESALE AGENTS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting . .

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . •

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

$31.00
.75 each

18r

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN
HA R DENED

STEEL
BUSHINGS
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A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

FOR. SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

6 • t.\.Afti

Of%
V

\

This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 35 years

In building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label

French Watch Glasses 

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY , FINISH

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.

Wholesale Agents

PARIS NEW YORK

21 Rue de l'Echiquier 37 Maiden Lane
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IMPORTANT REQUEST
To the Consumers of William F. Nye's Watch and Clock Oils:

I especially desire of every Jeweler and Watch and Clock Dealer meeting with dissatisfaction in the use of the Nye
Watch and Clock Oil, that they immediately send whatever quantity they may have to my factory in New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts, at my expense, mail or express, and receive free of charge a like quantity of perfectly reliable Oil.

We furthermore desire to take the entire watch and clock fraternity into our confidence, and to assure them that having
now a fully equipped plant on the Atlantic Coast to capture the fish and to insure a certainty of supply of the Porpoise Jaw Oil,
they may be sure of a supply hereafter of this only Oil on the face of the earth possessing every essential quality for use upon
the fine mechanism of watches and clocks, and they will do us the greatest favor when in absolute need of such an Oil, that
they address us and receive a sample free of cost to demonstrate the facts we set forth.

William F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.
1

WATCH FOR WINTER'S NEW CATALOGUE

'WINTER FIXTURES
The Standard for

QUALITY and STYLE

0

The Ideal of Perfection in
MODERN FIXTURES

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.

This cut represents the elegant store of Raines Bros.. Maryville, Mo.
Fitted up complete with " WINTER FIXTURES."

Jewelers! ,Grtra tyso /girl:41 ;),z psu Anything 1(1,1,n!bt the xBuEi rSeT, 
every 
e rTyh((l.irtey is i 1

ke 
Tooun (, BESTt,,k I

therefore, buy the BEST to begin with, and save disappointment and money in the end:
Winter Fixtures Are Right I Winter Will Treat You Right I Ask Our Customers 

We will send our large 310-page catalogue, entitled " Winter's Encyclopedia Americana,"
Ott receipt of 25 cents to cover postage, etc. A book full of newest designs in Modern Fixtures.

OUR LINE is strictly high grade. NOT HOW CHEAP—BUT HOW 000D

M. WINTER LUMBER CO.
Established 1865

The High-Grade Fixture Makers Sheboygan, Wis.
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,

Mississippi and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St, Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri,

Kansas, Nebraska and Oklahoma.
R. H. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales

Agent for Oregon and Washington.

Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

4111
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Patent Hand Broaching
Device

Most practical tool for broaching out
all kinds and sizes of watch hands and
seconds or any other small article which
requires broaching of hole. You cannot
damage or break the hands while broaching.
Nickel-plated. Price, $1.00.

Robbins Upright Roller
Remover

With improved Revolving Disk and
Plunger

Flat bottom, which sets firmly on the
bench. You cannot break pivots with this
tool as it is very easily adjusted for any
size from jewel series to the largest size.
Single or double roller. Nickel-plated.
Price, $2.25.

If your Jobber cannot supply you with the
above tools, please write us and we will
give you the names of Jobbers who can.

Johanson
New
Wizard
Pivot
Polisher
The most practical
tool of its kind in

the market. No
watchmaker
should be without

one.
Price, $2.25

40*

I 83
Improved

Pendant Bow
Plier

With Adjustable
Screw

Fits any size watch
bow. 1 itted with a
four-groove brass
revolving block.
Can be used with
force, without mar-
ring watch bow.
Price, 85 cents

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is superior
1st—It is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.
2d—It is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.
4th—Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the watch it is intended for, which accuracy

is warranted.
5th—Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

Henry Zimmern & Co., SAoglents, ZZ John St., New York

FIXTURES TO FIT THE STORE

WE TEACH ENGRAVING
Our pupils not only acquire a thorough mastery of engraving, but also •

have an opportunity to become familiar with all the processes in the manufac-
ture of jewelry, medals, class pins, die making, plating, etc., of which we
make a specialty.

Our pupils will testify to the excellence and thoroughness of our system,
Terms, $50 for three months, payable in monthly instalments in advance.
Write us for further information.

Our manufacturing and repairing department is equipped to do all manner
of repair work for the trade. The workmen are thoroughly skilled, and are
under the supervision of a noted expert. We do jewelry and watch repairing,
mzdal work, class and fraternity pins, diamond mounting, gold, silver and
copper plating, enameling, etc. No job is too difficult, and all work is returned
same day as it is received. Send us a trial order.

The Sioux City Jewelers' School of Engraving
CliengggEs 613 Fourth St., SIOUX CITY. IOWA

New More ot P. G. Diener, Harrisburg, Pa.

If you are planning a new store or contemplate improvements consult with us.
We will help you with your plans and give you expert advice without charge.
We carry no ready-made stock fixtures. Every piece of store furniture is

made to suit the store, considering the space, light and room.
We make a specialty of FINE CRYSTAL ROOMS for displaying cut

glassware. These rooms pay for themselves in a very short time.
Our jewelry stores are models of convenience, serviceability and good taste.

One of these is shown in the illustration.
Thirty-five years in this line of business has taught us to make the goods

that stand the test of time and hard usage.

T. De Long Furniture Company
Manufacturers of Special Cabinet Work and Store Fixtures

TOPTON, PA.

Jewelers' ScreW Driver.s

They are nicely and substantially made from steel tub'ng, knurled and nickel plated.
Five constitute a set, with blades varying from .040 inch to .100 in size. T is blades are held
from turning in the handle by a solid lock, and from com'ng out by a slight turn of a neat
chuck. The top is finished with a swivel knob, concaved to fit the finger and hexagonal in
shape to prevent rolling off the bench. To designate the size at a glance, the chuck end is
marked with various grooves, four grooves indicating the finest size A, three grooves the next
larger B, two grooves 

No. 

.on5e5 5grpoove 1.).,, the largest size, E, being plain.
No. 555 A Handle 1/i in. diameter of blade .040 in.
No. 555 B " V "

No. 555555 EC l: 1SYI. : 

. 0 1 ...- 4 t

0 0 0 .070 0
" ' .00

" " " .080 "
" " " .100 "

Price—Each, 35c. ; Set of five, $1.60 ; Extra blades, each, 10c.
Send for free Catalogue, No. 18AD, 232 pages of Fine Mechanical Tools

TI-le L,. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL., MASS., U-S-A•



EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Price, for all Watchmakers' Sizes, 70c. each

Whitcomb
Geneva No. 13:',

$1 00 each 70c. 70c.

Stark Moseley
F.

70c.

Olin
or

No.1 Leader

70c. 70c.

Webster
Kearney Whitcomb
70c.

ltivett

70c. 70c. $1 25 each

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MfGO. BY

HANINGE BROS.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 38 and 50 Wire Chucks

Price per Set of 10
Brass . . . 91.50
Steel 2.50

"011PIMINIMPT"55_

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Soul for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
Also Watchman's Portable Clock Catalog No. .r

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil Peep I lobes . $8.00 each
Old style, changed . • • 2.00 each

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

J. P. Wadell Show Case
and Cabinet Co.

Dept. D DETROIT, MICH.
Manufacturers of

Modern Show Cases and Jewelry Store Fixtures
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED

JEWELERS
CUTTLE

FISH
BONES

WE RECOMMEND THE

P=E=A=CO.
hard firm quality. It is most
economical. We carry all
grades, large and small.
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VETT LATHES

RIVETT LATHE 
HANUFNETURING COMPANY. wta ta at tr in
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The absence of our advertisement for some time past was caused by

our inability to keep up with our orders. We have now completed the new

addition to our factory, as illustrated above, which doubles our capacity, and we

hope with this addition to be able to fill our orders more promptly.

We have the largest and finest equipped factory in the country for this

class of work, and the RIVETT LATHE is always up to the usual high
standard. The demand is greater than ever, and we stand back of our tools.

Ask your dealer for the RIVETT LATHE, or just address

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes

IMPORTERS

7-13 Gold Street NEW YORK
ESTABLISHED 1889

Above cut represents Case No. 79

we do RELIABLE
Silver Plating
Silverware

WRITE FOR PRICES

New York Salesrooms, 740=742 Broadway

Same floors with Frankel Display Fixture Co.

Repairing
Can this be Repaired? Yea!

we Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old oneabroken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized SilverOld Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

THE ALLIANCE RING?

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly sup-

planting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its

increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we

take these means to inform you that should you need them,
we can supply you.

These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are
barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside fiat
surface. They are easily opened as shown on illustration by insert-
ing a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy
their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ;
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net;

in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net
in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler

536-538 Canal Street New Orleans, La.
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EXTRA X F FINE

SWISS PATTERN FILES
FOR WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS, FINE TOOL MAKERS, DIE SINKERS AND OTHERS

WHOSE WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS

,A1C7i13 ONFIL

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OF DOMESTIC oR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

I '111; 1 11

SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have
That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successful

school in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has now
exceeded our most sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronage
we deem of all testimonials the most substantial.

Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our school
twenty years ago, which certainly is proof that we give our students entire
satisfaction.

Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become an
expert in the various branhes of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,
which will give you some valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, ST. Lows, Mo.

JEWELERS' SAWS

87

_

U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS

Joh. Zeuner, of St. Gear, Germany, is famous
as the maker of

THE BEST SAWS

and has appointed us his SOLE AGENTS for the
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Ask your Jobber for ZEUNER SAWS
if you want THE BEST

or write to us

When in need of Fine Files, kindly remember
'American Swiss 99—our own make

E. P. REICHHELM & CO.
2.4 John Street, New York

at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by

express.
About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges

are deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

there is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

($r to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations

are accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately

returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.
Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional

expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold

(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-

ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the

value of old metal received.

THE UNITED•STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.

Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

103-105 William St.
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 24 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

''•"

57 Washington St.
Chicago
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS 'WU hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best KnoTim Rings in the marhet.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

11:■111111111•1•1.

Trade-Mark

FIRE
411111■■■■=m,...W 

SEND AT ONCE
for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-

ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
1-20

PROMPT\ /
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,.

SILVER, FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

a c

WE BUY
Old Gold and Silver Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, Hand
Washings, etc. We will make accurate valuations and hold
consignment subject to your acceptance. If valuation is
not satisfactory, we reship to you at our cApense.

WE PAY FOR OLD COLD:
22 K. 88c. per dwt. 12 K. 48e. per dwt.
20 K. 80c. " 10 K. 40c. "
18 K. 72c. " 8 K. 32c. "
16 K. 64c. " 6 K. 24c. "
14 K. 56c. " 4 K. I6c. "
MARKET RATES FOR SILVER AND PLATINUM

Try us and you will appreciate

WE SELL
Gold, Silver and Platinum, various qualities, rolled flat or
drawn to wire of any gage.

PRICES OF ALLOYED COLD:
10 K. 50c. per dwt. 14 K. 66c. per dwt.
12 K. 58c. " 16 K. 74c. 

, •

18 K. 82c. per dwt.

Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas furnished
Or Our own. " T. B. H." Alloy, 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold,
75c. per lb. Shot Copper, 4oc. per lb. We will send tables
for alloying without charge. They save figuring.

OUP Squareness, Promptness and Accuracy

T. B. . — AnSTn7 I TD., Main Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SMELTERS, ASSAYERS, REFINERS

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCI:

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET DIAMOND
SCALE

MR. JEWELER—An Electric
Lighted Watch Sign can be had
at small cost, and at first cost only,
you will get perpetual returns,
profitable now, next year and
ten years from now.
No other Advertisement will

pull for that length of time

There is but one way to obtain
business

PUBLICITY
But one way to obtain publicity

ADVERTISING
But one way to advertise

BY- USING AN

Electric Flasher

Watch Sign
We carry the largest stock in the United States, and

can make prompt deliveries

FOR SAL,E BY ALL JOBBERS

Or Write Us for Catalog

Chicago Watch Tool Co.
CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

Always
Something New

1.1) Enough Said
Ask your Jobber, and if he cannot

furnish you with " Empire Quality,"
write us direct.

cL
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THE BEST

AND

MOST ECONOMICAL

SAW
" Dagger BLADES

Brand"
65 cents Et gross

TRY THEM

WILLIAM DIXON
INCORPORATED

Formerly F. W. Oesswein Company

39 John Street New York

Send for Our

Catalog
Illustrating and Describing

POLISHING LATHES
LATHE WH EELS
POLISHING HEADS
COUNTERSHAFTS
INGOT MOULDS
TWEEZERS
WATCH RACKS
VAPOR LAMPS
CLOCK STANDS
RING MANDRELS

New High-Speed

Polishing
Lathe
3000

Revolutions per Minute

K-9 Plain Bearing, $12.00
K-10Ball Bearing, 14.00

Complete with Head, Belt,
Hand-Rest and Wrench

MADE I3Y

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
CHIGAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
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THE REEVES CO. Manufacturersf and
OPTICAL GOODS, WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

STAR BLDG., ST. LOUIS

TRADE MARK

EXACT SERVICE

Will on February 1, 1908, change its corporate name to

THE REEVES=KEMPER CO.
and with greatly increased stock, better facilities, promptness, and up-to-date
methods, will endeavor to improve upon the service rendered our customers in the
year just closed, and thereby merit a continuance of our success.

We Solicit Your Business, BECAUSE
The years of experience at the bench in the retail business by the senior members

of the firm, as well as the assistants, enables us to anticipate your wants and interpret
your orders so they will be filled to your satisfaction. Pending the issuing of our
Fall Catalogue we can fill your orders from any tool or material catalogue you may
choose to select from.

R. F. REEVES W. F. KEMPER J. I. GUTFREUND

President Vice-President Secretary

411■ 

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
For
Watchmakers

(Patented)

Fitted to Any
Lathe

Complete as
Shown

$40.00
Strictly NET

Be Sure You Get
OUR LATEST

150 Improvements
Since Our FIRST

This Tool is Now
PERFECTED

REPLACING

1-Plain Tailstock

2 Screw Tailstock

3 Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4-Slide Rest

5 -Pivot Polisher

6 -Filing Fixture

7 -Rounding-up Tool

8-Milling Fixture

9-Rusty Pinion
Polisher

10-Profiling Fixture

11-Turret Head

12-Table Rest

.15.1

tr" 
. 11,

8.) TURRET CLAD

ti

MMONXTURE

JOYELINO (ADM

P1.11,N, ACAL W ,

DOES
Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse Grinding
Polishing
Snailing
Damaskeening
Rounding Up

Etc.

YOUR

JOBBER

HAS

THEM

IF NOT

WRITE US

W. D. CLEMENT
WALTHAM MASS.

Clement Hollow Graver
Price 25 centsSEE THAT HOLE 21111r;i O (1-1 

End views of
No. 7 style

Add 50 to number of en-

graving graver shown and it

gives you one with hole near

top so it may be turned up

from bottom for ring work,

hollowware, etc.

For instance, 431 is like

401 except that hole is nearer

top.

W 

401 403 4 oS

407 Cad 411

Dot gas !IDS

1307 009 sit

W.DCLEMENT

PAT. PEND IN G

THE HOLE saves MUCH
time in sharpening ; keeps the
point flat ; insures much more
even temper.

THE STEEL is made
Special with the proper per
cent. carbon and other ingre-
dients to insure the very best
cutting edge that can possi-
bly be produced.

THE TEMPER: these
gravers are all hardened by
our hard-tough-eventemper-
ing process which insures the
hardest, toughest and evenest
temper that can be produced.

(.20fSCY SPECIAL ALL-PLATE CASE, NO. 500

READY POR THAT NEW CAE?

You yourself, know how necessary it is to put in a good case-not

only one that looks well and keeps on looking well, but one that 
is

constructed of proper materials, So it wears well-holds its shape an
d

its joints-one that will last a lifetime.

aunt-4 $oetzca ecv44,0
are built on honor. Only the best of selected materials are used

-only

the most skilful workmen employed.
Ask for a catalogue that shows the different styles y.Du make. When

you order, we'll ship the case K. D., and save you considerable in 
trans-

portation charges.

Quincy Show Case Works

Quincy
New York, 740.742 Broadway

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.

Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

Illinois
San Francisco, 1034 Geary St..

Spokane, Wash., 0425 Monroe St.

Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.
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ORDER OF OWLS OFFICIAL EMBLEMS
( Patented, September 17, 1907)

Infringers Will be Prosecuted to the Fullest Extent of the Law

The above Emblems are manufactured in all qualities. They are finely anti substan-

tially made, of durable weight, handsomely finished, and represent. the highest perfec-

tion of the jeweler's art. If your Jobber cannot supply you, selections will he sent to
responsible jewelers.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., 14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

EMBLEMS OF ALL ORDERS
HOC

At, all times our stock comprises the latest, and newest creations in Emblems. We

manufacture everything from an inexpensive Button to a high-priced Diamond Charm,

If your Jobber cannot. supply you, selections will be sent to responsible jewelers.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., 14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

RICHARD 0. ICANDLER

Founder ot the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

jll

20'm STJOCB:SSFUT... YFIAR

'he Jewelers' 13chool of engraving
ESTA131.1,SHEID 1880 Suite 1104 Hayworth Building, CHICAGO

Ric-kr.A.R.D 0. ii.A..NDLER, Prtorrtnrron AND CEcrrar Imirrrriacrrort

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL

OF ITS KIND

BM AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME

NEW CATALOG

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents 1, Send money with
India Ink or Water Color, $1.00 f order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering
, 81,00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-List

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO

1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago

'CLINCH' The

No. 2
50 cts.
35 cts

Pat.
applieel

for

No I . 25c.

Safety Catch for
Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

pin. Nothing to get
out of order. Simple
and neat.

One turn to the
right grips like a
vise.

Fits any size pin.

Prices to the Trade

No. 1. Gold Plated,
$1.50 doz.

No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold
Plate, burnished,
$2.25 doz.

"SECURITY° Necklace Clasp
A Clasp at Last That's Secure and Fast

Pull Out" HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot
MADE IN 3 SIZES

No. 1 Locks here No. 1

Simple and

Absolutely Secure

No.1

°=ILLO

IVo.1B

G;LO

No. 2

No. 2 Locks here
1
 No. 2

Patent Applied for

,
SM(I1)

The Only Perfect
Clasp

Locks in Two
Places

PRICES TO THE TRADE
1)0/EN Dozi N

No. 1. 10 K. . $6.00 No. 1B, 10 K.. $7.00
No. 2. 10K. . 9.00
No. I. 14 K. . 7.00 No. I B. 14 K. 9.00
No. 1. Platinum ...... . . 18.00
No. I. Gold Filled ....... 2.00
No 1B. Gold Filled . . ..... 2.25
No. 2. Gold Filled 2  50
No. 1. Sterling Silver 2  00

Made in Cold Filled Only
No. 1 1 25, $2.75 doz. No. I B/25, $3.25 doz.

No. 2,25, $3.50 doz.

cier$11
1%kg/25

No.:1B4'5

a3via
No 2/25

Ask your Jobber, or write

THE

HOFFMAN

NOVELTY

CO.

79-83 North Pearl Street

ALBANY, N. Y.
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STANDARD AND SPECIAL MOTORS
For All Classes of Power-Service

,:". w E are producers of large and small Direct and Alternating Current Motors which are
readily adaptable to practically all classes of power work.

W E would also direct your attention to our line of Buffing and Polishing Lathe Motors,

including twelve distinct styles and sizes of machines.

---" -- --------.
; 

Our new Descriptive Bulletins will interest you—send for them

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO. •

OSKED

1*

-
Type "SS" Ni H. P. Direct-Current Motor. BOSTON (Brookline) MASS. CHICAGO, ILL.

Our New Design

MOSELEY

os"

THE STANDARD OP EXCELLENCE

Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense is
spared to make them RIGHT. The Genuine Moseley Lathe of today
is the result of years of painstaking, systematic and skilled endeavor
to satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-
ienced workmen.

Moseley Chmks are of the best quality, and are made in all sizes ;
covering every need of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucks
and Lathes were manufactured by us for years under the direct
supervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " Split
Chuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."

Moseley Lathes and Attachments, with plenty of Moseley Chucks
are the secret of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-
ing power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As an
Investment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

PI WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond

jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down

absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express

charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,

and can give the very best references as to

responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

ENGRAVING BY THE NEWMEYER METHOD

SPECIAL

TERMS

TO

BEGINNERS

Ni EVER was there such a demand for skilled engravers as to-day. Present fashion decrees that practically every
1 1 article sold will be engraved to some extent. Engravers, therefore, are in unusual demand and at the highest
wages ever offered.

We teach the art by a new method—a personal supervision method—which results have proved the most success-
ful ever used. We guarantee a complete mastery of the art in a shorter time than by any other method. Our
graduates are qualified to earn from $20.00 to $35.00 per week.

The skill of our graduates has spread the fame of our school, and all can secure high-paying positions. Your
best opportunity to take a course is just after the holidays. Send for our brochure and get acquainted with our
method. Special terms to beginners.

HIGH-GRADE WORK FOR THE TRADE, PROMPT RETURNS

tbe M. V irtewmever Zcboot of Engravingw. L. Newmeyer, Master New England Building, Cleveland, Ohio -
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OUR LATEST NOVELTY

FLEXIBLE FISHES SEE THEM MOVE

BLACKINTON CHAINS
OLD RELIABLE

w. & S. B.* I-I0
Warranted to give satisfaction

W. & S. B.* 1-6
Warranted 20 Years

WEARBEST
W. & S. B. * Chains are finished by the WEARBEST secret

hardening process and will wear a third longer than chains, of the same

quality, finished by the usual and ordinary method.

Chains finished in the ordinary manner are left with softened links as

a result of soldering and the wearing qualities are greatly reduced.

The WEARBEST process hardens the gold and overcomes the

effects of soldering; produces the most beautiful finish obtainable.

Not sold to Department Stores or Retail Mail-Order Houses

W. 0 S. BLACKINTON CO.

NEW YORK
180 Broadway

Manufacturers

Factory, North Attleboro, Mass.

MOST ATTRACTIVE NOVELTY EVER SHOWN
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NEW YORK

0 MAIDEN LANE

BATES & BA CON
A_TTLEBOR 0, MASS.

THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

LION an TIGER-HEAD FOBS

CHICAGO

103 STATP1 STREET,

LOCKETS an BRACELETS

High-Grade, Gold-Filled

SAFETY FOBS
GENT'S VESTS
DICKENS
LORGNETTE
SECRET LOCKET
EYEGLASS

) CHAINS

LOCKETS CHATELAINES

The "WINNA" Bracelets
Strongest Secret Joint and Catch on the Market

Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of

the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the

movement are hidden. Why not get what you are

after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY

YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.

Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling

of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases

to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made

Cases for Ockl Size Movements ; Gold and Silver

Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,

Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing- of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX 717
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Established 1865

Krementz
Collar

Buttons
and Studs

ONE PIECE

The Standard American Collar Button

Made of one piece of metal ; the following illustrations

show the KREMENTZ process of manufacture

First this disk:

Is stamped into this shape :

Then fashioned like this :

Rapid and repeated blows by
powerful hammers, in a machine
of almost human intelligence,
coax it into this shape :

Another machine turns up
the edges :

The next operation rolls
them over:

Then the head is shaped :

After which the button is
polished.

If we cut the finished collar button in half,
we notice that the metal in the
shank has been thickened and
toughened, strengthening it where
the most strain comes. This is a —
sectional view of the Krementz One-piece
Collar Button.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Send for booklet, ' The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS & ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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Communion Sets with individual cups are now much in
use, and the pattern shown above is one that is both artistic
and dignified. Made by the makers of the famous "1847
ROGERS BROS." Silver Plate that Wears. For sale by
leading jewelers. In our special Communion Ware Cata-
logue, a wide variety of patterns is shown, together with
collection plates, alms basons, chalices, crucifixes, etc. A
copy upon request. Ask for "Special Catalogue No.781C."

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,
Meriden, Conn.

(International Silver Cu., suc■.essor.)
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Clergymen and church officials of every denomination will be interested in
our special Communion Ware Catalogue, i 1 which is illustrated and de-
scribed a full line of Communion Sets of the conventional type as well as
sets with individual cups, together wi h the accessories, Pew Racks, Cup
Fillers, etc. Collection Plates, Alms Basons, Chalices, Crucifixes, Vases,
etc., are also shown. These designs are the result of careful s■udy of the
requirements and are both artistic and dignified. Made by the makers
of "11347 ROGERS BROS." Silver Plate that Wears, and sold by
leading jewelers. Send for "Special Catalogue No. 78 K."

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO, Meriden, Conn.
(Internatimal Silver t',... Sii,e(lisur.)

i
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THESE ADVERTISEMENTS
are two of a series to be run in the leading religious periodicals of the various
denom inations.

The quality of our communion ware and ecclesiastical goods is known to
the trade. It has made this ware and all lines bearing the M ERIDEN BRITANNIA
Co. stamp famous for many years.

No dealer should be without our new Communion Ware Catalogue
No. 78 K, which will be sent upon request.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(international silver Co , Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades. The purpose and policy of this

journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements

that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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A Warning To The Trade

AS the publisher of another journal has an-

nounced a clubbing subscription rate

of $1.25, for his publication and THE KEY-

STONE, we wish to advise the trade against

sending subscriptions for our journal through

such publication as subscriptions so sent will

not be accepted by us. The offer was wholly

unwarranted being made without our know-

ledge or authority and was particularly

objectionable in that it permitted the inference

that our journal might be procured in this

way at less than the regular price. We de-

sire to correct any such impression. The

subscription price of THE KEYSTONE is Shoo

per year and this amount is paid by every

subscriber. We have no clubbing arrange-

ment with any journal and no other induce-

ment of any kind is offered. We regret if

any of our friends have been put to incon-

venience by the peculiar action and unwar-

ranted offer of this publisher, and must again

advise the trade in all cases to deal with us

direct and send their subscriptions to this

office.

Diamond Market Healthy and Prices

Firm

THE temporary financial embarrassment
of a few well-known diamond firms in

New York City, was chiefly unfortunate in

that it furnished the daily sensational press

with material for highly exaggerated state-

ments in regard to the diamond market.

These statements have been given wide pub-

licity and have undoubtedly somewhat inju-

riously affected the business in diamonds.

While it is true that diamond sales of a

certain kind were materially affected by the

financial stringency, there was no real justifi-

cation for such startling newspaper headings

as " A Serious Slump on the Diamond

Market," " Diamonds Now a Drug," " Price

Demoralization Predicted," and like sensa-

tional captions. It will be reassuring to the

trade to learn that there is no danger what-

ever of any slump in prices, the probability

being, in fact, in the opposite direction. In

support of this statement we take pleasure in

publishing the following letter received from

one of the well-known diamond cutting and

importing firms at New York City :

ED. KEYSTONE :—We are in receipt of a cable
message from London authorizing the statement
on behalf of the syndicate in London controlling
the entire output of diamonds of the De Beers
Consolidated Mines and the Premier Diamond
Mining Company, that they are firm in continuing
their policy of maintaining prices and that this
statement is made with the consent and by the
authority of these two companies.

In view of the publicity that has recently been
given the statement by some of the newspapers in
this city that diamonds may go lower, we would
kindly ask you to give the above announcement a
prominent place in your next issue, as we are con-
fident that the trade is very much interested in
knowing that the prices of diamonds will be firmly
maintained. Yours very truly,

New York City. STERN BROS. & CO.

It was quite natural that the remarkable

falling off in the December imports of dia-

monds compared with the enormous total for

the same month of the previous year, should

give some probability to the newspaper

rumors, but the fact remains that this diminu-

tion in the imports, which had become some-

what inflated, will rather prove beneficial to

the market in bringing about a better adjust-

ment in supply and demand. As a matter of

fact the falling off in the sale of stones of com-

mercial size has been comparatively slight,•

the serious slump being in the demand for

gems of larger dimensions and for special

pieces. In this feature of the situation was

revealed the true character of the recent

financial flurry which was popularly described

as " the rich man's panic."

Now that the money crisis is a mere

memory, there is no reason whitever for any

trade misgivings as to the future of the dia-

mond market. The maintenance of price by

the controlling company assures stability.

The jewels represent to-day the same value

as before the financial trouble, and with the

restoration of normal conditions, with the

popular appetite for diamonds still unap-

peased and with abundance of money to

spend for this luxury, diamond stock must

needs prove, as it has for several years past,

one of the most profitable staples in the

jeweler's line. The trade, the majority of

whom do considerable advertising, should

use their influence with the local press to

counteract the exaggerations of the stringency

period, and furnish interviews which would

not only enlighten the local public as to the

actual conditions but be of much service to

the trade at large.

Foreign Commerce of the United
States

ONE of the highly encouraging factors in

the business situation is the immense

volume of our foreign commerce, as shown

by statistics for the past year, which have

just been issued. From these we learn that

the foreign trade of the United States for the

calendar year 1907 was the greatest in the

country's history. Its total value aggregated

$3,346,825,114, which was larger by $228,-

o8o, io8 than that for the preceding year,

and over $1,o16,oc.,o,oco in excess of that for

1902, half a decade ago. The imports for

the year were valued at $1,423,326,680,'

an increase of $102,825,108 as compared
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with the preceding year, and of over

$454,000,000 as compared with 1902.

The exports were valued at $1,923,498,-

434, a gain of $125,255,000 over 1906,

and of over $562,800,000 as compared with

902.
The imports fell off notably in the last

four months of the year, amounting to only

$92,288,771 in December, a decrease of over

$42,000,000 as compared with the cor-

responding month in 1906, while the exports

showed a marked gain in the last three

months, reaching the heaviest total for the

year in December, namely, $207,179,436,

which represented an increase of over

700,000 as compared with the like month of

the year before. There was, as will be seen
by comparing the figures, an excess of exports

over imports amounting to $500,171,754,

which was greater by over $22,400,000 than

that for 1906.
It is interesting to note that among the

exports of domestic products, cotton still

holds first place in value, amounting to the

enormous total of $469,000,000, an increase

of over $56,000,000 as compared with 1906.

OST gratifying evidence of industrial

activity and development in the

United States during the past year is found

in the statistics covering the exports of manu-

factures. The total for the year, it is now

calculated, will aggregate over $75o,000,000

in value. Eleven months' figures supplied by

the bureau of statistics of the department of

commerce and labor show exports of manu-

factures aggregating over $7oo,000,000, a

monthly average during those eleven months

of $64,000,000, thus justifying the statement

that the December figures will bring the total

for the year above the $75o,000,000 line.

This means that the exports of manufactures

have averaged more than $2,000,000 every

day in the calendar year.
Manufactures imported in 1907 aggre-

gated in value about $65o,000,000, thus

indicating that the exportation of manu-
factures now exceeds the importation by
about $1 20, 000,000 per annum. Prior to the

fiscal year 1897 manufactures imported

always exceeded in value those exported.

Mail-Order Houses Again in Court

T N our last issue we reported the securing
of an indictment by the Chicago catalogue

houses against certain lumber dealers in the

Northwest, charging conspiracy to defraud

by using the mails. This was another effort
on the part of the catalogue concerns to
check the anti-mail-order activity of the
retail trade. The case was since tried in
Minneapolis before Judge Wm. A. Lochren,
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of the federal bench, who decided in favor
of the lumber dealers.

In view of the widespread interest in the
case a brief statement of the facts will be
interesting. It would appear that the lumber
dealers issued a book of suggestions to
retailers which came to be known as the
i` Little Black Book." This little book, as
explained by one of the dealers in an issue of

the St. Paul Pioneer Press, now before us,

was a vest-pocket affair, advising the retail
dealers in all lines of business to properly
protect their interests by proceeding in dif-
ferent ways against the large concerns AA hich
take orders by mail, one idea being to keep
thoroughly posted on prices quoted by these
concerns by sending for catalogues. This
idea the lumber men had adopted, and this
was their connection with the " Black
Book," the authorship of which had never
been made public.

THE indictments charged that the defend-
ants, on March 16, 1907, unlawfully

conspired and devised schemes to defraud
some fourteen houses doing business on the
mail-order plan, and further charged that
said defendants conspired to fraudulently
obtain from these corporations catalogues,
samples and estimates, in each case repre-
senting that they were desirous of making
purchases. It was explained how catalogues
were disposed of and distributed, but it was
not stated that the defendant ,secured any-
thing except catalogues, samples and esti-
mates. It is an interesting fact that the value
of the catalogues was given as $1.00 each.

Judge Lochren's decision was not based
on any technical fault in the indictment, but
on the merits of the case. The court held
that the twelve letters and postal cards
alleged in the indictment to have been sent
to the complainants to effectuate a con-
spiracy, as it was claimed, could not legally
be interpreted as having that intent. There
could be no fraud without misrepresentation,
and there was no misrepresentation proved
in the communication mailed to the catalogue
houses asking for catalogues, prices and
samples. The court held that there is noth-
ing criminal about anyone asking for cata-
logues from a firm whether he intends to
make a purchase or not, that no law had
been broken and the cases against the dealers
were consequently dismissed.

THE trial of the case developed into a
formidable legal battle, eminent counsel

being engaged on both sides. It was con-
tended by the mail-order attorneys that it
was not necessary that a representation of an
intent to purchase be made in each and every
communication mailed to the complainants.
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They held that all that it was necessary to

prove was that in pursuance of a conspiracy

the defendants had written letters to the

complainants or had induced others to so

write. " If I," said the chief counsel for

the complainants, " with a dozen or a hun-

dred others, write with the predetermined

purpose not to purchase, and with the intent

to deprive of valuable property through

false representations, that is a fraud as I

consider it under the statute." The court

(lid not take this view, however, and the

result is another significant triumph for the

retail dealers in their struggle with mail-order

competition.

Higher Education in Watch Work

AN organization of watchmakers which

approaches the ideal in its purpose

and practical worth to the members, is the

New England Watchmakers' Club with head-

quarters in Boston, Mass. This club was

organized for the purpose of bringing together

the watch workers of that city and vicinity

with a view to mutual improvement. So

well has this purpose been fulfilled that the

club has been successful to a degree far

beyond the expectations of its founders.

Among its members are some of the most
expert watch workers in the country, and
these are freely aiding their less accomplished
brethren with their knowledge and experience.

A valuable feature of the club policy is
the securing of prominent horologists to
deliver lectures at the meetings, the lectures
being devoted to subjects of practical interest
to the members in their daily work. The
club, in fact, has become a teaching institution
with classes and teachers. At present, for
instance, there is a " balance and hairspring
truing " class, and so large is this class that

it has been divided into three sections, each

section being instructed by an expert. The
class is under the competent supervision of
H. E. Duncan, of the Waltham Watch Co.

who is assisted by a trio of experts from the

factory. The club is indebted to the Wal-

tham Company for balances with staffs stoked

in. Each pupil is given a balance and is

shown how to go to work to rough true from

the shoulders, and is then taught fine truing

and poising. He is allowed if he so desires,

to take his balance home with him and work

on it at his leisure presenting it at the next

meeting for inspection. This class meets

Tuesday, Wedesday and Thursday of each

week and all who wish to avail themselves of

this valuable instruction have an opportunity

to do so.

THIS class is suggestive of the practical
way in which the club has set about

achieving the end in view, namely, the
advancement of its members in practical
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knowledge and worth at the bench. In the
.deplorable absence of opportunities for tech-

nical instruction in higher horology such

institutions as this club are, in a measure, a

necessity, and we would strongly commend

the organization of similar clubs in other

.cities. There is much complaint among the

trade of the incompetency of the average

bench worker, and a club of this character

would enable many of these workers to be-

come experts in their line, or at least develop

.a fair degree of competency. The educational

proclivities of New England generally, and

.of the " Hub " in particular, are proverbial,

but they merit special commendation in their

modern deviation from the purely literary

field to the field of technical practice and re-

search. Not all have the advantages of

location of the New England Club, but all

large cities have sufficient talent to make

such an institution an instrument of advance-

ment for the members.

Buying in the Big Markets

ONE gratifying result of the long period

of prosperity was the habit cultivated

among the trade of paying annual or semi-

annual visits to the big jewelry markets. To

the merchants' organizations in the larger

.cities is largely due the credit for cultivating

this habit, inasmuch as they provided the

.strong inducement of a greatly-reduced rail-

road rate for the visiting retail trade. The

Merchants' Association of New York has

been successful in again securing such reduced

rates, but we regret to learn that like success

has not attended the efforts of the merchants'

organizations in the large Western cities.

We trust, however, that neither the recent

.depression nor the necessity of paying

regular railroad rates will influence the trade

to suspend this excellent and highly profit-

-able habit of making regular purchasing

pilgrimages to the large markets.

It is needless to reiterate the many

advantages which accrue to those of the

trade who regularly visit the large jewelry.

buying centers. They have thus an oppor-

tunity to see not some, but all of the latest

offerings, to better compare styles and

prices and to select more intelligently such

stock as suits their resources and trade.
They can also become personally acquainted
with the heads of the firms, and are in a
position to secure more advantageous terms
than from a traveling representative. The
trip, too, will have a broadening influence,
as the observant jeweler cannot fail to see
and hear many things which he can put to

profitable use on his return home. It is sug-
gestive of the advantages of the trip that it
has become an established practice with many.
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" Cheer Up and Talk Prosperity"

ONE of the characteristics which differ-

entiate Americans as a people from

other nations is their extraordinary recuper-

ative power. This doubtless is the natural

concomitant of the youth and energy of the

country. Whether it be a conflagration, an

earthquake or a freak financial panic such as

that through which we lately passed, there

are always that peculiar buoyancy of spirit

and surplus energy which can be relied on

not only to minimize the effects of adverse

circumstances but to turn them to good

account. This spirit has been magnificently

manifested in the past few months. One of

the wholesale Jewelers of New York City has

adopted the slogan " Cheer up and talk

prosperity " which he uses on his corres-

pondence and elsewhere, and the suggestion

embodies the spirit of the entire country. The

financial stringency is even now little- more

than a memory, and while its effects are still

in evidence, it is not unlikely that history

will record it as a blessing in disguise. To

regain our former gait will naturally call for

extra energy and enterprise, but this we

should have in abundance after a decade of

continuous prosperity. The spirit of optimism

is in the air, and it is not a forced feeling,
but a condition of mind that is well justified

by present conditions and future prospects.

The situation is improving daily, and all are

now looking forward to a complete recovery
by early springtime.

Fine Showing of Patent Office

E have before us the report of the

commissioner of patents for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1907, and the statistics

given therein are highly interesting to all

engaged in mechanical occupation. During

the year there was filed a total of 56,514

applications for mechanical patents and there

were issued during the year 33,644 mechan-

ical patents. The total receipts of the fees

from all sources amounted to $1.859,592 for

the fiscal year, of which there was expended

$1.584,489, leaving a surplus of $275,103

which surplus was turned into the United

States treasury. The total net surplus of

receipts over expenditures in the treasury to

the credit of the patent office on January r,

1908, was $6,706,181, an unique showing of

profits in government departments.

There has been much complaint as to

delay in the work of the patent office, the

delay being attributable, we understand, to

an insufficient force. In a department so

profitable there can be no justification for

such a condition. There is much complaint

also in regard to the small salaries given to

examiners, the monetary inducement being
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too little to secure the services of the most

competent men or to retain their services

indefinitely when secured. The large profits

would also seem to permit prompt rectification

of this condition of affairs.

From Blind Boy to United States
Senator

AN illustrated article which appeared in

our issue of November, 1907, on " The

Outlook for the Blind," aroused much interest

among our readers, and was extensively

quoted in all kinds of publications. This

article had special reference to the several
institutions for the blind which were now
doing such excellent work in enabling these

unfortunates to make up in one way or

another for their lack of sight. That all the

possibilities for the blind are not, however,

limited to those special institutions is proved

by the presence in the United States Senate
of one who has been totally blind from boy-

hood and who never attended any of the

institutions specially devoted to persons thus

afflicted. We refer to Hon. Thomas C. Gore,
senator from the new State of Oklahoma,
who made the acquaintance of a large number
of the leading members of the trade at the
banquet of the 24-Karat Club, held in New
York City last month.

As the result of an accident Mr. Gore,

at the age of nine years, lost the sight of one
eye and two years later he had the added
misfortune of losing the sight of the other

eye, since which time he has been in utter

darkness so far as physical sight is concerned.

His father desired him to attend an institute
for the blind, but the boy refused, saying he

would take his chances with his more for-

tunate playfellows. Accordingly he entered

the normal school at Walthall, Mississippi,
his native State, and in due time was gradu-

ated as a bachelor of science with the highest

honors.

AT the close of his course at the normal

school he had gained such a reputation

as a public speaker that the people of his

district nominated him for the legislature

but he was obliged to retire from the race on

account of his being under age. He then

entered the Cumberland University Law

School at Lebanon, Tennessee, and took the

full course. Upon finishing his law course

he practiced for five years in Texas, where

he acted as leading counsel in many important

cases. Later Mr. Gore moved to Okla-

homa, and the fact that he reached the

United States Senate at the early age of

thirty-six years, despite his deplorable afflic-

tion, is an example of achievement under

difficulties which will be an inspiration and a

solace to all who are similarly afflicted.
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Waltham Watch Company's Material

ALTHAM PIONEER
TRADE MARK.

RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS 

FACTORY OF THE AMERICAN .W
 

HAM WATCH CO.,WALTHAM .141\
ss .

COVER DESIGN OF LARGE SIZE DECORATED METAL BOX FOR WALTHAM RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS.-

These Mainsprings contain less metal than the ordinary spring. The patented process
employed in tempering develops the strength and elasticity, giving them the pulling power
of a much thicker spring. They are made for all sizes of movements manufactured by the
Waltham Watch Company.

You will be pleased on giving them a trial. Price, $1.25 net per dozen.

A Brochure on Mainsprings will be promptly forwarded on request.

i Waltham Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.
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An Admirable Booklet

Of the many excellent advertisements
by jewelers, brought to our notice in the
Christmas season of 1907, none seems to
have so fully met the requirements in es-
tablishing good opinion of the store as the
one which we show herewith. From every
point of view, as a "general" advertisement,
this attractive eight-page booklet is about
perfect.

We show it here not only because of its
own merits, but also for the reason that it
can be adapted to the use of other jewelers
at any time by very slight changes ; for,
while it was written for the Christmas sea-
son, its argument can be presented at any
season, since the purpose of the booklet is to
create public confidence and good-will.

The booklet is printed on good white
paper, in an easy-reading size of type in
black ink, with red plain-rule border and
red initial letters at the beginning of para-
graphs.

The cover (of white parchment) has
this title :

THE RIGHT KIND OF
A JEWELRY STORE

Some Personal Remarks at the Opening
of the Christmas Season of 1907 by
a Jeweler Who Thinks He Knows.

AN INVITATION—AND A REVIEW

You are cordially invited to see the beautiful
things which I have gathered for the Christmas
season. I am quite sure you will find here a
stock which cannot be matched in Central Penn-
sylvania, both in the variety and quality of the
selections, and in the very reasonable prices at
which they are offered. A visit will involve no
obligation to buy—you will be heartily welcome if
only coming to admire; and the only solicitation
to purchase will be spoken by the beautiful things
themselves.

I take this opportunity to express my hearty
thanks to the people of this community for their
most generous support throughout the sixteen
years that I have devoted to developing my ideas
of The Right Kind of a Jewelry Store.

You will recall that I started in a small way,
my capital consisting principally of a thorough
practical knowledge of repairing in all its
branches ; and this "know-how" was undoubtedly
the basis of my early success.

But from the beginning, and before, I had re-
solved to build upon a broader foundation than
mere technical skill; and the mercantile policy
which I established has secured to me one of the
largest jewelry businesses—in several important
lines unquestionably the largest—between Phila-
delphia and Pittsburg. That policy embodied two
principles of trade not always practiced by all
jewelers in this community, namely:

I. Every article would be represented to
customers, as to value, only as its real worth jus-
tified. There would be no over-praise of a thing
which did not deserve unqualified praise, and
customers could absolutely depend upon my sug-
gestions toward securing for them the very best
value for the price paid.

2. Goods without real merit, and goods
which imitated better things but were sold by
some other jewelers only because they afforded a
larger profit, would have no place in my stock
under any circumstances.

I reasoned in this way: In certain lines of
goods, such as shoes, groceries, dry goods, and
many others, the public can buy on its own knowl-
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edge of values; but it can not buy intelligently, on
its own knowledge, in the various lines sold by the
jeweler. For instance how can it tell which of
two watch movements has gone through the
higher grades of adjustment at the factory?
Which of two filled watch cases (looking exter-
nally alike) is the really better value, though
"guaranteed" alike by the respective makers?
What constitutes the difference in price between
various diamonds of the same size? What is the
exact quality of gold in a piece of jewelry? What
wearing qualities make one piece of plated silver-
ware, or plated jewelry, cheaper at a higher price
than another of the same pattern? And so on.
The public cannot know these things except at the
cost of experience; and experience, thus bought,
is expensive. After an analysis of the facts, it is
evident that the public must have faith in the
jeweler.

Therefore I resolved to secure this faith. I
determined to be content to lose sales right and
left to less scrupulous competitors when to save
the sale I should have had to sell unworthy goods
or misrepresent values. I felt that I could afford
to wait; I was not looking to to-day's profits, but
to the profits in countless to-morrows; I fore-
casted the future ; and that future, now the pres-
ent, has abundantly vindicated my judgment in
adopting a distinctive mercantile policy sixteen
years ago. The faith of the public in this store
has built up here the largest jewelry business in
the State, outside of its two great cities.

If you have not heretofore dealt with me, I
cordially invite you to join the increasing body
of intelligent buyers. I am glad, of course, to
make a single sale to any person, but I do not
count it a good sale unless it brings back that
person for her or his subsequent purchases in my
line. The whole structure of my success is based
upon the formula : "Each thing sold must sell
another thing"—for that formula involves the
perfect satisfaction of the customer in every re-
spect. It means that a customer once gained is
very rarely lost through any fault of mine.

I welcome you to a share of the satisfactions
which my customers here secure ; and I give you
greeting at this opening of the Christmas Season
of 1907. E. G. HOOVER.
No. 23 North Third St., Harrisburg, Pa.

• November 20, 1907.

Now, let us analyze this booklet to see
wherein lies its surpassing merit.

In the first place, it gets the positive
strength of the personal "I." "I" is defi-
nite—"we" (when the business is conducted
under a single name) is vague. "I" as-
sumes personal responsibility for the truth
of the statement ; it vouches for good faith.
"I" is the living creature instead of an in-
animate store ; it brings you into that imme-
diate personal touch which leads up to con-
fidence and good-will.

But more than this is the tone of the
heart-to-heart talk. One is at once im-
pressed with the frankness of the utterance,
which calls for reciprocating candor of be-
lief. The tale sounds honest; it rings true.
The reader unconsciously falls into the con-
viction that the jeweler knows values; will
sell straight goods ; will tell his customers
just what's what. The average reader will
accept the booklet's statements at their full
face value ; and thereby the advertiser gets
the complete result that he went after—the
anchoring of public confidence in the store.
This is "general" advertising of the most
effective sort.

Moreover, the jeweler tells his story in
good English. His choice of words is ad-
mirable ; his sentences make pleasant read-
ing. No one who reads the first page will
stop until he has finished the last. It holds
the attention to the end.

Finally, it got to the reader in the right
way. We are informed that the entire edi-
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tion of io,000 copies was malied to home
addresses in sealed envelopes. This, with
the foregoing "reasons why," make it prac-
tically certain that the booklet was read
through by at least 75 per cent. of those
who received it.

Therefore, in every phase of the ques-
tion—physical attractiveness, subject-mat-
ter, the language in which the subject was
presented and the manner in which the
booklet was distributed—this booklet leaves
very little, if anything, to be desired by the
student of good advertising.

We commend it to the careful analysis
of other jewelers who would build up repu-
tation and secure that most valuable form
of capital—the public's confidence.

Retailers' Guarantees

It is unquestionably true that some
honest merchants go too far in their guar-
antees, as a rule. The eagerness to close
the sale carries many beyond the "dead-line"
of prudence. Of course there are hundreds,
nay, thousands, of exceptions ; but a great
number are too extravagant in their prom-
ises of wear and their testimony as to in-
trinsic worth of the goods they sell. It
ought to be plain to everyone that no dealer
is safe in going farther than the manufac-
turer in his guarantees of that manufac-
turer's goods; yet a surprising number do
just that thing. The responsible manufac-
turer who puts a "second grade" of, say, a
rolled-plate chain on the market does not
say to the trade, "This chain I will guar-
antee for five years' wear" unless he be a
fool ; because, with knowledge of the modi-
cum of gold upon it, and the hazard as to
the occupation or the habits of the wearer
of it, he would take too great a chance of its
return to him, too large a risk of losing his
reputation, and thus too serious a danger of
jeopardizing his investment. Capital is
proverbially cautious, and insists upon as-
surance of permanent profit and continu-
ance of operation. Yet some retailers, igno-
rant of the processes of manufacture, and
at sea as to the actual wearing qualities of
the chain, boldly assure the buyer—whether
he be clerk or quarryman, preacher or pud-
dler—that it "will wear five years." The
subsequent history of that chain, if bought
by a hard user, must be disastrous to the
reputation of the jeweler.

Don't let competition carry you into
this dangerous habit of giving guarantees
without actual knowledge of the thing guar-
anteed. Rather any form of competition
than a competition in guarantees ! If a rival
drives you into the necessity of giving guar-
antees of some sort, an advertisement, or
window-card, of some such kind as this
would appeal to the common-sense of the
community and shield you from future
trouble:

"I guarantee goods only in knowledge
of their worth, and to the extent of their ac-
tual wearing value only. When my judg-
ntent proves wrong I am willing to pay for
my mistake by prompt exchange of the arti-
cle, or by any form of reparation that my
customer may prefer. I always guarantee
SATISFACTION to those who deal with me."
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Interchange of Trade Ideas

A perusal of our pages during the past
year revealed a new spirit of mutual help-
fulness on the part of the trade. Subscrib-
ers have freely favored us with their views
and experience on many subjects for the
benefit of their brother jewelers, making
our journal a clearing house of trade ideas
indispensable to progressive members of the
craft. A case in point was the recent dis-
cussion in our columns of the subject of
"System in the Watch Rack," which elicited
practical suggestions of great service to the
trade at large. We have now before us
another subject for discussion suggested by
a Connecticut subscriber, which is as fol-
lows : "How can jewelers best impro-,e the
time of employees in the quiet months of
the year, say from February 1st to May 1st?
In this period work is slow and sales fall
off. It would be an excellent idea if some
of your subscribers could suggest what
things could be done by workmen to keep
the value of their service up to the normal
during this period. We have several re-
pairers permanently employed, and it is a
problem to make good the first months of
the year."

This request for information by our
subscriber we submit to our readers and in-
vite their consideration of and suggestions
on the subject. Each one has a personal
interest in raising the status and furthering
the interests of the trade at large, and will
besides enjoy the gratification that comes
from the exercise of the true fraternal spirit
in helping a less fortunate brother.

Jewelers Interested in Mail-Order
Business

The agitation of the mail-order system
as conducted by the large Chicago estab-
lishments is doubtless responsible for the
growing interest which the trade manifest
in this method of attracting trade. Quite a
number of enterprising jewelers now con-
duct a mail-order department in connection
with their business, and some of them at
least have found it quite profitable, as com-
munications from time to time in our col-
umns show. Since the first of the present
year we have received a number of queries
in regard to the method of conducting a
mail-order department and the possibilities
of profit in running such a department. As
the profits doubtless will be determined by
the method in which the department is con-
ducted, the latter question is the one of
chief importance.

To establish a mail-order department
in connection with the average jewelry busi-
ness does not necessarily mean any revolu-
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tion in the present store system. The fun-
damental requisites, in addition to the
goods, are a catalogue and price list and a
mailing list. As to the most desirable form
of catalogue, there is much difference of
opinion. Some of the wholesale houses
have had prepared catalogues which their
customers may use for this purpose, but
some of the jewelers complain that they are
too comprehensive and have the further
drawback of tying the merchant down too
closely to a particular jobbing house. Some
of the advertising agencies have also had
catalogues compiled for this purpose on
which they print the jeweler's name, and
these can be had in quantity at a fairly mod-
erate price. These do not differ essentially
from those issued by the jobbers, and many
jewelers have used them to good purpose.
It is quite probable, however, that the best
catalogue for the jeweler to use would be
one compiled by himself and limited to the
chief lines which he handles. To prepare
the matter for such a catalogue would entail
comparatively little time, and the necessary
cuts may be procured free from the manu-
facturers. We have before us as we write
a sixteen-page catalogue which has been
used during the past year by a certain
jewelry firm to attract mail orders, and we
have been informed by this firm that it has
excellently served this purpose. This is a
quite unpretentious brochure limited to
watches, clocks, cut glass, rings, silver-
plated ware, etc. The goods are described
at some length and their merits strongly
exploited. We must confess that there is
a homely look to this catalogue that would
make it appeal to many people more forcibly
than would a more pretentious volume, and
doubtless this was a factor in bringing the
results which so gratified the firm that is-
sued it. With suitable matter and illustra-
tions, the average printer of to-day can
make a neat catalogue at a comparatively
small cost.

As to the mailing list, the problem is
simple. Years ago considerable work at-
tached to the compiling of such a list ; but so
many sources are available at the present
day that practically all trouble and expense
are obviated. One excellent source of such
a list is the local telephone book, and in the
case of the jeweler such a list would seem
to suit the case almost exactly. While it
may not be true that all jewelry buyers have
telephones either at home or office, those
who have are in all probability the class
that would be of most service to the jeweler.
Those who wish a more complete list have,
of course, other means available. There
are the directories, the school and tax lists,
the rural free delivery routes, as well as
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the very valuable special lists which may be
compiled by the jeweler himself and his
staff of clerks from persona/ acquaintance
or knowledge.

An important matter in the manage-
ment of the mail-order business and one
which has much to do with its success is the
handling of the correspondence and the
prompt shipment of the goods. Delay and
carelessness in answering correspondence,
imperfect description of goods, or inatten-
tion to detail will necessarily create dissat-
isfaction and materially interfere with the
business of the department. Many large
jewelry establishments now do a mail-order
business of large dimensions, but what is
most desired by those subscribers who have
written us on the subject is the experience
of the smaller jewelers who have conducted
such a department. We would consequently
invite our readers, for the benefit of the
trade at large, to send us an account of their
experiences in this line, those who have
failed in making the department profitable
as well as those who have succeeded, as,
failure in a case like this may be much more
valuable and instructive than svccess.

A Pretty Type of Jewelry Store
The picture panel method of decorating

jewelry stores is decidedly modern and is
rapidly growing in popularity. Several
such stores have recently been described in
our columns. A fine type of this pictorial
decoration is used in the new store of A.
Levytansky, San Antonio, Texas, in which
the walls above the cases are decorated with
oil paintings representing "The Stages of
Life" in eight-foot panels. The first repre-
sents "Infancy" ; the second, "Confirma-
tion"; the third, "Graduation" ; the fourth,
"Betrothal"; the fifth, "Marriage"; the sev-
enth, "Silver Wedding" ; the eighth, "Pearl
Wedding"; the ninth, "Go/den Wedding,"
and the tenth panel is the "Diamond Wed-
ding."

In the left side of the entrance is a
large painting of "Ruth Gleaning" and on
the right side that of "Rebecca at the Well,"
while on the side leading to the art gallery
is a picture of the "Garden of Eden" with
the Serpent and Tree of Life.

The lower part of the walls on each
side of the entrance have semi-circular wall
cases, while in the east and west corners
there are large cut glass dens. On the south
corner is the art gallery, with fourteen
newel posts illuminated with beautiful elec-
troliers.

The store is brilliantly illuminated, and
altogether is a remarkable triumph of mod-
ern jewelry store decoration and furnishing.
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RELATION OF CHARACTER AND
CREDIT
---

Changed Business Conditions as Affecting

Credit—Considerations That Have Most

Weight With the Modern Credit

Man — Useful Suggestions for

Young Merchants

Among all the changes and improvements in

business method which characterized the last quar-
ter of the nineteenth century none is more import-

ant than those which have affected the granting of
credits. Previous to the Civil War the great and
extended merchandise and money credits then
prevailing seem to have been based by the lender
largely upon impression and instinct with some
regard to reputation rather than upon detailed
knowledge of the actual condition of the bor-
rower. This method, if crude, was justified by
the large margins of profit which then prevailed.

The Civil War, with its concomitants of in-
flated and irredeemable currency issues, the vol-
ume and value of which fluctuated with the ne-
cessities of the government and with the tide of -
success or failure on the field of battle, made
impossible a continuance of long credits ; for no
merchant could venture to predict the value of
the currency in which he was to make or re-
ceive payment at any great • distance from the
trading date. But with the opening of the year
1879, and with the final resumption of specie pay-
ments, the credit atmosphere cleared and the fog
of doubt which made credit extension hazardous
lifted. With this expansion of indebtedness, with
the. entry into business life during the next few
years of thousands of new traders arose the need
for the organization of some system in the giving
of credits. Modern business tends continually
toward complexity. There is a great increase in
the number of dealers as well as the number of
transactions. In the estimate of the extent in
amount and time to which a creditor shall agree
to defer the payment of obligations due from a
debtor, four elements should always be consid-
ered, and these may be enumerated as follows:

First—P e rs onal Character.
Modern Basis —Meaning to include such
of Credit parts of the debtor's habits as

may bear upon his business re-
sponsibility. Under this head come habits of liv-
ing and spending, habits of veracity and prudence
and habitual respect for business engagements
into which he may enter.

Second—Business Ability.—Meaning to in-
clude intelligence, energy, executive ability or
power of organization and the correct balance
between progressiveness and conservatism. These
point's bear upon the capacity to make a profit in
prosperous times or to prevent loss during a
depression.

Third—Financial Responsibility.—As shown
by the amount and character of the assets and the
amount and character of the liabilities.

Fourth—Environment.—Meaning the favor-
able or adverse conditions of local competition, or
of the market as it may be in the special line at
the place and at the period of time where and
when the credit is to be extended.

To be able to estimate character we must
follow the same course as when we prepare our-
selves to estimate net assets; we must ask our-
selves question and find the answers either in our
own experience or from that of others. I know
that in years past there was a time when no man
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who wore a mustache could obtain credit in the
city of Boston; but the time has gone by when
judgment can be based on such circumstances.

Therefore, the credit man
Responsibility should prepare himself to an-
of Credit Man swer such questions as these

1. Is the bringing-up and
business education of the debtor such as to make
him presumably honest ? Has he ever failed dis-
honestly, or has he a record of dishonesty in any
line? Is he associated with anyone who has such
a record?

2. Does he drink to excess, squander his
capital, gamble or speculate, or tend to invest out-
side any assets that should be kept in his busi-
ness?

3. Does he respect his own contracts? Under
this head we may ask ourselves: After purchas-
ing goods, does he endeavor to evade his contracts
if the market goes against him; only insisting
upon their fulfillment in case things go his way?
Does he return merchandise without permission
or without explanation, or on obvious pretexts?
Does he claim that prices be reduced from those
agreed upon in the. purchase, upon the plea that
he afterwards finds he can buy the goods more
cheaply—and do you find any reason to question
his bona fides in such claims? What are his re-
lations with his employees or partners, and are
they in a continual state of change?

4. Is he exact and scrupulous in his busi-
ness methods? Under this head we may ask our-
selves : Does he pay his accounts at least on the
nail? If not, is it due to thoughtlessness, bad
bookkeeping or intent? When overdue, does he
respond to polite reminders, or does he pigeon-
hole them and remain, dumb. When he wants
extra accommodation does he take it or ask for
it and show appreciation? Does he endeavor to
cheat his creditor out of small amounts of inter-
est, or to make petty claims, trusting that they
will be overlooked? Does he make and present
claims on merchandise in such a way that they
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cannot be audited and allowed in a manner satis-

factory to the seller ? Does he attempt to make
unwarranted deductions in the settlement of his

accounts? Does he remit in uncurrent funds, by

post-dated checks, or in checks which he con-
veniently forgets to sign?

5. Is he frank in his communications? Does
he take offense at being asked about his affairs?
It must not be assumed, however, that a polite
declination to go into details which the debtor
may not consider essential is evidence of lack of
frankness. If declining details, does he refuse to
give reference to those who are acquainted with
his methods?

By all odds, the best way of
Personal arriving at a correct under-
Investigation standing of your debtor's char-

acter is by personal contact
and conversation. In my opinion, the credit func-
tion is so important in any well organized busi-
ness that it should always be to the advantage of
the firm for the credit manager to personally meet
and know all of his customers.

The third method of obtaining information as
to a debtor's character is from what can be
learned of his reputation from others with whom
he is dealing. It must be clearly understood,
however, that such information, even if honestly
communicated, is in one sense less satisfactory
than the two direct methods outlined above, for
while character is what one is, reputation is only
what one is thought to be. If in addition to these
there are in the credit files cards drawn from the
ledgers showing in the case of each customer the
dates and amounts of all payments in anticipa-
tion, as well as the dates and amounts of all pay-
ments overdue, the credit department will have
on file in course of time, for ready reference, a
pretty complete record of the debtor's habitual
manner of doing business with his creditors—
from which may be drawn a fair judgment as to
his character.—Edward D. Page, in the Michigan
Tradesman.
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The .T. Frank Allee Co., Dover, Del., boasts of the handsomest store in the State. The fixtures, arrangement, lighting and stock
reflect good taste and lavish expenditure. Our illustration shows a view of the store.
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Changed Business Conditions as Affecting

Credit—Considerations That Have Most

Weight With the Modern Credit

Man — Useful Suggestions for

Young Merchants

Among all the changes and improvements in

business method which characterized the last quar-

ter of the nineteenth century none is more import-
ant than those which have affected the granting of

credits. Previous to the Civil War the great and
extended merchandise and money credits then
prevailing seem to have been based by the lender
largely upon impression and instinct with some
regard to reputation rather than upon detailed
knowledge of the actual condition of the bor-
rower. This method, if crude, was justified by
the large margins of profit which then prevailed.

The Civil War, with its concomitants of in-
flated and irredeemable currency issues, the vol-
ume and value of which fluctuated with the ne-
cessities of the government and with the tide of -
success or failure on the field of battle, made
impossible a continuance of long credits ; for no
merchant could venture to predict the value of
the currency in which he was to make or re-
ceive payment at any great • distance from the
trading date. But with the opening of the year
1879, and with the final resumption of specie pay-
ments, the credit atmosphere cleared and the fog
of doubt which made credit extension hazardous
lifted. With this expansion of indebtedness, with
the. entry into business life during the next few
years of thousands of new traders arose the need
for the organization of some system in the giving
of credits. Modern business tends continually
toward complexity. There is a great increase in
the number of dealers as well as the number of
transactions. In the estimate of the extent in
amount and time to which a creditor shall agree
to defer the payment of obligations due from a
debtor, four elements should always be consid-
ered, and these may be enumerated as follows:

First—P ersonal Character.
Modern Basis —Meaning to include such
of Credit parts of the debtor's habits as

may bear upon his business re-
sponsibility. Under this head come habits of liv-
ing and spending, habits of veracity and prudence
and habitual respect for business engagements
into which he may enter.

Second—Business Ability.—Meaning to in-
clude intelligence, energy, executive ability or
power of organization and the correct balance
between progressiveness and conservatism. These
point's bear upon the capacity to make a profit in
prosperous times or to prevent loss during a
depression.

Third—Financial Responsibility.—As shown
by the amount and character of the assets and the
amount and character of the liabilities.

Fourth—Environment.—Meaning the favor-
able or adverse conditions of local competition, or
of the market as it may be in the special line at
the place and at the period of time where and
when the credit is to be extended.

To be able to estimate character we must
follow the same course as when we prepare our-
selves to estimate net assets; we must ask our-
selves question and find the answers either in our
own experience or from that of others. I know
that in years past there was a time when no man

who wore a mustache could obtain credit in the
city of Boston; but the time has gone by when
judgment can be based on such circumstances.

Therefore, the credit man
Responsibility should prepare himself to an-
of Credit Man swer such questions as these

t. Is the bringing-up and
business education of the debtor such as to make
him presumably honest ? Has he ever failed dis-
honestly, or has he a record of dishonesty in any
line? Is he associated with anyone who has such
a record?

2. Does he drink to excess, squander his
capital, gamble or speculate, or tend to invest out-
side any assets that should be kept in his busi-
ness?

3. Does he respect his own contracts? Under
this head we may ask ourselves: After purchas-
ing goods, does he endeavor to evade his contracts
if the market goes against him; only insisting
upon their fulfillment in case things go his way?
Does he return merchandise without permission
or without explanation, or on obvious pretexts?
Does he claim that prices be reduced from those
agreed upon in the. purchase, upon the plea that
he afterwards finds he can buy the goods more
cheaply—and do you find any reason to question
his bona fides in such claims? What are his re-
lations with his employees or partners, and are
they in a continual state of change?

4. Is he exact and scrupulous in his busi-
ness methods? Under this head We may ask our-
selves : Does he pay his accounts at least on the
nail? If not, is it due to thoughtlessness, bad
bookkeeping or intent? When overdue, does he
respond to polite reminders, or does he pigeon-
hole them and remain dumb. When he wants
extra accommodation does he take it or ask for
it and show appreciation? Does Ile endeavor to
cheat his creditor out of small amounts of inter-
est, or to make petty claims, trusting that they
will be overlooked? Does Ile make and present
claims on merchandise in such a way that they

cannot be audited and allowed in a manner satis-
factory to the seller ? Does he attempt to make
unwarranted deductions in the settlement of his

accounts? Does he remit in uncurrent funds, by

post-dated checks, or in checks which he con-

veniently forgets to sign?
5. Is he frank in his communications? Does

he take offense at being asked about his affairs?

It must not be assumed, however, that a polite
declination to go into details which the debtor
may not consider essential is evidence of lack of
frankness. If declining details, does he refuse to
give reference to those who are acquainted with
his methods?

By all odds, the best way of
Personal arriving at a correct under-
Investigation standing of your debtor's char-

acter is by personal contact
and conversation. In my opinion, the credit func-
tion is so important in any well organized busi-

ness that it should always be to the advantage of
the firm for the credit manager to personally meet
and know all of his customers.

The third method of obtaining information as

to a debtor's character is from what can be
learned of his reputation from others with whom
he is dealing. It must be clearly understood,
however, that such information, even if honestly
communicated, is in one sense less satisfactory
than the two direct methods outlined above, for
while character is what one is, reputation is only
what one is thought to be. If in addition to these
there are in the credit files cards drawn from the
ledgers showing in the case of each customer the
dates and amounts of all payments in anticipa-
tion, as well as the dates and amounts of all pay-
ments overdue, the credit department will have
on file in course of time, for ready reference, a
pretty complete record of the debtor's habitual
manner of doing business with his creditors—
from which may be drawn a fair judgment as to
his character.—Edward D. Page, in the Michigan
Tradesman.
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Ready for 1908 with a fine show-
ing of new shapes and cuttings.

Special items for early Spring trade.

Good profit margins for the dealer
in every item.

First quality, properly cut and
finished goods, are trade-marked.
No trash.

Eighty page, fully illustrated
catalogue free on application to any

The J. Frank Allee Co., Dover, Del., boasts of the handsomest store in the State. The fixtures, arrangement, lighting and stock
reflect good taste and lavish expenditure. Our illustration shows a view of the store.

"TOLE" Vase
Made in 12 16.incli sizes

nERGEN C

Chficfter,c,

31311 Wothash Ave.
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MANNING, BOWMAN & COMPANY
NEW YORK Meriden, Conn.

.NICKEL and SILVER PLATE

"METEOR" Circulating Coffee Percolator
Over 100 Styles and Sizes

In making coffee, there is only one way to secure the full flavor, and that is by using a METEOR "
Circulating Coffee Percolator. With it you are always assured the most delicious coffee possible, and in a
remarkably short time. In boiling coffee, you develop its harmful properties, and right here is the
secret of the " Meteor."

The coffee is never boiled. The grounds never enter the reservoir containing the pure filtered coffee.
Not only does the ,‘ METEOR" produce the purest and most healthful coffee, but it actually

SAVES ONE-THIRD in the amount of Coffee Used

Equally desirable for Tea.

The Best and Most

Complete Line of

Copper

CHAFING=DISHES
NV11'1-1

" IVORY " ENAMELED FOOD PAN

Niekel Plated Silver Plated

Prize Trophies: English Pewter, also Solid Copper with English Pewter Mountings
Tea Ware Table Kettles Hotel Ware Baking Dishes, etc.

CHICAGO

No. 2893. " Meteor"

A JEWEL CASE

Factory and

New York Office, 621 Broadway

was created and fostered by the originality, beauty and variety of
our line.
The salability and profit on these goods entitle them to a prominent
place among the jeweler's staple lines.

OUR JEWEL CASES, CLOCKS, CANDEL-
ABRAS, CANDLESTICKS, INKS, TRAYS,
PAPER WEIGHTS, SMOKING SETS, Etc.,
are finished in all the up-to-date colors, and are
the most artistic and beautiful.

We make the only real French Bronze finish

In addition to our regular lines we make souvenir goods and special
designs to order. Write us if you need something in this line.
Write for our new catalogue and also a sample order. Free electros
for advertising.

HON 0.

Main Office, D nll:n.ATY, Conn.
Chicago Office, 103 State Street
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OME HOUSES set the pace, and always lead ; others imitate and follow.
It is to the former class that our firm belongs. The beaten path has never
been our way. We have little veneration for tradition; and we regard

"conservatism" as another name for dullness. The novel, the original, the up-to-date
or ahead-of-the-date ! these have ever claimed our enthusiasm. We crowd our
trade with original and beautiful designs in Cut Glass, Silver-Plated Ware,
Electroliers, Gas Portables, etc., and that's one secret of mil- success.
PHOTOGRAPH BOOKS showing our new Spring designs now ready for
the buyer.

THE )AR
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01IN1 CORPOR
NEW BEDFORD, MAkS.

38 Murray Street
New York City

717 Market Street
San Francisco, Cal.

485 St. Catherine Street
Montreal, P. Q.

TON

Factories and Main Office
New Bedford, Mass.
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Our new sample line
for 1908 is complete, and
our salesmen are on the
road.

Stouffer's
Hand-Painted

China
this year w ill simply
eclipse, dwarf and over-
shadow all previous
efforts attempted in
Hand-Painted China in
this country.

If you want fine, ex-
clusive China, do not
buy elsewhere.
We originate.
Illustrations mailed

upon request.

67-ke J.H.STOUFFER.CO.
INCORPORATED 1902

3000 LAKE PARK _AVENUE

CH I CAG 0

ARTISTIC
LETTERING

To please the public of to-day in monogram designing the
very highest class of skill is called for. In fact, the lettering
is as important as the article itself, and even more critically
inspected. This suggests the peculiar timeliness of the

New Edition of

Hornikel's

Engravers' Text-Book
which has just been issued. This new edition has 12 addi-
tional plates, making 73 plates in all. It contains Plain and
Fancy Ornamented Cyphers, Ribbon, Drop and Block Mono-
grams for watches, lockets, spoons, trays, tea sets, cigarette
and match cases, loving, prize and presentation cups. Mono-
grams and initials for seal rings and fobs. Monograms, in-
scriptions, etc., etched on silver.

The work is now beyond improvement and should be at
every engraver's elbow. No letter engraver who values his
reputation would be without it.

A copy will be sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt  ofprzce, $6.00 (Cr 5s.)

FOR SALE BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North loth St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 1 1 y worth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

The Watch for Ladies and Misses

0 Size Open-Face in Special Models

q Bascine, Plain Polish, Satin Finish and OMan, With Antique and
French Bows.

(11 Made in good substantial weights, and a wide range of prices.

Engraved cases, in a large and varied line of patterns.

q Made with swivel pendants, making an ideal case for use on
Chatelaine pins.

q These cases, fitted with 7 jewel movements, meet the demand for
a popular price and reliable timepiece.

qj \Vrite your jobber for prices.

Trati- NI ark

017214

ill buck

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY

585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583' THOUSAND HS FINE

N ()u I hi, itiarlintee

dItVIT4'E-0

ill cup

1,04,k for

•

5,r0.11.11,1M

'1`Iiis 'rag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO
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Reports from the trade throughout the

country indicate that the holiday business

was generally satisfactory, particularly so

in moderate-price gold jewelry and watches,

which have always been strong features of

our stock. Our lines this season will

therefore be particularly adapted for the

present conditions and demand, and we will

more than ever be " SELLERS OF SELLERS."

One of our representatives will

shortly call on you.

IMPORT LINE

NOW READY

IMPORT LINE

NOW READY

EAGLE AND ELK GOODS
A SPECIALTY

T ADE MARI(

Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds
Our Trade-Mark "THE ROSE" stands for quality and excellence,

and is equal to a Government Stamp

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil-Holder

11111111M

105 106

ESTABLISHED 11132

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SENO FOR CATALOGUE • E

Case No. 181
ins. high, 121'; ins. wide, 8'4'. ins. deep

Finest Cabinet Finish, Solid Mahogany, American-made Westminster Chime, Tubular Fitting

B. & D. Chiming Mantel Clocks •
For 1908 Have

A New Movement and American Mahogany Cases
Our experience in the German Chiming Mantel Clock business has proved two things—that foreign-made wood

cases will not survive our climate, and that the ordinary cheap movements that usually go with them are not dependable

timers or chimers.
Therefore we are now building all of our Mantel Clock Cases here in America (as we have Hall Clock Cases for

years) in classic models, of solid mahogany, and finest cabinet finish—as the best craftsmen only can produce—cases that

will outlast generations.
Every dealer who has handled cheap German Westminister Chiming Mantel Clocks, has experienced trouble with

the striking mechanism. They could not be made to strike and chime correctly. Only an expert could manipulate the

hands, or the clock would get out of order. Many dealers refused to handle them at all.

Our New Movement is built after the best English construction, superbly finished, fitted and adjusted in the case in

our New York shops and every clock goes out with a guarantee to run true and strike and chime correctly in any position.

It is a clock the most exclusive dealer can sell and stand back of. Where he now must ask $75.00 for a clock he

can guarantee, ours can be sold profitably for even less than $5o.00 with fine rich dial with raised figures.

CHEAPER MANTEL CLOCKS

To supply a certain demand for very cheap clocks we carry also the regular Junghan's movement, with so-called

tubular chimes, with ordinary dial.
Also a special Junghan's movement of heavier construction, with solid steel pinions and rich dial, which when fitted

in a fine domestic mahogany case, makes a good appearance and is far superior to the very cheap clock.

BAWO & DOTTER Manufacturers and Importers

9 26 to 34 Barclay St., New York

Made In Gold, Silver, Rolled-Plate, (tun l■letal, 'Royal Copper and
Black Enamel. Samples sent upon request
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BUSINESS ESTABLISHED 1818

'The Li hbey Glass Company
represents almost a century
of continuous devotion to
the cut glass industry.

With such an experience; with
the finest facilities and the
best workmen in the world,
is it likely that any other
cut glass can even approach
its perfection ?

The customer, nine times out of
ten, knows that no success-
ful substitution is possible.

Pe sure the 11(7/11C " LIBBEY"
is ,;Tra'TY'll in /he glass.

New York Salesroom, 57 Park Place

February, 1908 THE

Seventh Annual Banquet of Jewelers'

24-Karat Club, of New York

If anyone thought that the jewelry trade had

lost heart and was depressed over the financial

flurry that occurred several months ago and the

falling off in business that resulted, they would

have had these suspicions dispelled had they at-

tended the seventh annual banquet of the Twenty-

Four Karat Club, of New York City, held on the

evening of Wednesday, January 22nd, at Del-

monico's. The attendance was almost up to that

of last year.
It may seem strange to some, but the tickets

cost the members $2 more per plate this year

than ever before. The facts are that the elabor-

ate entertainment provided a year ago left a big

deficit for the banquet committee to meet, and as

there was a determination to improve rather than

to lower the standard of the dinner and enter-

tainment furnished, the only thing left to do was

to charge an additional amount to cover the cost

of the dinner, entertainment and souvenirs. The

latter, by the way, have always been the hand-

somest and costliest given at any trade dinner.

This year each guest received a fine silk um-

brella, made by the leading manufacturers of the

city. They were distributed after the banquet, so

there was no chance for their getting misplaced

or lost, as sometimes happens to a smaller sou-

venir distributed while the diners are at the

table.
The handsome large dining-

A Brilliant room at Delmonico's requires

Banquet Scene nothing additional in the way

of decorations, and the only

things added were clusters of large silk American

flags, suspended above the speakers' table and

on each of the side walls. During the dinner

music was furnished by an orchestra, some fine

singing by a quartette and a lady soloist, who

sang popular songs with all hands joining heartily

in the chorus. The soloist had to respond to a

number of enthusiastic encores. The only com-

ment to be made on the dinner, which was up to

the usual high standard of Delmonico's dinners,

was that it was served a little too fast. The cover

of the menu cards attracted attention, owing to

the very chic design that decorated it and which is

illustrated on page 219. The ices were served' in

handsome satin-covered boxes, on the lid of

which was a colored print of a rich jewelry box.

Despite the large attendance, the very best of

order was preserved, and this was generally corn-

mented upon. The speakers received close at-

tention, and only once during the two hours or

more of oratory was it necessary for President

Larter to rap for quietness. This was certainly

a very pleasing contrast to some large trade din-

ners of the past. Many complimentary things

were said by individual members as to the splen-

did work done by the banquet committee and

the thoroughness with which every detail was

looked after, and Charley Brinck and his able

associates on the committee received numerous

congrattil at ions.
At 8.45 the newly elected pres-

The Post-Prandial ident, Harry C. Larter, rapped

Programme for order, and as he did so,
the assembly arose and, led by

David Kaiser, gave three hearty cheers for their

popular president. President Larter smilingly

bowed his appreciation of the compliment and

called for a rising toast to President Roosevelt,

which was drunk while the band played "The

KEYSTONE

Star-Spangled Banner." Mr. Larter then spoke

as follows:

To our invited guests, friends and members
of the Jewelers' Twenty-four Karat Club, I bid
you welcome to this our seventh annual banquet.
It is certainly very gratifying to the members of
the committee who arranged this banquet to find
so many present, especially after the nerve-trying
times that we all have been through during the
past weeks. It is a splendid thing to be able to
drop our business cares and worries and get to-
gether on an occasion of this sort and give each
other a warm grasp of the hand and look each
other in the eye, whether you are buyer, seller or
competitor. IVe are all repaid in more ways than
one in being here, for if you could have sat here
at this table and noticed the way nearly all of
the gentlemen have been taking care of the inner
man, you would realize that thus far you have
been well paid; but let me assure you that it is
only a small part of the reward. A greater treat
is yet in store, for on my right and on my left
sit gentlemen who have come from various parts
of the United States to give you an intellectual
treat of a diversified character. Therefore, as
our programme is a long one, I shall proceed at

H. C. Larter

once with our order of exercises, and my first
duty will be to ask you to rise and drink a toast
to the President of the United States, Mr. Theo-
dore Roosevelt.

The Hon. Thomas Prior Gore,

Tribute to the the blind senator from the new

Baby State State of Oklahoma, was the
first speaker of the evening,

and was enthusiastically received. He raised a

laugh with his opening words when he addressed

his hearers as "Gentlemen and jewelers." His

response to the remarks that followed this opening

was a disclaimer to discriminate by way of in-

sinuation, but that "a guilty conscience needed no

accuser." He eulogized the calling of the jeweler,

saying that there was a dignity, if not sanctity

in the vocation. "I have read of the city whose

gates are of pearl and whose streets are of gold.

I ant afraid I am attempting to bring gold to the

refiner, or to paint the lily in attempting to speak

to you of jewels. I feel like a pebble on a be-

jeweled beach." He then proceeded to pay a

glowing and eloquent tribute to the State of Okla-

homa, "The Land of the Fair God,' as we

Oklahomans like to speak of it. A new star has

arisen in that galaxy that lights this republic. It

is 46 carat ; larger than a dozen kingdoms of the

earth; larger than thirty-two States of the union;

larger than the six New England States combined.

It is matchless in its natural resources and has

more politicians and grafters than the Empire

State of New York. [Laughter.] Oklahoma won

State medals at Chicago and Paris, and at the

world's fair in 1904 took 117 medals and every-
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thing else she could lay her hands on. [Laugh-

ter.] Oklahoma has one-and-a-half millions of

population, of the best strains of the peoples of

the world. In every forest there are sturdy oaks

that stand out among the other trees, and in every

garden are flowers sweeter than their sisters. So

we in Oklahoma have transplanted the sturdy

oaks and fairest flowers and have grafted them

into the finest type of citizens in this country.

Over our portals is the welcome sign of ̀ hospital-

ity,' and our gates are never closed." At the close

of the splendid address the blind senator was

given a round of applause that lasted a number of

minutes and cheer after cheer.
In presenting Congressman

Strength of Foster, of Vermont, the toast-

the Union master said that he represented
a business that his hearers

were all interested in but knew little about. The

congressman spoke on the "Business of Govern-

ment." He told of obtaining leave of absence

from Speaker Cannon, and when he remarked to

him that he felt humble in the presence of the

distinguished senator, who would represent the

greatest legislative body in the world, "Uncle Joe"

told him that he evidently did not know how the

people of New York regarded the senate. [Laugh-

ter.] He remarked that coming as a mere repre-

sentative was not a matter of choice with him,

and that if he were a New York jeweler and did

not belong to the Twenty-four Karat Club he

would feel like the Irishman in the 'story, who

said he would be ashamed had he been born any-

thing else than an Irishman. After reciting a

number of humorous stories, he said

We are not the first union in the world, but
there is one striking difference between us and
the others. There was one weakness in all that
preceded us in that there was no central power
with authority to legislate and enforce legislation
on the confederation. These former unions of
various states or confederations made arrange-
ments to support the central government, but the
latter had no authority to exercise power. So
this has been the secret of our national success.
Our fathers feared, in framing the authority to
be given to the general government ; but a century
and a half of national life has shown no danger
in the authority thus vested, but rather that there
has been a question of the scope of the power of
this central authority. He referred to the action
of the national government in suppressing lottery
in certain States and also controlling the produc-
tion and sale of oleomargarine as examples of
the necessity and wisdom of having a central
power with proper authority to regulate the whole
union.

The next speaker was the Rev.
A Tribute Dr. Robert Rogers, of Brook-
to the Rich lyn, who made such a popular

address at the previous dinner

that many of the members Wished to hear him
again. His topic was the "Riches of the Rich,"

and it led him into quite a eulogy of the best type

of the rich of the day. He said in part:

To be poor is to be content, and you could not
be richer. The richest man is the man who can look
all over and within himself and say, I have noth-
ing to be ashamed of. That man is a multi-
millionaire. Sometimes when we think of rich
people we think of extravagance, opulence, or of
the miser. Another view is the vision of worth-
fulness, highmindedness, nobility and integrity. It
is not popular to-day to defend the rich. It is
more popular to be a demagogue. But what
would our nation be without the rich? What
about the great institutions of the country? There
are few of them that could live without the aid of
some worthy rich man. Have you considered
the wonders of our great libraries, and our great
hospitals and others for the destitute and unfor-
tunate? Riches come to some men because they

(Continued on page 219)



Metal ; plump assay.
Shape ; absolutely uniform.
Finish ; brilliant and durable.
Price ; no higher than you would pay for inferior rings.
These qualities make our Plain Rings acceptable to the user and profitable to you.
Our catalog of Plain and Fancy Rings yours for the asking.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
Ring Makers 2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N. V.

-
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LINK BUTTONS, GOLD FOBS, RIBBON FOBS,
BRACELETS, GUARD CHAINS, NECK

CHAINS, VEST CHAINS

Established 7870

I = 13 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
Factory, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

.;*
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On February 8th to 12th, in-
Reduced and again on February
Railroad Rates 29th to March 4th, inclusive,

merchants' reduced rates to
New York will be in effect from Central Passenger
territory, as arranged by the Merchants' Associa-
tion of New York. The rate, as heretofore, is
authorized on the certificate plan, the return limit,
including the date of the sale of the transporta-
tion, to be thirty days. The special fare will be
the same as applied last season. Railroad agents
in the territory in question will sell one-way
tickets to New York at the current fare, the re-
turn ticket being issued for a sum sufficient to
make the total amount paid by the passenger for
the round trip equal to a fare and one-third on
the basis of rates in effect for meetings of the
Merchants' Association of New York previous to
the lower schedule of fares made compulsory by
the two-cents-a-mile legislation in a number of
the Central Western States. To illustrate, the
reduced round trip rate to New York from Chi-
cago, Peoria, St. Louis and other points in Cen-
tral Passenger jurisdiction will, during the corn-
ing buying season, be exactly the same in dollars
and cents as it was in the spring of 1907. Central
Passenger Association railroads traverse territory
roughly described as follows : Points west of
(but not including) Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Sus-
pension Bridge and Salamanca, N. Y.; Pittsburg
and Allegheny, Pa.; Bellaire and Marietta, O.;
Wheeling, Charleston and Huntingdon, W. Va.;
and points on and north of the Ohio river and
east of the Mississippi river, and south of a line
from Keokuk, Iowa, to Chicago, Ill., including
Cincinnati, Louisville, all towns in Kentucky on
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, St. Louis,
Keokuk, Chicago, Southern Peninsula of Michi-
gan, and Canadian towns on the Michigan Cen-
tral Railroad and Wabash Railroad. The circu-
lar, giving full particulars as to the rates, is now
being printed, it being the intention of the Mer-

chants' Association of New York to mail it in

two to three weeks to all the merchants in the
section from which the special fares apply. On
application a quantity of the circulars will be sup-

plied to such resident members of the association

as desire to forward them direct to their custom-

ers. The rate announcement will be accompanied

by a little leaflet, entitled "Going to Market?"

which, after giving a strong argument for retail

merchants regularly to visit a trade center, clearly

points out the advantages offered by and the

superiority of the New York market. A reason-

able number of these leaflets will also be gratu-
itously furnished to the resident members desiring

them. No effort will be spared by the association

to bring to New York during the coming buying

period as many, if not more, merchants as have

visited the metropolis in any former spring

season.

At the January meeting of the Jewelers'

Board of Trade the following firms were unani-

mously elected to membership in the Board : Bos-

ktiwilVihn/ Ala

ton Optical Co., Boston, Mass.; Columbia

Jewelry Co., North Cambridge, Mass.; Huber &
Weisgerber, Newark, N. J.; Koshland & Italie
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Geo. Kuehl & Co., Chi-
cago, J. II. Lacroix, New York ; Marden & Ket-
tlety, Providence, R. I.; W. A. Pickard, Chicago;
E. F. Pierdon, New York ; E. Weinmann, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

At the annual meeting of the Jewelers' Board
of Trade, held January 30th, the following nom-
inees were elected directors for the ensuing year:

Alford, C. G., of C. G. Alford & Co., New York City.
Bliss, H. A., of Gorham Company, New York City.
Bowden, M. L., of J. 13. Bowden & Co., New York City.
Fessenden, 0. G. of H. W. Wheeler & Co., New York City.
Gough, W. T., of Carter, Howe & Co., New York City.
Jung, C. R., of Jung & Klitz, New York City.
Kinna, W. II., of Elgin National Watch Co., New York

City.
Larter, F. II., of Larter & Sons, New York City.
Schwob, .Adolphe, of Adolphe Schwob, New York City.
Sloan, A. K., of Sloan & Co., New York City.
Stern, Leopold, of Stern Bros. & Co., New York City.
Street, G. W., of Geo. 0. Street & Sons, New York City.
Thomas, S. E., of Seth Thomas Clock Co., New York

City.
Wormser, Leo, of Julius King Optical Co., New York City.
Allen, Benj., of Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Dodshun, C. J., of Waterbury Clock Co., Chicago, Ill.
Hardin, J. H., of F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Juergens, W. F., of Juergens & Andersen Co., Chicago, Ill.
Mead, M. A., of M. A. Mead & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Sercomb, A. L., of International Silver Co., Chicago, Ill.
Cahoone, G. H., of Geo. H. Cahoone & Co., Providence,

R. I.
Copeland, W. A., of Martin, Copeland Co., Providence,

R. I.
Cutler, Harry, of Cutler jewelry Co., Providence, R. I.
Foster, T. W., of T. W. Foster & Bro. Co., Providence,

R. I.
Watson, C. L. of Watson & Newell Co., Attleboro, Mass.
Webster, G. K., of Webster Co., North Attleboro, Mass.

On January 2d, L. E. Waterman, vice-presi-
dent of the L. E. Waterman Company, completed
his twenty-first year of service with the company.
Mr. Waterman was made to fully realize the
honor of this occasion, first by the board of trus-
tees of the company, who presented to him reso-
lutions in recognition of his loyal services and as
a token of the good-will and high regard of the
company and his co-workers, and second by the
receipt of many congratulatory telegrams and let-

ters from various parts of this continent and
Europe. Early in April Mr. Waterman will start
on a tour through the European countries, visiting
the important centers on the other side. He will
be gone about three months. The directors of
the L. E. Waterman Company presented Mr.
Waterman with a check for $1000 in recognition
of his faithful services.

Gottlieb Levy, of S. Levy & Co., manufac-

turers of jewelry cases, 38 Maiden Lane, New
York, died last month from injuries received by
being struck by the subway express. Three cars

passed over him before the train could be
brought to a standstill. When picked up he was

still alive, but died after reaching the hospital.

It is supposed that the deceased must have acci-
dentally fallen from the station platform. Mr.

Levy was born in Austria and came to this

country when 20 years of age. Some twenty-two
years ago Ile began business with his brother
under the firm name of S. Levy & Co. The
business will be continued as usual under the

old name.
At the annual meeting of the Watchmakers'

and Jewelers' Benevolent Association, No. r, of
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this city, the following officers were elected for
1908: President, M. Kleinman; first vice-presi-
dent, H. Berkowitz ; second vice-president, R.
Lewis : treasurer, J. Shapiro; recording secretary,
P. Salias; financial secretary, M. Slavit ; sergeant-
at-arms, P. Krukin; trustees, M. Bolotin, S.
Feinberg, D. Davis; keeper of valuables, L. Lewis.

Eben K. MacGillivray, a veteran traveling
salesman and one of the most popular in the
jewelry trade, died last month as the result of
an operation. The deceased had traveled for
many years for the firm of J. W. Forsinger, and
enjoyed an unusually extensive acquaintanceship
with the retail trade.. He was a talented salesman
and in happy possession of the qualities of tern-
perament and manner which always assured him
a welcome. His territory comprised the Atlantic
seaboard from New York to Florida.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., cele-
brated his silver wedding last month. The mem-
bers of the family and a number of friends were
present at the happy anniversary function.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade has joined
other trade organizations to further the move-
ment to erect a memorial to Robert Fulton, the
inventor of the steamboat. At the initiative of Col.
John L. Shepherd, of The Keystone Watch Case
Co., an organization was formed, to be known as
the Jewelers' Branch of the Robert Fulton Memo-
rial Association. Col. Shepherd is president of
the association and Edwin R. Crippen secretary
and treasurer. The vice-presidents of the asso-
ciation are as follows: George E. Fahys, of
Jos. Fahys & Sons; Seth Thomas, of the Seth
Thomas Clock Co.; Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros.
& Co.; Francis R. Appleton, of Robbins & Apple-
ton; Leo Wormser, of the Julius King Optical
Co.; Edward Holbrook, of the Gorham Co.; Aug.
Oppenheimer, of Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith, and
A. K. Sloan, of Sloan & Co.

The members of the association composed of
the employees of the Aikin, Lambert Co. enjoyed
their fifth annual dinner last month. Those pres-
ent numbered twenty-three, and all took delight
in demolishing the superstition attaching to the
number. J. E. Hayes presided on the occa-
sion, and the programme included a dinner, im-
promptu speeches by members and music by Hun-
garian artists. The high regard entertained by
the employees for Mr. Hayes was evidenced in the
presentation to him of a handsome umbrella, for
which he expressed due appreciation. The func-
tion was most successful and the programme
thoroughly enjoyed by all the members.

One of the plate-glass windows in the front
of the jewelry store of M. Wolff, at 203 West
125th Street, was cut recently by burglars, who
took from the show windows three trays contain-
ing gold rings, of a total value of $500. The
burglars cut a neat hole in the glass, though the
street was brilliantly lighted and the place was
guarded by special patrolmen in addition to the
police. The police knew nothing of it until the
robbery was reported by Wolff when he arrived
at the store to open up for business.
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A GOOD STORY
Bears Many Repetitions

We have told over and over
again about the merits of the
LARTER Shirt Stud, and yet
we cannot repeat too often.

The LARTER Shirt Stud is
the only one that absolutely
fills all requirements of a Shirt
Stud. It can be used in any
style shirt. Coat shirt, button
hole or eyelet hole. Everyone
guaranteed against accident.

The largest line of Shirt
Studs in the world. Made in
18 K. and 14 K. gold and 10 K.
gold and 14 K. gold filled.
These last two lines to be had
through progressive jobbers.

LARTER 0 SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK CITY

Registered in United States Patent Office

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers of

Rich Cut Glassware

No. 110. arf Bowl, Astoria No, I

Are you interested in QUALITY at a MODERATE
PRICE?

If you are, let us send you a sample order and join our
army of SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
HONESDALE, PA.

LA VALLIERES
Artistic designing, carefully selected pearls and
stones, together with clever workmanship char-
acterize all our productions.

The prices range from $2 to $200

GROSSMAN COMPANY
3 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

'11Zeirthra itSt ratterett
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Diamomis, Walches, jewelry, etc.
113 W. Balliniore St. Baltimore

We are sleciali sts in jewels and Emblems
for Masonic and other Orders
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The most sensational event in the diamond

trade last month was the announcement that four

large diamond houses had asked for extensions

from creditors and that their affairs had been

placed in the hands of trustees for liquidation.

The four houses involved were Jos. Frankel Sons

Co., Jos. Frankel Sons, Inc., Gattle, Ettinger &

Hammel and E. M Gattle & Co. The liquidating

trustees are Jas. G. Cannon, vice-president of the

Fourth National Bank; Jos. C. Van Cleaf, vice-

president of the National Park Bank, and Louis

Kahn, of L. & M. Kahn & Co. The gross liabilities

were placed at $4,500,000 and assets at $6,25o,00O.

The four concerns are closely associated finan-

cially, and on this account it was deemed advis-

able to place their affairs in the hands of the

same trustees. In a statement issued by counsel

for the liquidating trustees, it was stated that

it became necessary to readjust the affairs of

these firms so as to insure the realization upon

their assets at times more propitious and under

condition more advantageous than those now pre-

vailing, both at home and abroad. From the very

nature of the assets and business of this charac-

ter, as well as from inter-relations of the corpora-

tions, it is self-evident that enormous sacrifices

would result, to the injury of creditors, if cus-

tomary proceedings in bankruptcy were pursued.

The creditors of the four firms endorsed the plan

of liquidation, which best safeguards their inter-

ests as well as the interests of the concerns in-

volved.
At the meeting of the directors of the Denni-

son Manufacturing Co., held in Boston January

12th, Fred L. Van Ness, of New York, was

chosen director, to fill the unexpired term of

Frederick B. Gilbert, deceased. Van Ness has

been in the service of the company since 1875,

first as entry clerk, afterwards as city salesman,

assistant manager for many years, and in 1894

manager of the New York store. His long ser-

vice has brought him in touch with all the trade

who visit New York, and his many friends no

doubt will be gratified to know that additional

honors have been conferred upon him.

Albert Lorsh & Co., have issued to their

patrons a very handsome pictorial calendar, the

chief feature being an embossed figure of a

woman holding a spray of golden-rod and printed

in colors. The calendar is of a kind that is both

ornamental and useful, and on this account is

specially suitable for a jewelry store.

P. A. Coon Silver Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N.

Y., have moved from their office in this city from

their former location, at 32 Park Place, to larger

and more commodious quarters, at 7 and 9 War-

ren Street. P. A. Coon, president of the com-

pany, will have charge of the new :_iffice and will

have on display therein a complete line of the

leading products of their factory, in connection

with the flatware line of Wm. H. Rogers. The

company has just completed a large number of

new pieces, which will add greatly to the trade

interest in its display.
The fourth annual banquet of the Boost Club

was held at the Hotel Astor on the evening of

January 23d. There was a large attendance of

members and an array of oratorical talent that

has seldom been equaled at any similar function.

This included Hon. Seth Low, Hon. Chas. S.

Whitman, James E. Russell, dean of Columbia

College; Norman Hapgood, editor of Colliers';
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Rev. Hugh Birchland, L.L. D.; Hon. Herman A.

Metz, controller of New York City; Col. H. 0.

Heistland, Thos. Darlington, M.D., health com-

missioner, and Roy L. McCardell, editor of the

New York World. The members of the associa-

tion turned out in force for the big banquet,

which, it is needless to add, was one of the most

brilliant so far held under the auspices of the club.

Oscar A. Arlitz, manager of the New York

office of the French Process Co., Providence, R. I.,

Geo. W. Dover, proprietor, with quarters at 39

Maiden Lane, will call on the trade in the inter-

ests of the company in New York City, Philadel-

phia, Baltimore, Washington and surrounding ter-

ritory.
One of the few wholesale houses which the

financial stringency involved in financial embar-

rassment was that of L. Witsenhausen, 49 Maiden

Lane. The schedules of the assets and liabilities

of this house, as filed in the United States district

court of New York, show liabilities of $181,174

and nominal assets of $154,941, the latter consist-

ing of stock, $70,000; fixtures, $noo; cash, $2000;

accounts, $79,498, and notes, $2173. At a meeting

of the creditors, held subsequent to the filing of a

petition in bankruptcy against this house, it was

voted to accept a corhpromise in bankruptcy at 50

cents on the dollar, 15 per cent. payable in cash,

the rest on notes as follows: to per cent. payable

in four months, io per cent. in eight months, so

per cent. in twelve months, and the remaining 5

per cent. in sixteen months. This compromise

was accepted by the committee after a thorough

discussion of the affairs of Mr. Witsenhausen,

and on motion of the representative of the Jewel-

ers' Board of Trade.
The annual elections of officers and directors

of national banks and trust companies during the

past month revealed the prominence of the jew-

dry trade in the banking world. The lists of

officers and directors contained a host of names

of prominent members of the trade, such names,

too, as are a source of strength and add to the

prestige of the institutions with which they are

associated.
The members of the Silverware Manufac-

turers' Association held a most enjoyable in-

formal dinner at the Hotel Brevoort. The attend-

ance was about thirty, made up of members of

the association and a few of their business asso-

ciates. After a very excellent menu was served,

the company was entertained by a vaudeville en-

tertainment, and .the affair as a whole was so
enjoyable that it will likely be established as a
yearly fixture. In addition to a humorous verse
that each of the diners found at his plate, the
souvenirs that were later distributed aroused con-
siderable merriment. These were especially
selected to take off the lines of good in which
each of the guests was interested in. Mr. Geo.
Wilcox, head of the International Silver Co., was
presented with a miniature set of spoons, while
Geo. A. Savage, of Manning, Bowman & Co.,
received a tiny chafing dish.

Custom house reports show a decrease of more
than $rt,000,000 in the declared value of dia-
monds imported in 5907 from the value in 1906.
The largest proportion of decrease was in De-
cember. The figures are:

Total for 1906 
Total for 1907 

$,39,371348:4(0)

Decrease  $11.860,443.00
Total for December, 1906 $4,030,324.00
Total for December, 1907 207,479.00

Decrease   $3,822,845.00
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Michael Shea, foreman in the gold pen fac-

tory of Aikin-Lambert Co., is about to retire

from active work and enjoy leisure in his de-

clining years. Mr. Shea has been in the service

of the company for forty-three years and for

many years worked side by side with his brother,

the late John B. Shea. He was a highly respected

member of the force, and takes with him into his

retirement the best wishes of his fellow employees

and of the firm.

The International Gem Co., lapidaries and im-

porters of precious stones, this city, has issued a

dainty little calendar which is especially suitable

for the jewelry store. The pictorial feature is the

different gem stones for the different months,

which are reproduced in colors and embossed.

The calendar is of convenient size and very hand-

somely gotten up.

The annual banquet of the Stationers' Asso-

ciation of New York occurred at the Hotel Astor
on the evening of January 9th. It was by far the

most successful of the banquets given by this

association, which is indeed high praise. The at-
tendance was large, the good fellowship displayed

was remarkably strong, the dinner was excellent,
the speaking was of an exceptionally high order

and all combined to produce an enthusiasm which

has seldom been equaled at gatherings of this

character. The association deserves all the con-

gratulations it is receiving.

Jos. Nelson Tingley, formerly. associated
with Wm. P. Sinnock and Horace D. Sherrill, of

the present firm of Sinnock & Sherrill, died on

November 23d. The deceased, with Mr. Sinnock,

began business in Newark in 1870 as ring manu-
facturers, selling their product to the jobbing
trade. In 5872 H. D. Sherrill bought a third
interest in the concern and Mr. Tingley contin-
ued as head of the firm until 1879, when he sold
out his interest to Sinnock & Sherrill and went
into business for himself. After a few years Mr.
Tingley gave up business and subsequently en-
tered the employ of his former partners. He was
a workman of exceptional ability and his services
were highly valued. His death was the result of
an attack of pneumonia. He was well liked by all
who knew him and was distinguished for his hon-
esty and common sense in all business matters.
A widow and two married daughters survive him.

Harry A. Bachman has started to manufac-
ture diamond mountings for the trade with quar-
ters at 90 William Street, this city. Mr. Bach-
man has for several years been on the road rep-
resenting Ciner & Seeleman, and is thoroughly
acquainted with the needs of the trade and also
with the line that he will hereafter manufacture.

The New York branch of The New England
Watch Co., 35 Maiden Lane, was discontinued
January first. A resident city salesman will look
after the trade in Greater New York, and Messrs.
Bushe and Westervelt, travelers for the branch,
will still cover their old territory, having Water-
bury as headquarters.

The New York office of Homan Mfg. Co., of
Cincinnati, is now in charge of G. M. Landon,
formerly the Chicago representative of the corn--
pany.

An interesting exhibit shown last month at
the Fifth Avenue store of Tiffany & Co. was the
cup presented by King Edward VII of England
to the Jamestown Exposition regatta. A com-
panion exhibit was a diminutive model of the
boat which won the race and the cup. The cup
is of gold and is a fine specimen of the work of
the British goldsmiths.
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ers' 24-Karat Club, of New York
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have been greater than others. Some think that
it would be better if we had a more equal distri-
bution of material things. I think not. God made
tne hills and the valleys. Could you all be made
equal to-night, from this moment you would
begin again to diverge. There would soon be
leaders; soon be parasites; soon be grafters, etc.
In considering riches, we must consider steward-
ship. The man of wealth who does not properly
use it is a miser indeed. After all, there are
worthless poor as there are worthless rich, and
we have no sympathy for either. The man who
has honor, character, integrity and generosity is
the man we admire and honor."

President Larter then read letters of regret
from Governor Hughes, a cablegram of
good wishes from Win. Bardell, one of
the original members of the club, and a
letter from Judge Jenks. Charles Battell
Loomis, the well-known author, was the
next speaker, and his topic was "The
Poverty of the Poor." He stated that he
knew little about the subject and did not
mean to restrict himself to this theme.
Along this line, however, he related a
conversation he had with a jeweler Ile
knew. He had asked his friend if the
god of fortune was smiling upon him,
and the jeweler replied that Ile was not
on familiar terms with Fortune, at least
not so that he could call her by her first
name, and so he addressed her as "Mis-
fortune." After reading one of his well-
known stories, lie read a paper on "Why
I Didn't Become President." He re-
marked that he would read it because
his eyesight was bad. He said there had
been twenty-six Presidents, yet we are
telling ten millions of children that they
have a chance to become President. "We
ought to take them aside," Ile said, "and
tell them that it is a lottery. Washing-
ton did not know he was to get it;
Hayes did not know he had it even after
he was elected. [Laughter.] This coun-
try is opposed to lotteries—officially.
Put the President out of your life once
and for all. Andrew Jackson at 19 could
neither read nor write, and yet became
President, while the brilliant Bryan has never

been elected. Poor Horace Greeley said he would
rather be President than be right. Only twenty
men now living will grace the presidential chair,
so let us go on stopping business every four years

to elect one of them, and let us be content, in our

humble way, without shedding lustre on the presi-
dential chair."

The next speaker, former Lieu-
A Tribute to tenant Governor M. Linn
the President Bruce, delivered a stirring and

magnetic address in support of

President Roosevelt, and the long and hearty re-

sponse that was given to the sentiments tittered by
the speaker showed that the President has many
and strong friends among the Twenty-four Karat
Club and their guests. Referring to a remark of

the previous speaker, that perhaps General Grant,
who was present, might find difficulty in meeting
the riding test prescribed by the President for all
army officers, Mr. Bruce said the general had
made the test without inconvenience, and why

shouldn't he, when his father had ridden from

Shiloh to Appomatox. [Applause.] It does not
seem to me from present surroundings that your
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January balances have depressed you. From what

I have read, I thought you might have to come

here in tatters; but here you are, cheerful and

prosperous looking. There is nothing the matter

with America. [Cheers.] When there is any-

thing the matter, she herself will diagnose and

apply the remedy. If there is that which re-

quires surgery, she, through her authorized ser-

vants, will apply the remedy. We have just

gone through a precarious operation. This is

always disagreeable and dangerous. It means

blood-letting and pain, and it means prostration;

but in the end it means life and health. The

question is not the operation nor the technique of

the surgeon. It is to search out the cause of the

disease and to look to the result. What of this

country if we did not have virtue in the people.

The 24-karat girl ou the menu card

[Applause.] I have little respect for you when I

hear you whining about the surgeon. [Applause.]

It may not have been done to your or to the sur-

geon's liking, but the disease was there and some-

thing had to be done, and I thank God we had the

man to do it. [Great applause.] If you have

any sympathy or criticism, spend it on those who

are responsible for the conditions we found our-

selves in. There is no coterie of men, with all

their millions, that is greater than the law itself.

There is nothing the matter with America, nor is

there anything • the matter with Americans."

[Great applause and cheers.]
Congressman Wm. Sulzer, who was recently

married, was the next speaker, and his theme was

"The State of Matrimony," and Ile delivered one

of the best addresses of the evening, full of wit

and humor, that kept his auditors in a constant

roar. He said he had gone to the Quaker City

to find a wife because it was better to have a

slow one than a fast one, and stated that lie had

not been married long enough to be able to tell

much about it. He got off a good story on his

friend, Senator Grady, who in his absence had told

a story at his expense at a previous dinner of the
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club. "Senator Gore," he said, "referred to the

one-and-a-half millions in Oklahoma, but I speak

for the sixty-five millions in the state of matri-

mony, and it will take Oklahoma a lag time to

catch up." He said that after listening to Dr.

Roberts talk on the subject of the "Riches of the

Rich," he should join the Baptist denomination

and he was assured that "John D." would take

good care of him. He said Loomis had avoided

speaking of the poor because he had the "dough."

"But the richness of the rich and the poorness of

the poor is nothing to the blissfulness of the state

of matrimony." He then referred to matters in
congress, and predicted that no currency bill nor

reform of the banking laws or of the tariff would

be enacted at this session of congress, because

the presiding officers of the two legislative bodies
were in a hurry to get home and elec-
tioneer for the presidency.

The toastmaster then read a greet-
ing from Admiral Coghlin, who was too
ill to attend, and a rising vote and toast
were drunk to the health of the admiral,

who is a great favorite with the club.

Colonel Luscomb closed the speaking by
complimentary allusions to the great
work done by Charley Brinck in arrang-
ing the banquet, and stated that "Gus"
Sloan had promised him when he was
elected president Ile was going to appoint
Charley secretary of the interior. The
band then struck up "Auld Lang Syne."
Thus ended one of the most successful
dinners yet given by this 1 i cly organ-
ization.

Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers'
Association

After a somewhat prolonged period
of inactivity, a meeting of the members
of the Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers'
Association was held recently at the
Sinton Hotel, that city, for the purpose
of infusing new life into the organiza-
tion and for the etection of officers.
There was a goodly attendance of the
members of the wholesale trade, and all
manifested an eagerness to join actively
in promoting the interests of the associa-
tion, A number of subjects of trade in-
terest were discussed and views ex-

changed. The election of officers resulted as fol-
lows : President, A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab
& Sons; vice-president, D. J. Gutmann, of L.

(Altmann & Sons; secretary and treasurer, Chas.

Becker, Cincinnati manager of the Philadelphia
Watch Case Co. The board of directors is as

follows : Chas. A. Notting, of the Oskamp-Nol-
ting Co.; Jos. Noterman, of Joseph Noterman &
Co.; Aaron Herman, of Herman & Loeb; G.

Lindenberg, of Lindenburg, Strauss & Co., and
Fred Gruen, of D. Gruen Sons & So

Gold and Silver Stamping Law for
New Jersey

It is stated that at the instigation of the

Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of Newark a

stamping bill will be introduced in the New Jer-

sey legislature, at Trenton, the intention being to

have the measure conform to the provisions of

the national stamping law. We have persistently

advocated in these columns similiar action by the
jewelry organizations in other States, as such

supplementary legislation is necessary to secure

the greatest good from the national legislation.
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The first month of the year witnessed a grad-

ual return of confidence and very favorable de-

velopments in commercial fields. The volume of

business has been as large as could be reasonably

especially during the last week. The Chicago

been no pronounced activity in any departments.

Jobbers report a healthy mail-order business and

a very satisfactory sentiment among their trade as

to the future. Collections have improved greatly,

especially during the last week. The Chicago

banks have withdrawn all their certificates, daily

clearing house committee meetings were sus-

pended early in the month, and the banks are
once more on a real money basis and doing a

normal business. This fact has helped local con-

ditions very much and its influence is felt

throughout this section of the country. Most of
the travelers for Chicago houses have left for

their respective territories. Conditions in the

Northwest are reported excellent; many of the

travelers for eastern manufacturers who have al-
ready made a trip to that section reporting in
many instances a better business than last year.
The retail trade has little to complain of regard-
ing after-holiday business. Clearance sales are
numerous and the volume of business is con-
sidered satisfactory. A return of cold weather
last week enlivened the retail business consider-
ably.

As late as 1896 Chicago ranked
Outer Harbor above New York City in the
for Chicago amount of tonnage entering

her harbor, and stood high
among the world's ports. Since that time the
tonnage has fallen off so from year to year that
to-day she can hardly hold her head up even
among the lake cities. This was primarily caused
by the fact that Chicago had no adequate harbor
facilities. In view of this, the action of Mayor
Busse in appointing a commission to investigate
Chicago's harbor needs and the advisability of
building an outer harbor on the lake front, lays
emphasis upon a subject important to the com-
mercial interests of the city. This commission is
pledged to no specific plan, but, should its delib-
erations result in a report favorable to the aban-
doning of the Chicago river as a harbor and the
establishment of an outer harbor on the lake
front, the plans of the Commercial Club for a
lake front parkway and boulevard will have to be
abandoned. Both of these plans are excellent
ones, in the minds of Chicago's foremost business
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men—one stands for health and recreation and

a "city beautiful"; the other for a return of Chi-

cago's prestige as an inland port and the "city

commercial." The beautifiers of Chicago have

spent much time and money in investigations and

have perfected an excellent plan for making Chi-

cago more sightly to the eye, but the commission

recently appointed by Mayor Busse will make the

first official investigation in the interests of the

commerce of Chicago. If the plans for the "city

beautiful" are carried out, Chicago must forever

give up all hope for an outer harbor, and the

appointment of this commission has brought her

to the parting of the ways where she must choose

between the city beautiftil and the city commer-

cial, for both she cannot be. The result of this

commission's investigations will be of vital in-

terest to all business men of Chicago, irrespective

of whether they favor the outer harbor plan or

not.
The big houses of Chicago will

Higher Freight have their freight bills in-

Charges creased thousands of dollars if

the railroad cannot be per-

suaded to rescind a recent order to the effect that

they would charge a rate of three cents a hundred

pounds for distributing freight in their ware-

houses. Before this order was issued large ship-

pers would load all their shipments going out over

a certain road into one car. This car was then

switched to the warehouse tracks and the contents

distributed for forwarding to the various con-

signees. The railroads formerly made no charge

for this service, and while a rate of three cents

per hundred pounds, which they propose to charge

now, seems very small, it means 6o cents a ton,

which on a fifty-ton car figures up to $30, and

since there are several concerns in Chicago ship-

ping as high as twenty cars a day, the additional

daily expense to such would be $600. Various
committees of the Chicago Association of Corn-

merce have the matter in charge and are endeav-
oring to discover some way by which these large
shippers can be saved this additional expense. In
defense of this new order, the railroad officials

claim they have been instructed by the interstate
commerce commission to get all their business
down to a paying basis. The practice of making
no charge for this service grew up under com-
petitive conditions which no longer exist.

W. H. Manss, manager of the
Chicago's Manu- industrial department of the
facturing Zone Chicago's Association of Com-

merce, has given out an official
report, in which he states that the manufacturing
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zone of Chicago contains moo square miles. A

carefully prepared map, showing the boundaries

of the zone, accompanies the report. The zone

extends about forty-five miles north of Chicago's

center, forty miles west, thirty-three miles south

and thirty miles east, described in a semi-circle.

The outer curve of the zone is drawn through

Libertyville, Elgin, Aurora, Joliet, and then east

to a point five miles south of South Chicago,

from which place it extends one mile east of

Gary, Ind.

Personal Mention

Walter V. Ghislin, manager of the local office

of the Gorham Manufacturing Company, recently

returned from a visit to the headquarters of the

company, in New York.
With but few exceptions the national and

State banks of Chicago elected their officers and

directors for 1908 the second week in January.

The jewelry and optical trades are represented by

the following gentlemen in different boards: Ben-

jamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., was re-elected

a director of the First National Bank; likewise

Francis A. Hardy, of F. A. Hardy & Co., in the

Bankers' National; Charles H. Knights, of C. H.

Knights & Co., in the First National of Engle-

wood; Charles H. Hulburd, president of the

Elgin National Watch Company, in the Corn

Exchange National and the Illinois Trust and

Savings; Fred G. Thearle, of C. H. 'Plights &

Co., as vice-president and director in the Engle-

wood State Bank and C. D. Peacock, in the Chi-

cago Savings Bank.
H. M. Lane, Chicago manager for Reed &

Barton, has recently returned from a ten days'

visit to factory headquarters at Taunton, Mass.
Dan Axman, in charge of the local office of

the J. D. Bergen Company, of Meriden, Conn.,

has just returned from a short trip to factory

headquarters.
Robert W. Morris, Chicago and western man-

ager for the R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing

Company, has just returned from a visit to fac-

tory headquarters, at Wallingford, Conn.
T. Zurbrugg, president, and Charles M. Fogg,

treasurer and secretary of The Keystone Watch

Case Co., Philadelphia, spent a week among the
Chicago trade on their tour of the large cities of

the West, including Dallas and New Orleans.
The members of the traveling staff of Benj.

Allen & Co. and the heads of the various depart-

ments were royally entertained at a banquet given

in their honor by B. C. Allen at the Annex, the

evening of January 20th. The affair was in the

nature of a great family affair, as most of the
twenty gentlemen who were present have been
with the house of Allen for a great many years.
An excellent musical programme was rendered
and a number of toasts were responded to. The
affair was pronounced a great success by all who
attended.

George D. Lunt, manager of the New York
office of the Towle Manufacturing Co., and J. A.
Hardy, of the same office spent a few days in
Chicago the latter part of the month as the guests
of Ernest Lunt, manager of the Chicago office
of the company.

A. Hirsch, of A. Hirsch & Co., left the last
of the month for an extended trip through Texas
and the Southwest. He was accompanied by his
family.

C. L. Stange, representing the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., St. Louis, spent a week in town the
early part of the month visiting Chicago friends.

(Continued on page 223)
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BUYERS, GET BUSY
GOLD-MOUNTED COMBS
at brass prices. If you have spunk enough to buy a $25
Assortment of these goods, I have got spunk enough to
take them back if they do not suit you. These goods are
the development of an old idea of mine. They sell at
sight, and are fascinating. The keen man will buy these
goods, and realize a handsome profit. We are leaders in
the procession, and we hope you will be wise enough to
join the big show. We make a distinctively original line of

SCARF PINS, BROOCHES, BUCKLES
LAVALLIERES, HAT PINS and BRACELETS
It is our ambition in designing to please the composite taste.
Do not accept any goods sold to you, represented to you as
being the French Process Co. product, unless they are
stamped F. P. Co.

P. S.—Combs are here to stay. Mix a few of Dover's
ideas with your line and watch them sell.

FRENCH PROCESS COMPANY
New York Office, 39 Maiden Lane Home Office and Factory, 710 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

Charles M. Levy DIAMONDINE MOUNTED RINGS

SIGNET LOCKET
PHOTO
RINGS

Manufacturer of

RINGS
LOCKETS

AND

BUTTONS
90 William Street

NEW YORK CITY

A natural brilliant white and hard gem, the nearest

a diamond ever discovered
substitute for

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

If you're not very busy, ri:Jit now is a good
time to get our Illustrated Catalogue and
become acquainted with the best-selling line of

CUCKOO CLOCKS
4 made anywhere in this wide world. A request on

your letter-head will bring it.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Station S Philadelphia, Pa.

Guarantee Your Watch Repairs 
and gain the confidence of your customers. The best and
simplest way to do this is to procure a

Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees

Published

which contains 200 printed forms with stubs. These guar-
antees are very carefully worded so as to give your cus-
tomer faith in your ability and skill, and yet safeguard
yourself. All the most progressive watch repairers now
use these guarantees. Send for sample.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of
sr.00 (4s. 2d.)

by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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A large number of out-of-town jewelers were

present at the annual dinner and banquet given

by the Chicago Jewelers' Association last week.

Among them were: W. E. Fellows, of V. Flint,

Mich.; H. J. Dale, of Linton, Ind.; R. E. Dale, of

Bedford, Ind.; J. R. Mercer, of Kansas City; J.

W. Neasham, of Ottumwa, Iowa; A. Rovelstad,

of Elgin, Ill.; R. Nicoll, of Kenosha, Wis.; Max

Strauss, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio; Mack A. Hurlbut, of Fort Dodge, Iowa,

president of the National Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation and George D. Lunt and J. A. Hardy, of

New York.
Max Noel, of Despres, Bridges & Noel, spent

several weeks at West Baden, Ind., enjoying a

much-needed rest. Mrs. Noel accompanied him.

A. E. Happel, of C. F. Happel & Co., was

married January 8th to Miss H. Anderes, at St.

Clement's Church.
R. W. Morris,. in charge of the Chicago

office of the R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing

Co., accompanied by Wm. Barker, William Laib-

lin and Arthur Wallace, of the company's trav-

eling staff, visited the factory, at Waterbury,

Conn., during the past month, where they at-

tended a meeting of the traveling staff of the

company.
A. Harper, in charge of the Chicago office

of the American Silver Co., made an extended

trip through the Northwest during the past month.

He reports conditions very promising and the

trade generally satisfied with the business outlook.

Fred G. Thearle, of the C. H. Knights & Co.,

served as a member of the January grand jury.

Ray Allen, representing the Morgan & Allen

Co., San Francisco agents of the International

Silver Co., stopped off at Chicago long enough

to visit old friends and acquaintances the middle

of the month. He was on his way home from a

visit to eastern factories.
W. A. Fay, the genial western representative

of the John T. Mauran Mfg. Co., made his first
trip through the Middle West during the month.
He left for California the latter part of the
month, accompanied by his family.

R. J. Kleckner, western traveler for Theodore

W. Foster & Bro. Co., left the middle part of the
month for the Pacific coast.

William Juergens, of Juergens & Andersen
Co., left the latter part of the month for an ex-
tended trip through the South and Southeast.
Mrs. Juergens accompanied him. They expect
to be gone at least a month and will visit all the
interesting points in that section of the country.

Frederick H. Foster for over thirty years a
practicing oculist and optician in Chicago, died
January i8th, at his residence, 73 Lakeview Ave-
nue. Dr. Foster was 57 years old and a native
of New Hampshire. He is survived by a widow,
one son and one daughter.

L. W. Bruns, in charge of the Denver office
of the Juergens & Andersen Co., left on January
'6th for the West, after spending the holiday
season with Chicago friends. Mrs. Burns accom-
panied him.

Frank R. Clayton, an old-time jewelry auc-
tioneer, died at his home in this city January 9th.
He retired from active business eight years ago.

Steve Bridges left on his Pacific coast trip
on January f7th.

M. R. Peck, traveler for M. A. Mead & Co.,
is on the sick list in Pittsburg.
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F. W. Radcliffe, traveler for M. A. Mead &

Co., was recently called in from the road to his

home, in Milwaukee, by the illness of one of the

members of his family.
Theodore Kuehl, of Geo. Kuehl & Co., is

spending several weeks at Hot Springs, Ark., tak-

ing a much needed rest. He expects to return

to his desk the early part of February.

F. M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., Hey-

worth Building, will make an extended sojourn

in southern California this Spring. He left the

latter part of the month, accompanied by his

family.
Albert Paulson, of Henry Paulson & Co., is

confined to his home by a sprained ankle.

News From the Trade

The western selling agency of Omega watches

has had its articles of incorporation amended so

as to officially change its name to Omega Watch

Co. Western Agency.
A. Hirsch & Co. announce that there will be

no change in their traveling force for 1908. Their

list includes the veteran traveler, L. Eisenbach, in

Missouri and Kansas; S. Newman in the North-

west and Michigan territory; L. Cohn will visit

the Chicago trade. Mr. Eisenbach left on the

20th of the month for his western trip.

Swartchild & Co. announce the following list

of travelers for 1908: Hugo J. Haegen, E. W.

Keating, Chas. Janssson, Edward De Velin and

Mr. Small.
H. P. Vollmer, the prominent jeweler of

Lewiston, Idaho, spent several days of last month

among the Chicago trade. He reports a good

business on the Pacific coast and says the outlook

is very bright. He expects to make an extended

visit in the East.
F. A. Hardy & Co., of Chicago, New York,

Atlanta and Denver, have completed their staff

of traveling representatives for 1908, and the fol-

lowing salesmen will cover the territories indi-

cated below : L. W. Melchoir in the Central West

and Southwest; Fred Dunn in the Northwest;

George S. Foster in the South representing the

firm's Atlanta office; Wm. Maclear will cover the

smaller towns in Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin, Mich-

igan and Illinois; Harry Worcester in the Rocky
Mountain district, traveling out of the firm's Den-

ver office; S. Lee Weaver will travel out of the

firm's New York office and will cover Pennsylva-

nia, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia; B. L.

Uttal will travel through Massachusetts and Con-

necticut.
J. R. Mercer, the well-known jeweler, of

Kansas City, spent a few days among the Chicago
trade during the past month.

C. A. Hewitt, of Neligh, Nebr., spent a week
in the local market replenishing his stock.

The American Silver Company announce the
following staff of travelers out of the Chicago
office: J. W. Brooks in Wisconsin, Minnesota
and northern Michigan and the Dakotas; John
Reneker in Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas;
George Y. Cheney in Indiana, Illinois and Michi-
gan; J. M. Lane in Iowa, Nebraska and Arkan-
sas. J. W. Poole will have charge of this com-
pany's Pacific coast business and will make his
headquarters in San Francisco.

S. Himmel & Co. have removed their offices
from the Chicago Savings Bank Building to 917
Milwaukee Avenue.

Among the travelers who will represent the
well-known firm of Lapp & Flershem during 1908
are H. M. Tonney in Indiana and Illinois; J. P.
Kistering in the Northwest from Minneapolis to
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the coast; C. A. Star in southern Iowa, Nebraska

and Oklahoma; J. C. Duff in Michigan and Wis-

consin, and William Duff in northern Iowa, South

Dakota and Wyoming.
Bates & Bacon, the well-known chain and

bi.. Jet makers, of Attleboro, will again be repre-

sented among the jobbing trade in the western

territory by H. S. Noyes, who will make his

headquarters in Chicago, as usual.
Through its Chicago office, the Gorham Mfg.

Co. announces the following traveling staff for

the territory west of Ohio as far as Colorado:

W. S. Willis, W. H. Burton, T. G. Jewett, R. S.

Atwood, John Irons, H. B. Deans. Most of this

force expects to be on th eroad by the first of

February.
John Gaard, of Beloit, Wis., was among the

buyers in the Chicago market during the past

month.
K. C. Pederson, a veteran jeweler of War-

saw, Ind., recently sold out his stock of jewelry

to K. W. Kirkpatrick. Mr. Pederson is at present

sojourning with his family in the Southwest. He

is also looking for a good location in which to

again engage in the business.
Frank Le Bron, of the Le Bron Jewelry Co.,

Keokuk, Iowa, was in town for several days last

month, attending to his spring buying.
S. W. Crofts, of Greenland, Mich., has sold

out his jewelry business and is at present looking

for a suitable location in the Central States.

Despres, Bridges & Noel will be represented
on the road during 1908 by Ed. Gallagher in In-

diana, Illinois and Ohio; Frank L. Murray in

Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma; J. H.

Ralston in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota,
Wisconsin and the Dakotas; Steve H. Bridges in
Indiana, Michigan, Illinois and Nebraska, and
Max Noel in Ohio, Michigan and Minnesota. Joe
Block will also cover Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota,
Nebraska and Oklahoma. F. R. Gregory will
look after the city trade and that of surrounding
towns.

C. G. Breintenbach & Co. have made arrange-
ments with the following travelers to look after
their road interests during 1908 : Fred De Pew
in the larger towns and cities west of the Missis-
sippi; S. B. Dennison in Wisconsin, Illinois and
Minnesota, and A. G. Clark in the larger cities of
Ohio and Michigan.

The traveling force of Juergens & Andersen
Co. for 1908 will include L. W. Bruns, who will
again look after the far western trade, with Den-
ver as his headquarters. He will have an assist-
ant in the person of Chas. Fash. Albert Kolker
will look after his old territory in the Central
Western and Northwestern States; Francis T.
Lotz will travel in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and
Nebraska, and Henry Reinhart will look after
the interests of the company in the southern ter-
ritory.

The Stein & Ellbogen Co. announce no
change in their traveling representatives for 1908,
but that they will continue their old salesmen in
the territories named below : H. G. Schram in. the
Far West, with Denver as his headquarters; John
P. Ryan in the Central Western States; Gus
Weinfel in Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin ter-
ritory; M. Silverburg in Iowa, Nebraska and Mis-
souri; Ed. Fry in the Northwest, and Leo Stein
in Chicago and suburban towns.

Fred A. Hegner, the well-known jeweler, of
Blue Island, Ill., has gone to Texas for an ex-
tended visit. He has land interests in the Lone
Star State which he will look after.

(Continued on page 225)
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100 PER CENT. INVESTMENT
NO BETTER investment could possibly

be made.

sonooi
Strictly high-grade.
Finest equipment.
Elaborate, new costly and original

system. •
Hundreds of graduates.
Known to the trade for

17 years.
3 Departments.

F. H. Rees, author of
"Modern Letter Engraving,"
"The Art of Engraving,"etc.,
proprietor and instructor.

100 PER CENT. INCREASE IN SALARY IN SIX MONTHS
mR. II. REES, Elmira, N. Y. l'ittsburg, Pa., Oct. 14, 1907Dear Sir ;—Just a few words of thanks for the instructions and personal attentionreceived while taking a six-months' course in engraving at your school.From my experience, I found that engraving could be readily learned by any onewilling to work, by your methods ; not judging from my own success alone, but from thesuccess of many others.

Previous to attending your school, I was employed in a dry goods store, earning asalary of $12.00 per week. After a six-months' course in your school, I am now holding aresponsible position at $20.00 per week, which you secured for me with the J. C. GroganCompany, which is the oldest and highest class jewelry store in this city. Although I havebeen here only fourteen weeks, I can get a recommendation which would be great creditto you and your system of instructing.
I would be glad to correspond with any one contemplating learning the art of engraving.If you have a student who 'spat completing a course, I would be pleased to assist him insecuring a position next door to J. C. Grogan's. The position is permanent.

Very truly yours, JOHN B. SANFORD
443 Market Street

NOTE HIS ADVANCEMENT
MR. F. H. BEES, Elmira, N. Y. Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 9, 1907My Dear Sir :—I have lust received an increase of $5.00 per week in my salary.

Very truly yours, JOHN B. SANFORD
441 Market Street

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL,
The

MACHINE
that does the

trickTHE OIL
NEVER GOES WRONG

The trade fi-ont ocean to ocean is praising this a

IT POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM
Can you say as much for dic oil you are using ?

Send 25 Cents to your jobber for a bottle, and end your
oil troubles

Wholesale selling Agents

M. SICKLES & SONS
Philadelphia

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Chicago

NORDMAN BROS. CO.
San Francisco

DANIEL PRATT'S SON
53 Franklin St., Boston

silperillr Watch Oil

eel cl

Atollett & Lowell CI:■eo Building, Denton, lbs'•

Wholesale Selling Agents

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO.
Boston

CHAS. MAY & SON Boston
SIISSFELD, LORSCII & CO.

New York City

H. S. MEISKEY CO,

Lancaster, Pa.

R.ANLETT & 'LOWELL COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

JEWELERS' BUILDING. BOSTON. MASS.

Cor. Lake and Market Sts., ELMIRA, N. Y.

Complete Outfit Con
slats of

One Eyelet Machine.
1000 Celluloid Tags and
Eyelets

1 Bottle Indelible Ink

Price, $5.00 Net

For kings

For Rings

0 NO. 3.

For Scarf Pins

° ND.4 0

For Chains

Hand Plyers are
USELESS

IiiFi!. 1I

_
•- --

I

Patented June 16, 1906

Ask your Jobber or write to

The

HOLD=ON

CLUTCH

vst
saiest
skralest

You slide the

Clutch on—

IT does the rest

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at 50c.

Scarf Pin Insurance

Hold=On Clutch Co., 33 Gold St., NEW YORK

The Largest TOOL and MATERIAL House in the West
All

Try

orders filled by EXPERIENCED help and RETURNED same day

our MANU FACT U RI NO ,ind REPAIRING Department
We only ask for a "TRIAL, " and you will always SEND US YOUR ORDERS

have a customer for DIAMONDS send to us for a MEMO. packageWhen you

MEYER JEWELRY CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Have you seen the

Faultless Plating Machine?
WRITE and we will tell you all about it
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Franz Eschenburg, formerly with the Schless-

Braud & Co., has resigned his position with this

company and has identified himself with the E. A.

Brown Company, retail jewelers, St. Paul, Minn.

W. W. Childs, the veteran jeweler, of Jack-

son, Mich., who was well and favorably known to

many of the Chicago jobbers, died the early part

of the month. He was one of the oldest jewelers

in Michigan.

Chicago jobbers have been notified that the

retail jewelry business of the late A. H. Schultz,

of Minneapolis, will be continued by his widow.

She has been active in the management of the

store for several years, and was bequeathed the

entire business by her late husband.

Sproehnle & Co. announce the following list

of travelers for 1908; P. H. Winterburg in the

large cities from Pittsburg to Omaha; J. H. Don-
nelly in the Far West ; C. L. Caliger in the Mid-

dle West; H. J. Bouchard in Chicago, Ohio and
Illinois, and J. H. Kuh in Chicago.

John A. Jones, retail jeweler, of Columbus,

Wis., was a welcome visitor the middle part of

the month.
At the annual meeting of M. A. Mead & Co.,

which was held during the past month, the fol-

lowing officers were elected: President, M. A.

Mead; vice-president, John T. Montgomery, and

treasurer, R. A. Mead.
The retail jewelry firm of Bennett & Quinn,

Waterloo, Iowa, has gone out of business.
A. F. Boylan, the well-known jeweler, of

Dennison, Iowa, has admitted a partner, and the

firm will hereafter be known as Boylan &

Johnson.
V. K. Blomiston, of Escanaba, Mich., spent a

week among the trade here buying a complete

line for a new jewelry store in the above city.

The business will be conducted by Blomiston &
Peterson. Mr. Blomiston is a son of Peter Blo-

miston, who formerly conducted a jewelry busi-

ness in Escanaba.

H. F. Hahn & Co. have engaged the services

of W. F. Wurzburg to represent them in the

State of Michigan. Mr. Wurzburg was formerly

a traveling jobber, with headquarters at Grand

Rapids, Mich.

J. A. Durrell, the genial representative of

George W. Dover, proprietor of the French Proc-

ess Co., spent a week in the city calling on the

trade with a new line. He was on his way to the

coast.

M. M. Gumbiner, retail jeweler, for many

years located at Luling and Lockhart, Texas, has

sold out his stores at the above named places and
is now located at 419 West Sixty-third Street, this
city, where he has very pleasant and up-to-date
quarters. A. W. Gumbiner, his son, who was

in charge of the Lockhart store, is now with
his father.

The Theo. W. Foster & Bro. Company will

again have their Chicago office and the trade in

the Middle West and Far West looked after by
J. A. Limbach and R. T. Kleckner. Mr. Lim-

bach will travel through the Central West and
Mr. Kleckner will take care of the territory from

the Mississippi river to the Pacific coast.

The Geneva Optical Company will be repre-
sented on the road during 1908 by the following

travelers: Harry G. Smith and Harry L. Fargo
from their Chicago office; Otto E. Engleland
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from their St. Louis branch; W. P. Knauer from

their Minneapolis branch, and L. H. Riggle from

their Des Moines office.

Adolph M. Kuhn, the well-known traveler

for the Towle Mfg. Company, was married the

early part of the month to Miss Alice M. Curran,

daughter of Mrs. M. J. Curran, 1306 Wilson

Ave., Chicago. Mr. Kuhn travels through the

South and Southwest and he has taken his bride

with him on his regular trip, which will extend

until March 1st, and the newly married couple

will start housekeeping at 1306 Wilson Avenue.

George A. Armstrong has resigned his posi-

tion as Chicago salesman for the Mauser Mfg.

Co., and has accepted a position as traveler with

Paye & Baker and will travel through the Middle

WestThe Hickox-Maynard Company, Albuquerque,

N. M., have been succeeded by the Geo. W.

Hickox Company, Thomas Y. Maynard retiring.

Both of these gentlemen are well known to the

Chicago trade; the former at one time resided

here and was connected with Otto Young & Co.

and Norris, Alister & Co., but went to New Mex-

ico over twenty-five years ago and has been in the

jewelry business there ever since. The latter

traveled for Benj. Allen & Co. some years ago,

serving Hickox & Fox as watchmaker for five

years, when he embarked in the retail jewelry

buiiness in Albuquerque for himself. He and

Mr. Hickox consolidated their two stores Feb-

ruary I, 1906. Mr. Maynard is undecided as to

his future just at present, but anticipates again

entering the retail jewelry business at an early

date.
D. A. Wilkins, Chicago and western repre-

sentative of Ostby & Barton Company, left about

the middle of the month on his spring trip to the

Pacific coast, stopping off at the larger cities en

route.
Albert Finke, well known to the Chicago

trade from his long connection with S. Buchs-

baum & Co., as their city salesman, is now a mem-

ber of the traveling force of the J. P. Trafton

Company, the well-known wholesalers of Los

Angeles, Cal. When met in Albuquerque, N. M.,

recently by THE KEYSTONE representative, he said

that in the two years and over he had been on the

coast he had entirely recovered his health and

that he never felt better in his life. Himself and

family are delighted with the Far West and enjoy

living in Los Angeles very much.

Henry Paulson & Co., announce that their

list of travelers will include the following names:

Wm. Bradford in Wisconsin and Illinois; V. E.

Brewer in Wisconsin; Roy While in Iowa and
Illinois; L. E. Andrews in Nebraska and the Da-
kotas; J. Levin in Kansas and Oklahoma; R. E.
McCullough in Colorado and Wyoming.

The indications are that the annual alumni

gathering of the Northern Illinois College of Oph-

thalmology and Otology, which occurs from Feb-
ruary 17th to arst, inclusive, will be one of the
most successful gatherings of the graduates of
this well-known school of optics. An interesting
and helpful programme is promised, and the
faculty invites all who are interested in optics to

attend, whether they are graduates of this college

or not.

The Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Company an-
nounces the following traveling staff for 19o8:

C. R. Downs in Wisconsin, Minnesota and the

Dakotas; F. H. Drake in northern Illinois and
northern Indiana and the entire State of Michi-
gan; Lew Hanford in southern and central In-
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diana, with headquarters in Indianapolis; F. S.

Kennedy in Missouri and in Iowa; A. L. Sander-

son and L. S. Norton will cover several western

States; W. F. Price will cover the far western

territory and make his headquarters at Denver.

Hugh E. King, Chicago and western agent

for the Queen City Silver Company, has gone on

a Pacific coast trip, accompanied by Mrs. King.

He will display his new spring line in the larger

cities from the Mississippi river to the coast be-

fore they return.
W. 0. Kellogg, manager of the Chicago

office of the Watson-Newell Company, has just

returned from a trip to factory headquarters.

D. H. Raymond will represent the New Eng-

land Watch Company in Wisconsin, Minnesota

and Iowa during 1908, traveling from the com-

pany's Chicago office. Mr. Raymond was for-

merly with the Queen City Silver Company, lat-

terly with the Pittsburg Lamp Company in west-

ern territory.
Frank H. Challen, the well-known cut glass

salesman, is now in charge of the Chicago office

of the Quaker City Cut Glass Co., and will look

after their interests in the Northwest. This con-

cern now occupies the entire fifth floor at i69

Wabash Avenue.
L. H. Schaffer & Co. announce that they will

be represented by the following staff of travelers:

F. C. Strang in Indiana and Ohio; Gale S. Rob-

•inson in the Northwest from St. Paul to Seattle,

and E. A. Kelly in Iowa and Illinois..

Reed & Barton will be represented in south-

western territory this year by P. G. Strom, who

had the same territory last year. C. T. E. Smith

will remain with them and represent their inter-

ests in his old territory. P. B. Kehr will travel

through Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois for them.

Among the travelers who will travel out of

the Chicago office of the R. Wallace & Sons Man-

ufacturing Company will be Wiliam Barker in

the larger towns of the Central West; I. T.

Pierce in Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana and the

Southwest; William E. Spencer in the Central

West; J. A. King in the Northwest, and E. L.
Deacon in Colorado and adjoining territory. Wil-

liam Laiblin will look after the Chicago trade.

Irwin A. Snider will be the Canadian representa-

tive of the company. Mortimer M. Burchard will

have charge of the hollowware line.

The United Clock Co. had a very interesting

exhibit of their office and factory clocks at the

annual electrical show at the Coliseum last week.

In speaking of the show, Mr. Bromley, Chicago

manager of the company, termed it the most

successsful electrical exhibit ever made in Chi-

cago.
Articles of incorporation were granted to

Henry S. Daniels, Harry Lesch and Roy I. Daniels,

who will embark in the manufacture of jewelry

under the name of Daniels & Lesch Company.

The capital stock is $io,000.
Norris, Alister & Company announce the fol-

lowing travelers: Lou W. Williams in Kansas,

Oklahoma, Texas, Indiana and Ohio; George W.

Cook in Illinois and Wisconsin; Tom B. Wilson

in northern Iowa, Minnesota and South Dakota;

M. G. Evans in eastern Illinois; R. A. Boyer in

Iowa and Wisconsin, and C. W. Morrell in south-

ern Michigan and Ohio.

"Enclosed find one dollar, for which please
re//eit) my subscription to The Keystone. I have
been .u.ithont it for a month now and that is as
long as I can stand it."—T. 0. Reed, Jeweler,
Torrington, Connecticut.
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A sign of good times!

Baltimore, Md.

OUR SALESMEN—“ the advance agents of prosperity"
are out with our new Spring line, and will see you soon.

J oin the procession of optimists, by selling
" the line that is the line"

SOCIETY EMBLEMS
our Specialty

We make emblems for every society and order in

gold, gold filled and plated ; also jewelry of original or

special design.

Can match or duplicate any article of jewelry, and are known to

the trade as specialists in this line.

We can be of service to every retail jeweler and show him a new

field for profit and prestige.

JOHN KELSO, Manufacturing Jeweler

86 Dorrance Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

LEARN WATCH
REPAIRING

We will teach you this business by attendance here or
by correspondence. We use the DeSelms Chart
System, all easy simple method. You can learn at
home during your spare time if you have not the time
and money to come here. After you complete the
course you will be able to repair the most crippled

timepiece and put it in running order. Your knowledge of watches will be thorough and
complete. Watch repairers are scarce. No trouble in getting a position as soon as you can
do the work.

This Is a Successful School. Notice Our Growth.
1904— 50 Pquare feet of floor space.
1905— 100 square feet of floor space.
1906— 200 Square feet of floor space.
1907— 900 square feet of floor space.
1908-2600 square feet of floor space.

We use the full capacity of an entire building fully equipped with all the best and latest
appliances for the watch, Jewelry and optical business.

Special advantages to be found only In This School
Every appliance, full course of lectures. continuous practice. The DeSELMS CHARTS
(Pat.) The DeSELMS TEXT BOOKS. A Model Store for the training of students In store
work. Aek for our TWO 1100104 TS explaining everything

THE DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL, 293 Perry St., Attica, Ind.

E. H. H. SMITH SILVER CO. Manufacturers of

" THE OAK"

Silversmiths' Bldg.
Chicago, Ill.

Sterling Effects

in Plate

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS visE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

Trade conditions ruled very

Trade quiet during January in De-

Conditions troit. While the financial crisis

Satisfactory was shown to be past by the

good holiday business, dealers

in all lines are disposed to proceed conservatively

for a time. The stability that has marked the

trade locally was demonstrated again by the way

in which every one came through the flurry. The

wholesalers had a good year and expect a good

season to follow. All the Detroit firms sent their

travelers out soon after the first of the month,

and reports coming back are that the retail trade

in the small towns of Michigan have suffered but

little from the disturbances. The year was a

prosperous one for the agricultural interests of

the State, and this assures good prospects for the

smaller retailers. All the firms here which are

engaged in the college and fraternity jewelry

business are enlarging their facilities. The Wey-

hing Bros. Manufacturing Co. has absorbed the

firm of Gensler Bros., die cutters, which has con-

ducted a die cutting business on Broadway for

some years. In connection with this change,

Robert Gensler has become a stockholder in the

Weyhing Bros. Company and will continue to

manage the die cutting end of the business. This

firm has also made arrangements to greatly en-

large its factory space and will put in new rolls

and other up-to-date machinery.
The Michigan Optical Co. is another concern

which is enlarging its plant, at 83 Beacon Street.

An addition will be built as soon as possible,

77x30 feet, which will allow an increase of 50

per cent. in the working force. This firm has

had to work overtime on occasions during the

fall and winter, and at no time has the factory

run short hours.
R. J. F. Roehm & Co. also require more room

for their factory and have in mind a new location

which will give greater facilities.
A movement begun in Decem-

A Jewelers' ber to organize a local associa-

Association tion of retailers is progressing
well. The organization com-

mittee, H. T. Schneider, F. X. Petz and C. W.

Graves, has conducted a quiet canvass of the

downtown firms, and find a disposition to encour-

age the formation of such a body. The outside

firms have also been approached and evince the

same desire. A statement of the purposes and

reason for an association has been drawn up,

and with this as a basis for discussion a general

meeting will be called early in February. Here-

tofore the principal obstacle to union was a lack

of sympathy between the larger and the small

houses, but this appears to have died away.
The evil that brought the situ-

The Auction ation to a focus—the cheap
House Nuisance and fake auction jewelry

houses—has temporarily ceased

to be a menace. The one against which the fight

was principally directed closed up, while the auc-

tioneering feature was dropped in the others, and

they immediately became less dangerous. That

their trade was greatly damaged by the public at-

tention drawn to them in the contest is certain.

Lest the same conditions arise again, meas-

ures are being taken for the enactment of a new
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ordinance governing itictioneers. ayor Thomp-

son has been interested in the mtiter by the rep-

resentations of damage done to honest trade by

irresponsible concerns, and he has had his secre-

tary, E. W. Kurz, gather all the data possible in

regard to auction laws in all cities. A committee

has been appointed by the jewelers' Board of

Trade to co-operate with similar committees from

the Board of Commerce and wholesalers' Associa-

tion in framing a new measure.

The Wholesalers' Association, of which sev-

eral jewelry firms are members, is planning to

give another buyers' excursions in February, the

last having been a great success. The object is

to open new channels of trade to this market.

A beautiful calendar bearing the names of all

the firms in the Detroit Jewelers' Board of Trade

has been sent out to the retailers in this section

of the country.
A. Hope, traveler for the Hemming Co., of

Montreal, was robbed of $5oo worth of sample

goods in the Manning House, Windsor, Out.,

January 15th. Mr. Hope left his samples at the

hotel at I o'clock, going out to visit the trade, and.

was astonished when he returned a few hours

later to find that a thief had made an entrance

into the hotel sample room and rifled his trunks.

None of the .bulkier goods had been taken, but a

number of brooches, pendants and other small

pieces of jewelry were gone. The provincial de-

tectives were notified and the Detroit police and

customs authorities put on watch for any suspi-

cious person crossing the river, but the culprit

was not discovered.
L. Black & Co., optical goods and jewelry, at

156 Woodward Avenue, have entirely remodeled

their establishment. The wholesale department

has been given greater space, and more attention

will be given to optical prescription work.

Guy Tomlinson, foreman in the factory of

Wm. Schultz & Co., had a severe siege of grippe.

A. J. Tulian, of Alpena, had a pleasant re-

union ill Detroit with his brother, who is a high

official of the Argentine Republic. They spent

the New Year together with a sister in Cleveland.

No information has ever been had of Samuel

Stern, who disappeared in December. Develop-

ments showed that he had sold a great deal of his

stock to peddlers. One of these mourned loudly

when he visited Stern's store and found the latter

gone. "I paid him $oo last week," he said, "and

if I had waited I wouldn't have had to pay him

anything."
The Jewelers' Board of Trade held its Janu-

ary dinner at the Griswold House, Friday, Janu-

ary loth. Means for the formation of a national

wholesalers' association were further discussed.

Tomlinson & Willits, 501 Loyal Guard Build-

ing, celebrated the growth of their manufacturing

business by a theatre party and banquet, Thurs-

day evening, January oth, for all of their em-

ployees. After enjoying the performance at the

Temple Theatre, the evening was closed with a

spread in the firm's establishment, each one con-

tributing to the pleasure of the gathering by

speech or song.
Chas. A. Berkey & Co. have joined the

Wholesalers' Association.

M. C. Haldeman took in the Phi Sigma Kappa

convention, at New York, early in the month,

proceeding from there to cover the New England

territory for Edwards, Haldeman & Co.
Frank M. Kennedy spent the New Year at

Jackson.
D. R. Robinson, of Albion, was in town just

after New Year's.
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The Wolverine Cut Glass Co. established a

downtown office at No. 8 Congress Street East.

E. W. Krainbrink and E. C. Avery, who were

formely in the office with Chas. A. Berkey & Co.,

have BOW gone out on the road.

T. U. Balkwill, Loyal Guard Building, spent

a short vacation at Constantine, Mich.

The Detroit Wheelmen have for the second

time chosen Robert L. Weyhing as president of

their club.
F. J. Bender spent the first half of the month

in Cleveland. He was taken ill with quinsy, which

compelled him to take a longer vacation than he

had anticipated.
F. G. Davis, of Washington, Mich., was a

purchaser in Detroit during the month.

H. J. Doane, who returned from Cuba this

fall, purchased stock and tools in Detroit this

month, prior to opening a store in Toledo.

All the employees of Adolph Enggass & Co.

were made happy by holiday gifts of from $to

to $too.
C. E. Montfort was in town from Utica

shortly after the first of the month.
Hugo Fechheimer made a short trip to New

York early in the month.
The assets of Henry G. Heiman, who placed

his business temporarily in the hands of a trustee,

are appraised at $5500, while the liabilities amount

to only $300. Mr. Heiman is conducting the

business as usual.
Frank A. Brigham, of Petersburg, Mich.,

called on the wholesale optical trade recently to

lay in stock for a novel venture he is planning.

He is having a large wagon built, which he will

occupy as home and store combined on an over-

land trip to Portland, Oregon, starting as soon

as the roads are passable. He expects to reach

his destination some time late in the fall, making

all expenses en route by selling optical goods.
E. F. Hill is now on the road as salesman for

Noack & Gorenflo.
M. Friedburg, of J. Friedburg & Son, 201

Wodward Avenue, made a short trip to Chicago,

combining business and pleasure.
The Herculean bowling team, several mem-

bers of which are jewelers, has been leading the

city league, and will take part in the various big
bowling tournaments of the country.

0. F. Kleckner was in from Milan, purchas-
ing stock.

L. A. Sand, Ortonville, visited the trade as a
buyer this month.

The marriage of J. W. Sieler, salesman with
Adolph Enggass & Co., to Miss Bertha will take
place February 3d.

Wm. G. Hamburg, with Wright, Kay & Co.,
went to New York, January 17111, to attend the
annual dinner of the Jewelers' Security Alliance.

George Johnston, of the Johnston Optical
Co., has been severely ill with grippe for about
two weeks.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association

It is stated that the next annual meeting of
the above organization will be held next July.
Already the directors are planning for the con-
vention, which is expected to be the largest in the
history of the association. A comprehensive pro-
gramme is being arranged, and the attractions
will be such as will well repay attendance at the
big meeting even by those jewelers who are lo-
cated in distant parts of the State. The Wiscon-

sin organization claims the largest membership

of any State association, and it is expected that

the convention will fully justify the claim.
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With a January trade that sur-
Conditions Most passed that of a year ago and
Favorable collections for past bills aver-

aging 75 per cent., the trade
situation in Kansas City, so far as the jewelers
are concerned, looks splendid. As yet there have
been but few failures in the surrounding terri-
tory, and the travelers coining into Kansas City
say there is but little likelihood of any more. The
financial situation here at present is good. There
is a prospect of the National Bank of Commerce
reopening and the "lid has been lifted" by all of
the banks. Any sum of money is now paid on
demand. There have been many "runs" on Kan-
sas City banks recently, but they have been the
runs of depositors hastening to put money in
instead of taking it out. The heavy holiday
trade is being followed by preparations for a
large early spring trade. The mild winter and
the prospect of an early spring eliminates the
usual dull period of six weeks or two months, so
that Kansas City and its surrounding territory
will pass smoothly from one season of prosperity
into another. The "lid" is off along the line, and
with the calling in of the last of the scrip, the
late flurry is an "incident" officially closed. The
phenomenal record made in straightening out the
affairs of the National Bank of Commerce is
only one of the features which well deserve the
commendation accorded leading business men of
the country.

Merchants in the "300" block,
Booming a on East Twelfth Street, have
Block a unique advertising scheme.

They have organized what they
call the Ginger Club, with a ginger-snap for an
emblem. Its significance is : Snappy merchants
with plenty of ginger in them. At a recent meet-
ing $600 was raised in order to boost the block.
It is the purpose of the club to erect a large
electric sign at both entrances, bearing the num-
ber "300" in figures seven or eight feet high.
Five additional arc lights will be secured and
hung along the block on both sides of the street.
The merchants will employ a man, whom they
will dress in a white suit and cap, to keep the
street in front of their places of busines spot-
lesssly clean. The members of the club will also
have 2000 coupons distributed among people on
the streets. One of these coupons will be worth
$10 in trade and two will be worth $5.

D. H. Abney, a jeweler, at t3t9 Grand Ave-
nue, was called to Marshall, Mo., last month by
the death of his mother.

Miss Ada M. Kassimir, with the C. B. Nor-
ton Jewelry Co., has recently put on the market
a book of verse which is thoroughly delightful.
Miss Kassimir is said to be one of the most
energetic young women in the jewelry trade, and
it is a mystery to her friends that she should
have been able to succeed in her literary work
as well as in business.

Payton Howard, with C. A. Kiger, made his
initial trip as a traveler for the house last month,
covering territory in the Southwest.

K EYST ONE

M. S. Murray, formerly with the C. A. Kiger

Jewelry Co., is now with the C. B. Norton

Jewelry Co. The other travelers for the Norton
Jewelry Co. for the present year are W. C. Schu-

mann, P. N. Nelson and F. T. Cateron.
A. Blank, with Hammel, Riglander & Co.,

New York City, accompanied by his wife, was a

visitor in Kansas City last month for a few days.

Mr. and Mrs. Blank were on their way to the
Pacific coast.

The Hickox, Maynard Co., of Albuquerque,
N. M., will hereafter be known as George Hickox
& Co.

Buckner & Karnes, of Moody, Texas, have
dissolved partnership. Mr. Buckner is now in the
drug business, and the firm name is The Buckner

Drug Co.
J. W. Brown, of the Ward & Crellin Jewelry

Co., who has been ill has returned to his work.
George W. Bleecher, of the Martin-Copeland

Co., Chicago, Ill,, was a visitor in Kansas City
last month.

Mr. Cady, of Cady & Olmstead, and Mrs.
Cady have gone t6 Jacksonville, Fla., where they
will spend several weeks.

The following will travel for Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co. the coming year : E. H. Ray
will cover the Texas territory ; J. H. Whitney,
northern Kansas and Nebraska ; Paul R. Preston,
southern Kansas and Oklahoma, and Will C.
Vandel, Iowa, Missouri and Arkansas. E. H. Ray
was in last month arranging his stock for his
spring trip.

C. H. Bowman, the auctioneer, was in Excel-
sior Springs, Mo., last month, helping Kiger
Bros. to dispose of a large stock of goods.

Kansas City had a convention of the imple-
ment dealers of Missouri, Kansas and the South-
west during the past month. The convention
brought a large number of visitors to the city.

The transportation bureau in Kansas City
has been advised that the railroads have refused
to grant reduced rates for merchants' meetings.
The new order of things means the passing of a
splendid trade plan. Six years ago the wholesale
shippers and jobbers in Kansas City organized to
encourage out-of-town merchants to purchase
goods in Kansas City. A series of meetings in
the spring and fall were advertised. The rail-
roads gave rates of one and one-fifth fare to the
country merchants who bought goods here. Hun-
dreds of merchants have been attracted to this
market and the trade territory of Kansas City
considerably increased in area by this plan. No
effort will be made to have the meetings this
year.

I. F. Varney, the well-known Wichita
jeweler, recently formed a partnership with
Henry A. Reinhard, of Chicago, a well-known
traveling salesman for Juergens & Andersen Co.,
of Chicago. Mr. Reinhard spent a week last
month in Wichita negotiating the transfer of a
half interest in the business. The new company
is to be incorporated at once, with a capital of
$75,000, and will do business under the name of
The Varney Jewelry Company. Mr. Reinhard
will divide his time between Wichita and Chi-
cago.

E. A. Kiger is in Arkansas on a pleasure trip.

Among the visitors at the wholesale jewelry
houses the past month were the following: C. B.
Libby, Weir City, Kans.; J. J. Stott, Paola, Kans.;
L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.; J. H. Whiteside,
Liberty, Mo.; C. E. Tarr, Greenfield, Mo.; G. H.
Parson, Fayetteville, Ark.; S. H. Avey, Auburn,
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Nebr.; E. A. Church, Clarence, Okla.; G. H.
Church, Oak Grove, Mo.; C. E. Tieman, Califor-
nia, Mo.; C. L. Dockhorn, Oskaloosa, Kans.;
iia, Mo. ; C. L. Dockhorn, Oskaloosa, Kans. ; W. F.
Cyeskleba, Sylvan Grove, Kans.; H. B. Kennedy,
Aurora, Mo.; A. A. Ditter, Moundridge, Kans.;
J. Reynolds, Marshall, Okla.; S. F. Ricker, Em-
poria, Kans.; Sam Friedberg, Topeka, Kans.; C.
J. Keil, Clinton, Mo.; E. P. Kennedy, Lakin,
Kans.; F. E. Pirtle, Council Grove, Kans.; H. H.
Pontius, Ankony, Kans.; J. M. Coffman, Salisbury,
Mo.; A. Kroeneke, Concordia, Mo.; W. W. Peck,
Denison, Texas; J. H. Leighty, Springhill, Kans.;
W. F. Kirkpatrick, Winchester, Kans.; Leslie
Hutton, Lebo, Kans.; Chas. Weber, Lexington,
Mo.; J. A. Schmidt, Leavenworth, Kans.; Mr.
Harrison, of Harrison & Fiske, Pryor Creek,
Okla.; J. H. Fuoss, Brookfield, Mo.; W. H. H.
Schreckngaust, Pattonsburg, Mo.; L. L. Dickey,
Newton, Kans.; R. 0. Shinkner, Weston, Mo.;
R. E. Bertholf, Cherokee, Kans.; J. B. Hayden,
Topeka, Kans.; Harry Wardin, Topeka, Kans.;
J. Q. 0. Sheldon, Manhattan, Kans.; W. H.
Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; G. H. Lee, West Plains,
Mo.; Otto Burklund, Osawatomie, Kans.; A.
Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.; B. G. Gustafson,
Lawrence, Kans.; L. Hoffman, Leavenworth,
Kans.; F. S. Nester, Lawrence, Kans.; G. T.
Sewall, 'Iola, Kans.; Chas. Morrison, Olathe,
Kans.; J. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.; H. Herthel,
Claffin, Kans.; C. C. Hoaglin, St. John, Kans.;
C. W. Livergood, Reinbeck, Kans.; A. Danzig,
Herkinner, Kans.; M. Lewis, Hoisington, Kans.;
Mrs. Percy Wilkins, Marcelain, Mo.; Gail B.
Douglass, Pleasant Hill, Mo.

The Law Regulating Conditional Sales
A volume which will be of much service to

the mercantile world has just been issued under
the title "The Law of Conditional Sales." The
author of the volume is Fred Benson Haring,
an eminent member of the Buffalo, N. Y., bar.
The work contains the essential features of the
laws governing conditional sales in every State
and territory of the United States, also the ap-
proved forms for conditional contracts of sales,
acknowledgments, and all manner of legal for-
mality in connection with credit and instalment
business.

The arrangement of the volume is simple.
A few general rules or axioms which govern
such transactions are first presented. Following
these is a statutory classification of the various
States, based on the similarity of their laws af-
fecting conditional sales. Next is a condensed
paragraph statement of the law of conditional
sales for every State and territory of the Union,
with alphabetical arrangement of the States.
Then conies the main body of the work. Here
the States are again taken up in alphabetical order
and the laws and requirements as to conditional
sales are set forth under uniform headings and in
detail. Citations are given, and where the laws
of any State make it necessary, the forms of
acknowledgments, affidavits, etc., of that particu-
lar State are also included. Following each
State blank pages have been left for private an-
notations, or f Dr amendments or additions to the
law. In the latter part of the volume will be
found a number of forms of contracts which may
serve as precedents. These are approved forms
which have stood the test of time.

The work is published by the Ronald Press,
New York, and can be had from this office on re-
ceipt of the publisher's price, $4.
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Spring Trade
reflects the highest degree of perfection in

Popular Price Jewelry for the Jobbing Trade

Rings, Brooches, Lockets Scarf Pins, Bracelets, Fobs, Studs, 
Crosses,

Link Buttons, Hat Pins, Baby 'Pins, Thimbles, Tie Clasps, Screw 
Earrings,

Ring Mountings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms, Festoons, Emblem Goods.

Match Boxes, Veil Pins, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives, Lapel Buttons,
Vest Buttons

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold St., NEW YORK
Manufacturers to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

Salesrooms :Lie' Offices of the Diamond Department, 68 Nau St wet, 
New Yol k

Diamond Cutting Works-142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH. OFFICES

Chicago, Illinois, 103 State Street London England, Audrey !tense, Eiy Place
Amsterdam, Holland, '12 TulpstraM
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IN AND S'C
INCORPORATED

CELEBRATED WATCH MANS

The If For Any Reason  Chain Line 
IF POIZ94NY REASON THIS OAIN
/S IVOTSATISFACTORYTO THE PUR-
CHASER, Jr CAN BE RETURNED 7077IZ
MAHER AND A NEW CHAIN WILL BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

'AUSTIN Se STONE ,1NC.
cAttleboro.Mass.

This Guarantee with ALL Our Goods
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IN AND

INCORPORATED

alEBRATED WATCH CHAINS

,

-

R 176

L 12036

Genuine Cameos, Shell or Stone, in great varieties. Ask your Jobber
for them, or write to us and we will give you a list of your nearest
Jobbers handling The IF ,FOR ANY REASON LINE, •

Ji-“4/eZn, covct 4/e0Jvc,
I ti c orporEttedi

We Make
FOBS, BRACELETS

VEST CHAINS
LAVALLI ERS

and FRIENDS

Attleboro
Mass.

Write for New Pamphlet—Just Out

B 5097

C 576

2.3 I

THE CHAINS THAT LEAD IN SALES

D. F. B. CO. QUALITY—THE BULWARK OF THE JEWELER'S BUSINESS IN
CHAINS AND BRACELETS

•■•

-ZVI 7A

•

qh,p. ;16 r I _c_k,gs (to.
audevt,

Our Magnificent New Line for Spring Trade
is now ready, comprising

Ladies' and Gents' Fobs

Lorgnette Chains

Neck Chains Vest Chains

Carmen Bracelets

An inspection of these lines will safeguard you in buying- and assure proper selection of Spring. stock

THE D. F. BRIGGS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF CHAINS AND BRACELETS

NEW YORK

18o Broadway

Address all correspondence to

Main Office and Factory, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS, MO. LONDON, E. C., ENG.

Heyworth Bldg., 42 East Madison St. Mermod-Jaccard Bldg. Gamage Bldg., 118-122 Holborn



Makers of the Renowned High-Grade To THE RETAIL TRADE n

New goods every week

Our line contains every kind of Chain
and Fob worn by men and women

in all widths, both
oval and square
is, we believe,
the best hinged
bracelet yet pro-
duced.

Our New Chain Plant the
Largest in the United States

VVe will show this season, in
connection with our large variety of

more
Mesh Bags.
In addition, we have creaftd

new mesh bag called the "Elite'
which leads all other kinds and
makes for Beauty and Flexibility.

Gentlemen : Below we give you an

exact copy of a communication received by
us a few days ago, signed Wm. Gibson, of

Chicago, with a clipping from one of our

ads. appended wherein we state we sell the
wholesale trade only.

MESSRS. S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: In the opinion of the writer, and a score of jewelers I have talked with, the

enclosed clipping is about the most foolish piece of ad. writing we ever saw. It might be

excellent advice to mail jobbers, but in THE KEYSTONE the ones to see it are the ones you

are slapping, and trying to prevent them buying as cheaply as possible, which is sound

business judgment. What is your idea? I would suggest you cut the photo too, we are nOw

quite familiar with your handsome face.

The writer states that in his opinion and a score of other jewelers that our method of

advertising is a very foolish one. Well, let me say that we do foolish things and we know it,

but there are those xvho make asses of themselves and don't know it.

Then you will notice the writer suggests that Ile is quite familiar with my handsome

face and that it should be discontinued from our ad. .Allow .me briefly to remark that if God

Almighty has favored me with a respectable ippearance, I am very grateful for it. There

are those who have not been so highly favored. My face in all probability will appear in

our ad. long after I have finished my work on earth. I am sorry that it gives my competi-

tors so much anxiety.

I wish to state briefly that the manufacturer who sells the wholesale trade and then

sneaks around the corner, here and there, and sells the retailer, is neither protecting the whole-

sale or retail trade. If a few of the large retailers buy from manufacturers occasionally in

large cities, they place the large majority of the retailers at a disadvantange and make it

impossible for them to compete. At least ninety-five per cent. of the retail trade of the United

States buy from the wholesale jeweler. Mr. Retailer, it is up to you to buy goods manu-

factured by houses who do not sell the retail trade here and there, but confine their sales

to the wholesaler. By so doing you will prevent unjust competition and get " the

square deal. " S. 0. BIGNEY
for S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.



is now an important consideration. We
have signalized the return of normal
trade conditions by providing for our
patrons complete new stocks in all
the standard makes of movements and
cases.

Present prospects point to unusual
activity in watch sales this spring, and
preparations are now in order.

EMPIRE No. 47
15 Day

Zich Gold and Burnished. Height, to inches
Price, $34.50

EMPIRE No. 201
8 Day

Polished Gold Finish. Height, ro inches

Price, $27.70

14 South Tenth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ft3(

_
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BEGIN THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
Complete your stock with Right Goods—They Sell

CUPID EMPIRE
15 Day

Bronze Art Nouveau Finish. Height, inches

Price, $70.00

A handsome line of seamless wire

Please order of your jobber;

if he cannot serve you, then

order of us direct.

EMPIRE No. t7
8 Day

Rich Gold and Burnished. Height, r6;i inches

Price, $31.50

EMPIRE No. 19
8 Day

Rich Gold and Burnished. Height, 1534 inches
Price, $30.73
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V
ARIETY is the Spice of Life,
fl1L1 the same is true of Business.
If. you have been dealing with
other manufacturers of jewelry
I ines, tild are not thoroughly sat-
isfied with their execution of your

special orders or staples lines, give us an

opportunity of demonstrating how complete is

our factory equipment.

Superior Designers, Engravers, Gold-
smiths, Gem Setters, and efficient
Order and Office Departments, are
the basis of our solicitations.

ATTLEB OROS

T1-1E

The situation continues to improve in this

..ection, and while no exceptional activity can be

:.eported, those best informed claim that the out-

..iit of the factories at present is very little short

f the normal for this season of the year. There

ioes not seem to be any special alarm in regard
failures, nor do the manufacturers anticipate

ny serious injury to the industry from this

ource. It is quite likely that spring lines will

..:ontain fewer novelties than in the past few years,

but no material falling off in the production of

taple lines is anticipated.
The recent alarming increase

Manufacturers' in thefts of goods and mater-

Protective ials by factory employees in

Association this section has resulted in the

formation of a new organiza-

ion of manufacturing jewelers for the protec-

ion of their interests and the good name of re-

liable employees. An association to be known as

t he Jewelers' Protective Association has been in-

corporated and granted a charter by the secretary

of the State. The chief object of the association

is to make possible combined action against the

theft of goods in various establishments, and one

of the main features provides for an expert rating

of all jewelry workers. By this means a card

index, to be kept by most of the establishments,

will allow ready access to information concerning

ttll employees, and in the case of employees shift-

ng from one establishment to another, actual

estimate of the worth of the employee may be

had by the new employer without being bound

ntirely by the employee's own statement. There

:ire other important phases of the work to be

carried on by the organization, with the idea of

not only benefiting the manufacturers, but also the

.eliable and skilled workmen. The latter class of

workmen will be protected against men who

secure temporary work, ofttimes shutting out

good men, by making false statements as to their

ability. The proposed system will give record

proof of proficiency or incompetence.

The organization has been worked along for

some time by the members of the New England

Jewelers' Association and has now been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $10,000 and with

the following well-known manufacturers as in-

corporators : William A. Copeland, of Martin,

Copeland & Company, of this city; Harry Cutler,

(4, the Ciltler Jewelry Company; H. M. Moyes,

of Cranston; George K. Webster, of North Attle-

boro; Thomas S. Carpenter, of Attleboro. The

association will make this city its headquarters.

Hansen-Bennett Co., heretofore located at too

Stewart Street, Providence, has removed its plant

to new quarters in the Bigney Building, Attleboro,

where they have much larger floor space and im-

proved facilities.
F. D. Hall, manufacturer of chain findings,

Attleboro, has opened a branch factory in

lp'roorsopnetcots,. Ontario, and reports very promising

Henry Fletcher, of the Fletcher, Burrows

Co., Providence, was recently elected president of

the Central Club, the membership of which is

made up of some of the leading business men

and manufacturers of the city. Mr. Fletcher has
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also been honored with the presidency of the

Providence board of aldermen for the ensuing

year. He has been equally prominent in the

business and civil life of the city, being a useful

member of the common council for many years

and also of the board of aldermen.

Col. Sidney 0. Bigney will deliver a number

of addresses in the western part of the State in

the cause of his candidacy for delegate-at-large
from Massachusetts to the republican national

convention.
Frederick E. Sturdy, the well-known jewelry

manufacturer, of Attleboro, was recently ap-

pointed by the probate court conservator of the

estate of Albert W. Winsor, retired manufac-

turer.

W. G. Hussey, the head of the Baird-North

Co., the large mail-order concern which recently

removed from Salem, Mass., to Providence, died

last month, greatly to the regret of a host of

friends. The remarkable business capability of

the deceased was well evidenced in the wonder-

ful progress of the Baird-North Co., which was

started in Salem in a very small way in 1895.

So great, indeed, and so rapid was the growth

of the business as to necessitate removal to some

larger center of population, where labor was

more available, and it was on this account that

the new home of the company was located in this

city. It is stated that his death will mean practi-

cally no change in the company, as his son is ex-

pected to succeed him.
Louis Stern & Co., Providence, have distrib-

uted among their patrons and friends a very

handsome calendar for 1008. The pictorial fea-

ture is a reproduction of the famous Gainsbor-

ough picture, making the calendar highly orna-

mental as well as useful.

Edward P. Davis, formerly of the firm of

Whiting & Davis, Plainville, Mass., died recently

of heart disease, after an illness of many months.

Mr. Davis was born in Cumberland, R. I., some

seventy years ago, and after his school days

removed to South Attleboro, where he became

connected with the jewelry industry. Later he

entered the employ of Lincoln, Bacon & Co., of

Plainville, and a few years subsequently, in con-

junction with Wm. H. Wade, organized the firm

of Wade, Davis & Co. Mr. Wade retired from

the firm in 1896, when Mr. Davis and Charles A.

Whiting formed the present firm of Whiting &

Davis. Some time ago the condition of Mr.

Davis's health became so serious as to necessitate

his retirement from the firm, Chas. A. Whiting

being sole owner since that time.

Miller, Fuller & Whiting Co., North Attle-

boro, Mass., will be represented on the Pacific

Coast by John S. Adler, with headquarters at 51

Drum Street, San Francisco. Mr. Adler will

show the company's lines on the Pacific Coast and

east as far as Denver.

The traveling force of the A & Z Chain Co.,

Providence, for the ensuing year will be as fol-

lows : J. Shea in New York City, New Jersey

and Philadelphia ; M. I. Olin in New York State,

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland and the District

of Columbia ; P. Schmitz in Chicago and sur-

rounding territory, and Charles Anshen in New

England.
The Howe Comb Co., Leominster, Mass., will

be represented on the road by the following force

during the current year : Emanuel J. Alexandre

in New York State; Edgar A. McCoy in Ohio;

Chas. F. Fiske in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont and northern Massachusetts; Erva T. Ames
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ill southern Massachusetts, Rhode Island and

Connecticut, and M. M. Levy in New Orleans and

the State of Louisiana.
In the will of the late Mrs. Henrietta R. Bar-

rows, a gift of $2000 is bequeathed to the first

Universalist Church of North Attleboro. The

pastor of the church was notified of the gift by

Ira Barrows, son of the deceased. The principal

will be invested and the interest will go to aid in

the support of the parish.
Chas. M. Robbins, of Chas. M. Robbins Co.,

Attleboro, is now on an extended trip South,

Partly in the interest of his business, partly for

pleasure and partly for the benefit of his health.

The trip will include Mexico, the West Indies

and chief cities of Central America, as well as

some of the more important centers of popula-

tion in the northern part of South America. Pre-

vious to his departure he was urged by a number

of his political colleagues to consent to the use

of his name for nomination to Congress for the

Fourteenth Massachusetts District. He decided

to postpone consideration of the matter until his

return.
A very enjoyable entertainment and ball was

given on January 24th by the relief association

of the employees of McRae & Keeler, Attleboro.

Chas. E. Bliss, who recently retired from the

firm of Bliss Bros., chiefly by reason of ill health,

will spend the winter in Florida with his family.

The Torrey Jewelry Co., Attleboro, Mass.,

was succeeded on January 1st by the C. D. Lyons

Co., the latter being incorporated under the laws

of Massachusetts with a capital of $100,000. The

change in title does not imply any change in the

personnel of the company, of which Chas. D.

Lyons has long been the proprietor. The incor-

porators are C. D. Lyons, W. H. Lyons and F. F.

Barney, and the officers are: President and treas-

urer, Chas. D. Lyons, and secretary, W. H. Lyons.

The Torrey Jewelry Company was established ill

r886, but about nine years ago Mr. Lyons pur-

chased a large interest in the concern, and some

five years ago became sole owner, since which

time the company has been conducted by him most

successfully. Their lines include bracelets, collar

and hat pins, links, fobs, lavallieres, buckles, etc.

Mr. Lyons, as heretofore, will continue as head

of the road force, and is at present in the West,

showing the company's new lines.

George W. Wheeler, Attleboro, has been re-

elected secretary of the republican town commit-

tee. This is the third time this honor has been

conferred on Mr. Wheeler.
A large extension is being made to the fac-

tory building in Plainville occupied by the Plain-

ville Stock Co. and Whiting & Davis. The ex-

tension will be two stories high and will be used

for packing rooms.
The jewelry shop of Fred S. Gilbert, in the

Union Power Building, on Chestnut Street, North

Attleboro, was broken into recently and jewelry

worth a considerable sum taken. The thieves

gained entrance through the coloring room win-

dow and evidently made a leisurely survey of the

premises before proceeding to ransack them.

Maintien Bros. & Elliot, North Attleboro,

have added a new man to their traveling force,

in the person of Geo. E. Kissick, with quarters

at 5205 Heyworth Building, Chicago. He will

represent the firm in Chicago and surrounding

territory.
Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro,

will be represented during the current year in

the Middle West by A. B. Randell and in the

South by Oscar H. Hornig.
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other manufacturers of jewelry

lines, :Ind are not thototvnly s;a-
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The situation continues to improve in this
ection, and while no exceptional activity can be
ported, those best informed claim that the out-
mt of the factories at present is very little short
I the normal for this season of the year. There
oes not seem to be any special alarm in regard
failures, nor do the manufacturers anticipate

ny serious injury to the industry from this
'Luce. It is quite likely that spring lines will
intain fewer novelties than in the past few years,
tit no material falling off in the production of
iaple lines is anticipated.

The recent alarming increase
vlanufacturere in thefts of goods and mater-
i'rotective ials by factory employees in
,kssociation this section has resulted in the

formation of a new organiza-

Hon of manufacturing jewelers for the protec-
ion of their interests and the good name of re-

liable employees. An association to be known as

he Jewelers' Protective Association has been in-

.iorporated and granted a charter by the secretary

)f the State. The chief object of the association
to make possible combined action against the

heft of goods in various establishments, and one

of the main features provides for an expert rating

if all jewelry workers. By this means a card

index, to be kept by most of the establishments,

\vill allow ready access to information concerning

.111 employees, and in the case of employees shift-

ng from one establishment to another, actual

,timate of the worth of the employee may be
inl by the new employer without being bound
ntirely by the employee's own • statement. There
re other important phases of the work to be

.irried on by the organization, with the idea of

iot only benefiting the manufacturers, but also the

iliable and skilled workmen. The latter class of

orkmen will be protected against men who

ccure temporary work, ofttimes shutting out

: ood men, by making false statements as to their

bility. The proposed system will give record

; iroof of proficiency or incompetence.

The organization has been worked along for

)me time by the members of the New England

lewelers' Association and has now been incor-

oorated with a capital stock of $1o,000 and with

he following well-known manufacturers as in-

.orporators : William A. Copeland, of Martin,

L1opeland & Company, of this city; Harry Cutler,

A.f..the atler Jewelry Company; H. M. Moyes,

)f Cranston; George K. Webster, of North Attic-

oro; Thomas S. Carpenter, of Attleboro. The

Lssociation will make this city its headquarters.

Hansen-Bennett Co., heretofore located at too

Stewart Street, Providence, has removed its plant
t o new quarters in the Bigney Building, Attleboro,

where they have much larger floor space and im-

proved facilities.
F. D. Hall, manufacturer of chain findings,

Toronto, Ontario, and reports very promising
p\rtotIsebopecrtso, has opened a branch factory in. 

Henry Fletcher, of the Fletcher, Burrows

( .0., Providence, was recently elected president of

the Central Club, the membership of which is

made up of some of the leading business men

and manufacturers of the city. Mr. Fletcher has

4.,9/74.
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also been honored with the presidency of the

Providence board of aldermen for the ensuing

year. He has been equally prominent in the

business and civil life of the city, being a useful

member of the common council for many years

and also of the board of aldermen.
Col. Sidney 0. Bigney will deliver a number

of addresses in the western part of the State in

the cause of his candidacy for delegate-at-large
from Massachusetts to the republican national
convention.

Frederick E. Sturdy, the well-known jewelry
manufacturer, of Attleboro, was recently ap-
pointed by the probate court conservator of the

estate of Albert W. Winsor, retired manufac-
turer.

W. G. Hussey, the head of the Baird-North
Co., the large mail-order concern which recently
removed from Salem, Mass., to Providence, died
last month, greatly to the regret of a host of
friends. The remarkable business capability of

the deceased was well evidenced in the wonder-
ful progress of the Baird-North Co., which was

.started in Salem in a very small way in 1895.

So great, indeed, and so rapid was the growth
of the business as to necessitate removal to some
larger center of population, where labor was
more available, and it was on this account that

the new home of the company was located in this
city. It is stated that his death will mean practi-
cally no change in the company, as his son is ex-

pected to succeed him.
Louis Stern & Co., Providence, have distrib-

uted among their patrons and friends a very

handsome calendar for 1908. The pictorial fea-

ture is a reproduction of the famous Gainsbor-

ough picture, making the calendar highly orna-
mental as well as useful.

Edward P. Davis, formerly of the firm of
Whiting & Davis, Plainville, Mass., died recently

of heart disease, after an illness of many months.

Mr. Davis was born in Cumberland, R. I., some
seventy years ago, and after his school days

removed to South Attleboro, where he became

connected with the jewelry industry. Later he

entered the employ of Lincoln, Bacon & Co., of

Plainville, and a few years subsequently, in con-

junction with Wm. H. Wade, organized the firm

of Wade, Davis & Co. Mr. Wade retired from

the firm in 1896, when Mr. Davis and Charles A.

Whiting formed the present firm of Whiting &
Davis. Some time ago the condition of Mr.

Davis's health became so serious as to necessitate

his retirement from the firm, Chas. A. Whiting
being sole owner since that time.

Miller, Fuller & Whiting Co., North Attle-

boro, Mass., will be represented on the Pacific

Coast by John S. Adler, with headquarters at 51

Drum Street, San Francisco. Mr. Adler will

show the company's lines on the Pacific Coast and

cast as far as Denver.

The traveling force of the A & Z Chain Co.,

Providence, for the ensuing year will be as fol-

lows : J. Shea in New York City, New Jersey

and Philadelphia ; M. I. Olin in New York State,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland and the District

of Columbia ; P. Schmitz in Chicago and sur-

rounding territory, and Charles Anshen in New

England.
The Howe Comb Co., Leominster, Mass., will

be represented on the road by the following force

during the current year : Emanuel J. Alexandre

in New York State; Edgar A. McCoy in Ohio;

Chas. F. Fiske in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont and northern Massachusetts; Erva T. Ames
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in southern Massachusetts, Rhode Island and

Connecticut, and M. M. Levy in New Orleans and

the State of Louisiana.
In the will of the late Mrs. Henrietta R. Bar-

rows, a gift of $2000 is bequeathed to the first

Universalist Church of North Attleboro. The

pastor of the church was notified of the gift by

Ira Barrows, son of the deceased. The principal

will be invested and the interest will go to aid in

the support of the parish.
Chas. M. Robbins, of Chas. M. Robbins Co.,

Attleboro, is now on an extended trip South,

partly in the interest of his business, partly for

pleasure and partly for the benefit of his health.

The trip will include Mexico, the West Indies

and chief cities of Central America, as well as

some of the more important centers of popula-

tion in the northern part of South America. Pre-

vious to his departure Ile was urged by a number

of his political colleagues to consent to the use

of his name for nomination to Congress for the

Fourteenth Massachusetts District. He decided

to postpone consideration of the matter until his

return.
A very enjoyable entertainment and ball was

given on January 24th by the relief association

of the employees of McRae & Keeler, Attleboro.

Chas. E. Bliss, who recently retired from the

firm of Bliss Bros., chiefly by reason of ill health,

will spend the winter in Florida with his family.

The Torrey Jewelry Co., Attleboro, Mass.,

was succeeded on January 1st by the C. D. Lyons

Co., the latter being incorporated under the laws

of Massachusetts with a capital of $100,000. The

change in title does not imply any change in the

personnel of the company, of which Chas. D.

Lyons has long been the proprietor. The incor-

porators are C. D. Lyons, W. H. Lyons and F. F.

Barney, and the officers are: President and treas-

urer, Chas. D. Lyons, and secretary, W. H. Lyons.

The Torrey Jewelry Company was established in

i886, but about nine years ago Mr. Lyons pur-

chased a large interest in the concern, and some

five years ago became sole owner, since which

time the company has been conducted by him most

successfully. Their lines include bracelets, collar

and hat pins, links, fobs, lavallieres, buckles, etc.

Mr. Lyons, as heretofore, will continue as head

of the road force, and is at present in the West,

showing the company's new lines.
George W. Wheeler, Attleboro, has been re-

elected secretary of the republican town commit-

tee. This is the third time this honor has been

conferred on Mr. Wheeler.
A large extension is being made to the fac-

tory building in Plainville occupied by the Plain-

ville Stock Co. and Whiting & Davis. The ex-

tension will be two stories high and will be used

for packing rooms.
The jewelry shop of Fred S. Gilbert, in the

Union Power Building, on Chestnut Street, North

Attleboro, was broken into recently and jewelry

worth a considerable sum taken. The thieves

gained entrance through the coloring room win-

dow and evidently made a leisurely survey of the

premises before proceeding to ransack them.
Maintien Bros. & Elliot, North Attleboro,

have added a new man to their traveling force,

in the person of Geo. E. Kissick, with quarters

at 1205 Heyworth Building, Chicago. He will

represent the firm in Chicago and surrounding
territory.

Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro,

will be represented during the current year in

the Middle West by A. B. Randell and in the

South by Oscar H. Hornig.
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No. 268. 10 K.
6 dwt. $15.00

List.

No. 269. 10 K.
5 dwt., $11.00

List.

No. 260. Solid 14 K. gold, weight 10 (lot., $30,00. List.

No. 251. Solid 14 K. g(1(1, weight (lwt. $24.00. List.

No. 260. Ladies' Rite Ring, 14 K. Price $15.00. List.

"Well Constructed Show Case Always Cheapest"

THE REASON WHY STORE FIXTURES
LABELED

WADELL DETROIT
Are Preferred to Others

BECAUSE—
They are made as represented. Contracts are filled as agreed

WADELL SHOW CASE AND CABINET CO.
Near M. C. R. R. Belt Line, DETROIT, MICH.

Buy from Manufacturers that Make the BEST

Style No. 710

We have some nice samples to furnish the Jewelry Trade to take orders
for this class of work.

THE FEDERAL ENGRAVING CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Est1ished 58 Years

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

Al.I.(g-ALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square and hound Wire, [lolled to Any Gage
ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Japanese Sand Casting
A process that has for centuries baffled the experts. Many fine

pieces of art, supposed to be hand wrought, have been cleverly cast in
sand and only the finishing touches applied by hand. This process
is the quickest, cheapest and most successful method of casting—
saving both metal and labor.

Any manufacturer, large or small, can profit by learning my
secret process. I guarantee positive success.

Write or call for free sample casting

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Mawneufacturing
Je ler . .

316 American Central Life Building

4.1p1/Z INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

°14tilMiti°

For the first time in its history the receipts

for one year of the Indianapolis Post Office

reached the million-dollar mark. During 1907

the receipts were $1,013,182.12.
Travelers for the Indianapolis wholesale

jewelry houses will begin spring road business

about February 1st. There will be few if any

changes made in the list of travelers for 1908.
The A. P. Craft Company, manufacturing

jewelers, have completed a busy and profitable

year. Arrangements to increase their capacity

are under way, the shop floor space will be en-

larged and other improvements made. Among

the new products will be a large line of artistic

and beautifully hand-carved rings, gold and plat-

inum brooch mountings and a number of new

designs in an already large line of emblem rings.

Ikko Matsumoto's orders for special designs

in hand-made articles was never heavier than

during the holiday season just passed. High-priced

banquet rings, gold coin rings and bracelets were

most in demand. Matsumoto's skill in all kinds
of metal work has earned him a widely known
reputation.

Dr. Mary R. Wilson, an Indianapolis woman,
who for several years has been pursuing her
profession as an oculist in London, was recently
advanced in her position on the staff of the
London Ophthalmic (Moorfield's) Hospital. She
is now one of the three assistant surgeons of
that institution, being the first American to gain
such a position in the British Empire in a hospital
of the highest rank. The hospital is one of the
schools of the University of London. Dr. Wilson
is the only woman member of the British Oph-
thalmic Society.

William Springhorn, manager of the watch
and clock department of Chas. Mayer & Co.,
found their holiday trade better than last year.
This branch of their business is now in its third
season and has shown a steady growth from the
beginning.

Philip Mosias, a member of the manufactur-
ing optical firm of Staples & Mosias, spent
Christmas and New Year with old friends and
baruks,inNes.s Jassociates at his former home, in New-

On January 4th, when Zach Staples, of
Staples & Mosias, entered the corridor of the
Postal Telegraph Building to go to the shop on
the second floor, he noticed a gold nose-bridge,
with one of his tags, on the tile floor. Reaching
the office, he found that the door had been
forced open and a quantity of gold and gold
filled frames and other optical goods had been
stolen. The theft was easily traced to messen-
ger boys employed by the Postal Telegraph office
on the ground floor, who confessed and returned
most of the goods.

John T. Gardner, traveling representative for
Baldwin-Miller Co., was re-elected one of the
directors of the Commercial Travelers' Associa-
tion of Indiana at the thirty-third annual meeting,
bheerld28iitihthe Claypool Hotel, in this city, Decem-

William J. Hoffman, of the wholesale mater-
ial house of Hoffman & Lauer, has been ap-
pointed receiver for the Mutual Ice Company,

the
ee 

city.
the largest ice manufacturing plants inh 

Chas. B. Dyer received a "hurry up" call
from his shop to go with Battery A, Indiana
National Guards, to quell the riot and stop the
strike of the Amalgamated Society of Electric
Railway Employees at Muncie and Anderson,
Ind.

'

last month.

Mr. 

and Mrs. Leopold Krauss, of Krauss &
Sector, have returned from a visit with relatives
in Ohio.

A small iron clock, in the form of an ele-
phant, in the show window of F. L. Kiefer &
Son, took an unexpected tumble one night during
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the holidays, and smashed several pieces of
handsome china. The clock had been placed on
the flat top of a wooden mantel clock. It is
supposed that a sudden jar from a heavily loaded
interurban electric car caused the clock to pitch
forward.

A. C. Woods, formerly traveling representa-
tive for S. T. Nichols & Co., has been made
manager of the business by the Security Trust
Co., receiver for the optical firm.

While Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Shergens,
jewelers at 331 East Washington Street, were
showing Christmas goods, about 9 o'clock one
night during the holidays, they were startled by
the crash of glass. Thieves had broken a show
window and stolen a number of rings, valued at
$500. The robbery was one of the boldest that
had occurred for a long time. Washington Street
at that point is well lighted, the store is but a half
block from the police station, and a number of
persons were passing. The police were notified,
but no arrests were made. Two men who were
seen walking along the railroad track a few
block from the police station, and a number of
to have been the thieves. A brick wrapped in a
piece of paper had been used to break the plate
glass.

Crawford H. Williams, a jeweler, at 253
West Washington Street, admitted, after several
hours of questioning by detectives, that he had
cracked his own safe and planned all the details
of a fake robbery. Sunday afternoon, January
5th, William Watts, a clerk employed at the
Williams jewelry store, passed the place, and on
looking through the window, saw a rear door
standing open ; he also saw that the safe door
stood open. He called Williams and sent for the
police. Williams told the police that thieves had
taken $1754.24 from a small strong-box in the
safe, and pointed out where the little door of
the box had been pried open. The rear door
lock and the twisted iron bars over the door were
also pointed out to the police, who were of the
opinion that all the work had been done from
the inside. When Williams said that $1500 of
the money taken was the property of a saloon-
keeper in the neighborhood, for whom he was
keeping it, they grew more and more suspicious,
but it took several hours of the "sweating
process" to force a confession. Williams was
allowed to go, as the saloonkeeper entered no
complaint; but the detectives feel that some pun-
ishment ought to be given the fake robber. He
declared he "did not know why he did it."

H. Cohen & Sons conducted a 25 per cent.
reduction sale during January. Their best sellers
during the holiday season were bracelets, laval-
lieres and imported novelties.

J. H. Reed, retail jeweler, at 38 West Wash-
ington Street, issued his third annual catalogue in
time to assist his home and out-of-town custom-
ers make their Christmas selections. The Reed
catalogue is gotten up in an attractive style, with
artistic colored front and back cover; the first
twenty pages are also in colors.

John A. Bernloehr recently purchased a two-
story brick store building at 431-437 Massachu-
setts Avenue that adjoins a similar building
owned by his brother Chris. Both pieces are
good rental property in the line of avenue im-
provements.

George S. Kern reports no dull times around
his trade watch repair shop. Work has been
coming in steadily for several months.

J. E. Micks & Company have opened a new
jewelry store and watch repair business at Elk-
hart, Ind.

Charles D. Mallatt, formerly in the jewelry
business at Wheatfield, Ind., has removed to
Michigan City, in the same State.

Roy Reyher, at Garrett, Ind., has admitted a
partner in his business. It is now Reyher &
Hauser, jewelers and watchmakers.

C. G. Wildt, of Royal Center, Ind., was one
of the early t9o8 buyers in this market. He had
a satisfactory holiday trade.

0. B. Kyte, Salem, Ind., recently sold out
his stock of jewelry so that he might henceforth
devote his entire attention to the optical business.
Mr. Kyte is an accomplished refractionist, and
has built up a large and growing patronage.

N. W. Myer, Crawfordsville, Ind., was re-
cently met at one of the local wholesale houses.
He had enjoyed a good average holiday trade
and was in the best of spirits. Improvements in
his store room, including a large plate glass show
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window, had been completed in time to make a
fine Christmas display. Mr. Myer has become a
first-class engraver, and is proud of the fact that
his only instruction was gained from the splendid
articles on engraving published in THE KEYSTONE.
He has acquired the useful art of engraving with
no sacrifice of valuable time or money.

Herman L. Rost, of Columbus, Ind., has re-
cently been admitted to membership in the Jewel-
ers' Security Alliance, and has stopped worrying
about thieves.

Farr & Company, retail jewelers, at Wabash,
Ind., have been incorporated with a capital stock
of $2500. The directors are 0. H. Farr, E. J.
Schwab and Richard Wood.

Carl Rost, son of Herman L. Rost, of Colum-
bus, Ind., and a nephew of Carl L. Rost, of this
city, is minus one toe and will probably lose an-
other, the result of an accidental discharge of his
gun while 'returning from a hunting trip during
the holiday season.

F. C. Sheldon, Shelbyville, Ind., was seen in
this market soon after the new year. Mr. Sheldon
reported a very satisfactory holiday trade, con-
sidering the financial conditions. His trade was
especially good on articles of a popular price.

J. H. Neds, formerly of Columbus, Ohio, has
bought out the jewelry business of C. K. Clauer,
at Elkhart, Ind. J. H. Neds & Son is the name
of the new firm, which will have for its manager
M. A. Neds, a man of practical experience.

Frank Robinson, formerly at Greeley, Colo.,
is now located in the optical business at Frank-
fort, Ind. He recently passed the examination
before the State Optometry Board and qualified
to practice in this State. Mr. Robinson is well
equipped, and will cut, drill and grind all his own
lenses.

J. G. Laupus paid a recent visit to this city
on a hunt for a good watchmaker for his home
store at Seymour, Ind. He says 1907 used him
well, and he expects the same treatrMnt during
1908.

John G. Heath, proprietor of the Davis
jewelry store, at Greenfield, Ind., filed proceed-
ings in bankruptcy on January 7th; liabilities,
$12,000, with assets $14,000. Mr. Heath bought
the store of J. Henry Smith several months ago,
friving a chattel mortgage to secure a deferred
payment of $2200. He failed to pay the mortgage
and Smith filed suit in replevin. The sheriff took
charge of the store, after which Smith filed bond
and was placed in possession. Heath then sought
relief in bankruptcy, still further complicating
the situation. as under the State law all money
paid on property turned over by a bankrupt to a
creditor within four months prior to bankruptcy
proceedings, must be returned to the trustee, and
Heath claimed that he paid Smith $800 on in-
debtedness within that time. The stock and fix-
tures are valued at $5000. About three months
ago J. Henry Smith opened an optical place in
the Board of Trade Building, in Indianapolis.

Mrs. Abercrombie, widow of the late F. A.
Abercrombie, jeweler, at Rushville, Ind., paid a
recent visit to this city to obtain advice in regard
to selling the business left by her husband. Since
his death Mrs. Abercrombie has carried on the
business assisted by a watchmaker.

N. T. Shore, who winds and regulates the
big tower clock in the steeple of the Moravian
church at Hope, Ind., has wound the clock on an
average of once every twenty-four hours since
October 23, 1873. During that time he has never
missed, except one time while serving on a jury.
In winding the clock 200 revolutions of the arm
are required on the striking side and 50 on the
running side, making a total of 1,329,250 since
October 23, 1873. Mr. Shore is 65 years old,
active for his age, and has never missed a day's
work on account of illness. He has not taken a
dose of medicine for thirty-five years, and con-
siders clock winding the finest exercise in the
world.

John P. Mullally, president of the Indian-
apolis Retail Jewelers' Association, combined bus-
iness and pleasure in a recent visit to Chicago.
Mr. Mullally has just been elected worthy past
president of the order of Owls of the Indian-
apolis Nests.

Recent buyers from other points in the State
in this market included: E. 0. Collins, Franklin;
F. L. McKee, Cloverdale; N. W. Myer, Craw-
fordsville ; H. A. Roberts. Veedersburg; H. L.
Rost, Columbus ; F. C. Sheldon, Shelbyville ; J.
J. F. Lischer, Elwood ; A. J. Pickett, Newcastle;
W. Hudson, Fortville; Aaron Purcel, Noblesville.
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LEARN ENGRAVING

FIVE DOLLARS

Monograms
and

Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet
combined with every other
letter in script and block
styles; Script, Old English,
Roman, Block, German,
Hebrew and Greek Alpha-
bets ; Year-date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials;
Fancy and Ribbon Mono-
grams.

$ .00 
PostpaidI__ Cash, No Checks

during leisure hours.
at home for only

For Five Dollars we sent,
you a complete set of lessons
well illustrated in letter and
monogram engraving on
jewelry, silverware and other
metals. These lessons are
prepared by an expert en
graver of twenty-five years'
experience and explain
sharpening and temperim.
tools, plain, bright-cut, wrig-
gled and other cutting; en
graving script a n d other
letters ; leaf, block, ribbon
and entwined monograms,
transferring, cementing and
many other valuable tricks ot
the trade. We also send you
a set of gravers (sharpened),
a good oil stone, a block to
hold lockets, watches, etc.,
which is also a perfect tool
sharpener ; steel marker and
burnisher, dividers; ro metal
plates; 6 rings and 6 thimbles
to practice on and a book of
"Monograms and Alphabets."
" Your instructions are as plain

as if a good engraver were standing
over my shoulder and telling me
what to do. I could do pretty gbod
work after one week's practice."

RAY C. BASSETT,
Woonsocket, S. Dak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4 IDEAL n CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feot long, 8 feet 4 inches high, i toot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price. $58.00. Worth $70.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

Union Show Case Co. 56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Cat
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January, with its inventory
Promising Trade work and balancing of books
Conditions and accounts, is a busy month

with the jewelry trade. The
holiday rush over, stocks are badly broken as a
rule, and here and there are special bargain sales
to unload hang-over stocks which did not attract
purchasers during the heavy buying season. The
results of the Christmas trade are generally well
understood now. In the small towns, it has been
found that the volume and value of the business
done has been almost and in some cases fully
equal to that of a year ago. In the larger towns
and in the cities there was a slight decline, but
on the whole, the situation was gratifying inas-
much as it exceeded the expectations of the more
conservative merchants, and was better than the
actual conditions warranted their expecting.

There is another feature of the jewelry trade
that is interesting at this time. Being the period
for releasing stores and places of business, there
is a general and emphatic demand for more rea-
sonable rents. This had to come under the con-
ditions existing. What the results are, it is too
early to surmise. It is known, however, that a
number of the small but substantial dealers are
either to have lower rents for their stores this
year or they will take upstairs shops in the
spring. Some are still negotiating for their leases
again and others have merely told their landlords
that they would not pay the same rent, and either
would get out or pay less rent. They declare that
they are tired of giving the landlord all that
their business can earn. The jewelers are not
alone in this attitude, for the same spirit is found
in all other lines of trade and will likely bring
about a decided change in tenants for this year.
Already the "to let" signs are seen on many old
places, and evidences of the business end of the
argument are to be had easily enough when
looked for.

In general, business has im-
Resumption of proved materially. The fact
Industries that sixteen of the monster

blast furnaces of this district
have resumed since the opening of the new year
has had some bearing on the situation. These
were called into service because of the resumption
of all of the tin mills and wire and rod mills.
Billets and sheet and tin bars are being called out
in large tonnage, and this in turn affected the
coke fields, and about 8000 coke ovens have blown
III for the increased demand. The department
stores which held clearance sales during the first
week in January, report lower stocks and better
conditions for spring buying than for a long
time, though this was brought about by the de-
termination to clean up dead material in the
stores. Glass factories are all operating on full
time, railroads are preparing for more extensive
improvements than they would admit two months
ago, while the pay checks and clearing house cer-
tificates have disappeared. Money is easier for
commercial loans and less complaint is heard than
for some time on this score.

The cheering information that the Westing-
house interests, which went into the hands of re-
ceivers during the fall, were soon to be taken
back under the management of the stockholders
and with a complete reorganization, has stimu-
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lated all lines of trade. Prompt payment of a
good share of outstanding obligations by both the
electric and machine companies in cash means
much to Pittsburg business. Failures in the
jewelry trade have been few and small. The
more notable one was the failure of M. Bieder-
man, a South Side dealer in Carson Street, who is
a bankrupt, and by involuntary proceedings. His
assets are placed at $2500 and his liabilities at
$5500. Since the report was filed a charge of
concealing assets was made against him by credit-
ors and he has been held in bail for court trial
on a criminal charge.

Aside from the death of George B. Barrett,
head of the old house of G. B. Barrett Co., men-
tioned elsewhere, there have been two other
deaths among the trade during the past month.
One was that of Adam Fisher, of Greensburg, one
of the old-time jewelers, who died at the close of
the year. His son, Adam, Jr., succeeds to the
business, which is one of the oldest and most
prosperous in the suburban districts. Mr. Fisher
was reputed to be worth approximately $25o,000 at
the time of his death. A second death of import-
ance was that of Harry C. Reineman, of former
Allegheny, who passed away early this month
at the advanced age of 77 years. Mr. Reineman
was among the older members of the trade and
had retired from active business for some years
past, but his name and reputation still lived in
the trade. He was engaged in the business in
Allegheny and also in the Lawrenceville district,
and was of the old firm of Sands & Reineman, of
Ohio Street, Allegheny, for many years. Mr.
Reineman was born in Germany and came to
America with a brother when quite a young man.
Joseph Reineman, a son and three daughters sur-
vive him.

The interesting and pleasing announcement
was made last month, after the annual meeting
of the M. A. Mead & Company, of Chicago, that
J. T. Montgomery, manager of the Pittsburg
branch of that company, was elected vice-presi-
dent and will, in addition to his duties here,
assist the president and in his absence have gen-
eral charge of the business of the company. There
are to be no changes otherwise, and Mr. Mont-
gomery will remain in Pittsburg, as in the past.
His elevation, however, has been so well de-
served and such a pleasing recognition of his
sterling ability as a business man, that hosts of
his friends have extended congratulations here
and have taken a personal pride in his advance-
ment. Mead & Company's business in Pittsburg
has been splendid for the past year. The present
year opens quietly, but the four salesmen on the
road have started out with tempting lines and
are making a good showing already. These are
W. S. Parker, M. R. Peck, R. F. Radcliffe and
W. E. Armacost, all of whom are well known to
the trade. They are carrying a larger line of
goods than ever before.

Heeren Brothers & Company have been mak-
ing ready for the spring season, and the factory
of this company is busy on new orders. Con-
servatism marks the developments of this great
house, but with abundant showing of the wisdom
of the policy pursued.

Road men for G. B. Barrett Co. have started
during the past month and are sending in good
reports of the outlook. All jobbers are preparing
for a vigorous campaign, realizing that to get
business there will have to be some of the old-
time hustling after it. A good many visiting
jewelers are recorded on the Pittsburg hotel reg-
isters just now : W. L. Randall, of Sharpsville,
Pa.; Mr. Hutchinson, of Meyers & Hutchinson,
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of Massillon, Ohio; Edward Meyers, of the
Sacks Jewelry Company, of Washington, D. C.;
Thomas McNary, of Washington, Pa.; E. J.
Lovet, of Titusville, Pa., and Mr. Skinner, of Le
Roy, N. Y. In addition, H. H. Spring was in
Pittsburg, from Marietta, Ohio, buying stock for
his new store, which he is opening there.

The reorganization of the city of Pittsburg
with Allegheny as a part of her corporate organ-
ization has proceeded slowly. The task is a large
one and is causing more or less confusion in
some respects, though on the whole matters are
not such as to interfere with business. Alle-
gheny dealers look for a better business under the
new conditions soon, for there will be a removal
of toll bridges between the two sections and a
generally better policing of the North Side section,
formerly Allegheny. Just now the crooked ele-
ment is having a hard time, for the Pittsburg
officials are driving out of the North Side many
of the undesirable classes that held on to a resi-
dence there.

The Pittsburg Credit Men's Association held
its monthly dinner on January 23d, at which
Edwin Wells, a famous pottery manufacturer of
East Liverpool, Ohio, was the guest of honor,
and discussed matters of special interest to this
branch of corporate business. J. T. Montgomery,
of M. A. Mead & Co., is one of the active heads
of this association and has done much to bring
it up to the present influential position.

Retail trade is of the usual January charac-
ter. There are always some buyers among the
people and they are coming into evidence suffi-
cient in numbers to make their trade sought for.
The stores in Fifth Avenue are showing splendid
stocks and making unusually attractive displays
for the post-Christmas season. Vilsack's windows
are maintained in the attractive garb of the past.
Wattles, Roberts and Terheyden are also making
superb displays and enjoying a full share of the
business of the season. Social functions are
quite extensive, and, while showing the effect of
the depression, orchestra concerts are still draw-
ing excellent audiences of the smart set. The
general tone of confidence in the trade is found
so strong that unless the unexpected happens
there is believed to be a normal business outlook
in this busy territory for tgo8. At the rate re-
sumptions of mills and industrial activity are
going on, within sixty days matters will be in
normal shape again.

The Hope Diamond
The famous Hope diamond has again been

brought into prominent notice by figuring in the
failure of the several diamond firms in New York
last month. This diamond is a sapphire-blue bril-
liant and is one of the most superb gems in ex-
istence. It is 4414 carats and its value has been
variously estimated at from $too,000 to $25o,000.
It is believed to have been cut from a blue dia-
mond weighing in the rough 112 carats and sold
by Tavernier to Louis XIV of France. The gem
disappeared in the troubles of 1792 and later
came into possession of the Hope family. It was
purchased by Simon Frankel seven years ago,
and has been in possession of the Frankel firm
since that time. Unable to dispose of it at the
price expected, this large amount of money has
been tied up and is said to have been an import-
ant factor in the failure. All through its history
this gem has been credited with being somewhat
of a hoodoo to its possessor, and its relation to
the recent business failures is not calculated to
re-establish it is favor.
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C. A. MARSH & CO.
Attleboro, Mass.

Makers of

Chains that SELL, WEAR
and give satisfaction

Also

Blind-Joint Bracelets
Chain Bracelets and Chatelaine Pins
New Styles Constantly

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

Represented on Pacific Coast by

A. P. WOOD, 667 Defiance St., Los Angeles, Cal.

jib* in
:my .ams.

The Monogram Man MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can he made from
any photograph

or print

beautiful illustrated sample card and price-
list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

51

1589 1603

ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE

1604

1001

HEADQUARTERS FOR UNTO-DATE FOBS

We manufacture Monogram, Initial, Emblem, Souvenir and Advertising Fobs
and Buttons, a Id sell them at the RIGHT PRICE.

Send for our Catalogue DO IT NOW
Send in your orders for

your Spring Trade

We make and sell more Monogram and Initial Fobs than any other manu-
facturer in the country.

John A. Salman & Co.,_ 17-21 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 74 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

ELK TEETH  and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
•4ent on selection to reliable
manufact tiring jewelers
L. W. STILWELL

Deadwood, South Dakota

HENRY G. MORRIS
Successor to

GEO. E. KNAPP & CO.

DIAMONDS
MOUNTINGS

AND

PRECIOUS STONES

Jewelers' Building, Room 73

373 Washington St. Boston, Mass.

Makers of

TOWER..? STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

TII XLYSTONE

E HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

The financial troubles of a few
Diamond Market large diamond houses of New
Continues Firm York has been the cause of

considerable speculation

among the jewelers as to the effect on the dia-

mond market. This trouble has been settled sat-
isfactorily by an extension of time to these con-

cerns., varying from six to eighteen months, as

the creditors saw the advisability of disposing

of the stock through the regular channels rather

than disposing of them at a sacrifice. The many

reports indicative of a drop in the price of dia-
monds are evidently not founded upon facts.

Munroe & Lane, silverware manufacturers

and repairers, have moved from their former

quarters, 403 Washington Street, to one of the

offices on the second floor of the Jewelers'
Building.

Edward J. Jackson, who has been employed
by M. Myers for the past year, but previous to
that for ten years by E. A. Cowan, has returned
to the latter, to accept the position vacated by
David Nemser, who will represent the firm in
the South and Southwest.

Square G. Brooks, one of the oldest jewelers
in New England, died at his home, in Roxbury,
from the effects of an attack of pneumonia. He
was 74 years of age and was born in Merrimac,
N. H. In 1852 Mr. Brooks went to Roxbury,
Mass., where he started in business for himself
shortly after. He was very well known and un-
usually active and capable for a man of his age.
As a member of the Masons and United Order of
Workmen he was very popular. A widow and
two children survive him.

A. M. Mossman, formerly of Mossman &
Davis, wholesale jewelers, of Boston, Mass., has
recently been appointed to a most desirable posi-
tion in the office of the adjutant general in the
State House in Boston in the capacity of assistant
adjutant general, with the ranking of lieutenant.

A box of money to the amount of $4000 mys-
teriously disappeared from the safe of the well-
known Wilson Bros. Co. shortly after Christmas.
The box, which was locked in the safe at night,
was not missed until late into the following even-
ing, the police being notified shortly after. John
W. Wilson, one of the partners, was charged
with the larceny of the money. By the order of
Judge Fox, of the superior court, Miss Elinor
Mieuse, the cashier, will handle the assets of the
concern, while John Wilson will be permitted to
remain as a clerk. W. D. Lombard, one of the
largest stockholders, asked that a receiver be
appointed, but his petition was not granted. Mr.
Wilson was held in $6000 bonds for the Febru-
ary session of the grand jury.

J. H. McGovern, of Haverhill, has returned
from Albany, N. Y., where he has been taking a
short vacation, in company with his brother, after
the Christmas rush.

Employees in the factories of Riley &
French, W. F. Blackinton and G. C. Hudson, of
North Attleboro, had a narrow escape from an
explosion, which it is thought was caused by
gas leaking into a large blow-pipe which runs
about the building. The greatest loss was sus-
tained by W. F. Blackinton, who occupies the
second floor. As there are 500 hands employed
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in the building, the possibility of injury to many

of these could not have been avoided had they

been present at the time of the accident, as win-

dows were broken and woodwork was splintered

all over the building.

The many friends of Charles E. Durgin, sec-

retary of the Thomas Long Co., were greatly sur-

prised to hear that he had severed his connec-

tions with that concern, after being associated

with them for twenty-nine years.
Thursday, January 2d, the
sixth annual banquet of the
Boston Jewelers' Association
was held at the American
House, in the same hall as in

previous years. The assembled guests and mem-

bers, to the number of sixty-one, were seated in

their respective places shortly after 7 o'clock,

after which toasts to the various officials were in

order. After this all settled down to enjoy the

elaborate menu and array of liquid refreshments.

The cuisine was above criticism, while the service

was excellent.

In the course of the banquet, President John

J. Rounds was called upon for a speech, to which

Boston
Jewelers'
Association

PRESIDENT J. J. ROUNDS

he replied, saying that it was his intention to
avoid, as far as possible, any speeches during
the evening.

Throughout the banquet good-fellowship
reigned supreme, good-natured banter from one
table to another, was carried on, while an occa-
sional toast added zest by bringing some particu-
lar members before the assemblage. Prominent
among those so honored was our old college
chum, Charles Beckwith, who replied with a few
appropriate words. After the banquet tables
were cleared and while all were enjoying their
Havanas, the entertainment committee were busily
engaged with the talent, which was soon to
follow.

E. Lehman, of Keith's circuit, assisted by
Mark Abrums, immediately made a hit by his
clever dancing and singing, which he repeated at
frequent intervals throughout the evening, re-
sponding graciously to the many requests of the
party. Other stars from the prominent vaude-
ville houses also did good work, among them being
Caffrey and Grant, comedy boxers; Lena Cooper,
soloist, was followed by Mr. Beauregard, a popular
and clever singer, who made a special attraction
by singing everything that was called for. Last,
but not least, were the McLain Sisters, of the
Howard, whose clever dancing and singing im-
mediately made them great favorites.

Fortunately the club is not limited to profes-
sional talent. Saul Beutikan made a great hit
as a fairy dancer in the 275-pound class, while
Bill Clement, with his high kicking made all the
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girls turn green with envy. Mr. Sharmatz, care-

fully disguised with a heavy black moustache,
gave an imitation of Caruso which was far

above the ordinary amateur work and succeeded

in getting a big hand.
The officers elected for the ensuing year

were: John J. Rounds, president; Chas. W.
Davis, vice-president; L. H. Hamlin, secretary;
F. G. Butler, treasurer. The members of the en-
tertainment committee were F. U. Nathan, Ed-
ward Bentley, A. Lipp, S. W. Sharmatz and F.
H. Hamlin.

The function was a grand success, and much
credit is due President J. J. Rounds and Frank
Nathan for the great amount of work that was
necessary to this end.

Harold R. Page, of U. S. Page & Co.,
jewelers, of Boston, Mass., was married January
27th to Miss Mary B. Sterling, of Melrose, Mass.

Mr. Page is very well known in the jewelry busi-
ness and has the best wishes of his many ac-
quaintances.

The engagement of Fred Nelson Gassett, the
leading jeweler of Bridgewater, Mass., to Miss
Marcia Murdock Hallett, of Osterville, has re-
cently been announced.

On Thursday, January t6th, Mr. Stuart
McKenzie, with D. C. Percival & Co., was mar-

ried to Miss Geneva Danforth, of Reading,

Mass. The ceremony, which was performed at

the home of the bride, was followed by a recep-

tion, which was attended by a great many friends

and relatives, who all joined in extending con-

gratulations and best wishes. The wedding trip
of two weeks consisted of a most pleasant trip
to Old Point Comfort, Washington, Philadelphia
and New York.

A new concern under the name of Kuss
Brothers, has opened a jewelry store at 83 Broad-
way, New Haven, Conn. G. A. Kuss learned his
trade with an uncle, Frank Hetlich, a jeweler of
that city, now deceased. For a number of years
past he has been working in different watch fac-
tories in the country. His brother and partner,
H. D. Kuss, also learned his trade with Mr.
Hetlich and remained in his employ until re-
cently.

Samuel F. Goodwin, of Amesbury, recently
died at his home in that city, at the age of 44
years. Mr. Goodwin was born in Newburyport
and received his early education in the local
public schools. At an early age he entered the
employ of John W. Carter, later completing his
knowledge of watchmaking at the Waltham
watch factory. In 1886 he purchased the store
which had been occupied by him up to the time
of his death. Mr. Goodwin was a most profi-
cient watchmaker, and was also very well versed
in the optical business. He is survived by his
wife and son, James S. Goodwin, also two sisters
and one brother.

E. C. Bliss, who has been connected for the
past six years with the W. L. Gilbert Clock Co.,
of Boston, has accepted a position with D.
Gruen & Sons Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio. He will
cover territory consisting of New England, Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and Washington.
Mr. Bliss was a very popular young man and will
be greatly missed by his many friends in and
about Boston.

"The Keystone is 0. K., find it invaluable,
look for its coming every month. I am most in-
terested in practical articles on advertising, store-
keeping, advertisement writing."—H. J. Hittorff,
Jeweler, Oak Park, Ill.



IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

woo Tags and Eyelets . . . $1 50
I Pair ideal Pliers  

I Bottle Waterproof Ink .

I Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
have.

Because it saves time—and saves money.
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish your

rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof and
won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

29 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

F. C. JORGESON COMPANY

COLONIAL WALL CASE No. 123 SPECIAL No. 107B
8 ft. long 8 ft. high outside Counter Case and TableUpper part is 18 inches deep inside

THE; ILIE:ST OR IVIERYT'llINICI "

II to 17 N. Ann St.

Chicago

Makers of

High-Grade

Jewelers'

Fixtures 

Send
Floor Plan

for
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There has not been much ma-
Conditions terial change in the financial
Improving question in this territory in the

last month. Loan money with
the local banks is a little bit easier than it has
been for some time, as the banks are advancing a
little money for sound, legitimate business. The
bank clearings are considerably below our phe-
nomenal record at this time last year, but, taking
all things into consideration, the present condi-
tion is far healthier than it has been for the last
three months. Merchants, both in the jewelry
trade and other industries, are going along very
conservatively and are meeting their obligations
fairly well, and we see no reason why the con-
ditions should not improve from now on. There
was more actual building being done in the last
month than in the previous ninety days, notwith-
standing the fact that we have had more or less
rain. It is an understood fact that all of the tem-
porary frame structures that were erected for
emergency's sake directly after the fire are to be
pulled down in the near future. This has had
a tendency to drive the merchants into perma-
nent locations as near their former sites as pos-
sible. The city authorities have appropriated
$100,000 as a fund for entertaining the battleship
fleet which is now en route to this port. When
the entire fleet arrives it will add at least 50,000
more to our floating population, half of this
number being made up by the personnel of the
fleet and the other half of sightseers that will
flock to this city from all points west of Salt
Lake and Denver. This will have a tendency to
boom conditions, as it will bring in a vast sum
of money from outside of this territory. The
different railroads running into this city are mak-
ing preparations to handle the traffic, and promise
the traveling public their very best service. By
the time the fleet gets here the different hotels
that are now within the fire limits will be able
to accommodate a floating population of 18,000.
The rest of the traveling public up to 30,000 can
be comfortably housed in the hotels that are just
over the old fire line. The out-of-town jewelers
that contemplate visiting the city during the
fleet's visit here will be tendered a very warm
welcome, not only by the different reception
committees, but particularly by their friends, the
wholesale jewelers.

We are pleased to say that the
New Jewelers' new Jewelers' Building, on
Building Post Street near Kearney, is

nearing completion, and the
vast army that are connected with the jewelry
interests are already ordering their office fixtures
preparatory to moving into their new quarters.
We are given to understand by the agents, Davis,
Edwards & Reed, 1370 Sutter Street, that there is
still some floor space that has not been taken up
and they would be pleased to hear from any of
the local jewelry and kindred interests in rela-
tiontoacquiring office space in this Class A
building. 

We wish to announce the wedding of Edson
Adams to Miss Jessie Louisa Fox, which took
place at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Oakland,
Cal., on Thursday evening, January Ifith. Mrs.
Adams, nee Fox, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
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Moylan Calhoun Fox, and is well known among

the younger set in Oakland. Mr. Adams is allied

with the wholesale jewelry interests in San Fran-

cisco and is the vice-president of the incorporated

firm of Dorrance Battin Company. THE KEY-

STONE joins the young couple's army of friends

in wishing them every success.
H. E. Wilkinson, who was formerly identified

with the optical business in San Francisco, has

succeeded to the management of the Chinn Be-

retta Optical Company's establishment, at 2015

Mariposa Street, Fresno, Cal.
Owing to want of space in our last issue, we

failed to give honor to one of our friends in the

jewelry trade, but as "it is never too late to

mend," we wish to express our congratulations to

E. A. Tucker, who is one of the leading retail

jewelers in Bremerton, Wash. Mr. Tucker was

nominated by the citizens' committee of this navy
yard town and was elected mayor on December

4th and is now filling the office. This does not
mean that he has given up his jewelry interest, as

it is being well taken care of by his store force.

Ralph Bernhardy, who formerly represented
M. L. Levy and other wholesale jewelry interests

on the coast, in the future will travel for the
Dorrance Battin Company. Mr. Bernhardy will

make all of the big cities and cover the entire

coast territory twice a year. We are glad to
get this gentleman back again in our midst, as he
had been traveling out of Los Angeles since the
fire.

R. Kocker, of the well-known jewelry firm
of R. Kocker & Son, San Jose, Cal., spent a very

pleasant vacation in this city recently and inci-

dentally called upon his friends in the wholesale
jewelry trade.

Krementz & Company, the celebrated manu-
facturers of high-class jewelry, of Newark, N. J.,
have opened a very attractive local office in the
Shreve Building, room 722. The office is well
stocked with this firm's leading products, and
their many friends throughout the entire coast
can get prompt action by getting in touch with
this office.

R. F. Allen, of the well-known Morgan-Allen
interests, returned about ten days ago, after hav-
ing spent three months visiting the different fac-
tories throughout the East that his firm repre-
sents on this coast.

Harry Morton, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Oakland, Cal., whose store is located
on Broadway, near Twelfth Street, has just re-
turned from the Eastern jewelry centers. Mr.

Morton while away picked out some very desir-

able pieces of jewelry and his show windows show

the,-result of this annual pilgrimage to the dif-
ferent manufacturers.

Ed. Praet, who conducts a retail jewelry es-
tablishment in.Woodland, Cal., paid this city his
semi-annual visit recently, and reports business

in his section as being as good as can be expected

under the present unsettled conditions of the

money market.
Harry Frutig, who conducts a retail jewelry

store in Gilroy, Cal., was also among the out-of-

town retail jewelers that paid their respects to

the wholesale trade in this city.
Our genial friend, Arthur G. Proudy, who re-

cently opened a very attractive jewelry store in
Napa, called on his many friends in the whole-

sale jewelry trade last month. The recent holi-

day season was Arthur's first experience as a
retail jeweler and we are pleased to say that the

results almost came up to his expectations, as
business was fairly brisk with him. The outlook

in his section is very bright for future business,

as there has been an abundance of rain in his

vicinity, which insures good crops and good

business.
M. K. Giant was among the out-of-town

buyers in this market the latter part of last month

and returned home after replenishing his stock.
This gentleman is looking forward to doing big
business, as his store is located in Vallejo, which

is directly across the Napa river from the local
navy yard, and owing to the fact that the big

fleet will be here some time in the near future, he

is bound to reap benefits from the large number

of sailors and marines that will be allowed shore
leave.

Louis Koberg, whose very attractive retail
jewelry store is located in the business section
of Healdsburg, Cal., was in this market recently

buying up novelties to fill up his show cases after
a fair holiday season.

As we go to press Julius Wise, the junior
member of the well-known firm of J. S. Lehr-
berger & Company, contemplates visiting among
relatives in and around Evansville, Ind., and
Memphis, Tenn. Mr. Wise has not been East to
see his mother and family for about eight years.
We feel sure that he will be accorded a royal
welcome. Mrs. Wise will accompany Mr. Wise,
and they contemplate being away for about one
month.

Our old friend, Emanuel Levy, who is the
latest addition to the ranks of the wholesale
jewelers in this city, is now nicely housed in his

new location in the Kahm Building, at 717 Mar-

ket Street, where he will be pleased to welcome
his many friends among the retail jewelers.
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business that is sure to follow this advertising your
early orders are earnestly urged to avoid delays.

ARCH CROWN MOUNTINGS
with FULLY COMPLETED BEA RINOS

are Staple and Excel Because they are-

4 MORE ARTISTIC
q STRONGER
qf NO POINTS TO CATCH
q DISPLAY DIAMONDS BETTER
q EASY TO SET
q EASY TO SELL
q NEW TO MANY

PLAT. TIP ARCH CROWNS
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Display Diamonds Perfectly

ARCH CROWN MFG. CO.
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We Can Make
An Engraver of You!

For fifteen years we have been teaching the art of engraving,
and there is no question but what we are recognized as the
foremost institution of this kind in this country. I know this is
strong language, but it is the truth, nevertheless, and here is the
proof. The articles in this illustration were designed and engraved
by students of our Engraving Department. Any expert engraver
will, at a glance, pronounce this work to be first-class and very
artistic. It is designing and engraving of a character to reflect
credit even on "old hands " at the business.

How remarkable a tribute, therefore, to the thoroughness of our methods, when it
is-considered that not a single one of the students who engraved or designed these articles
ever had any previous experience: and that this work was done after they had attended
the college for from four to eight weeks only. Can you find any such work elsewhere, or
accomplished in a period of time even greater than that which our students spend with
us? We say no—emphatically no, and your own investigation will prove that this Is a
wonderful development of ability through practical work and instruction in this college.

It is another proof that if you want to learn engraving you should learn it right;
and that if you want to learn it right and in a short time, you should attend our college.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS ; it will give you full information, but do it to-day

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. Est. 1894
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No. 828. SMOKING SET
Pewter with Bronze Heads . . . $5.50

Silver Plated, Burnished or Butler Finish, 7.75

No. 0828. Copper with Pewter Trimming, 7.75

Plain Copper . . . . . . 7.75

Littlefield Silver Co.
Malker.s cf

High-Grade Silver Plated Hollowware

also TROPHY CUPS

in English Pewter, Solid Copper with Pewter Trimmings and Silver Plate

Office and Factory, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

No. 6311
Tiger

Diamond, Ruby Eyes

A*
TRADE-MARK

The up-to-date Signet and Set Ringsline of

In twenty years we have built up a business second to none in Rings exclusively.

ALLSOPP to the most fastidious.QUALITY, DESIGN and WORKMANSHIP appeal

IT WILL PAY YOU TO EXAMINE A SELECTION PACKAGE

No. 6077

Eagle. Signet

ALLSOPP BROS.9 AiLsopp Building, NEW J.ARK, N. J.
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At our last writing the holiday business was
still an uncertain quantity. Now that it is all

over and figures compared with previous years, it
has proven very satisfactory. The chief feature
was the great sale of medium-priced goods. The
more expensive lines did not sell as well as
usual, which was caused, no doubt, by the "finan-
cial flurry," commonly called the "rich man's
panic." The middle class not being interfered
with financially, spent as much as usual. The
usual statement in regard to holiday trade is,
"The business was better than we really ex-
pected," and in only a very few instances was
there reported a falling off of any importance.

Now that all the banks have resumed cash
payments again, matters will move along as be-
fore, and the Northwest is especially fortunate in
not having suffered as much as some less favored
sections.

Travelers are out on their regular trips and
report stocks in fair condition, showing all lines
selling almost equally, with the exception of dia-
monds.

N. Jensen has opened a trade repair shop for
watches at 87 East Sixth Street, St. Paul.

D. M. Grinnell, Valley City, N. D., spent a
couple of weeks in the hospital, but is again able
to attend to his business.

Louis C. Gans & Co., Minneapolis, report
their business greater than expected and feel
very much encouraged at their progress.

The store of Ernest Helfach, Walhalla, N. D.,
was entered by burglars January 6th, who carried
away $700 worth of rings and watches. Mr.
Helfach, who sleeps in the store, heard a noise
during the night, but supposed it was the drug-
gist, who occupies half the store, getting some
medicine and did not discover his mistake until
he arose in the morning.

White & McNaught, Minneapolis, who have
been reducing their stock preparatory to a disso-
lution of partnership, announced that the business
will be continued as heretofore.

R. W. Kelner, Clark, S. D., is spending a
well-earned vacation in Washington.

Charles E. Carlson, St. Paul, reports the ar-
rival of a new boy January 2d. "Father feels
very nicely, thank you."

Arthur Tilley, who has been representing the
Rockford Watch Co. in the Northwest will carry
the lines of B. F. Simpson & Co., Minneapolis,
for igo8.

V. W. McKay, who represented H. E. Mur-
dock Co., Minneapolis, in South Dakota last year,
has resigned and will seek new fields.

A. Schaeppi, familiarly known by his friends
as "the count," for the past five years in charge
of the tool and material department for A. H.
Clausin & Co., is now with the Reed Bennett Co.,
Minneapolis.

Albert L. Haman, St. Paul, will be repre-
sented on the road by his old force : R. F. Sie-
grist and Myron 0. Stevens, whose many friends
will be pleased to renew their acquaintance.

Geo. Schillbach, of Lewis Finkelstein, St.
Paul, will return to his old love, the cutlery line.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, continue their old
force for isoo8: Jud. A. Beard, Carl Sischo and
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Eddie Moore in the North and West, and C. T.

Taylor in the Southern territory.
Vehon & Goodman, St. Paul, have moved

from the Baltimore Block to the fifth floor of the
Ryan Building, where they have much improved
quarters.

A. Lindahl, St. Paul, has purchased a new
store building, which is being remodeled and
will be ready for occupancy March 1st. This will

give him twice his former floor space.
E. A. Barker, Bemidji, Minn., is in his new

quarters and has given his jewelry department
especial prominence.

Visitors to the city jobbers the past month
were : J. L. Williams, Zumbrota, Minn.; A. W.
Carlson, Lindstrom, Minn.; John C. Marx, Shak-
opee, Minn.; I. M Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.;
Geo. H. Lang, Mankato, Minn.; I. Reiner, Hutch-

inson, Minn.; C. C. Staacke, Duluth, Minn.; H.
M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn.; R. W. Kel-
ner, Clark S. D.; E. H. Trieber, Scotland, S. D.;
E. F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; Nels A. Nelson,
Hutchinson, Minn.; H. P. Marx, Shakopee,
Minn.; Paul Freeman, Slayton, Minn.; H. Hosda,
Botteman, N. D.; W. M. James, Breckenridge,

Minn.; L. A. Orr, Rochester, Minn.

CLEVELAND
LETTER

The jewelers have now had a chance to size
up business conditions and prospects for 1908,
and it seems to be the general opinion that the
year will be only moderate as a business pro-
ducer. However, there is an encouraging sign
in the return of confidence as to our banking in-
stitutions, as shown by the increase of savings
deposits. Also, to those who have investments
in stocks, industrial or others, there is a grad-
ually rising market to take away the gloom of
two months ago. Local conditions, as far as
investments are concerned, are about the same.
Street railway stocks and shipbuilding stocks are
still down to hard pan. The manufacturing
plants are adding more men each week, and to
the merchant the increased payroll is more wel-
come than a rise in stocks. Strange to say, col-
lections locally are good among the retail houses.
The jobbers report their collections not quite so
good, but satisfactory considering the conditions.

No failures have been reported here among the
trade.

Otto Loehr and family left last month for

their annual trip to Florida. Mr. Loehr stops at
Eustis, where the fishing is good, at which diver-
sion he is an expert.

The Bowler & Burdick Co. have installed an

elevator for their own use in the New England
Building. This will be much appreciated by their

many patrons.
The Cowell & Hubbard Co. are busy with

their annual inventory. This is a task all jewelers

are glad to see completed.
Frank J. Patton was called to Canton, Ohio,

by the sudden death of his favorite sister. She

was ill only a little over a day, with pneumonia.
Will H. Wagner, the well-known traveler for

Sigler Bros. Co., was agreeably surprised by the

company, who, at its annual meeting, elected him

secretary of the concern. Mr. Wagner began

with the company twenty-one years ago as cash

boy and worked his way along until now he has
been admitted as an official to his firm.

The well-known trade auctioneers, Briggs &
Dodd, were in town last month for a day, renew-

ing old acquaintances.
Chas. Ettinger, the jeweler, is offering a large

money reward, through the medium of the daily

press, for the detection of the party who on sev-

eral occasions during the past few months

smashed his show windows and stole the contents

from his several stores in this city.
M. Fauver, watchmaker for Schanweker

Bros. Co., Colonial Arcade, has resigned and

gone to the west coast. He expects to locate in

Redlands with Mason & Bay, jewelers.
A. E. Ellbogen, traveler for Bowler & Bur-

dick Co., has just returned from a pleasure trip to

New York and other eastern cities.
The Hutchinson Co. is the name of a new

concern that opened up for business on Superior

Avenue near Eighty-ninth Street.
Frank E. Strong, the well-known retail sales-

man, has just announced his marriage. The cere-

mony was performed October 24th last, but

Frank, being bashful, didn't advise his friends.

Geo. W. Scribner entertained his son and

other school friends from Asheville during the

school vacation.
James H. Wight, a pioneer jeweler of Wel-

lington, Ohio, passed away recently. It was only

last year that the golden anniversary of his wed-

ding was celebrated, and at that time he was in

good health. Mr. Wight was born in 1828, was

one of a family of nine children, and at an early

age learned the jewelry business with a brother

at Garrettsville, with whom he was afterwards a

partner. In 185o he moved to Wellington, Ohio,

and continued in the business from that time on

to his death. He had served his city many terms

as member of the school board and of the city

council and many other positions of trust, which

were faithfully executed. Mr. Wight was mar-

ried in 1856 and four children were born of the

union. The two sons, John W. and Hermon L.,

will conduct and continue the business.

A. E. Oyster, Alliance, Ohio, will go South

February 1st to Florida and spend a month.

Chas W. Smith, Collinwood, Ohio, has built

a new store and will soon remove thereto. New

fixtures are being put in and a comprehensive

stock.
Mr. Hale, of Hale Bros., Cuyahoga Falls,

was in town last month, making a few additions

to his depleted stock.
Jos. Lahoor and J. C. Moran were recently

arrested for the robbery of Jeweler G. R. Thomp-

son. Detectives from Toledo aided in the capture

of the pair. They stole about $3000 worth of dia-

monds from Thompson's store some weeks ago.

The following Ohio jewelers were here last

month : J. V. Schaefer, Sandusky ; A. E. Kintner,

Painesville; W. P. Crouthers, Oberlin ; Geo. F.

High, Medina; W. C. Fisher, Lorain; A. R.

Kimpton, Oberlin; C. E. Ennis, Wakeman; F. D.

Cramton, Burton; Wm. Kurtz, Bellevue; E. E.

Critz, Elyria ; E. D. Davis, Kent ; Chas. Bogart,
Sandusky ; W. J. Higgins, Shelby ; L. J. Goddard,

Ravenna ; Ed. Nolf, Wadsworth ; John F. Austin,

Geneva; J. A. Zang, Alliance; H. S. Sumner,

Akron; Harry Downs, Bellevue ; B. Bemis, North

Amhurst.

"We consider The Keystone above improve-
ment. We are interested in articles relative to
improving one's trade—advertising schemes, etc."
—Shibley & Hendson, Jewelers, Wooster, Ohio.
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IF I MAY SAY SO
TJ1 fAERRY WIDOW

FEST0014

Dear Sirs

I am delighted with the

Merry Widow Festoon.

Sincerely yours

ETHEL JACKSON

New Amsterdam Theater
New York aty

Made in Highest Quality

GOLD FILLED only

TWO HUNDRED OTHER DESIGNS.

Also, FOBS, BRACELETS, and every-

thing that can be made in CHAINS

FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

HENRY LEDERER & BRO., INC.
Factory, 227 Eddy St. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Continental Movements

0 size, 12 size, 16 size Open-Face and Hunting
7, 15, 17 and 21 Jewels

FOR SALE BY THE JOBBING TRADE

All Continental Movements have Breguet hairspring,
double roller and cut balance.

All are pendant set and fit accurately all regular cases
of corresponding size.

Finished material on hand.

Jules Racine & Co.
37 Maiden Lane 103 State Street

New York Chicago

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Every jeweler should know the chains that are the- safest

and most profitable to handle. For high quality, moderate
price and constuctive merit there are no chains on the market
that jewelers can handle with so much satisfaction as

TRADE-MARK

THE A&Z
CHAINS

TRADE-MARK

The quality is such as safeguards your reputation and assures
satisfaction to your customers, while giving the largest and
quickest returns.

Send for a selection and see for yourself

A & Z CHAIN CO.
Makers of III o Gold Filled Chains

9 Calender Street, PROVIDENCE R. 1.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

The Only F.nclusive Chan-makers for the Retail Trade

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

4th Degree

EMBLEMS

Ask your jobber for prices.

IRONS ec RUSSELL, CO.
Makers of Emblems

Main Office and Factory,
95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. I.

Chicago Office
Silversmiths' Fildg.
131 Wabash Ave.

New York Office
1 1 Maiden Lane

Wisconsin Institute of Horology
A PRACTICAL SCHOOL FOR

WATCHMAKING and ENGRAVING

A few months spent at the W. I. of H.
is as good as many years at a store, and
the expense is really no item, for it will not
take you long to make up for it in the way
of increased salary.

Our catalogue will tell you all about it
Write for it .

F. A. THOMAS, Principal
Enterprise Building MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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Toledo, Ohio, Letter

While there was no abnor-
Business mally large holiday business
Recovering among the local jewelers,

there is a general expression
of satisfaction as to the windup of the • old year.
Trade far exceeded the most stnguinary hopes ex-
press a few weeks before the holidays and in many
instances almost equaled that of the last few weeks
of the preceding year. General reports show that it
fell somewhat below that of woo, which was an un-
usually heavy season. The year just closed, taken
as, a whole, despite the many handicaps, has
compared favorably with other years, and a very
satisfactory business was carried on, although the
bulk of the goods handled were of a less ex-
pensive class than usual. The sale of large dia-
monds was noticeably curtailed, the trade calling
for less costly jewels; but what was lost along
this line was largely overcome by an increased
demand for cheaper articles.

The trade is holding its own
After-Holiday better than was expected by
Trade Fair dealers this month, and sales

are keeping well up, despite
the fact that a slump was expected after the holi-
day rush. Mr. Broer, of the firm of Merrill &
Broer, in the Smith & Baker Building, said, in
discussing the situation at present: "Business has
far exceeded our expectations in the past few
weeks. Of course our firm is still young, but our
increase, which has kept up since our organiza-
tion in 1905, is still showing a steady gain. De-
spite the financial trouble several months ago, our
showing for the past year was very good. We
showed an increase of business of about 25 per
cent. each month last year with the exception of
November and December, which were the only
months that did not show the usual gain over the
corresponding month of the year before. How-
ever, our holiday trade was fairly good. During
the past few weeks we have added several more
cases to our departments and have added a great
deal to our stock. That at least shows that busi-
ness is picking up at a good rate."

Mr. Swigart, of the Swigart Watch Co., re-
ports a good business : "While we have no extra
large orders to fill at the present time," he stated,
"the amount of small orders has been very large.
We are doing a good business, and in a day or
two I expect to start my three road men out
with new samples of goods in the watch line."
Both dealers predict a good year for 1908.

Large numbers of traveling salesmen are
again on the road and are meeting with limited
success. The orders given here are not as large
as usual, most of the jewelers having bought very
freely early last fall, and having over-estimated
the holiday trade, find themselves with consid-
erable stock at this time. There will be no heavy
buying here for some time, certainly not until
after there has been some reduction of present
supplies. Just how long that will be is, of course,
hard to determine, but most of the dealers see a
prosperous business ahead as shown by indica-

int

te c
Nearly all the jewelers in the

rho Boomity city have handed in their ap-
plications to become members
of the new Toledo Chamber

of Commerce. The membership committee, of
,vhich George Capp, a prominent jeweler, is a
member, are straining every nerve to secure such
I membership as will make the organization one
,f the strongest of its kind in the country. Their
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efforts during the past week have netted more
than a hundred new members, and it is the pur-
pose to secure'a membership of nearly one thou -
sand. Business men are taking hold of the pro-
ject with a vim, and it is thought that Toledo will
be decisively heard from during the next year.
An annual fee of $25 from each member will
create a handsome working fund with which to
sing the praises of the city. The question of ex-
pense will scarcely enter into the question of
selecting a secretary for the organization, but
whoever he is, he must be a man of influence
and ability. Great things are being predicted as
a result of the united efforts of Toledo business
men, and to Toledo jewelers will belong no mean
part of the credit.

The question of quashing the
The Watch watch club gamblers in Toledo
Club Nuisance has thus far come to naught.

For many months the game
has been carried on here to a considerable ex-
tent. Street car barns, machine shops and fac-
tories of all kinds have constituted the principal
field of operations. Some time ago the local
jewelers took the matter up and subscribed a
fund with which to employ attorneys to put the
operators out of business. Attorneys were con-
sulted, and expressed the opinion that the meth-
ods employed were clearly illegal and contrary to
the criminal statutes. But the task of suppress-
ing the operators did not appear to be so easy as
anticipated. After thorough investigation, it was
announced by the attorneys that they had been
unable to locate the offenders and that until it
could be determined who was conducting the
business it would be impossible to prosecute.

The saying that "lightning never strikes twice
in one place" does not apply to robberies, at least
Louis Commlossy, jeweler, at 613 Madison Avenue,

thinks so. During
the past year Corn-
lossy's place has
been robbed four
times, and during
the three years he
has been in busi-
ness in the city six
successful robber-
ies rid him of
nearly $t000 worth
of goods. One at-
tempt at robbery
failed, when Mr.
Commlossy put the
would-be thief to
rout with a pistol.

Last February a thief broke the large window
in front of the store and escaped with goods
valued at more than three hundred dollars. The
police had no clue to work on, and neither thief
nor goods was ever discovered. In March an-
other burglary was pulled off, the thief getting
over $t000 worth of goods from the window.
In this case the large glass was also broken.
Early in December of 1907 thieves forced an en-
trance through a side window of the establish-
ment by climbing on to the top of a building now
being constructed next to the Commlossy store,
and forcing the window at the side of the build-
ing. Several hundred dollars' worth of jewelry
was stolen on this occasion. The last burglary
occurred on December 29th. The thieves, as in
two instances before, smashed the front window
and departed with goods valued at nearly $300.
Several months ago a man entered the place and
asked to see some diamonds. The customer at-
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tempted to get away with a valuable stone, and
Commlossy went after him with a gun. The thief
dropped the diamond. On two other occasions
previous to the series of robberies of the past
year thieves entered the place and succeeded in
making hauls. The police were promptly notified
after each robbery, but, strange as it may seem,
have never caught any of the thieves nor re-
covered a single one of the many stolen articles.
A few weeks ago Mr. Commlossy received a
post-card, signed "An Eye Witness," giving the
jeweler a description of the men alleged to have
committed the last theft. Mr. Commlossy turned
the postal over to the police, but as yet no arrests
have been made in connection with the case.

A woman's scream recently prevented George
F. Thompson, a Findlay jeweler, from being
robbed of several valuable diamonds, and resulted
in the arrest of Joseph A. Laboon and J. C.
Moran, of London, England, the would-be
thieves. The two men entered Thompson's store
and asked to see some diamonds. While one of
the men was engaged in conversation with the
jeweler, the other dealt him a stunning blow on
the temple. As Thompson's head dropped, the
other struck him on the top of the head with an
instrument, rendering him unconscious. The
assailants then helped themselves to a few val-
uable diamonds from the tray on the counter and
rushed on to the sidewalk. A woman who wit-
nessed the assault and theft from the outside
screamed when the thieves made a hasty exit
from the store, and attracted the attention of two
firemen in an engine house nearby. The fire-
fighters started in pursuit of the two thieves and
captured them. The stones, all but two diamond
rings, were recovered and returned to Thompson.

J. N. Isenberg, Toledo manager of the L.
Basch & Co. jewelry business will attend the
annual meeting of the board of directors of the
concern, which will be held in Chicago on Feb-
ruary 1st. Reports show a highly satisfactory
business since the opening of the Toledo branch.

G. J. Kirby, of the G. J. Kirby Company, Wil-
limantic, Conn., was in the city recently on busi-
ness connected with his firm.

A. R. Gardner, a retail jeweler from Fow-
lersville, Mich., was in the city recently making
purchases for his store. He was accompanied by
his wife.

M. E. VanDusen, the well-known watch-
maker of the J. J. Freeman Company, has re-
moved to Maumee. He still retains his position
in the Freeman store.

Local wholesale houses received a visit this
week from E. J. Tyler, the retail jeweler from
Fayette, Ohio. Mrs. Tyler accompanied him on
the trip.

Sigmund Arnstein, member of the firm of
Arnstein Bros. & Co., of New York, was in the
city on business this week.

L. Beckmann, Sr., president of the L. Beck-
mann Co., optical goods, is planning upon an ex-
tended European tour, leaving here in April.
Business will be combined with pleasure, a happy
feature of the programme being a visit to the
old home, at Doboran, Mecklenberg, Germany.
Switzerland and other European countries will be
visited before the return.

Frank Hill, who for some time has been with
the jobbing house of Robert Nelson & Co., of this
city, in the capacity of traveling salesman, has
severed his connection with that firm and ac-
cepted a similar position with Noack & Gorenflo,
of Detroit. The change took place January 1st.
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Business conditions show a marked improve-
ment since the first of the year. The volume of
business has been small, but satisfactory, every-
thing considered. Mail orders have been coming
in in goodly numbers and the retail trade through-
lut this section of the country seems in a happy
disposition as to the outlook. Collections have
been slow and a bit irregular, but the close of the
month showed a marked improvement over col-
lections the first week of the year. Several of the
St. Louis jobbers have put on extra travelers for
the year and nearly all of them are sending their
men out a little later this year than last. As far
as the financial situation is concerned, it may be
considered about normal. "John Smith's" checks
have disappeared entirely, as has also the pre-
mium on currency. Factories which shut down
in November and December have all been reopened
and are gradually getting back to their normal
working force. Clearance sales are much in evi-
dence in the retail line and retailers report a fair
and substantial business.

The "Red Book," recently is-
Missouri's sued by the commissioner of
Prosperity the State Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics, gives some interesting
statistics of Missouri's prosperity. It shows that
the year recently ended was the most prosperous
Missouri ever experienced, its surplus products
from the farms, mines, lumber, dairy and milling
interests amounting to $291,92r,946, a gain of
$16,624,647 over 1905, which was itself a banner
year. Its gain in live stock, it is claimed, was
greater than that of any other State, showing an
increase over the previous year of $16,374,138,
the total value of the surplus live stock product
alone reaching $107,084,381. In poultry the State
stands first, its surplus product amounting to over
$37,500,000. Few persons in other States realize
the enormous resources of Missouri, which is
making tremendous strides in all directions.

The crop report for Missouri
Crops in for 1907, by George B. Ellis,
Missouri and secretary for the State Board
Illinois of Agriculture, is on the whole

favorable, proving that the
farmers made much money. The yields were
good and prices satisfactory until the present
money trouble set in. A very wet spring delayed
the crops some, but did no permanent injury. The
acreage of the principal crops was greater than
last year. On account of the drought the wheat
acreage sown this fall is reduced. The condition
of the crop on December I was 85, or 3 points
better than last year and only 2 points below the
five-year average. Where the wheat was sown in
well-prepared soil it is now in excellent condi-
tion. In Illinois the area seeded in winter wheat
is 1,319,393 acres. This is a decrease of 3 per
cent., as compared with last year. Wheat is
backward, due to lack of moisture. The condi-
tion is reported as 91 per cent. of normal. Dam-
age is reported by green bugs and by the Hessian
fly. The total corn crop in Illinois for 1907 is
reported as 254,608,895 bushels, and the average
yield per acre for the State thirty-five bushels.
The total value of the crop at 44 cents per bushel,
the ruling price on December list, is estimated
at $iii,344,922.

1
Trade Expan- 

Conferences are being held be-
tween officers of the Latin-

sion Tour American Club and Foreign
Trade Association and the

Business Men's League of St. Louis to shape
plans for the forthcoming "trade expansion tour"
to Mexico. The tour will occupy a month from
the time of the start from St. Louis until the re-
turn. About seventy-five St. Louisians are ex-
pected to make the trip. The party will be made
up of heads of manufacturing concerns and mer-
cantile houses. Probably fifty industries and
lines of business will be represented. The shoe
houses, agricultural and mining machinery manu-
facturers, who have a large established trade with
Mexico, will furnish a good-sized contingent. The
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object of the tour is to establish broader trade
relations between St. Louis and Mexico on a
reciprocal basis by opening a market in St. Louis
for Mexican exports.

Morris Bauman, of the Sidney L. & Morris
Bauman Company, recently celebrated his forty-
eight anniversary. He received the congratula-
tions of a long list of friends and also many
tokens of the day.

Morris Eisenstadt, president of the Eisen-
stadt Mfg. Co., tendered a very enjoyable smoker
and banquet to the employees of the firm on the
evening of January ifith. The affair took place
at the rooms of the Mercantile Club, and the em-
ployees were royally entertained by their genial
host.

Herman K. Kaesser and Paul B. Kaesser
have bought out the jewelry store of W. F. Kern-
per, 2326 Franklin Avenue, and will hereafter
conduct the business under the firm name of
Kaesser Bros. Herman Kaesser has been a
watchmaker for W. F. Kemper eleven years and
his brother has also been employed in the same
store for several years.

The Lee-Kehl Manufacturing Company,
which was recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $18,000, has bought out the manufactur-
ing interests and good-will of Weiss & Fassett
and will hereafter conduct the business at the
same location. The incorporators of the company
are Arthur J. Lee, formerly with Aller-Newman-
Wilmes Jewelry Co.; F. A. Kehl and H. S. Aller.
The firm of Weiss & Fassett have decided to go
into the wholesale diamond business exclusively,
and for this reason made the above sale.

The Eisenstadt Mfg. Co. has just leased an
additional 7000 square feet of floor space on the
third floor of the Star Building, and will utilize it
for factory purposes. The manufacturing busi-
ness of this firm has increased so rapidly during
the past year that this additional space is made
absolutely necesssary. This enlargement of the
factory will allow for the seating of zoo addi-
tional employees. The lease takes effect February
1st and alterations will immediately follow, and
are expected to be completed by the 1st of March.
The acquIrement of this additional space will give
the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company possession
of the entire space on the second and third floors
of the Star Building.

The jewelry store of F. H. Niehaus, at 1302
Franklin Avenue, was robbed the early part of
the month. It was one of the boldest robberies
in recent years. Both Mr. Niehaus and his sons
were in the store at the time. The thief threw a
brick through the window and extracted a tray
of diamonds and other gems. The stolen goods
consisted of three diamond sunbursts, nine dia-
mond studs and six diamond pendants. The total
value is about $1000. Mr. Niehaus has been in
business at this location for the past forty years
and this is the tenth robbery he has experienced.

C. S. Erbar, of Texarkana, Ark., paid the
St. Louis trade a welcome visit.

Adam Hafner, Jr., of De Soto, Mo., was
among the list of visiting jewelers last month.

Erkar Bros., opticians, have moved into their
new location at 604 Olive Street.

I. Frankel, for many years watchmaker for
the S. A. Rider Jewelry Co., has given up his
position with the company and has decided to
retire permanently from active work.

A. Pollock, of Paducah, Ky., spent the first
week after the holidays visiting St. Louis job-
bers and laying in new stock.

R. D. Dickie, of Lebanon, Mo., was among
the visitors to the St. Louis trade the early part
of the month.

H. C. FIain, formerly connected with the
Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., who was compelled by ill
health to sever his connections with the company,
recently tendered a farewell dinner to his former
associates. The affair was pronounced a great
success and was attended by the entire traveling
force of the company and several of the office
employees.

L. B. Hale, traveler for Wm. Weidlich & Co.,
spent several weeks last month at the Attleboro
and Bridgeport factories of several of the east-
ern manufacturers represented by this firm.

C. W. Hoen, of Clinton, Mo., combined busi-
ness with pleasure during the early part of the
month calling on the St. Louis jobbers. He was
accompanied by his wife.
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Joseph M. Ebeling has recently improved the
appearance of his place of business, at 144 War-
ren Street, by installing a handsome new front.

E. Moser, the well-known St. Louis jeweler,
recently returned from an extensive sojourn in
Switzerland. He has opened a jewelry store at
5388 Old Manchester Road.

A. Veita, who for several years past has con-
ducted a jewelry store at 18to Franklin Avenue,
sold his entire stock and fixtures to M. Rosen-
heim.

Chas. Frich, of Highland, Ill., was a welcome
visitor among the trade in the early part of the
month.

After being in business for over twenty-four
years at Broadway and Benton Street, Henry
Dreher, the well-known St. Louis jeweler, has
sold out his stock and retired permanently from
active business.

C. A. Horrol, of Martinsville, Ill., spent sev-
eral days the early part of the month among the
St. Louis trade. He reports a good holiday trade
and considers the outlook for future business
good.

Thomas J. Akins, in charge of the subtreas-
ury at St. Louis, gave out a statement January
i7th, in which he states that the subtreasury has
scarcely been able to handle the large amount of
silver coin which have been flowing in from the
country. The statement came in reply to an ap-
peal by local bankers that the government relieve
them of some of the silver which has gorged
their vaults. "I cannot do it," was the invariable
answer sent back by the subtreasurer. "We can
hardly handle what is coming into our own vaults
from the country." The situation is in striking
contrast to that of six weeks ago, when people
were complaining about John Smith's checks and
eagerly taking silver whenever they could get
it. Not only is silver flowing into St. Jeouis in
large quantities, but currency, too, is pouring in.
On January 18th one of the banks received
$135,000 more currency than it paid out.

Former Governor David R. Francis, of Mis-
souri, speaking before the members of the deep
waterways meeting of the ways and means com-
mittee of the Chicago Association of Commerce,
held at Chicago, has the following to say about
the Lakes to the Gulf waterway project : 'If the
people of Chicago and St. Louis unite for the
waterway, that great enterprise which would bring
untold benefits to the residents of the Ohio and
Mississippi Valleys would be a certainty. The
people of St. Louis want to join with the people
of Chicago in order to accomplish this great
work. It will be a benefit to every person in this
section and will enhance the value of every acre
of land in it."

Joseph Gilbert, a jeweler at 1625 Market
Street, was accidentally shot, January loth, by
Jacob Good, a pawnbroker, at 820 Market Street.
The accident took place in Mr. Gilbert's store.
Good was examining a revolver, when suddenly
the weapon was discharged. The bullet passed
through Mr. Gilbert's breast and lodged in his
back. At last reports Mr. Gilbert's condition was
considered precarious. Mr. Good was exonerated
from all blame by the wounded man.

The Barnes-Smith Mercantile Co. was re-
cently incorporated with a capital stock of
$100,000, and will manufacture and handle
jewelry, glassware, diamonds, etc., at wholesale in
St. Louis. The incorporators are T. K. Smith,
J. W. Barnes, E. H. Zeihme and Robert Taylor.

The Eisenstadt Mfg. Co. has added three ad-
ditional traveling men to its road staff for 1908.
They are C. M. Powers, J. N. Hosenpud and
Joseph Hummel.

The title of The Reeves Co., manufacturers
and jobbers in optical goods and watchmakers'
and jewelers' supplies, of this city, was changed
February 1st to The Reeves-Kemper Co.

Miss C. Kasten, who was in the employ of
W. F. Kemper for eighteen years and until he
entered the wholesale field, has accepted a posi-
tion with the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co. Miss Kasten
is possessed of exceptional ability, and while in
Mr. Kemper's employ had charge of the jewelry
repair end of the business.

The weekly statement of the St. Louis bank
clearings indicates a decided change in the finan-
cial situation and shows that the shrinkage in the
volume of business being done by the banks is
rapidly decreasing.
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Wonderful Automatic Machines

Contrivances that all but Think—Recording Time
and Distance—Mathematical Calculators and

Account Keepers - Save Time and Labor

Quite apart from all the popularly well-known
mechanical marvels which in their operation seem
endowed with human intelligence, there are in
existence to-day hundreds of contrivances of which
the average person scarcely has any idea, which do
almost everything that a man can do, writes
William R. Stewart, in The Technical World
Magazine. That they are the product of the
human brain and require a human operator to set
them in motion, are the only respects in which the
human superiority asserts itself.

To give a technical description of all these
machines would be quite impossible within the
limits of a magazine article. All that can be done
will be to describe the operations which they per-
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sage automatically. The typewriter telegraph will
greatly simplify the business of the telegraph com-
panies and will almost mean a revolution in
telegraphy.

The typewriter also is, by a new invention,
capable of being operated by electricity. It has
heretofore been necessary to depress the keys of
the machine sufficiently to throw the type bar
against the inking ribbon and leave the impression
on the paper, this action releasing a universal bar,
which allows the carriage to move forward one
space as each letter is printed. This can now be
done by the aid of the electric current. Each rod
is connected with a small electro-magnet, and as
soon as the current enters the coil its correspond-
ing rod is thrown forward, just far enough to hook
the lower end of it beneath the edge of the central
disk. Just as this connection is made the passage
of the electric current through another electro-
magnet depresses the disk, pulling the rod down
and striking the type space on the paper as though

it were done by the depression of the key
with a finger. To form the connection be-
tween the individual magnets and the operat-
ing mechanism, the writer wears a set of
metallic thimbles on the fingers, which are
wired to the source of the electric current.
The instant connection is made with one of
the metallic plates on the keyboard the cur-
rent passes through the plate into the corres-
ponding magnet and thence to the disk in
the center of the machine.

A typewriter which will print music has
recently been successfully tested and now
can be bought by anybody who may desire
thus to contribute to the output of melody.
At any rate, the machine will prove a
great convenience to persons who have
to copy the written scores of composers.
The musical typewriter registers the notes,
bars and rests and, in addition, makes
lines as it goes along the staff line. The
machine resembles the ordinary typewriter,
except that in addition to registering char-
acters it forms the scales as the writer

proceeds with his work.
The mechanical cashier, or cash register, also

has undergone recently such wonderful develop-
ment that it quite outdistances its human proto-
type. In its various forms and combined in a single
machine, it is a banker. cash register, money
changer, bookkeeper and auditor, and it does all
these duties with an absolute accuracy of which no
human being would be capable.

The combination machine which does all these
things is fed, say, in the morning with sufficient
cash to provide it with change for the day's busi-
ness. This is in its capacity as bank. Let us sup-
pose that it receives a twenty-dollar bill from a
customer who has bought goods worth seventy-five
cents. It pockets the money and registers the pur-
chase, thus performing its duties as a cash register.
Simultaneously it picks out the change, amounting
to $19.25, thus performing its duties as a money
changer. While getting this change, which it does
before the customer can count two, it acts as book-
keeper by making at the same time a printed record
of the transaction, and gives the customer a receipt.

While it was providing the change it was also
simultaneously adding the seventy-five cents to its
bank and showing the total amount on hand—in
other words, auditing its accounts and striking its
balance. If only change is required, all that the
operator has to do is to touch one key, and in re-
turn for the twenty dollars the machine in one
moment provides a variety of small change.

The Telegraphone

This instrument records by magnetic action a telephone
message on spools of line who or thin sheets of metal anti is
one of the greatest mechanical marvels.

form and, in a general way, to indicate how they
do it. Almost every possible operation is included
in the list. There are machines which chop and
pile wood, machines which light fires automatic-
ally ; machines which decorate and mark crockery,

measure the speed of
bicycles, automobiles and
locomotives ; machines
which print, punch and
sell railroad tickets ; ma-
chines which sort, count
and wrap up coins ; which
take the place of human
brains in counting houses,
in surance offices and ob-
servatories.

Of all these wonder-
ful contrivances perhaps
the typewriter and its va-
riations play the largest

part. It is now possible for any person who can
operate a typewriter to send a telegraphic message
as well as the skilled telegraph operator who
works the key. By simply striking each type-
writer letter the machine makes the necessary
telegraphic dots and dashes. It is impossible to
make a mistake except by striking the wrong
letter. The receiving instrument records the mes-

The Protectograph

Produces an absolute
amount limit to every clack
it stamps, and is an effici-
ent protection against the
alteration of checks.

Fehniary, 1908

The mechanical cashier can never go wrong,
and it would baffle the ingenuity of any operator to
cheat it. It will be seen that this invention just
carries the operations of other cash registers one

The Muitigraph

Reproduces lac-sitnilies of letters in quantity, effecting a
great saving in time and labor.

step farther. It closes the one door which they leave
open. It prevents the person in charge from touch-
ing any cash at all, and he will promptly be faced
with a mistake if he touches the wrong key or con-
victed of theft if he inserts false money—and this
in the presence of a witness.

In appearance the machine does not differ
greatly from other cash registers, except that the
keyboard is like that of a typewriter. It has a

The Odometer

Keeps an accurate record of the distance traveled by auto-
mobiles ano motor vehicles of all kinds.

drum or wheel containing receptacles for holding
money. The receptacles for notes and coins are
all arranged in rows. The drum is locked when it
receives its cash in the morning. When the atten-
dant receives five dollars, for instance, for a pur-
chase, he presses down a lever to receive the
money. The wheel immediately goes up one
notch and the money is secured in the bank in the

(('ontinued on page 257)
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Contrivances that all but Think—Recording Time
and Distance—Mathematical Calculators and

Account Keepers—Save Time and Labor

Quite apart from all the popularly well-known
mechanical marvels which in their operation seem
endowed with human intelligence, there are in
existence to-day hundreds of contrivances of which
the average person scarcely has any idea, which do
almost everything that a man can do, writes
William R. Stewart, in The Technical World
Magazine. That they are the product of the
human brain and require a human operator to set
them in motion, are the only respects in which the
human superiority asserts itself.

To give a technical description of all these
machines would be quite impossible within the
limits of a magazine article. All that can be done
will he to describe the operations which they per-

This instrument records by magnetic action a telephone
message on spools of fine wire or thin sheets of metal and is
one of the greatest mechanical marvels.

form and, in a general way, to indicate how they
do it. Almost every possible operation is included
in the list. There are machines which chop and
pile wood, machines which light fires automatic-
ally ; machines which decorate and mark crockery,

measure the speed of
bicycles, automobiles and
locomotives ; machines
which print, punch and
sell railroad tickets ; ma-
chines which sort, count
and wrap up coins ; which
take the place of human
brains in counting houses,
insurance offices and ob-
servatories.

Of all these wonder-
ful contrivances perhaps
the typewriter and its va-
riations play the largest

part. It is now possible for any person who can
operate a typewriter to send a telegraphic message
as well as the skilled telegraph operator who
works the key. By simply striking each type-
writer letter the machine makes the necessary
telegraphic dots and dashes. It is impossible to
make a mistake except by striking the wrong
letter. The receiving instrument records the flies-

Produces an absolute
amount litnit to every check
it stamps, and is an effici-
ent protection against the
alteration of checks.

sage automatically. The typewriter telegraph will
greatly simplify the business of the telegraph com-
panies and will almost mean a revolution in
telegraphy.

The typewriter also is, by a new invention,
capable of being operated by electricity. It has
heretofore been necessary to depress the keys of
tile machine sufficiently to throw the type bar
against the inking ribbon and leave the impression
on the paper, this action releasing a universal bar,
which allows the carriage to move forward one
space as each letter is printed. This can now be
done by the aid of the electric current. Each rod
is connected with a small electro-magnet, and as
soon as the current enters the coil its correspond-
ing rod is thrown forward, just far enough to hook
the lower end of it beneath the edge of the central
disk. Just as this connection is made the passage
of the electric current through another electro-
magnet depresses the disk, pulling the rod down
and striking the type space on the paper as though

it were done by the depression of the key
with a finger. To form the connection be-
tween the individual magnets and the operat-
ing mechanism, the writer wears a set of
metallic thimbles on the fingers, which are
wired to the source of the electric current.
The instant connection is made with one of
the metallic plates on the keyboard the cur-
rent passes through the plate into the corres-
ponding magnet and thence to the disk in
the center of the machine.

A typewriter which will print music has
recently been successfully tested and now
can be bought by anybody who may desire
thus to contribute to the output of melody.
At any rate, the machine will prove a
great convenience to persons Who have
to copy the written scores of composers.
The musical typewriter registers the notes,
bars and rests and, in addition, makes
lines as it goes along the staff line. The
machine resembles the ordinary typewriter,
except that in addition to registering char-
acters it forms the scales as the writer

proceeds with his work.
The mechanical cashier, or cash register, also

has undergone recently such wonderful develop-
ment that it quite outdistances its human proto-
type. In its various forms and combined in a single
machine, it is a banker, cash register, money
changer, bookkeeper and auditor, and it does all
these duties with an absolute accuracy of which no
human being would be capable.

The combination machine which does all these
things is fed, say, in the morning with sufficient
cash to provide it with change for the day's busi-
ness. This is in its capacity as bank. Let us sup-
pose that it receives a twenty-dollar bill from a
customer who has bought goods worth seventy-five
cents. It pockets the money and registers the pur-
chase, thus performing its duties as a cash register.
Simultaneously it picks out the change, amounting
to $19.25, thus performing its duties as a money
changer. While getting this change, which it does
before the customer can count two, it acts as book-
keeper by making at the same time a printed record
of the transaction, and gives the customer a receipt.

While it was providing the change it was also
sitnultanenusly adding the seventy-five cents to its
bank and showing the total amount on hand—in
other words, auditing its accounts and striking its
balance. If only change is required, all that the
operator has to do is to touch one key, and in re-
turn for the twenty dollars the machine in one
moment provides a variety of small change.

The mechanical cashier can never go wrong,
and it would baffle the ingenuity of any operator to
cheat it. It will be seen that this invention just
carries the operations of other cash registers one

The Multigraph

Reproduces fac-similies of letters in quantity, effecting a
great saving in time and labor.

step farther. It closes the one door which they leave
open. It prevents the person in charge from touch-
ing any cash at all, and he will promptly be faced
with a mistake if he touChes the wrong key or con-
victed of theft if lie Inserts false money—and this
in the presence of a witness.

In appearance the machine does not differ
greatly from other cash registers, except that the
keyboard is like that of a typewriter. It has a

has been mailed to
every Jeweler in the U.S.
It tells the story of

EXCELSIOR
THIN-MODEL

WATCHES
clearly, concisely, completely, so that the public will

realize instantly the advantage of buying these "Quality"

at "Economy" prices.

3 Grades-6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes
20-year Gold Filled—white tags
10-year Gold Filled—blue tags
Silverode--red tags

Prices to the Public, $3.75 to $10.00

Three-quarter Plate, Nickel Damaskeened, Nicely

Finished Throughout, Specially Timed, 7 Jewels,

Quick Train with Bearings in Metal Settings, Cut

Expansion Balance, Breguet Hairspring, White

Enamel Dial.
Every Watch is STEM WIND and PENDANT

SET (excepting the IS Size Hunting, which is

LEVER SET)

The Odometer

Keeps an accurate record of the distance traveled by auto-
mobiles Imo motor vehicles of all kinds.

drum or wheel containing receptacles for holding
money. The receptacles for notes and coins are
all arranged in rows. The drum is locked when it
receives its cash in the morning. When the atten-
dant receives five dollars, for instance, for a pur-
chase, he presses down a lever to receive the
money. The wheel immediately goes up one
notch and the money is secured in the bank in the

(Continued on page 257)

All are THIN MODELS
All are "Timed in Case"

at the factory
All sell at "Fixed" prices

Everywhere

If you have mislaid your Trade

Booklet, write for another copy NOW
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Here are some of the publications
  that are carrying the facts about the
HOWARD Watch into the homes of
every city and town in the United States.
A wide-awake Retail Jeweler in the Middle

West writes the Howard factory, "I believe every
man in this town who reads the English language
takes one of the magazines containing the Howard
advertising.

"I am using this fact for my own benefit, and I have sold more fine
watches in the past six months than in any half-year since I started in busi-
ness. I let everybody know that my store is headquarters for the Howard;
that I am "the Howard dealer " your ads. refer to.

It is easy to sell the Howard watch. It has sixty years' reputation back
of it. It is the oldest and yet the most modern watch. It has kept pace with
progress. It is the finest watch in America to-day—as it was in 1842.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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The Howard Watch
Tourists and travelers take the HowARo Watch

to all parts of the world.

The man of leisure carries it because it is the

finest practical timepiece that money will buy.

Flow much more important it is to the scientist,

the expert, the skilled mechanic—the man whose

work requires precision and accuracy.

Lieutenant Peary in his exploration of the Arctic

Region relies solely upon the How/kw). It is

adjusted to temperature, withstanding heat anl.

cold vibration and change of position.

Thousands of other men take pride in its admir-

able mechanism 1.nd satisfaction in its timekeeping

exactness.
The HowARD is unique as a watch investment. If

you want to know how good, try to buy one at

second-hand. The output is limited. It is handled

only by the most reliable jewelers. The HOWARD

dealer in every town is a good man to know.
The price of each HOWARD watch—from the 17 jewel, 25-year

filled cases at $35, to the 23 jewel, extra heavy cases at $150—is

fixed at the factory, and a printed ticket attached.

Find the right jeweler in your locality and ask him to show 
you

a 1-10WARD—learn why it is more highly regarded than any

other watch and ■vhy there is distinction in carrying it.

Elbert Hubbard visited the home of the HOWARD Watch 
and wrote a book about it.

If you'd like to read this little journey drop us a postal 
card— Dept. A—we'll be glad

to send it to you. Also a little catalogue and price-list, with illustrations 
actual size—

of great value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines 
and periodicals for February. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000

readers). It will bc seen by every man in your community who can afford to 
buy a watch. Sonic of them will be interested. 

Are you a HOWARD

dealer? Do the people of your locality know they can find the 110
WARD at your store?
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Long Alarm
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The Sessions Clock Co.
Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel, Office and Mission Clocks
Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lane
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onderful Automatic Machines

(Continued from page 252)

ve-dollar receptacle. This movement unlocks
he keyboard, and the attendant presses down
1i! figures, say, 75 cents, the amount of the pur-

The Standard Adding Machine
Saves time of several clerks and is a safeguard against

rrors iii calculation.

hase, gives one turn to the crank and immediately
he correct change is delivered by the machine and
he amount of purchase added to the total, as
iiiready described. The machine will
(1() the work of six ordinary clerks.

The counting and assorting of coin
ave brought into existence some very
onarkable machines. At the United
tates Mint some of the new coins are
lightly over weight and others are un-
er ; so that it becomes necessary to
ort them into three classes—light,
eavy and good. This delicate opera-
on is performed with unerring accu-
acy by a long row of remarkable ma-
limes. Into these machines single piles
the new coins are put and, auto-

tatically, each coin is taken by the
achines and put into a scale and

,eighed at the rate of twenty-five a
tinute. According as the coin is light,
eavy or of the proper weight, it is
hen shot into its proper receptacle.

Another form of coin-counting and
Tapping machine is now in use in
ew York, Chicago and a few other
trge cities, which handles the great
umbers of small coins which form
art of the daily receipts of the transportation
)mpanies, the department stores, the restaurants
ad the banks. Upwards of $200,000 a day is re-
ived and packed away in small rolls about the

ize of a cartridge in the basement of a single bank
New York which makes a specialty of procuring
KI selling small change.
There is about six million dollars' worth of

in in circulation in the United States, and the
in nuisance, if it so may be characterized, is
lite a problem for those concerns which handle
he bulk of it. In a bank in New York which has
been referred to there are twenty machines, each
mut the size of a sewing machine, which sort and

K EYST ONE

count and wrap up this money. The coin, in bags
and boxes, is shot into the vaults of the bank
exactly as coal might be dumped into a cellar. At
each money machine is a single girl who, with
both hands, feeds the coin into a glass slot, down
which the money rolls through a glass groove to
the mouth of a small automatic device which
works like a cartridge machine, running a strip of
paper around the coins when the required number
is assembled. Two small hooks crimp the edges
of the paper, turning it over in double thicknesses
like a hem to a garment, and instantly the roll
drops into a receptacle, the coins securely fastened
and labeled, with the name and amount printed on
each package. These little cartridge-like rolls of
money drop out of the machine as though by
magic, the girl operator being kept busy the while
feeding dimes, half-dollars, pennies and nickels into
the glass slot. The $200,000 a day, which is the
capacity of the machines in this one bank, equal
in weight about six tons avoirdupois. Trucks go
to the transportation companies, to the banks, de-
partment stores and telephone offices and collect
the day's accumulation of coin, which is delivered
generally in canvas bags about a foot long.

A sorting machine which will sort a thousand
dollars' worth of coin in three minutes is a kindred
invention. This machine consists of a small cabi-
net of aluminum or zinc containing- five drawers.
Each drawer is perforated like a sieve, with round
holes of the proper size to allow a coin to pass
through. The half-dollar drawer is on top, the
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travel. These hooks, with their cargoes, travel in
slots the entire distance covered by the moving
chain. The machine simply lifts the package, car-
ries it over any intervening object at right angles
and places it at any higher, equal or lower level.

A machine which is designed to take the place

The Defiance Check-Writing Machine

LI is also a cheek protco or, liecause every impression is
stamped into the paper with indelible Ink and cannot be
removed without detection.

of a railroad ticket agent has recently been patented
by an Italian engineer, and is now in use on the
line between Naples and Rome. The machine

automatically makes on demand every
kind of ticket used on the road ; indi-
cates the price of the ticket ; registers
this price ; totals separately the differ-
ent items corresponding to the different
tickets ; numbers the tickets, keeps
account of the number issued for each
class and of the total number, duplicates
them and stamps advertisements on the
backs of them. In the United States
there is a machine for printing railroad
tickets which is also quite wonderful.
They are not printed in large sheets, but
the cardboard is cut into ticket size and
these are printed one by one. The blank
cards are put in a pile in a perpendicular
spout and the machine then slips a bit
of metal underneath the bottom of the
spout and pushes out the lowest ticket
in the pile to be printed. A bad ticket
cannot be printed ; the machine detects
an imperfect blank instantly and refuses
to have anything to do %vitt] it.

An automatic fire kindler, regu-
lated by sin ordinary alarm clock, is a

good deal of a " thinker," if you consider only the
results of its operation. All that is necessary to be
done to have the fire kindle itself is to put the fuel
in the stove, connect an attachment to the clock
and set the latter at any desired hour. When the
alarm sounds, a fulminate is ignited, which, com-
municating with the fuel in the stove, immediately
starts a fire. The mechanism is simple enough.
From the back of the clock extends a shaft on
which is mounted a rotary friction disk, the peri-
phery of which is so designed as to create a friction
when rotated in contact with a stationary member.
By the operation of a pivotal arm, a lug, spring and
other attachments with the disk, the mechanism is
Set in motion when the alarm is released, and a fuse
(which has an easily-ignited fulminate) is ignited.
The flame, which is confined within the metallic
slot, travels over the fulminate strand, which is
saturated with a free-burning ingredient.

The Egry Auditor
Issues sale checks, discharges copy of same and foots up day's transactions, saving

much time and giving necessary information.

The Calculagraph

Will calculate and print the time of any operation
and value of said time end is especially valuable for factory
alai shop use.

quarter-dollar drawer next below and, in succession,
the dime, the nickel and the penny drawers. A
scuttleful of miscellaneous coins are poured into
the hopper, which opens into the top drawer, and
as the machine is shaken the coins sift through
the perforations, each finding its proper receptacle.
Through the top drawer, of course, everything
passes except the half-dollar pieces ; the next
drawer captures the quarters, the next the nickels,
then the climes and last the pennies. Twenty-five
cents for five hundred dollars' worth of assorted
halves, quarters or dimes is the charge made for
the sorting, counting and wrapping ; thirty cents is
charged for one hundred and fifty dollars' worth of
nickels, and twenty-five cents for fifty dollars'
worth of pennies.

A machine recently invented for loading and
unloading all sorts and shapes of articles, on the
endless-chain principle but vastly improved over
all previous adaptations, is another example of
seeming mechanical intelligence. The machine is,
indeed, an endless chain, made up of broad, flat
links, working somewhat like a bicycle chain. The
links are interchangeable and the chain can be
lengthened and shortened at will. This machine,
with its double chain running on rollers with little
noise and friction, solves a problem which hereto-
fore has prevented the endless-chain system from
being a complete success as a carrier. The desire
has long been felt for a simple device for handling
mixed cargoes of freight, especially on vessels
rising and falling with the tide. With the systems
previously in use the endless chains have had to
pass around permanently-stationed end wheels.
These fixed end wheels have made the machines
ineffective between a permanent object and a float-
ing one, on account of the rise and fall of the
vessel. In the new invention there is a continuous
slot, through which hooks to sustain the load

The Burroughs Adding Machine
Makes all kinds of calculations without possibility of error

and with lightning rapidity.
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Wonderful Automatic Machines

(Continued from page 252)

five-dollar receptacle. This movement unlocks
the keyboard, and the attendant presses down
the figures, say, 75 cents, the amount of the pur-

RETA. 17 in. high

HA "%IONA. SI in. high

The Standard Adding Machine

Saves time or several clerks anti is a safeguard against
errors 111 calculation,

chase, gives one turn to the crank and immediately
the correct change is delivered by the machine and
the amount of purchase added to the total, as
already described. The machine will
do the work of six ordinary clerks.

The counting and assorting of coin
have brought into existence some very
remarkable machines. At the United
States Mint some of the new coins are
slightly over weight and others are un-
der ; so that it becomes necessary to
sort them into three classes—light,
heavy and good. This delicate opera-
tion is performed with unerring accu-
racy by a long row of remarkable ma-
chines. Into these machines single piles
of the new coins are put and, auto-
matically, each coin is taken by the
machines and put into a scale and
weighed at the rate of twenty-five a
minute. According as the coin is light,
heavy or of the proper weight, it is
then shot into its proper receptacle.

Another form of coin-counting and
wrapping machine is now in use in
New York, Chicago and a few other
large cities, which handles the great
numbers of small coins which form
part of the daily receipts of the transportation
companies, the department stores, the restaurants
and the banks. Upwards of poo,000 a day is re-
ceived and packed away in small rolls about the
size of a cartridge in the basement of a single bank
in New York which makes a specialty of procuring
and selling small change.

There is about six million dollars' worth of
coin in circulation in the United States, and the
coin nuisance, if it so may be characterized, is
quite a problem for those concerns which handle
the bulk of it. In a bank in New York which has
been referred to there are twenty machines, each
about the size of a sewing machine, which sort and
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count and wrap up this money. The coin, in bags
and boxes, is shot into the vaults of the bank
exactly as coal might be dumped into a cellar. At
each money machine is a single girl who, with
both hands, feeds the coin into a glass slot, down
which the money rolls through a glass groove to
the mouth of a small automatic device which
works like a cartridge machine, running a strip of
paper around the coins when the required number
is assembled. Two small hooks crimp the edges
of the paper, turning it over in double thicknesses
like a hem to a garment, and instantly the roll
drops into a receptacle, the coins securely fastened
and labeled, with the name and amount printed on
each package. These little cartridge-like rolls of
money drop out of the machine as though by
magic, the girl operator being kept busy the while
feeding climes, half-dollars, pennies and nickels into
the glass slot. The $200,000 a day, which is the
capacity of the machines in this one bank, equal
in weight about six tons avoirdupois. Trucks go
to the transportation companies, to the banks, de-
partment stores and telephone offices and collect
the day's accumulation of coin, which is delivered
generally in canvas bags about a foot long.

A sorting machine which will sort a thousand
dollars' worth of coin in three minutes is a kindred
invention. This machine consists of a small cabi-
net of aluminum or zinc containing five drawers.
Each drawer is perforated like a sieve, with round
holes of the proper size to allow a coin to pass
through. The half-dollar drawer is on top, the

travel. These hooks, with their cargoes, travel in
slots the entire distance covered by the moving
chain. The machine simply lifts the package, car-
ries it over any intervening. object at right angles
and places it it any higher, equal or lower level.

A machine which is designed to take the place

The Defiance Check-Writing Machine

It is also a clits.k proteetor, heeause every impression is
stamped into the paper iv It Ii indelible ink anti cannot be
removed without detection.

of a railroad ticket agent has recently been patented
by an Italian engineer, and is now in use on the
line between Naples and Rome. The machine

automatically makes on demand every
kind of ticket used on the road ; indi-
cates the price of the ticket ; registers
this price ; totals separately the differ-
ent items corresponding to the different
tickets : numbers the tickets, keeps
account of the number issued for each
class and of the total number, duplicates
them and stamps advertisements on the
backs of them. In the United States
there is a machine for printing railroad
tickets which is also quite wonderful.
They are not printed in large sheets, but
the cardboard is cut into ticket size and
these are printed one by one. The blank
cards are put in a pile in a perpendicular
spout and the machine then slips a bit
of metal underneath the bottom of the
spout and pushes out the lowest ticket
in the pile to be printed. A bad ticket
cannot be printed ; the machine detects
an imperfect blank instantly and refuses
to have anything to do with it.

An automatic fire kindler, regu-
lated by an ordinary alarm clock, is a

good deal of a " thinker," if you consider only the
results of its operation. All that is necessary to be
clone to have the fire kindle itself is to put the fuel
in the stove, connect an attachment to the clock
and set the latter at any desired hour. When the
alarm sounds, a fulminate is ignited, which, com-
municating with the fuel in the stove, immediately
starts a fire. The mechanism is simple enough.
From the back of the clock extends a shaft on
which is mounted a rotary friction disk, the peri-
phery of which ISS() designed as to create a friction
when rotated in contact with a stationary member.
By the operation of a pivotal arm, a lug, spring and
other attachments with the disk, the mechanism is
set in motion when the alarm is released, and a fuse
(which has an easily-ignited fulminate) is ignited.
The flame, which is confined within the metallic
slot, travels over the fulminate strand, which is
saturated with a free-burning ingredient.

The Egry Auditor

Issues sale checks, diseharaes copy of same and fools up day's transactions, saving
much time and giving necessary information.

Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel, Office and Mission Clocks

IIERCULES. 15 in. high
Long Alarm

Alain Office and Factories

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lane

11 in. high. STERLING. 151/ in. long 11 in. high. COLONIAL. 14 in, long CEDEO. 18 in. high

The Calcuiagraph

Will calculate and print the time of any operation
and value of said time and is especially valuable for factory
and shop use.

quarter-dollar drawer next below and, in succession,
the dime, the nickel and the penny drawers. A
scuttleful of miscellaneous coins are poured into
the hopper, which opens into the top drawer, and
as the machine is shaken the coins sift through
the perforations, each finding its proper receptacle.
Through the top drawer, of course, everything
passes except the half-dollar pieces ; the next
drawer captures the quarters, the next the nickels,
then the dimes and last the pennies. Twenty-five
cents for five hundred dollars' worth of assorted
halves, quarters or dimes is the charge made for
the sorting, counting and wrapping ; thirty cents is
charged for one hundred and fifty dollars' worth of
nickels, and twenty-five cents for fifty dollars'
worth of pennies.

A machine recently invented for loading and
unloading all sorts and shapes of articles, on the
endless-chain principle but vastly improved over
all previous adaptations, is another example of
seeming mechanical intelligence. The machine is,
indeed, an endless chain, made up of broad, flat
links, working somewhat like a bicycle chain. The
links are interchangeable and the chain can be
lengthened and shortened at will. This machine,
with its double chain running on rollers with little
noise and friction, solves a problem which hereto-
fore has prevented the endless-chain system from
being a complete success as a carrier. The desire
has long been felt for a simple device for handling
mixed cargoes of freight, especially on vessels
rising and falling with the tide. With the systems
previously in use the endless chains have had to
pass around permanently-stationed end wheels.
These fixed end wheels have made the machines
ineffective between a permanent object and a float-
ing one, on account of the rise and fall of the
vessel. In the new invention there is a continuous
slot, through which hooks to sustain the load

The Burroughs Adding Machine

Makes all kinds of calculations without possibility or error
and with lightning rapidity.
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A Felt Counter Mat

will

Prevent scratching
of show case

Prevent goods from
becoming shop-
worn

Add tone to the
salesroom

We will mail one free

of expense on receipt of

request.

Ladies' Open-Face

Watch Cases

kVhen making Spring watch case purchases be

sure to see the superb lines of

JAS. BOSS FILLED
(Guaranteed for 25 Years and 20 Years)

F-3043

JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold

(Guaranteed for 25 Years)

Trade-Mark in Back Trade-Mark in Cap

The Queen Style is the smallest case that

can be built over an 0 Size movement.

Swivel Pendant The best for use with

Chatelaine Pin.

French Bow—Secure and artistic.

Plain Polish, Satin-finish, Roman.
For monogram work

Engine-Turned Shield, Spot, and Drop

Shield; Fancy Engraved in great variety,

and Diamond Set, Single-stone Star, etc.

JAS. BOSS 25-year 0 size, open-face

cases, fitted with 7-jewel movements, make

a reliable watch at a popular price.

F -015

F- 3450

now being shown by all leading Jobbers. SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

F-2939

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON
CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
PHILADELPHIA

New York
Chicago Boston

Cincinnati
San Francisco



The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the hest ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose

' 
and is constructed

on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every dock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the case, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap Is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the ease into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.

A—Dial'
B-13011
C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

r WceN.

Front View Interior View

A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffledby coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it he displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens whenthe bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisierthan any other bell on the market.
The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual" shut-off " by means of which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment will be fuund practically perfect, and the alarm may be reliedupon to "go off" at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does not handle it, write us.

16 Size Juergensen Lips
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Every

Roy

Watch Case

is made

from

Assayed

Gold

and

Quality

is

Guaranteed

as

Stamped

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street 21-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Methods
Used by European Workmen—No. 9

[Translated from La France Horlogere]

Another method for attaching the spring

to the collet. —It often happens, after having

chosen the required spring, that the work-

man experiences difficulties in attaching them

to the collet. To facilitate this operation

take a bit of cardboard repair ticket and

punch a hole in its center that will admit a

springing pin, or if the pin is not at hand, a

rat-tail file. Once the card is adjusted upon

the springing pin, place the collet on this

latter so that it is held firmly and cannot

move while the pin is being placed. Place

the spring upon this cardboard shoulder. In

this way it will be held in place and every

facility for attaching the spring is offered.

To center an overcoil spring. —Place the

spring on the inverted cock and center it

with respect to the jewel. Note the coil that

passes between the regulator pins. It is

upon this coil that it is necessary to super-

pose the arc of the curve of the spring.

To conclude, the work is rectified upon

the cock by manipulating the regulator,

between the pins of which the spring should

remain free to move during the operation,

while the collet remains concentric with the

;Avel in the cock.
Adjustment of lever escafienzents which

have overcoil springs. —Very often the re-

:)airer does not like to disturb a Breguet or

overcoil spring. It is necessary then to

nanipulate the weight of the balance. If the

watch loses, nothing is more simple than to

ighten the balance by cutting into the screw

leads. But if the watch gains, it is neces-

,ary to load the balance, an operation that

nay be effected as follows : With a punch

he size of the timing screws, cut two washers

mt of lead. In cutting them, the punch,

ming to a little pin with which it is fitted,

,)ierces a hole in the washers the size of the

Thank of the screw. These washers are

Placed under two diametrically-opposed

screws. Once in place they are invisible

and the poise of the balance is not affected.

If these washers are not sufficient, others

may be placed in the same way.

To raise the overcoil of the spring in an

ordinary watch. —Let us assume that a

spring is chosen, attached to the collet and

counted and the location of the stud is exactly

determined. Three tools • only are necessary

—a brush, a pair of tweezers and a hammer.

The spring ribbon is held in the point of the

tweezers at the spot which is to be bent and

the points of the tweezers placed upon the

handle of the brush, the spring ribbon being

held parallel to the grain of the wood. A

sharp blow is struck on the head of the

tweezers and the spring is bent.

Then, to bend it down ; at a certain

distance from the elbow just bent, the spring

ribbon is again gripped in the tweezers and

the operation repeated.

To count a hairspring. —Take a watch

having the same number of vibrations as the

watch to be regulated. Place it at the end

of a strong string of such a length that when

the free end is attached to a waistcoat button

and the string passed up over the head from

the right side, the watch is suspended directly

on the left ear.
The balance to be regulated is held in

tweezers manipulated by the left hand.

Cause the balance to vibrate by means

of a fine brush, which will serve afterwards

to beat time so as to accompany these vibra-

tions. In this manner it is easy to ascertain

whether the vibrations coincide with those of

the watch.
To prevent the catching of flat hair-

springs in lever escapement watches. —There

are few practitioners who do not know the

trouble caused in certain watches by jars

which nearly always cause, if not the catch-

ing of the spring on the center wheel, at least

the catching of one or more of its coils on

the regulator pins.

This defect occurs very often in the

watches carried by horsemen, and sometimes

the only cause can be attributed to the

arrangement of parts in certain watches, in

which the springs, often too great in diame-

ter, are too near to the center wheel.

The following gives a practical method

for overcoming the catching of flat springs :

Make a little brass arm and attach it, by

means of a screw and a base, to the side of

the bridge facing the center wheel. Give a

graceful form to it, one that will make it pass

over and parallel to the spring so as to

interfere in no way either with the work of

its curve or the passage of the center wheel.

Give a sufficient length to this arm so that its

extremity will extend a little way beyond the

diameter of the spring. Leave it of a thick-
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ness that will permit its lower side to be on a

level with the top of the regulator screws

when it is attached to the cock. Care should

be taken to file this under part in the

form of a well-pronounced half cylinder, a

thing which is very essential, leaving as it

does the least possible surface in contact

with the spring in case this latter is displaced.

This method for lessening the chances of

catching has been thoroughly tried and

proved entirely satisfactory by the watch-

maker who advances it. It does not influ-

ence the timing and can be applied to any

timepiece.
Five methods for weakening a spring.—

I. In repair work one often finds a spring

that is satisfactory so far as diameter is con-

cerned, but at the same time is too strong.

One can change the balance, scrape the

spring, put it in acid, etc., if the watch gains,

although these methods are not to be re-

commended, except in very poorly-paid work.

Here is a method that is extremely satis-

factory : Set the regulator exactly in the

center of the index and let the watch run for

twenty-four hours. At the end of that time,

if the watch has gained twenty minutes, for

example, remove the spring from the bal-

ance without removing the stud or loosening

the spring from the collet and let it remain

for twenty minutes in writing ink, or as

many minutes as the movement has gained

in twenty-four hours. Then rinse it in

water and in alcohol and replace it. The

watch has been regulated without altering the

coils nor the color of the spring and without

risk of rusting later on.

2. It often happens that the price that

one is able to obtain does not permit the

replacement of a balance spring that is too

strong and cannot be lengthened. In that

case the following method may be adopted :

Remove the stud and clamp the end of the

spring upon the end of a flat piece of metal.

The spring thus held firmly, the thickness of

the end of the coil can easily be diminished,

using a very sharp graver.

3. This method has no pretence of being

new, neither is it recommended for good

watches. Nevertheless it has the advantage

of being rapidly executed and consequently

of rendering great service where there is need

of haste, since there is no necessity for

removing the stud or for removing the spring

from the collet. Also there is no fear of

deforming the spring or throwing it out of

(Continued on page 268)
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Another method for attaching llw spring

io the col/et.—It often happens, after having

chosen the required spring, that the work-

man experiences difficulties in attaching them

to the collet. To facilitate this operation

take a bit of cardboard repair ticket and

punch a hole in its center that will admit a

5pringing pin, or if the pin is not at hand, a

rat-tail file. Once the card is adjusted upon

the springing pin, place the collet on this

latter so that it is held firmly and cannot

move while the pin is being placed. Place

the spring upon this cardboard shoulder. In

this way it will be held in place and every

facility for attaching the spring is offered.

To center an overcoil spring. —Place the

i-pring on the inverted cock and center it

with respect to the jewel. Note the coil that

passes between the regulator pins. It is

npon this coil that it is necessary to super-

pose the arc of the curve of the spring.

To conclude, the work is rectified upon

he cock by manipulating the regulator,

Hetween the pins of which the spring should

, main free to move during the operation,

:bile the collet remains concentric with the

_iwel in the cock.

Adjustment of lever escapements which

'ave overcall springs. —Very often the re-

airer does not like to disturb a Breguet or

0 overcoil spring. It is necessary then to

nanipulate the weight of the balance. If the

vatch loses, nothing is more simple than to

ighten the balance by cutting into the screw

leads. But if the watch gains, it is neces-

ary to load the balance, an operation that

nay be effected as follows : With a punch

he size of the timing screws, cut two washers

out of lead. In cutting them, the punch,

owing to a little pin with which it is fitted,

)ierces a hole in the washers the size of the

,hank of the screw. These washers are

placed under two diametrically-opposed

'crews. Once in place they are invisible

Ind the poise of the balance is not affected.

if these washers are not sufficient, others

may be placed in the same way.

To raise the overcall of the spring in an

ordinary watch. —Let us assume that a

spring is chosen, attached to the collet and

counted and the location of the stud is exactly

determined. Three tools only are necessary

—a brush, a pair of tweezers and a hammer.

The spring ribbon is held in the point of the

tweezers at the spot which is to be bent and

the points of the tweezers placed upon the

handle of the brush, the spring ribbon being

held parallel to the grain of the wood. A

sharp blow is struck on the head of the

tweezers and the spring is bent.

Then, to bend it down ; at a certain

distance from the elbow just bent, the spring

ribbon is again gripped in the tweezers and

the operation repeated.

To count a hairspring. —Take a watch

having the same number of vibrations as the

watch to be regulated. Place it at the end

of a strong string of such a length that when

the free end is attached to a waistcoat button

and the string passed up over the head from

the right side, the watch is suspended directly

on the left ear.
The balance to be regulated is held in

tweezers manipulated by the left hand.

Cause the balance to vibrate by means

of a fine brush, which will serve afterwards

to beat time so as to accompany these vibra-

tions. In this manner it is easy to ascertain

whether the vibrations coincide with those of

the watch.
To prevent the catching of flat hair-

springs in lever escapement watches. —There

are few practitioners who do not know the

trouble caused in certain watches by jars

which nearly always cause, if not the catch-

ing of the spring on the center wheel, at least

the catching of one or more of its coils on

the regulator pins.

This defect occurs very often in the

watches carried by horsemen, and sometimes

the only cause can be attributed to the

arrangement of parts in certain watches, in

which the springs, often too great in diame-

ter, are too near to the center wheel.

The following gives a practical method

for overcoming the catching of flat springs :

Make a little brass arm and attach it, by

means of a screw and a base, to the side of

the bridge facing the center wheel. Give a

graceful form to it, one that will make it pass

over and parallel to the spring so as to

interfere in no way either with the work of

its curve or the passage of the center wheel.

Give a sufficient length to this arm so that its

extremity will extend a little way beyond the

diameter of the spring. Leave it of a thick-
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ness that will permit its lower side to be on a

level with the top of the regulator screws

when it is attached to the cock. Care should

be taken to file this under part in the

form of a well-pronounced half cylinder, a

thing which is very essential, leaving as it.

does the least possible surface in contact

with the spring in case this latter is displaced.

This method for lessening the chances of

catching has been thoroughly tried and

proved entirely satisfactory by the watch-

maker who advances it. It does not influ-

ence the timing and can be applied to any

timepiece.
Five me/hods for weakening a spring.—

I. In repair work one often finds a spring

that is satisfactory so far as diameter is con-

cerned, but at the same time is too strong.

One can change the balance, scrape the

spring, put it in acid, etc., if the watch gains,

although these methods are not to be re-

commended, except in very poorly-paid work.

Here is a method that is extremely satis-

factory : Set the regulator exactly in the

center of the index and let the watch run for

twenty-four hours. At the end of that time,

if the watch has gained twenty minutes, for

example, remove the spring from the bal-

ance without removing the stud or loosening

the spring from the collet and let it remain

for twenty minutes in writing ink, or as

many minutes as the movement has gained

in twenty-four hours. Then rinse it in

water and in alcohol and replace it. The

watch has been regulated without altering the

coils nor the color of the spring and without

risk of rusting later on.

2. It often happens that the price that

one is able to obtain does not permit the

replacement of a balance spring that is too

strong and cannot be lengthened. In that

case the following method may be adopted :

Remove the stud and clamp the end of the

spring upon the end of a flat piece of metal.

The spring thus held firmly, the thickness of

the end of the coil can easily be diminished,

using a very sharp graver.

3. This method has no pretence of being

new, neither is it recommended for good

watches. Nevertheless it has the advantage

of being rapidly executed and consequently

of rendering great service where there is need

of haste, since there is no necessity for

removing the stud or for removing the spring

from the collet. Also there is no fear of

deforming the spring or throwing it out of

(Continued on page 2681
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Practical Watch Repairing

(Continued from page 261)

center. A description of the method fol-

lows : Place in a small bottle a few drops of

ritric acid diluted with water. Pour a few

drops of this mixture into a concave watch

glass and into another pure alcohol. Place

the spring in the acid solution and withdraw

it almost immediately, rinse it in a glass of

water and drop it in the alcohol and, after

agitating it for several seconds, dry it par-

tially with a fine cloth. Then place it on a

card, such as a calling card, and place this

card over the flame of your alcohol lamp.

As soon as the card begins to turn yellow

remove it, as the operation has an object

only to dry the spring. With this precau-

tion the spring will not rust. It goes with-

out saying that its color will be modified

from dark blue to light blue or grayish blue,

according to the time that it was left in the

acid bath. It is easy to ascertain the change

of color by placing the glass on a sheet of

white paper at the beginning of the opera-

tion. The different shades that it assumes will

indicate approximately the loss of strength.

This method is not recommended for a fine

movement, but for poor watches that are

encountered only too frequently nowadays,

for the repairing of which one cannot get a

good price, it can always be risked. Bad as

it may be, it is much better than to scrape

the spring more or less uniformly.

4. It sometimes happens that a watch

gains so much that this gain cannot be over-

come by the regulator. Some watchmakers

scrape the spring, but this method is not to

be recommended, for the inequalities left

hurt the timing. To weaken a spring possi-

bly the best way is to place it on a piece of

unpolished glass on which an oilstone has

been rubbed. The spring is placed flat on

ibis glass and, pressing lightly upon it with

new cork, impart a circular motion to it,

making the circles as large as possible so as

not to harm the spring.

5. Remove the stud and clamp the end

,f the spring upon a flat piece of metal. Hold

Ile spring flat upon the metal and rub it

iengthwise with a burnisher. The spring

.,perated upon in this manner will be sensibly

icreased in length and will not be relatively

.eteriorated. One can by this method easily

orrect a gain of a quarter of an hour simply

hy burnishing the end of a coil.
To re-form and flatten a spring. —In

small towns where there is no supply house,

the necessity often arises for re-forming and

flattening a spring. Here is a method that

gives excellent results : Remove the stud

and detach the spring from the collet. Then

straighten partially the worst distortions and
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place the spring between two highly-finished

copper plates held together at the center by

a screw. Heat the apparatus over the flame

of an alcohol lamp until the head of the screw

takes on a pale blue hue, then allow it to

cool. When the screw is removed and the

top plate taken off, the spring will be found

perfectly flat with no change in color or form,

or so little that the difference is not appre-

ciable. One has only to center the deformed

coils and replace the spring. This operation

has been performed many times by the

watchmaker who advocates it, and he has

never found that the timing was in any way

affected.
Tool for removing the spring studs from

cylinder escapement watches. —This small but

ingenious tool was in-

vented by M. Guental,

professor in l'Ecole Na-

tionale d' Horologerie at

Besaricon. The illustra-

tion here shown (Fig.

34) makes a detailed

description unnecessary.

The apparatus is com-

posed of a movable

punch, adjusted on a

support which is

mounted on a metal

standard, the top or ta-

ble of which has rectan-

gular notches in its edge.

The stud that is to be

removed is placed in one of these notches.

The edge of the table is knifelike in thinness

and so easily penetrates between the spring

and the under part of the wing of the cock.

This latter being placed flat upon the surface

of the table, the lower extremity of the punch

is brought in contact with the leg of the stud

and the upper extremity is pressed upon.

In this way the stud is removed from its

hole without difficulty and without danger of

injuring either the plate or the wing of the

cock, because the pressure exercised is per-

pendicular.

It is unnecessary to say that the support

is movable which permits the punch to be

moved at will above the center of the table.

A coil spring returns the punch to its original

position when the pressure is removed. This

tool is not on the market but can easily be

made by any watchmaker desirous of per-

fecting his equipment.

To find the 'length of a spring. —

Employ a well-regulated cylinder movement

in which the supplementary arcs are very

short. Start the watch. The two balances

are then superposed, holding the new spring

ribbon in a pair of tweezers. Start the new

balance oscillating slowly and lengthen or

shorten • the spring by moving the tweezers

Fig. 34
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until the oscillations of the two balances

coincide.
The point of the spring which should be

attached to the stud is thus • located. It

must not be forgotten that the regulator

shortens somewhat the length of the spring.

This process permits springing without the

necessity of retouching.

To remove rust from a spring. —Put a

few drops of petroleum in a watch glass and

heat it until it smokes. At this moment

drop your rusted spring into it and let it

remain there until the petroleum is corn-

pletely cold. Remove the spring and dry it

in another watch glass that you move over

the flame of an alcohol lamp. Treated in

this way the rust spots will be much less

apparent, and besides, dried by means of the

lamp, the petroleum forms a varnish that will

stop the rusting for a certain time, keeping

the steel, as it does, away from the air.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

The Choice of Lacquers

As lacquer is the last material that is put

on a job of metal work, it is one of the things

that should be carefully looked after. It is

not infrequent to find an object of beautiful

design and well finished spoiled by the use of

a poor quality of lacquer, or one unsuited for

the purpose.
Jobbing shops particularly are the

ones that do not use the best judgment in

the selection or application of a lacquer.

They often keep only one kind in stock and

this is usually one intended for use on brass.

Some silver-plated work is done and an

order is given to lacquer it. The brass lac-

quer is used with the result of practically

spoiling the appearance of the object. The

color and surface are injured. One expects

to see a white color on a silver-plated article,

but one may often find them in such estab-

lishments with a dirty yellow color imparted

by a lacquer unsuited for the purpose.

To produce the best work it is necessary

to use a lacquer made especially for the metal

upon which it is to be applied. A brass

lacquer is usually colored yellow, while one

for silver must be white. Brush lacquers,

too, do not give good results when used as

dip lacquers.
If the manufacturer would consult

with the lacquermaker and let him know

the kind of goods upon which it is to

be used, some of the unsightly articles often

found in the market would disappear.

"I would not attempt any suggestion whatever
for any chance of improvement, as The Keystone
is now, in my mind, the pinnacle of perfection.
I am interested in every article from cover to
cover."—C. A. White, Jeweler, Van .Buren, Ark.
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THE BEST VALUE WATCHES MADE

The popularity of 7,sagtferizie Watches is well illustrated in the

statements from representative jewelers published in the January issue of

THE KEYSTONE.

From all parts of the country the reports are practically the same—

" Medium-priced watches are in greatest demand ; the more expensive

ones move slowly."

Medium-priced watches mean A„Epewize Watches. They are the

kind the public is buying, and the public is pretty sure to buy the

best to be had for the money.

Here is a pointer for you, Mr. Dealer. Stock well with New

Englands at once, and be prepared to meet this constantly increasing

demand.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Waterbury, Conn.
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Talk to Ambitious Watchmakers.

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

In grinding the worn spots from the sides of
he notch after the fork is closed, hardened and

:-etempered, by means of the diamond lap, care
nust be exercised, for diamond laps cut rapidly.

l'o be sure, we are using a very fine lap, but the
work is also fine, and it is nearly always desirable
U remove no more metal from the notch than

.iecessary ; therefore, we should leave a very
light remnant of the "pit" to be removed by the

:)olishing lap. We made substantially this state-

nent in our last article, but it is of sufficient im-

oortance to warrant reiteration. The laps thus

far spoken of for refinishing forks are circular

iaps to be used in the lathe. They are flat face

:Ind thin edge. It is not necessary to have laps of

I his kind, charged with diamond for this work,

although very convenient. Excellent work may be

lone with simply a thin flat strip of soft steel,

charged with fine oilstone powder mixed with oil,

or grinding, and a boxwood lap, to be used in the

lathe, for polishing. As the sides of the notch

making contact with the roller pin should be

rounded slightly, and not perfectly flat, we may

make the polishing lap of such shape as to give

I he surface the required form. Such a lap is

,hown in Fig. 70, front end view and in section.

This lap is made of boxwood;

Boxwood the one shown is with taper

Polishing Lap hole to go on the lap truing

chuck of our pivot polisher, al-

tough, of course, it may be mounted in any way

most convenient to the watchmaker; the essential

,.ondition being that it shall run true. The inner

,ur face of the flange a, which projects at an angle

.omewhat like the rim of a tin pan, is the part

\vhich we utilize for the polishing surface. The

nange a must be thin enough to enter the notch in

;iny fork; the lap should be made of a good, firm

piece of boxwood, the grain running preferably,

Fig. 70

ve think, in the direction of the hole. Now, after

'laving ground the notch with the soft steel strip

md oilstone powder, rounding it slightly in a

ransverse direction during the grinding process,

,ve may, by slightly smearing the inner surface of

he flange a with diamantine or sapphirine mixed

vith oil, and holding the edge of the notch in

untact with a, slightly traversing it in a direction

.mgthwise the notch, very readily bring up a

rilliant finish.
Many watchmakers may not find it conven-

-mt to provide themselves with diamond laps, but

:Ie means involved in the last-named method of

mishing the notch are so very simple that no

,.orkman need be without them.
An efficient means of touching

Repairing a up a worn fork or fitting up a

Worn Fork new one, is a small sapphire

slip, fitted to a light handle. A

,Iiamond lap is convenient for shaping the

appliire, and giving it a surface with the right

" Book rights reserved by the author.
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degree of cut, but it may be done very successfully

with a fine carborundum hone. The sapphire

should be attached to a piece of brass, by means

of lathe cement, the cement being allowed to come

up even with the top of the sapphire; this to a

great extent prevents chipping the edge of the

sapphire. The grinding should be done cross-

wise, and the stone kept moist with oil or water.

Fig. 71

The sapphire must be thin enough to enter edge-

wise any fork notch; the width may vary to suit

our pleasure. The form of the sapphire should

be as shown in Fig. 71, which is a cross-sectional

view, very much enlarged. This form enables us

to finish out a dovetail notch and have the cor-

ners perfectly sharp. The sapphire should be kept

slightly moistened with oil, and we may know

where the cutting is being done by the slight de-

posit of gray steel cuttings which spreads over

the surface. This is very important, for the

sapphire cuts quite rapidly, and unless we are care-

ful to maintain it perfectly parallel with the sur-

face, we are sure to get the notch out of shape.

And conversely, if we need to correct or modify

the form of a notch, it is equally important to

know just where the cut is taking place.

Such a sapphire need not be

Mounting the long, i cm. being sufficient. A

Sapphire convenient means of mounting

it in the handle is to drill into

the end of a piece of brass wire of suitable size,

a hole about 3 mm. deep, which may then be

formed to approximately fit the sapphire. A con-

venient way to do this is to file up a piece of steel

of the same shape and size as the sapphire;

harden and temper it. By driving this steel form

into the hole in the brass wire, we may, by careful

hammering, bring the hole to fit the sapphire,

when it may be securely fastened in place by

means of lathe cement; the brass wire may then

be inserted in a light handle, a straight piece of

pegwood answers as well as anything. Such a

sapphire leaves a very smooth surface, almost a

polish; it requires but a light touch with the pol-

ishing lap to flash up a mirror-like brilliancy.

We may now consider the mat-

Refinishing Out- ter of refinishing the outside of

aide of Fork the fork after it has been an-

nealed and rehardened and

tempered. The corner of the light Swiss forks

are usually finished with a sort of rounded cham-

fer ; ordinarily this may be restored by light

rubbing with a small oval burnisher; where this

does not seem sufficient, a very small quantity of

fine diamond powder applied to a flattened peg-

wood will quickly restore the polish. A leather

buff with rounded edge made to use in the lathe

is also useful. Such a buff may be conveniently

made by glueing a piece of sole leather to the

face of a wooden lap; the leather may then be

turned to the desired form. We may use dia-

mantine and oil upon it, or fine diamond powder

mixed with oil. We must be very careful to hold

the fork in such a manner that the friction of

contact will be of disengaging character, to avoid

danger of catching. With a lap of this kind, the

finish of the chamfers is restored in much less

time than required to tell about. Such a lap is

useful for a variety of other purposes, such as

polishing small oval burnishers, removing specks

of rust from small oval screwheads, etc.
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We now come to the restora-

The Top Surface tion of the top surface finish.

Finish If it is a case in which the fin-

ish is of the fine parallel line

variety often seen in fine Swiss watches, the finish

may be reproduced by means of a suitable dia-

mond lap; or a quite respectable imitation may

be produced by means of a fine carborundum

hone. Although the carborundum hone skil-

fully handled produces very good work, it can

only be called an imitation of the brilliant, scintil-

lating surface produced by the diamond. The

reason is very simple: carborundum, although

very hard, crystallizes and fractures in a different

way than the diamond.
It so happens that the crystals of the diamond

are of such form as to produce grooves whose

sides are inclined at such an angle as to decom-

pose the light rays, producing the brilliant pris-

matic effect. We described a lap for producing this

finish in our serial, "Tool and Methods," to which

the reader is referred. Should the finish be a

polish, we may readily restore it by holding it

down on our block tin polishing lap, with the per-

fectly clean rubber tip of a lead pencil, or a

bluntly sharpened pegwood may be placed in the

guard finger screw hole. Ordinarily we need

only operate on the portion of the fork which has

been dimmed, the remainder of the fork may pro-

ject over the edge of the lap; but very small

strokes will be necessary in polishing so small a

surface. There should be no evidence of patching

in the finish. A small tin lap to use in the lathe

is useful for touching up the flat polish on top of

the fork; it should run slowly and the fork should

be held by pressing the end opposite the notch into

a piece of pith. This allows it to yield slightly,

and the surface will remain flat upon the lap,

where it is held by a pegwood in the guard finger

screw hole. The fork should be placed against

the lap before the lap is started.

[To BE CONTINUED]

A Map of France in Precious Stones

One of the most unique gifts on record was

recently presented to France by her friend and

ally, Russia. The gift was in the form of a map

of France forty inches square composed entirely

of gold and precious stones and framed in jasper.

It is now in the Louvre gallery on exhibition, en-

closed in a superb walnut case some eight feet

high. The gold used in the gift was mined in the

Siberian mines and the jewels used were all

produced in the imperial Russian mines in the

Urals. The sea is represented in the map by a

pale, rich marble, and the portions of foreign

countries necessarily included, such as England,

Germany, Italy and Spain, are in dark gray onyx.

France is shown in polished jasper, and each de-

partment has been cut from stone of a different

color, the whole blending very harmoniously.

Some to6 of the more important towns and cities'

of France are given, their names being written in

letters of gold, while the towns themselves are

represented in jewels. Paris is represented by a

large ruby, Havre by an emerald, Rouen by a

sapphire, Lille by a phenacite, Lyons by a tourma-

line, Nantes by a beryl, etc., etc. The rivers of

France are represented by bars of platinum sunk

in the jasper. The idea of the map itself is

said to have originated with the Czar, who took a

personal interest in its execution, and the expense

was paid out of the imperial exchequer. The

cost is estimated at probably $soo,000.
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Proper Form for the Teeth of
Watch and Clock Wheels

(Continued. Part V)

Having now arrived at a simple and easy

method of finding the proper curve for the

ogive of a perfect-acting tooth, for any pro-

portionate sizes of wheel and pinion, let us

this time apply it in the case of a wheel gear-

ing into a pinion of 6 leaves. Although the

points of contact on the leaves are always at

the same places, irrespective of the size of

the wheel which engages with them, it is not

so with the teeth, for they must have a

different form for every different form for

every different ratio between the sizes of the

wheel and the pinion. Thus the form of the

teeth will be different when the wheel is

5, 6, 7, 754, 8 or to times as large as the

pinion, although the form of the leaves may

remain the same in each case. But while

there may in theory be a great number of

such different ratios, in practice comparatively

few are used in watch work, the most frequent

being 6 to r, 7% to I, and 8 to i. In our

last article we showed the form of tooth for a

ratio of 6o to 8, or 7% to I, with an 8 leaf

pinion. We will this time find the proper

form of tooth for the same ratio, with a

pinion of 6 leaves and wheel of 45 teeth.

The circular pitch of the wheel will be

360° 45 =- 8° on the pitch circle of the

wheel. The circular pitch of the pinion will

be 360° 8 = 6o° on its pitch circle. Thus,

while each tooth drives through an angular

distance of 8°, its leaf is driven by it through

an angular distance of 6o° — this difference

in the angles being due to the fact that 8° on

the pitch circle of the wheel is of the same

length as an arc of 6o° on the pitch circle of

the pinion. Owing to the radius of the

wheel being -347 times as long as that of the

pinion, the arc of any given angle, say 8°,

will be 7% times as long on the pitch circle

of the wheel as on that of the pinion. In

order to get an arc of equal length on each

pitch circle, therefore, we must take an angle

7% times as large on the pinion, or 60°, for

8° on the wheel.

Then both the wheel and the pinion will

revolve uniformly, or with equal firoportionate

velocities, the same as if their pitch circles

were rolling in contact and causing the pinion

to turn 6o° for each 8° that the wheel turns

on its axis. This is called inverse proportion.

While the radius of the wheel is to that of

the pinion as 7% to I, its angular movement

is to that of the pinion as I to 7%, i. e., in

the inverse ratio, whereby the circular pitch

is made of equal length on both wheel and

pinion. But, although the curve represent-

ing the circular pitch is of equal length on

both, the distance between their extremities,
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as measured by the dividers, is not, as will

presently be explained in connection with

Fig. 7.

In Fig. 8 we show a small section of our

drawing, reduced to one-half of the original

size in the process of engraving. The

description will refer to the original drawing,

in which the radius of the wheel, Wr was 30

inches, and that of the pinion, Pr, was 4

inches, making the center distance WP 34

inches. Our engraving shows all the lines in

one-half of the pinion, including its pitch

circle X' X', but only a small portion of

the wheel. It is to be understood that all of

the horizontal lines really run to W, the center

of the wheel, 30 inches to the left of its pitch

circle XX.
In setting off the circular pitch of the

pinion, after drawing the curve X' X' just

touching X X at r, on the line of centers, we

Set one leg of our drawing compasses exactly

on the point 1, and strike a short curve across

X' X' at the point rr, and another at P'.

Then the angular distance between Pr and

Prr will be 6o°, and that between Pr and

P P' will also be 6o°, as was fully explained

in article III. As we want to show the face

of the leaf in so different positions during the

driving, we divide this distance from r to ii

into TO equal parts with our protractor,

making each point 2, 3, 4, etc. Then draw

through each such point a line to the center

P. These radial lines will represent the

acting face of the leaf in to different positions,

at equal distances apart.

We might set off the circular pitch of the

wheel in the same way, by taking an arc on
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the circle X X 30 inches long, dividing that

up to get an arc 6o° 4- 754 = 8° long. But

that would be a rather troublesome process,

and we will describe one much easier and

simpler, which is fully explained in article 11/

of the series on " Easy Lessons in Drawing,

for Watchmakers." It is illustrated by Fig.

7. The angle between lines Pb and Pc' is

equal to that between Pc' and Pb'. For

instance, if each of these angles is 25° then

the angle between Pb and Pb' will be 50°.

The straight line C C' is called the chord of

that angle. We see that it is bisected by

the line Pc'. And, as has been previously

explained, the line bc is perpendicular to Pc',

and is the sine of the angle between Pb and

Pc' i. e., the sine of 25°. Therefore, if we

find the length of the line bc, and double it,

we shall have the length of bb' for an angle

of 50°, with a radius of the length Pb. And

the same for any other angle: We find the

sine of half that angle, double it, and thus

get the chord of the whole angle. We can

then set our divider points to the length of

that chord and be sure that the arc of the

circle included between its points will be

exactly the arc of that angle.

We have done that with the pith circle

of our wheel. As the circular pitch is 8°,

and we have to divide it into ro equal parts,

to correspond with the divisions on the

pinion, each part will be .8°. In order to set

that off with the dividers, we want to know

the length of the chord of .8°. According to

the method we have just explained, we must

first find the sine of .4° for a radius of 30

inches, and double that for the chord of .8°.

Looking at our table of sines, we find

that the sine of .4° (or 24') is .0070 for a

radius of I. As the radius of the wheel is 30

inches, we multiply the sine by 30, and get

.2100 inch as the sine of .4° on the drawing.

Double that is .4200 inch, which is therefore

the chord of .8° on the circle of 30 inches

radius. We therefore set the points of our

dividers .42 inch apart, by means of a closely

graduated scale, and mark off ro equal dis-

tances upward from r numbering each such

point 2, 3, 4, etc., up to rr, which makes the

to equal spaces, amounting together to 8°.

This measurement we can rely upon as cor-

rect. Through each of these points on the

pitch circle of the wheel we draw a straight

line from the center W, projecting a little

beyond X X, as shown.

Our next step is to mark, on the radial

lines representing the leaf in each of its

positions, the proper point for the tooth to

touch in that position. In article III, we did

that by finding the cosine for the angle be-

tween each line and the line of centers, and

measuring that distance along the line out-

(Continued on page 271)
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TOOLS AND METHODS

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

In order that this serial may be of interest—
and we hope benefit—to the greatest number, we
Mall consider such prosaic problems as closing
pivot holes in watch plates, and reopening them
to a satisfactory fit for the pivot. Therefore, we
hope those of our readers who are interested in
making new parts, etc., will pardon us if we de-
vote a little space just now to the consideration
of the above subject.

Many fine workmen maintain
Closing Pivot that a hole should never be
Holes in Watch closed, but in all cases bushed.
Plates To argue both sides of the

question would take an entire
article, and no one would be convinced then per-
haps. We will take the facts as we find them.
Closing holes in a common grade of work is
widely practiced. What we shall concern our-
selves with is how to open the hole to a correct
fit both quickly and well.

As commonly practiced, much time is spent by
the workman finding a suitable broach, and then
in the repeated trials of the pivot in the hole.
This is another instance where system would
greatly expedite matters, even if it did not extend
farther than keeping a carefully sharpened pent-
agonal broach of suitable size, and also a round
broach, in a box by themselves, and kept expressly
for this purpose. A broach for this work should
not be used for reaming second hand sockets, or
anything whatever, except opening pivot holes.

To make use of the method we are about to
describe, the workman needs some means of
measuring; preferably to .ot mm, although the in-
strument need be nothing more elaborate than one
of the light steel gages with taper slit, such as
are furnished with some of the Swiss pivot
lathes.

We shall consider the subject of measuring
instruments for watchmakers before this serial

is finished and describe some new ones. There is
no more important item in the expeditious pro-
duction of work than suitable measuring instru-

ments. Unfortunately, suitable ones are hard to

find in the market.
To return to the subject of

Method of opening pivot holes. We will

Procedure not use the regular pentagonal
broach, but will prepare a spe-

cial one of the half-round variety. This may
be made entire from a suitable piece of steel

wire, or we may select a good, straight, round

broach and grind it to the form and taper we

desire. So-called round broaches are never round,

but more or less oval, or irregular in section. An

easy way to correct one of these is to hold it in

the lathe by the shank; and the shank should be

filed if necessary to bring the broach very nearly

true.
Now, by holding a wide, flat piece of cork up

tinder the broach and holding an India oilstone

slip on top of the broach, while the broach is rapidly

rotated, we may soon bring it round and to a true

taper. We should not bear hard on the broach

with the oilstone slip, but by resting the outer

end of the oilstone slip upon the cork beyond the

broach, we may bring the oilstone down lightly

upon the broach, really touching only the high

spots, which soon corrects it in the round.

We do not assert that by such primitive

means we produce a broach of absolute perfection,
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but if carefully done, the degree of accuracy we

may reach is surprising; certainly far superior to

any round broach that can be bought.
This process, of course, leaves the fine

grooves resulting from the grinding running
around the broach ; we want them to run length-
wise. This condition may be secured in various
ways. We may lay the broach on a flat steel stake
and rub it lengthwise with the edge of a fine
emery buff, while slowly turning the broach. Or
a soft iron polisher charged with fine oilstone
mixed with oil may be used. We think, how-
ever, that a narrow zinc strip charged with fine
oilstone mixed with oil, answers best. The zinc
being comparatively soft, the broach forms a
slight groove in it, and there is less tendency to
produce slightly flattened places on the broach
than when an iron strip is used for grinding.

H a v ing produced a round
Transforming broach of a quality to our lik-
Round Into ing, we will proceed to make
Cutting Broach it a cutting broach by grinding

away slightly less than half its
diameter. This should be done by measure, and
not by guesswork. We will not pretend to give
any fine figures showing just the right amount to
grind away; but if we grind away about 45 per
cent. of the diameter, we will get good results.
The flattening may be conveniently done by
laying the broach on a flat piece of cork or
fungus, and grinding with an India oilstone slip.
The broach should be rigidly held while grinding,
and frequent measurement made; the final strokes
of the grinding should be lengthwise, and care
taken to remove any wire edge.

This broach will produce very round and
smooth holes; it should be slightly oiled when in
use. All that now remains is to provide a suitable
stop, which may be adjusted at any point on the
broach, and we shall be able to ream a hole to

predetermined size. Fig. 23 shows the arrange-
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manner as the cutting broach we have described.

We consider it really desirable to do so, for many

holes where the closing has been but slight, should

be opened by the round broach only. It is obvious

that we may graduate the wire a to correspond

with our measuring gage ; then we have only to

measure the pivot, and immediately set the

broach to correct size. The only difficulty about

such a course, is in case we break the broach, it is

not an easy matter to produce another, so exact

as to fit the same graduations.
It will be observed that this scheme is noth-

ing more than a slight variation on the taper

needle jewel gage, but that does not detract from

its practical value. An advantage in having a

round broach thus fitted up, is, besides a saving

of time, the fact that we may give a known

amount of side shake to pivots, thus eliminating

the element of "guesswork" entirely.
A little but important detail in

Removing the the matter of closing and open-

Burr Left by ing pivot holes, which is too

Broaching often neglected, is the slight

burr thrown up by the broach-

ing. This should be removed; to do it neatly and

quickly, we need a special countersink, which we

should keep with our opening broaches. A very

good form is readily made from a piece of tem-

pered steel wire about i mm. in diameter, with

the end ground conical, about the same angle as a

lathe center ; this angle should be polished. We

then grind away very nearly half, for a little

farther up the wire than the cone extonds. This

flat surface should also be polished. This little

tool fitted to a light handle—such as a straight

piece of pegwood—serves admirably to remove

the burr; it should be slightly oiled when used.

After removing the burr, the round broach

should again be lightly inserted to remove any

slight burr thrown up by the chamfering tool. If

the operations are performed with even an ordi-

Fig. 23

ment ; the part a being a brass wire, into one end

of which the broach is fixed; upon the other end

is mounted a light handle, which may be of a

shape to suit the individual taste. The part b

slides on the wire a, and may be fastened at any

point by the thumb nut c. Attached to b is a light
arm d carrying at its extremity a light steel tube
which surrounds the broach.

We shall not attempt to lay down any rules

for the construction of these parts. Some may

prefer to make b and d all one piece. Others

may hard solder it ; while yet others will use

soft solder.
Now, to make use of this im-

Using the plement ; assuming that the

Broach hole has been closed, we meas-
ure the pivot with our gage;

we then adjust the steel tube at a point upon the

broach, which measures the same as the pivot,

when all we have to do is to run the broach in

until stopped by the steel tube, when we have a

hole of the same size as the pivot. The broach

should be run in from both sides, to secure, as

nearly as possible, a straight hole instead of

taper. Now, the final burnishing of the hole, by

means of a round broach, should give the re-

quired freedom. Of course, it will be better if

we have a round broach fitted up in the same

nary degree of care, the result will be a beauti-

fully smooth, round hole, superior to most of the

metal holes as they come from the factory. As

they come from the factory, many of the holes

have a burr surrounding them, and the oil cups

are very flat; in short every inducement is offered

the oil to leave the pivot and spread over the

plate, which it frequently does.
A neater design of the broach-

Another Broach- ing device than the one we
ing Device have shown is to make the wire

a of steel and arrange the

broach to slide within it. In this manner we

utilize the end of a as the gage to limit the dis-

tance to which the broach may be inserted in the

pivot hole.
In closing holes in watch plates, we think the

best method is to use a round-faced punch upon

the outside of the plate, resthig the inner side

upon a flat-faced stump in the staking tool. It is

true this. method slightly shortens the hole, but

this is not necessarily an objection; it also con-

denses and hardens the metal; besides, when new,

the metal holes are generally longer than the

pivots. We think it may safely be laid down as
a rule, that holes very badly worn should be

bushed, not closed; this is by no means arraying

(Continued on page 271)
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ward from P. Another good way, when the

drawing is well made, with fine lines, is to

deduct the cosine from the total radius, which

will give us the distances from the pitch circle

to the point where the tooth should make

contact on that line, i. e., on the leaf when

in that position. We will do so in this case.

Beginning at the first line, P2, which is

6° above Pr, we find, in the table of cosines,

that the cosine of 6° for a radius of it is

.9945. As the radius of the pinion is 4

inches, we have .9945 X 4=3.9780 inches

as the cosine of that circle. Deducting this

from the total radius of 4 inches, the distance

from P to 2, we have .ozzo inch, as the

distance from the pitch circle, to the point

where the tooth must touch the leaf when the

latter is in the position P. We measure 234
hundredths of an inch from the pitch circle,

and mark it a. For the second line /38, 12°

above Pr, the cosine of 12° is • 9781 X 4=
3.9124 inch. Deducting this from 4 inches,

leaves .0876 inch, for the distance from the

pitch circle to the second point of contact,

which we mark B. In the same way we find

and mark the points c, d, etc., up to j, which

last is the point where the tooth should touch

the leaf when it is 6o° above the line of centers,

in order that it may exert the same force up-

on it that it did when on the line of centers.

We now draw the line V V, from the

center W, 4° below WP, which gives us

the breadth of a tooth, 4° being one-half of

the circular pitch, the other 4° being left for

the space between this tooth and the next

one. In order to get as long an ogive as

possible, we also draw V' V', which repre-

sents the greatest breadth (from WP) which

can be allowed for the tooth. This space

between W P and V' V' is a blank tooth,

upon which we propose to mark the proper

curve for the ogive for this particular depthing,

i.e., a wheel of 45 teeth gearing into a pinion

of 6 leaves.
We now set one point of our drawing'

pen (beam compasses) on W, the center of

the wheel, and the pen on the point j on the

line Pu, then draw a curve upward to meet

the wheel radius WI- r, and mark the point

where they meet, j'. At the same time we

draw a similar curve jj across our blank

tooth. In the same way, from i on the line

Pro, we draw a curve upward to meet Wro,

and mark their intersection i', and so with

all the rest—drawing the curve from each

pinion radius to the wheel radius having the

same number, and also drawing a similar

curve across our, blank tooth, as shown. No

curve is given for a, however, as it was too
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short to show and transfer in the drawing

and was therefore omitted. We would also

remark that in this case the radial lines are so

far apart that zo positions, instead of to,

might have been employed, and would give

the outline of the ogive even more closely

than we have done with to. But we have

given enought to clearly show the manner of

proceeding, and the reader may extend the

process to any degree of minuteness he may

think proper.

Now take the fine pointed dividers, and

set one point exactly on j, the other on j',

then transfer this distance jj' to the cor-

responding curve on the blank tooth, measur-

ing (i) downward from the point j on the

line W P, (2) upward from j on the line

V' V' and (3) upward from the line V V,

marking the point where each such dis-

tance comes on the curve. In the same

way, transfer the distance i i' to the curve

I i on the blank tooth, and each of the other

distances to its corresponding curve. Lastly,

connect the three series of marks by straight

or slightly curved lines, and you have the

outlines of the ogive from r and 0 to Vand

V. The inner series of marks, running from

the line V V upward to V2, we have not

connected by lines, and the marks merely

show where the lines would be if they were so

connected. The marks in this drawing are

connected in straight lines. But in practice

they would be connected by curves suited to

the general contour of the ogive at that

point.

The two ogive curves shown meet and

cross at the point r, which is therefore the

tip of the tooth. This shows that the tooth

cannot drive the leaf through the whole of the

circular pitch above (after) the line of centers.

As seen in the drawing, it falls short aoout

16° which amount of driving must of course

be done before the line of centers. The teeth

might perhaps be made a little broader, as

there is plenty of clearance between the tooth

and PP2, the back of the following pinion

leaf. This would reduce the driving before

the line of centers to 13° or 14°, a little over

half the breadth of the leaf. Better than that

we cannot very well do, because there must

be some space left between the backs of the

tooth and leaf, for safety.

That brings up the subject of forming

ogives on the ends of the leaves, also, in order

that they may be driven with uniform velocity

and power before the line of centers as well

as after, in which case the driving before the

line of centers will not be so objectionable as

now. We will treat that subject shortly. In

our next article we will show our method of

forming teeth as applied to a depthing having

a to-leaf pinion.
Comparing this tooth with the one shown
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in article IV, we see that the ogive to work

with a 6-leaf pinion is much shorter and more

blunt than one to work with a pinion of 8

leaves.
ITO BE CONTINUED]

TOOLS AND METHODS

(Continued from page 269)

ourselves with those who hold that no holes
should be closed.

In closing holes by the method we have men-
tioned, the workman will frequently be annoyed
by the fact that his staking tool will have no flat-
faced stump small enough to enter the recess in
the bottom of the plate, and support the metal im-
mediately around the hole while closing it. Any
attempt to close a bole when the stump does not
freely enter this recess will result in closing the
end shake much more than the hole. A great con-
venience in closing holes is a special stump, with
auxiliary pieces of various
sizes. This idea is shown in
Fig. 24, sectional view ; a shows
the stump and b the auxiliary
piece. This serves the purpose
of a great variety of stumps,
and the pieces b are much sim-
pler to make than a complete
stump. If the hole in the
stump is carefully bored to fit
a certain size of steel wire, the making of the
pieces b is reduced to simplest terms. The pieces
b should fit the stump a freely but not loosely;
they may then be easily lifted out by a pair of
tweezers. The stump should be hardened and
tempered to a blue, or what is generally called a
"Spring temper"; the pieces b should be left a
dark straw or light brown.

Thus far we have considered
Closing the closing of train pivot holes
Barrel Holes only. The barrel holes fre-

quently need closing, and it is
often most improperly done. A round-faced punch
is not suited in this instance. We should use in-
stead the hollow chamfer punches which are fur-
nished with every staking tool. One should be
selected which will go about half-way down on
the boss, which surrounds the hole in nearly all
mainspring barrels. Sometimes the walls of this
boss are much thicker than they need be; in such
cases if any difficulty is experienced in properly
fitting a punch to the boss, a little may be turned
away from the outside of the wall, thus fitting the
boss to the punch. The barrel should be laid on
the large flat stump of the staking tool, and hold-
ing the punch firmly down on the boss, strike the
punch a firm blow with the brass hammer. One
blow is usually sufficient. The hole should then
be. opened by a round broach and the burr care-
fully removed; this may be conveniently done by
one of the wheel countersinks, which may be
bought in the market. A cutting broach should
not be used to open barrel holes ; if in any case
more metal is to be removed than may readily
be done by the round broach, the barrel should be
mounted in the lathe, and a chip taken from the
hole to preserve the truth of the barrel. It might
be thought that this method of closing a barrel
hole would close the inner end only; but if prop-
erly performed, after the work of the round
broach is complete, the hole will be straight from
end to end. [TO BE CONTINUED]

Lig. 24
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Ball's Official Standard R. R. Watches
What Would You Give for a Lifelong Customer?

Try this plan:

Sell your next watch customer a "Ball."
Its reliable performance will convince him you are a dealer to be depended on—

he'll keep coming back for other things.
The watch will win you his business and friendship for always.

Write for Booklet, and watch this space
We vvitot to Lida Et lot of new friends to the Ball family of railroad watch dealers

THE WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
Cleveland, Ball Building Chicago, 804-6-8 Railway Exchange

If Your Competitor
is taking some of your trade away from you, decide

at once to do the only thing which will turn the tide in
your favor—become a better workman than your corn-
petitor.

Become so well versed in watch-lore, that you will
be looked up to as the authority on it in your section;
business follows such .a man.

Our business is teaching watchmaking and kindred
branches ; what we wish to call to your attention now are
tlic excellent results of our short courses for men of
some experience.

Many jewelers have brought new life into their
business by means of our instruction, and we will be
glad to write and explain, and to give positive proof
that it pays immediately " in dollars and cents."

Write to

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

OFF WATCHMAKING A1ND ENGRAVING

Lancaster, Pa.

sAms•
SAFETY

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete . . . $13.00
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.5o
Sams' Flux . . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfr,,)

18-24W, Randolph St., CHICAGO

140
Hand Piece

PROSPERITY LIES BEFORE US. Up-to-Date
Fixtures Spells Success. Write for our new catalogue
showing the latest ideas in modern jewelry store outfitting.

Our new American Beauty " Table Display Case No. 408

If you contemplate remodeling let us figure on your
requirements.

Will be pleased to submit designs according to your
ideas or our own.

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 750 Broadway Under our own
ST. LOUIS OFFICE, 1331 Washington Ave. t management

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

oeueraion Size 8%1/
high, ay,

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

GOLD MEDAL, Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
Portland, Oregon, z9o5

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. J. 120 Liberty St., New York City
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December numbers
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Engrave."—I would like to know how to put
that green finish on copper, antique jewehy, etc.—
The following is the antique Verde solution that
you wish:

Water   I gallon
Copper sulphate   8 ozs
Salammoniac . 8 ozs
Salt   4 ozs
28° Acetic acid   2 ozs
Glycerine   I oz

This solution may be applied by brushing or
dipping, but it is essential, that the articles be
chemically clean before being treated. After being
treated with the above solution the articles should
be dried in a moist atmosphere at a temperature of
from ioo to 1200 F., and they must not be permitted
to dry too quickly—this is probably the most
important point in the operation. If the color
after first application is not deep enough, repeat
the operation till the desired tone is procured.

" Spindle "—(r) Is it a good way to have the
escape teeth strike on the corners of pallet stones
on the locking face corner. I have seen some in 17
jewel movements but they did not have a good
action.—(s) The only proper place for the escape
wheel teeth to strike on, is on the locking face of
the pallet stone ; not on the corner, but squarely on
the face. The distance from the locking corner of
the stone to the front corner of the escape wheel
tooth, (considered at the time when the fork is
against the banking) is the amount of locking ; in
other words, the amount of locking is the distance
to which the pallet stone enters inside of the circle
traced by the front corners of the escape-wheel
teeth. This amount of locking must be designated
by angular measure thus :—A circle must be
imagined drawn with the pallet axis as its centre,
and the locking corner of the pallet stone lying in
the circumference of the circle. Now, as the cir-
cumference of every circle is considered divided
into 360 degrees, you can see that the distance
travelled by the pallet stone corner in its circular
path, can be definitely stated in degrees of the
circle, so you will understand what is meant when
we say that the amount of locking allowed in de-
signing escapements generally varies between
and 2 degrees. The finer the workmanship is on
the watch the less locking is required, and vice
versa. Now, while we say a certain number of
degrees locking is required, we will explain that
the exact use of this standard of measurement
comes into play only in designing and manufactur-
ing watches. The repairer cannot conveniently
actually measure off the degrees in adjusting his
escapements; he must therefore gain by experience
an idea of what the right amount of locking looks
like in actual escapements, and work from that.
You can be sure of seeing the right amount of
locking allowed by examining new watches of
good quality, and your eye will soon gain the
necessary experience to guide you. The thing to
remember is that your object must be always to
allow the least amount of locking that will render
the escapement safe in its action; excessive locking
destroys good timekeeping by absorbing power
unnecessarily from the balance and interfering
with its freest possible action.

(2) Also please tell me if the set of three jewel
setting cutters advertised in The Keystone are
reliable. They are to be used in tailstock. —We do
not hesitate to recommend the jeweling cutters
advertized in THE KEYSTONE, as entirely reliable.
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(3) Instruct me how to make or repair a jewel
setting in a plate when the bezel is gone using a
faceplate. What tools would be necessary, cutters,
etc.P—To properly repair a spoiled jewel setting in
a plate, it is necessary first, to have a universal
face plate; and while you can do the turning with a
graver, still the slide-rest will do the work better
and much more easily than hand tools. Mount the
plate in your universal face plate, centering by the
old hole; turn out a flat-bottomed recess cutting
away all of the parts formerly comprising the set-
ting. You should have ready, having turned it up
previously, a disk of brass or German silver ; now
turn the recess so as to exactly fit this disk. Tile
plate is now to be taken out of the face plate and
the disk must be fastened into the sink either by
soldering or by means of two screws. The plate
is next put in the face plate and a new bezel turned
and a jewel set, in the ordinary way. To center
the plate this second time, you use a little V-center
which you have turned in the disk before removing
the latter from the lathe while making it, and which
center is turned toward the bottom when you fit the
disk into the sink,so it appears through the old hole.

(4) Tell me, or explain, how jewels for
watches are made—hole and ruby pin. Are there
more than one grade of jewels and what kind of
stone is used J.—Watch jewels are made from rough
stone by first working the latter into slabs ; these
are cemented on a lathe brass and turned with a
diamond tool; then drilled, the holes broached and
polished, and the outside surfaces polished, all
with broaches and laps charged with diamond-
dust. There are many grades of workmanship and
several different materials are used. The cheaper
grades of jewels are made of garnet; for fine jewels
sapphire and ruby is used, but mostly sapphire.

(5) Explain the best method of bushing a
French clock pivot hole.—To bush a clock hole,
broach out the old hole to several times its dia-
meter; take a square file and make some slight
channels in the hole, running vertically. Fit a
piece of brass wire closely into the hole, cutting it
off flat above and below, but extending it about
half a millimeter beyond the plate on both sides.
Take a hammer .with the face somewhat rounded)
and rivet the bushings well on both sides. The
brass will then partly fill into the vertical channels
you filed in the hole, and this will prevent the
bushing from turning. Now, to get the exact
center, a good little device used by European
workmen is as follows: Take a piece of sheet
brass, triangular in shape and about i Y4 'inches
long. At two corners fit pointed steel pins, made
substantially of pretty thick wire and hardened.
At the other point, fit a hardened steel screw snugly
so it works rather tight; have a point on the bottom
of this screw and a thumbscrew on the top. Before
broaching out the hole to be bushed, place the
screw-point in the pivot hole, and have the other
points resting on the clock-plate. Tap the two
fixed points with a hammer, leaving two small
dots on the plate. After the bushing is riveted in,
replace the two points on the dots they made, and
a tap on the head of the screw will mark the
bushing with a center which will be in the same
axis as the original hole, and the arbor will con-
sequently run upright. With a countersink of
pyramid form (to grind 3 or 4 faces meeting in a
point on the end of a round file will do very well)
enlarge the center punched in the bushing, until
large enough to contain the entire point of a drill a
trifle smaller than the pivot which is to run in the
new bearing. Drill the hole, then with a round
broach polish out the hole until it fits the pivot.
This fitting should be done with the wheel and
pinion in place between the plates. One important
point is to have the hole drilled exactly perpendi-
cular to the level of the plate. This can be assured
in two ways. Either hold the plate in the uni-
versal face plate while drilling by hand or use a flat
plate one-half inch or larger in diameter, mounted
on a taper and held in the tailstock; the drill is put
in the lathe head and the clock plate supported and
pushed into the drill by the tailstock spindle, the
broad surface on the taper serving to keep the hole
drilled perfectly perpendicular to the plate.

(6) The best method of replacing a tooth in a
wheel.—You will notice a series of articles entitled
"Practical Watch Repairing," now running in THE
KEYSTONE. In one of the installments of this
series in the near future you will notice the subject
of replacing teeth in wheels more fully treated
probably than ever before, in any horological work,
and we suggest that you read this article.
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" Locking "—Are the locking laces of the pal-
let stones exactly equidistant from the center of the
pallet staff, on every watch movement, or other-
wise f—Both types of lever escapement, with and
without equidistant lockings, are made to-day.
The latter are termed " escapements with circular
pallets." The reason for this name will be seen by
examining the illustrations. In Fig. i is shown an
equidistant escapement. In it, the locking faces of
both pallet-stones are made to work on the same
circle a, but the exit pallet lies entirely outside
the double-circle a.a. b.b. which defines the path
of action of the entrance stone. The fact that both
locking faces are equidistant from the pallet center
e can be readily seen by noting that the lines c and

Fig. 1

d are of equal length. In the escapement witli
circular pallets Fig. 2, on the contrary, it will bei '
noticed, that both pallet-stones lie in the same
double-circle a.a. b.b. and while the centers of the
impulse faces (in the circle (), are at equal distances
from the pallet center e it is plain that the locking
faces are unequally distant from the same point,
which can be proven by measuring the lengths of
the lines c and d. Now it will be seen that the
resistance opposed by the escapement to the balance
in unlocking will be equal on both sides of the line
of centers in the equidistant escapement, while in
the circular escapement the unlocking resistance
will be unequal, because in Fig. x the resistance
lever-lengths c and d are equal, while they are

Fig. 2

unequal in Fig. 2. It would be a great advantage
to have equal unlocking resistances, but another
factor enters here. In Fig. i you will notice that
the impulse acts on a shorter lever on the entrance
side than on the exit side, while in Fig. 2 the im-
pulse acts on levers of equal length. So it resolves
itself into a question as to which is the greater dis-
advantage, unequal impulses or unequal unlocking
resistances? Theorists have long disputed the
question without decisive advantage to either side.
It would seem that practical use, however, has
leaned toward favoring the circular pallet, and you
will find many more watches made the latter way
than the former. It seems as if the equidistant
lockings are falling more and more into disuse.
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"Leather."—Will you kindly inform us what
1,, use to rub up shopawn leather goods, such as
p:cketbooks, etc., to improve their appearance?—
Ii would be a difficult matter for us to advise what
0. do in the matter of restoring shopworn leather

ds, as the -process of restoration depends en-
cly on the character of the leather and the dam-
done to same. To remove stains, it would

Inire different acids, according to the stain. If
II is only desirable to freshen up the stock and it
is not worn in any way, rub it up with a damp rag
or sponge and then brush it; this will give it a
lustre. Black goods must be treated with a black
ink ; unfinished leather, such as ooze, etc., may be
cleaned with an ordinary eraser or some stale
bread; but, as stated above, it would be difficult
for us to give you a recipe that would answer in
all cases.

"Bow Hair."—We sell musical goods and are
often called on to rehair a violin bow—something

know nothing about. Can you give us any in-
structionsf—To put new hair in a violin bow is one
of those careful, painstaking jobs which requires
both skill and patience, and it is seldom you find
two experts in "filling a bow" to conduct the de-
tails of the operation alike. Nor does it much
matter, so that the hairs are evenly disposed and
of equal tension. The first thing to do in refilling
a bow is to remove the old wedges which held the
hair in place and clean out the sinks at each end
in order that there will be no bother in fitting in
new wedges Most workmen fit the top end of the
bow first. For holding the hairs evenly, two bits
of wood are provided, shaped as shown at Fig t.
These pieces are about 1/2" wide and 2" long, with
a notch at at- z' about 1/20" deep, and are made of
some tough, hard wood like hickory. The hair to
he used is placed in the opening z, after which
pieces A A' are closed together, when, by sliding
the pieces A in the direction of the arrows v w,
the hair is tightly clamped, when the ends of the
pieces A A' are tied together at the lines y y' with
strong carpet thread. This clamp is placed about
2" from the end of the hairs. The ends are now
cut with scissors evenly to one length and also
singed in a lamp blaze to make the glue hold
Letter. The ends of the hairs are now inserted
HI the recess s in the upper end of the bow, as
shown in Fig. 2. A wedge of hard wood like
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laple is placed at C, the parts being set in with
,nod glue prepared as for cabinet work. After
:vying, the wedge C is shaved off level with the
, ■tv end. The hairs are now folded back to the
lutted line is and entirely cover the wedge C. The
lamp A is next removed from the hairs, which
ire carefully combed out and the clamp A is
tgain applied: The slide at the back end of the
,ow is now removed. The hairs are held in the
,lide by a wedge the same as C, but to cover up
•he attachment a pearl dovetailed slide goes over
.he ends of the hairs. To remove this, first push

fT the little ferrule, which is only held by fric-
Lon, and then push out the pearl slide. Of course,
:t is understood that this was done when the old
lair was taken out. A wedge is again employed
dmost identical with the one shown at C. By
vorking in the manner described the hairs can be
-tot of even tension. The only difficult point is to
tet the hairs of the right length, so that the slide
will go into the bow, and before the tension screw
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commences to act the hairs will be drawn straight
but have no strain on them. This is a matter of
good judgment and experience.

"Sand Blast."—We would thank you to give
us some means and zvays whereby we can arrange
a satisfactory sand-blast system."—While the
sand-blast is better adapted to working on glass
or other brittle substances, still many beautiful
effects can be produced on metal, particularly
watch cases and jewelry. The "mat" or "frost-
ing" by sand-blast is finer in the grain than that
obtained by various processes of satin-finish and
frosting such as we see on watch plates, produced
by revolving brushes, as can be illustrated by ex-
amining American gilt movements. It requires
but a low magnifying power to show the pits in
the plates and bridges produced by the wire
brushes as they revolve in a power lathe. On
inspecting the dull surface or mat produced by
sand-blast, it will be found to be much finer in its
grain; that is, the little pits or indentations in the
metal are very much smaller and still more irreg-
ular than those on watch plates. The process of
sand-blast is extremely simple. The great barrier
to its more general use is the difficulty of getting
a blast of air of constant power and sufficient
force to properly project the sand with the force
necessary to have each grain produce a dent in
the metal and thus give the desired mat. The

pressure of air for sand-blast purposes should be
from one to twelve pounds per square inch. It
would be very difficult to obtain force enough for
sand-blast from a rotary blower unless steam or
other power were employed. The usual form of
machine for sand-blasting for jewelers' work is
shown at Fig. 3, where A represents a cubical box
of wood about eighteen or twenty inches square.
The sand is placed in the cylindrical hopper C,
which has a funnel-shaped bottom that opens into
the air-pipes a b. The cylinder C is about eight
inches in diameter and twelve inches long, and
filled with rather coarse sand, such as plasterers
call "sharp" sand. It is easy to decide on the
proper kind if we consider what we desire to do
with it—that is, make clean, well-defined indenta-
tions in the metal. The iron air-pipe shown at D
is about one inch in outside diameter, with an up-
and-down "shut-off" gate worked by a lever, as
shown at E. The pipe a is coupled to D at d, and
tapers down to about three-fourths of an inch
where it enters the pipe b, which is enlarged, as
shown at b". A hole from the funnel C' enters
the enlarged part b" of the pipe b. The dotted
outline at b' represents the end of the pipe, from
which the sand is projected by the air-blast. The
interior diameter of b' is about one-half an inch.
Any object to be acted upon is simply held .by the
lingers, introducing the hand at the hole B. Some-
times a curtain is attached to the box A at the
dotted arc c, to prevent an occasional grain of
sand from being thrown out of the hole shown as
B. We can now imagine the particles of sand
being blown against any article held in the proper
position after being introduced at the hole B. The
point at which the sand acts with greatest energy
is readily determined by the sense of feeling, al-
though windows are sometimes so placed (shown
at the dotted lines e) as to afford a view of the
interior ; but if these holes are glazed they soon
become frosted by the sand. There is really no
necessity for sight being employed, except when
the job is withdrawn. The sand, after its effect is
spent, falls into the vessel G, and is then returned
to the cylinder C. Tt is necessary to protect the
portions of the metallic surface which we do not
wish the sand to attack. For such protection noth-
ing equals India rubber, and where there are a
number of articles to be frosted, one properly
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shaped rubber jacket can be employed for a great
number of pieces. The protection used can be
much slighter than one would suppose and still be
ample to preserve the polished metal surface in-
tact. Thin paper gummed on answers the purpose
perfectly. It is, of course, understood that the
paper can be cut to any desired form. When em-
ploying paper the gum must be applied with clean
edges, as any smear of it might more or less im-
pede the action of the sand and a ragged outline
be produced. Good glue or gelatin can be em-
ployed as a protection by adding a very little
glycerine, or, what is better, New Orleans mo-
lasses, to a very thick preparation of white glue.
The metal surface should be heated, so that the
glue will flow readily upon it. In some instances
it may be necessary to allow the glue to dry a
little. Some glue will peel from the metal while
under the action of the sand, but if the right kind
is obtained it makes nearly as good a protection
as rubber. Good judgment and a study of what
we desire to do and what we have to do it with, in
conjunction with a few experiments, will soon set
a person right.

"Gold Letters."—I wish to place some letters
in 

i
gold leaf on my window. We have no sign

painter n our town, and would like to know how
I can do such a job for myself.—To lay gold leaf
on glass, dissolve about ten grains of good, trans-
parent gelatin in two ounces of water. Or you
can add about half of the white of a fresh egg to
two ounces of water in a bottle, and shake them
well together, then strain. Place some of the mix-
ture into a clean vial. Wet a camel's hair pencil
brush in such mixture and paint over the glass
where you desire to have the gold adhere. To
lay out the letters, cut out a crayon of castile
soap like a schoolboy has of chalk for a black-
board. The letters you wish to gild are laid out
with this soap crayon on the outside of the.glass.
The inside of the glass is next carefully cleaned
and the forms of the gold letters are gone over on
the inside of the glass with a small pencil brush and
the white of an egg and water mixture, and it is
into this the gold leaf is laid. For the novice the
most difficult operation is to get the gold leaf
from the book in which it comes to the glass
surface painted over with the white of an egg
and water. About the best instrument for this
purpose is what is called a "tip," which can be
described as a flat brush made up of coarse, long
hairs widely separated front each other. To use
such a tip, the hairs of it are laid across a sheet
of gold as it lays exposed after opening the book.
It requires a great deal of patience and practice
to handle gold leaf successfully. To educate
yourself, go into a room and close all doors and
windows. Open the book of gold leaf carefully
without breathing on it, then lay the hairs of the
tip across the leaf of gold and the hairs will lift
it. If they fail to do so, brush them back and
forth across the back of your hand or the hair of
your head. On turning over the tip and placing
the gold so it touches the letter painted over with
water and white of an egg, the gold leaf will
adhere to it. Even wetting the pencil brush which
paints the form of the letter with saliva will, after
the water has evaporated, cause the gold to
adhere to glass and show a mirror polish. Of
course, it is to be understood that the gold is ap-
plied to the inside of the glass. It requires some
little practice to lay gold on a surface standing
vertical, as is the case with glass in a window.
To obtain skill in this way it is well to make a
few small signs which can be framed and hung
in different parts of your store. The gilded sur-
face should be allowed to stand for about twenty-
four hours before "backing up," which operation
is simply painting over the back of the letter with
oil colors prepared as for artists' use. In laying
on the gold, the policy to pursue is to be sure you
have enough surface of gold to form the letter.
In painting over the back of the letter from the
inside of the window, the letters have to . be
formed backward, so as to read correctly from
toe outside. After the backing of oil color is dry,
the surplus gold is washed off with a sponge and
warm water, leaving the letter as backed up by
the oil color on the glass. It is usual with painters
to paint colored shadows to the letters. A full
description of such process would be too long
for this department, but a careful inspection of a
window with gilded letters will soon put one on
to the plan to follow.
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Now that the holiday season is over, and the time for taking
invoice is at hand, we would suggest that the next best thing for you
to do would be to gather up whatever you have in the way of old gold
and silver, and turn it into cash.

Then, when it comes time for you to sell, there is a mighty lot of
satisfaction in the thought that in sending your precious metals to us,
you are absolutely certain of receiving every penny they are worth.

This is no vague statement by us as to what we will do, it is simply
our method of doing business, and we find that it pays pretty well, too.
Full, liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the other
half.

OLD
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SILVER

OLD
GOLD

(3LD
SEVER

Old Gold, 8 K.   32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K.   40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K.   48c. "

We pay for Old Gold, 14 K.   56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K.   72c, "
Gold-Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating) .   Very highest market price

OLD
GOLD

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench
and Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt
of shipment.

Check by return mail on old gold, silver and plated scraps, subject
to your acceptance, otherwise we will return shipment, prepaid. If you
are not getting every penny's worth of value for your old metal, if you
are not realizing prices like these, if you are kept waiting for your money,
may we not prove to you what proper, prompt, profitable treatment is?

A small trial shipment to us now, you will thankfully remember
through all your after years of trading with us. All we want is one
chance.
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Thomas J. Dee & Company
Refiners and Smelters
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OLD
GOLD

67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Alabama

Claude H. Willis, an expert jeweler, for many
years employed by E. 0. Zadek, Montgomery,
died recently after an operation for appendicitis.
\\Tiflis was at one time engaged in the jewelry busi-
ness on his own account and was noted for his
skill as a workman and inventive ability.

A remarkable jewelry store, by reason of its
size, unique arrangement and handsome furnishing
is that of J. H. Whitlock, of Eufaula. This store is
203 feet in length and two stories in height, the
ontire floor being taken up by the business. The
fixtures are of curly pine and ma-
hogany and the walls are hand-
painted tapestry. The central fea-
ture of the store is a large gilt foun-
tain throwing water into a basin
of gold finish. The fountain is
lighted at night around and above
with forty-two electric lights. A
magnificent palm garden arcade is
Also an attractive feature. It is sup-
ported on carved columns deco-
rated with chandeliers of cut glass.
A beautiful marble staircase with
carved newel posts and elegant
cut-glass electroliers leads to the
second floor where are to be found
the art room, optical parlors, work-
shop and general offices. The ex-
terior is Renaissance in design and
spotless white in color. Mr. Whit-
lock has good reason to be proud
of his establishment which is also
source of much pride to all citi-

zens of Eufaula.

Arkansas

The Arkansas Diamond Min-
ing Co. has filed incorporation
papers with the secretary of State.
The capital stock is poo,000,
$25oo of which has been invested
in lands and machinery for the
work of the mining of diamonds
in Pike County. The directors of
the corporation are : Samuel W.
Reybourn, president ; Charles S.
Stifft, vice-president ; A. D. Conn, secretary;
John C. Peay and C. P. Perrie.

KEYSTONE

States and also as an experienced teacher of watch-
making. His partner, Mr. Bickmore, is also a
highly-skilled workman.

Indiana

W. H. Reeves, Angola, has sold his interest in
the business to his partner, Frank S. Day. Mr.
Reeves has been engaged in the jewelry business
in Angola continuously for thirty-three years and
had won for himself an enviable reputation as an
honest and capable business man.

lowa

J. A. Rice, of Rice & Golden, Corydon. is
mourning the death of his son, Bernard, who died
some weeks ago. The deceased was only twenty
years old and was unfortunately cut off when on
the threshold of a most promising career. His
parents have the sympathy of a host of friends in
their sad bereavement.

Kansas

R. D. Morse, the jeweler and optician, of
Phillipsburg, who was burned out last year,
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After April 1st, Mr. Hoyt will occupy a store in this
block with a stock of jewelry. The new quarters
will be furnished up in fine style and a large stock
of new goods will be installed. Mr. Hoyt's enter-
prise and business ability are well evidenced in this
important purchase.

Seeley & Son, Ogdensburg, have sold their
stock and fixtures to Ralph Hulett and William
Church, who will continue the business at the old
stand under the firm name of Hulett & Church.
The new partners will make extensive improve-
ments and add considerably to the stock.

North Carolina

The incorporators of the Bailey Jewelry Com-
pany, Winston Salem, met last month and organ-
ized by the election of the following-named officers:
I). Bailey, Jr., president and treasurer ; Mathias
Masten, vice-president and manager : George
Harrington, secretary. The board of directors is
composed of the following named: M. D. Bailey,Jr.,
Mathias Masten and Dr. J. Lewis Hanes. C. N.
Brown, who has been manager of the store since
it was established in November, has resigned.

Mr. Masten will be in charge of the
business in the future.
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Engrossed letter of thanks from the Indianapolis Retail Jewelers' Association to

Baldwin, Miller Co., of that city, in recognition of the hospitality of the firm to the
members of the Association.

California

Stuart Taylor, the enterprising jeweler, of
Etna, is noted for the excellence of his advertising.
A unique advertisement used by him before the
holidays, which proved very effective, was in the
torm of a type-written letter purporting to be
written by one customer to another, and referring
in glowing terms to Mr. Taylor's stock and prices.

Illinois

Emil Haeni, a well-known jeweler, formerly
of Freeport, but recently located at Rockford, will
open a jewelry store in Freeport about February Ise
He has closed a deal for the use of a part of the
room of the Geo. F. Swartz drug store, opposite
the court house.

A disastrous fire which occurred in Benton,
some weeks ago, destroyed among other struc-
tur,ta the Buchanan Building, which was occupied
I)'/ J. W. Buchanan's jewelry store and photograph
Allery. Mr. Buchanan saved the greater part of

Ills stock, but suffered considerable loss neverthe-
less. He promptly -secured new quarters and
immediately opened up for business.

Marlow & Bickmore, Elgin, is the name of a
new firm of watch repairers for the trade. Mr.
Marlow is well known as an expert repairer with
thirty years' experience in England and the United

recently moved into the new brick building which
he has erected since the fire. The new store was
especially planned for the jewelry and optical busi-
ness and is complete in every respect. It is well
lighted and has two large plate-glass show win-
dows, while the furnishings are thoroughly up to
date. It is also provided with a dark room and
optical parlor. The location is considered the best
aili vthaenttaogwe.ns and gives Mr. Morse exceptional traded 

F. Melluish, a pioneer jeweler, of Ottawa,
died recently at the ripe old age of eighty-three
years. The deceased was born in England, in
5825, and learned the watchmaking trade in that
country. He came to the United States when
nineteen years old and first located in New York
City. He then removed to Bloomington, Ill.,
where he conducted a store for fifteen years. He
reached Ottawa in 1867 and remained there until
the time of his death. He attained much success
in the jewelry business and was owner of con-
siderable property in Ottawa, a portion of this be-
ing the handsome structure in which his store was
located. Mr. Melluish was a man of the most
rigid integrity in business matters, but did not
limit his attention entirely to his store. He was
of a very studious nature and an industrious
reader. One of his hobbies was numismatism,
aild i ieogradually collected a very valuable aggre-
gation

New York
A. T. Hoyt, Moravia, recently purchased an

entire • block in that town, the price being P000.

Ohio

Emil Jonas, a member of the
firm of A. Jonas & Son, of Youngs-
town, died recently after a long
illness. Though only thirty-six
years old, the deceased had been
in ill health for a long period. He
was the son of the senior partner
of the firm and had helped in the
work of the store from his youth.

A. J. Kempton, Nevada, has
just moved into one of the finest
new store rooms in that part of
the State. The new establish-
ment is thoroughly up to date both
in stock and fixtures. Mr. Kempton
is the newly-installed mayor of
Nevada, which speaks volumes for
his popularity with the local public.

Oklahoma

W. C. Lansford & Co., of Mus-
kogee, moved into a handsome
new store room the first of the
year. The firm disposed of the
great bulk of its old stock before
removal in order that they might
open up their new quarters with
complete new lines of goods.

Oregon

The M. J. Wax Co., Portland,
have removed to new quarters in

the Worcester Building, where they have more
space and better facilities for the transaction of
their growing business.

Pennsylvania

I. B. Braveman, jeweler, 304 Penn Street,
Reading, was elected Commander of Friendship
Lodge No. 5, Knights of Pythias, at the recent
election. Mr. Braveman is one of the prominent
members of the order and has been a member ten
years and has passed through the chairs. He was
born in Russia in 5879, and lived in that country
until he was eighteen years of age. He then came
to the United States and located at Pittsburg,
where he conducted a jewelry store for five years.
He then moved to Reading and carried on the same
line of business at 12 South Seventh Street for a
short time when he took charge of his present
location.

Tennessee
Announcement has been made of the engage-

ment of Miss Sadie Estelle Cook, daughter of
H. J. Cook, the well-known jeweler and optician,
of Nashville, to William Sloan Hogsett, a talented
young lawyer, of Kansas City, Mo. The wedding
will take place in March.

Wisconsin
P. S. Larson, Beloit, has added an optical

department to his jewelry business and has placed
the new department in charge of Charles C. Chase,
an accomplished refractionist, who has had many
years' experience in optical work.
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Retail Jewelers' Associations

American National Retail Jewelers'Ass'n (1904)
N4BEE A. HURLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Next meeting, 1908, at Cincinnati, Ohio.

St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association (1889)
HERMAN MAUCH, President, St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. F. KEMPER, Sec'y, 2326 Franklin Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Connecticut Retail Jewelers' and Opticians'
Association (1895)

GEoRcE H. FORD, President, New Haven, Conn.
S. H. KIRBY, Secretary, New Haven, Conn.

The Jewelers' Fraternity of New Orleans, La.
(1902)

OTTO GRANZTN, President.
DANIEL S. RAMELI, Secretary.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association (1904)
GEO. II. LANG, President, Mankato, Minn.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association (1905)
MACK A. ITuRLBuT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
N. NIELSON, Secretary, Harlan, Iowa.

Utica Retail Jewelers' Association (tgo5)
RICIIARD PERLEN, President, Utica, N. Y.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
SANDY McKAT, President, West Branch, Mich.
VICTOR C. MORRIS, Secretary, Ithaca, Mich.

Massachusetts Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
F. C. NEwnALL, President, Lynn, Mass.
EDWARD II. DUNBAR, Secretary, Norwood, Mass.

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. W. SLAYBAUGH, President, Taylorville, Ill.
GEO. B. DONALDSON, Secretary, Girard, Ill.

Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
J. A. REULING, President, Wymore, Nebr.
MAX J. EGGE, Secretary, Grand Island, Nebr.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
FT. W. REIGHART, President, Minot, N. Dak.
C. E. TILLSON, Secretary, Carrington, N. Dak.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association ( T906)
GUSTAV KELLER, President, Appleton, Wis.
F. 0. THOMPSON, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers (r906)
R. I). WORRELL, President, Mexico, Mo.
C. E. RANGE, Secretary, Trenton, Mo.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
WALTER SPERLING, President, Seneca, Kans.
C. C. STEVENSON, Secretary, Pittsburg, Kans.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
H. G. NICHOLS, President, Mitchell. S. Dak.
0. B. TRIPP, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
A. C. GRAUL, President, Sharpsburg, Pa.
C. S. WILEY, Secretary, 3602 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
R. C. BERNAU, President, Greensboro, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
'Fos. MAZER, President, McAlester, Okla.
17. C. BOASEN, Secretary, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
D. M. QUARLES, President, Clarksville, Tenn.
RICHARD B. ITERzER, Secretary, Nashville, Tenn.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
STEPHEN Tmomns, President, Charleston, S. C.
R. H. ALLAN, Secretary, Charleston, S. C.

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
R. HEINE, President, Talladega, Ala.
MAX ROBINSON, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

New York Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
SAMUEL TAPPIN, President, Troy, N. Y.
HENRY J. PFLANTZ, Secretary, Albany, N. Y.

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Ass'n ( i9°6)
T. A. WESTMYER, President, Wheeling, W. Va.,
C. E. BAAD, Secretary, Parkersburg, W. Va.

Rochester Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. E. SuNoERLIN, President.
J. J. ERNISSE, Secretary, i s State St., Rochester. N. Y.

Knoxville Jewelers' Association (1907)
ALBERT G. HOPE, President.
B. W. AKERS, Secretary, 439 Gay Street, Knoxville, Tenn.

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
L. ALVA LEWIS, President.
H. M. LEFFERT, Secretary, Alisky Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Florida Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
H. E. ADAMS, President, Tampa, Fla.
R. J. RILES, Secretary, Jacksonville, Fla.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association (i907)
T. R. STEBBINS, President, Ashtabula, Ohio
y. E. Joss, Secretary, New Philadelphia, Ohio.

California Retail Jewelers' Association
E. B. LEWIS, President, San Francisco, Cal.
L. L. TRUMBLY, Secretary, Santa Cruz, Cal.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association
C. J. ROWE, President, Argus, Ind.
J. A. OSWALD, Secretary, Crawfordsville, Ind.

New Mexico Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
J. TAurERL, President, East Las Vegas, N. Mex.

C. A. WHITED, Secretary, Raton, N. Mex.
New Hampshire Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1907)
MARYLAND P. Foss, President, Pittsfield, N. H.
ANDREW E. MACUEN, Secretary, Bristol, N. H.

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
T. W. SCHIRM, President, Baltimore, Md.
`F. J. EULER, Secretary, Baltimore, Md.
Indianapolis Retail Jewelers'Association
J. P. Al ULALLY, President, Indianapolis, Ind.
GEO. S. KERN, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.
Kentucky Retail Jewelers' Association
T.,. C. EISENSCIIMITT., President, Newport, Ky.
Wm. M. IRON, Secretary, Newport, Ky.

(1907)

(1907)

(1907)

(1907)

(1908)

Jewelers' Safety Fund Society
The Jewelers' Safety Fund Society held its

annual meeting on the afternoon of Wednesday,
January 8th, at the rooms of the Jewelers' Board
of Trade, 110 Broadway. The several reports
presented showed the society in a prosperous con-
dition, with an increase both in the finances and
membership. The following directors were re-
elected: Ira Goddard, James C. Aikin, of Aikin,
Lambert & Co.; Charles G. Alford, of C. G.
Alford & Co., Inc.; Jas. P. Snow, of Snow &
Westcott; Louis Kahn, of L. & M. Kahn & Co.;
Frederick H. Larter, of Larter & Sons; Oliver
G. Fessenden, of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.;
William T. Hough, of Carter, Howe & Co.;
August Oppenheimer, of Oppenheimer Bros. &
Veith; M. Luther Bowden, of J. B. Bowden &
Co. A new member elected was George Street,
of Geo. 0. Street & Sons.

At a meeting of the directors held the fol-
lowing day the old officers and executive commit-
tee were re-elected, as follows: James A. Aikin,
president ; William T. • Gough, vice-president;
Louis Kahn, second vice-president; Ira Goddard,
secretary and treasurer ; Fred A. Goddard, assist-
ant secretary and treasurer ; executive committee,
Louis Kahn, Frederick H. Larter, Oliver D. Fes-
sendent, James P. Snow and Charles G. Alford.

American National Retail Jewelers'
Association

We take pleasure in giving space and prom-
inence to the following communication, and be-
speak for it the prompt attention which it de-
serves :

"ED. KEYSTONE :—I wish to call attention
through the columns of your journal to the fact
that it is time for the payment of dues to the
national association. Before this letter appears in
print each State secretary and each member at
large will receive a statement for dues for the
year 1908. and we wish to impress upon the minds
of our members that it is very important that the
dues be paid as promptly as possible, that the
association may have funds with which to prose-
cute the work of enlarging the organization, The
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expense of the association will be largely in-
creased this year, if the work is pushed as much
as is desired, and it is necessary that each member
contribute his mite to the work.

"A new seal will be furnished to each mem-
ber for his certificate as soon as the annual dues
are paid.

"To the officers of State associations that are
not affiliated with the national association, let use
urge that it is high time that every State associa-
tion was in line. There are reforms which the
national association desires to bring about, but
which we feel need the backing of a larger mem-
bership than we now have, and the secretary has
set the mark at 2000 members by the time the next
annual convention meets in Cincinnati. Then,
and not until then, will we be able to present a
solid front to our friends as well as our enemies.

"Let every retail jeweler in this broad land
put his shoulder to the wheel and help the good
cause along. Fraternally,

"I. M. RADABAUGH,
"Sec'y Am. Nat. Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

"Hastings, Minn."

Traveling Jewelers' Association
The members of the Traveling Jewelers'

Association held their annual meeting on the after-
noon of January 7th, in the office of Sloan & Co.,
21 Maiden Lane, New York City. President A. F.
Carter occupied the chair and addressed the mem-
bers at some length on association matters. After
the president's address, the secretary and treas-
urer presented their reports, which showed the
association in sound condition financially and still
increasing in membership.

Only two deaths occurred during the year in
the ranks of the members, Clarence E. Settel and
Frank H. Whitmarsh.

As the association elects its officers for a
period of two years, no election was held on this
occasion. H. A. Bliss, however, who was acting
secretary and treasurer, presented his resignation,
which was accepted with much regret, and John
W. Sherwood was elected to succeed him.

The chief purpose of the association is to give
prompt assistance to the families of members who
die. The membership now numbers over one
hundred.

Annual Meeting of Minnesota Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the above organiza-
tion will be held in the Studio Arcade, 804 Nicol-
let Avenue, Minneapolis, on Monday and Tues-
day, February 24 and 25. The programme will
be as follows :

MONDAY, 2 P. M.
Call io order. Address of welcome. Re-

sponse. President's address. Appointment of
committees. Open discussion of the following
subjects : Advertising—Its Use, Abuse and Waste ;
The Jeweler as a Merchant; Cost of Doing Busi-
ness; Handling Side Lines; Handling Lines Sold
by Catalogue Houses. Election of officers. Ses-
sions of the committees on resolution and the
grievance committee will be held in the evening.

TUESDAY, 9.30 A. M.
Reports of officers and committees and new

and unfinished business. Discussion of the fol-
lowing subjees: The Future of the Jewelry Busi-
ness ; Trade Organization—What It Has Done
and What It Will Do.
. A banquet will be given on the evening of
Tuesday, which will be free to every retail
jeweler.
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New England Notes

Leominster was overrun with comb buyers in
January, many of them from the West. This is
something unusual, as, while the New York con-
tingent usually shows up in January, the Western-
ers seldom show up until later in the season. H.
T. Cerf and W. M. Bonn, of Pittsburg, and H. T.
Shuman, of Detroit, arrived the first week of the
year. The E. B. Kingman & Co. shop started on
full time January 13th, after being on short time
for two months. There are 185 employees work-
ing on celluloid, rubber and shell combs. The
Alfred Burke & Co. and the Pickering-Metcalf
Company have nearly full forces at work. At
liurke's they are working overtime, and at the
latter an eight-hour day is the rule.

Eli F. Wilder, Leominster, Mass., who is
71 years of age, retired from business January
first, owing to failing eyesight. Mr. Wilder has
been in Leominster seven years,

Arthur F. Eastman has located a retail store
at North Easton, Mass., and is carrying a $2000
stock.

C. M. Jefts is the manager and R. M. Saw-
yer the watchmaker and optician of The Jewelry
Co., Inc., Brockton, Mass.

E. H. Frary, who has conducted a retail store
at Weymouth, Mass., for several years, aban-
doned the field to his competitor, A. D. Wilbur,
January first.

Herman Lucke, 281 Main Street, Worcester,
Mass, is at the Hotel Mecklenburg, Chase City,
Va., for the winter.

Victor Enholm, who carried a $2000 stock at
89 Belmont Street, Worcester, Mass., has aban-
doned the field and has returned to New York
City.

E. F. Carlstrom, Malden, Mass., has left
that city.

F. S. Treat, 328 Blue Hill Avenue, Dorches-
terio, 

Maine.
,lMass. , has removed his stock and tools to

Milo, 
Wm. W. Oliver, Maynard, Mass., has taken

a larger store.
S. Stone has opened retail stores at Fall

River and New Bedford, Mass.
Mrs. J. F. Sumner, Middleboro, Mass., is

dangerously ill.

Mrs. H. W. Darling is conducting the busi-
ness of her late husband at Stoughton, Mass.

Joseph Durst, Foxboro, Mass., will retire,
owing to old age.

G. H. Willoby, Franklin, Mass., filled out an
tpplication for membership in the Jewelers' Se-
curity Alliance in 1887 and sent it in last month.

J. H. ewbegin is a new beginner at Hyde
Park; 

m 

The store of the late H. C. Bridgman, Mystic,
Conn., has been closed.

H. R. Woodward, of Norwich and Stoning-
ton, Conn., is doing an extensive jobbing business
ill eastern Connecticut.

C. G. Aldrich is a newcomer at Winstead,
ot 

R. L. Lockwood & Co., opticians, Springfield,
Mass., has added a line of jewelry.

C. S. Ford, Dalton, Mass., has doubled his
stock, and H. F. Shaw, of that place, has retired.

James Wood is managing the store of Mrs.
Alfretta A. Squire, Bennington, Vt.

C. M. Jacot, of Stockbridge, Mass., has leased
the store of E. J. Voignier, at Lenox.

Delmont E. Gordon, of Hillsboro Bridge, N.
H., has purchased A. F. Grimes's jewelery store
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at Peterboro, and will conduct it in conjunction
with his Hillsboro store. Mr. Grimes, whose
health is very poor, will remain in idleness for at
least a year.

M. T. Taintor, at Easthampton, Mass., has
added a $10,00o jewelry stock to his housefur-
nishing store.

Mrs. G. H. Emerson, of 675 Westminster
Street, Providence, R. I., is recovering from a
serious and protracted illness.

L. A. Hunt, for many years at Williams-
town, Mass., has taken a store on State Street,
North Adams,

W. A. Brown, formerly of Henniher, N. H.,
and for the past year conducting a repairing and
small retailing estblishment at Hillsboro Bridge,
N. H., will take over the store formerly occupied
by W. H. Storey, of the latter place, and will add
largely to his stock.

al■P 

Death of Geo. B. Barrett

Not only the jewelry trade of Pittsburg, but
the entire business community suffered a great
loss when death came, on January 3d, to Geo. B.
Barrett, of G. B. Barrett Co., one of the oldest
wholesale jewelers in Pennsylvania in point of
continuous business, a banker and one of the
sturdy stock of citizens that has made Pittsburg
famous the world over Mr. Barrett was 73 years
old when he died, though in appearance one would

Geo. B. Barrett

never have suspected that he had passed so long a
period in life, owing to his eXcellent constitution,
temperate habits and serene temperament. Mr.
Barrett was born in Cadiz, Ohio, a small but
wealthy agricultural town of the Buckeye State,
not many miles from Pittsburg. This was in
1834. He was married in 1855 to Miss Martha
M. Slemmons, and began his career in the
jewelry trade before leaving his native town. The
limited opportunities offered this ambitious man
in his little town of Cadiz, however, soon deter-
mined him on removal to Pittsburg, and in 1869
lie came to the Smoky City, when the wholesale
trade here was practically in its infancy.

Under his wise and conservative manage-
ment, Mr. Barrett built up a trade that covered
all of the Pittsburg field. His salesmen grad-
ually extended this into Ohio, West Virginia and
the northern portions of the State, and for years
his house has been among the leaders in the
wholesale line. His sturdy character, honesty
and integrity brought to him and held the trade
and there was continual growth, but with no
flourishes or boasts. His accumulation of wealth
was unpretentious. His interests, however, broad-
ened and he became identified with banking
through his owning stock in the Second National
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Bank of Pittsburg, one of the oldest and most
influential institutions of the city. He also was
among the founders of the Pittsburg Insurance
Company and later lie became identified with the
Pittsburg Lamp, Brass and Glass Company, an
institution that ranks among the first in this in-
dustry, which is peculiarly strong in Pittsburg.

In addition to his commercial and financial
interests, Mr. Barrett was active in philanthropic
movements. He was born and reared in the
Presbyterian Church and was selected as one of
the trustees of the Presbyterian Hospital, which is
now completing one of the most modern and
handsome hospital buildings in this State. He
had always taken a deep interest in the growth
and development of this hospital and lived almost
long enough to see his fondest hopes realized.
Mr. Barrett was of Quaker ancestry and was
related, on his father's side, to Charles Carroll,
of Carrollton. He was of an even temperament,
mild mannered, and often reticent, but there was
always a kindly, courteous greeting for friends
and a deep sympathy for every one, which held to
him the affection of his most humble employee
and made him beloved by all.

For many years Mr. Barrett had lived in the
pretty suburban town of Sewickley, where he was
the owner of a handsome and comfortable house
in Park Place. The funeral was held in that
borough on January 5th, his anniversary, and
was attended by a large representation of the
jewelry trade, as well as of the commercial and
financial interests of the city.

Mr. Barrett is survived by his widow, a son,
Henry A. Barrett, and two daughters, Mrs. Clar-
ence P. Byrnes, of Sewickley, and Miss Cora P.
Barrett, who lives at home. The funeral services
were impressive and showed the real sorrow of
his wide circle of friends. Mr. Barrett was ill
but a few days. In fact, a week's confinement
to his home was all that marked his end. He
was stricken with the grip just prior to New
Year, and after the usual busy holiday season,
and this developed into pneumonia that brought
about a sudden collapse.

The honorary pallbearers included bankers,
lawyers and manufacturers who were intimate
associates of his during his life. The active pall-
bearers were Fred Aul, Aaron B. West, Paul
Butler, William Ingham, George Newdorfer,
George Dunbar, Frank Jaco and Leo Ley.

The George B. Barrett Company is a cor-
poration and the business is being conducted for
the present as usual. Its future is not yet known,
as the family have not as yet come to any conclu-
sion. Mr. Barrett's son, Henry A. Barrett, is in
ill health and has been unable to give much of
his time to the business for some years. The
estate controls the business absolutely, ancl until
its disposition can be decided upon by the widow
and the trustee it will be continued as heretofore.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association

The semi-annual convention of the above
association will be held in Indianapolis on Febru-
ary 18th. An attractive and instructive pro-
gramme is being prepared. The present members
are urged to get their brethren interested, so that
a substantial increase in membership may be an-
nounced at the convention.

A meeting will be held on the day following
the meeting of the State Optical Society, and as
a large number of the members of the latter so-
ciety are jewelers as well as opticians, it is ex-
pected that the attendance will be quite large.
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Boston Jewelers' Club Banquet

An epoch in the history of the Boston
Jewelers' Club has recently passed in the banquet
celebrating their twentieth anniversary, which
was held at Young's Hotel, January isth. About
6 o'clock the members and guests began to gather
in the reception room, where, under the capable
management of the reception committee, all were
soon introduced, and the busy hum of voices
showed the evident good humor prevalent. •

The reception committee was as follows: C.
0. Lawton, Irving Smith, H. W. Patterson, G. L.
Power, George H. French, Ed. H. Ensign, George
H. Morrill, C. S. Cook, Jr., Carl D. Smith, Ben-
jamin F. Griscom, R. H. Schley, E. W. Martin,
F. R. Hollister, T. J. O'Connell.

Mayor Hibbard, as is his usual custom, was
on hand at the appointed time. Shortly after his
arrival the assembled guests and members filed
into the banquet hall, where, with the aid of a
cleverly arranged key to the seats, all were quickly
placed.

The dinner party, to the number of io8, were
seated at five tables. The head table, which ex-
tended across the lower end of the room, was
beautifully decorated with sprays of green and
carnations with an immense flat bouquet of carna-
tions in the center. The other tables were also
tastefully decorated, while the whole effect was
set off with a fine display of American flags and
streamers. Above the speakers' table was a large
blue banner bearing the words "Boston Jewelers'
Club."

The speakers and invited guests were as fol-
lows: Gen. Chas. H. Taylor, president Boston
Globe Co.; Hon. John N. Cole, speaker house of
representatives; Hon. Geo. A. Hibbard, mayor of
the city of Boston; Rev. P. S. Henson, D. D.,
pastor of Tremont Temple; E. C. Fitch, president
American Waltham Watch Co.; Chas. N. Hurl-
burd, president Elgin National Watch Co.; E. H.
Holbrook, president Gorham Co.; George H. Wil-
cox, president International Silver Co.; C. L.
Watson, president Watson & Newell Co.; Augus-
tus K. Sloan, Sloan & Co.; Clement Weaver,
Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.; David C. Townsend,
David C. Townsend & Co.; Harry C. Larter,
president Twenty-four Karat Club, New York
City; Col. J. Warner Hutchins, president Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club, and Harry Cutler, presi-
dent N. E. Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Asso-
ciation.

The address of President M. N. Smith was
as follows:

"Invited Guests and Fellow Members of the
Boston Jewelers' Club: It gives me great pleas-
ure to welcome you here to this our twentieth
annual banquet, and as it is our twentieth anni-
versary, it may be fitting to give very briefly a
little history of our club.

"The Boston Jewelers' Club was formed
from the New England Watch Jobbers' Associa-
tion, and was suggested by that prince of good
fellows, Irving Smith. Irving, with his experi-
ence as manager of the Boston office of the
Waltham Watch Co., and as a wholesale jeweler
in Boston, and also as one of the famous Boston
contingent at Delmonico's, knew us better than
we knew ourselves. He suggested and the club
was formed. He builded better than he knew.

"The idea of the founders was better ac-
quaintance and good-fellowship, and we have be-
come better acquainted and the club has always
stood for good-fellowship.

"We old charter members like to recall the
tally-ho ride and lunch at the Waltham watch
factory, with the bowling and the dinner after-
wards at Lee's Hotel ; also the time when we vis-
ited the Isle of Shoals and stole the Pullman car,
and of the Owls of the North at Taff's, and the
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wonderful steam yacht of Commodore Morrill,
that ran on water and sometimes on land.

"The Boston Jewelers' Club, like many other
institutions, has had its ups and downs, and for
a long time ran on with only a small membership,
and many a time we have sat down with thirteen
at the board, but that never phased us, and we
kept on meeting and enjoying good times.

"A little over two years ago we decided to
enlarge the club, and invited some good fellows
from Attleboro, Providence, New York, Newark
and Philadelphia. We limited the membership to
seventy-five, and to-day, I am happy to state, the
membership is full and we have names for the
waiting list. I think we may well congratulate
ourselves.

"Our club is, I think, the oldest jewelers'
club in the United States, and there has always
been harmony and good-fellowship."

Mayor Hibbard, the first speaker of the
evening, stated that he and the finance commission
were in entire accord. The numerous removals
which have occurred since the beginning of his

MARCELL N. SMITH
President of the Boston Jewelers' Club

administration he claims to have made in carry-
ing out his policy of reducing expenses. He
further contended that something must be done,
and that quickly, to remedy present existing con-
ditions. He looked to organizations of the char-
acter of the Boston Jewelers' Club to do much to
alleviate the present difficulties.

During the banquet C. S. Cook, Jr., was the
recipient of a prize bird which would lay an
egg when pressed to do so.

President Smith introduced Speaker John M.
Cole, of the house of representatives, who ad-
vanced a number of strong arguments in favor of
trade clubs and organizations. Principal among
these was his theory of friendly competition. Re-
marking how visible a change had been brought
about in the last few years in the manner in
which one greeted his competition, he stated that
this friendship was due principally to trade or-
ganizations bringing the members in closer touch
and acquainting them with the better social char-
acteristics of each other. In his opinion, corn-
petition itself is not any less keen; in fact, it
has grown stronger under the newer regime in
busines, and new ideas in business have broadened
considerable.

Gen. Charles H. Taylor, president of the
Boston Globe and Algonquin Club, created an
unusual amount of interest by the narrative of
many anecdotes concerning well-known journalists
and publishers. Among these was a story told of
Mark Twain. When before a meeting of the
Associated Press to consider the adoption of
phonetic spelling, Mr. Clemens made a strong
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argument in favor of it. He afterwards explained
that his reason was that as he was paid by th,
thousand words he could by the adoption o
phonetic spelling make more money in one-hal 1.
the time. Horace Greeley, Robert Ingersoll and
James Gordon Bennett were also made the sub
jects of very interesting and amusing stories.

Gen. Taylor, by his clever conception of busi
ness and business possibilities, soon won the favor
of all present. His examples of business success
were so varied that all present, young and old,
could not help but get some useful information
from his remarks. A very interesting discourse
on the growth of Sunday newspapers followed,
after which he gave a talk on the recent panic.

The Rev. D. D. Hensen, of Tremont Temple,
immediately ingratiated himself by narration of
a number of interesting stories of his experiences
and travels. His manner of speech and the
morals of his stories were such that, as many
remarked, they could not help but create divine
thought.

President Smith next introduced Augustus
K. Sloan, president of the New York Jewelers'
Club. He referred to the many old-time jewelry
concerns, and even though many have long since
ceased to exist, he claimed that he was still in the
game and ready to support his reputation as "the
man with the hollow legs."

Harry Larter, president of the Twenty-four
Karat Club, was introduced by the president with
the remark that years ago, when Mr. Smith
reached his office, Mr. Larter was always sitting
on the doorsteps with his grips waiting for the
store to open. Mr. Larter said as the hour was
late he would make no speech, but extended to
the Boston Jewelers' Club a hearty greeting from
the Twenty-four Karat Club of New York. Be-
fore breaking up all arose and sang "America."

During the evening the club was presented
with a silver-mounted gavel by Ed. Simmons, of
Simmons Bros. & Co. The souvenirs, which con-
sisted of sterling silver cigar cutters, were greatly
appreciated.

Much credit is due the officers and members
of the committees, as an unusually large amount
of work was necessary to make the affair the
success that it was.

The banquet committee included the follow-
ing members: J. S. Blake, H. W. Patterson,
F. S. Sherry, C. S. Cook, Jr.

The present officers of the club are: Presi-
dent, Marcell N. Smith; vice-president, Charles S.
Cook; secretary and treasurer, Fred. E. Chick.

Milwaukee Jewelers Celebrate
The Milwaukee Jewelers' Club held its an-

nual banquet at Blatz Hotel on the evening of
January 8th. One of the most important sub-
jects discussed was a proposition to form a
jewelers' mutual insurance association for the
protection of the members of the trade against
losses from burglars. It is claimed that owing to
complications of the regulations enforced by
burglary insurance companies in which various
Milwaukeans hold policies, the jeweler is forced
to pay high premiums and accede to stringent
demands. He cites as an instance the case of a
Milwaukee jeweler who had his safe insured but
got nothing when his store was cleaned out by
burglars. In another case a jeweler had insurance
covering his windows, but got nothing when his
store was robbed, because the windows were not
molested.
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Thirty-first Annual Banquet of the
Chicago Jewelers' Association

The thirty-first annual banquet of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association was held at the Congress
Hotel on the evening of January 23d. It was an
event which will long be remembered by all those
present and one which will set a new standard for
future similar occasions. Good-fellowship and a
true fraternal spirit characterized the function
throughout. The banquet was held in the "gold
room," the new banquet hall of Chicago, which
k considered one of the most gorgeous and mag-
nificent halls for such a function in the country.
There were special decorations for the occasion.
\ profusion of roses and carnations covered the
speakers' table, as well as the tables of guests,
and national colors were artistically draped on
the walls and from the magnificently illuminated
chandeliers.

The joys of the evening began shortly after
6 o'clock, when the early guests began to arrive,
and continued uninterrupted until shortly after
II o'clock, when the 250 banqueters dispersed.
There was a conspicuous absence of "shop talk,"
and in the reception-room adjoining the banquet
hall the time was all taken up in greeting old
friends and making new ones and narrating past
experiences, until the banquet hall was formally
thrown open, a few moments after 7 o'clock. As
soon as the guests had found their places, Presi-
dent Fred G. Thearle, rapped for order, and pre-
sented the Rev. Thomas Smith Ford, who said
grace, after which the banqueters, led by the
members of the Imperial Quartette, joined in
singing the first two stanzas of "America." For
over two hours the jewelers and their guests
partook of the sumptuous menu.

As soon as the last course had been served
and cigars distributed, President Fred G. Thearle
rapped for order, and in a few well-chosen words
reviewed the work of the association for the
past year. Among other things he said:

It gives me great pleasure to formally wel-
come in the name of the association our guests

heartily.
Our 

which I do here and now most

Our association represents the wholesale and
manufacturing interests of the jewelry and kin-
dred trades of Chicago. While it is generally sup-
posed that our business, being so much of a lux-
ury, is naturally one of insignificance, I would
say that the sales of the year 1907 in manufac-
turing and jobbing in Chicago, made mostly by
members of this association, total up over $120,-
000,000, or seventh in point of volume of all mer-
chandising lines in this city.

It is generally conceded that Chicago is the
greatest distributor of any city in the country in
our line of business. One of the prime factors
in reaching this supremacy has been the spirit of
good-fellowship and friendliness between compet-
itors, members of this association. Over thirty
years ago, before the words "trust" and "combina-
tion" had attained their present vicious meaning,
several prominent, far-seeing gentlemen, whole-
sale jewelers in this city, realizing that a spirit of
friendliness among competitors would be a per-
manent benefit to the prestige of Chicago as a
trading point, got together and formed this asso-
ciation, the idea being that an exchange of com-
modities among each other would be a benefit to
all. It did not take the country merchant long to
discover that this was a great advantage to him,
and his orders were placed in Chicago.

Not with any pyrotechnic display nor expen-
sive entertainments, but by good treatment, fair
methods, and the fact that his dollar goes farther
in this market than elsewhere, has his trade been
secured and held.

The year row was, after, all, a record-breaker
many respects ; the "bumper" business of .the

Spring months surprised the most optimistic
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minds; the early fall showed a decided increase,
and along in October it looked as though the
much-sought American title "multi-millionaire"
might be worn by several members of our asso-
ciation. Then came the mix-up of bulls, bears,
bankers and brokers in Wall Street, which sent
out an icy blast over the whole country and
literally paralyzed our business for a short time,
in the midst of its holiday season; but, thanks to
a kind Providence that sent us such bountiful
crops, the worst was soon over, and we now look
upon the "panic of 1907" as a thing of the past,
although its after effects still remain, not least of
which is a spirit of conservatism that ultimately
will be a great benefit to all of us.

We chronicle in the year 1937 the death of
one of our members, Mr. Edward Schraeder,
who was called from his active life to the life
beyond in October. He was one of our youngest
members, beloved by all who knew him, and of
great promise. His loss is keenly felt.

As time goes on, the places filled so ably by
the founders of our association are being taken
by the second generation, the sons in the places
of the fathers. We younger men, to whom is
committed the future of this organization, must
not forget the faithful effort given to its welfare
by the older members ; must not forget the spirit
in which they founded and fostered it ; but with

President Fred. G. Thearle

our minds fixed on the greater possibilities of our
beloved city, may we strive to give a full measure
of service to the building up and betterment not
only of our business, but of all the public and
civic affairs which come to us for assistance.

At the conclusion of his remarks, President
Thearle presented William P. Williams, the toast-
master of the evening. This formality was greeted
with a mighty roar of applause and shouts of
"What's the matter with Billy Williams?" etc.
When order was finally restored the genial toast-
master, in his inimitable style, made a few char-
acteristic reflections of his experiences at former
banquets of the association and succeeded in
giving the banqueters several rounds of merri-
ment before he introduced the first speaker of the
evening.

Owing to illness, Hon. Edward J. Brundage,
corporation counsel of the city of Chicago, was
unable to be present and respond to his toast,
"Civic Duty." He sent his first assistant, E. C.
Wettin, a well-known Chicago attorney and a
former president of the Hamilton Club, who re-
sponded to the sentiment in a very pleasing and
instructive manner, in spite of the fact that he
had but an hour's notice. He laid special stress
upon the fact that many of the great improve-
ments in the commercial and social life of Chi-
cago which to-day are distinctive features of the
western metropolis, were brought about through a
higher ideal of civic duty. "Civic duty," said he,
" is the watchword of municipal growth and sta-
bility and upon it alone rests the standard of
civic pride which the municipality maintains. Civic
duty established in Chicago a special court for the
care of juvenile offenders who were heretofore
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compelled to mingle with criminals of the vilest

class. To-day they are taken care of in a special

court, and a helping hand is reached out to lift

them up instead of pulling them down."
The next speaker was Hon. Marcus Cavan-

augh, who in a few well-chosen words which

sparkled with wit, and with particular reference

to the jewelers' craft, responded to the sentiment,

"Things That Glitter." Referring to the place

which the jewelry trade occupies in the world of

art, he said: "The first cry of man was for bread;

his second cry was for something that would sat-

isfy his passion for beauty, and no man lives to-

day whose heart has become so hardened that he

cannot enjoy a thing of beauty, and you, gentle-

men, are serving this passion for beauty. The

Queen of Sheba arrayed in all her glory had to
acknowledge the art of the goldsmith and the
lapidist who made it possible for her to bring
a Solomon to her feet."

Brode Davis, a prominent Chicago attorney,
responded very fittingly to the toast, "The Law
and the Prophets." The last speaker of the even-
ing was the Rev. David Beaton, the pastor of
the Lincoln Park Congregational Church, who
responded to the toast, "Excellence." The speaker
was especially fitted to address a gathering of
jewelers, having learned the watchmaker's trade
in Aberdeen, Scotland. "Excellence," said he,
is the only justification for living; it is the su-
preme form of service which a man renders to
his business and his generation. Men are served,
not by ordinary effort, not by mediocrity,- not by
commonplace, but by the best—by the men of dis-
tinguished accomplishments and gifts. Excel-
lence should be the object of every craftsman.
The present commercial age has much to learn
from those guilds and trades of the Middle Ages.
See their bookbindery, the tooling, the lettering;
see their delicate iron work, wood work and
brass work. Not surely mechanical, but artistic.
Those men put their souls into their business.

"The pre-eminence of arts and manufactures
depends on the success with which we can im-
press this desire for excellence on the boys and
young men who learn our trades and crafts; and
in your craft, where beauty of design is part of
the value, it is a vital consideration. Beauty, su-
periority, is just excellence." Commercial men
cannot afford to neglect political duty, for in our
republic freedom is a prerequisite of political ex-
cellence. We have many problems, but it is a
large land, and we cannot expect ease and
quietude all the time. These problems are to try
men. They are the trials of great Jove to find
persistent constancy in man. Ease and material
comfort and irresponsibility are not for free men
but for slaves. Our country may be like a very
large woman, who being asked by the pastor how
she was, replied, "Well, sir, I am too big to be
all well at one time." Yet there are some men
who are always kicking against the government
and the country that feeds and shelters and
blesses them."

The souvenir of the occasion was a handsome
solid silver match safe, upon the top of which
was engraved "C. J. A., roo8."

It was the unanimous opinion of all who at-
tended this event that it was the most successful
gathering of the association, and many words of
praise were heard for the members of the com-
mittee on arrangements who labored hard and
long to make this banquet a success. • The mem-
bers of this committee were: W. F. Juergens,
chairman; J. P. Byrne, A. L. Sercomb, Lem W.
Flershem, Claude Seymour, Fred G. Thearle.
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New Goods and Inventions

THE

An Improved Watchmakers' Screw-Driver
A recent improvement in watchmakers screw-

driver blades will interest every watch worker. Iii
the accompanying illustration is shown the blade
of the new kValtham screw-driver, manufactured
by Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H., which
combines simplicity and efficacy to an unusual

• •••Rnerr"t A

degree. This blade has both ends ground for use.
In the event of one end becoming worn, the blade
may be quickly reversed, the handles of these
screw-drivers being designed with this end in
view. They are novel in construction, but thor-
oughly practical as a examination of the tool will
prove. This screw-driver has the usual K. & D.
merit of strength of construction and durability.

An Attractive Jewelry Novelty
The coming spring season promises to be ex-

ceptionall rich in jewelry novelties. One of the
most attractive of these is a festoon, shown in
our illustration, which is manufactured by Henry
Lederer & Bro., Providence, R. I., and has been

named the "Merry Widow" festoon in compliment
to Miss Ethel Jackson, who is now playing the
part of the Merry Widow at the New Amsterdam
Theatre, New York City. If the popularity of the
festoon is commensurate with that of the play,
the trade can rely on rapid sales for this novelty.
The heart-shaped stone pendants represent the
several loves of Prince Danelo, one of the char-
acters in the play, the center pendant representing
Sonia, the young widow. The stage folk have
welcomed the festoon with special favor, a sug-
gestive indication of its coming popularity.

A New Fountain Pen Pocket Clip
A recent improvement which will still further

add to the popularity of Conklin's self-filling
fountain pens is a pocket clip, as shown in the
illustration. The clip is substantially made of

-

German silver, is simple of construction, durable
and effective. This pen is made by the Conklin
Pen Mfg. Co., of Toledo, Ohio. The clip is se-
curely attached to the cap of the pen, grips the
pocket firmly, and does not wear, tear or soil the
clothing.

An Improved Self-Adjusting Jaw Vise
Among the improved devices which make up

the equipment of the modern workshop, the Pren-

tiss vise has always held an important place. Re-
cently this vise has been further improved by the
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addition of a patent swivel bottom, which seems
to justify its claim to being the most perfect vise
on the market. This tool is made by the Prentiss
Vise Co., of New York, and is complete in itself,
being without "attachments."

The back jaw of this vise is self-adjusting
and in use conforms by automatic action to any
angle, adjusts itself, and makes firm the object
held, whether it be straight, beveled or wedge-
shaped. By inserting the pin A, shown in the
illustration, the jaw becomes fixed, thus making a
parallel solid jaw vise.

The self-adjusting jaw, resting and working
as it does upon and against the solid body of the
vise, is thereby rendered absolutely as strong and
durable as a solid jaw.

ITEMS
o .

INTEREST

N. J. Zeller, of Sherwood, N. D., is rejoicing
over the arrival at his home of a bouncing young
jeweler.

The West Silver Co. of Taunton, Mass., has
opened an office in the Washington Building, Bos-
ton. Wm. C. Cushman is in charge of the new
office, where a complete line of the company's
products will be shown.

Wm. Huger & Co., manufacturing jewelers,
of Newark, N. J., have removed their office and
factory to 44 Marshall Street, where they have
much larger available space and better manufac-
turing facilities.

The Quincy Show Case Works, Quincy,
have moved their San Francisco office from 1019
Shotwell Street to 1034 Geary Street, where they
have much larger quarters and greater facilities
for attending to their increasing trade in the
Far West.

C. D. Lyons Co., Attleboro, Mass., will this
year be represented in Chicago and the Middle
West by Samuel Amber?, a salesman of many
years' experience and highly popular with the
trade. Mr. Amberg will have his headquarters
in Chicago.

N. Barstowe Co., Providence, R. I., will be
represented in Chicago and surrounding territory
this year by H. Jehlinger, who will have charge
of the company's office in that city. B. Jennings,
manager of the New York office, will look after
the trade in New York City and the Middle West.

E. G. Gallant has just embarked in the whole-
sale tool and material business in Wichita, Kans.
He will cover southern Kansas and Oklahoma
with his travelers and expects to fill a long-felt
want in that territory. Mr. Gallant is well known
in Wichita, where he was formerly a manufactur-
ing jeweler of twenty years' standing.

The firm of Schappel, Schanbacher & Brod,
manufacturing jewelers, of Newark, N. J., has
been succeeded by Schanbacher & Brod, Mr.
Schappel having retired from active business.
All obligations have been incurred by the new
firm, and the business will be conducted as here-
tofore.

E. J. Smith and B. B. Bishop, of Bingham-
ton, N. Y., have formed a partnership, under the
name of Smith & Bishop, and will open a place
of business in that city to do work for the trade
in all lines, watch and jewelry repairing, engrav-
ing, diamond setting, gold and silver plating and
special order work.

At the annual stockholders' meeting of the
Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Company, held at
Portland, Maine, on January isth, the following
board of directors was unanimously elected:
George M. Hallenbeck, Charles P. Cooley, Edgar
F. Waterman, P. Henry Woodward, Harry C.
Ney, Thomas W. Russell and Charles B. Whiting.
All of the above directors are Hartford business
men with the exception of Mr. Hallenbeck, who
is located at Wallingford. The stockholders also
elected Mr. Hallenbeck treasurer and R. E. Sage
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secretary and assistant treasurer. The president
and vice-president will be elected at a directors'
meeting.

Heeren Bros. & Co., Pittsburg, Pa., struck a
medallion for distribution among their friends in
commemoration of the fortieth anniversary of the
founding of the business. The progress made by
this house is well shown on the medallion, on one
side of which is a facsimile in relief of their new
building, while on the other side is a facsimile of
the unpretentious little shop in which the business
was started, in 1867.

E. & J. Swigart, the well-known wholesale
jewelers of Cincinnati, announce that there will
be no changes in their traveling force for the
year 1908, and that the following gentlemen will
represent them as usual in the territories men-
tioned: Charles Swigart in Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan territory; S. Doenitz in Ohio, West
Virginia, Virginia, the Carolinas, Florida and
Georgia, and John W. Sollar in Indiana, Illinois,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala-
bama and Georgia.

Geo. E. Woerz, the enterprising jeweler, of
Hartford, Conn., has remodeled and refurnished
his store with handsome new fixtures. There are
beautiful side and wall cases of mahogany and a
wealth of illumination is given by grouped in-
verted electric lights. Window reflectors with
electric lights have been installed, and the rear
of the store has been partitioned off with arch
grill work. A handsomely tiled floor rounds out
the beauty of the establishment, which reflects
much credit on the proprietor's good taste and
enterprise.

The Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.
(International Silver Co. successors), has issued
a handsome catalogue and price list of commu-
nion ware. The catalogue is unique in that it is
the first of its kind that has been issued, and is in
response to the increasing demand for this ware
brought about by stricter attention to the laws of
sanitation and the consequent new custom of pro-
viding individual communion cups. The catalogue
is notable for the unusual excellence of the illus-
trations, the ware being reproduced with remark-
able fidelity. The compilation, in cover and
make-up, is characterized by a dignity that befits
the subject and is in harmony with the high-grade
ideal in advertising for which the Meriden Bri-
tannia Company is known.

Mrs. Lydia Bradley, founder of Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., died January
16th, in her ninety-third year. At the death of her
husband, forty years ago, she was compelled to
assume the care of an estate of half a million.

By careful man-
agement and rare
business sagacity
she guarded the es-
fate and increased
it until at her
death it was val-
ued at nearly $3,-
000,000. She has
benefited her city
by many important
gifts, among oth-
ers, Bradley Park,
a large tract of
land forming one
of the most beau-
tiful and natural
parks of which any
city can boast. Her
greatest gift was
the endowment of
a school. The

Bradley Polytechnic Institute was founded in
1897, and to its maintenance she has devoted her
entire estate. The institute presents two distinct
lines of work, general education in Bradley Hall
and the horological school (watchmaking, jewelry,
engraving and optics) in Horology Hall. It is
this latter school which especially interests watch-
makers and jewelers throughout the country. It
was founded in 1886 by James R. Parsons, at
La Porte, Ind. Later Mrs. Bradley became in-
terested in it as a good example of her idea of
education—teaching young people how to work
effectively. She moved the school to Peoria and
incorporated it with Bradley Polytechnic Insti-
tute.

Mrs. Lydia Bradley
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PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

Business conditions here probably approach
more nearly to the normal for this season than in
;my other large city. Philadelphia was not seri-
ously affected by the financial stringency and had
lo bank runs or failures. The vast industries lo-
cated in the city are experiencing somewhat of a
lull, but a gradual resumption of activity is now
noticeable. Several of the large textile factories
%vhich have been closed for some time opened up
last month and others are preparing to resume.
The jewelers inform us that they did not notice
:my particular difference between the after-Christ-
mas season this year and the same period last
year, although they evidence in their purchasing
the conservatism which is the most noticeable
sequel to the financial stringency. The extraor-
dinary mild winter which affected detrimentally
the business of the department stores benefited the
jewelry trade, and the activity of the matrimonial
market has also been a profitable feature.

At a meeting of the Jewelers' Club of Phila-
delphia, at which nominations for officers for the
ensuing year were made, the old official staff was
named for re-election at the meeting to be held on
February rah. The officers will be as follows:
Col. J. Warner Hutchins, president; Henry Bo-
denheimer, vice-president; A. G. Le Jambre, sec-
retary, and Will. H. Long, treasurer. Very dab-
orate preparations are being made by the club for
their annual banquet, which will be given in the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel on the evening of Wash-
ington's Birthday. This annual function ranks
lniong the most brilliant banquets given in the
course of the year, and it is expected that the
club will still further add to its laurels on the
forthcoming occasion. The guests will include
some of the most eminent personages in public
life, and a brilliant oratorical feast is assured.

Complainants against Jeweler Mrs. Ernestine
Birch, 58 and 6o North Eighth Street, who
charged her with larceny as baillee, had the tables
promptly turned on them by Judge Sulzberger, in
the quarter sessions court, who acquitted Mrs.
Birch and held them for perjury. According to
the testimony, Miss Most and Silverman were
engaged to marry, and Silverman had given Miss
Most a diamond engagement ring. Miss Most
said the diamond dropped from the ring in April,
1907, and she took it to Mrs. Birch to have it
reset. When she went for the ring, she said, the
woman jeweler gave her a ring with a false dia-
mond in it. Attorneys for Mrs. Birch were able
to prove that the diamond originally brought to
her was false. Silverman and his fiancee were
held in $500 bail each.

Jas. McCulloch, for many years in business
at 33 South Eighth Street, closed his establish-
ment last month. The lease of the store was sub-
sequently taken over by I. Press & Sons, who
occupy the adjoining store, at 35 South Eighth
Street. It is their intention to join both stores, as
the increase ill their business necessitates the ad-
ditional facilities. The location is a very desirable
one, being right in the heart of the shopping
district.

F. Schuler, president of the Philadelphia Col-
lege of Horology, who is a prominent member of
the Masonic order, was recently presented with it
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past commander's badge by the Philo Lodge, F.

and A. M.
Among the trade visitors in the city last

month was 0. 0. Stillman, who was accompanied

by Mrs. Stillman. While here they enjoyed the
hospitality of Ed. Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons.

John Peters, a jeweler, at 1528 West Susque-

hanna Avenue, was recently arrested, on the

charge of receiving stolen goods. A boy named

Edward Lorio informed the authorities that a
companion of his stole a watch, valued at $65,

from his father and gave it to him (Lorio) to

dispose of. He declared he sold it for $11 to

Peters and went to Baltimore with the money. A

detective said that when he demanded the watch

from Peters, the latter wanted to know who

would repay him. The jeweler was held in $500

bail.
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firm is also conducting a jewelry business in that
city, the style of the firm being J. H. Thomson &
Son.

Q. B. Love, of Cleburne, Texas, spent a day
in the city a short time ago.

W. H. Sherrill, of Royse, Texas, was a buyer
in the Dallas market during January.

P. J. Inman, of Inman & Camp Jewelry Co.,
Midland, Texas, recently sold his stock in that
company to T. J. Martin and will remove to Big
Springs, Texas, where he will engage in the
jewelry business in association with B. Reagan,
a druggist. J. T. Camp has been elected Mr.
Inman's successor as manager of the Inman &
Camp Jewelry Co., and will continue the business
in Midland under the old firm name.

J. M. Wilson, engraver, of this city, spent a
day ill Fort Worth, Texas, this last month.

Frank Chase, traveling salesman for Jonas
Kock, is spending a few weeks of January in the
New York market.

J. P. Oliver, of Hearne, Texas, was among
the visitors ill the Dallas market the latter part of
December.

M. W. Walker, of Waxahachie, Texas, has
recently moved into new quarters, at a much
more desirable location.

A. J. Blackstock, of Walter & Hafner
Jewelry Co., of Hillsboro, Texas, spent a day in
this city ill the interest of the firm.

Emory Hall, of this city, has been on the
sick list for several days lately, but at this writing
is able to be up and back at his business. .

VT. C. Vickers while in the city last month
stated that his Christmas business had been much
better than he had expected, and business for the
new year was very good, considering the condi-
tions of everything.

T. D. Stallings, a former employee of H. H.
Hawley and now attending the university, spent a
few days in Dallas during the holidays with his
friends and relatives.

Jack Marler, formerly with G. W. Haltom, of
Fort Worth, Texas, has accepted a position with
D. H. Keene, of that city, as watchmaker and
jeweler.

J. C. Brannon, of Honey Grove, Texas, who
has been conducting the business of the Bran-
non's Novelty House, filed a voluntary petition
in bankruptcy.

Stripling Haselwood & Co., of Nacodoches,
Texas, sustained quite a loss by fire last month.
The extent of damage is not known.

Newman Bros. have purchased the stock of
R. B. Ustick, at Merkel, Texas. The style of the
new firm will be Newman Bros.

J. W. Smith, of Rusk, Texas, has been unable
to be at work for several weeks, suffering from
a very severely burned hand. He is better at
this writing and hopes to soon be able to take
care of his business.

V. R. Jones, of Memphis, Texas, was a busi-
ness visitor in the city last month. Mr. Jones
states that conditions are improving and that
prospects are bright for a very good business.

H. H. Hawley, of Dallas, spent a few days
out of the city during January, being called away
On business.

Ulrich Langhammer, formerly engaged in the
jewelry business at Benham, Texas, died at
Boerne, Texas, January 4th. Mr. Langhammer
was 34 years old at the time of his death. He has
been in ill health for the last two years. He con-
ducted a jewelry business for a number of years
and was well thought of throughout the entire
community,

February will find conditions in Texas much
improved and prospects much better than at the
first of the year. Everything seems to be slowly
assuming its normal condition, and although the
buyers in the market this last month were a little
more conservative than has been their usual cus-
tom, the Texas jewelers are looking forward to

a good, lively business during the coming months.
B. Z. Friedman, of Fort Worth, Texas, filed a

voluntary petition ill bankruptcy December 25th.

Assets are announced as $5,324.52 and liabilities
as $8,204.64. The petitioner claims Woo exemp-
tions.

Mr. Christian, of Compton & Christian, Abi-
lene, Texas, has been out of that city for a few
days on business.

G. H. Fisher, formerly with B. Reagan, of
Big Springs, Texas, has severed his connections
with that firm and will open up a jewelry business
at Roscoe, Texas.

M ark A. Kelly, a jeweler of this city, filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy the first of Janu-
ary. Assets are listed at $3026.24 and liabilities

at $3795.15.
H. W. Bounds, a well-known jeweler of this

city, while attempting to cross a street was struck
by a buggy, which was being driven rapidly, and
was injured, probably seriously. At this writing
Mr. Bounds has been in bed for a week and does
not seem to be improving. He sustained an in-
ternal injury, and it is difficult to determine
just how serious it may be.

J. Edwards, of Italy, Texas, called on the
wholesale trade while in the city during January.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Manahan, of Pecos,
Texas, have been visiting in El Paso this last
month.

The Western Bank and Trust Company, of
this city, failed to open their doors January 16th
for business. It is stated that there are 5000
depositors in this institution, with over a million
dollars on deposit when the bank failed, and less
than $2000 in the vaults. The condition is very
critical, and at this time it is impossible to state
the exact condition of the defunct bank.

The Thomson Jewelry Co. and C. Y. Thom-
son & Co., of Waxahachie, Texas, have consoli-
dated their business interests, and in the future
the style of the firm will be The Thomson
Jewelry Company. J. H. Thomson, of the above
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Cincinnati is rapidly forgetting
Conditions the financial depression. The
Improving banks have all called in the

"scrip" and "real" money is
again in circulation. The payrolls were all met
with currency by the middle of last month.

Though January is one of the quietest
months, trade conditions are looking bright, and
all the trades are feeling about normal. Real
estate, a good thermometer of conditions, is
beginning to b

Wholesale
Jewelers'
Association

the purpose of

oom.
A large and enthusiastic meet-
ing of the Cincinnati Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association took
place Friday evening, January
17th, in the Sinton Hotel, for

reorganizing and holding its an-
nual election. Some forty firms were repre-
sented, including the wholsale jewelers, manufac-
turers and members of kindred trades. The elec-
tion resulted as follows : A. G. Schwab, presi-
dent ; D. J. Gutmann, vice-president ; Chas.
Becker, secretary and treasurer. The following
board of directors was elected for the ensuing
year : Chas. A. Nolting, Jos. Noterman, Aaron
Herman, S. Lindenberg, Fred Gruen. The meet-
ing was a very enthusiastic one and a number of
subjects interesting to the jobbing and wholesale
trade were discussed, and the year of 1908 prom-
ises to be a very active and successful one for
the association.

A question that is interesting
Retailing jobbers, retailers and manu-
Wholesalers facturers of this city, is

whether or not the wholesale
jewelers may, or rather should, retail. The Re-
tail Jewelers' Association is trying to stop it, and
the others have not yet decided upon the position
they will take. Aaron Plant stated that in 1887
the same movement was made. He says : "If the
retail jewelers would go after the manufacturers
who sell directly to some of the retail jewelers,
the department stores and those stores that carry
the fancy lines of goods, the evil might be over-
come, for those firms are the retailers' worst
enemy."

Fashionable
Wedding

Irwin Herman, of Herman &
Loeb, was married January
30th to Miss Gertrude Spiegel,
daughter of Judge and Mrs.

Frederick Spiegel, of this city. The wedding was
on an elaborate scale, being celebrated in the
Cincinnati Club, and over one hundred guests
were present. Mr. and Mrs. Herman took a
wedding trip through the East, visiting Old Point
Comfort, New York, Atlantic City and Wash-
ington.

Both the Frank Herschede Jewelry Company
and the Herschede Hall Clock Company have or-
ganized bowling teams. The teams played each
other Saturday, January mit, in Niehoff's alleys,
in Evanston. Anthony Westhoff, of the Frank
Herschede Company, made the highest score and
Henry Garttmann, of the Hall Clock Company,
was second.

The Herschede Hall Clock Company held
their annual meeting and election of officers Jan-
uary 13th. The election resulted as follows :
Frank Herschede, president ; J. Fred Kramer,

vice-president, and John A. Herschede, secretary
and treasurer. The board of directors were all
re-elected. Dividends were declared.

Announcement was made last month of the
engagement of Charles Swigart to Miss Grace
Valentine Lindeman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Lindeman, of this city.

L. Gutmann & Sons have agreed to the de-
mands made by the retail jewelers of the city that
they do no retailing, and have put up placards to

• that effect. Their traveling force will start early
this month.

B. S. Newman, of Frohman & Company, and
Mrs. Newman celebrated their twenty-fifth wed-
ding anniversary on Friday, January 17th. A
family reunion was held in the evening in Avon
Hall, Avondale.

Frohman & Company were busy last month
taking an inventory of old stock and installing
the new lines of goods for the spring trade.

Alfred Herschede, of the Herschede Hall
Clock Company, who has been official clock-
winder for the city for years has again been re-
appointed for 1908.

That jewelers sometimes go in for the "stren-
uous" is proven by Frank Westhoff and Al.
Siemar, of the Oskamp, Nolting Company, who
are expert bowlers—among the best in Cincin-
nati. They are expecting to carry off some of
the prizes in the big national bowlers' convention
and tournament, to be held here this month.

Miss Constance Plant, who attends Vassar
College, was with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Plant, during the holidays.

Anthony Herschede, the Main Street jeweler,
has retired from public life once more, after
serving two years on the board of public service.

Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Gutmann have left for a
pleasure trip of four months, to San Francisco,
China, Japan and the Philippine Islands.

E. & J. Swigart Company have already sent
their men out for this year. Eli Donas, John
Solar and Charles Swigart started early in the
month, and H. P. Neare left later in the month.
The firm has taken in its new stock and spent
January in a regular "housecleaning" of old stock.

The whole traveling force of Herman &
Loeb are already covering their territories and
report conditions good.

Two of the smaller jewelers failed last
month. One was H. Arenberg, of West Fifth
Street, who carried a stock valued at about
$15,000, and the other was Jonas Frankel, of
West Sixth Street, who carried a $5oo stock.
Both failures were caused by the pressure of
creditors.

Walter Herschede, of the Herschede Hall
Clock Company, attended the furniture exposition
in Grand Rapids last month, where the company
had a big display.

Among the out-of-town buyers here recently
were John James, South Lebanon, Ohio ; A. R.
Baldwin, Winchester, Ky.; 0. E. McWaters,
Somerset, Ky.; E. D. Hill, Georgetown, Ky. ;
Charles Siegletz, Vevay, Ind.; R. T. Willing, Cyn-
thiana, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Drake, Leb-
anon, Ohio ; Albert Bland, Greenfield, Ohio ; C.
W. Dobson, Brownsville, Ind. ; 0. L. Anderson,
Columbus, Ohio ; John Morrison, Reidsville, N.
C. ; A. I. Bolan, Charleston, W. Va. ; P. W.
Starks, Manchester, Ohio ; Edward Israel, Har-
rison, Ohio ; Philip Horr, Aurora, Ind.; George
Greyer, Anderson, Incl. ; A. B. Cook, Carlisle,
Ky. ; Frank Smith, of G. Smith & Sons, Parkers-
burg, W. Va.
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Notes from Alabama

The story of business in this
Disturbing section for the past two
Factors in months is one of success, even
Business though there has been a de-

pression with scrip money and
other forms of clearing house securities. Mont-
gomery was possibly hurt less than any other
city in the South. Birmingham and Mobile have
taken things much more to heart, and in Birming-
ham business has been very much upset, not only
because of the money stringency, but by reason of
the change to prohibition on January 1st. Mont-
gomery takes the early closing saloon law calmly,
shutting tip drinking places and going home
early, but Mobile has some reason for complaint.
Under a peculiar law—one that has been put into
the constitution even—the county of Mobile gets
all the money from liquor licenses that in other
counties go to the State. This has given for
many years about $8o,000 a year for Mobile
schools, to which the entire amount is appropri-
ated.

Just here it is worth while to
The Prohibition tell the story of what hap-
Battle pened the day they came up.

Some twenty-five ladies from
Mobile were in the party, with ribbons printed
with "Save the Mobile Schools to the Children,"
and they stopped long enough to get breakfast.
In that time a number of other ladies, members
of the W. C. T. U., got to the capitol and pre-
empted all the seats, so that there was no place
for the Mobile ladies to sit when they reached
the State House, and very little room to stand.
It was funny to see the effect. Members of the
legislature, mindful of the sentiment against
whiskey, yet not caring to offend the workers
against the bill, dodged in every direction, until
it was a chase to get in reach of them. The bill
passed with only three votes against it in the
senate. With all the difficulties, however, the busi-
ness men had the best trade ever known during
the holidays. Jewelers of Montgomery say this
is so, though Mobile and Birmingham are not so
certain. But in Montgomery, without a dissent-
ing voice, the reply is : "We did the best business
in the history of the city, save in the sale of
diamonds. They were off from last year, though
some were sold." Hardwick Ruth, one of the
oldest dealers in the city and the State, said:
"We have never had a better holiday trade, with
the single exception of diamonds. We have sold
worlds of cut glass and a great deal of heavy
silver and ever so many watches and other stock
goods. Our collections have also been very good
—better, I think, in many cases than usual."

Mobile is coming along, how-
ever, and it is thought that
with the coming year the busi-
ness will be the best ever had.

There are many reasons for this. The shipping
is growing there all the time, and the Alabama
rivers, to a large extent, will be open in the next
few months. It is said by business men to be
rapidly getting back what it lost in the recent
flurry, and the outlook there is very fine indeed.
Birmingham was badly hurt because of the indus-
trial slow-down However, many of the plants
are resuming, and the section will soon be .back
to normal.

F. A. Howe, Sr., one of the oldest jewelers in
the South, is dead at Huntsville. The trade also
mourns the death of Claude H. Willis, of Mobile,
the patentee of the Elks' card case.

Promising
Prospects
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when a street is paved it is not to be torn up for the 
repairing of the pipes.

As there was no soil at Gary, material for the lawns and 
gardens was brought

from the banks of the Desplaines River.

The principal residential streets are named for the 
original thirteen

States and for Presidents of the United States. In the heart of that district

is the site for a park which is to be beautified as soon as 
possible. In the

matter of churches, the Steel Corporation tells the clergy and 
trustees to

pick their lot, and when that is done the corporation donates the 
land and

makes a contribution to the building fund. The same is the 
case with

relation to a proposed structure for the Young Men's Christian 
Association.

There is to be a fine park at the lake front with a band stand and 
an

amusement hall, and there is a rumor that a fine library is to be built by 
a

gentleman of prominence

in the Steel Corporation.

A (My 1Mniilit to 02.delr

A New Departure in the 
Founding of Cities—Born and Matured in Same

Year Monument to Our Greatest Industry

The amazing industrial progress of the United States 
has made the word

steel almost synonymous with gold as indicating a 
precious metal. Steel

has added thousands of millions of dollars to the 
wealth of the country, and

it has created a great industrial community on the 
shore of Lake Michigan,

at a spot where sand and swamp have 
struggled for supremacy. Gary,

costing $75,000,000, will, when completed, have an 
annual capacity of

3,000,000 tons of pig

iron.
The new

A Unique steel city of
City Gary, Ind.,

has the

unique distinction of be-

ing built to order. It is

situated on the shores of

Lake Michigan, and is
twenty-six miles south-

east from Chicago by

rail. It is 124 miles

from the center of the

Nation's population, and

is a township twenty-four

miles square, of which

eight thousand acres are

the property of the United

States Steel Corporation,

operating through a sub-

sidiary company created

for land holding.
The town was named

in honor of the Hon.

Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the Steel Corporation, 
and for many years

identified with important steel working interests in Illinois, 
his native State.

Gary's lake frontage is six and one-half miles, and it is 
significant that the

thoughtful policy of the Steel Corporation has caused it to 
locate the blast

furnaces, open-hearth furnaces, and the other plants where 
hot metal is made,

on the lake whose cooling and invigorating winds 
will temper the heat of

summer. The wo'rks are to be operated by the Indiana Steel 
Company.

The Grand Calumet River divides the industrial 
from the

A Model City residential part of Gary. It is said by officers of the Steel

Corporation that this model city will have a population of

120,000 within five years. The Gary Land 
Company, created by the Steel

Corporation to take care of the building of the place, has 
done wonders in plan-

ning and construction. Already twenty miles of streets 
are paved. The main

thoroughfare, Broadway, is

one hundred feet wide, and

the next principal street, Fifth

Avenue, is eighty feet wide.

The residential streets are

sixty feet wide, and there is

space for lawns on every.street

to be occupied by residences.
Subdivision No. i is the name

given by the builders to the

part in which several hundred
residences,a number of blocks

of business establishments, a
large school, a bank, a hotel

and a restaurant have been

built by the Steel Corpora-

tion's subsidiary companies.
Superior architects, en-

gineers and landscape garden-

ers are employed with the

result that there is nothing
inartistic and no half-way

method of doing engineering

works. There are alleyways

wherein sewer, water, gas and

other pipes are laid, so that
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A typical residential thoroughfare

There is plenty of good
building ground owned

by the corporation and
designed for sale to em-
ployees at a very small
return upon cost.

The houses must

have running water and
sanitary plumbing and

gas or electric lights.
Stores must be of a cer-

tain height and have the
foundations made heavy
enough to carry four
stories, if in the begin-

ning a structure of not

more than two floors is

to be built. Almost five
hundred houses are built

or are about to .be con-
structed in this first sub-
division. Among these

are a number of beautiful

homes owned by mill managers and superintendents, which 
are of good

architecture and handsomely placed among lawns and gardens. 
Some low

cost houses, $1500 to $3000, have been built, and will soon 
be occupied by

mill workers who are coming from the corporation's mills 
in the Chicago

district.
It is understood by the iron and steel trade workers that 

Gary is to be

what they term an " all star town "—that is, the workingmen 
are to be

picked, sober, energetic and reliable men who know how to 
get on, and

who appreciate the fact that north, south, east and west the 
United States

Steel Corporation has always stood for a square deal for every 
man, and that

promotion goes for merit. These facts are not widely known outside the

steel trades, yet it is the explanation of why thousands of the 
corporation's

employees are inspired by ambition to get upward in the service, as they see
every day fellow workers

earning large salaries who a

few • years before were day

laborers or clerks in minor

capacities. It is this attitude

toward employees that is such

a great factor in the earnings

of the Steel Corporation.

The municipal works in-

clude a gas plant with a ca-

pacity of 600,000 cubic feet

daily, adapted to a popula-

tion of 100,000, a water works

taking water from Lake Michi-

gan through 4 six-foot tunnel

and including a 20,000,000-

gallon-a-day pumping station

in a beautiful park, an ample

sewerage system discharging

into the Grand Calumet River

through a 96-inch re-enforced

concrete outlet sewer, and an

electric plant for street light-

ing. All railroad tracks are

to be raised where they run

through the town.
Interior view showing immense proportion of buildings
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For the Latest Creations in

COMBS and JEWELRY
See Our Samples for 1908

We arc showing the very latest creations in Combs and Jewelry for
this season and we want every Jeweler to see our line. You will find our
goods up to the highest standard of excellence and our prices very low.
Our representatives are now en route for all parts of the United States and
Canada with this line and you should not miss seeing our goods when he is
your city. If he has never called on you drop us a line and we will instruct
him to do so or we will send you samples.

C.'-'. EDEN COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASS.New York Office, 55() Broadway

Address all correspondence to Attleboro, Mass.

 1

Sterling Silver Illustrations Actual Size

The Scarab or Sacred Beetle
A TALISMAN OF GOOD FORTUNE

The all-powerful symbol of good of the ancient Egyptian

SCARF PINS

No. 24112

Also made in Hat Pins, Fobs, Link Buttons, Brooches, Finger Rings, Etc-

We originated Swastika, which swept the country like wildfire. The
public is eager for good-luck charms which have a history, signifying something,
and in the Scarab or Sacred Beetle we predict another unqualified success.

The Scarab is of stone, in the form of a beetle, on oval base.

DON'T DELAY IN PLACING ORDER

PAYE 0 BAKER MFG. CO.
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office : 9-11-13 Maiden Lane

(Samples Only)

LOCKETS ONLY
Registered

U. S Pat. Office

Our Latest Design
Appropriate for Easter

NUMBER
8482

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE

3 maiden Lane
7 Beverly St.Main office and Factory {

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ebruary, 1908

.HELPScilld 1—ITNT/S
PRACTICAL

MERCHANDIST.Nu

By A WELL-KNOWN JEWELRY-STORE MANAGER

To broaden the usefulness of this departrnent, we invite our
subscribers to ask questions or advice on any subject

within the province of the above title.

Expense and Profits

There is a story about an old merchant who,

:tarting with nothing, accumulated a large stock

and built a flourishing business. • A visitor to

his store inquired the amount of stock he car-

ried. When the merchant replied that he did not

know, the visitor expressed his surprise that he

could determine his profits without taking account

of stock. The merchant said: "When I started

here I had nothing, and now I have all this and

owe no one. What more do I want now?"

There actually exists a flourishing store of

fair size where two partners divide each day a

certain percentage of the gross receipts and lay

1,■ the balance to buy goods with, never making

purchases in excess of the balance on hand.

These methods of doing busi-

System and ness may have worked once,

Bookkeeping and may succeed even now un-

Necessary der certain conditions; but

surely the merchant who keeps

accurate records of stock is better fitted for suc-

cess ; and yet there are few business men whose

knowledge of their business goes beneath the

mere buying and selling of goods. If an article

costs $1 and they sell it for $1.5%-they have made

50 cents—so they figure. If when the year ends

they have paid their bills and have a little balance

on hand or an increased stock, they have made

some money, and so they can claim to be success-

ful in a way, and yet they are in no sense true

business men. To get the most out of business

a man should practice and apply the same methods

in a small store that are a necessity in a large

business or in a factory.

The trouble with most jewelers—good busi-

ness men, too—is that they work backwards.

They wait until the year is ended to find out if

they have made money. Of course, with a good

business they are almost sure to show a profit;

but they are not prepared to meet adverse times,

or even normal conditions. If you were to try

to finance a proposition you would show figures

of expense, volume of business, profits, etc.

The manufacturer in placing

Figuring Profits an article on the market ar-

Beforehand rives at the cost of that article

by figuring material, shop ex-

pense, office expense, etc. This is exactly the

method the retailer should pursue. For example:

We will say a store starts business with a capital

stock of $1o,000. Now, instead of merely buying

and selling goods and waiting for the end of the

year to determine the earnings, why not get the

cost of doing business and add your profits and

thus figure the earnings in advance?

First estimate the minimum volume of busi-

ness probable—we will say $20,000. Next make a

list of expenses, as follows:

Salary account, $2500; rent, $600; heat and

light, $300; postage, express and office expense,

$300; store expense, boxes, paper, etc., $300; ad-

vertising, $500; incidentals, $5oo.
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This shows a total expense of $5000, or one-

fourth the estimated volume of business. In other

words, it will require an average profit of 33 per

cent. to pay actual expenses. Now, in reality, the

net cost of every article in the store is one-t
hird

more than the amount • actually paid for it. In

order to make a profit on the investment an addi-

tion must still be made to this. This must vary

according to the class of goods. For instance,

staples must be sold on a much narrower margin

than fancy things, and the system of figuring

profits should be based on depreciation of value

and possible breakage. Depreciation in fixture

values should also be considered. In order to

even losses through book accounts, an addition

of 5 or to per cent. should be made to all goods

sold on credit to other than those having a regu-

lar standing account which is paid monthly.

After these figures have been

Fixing on the carefully compiled and allow-

Selling Price ance made for unexpected oc-

currences, it will show that the

article which cost $1 really represents $1.33 in the

stock. No article then should be sold under any

circumstances for less than the 33 per cent. above

actual cost. Some staples must be sold on this

margin regularly, but the difference must be made

up on other things and an allowance of at least

to per cent. over this for the profits on the invest-

ment. By figuring the salaries of watchmaker

and jeweler in the general expense, the repair

work should make up a good part of this addi-

tional profit.
The next step is to divide the different classes

of goods into departments, approximate the vol-

ume of business to be done in each and figure

the average profit to be charged. Watches, ster-

ling silver, silver-plated ware, clocks, and a few

staple articles of jewelry must be sold near to the

33 per cent. above wholesale cost, while cut glass,

jewelry, china, silver-plated, hollow ware, etc.,

can make up the difference.

China and cut glass are perish-

Each Line Con- able. A single breakage might

sidered by Itself balance a week's or a month's

profits. Therefore a greater

prolit must be allowed on these goods. Some arti-

cles of jewelry are fads of a season and should

also bring an extra price. In short, the idea is to

know in advance what is necessary to pay ex-

penses, and add to that a sufficient profit to make

a showing at the end of the year.

Be honest with yourself. If you want some

article from your stock, make the addition to the

selling expense or order it especially and don't

enter it as a stock purchase.

A business conducted on this plan is bound to

show a profit if the estimations are made con-

servatively and the appropriation for expense not

exceeded. Businesses are, as a rule, conducted

along too rapid lines. The desire to grow and the

abnormally prosperous conditions which have ex-

isted for several years have made most business

men too optimistic and not many are considering

what the effect of a reaction would be. Of

course it is not necessary nor is it wise to be too

conservative; but if expenses are held down and

purchases are made judiciously the growth will

be rapid enough without increasing liabilities to

a point of danger.

The secret of success in any

Expense the business to-day, and the most

Great Difficulty difficult thing to manage, is the

matter of expense. As stated

before in this article, the matter of expense pf
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conducting the business should be carefully con-

sidered, and after the various appropriations have

been made they should under no circumstances be

exceeded. Another thing regarding the matter

of profit is not to be influenced by others. You

have got to make a certain percentage of profit

to cover your expense. You know what it costs

to run your business, and you can be pretty sure

that it costs others just as much proportionately.

Do not, of course, expect to make an exorbitant

profit on everything, but allow yourself a fair

margin and stick to your price. You may be sure

that if your competitor advertises some article

close to or below cost it is only bait. He has got

to make up the defect, and he will. The most

successful store, as a rule, is the one which sells

goods at a fair profit and which is conducted in

a strictly legitimate way.

The Silver Standard, Vol. III

The third volume of "The Silver Standard"

has just been issued by the publishers, The Meri-

den Britannia Co., Meriden,. Conn. (International

Silver Co., Successor), and has all the quaintness

of form and charm of contents that character-

ized the two preceding volumes. It is compiled

with such excellent judgment and appreciation of

human interest that the temptation to peruse it is

irresistible, and a glance through its pages re-

veals amusingly the proverbial tendency of his-

tory to repeat itself. Though the publication is

devoted to the happenings in 1847, it is quite re-

markable that a number of these are closely paral-

leled by almost similar happenings in our own

time. We are told, for instance, that "Bracelets

with watches inserted in them are becoming all

the rage in some of the Eastern cities," a fashion

note which would seem quite appropriate for

the daily press of to-day. We are also told that

"Such is the perfection to which the manufac-

ture of clocks has been carried in Connecticut

that timepieces warranted to keep good reckoning

are sold for 6o cents at wholesale and at $1 at

retail," an announcement which would not seem

so very far out of place in the press of sixty years

later. In matters outside the trade there is a

similar repetition of history. We find, for in-

stance, a very excellent illustration of the amuse-

ment known as "Looping the loop" reproduced

from an issue of the New York Sun of 1847. We

also find very serious complaints of the hoarding

of cash which resulted in the London financial

panic of that year. It is also suggestive of our

present temperance movement that in 1847 the

daily press denounced the use of ether for tooth

extraction because of its intoxicating character.

We find, too, that American inventors were quite

as industrious and ingenious in 1847 as they are

to-day, if we accept the following item as authori-

tative: "A Yankee has just completed a very im-

portant invention. It is designed for country

editors, and when perfected will cut out items,

patch trousers, rock little responsibilities, stuff

bustles and dun delinquent subscribers." This,

we think, would probably tax the genius of the

Edisons and Marconis of the twentieth century.

We take pleasure in enriching our library with

this third volume of the series, and extend our

meed of praise to the industry and fine discrim-

ination of those on whom devolved the labor of

compilation.

"No jeweler could afford to do without The

Keystone. I would not do without it for five

times the pricc."—g. 1. Knight, Jcwolcr, Man.s-

field, Mo.
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OUR ZENITH CHAINS
q Our Zenith Quality is a heavily gold-plated chain on stock which is 14 K. color throughout. These chains are of very substantial quality and

recognized by the Trade as the best low-price chains on the market.
q They are well finished and a good wearing chain at the price.
t)I A few of the staple patterns are here shown. Ask your Jobber to show you these goods. All the live ones carry them.

The

O. M. D.

q The " 0. M. D. " Bracelet has proven a success beyond our expectation.
q Is similar in general appearance to other Bracelets of this order but in essential construction is entirely different and vastly superior.q There is absolutely no solder used, no pins or rivets to break. The " quality " of stock used and the beautiful "finish" which we are able to

produce, combined with unique but simple construction which reduces repairs to a minimum, makes our Bracelets indispensable to any well
chosen line.

q Made in all desirable signet and locket tops and with genuine stone, cameo and coral settings.

ESTATE OF 0. M. DRAPER
San Francisco, Cal.

Firm

Flexible
and

Reversible

Factory
North Attleboro, Mass.

New York
503 Chronicle Building 37 Maiden Lane

'ebruary, 1008 T H

The Show Window

KEYSTONE

The ultra conservatism in trade circles which not unnaturally f
ollowed

the period of financial stringency is already disap
pearing, and a normal

activity is now noticeable. As we write the financial trouble is only a

memory, and with the present excellent conditions throughout the cou
ntry a

good spring trade is confidently looked forward to. The present is an

excellent time for the jeweler

and his help to consider the mat-

ter of special spring and Easter

window trims as a seasonable

stimulus to trade.
The mere

Floral Trims thought of
Always Effective spring and

Easter is sug-

gestive of floral decorations, and

as these a're always pleasing and

attractive as well as economic,

they must not be overlooked.

Fortunately it is no longer neces-

sary to go to the expense inci-

dental to the purchase of natural

and perishable plants and flow-

ers, as the artificial variety can

be procured at a comparatively

small price and will last indefi-

nitely. The large illustration on

this page shows a trim made

entirely of crepe paper, both

the flowers and the draping, and

while the illustration lacks impressiveness,

was very effective.
The smaller illustration embodies an idea exploited in our conte

m-

porary, the Dry Goods Economist, the feature in chief being a s
triking

arrangement of water lilies and leaves. The top border or frieze is made o
f

an extra wide board, or two or more boards cleated, and covere
d with

material of an old blue color in imitation of water. The lily pads of 
con-

ventional design are applied in green, while the blossoms of pure white ar
e

applied to the centers of these

pads. Each lily, as well as

each pad or leaf, is edged with

a fine line of gold. The large

pad at one side of the center

may be cut from either light

lumber or compo-board and

both covered and decorated the

same as are the smaller pads

upon the border adjoining.

The illustrated design shows

four long stems extending from

four leaves at one end of the

frieze down to the nearest cor-

ner. These stems are made of

wire, thickly covered with

green. Soft wire is used so

that the stems can be curved, as

shown in the drawing. Strands

of filo silk fastened to these

stems will give the effect of

their having just been pulled

from the water. Several little

pads near the base of these

stems will add the desired finish

to this bottom section of the

design.

48x

how these artificial flowers and leaves can be used in draped or festoon

effects. A heavy express cord or wire can be used for the long stem that

forms the base of the festoon and to which the lilies and leaves are attached.

To this stem should be fastened long strands of finely-shredded green tissue

paper. As an alternative, irregular lengths of green filo silk can be used, or

better still, the natural-prepared water moss that can be secured from the

artificial flower concerns.
Decorations of this character look especially well when used with mirror

backgrounds, as these with their

reflecting surface, provide an ex-

cellent imitation of water. Should

one not have the mirror backs, a

pretty water effect can be pro-

duced by pleating green tarlatan

over a lining of blue. The floor

of the window can be covered

either with an olive-colored or

white material, the color sug-

gestion of the background treat-

ment. At least it should bear

some suggestion of water and
water lilies and pads as a deco-
ration. A large bowl of gold
fish mounted on a pedestal would
also be in harmony with the ex-

hibit and add materially to the

power of the window to attract
attention and interest.

A writer in one of the adver-
tising magazines very aptly says:
" As a rule, the advantages

of window display have been

totally ignored by most large manufacturers. Outside of the cracker and

biscuit business, where large ornate and expensive displays hai7e been

constructed by an organized corps of expert window trimmers, the only

lines of business showing any activity have been among cigar, tobacco and

drug manufacturers, in which lines very strenuous competition exists.

" Most manufacturers get out a few showcards or hangers which they

supply to their jobbers, who in turn supply the retailers. But as a rule

this work is not considered seriously, and there seems always to be an
unavoidably large percentage

of waste.
" The few manufacturers

who are using window displays

are paying the dealer for the

window privilege either in real

money or its equivalent in

goods, and often they must pay

as much as they can hope to
make out of the dealer in

months, yet they regard this as

a profitable investment and not

an expense.
" To make window-display

work feasible and to obtain the

enthusiastic co-operation of the

dealers it is necessary first, to

give them a complete ' window

trim ' ; second, the material

must be so novel and attractive

that the dealer cannot afford

not to use it ; third, the material

must be so designed that any

clerk or boy can, by following

directions, install the complete

exhibit in a few moments.

" Combine these three fac-

tors with low cost for material,

small bulk and light weight,

and you have about the most

economical, direct and efficient

advertisement that can be de-

vised."
There is an idea in the

above which is well worthy of

consideration by manufacturers.

A water lily and water effect

the original, we are informed,

Artificial
Lilies

We now come
to the artificial
lilies. These can
be procured,

made either of paper or cloth,

from any of the leading flower
dealers, and are to be had either
in pure white or tinted with

pink. The drawing indicates Window trim composed entirely of crepe paper
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Silverware that Suits the Situation
Trade conditions this spring call for quick-selling stock, that is, handsome,

moderate-priced wares, such as will attract the attention, suit the pockets and

satisfy the tastes of the public. Ideal stock for such conditions is our new line of

HIGH-GRADE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE
which represents the extreme of economy and skill in manufacture. Artistic in

design, varied in pattern, rich in finish, standard in quality and moderate in

price, these goods possess to an exceptional degree all the essentials to suit

the present situation.

See this line before selecting your sftring stock of silverware

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of Electro Plate
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LEDERERNIAK LOCKETS
"-ERI BEST"

Goodasgold Trade=Mark

"Fluffy Ruffles

"SWEETHEART" Champagne Finish
One of the "Fluffy Ruffles"

Trade-Mark Beg.

Lifetime

Demand
Our

Ask for

7 7

Label
Inside

"The Ankh"
Copyrighted U. S. Pat. Off.

Exclusive Egyptian Long
Life" Lucky Locket

Sold Through VERIBEST

Jobbers Everywhere

iNfitiluft.14-:ttit-ecil by

S. & B. L. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
100 Stewart Street

CHICA00,
131 Wabash Avenue

NEW YOkl: CITY
9=11=13 Maiden Lane

,Lace Pins, Cuff Pins
and Cameo Goods

New Lines for
the New Year

Our lines of quick-selling

novelties to enliven new year

trade include a wealth of ex-

quisite ideas in

Don't fail to get acquainted

with these, as well as our im-

posing array of new designs in

Buckles Charms Combs
Bracelets Brooches Hat Pins
Buttons Barrettes Scarf Pins

Leather Trimmings

in STERLING SILVER and ROLLED PLATE.

Our goods are the kind that fascinate femininity,

and mean substantial profits and a quick turn-

over.

The highest class of workmanship is character-

istic of all our lines.

ALWAYS
ON
THE
CO

Look for the
Trade-Mark

WE SELL TO TDE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

MILLER, FULLER & WHITING CO.
Manufacturing

Jewelers
NEW YORK OFFICE NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.9-11 Maiden Lane

Fel whary, t9o8 T H

Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'

Security Alliance

The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the

Jewelers' Security Alliance was held at their

offices, 9, II, 13 Maiden Lane, New York, on Fri-

day, January loth, and was called to order by

President A. K. 'Sloan, who delivered his annual
address, as follows:

To the Members of the Jewelers' Security Al-
liance:
GENTLEMEN :—As We have come together to-

day for the twenty-fifth annual meeting, thus
rounding out one-quarter of a century of active
work in the interests of the jewelry trade, there
is little for me to say about the year just passed
except that we have had, as usual, a successful
year.

The report of the executive committee will
give you the details of the work done, and to it
I invite your careful consideration.

As one of the charter members of the organ-
ization, it gives me great satisfaction to take a
backward look and mark the great advances we
have made. Our fifty charter members have
grown to 4400, a number we hardly dreamed of
securing when a few of us got together so many
years ago and formed the alliance. At that time,
also, we had a rather hazy idea of just what we
were going to do, and it was somewhat uncertain
whether the plans we did have would prove ef-
fective when put to the test. It took faith and
courage for the few members who belonged to
the organization during the first five years to
undertake the work and pay out the money that
we were obliged to do during that period, for
burglaries were pretty numerous, and some of
them required very large expenditures, but the
steady growth which the alliance has maintained
and its present standing both before the trade and
against criminals, have come directly from the
hard work and heavy expenses of the early years.
I congratulate you, therefore, upon the results
thus far obtained, and confidently look forward to
continued growth in the years to come, and by
the time we celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
the organization it will doubtless have the io,000
members which ought to be enrolled now, and be
even more efficient than at present in preserving
their safes from attack.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were
read and approved, and Chairman H. FL Butts
then presented the following annual report from
the executive committee:

To the Members of the Jewelers' Security Al-
liance:
Your executive committee submits herewith

its twenty-fifth annual report.
During the past year we have held ix regular

meetings, at which 565 new members were ad-
mitted; 2 were reinstated; 120 withdrew and 3
memberships were cancelled, leaving our total
membership January 1, r9o8, 4407, a gain of 444
during the year.

The trade papers reported 392 cases of burg-
lary of all kind at stores, which is about to per
cent. more than in 1906. In 35 of these the safe
was attacked, while but 20 safes were molested
last year. There were several cases of safe burg-
lary without the use of explosives, which would
seem to indicate that the cracksmen are returning
to former methods. Jewelers who have safes
that are only fireproof should use special care to
locate them so that the back is not concealed from
view, as it is comparatively easy to cut out the
back of such safes with a cold chisel, and attacks
are usually made at that point. Several cases of
this kind occurred last year.

There were 113 cases of window-smashing,
almost all of them occurring at night after the
store was closed. Of the 35 cases of attacks on
safes, 3 were at stores of our members ; only one
of them was successful, and in all three cases
arrest and conviction followed.

I. B Eypel, Long Island City.—On Saturday
night, January 13th, several burglars broke into
the jewelry store of B. Eypel, Long Island City,
and cutting out the back of the safe with cold
chisels, escaped with about $1500 worth of
watches and jewelry, no one hearing them at
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work because the noise in the Pennsylvania tun-
nel, close at hand, was louder than their hammer-
ing at the safe. Mr. Eypel, being a member of
the alliance, telephoned to the Pinkerton Agency
on Sunday morning that he had been robbed, and
also informed the police, and search was immedi-
ately begun for the burglars. On Sunday night,
the 14th, a burglar named James Coffey was ar-
rested with a watch in his possession which
proved to be one of those stolen, and by clever
detective work "Big Bill" Mason and "Dutch
Herman" were identified within a few days as
having done the job with him. "Herman" is one
of the shrewdest men in the business, and know-
ing well that the Pinkertons would be after them
"hot-foot," both he and Mason left the city im-
mediately after the burglary and could not be
found in any of their usual haunts, while a thor-
ough search of all the pawnshops in this and
adjacent cities failed to locate any of the stolen
goods. Coffey was tried and sentenced to fifteen
years' imprisonment, but the district attorney con-
cluded that there was not enough evidence to
convict Palmer and Mason, and the police there-
fore made no further attempts to arrest them.
The alliance, however, continued to make every
effort to capture them, and the search has been
going on regardless of expense for nearly a year,
every place at which they had ever been heard of
being covered, until, on September 17th, Palmer
was located in New York City, having just re-
turned from the interior of the State, where he
had been implicated in a burglary, but not ar-
rested for the lack of evidence. Detectives were
immediately detailed to shadow him night and
day, with the intention of catching him in the act
of committing some crime for which he could be
convicted, since it was impossible to punish him
directly for the Eypel burglary. On October 24th
Palmer and Hogan went out, with the detectives
close at their heels, and were caught practically
in the act of breaking into a cafe, for which crime
they were convicted and sentenced to indetermi-
nate terms in State's prison and also adjudged
habitual criminals.

2. F. C. Stein, Chicago, Ill.—The store was
broken into on Sunday night, September 2, 1907,
by three boys, who attempted to break into the
safe but failed through lack of experience. On
instructions from the secretary, Mr. Stein offered
the reward of $100 for their arrest, and they
were caught on September isth. Being all under
age, they were paroled under suspended sentence,
their parents paying all the losses.

3. Jas. B. Keene, Springfield, Mass.—This
store was broken into on September 28, 1907, and
handles broken off the safe in attempting to open
it, but the thief, being an inexperienced boy,
could not break in. Through the reward offered,
he was caught on October 3d, and being under 18
years of age, was sent to a reform school.

Our experience shows that carelessness is the
real cause of most robberies. If our members
would read the warnings and followed the in-
structions we send them during the year, we could
almost guarantee them against loss. Constant
vigilance is absolutely essential.

We regret that forty-five of our members
suffered loss through their windows being
smashed at night, but cannot suggest any means
of relief from this evil, except the advice which
we have been giving for a number of years past,
to remove all valuable goods from the windows
when the store is closed. If a display of some
kind seems necessary, the risk may be kept at a
minimum by limiting it to inexpensive articles ; but
that will not prevent the window being smashed,
as the thieves who do that class of work have
frequently broken a costly glass when there was
not over $5 worth of goods on display at the time.

The reward of $100 for the "arrest and con-
viction for breaking into a store with the inten-
tion of stealing" has been of benefit to members,
as it stimulates the local police to action, and the
result is generally a conviction.

There were thirty cases of burglary among
our members during 1907, to which the reward
offer applied, and the arrest and conviction of the
thieves in seventeen of them, we think, is a good
showing. In two of the thirty cases the offer
could not be made, because, through neglect, the
shield was not displayed in the window, as re-
quired. We have only paid the reward for a
second attack in the same city in two instances,
and these were in very large cities, which would
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indicate that it is proving a valuable preventive,
and in order that it may be still more effective in
warning off burglars, circulars are being sent out
to all places of resort for criminals, with illustra-
tions of our signs and advice to keep away from
stores where they see them.

The treasurer reported the finances of the

organization to be in excellent condition, there
being a good balance in cash in the treasury and

an ample reserve fund, invested in interest paying

bonds. The report of the auditing committtee,

Henry Untermeyer and Edw. S. Smith, certified

that they had examined the books and vouchers
and had found same correct.

The meeting then proceeded to the election of

officers, and the following were chosen by unani-

mous vote of the members present:
President, A. K. Sloan, pf Sloan & Co.; first

vice-president, H. H. Butts, of H. W. Wheeler &

Co.; second vice-president, Charles F. Wood, of

C. F. Wood & Co.; third vice-president, C. C.
Champenois, of Champenois & Co.; treasurer,
Bernard Karsch.

The members of the executive committee for
two years are: J. Warren Alford, of C. G. Alford
& Co.; Henry Abbott, of The Calculagraph Co.;
Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co.

The president reappointed Henry Untermeyer
and Edw. S. Smith as auditing committee for the
current years. A resolution of thanks to the trade
papers for their liberality in publishing notices
of matters of interest regarding the alliance dur-
ing the past year was adopted unaniniously, and
the meeting then adjourned.

A meeting of the executive committee was
held immediately after the annual meeting, at
which H. H. Butts was re-elected chairman for
the ensuing year and the following new members
were admitted.

0. A. Bessette, Moosup, Conn.
J. B. Hesselbrock, Liberty, Ind.
.Andrew B. Kingsbury, Norwich, Conn.

CL. Lewis & Co., New London, onn.
G. S. Mioshier, N Cew London, onn.
The Parker-Kolb Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Edwin C. Putnam, Millbury, Mass.
S. W. Baker, Rockland, Mass.
J. Baron & Son, New Bedford, Mass.
L. S. Caldwell, Wildwood, N. J.
Fred N. Gassett, Bridgewater, Mass.
W. L. Pierce, Stoughton, Mass.
G. H. Willoby, Franklin, Mass.
C. L. Barnard, Milford, Mass.
Israel T. Boyd,.Fall River, Mass.
Arthur B. Chapin, Worcester, Mass.
Walter W. Cook, Natick, Mass.
The Foster Co., Fall River, Mass.
Geo. D. Horning, Washington, D. C.
Bertram Moll, Rochester, N. Y.
Perreault Bros., Worcester, Mass.
R. W. Rastall, Vallejo Cal.
H. S. Robbins, Natick; Mass.
Stebbins & Lake, Fall River, Mass.
Ziething Bros., Newark, N. J.
Metzger & Co., Portland, Oregon.
H. P. N. Dahl, Maynard, Mass.
Hans Bredt, Clinton, Mass.
S. P. Dayton, Milton, Pa.
Henry 0. Barthelmes, Marlboro, Mass.
Henry W. Eager Marlboro, Mass.
W. E. Burrell St,Co., Fairbury, Nebr.
Dan S. Park & Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.
P. C. Pulse, Oakland, Cal.
H. E. Washburn, Plymouth, Mass.
Ben). D. Loring, Plymouth, Mass.
A. D. Wilbur, Weymouth, Mass.
hail & Co., Manistique, Mich.
C. B. Johnson, Okolona, Miss.
Hughes & Son Jewelry Co., Lima, Ohio.
West Brothers, Amsterdam N. .Y.
Patterson & Starke, New 'pork City.
McDowell & Curtis, Arkansas City, Kans.
H. Behrend, San Francisco, Cal.
Wolf & Howard, Rochester, Ind.
N. G. Knight, Galion, Ohio.
Baisch & Larson, Telluride, Cob.
Gurney & Ware Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Max Menein, Paterson, N. J.
W. J. Graber, Brenham, Texas.
Wm. H. Einhaus & Son, New York City.

The $too reward offered by the alliance for

the arrest and conviction of burglars was paid

recently in the forty-fourth case, making $4300

paid out in these rewards in the short period

since the plan was introduced by the alliance. It

has unquestionably produced good results.
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HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett Chains—quick sellers,

big profit makers and satisfaction guar-
anteed Select styles for fastidious
purchasers—popular styles for all.

TIE TO BASSETT CHAINS

and Avoid Dead Stock

and dissatisfaction

Mark

Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO OFFICE
710 Columbus Bldg.
103 State St.

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange

/7Z,1";,

Write to us for samples and prices of LEATHER FOBS. Now is the reason, and
our line is extensive. THE KINNEY CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

144 Pine Street .

I
I/Vio) 1.41 -\\\_ \,

s GCbt
WE are ADVANCERS
OF THE LATEST IDEAS IN

Jewelry, Silverware and

Metal Ornaments

SPECIALTIES
Die and Hub Cutting, Tool

Making, Pattern Making, Modeling
and Designing

. Providence, R. I.. U.S.A.

MORE LIGHT
AT

LESS COST

The PEARL GASOLINE
LIGHTING SYSTEM

The Standard of Perfection for the Home or Store

Give us the length, width and height of
the place you WWI to light and we will give you
an estimate of the eost Of installing the finest and
most simple lighting system on earth.

Local dealers wanted everywhere. Write now.

The PEARL LIGHT CO.
121-123 4th Street, BARABOO, WIS.

'ebruary, 1908 T H E

flaking a Modern "Grandfather's
Clock"

To those who may desire to build a

" grandfather's clock," but who are unfor-

tunately without a genuine but shabby

" grandfather," I would suggest that a strik-

ing clock of some other pattern be used,

those old Dutch clocks made to hang upon

the wall with wooden enameled dials being

most suitable. Some of them have round

dials covered by a convex glass in mahog-

any frame, whilst others have square faces.

These latter have no glass, but are generally

adorned with pretty (?) red roses painted in

the corners or on a raised semi-circle over

the dial. One of these old clocks given to

the writer when a boy, although supposed

then to be worn out, is still doing time, being

now in a black case with brass dial. A few

shillings will buy them of some small watch

and clock jobber, and if it be out of order a

few more would pay for putting it right.

I would advise the builder to get a good

genuine piece of movement such as those

mentioned above, but in the event of such

not being made available there are all sorts

of Swiss and American clocks which can

be picked up and which would be found

suitable to go in our case.
A lengthy description of the woodwork

is perhaps superfluous. The writer trusts

that the drawings may be found sufficiently

clear. Figs. z and 2 are respectively front
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and side elevations of the case with scale and

dimensions. Fig. 3 is a vertical section

viewed from the back, whilst Figs. 4 and 5

are sectional plans from underneath, showing

the frames to which the curved uprights are

screwed. These frames must be cut on the

miter and secured with gussets. They can-

not be framed in the ordinary way, as the

screws securing the uprights come too near

the angle. The heads of these screws are to

be hidden by the tall wings on the lower

sides of the case, as shown in the section

G g Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is a vertical section

through the dial showing the hinged door

filled with glass. A special sketch, Fig. 7,

shows the peculiar way in which the sides of

the dial opening will have to be cutin order

to take the dial plate, which, of course, must

be fixed vertically.
The arrangements shown in the draw-

ings at the top of the case, such as the gong

pillar and hole for hammer, are purely arbi-

trary, and will vary with the kind of clock

used. So, too, will the method of support-

ing the movement or works of the clock.

However, the writer has shown in Fig. 3 two

rails underneath the dial running from back

to front of the case. These will in most

cases be required, and short uprights or

brackets of some form or other can be car-

ried by them. They must be separated by
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sufficient space for the weights and pendu-

lum. The dial plate and the two side panels

which correspond with it are to be of ham-

mered metal, the figures of the dial being

repousse. Fig. 6 shows the dial in section.

The choice of which metal to use must be

left to the taste of the builder ; so, too,

must the finish of the case and the material

for the small inlaid squares shown in the

shaded drawing. However, it may not be

amiss for the writer to make some sugges-

tions for a few schemes for the finish of the

whole clock. First, the case may be of

black oak ; dial and side plates hammered

brass, colored with antique gold lacquer ;

the small squares filled with either white

holly, turquoise blue china, or tile, or best

of all, with the beautiful stone, green mala-

chite, in thin slabs polished on the face.

Another scheme would be copper dial, either

bronzed or polished, black case inlaid with

aluminum. Third, aluminum dial, gray

maple case inlaid with holly either white or

stained black. A fourth treatment would be

polished oak (natural color) case, inlaid pale

blue tile and oxidized copper dial, or inlaid

black with aluminum dial.

These three colors, black, gray and

natural oak, are, I think, suitable ones,

unless a green stain be preferred, the black

with brass and malachite being, in the

writer's opinion, by far the best. Mahogany,

walnut and such other woods are not pleasing

in severely plain, yet quaint modern art

designs. —Ernest W. Twining, in the Woodworker.
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WIZITE FOR. SAMPLES AND PRICES

45-47-49 Randolph St., CHICAGO

EST— 1865
ERIMI■11■11■=11111. 

Our

Sample Book

For Jewelers

will Interest you

Write for

Particulars

"CLEAN=TO--4-1ANDL," FOUNTAIN F'IN

Moore's Non=Leakable Fountain Pen
Retails from $2.50 up

I MOORE'S

I IMPROVED

I NoN-LEANABLEFOUNTAIN PEN

THE FOLLOWING CLAIMS WE GUARANTEE:
I. That the pen is filled without unscrewing the section, thus avoiding soiling the fingers

with ink when filling.
2 That the pen is drawn back into the barrel or reservoir after using, and when the cap is

turned on is absolutely AIR and INK tight.
8. That it can be carried in any position in any pocket and cannot leak.
4. That the pen Is always ready to write the instant it touches the paper.

Sectional View of Pen Closed for Carrying

ar>
These pens, being constructed upon

entirely different principles from other
fountain pens are, without doubt, the near-
est perfection of any pens manufactured.

5. That thti barrel being AIR-TIGHT, the ink never thickens or dries up, and if the pen
Is not used for a year, it writes just as readily.

6. That we have the ONLY desirable fountain pen IN THE MARKET for LADIES' USE.
7. That our "Tourist " or Military Pen is the best pen made for travelers or military use.
8. That we use nothing but the highest grade gold pens.
9. That we use pure gum rubber, and the superior finish and lustre of our holders is very

noticeable when compared with others made from common stock.

American Fountain Pen Co.
Boston, Mass.

A. A. WEEKS-HOSKINS CO. lSpecial Selling Agents for Greater New York,
ii Gold St., New York 1•1'hiladelphia, New Jersey, Baltimore and Washington

A Year 'Round Seller
The Conklin Pen is the best all year 'round seller
because it is built for every day use. It's the most
practical and convenient—meets every easy writ-
ing requirement—dependable—durable--a time
saver, as it does away with the bother and
annoyance so common with other fountain
pens. Will give satisfaction year in and
year out. Filled in the twinkling of an
eye by simply dipping in the nearest
ink-well and pressing Crescent-Filler.

The

CrescentFiller
-

CONKLIN'S
Self

Fountain Pen
—combining as it does the
superior advantages of other
fountain pens, plus the most
successful filling principle,
and backed by our ex-
tensive advertising,
is the pen for you to
handle. Write at
once for our new cata-
logue and dealer's

proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.

39 Manhattan Buildind

TOLEDO, OHIO

U. S. A.

NEW YORK

DENVER

OAKLAND

WINNIPEG

LONDON

TEDDY BEAR SPOONS T, FEE
Also Souvenir Spoons for Everywhere

Swastika Spoons and Jewelry in great variety

Sterling Silver, Hollowware and Flatware

130XE.'S in Ormolu Gold and Silver

The VVRIOHT

The
Crescent-
Filler

•
14111il
 [ —
  _ )I

THE WRIGHT is the only RIGHT PEN
6end for Catalogs and Prices

WM. WE,101L.ICI-1 & BRO., St. LOULS Display Cases FREE

Room 1102 CHAS. H. PFEIL Tel. Harrison 2837

MAKER OF FINE DIAMOND JEWELRY AND DIAMOND IMPORTER

209 State Street - - CHICAGO, ILL.

ELK RING

This is the
finest and most
beautiful ring in
workman ship

and design that

ever entered the

market. It is

carved out of
14 K. Gold, deep
rose finish.

The place where the diamond shows on the design can be left plain or the
number of the lodge engraved on it or it can be made to fit any size stone. The
dial and B. P. 0. E. are in enamel. Write for further particulars.
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STATIONERY
DEPARTMENT

Purchasing Spring Stationery Stock

The question of buying for spring now con-

fronts us. Formerly all manufacturers of boxed

papers brought out more or less elaborate spring

lines, but this custom is now followed by only a

few. Not many are preparing a spring display

which will contain any important original num-

bers. Some manufacturers will take such left-

over boxes from the holiday line as can be

safely offered and put in some staple numbers,

making up whatever deficiency there may be by

bringing out a few new numbers. This line will

be offered as the spring line of that particular

manufacturer. Others are taking no account of

spring at all. They make up a line of their staple

goods and offer them at regular prices. In the

case of manufacturers who make high-grade

papers exclusively this custom is reasonable

enough and affords dealers an opportunity to pur-

chase good papers at comparatively little money.

The spring lines this season

The New will contain only rather plain

Spring Lines boxes. Little attempt has been

made to produce anything

elaborate. The lithographers' strike, which was

ended only a few months ago, hurt the spring

lines of various manufacturers. They could not

get the elaborate boxes which they might have

used, and were forced to adopt the plainer styles,

many of them without decorations of any sort

and others with decorations printed in colors.

The printers had an opportunity to obtain some.

profitable trade, but in most instances they were

too indifferent or else were incapable of rising

to the occasion, and this class of trade has all

gone back to the lithographers. Of course the

latter is the more satisfactory work, but there

was a chance for something else, which was not

accepted.
The papers will run principally

Color and to white, and everything will

Finish be fabric finish. Of course this

desire on the part of custom-

ers for fabric finish alone hampers manufacturers

seriously, since it cuts down their opportunity to

introduce variety just one-half. It is a hard

matter to vary a paper of a single finish. If one

or more finishes can be added there will be much

more favorable chances for bringing out attract-

ive novelties which will increase the sales of both

manufacturer and dealer.

Some manufacturers may undertake to intro-

duce a smooth finish paper here and there in their

spring lines, but, as a whole, the familiar fabric

finishes will be the only ones offered.

Colors will be subdued. For example, one

manufacturer has brought out a paper which cor-

responds to the popular purple and lavender colors

that are so extensively adopted by women in their

costumes, and which promise to be the reigning

colors of spring. This is the most pronounced

color that has been offered by any manufacturer.

Another manufacturer has

Quiet Colors brought out a beautiful shade

Most Popular of • green which he has named

palm green. It is almost like

Nile green, and was given that name at first ; but

he found that another manufacturer had adopted
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that name, so he changed his to palm. It is a

beautiful and delicate green, and as a novelty

ought to sell well in spring lines.

Other colors will be subdued and delicate. In

fact, marked tints are going out of fashion. Corn-

paratively few persons' of good taste want them.

Young people frequently affect for a time some

bright color, but as a rule they soon tire of it

and drop it for plain white or cream. These two

colors will predominate-this season, and will be

the ones most dealers ought to buy.

The promise for the trade is quite as good as

it ever has been. There is no indication that the

temporary financial flurry will influence business

far into the new year. The dealer will be justified

ill buying as liberally as he would ordinarily, and

he is reasonably sure of selling what he buys at a

good profit.

New Wedding Stationery

The stationery and engraving trade should

certainly be interested in the two new English

sizes in weddings. The sheets are almost square,

with the envelopes a trifle larger in shape than

the regulation sizes which have been running for

the past several years.
The sheet for the invitation size measures

5 7-16x65.4 inches and is called "Colonia." The

envelope for this size measures 3%x5i inches,

with an outside which fits closely. The announce-

ment size is a trifle smaller, the sheet measuring

5 3-16x54 inches, and the envelopes 3 I-16x5,4

inches.
According to the latest English styles, the

stock used should be 70-lb. gray white vellum

finish for the sheet and inside envelope. The

outer envelope should be 6o-lb. The smaller size

is put out under the name "Cecelia."

These sizes are particularly adapted to old

English and Roman engraving, and while they are

not widely different from the old styles, there is

just enough difference to attract attention.

Fashion in Stationery

The following fashion notes are of interest

to all who handle stationery:
Individuality in stationery has for some time

been a fad among women.
The idea is that here must be some distin-

guishing mark upon writing paper which will in-

dicate the owner.
This idea may be worked out in the shade or

tone of the paper, the shape of the envelope, or in

some characteristic monogram or die.

Probably in no other way is greater individ-

uality given to one's correspondence sheets than

the use of a selected monogram die in distinctive

colors.
Little difficulty will be experienced in the

selection of a die, for this season a greater num-

ber than ever before have been presented.

Most of these are a little way from the usual

styles, and will be appreciated by those who seek

what is the most correct, as well as the really

approved designs.
A choice may be made between script atm

block type, a framed monogram, ribbon effect or

single lettering, and in many instances original

ideas as to shape and design are carried out to

special order.
Anyone can have dies cast from their original

handwriting, giving a character and personality

to the stationery which may be acquired in no

other way.
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If preferred, however, die in signature script

will be designed for anyone who favors this style,

but who feels .that her own handwriting is not

effective enough to adorn stationery.

In the matter of placing the monograms on

the stationery, one may please her fancy, since

either right or left side is considered quite as cor-

rect as is the center of the page.

Preference and individual taste decide the !

colors in which the dies are to be made. Green

and blue are favorite colors, while red is fre-

quently shown and black is always good.

Gold and silver lettering also have their ad-

vocates, each person indulging her own fancy in

this regard when the compartments of the writing

desk need replenishing.
Among the new papers the one known as

shepherd's plaid is a decided novelty.

A woman's visiting card is of medium size

this season, and is engraved in script or Roman

letters, the address in the right-hand corner, the

reception day in the left.

The correct use and appearance of the visit-

ing card are regulated by custom and style of en-

graving, the infringement of which stamps one as

beyond the social pale.

The etiquette governing the use of cards

other than by proxy has been well defined. Noth-

ing may be written on a card but a message or

informal invitatiqn—never acceptance or regrets.

A card must accompany a gift, but one's

thanks must be conveyed by note, ncyer written

upon a card. Cards sent by hand or post should

be inclosed in small envelopes.

By way of general suggestion in regard to

calls : Calling hours are between 3 and 6 in the

afternoon. Upon reception cards the hours are

named.
The length of a formal call should not exceed

fifteen or twenty minutes. The intervals between

formal calls should not be less than a month or

more than a year.

The Stationers' Board of Trade

The Stationers' Board of Trade held the

thirty-third annual meeting of the organization

last month. President Henry C. Bainbridge occu-

pied the chair, and the roll-call showed forty-

seven members present or represented by proxy.

The president opened the meeting by an address

on the affairs of the association, and this was

followed by the presentation of the reports of

the treasurer and executive committe. The

report of the latter committee, of which James C.

Aikin is chairman, showed 800 more reports fur-

nished to members and about 800 more inquiries

for information than last year. The collections

for the year increased about $7000. The bank-

ruptcy department dealt with 369 new cases, in-

cluding 1519 claims, amounting to 8173,754.61.

Secretary-treasurer H. M. Condit announced in

his report a balance of nearly $5000, an increase of

several hundred dollars over the surplus last year.

The trustees elected to serve for the ensuing

year are as follows : James C. Aikin, of Aikin,

Lambert & Co.; Thomas P. Bacon, Henry C.

Bainbridge, Carl M. Bernegau, of Keuffel &

Esser Co.; William B. Boorum, Jr.; Eberhard

Faber, Stephen Farrelly, John 13. Fay, Arthur P.

Jackson, Charles S. Kiggins, Lawrence W. San-

ders, Frederick P. Seymour, with L. E. Water-

man Co.; Geo. T. Smith, Lyman B. Sturgis, David

A. Tower, of the Tower Mfg. and Novelty Co.,

Samuel E. Vernon, Samuel Ward and Franklin

Weston.
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BRACELETS LOCKETS
We make Bracelets and Lockets only—in all styles, sizes

and finishes. Our goods have the special merit that comes from
devoting all our talent and attention to these two lines. For the
latest ideas see our new designs.

THE CASTICILIONI tEc CAPALDI CO.

9 Calendar Street PROVIDENCE, IR•• I.

No. 131 14 K. Gold

No. BM K. Gold

New Safety
Guard Bracelets
We beg to call the

attention of the trade
to our new Bracelet
with patent Guide and
Safety Guard.

This Guard prevents the
Bracelet from lulling from
the arm, should the catch
accidentally open. It like-
wise prevents undue strain
on the hinge, and gives a
feeling of absolute safety
to the wearer.

We are prepared to apply
this Patent Safety Guard to
any make of Bracelet (except
links) for $1.73 to $2.00
each.

We make SOLID GOLD
14 K. BRACELETS in a
number of designs. Selec-
tions will be sent to respon-
sible denten on application.

Signet
Ring

2214 R

6310

Our well-known
Two-Screw Patent
can be applied to
any ring. Have your
stock or job rings
fastened this way.

J. BULOVA CO

Globe Lever and Link Lever Button sack
For hard-soldering, Can be applied to any button

Made In 8ollit Uold. Ciold Filled and Oliver

Manufacturing Jewelers
51 and 53 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
If you have not received our new catalog

write for one
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LETTERS
from the (.1;

'TRADE
Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed.—Editor The Keystone

An Ingenious Watchmaker's Loupe

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am sending you herewith

a photograph showing a new watchmaker's loupe,
and also one showing it in
position on spectacles or
eyeglasses, and indicating

how it may be used. Any
watchmaker can make one
for himself in fifteen min-
utes. I send this to you for
the benefit of my brother

jewelers, and as I do not
intend to have it patented,
all are free to use it. I be-
came blind in one eye a year
ago and when I tried to use

the old rubber loupe I could not get any satisfac-

ion, so I smashed the loupe and took the lens from

t. I mounted this as shown in the photograph and

have gotten along very nicely with it. I trust that

he idea may be of some benefit to some of my

brethren.
Yours truly,

Elk City, Kans. J. E. GRIFFIN.

Transforming Coins into Jewelry

En. KEYSTONE :—IS there any law in Penn-
sylvania, which prohibits the transforming of U. S.

coins into jewelry ?
Truly yours,

Orwigsburg, Pa. C. C. Moyer.
[The State laws have nothing to do with the

matter of coins which come under federal juris-
diction. As we have recently received and answered
by mail many letters similar to the above, we will
again publish the law on the subject (section 5459,
revised statutes), which is as follows :

Every person, who fraudulently, by any art,
way or means, defaces, mutilates, impairs, dimin-
ishes, falsifies, scales, or lightens the gold and
silver coins which have been or which may here-
after be coined at the mints of the United States,
or any foreign gold silver coins which by law are
made current, or are in actual use and circulation,
as money within the United States, shall be im-
prisoned not more than two years and fined not
more than $z000."

The term of imprisonment was subsequently
increased to five years. The wording of this
measure would certainly lead one to infer that the
mutilation of coins without dishonest intent—for
instance, by jewelers for ornamentation or curio
purposes—is perfectly lawful, but the treasury de-
partment is always so watchful of the coin of the
realm and so alive to the danger of its unrestricted
mutilation for any purpose that THE KEYSTONE has
never felt justified in advising jewelers that they are
free to mutilate coin with impunity granting that
there is no dishonest intent.

One of our subscribers, who asked the treasury
department for a ruling on this matter received
the following reply : " The law is silent as to the
mutilation of coins where no fraud is shown or
contemplated. Section 5459, revised statutes,
provides a penalty of not more than two years'
imprisonment and $z000 fine for fradulently de-
basing or mutilating coins of the United States.
By an act of March 3, 1897, imprisonment was
extended to five years." Our subscriber inter-
preted this ruling as negative permission to mutilate
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coins in the legitimate prosecution of his business.
The safest course for the jeweler to pursue would
be for him to write the treasury department,
specifying the particular form of mutilation in-
tended, and thus get official permission to do this
class of work. We would be pleased to hear from
any of our readers who have done this.—ED.]

System* in the Watch Rack

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am sending you sketch of

a watch rack we are now using which we find quite

handy (see Fig. y): Outside wood strip, i34 inches

wide, i inches deep ; division wood strip, IX

inch wide, i54 inches deep. Boards or racks to fit

•
•

•
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Fig. I

snugly in these four sections are made of two thin

strips of white wood laid at right angles to the
grain to each
other, fastened

13 together with
screws, covered
with velvet and
hooks inserted
to suit. A, B,
Fig. 2, is upper

line of rack, C loose ring to turn D, the upper

part of which fits into notches in the division

boards. These racks are placed in position in

their sections and held in place by a ring turn

piece which is riveted through the board. The

racks are placed in the safe in an upright position

nights, arid your watches are always on the same

hooks on the rack. Your best regulated watches

at the top and the more-recently repaired ones

lower down.

Fig. 2

Yours truly,
Plattsburgh, N. Y. H. 0. DODGE.

[The subject was discussed at considerable
length on pages 113 and 115, January, 19o8. Other
ideas are invited.—En.]

Special Privileges

ED. KEYSTONE :—In these strenuous days of
special privileges it might be well not to lose

sight of the discriminations practiced by some

wholesalers in favor of well-to-do dealers and

against less fortunate ones. Let us suppose that

A represents the wholesaler, B the specially-

privileged or well-to-do dealers and C the less for-

tunate ones. A favors B with a nice line of goods

for the holidays or other occasion, while C who

invariably pays cash for what he gets, is not only
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denied the privileges granted to B, but is even

imposed upon in having his orders filled with

damaged and inferior goods at a price a little

higher than B pays. It is true B has financial

backing and miy be prompt in his payments, and

if no business reverses should take place he is

doubtless a first-class customer. But C may have

honesty and promptness for backing which is

often as good as finance.

May the day come when there will be more

equal rights and less special privileges. It is not

the adult that needs nursing, but the infant ; it is

not the strong that need help, but the weak.

Yours truly,
" A SUBSCRIBER."

Mammoth Watch-Movement Model
for Window Display

ED. KEYSTONE :—I noticed in a jewelry store

in this city a very attractive window display, the

centerpiece of which was a large model of a lever

escapement. It seemed to greatly interest those

who passed by, and I noticed that scarcely anyone

passed without stopping a moment to examine it.

Can you tell me where I could procure such a

model.
Yours very truly, F. C.

Detroit, Mich.

[Such a model as our subscriber observed is
much used for window-display purposes and we
agree with him that it is a very effective attraction.

It would seem to be particularly serviceable in
calling attention to the watch stock, repair depart-
ment, and incidentally to the mechanical ingenuity
of the jeweler or his watchmaker. The model is
usually made by the jeweler himself or one of his
repairers, and its construction is by no means
difficult. It might interest our readers to know

that the entire detail of constructing a large model
of the lever escapement, such as our correspon-
dent refers to, will be found in the book, "Watch
and Clock Escapements," which can be had from
this office on receipt of $1.50. With the aid of the
descriptive details and illustrations given in this
book, any jeweler can easily construct such a
model at very little expense, either of money or
ti me. —ED. ]

Home-Made Tools

ED. KEYSTONE :—On reading your article in a
recent issue on the subject of "Home-Made Tools,"

it occurred to me that I had been using one for

many years,
and as I
never saw
one like it,
it may be in-

teresting to describe it. It is a riveting tool madefm a 
common heavy wall hook, as shown in

Fig. 1, with the hook cut off, and bent as shown
in Fig 2, leav.
ing the hori-
zontal bar
about three
inches in
length. The
vertical drop
end is screwed
tightly into a
vise, as shown

in Fig. 3, leaving the horizontal bar about one-

quarter of an inch above the edge of the vise.

When struck with the hammer at the end b, Fig. 3,

it exerts great riveting power upon anything held

at the point a, such for instance, as a watch chain

swivel.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Yours very truly,

Seattle, Wash. H. W. APPLETON.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL cic CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorne Streets, Chicago, Ill.

One corner of Silverware Room, Spaulding tit Co., Chicago
Designed and manufactured by us

We make the manufacturing of

High=Grade

Jewelry Store

Fixtures
A Specialty

Send for designs and prices on your

contemplated changes

PIANOS AR
E ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE

JEWELRY TRADE, AND MANY

DEALERS ARE GETTING THE GREATEST PA
RT OF

THEIR PROFIT BY SELLING THEM; PARTI
CULARLY

THE "BRIGGS."

WE WISH RELIABLE HOUSES THAT ARE I
NTER-

ESTED, AND IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITOR
Y, TO

COMMUNICATE WITH US.

BRIGGS PIANO CO., BOSTON, U.S.A.

TllREIS
I T

fN%s
E

TRINGENCY IN GOLD C51,11,DI FINIS11
N [Is3JACRTAFNIPEEED

Thrif 0.NLY EXCLESIVff NEDIUMPRICE SOLID GOLD RING- LINE'

IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR RING BUSINESS THEN WRITE FOR A
SELECTION PACKAGE OR ASK ONE Of OUR, 9 TRAVELLING MEN TO CALL

OVER. 3000 OR_IGINAL DE.SIGN5 TO
SELECT FROM • WRITE TO DAY . 

NIAGARA RING M'F'G. CO.
mcov, 1A176EWEA=T0t1T6T. BUFFALO NY
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NOTES ABOVT

The Travelers' Protective

Travelers' Protective Association of America,
made up of 37,000 commer-
cial travelers, has had a bill

introduced in Congress, which promises, if passed,

to do away with the greatest menace to the travel-

ing public. It requires the railroads to purchase

steel cars, allowing them ten years to dispose of

their present equipment ; provides for a uniform

standard of road bed ; the abolishment of grade

crossings and compels double tracking and a uni-

form and automatic system of block signals on all

roads that attain a certain volume of traffic.
Evidence of the way in which the two-cent

rate law is cutting into the sale of mileage tickets

of various forms by the Western roads is furnished

by the December returns. For that month the

sales of credential forms number 78, as compared

with 3092 for the corresponding month of last year.

During the month 952 2000-mile books were sold,

as compared with 11,598 for the same month last

year. Of the I000-mile form of ticket 143 were

sold, as compared with 1783 for the same month

last year. Should the attempts being made to

have the two-cent laws set aside prove unavailing,

it is not improbable that the sale of mileage tickets

will eventually cease altogether, and commercial

travelers, like other individuals, will pay their way

as they go. Agents of the various lines in Chi-

cago and other Western cities report a falling off in

the sale of interchangeable mileage books, which

almost amounts to their elimination as a factor in

the passenger business. Before the passage of the

Hepburn bill every traveling man and others whose

business took them away from home to any great

extent, bought a mileage book. The tickets con-

taining bow miles were sold to the traveler at a

regular rate of three cents per mile, or $30 a book,

and when the coupons were exhausted the holder

could turn in the cover and receive a rebate of $10

which made his fare but two cents a mile. Figures

show that the average life of a mileage book was

only seventeen days. The only persons who now

seem to have any use for these books are those

travelers who are out on an extended tour, and

some few wholesale houses who use this method

to keep in closer touch with the expenditures of

their traveling representatives than would be pos-

sible were they to pay cash for their tickets as they

use them. Figures on file in the offices of many

Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City agents show

this class of business has fallen off 6o to 8o per

cent. and it is predicted freely that it is only a

matter of a very short time until the sale of mileage

books will be abandoned entirely. This in spite

of the fact that books have recently been put on

sale which are good for passage of any number of

persons.
Traveling men will be interested in an official

statement which has just been issued by the passen-

ger department of the Milwaukee road, in which

the department claims to have found a means to

minimize the discomforts to sleeping car patrons

from overheated pipes beneath the berths. Asbes-

tos sheets an eighth of an inch thick are placed

between the cushions and the mattress when the

berths are made up. This is said to prevent the

passengers from alternating between freezing and

roasting.
Ed. Baumgartner will, for another year, repre-

sent the M. F. Barger Company, watch jobbers,

Chicago, in his old territory.
W. F. Wurzburg has joined the traveling staff of

H. F. Hahn & Company, Chicago. He will fill the

vacancy made by the resignation of Ed. Hoffman,

Association
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who gave up the road to devote his entire attention
to his hotel in Big Rapids, Mich. Mr. Wurzburg
was formerly a traveling salesman and made Grand
Rapids his headquarters.

Among the travelers for Richter & Phillips,

Cincinnati, for 1908, are : Guy W. Ott, who will

travel through Ohio and Indiana ; W. T. Murphy,

who will represent the firm in the South ; Chas. E.

Kendall, in Southern Kentucky, and. F. Phillips in

the Middle West. Mr. Kendall is an addition to

last year's force. He was formerly with Joseph

Mehmert.
Sig. Salomon, 1140 Geary Street, San Fran-

cisco, Cal., will represent Cory & Reynolds Co.,

Providence, R. I., on the Pacific Coast, from

Alaska to Mexico. Mr. Salomon will represent

this company only.
W. H. Balch, one of the senior members, in

point of service, of the traveling force of M. J.

Averbeck, New York City, celebrates his twenty-

first year on the road
with his spring trip
this year. Mr. Balch
started as a boy with
Jos. Nelson & Co.,
wholesale jewelers,
Dunkirk, N. Y. After
a short apprenticeship
at inside work he went
on the road for the
firm, covering Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana,
and has been traveling
in this same territory
ever since,and in many
instances is now doing
business with the sons
of men who were his patrons when he first took

Up traveling. Fifteen years ago Mr. Balch trans-

ferred his services and joined the Averbeck

force, and has been one of the "stars" trav-

eling from New York City for a number of

years past. He has made many warm and inti-

mate friendships in the territory lie covers, conse-

quently it is very difficult for other travelers to

break in on his trade. Mr. Balch makes his home

at Ashland, Ohio, where his wife and son reside.

David Nemser will represent E. A. Cowan

& Co., of Boston, Mass., during the ensuing year,

taking the place of E. A. Cowan, who retires from

the road after thirty years' service. R. J. Taylor

is now in the southwest territory in the interest of

this company. His trip will take in the Pacific

Coast. W, F. Macomber recently celebrated his

twentieth year with the same firm.
The Cohannet Silver Co., Taunton, Mass.,

has a fine staff of traveling representatives for the

coming year. Among the number is the ever-

popular Chas. "Sandy" Chapman, whose territory
is the Middle West.
Mr. Chapman rejoices
in a pleasing person-
ality and fascinating
manner in addition to
his recognized qualifi-
cations as a salesman
of exceptional ability.
He has the happy
faculty of making
every patron a per-
sonal friend and is
regarded by many of
his brother travelers
as the most popular
salesman in his terri-
tory. Other represen-
tatives of the firm are :

Albert 1'. Sheldon and E. T. Hopkins, with

headquarters at 32 Park Place, New York City,

who will represent the company in New York,

New Jersey, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

and the District of Columbia. Mr. Sheldon is

a veteran in the silverware trade, with which he has

been connected for the past twenty years. The

company will be represented in New England and

Pennsylvania by Wm. A. Lamb.
The Bauman-Massa Company, of St. Louis,

has made arrangements with the following trav-

elers who will represent them on the road during

1908 : F. L. Jaccard, in the State of Texas ; W. E.

Susong, in Iowa and Nebraska ; Sam. L. Lowen-

stein, in Missouri, Southern Illinois and Arkansas ;

C. R. Gross, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi

and Louisiana ; Arthur Bauer, in Kansas and Okla-

homa, and Joseph Auer in the South.

W. H. Balch

Chas. "Sandy" Chapman
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The Gustave Fox Company, Cincinnati, will be

represented on the road this year by Bulford Fox,

in the West ; Bert Ganz, in the East ; A. A. Spiegel,

in the South •, Lawrence Scooler, in the North •,

Lester Gabrielle, in the South and Southeast, and

by Felix Sattler in the Middle West.
The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co.,

St. Louis, announces the following list of travelers

for 1908 : S. W. Risien, in Texas and Oklahoma ;

Edw. Meyer, in Missouri, Tennessee, Mississippi

and Alabama 
' 
• John Briggs, in Missouri, Kansas,

Nebraska and Oklahoma, and E. C. Foutz, in Illi-

nois, Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee.
The salesmen of the South Bend Watch

Company, South Bend, Ind., attended their sales-

men's school at the main offices of the factory

during the first week in January, and were iii

their respective fields by January 6th. Some of

the old territory has been divided, the men

having less territory now, five additional sales-

men being added. Following is a list of the

territory and salesmen: J. K. Coulter, Ohio;

J. W. Frazier, Indiana and Kentucky ; C. J;

Tompkins, Illinois ; C. L. Palda, Iowa : I. P. Lane,

New York and New Jersey ; V. C. Regan, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee, the Virginias, Maryland and

Delaware ; F. M. Younglove, Michigan • C. J.

Foley, Missouri and Kansas ; B. H. Wiggins,

Nebraska and South Dakota ; F. P. Coulter,

Washington, Oregon and part of California ; J. F.

Ruth, Pennsylvania ; A. C. Haslanger, Wisconsin

and North Dakota • Wm. DeVall, Colorado, Mon-

tana, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming and Nevada ; George

H. Lang, Minnesota ; C. I. Howie, New Mexico,

Arizona and part of California ; W. M. Pyle,

Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana ;

F. W. Ridenour, Texas ; F. A. Davis, Arkansas

and Oklahoma ; F. A. Dame, New England States;

A. H. Kuhn, North and South Carolina and

Georgia. The salesmen, together with the office

force, were entertained at a banquet at the diver

Hotel by their sales manager, H. C. Carpenter, on

the evening of January 3d. Toasts .were responded

to and a general good feeling prevailed. The host,

Mr. Carpenter, was presented with a handsome

gift as a token of their esteem.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro., St. Louis, announce

the following list of travelers as their staff for 1908 :

H. F. Hines, in Iowa, DIMON and Nebraska ;

L. B. Hale, in the South and Southwest ; J. E.
Durick, in Nebraska and Kansas ; T. A. Brown, in

Missouri, Illinois and Arkansas ; A. I. Crump, in

Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky ; J. M. Irving, in

Kansas and Oklahoma. The last-named gentle-

man is an addition to the staff. He was formerly

with A. J. Jordon and the St. Louis Clock and

Silverware Co.
The Eisenstadt Mfg. Company, St. Louis,

announces that it has made arrangements with the

following staff of travelers for 19°8 : Charles J.
Cedarstrom, Nelson W. Hagnauer, Adolph F.
Eisenbeiss, Otto K. Steuwer, Roland R. Evans,

Fred. J. Longden, Charles M. Powers, J. N.

Hosenpud and Joseph Hummel. The last three

are additions to the traveling force of last year.

W. F. Geier will attend to the city saPes and that of
surrounding towns. On January u8th, all the

members of the staff were banqueted at the Mer-

cantile Club by Morris L. Eisenstadt. They all

left the latter part of the month for their respective

territories.
The L. Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis, an-

nounces that it will be represented on the road by

F. Bross, in Southern Illinois, Southern Missis-

sippi and Arkansas ; H. M. Hubbard, in Texas

and Oklahoma ; 0. L. Ross, in the North and

Northwest ; M. B. Eiseman, in the South and

Southwest ; C. L. Stange, in Northern Illinois,

Missouri and Southern Kansas ; A. H. Goetz, in
Northern Kansas, Wisconsin and Minnesota. H. M.

Heinman will attend to the city trade.
Ed. S. Villmoare, who for the past twelve years

has traveled for the C. B. Norton Jewelry Co., of

Kansas City, has resigned his position with that

firm and accepted a similar position with Benj.

Allen & Co. He will travel in the same territory.
j. E. Green, who has been house salesman for

the F. L. Bosworth Co., of Minneapolis, has gone

on the road for the house. He will travel through

the Iron Range country.
P. Hermes, who is widely known among trav-

elers, having been formerly manager of the jewelry

department of Mandel Bros., Chicago, has opened

an office in the Heyworth Building, that city, and

will represent Eastern manufacturers.
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THE GLENNA REVERSIBLE BRACELET

THE A LINE
Comprises Jade, Amethyst, Coral and Turquoise,

Pearls on the opposite side—All Carbuncle cut
stones

Two Bracelets in one, both sides

stone-set and equally beautiful

Will Appeal to Every Bracelet Buyer

The metal does not come in contact with the

arm—only the smooth gem surface.

THE D LINE
Comprises rolled-plate fronts set with small rose

cuts in Amethyst, Ruby, Emerald and white.

THE C LINE
Comprises Rolled-Plate Front, Jade, Pearl,

Turquoise and Coral Backs.

THE B LINE
Comprises Amethyst, Topaz, Emerald and Light

Sapphire—In Facetted stones, Jade and Coral
in high cuts.

The extreme of beauty in appearance and

comfort in wear.

DOUBLE VALUE FOR SINGLE PRICE

This idea will give new life to the bracelet business and
a fresh impetus to sales.

THE E LINE
Comprises rolled-plate front with fancy mountings

set with Jap. Jade, Coral, etc,

C. D. LYONS COMPANY
C. D. LYONS, Proprietor ATTLEBORO, MASS.

TR ADC

I0

RK

W. E. RICHARDS & CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

0

OUR SAFETY FOB ATTACHMENT IS
The latest on the market
The neatest in design
The most easily adjusted
The one that's always in place
Sure to be a good seller

FOR THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

Nothing lower than 10 K. quality

OUR TRADE-MARK STANDS FOR QUALITY

Factory
191 North Main Street ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office, 12-14 John street
Prices and discounts furnished upon application

iessow

ARTISTIC

NOVELTY AND

ATTRACTIVENESS IN DESIGN

are noted characteristics of our comprehensive line of

SEAMLESS RINGS

Their distinctive originality makes them stand out in

bold contrast with other makes, compels attention and

assures quick sales at good-profit prices.

Great wealth of styles and patterns in all our specialties

kings, Scarf Pins, Ear Knobs, etc. 

THE MORGAN JEWELRY CO.

410

Manufacturing Jewelers

62 Page Street

Providence, R. I.
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THE CONSCIENCE OFF PARADE

BY JOHN TWEEZER

Singular, isn't it, that many an honest

man's conscience holds different views of

duty on the first day of the week and the

remaining six. The "amen corner" on Sun-

day and the office chair on Monday contain

the same physical presence; but there are

two men in consideration, in respect of the

moral qualities of the same man in the two

positions. Something has fallen away from

the Sunday-man ; he strips himself of a cer-

tain adornment Of conscience when he takes

off his Sunday clothes and invests himself

in his office suit.
No, he isn't a hypocrite ; he is just

simply helpless. The fault is not in him,

but in his inheritance of ideas. He is only

the end of a line—the heir of all the ages of

veneered fraud, the unconscious victim of

some centuries of make-believe. He is the

final custodian of the doctrine that if a man

will be specially goody-goody on Sunday,

overmuch will not be required of him on

week-days. He squares his moral accounts

weekly by crediting one Sunday's saintliness.

against the charge of six business-days'

sins.
He takes the sermon seriously ; he is

lifted by the reading of the lesson, and ex-

alted by the singing of the hymn. He walks

home from church in beatific peace of mind,

and his heart fairly oozes the milk of hu-

man kindness. He would say "good dog-

gie" to even a yaller purp. He acknowl-

edges the blessed comfort of rising above

the world, the flesh and the devil and re-

solves to further improve on the example

of his own goodness. And forthwith, Mon-

day morning he advertise F a "Great Sacri-

fice Sale" which is no sacrifice in the least!

Or he will sell, say, a watch case that he

knows (from the price) is "filled" with de-

ceit, and point unblushingly to the stamp,

"Guaranteed for 20 years." Throw truth

to the wind, for the week-day conscience

holds the helm, and the amen-corner is in

far-off Sunday!
Sometimes the conscience squints in an-

other direction, on these worldly weekdays.

He listened with approval to the preacher's

discourse on the Sermon on the Mount,

with its divine counsel of love, tolerance,

unselfishness and non-resistance of evil ; and

until bedtime Sunday Ile would have thrown

back roses in exchange for some sinner's

brickbats. But the sermon echoes but faintly

in his midweek ear, as he glibly bears false

witness against his competitor and inveighs

against his goods, his methods and his

character. The gospel is all right in its

place, but "business is business"; and when
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the Sermon on the Mount was spoken, there

were no outrageous Smiths selling watches

on the opposite corner at ten per cent. above

cost. So here goes for the brute, and Con-

science must wait for Sunday!

"Business is business"—ay, there's the

rub ! If business were conscience put into.

practice, the pendulum would not have to

swing so far between Sunday promise and

Monday performance. If human nature

were not as it is, the "strictly business" suit

would not have to be doffed for the Sunday

sackcloth. Possibly the regeneration of the

merchant will come about only when it is

the fashion to wear the Sunday sackcloth all

through the week ; for there's much in the

influence of clothes, as Carlyle proves.

But don't rail at the individual man—

he is helpless, for he is the victim of inher-

ited conditions. He means well ; he simply

doesn't know how. Possibly—who knows?

—his children's children may come to be-

lieve more in the practice of the Sermon on

the Mount than in the inevitableness of "the

only business way." Possibly his remoter

descendants may come to the conviction that

the Sunday conscience is adaptable to the

weekday duties, and the amen-corner may

be removed to your office chair. But, while

"business is business," such speculations are

unprofitable, being of "the stuff that dreams

are made of."
And now, brethren, we will take up a

collection for the conversion of the heathen.

The Confusion of the Prophet

In 1893 a correspondent asked me how

to advertise solid gold, wide, band bracelets

which he had been carrying in stock for

twenty years.
I answered, through THE KEYSTONE,

that he had best not waste money by trying

to force sale of them through advertising;

that any buyer of solid gold bracelets would

want the latest style only, and price would

be no inducement ; that he had best melt

them up and get immediate cash for part

of their value, as otherwise interest on the

investment was adding yearly to their cost,

etc., etc.
Now see how the Wise Man comes to

grief. Wide bands are again in fashion, in

this year of grace ; and a prominent jeweler

told me that he has "cleaned out" every one

of seven hundred dollars' worth of gold

bands that he had carried for thirty years,

and at prices that returned him his original

cost with interest at two per cent.!

The Wise Man takes for his comfort

the fact that a recurrence of exactly the

same fashion is very rare indeed, and so he

"stands pat" on his former preachments;

but he had a scare, all the same!
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Dry Rot

Recently a newspaper item n gave the

news that a long-established importer of

tropical woods had "gone to the wall."

Forty years ago, with ample capital and

a monopoly of the trade, he seemed in-

vincible; his inglorious end was due to

"dry rot."

The age of a store is not its supreme

virtue. Dull routine cannot withstand the

assaults of progressive methods. The

stickler for "the good old ways" must adapt

his theories to the practical facts of a prac-

tical age. Many an old merchant resents '

today the rude defiance of "the rules of the

game" ; but the public does not care a rap

for old-time methods that will not stand .

the test of new-time appreciations.

The jeweler who walls himself about

by certain established conventions must not

make his barricade so thick and high that

he cannot climb over it or crawl through it,

when occasion presses. He must not draw

his line too hard. He must be adaptable to

changing conditions. If he persists in the

old ways when new ways are better, he is

going into "dry rot." His business is de-

caying at its core, long before it displays

the disease to the observer of its outward.

form.

Evolution in trade methods must keep

pace with the constant evolution in all direc-

tions through which civilization is reaching:

higher levels. The merchant must fall in 1

with the general ideas of the day. He must

grow, to succeed—he cannot stand still,

else "dry rot" sets in. Reputation will carry

him a long way, but it cannot keep him coil

the firing-line without daily refreshment of

the spirit of the times. Tradition and con-

vention are great conserving forces, and

they make for the good of the human soci-

ety; but they cannot stand alone with com-

fort and prosperity. They need the support

of "the latest news." The momentum of an

old reputation will carry a house a long way

down the groove of success, but in time that

momentum will be spent ; progress will be

slower and slower, and the slow-moving

concern will finally stop. Then it requires

prodigious effort to again set it in motion

and to rush it to the fore with its original

force of impact. The slow merchant who

stands fast to his grandfather's ways is

being left in the race by the livelier, more

adaptable, quick-witted competitor who

trims his sails to the changing wind.

"Dry rot" is the process of decay which

lies at the heart of many an old-established

business, and which will, in time, so eat

away the strength and life of the business

that it must fall of its own weight.
- J. T.
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THE CONSCIENCE OFF PARADE

.BY JOHN TWEEZER

Singular, isn't it, that many an honest

man's conscience holds different views of

duty on the first day of the week and the

remaining six. The "amen corner" on Sun-

day and the office chair on Monday contain

the same physical presence; but there are

two men in consideration, in respect of the

moral qualities of the same man in the two

positions. Something has fallen away from

the Sunday-man; he strips himself of a cer-

tain adornment Of conscience when he takes

off his Sunday clothes and invests himself

in his office suit.
No, he isn't a hypocrite; he is just

simply helpless. The fault is not in him,

but in his inheritance of ideas. He is only

the end of a line—the heir of all the ages of

veneered fraud, the unconscious victim of

some centuries of make-believe. He is the

final custodian of the doctrine that if a man

will be specially goody-goody on Sunday,

overmuch will not be required of him on

week-days. He squares his moral accounts

weekly by crediting one Sunday's saintliness.

against the charge of six business-days'

sins.
He takes the sermon seriously ; he is

lifted by the reading of the lesson, and ex-

alted by the singing of the hymn. He walks

home from church in beatific peace of mind,

and his heart fairly oozes the milk of hu-

man kindness. He would say "good dog-

gie" to even a yaller purp. 1-le acknowl-

edges the blessed comfort of rising above

the world, the flesh and the devil and re-

solves to further improve on the example

of his own goodness. And forthwith, Mon-

day morning he advertise P a "Great Sacri-

fice Sale" which is no sacrifice in the least!

Or he will sell, say, a watch case that he

knows (from the price) is "filled" with de-

ceit, and point unblushingly to the stamp,

"Guaranteed for 20 years." Throw truth

to the wind, for the week-day conscience

holds the helm, and the amen-corner is in

far-off Sunday!
Sometimes the conscience squints in an-

other direction, on these worldly weekdays.

He listened with approval to the preacher's

discourse on the Sermon on the Mount,

with its divine counsel of love, tolerance,

unselfishness and non-resistance of evil ; and

until bedtime Sunday he would have thrown

back roses in exchange for some sinner's

brickbats. But the sermon echoes but faintly

in his midweek ear, as he glibly bears false

witness against his competitor and inveighs

against his goods, his methods and his

character. The gospel is all right in its

place, but "business is business"; and when
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the Sermon on the Mount was spoken, there

were no outrageous Smiths selling watches

on the opposite corner at ten per cent. above

cost. So here goes for the brute, and Con-

science must wait for Sunday!
"Business is business"—ay, there's the

rub ! If business were conscience put into

practice, the pendulum would not have to

swing so far between Sunday promise and

Monday performance. If human nature

were not as it is, the "strictly business" suit

would not have to be doffed for the Sunday

sackcloth. Possibly the regeneration of the

merchant will come about only when it is

the fashion to wear the Sunday sackcloth all

through the week ; for there's much in the

influence of clothes, as Carlyle proves.

But don't rail at the individual man—

he is helpless, for he is the victim of inher-

ited conditions. He means well ; he simply

doesn't know how. Possibly—who knows?

—his children's children may come to be-

lieve more in the practice of the Sermon on

the Mount than in the inevitableness of "the

only business way." Possibly his remoter

descendants may come to the conviction that

the Sunday conscience is adaptable to the

weekday duties, and the amen-corner may

be removed to your office chair. But, while

"business is business," such speculations are

unprofitable, being of "the stuff that dreams

are made of."
And now, brethren, we will take up a

collection for the conversion of the heathen.

The Confusion of the Prophet

In 1893 a correspondent asked me how

to advertise solid gold, wide, band bracelets

which he had been carrying in stock for

twenty years.
I answered, through THE KEYSTONE,

that he had best not waste money by trying

to force sale of them through advertising;

that any buyer of solid gold bracelets would

want the latest style only, and price would

be no inducement ; that he had best melt

them up and get immediate cash for part

of their value, as otherwise interest on the

investment was adding yearly to their cost,

etc., etc.
Now see how the Wise Man comes to

grief. Wide bands are again in fashion, in

this year of grace ; and a prominent jeweler

told me that he has "cleaned out" every one

of seven hundred dollars' worth of gold

bands that he had carried for thirty years,

and at prices that returned him his original

cost with interest at two per cent.!

The Wise Man takes for his comfort

the fact that a recurrence of exactly the

same fashion is very rare indeed, and so he

"stands pat" on his former preachments;
but he had a scare, all the same
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Dry Rot

Recently a newspaper item gave the

news that a long-established importer of

tropical woods had "gone to the wall."

Forty years ago, with ample capital and

a monopoly of the trade, he seemed in-

vinrcibrloet,,;. his inglorious end was due to

"dry 

The age of a store is not its supreme

virtue. Dull routine cannot withstand the

assaults of progressive methods. The

stickler for "the good old ways" must adapt

his theories to the practical facts of a prac-

tical age. Many an old merchant resents

today the rude defiance of "the rules of the

game" ; but the public does not care a rap
for old-time methods that will not stand

the test of new-time appreciations.

The jeweler who walls himself about

by certain established conventions must not

make his barricade so thick and high that

he cannot climb over it or crawl through it,

when occasion presses. He must not draw
his line too hard. He must be adaptable to

changing conditions. If he persists in the

old ways when new ways are better, he is

going into "dry rot." His business is de-

caying at its core, long before it displays

the disease to the observer of its outward.
form.

Evolution in trade methods must keep

pace with the constant evolution in all direc-
tions through which civilization is reaching;
higher levels. The merchant must fall in

with the general ideas of the day. He must:

grow, to succeed—he cannot stand still,
else "dry rot" sets in. Reputation will carry

him a long way, but it cannot keep him on

the firing-line without daily refreshment of

the spirit of the times. Tradition and con-

vention are great conserving forces, and

they make for the good of the human soci-
ety ; but they cannot stand alone with corn-

fort and prosperity. They need the support

of "the latest news." The momentum of an

old reputation will carry a house a long way

down the groove of success, but in time that

momentum will be spent ; progress will be

slower and slower, and the slow-moving

concern will finally stop. Then it requires

prodigious effort to again set it in motion

and to rush it to the fore with its original

force of impact. The slow merchant who

stands fast to his grandfather's ways is
being left in the race by the livelier, more

adaptable, quick-witted competitor who

trims his sails to the changing wind.

"Dry rot" is the process of decay which

lies at the heart of many an old-established

business, and which will, in time, so eat

away the strength and life of the business

that it must fall of its own weight.
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eviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

',bout the Effects of Colored Light
Upon the Eye and Its Hygienic

and Therapeutic Uses

In the Society of St. Petersburg Physi-
cians its president, Dr. Blessig, lately gave
a very interesting resume of our knowledge
about the ocular effects of colored light and
its employment in the hygiene and thera-
peutics of the human eye. After some in-
troductory remarks about the physiologic
effect of light upon the visual purple, the
pigment and the retina, the doctor discussed
the pathologic effects of light as it shows
itself in snow-blindness, electric ophthalmia,
and certain forms of cataract, retinitis and
chorioiditis. While speaking of the develop-
ment of cataract by light, Dr. Blessig men-
tions beside the cataract of glass blowers
and that from lightning also the senile cat-
aract, in which, according to him, light also
played an important part, as it was much
more frequent in the south than in the
north. This connection between cataract
and light was further proved by the great
number of cataract operations in India and
by the greater number of cataracts in the
south than in the north of Russia. The ret-
ina is strongest affected by the short waved
colors (blue and violet), although they have
a beneficial effect upon the whole eye. The
iris, however, in its movement is mostly af-
fected by the long-waved colors which at
the same time tire the eye and make a daz-
zling impression. And as the contractions
of the iris produced by the long-waved rays
are often perceived as dazzlings, we gener-
ally consider these rays as detrimental, al-
though they are not so objectively. The eye
Itself has the following protections against
the dazzling of the retina : 1. The power
of the ocular media to absorb some of the
ultraviolet rays. 2. The fluorescence of the
media, by which the ultraviolet rays are con-
verted into visible rays ; that is, rays of
i;.reater wave length. 3. The yellowish
color of the crystalline lens ; and, 4, the
yellow color of the macula lutea. Regard-
ing the practical side of the question, that is,
regarding the therapy and hygiene of the
eye with colored lights, the following con-
clusions are easily derived from the fore-
going. To protect the retina of the eye
from dazzling by the blue and violet rays,
red, yellow and orange glasses are recom-
mended, because they absorb these short-
waved rays. The same glasses are useful
also in aphakia, because here the crystal-
line lens is missing which formerly ab-
sorbed a good many of the blue and violet
rays. Blue and violet glasses, however,
Should be used in inflammations of the an-

terior part of the eye, like inflammations of
the cornea, conjunctiva 'and iris, in order to
cut out the effect of the long-waved rays
(the red and yellow colors) upon the eye,
as this takes away the pain of dazzling.
Green spectacles have no special indication.
Gray spectacles have a general indication
as protection against too strong light in
general.

Cataract From Lightning

Up to the present time about twenty-
five cases have been reported in ophthalmic
literature where a cataract was developed
after a stroke of lightning. The latest case
is given by Dr. Ginsburg. A shepherd, dur-
ing a violent thunderstorm, took refuge in
a covered wagon, but in such a manner that
one foot was outside the cover. Six of his
seven dogs crept under the wagon, while
the seventh had been tied to the wagon with
an iron chain. Lying in the wagon, the
shepherd soon fell asleep and did not awake
until long after the thunderstorm had
passed. When he awoke he had become
blind in both eyes, due, as was later deter-
mined by an expert, to the development of
cataract in both eyes. As all the seven
dogs were dead and the shepherd's one foot,
which had been outside of the cover, was
burnt, there can be no doubt that the wagon
was struck by lightning and that the catar-
acts developed from the electric shock.

How Can We Best Protect the Eyes
From the Dangerous Ultraviolet
Rays of Our Artificial Lights?

At the last (the seventy-ninth) Con-
gress of German Naturalists and Physi-
cians, at Dresden, in September, 1907, Drs.
F. Schanz and Stockhausen showed a pa-
tient (Dr. Stockhausen himself) who dur-
ing his work at an electric arc light acquired
a very severe inflammation of his eyes, an
ophthalmia electrica. This disease, as has
been shown repeatedly by experiments, is
caused by the ultraviolet rays of the arc
light. These rays are not visible for the
human eye, but their presence may be easily
demonstrated by photography, as the photo-
graphic plate is very sensitive to them. It
further has been proved that these short-
waved rays do not extend very far from
the light, but as those with waves longer
than 212 naicromillimeters still extend thirty
feet and more from the arc before they are
absorbed by the air, it is evident that these
actinic rays, which begin with the wave
length of about 380 micromillimeters, are of
considerable practicable importance to all
those who have to work at or near arc
lights. Hitherto it has been thought that a
plate of glass before the eye was sufficient
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protection from these ultraviolet rays, but
the case shown by the speaker showed that
common glass was not enough, because the
patient had worn one. This circumstance
induced the two authors to undertake an in-
vestigation to find out how far glass ab-
sorbed the ultraviolet rays. They found
that only those ultraviolet rays which pos-
sess a shorter wave length than 300 microns
are absorbed by the ordinary lamp and
spectacle lenses glasses. But, as is well
known, these shortest of actinic rays are
those which possess the lowest power of
penetration and which, therefore, are least
able to enter deeply into the human organ-
ism. The most dangerous ultraviolet rays
are those between 400 and 300 microns
wave length, because it is just these that are
easily transmitted by the ordinary lamp and
spectacle glasses. Among the usual pro-
tective spectacles the blue ones protect least
because they transmit the blue end oi the
spectrum best. The smoke glasses weaken
these rays as well as the visible spectrum,
but they do not extinguish them. A further
investigation of the two authors referred to
the amount of ultraviolet rays. in our arti-
ficial lights. They decomposed the light of
all artificial sources of light, from the can-
dle to the latest electric light, by means of
a quartz spectrophotograph, and thus deter-
mined how many ultraviolet rays each light
contained. They came to the conclusion
that our artificial lights with increasing in-
tensities, especially increasing temperatures,
gradually have become richer in ultraviolet
rays. Up to the present time the light en-
gineers have not tried to get rid of these
rays, which are not used at all for the act
of vision, and therefore represent that much
loss of energy. Everybody observes that
his eyes tire more quickly when in this light
he tries to do a piece of work which during
daylight he just would have been able to do
without feeling the exertion of his eyes.
This is the more apparent if the eyes al-
ready are suffering from a slight catarrhal
affection. The diffuse sunlight is not very
rich in these actinic rays, because they
mostly are absorbed by the earth's atmos-
phere, and those which come down to the
earth are mostly lost by the repeated reflec-
tions from the objects. In the human eye
there is one organ which protects the retina
from the effect of ultraviolet rays. This is
the crystalline lens. This lens, on being il-
luminated by ultraviolet rays, shows an in-
tense fluorescence, which proves that the
lens changes these rays to those of lower
wave length. But how is the crystalline lens
affected by this conversion ? Many authors
have observed that intense illumination of
the crystalline with these actinic rays pro-
duced lenticular opacities, and there can
be no question that the glass blowers' cat-

(Continued on page 297)
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lad is produced in this way. The authors
.clieve that even senile cataract is often
trought on, or at least hastened, by the ac-
.inic rays of the modern electric lights, and
hey justly urge a protection of the eye

:.rom these rays. The authors, therefore,
.ndeavored to find a glass which would ab-
.orb the ultraviolet rays to a high degree,
old they believe that they have produced
itie that will answer all purposes and which
will soon be on the market.

3ptical Significance of the Accommo-
dative Pupillary Movements

It is a fact well known to the readers
of THE KEYSTONE that the pupil of the hu-
man eye undergoes constant changes in its
size, not only in response to the amount of
light striking the eye, but also according
to the accommodative effort required while
looking at near objects. These changes in
size, however, are never, or very rarely, as
pronounced as they can be produced by
drugs, the so-called mydriatics, which di-.
late the pupil, and the myotics, which bring
011 a contraction of the pupil. And this, to
the mind of the reviewer, is a very serious
argument against the use of such drugs for
the determination of the refractive error,
because by a mydriatic even such parts of
the refractive media are opened which
never admit light into the eye under ordi-
nary circumstances. Of course, no serious
scientific objection could be made if the eye
was an optic apparatus which was aplanatic
—that is, an apparatus which brought the
rays from a certain point of light always
to one focus, no matter how wide the pupil
was opened. That, however, this is not the
case, has been proved over and over again,
and we will here only call the attention of
the reader to the following diagrams from
Tscherning's "Physiologic Optics" (page
45):

Temporally
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occur during the daily use of the eyes.
The significance of these normal pupillary
movements has been well explained lately in
an article by Dr. John Weidlich, Germany,
in The Archives of Ophthalmology, where
he writes as follows:

It is well known to every phy-
Mydriatic Visual sician who has concerned him-
Disturbances self to any extent with oph-

thalmology that atropine causes
very unpleasant visual disturbances. This de-
pends partly upon the paralysis of accommoda-
tion and partly upon the so-called mydriatic vis-
ual disturbances due to
dilatation of the pupil.
This mydriatic disturb-
ance can be observed
apart from the paralysis
of accommodation, in al-
lowing a myope who is
under the influence of
atropine to view objects
at the far point, or in
allowing a myope with
the correcting glass, or
an emmetrope to look
into the distance.

The mydriasis causes
an increased amount of
light to enter the eye,
thus causing a certain
amount of dazzling. But
another factor is the di-
minution in sharpness of
the image upon the ret-
ina, due to the rays passing through the periph-
eral parts of the lens, causing spherical aberration.

Thus with a dilated pupil, even in a darkened
room, where dazzling from an excess of light can-
not take place, the visual acuteness is diminished.

This fact clears up the me.aning of the move-
ments of the pupil which accompany the accom-
modative changes in the crystalline lens.

The iris has two functions to
perform: first, to regulate the
amount of light which enters
the eye, and secondly, to shut

out the peripheral rays, which interfere with
acuteness of vision.

It is easy to see from the ac-
companying illustration that:

I. When the pupil is con-
stant, nearer objects send

broader cones of light into the eye than more dis-
tant objects—i.e., the changes in the size of the
pupil equalize the amount of light which enters
the eye, for objects viewed at different distances.
2. In refractive media with spherical (or approxi-
mately spherical) surfaces the area of the central
portion of the surface, where spherical aberration
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by the ray and the optical axis always constant.
Only as long as the distances of the points
of incidence from the principal point differ very
little can we speak of a common point of junction
of a homocentric bundle of light.

Other things being equal, with a shortening
of the radius of curvature, the distances on the
refracting surface increase, and consequently the
area about the principal point, which receives rays
which meet almost at the same point, is much
smaller.

Effect of Lens
Curvature
on Pupil

Hence we see why the differ-
ent curvatures of the crystal-
line lens, which occur in ac-
commodation, are accompanied

The upper half of the drawing represents the pupillary plane placed in the principal

plane of the reduced eye. The bundle of light from A, enclosed by the angle B A 
.H,

passes through the upper half of the pupil H B. If the pupil remained the same

size for the bundle of light coming from D, the angle BDH >BA H. If D E is

made parallel to A B, however, the angle EDH —BA H.
The lower half of the drawing shows that with a more marked curvature about

C' as a center, a shorter arc corresponds to the same angle in the case of the less

marked curvature about C as a center; consequently, the peripheral ray F G is

refracted more strongly to 1, whereas the more central ray I, K is not refracted so

strongly to L.

Functions of
the Iris

What the Illus-
tration Shows

MS
„

Nasally Temporally lb E E;

The big circles indicate the dilated pu-
pil and the numbers indicate the refractive
conditions at the respective places. Fig. A
refers to Tscherning's right eye and Fig. B
to one eye of Demicheri. The reader will
see how much the peripheral refraction of
the eye may deviate from that of the central
parts.

But it is not so much to these artificial
dilatations of the pupil that we want to call
attention to at present, but to those which

Nasally

13

is not marked enough to be a disturbing factor,
diminishes with the increase in curvature of the
refracting surfaces and increases with the diminu-
tion of curvature.

This is made clear from the fact that only
those oblique rays of a bundle of light, whose
points of incidence are equidistant from the prin-
cipal point, meet in the same point in the optical
axis. They lie, in the case of an accurately spher-
ical refracting surface, upon the surface of a cone
(or on the surface of a cylinder parallel to the
optical axis), which is formed by turning an
oblique ray through 360° about the point of
origin of the light, retaining the angle formed

by changes in the size of the pupil—i.e., why,
with greater curvature of the lens, the pupil
becomes smaller. (The frequent association of
myosis with hyperopia, in which there is in-
creased accommodation, and the association of
mydriasis with myopia, can be explained in this
way.)

In looking at objects at a distance, the curva-
ture of the lens becomes less. A dilatation of the
pupil results, because the area where spherical
aberration is not troublesome becomes larger, as
well as—in order to allow a larger quantity of
light to enter the eye—because less light enters
the eye from distant objects than from near
objects.

Consequently we can say that the movements
of the pupil, which occur in fixing objects at vary-
ing distances, contribute an optical help to accom-
modation, inasmuch as they prevent the occur-
rence of diffusion circles—i.e., they prevent a
diminution in the number of visual units produced
by a given object by preventing the units of the
image from being larger than the retinal units.
Thus we may speak of the movements of the iris
as an accommodation of accommodation, or an
accommodation of the second degree. This agrees
with Donders's statement that pupillary contrac-
tion follows accommodation to a slight extent.

The value of the size of the
Size of Pupil pupil in determining the clear-
and Clearness ness of vision has long been
of Vision recognized. It was known that

the visual disturbances result-
ing from paralysis of accommodation were in-
creased by the accompanying mydriasis, so that
in cases of pure paralysis of accommodation the
visual acuteness for distance was normal, whereas
with accompanying mydriasis the visual acuteness
for distance was considerably diminished. In the
latter case the vision for near was worse than
could be explained by the paralysis of accommo-
dation alone. In cases of mydriasis alone vision
was diminished at every distance.

In cases of mydriasis without paralysis of
accommodation visual disturbance is greatest for
near vision, due to dazzling from the entrance of
too large a quantity of light into the eye, spherical
aberration and chromatic aberration. Vision is
much improved by placing an opaque plate with
a stenopaic opening in front of the eye. Such a
plate is also of value in determining latent
hyperopia by means of atropine, although some-
times full vision is obtained with the correcting
glass, even without the stenopaic opening. This
is due to the fact that an eye which has been
accommodating constantly, when the accommoda-
tion is relaxed, allows a certain amount of dila-

(Continued on page 299)
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Optical Significance, Etc.
(Continued from page 297)

tation of the pupil without interfering with the
visual acuteness.

A wide pupil accompanies dis-
Distant and tant vision. The purpose of
Near Vision this is to allow more light to

enter the eye, since a smaller
bundle of rays of light enters the eye from each
point than in the case of near objects, and conse-
quently distant objects would not be seen as
plainly as near objects if the pupil remained con-
tracted.

We can say that a pupil which is fitted for
near vision might be considered a relative myosis
for distant vision, causing corresponding visual
disturbance, and a pupil which is fitted for distant
vision might be considered a relative mydriasis
for near vision, causing corresponding visual dis-
turbances.

Myosis causes a contraction of the visual
field, and in near vision the sight is concentrated
upon the important details. Dilatation of the
pupil in distant vision enlarges the visual field.

The changes of the curvature of the anterior
surface of the lens during accommodation are
quite considerable. The radius of curvature is
0 nim. for distance and 6 mm. for near. A di-
optric apparatus which undergoes such changes in
curvature requires a diaphragm arrangement

which can be varied for the different degrees of
curvature.

This diaphragm must be so arranged that for

each refractive condition of the dioptric system

there should be the greatest acuteness of vision,

with sufficient illumination.

Some Remarks on Old and Modern
Bifocal Spectacles

In the following we reprint an article

about old and modern bifocal spectacles

from the pen of Dr. Herman Knapp, the

Nestor of ophthalmology in America. It is

especially interesting to the readers of THE
KEYSTONE on account of one paragraph

towards the end, in which he defines the

field of the optician, and very generously,

too, if we compare it to the limitations put

upon the work of the optician by younger

and less broad minded men, like Dr. G. M.

Gould and others. With regard to one para-

graph in which Dr. H. Knapp mentions Th.
Mundorff as an optician who manufactures
excellent ground bifocals, we need not re-

mind our readers that at the present time

there are quite a number of opticians who

also produce excellent bifocal lenses in

which the reading part is ground directly to

the lower part of the distance lens. Re-

garding the last paragraph, in which Dr.

Knapp refers to the interesting fact that

Donders at first did not want to believe that

astigmatism or astigmia was caused mostly

by the cornea, we need only cite the fol-

lowing words of Donders, which he wrote

a few years later in his world-conquering

essay, "On the Anomalies of Accommoda-

tion and Refraction of the Eye" (page

455) : "The cause of regular astigmatism

is to be sought partly in the cornea. Nu-

merous measurements have shown that the

cornea in its several meridians has a differ-

ent radius of curvature," and again, "It is

thus established in the first place that the

cornea, on account of its form, produces

astigmatism ; in the second place, that even

if the crystalline lens has an influence, the

direction given to it by the cornea in general

preponderates." And regarding Young's
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case, Donders says (page 457, L. C. 1. c.) :
"In a double point of view, therefore,
Young's eye presented an exception: the
refraction was stronger in the horizontal
than in the vertical meridian and the cause
lay principally in the lens." We see, there-
fore, that Donders soon recognized the
truth of Knapp's remarks, but that he was
not fully convinced on account of the ex-
ception in the eye of Young, this most ac-
curate observer, until he had made measure-
ments of the cornea himself on many dif-
ferent persons.

The idea of the bifocals is due to Benjamin
Franklin, who was born in 1706, in Boston, and
died in 1790 in Philadelphia.

He put two horizontal half-spectacles to-
gether : (a) the upper, his distance glass ; (b) the
lower and stronger, for near objects, as reading,
etc.

Emmetropes, when old, are apt to cut off the
upper half and use the lower as a suitable near
glass. These simple devices have been much im-
proved, especially in the last years. The principle
is: "The difference between the far glass and the
near glass has to be added to the lower part of
the far glass."

My object is to describe the current patterns.
Sonic of them are constructed on new and inter-
esting principles.

The most popular kind is the distance glass
with a small magnifier pasted on the lower part
of the distance glass.

This paster is not only conspicuous, but, by
deterioration of the cement, lowers the trans-
parency of the glass. To obviate this defect the
small lens is sunk into a concavity on the lower
part of the far glass and its surface is even with

that of the far glass. It is kept in the concavity
of the lower part of the far glass with the finest
cement, and when nicely polished it is not con-
spicuous; these patterns are styled "invisibles."

The strengthening addition may also be
bedded between two full glasses, which have their
opposing surfaces touching each other. One of

them, or both, may receive enclosures with cor-

rection of the refractive errors. The presbyopes

and the hyperopes require convex additions with

strong refraction (flint-glass) on the lower part.
The myopcs require concave additions with

glasses of diminishing refraction, and are put on

the upper part.

a

Fin. 5. I. Rough specimen. The crown glass is per-
forated at b, where the flint glass cylinder reaches from
one side to the other, and is ground on the same levels.

2. A variety of this kind with the difference that the
cylinder does not pass through to the other surface, but
rests on a small crown glass bottom.

The viyope of 20" has this as his neutral or

far point ; farther he cannot ;see dearly at a dis-
tance. He must have a glass of 20" to see at long
distances. His accommodation lets him see from
to" to 20". Without concave spectacles his ac-
commodation lets him see to so'. A middle or
low degree of myopia should have its far point
of vision determined and be allowed glasses of

low or middle degrees.
In highest degrees it is prudent to remain

below the far point, especially if there is disease
on the background. Rest of the organ, besides
other precautions to relieve the accommodation,
is rational.

Myopes without internal organic disease and
having fair vision do best to choose their far
glasses with diminished refraction on the lower
part, like the hyperopes.
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An example may perhaps be the best &scrip

non :
A man in the twentieths has a myopia of

— 1,;" = — 6 D. (French measure, 36" [or, more
accurately, 36.94"] _= ni.). If he adds an en-

closure + = 3 D. to his far point — he

will read through the lower part, from 6" to 12",

but with less strain. His amplitude of accommo-
dation is Ty 3 1).]. In the upper half he can

see well from 12" to co , at 12" with the greatest

effort, and at co in the relaxation of accommodation.
If we want to change the location of the ampli-

tude of accommodation, our young man may be an
example. He adds + to his far point — ; it

leaves — 1-12fi. He will read through the lower

part of his glass, — -ft.,;". The far point is now

— a good distance for near and far seeing.

Fru. 6. The oven in which the flint glass cyli—nder
and the crown glass mantle fuse together.

C is the small lens which the optician observes whether
the two kinds of glass melt.

d is a cleft through which he watches until the fusion
is complete.

The myopes of low or moderate degree re-
quire only a distance glass ; those of high degree
should have glasses of their far points. They
should have magnifying additions in the lower
part of their far glass.

The optician, Theodore Mundorff, of New
York, has for many years manufactured bifocals
which in sharpness of vision and durability of
work are equal to the best that are now in the
market. The glass shows a curved line, as he
uses almost all the space on the lower half of
the far spectacle to get sufficient space for the
near sight. The area is like the small magnifiers
which are pasted on the lower part of the far
glass. This increase of refraction is obtained
by grinding the outer surface of the lower half
more convex, which, of course, has made the
radius shorter and the refraction stronger.

Flu. 7. a. The above part of the glass.
b. Lower part, made stronger by grinding the sur-

face more convex.
I have worn a pair constantly for six or

seven years. It has given me perfect satisfaction.
The curved line, separating the near glass from
the far part, is the only visible line. Projecting
over the deeper lower part there is scarcely any

(Continued on page 301)
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Some Remarks on Bifocal Spectacles

(Continued front page 299)

accumulation of dust. I had no difficulty to keep
it cl

The latest and the best is the bifocal of
Borsch, of Philadelphia.- He fastened the small
flint lens in a concavity or a whole perforation
of the distance glass, not with any cement, but
the small addition to the far glass, well corrected
of refraction errors, and carefully fitting to the
concavity on which it was pressed. It was not
cemented, but with an identtcal material (glass),
Figs. 5 and 6, he made it fluid with its case, by
fire. He took a small oven, into which he put
the lens, and made it melt by intense heat, through
electricity or lighting gas. The oven had a
cover, which left a small cleft through which he
watched the glass, and when both parts were
fused to one mass he removed the fire; after
which he could also correct an astigmatic error
on the open surface, but the other end of the en-
closure, which had been corrected before, was put
into the hole and impressed its relief into the
softer glass, as the optician looked into the oven
and saw that the glass and its mantle were evenly
fused together.

The enclosure was of flint glass, which is
denser and more refractive than the crown glass.

The optician as a rule gets a prescription
front the oculist as the pharmacist from the phy-
sician. Yet the optician can arrive at such pre-
scriptions if he has to deal with a patient whose
eyes and brain are free from organic defects.
The eye, however, has many diseases which are
difficult to find out and appreciate. I should
advise the optician to consult the oculist when
he, by glasses, fails to get full acuteness of vision.
The oculist is also more expert to recognize the
multitude of nervous and cephalic diseases. The
best field for the optician is the uncomplicated
astigmia, and this occurs in a very large number;
also old age, though that is much complicated.
Astigmia is present in every eye, and the correc-
tion can be recognized without trouble and mis-
take. The trial case is mostly sufficient to recog-
nize its presence, kind and treatment. Many peo-
ple do not see well, and the optician's apparatus
will not be competent to recognize the defect,
much less to indicate the treatment.

I beg to end this paper with a little contro-
versy which I bad with Prof. Donders in my
student years, in 1859, when I worked in Helm-
holtz's laboratory on the Curvature of the Hu-
man Cornea. At that time this was very onerous.
I found the differences of the radii and, of
course, those of the meridians. At the meeting
of the German Ophthalmologic Society, at Hei-
delburg, I communicated the results and said that
this asymmetry might be the cause of the astig-
tnia. Donders opposed. He said that could not
be, as Thomas Young, who was astigmic, an-
nulled the effect of the cornea by putting it be-
hind water, but his astigmia remained the same.
I replied that Thomas Young might have other
causes for his astigmatism. There was no dis-
cussion.

The Treatment of Anisometropia

In the last number of The Annals of
Ophthalmology Dr. W. E. Bruner, of Cleve-
land, Ohio, gives his experience in the treat-
ment of anisometropia. By the last term
he designates that condition of the two eyes
of a patient in which there is a decided dif-
ference in the refraction of the two visual
organs. He arranges the cases of aniso-
metropia into three groups:

I. Where one eye only, and always the same
one, is used, and the other is permanently ex-
cluded, whether the vision of the other eye may
or may not be improved with a glass.

2. Where good vision may be obtained in
either eye, and the patient may be able to use
either eye separately, but binocular vision is
lacking.

3. Where binocular vision can be obtained.
In the first group are found many of the neg-

lected cases of anisometropia, cases for which
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something could have been done in childhood,

but when we see them later in life there is a
marked amblyopia of the one eye, the patient is

getting along comfortably with the use. of the

other eye, and is unwilling to give the time and

trouble to train the defective one, i. even f as-

sured that eventually he might obtain useful vis-

ion with that eye. In many of these cases, how-

ever, training would accomplish little or nothing,

and even if by long training some . improved

vision might be obtained, binocular vision would

still be lacking and never could be attained. If

the case is seen in early childhood much can
sometimes be done for it.

If the child's eyes are such that even the good
eye is in need of a glass, or it is evident that he
will need help for that eye before he gets much
older or progresses far in school, the sooner we
correct his eyes the better ; and we should then
correct the more defective eye as near the full

as possible and at once start exercising it, if the
vision is defective, and as the vision improves
also institute training of the fusion sense, as in a
case of strabismus. This condition of anisome-
tropia will be found in not a few cases of stra-
bismus, and this same line of treatment will be
important for the correction of the strabismus
as well as the improvement of the defective vis-
ion. In three patients belonging to this group no
effort was made to correct the anisometropia.
They were in middle life (ages respectively 48,
43 and 47), had been perfectly comfortable using
one eye, or had already found that any attempt to
make the two eyes work together caused them an-
noyance or discomfort, and instead had only the
one eye corrected. Such lenses were given and
afforded them perfect comfort.

The second group includes those patients
who may see with either eye alone, but do not
obtain binocular vision. Even in the absence of
binocular vision, not a few of these patients
prefer to have both eyes corrected. Some of this
group, of course, could be helped if seen in early
childhood, when the fusion sense might be trained
and binocular vision obtained. If in a young per-
son, one eye is almost ernmetropic, while the
other has a high error of refraction, and the
patient has no symptoms whatever from the eyes,
and it is probable that he may never need glasses
for the good eye until he becomes presbyopic, or
if the more defective eye is moderately myopic, so
that he may by using it for reading never need
glasses even at the presbyopic age, it is question-
able whether it is necessary or wise to inflict such
a person with glasses all his life when he may
be as comfortable without them. If we should
adopt such a plan, the patient should, of course,
be kept under observation from time to time.
Should any defect develop in the good eye, or
should the patient begin to have any disturbance,
ocular or reflex, from eyestrain, or should an im-
balance of the muscles indicate possibly a devel-
oping strabismus, it would, of course, be neces-
sary to correct the two eyes at once. Some per-
sons go through life using one eye for distance
and one for close work with perfect comfort,
while any attempt to correct this inequality and
make these two eyes work together causes them
much annoyance and discomfort.
. The third group includes those patients who,

with the proper lens before each eye, obtain binoc-
ular vision. It is in this class of anisometropic
patients that we obtain our most satisfactory re-
sults. The earlier in life the attempt is made to
correct the two eyes, so that they may work to-
gether, the more easily will they do this, and with
so much the less annoyance or actual discomfort
to the patient. Some adults, though obtaining
excellent binocular vision, will not possess the
necessary patience to endure the annoyance which
is frequently inevitable in attempting to make
two eyes work together, which have never done
so or have done so only very imperfectly, and
some few persons even after a fair trial will be
compelled to give up the attempt. In my own
experience these patients are rare, and most of
them fail not because success is impossible, but
because they lack a little persistency.
. We do,. of course, meet some patients with

anisometropia who never can obtain complete
comfort, and especially is this true if the patient
is also a marked neurasthenic, and yet this is not
surprising, as we unfortunately all meet occa-
sionally with patients possessing only a small
error of refraction whom all the efforts of all the
many oculists. whom they consult fail to relieve
of all eyestrain, or to enable them to use their
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eyes to any extent. We must be on our guard in
such cases not to overlook sonic cause other than
the eyes which is producing this asthenopia, as,
for example, some pathologic condition in the
nares or sinuses, gastro-intestinal disturbance, or
some uterine or ovarian trouble.

The doctor sums up his experience, as
follows:

In the final analysis of our cases, we find
that many patients who could obtain no relief
without glasses, or with glasses, which either did
nct recognize the difference between the two eyes
or corrected it only partially, are relieved of their
symptoms both ocular and reflex by the glasses
which correct the inequality between the two eyes.
My own statistics in this regard show in 113 cases
reported the following results :

No attempt made to correct the
inequality   3

Tried and gave up the attempt  3

Doubtful   
helpubtfi 2il   

Partial relief   I I
3

Greatly benefited   91
Of the two patients not helped by the glasses,

one has been an invalid with a severe type of
neurasthenia for years. She has tried glasses
from several oculists, and while I was doubtful
whether lenses would accomplish any good, I felt

that they should be given a thorough trial.. She

wears them, and is better with than without them,

but they do not seem to have accomplished any
particular good, either as regards the eyes them-

selves or her general condition. The other pa-

tient seemed to derive no benefit from the glasses,

but later reported to her physician, a neurologist,

that she had been cured by Christian Science.
Of the three cases with doubtful results, one

was a great sufferer from headaches, hut it was
very doubtful whether these were due to the

eyes; another one simply reported that his eyes

were still weak, but he did not say anything in re-

gard to the ocular pain and headaches, and the

third reports by letter that he is "hardly able to

say whether or not there has been any change for

the better."
Three patients tried the glasses and gave

them up, one a man, aged 56, tried them three

months and then removed the lens from the

defective eye and inserted a plain glass which he

had worn before. Another, a man, aged 59, re-

ported indirectly that he did not like them, but I

never saw him after he had been wearing the

glasses, and I do not know how long or thorough

a trial he gave them. The attempt was possibly

unwise in this case. He probably should have

been treated as were the three for whom I made

no attempt to correct the inequality, or one eye

should have been adjusted for distance and the

other for reading, as he had been using them all

his life. The third, a man aged 24, tried them

two months and then wanted the glasses made

alike for the two eyes.
In conclusion, therefore, we are warranted,

I believe, in making the plea urged at the begin-

ning of this paper, that a greater effort be made

in our cases of anisometropia to correct both eyes,

as in so doing not only can many so-called useless

eyes be preserved from further deterioration of

vision and be made to see and to share more or
less in the work of the better eye, but the patient

can be made more comfortable and relieved of

ocular distress, headaches and other reflex dis-

turbances.

Auto Goggles

In an article in the British Medical Journal

on "Errors of Vision as a Factor in Motor Car

Accidents," Dr. Cecil Clements sums up as fol-

lows:
"Goggles with bowed glasses should never be

used under any circumstances, and for this rea-

son: Though theoretically they are similar to

plain glass, practically they are really myopic

glasses of varying strength. Hence they may

just turn the scale in favor of spasm of accom-

modation. Flat, glazed goggles should be worn,

and, if required, they can be replaced by the

requisite correcting lenses, care being taken that

the existing goggles are properly centered.
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HYPERMETROPIA, MYOPIA, PRES-

BYOPIA

A Clinical Talk by A. A. CARTER before the New England

Association of Opticians.

Hypermetropia may be defined as a condi-

tion in which the anterior-posterior axis of the

e y eball is so short or the refracting power so

low that parallel rays are brought to a focus

behind the retina (when the accommodation is at

rest). In other words, the focal length of the

refracting media is greater than the length of the.

eyeball.
Hypermetropia, therefore, is usually due to:

I. The shortening of the axis of the eyeball

(this is by far the most common cause)

and is congenital.

2. The flattened condition of the cornea,

the result of disease, or occurring con-

genitally.
3. Arrested development, which varies from

the slightest degree to the extreme con-

dition known as "microphthalmos."

4. The absence of the lens, which is known

as "aphakia."

F. S. A., age 21, jeweler by oc-

An Illustrative cupation. Complains of head-

Case ache, which comes on about ii

A. M. every day. This symp-

tom is a striking one and is a characteristic that

the headache is due to eyestrain. At first on

going to work in the morning the ciliary muscle

has recuperated by the previous night's rest and

is easily able to overcome the refractive error,

and afford good vision without any apparent

effort. But, after a while, this continued tax on

the accommodation, which is greater than it

should be normally, begins to cause fatigue, and

by the time the noon hour is reached the eye is

sending vigorous complaints to headquarters (the

brain), that the burden of work imposed upon it

is in excess of its natural capacity. This is

simply and solely what headache means.

So far we have this symptom of headache

following the use of the eye. We naturally think

of hypermetropic astigmatism. We now call his

attention to the distant test chart to obtain the

acuteness of vision in each eye separately, which

we find is equal to 20/15. This is So much better

than normal that it practically excludes astigmat-

ism. In further examination of this point we

make an ophthalmometric examination, and find

that the mires overlap T/2 step in the vertical

meridian in each eye. This corresponds to nor-

mal corneal curvature and is corroborative that

the error is not one of astigmatism.

This leaves hypermetropia as the probable

condition of refraction, and in order to determine

its existence we place convex lenses before the

eyes as the patient looks at the distant chart, and

we find that a + D. lens is readily accepted,

thus indicating a manifest hypermetropia of this

amount.
We now proceed to examine the patient's

near vision, and measure his amplitude of ac-

commodation. We find that he can read the

smallest print as close as five inches and as far

away as thirty inches. This near point of five

inches represents an amplitude of accommodation

of 8 D. At 20 years of age the eye should

possess so D. of accommodation. The patient

possesses only 8 D. There is, therefore, an evi-

dent deficiency of 2 D., at least, and a presump-
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tion of the existence of hypermetropia of like

amount. Therefore, in this young man's case

we find that accommodation at the near point is

2 D. less than it should be, so we are justified

in assuming that this amount of accommodation

has been used to overcome hypermetropia.

This examination of the amplitude of accom-

modation corroborates the diagnosis of hyper-

metropia and shows it to be even greater than

the acceptance of the convex lens indicated.

Continuing our examination, we look into the

condition of the muscular equilibrium, using the

Maddox rod, and place it over the left eye in a

horizontal position. The image formed in this

eye is a vertical streak of light, which the patient

tells us is about four inches to the left of the the

light. This is a condition of homonymous dip-

lopia, due to the over-convergence of the eyes,

and indicates esophoria.
After trying several prisms, we find that the

one of three degrees, base out, brings the red

streak directly through the light. This esophoria

is additional corroborative evidence of the pres-

ence of hypermetropia, because the latter, by call-

ing the accommodation into play also stimulates

the convergence, and hence, unless there is some

disturbance of the relation that closely binds

the functions of accommodation and convergence,

esophoria always accompanies hypertnetropia.

Our next step in the examination is to try

each eye separately with the test lenses, and, in-

asmuch as the lessened amplitude of accommoda-

tion indicates a degree of hypermetropia greater
than the convex lenses previously accepted, we

will make use of the fogging system. We place

a 5 D. in the trial frame, in front of the right

eye. Patient says he cannot see a single letter on

the test chart. We hold — .5o D. in front of the

+ 5 D., and the patient says he cannot name a

single letter, but the card looks clearer. We re-

place the — .50 D. by a — i D., and now the

patient is able to see the large letter at the top of

the test chart. We gradually increase the strength

of the concave, at first by the — .50 D. and then

by — .25 D., until finally the patient is able to

name all the letters on the No. 20 line and most

of them on the No. 15 line, adopting the same

procedure in the left eye.

Now, we will see what we have in the trial

frame. In the back cell we have the + 5 D. lens,

which was originally placed there. In the front

cell we have a — 3 D., the latter partially neutral-

izes the former and leaves a value in front of the

eyes of — 2 D., with which the patient has normal

vision, and therefore we have discovered a hyper-

metropia of this amount.
We will finish our examination of this young

man's eyes with the retinoscope, which gives us

the same results as found by the fogging system.

We now have a complete record of this case,

and as all tests agree, we have no difficulty in ar-

riving at a satisfactory diagnosis of the nature

of the effect and the amount.
This being done, it might seem at first

thought that a pair of lenses of + 2 D. should

be prescribed to the instant relief and satisfaction

of the wearer. But my experience has been that

it is not well to try to force too strong a convex

lens on an eye that has never been accustomed

to the use of glasses, as it will blur distant vision

and make the eye uncomfortable. Of course, if

the use of the glasses is persisted in for several

months the impairment of vision and feeling of

discomfort will gradually disappear.
When the glasses are put on the patient nat-
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urally expects to see better, for he thinks that

this is the purpose for which glasses are worn.
If, on the other hand, vision is impaired by the

glasses, the impulse of the patient is to take them

off, and it is only exceptionally that he can be

persuaded to wear them under such circum-

stances, and for these reasons when the patient is

young and the accommodation vigorous we will

correct only part of the error and order the

glasses 1.50 0. U.
When the patient made a report later, I was

told that he glasses had relieved the headache

and afforded entire satisfaction, whereas if we
had attempted to give a full correction, the pa-

tient would have returned, most likely, very much

dissatisfied, when we would have been compelled

to reduce the strength of the glasses, or the pa-

tient would have wandered off to some other

optometrist of more tact, if not more skill.

Myopia

Myopia, or short sight„ is the opposite con-
dition of hypermetropia. We saw that hyperme-
tropic eyeball was too short, so that parallel rays

focused behind the retina. It is, therefore, not

adapted to any real distance, because in order to

see any object clearly it is necessary that the de-

fect should be corrected, either by the, accommo-

dation or a convex glass. Now, in myopia, al-

though the eyeball is too long to allow of distant

objects being seen clearly, it is perfectly adapted

for near vision, so that a low degree of myopia

may not be a very serious disadvantage.

We spoke of hypermetropia as congenital, due

to an arrested development. Myopia is an ac-

quired defect, and may be looked upon as an

effort of nature to adapt the eye to near objects,

as a result of incessant demands on near vision.

Therefore, the determining causes of myopia are:

r. Constant use of the eyes for near work,

especially at an early age, when these

organs are developing.

2. Too great a length of anterior-posterior

of the eyeball (this is a common cause

of myopia).
3. The increase of the index of refraction

of the lens (this may occasionally occur

ill the development of cataracts).

Miss J. T., age 23 ; stenog-

An Illustrative rapher by occupation. The his-

Case tory she gives is as follows:

Complains of inability to see

across the street, read the car signs, and even to

recognize persons when passing them; no trouble

in reading, but pain and lachrymation when

working and reading music, more noticeable at

night. The history indicates a condition of

greatly impaired vision. The patient says she is

'short-sighted, but I never accept the uncorrobor-

ated statement of any patient, nor even to allow

it to influence my judgment. Many a patient has

come to me and told me that they were near-

sighted, when, upon examination„ we have found

them to be hypermetropic of such a high degree

that distance vision was impaired, and the book

was held too close to the eye in order to take

advantage of the larger visual angle. Therefore,

it is best to approach a case with unbiased judg-

ment and proceed in accordance with our usual

methods.
At first, in trying to determine the visual

acuity in this case, I found it to be greatly im-

paired, the patient being scarcely able to see the

(Continued on page 305)
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test chart, much less to distinguish any letters

on it. I requested her to approach the chart, and

it was not until she got within four or five feet

that she was able to name the largest letter at the

top of the card. Therefore, the visual acuity is

expressed as 5/200.
When I handed her the reading test card I

observed that she brought it close to her eyes,

and on estimating the distance, found that the

near point was about three inches and her far

point about six inches, which showed a very lim-

ited range of accommodation.
The examination, so far, has shown a less-

ened visual acuity and a restricted far point, both

of which conditions are symptomatic of myopia.

These conditions are also found in high hyperme-

tropia.
I now resorted to the retinoscope, which de-

termined the condition at once. The reflex is

dull and the movement slow in either case. If

hypermetropia is present, the movement is seen to

be "with" the mirror, and convex lenses will

brighten the reflex and make the movement faster

and more noticeable. In myopia, as in this case,

the movement is "against" the mirror, and a con-

cave lens was needed to clear the reflex and the
movement. The ophthalmoscope was also used,
the direct method being preferable, and if hyper-
metropia were present, the disk is small, the pic-

ture of the fundus improved by convex lenses.
In myopia the optic disk is large and indistinct,

and a concave lens is used to reduce it to its
normal size and make it clearer.

I now returned to the subjective means of
examination, in accordance with my established
rule in my practice. I always try convex lenses
first, and as the symptoms indicated too high a

degree of defect, it was useless to commence with
such a weak lens as a half or quarter of a D. I
tried a + 2 D., and patient complained that it
made vision decidedly worse. I allowed this ±
2 D. to remain before the eye for a moment, be-
cause if hypermetropia is present it will encour-
age a relaxation of the accommodation and vision
gradually improves as the eye adapts itself to the
glass. But in this case there was no such im-
provement. I removed the plus lens and re-
placed it with a — 2 D.; at once we found this
lens more acceptable, and in answer to our ques-
tion, she said the letter "E" was much sharper
and blacker and could almost determine the
letters on the second line. We have now posi-
tively proven that the refraction of the eyes is

myopia, and this indicates the direction along
which our examination must be made.

We now proceed to find out what improve-
ment can be gained from the pin-hole disk, and
after a little hesitation, she named the letters on
the No. 30 line. This test proves that the im-
paired vision is due to a refractive error, and
indicates the extent to which it can be improved.
I tested each eye separately, increasing the
strength of the concave lenses until we reached a
— 6 D., with which vision = 20/30; an addi-
tional — .5o D. afforded the acuteness of vision,
but the letters smaller. I had now measured the
error of refraction. The question arose : What
glasses should I order? This young woman had
never worn glasses, and her myopia had undoubt-
edly been increasing from year to year as a result
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of her neglect. On account of the myopic con-

dition of her eyes, but little effort of accommo-

dation had been acquired, and as a consequence

the ciliary muscle is weak. If I had given her

full correction, with the instruction to wear the

glasses constantly, for both far and near, too

heavy a tax would be placed upon the ciliary

muscle, with a result as follows : Making the

patient very uncomfortable and with all the symp-

toms of asthenopia.
These facts lead to the rule that I long ago

adopted to govern prescribing of lenses in my-

opia, viz: That they should be the weakest pos-

sible, consistent with fair visual acuity. For the

reason first mentioned, I did not think it advisable

to order glasses stronger than a — 4 D.

On delivery of glasses I advised her to ex-

ercise caution in regard to the use of the same,

especially to be careful in reading and working

to have good, steady, clear light if possible, and a

change of occupation would be advisable, for one

in which she would not be so closely confined;

but if not, after working all day, she should do no

reading at night, or, if any, very little.

It is well to remember that a myopic eye is

a "sick eye," and the prescribing of glasses is

only a part of the general consideration such

eyes should receive. When myopia is once estab-

lished, its constant tendency is to increase, not

only to the great impairment of vision, but to

actual damage to the tissues of the eyes. If this

young woman had used glasses some few years

ago, when, perhaps, myopia was less than half

it is to-day, we feel sure we could have checked

the progress of the defect.

Presbyopia

With advancing age many changes take place

in the eye. The acuteness of vision becomes less,

owing partly to a loss of transparency of the

media and partly to a diminution in the perceptive

and conductive power of the retina and optic

nerve. At the age of 40 the acuteness of vision is

almost unaltered, the bottom line of the distant

type being read at a little over twenty feet. Gen-

erally at 50 it can still be read at the same dis-

tance, but after this time it diminishes regularly.

In addition to these changes, the accommodation

gradually diminishes, the near point slowly but

steadily receding. This change in the accommo-

dation occurs in all eyes, whatever their refrac-

tion, and is due to an increased firmness in the

lens, whereby its elasticity is lessened and perhaps

also in some slight degree to loss of power in the

ciliary muscle, due to advancing age. This fail-

ure of accommodation begins as early as the tenth

to the fifteenth year, at an age when all the func-

tions of the body are still developing, but it does

not usually cause inconvenience until after the

age of 40. Presbyopia must, therefore, be looked

upon as a physiological condition.
Mr. J. C., age 43 ; occupation,

An Illustrative printer. Symptoms : Has dif-
Case ficulty in maintaining clear vis-

ion for near objects ; com-

plains of headaches and feeling of weariness after

reading, especially in the evening, small objects

being less easily seen than formerly, because hav-

ing to be held farther from the eye, they subtend

a smaller visual angle; is inclined to seek strong

light, places the lamp which he is using between

his eye and the book, by doing this he causes the

pupils to contract and so lessens his circles of

diffusion, he avoids small print and holds the

book for work farther away. These symptoms
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are due to a recession of his near point, and if

asthenopia (weak or painful vision) occurs. This

may be dependent upon a disturbance of the

balance between accommodation and convergence.

The convergence being the same for any given

point, a much greater accommodative effort is

necessary than was formerly the case).

In the first place, we determine the acuity of

vision. We ask the patient to read the lowest

line of letters on the distant chart, and he names

every letter on the No. 20 line. This being nor-

mal vision, it excludes myopia; and in order to

determine the possibility of hypermetropia, we try

a + 5 sphere and a + .5o D. cylinder, rotating

the latter through the different meridians, both

of these being rejected, we are justified in con-

cluding that the refraction is emmetropic.

I now hand the patient a reading card, and

ask him if he can read the smallest type at the

top of the card. He replies that he can, at the

same time removing the card away from his eyes.

We request him to bring the card nearer to his

eyes, as close as it is possible for him, even

though he feels it a great strain, and on estimat-

ing this distance, we find it to be nine inches,

which represents the near point in this case, this

indicating a deficiency of accommodation.
The question occurs as to what is the stand-

ard by which accommodation must be gaged?

The least amount of accommodation which an

eye should possess in order to use the eyes for

close vision without strain is 5 D., and, therefore,

in this patient's case there is a deficiency of ac-

commodation.
Now, I have three essential features of this

case, viz: Refraction, normal; accommodation,

deficient; age, 43. The existence of these three

factors in any one case proves presbyopia. If any

one is missing it cannot be simple presbyopia, and

when all are present it cannot be anything else.

We are safe, then, in diagnosing this case as one

of presbyopia; and now the question arises as to

what glasses should be prescribed. Theoretically,

this is a- simple matter. The eye should possess

5 D. This man has only 4.50 D.; therefore, the

deficiency is 1/2 D., which is made by a convex

lens of like amount. I inquired of this man if he

had ever worn glasses. He replied that he had

bought a pair about six months ago, but they

drew his eyes, and he hasn't worn them much.
I asked to see the glasses, and on neutralizing
them, found them to be + D. Owing to a
slight impairment of the accommodation, shown
by our examination, you will readily see that

these glasses were too strong, which has been

proven by our patient's experience with them.
In closing, I want to say that presbyopia is

not a well-defined departure from normal shape

or structure (as the several refractive errors),

but rather an impairment of the function of ac-

commodation that comes on so gradually that to
a certain extent the eyes adapt themselves to it.
Even though the refraction is the same in two
persons of the same age, the accommodation is apt
to vary,. and hence, also, the amount of presby-
opia.

Finally, one objection to stronger glasses is
that they diminish the range of accommodation
and tie the patient down too closely to his book
or work. This imposes a strain on both the
accommodation and the convergence. Diminish

the strength of the glasses about I%  D. and you
will greatly extend the range of accommodation
and at the same time make the patient more com-
fortable in the use of his eyes.
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Secondary Contracture, or Consecutive Deviation.—But as time

goes on, the lamed eye deviates more and more, owing to the loss

of vital resistance in the paralyzed muscle, to which we may perhaps

add what physicists call " fatigue of elasticity" in it and in the

resisting portions of Tenon's capsule. Thus arises what is gener-

ally called " contracture of the antagonist." Mr. Berry believes

that there is no real contracture. I am inclined to believe that in

the course of years a slight contracture does occur in the opposing

muscle or muscles, but as a consequence rather than as a cause of

the increase in the paralytic deviation. When the lame muscle
becomes stretched and its resistance enfeebled more and more, the
others move the eyeball, without their, however, becoming stronger

than they were before.
My impression is that the consecutive deviation (as I prefer to

call it, since this name commits to no theory) will be found great
in proportion to—
( I ) The absoluteness of the paralysis ;
(2) The long-standing of the paralysis;
(3) In proportion as the paralytic deviation is supplemented

by a pre-existing latent deviation ;
(4) In proportion to the degree of atrophy of the paralyzed

muscle from (a) Want of innervation, (6) Want of use ;
(5) The more yielding Tenon's capsule is, and the more

readily it experiences fatigue of elasticity ;
(6) The more the habit of the patient is to turn the eyes

away from the side of the paralyzed muscle ;
(7) The more the patient uses the paralyzed eye ;
(8) In the case of paralytic convergent strabismus, the greater

the hypermetropia and the more sensitive the converging center;
and vice versa in paralytic divergent strabismus.

CHAPTER VIII

Ocular Paralyses

In the absence of any visible squint, the most evident symp-
toms of an ocular paralysis, beginning with the more objective, are:
( i ) Vicarious inclination, or unusual pose, of the head;
(2) Imperfect movement of an eye;
(3) Magnified secondary deviation;
(4) Malfirojection ; and, under certain conditions,
(5) Giddiness, and
(6) Uncertainly of gait;
(7) Diplopia.
(8) In addition to these it sometimes happens that asthenopia,

headache and a strained feeling of the eyes are caused by the con-
tinual efforts required to preserve single vision in the presence of a
slight muscular paresis, though care must be taken to exclude other
more likely causes of these symptoms.

If really of muscular origin, they cease when the attempt to
maintain single vision is given up. A good practical test, therefore,
is to keep the suspected eye covered for a sufficient time and note
whether so doing causes the disappearance of the symptoms.

Let us now discuss each symptom in detail.
Symptom No. 1: Vicarious Inclination of the Head.—The

object of posing the head is to avoid the inconvenience of diplopia,
so that these two symptoms are alternate.

Whenever the eyes look in a direction which calls for activity
in the paralyzed muscle, its inefficiency is manifested by diplopia.
To avoid any call upon the muscle, therefore, the patient turns his
head so that the eyes may look in the opposite direction to that of
the most troublesome diplopia. It was called " vicarious " inclina-
tion of the head by Graefe because the neck muscles do the work
instead of the paralyzed eye muscle.

Anyone well acquainted with the subject can generally guess
the associated pair of muscles of which one is paralyzed, whenever
a patient enters the room with a marked inclination of the head.
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It is quite easy to guess, if it be remembered that the patient's face

looks in the direction of the paralytic diplopia.
There are six directions in which the face may look (if we

assume that a single muscle only is affected), and each of these six
directions is in relation with its own pair of muscles.

Thus, if the face look to the left, one of the two lwvoductors

is at fault, either the right internal, or the left external, rectus. A
face directed down and to the right impeaches the dextral* depres-

sors ; and so on.
But, after all, we should never trust implicitly to the inclination

of the head without proceeding to other tests, for it may be mislead-

ing. A fallacy is sometimes introduced by the fact that different
components of the diplopia are not equally troublesome to different

patients. Some find the torsion of the false image trouble them
disproportionately, and others the vertical displacement ; and, since

the inclination of the head is merely adopted by the patient to

avoid embarrassment, it does not supply mathematical information.

Some patients, indeed, have not yet discovered the best inclination,

and need to have it pointed out to them. Differences in different

patients arise chiefly from various latent conditions of equilibrium
(heterophoria), which pre-existed.

This subject may be closed by a chart of the positions of the

face as follows :

IF THE FACE LOOK
THE AFFECTED MUSCLE

IS EITHER
WHICH ARE

To right

To left

To right and up .

To left and up . .

To right and down .

To left and down

R Ext. R. or L. Int. R. .

L Ext. R. or R. Int. R. .

R. Sup. R. or L. Inf. 0. .

L. Sup. R. or R. Inf. 0. .

R. Inf. R. or L. Sup. 0. .

L. Inf. R. or R. Sup. 0. .

Dextroductors

Lxvoductors

Dextral t elevators

Lwval elevators

Dextral depressors

Lzeval depressors

Symptom No. 2: Imperfect Movement of an Eye.—Though

this may be due to some obstruction or increase of resistance as by
a tumor or pterygium, such are, in practice, too evident to cause

any mistake.
Order of Examination.—It is good order to test first the

comparative mobility of the two eyes, with the conjugate mobility

of both together ; followed by the examination of the converging
power, and ending with the absolute mobility of each. •

(I) Comparative Mobility.—Commencing, then, our examina-
tion by testing the comparative mobility of the eyes, we make the
patient, with both eyes, follow the point of a finger as it is moved
upwards, to right and to left, and intermediate directions. During
these manceuvres we watch both eyes closely to see whether they
move equally in every direction, or whether one eye tends to linger

or " lag " behind the other ; and if so, in which direction the
lagging is most apparent : this direction will invariably be found to
agree with the direction of greatest diplopia.1:

(2) Conjugate Mobility.—It may be, however, that both eyes
are equally mobile and concomitant and yet are equally defective
in their movements in one or more directions ; this is spoken of as a
defect in their " conjugate mobility." For instance, on attempting

to follow the finger in its upward path, the two eyes may manifest a
perfectly symmetrical inability to rise to the usual elevation. A dis-

tinctly less common condition is for them both to fail in their move-

ments to the right or to the left. A little practide is required to

learn the normal limits of movements, in order to decide whether

a defect of this kind is sufficiently pronounced to be considered

pathological, especially as a good deal depends on the amount of

effort made by the patient.
• 117ystagmus should be carefully watched for at the limits of the

motor field ; also during the passage of the finger from one place

to another any jerky or irregular movements of the eyes should
receive attention.

*The word "dextral" must be carefully distinguished from " dextroductiug." By a

" dextral elevator" we do not mean a muscle that elevates and dextroducts, but one that

eteeafes most when the eye happens to he dextroducted by another muscle. The loft superior

oblique, e. g., is it Itevoduetor and yet a dextral depressor.
t It must not he forgotten that the supertIttetors and subduetors are not called dextral or

her& because of turning the eyes to the right and the left, but because their vertical effect is
greatest when tim eyes are turned to the right or to the left by other muscles.

t It is, at the same time, well to notice whether the lagging eye manifests any " torsion "

In its ineffectual ellhrt to follow the sound eye up or down, for, if it does, the integrity of the
oblique muscle which causes the torsion can be taken as proved.

[TO BE CONTINIIRDI
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NOW READY
THE NEW VICI EYEGLASS MOUNTING

Side View Showing
Si ape of Guard

Enlarged Illustration Showing Construction and Action of Guard
Looking Down from Above

Side View Showing
Shape of Guard

In presenting the improved Vici skeleton eyeglass mounting to the optical world we do so. with the conviction that in it
we have reached prefection in the construction of skeleton eyeglasses. We know that it is superior to any of the rigid bridge
mountings that have been previously sold. The finished article represents many months of experiments and tests and has all
of the good points and none of the bad ones of similar eyeglasses of this type. Special attention is called to the formation
of the bridge at its junction point with the stud where it rests against the nose, as shown in large illustration above. The
bend is abrupt, thereby allowing a narrower inter-pupillary distance than with other constructions and permitting closer
conformation to the shape of the nose. The guard is thus practically a continuation of the arch of the bridge when the
mounting is properly fitted, doing away with the bunching of the fleshy portions of the nose. The guard is a new shape and
of novel construction, as may be seen by reference to illustrations above. The looped arm which connects the body of
the guard with the bridge is of such design that the angle of the guard may readily be changed as well as raised and lowered.
The guard is formed with a long upper portion extending well under the brow, and owing to its scroll formation, may readily
be set so that the pad on the end of guard may be shaped independently of the other parts to give that pressure
at the front edge of the guard which is so necessary if the eyeglass is to retain its position with ease and corn-
fort to the wearer. We are firmly convinced that this form of guard, shaped to the nose, will give much better and
more lasting satisfaction than it is possible to obtain with a so-called " Self-Adjusting Guard " and retain the glasses in much
more perfect alignment and with better satisfaction to the wearer. Another advantageous feature of this mounting is that the
finger pieces by which the guard is operated are so formed that when seen from the front they exactly conform to the lines of
the strap holding lenses and are therefore less conspicous. We guarantee this mounting against any imperfections in
workmanship or material and have no hesitation in recommending it to our customers as the best eyeglass
mounting ever devised.

PRICES
Per Dozen

ro K. Vici Mountings   $21.00
Gold Filled (guaranteed) Vici Mountings   12.00
Set of 12 IO K. Vici mountings, with crystal lenses, marked with number of mounting for fitting purposes,

in neat leather case   net, 21.00
Set of 6 gold filled Vici mountings,with crystal lenses, marked with number of mounting for fitting pur-

poses, in neat case 
Set of 12 gold filled Vici mountings, as above  net, 12.00

DO NOT DELAY-SEND IN YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE

F. A. HARDY Sc. CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

131 Wabash Ave. 289 Fourth Ave.
ATLANTA DENVER

Prudential Bldg. 1622 Arapahoe St.

February. 1908 11-1 E

Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name aud address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous con:muffle:It ions.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-

mate.).2 Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines),
B. Test for muscular insufficiency.

mmj R."-Lady, age twentydwo, wearing R. E.

▪ 

; L. E. + 2 cyl. ax. V. for reading only.
Has had a pair before this but lost them.
Neither pair were permanently beneficial
Suffers from frontal and temporal headache,
also occipital sometimes ; has pain after read-
ing especially, and when she turns eyes side-
ways. School teacher, studying hard, going
in for examination in a fortnight. R. V. =

▪ 

I V ig.- V. 50 Pinhole disk with left eye givesla. I find the following correction ; R. E.
+ .50 ax. ff. L. E. + 2.25 eyl. ax. 75° C
- .50 cyl. ax. /65°, which I should transpose
to L. E. - .50 sph. C 2.75 cyl. ax. 75°.
This gives R. V. ==. ; L. V. Ag- clearly.
Near point is t34 inches. This Rx. is a fis-
hnet improvement on her previous one, but the
difficulty is as follows She can keep her right
eye quite stationary while slowly moving the
left eye from side to side, and on testing muscle
balance with Maddox rod over left eye I find
13° exophoria and 5° right hyperphoria, and
when left eye is screened it deviates outwards;
when both eyes are used it does not. I am
advised in London not to use prisms, that
probably binocular vision is not used for read-
ing and that I had better give the above cor-
rection for constant wear and add + 1 sph. for
reading. Seems to me that binocular vision
must exist, as evidenced by Maddox rod test
and also strain of convergence, and I am afraid
of increasing exophoria by the extra + z D.
as the muscular imbalance seems to be the
primary cause of asthenopia. I feel that fail.
ing in above method prisms ought to be tried
and am in doubt which to correct. Would 3°
base up over left eye for hyperphoria, or 3°
base in, both eyes for exophoria, be the most
likely,' Have tried each of above with correc-
tion, both at distance and reading, and after
first few moments of flickering there seems
more ease but cannot stand both horizontal and
vertical prisms at same time. Prisms of any
kind, especially horizontal ones, seem to be
condemned here.

There cannot be any doubt of the existence of
binocular vision if the Maddox rod test has been
successfully used, and therefore the advice not to
use prisms is misleading. Neither at this age
would we think it necessary to add an extra

D. for reading, except in subnormal accom-
modation, of which we have no evidence in this
case. The refractive correction seems all right
and the main feature of the case lies in the manage-
ment of the muscle imbalance. This will call for
skill and patience. In some cases an apparent
vertical imbalance is caused by the strain to over-
come a horizontal insufficiency, so that in this case
we would suggest first a correction of the exo-
ohoria and an effort made to strengthen the con-
vergence.

We would advise for constant wear 5° pris-
matic power, e over right eye and 3° over left
eye, the bases, of course, being towards the nose.
The greater amount of prismatic assistance is
always given to the eye with the poorer vision, on
the theory that the best eye is the fixing eye and
the other eye should be assisted to join with it in
binocular vision.

In addition the convergence should be exer-
cised daily with prisms, bases out. We are not
told what the power of adduction in this case is.
but it is doubtless much below normal. The
exercise will strengthen it, and as it grows stronger
the exophoria will lessen and perhaps disappear.
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A test of the vertical muscles should also be made
from time to time, and the further management of
the case will depend upon the effect on the hyper-
phoria of the exercise of the convergence.

"A. P" -Patient, age 31 years, cannot see at nigrht,
but during the day nevertheless Mere is some
reflection of light and sees everything- perfectly.
Believe the fault is from birth, and therefore
it will be impossible to remedy it. Would like
to ask you for advice with Me hope that you
can send something to improve the eyes.

This is a meagre history of what is apparently
a serious case. We are told patient "sees every-
thing perfectly," but that gives us no idea of the
acuteness of vision or of the refraction and
accommodation of the eye, of which there should
be a record in every case no matter how brief the
history. In the absence of specific information on
these points, the case looks like one of " retinitis
pigmentosa," and if we are correct in our surmise
it is beyond the province of the optometrist and
should be referred to a medical specialist. The
fact that the fault is congenital tends to prove our
view of the case to be the correct one.

" T. L." - G. S, age thirty-five, never wore glasses,
sent by neurologist ; complained of more or
less asthenopia, also slight blepharitis. N V.,
0. U., lg. 0. D., 1 0. S., 1g P Retino-
scopy, 0. D., ± .75 ax. 1500 - 1.50 ax. 600.
0. S., ± .75 sph. Subjective test, ± .75 sph.
- 1.75 ax. 600 VI P O. U., 48.. No hete-

rophoria. Amplitude. Accommodation, 5 and
534 D. Rx. 0. D., + .75 C - r.75 ax. 60°,•
0. S., + .50 sph. Now person remarks head-
ache has gone, head feels better, vision for far
and near satisfactoiy, but for one thing-say
on looking at anything, a line, he sees another
one very close to true one and an overlapping
on other things, but hardly noticeable, but
being a neurasthenic causes annoyance. Some-
times he does not see it at all, but if he thinks
of it he sees it. Always claims it has an over-
lapping image ,• with poor eye one time more
noticeable - sometimes less so with lenses,
sometimes without it before the eye. I find
media, as far as I can judge, very clear, and
am unable to know what to say or do and
hence the intrusion on your kindness. Any
reduction of 0. D. suffers poor vision and he
has binocular vision, and then he contradicts
it by multiple vision, viz., double in 0. D. and
again sees all right.

This is a case of anisometropia and the first
step is to measure the refractive error in each eye
correctly and then see if the eyes will bear such
correction. This depends to a great extent on the
difference between the strength of the two lenses-
the greater this difference the more difficult, of
course, for the eyes to get accustomed to them.
Under such conditions it is customary to give the
best eye its own proper correction in full and then
an approximate correction to the poorer eye, even
at the expense of reducing the acuteness of vision
of the latter. But after all we have no fixed rules
to guide us but each case must be managed on its
own merits.

The history of the case states that no hetero-
phoria is present. If the tests were carefully made
we must accept this as true, but in a case like this
we would expect to find some muscle imbalance in
this defective eye. This is only reasonable because
the left eye is the fixing eye and the right eye being
so much below it in its standard of vision is apt to
deviate in some direction from the line of fixation,
as it does not have the stimulus of good vision to
hold it there. This hypothesis would seem to be
favored by the double vision when wearing the
glasses, unless it can be shown that this multiple
vision is confined to the right eye. If any anomaly
of the muscles was discovered, the comfort of the
eyes might be greatly augmented by a prism over
the poorer eye combined with the refractive cor-
rection.

Another point of importance. This right eye
must be exercised daily for fifteen or twenty
minutes, a blinder being placed over the left eye.
This will do much to improve the vision and the
functionation of the eye. Such exercise to be car-
ried on while the eye is wearing its correcting lens,
and as the vision improves such lens to be changed.
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The overlapping of images may be due to two
causes-either to a muscle imbalance, thus disturb-
ing binocular vision, or to an imperfect focusing
On the retina of the impaired eye. The first condi-
tion would be remedied by a prism and the second
by a careful correction of the error and the improve-
ment in vision that is sure to follow intelligently-
advised exercise.

It may be necessary at first to order two pairs
of glasses-one in which the right lens is modified
to admit of comfortable vision for general wear
and the other containing the full correction for
exercise of the eye.

"R. D. 111"-Gentleman, age seventy-two, out
doors most of the time, always has had the best
of eyes and vision and wore glasses twenty
years. Last ones worn were + so for both
eyes ; vision H. Could read smallest rIpe at
18 inches with ease. Always been a great
reader. Reads 'a great deal lying don in
day time and evenings. About two inmdhs
ago he put in electric lights, so he has a strong
electric light over his right shoulder and reads
a great deal lying down nights. About six
weeks ago he complained he must have his
glasses Changed as he could not see as well, but
did not make any change. Eyes kept getting
worse till now he cannot tell own family at
ro feet. Left eye almost blind. Right in the
strongest sunlight directly on paper, can read
the 3(-inch letters without glasses, with the
± hi vision is no better. Throwing his head
back and looking through left eye and looking
down says he can see something. Seems to
be a spot not visible to me, but that he can see
under. Has always been a smoker, using a
strong pipe and tobacco. Can you advise me
what course to pursue to give him relief,'
Give course if you can and treatment..

The impaired vision in this case is doubtless
due to some organic change that is beyond the
reach of glasses. It may be cataract or it may be
atrophy of the optic nerve. If the latter it may
perhaps be tobacco amblyopia. An ophthalmo-
scopic examination is necessary to make a diag-
nosis and thus ascertain the cause of the trouble,
and with this knowledge in hand the indications
for treatment will become apparent. Without this
knowledge it is manifestly impossible for us to out-
line the course to be pursued or the treatment.
Except that we would advise our correspondent not
to assume too much responsibility. If he is able to
use the ophthalmoscope he can probably locate
the cause of the trouble, but at any rate his wisest
course would be to advise consultation with a
medical man, as the case is evidently a serious one.

"T. M."-A lady brought her little girl, seven
years of age, to see me yesterday to have her
eyes. examined. The mother has noticed for
some time that the child was holding every-
thing very close to her eyes, and now the
teacher sends her home from school with a
note calling attention to her defective sight
and advising that she be fitted with glasses. I
tried to examine her eyes but could not do vely
much with her. With either eye she could
name some of the letters on the thirty line and
she accepted almost any glass placed before
her eyes. Please give me some advice.
Not much dependence can be placed on the

answers of a child of this age, and therefore we must
depend more on the objective than the subjective
tests. We woukl advise particularly the use of the
oplithahnometer and the retinoscope. The former
will show the probable presence or absence of
astigmatism, and the latter will show the char-
acter of the refraction (whether hypermetropic or
myopic) and the amount of error.

In the case of a child where the distant vision
is impaired and the book held close, one must not
hastily jump to the conclusion that the case is one
of myopia, but rather the optometrist should • sus-
pect hypermetrooia and start his examination on
this suspicion. The trouble is likely to be due to
spasm of accommodation or astigmatism, and
myopia should he the last thing thought of. The
examination of a child of this age is apt to tax the
skill and patience of the optometrist, Hit if such
cases can be satisfactorily fitted they add much to
the reputation of the examiner and serve as a
valuable advertisement.
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The clinics which appeared each month in this department from
May, 1904, to April, 1907, inclusive, have been republished in book form
at the urgent request of our subscribers, and can now be had in one
volume, price, 81.50. As supplementary to this volume, we will continue
to publish, as heretofore, a complete clinic in each issue, until such time
as every possible defect of vision or abnormal condition of the eye will
be covered. In order to make the clinics of maximum benefit, we
invite our readers to send us any criticisms or suggestions that they
may have to make in regard to the methods of examination and cor-
rections here given.

Practical Prism Problems No. 2

This lady, 33 years of age, comes with a history of asthen-

opia more or less marked for the last ten years. She has been

fitted with glasses four times with but little relief. She tells us

that the discomfort all originates in the right eye, although as I

look at her the left eye shows evidences of abnormality in a

drooping lid and deep wrinkles around the eye.

The acuteness of vision of right eye is normal. The refrac-

tion is hypermetropic to the extent of .75 D., as shown by the

acceptance of a convex lens of that strength.

The left eye seems to be almost blind. The lady cannot see

the test card with this eye, much less any letters on it, and, in

fact, can scarcely do more than count fingers. The result of

the pinhole test is negative, because the opaque disk cuts off so

much light and the vision is so poor that patient is unable to use

it properly.
No need in this case to try test lenses for this eye; we must

turn to our objective methods of examination, and the first we

will use is the ophthalmometer. This 'shows a high degree of

corneal astigmatism, the excess of curvature being in the vertical

meridian (astigmatism with the rule) to the extent of 4.50 D.

We will now turn to our retinoscope, and after careful

testing we find the refraction of the horizontal meridian hyper-

metropic to the extent of 2 D. and the vertical myopic to the

extent of 2 D., which would call for a cross cylinder, as follows:

— 2 D. Cyl. axis 1800 = + 2 D. Cyl. axis 9o°

which is transpo'sable to

— 2 D. S. C 4 D. Cyl. axis 9o°

The ophthalmometer readings are thus verified by the retinoscopic

findings.
We will now investigate the muscle balance by means of the

Maddox Rod, with the result of revealing 4° of exophoria and 3°

of left hyperphoria. The duction test by means of prisms, bases

out, reveals a subnormal power of convergence, the strongest

prisms that could be overcome being 8°, as compared with 19°,

which we know to be necessary for convergence at thirteen

inches, without taking into account the reserve which should be

present to allow of comfortable use of the eyes at the reading

point.
I will order the weak convex lens for the right eye and the

full correction for the left for constant wear. I will also advise

the use of a blinder over the right eye for a half hour or longer

each day, in order to exercise the vision of the left eye. I will

expect this enforced use of the eye to improve its vision, and as

soon as this becomes apparent I will combine a prism, base in,

with this left lens in order to favor and encourage the use of this

eye in binocular vision. At this time I will also order a pair of

prisms, base out, in a cheap frame for daily exercise of the con-
vergence, somewhat as follows:

A card with a small dot on it is to be held at the usual

reading distance of thirteen inches ; the regular glasses are to be

worn and the exercise prisms can be slipped over them. This

will probably result in a doubling of the dots, which perhaps

can be fused by a little effort. after which the prisms are to be

3iI

raised for a few seconds and then replaced. In this way the

converging muscles are forced into action temporarily with periods

of rest between, so as not to exhaust the muscle or do harm.

The patient can do this herself every day, but I will instruct

her to call once a week in order that I may make the tests myself

to see what progress is being made, and I expect in -the course of

a month or two to find that the adduction had been greatly

developed and strengthened. When this time arrives I will make

another careful test of the vertical muscles, and if the same

amount of hyperphoria remains I will be justified in ordering

corrective assistance, in the shape of a prism of 3°, base down,

over the left eye. This may seem a little confusing at first, but

will soon be borne with comfort, and, in fact, will then be indis-

pensable.
REFLECTIONS ON THIS CASE

It is a great pity that this case did not receive skilled opto-

metrical attention in early life. For many. years this lady has

suffered, has been limited to monocular vision, and in imminent

danger of a total loss of vision in the affected 'eye; all of which

could have been prevented and the various functions of the eye

restored to normality, much more readily then than now, by the

line of treatment which I have just described to you.
It is an accepted fact that the health of an organ depends

upon its proper use, and that an organ that is not used quickly

deteriorates and loses power. In this case, where the left eye has

been little or never used, it has become amblyopic in consequence ;

and as binocular vision was absent, there was no need for con-

vergence, and as a result the adductor muscles were but little

developed. Now that these conditions are recognized, the steps

to remedy them become apparent, viz., to force the unused retina

and converging muscles into activity and thus restore them to
normal vigor.

VISION AN INVOLUNTARY ACT

The muscles of the body are divided into two general

classes : voluntary and involuntary. When I move my arm or

my leg, it is because I will to do it and the movement is the result
of the action of voluntary muscles that are under the control of

my will.
But when I look at this print held at the reading distance,

the functions of accommodation and convergence are brought

into play, with the accompanying contraction of pupil, not because

I expressly will to do it, but automatically or involuntarily.
When I move my leg or arm a certain number of times, I

become tired and discontinue the movements, and so with all
voluntary movements. But the involuntary actions which are not

dependent upon my mental volition continue even after the period
of exhaustion has been reached ; and when, in addition, we con-
sider that vision is constantly active during waking hours, it can

be readily seen how irritation of the nerve centers may result,
leading from a condition of asthenopia to one of general neuras-
thenia. This opens up for a large class of these cases a method
of cure which is only now beginning to be recognized, viz.: re-
fractive and accommodative corrections by means of lenses and
muscular corrections by means of prisms.

No piece of machinery can stand running at its maximum
limit continuously, but its capacity should be sufficiently in excess
of its needs as to allow a generous reserve. This principle is
especially applicable to the eye.

The amplitude of accommodation should never fall below
5 D., not that this amount is actually necessary for close work,
but that after using 3 D. of .this amount we still have an ample
reserve supply left. This principle applies equally to the conver-
gence. At the last clinic I explained to you how we determined
that 19° of convergence was actually necessary for work at
thirteen inches, and I also stated that for comfortable vision there
should be an additional amount of convergence power as a reserve
fund.

PRISMS TO RELIEVE NERVE WASTE AND RELAX SPASM

You are all familiar in a general way with the close relation
that normally exists between accommodation and convergence,
and that the voluntary use of one acts as an involuntary stimulus
of the other. This physiological fact can be made,lise of in our
practice in stubborn cases of spasm of accommodation.

(Continued on page 3151
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(Continued from page an)

An excessive use of the accommodation causes an undue

effort of convergence, as shown every day in the esophoria ac-
companying hypermetropia. Now, then, you may. say, if we

place the proper convex lenses before the eyes, the accommodation

\yin be forced to relax, and indirectly the convergence. So they
should theoretically, but practically in many cases we find that

these conditions have existed for so many years, and these muscles

have been cramped for so long a time that the habit has been
formed, and that this contraction of the muscles, which is really

unnatural, has by force of habit become a second nature to them.
Under such circumstances convex lenses often fail of their pur-

pose of relaxing ciliary spasm, because such spasm is linked with
and reinforced by contraction of the convergence. Even though

it is possible to inhibit the extra nerve supply to the accommoda-

tion, yet the accustomed supply to the convergence (exceeding its

legitimate needs) still flows on.
Such being the case, it behooves us to attack the enemy from

both sides at the same time, and this we are able to do by means
of a convex sphere combined with a prism. The base of a prism
placed over the internal recti assists convergence and lessens the
nerve supply of that function, just the same as a convex sphere
placed in front of the eye assists the accommodation and lessens
the nerve supply of the latter. If in this way we can inhibit the
nerve supply of both functions, we are in more favorable position

to induce relaxation of both.
By way of illustration, suppose I have used the fogging

method in the usual way and have disclosed 1.50 D. of hyperme-

tropia. Perhaps I am not satisfied with this result, but intuitively
feel that there is a greater amount of latent defect than I an able

so far to uncover. I place a pair of prisms before the eyes, bases
in, commencing with 2° and increasing as the eyes are able to
bear. With such prisms in place exercising their inhibiting effect

upon the convergence, I return to the fogging method, and this
time I am perhaps able to uncover 3 D. of hypermetropia. I have
no hesitation in asserting that in this way by the combined effect
.4 sphere and prism, we are able to induce more relaxation of the
ciliary muscle than is possible in any other way, except by the
total suspension of the accommodation under the use of atropine

or a like cycloplegic.
It is understood that the eye turns towards the apex of the

prism, and when placed base inwards the eye turns outward. In
this way we can stimulate the divergence and increase the stimu-
lation by strengthening the prisms as much as the eyes will bear.

In other .words, we divert the nerve force from the convergence
to the divergence, and at the same time lessen the innervation of
the accommodation.

INHIBITING PRISMS IN ESOPHORIA

I have in mind a troublesome case in which the refraction
was emmetropic, but showing a marked amount of esophoria
(about Io°). Weak convex lenses had been tried, and also
prisms, for the correction of the esophoria, but with little relief to
the severe headaches from which he suffered. In view of the
previous failures with lenses and prisms prescribed in the ordinary
way, I could see no other course than to inhibit the excessive
convergence by means of prisms, bases in. The instinctive desire
for binocular vision will compel the internal recti to cease their
abnormal activity and encourage relaxation and lessen the exces-
sive innervation to a normal basis.

I followed out this idea, and while there was some difficulty
in getting accustomed to the prisms, they were persisted in for
about a year, after which they were used only when discomfort
began to manifest itself. The esophoria gradually diminished
under their use and the headaches grew less frequent and less
severe, with a great improvement in the general nervous condition.

HYPERPHORIA

The vertical muscles are much less amenable to treatment by
exercise than are the lateral muscles ; and I am also led to remark
that hyperphoria is less apt to be due to refractive error than is
esophoria or exophoria. This would seem to confine the treat-

ment of hyperphoria (when any special treatment is necessary)

to a vertical prism in the position of rest.
In testing a case of hyperphoria (as in any other form of

muscle imbalance) it llas been customary to have the refractive
correction in place before the eyes ; but I would advise you to

make the muscle tests both with and without the refractive cor-

rection, as in this way you are sometimes able to determine

whether and to what extent the muscular anomaly is affected by
the refractive error ; a very important point to be ascertained in

every case in order to have such an intelligent understanding of it

as will indicate the proper prescription to be given and whether

prisms should be combined or not.

PRISM THEORIES

As I have already stated to you, the various extra-ocular
muscles are stimulated into action by the apex of a prism, and
this theory has been largely made use of to strengthen a muscle

by such exercise. I have had very satisfactory experiences along

this line, and doubtless so have you ; but I have also had some
disappointments, and perhaps you have had, too.

As a matter of fact, this method is not without objection, and
it is really open to criticism. In some cases the anatomical condi-
tions are such that a perfect balance cannot be obtained by any
amount of exercise, and in such a case there is a useless waste
of nervous energy, which depletes the reserve and may lead to
nervous prostration.

We do not hear of concave glasses being advised for hyper-
metropia ; in fact, we strongly condemn such a prescription when
it is sometimes given by a careless optician ; and yet, on the same
principle, we might argue that concave lenses would exercise and
strengthen the ciliary muscle and thus enable it to overcome the
hypermetropia.

On the other hand, we see cases of heterophoria presenting
certain reflex symptoms, and our first thought is to prevent this
nerve exhaustion. When we consider that every time we look at
an object there must be an adjustment of the complicated muscu-
lar apparatus of the eyes to maintain perfect binocular vision, and
that the total number of such adjustments every day must be
something enormous, we can have some idea of the nervous force
required for these actions.

No movement of the eye is possible without at least two
muscles being concerned, while in many of the movements all of
the six muscles are required to exercise a certain amount of
tension to direct the eyes exactly to the desired point of observa-
tion. Hence an imperfection of one muscle imposes an unnatural
strain upon other muscles, leading to nervous exhaustion not only
of the eyes but of the nerve centers, and .finally of the whole
system. A prism placed with its base over the insufficient muscle
assists it and checks the excessive drain on the nerve centers.

You must carefully consider these two theories which I have
briefly mentioned to you and try to decide which is applicable to
the case before you, or whether a combination of the two is allow-
able. Every case presents a problem to the solution of which we
must bring our best judgment after a careful diagnosis by the
most approved methods. No two cases are exactly alike ; each
must be studied by itself and treated on its own merits ; hence
the necessity for a proper understanding of the principles involved
and the application of those principles in the several methods
of treatment.

Heterophoria resembles hypermetropia in that it may be
either manifest or latent. The former is, of course, readily de-
tectable by the usual tests, while under the latter we must recog-
nize not only those cases which are concealed by overaction . of
the affected muscle, but also those cases in which the spasm has
exceeded the necessities of the case and drawn the eye in the
opposite direction, and makes the apparent deviation the reverse
of the actual deviation, and thus leads to wrong diagnosis. This
is sometimes seen in cases of real esophoria, where the tests show
an apparent esophoria, on account of an excessive effort of the
internal recti muscles which is ,more than sufficient to overcome
the exophoria, and thus turns the eyes inward. Just as may occur
in hypermetropia, where the excessive action of the accommoda-
tion not only conceals the hypermetropia but makes the case
appear to be myopic (the so-called, false, or accommodative
myopia).
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The Minnesota State Board of
Optometry

The annual report of the Minnesota Board of

Examiners in Optometry was filed with Gov.

Johnson December 31, 1907, and shows that at the

beginning of 1907 there were three hundred and

thirty-nine registered optometrists in the State.

During 1907 there were twenty-one registered by ex-

amination and three reinstated, but eleven licenses

were revoked leaving three hundred anti fifty-two

registered at the end of the year, a net gain of

thirteen.
One prosecution under the law was success-

fully concluded, evidence against another was

secured, but the party left the State before the

attorneys could act. Another case was suspended

finding the securing of more evidence of illegal

practice. The financial report showed a balance

of $190.76 in the treasury which considering the

extra expense entailed by getting out a new cer-

tificate, is considered good. The next meeting of

the board will be held either the last week in March

or early in April.

West Virginia State Optical Society

The West Virginia Optical Society has decided

to hold its annual convention in Philadelphia on the

occasion of the annual convention of the American

Association of Opticians. It is expected that quite

a large number of the State societies of the east

and South will hold their annual meetings on that

occasion. This is an excellent idea and would

result in a greatly increased attendance at the big

convention. The attractions on the occasion will

be many, and will be a forceful inducement to the

State societies to hold their meetings in the Quaker

City during convention week.

West Virginia Optical Society

The West Virginia State Optical Society was

organized in the assembly room of the Kanawha

Hotel, Charleston, on January 14, under- the

auspices of the American Association of Opticians.

A large number of opticians were in attendance,

nearly every town of any consequence in the State

being represented. The programme opened with

a reception and registration. The first address

was by John L. Beard, of Charlestown, on the

subject "The Optometrist's Obligation to Society."

The question of a minimum price list was next

taken up and intelligently discussed by a large

number of those present.

"The Study Habit" was the subject of an

address by Wm. E. Houston, of Kansas City, Mo.,

secretary of the American Association of Opticians,

and needless to say proved very interesting. The

question " Shall We Charge an Examination Fee"

proved a fruitful subject for discussion, after which

the morning session adjourned. The afternoon

session was opened at i P.M. when H. J. Cook,

Knoxville, Tenn, president of the Tennessee

Optical Society, delivered an interesting address

on "The Optometry Law in Operation." The

physiological section was discussed by W. T.

Eisensmith, of Charlestown, chairman of the board

of regents of the American Association of Opticians.

Then followed an address by John C. Eberhart,

Dayton, Ohio, which wits listened to with much

interest and was no doubt very beneficial to all

those present.
Much credit is due Wm. E. Huston, secretary

of the American Association of Opticians, for the

able manner in which he conducted the meeting.
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John C. Eberhart's address was one worth going

many miles to hear. As a speaker Mr. Eberhart

commanded the attention of all present, and the

West Virginia State Optical Society holds out a

welcome hand at all times to him. H. J. Cook, of

Tennessee, deserves much praise as a convincing

talker. W. T. Eisensmith also made some very

interesting talks, while Dr. J. L. Beard, of Charles-

ton, proved a humorist as well as an optometrist,

far above the average in ability.

W. T. Eisensmith, of Charleston, who has

been a strong advocate of organization, was elected

president and J. R. Koch, of Hinton, an enthusi-

astic worker for organization in West Virginia for

some time past, was elected secretary. Other

officers of the new organization are :—H. J. Staff,

Wheeling, first vice-president ; G. C. Burrill,

Weston, second vice-president ; C. M. Wallace,

Huntington, treasurer.
Executive committee :—Edward Mittendorf,

Williamson, chairman ; A. C. Thomas, Sisterville;

J. Wetherell, Parkersburg ; J. C. Ernst, Charleston.

Examining board:—A. Smith, Wellsburg ; J.

L. Beard, Charleston ; Harold Etz, Wheeling.

Other speakers who made very interesting

talks were G. C. Burrill, of Weston; J. C. Ernst, of

Charleston and J. R. Koch, of Hinton.

The society promises to be one of the strongest

in the United States. Every member present was

enthusiastic and showed his willingness to make

the society a success.
The constitution and by-laws as recommended

by the A. A. of 0. was adopted.

A motion was made and seconded that the

charter be left open for thirty days to enable

those who were unable to attend the meeting to

send in their names to the secretary for charter

membership.
Before adjournment the Association voted to

hold Its semi-annual meeting with the National

Association at Philadelphia, August I°, 1908.

A motion was made and carried that the time

and place of the annual meeting of the West

Virginia State Optical Society be decided at the

semi-annual meeting at Philadelphia, August to,

1908. •A motion was also made and carried that a

committee be appointed to draft a code of ethics

for West Virginia, the committee.

We take pleasure in publishing the following

bugle Call of the secretary :

TAKE NOTICE

And get your name on the charter of the West
Virginia State Optical Society while you have the
opportunity.

The society voted to hold the charter open for
thirty days in order that you might become a
charter-member.

Show your loyalty to the cause by sending your
name to the undersigned as you wish it to ippear
engrossed upon your certificates.

Two dollars and fifty ceiits pays your dues in
both the State and American Associations.

It costs but little, but is worth much to you
and you can not afford to delay the matter.

Get in line, by writing at once.

Hinton, W. Va. JOHN R. KOCFL Secretary.

Delaware Optical Society

In response to the call sent out by Wm: E.

Huston, secretary of the American Association of

Opticians, fifteen of the leading dealers of this

State, Met in the parlors of the Clayton

Wilmington, Delaware, January :7th, and organ-

ized a State optical society. The best of good.

fellowship was in evidence at both the sessions,

and this, with the Wise 'selection-of-officers well
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distributed throughout the State, gives promise

that the new organization will grow and prosper.

Addresses were delivered during the day by

A. Reed McIntire, on " The Benefits of Optical

Organization from the View Point of the Whole-

saler ; " by H. J. Cook, Knoxville, Tenn., on

"An Optometry Law in Operation"; by W. H.
Reisner, Hagerstown, Md., on 'The Benefits of

Organization ; " by Wm. J. Benn, Philadelphia,

on " Free Examinations."

The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, Millard F. Davis, Wilmington ; first

vice-president, W. L. Roberts, Wilmington ; sec-
ond vice-president,E.
P. Collins, Smyrna;
secretary, S.C. Evans,
Jr., Milford ; treas-
urer, C. G. Otwell,
Laurel; executive
committee: M. B.

Burston, Middletown;

S. L. McKee, Wil-

mington ; H. J. Pol-

lard, Wilmington ;

board of examiners:

J. D. Stroud, Wil-

mington ; R. S. Ste-

phens, Dover ; W. L.
Roberts, Wilmington.

T h e following

dealers signed the constitution and by-laws, as

adopted, as charter members : Millard F. Davis,

9 East Second Street, Wilmington ; James D.

Stroude, 9 East Second Street, Wilmington ; El-

wood A. Davis, 9 East Second Street, Wilmington ;

Walter L. Roberts, 8 East Seventh Street,Wilming-

ton ; R. H. Cublerly, 824 Market Street, Wilming-

ton ; R. S. Stephens, Dover ; J.W. Parrish, Newark;

H. G. Pollard, 709 Market Street, Wilmington ;

M. B. Burstan, Middletown ; Ernest P. Collins,

Smyrna ; S. L. McKee, Wilmington ; W. G. Bryan,

Wilmington ; Geo. Kleitz, Wilmington ; Samuel C.

Evans, Jr., Milford ; Charles G, Otwell, Laurel.

It was decided to hold the charter open for

thirty days for the endorsement of any who desired

to join the new society and become charter

members.

The society voted to accept the invitation

extended to them to hold their next meeting at

Philadelphia on August loth, in connection with

the annual convention of the American Association

and with the other State societies that meet on this

date. During the session Mr. Cook, of Knoxville,

Tenn., asked the support of the new society to

assist in having the 1909 convention of the Ameri-

can Association of Opticians, held in one of the

Southern States, and a motion to this effect was

passed.

In the evening the members of the society and

out-of-town guests were entertained by the local

dealers at a box party at the theater. The visiting

dealers' guests were shown every courtesy and

attention by the local dealers and all expressed

themselves highly pleased at the prospects of the

new society. - -

Mr. Davis, the newly-elected president, is the

leading jeweler-optician in the city of Wilmington,

occupying a *very large building and carrying a

large assorted stock and also doing a small manu-

facturing business as well as conducting a well-

:eqUipped up-to-date optical workshop and surface

and edge-grinding shop. Mr. Dais is held in

"very high esteem both by his business associates

and in the community at large, and promises to

make an efficient and popular official,

President Millard P. Davis
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)
BRIGGS S. PALMER, President, Boston, Mass.
Wm. E. HUSTON, Secretary, 4404 Main Street, Kansas

City, Mo.
Next meeting, at Philadelphia, August lo, ii, 12, 13,

1908.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
F. E. Luxe, President.
H. J. GEIGER, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

The Optical Specialists' Ass'n of America (1904)
H. L. STOAKS, President, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, Waterloo, Iowa.

American Ass'n of Wholesale Opticians (1893)
A. REED MCINTIRE, President, 723 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia.
ANDREW V. BROWN, Secretary, 736 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)
FREDERICK P. Simmons, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter Street, Boston, Mass.

Northwestern Optical Association (t9ot)
E. C. ROBERTS, President, Red Wing, Minn.
L. A. PUDDE, Secretary, Minneapolis, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Association (1901)
A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)
E. E. ARRINGTON, President, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. DILWORTH, Secretary, 1032 Third Avenue, New

York City.

*Indiana Optical Society (1896)
H. E. WOODARD, President, Indianapolis, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)
A. W. KLUDT, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, los Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
A. F. THOMPSON, President, Adel, Iowa.
GEO. J. FEIGE, Secretary, Des Moines, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)
GEORGE A. ROGERS, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, Room 1616, 42 Madison Street,

Chicago.
*California State Ass'n of Optometrists (1899)
GEORGE I. KYTE, President, Los Angeles, Cal.
H. W. CLARK, Secretary, care A. Huguenin, Sutter Street

and Grant Avenue, San Francisco. Cal,

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)
LEWIS E. CAPPS, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. A. LEMBKE, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association
W. E. BURPEE, President, Manchester, N. H.
JOSEPH GEOFFRION, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists ( woo)
T. 0. F. RANDOLPH, President, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. E. THomAs, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

*Minnesota Optical Association (woo)
I. M. RADABAUGH, President, Hastings, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 804 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (190I)
A. M. WENTWORTH, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

*Tennessee Optical Society (t9ot)
H. J. CooK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
WEAILLEY RUTH, Secretary, Shelbyville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (i9o1)
J. P. Witcox, President, Idaho Springs, Colo.
Miss EDITH GALLUP, Secretary, Denver, Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (tgot)
W. j. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, Secy. and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)
CLAUDE E. RANGE, President, Trenton, Mo.
G. E. READ, Secretary and Treasurer, Lebanon, Mo.

* The asterisk (*) denotes those States having optom-
etry laws.

(1900)
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Virginia State Optical Association (1902)
A. WECK, President, Norfolk, Va.
F. S. BULLINGTON, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. P. BARR President, Lancaster, Ohio

J 
,

EDWIN L. ONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
F. PIEPER, President, Covington, Ky.
WILLIAM M. IRION, Secy., 404 W. Market Street, Louis.

yule, Ky.

*North Dakota Optical Association
A. 0. WOLD, President, Langdon, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
R. G. SMITH, President, Jersey City, N. J.
JAS. D. BERGEN, Secretary, 618 E. 24th St., Paterson, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)
WILLIAM H. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak

Texas Optical Association (1903)
W. W. CHAMBERLAIN, President, Houston, Texas.
I. BLOCK, Secretary, Waco, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
FRED. S. NEFF, President, Providence R. I. 
PETER W. OcHs, Secretary, 514 Westminster Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets second Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Association
GUSTOF SYLVAN, President, Columbia, S. C.
GEO. F. Mims, Secretary, Edgefield, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester

Streets, Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)
M. B. CLAsoN, President, Columbus, Ga.
C. E. FoLsom, Secretary, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

Opticians' League of State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
A. SHAW, Secretary, x 145 Broadway, New 'York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1935)
S. P. SCHUESSLER, President, Baton Rouge, La.
JACQUES BECK, Sec'y, 129 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)
T. C. GRANT, President, New Glasgow, N. S.
A. G. JOHNSON, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

*New Mexico Ass'n of Optometrists (1905)
OTTO G. BEEBER, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EVERETT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

*Nebraska Optical Society (1906)
C. C. MCLEESE, President, Davenport, Nebr.
J. H. HuioLL, Secretary, Lincoln, Nebr.

*Oregon State Ass'n of Optometrists (1906)
J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
B. E. FISKE. Secretary, Macleary Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Mississippi Optical Society (1906)

E. R. von SEUTTER, President, Jackson, Miss.
ALBERT I. ORE, Secretary and Treasurer, Vicksburg, Miss.

Alabama Optical Society (1906)

E. H. HOBBS, President, Selma, Ala.
J. H. TINDER, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

Arkansas Optical Society (1906)
T. J. ELLis, President, Jonesboro, Ark.
IRA S. DRESBACH, Secretary, Fayetteville, Ark.

Oleahoma Optical Society (1906)

A. Y. BosweLL, President, Tulsa, Okla.
C. 0. LYNCH, Secretary, Chandler, Okla.

Wyoming Optical Society
E. H. CARTER, President, Laramie, Wyo.
C. C. ELLis, Secretary, Themopolis, Wyo.

*Utah Association of Optometrists (1906)
F. J. ALEXANDER, President, Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. E. BROADDUS, Sec'y, 6o Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

*Idaho State Association of Opticians (1907)

R. D. HUBBARD, President, Boise, Idaho,
J. A. JENKINS, Secretary, Boise Idaho.

*Montana Optical Society (1907)

A. C. Hoose, President, Billings, Mont.
D. J. MEAGHER, Secretary, Helena, Mont.

Massachusetts Optical Society (1907)

FREDERICK P. Simmons, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter Street, Boston, Mass.

(1903)

(1903)
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West Virginia Optical Society (19°8)
W. T. EISENSM IT II, President, Charleston, W. Va.
J. R. KocH, Secretary, Hinton, W. Va.

North Carolina Optical Society (1908)
F. W. DAY, President, Winston-Salem, N. C.
W. W. CONDON, Secretary, Greensboro, N. C.

Maryland Optical Society (1908)
G. W. SADTLER, President, Baltimore, Md.
W. II. REISNER, Secretary, Hagerstown, Md.

Delaware Optical Society (1908)
MILLARD F. DAvis President, Wilmington, Del.
S. C. EVANS, JR., gecretary, Milford, Del.

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society (1897)
W. B. FISHER, President.
ALBERT COHEN, Rec. Sec., Si Fulton Street. New York.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)
C. I. SUMERISKI, President, Rochester, N. Y.
E. H. SILVER, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Society (t9ot)
C. T. EVANS, President.
E. D. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)
J. ROSE, President, Chicago, Ill.
P. H. KRE1TZ, Secretary, care C. D. Peacock, State and

Adams Streets, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)
JoNss HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Sec'y and Treas., St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo Optometrical Society (1903)
C. F. CusHiNc, President, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
JuLius HANSEN, Secretary, i i i Goodell St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CIIARLES G. HOLCOMB. President.
LEANDER BUT; Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. CUFF, President,
J. A. McAvent, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York
(i905)

M. A. RUGER, President, Elmira, IN,. Y.
D. L. PERKINS, Secretary, Horseheads. N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (i903)
(New York City)

F. D. SCIIMIDT, President, New York City.
JOS. FRIEDLANDER, Sec'y, 8 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Detroit Optometry Club (1903)
A. W. KLUDT, President.
FRED. R. PRESTON, Secretary, 42 Mott Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Southern California Optical Society (1905)
C. B. ELLIOTT, President.
G. A. PicoN, Sec'y, 342 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Opticians' Club of Columbus (1906)
F. W. WALLIS, President.
J. CRAWFORD, Sec'y, 603 Brunson Bldg., Columbus, Ohio.

Milwaukee Optical Club (1906)
F. COBABE, President.
MAX RUHLAND, Secretary, Wells Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Pittsburg Association of Opticians (1906)

k.1/47 T. LITTLE, President.M. H. SPANGLER, Sec'y, 702 Penn Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

District of Columbia Optical Society (x906)
MARTIN A. LEESE, President.

(i906) EDWIN H. ETZ, Sec'y, ioos G St., N.W.,Washington, D. C.

Omaha Optical Society (1907)
FRANK E. COLBY, President.
J. C. HUTESON, Secretary and Treasurer, 118 S. ith St.,

Omaha, Nebr.

San Francisco Optical Society (1907)
jNo. W. DAVIS, President.
LOUIS KUTTNER, Sec'y, 201 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

Southeastern Massachusetts Association of Op-
tometrists (1907)

A. A. DAY, President, Brockton, Mass.
F. W. WORMELLE, Secretary, Brockton, Mass.

San Joaquin Valley Optometrists' Ass'n (1907)
E. D. CONDY, President.
B. F. DAVIFS, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.
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District of Columbia Optical Society
A meeting of the District of Columbia Optical

Society was held on January 15th, under the
auspices of the American Association of Opticians,
the secretary of the National Organization, Wm.
E. Huston, being present. President M. A. Leese
presided at the meeting and called upon Mr. Kins-
man who stated briefly the purposes for which they
were gathered together. He explained the urgent
necessity for organization among the opticians not
only for their protection, but also for the better
education of the profession and the interchange of
scientific and commercial ideas.

Among the prominent opticians who honored
the occasion with their presence were H. J. Cook,
Knoxville, Tenn., president, of the Tennessee
Optical Society and A. Martin, of Philadelphia,
president of the Pennsylvania Optical Society.
Mr. Cook delivered a very interesting address on
the importance of organization and reviewed the
operation of the optometry law in his own State.
He said that the law had driven out fakirs and
peddlers who, no doubt, had gone to other States
where no such law was in force, and from this he
argued the necessity of the passage of a similar
law in all the States. He also dwelt at some length
on the importance of education, and exhorted the
members to improve themselves in every way
possible, one of the means being the aid of their
brethren.

President Leese than called on Mr. Martin, of
Philadelphia, who gave a most instructive and
practical address on "Store Methods and System."
He explained in detail the modus operandi pursued
by him towards his clients from the first greeting
until they were furnished with the proper lenses
and the case treated to their entire satisfaction.
As Mr. Martin is one of the most successful opticians
in the East, having establishments in several cities
and enjoying an extensive and high grade patron-
age, his suggestions were listened to with much
attention and cannot fail to prove of much value to
all the members of the society.
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Mr. Martin was followed by Mr. Huston,
secretary of the A. A. 0., who explained the pur-
pose of meeting and gave a brief history of the
National Organization, hoping that the District of
Columbia Society would affiliate with it. The
hope appealed favorably to the members and on
motion of A. 0. Hutterly, seconded by Mr. Etz, it
was decided to affiliate with the National Associ-
ation as Mr. Huston suggested. A vote of thanks
was then passed to the various speakers of the
evening. After adjournment, the members and
speakers were escorted to the dining room where
a bounteous luncheon was served.

Maine Association of Opticians
At an adjourned annual meeting of the Maine

Association of Opticians held in Waterville, on
January 15th, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year : president, A. M. Wentworth,
of Portland ; first vice-president, H. J. Covelle, of
Bangor: second vice-president, Lester V. Comes,
of Waterville, treasurer, Arthur P. Allen, of Bangor
and secretary, R. B. Swift, of Portland. The ex-
ecutive committee is as follows: Walter F. Robbins,
Skowhegan; Vivian W. Hills, Norway; F. J. Good-
ridge, Waterville; J. R. Philbrick, Skowhegan, and
Orel E. Davies, Rockland.

New Societies to be Organized
The opticians of New Mexico, Arizona,

Nevada, Idaho, Washington and North Dakota are
given notice that secretary and national organizer,
Wm. E. Huston, 4404 Main Street, Kansas City,
Mo., will soon begin an organization and affiliation
tour of these States which are the only ones still
remaining unorganized and unaffiliated west of New
York State. All those interested in this move-
ment, which is now thoroughly national, are
requested to communicate at once with Secretary
Huston.

chrtiary, I9OS

Massachusetts Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Mas-

sachusetts Optical Society was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, on the evening of Tuesday, January,
21st. As might naturally be expected the subject
of legislation was given considerable attention and
an instructive talk on the optometry bill was given
by President F. P. Simmons.

The principal speaker of the evening was
Howard C. Doane, the subject of his address being
" Muscular Anomalies." He explained in a very
practical way esophoria, exophoria, hyperphoria
and:spasm of accomodation much to the benefit of
the members present.

It was announced that owing to the expense of
furthering the optometry bill in the legislature there
was much need of additional funds, and members
were urged to pay their dues promptly. The
members were also urged to use their influence
with the senators and representatives from their
districts and also to explain the purposes of the
legislation to their local physicians.

North Carolina Optical Society
North Carolina opticians met at Raleigh on

the 20th, upon call issued by Wm. E. Huston,
national organizer, and after listening to some able
talks and excellent papers, organized and affiliated
with the American Association of Opticians. The
members voted to meet at Philadelphia, August
loth, which is to be " States Day " at the national
convention.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year : President, F. W. Day, Winston-
Salem ; first vice-president, Frank W. 'folly,
Raleigh ; second vice-president, Robert F. Henry,
Statesville ; secretary, W. W. Condon, Greens-
boro ; treasurer, W. B. Sorrell, Chapel Hill ;
executive committee, R. C. Berneau, S. Rapport,
G. L. Mewburn, S. Levy ; examining board, F. W-
Mahler, Fred. N. Day, Frank M. Tolly.

Lens-Grinding Machine
The right machine for the optician to do all

his surface grinding ; one man can turn out
twice the amount of work than formerly.
TOM LENSES made in any prescriphon

of 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 diopt. base curve.
" ROIJOH TORICS " a specialty.

We also make cylinder shells and tonic
shells of 3, 6 and 9 diopt.

Send for Circular and Price-List
ANT. WAGNER

Manufacturing Optician. Maker of Toile Lenses
1034 W. Girard Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Manufactured and sold under letters Patent

No. 839,345 and 646,672

Klein School of Optics
On account of optometric laws in many States,

a more thorough instruction must be given.
We have made arrangements so that students
who desire a more thorough course may remain
for one or two years. The regular term of ten
weeks will be so arranged, that a student who
wishes to get through in ten weeks may do so,
and students who take the one or two years'
course, continue in the aludy of higher optics.
We cordially invite all State boards to send us
the requiretnents for candidates. For further
Information, address

KLEIN SCHOOL OP OPTICS
185 Summer Street Boston, Mass.

"THE PERFECT"
Eyeglass and SpeCtSELCIO

Soldering Clump

This clamp will hold rimless mountings, or
frames, in exact position -that the break occurred
Spectacle workmen know how difficult it is

to line up a broken mounting.
Full directions with each clamp. Price, 50c.
W. H. KRAEMER

527 S. Los5obles Ave., Pasadena. Cal.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

PROFITS IN REPAIRING
You are overlooking one of dot greatest secrets of success in the

repair department if you have not provided yourself with a

Keystooe IMO Book of Watch Repairs
which is now used by all progressive jewelers. Each copy has space
for sixteen hundred entries of watch repairs with printed headings,
and the entries take Mt t the work of a moment. The book is tlw
basis of system in the repair department, and Is invaluable as a refer-
ence book of watches previously repaired.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $ I .00 (is. 2.1.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A new edition of Dr. Maddox's famous work

The Ocular Muscles

has just been issued. This edition was espe-
cially revised and enlarged by the author at

our suggestion and embodies all the latest researches-
tests, methods of treatment, instruments-in connection with
the ocular muscles.

As this is practically a new subject, and one which
presents the greatest difficulties to the refractionist, none
can afford to be without the reliable information given in
this book.

The fame of the author is world wide as the great
expounder of this particular branch of refraction, and the
results of a lifetime of research by himself and other experts
are embodied in this edition.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.,o (6s. 3d.)

PUBLISLIED BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, III.
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Optometrical Society of the City of
New York

The January meeting of this society was held
on the 8th instant, at 8 o'clock, in parlor D. R.
of the Fifth Avenue Hotel. The meeting was
called to order by P. A. Dilworth, as President
Fisher was delayed, but who arrived later. The
secretary read the minutes of the preceding meet-
ing, which were duly accepted as read.

The receipts were very good and the expendi-
tures, on motion by Mr. Frankel, seconded by
Mr. Yarrow, were ordered paid.

The following were elected members : Sylvan
Pollak, New York City; M. Finberg, Yonkers,
N. Y.; V. Rosenstrauss, New York City; J. K.
Woodruff, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Applications for membership were received
from the following parties : Louis M. Malinka,
Jersey City, N. J.; Philip M. Goldwasser, New
York City ; August Kost, Jr., New York City ; F.
G. W. Coates, Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y.; S. W.
Lichtenstein, New York City.

The secretary read the following letter re-
ceived from E. E. Arrington:

"Kindly convey my greetings to your society
and thank them sincerely for their generous re-
sponse to our legislative expense fund.

"Am enclosing copy of letter that will be
mailed to all members of State society this week,
which can be read at your meeting, as it gives a
brief outline of the situation to date.

"Do not know what we would do if it were
not for the hearty co-operation and generous
assistance of the New York City boys.

"Guess the State society better hold their
next State convention in New York City to repay
you for all your fidelity to the cause. With best
wishes to all."

A letter received from G. Frederic Beane,
chairman of the executive committee of the
Rhode Island Society of Optometry, requested a
copy of the proposed optometry law, as the so-
ciety will present an optometry bill at the next
legislative session in Rhode Island.

Our member, Joseph Mantel!, of Muskogee,
Okla., writes that an optometry bill will be pre-
sented at the first legislative session of Oklahoma.

The secretary read an abstract of a letter he
had written to Mr. Arrington, as follows:

"There is a matter that has been revolving in
my mind, and it is this : I think that every local
organization should become affiliated with its
State organization and pay it a certain sum per

capita, and 'every State society should become

affiliated with the national organization and pay

it a certain sum per capita, or otherwise. In this

way every society in the State has the interests of

the State society at heart, and every society in the

union should be drawn upon in securing legisla-

tion, and in other matters, to help a sister State.

For instance, New York State is now working for

legislation, and looks to New York only for help,

whereas we ought to have help from every State

in the union ; and again, New York ought to helfi,

when called upon, any other State. What is your

idea along these lines?"

This, he hopes, will give food for thought,

and may possibly and advantageously bear fruit.

Mr. Dilworth made a motion, which was seconded

by Mr. Curtis and carried, that a note of thanks

be tendered the secretary for his labors in behalf

of the legislative fund.
A motion made by Mr. Dilworth, seconded

by Mr. Levin and carried, stated that "the opto-

metrical Society of the City of New York, desires
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to put itself on record as condemning the sale,
use and recommending of any form of eye lotion
by optometrists."

At the conclusion of the business session Pro-
fessor Lockwood held a lecture and quiz.

All members and optometrists are requested
to send the secretary the names of the assembly-
man and senator of their districts.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists

The semi-annual meeting of the directors of
the Wisconsin Association of Optometrists was
held in Milwaukee, January 6th, with the follow-
ing members present : T. 0. F. Randolph, presi-
dent ; W. H. Becken, vice-president ; E. E.
Thomas, secretary ; H. McEwan, treasurer, and
A. J. Stoessel and Dr. J. N. Wilcox, directors,
Dr. I. M. Addleman being the only member
absent.

The accounts of the treasurer and secretary
were audited and approved, and the secretary
was instructed to follow out the constitutional
requirements in regard to members who are in
arrears with their dues.

C. D. Waugh, secretary of the examining

board, came before the board and recommended
a new plan for conducting examinations which
will simplify matters and make it more practical

for new members to come into the association.

F. 0. Thompson, the editor of our official

organ, The Northwestern Jeweler, was present

and expressed his views on preliminary work for
legislation.

The directors decided to follow up the plan

mapped out by the American Association of Op-

ticians for affiliated State societies, 'and the work

of enlisting all opticians of the State in our

society has already been started.
The fixing of the exact dates of the July

association meeting and the appointment of a

programme committee for that meeting was left

for the president to attend to later.
After a social chat, the meeting adjourned

with the feeling that a more harmonious January

meeting had not been held for years, and that

much had been accomplished.

Physiological Section A. A. 0. Prize
Contest

The following announcement relative to the

prize contest has been issued by the Physiological

Section of the American Association of Opti-

cians:

"To you, as a member of the Physiological

Section of the American Association of Opti-

cians, three prizes are offered by the Physiolog-

ical Section of the A. A. of 0. for the three best

papers written by members of the section.

First Prize-A certificate conferring an hon-

orary degree.
Second Prize-Fifteen dollars in cash.

Third Prize-Ten dollars in cash.

The seven next best papers will be awarded

honorable mention and the ten will form the

literary programme for the Philadelphia meeting

of the A. A. of 0. in 1908. The board of regents

are the official judges. The contest is subject to

the following conditions:

First-Each paper must be written upon

some one of the topics in the list furnished by the

secretary of the section.
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Second-All papers must be plainly written
in ink, or typewritten, and must require not less
than fifteen nor more than twenty minutes in
reading, and should be signed with writer's full
name and address.

Third-All papers must be sent directly to
the chairman of the board of regents, W. T.
Eisensmith, Charleston, W. Va., and must reach
him by April I, 1908.

For some years this valuable literary work
has been done by a few, yet the section feels that
much latent talent lies within its membership, and
hereby offers each and every member an oppor-
tunity to take an active part in the carrying on of
this great work. To read a paper at this and
future conventions will be an honor second to
none in the optometrical profession. Here will
speak forth the ablest minds ; here will go down
records of advancement ; here the true student,
the original thinker, can speak and be listened to
by appreciative hearers.

It is your privilege to enter this contest ; it
is your duty to self and to the section to prepare
a paper containing the best that is in you. Be
first if you can, be one of the ten-at least be one
of those who tried. We count upon you; don't
underestimate your ability-try, you can't lose.
Just write the secretary, Ernest Eimer, Muske-
gon, Mich., for anything further you wish to
know.

Any subject in the following list may be
selected :

I. Presbyopia.
2. Esophoria.
3. Hypermetropia.
4. Exophoria.
5. Amblyopia.
6. Convergence.
7. Strabismus.
8. Frame Fitting.
9. Skiascopy.
To. Ophthalmoscopy.

Face Measuring.
12. Ophthalmometry.
13. Perimetry.
14. Educational Standards.
15. Optometrical Legislation.
16. Optical Physics.
17. Anatomy of the Eye.
18. A Reliable Test of Astigmia.
19. Fogging Methods.
20. Subjective via Objective Tests.
21. The Treatment of High Myopia in Chil-

dren.
22. The Physiology of the Eye (not Anat-

omy).
23. The Eye as a Camera.
24. The Human Stereoscope and Binocular

Vision.
25. The Physiology of the Motor Muscles.
26 The Ultraviolet Ray in Optics.
27. Light in Its Relation to Sight.
28. The Value of Tinted Lenses.
29. The Therapeutic Value of Lenses and

Prisms in Stimulating and Inhibiting In-
nervation.

30. Imbalances of the Motor Muscles Amen-
able to Lenses.

31. The Fusion Centers Govern Accommoda-
tion and Not Associate Innervation.

32. Prisms in Optometry.
33. The Ophthalmoscope, Its Place in Optom-

etric Practice.
34. The Cornea as a Refractive Factor. •
35. Oculist VS. Optometrist.
36. Methods of Precision in Optometry.
37. Mechanical Optics and the Optical Work-

room.
38. Color Blindness and Its Detection.
39. The Plus and Minus Cylinder in Subject-

ive Testing.
40. The Value of Prisms in Cases of Presby-

opia.
41. Anisometropia and Its Correction.
42. The Value of Prism Exercise.
43. Shall the Optometrist Charge for His Ex-

aminations ?
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Optometry Bill Introduced in Ohio
Legislature

Ohio is one of the States in which an effort

will be made to have an optometry bill passed

into law during the present session of the Legis-
lature. The State Optical Society has done effi-
cient work in creating sentiment favorable to the
measure, and strong hopes of its passage are
entertained. In the circular issued to the opti-
cians of the State by the legislative committee of
the society each one was urged to call upon his
representative and senator and explain to them
the objects of the legislation in order that they
might be properly posted on its character and the

benefits which would accrue from it to the general
public. "It will be desirable, said the circular,
"to call attention to the fact that twelve States
have passed similar laws, in all of which its

operation has been found beneficial, whereas, in
view of the fact that it is rapidly driving the ob-

jectionable element out of such States, evidenced
by the fact that reports from various parts of
the State, and particularly from the wholesale
houses, show that fully soo traveling opticians of
questionable methods have invaded Ohio in the
past year, it would seem that the present efforts
on the part of the Ohio Optical Association is
timely and deserves the endorsement and co-opera-
tion of every one who feels that the fitting of
glasses requires special skill and educational prep-
aration.

"You should also point out the fact that the
bill clearly defines optometry as a mechanical or
technical occupation, prohibiting the use of drugs,
medicines or surgery, aiming thereby to eliminate
the ,disreputable practice in vogue amongst the
itinerants of selling or furnishing proprietary eye
remedies; that it fixes a minimum educational
requirement which can from time to time be en-
hanced at the discretion of the board of exam-
iners; that it provides a means for prosecuting
those who violate it, and enables the board to pro-
tect the public from the incompetent or unscru-
pulous practitioner by revoking his certificate and
inflicting the penalty provided."

As the evolution of a proper optometry bill
is at present a matter of deep interest to all op-
ticians, we publish herewith for the benefit of our
readers the measure which has been introduced in
the Ohio legislature.

A BILL

To Regulate the Practice of Optometry.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
State of Ohio:

Practice of Optometry Defined

SECTION I. The practice of optometry is
hereby defined to be the employment of any
means, other than the use of drugs, medicine or
surgery, for the measurement of the powers of
vision and the adaptation of lenses for the aid
thereof.

Physicians and Surgeons Excepted

SECTION 2. The penal provision of this act,
as defined in Section zo, shall not apply, or be
construed to apply, to physicians or surgeons
lawfully entitled to practice medicine or surgery
under the laws of this State, nor shall they apply
to persons who sell spectacles or eyeglasses on
prescription from a physician or surgeon or duly
qualified optometrist, as hereinafter provided, nor
to dealers in spectacles and eyeglasses who neither
practice nor profess to practice optometry.

Governor to Appoint Board.

SECTION 3. There is hereby created a board,
to be known and styled the Ohio State Board of
Optometry, to consist of five members to be ap-
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pointed by the governor within thirty days after
the passage of this act, one to serve for the term
of one year, one for two years, one for three
years, one for four years and one for five years,
and annually thereafter one member of said
board shall be appointed by the governor to serve
for the term of five years. Vacancies shall be
filled in the same way for the unexpired term.
Immediately after the passage of this act, and
whenever the term of a member is about to ex-
pire, or a vacancy occurs in the membership of
said board, the Ohio Optical Association may
nominate and certify to the governor the names,
double in number of those to be appointed, of
reputable persons who have, for the period of
five years previously thereto, been actively en-
gaged in the practice of optometry, from which
names, or from other persons with like qualifica-
tions, the governor shall make said appointments.

Meetings of Board

SECTION 4. Said board shall meet annually on
the first Tuesday in June and organize by the
election, from its members, of a president, secre-
tary and treasurer, who shall hold their offices
for the period of one year. It shall hold addi-
tional regular meetings on the first Tuesdays of
October and February, and such other meetings
at such times and places as it may determine.

Examinations, Admissions and Registration

SECTION 5. Every person desiring to com-
mence or continue the practice of optometry after
January I, 1909, and be registered as an optomet-
rist, shall file with the secretary of the Ohio State
Board of Optometry, upon blanks to be by him
furnished, an application, duly verified, stating
therein that said applicant has attended a course
of optometry covering the period of not less than
six months in and has graduated from some
school of optometry approved by the board, or
that he has practiced optometry for not less than
two years under the supervision of a registered
optometrist for two full years outside of this
State, and shall present himself before the board
and submit to an examination as to his qualifica-
tions for the practice of optometry. If the board
be satisfied that the person so presenting himself
for examination is possessed of the necessary
qualifications and passes a satisfactory examina-
tion, the board shall issue to such applicant a cer-
tificate authorizing him to practice the profession
of optometry and place his name upon a register
to be kept of those who have successfully passed
the examination and received the certificate
herein provided for. Provided, however, that any
person who shall have been continuously engaged
in the practice of optometry in this State for
more than two years next prior to the passage of
this act, shall be entitled, upon the submission
of proof satisfactory to the board, of character,
competency and qualification, to receive a certifi-
cate without further examination, but no person
shall be entitled to such certificate who does not
make application and present his proofs before
January I, 1909.

Fees
SECTION 6. The board shall charge and col-

lect for the issuance and registration of certificates
the following fees : For the examination of an
applicant, $2o; for the issuance of a certificate of
registration, $5. If an applicant be rejected, he
shall be entitled to be admitted to another exam-
ination occurring not less than three months
thereafter, without the payment of a further fee,
but for all subsequent examinations, which shall
not occur at intervals of less than three months,
he shall pay an examination fee of $5. All fees
shall be paid in advance to the treasurer of the
board, and by him covered into the State treasury
monthly, to the credit of a fund which is hereby
appropriated for the use of the Ohio State Board
of Optometry. The compensation and expenses
of the members and officers of the board, and all
expenses proper and necessary, in the opinion of
the board, to discharge its duties under and en-
force the provisions of this act, shall be paid out
of said fund upon the warrant of the auditor of
state issued upon requisition signed by the presi-
dent and secretary of the board.

Compensation of Members and
Officers of Board

SECTION 7. The secretary may receive a sal-
ary, to be fixed by the board, and shall be paid his
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necessary expenses incurred in the performance
of his official duties. The secretary shall keep
a record of all the proceedings of the board; and
its books and register shall be prima facie evi-
dence of all matters therein recorded. The mem-
bers of the board, other than the secretary, shall
receive the sum of $10 for each day actually
employed in the discharge of their official
duties and the necessary expenses while engaged
therein. The treasurer shall give bond in the sum
of $r000, with sureties to the approval of the
board, conditioned for the faithful performance
of his duties.

Certificates to be Displayed

SECTION 8. Every person to whom a certifi-
cate of registration shall be issued shall keep the
same displayed in a conspicuous place in his office
and, whenever required, shall exhibit such certifi-
cate to the board or to its authorized representa-
tive; and whenever practicing his profession of
optometry outside of or away from his place of
business he shall deliver to each customer or per-
son fitted with glasses a bill of sale, which shall
contain his signature, home post office address
and the number of his certificate of registration.

Revocation of Certificates

SECTION 9. The board may revoke any cer-
tificate of registration for conviction of crime,
habitual drunkenness for six months immediately
preceding the charge, or gross incompetency; but
no certificate shall be revoked unless written
charges have been filed against the holder of the
certificate and at least five days' written notice of
the time and place of the hearing thereon, which
shall be public, served upon the accused, and he
be given an opportunity to confront the witnesses
against him, offer testimony in his own behalf and
be heard in person and by counsel. Witnesses at
such hearing shall testify under oath, which may
be administered by any member of the board, and
the board may enforce the attendance of wit-
nesses. The board at any time after the expiration
of ninety days from its revocation may reissue a
revoked certificate when it is made satisfactorily
to appear that the disqualification has been re-
moved or has ceased to exist.

Penalties

SECTION TO. Whoever, after January I, 1909,
not being lawfully authorized to practice optom-
etry, as provided in this act, holds himself out as
a practitioner thereof, or practices or attempts to
practice, optometry, or whoever personates an-
other such practitioner, shall, for each offense, be
fined not less than $25 nor more than $100, or
imprisoned not more than three months, or both.

Next Convention of the A. A. 0.

The board of directors of the American
Association of opticians has voted to hold its
eleventh annual convention and exhibit in the city
of Philadelphia, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, August loth, nth, 12th, and 13th,
1908. The convention and exhibit will be held in
Musical Fund Hall, Eighth and Locust Streets,
and headquarters for the visiting delegates and
members will be. at the Continental Hotel, Ninth
and Chestnut Streets, only a square and a half
from the convention hall and right in the optical
and business center of the city. Arrangements
will also be made with Green's Hotel, at Eighth
and Chestnut Streets, which is the same distance
away from the hall as the Continental.

Musical Fund Hall, where this convention will
be held, is one of the historic buildings of Phila-
delphia and has held some of the most notable
gatherings in the history of the city. The old
assembly balls, he most exclusive and aristo-
cratic affairs of the kind held in this country,
were conducted ix-, this hall. It has a wide repu-
tation on account of the acoustic qualities of the
hall and also for its coolness in the summer
season.

In view of the tact that he membership of the
American Association has increased about four-
fold during the last year, it is confidently expected
that the coming convention will be the largest
gathering of opticians ever held in this or any
other country, and ample provisions are being
made by the local committee to provide suitable
entertainment for those who attend.
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Maryland Optical Society

At the call of Wm. E. Huston, secretary of

the A. A. 0., a well-attended meeting of the

opticians of the State was held in the assembly

rooms of the New Howard Hotel, Baltimore,

Md., January 16th. The first meeting was held at

10 A. M., and was presided over by Mr. Huston,

who called upon F. W. McAllister, one of the

leading opticians of the city, to make an address

of welcome. Mr. McAllister said:

I welcome you to-day to what I hope will be
the turning point in the history of Maryland
opticians and optometrists and the wholesale deal-
ers. I hope this meeting will mark the beginning
of new life, a more friendly feeling toward each
other, and that great and lasting benefit will come
from our new organization.

This new organization, affiliated with the
large national body, the American Association of
Opticians, with its 4000 members and thirty-eight
State societies, will give us a power and position
such as is impossible to any single firm or indi-
vidual. When my fellow-speakers have finished
their addresses and you have listened to their
arguments, I am sure every one will join us in
this good work.

There are three great problems to be dis-
cussed this morning: Organization, legislation
and education. I shall discuss them separately
and in rotation.

Organization is the first of these problems,
and all of our efforts will be futile if this is not
made very thorough and strong. To give it
strength, it is necessary that every dealer in
glasses, whether he be optometrist, optician,
jeweler-optician or wholesale dealer in spectacles,
must be a member of the Maryland State society.
The main object to be protection to ourselves and
our patrons. With all combined and working for
one end, it will be possible to accomplish what
has long been needed : First—Legislation; Second
—Sociability; Third—Good-fellowship and the
possibility of better prices.

Legislation with the aforesaid State organiza-
tion can be obtained. With a member in each
town and county, great influence can be brought
to bear on your local member of the legislature,
and in many cases he may be a customer or pa-
tient and will be more amenable to listen to our
arguments, which are, after all, for the good of
the public as well as to prevent ignorant peddlers
and fakirs from selling glasses. There is nothing
in the bill we hope to obtain that is antagonistic
to the physician or oculist. It is meant to demand
that we receive the proper recognition in the com-
munity that years of study and experience entitle
us to. For years the dentists and pharmacists
had no legal status, and it was by pulling together
that they have a State board of examiners in
existence to-day.

Education must come if organization and leg-
islation are accomplished facts. With an optom-
etry bill such as they have in Minnesota nobody
will be allowed to practice optometry who cannot
pass the State board of examiners. Think what a
stimulus this would be to the ambitious student
in optometry; think of the high character of op-
tometrists it is going to eventually bring out.
When this is accomplished the day of the fakir
is over.

Hoping that every optician in the State of
Maryland will join this society of optometrists,
and thinking you for your attention, I will close
my remarks with the slogan: Organize, legislate,
educate.

Addresses were made by W. H. Reisner, Ha-

gerstown, Md., on "Frame Adjustments"; by Wm.

J. Benn, Philadelphia, on "The Benefits of Or-

ganization," and "Free Examinations" and by H.

J. Cook, of Knoxville, Tenn., on "Optometry Law

in Operation."

At the afternoon session several letters and

telegrams were read from out-of-town dealers

explaining their inability to be present, but ex-

pressing their willingness to co-operate in the

work. Among these was a letter from Geo. W.

Kettoman, of Highfield, who had been scheduled
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to read a paper on "A Higher Standard for Opti-

cians' Education." Mr. Kettoman wrote that his

mother was dangerously ill, which prevented his

attending, but he desired to be enrolled as a

member.
A constitution and by-laws, recommended by

the American Association of Opticians, was then

read and adopted as a whole, and after being

signed by those present, an election of officers was

held and resulted as follows : President, G. W.

Sadtler; vice-presidents, F. W. McAllister and J.

H. Sides, Chestertown; secretary, W. H. Reisner,

Hagerstown; treasurer, Milton Kohler, Hagers-

President G. W. Sadtler

town; executive committee, H. Roller, Baltimore;

F. A. Persohn, Baltimore; E. Knox, Centreville;

M. F. Schumacher; board of examiners, M.

Powell, Cumberland; J. Stahn, Baltimore; W. B.

Brown, Baltimore.
The society also voted to hold its next meet-

ing at Philadelphia on August loth, along with

the other State societies who hold meetings in

connection with the annual convention of the

American Association of Opticians, in Musical

Fund Hall. It was also voted to leave the char-

ter open for sixty days for the enrollment of new

charter members. The newly elected president

Secretary W. H. Reisner

was then 'presented to the meeting and modestly

thanked them for the honor conferred on him.

The new president is at the head of the oldest

business concern in the city of Baltimore, and is

generally recognized as one of the leading mer-

chants of the city. The business of which he is

now the head was established in Baltimore in 1799

by P. B. Sadtler, the grandfather of the present

owner. His two sons succeeded him and the

firm name was changed to P. B. Sadtler & Sons.

The business is now conducted under the name of

G. T. Sadtler & Sons. The firm occupies very

handsome quarters at 14 and 16 East Baltimore

Street, in the center of the best business section

of the city, where they have very complete and
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up-to-date optical department and examining

room in connection with their jewelry store.

On motion of H. J. Cook, Nashville, Tenn.,

Wm. J. Benn, Philadelphia, and Wm. E. Huston,

Kansas City, were elected honorary members of

the society in recognition of their services in at-

tending the meeting and their help in organizing

the new society. During the meeting Mr. Cook

made a plea for the new society to assist in having

the next convention of the A. A. 0. held in the

South, and the proposition met with their en-

dorsement.
In the evening a fine banquet was given to

those who enrolled as members and the visitors

by the local optical dealers. Although the latter

had been called together and the arrangements

were within forty-eight hours, the affair proved

to be a most enjoyable one, and the well-selected

menu was excellently served. The officers and

guests sat at a table at the end of the room

and the members at one long table running the

length of the room. Mr. Sadtler, the newly

elected president, presided, and later in the even-

ing presented Wm. J. Benn, of Philadelphia, as

toastmaster. Wm. E. Huston told of how the

word "optometrist" was first coined; H. J. Cook,

of Knoxville, Tenn., spoke on "A Code of Ethics

for Opticians"; short addresses were also made

by F. W. McAllister, W. B. Brown, W. H. Reis-

ner, Harry Roller, M. F. Schumacher, Milton

Kohler, B. Mayer, J. Stahn and G. W. Metcalfe.

The following names were enrolled at the

first session of the meeting, but the lisf was con-

siderably augmented before the close of the ban-

quet in the evening.

W. W. Harper, Hurlock ; L. H. Eddman,

Belair ; Dr. 0. S. Highbayer, Hagerstown; H. Lay

Bewer, Easton; W. H. Reisner, Hagerstown; J.

H. Sides, Chestertown; Milton Kohler, Hagers-

town; Edwin Kuor, Centreville, and G. W. Met-

calfe (Metcalfe Optical Co.), B. W. Hagill, M.D.;

F. W. McAllister, G. W. Sadtler, Wm. F. Mitchell,

G. A. Hilbent, H. E. Bemis, J. W. Warner, Jus-

tine Stahn, M. C. Pretzfelder, C. Walter Baher, B.

Mayer, Harry Roller, W. B. Brown, Earl A.

Bemis, M. F. Schumacher, Jos. B. Schofield, I. J.

Braun, Fernando Volkman, E. A. Newman, I. N.

Forman, R. W. Lutz and Edw. P. Boettinga, of

Baltimore.

W. H. Reisner, of Hagerstown, Md., newly

elected secretary of the Maryland Optical Society,

was born in Mercersburg, Pa., in 1865, and in

1880 was apprenticed to his brother, L. C. Reisner,

a jeweler in that town, with whom he stayed until

August, 1883, when he accepted a position with

C. H. Pixley, then at Freeport, Ill. In 1885 he

accepted a position with Milton Kohler, Hagers-

town, Md., as jeweler and engraver. In 1887 he

went to Salisbury, N. C., engaging in business for

himself, returning later to Hagerstown, Md. The

turning point in Mr. Reisner's life occurred in

1897, when he took instructions in the use of the

retinoscope with the Julius King Optical Co., of

New York, L. L. Ferguson, instructor. Soon

after this Mr. Reisner developed an unknown

quality in his make-up and invented the Reisner

Lens Measure, which has since been followed by

many other inventions. In October, 1902, he closed

out his jewelry business to engage exclusively in

the optical business and the manufacturing of his

lens measure, etc. In addition to his optical work

he personally superintends the manufacturing

concern of W. H. Reisner Mfg. Co., acting as

secretary and treasurer of same. That he will

make an efficient secretary for the new organiza-

tion may be taken for granted.
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United States Patents

T H E

Patents of interest to the trade, recently issued,
especially prepared for this journal by Wm. N.
Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Building,
Washington, D. C.

No. 872,320.—Spring for eyeglasses. Leo F. Adt,
Troy, N. Y. Filed March 6, 1905. Serial
No. 248,426.

In eyeglasses the combination with
the lenses and suitable attaching de-
vices thereon, of a bridge spring
having horizontally-arranged bends

• 

formed therein, and vertically-extend-
ing attaching arms On the spring hav-
ing their attaching portions located in
substantially the same horizontal plane
as said bends.

No. 873,339.—Nose guard for eyeglasses. Gustav
A. Bader, Rochester, N. Y., assignor, by direct
and !nestle assignments of one-half to E.

a
Jse

Kirstein Sons Company, Rochester, N. Y., a
corporation of New York, and one-half to
Leo. F. Adt, Albany, N. Y. Filed August
29, 1906. Serial No. 332,433.
In eyeglasses, the combination with the lenses

and a bridge for connecting them, of nose guards,
guides on which the nose guards move substan-
tially in line with one another, and pivoted levers
for operating the guards on their guides.

No. 872,994.—Watch barrel. Lewis A. Faller,
Nashville, Tenn., assignor to Webster C. Ball.
Filed October 25, 1906. Serial No. 340,429.
In a watch, the combination with the pillar

plate and top plate of such watch, of a third plate
mounted upon said pillar plate between the same
and said top plate, a hollow winding arbor jour-

naled interme-. ‘• • 
"• diately between

its ends in said
third plate and
wholly sup-
ported thereby,
a winding
wheel mounted

I' upon the lower
end of said

winding arbor and lying between said pillar and
third plates, a main arbor lying within said wind-
ing arbor and having its ends journaled in said
pillar and top plates respectively, a barrel and a
great wheel borne by said main arbor and a main-
spring attached at its inner end to said winding
arbor and at its outer end to said drum, said wind-
ing arbor, main arbor and barrel being removable
from the watch along with said third plate, sub-
stantially as described.
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No. 872,712.—Watch. Duane 1-1. Church, Newton,
Mass.; Harriet L. Church, executrix of said
Duane H. Church, deceased, assignor, by
mesne assignments to Waltham Watch Com-
pany, a corporation of Massachusetts. Filed
March I, 1905. Serial No. 247,840.
A watch case center having a space in which is

an internal seat or shoulder adapted to prevent
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displacement of a movement in one direction fromIts operative position , and an adjustable securing
device adapted to be projected inwardly from a
point over the case center into the space to engage
the movement and prevent its displacement in the
opposite direction.
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No. 872,3o3.—Projection apparatus. William L.
Patterson, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Bausch
& Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y.,
a corporation of New York. Filed May 15,
1907. Serial No. 373,774.

The combination with

• 

a microscope and a con-
denser arranged to direct
light rays to the micro-

23 scope, of a cooling cell
arranged between the
microscope and the con-
denser, and means for
holding the o bject in
contact with the cooling
cell.

No. 873,008.—Engraving machine.
Rochester, N. Y., assignor to
Optical Company,
Rochester, N. Y., a cor-
poration of New York.
Filed Julie 13, 1907.
Serial No. 378,685.

In an engraving ma-
chine, the combination with
a tracer and a pantograph
controlled thereby, of a
carrier frame pivoted to th,e
pantograph, a motor mova- •
ble on the carrier frame and
having a cutting tool secured
to its shaft, and coarse and
fine adjustments for feeding the
tool on the carrier.

Edward Bausch,
Bausch & Lomb
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motor with the

No. 871,762.—Goggles. Emil B. Meyrowitz, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the Meyrowitz Manu-
facturing Company, a corporation of New
Jersey. Filed July 5, 1906. Serial No. 324,718.

A protector for the eyes, comprising individual
eye pieces connected by a band adapted to encircle
the head of the wearer, and having fastening means
whereby they are freely detachably connected
between the eyes of the wearer.

No. 872,211.—Eyeglass mounting. Leo F. Adt,
Albany, N. Y. Filed February 17, 1906.
Serial No. 301,561.

In an eyeglass mount-
ing, the combination with
the support, of a guard
pivoted thereon and hav-
ing the forwardly-project-
ing operating arm, the
Spring arm extending
rearwardly of the first
and then forwardly and
having a sliding engage-
ment with the support

and the ose-bearing portion also located in rear
of the pivot.

No. 872,135.--Mainsoring winder. Louis Kohn,
Chicago, Ill. Filed June 7, 1907. Serial
No. 377,74.
In a mainspring winder, the com-

bination with a handle, a tubular
shaft, a sliding shaft within said tubu-
lar shaft, discs secured to the ends of
said shafts, means for winding a
mainspring into any desired size, and
means for ti ansferring said wound mainspring into
a barrel or case, said means comprising a series of
adjustable plungers.
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No. 873,156.—Gem-displaying ring. Charles Moe,
Chicago, Ill. Filed October r, 1906. Serial
No. 336,950.

A display ring for
jewelers, the same compris-
ing an open circle of resilient
material provided with op-
posed gem-holding prongs
at the respective sides of its
open portion, said holding
prongs being normally in
close relation and requiring
to be sprung apart in order
to receive and have holding
engagement with a gem.

No. 873,342.—Eyeglasses. Louis B. Becker, New
York, N. Y., assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments of one-half to E. Kirstein Sons
Company, Roches-
ter, N. Y., a corpo-
ration of New York,
and one-half to Leo o
F. Adt, Alban
N. Y. Filed Decem-
ber 22, 1906. Serial 6 CrNo. 349,036.

In an eyeglass bridge, a bridging portion, arms
pivoted thereto, springs acting upon said arms, and
means adapting said arms for attachment to the
lens-supporting parts of an eyeglass mounting.

No. 872,697.—Charm, hat pin, etc. George H.
Tilford, Providence, R. I., assignor of one-half
to George A. Keach, Providence, R. I. Filed
February 26, r9o7. Serial No. 359,418.

An article of jewelry, comprising -
/ side members provided with attaching

fingers, a top plate engaged by said
fingers, and a member located between
said side members and having a socket,
said member being also provided with
flexible means to engage the adjacent
portions of said side members.

No. 872,971.—Clock key. Arthur
tol, Conn., assignor to the E.
Bristol, Conn., a corporation.
ber 30, 1907. Serial No.
395,126.

A clock key, comprising a
bow and a threaded sleeve
formed with a head, the ends of
the bow being pivotally mounted
in the head and the central por-
tion of the bow being bent
inward to form a yielding re-
taining point which co-acts with
the end of the head in holding
the bow in its operating position.

H. Porter, Bris-
Ingraham Co.,
Filed Septem-

No. 871,534.—Time lock. Warren H. Taylor,
Stamford, Conn., assignor to the Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Company, Stamford, Conn.
Filed July 30, 1907. Serial No. 386,307.

In a time lock, the combhmtion of a time
movement and devices operated thereby for releas-
ing the bolt work of the kwk, the said devices in-
cluding a part constructed to yield in the event the
free movement of any of the purts between the
time movement and the bolt work: be blocked.
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Optical Notes

1.0 P. Scholler. Hancock, Mich., has been
appointed to serve on the committee of publicity
of the American Association of Opticians. He
takes the place of C. M. Jenkins, of Richmond, Ind.

.a$ Edward W. Grievish, an accomplished
optometrist, of Minneapolis, Minn., has removed
to new quarters at 322 Medical Block, where he
has much better facilities for attending to his large
clientage.

.as E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
-announce that the trade can soon have the
" Handy" Shur-On in gold filled, and that they
will be glad to submit a sample. This member of
the Shur-On line has proved very popular with the
-optometrists.

.at W. N. Ackley, who was formerly manager
of the Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., Stockton, Cal.,
has resigned from that company to start in the
optical business on his own account. As Mr.
Ackley is a thorough master of the business in all
its branches and his success would seem to be
assured.

A. H. Wenning, a manufacturing optician
has opened a new lens grinding plant in Nashville,
Tenn. Mr. Wenning who is a practical optician
.expects to do much work for the trade of the city
and will gradually increase the capacity of his plant.
He was for some years with the optical department
of the Stief Jewelry Co., of Nashville.

.4 In the December issue of the Ladies'
Home Journal, a lady M. D. replying to a " Pretty
Girl Question " said: " An expert oculist is the
person to advise these glasses. It is as unwise to
leave the selection of glasses in the hands of an
optician as it would be to go to a dressmaker for
the filling of a tooth." There's still work for the
optometrical missionary.

Dr. M. Schwab & Son, of Savannah, Ga.;
and Saratoga, N. Y., have opened an optical store
ill Jacksonville. Fla., where they purchased the
stock and good will of the business of Dr. E. H.
Armstrong. The store has been greatly improved
and brought up to date in every respect. A com-
plete outfit for the examination of the eye has been
installed and also a lens-grinding plant.

,at The Omaha Optical Co., Omaha, Nebr.,
recently elected officers for the ensuing year as
follows : Elwood Riggs, president and treasurer;
Raymond A. Bullard, vice-president; Walter H.
Chamberlain, secretary. The company has re-
moved to its new home in the Brandeis Building,
and now has about double the floor space of
its old quarters. New fixtures and additional
machinery are being installed.

.51 We learn from our Canadian exchanges
negotiations which have been in progress during
the past year looking to a reorganization of the
leading jobbing houses in the optical trade have
just been completed. By the terms of the arrange-
ment the entire interest of the various members of
the Cohen family in the business of the Cohen
Bros., Limited, and the Montreal Optical Company,
pass into the hands of the stock holders of the new
company which has been formed for this purpose.
The purchasers of the stock are L. G. Amsden, T.
Coffin, W. K. McNaught, C. B. McNaught and
G. B. Shaw, the two first having been associated
with the respective companies since their in-
corporation and being well known to the retail
optical trade in Canada, while the others are well-
known Toronto business men, Mr. W. K. Mc-
Naught being at the head of the Canadian Watch
Case industry, and known to all Canada as the
Hon. President of the great Toronto Exhibition.
The new organization has been incorporated as
The Consolidated Optical Co., with Mr. McNaught
as president; Mr. Amsden, 1st vice-president and
managing director, and Mr. Coffin as manager of
the Montreal branch, with which he has so long
been associated, and with the travelers of the old
organization covering their respective trips and
becoming stock holders in the new company.
The Dominion Optical Co., which has for some
time been financially obligated to the Cohen Bros.,
Limited, has been included in the Consolidation,
and the Toronto warehouse has been discontinued

and the accounts taken over by the new company,
the stock being mainly used to improve the
Western branch, which has been moved to more
commodious quarters, thoroughly remodeled and
placed in charge of Mr. P. B. Crews, who will in
future reside in Winnipeg and devote his whole
time to the Western trade. The factory in Toronto
has been disposed of and new quarters secured at
the corner of Spadina and Adelaide Street, a few
blocks west of the present site and comprising one
complete flat of 10,000 feet in the magnificent
cement fire-proof building being erected by Messrs.
Andrew Darling & Co., and which will be ready
for occupation early in the new year.

.at The class of 1908, at the New York Insti-
tute of Optometry, organized recently, making the
first class society of the institute. The organiza-
tion will be known as the class of 1908 of the New
York Institute of Optometry, and the graduates of
this class will be charter members of the alumni
body. The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, Jos. H. Drakeford, New York City ;
vice-president, Wm. G. Jorgenson, New York
City ; secretary, Chas. H. Barrows, Lamoni, Iowa;
treasurer, Wm. T. Girard, Biddeford, Maine.
Several committees were appointed and a motion
made electing the members of the faculty to hon-
orary membership in the class society. A class
dinner will be given at the end of the term in April.
The following students are at present in attendance
at the institute: J. A. Simpson, E. A. Clark,
0. Lind, Jr., S. U. Hartshorn, M. B. Preston, E. P.
Traitler, H. M. Sacks, J. H. Drakeford, I. M.
Fanning, B. Dadd, Miss A. Davidson, W. D.
Jorgenson, A. Kaufman, R. Faulkner and W. W.
Stone, all of New York City ; A. C. Smith, Utica,
N. Y.; C. B. Meyer, Yonkers, N. Y.; J. S.
Rinkenbach, Harrisburg. Pa.; A. H. Reichel,
Union Hill, N. J.; A. Goldweber, Bayonne, N. J.;
W. F. Girard, Biddeford, Maine ; W. B. Eddy,
Williamsport, Pa.; J. Ronan, Weavertown, N. Y.;
C. H. Barrows, Lamoni, Iowa ; J. W. Moreland,
Havana, Ala.

Indiana Optical Society

The Indiana Optical Society will hold its
annual meeting and give a banquet to its members
Monday, Febuary 17th, at the Denison Hotel,
Indianapolis. An invitation to be present and to
affiliate with the society will be extended to every
registrated optician in the State. At the business
meeting the constitution and by-laws will be
amended to conform in every particular with the
State optical law and much other business of im-
portance will come before the society. President
Woodard anticipates a full meeting as new
applications for membership, are coming in good
number.

The Minnesota State Association of
Optometrists

The annual meeting of the Minnesota State
Association of Optometrists will be held February
24 and 25th at 804 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
in conjunction with the State Retail Jewelers'
Association.

The sessions will be held February 24th, Mon-
day 9.30 A.M. and 7.30 P.M. and February 25th
Tuesday 2 P.M.

Election of officers, committee reports, etc., will
be held as usual at annual meetings.

The educational part of the programme will be
a " treat de Lux " as the Association has engaged
the services of John C. Eberhard, of Dayton, Ohio,
for two lectures, the subjects being: ''Optometrical
Methods of Precision, both objective and sub-
jective " and " The Motor Muscles, their Needs,
Deficiencies and Methods of Investigation."

These lectures will be open to all, whether
members or not, and all are invited to attend.
With such knowledge to be obtained free, the hall
should be well filled. It will be advisable for all
to come early as the first session will be as valuable
as the last and none can afford to miss any of them.

The campaign of education is on and Min-
nesota Association meetings have always been
valuable, but this seems to be the star event. The
directors are certainly setting a fast pace for their
successors to follow. Remember the date and be
sure to come.
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Nebraska State Optical Society

The Nebraska State Optical Society will hold
its annual meeting in Lincoln at the Lincoln Hotel
on February 26th, the day after the meeting of the
State Association of Retail Jewelers. Following
the meeting the State Board of Optometry will
hold a two days session for those wishing to take
examination to practice optometry in the State.
This is a most important meeting, and as many of
the opticians of the State as can possibly attend are
urgently requested to come to the convention,
The association has now a membership of over
two hundred, a remarkable record considering that
it is only two years old.

San Francisco Association of
Optometrists

A meeting of the above association was held
on the evening of January 7th at Coleman's Hotel,
San Francisco. Many matters of interest to the
trade were discussed at the meeting and the
question of entertaining the delegates at the State
convention was also considered. The members
voted to affiliate with the National Association.

The Northwestern Optical Association

The annual meeting of the Northwestern
Optical Association was held at the Old Capitol
Building, St. Paul, January 14th and proved a
very interesting meeting. An instructive paper
was read by Dr. E. C. Roberts showing that
" certain ocular defects may be caused by im-
proper assimilation." He was followed by
Dr. E. S. Bugbee who reported a case in which
he had by correspondence cured a case of
stammering by having proper glasses fitted and
another in which he had cured a case of nervous
prostration with heart and stomach trouble, with
spectacles.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
president, E. C. Roberts, Redwing, Minn.; vice-
presidents, E. S. Bugbee and Carrie West, of
Minneapolis; secretary L. A. Pudde, Minneapolis;
treasurer, Prof. L. L. DeMors Minneapolis ;
directors, Percy Smith, C. A. k/Vilson, G. D.
Bruce Tudor, Minneapolis, and C. F. Sischo,
St. Paul.

A resolution was adopted to affiliate with the
American Association of Opticians.

South Carolina State Optical Society

The South Carolina Optical Society was organ-
ized at a meeting of the opticians of the State, held
in Columbia, on January 22d. The new society
affiliated with the national organization and decided
to hold their next meeting in Philadelphia during
the national convention to be held in that city in
August. Gustaf Sylvan, of Columbia, was elected
president of the new society.

New Jersey Optical Society

As about eighty per cent. of the membership
of the New Jersey State Optical Society is located
north of Trenton, it is quite natural that its meet-
ings have been held almost without exception in
the northern part of the State. However, a
departure is to be made in the next quarterly
meeting, which will be held at Camden in the
palm room of the Robeson, on the corner of Penn
and Second Streets, on Tuesday evening, Feb-
ruary 18th. Every optometrist in the State is
urged to attend this meeting, whether member or
not. Members are urged to invite any optometrist
not a member to attend, and can rest assured that
an interesting programme will be arranged, as
several leaders in the profession have been invited
to deliver addresses and discuss things of interest
to the optical fraternity. Among other things to
be brought before the meeting is the question of
affiliating with the American Association of Opti-
cians. Members who wish any detailed informa-
tion may address the secretary, J. B. Bergen, or
chairman of executive committee, F. D. Jackson.
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THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

Patent Applied For

The only ma-
chine furnisning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put the
new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULA', for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 3o pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

11 unable to obtain from your jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave.. Kansas City, M

"Don't Write"
To Me
Unless

You Need Money

ORIGINAL H. B. LINDSEY

But, if that s what you
want, I'm at your service
with both feet. And I
will guarantee to get
more money in less time

than any other auctioneer in the business. E nergy—
Ability—Practical—Experience—is a very hard com-
bination to beat. And that's what you get in the famous
" Lindsey System."

Comes under a bona-fide guarantee, protects you abso-
lutely against loss. The only safeguard in the Auction
World to-day. You can't afford to take chances on a com-
mission auctioneer.

Read My Proposition." Be Your Own Judge

Fallurea Unknovvn Quantity

H. B. LINDSEY
. 204 East 12th Street KANSAS CITY MO.

HARDING & GREGORY
America's Most Successful

Jeweler-Auctioneers
Pacific Coast Office
Mohawk Building, Portland, Oregon

Chicago, Ill., Office
156 Wabash Avenue

All correspondence strictly confidential. Telephone, Central 2745

A thought prevails among jewelers that the.only month in the year in which
to make auction sales is the month of December. It is true that there is no
better month, but why should you conduct an auction sale in December? You
have always had a good trade up to the Holiday season. Now is the time to
hold an auction sale. You have had time to look over your goods and find
all of your bad stock, and slow sellers. Look us up and see what we can do
for you. You have also had time to balance your books. If you are short of
cash look us up, and we can get it for you. We have lifted hundreds of jewelers out
of bad places and set their feet again upon a solid rock. If you wish to retire
from business, or reduce your stock look us up. In either case we guarantee

s R OST% Pl6k‘' 

you a profit. Our long experience as jewelry auctioneers both in the United
State and in Canada enables us to conduct the most select sale of the highest
class of jewelry bric a brae, etc., pleasing the most fastidious audience. We
guarantee a profit sale in every month in the year, provided the character

of the jeweler and stock is such as to entitle him to our service. We alway work for the interest of our clients. We have hundreds of profit-
making sales to our credit for every month in the year.

Before arranging with any auctioneers to conduct a sale for you, write us and we assure you it will. be to your interest. Give us the size
and the location of your store, amount of stock and state if you ever held an auction sale before, and if so how long since. By so doing it
will save you much corrospondence and time, and we can and will candidly tell you just what we can do for you, and just what you may expect
from the holding of such a sale conducted by us.

February, 1908 T H

Annual Meeting of the Manufacturing

Jewelers' Board of Trade

The annual meeting of the Manufacturing

Jewelers' Board of Trade was held on the after-

noon of January 25th, in the Wilcox Building, 42

Weybosset Street, Providence, R. I. The reports

of the secretary and treasurer showed the organi-

zation to be still prospering financially and in

membership and told in impressive figures the

work accomplished by the board during the year.

The following were elected to serve as board

of directors for the ensuing year : Robert E.

Budlong, Henry Fletcher, William A. Schofield,

William P. Chapin, Everett L. Spencer, Frank

B. Reynolds, Fred A. Ballou, L. H. Bosworth,

Edward B. Hough, George H. Holmes, Alfred K.

Potter, Howard D. Wilcox, Fred D. Carr, Harold

E. Sweet, C. J. McClatchey, Herbert C. Bliss,

Frank P. Daughaday, Fred E. Sturdy, George W.

Cheever, William W. Sherthan and John W.

Pickering; trustees of special fund, Dutee Wil-

cox, William P. Chapin and William H. Waite.
In the evening of the same day

Tariff and a meeting of the association

Reciprocity was held for the purpose of
listening to addresses by Sec-

retary Wilbur F. Wakeman, of the American Pro-

tective Tariff League, and Hon. John S. Wise,

of New York, former congressman from Vir-

ginia. The speakers came by invitation of the

association's advisory board, who desired to give

to the manufacturing jewelers information on

certain aspects of the tariff. President Harry

Cutler, of the association, occupied the chair and

introduced the speakers. Others present on the

platform included Theo. W. Foster, vice-presi-

dent of the association; Lieutenant Governor

Ralph C. Watrous, Collector of Customs George

W. Gardiner and Joseph E. Fletcher. In intro-

ducing Mr. Wakeman, President Cutler said, in

part:
It is important to us as jewelers, if we take

into consideration that, regardless of a protective
tariff, a special agreement entered into between
this country and Germany is making it possible—
as statistics have proved—for the German manu-
facturer to increase annually his shipments to
this country, and through his cheaper labor to
compete with us, to the detriment of our own
business. If we stop to think and listen to the
information given by gentlemen of our own trade
who visit Europe frequently and who tells us
that in Germany manufacturers of platinum set-
tings can pay a duty of 6o per cent., as required
by our statutes, and then compete with the Ameri-
can manufacturer by ever-increasing shipments
on an article, the intrinsic value of which is the
same the world over, differing only in the cost
of production, it is a clear indication that there is
a "nigger in the woodpile" somewhere.

Mr. Wakeman, who is an enthusiastic sup-

porter of the tariff law, vigorously criticized the

recent reciprocity agreement with Germany, which

he described as "one-sided" and against the inter-

ests of the United States. The protective tariff

he described as "industrial assurance." "You all

believe," he said, " in fire insurance, and you all

believe in life insurance. Protection is an insur-

ance against the influx of foreign merchandise

which would crowd out your own production, and

it seems to me that it ought to be looked upon as

a branch of your operations, conserved and sup-

ported as such."
In reference to the jewelry in-

German Imports dustry, Mr. Wakeman said:
Increasing I want to say something

regarding your own industry.
I don't know as much about it as you do, but I
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do know that all competitive goods from foreign
countries in your line pay an ad valorem rate of
duty, a duty based upon the value of the goods
imported. I do know that under the Dingley
tariff act all foreign goods competitive with your
own pay an ad valorem duty, and I also know
that every line affected by an ad valorem duty is
seriously affected by these foreign tariff conces-
sions. Let us see what has been the effect of
these tariff concessions in your own line. Take
the months of July, August and September of
19°6 and 1907. The imports from Germany of
merchandise competitive with your own were as
follows : Foreign value, $151,783 in 1906, com-
pared with $192,513 in 1907. Here you have an
increase in your own line of about 40 per cent.
Since these concessions have been extended to
other countries you may expect in normal times
a large percentage of increase from those coun-
tries. With a view of learning something of the
situation, a few days ago I sent a friend into
some of the stores in New York, and I found
that all the saleswomen were announcing jewelry
as "Made in Germany." I do not know to what
extent this applies, but I do know that prior to
the German tariff agreement and during the life
of the Dingley tariff this condition has not here-
tofore existed. It is for you as business men to
look this up and find out to what extent your
business and the sale of your products have been
curtailed. Now, if foreign manufacturers can
name their own prices, or export prices, on goods
consigned to their own agents. what chance have
you of doing business against such competition?

President Cutler next intro-

Criticism of the duced Mr. Wise, who, he said,

Administration enjoyed the reputation of be-
ing one of the best speakers in

the country. Mr. Wise criticized the President

by inference for his action and attitude in the

German reciprocity agreement and referred very

contemptuously to the idea of ever trying to

make anything of the Phillipine Islands. He il-

lustrated his idea of the uselessness of the Fili-

pinos by referring to the conditions in India,

stating that the British have spent millions upon

the people of India and accomplished little or

nothing as far as their regeneration is concerned.

Proceeding, he said:

The tariff is in the hands of those who are
now clamoring for something new and trying to
play on the international chessboard at the sacri-
fice of the tariff, which is one of the strongest
and deepest foundations of our government. They
seem to think that the Federal Government has
got to stick its nose into everything—internal,
external and eternal.

There are two laws of congress governing
the tariff. The first is broad and comprehensive
and defines what the tariff is. No President on
earth that ever lived could interfere with that
tariff. You can get up divorce tariffs, devise
marriage tariffs and regulate the number of chil-
dren [laughter] a man has got to have. No one
but the government, though, can touch the tariff.

The other law conferred upon the President
the power, if he sees fit, to enter into commercial
relations in consideration of mutual benefits—the
exchange of mutual concessions. But that power
is a special delegation—a legislative function, and
according to law shall be construed strictly.

Mr. Wise was followed by Lieutenant Gov-

ernor Watrous, who spoke briefly, referring inci-

dentally to the growth of the jewelry manufac-

turing industry and wishing success to the mem-
bers of the association in their worthy efforts to

further develop that industry.
The meeting was largely attended by the

jewelry manufacturers, who gave a hearty recep-

tion to the speakers of the evening.
The jewelry manufacturers are much inter-

ested in the maintenance of the Dingley tariff law

and are naturally opposed to such treaties as

would nullify to some extent its provisions. On

this account the sympathy of the audience was

with the speakers who are known to be enthusi-

astic in the cause of industrial protection.
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Manufacturing Jewelers' Association

of Newark, N. J.

The annual meeting of the Manufacturing

Jewelers' Association of Newark was held on

January 15th, in the rooms of the Board of trade,

in that city. President Geo. R. Howe, of Carter

Howe & Co., occupied the chair, and there was a

goodly attendance of the members. The reports

of the officers and committees revealed the asso-

ciation in a prospering condition, both as to mem-

bership and finances.
The routine business disposed of, a number

of subjects of importance to the trade generally

were discussed at some length. One of these was

the timely subject of technical school training,

and it was decided that a lecturer, well posted

on this subject, should be engaged to make an

address to the association. The need of a school

for technical teaching has been brought force-

fully home to the manufacturing jewelers of the

city during the past few years, when there was

an unusual dearth of skilled help.
Another subject of importance discussed by

the members was the best method of educating

the public at large on the provisions of the na-

tional stamping law now in force. This legisla-

tion will lose much of its force if the public,

through ignorance, ignores the quality stamp, and

it is greatly to the interest of the jewelry manu-

facturing industry that the people should be well

informed on the provisions of the new legislation.

After considerable discussion, the matter was re-

ferred to a committee for definite action. In this
work the Newark organization well merits the

support of kindred bodies and of the trade at

large.
The election of officers to serve during the

ensuing year resulted as follows: Geo. R. Howe,

president; Harry Durand, of Durand & Co., sec-

retary, and Joseph Riker, of Riker Bros., treas-

urer.

Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers

The members of the Brotherhood of Travel-

ing Jewelers held their annual meeting at the

Astor House, New York, on the afternoon of

January 4th. Despite the unfavorable weather,

there was a goodly attendance of the members.

President E. K. Eckfeldt occupied the chair and

opened the proceedings with an address. He

dwelt at some length on the prosperity of the

Brotherhood and congratulated the members on
the manner in which the affairs of the association

were looked after by the officers and committees.

He announced that the brotherhood was very

fortunate during the past year in the matter of

sickness and death, and that the finances were in

a most satisfactory condition.

The election of officers resulted as follows:

President, E. H. Eckfeldt; vice-president, A. J.

Sherrard, and secretary and treasurer, Harry

Higham. The executive committee elected was

as follows: W. C. Berry, with Larter & Sons;

M. B. Eltinge, with Jung & Klitz; Matt Str'atton,

of Ailing & Co., and Wm. V. Kass.

A much-enjoyed feature of the annual meet-

ing was an address by Col. John L. Shepherd, of

The Keystone Watch Case Co., and an address

by John M. Taylor, of Krementz & Co., Newark.

Matters of general interest to the trade and the

brotherhood formed the subject of both ad-

dresses, which were instructive and entertaining.

The members of the brotherhood are quite opti-

mistic as to present year prospects.



5 years'
Experience
Gained in 1

THE
IV. Schuler.,

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving,

to grasp the finer points et Watchmaking and Optics, finds it neces-

sary to spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a
thorough knowledge of the business. In less than a year's time

this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. iVe get tele-
grams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates,
which shows what practical storekeepers think of our course. Send
for prospectus now. A position awaits you.

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 246

TRADE VVORIC ONLY

A. E. M. COVERT,
Manufacturing
Jeweler . • e

Diamond Mounting, Fine Repairing, Special Order Work

22(3 B.s.serner Building PITTS13URCI,

rigraved Souvenir Spoons

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

Watch and Jewelry
Repairing for the Trade

Send us your surplus work and we will
guarantee entire satisfaction.
Good Work Promptly Done at Fair Prices
Best Material Used. Watches Demagnetized

Estimates Furnished

J. R. STADLJNOER, Buffalo, N.Y.
REPAIRING PRICE-LIST ON APPLICATION

JEWELRY REPAIRING
ALSO

Special Order Work, Engraving
Stone Setting, Die Work, Enameling,

Automobile Monograms
Satisfaction Guaranteed Distance no Barrier

W. A. RANKIN
Manufacturing Jeweler TOLEDO. OHIO

Balance Staffs
and

Hole Jewels

Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
.Cockroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

dozen
Balance Staffs, gray finish . $1.00
Balance Staff's, high grade . . . 1.25
Hole Jewels, Garnets . . . . . 1.00
Hole Jewels, ruby and sapphire

finely finished. . . • 1.50
Genuine Roller Jewels and Watch Crystals

at catalogue prices. Imperial Mainsprings
$15.00 per gross; $1.25 per dozen.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. AlcEwEst, Manager Manchester, Iowa

WATCH POCKETS
Made from tarnish-proof, oil-dressed
Chamois Leather, in all sizes.

Write for prices.

THOS. A. SUTTON
Johnstown, N.Y.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness nv motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

ColumbusMemorialBldg.,103 StateSt.,ChIcago

W. C. BONNEY
Keokuk, Iowa

ROLLER JEWELS, 25c. dozen
Every Jewel First Quality and will
Flt Perfectly to Watch listed to
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DIAMONDS and IPINIB WATCHES

Bought, Sold or Exchanged
F'012 SPOT CASH

A ppraisements made for estates or individuals

Established 1889 J. J. C0111MN
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TATE CAPITOL:
FRED. A. HASKELL

206 Weybosset St.. Providence. B. I.

KANSAS CITY 1-101-201.40CIICAL, SCHOOL
/We give the best course in Watchm

aking, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing and Optics,,

excepting none.
In Watchmaking both practical and theoretical 

demonstrations we surpass them all.

In Engraving, the shapening and sharpening of tools, designi
ng and cutting of all styles of

letters and monograms, our methods are the best.

Our Optical department, in charge of W. B. Needles, N. D., teaches an advanced 
course in

higher branches of Ophthalmology, and is the best of its kind for 
beginners and post-graduates.

We can secure you a position at a good salary.
 Write for our illustrated Catalogue. Address

A. E. PITTENGER 812 East 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Modern Up-to-Date
Manufacturer of SIGNS

Watch and Spectacle
It and Non-Illuminated, Durable,

Elegant and Attractive. BEST SIGNS ON
EARTH. Send for Catalogue.

I,THEY AND U 
Established

To Test The Keystone Advertising Dualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
ascasnouroutucaltittO rd. f t o vvbeellsw,1 thFoleit. ft an

Sing Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes 63.76 ;
I doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
52.00:1 doz.metal.astd.,86c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.X.,
I will tbrward at same time. prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester VVells,Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

- in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

Artistic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

I MAKE THEM
THEY SELL THEM
YOU USE THEM

A GOOD THING
FOR US ALL

SANGER'S
RING BUFFS

TA B
Victory Lapel Button

Backs. l'ai'd.

OEBHARDT BROS.,

VICTORY
Lapel

Button Backs and
Safety Catches
Are positively the BEST on

the market to-day Send for Catalog and Price-List

Rifth and Elm stn., Cincinnati, Ohio

CLOSED

VICTORY
PATS.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

PERFECT-FITTINC

CASE SCREW WASHERS
_will hold movement securelyeven when shoulder Is worn away

.26•11•44

Price, 4 dozen (1 dozen each size) $ .50
Single dozen   .15
Gross   1.50

I ol sale at till material houses, or direct to

S. U RICH, P. O. Box 1942, NEW YORK CITY

LIN DIN ER ISC Co., teu;giecr:'

51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt

and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL 
CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

Foot=Power Lathes

Loop
Watch Keys

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

177 Broadway 688 Broadway
Bet. Cortlaudt & Dey Ste. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

TO THE TRADE

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Prompt Service Perfect Work
Best Materials

F. C. Kr FIN Emn.KLEHr4

F. C. KLEIN & BRO•
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

MARLOW & BICKMORE
ELGIN, ILL.

Send for our Repair Price-List

DIAMOND Stone Seal

EngravingCutting and
Polishing

High-grade tools
{Correct in principle.

Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made
AWARDS FOR

H. H. Peinrich's Marine Chronometers
This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-

makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lothes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

FINEST QUALITY

LEATHER
WATCH FOBS

THE
- 400

INITIAL FOB
ENAMELED AND
GOLD PLATED

Initial can be detached and
worn as Lapel Button

Retails for so cents

Weaver Mfg. Co.
mt. Holly, N. J.

AND ALL JOBBERS

CHICAGO. 1893 PARIS, 1809 BE8NE, iese

Very good CHRONOME-

TERS ou hand; second-hand
Chronometers in first-classcon-
dition. Repairing, springing
and adjusting Chronometers.

Also fine watch repair-
ing for the trade.

W. C. BONY
Keokuk, Iowa

HOLE JEWELS
RUBY and SAPPHIRE, $1.00 a dozen

GARNET, 75c. a dozen
These hy sizes of hole

B. OPPENHEIMER
Broker in Rough and Out
Diamonds and other
Precious Stones

John Schroeder
& Co., Inc.

T. C. REDFERN, Mgr.
Su eeeee ere to H. H. Heinrich

108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK
New York, June 1, 1898

I have employed Mr. THOS. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction for many years in all
description of Marine Chronometer repairs, also
in new work. I know of no one who has a
better general knowledge of chronometer work
than he has. 1-In has also done a great deal of
fine and complicated watch repairing for me,
and I can recommend. him to anyone desiring
his services. H. H. HEINRICH.'

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F'. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price .List

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEE]) OR 

Molten- 
REFUNDED

wtoti,cip-ttf,ctot5,-ci,A-i(

or Bob.ner Inverted JI
GasolineGasLamps
that are always ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems
Millions of these lights are in use all over

the world. If you want the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send U8 your
order at once, or write for our Catalog K. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers
Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

Wizen writing to advertisers kindly mention The Keystone

SEND YOUR WATCH REPAIRS TO Casio OPEN

23 HOLBORN VIADUCT,
LONDON, E. C., ENGLAND

AND 29 BOULEVARD LEOPOLD, ANTWERP

Bankers:—" Union of London & Smith's
Bank," Holborn Circus Branch, London,
E. C., England.

106-108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK

Superior Workmanship Prompt Service

Set of

3 Jewel Setting
Cutters
Price, $3.00

This set will drill too
and more sizes of
holes.

Send for Circular

1■1•M■MI

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
We furnish at a nominal cost a great variety of illustrations specially

adapted for the advertising of jewelers and opticians—such as may be
used in newspaper announcements, circulars, letter heads, envelopes, etc.

Remember an appropriate illustration will double the value of
any advertisement.

Send for sheet of illustrations and prices,

THE KEYSTONE I•UBLISHING CO.
809-81 1-813 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CULMAN TOOLS

Ask the man who owns them, if he wants
to do without them at any price.

C. CULNIAN

Are Practical

Maple and Hazel Ayes. MAPLEWOOD, MO.

Balance Chuck

Price, $3.50

Every chuck or cutter which
becomes worn or broken will
be replaced for 25 cents.



The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pins Studs and Lace
Pins. The 100131 practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price.$1.50 per doz. For
aalby al I wholesale jewelers and rn ateri al houses.
Sam pleby inall,25c; in to K gold,$1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.0 ROHN, inir.• hatr.48 & 50 Maiden Lane.N.T.

REFINERS an

Sweep Smelters
Established 1889.

of Oold,Silver and
Platinum in any
shape-solids or
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or

Prompt
returns.

THEW. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

WATCH REPAIRING
For The Trade

Good work and the right prices. Special
attention given to high-grade watches.

CHAS. W. 71-1EXTON
502 Heyworth Bldg. Chicago, III.

WITH OINECIA WATCH CO.

X.14)"ktig 'C'ktelk.t)e Xte X1)"•tif 4.?`
•1-4,

If RUDOLPH NOEL it
& CO.

11
• 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK i;

Importers of

141
1 Vianionbs, p e a r is I,

.:1
;`,I 'precious 11.
11 semioprectotts anb

ti 
t3 %tones

-•-• Fine Series of Scientific lAr
1/41 

•-4-
-4•• RUBIES li,/ --4-
÷. ixxi_
x )4,w.p-W4..,(45wiw(4.:745-,8\

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

G.F.Watisworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin

this line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Tunina
ChnngIng Old

Ell,i110111111iSWI“

4•.11t, It to Italie
Anterlenn S. IT.

oty
SprrInny

(I1,I) C4010
11A111: NEW

Silversmiths'
Building
131.137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings exceptoSituations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as ivords, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.

To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for Inser-

tion in the following- 'notifies issue.
Send bank check or draft, or postal

or express  .3r order for 4111.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS III postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must HCC palmy the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25

cents) if they desire a copy of the paper

in which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809.511.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,
for first twenty-five words. Additional wordi
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement snserted for less than a,5
cents.

BY first-class watchmaker, engraver and
jeweler of good address, used to trade;

near Pittsburg preferred. "D 907," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER-Does ordinary jewelry
repairing, engraving, wait on trade;

speaks Germass; xo years' exp.; Michigan
preferred. "K 924," care Keystone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker and good en-
graver desires position at once; single;

age 22; good refs.; salary, $18. Tracy D.
Hallock, 19 Yale St., North Adams, Mass.

GOOD watchmaker, jeweler and plain en-
graver would like to secure bench room

in some good window, either in drug store
or book store, in some good western town;
or will take charge of bench work in
jewelry store that is run in connection
with drug store, either on commission or
salary; can furnish A x refs.; Colorado,
Montana. Minnesota, Wisconsin, North or
South liakota preferred. "L 948," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, 25 years old, single, as as-
sistant watchmaker; does plain watch

work, jewelry, clock repairing and plain
engraving; no stone setter; full knowledge
of jewelry business and salesman and stock
keeper; permanent position; 3 years' ex-
perience; no bad habits; South preferred;
gilt-edge refs. "R 982," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician.,
single, age 26; best of character and

strict in habits. J. Finlinson, Box 345,
Hiteman, Iowa.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, engraver and
optician wishes position March 1st, hay-

ing 
"D

ools and reference. South preferred.
996," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker and en-
graver; do all kinds of repairing; exper-

ienced salesman, competent to manage;
best of habits; A m ref. "R 991," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, watchmaker and engraver,
with tools, desires a steady position;

good refs. as to honesty and workmanship.
"P 993," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler-Permanent
position before or after Feb. 20th; three

years' exp. at bench. Address "D 992,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 24, several years' exp. in the
jewelry business, wishes position; can

furnish first-class refs. F. Winter, 312
Stockton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ASSISTANT watch and clock repair man;
four years' exp. Those who have only

cheap Swiss watches need not answer. Age
23; single; all tools. "F ggo," care Key-
stone.

PERMANENT position by first-class watch-
maker; one who can handle railroad

work; i i years' exp. at the bench; own
tools; total abstainer; railroad work pre-
ferred. "Watchmaker," Box 99, Catletts-
burg, Ky. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker on railroad and
high-grade watches wants position taking

in estimating and delivering work: good
salesman; general knowledge of optical and
retail jewelry business; capable of taking
charge; state price and particulars in first
letter. Am obliged to give up bench work
on account of eyesight. R. E. Conlon,
Forest City, Iowa. R 4.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXPERT watch adjuster wants permanent
position with good, reliable house; Amer.

ican; married; neat appearance; best of
refs.; best habits; no cheap house need
apply. "P 988," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker and optician; married;
steady; Kansas or Oklahoma; ref. to two

last employers; 11% years' practical exp.;
experienced on high-grade watches; write
for particulars; Kansas or Oklahoma pre-
ferred. 8i8 Sixth East St., Hutchinson,
Kans.

FIVE years' exp.; age 26; speak English
and Norwegian; good ref.; permanent post.

hon as salesman and assist repairing; West
preferred. Ed. Johnson, Preston, Minn.

POSITION wanted as watchmaker, prac-
tical optician and plain engraver; can

wait on customers if necessary. Geo. W.
Reuter, 600 Cedar St., St. Paul, Minn.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker for new and
repair work, Swiss and American styless

speaking and corresponding French, Ger-
man, English; steady; total abstainer for 15
years; wants job now or later; not afraid
of work; good refs. Address offers to
Edward Frischknecht, 843 S. Market St.,
Canton, Ohio.

AT ONCE -Permanent position; watch-
maker, jeweler, plain engraver; $22.50

per week to start; 25 years old; married;
.A i ref. character and ability. R. 0. War-
ren, Guthrie, Ky.

AS watchmaker, salesman or optician; have
been in jewelry and optical business 14

years; sold out, and will accept position;
age 37. W. R. Adams, Frankfort, Ind.

BY first-class watchmaker and graduate op-
tician, in the South, at $22 per week;

Georgia or Texas preferred; experienced
on railroad work; good refs. "C 980,"
care Keystone.

WANTED-Position, after Feb. ist, by
first-class engraver, highest ref. furnished;

would like to learn clock work. S. J.
Roomsburg, Kalamazoo, Mich.

FIRST - CLASS watchmaker, engraver,
salesman; 15 years' exp.; 31 years old;

married; best of refs.; West or South pre-
ferred. Address Adrian L. Hockett, Jop-
lin, Mo.

BY a first-class watchmaker; good all-round
man. F. J. Thurman, Cascade Locks,

Oregon.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants po-
sition as assistant watchmaker and to do

plain engraving; can do jewelry repairing;
store experience. "S 976," care Keystone.

Do you need a practical watchmaker, jew-
eler and engraver, with a lifetime exper-

ience? Thoroughly competent; own bench
and all kinds of tools; state wages in first
letter; ready to take position March 15,
1908; permanent place in Northern State.
"C 974," care Keystone.

MARCH ist, by young man of 19; can do
all ordinary watch, clock and jewelry

repairing; wish to finish trade; have princi-
pal tools's best refs.; Middle States pre-
ferred O. C. Cayton, Postville, Iowa.

YOUNG man wishes to finish trade under
good workman; attended watchmaking

school five months and has had 4 months'
experience since; Nebraska or Western
States preferred. Loran F. Morrison, Ash-
land, Nebr.

BY March 1st, as a watchmaker and jew-
elry repairer; have good ref.; can do en-

graving. 0. A. Kuderman, Devil's Lake,
N. D.

AS traveling salesman with some good line;
30 years old; have had to years' experi-

ence on the inside, and can furnish best of
refs. C. H. Ward, Brandon, Vt.

WISII to finish trade under good work-
man; attended watchmaking school; can

do some engraving; full set of tools; west-
ern part preferred. A. Faulkner, 2203
Fifth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

BY young lady as clerk; can give best of
ref.; will apply personally if necessary;

small city preferred. "G 958," care Key-
stone.

FIRST-CLASS salesman, with 4 years' ex-
perience in the South, Southeast and

West, would take a line of goods that
would interest the jewelry trade. "P 954,"
care Keystone. 
FIRST-CLASS experienced jewelry sales-
man wants line for the Middle West,

West or Southwest; best of ref.; bond if
necessary. "P 953," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 24; experienced salesman;
finished horological course of watchmak-

ing and engraving; desires position under
good watchmaker and engraver by March
mat; own tools. "H 960," care Keystone.

AS second watchmaker and salesman, by
young man who can do good watch and

clock work; Illinois or Iowa preferred. "F
964," care Keystone.
PERMANENT position by competent

American watchmaker in or near Chi-
cago, or would take position on road. "R
963," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY young man as general engraver, jew-
elry and clock repairer; also assisting in

store; good ref. B. S. Patten, Moravia,
N. Y.

BY first-class watchmaker, jeweler, opt/.
clan and plain engraver; capable of tak-

ing charge; own tools; married; good ref.
as to character and ability; ii years' exp.;
good salesman; wages, $30. J. E. Kessler,
Wellston, Ohio.

BY first-class watchmaker and salesman,
able to manage, by March mat; own

tools; $25; East Central or adjoining States
preferred; with reliable house only. "L
952," care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
clock repairer, competent to take charge;

repairing in general. A i ref. M. N.
Koch, to36 Liberty St., Allentown, Pa.

PERMANENT position as watchmaker
jeweler, engraver and optician; best oi

ref.; own tools and trial case. Address G.
H. Vandesteeg, Hospers, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician
best optical school, New England, desires

position with optician or house where op-
Portunities are offered; optics preferred.
"G m8," care Keystone.

YOUNG man wants a position as assistant
watch and clock repairer and engraver;

have tools and ref. "C 19," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, 12 years' exp.
in high-grade Swiss and American

watches; expert adjuster,. wants situation in
wholesale house; New York preferred. "L
20," care Keystone.

A THOROUGHLY competent practical
Swiss watchmaker, 25 years' exp.; gentle-

man, of good habits; best refs. and sam-
ples; $25 week; offer. "M 22," care Key-
stone.

BY strictly high-class watchmaker, manu-
facturing jeweler and ornamental en-

graver; 28 years' exp. in large cities; comrn
plete set of tools and ref. "N 1," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, 27, three years' exp., wants
position as assistant watchmaker under a

first-class watchmaker; South or West pre-
ferred. Address Adolph Baur, Moulton,
Texas.

WATCHMAKER wants permanent posi-
tion; 25 years old; II years' exp.; single;

salary, $20 per week; will furnish best
refs.; West preferred. "V 12," care Key-
stone.

AT ONCE-Position, by a young man of
3% years at watch repairing, hard solder-

ing; can do some engraving; A m refs.
Victor P. Mastenbrook, St. Paul, Minn.

AT ONCE, by young man with business
training and experience, position as man-

ager of jewelry stock in a department store.
Good address; good mixer; no bad habits.
"M 14," care Keystone.

I HAVE a young man in my employ who
is a good watchmaker and engraver; can

recommend him highly; price reasonable.
D. W. Boydston, Nevada, Iowa. 

POSITION by first-class manufacturing
jeweler, stone setter; no engraver; state

salary in first reply; I am no cheap man.
"C 491," care Keystone.

ENGRAVER„ salesman, window dresser
and useful young man, would like to

make a change by March mat; salary, $18
per week. John Kuhn, engraver, Tampa,
Fla.

YOUNG man, so years old, wants position
with chance for advancement; do plain

watch, clock and jewelry repairing; good
ref. C. B. Boulton, Rolla, Mo.

YOUNG man, can do all common watch
repairing, plain engraving; own tools;

speaks German; steady, sober; good ref.;
commission, or from $io to $15 per week
to start; Iowa preferred. "R 5," care
Keystone.

GRADUATE optician, watchmaker, jew-
eler and engraver; 5 years' exp.; one

year at watch school; has own tools. Guy
Day, Fairbury, Ill. 

BY experienced watchmaker, familiar with
railroad work; own tools; can wait on

trade and take in work; low wages to start.
"D 2," care Keystone. 

GOOD, all-round man wants position by
March ist; Bradley graduate and exper-

ienced; salary, $20; Northwest preferred.
Address A. Field, care of Bradley, Peoria,

YOUNG man of pleasant address and good
appearance, wishes position about March

sat; capable of managing department; also
knows each and every part of the jeweirs
businesss thoroughly, having had entire
charge of store for the last five years. "13
i3," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver' 26 years' exp.,
6 years with present employer. Wish to

change soon; thoroughly satisfactory ref,,
anci samples to reliable jewelers. "B 6,
care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

I AM not an experienced man, but would
like to work and finish my trade with an

experienced man; Western State preferred.
Bruce Adams, Clinton, Wis.

YOUNG man, age 24 years, married, would
like steady position where I could finish

watchmaking under competent man; can do
clock, jewelry repairing and some watch
work; good salesman; 4 years' exp.; have
lathe and some toolss• South or West pre-
ferred; best refs. "N 4," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, with fine set of
tools; temperate habits; do plain engrav-

ing; ref. exchanged. Address J. F. Giffen,
Box 4, Bemis, W. Va.

PRACTICAL, experienced, all-round optical
workman and refractionist graduate

wants position; would consider purchasing
interest; western city preferred. Address
"Refractionist," 417 Bowen Ave., Chicago.

BY physician, thoroughly experienced in op-
tical work; with a first-class house only;

prefer Central or Western States•, ref. Ad-
dress "B. C.," mom Heyworth Bldg. Chicago.

YOUNG lady wants position as engraver;
experienced; best of refs. "P 25," care

Keystone.

GRADUATE optician and fair watchmaker
wants position where he can finish watch-

making; fine tools and trial case; no bad
habits; small salary to start. Edw. L.
Martin, Sedalia, Mo.

BY A i watchmaker, jeweler, engraver;
start at $20 per week; best of ref.; mar-

ried; no bad habits. "Watchmaker," 280
Spruce St., Aurora, Ill.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MAN of good habits and character, thor-
oughly efficient in jewelry repairing,

stone setting and clock repairing; give refs.
and salary in first letter; permanent posi-
tion and good wages. "M 902," care Key-
stone.

AT ONCE - A first-class manufacturing
jeweler; good salary; permanent position;

give reference. Tobin tSx Canham, 522 S.
Side Sq., Springfield, Ill.

YOUNG man with some experience, to do
clock and jewelry repairing, to learn to

repair and make to order gold jewelry and
engraving. Walter Dunmore, Sterling,  Ill.

WATCHMAKER - All-round man; steady
position; must furnish tools. Address

Box D, Saybrook, Ill.

AT ONCE - First-classs watchmaker and
clock repairer; wait on trade; refs. from

former employers; steady job to right man.
"K 995," care Keystone.

A m watchmaker; good habits; sober; steady
position; good pay, pleasant place to

work; must own tools, be able to make
good; none but first class need apply; state
age, salary expected; also give satisfactory
ref. and photo in first letter. H. E. Adams,
Tampa, Fla.

FIRST-CLASS engraver, jewelry repairer
and stone setter; young man; send sam-

ple engraving and salary wanted; western
Ohio. "S 985," care Keystone.

CLOCK salesman wanted-Big money can
be made by carrying our unique line of

electric clocks as a side line; unusually
salable clocks on which unusual commis.
sions can be made; call or write for par-
ticulars. Knickerbocker Clock Company,
Miller Building, New York City. 

A GOOD all-round engraver, capable of
lettering of all kinds; monogram work,

designing and chasing; best wages and per-
manent position and excellent opportunity
for good man. P. 0. Box 888, St. Louis,
Mo.

BY March 1st, first-class watchmaker and
engraver, also optician, for good North

Dakota city; $ioo per month. "G 983,"
care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker; one who can engrave.
R. E. Chappell, Niles, Mich.

FIRST-CLASS man, capable of doing rail-
road watches, engraving and is a sales-

man; must be able to take in work. Do not
answer unless you can fill the bill. "V
973," care Keystone.

MAN between 25 and 35 years of age, who
is thoroughly efficient in jewelry repair-

ing, stone setting, engraving and clock
work; one who understands watch work;
will give good wages and steady position to
the right man; must be a hustler; Ohio
town near Toledo. "M 972," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man wanted at once as assistant
watch, clock and jewelry repairer; must

have good reference. A. P. Hirzy, Grand
Rapids, Wis.

ALL-ROUND man for California; married;
steady job; moderate wages; fine climate;

just the place for one wanting a change;
state wages wanted, refs., etc., in first let-
ter. "A 966," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver; must be sober, honest, not

afraid of work; steady position, good sal-
ary and plenty of work; must furnish ref-
erence from former employers; would like
a man that would later want a business in-
terest in a nice paying business. If you
are a first-class man looking for a steady
position in the South, write The Palace
Jewelry Store, 5o5 Garrison Avenue, Ft.
Smith, Ark.

WATCHMAKER and engraver - Perma-
nent position and good salary to right

man. Sample of engraving and reference
required. T. A. James, Petersburg, Va. 
YOUNG man to finish trade; North Da-

kota. Address for particulars, "P 981,"
care Keystone.
SALESMAN-To carry good side line on
commission; an unusual opportunity; re-

liable goods; first-class house. "P
care Keystone.
OPTICAL foreman; must be able to take

entire charge of work in shop of retail
store; quick, accurate and come well rec-
ommended; give full particulars as to ref.
and salary expected; good opportunity. Ad-
dress The Harvey & Lewis Company, New
Haven, Conn.
GOOD jeweler and engraver at once; per-
manent position. G. W. Meyer Jewelry

Co., 822 Market St., Chattanooga, Tenn 
GOOD jeweler and engraver at once; per-
manent position. G. W. Meyer Jewelry

Co., 822 Market St., Chattanooga, Tenn. 
GOOD engraver and jeweler wanted. One

that can do some watch and clock repair-
ing preferred; permanent position at once;
city 20,000 in Georgia. "S 27," care Key-
stone.
OPTICIAN to work on commission; Illi-

nois town. "H 949," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and plain engraver; must

have bench and tools, good ref.; to such
party will furnish stock, storehouse; will
give half-interest in profits in well-estab-
lished paying business at county seat. A
State normal school for boys and girls in
town; population of town, 1200; county,
35,000. Only jewelry store and jeweler in
county. Moderate salary guaranteed. J.
H. Norville, Livingston, Ala.
TRAVELING salesman for jewelry line,

to cover South Dakota and southern
Minnesota territory; experience necessary.
B. F. Simpson & Co., 535 Lumber Ex-
change, Minneapolis, Minn.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and

optician; good salary; permanent posi-
tion; must have ref. Greenwald & Adams,
Tucson, Ariz. 
ABOUT March sat, watchmaker; must be
competent to turn out good work on or-

dinary grades; good opportunity to im.
prove, also to learn optical work. "B 7,"
care Keystone.
BY New York City firm, watchmaker who
can engrave and act as salesman; salary,

$20 per week; permanent position to right
man. Address "R 997," care Keystone. 
ASSISTANT watchmaker; one who is a

fine engraver; send samples and state
salary required in first letter. A. C. Taylor
& Son, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER for medium grade

watches; one who speaks German pre-
ferred and one who has had some experi-
ence in fitting glasses; also as a salesman
and an all-round man. The Wilson Drug
Co., Greenfield, Iowa.
AT ONCE-A young man, 18 to 25 years
of age, who is well posted on clock re-

pairing and can do good work on that line;
also proficient in jewelry repair work, etc.
Address the undersigned immediately, giv-
ing experience, wages expected and enclose
refs. in first letters. Good wages and a de-
sirable position for the right man. Hibbard
Jewelry Co., i6 S. Howard St., Akron, 0.

WANTED "
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

TO buy jewelry stock invoicing from $2000
to $8000 in good, live town; will pay

cash. "Watchmaker," 2614 Dace St., Sioux
City, Iowa.
SALESMEN calling on the retail jewelry

trade to carry a small pocket side line.
Address for particulars, Guaranteed Glove
Co., Johnstown, N. Y.
LARGE watch glass cabinet. John Re-

millard, 397 Main, Springfield, Mass. 
I WILL pay cash for diamond stocks; send
me what you have, I will return you certi-

fied check same day; if the amount is not
satisfactory, I will return goods as re-
ceived. D. H. Keene, cash stock buyer,
corner Tenth and Main Sts., Fort Worth,
Texas.
WANTED to buy a large jewelers' safe.
Address M. L. Cohen & Co., 29 Wash-

ington Ave So., Minneapolis, Minn.
HAVE you an established, lucrative busi-

ness? Are you disgusted with hiring
skilled labor? Would you appreciate merit?
I am a jeweler, engraver, optician and reg-
istered pharmacist; have a $25oo stock of
clean, staple jewelry; partnership or other
offers considered. "S 984," care Keystone.

WANTED

SECOND-HAND Hardy ophthalmometer
wanted; will pay cash or trade. S P.

Proodian, Worcester, Mass.

TO buy or trade for good trial case; have
new phonograph, plating dynamo-or

what do you want. Write to C. L. Spell.
cer, Blanchard, Iowa.
CASH paid for all kinds of boxes that

watch movements are sold in. John Re-
millard, 397 Main, Springfield, Mass.
WANTED - Watchmaking bench in good

condition; state price, size and make.
Alfred Lutz, Tamaqua, Pa.
WANTED-Good second-hand Hopkins

slide rest. C. H. Brassfield, Ness City,
Kans.
TO buy tools and material for cash; send

list and lowest price. "B 999," care
Keystone.
TO buy slide rest for nu Moseley lathe;
must be in good condition; state lowest

cash price. Oscar Nydegger, 6,5 State
Life Building, Indianapolis, Ind.
WANTED-75 watchmakers' lathes and

tools, second hand; ship immediately,
with lowest cash price. Will pay return
charges if not satisfactory. Dubuque
Watchmaking-Engraving School, Dubuque,
Iowa.
IN Jersey, a luminous mire, C. I. or Hardy

ophthalmometer, with table, in good or-
der and cheap ,• cash. Write all particulars.
"B x7," care Keystone. 
JEWELER wanted in a live town of 76-5

population and in a well-to-do German
community. Address Secretary Commercial
Club, Deshler, Nebr.
PARTNER WANTED-Practical man to
buy interest in one of the best paying

jewelry stores in central Indiana; great
opportunity' population, 30,000. Address,
Herman & Loeb, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
GOTDD location for bench work by good
watchmaker; or will take a position. "S

24," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

SPLENDID opportunity for cash to walk
right in well-established jewelry business

in live town.; no competition; population,
1500; electric light, water works; invoice
about $35oo with fixtures. Good reason for
selling. Box 53, Ketchikan, Alaska. 

ONE of the finest jewelry and optical
stores in New England, doing a fine Imusi-

ness; owners have good reasons for selling.
"S m," care Keystone.
FINE stock of $ 000, located in one of

the finest drug stores in State; best town
of 700 in Iowa; all work one man can do.
"R 923," care Keystone. 
UP-TO-DATE jewelry and china store,
stock and fixtures; $4000; building, Sono.

Fine opening for young man who is opti-
cian. One competitor. Particulars on ap-
plication. "J 887," care Keystone.
$2500 stock and fixtures. Box 640, Prosser,
Wash.

A GOOD, live jewelry business in city of
30,000 inhabitants in State of Colorado;

invoices about $10,000. Ad., P. 0. Box
728, Colorado City, Colo.
ALMOST new; fixtures cost over $5oo;

will sell at half price; good discount on
stock; one competitor; plenty work and
good prices; county seat town, 3000. W. S.
Townsend, Perry, Okla.
WE want buyer for our jewelry stock;
owner must quit for physical reasons.

Stock about $2000; all repair workman can
do. Growing town of 800; no other stock
in county; made money for us, will for
you. Sourbeer & Co., Meade, Kans.

$800 BUYS store, stock, fixtures, tools and
material; $5oo balance on time to suit;

reason for selling, asthma; 4000 inhab-
itants; don't write unless you mean busi-
ness. "D 957," care Keystone.
ESTABLISHED jewelry business, stock,

fixtures, bench and tools for $2000 in
New Hampshire town of s000 inhabitants.
For particulars, address 0. Box 845,
Lebanon, N. H.
OLD established jewelry business in county

seat; best farming center in Iowa; fine
paying business; clean stock, $5000 to
$6000; possession given March ist; am
going to quit business. "P 956," care Key-
stone.
$2000 STOCK jewelry and fixtures; no

competition; in New Mexico town 11300
Bpopulation. ox 16i, Artesia, N. M.

STOCK of goods, fixtures tools, etc., of
Frank Hettich, deceased, New Haven,

Conn. Established trade; old stand; cash
purchase. Apply, J. M. Moss, administra-
trix, at store, or Waterbury, Conn.
JEWELRY stock and fixtures in county

seat; 4000 population; Alabama; good run
bench work; practically no opposition; busi-
ness established for years; sales average
$io,000 a year; good profit. Stock and fix-
tures about $4000; can reduce; good oppor-
tunity for right man. Have other business,
reason for selling. "H 28," care Keystone.
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Stores, Stocks and Businesses

ONE of the finest, best-known and popular
jewelry businesses in the United States.

Owner has made a fortune in mo years;
wishes to retire from active business; owns
building in very center of shopping dis-
trict; can be rented on terms to suit; espe-
cially arranged for the business; can be
handled from $ms,000 to $50,000. The right
parties can make very favorable terms.
Annual business, about $75,000; western
city of about 50,000; population will be
ioo,000 in five years. Only those able to
handle this need answer. "H 951," care
Keystone.

THE best paying jewelry and optical busi-
ness in southern Idaho; fine climate;

goods and fixtures about $4000; will stand
investigation. Don't bother me with in-
quiries unless you have the money. Box
74, Twin Falls, Idaho. 

GOOD paying jewelry optical and Kodak
business in good northern Ohio town;

stock and fixtures about $25oo; will dis-
count invoice ,• good reasons for selling.
Write for information if interested. "0
961," care Keystone.

BEST jewelry store in growing southeast-
ern Iowa town of s000 for sale at once.

Must sell quick on account of my health.
Established ix years, and only one smaller
jewelry store in town; fine paying business
and low rent; stock and fixtures invoice
about $35oo to $4000. A. Vanderzee, the
jeweler, Pella, Iowa.

PRETTIEST town, Joao population, in
central Ohio; natural gas district; store

and dwelling combined, $1600; stock and
fixtures, $1200; established 14 years; near-
est other watchmaker 14 miles; all work
one man can do; will pay to investigate.
Only those meaning business and having
cash need apply. "13 965," care Keystone.

GOOD jewelry business in the richest farm-
ing section of Illinois; stock and fixtures

about $2700; write for particulars. W. P.
Thacker, Alexis, Ill.

IN the modern "Garden of Eden," South-
ern California. An excellent jewelry and

optical business in a city of eight thousand
(8000) population in the best orange-grow-
ing district in southern California, a city
of wealth and culture. The business has
been established over 12 years; good watch
sepair trade and very fine optical business;
(dark room and everything complete); cut
glass and china room, with separate win-
dow for display of these goods-three win-
dows in all for display; complete stock will
invoice about $T5,000; can be reduced con-
siderable if desired; must have cash or
bankable paper. Full information given to
all consistent inquiries. "M 26," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY store, with optical room, in
Chicago, south side; small stock; good re-

pair trade. "A. B.," 1201 Heyworth Build-
ing, Chicago.

ARE you looking for a new location? One
that you can move your present stock to

step right into a good built-up business in
an Iowa town. $17,000 business in 1907;
best location, best business, best building in
the town; will reduce stock to suit pur-
chaser; want to sell part of fixtures, mater-
ials, tools. Parties replying must have an
$8000.00 stock or over, otherwise corre-
spondence will not be considered; want to
engage in manufacturing and desire to have
store continue as in the past with a first-
class new firm. Building new, fixtures new.
Good run of bench worlc; good optical busi-
ness; good music business; built on busi-
ness principles and making money. The
best chance for the right man in a lifetime.
Address Mrs. J. Moir, corner Moss and
Barker Ayes., Peoria, Ill. 

A WELL-ESTABLISHED and good pay-
ing jewelry store; fine location; long

lease and cheap rent; for sale cheap. For
further information, write Benj. V. Green-
land, Warren, Pa.

IN Iowa town of 40oo; jewelry and optical
store; stock and fixtures, $5000; did

$11,000 business last year; one compet-
itor; can reduce stock to $2500. "B 968,"
care Keystone.

MUST be sold by March mat; jewelry busi-
ness in good Dakota town; can be re-

duced to $500; good reasons for selling.
"W 969," care Keystone.
$6000 BUYS jewelry and optical business

established i7 years; up-to-date Wiscon-
sin town; a fine opportunity; have other
business. Address "11 970," care Keystone.
AN old-established jewelry and optical
business in the finest residence town in

the Middle West (Topeka, Kans.), either
with or without the optical department.
Established 23 years; best location on right
side of the street; good room; rent right.
Stock and fixtures invoiced four years ago
$15,000; have reduced until $3000 or $4000
will buy me out. Stock in good shape;
good run of work; not over $5oo in fix-
tures. Reason for selling, have organized
a large corporation to manufacture the
Health-Ray Spectacle Lenses, and wish to
devote my entire time to corporation in-
terests. C. H. Morrison, Topeka, Kans.

(Continued on page 330)
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(Continued from page 329)

ON account of other business interest de-
manding my entire time, will sell my

prosperous jewelry business in northern In-
diana town of 1500 population; invoice in
neighborhood of $2000; to the right party
who is a hustler and who comes recom-
mended right, will sell this store on ex-
tremely liberal terms; full particulars upon
application. "G 967," care Keystone.

A SNAP in Nebraska—About $2500 will
buy nice, clean stock of goods and fix-

tures; tools and material that will pay
$200 a month; nice town; big territory;
very light competition and good prices;
county seat; two railroads; good churches
and schools; good reason for offering this
snap; will give good ref. or pay transporta-
tion to anyone interested if not as repre-
sented. Do not write unless you have the
money and mean business. ",j 950," care
Keystone.

STOCK, tools and fixtures; invoice 175o;
will sell for $15oo cash; located In the

best farming country in Colorado town of
600; no opposition; no rent; fine location.
If interested, write to Ed. Culler, Evans,
Colo.

JEWELRY store in a good manufacturing
town in southeastern Pennsylvania of

50,000 population; store located on main
street in business center doing a good
business and a good run of repairing; long
lease; stock, fixtures and tools for two
men, $85oo. "F 975," care Keystone. 

STOCK, fixtures, building invoice about
$2000; county seat; stand any and all in-

vestigation; repair work about $200 a
month. Write R. C. Young, Alma, Nebr.
AT ONCE—A first-class jewelry store in

northern Iowa city of 6000 population;
county seat; established three years; 1907
business almost $9000, which can be dou-
bled; new fixtures; will require about
$2500; poor health only reason for selling
"IV 978," care Keystone.

PAYING jewelry business, stock and fix-
tures, $2000; good location; no compe-

tition; reasons for selling. Rhodes, Lib-
eral, Mo.
JEWELRY stock, about $2500, in best lo-

cation thriving city of 6000; opportunity
to get West; good reason for selling. Thos.
Coltman, La Junta, Colo.
GOOD paying jewelry business in best
town in Kansas; population, 16,00o, with

interurban trading population of 25,000
additional connected by electric railway;
sales, $20,000 per annum; invoice stock
and fixtures about $8000; can reduce;
watch inspector; fine proposition if taken
at once. "M 979," care Keystone.
REPAIR shop in one of the best towns in

northern Indiana; population, loco ; fine
farming country; invoice $250; fine open-
ing for young man. L. M. Ratliff, Frances-
ville, Ind.
0 too STOCK of jewelry, material, tools

and fixtures at 8o cents on the dollar;
northern Wisconsin town; good, thickly
settled country; only jeweler; a snap if you
have the money. E. L. Snyder, Thorp,
Wis.
$1500 BUYS jewelry and sporting goods

business, fixtures, etc., in hustling Maine
town, Aroostook county. If you can stand
cold weather, don't miss this opportunity
Reason for selling, going West. "C 977,"
care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS, well-conducted jewelry
store for sale on account of desiring to

retire; cheap running lease; will reduce
stock to $3000; entire fixtures and lease,
$1000. Address M. Hodes, 2168 Third
Ave., New York.
BARGAIN—Right now; prosperous jew-

elry, optical business; invoice about
$2500; finest southern California town of
5000; last year's monthly net profits, $183./ s.
Stamp means business and -brings reasons
and particulars. Box 545, Whittier, Cal.

$5000 WILL secure substantial interest in
clock manufacturing and selling business,

located on Broadway, New York City. Ex-
traordinary opportunity for capable man
desiring to move to New York and take
active position with the company. An
unique business with unlimited possibilities
for development. State age, experience,
and give refs. in first letter. W. & C.,
2217 Land Title Building, Philadelphia. 

GOOD established jewelry business; popu-
lation 5000; invoice about $55oo; a good

thing to investigate; best town in Iowa.
"13 971," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store and stock; good chance
for young man to start in business; if

taken at once, will sell at a bargain. E.
Starkey, Waterford, Wis.

FINE jewelry business, located on one of
the best corners in the best city on the

Pacific coast. In spite of the money panic,
it did over $50,000 business the past four
months. Ill health the only reason for
selling. Cash, or will take good income
property in exchang_e. Invoice 0o,000 to
$60,000. E. IL DeSelms, agent, an Jose,
Cal.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Busin

JEWELRY stock and fixtures; $2000, will
reduce to $1000 for cash or easy terms;

proposition you can't afford to miss; situ-
ated in growing Maine town; very little
opposition; sell March ist. "C 987," care
Keystone.

WATCH repairing and jewelry store,
cheap; good reasons. Address 56o Main
St., Springfield, Mass.

HERE is a chance to buy a first-class jew-
elry store near Chicago, doing a fine bus-

iness: must sell on account of poor health.
It will require $600o to $7000 to get it.
For particulars, write or inquire of M. F.
Barger & Company, io3 State St., Chicago.

ILLINOIS drug and jewelry store; a
money, maker; would sell half to watch-

maker. 'D 994," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business in nor-
mal school town of 1200 population in

Pennsylvania; good, clean stock, Debold
safe, Francis engraving machine and fix-
tures for $4000 cash; good repair trade;
no opposition; good place for right man;
reasons for selling, to take up other busi-
ness; can reduce stock. 0. N. Williams,
Slippery Rock, Pa.
IN the land of sunshine; only jewelry store

in growing California town; population,
2500; ideal climate and social conditions;
plenty of repairing at good prices; lease on
electric-lighted brick building; best location;
About $2000 roquired; investigate. "C,"
care Nordman Bros. Company, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. 
UNUSUAL opportunity—Jeweler of mod-

erate means can step into old-established
business in southern Ohio. Stock consists
of desirable watches, rings, jewelry and
sterling silver, having sold all shelf goods.
Stock invoices $25oo. Large Diebold burg-
lar proof safe, 4, walnut wall cases, 5 show
cases, and material $125o. December sales,
$5000; good business remainder of year.
M. J. Averbeck, to Maiden Lane, New
York. _
$900—GOOD paying jewelry store; good

manufacturing Pennsylvania town; plenty
of jobbing year round; write for particu-
lars. "B 23," care Keystone.
$25oo BUYS good paying jewelry business

in live town of 8000; invoices over $2800;
will invoice and give good discount if pre-
ferred; must sell before March ist; Mis-
souri. "S 21," care Keystone.
ESTABLISHED jewelry business; town of
2500; central Missouri; good paying busi-

ness; invoice $5000; will reduce to $1000;
wish to go West. "H 16," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in town of 12oo; no com-
petition; all the work one man can do;

fine country; stock and fixtures, $15oo. C.
F. Teel, Lexington, Okla.
JEWELRY, watchmaking business, tools,

materials, safe and fixtures, $700; high-
est, healthiest point in Pennsylvania; popu-
lation, 25,000; thriving manufacturing and
coal mining town; rent small; must be sold
before March ist; good reasons for selling.
"L 1," care Keystone.
I HAVE two good paying jewelry stores;

will sell eithe rone, as I can't attend to
both; $1000 to $5000 cash required. P. J.
Thomas, Fredonia, Kans.
A GOOD paying jewelry business in town
of 150o; no opposition; good reasons for

selling. Box 40, Vermilion, Ohio.
JEWELRY and optical business; estab-

lished 30 years; fine repair trade; busi-
ness on main thoroughfare; low rent; small
capital required; fine opportunity for a
good workman. "Jersey S to," care Key-
stone.
ONLY jewelry store in Minnesota town of

1Ioo; nearest jeweler 18 miles off; stock
invoices about $700, fixtures $100; rent $9
a month; cash sale only; best opportunity
ever offered. "S 962," care Keystone.
JEWELRY and optical business in a good,
growing manufacturing town of 2500 in

Pennsylvania; trade well established; it is
worth investigating. Particulars on appli-
cation. _W. F. Day & Co., Millersburg, Pa._
ESTABLISHED seven years; located in
Los Angeles, suburb California. This

store has plate-glass front, large window,
good fixtures and safe, clean stock and an
exceptionally good, high-class trade, which
is growing. Fine chance for an optical de-
partment in connection. Have too much
work for one man. Rare opportunity to
get an A i business; worth investigation.
Reason for selling, poor health. About
0500 required. "13 8," care Keystone.

05°0—Established jewelry business; town
5000; small towns nearby, 4000, to draw

from; upper Michigan; bench, $200 and
over a month; watch inspector; store will
pay for itself in work alone less than one
year; only cash considered. Theo. Wolff,
Norway, Mich.

GOOD paying jewelry and book business;
best town in northern Indiana; small

frame store goes with stock; all worth
$15001 will sacrifice; must sell—sickness.
"J. 9,' care Keystone.
NEW $3000 stock and fixtures; bench work
$100 monthly; Illinois. "B 998," care

Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

ON account of my eyes failing, must sell
my jewelry business, situated in the best

town eastern Pennsylvania; population,
13,000; stock and fixtures, $7000. Don't
write unless you have cash. First-class
chance for some one; must be sold by
March 1st. Will pay you to investigate.
"E 3," care Keystone.

STOCK, fixtures; location in one of the
best towns in southeastern Kansas town

of 8000, in gas belt; stock and fixtures in-
voice around $5000. Lock Box 29, Cher-
ryvale, Eons.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FRENCH microscope and fluoroscope COM-
bined with object, and two plain plates,

in plush-lined case; magnifies 500 times;
fine attraction for optical window; retails
for $1; sample, 30 cents by mail prepaid.
Schwartz Optical Co., Shreveport, La.

SIXTY-POUND Carpenter wheel, used 3
months, $8. 5205 Federal St., Alle-

gheny, Pa.

GENEVA lathe, with index and chucks, bo-
leys, countershaft, Stephens vise and

King Bee engraving block; all N. P. and in
good order. E. R. Buell, Covington, Tenn.

TRIAL case, good as new, similar to F. A.
Hardy's No. 12; $3o. Dickey & Forney,

Spencer, Iowa.

MOOSE head; extra fine specimen horns,
50-inch spread, I2-inch fans, 15 points, big

bell and prime skin. The head extends 39
inches from wall on 3-foot shield. Suitable
for large den, smoking or dining-room in
home or clubhouse. Will sell for 050.
Also deerhead, guaranteed first-class
mounts, $20 to $35. Samuel Freeman,
Oakland, Maine.

PIANO moving trucks and cotton flannel-
lined canvas cover; cost new $36; will sell

for $12. Good condition. Jackson Jewelry
Company, Jackson, Mo.

HARDY oplithalmometer with adjustable
stand, traveling trial case, grindstone

complete, with iron stand, 24x2 inches.
Peter O'Malley, 205 Orange St., Spring-
field, Mass.
SIX antique grandfather's 8-day clocks;
show moon and calendar. J. Batlet,

Jonestown, Lebanon Co., Pa.
BOLEY lathe, in good order, with nine
chucks; first $15 received takes it. Box

1107 Tacoma, Wash.
SET of jewelers' tools; bought in /906-7;

free from rust; will allow zo per cent.
discount; satisfaction guaranteed; will give
itemized list, number and price upon ap-
plication. Address E. H. Smith, Rogers-
ville, Tenn.
MARINE chronometer in good condition;
bought of H. H. Heinrick, of New York,

for $200; best offer takes it. H. A. Graves,
115 West Main St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
A GOOD set of watchmakers' tools and en-

graving outfit; a list of tools will be
mailed you by writing the party below.
James Rollins, Londonville, Ashland Co.,
Ohio.

NEV Century engraving machine com-
plete; two years' use; cost complete $135;

$65 buys the outfit; guaranteed perfect.
Write for particulars. I. H. Crabtree,
Mars Hill, Maine.

JEWELRY show case and optical case for
sale. Address Ed. Lindemeyer, Leslie,

Mo.
HARDY trial case, 225 lenses, retinoscope,

everything complete; $40. W. Watkins,
5466 Capitol Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

SHIP chronometers for sale, $35, $50 and
$75; in first-class condition. nhaus &

Son, 3m John St., New York Ci 
E

ty.

LIKE new, cheap. Four golden oak 8-ft.
show cases and tables; two 12-ft. side

wall cases; safe; regulator; large watch
sign. A. D. Foucart, Muncy, Pa.
f8-SIZE key-wind Elgin and Waltham move-

ments, full-jeweled chronometer balance
oversprung regulator, patent pinion, in
first-class condition, $1.25 each. 8-size stern
American movements, $1 each; send money
with order. James Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-
second St., Phila., Pa.
OAK roll-front trial case complete; lens

cutter; small edge grinder; luminous oph-
thalmoscope; lens measure; retinoscopes;
stock lenses, frames, mountings; all above
new. One old-style Meyrowitz ophthalmo-
meter. Sickness in family; will sell cheap.
Brown Optical Co., Dayton, Ohio.

A FINE Chelsea clock, chronometer style;
as good as new; an accurate timekeeper

and a fine show window clock; cost $5o,
will sell for $25. E. H. Beatty, Brookings,
S. D. 
LATHE in A / condition at bargain price;

write for particulars. H. T. Nordahl,
Sherwin Block, Elgin, Ill.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

AT a liberal discount—A whole optical out-
fit, consisting of a Geneva ophthalmo-

scope and trial case; spectacles and various
eyeglass mountings. Guy Prescott, Milaca,
Minn.

FOR sale cheap, or for exchange—A com-
plete photograph gallery outfit; good as

new; cost $400. C. H. Brassfield, Ness
City, Kans.

$4.50 COUNTERSHAFT and speed-wheel;
also $3.5o Boley vise; both new. Ad-

dress W. H. Moore, 163 West Ave., Buf-
falo, N. Y.
ROLL-TOP bench, De Zeng refractometer,

foot wheel, polishing lathe, glass cabinet,.
watch repair cabinet; send for description
and prices. J. W. Cunningham, Reynolds-
ville, Pa.
WEBSTER-WHITCOMB lathe, 22 chucks,

universal face plate, tailstock, etc.; all in
first-class condition. C. E. Gerling, Bur-
lington, Iowa.
AUDMAIRE optician's office trial set its

fine oak case; in first-class condition. C.
E. Gerling, Burlington, Iowa.

MOSELEY No. 2 lathe, good as new; is
chucks, including i Beach's adjustable

chuck, face plate, tailstock, etc. C. E.
Gerling, Burlington, Iowa.
SECOND-HAND bench, No. 39 Knight's.

catalogue; good condition; price, $12. B.
W. Smethurst, Manilla, Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER TII1S HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

 .1■11.

NEW Regina music box, style 34; cost
$380; also $70 in records for same;

everything in fine condition. This box will,
pay for itself in a year; want to exchange
for diamonds, or what have you? C. V.
Bates, Bartlesville, Okla. 

POPE muzzle-loading rifle and complete
outfit 38-72 Win. Cal. Bore .39; used I

year; good as new. Will take good jewelry,
watches or best cash offer. W. J. Hanks,
Postville, Iowa. 
$80-GRADE so-gage Parker Hammerless;

want optician's trial set, new Geneva ret-
inoscope. Morse, Phillipsburg, Kans.

LOT second-hand tools, bench, lathe, etc.;
about $100. Sell for half price or ex-

change; list on request. Wnat have you?
Will Stocker, Monett, Mo.

x6x26 STORE building, $400, for jewelry,
watches and some fixtures, safe and wall

case; must go West; splendid location for
business. Box  146, Mishicot, Wis. 

SOUTH BEND optical lessons, 1895 Key-
stones 1907. Offer. Quiatt, Tennyson, Ind.

ONE Swiss lathe outfit—Lathe, face plate,
slide rest, chucks and attachments; cost

01o; will take $15, or exchange for watch
glasses or material. Rockwell, 6%2 White-
hall St., Atlanta, Ga. 

WANTING to retire from business (rea-
son, old age), exchange stock staple goods,

$3000, fixtures only $15o, for farm near
good town; fruit farm preferred. "P 15,"
care Keystone.

ELK teeth, slot music box, lunettes, move-
ment boxes; want lathe, polishing head,

vise, oak regulator, uncut lenses. Box 443,
St. Cloud, Minn.

KEYSTONE, 12 years' back numbers;
make offer. G. E. Metcalf, Waltham,

Mass. 
JEWELRY store in good town, central

Illinois; population about 70o; sur-
rounded by best farming country; stock
will invoice about $15o0; no opposition;
for real estate or cash. "F 989," care Key-
stone.
ONE $5oo National cash register, as good

as' new; will take diamonds, watches,
jewelry or silverware, or what have you
got? Address Box 461, Tiffin, Ohio. 

BUSINESS lot Thomas, Okla.; store room,
Stanberry, Mo.; fruit land, south Mis-

souri; exchange for jewelry stock or other
merchandise. E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan,
Mo. 
TRADE lathe, 2,3 chucks, face plate, for

nradern engraving machine. Luther Mc-
Cann, Delphi, Ind. 

UNIVERSAL lathe, rounding machine,
music box (dancing); want regulator, en-

raving machine. W. Merrill, Washington,

fz-SIZE pocket chronometer; pivotical de.
tent, 141c. hunting case; very close; good

as new. Will exchange for repeater; de-
scribe fully. "S. 0.," 1201 Heyworth.
Building, Chicago.

ONE flea' 61,4/181/2 camera lens and shutter;
cost 27; trade for OA Webster-Whit-

comb pivot polisher; or what have you?
Fred A. Elliott, Whitney Point, N. Y.

TO EXCHANGE—Motor cycle, dynamo,
gas engine; want floor cases, wall cases,

watches, ophthalmometer, or what? R.
Hendley, Wolcottville, Ind. 

TEFEVER $57 grade gun, like newt. i2-
287, for diamond. Babbitt, the jeweler,

Derry, N. H.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

WHITE STEAMER, auto touring car, in
A I condition; want diamonds, size

carat to 4 carat. M. G. Parker, Cherry-
vale, Kans.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BALANCE staffs for American watches,
hard and true. Best ruby and sapphire

jewels. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, N ebr.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

IF you are interested in a thorough optical
education, read our advertisement on page

302 and get our book, "How to Become a
Good Optician." South Bend College of
Optics.
SOUTHERN jewelers—I put in balance

staffs for 5o cents and up; jewels, 25
cents and up; write for price list. Rock-
well, 61 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
PERFECTION cannon pinion tightener, a

tool you can use every day; write for
particulars and information ,• secret worth
25 to any watchmaker. Address N. A.
Stevens, watchmaker, Seventh St., San
Diego, Cal.
LEARN engraving at home. Will send to
any city an expert engraver who will

teach you engraving in your own store or
home; correspondence solicited at once;
terms reasonable. Egermann & Son, Au-
rora, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark; established 1870, 
WATCHMAKERS' and jewelers' tools and

material. Careful attention tu snail or-
ders. Cooper & Son, 722 Sansom, Philadel-
phia.
ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.
WANTED—Every one desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad. on page 176. 
TRADE workl Watches repaired for trade.
Send trial package. Cooper & Son, 722

Sans= Street, Philadelphia.  
YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm

to do your watch work. Here is the
place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others. Have
had 40 years' exp, and can guarantee satis-
faction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane, New
York.
I BUY stocks all over the country; have

all kinds of fine watches, engraving ma-
chines and anything else for sale cheap.
Write file for anything you want to buy or
sell. G. H. Geer, 207 E. Main St., jack-
son, Tenn.
IF you want to buy anything, or have any-

thing for sale, we can help you quickly.
By means of our special advertising, we
know who has what you want and who
wants what you have. New plan; no com-
mission to pay; quick returns. Full par-
ticulars free; postals ignored. U. S. Ex-
chane Bureau, i m N. Main St., Northville,

YOUNG men wanted working in jewelry
stores to learn engraving. If you can

draw can teach you by mail, and you can
increase your salary. Write for terms.
Nudd, the engraver, Boston, Mass.
THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute wants earnest and

painstaking students—not the kind that
only want to know enough to beat the pub-
lic. We have the best school in America,
and we want the best mechanical students.
The country is full of tinkers who use no
system in their work; every one has a way
of their own, because they never learned
the right system. Such workmen can be
had at most any price, and they are dear
at the best. The demand for better work-
men is increasing. Put yourself in posi-
tion to receive the benefits. Our next op-
tical course commences April 15th. We
have the latest methods and instruments
for teaching optometry. Our course is
very practical. Some can do prescription
work at the finish. Dr. Tarbox and Gor-
don.

ENAMEL -
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order,
Also is full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles.
Stones, etc. Any goods proving untedisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7. 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

EPAIRING
KIND YOU N CAI4 YO.OFI OWN

'fitnAusE 41, CO, '
;AP.:30R■10 rEFIPLE, C;1-11CA.9_9'

W. C. BONN Y
Keokuk, Iowa.

BALANCE STAFFS
15 Jewel Grade, $1.25 a dozen
7 Jewel Grade, $1.00 a dozen

Write at once for the most, liberal offer ever
made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the fittest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Estalnished 20 years.
WM. N. MOOR 

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PHILADELPHIA'S FINEST AND
MOST COMPLETE WORKSHOP
Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

REPAIRING
Engraving. Diamond Setting, Gold Plating
Badges, Jewels and Special Order Work

Good, Prompt and Low-Priced

" We are very much pleased with the good
service and nice work you are giving us."

C. F. SMITh A SON, Vineland, N. J

Students desiring to take a course in any of
above branches should write us

WATCHES, SIGNET RINGS, LOCKETS and
NECK CHAINS at WHOLESALE PRICES
SOLID GOLD WATCH CASES a specialty
FINDINGS, MATERIAL and SETTINGS

DIAMONDS and OLD GOLD BOUGHT

GEBHARD dt. CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia
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A. L. GOTTLIEB 
H. C. O'NEIL

OUR GREAT SUCCESS IS BASED UPON HONORABLE METHODWe do all in our power for the benefit of our employers. We guarantee large PROFITSWe closed last December a very profitable and successful sale, which lasted two and one-half months, for the Paul, Gale, Greenwood Co., at Norfolk, Va.,stock inventoried $roo,000.
GOTTLIEB & O'NEIL :

Salt Lake City, Utah, January 21, 1908.
Gentlemen :—We give you this letter of reference Inosi cheerfully, as it might be of some benefit to our brother jewelers. You gentlemen made a very remarkable sale for us, most profitable and

most satisfactory in every respect, and especially under such unsatisfactory circumstances, right after the holidays, the smelters were closed down and the stringency in the money market. Neverthe-
less you sold for us 840,000.00. We have had sales before, as we have been in the business twenty years, but never thought such a remarkable sale could he made by ally person living. We are more
than satisfied in every respect. You gentlemen are certainly deserving of great credit. With every good wish and success, we are, Yours very truly, M. & N. :LICHTENSTEIN.We kindly ask the trade to write M. & N. Lichtenstein, of Salt Lake, regarding the remarkable and most profitable sale we conducted for themGOTTLIEB & O'NEIL, Auctioneers, 816 Ashland Block, CHICAGO, ILL. Tel. Central 390

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone ?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both Nvays and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction ?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine Which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now-.

THERE IS A REASON WHY SPENCER'S ARE SO BUSY IN 1908
If you would like to understand the SCIENCE OF OPTICS take a course of instructions at the

SPENCER OPTICAL
THE RECOGNIZED OPTICAL SCHOOL FOR BUSI

DIPLOMA ON GRADUATION

Demonstrated in a practical manner WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

DON'T BUY A TRIAL CASE
UNTIL YOU SEE

THE AUDEMAIR
THE ACME OF PERFECTION

LENSES
Cylinder, Sphero-Cylinder, Meniscus

and Toric

Also in Genuine Pebble

Mi-Coquille and Coquille Blue and Smoke
INTERCHANGEABLE AND RIMLESS

I, 0, 00 Eye, 2, 3, 4 Hole

SPHERICAL INTERCHANGEABLE
I Eye, .56 dozen up

Big stock on hand. Can ship at once

INSTITUTE
1NESS MEN Attendant or

Correspondence

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

AUDEMAIR TRIAL CASES
F' 0 r oliice in oak,

cherry and leather.
Also for Traveling,

with divisions for stock
and lenses.
None better motto.

Send for pamphlet.
Most modern and up-

to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in use. No fa u t-
fi nders. They make a
friend wherever they go.

FROM

$10.00 to $85.00

LORGNETTES
We make a SPECIALTY of

GOLD FILLED AND STERLING SILVER
in Imitation Shell, Ivory and Amber. Also set with
Semi-Precious Stones, in unique and novel designs

SEE THIS LINE, IT WILL PAY YOU

GOLD Quality Guaranteed as Billed
LESS 10 PER CENT. CASH

Rimless Mountings, to K. Riding Bow
$21.75 up per dozen

Rimless Mountings for Eyeglasses, so K.
$13.75 up per dozen

to K. Light Riding Bow Frames
$21.00 up per dozen

So K. Medium Riding Bow Frames
$23.60 per dozen

to K. Heavy Riding Bow Frames, 3o dwt.
$26.25 per dozen

I0 K. Offset Eyeglass Frames
$22.90 per dozen

SUPERIOR QUALITY

GOLD FILLED FRAMES
That Will Last

In 14 K. 1-10, 12 K. 1-10
None better. The equal to gold in style and finish. Also

the 10 K. Quality, 1-10. 1-20 sold 1-110. All styles, also Rimless
Mountings. SEND FOR SAMPLES

GOGGLES
All the latest models at right prices

Ask your Jobber for the 4, ARIZONA"
Cheapest and Best

GIVE US A TRIAL, ON PRESCRIPTION WORK—AccuRA're, PROMPT, RICHT QUALITY, PRICI Low

SPENCER OPTICAL CO. MI mapnourftaicntguoripngiciaannds 3 Maiden Lane
Door Below Nassau

If you have not received our new Catalogue, one can be head for the, asking

New York
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued front page sag)

ON account of other business interest de-manding my entire time, will sell myprosperous jewelry business in northern In-diana town of zoo population; invoice inneighborhood of $2000; to the right partywho is a hustler and who comes recom-mended right, will sell this store on ex-tremely liberal terms; full particulars uponapplication. "G_967," care Keystone.
A SNAP in Nebraska—About $2500 willbuy nice, clean stock of goods and fix-tures; tools and material that will pay$200 a month; nice town; big territory;very light competition and good prices;county seat; two railroads; good churchesand schools; good reason for offering thissnap; will give good ref. or pay transporta-tion to anyone Interested if not as repre-sented. Do not write unless you have themoney and mean business. "J 950," careKeystone.

STOCK, tools and fixtures; invoice $175o;will sell for $1500 cash; located in thebest farming country in Colorado town of600; no opposition; no rent; fine location.If interested, write to Ed. Culler, Evans,Colo.

JEWELRY store in a good manufacturingtown in southeastern Pennsylvania of50,000 population; store located on mainstreet in business center doing a goodbusiness and a good run of repairing; longlease; stock, fixtures and tools for twomen, $85oo. "F 975," care Keystone.
STOCK, fixtures, building invoice about$2000; county seat; stand any and all in-vestigation; repair work about $200 amonth.  Write It, C. Young, Alma, Nebr.
AT ONCE—A first-class jewelry store in

northern Iowa city of 6000 population;county seat; established three years; 1907business almost $9000, which can be dou-bled; new fixtures; will require about$25oo; poor health only reason for selling
"W 978," care Keystone.
PAYING jewelry business, stock and fix-tures, $2000; good location; no compe-tition; reasons for selling. Rhodes, Lib-eral, Mo.
JEWELRY stock, about $2500, in best lo-cation thriving city of 6000; opportunity
to get West; good reason for selling. Thos.
Coltman, La Junta, Colo.
GOOD paying jewelry business in best
town in Kansas; population, i6,000, with

interurban trading population of 25,000
additional connected by electric railway;sales, $20,000 per annum; invoice stock
and fixtures about $8000; can reduce;
watch inspector; fine proposition if taken
at once. "M 979," care Keystone.
REPAIR shop in one of the best towns in

northern Indiana; population, 7000; fine
farming country; invoice $250; fine open-
ing for young man. L. M. Ratliff, Frances-
vine, Ind.
$1100 STOCK of jewelry, material, tools
and fixtures at 8o cents on the dollar;

northern Wisconsin town; good, thickly
settled country; only jeweler; a snap if you
have the money. E. L. Snyder, Thorp,
Wis.
$1500 BUYS jewelry and sporting goods

business, fixtures, etc., in hustling Maine
town, Aroostook county. If you can stand
cold weather, don't miss this opportunity
Reason for selling, going West. "C
care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS, well-conducted jewelry

store for sale on account of desiring to
retire; cheap running lease; will reduce
stock to $3000; entire fixtures and lease,
$1000. Address M. Hodes, 2168 Third
Ave., New York.
BARGAIN—Right now; prosperous jew-

elry, optical business; invoice about
$2500; finest southern California town of
5000; last year's monthly net profits, $183.15.
Stamp means business and brings reasons
and particulars. Box 545, Whittler, Cal.
$5000 WILL secure substantial interest in

clock manufacturing and selling business,
located on Broadway, New York City. Ex-
traordinary opportunity for callable man
desiring to move to New York and take
active position with the company. An
unique business with unlimited possibilities
for development. State age, experience,
and give refs. in first letter. W. & C.,
2217 Land Title Building, Philadelphia.
GOOD established jewelry business; popu-

lation 5000; invoice about $5500; a good
thing to investigate; best town in Iowa.
"B 971," care Keystone.
JEWELRY store and stock; good chance

for young man to start in business; if
taken at once, will sell at a bargain. E.
Starkey, Waterford, Wis. 
FINE jewelry business, located on one of

the best corners in the best city on the
Pacific coast. In spite of the money panic,
it did over $5o,000 business the past four
months. Ill health the only reason for
selling. Cash, or will take good income
property in exchange. Invoice $1o,000 to
6o,000. E. H. DeSelms, agent, San Jose,

Cal.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses
JEWELRY stock and fixtures; $2000, willreduce to $1000 for cash or easy terms;proposition you can't afford to miss; situ-ated in growing Maine town; very littleopposition; sell March ist. "C 987," careKeystone.

WATCH repairing and jewelry store,cheap; good reasons. Address 56o MainSt., Springfield, Mass.
HERE is a chance to buy a first-class jew-elry store near Chicago, doing a fine bus-
iness i must sell on account of poor health.It will require $6000 to $7000 to get it.For particulars, write or inquire of M. F.Barger & Company, 103 State St., Chicago. 
ILLINOIS drug and jewelry store; amoney maker; would sell half to watch-maker. "D 994," care Keystone.
ESTABLISHED jewelry business in nor-mal school town of 1200 population inPennsylvania; good, clean stock, Deboldsafe, Francis engraving machine and fix-tures for $4000 casts; good repair trade;no opposition; good place for right man.;reasons for selling, to take up other busi-ness; can reduce stock. 0. DI. Williams,Slippery Rock, Pa.
IN the land of sunshine; only jewelry storein growing California town; population,200; ideal climate and social conditions;plenty of repairing at good prices; lease onelectric-lighted brick building; best location;About $2000 required; investigate. "C,''care Nordman Bros. Company, San Fran-cisco, Cal.
UNUSUAL opportunity-7-Jeweler of mod-erate means can step into old-establishedbusiness in southern Ohio. Stock consistsof desirable watches, rings, jewelry andsterling silver, having sold all shelf goods.Stock invoices $2500. Large Diebold burg-lar proof safe, 4 walnut wall cases, 5 showcases, and material $t25o. December sales,$500o; good business remainder of year.M. J. Averbeck, 10 Maiden Lane, NewYork.
$9oo—GOOD paying jewelry store; goodmanufacturing Pennsylvania town; plentyof jobbing year round; write for particu-lars. "B 23," care Keystone.
$25oo BUYS good paying jewelry businessin live town of 8000; invoices over $2800;will invoice and give good discount if pre-ferred; must sell before March ist; Mis-souri. "S 21," care Keystone.
ESTABLISHED jewelry business; town of2500; central Missouri; good paying busi-ness; invoice $s000; will reduce to $1000;wish to go West. "H i6," care Keystone.
JEWELRY store in town of i2oo; no com-petition; all the work one man can do;fine country; stock and fixtures, $1500. C.F. Teel, Lexington, Okla.
JEWELRY, watchmaking business, tools,materials, safe and fixtures, $700; high-
est, healthiest point in Pennsylvania; popu-
lation, 25,000; thriving manufacturing and
coal mining town; rent small; must be sold
before March ist; good reasons for selling.
"L i 1," care Keystone.
I HAVE two good paying jewelry stores;

will sell eithe rone, as I can't attend to
both; $l000 to $5000 cash required. P. J.
Thomas, Fredonia, Kans.
A GOOD paying jewelry business in town
of 1500; no opposition; good reasons for

selling. Box 40, Vermilion, Ohio.
JEWELRY and optical business; estab-

lished 30 years; fine repair trade; bust-
ness on main thoroughfare; low rent; small
capital required; fine opportunity for a
good workman. "Jersey S o," care Key-
stone.
ONLY jewelry store in Minnesota town of

I zoo; nearest jeweler 18 miles off; stock
invoices about $700, fixtures $100; rent $9
a month; cash sale only; best opportunity
ever offered. "S 962," care Keystone.
JEWELRY and optical business in a good,
growing manufacturing town of 2500 in

Pennsylvania; trade well established; it is
worth investigating. Particulars on appli-
cation. W. F. Day & Co., Millersburg, Pa.
ESTABLISHED seven years; located in
Los Angeles, suburb California. This

store has plate-glass front, large window,
good fixtures and safe, clean stock and an
exceptionally good, high-class trade, which
is growing. Fine chance for an optical de-
partment in connection. Have too much
work for one Inert. Rare opportunity to
get an A i business; worth investigation.
Reason for selling, poor health. About
$1500 required. "13 8," care Keystone.
51500—Established jewelry business; town
s000; small towns nearby, 4000, to draw

from; upper Michigan; bench, $200 and
over a month; watch inspector; store will
pay for itself in work alone less than one
year; only cash considered. Theo. Wolff,
Norway, Mich.
GOOD paying jewelry and book business;

best town in northern Indiana; small
frame store goes with stock; all worth
$1500; will sacrifice; must sell—sickness.
"J 9," care Keystone.
NEW $3000 stock and fixtures; bench work
$100 monthly; Illinois. "B 998," care

Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses
ON account of Illy eyes failing, must sell
my jewelry business, situated in the besttown eastern Pennsylvania; population,13,000; stock and fixtures, $7000. Don'twrite unless you have cash. First-class

chance for some one; must be sold byMarch 1st. Will pay you to investigate."E 3," care Keystone.
STOCK, fixtures; location in one of the

best towns in southeastern Kansas townof 8000, in gas belt; stock and fixtures in-voice around $5000. Lock Box 29, Cher-
ryvale, Kans.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FRENCH microscope and fluoroscope corn-bined with object, and two plain plates,in plush-lined case; magnifies soo times;fine attraction for optical window; retailsfor $1; sample, 30 cents by mail prepaid.Schwartz Optical Co., Shreveport, La. 
SIXTY-POUND Carpenter wheel, used 3months, $8. 1205 Federal St., Alle-gheny, Pa.

GENEVA lathe, with index and chucks, bo-leys, countershaft, Stephens vise andKing Bee engraving block; all N. P. and ingood order. E. R. Buell, Covington, Tenn.
TRIAL case, good as new, similar to F. A.Harily's No. 12; $30. Dickey & Forney,Spencer, Iowa.

MOOSE head; extra fine specimen horns.50-inch spread, 12-inch fans, is points, Ngbell and prime skin. The head extends 39inches from wall on 3-foot shield. Suitablefor large den, smoking or dining-room inhome or clubhouse. Will sell for $x5o.Also deerhead, guaranteed first-classmounts, $20 to $35. Samuel Freeman,Oakland, Maine.
PIANO moving trucks and cotton flannel-lined canvas cover; cost new $36; will sellfor $12. Good condition. Jackson JewelryCompany, Jackson, Mo.
HARDY ophthalmometer with adjustablestand, traveling trial case, grindstonecomplete, with iron stand, 24x2 inches.Peter O'Malley, 205 Orange St., Spring-field, Muss.
SIX antique grandfather's 8-day clocks;show moon and calendar. J. Batlet,Jonestown, Lebanon Co., Pa.
BOLEY lathe, in good order, with ninechucks; first $15 received takes it. Box1107 Tacoma, Wash.
SET of jewelers' tools; bought in 1906-7;free from rust; will allow zo per cent.discount; satisfaction guaranteed; will giveitemized list, number and price upon ap-plication. Address E. H. Smith, Rogers-ville, Tenn.
MARINE chronometer in good condition;bought of H. H. Heinrick, of New York,for $200; best offer takes it. H. A. Graves,115 West Main St., Kalamazoo, _Mich.
A GOOD set of watchmakers' tools and en-graving outfit; a list of tools will bemailed you by writing the party below.
James Rollins, Londonville, Ashland Co.,Ohio.
NEW Century engraving machine com-

plete; two years' use; cost complete $135;
$65 buys the outfit; guaranteed perfect.
Write for particulars. I. H. Crabtree,Mars Hill, Maine.
JEWELRY show case and optical case for

sale. Address Ed. Lindemeyer, Leslie,Mo.
HARDY trial case, 225 lenses, retinoscope,

everything complete; $40. W. Watkins,
1466 Capitol Ave., St.  Paul, Minn.
SHIP chronometers for sale, $35, $50 and

E$75; in first-class condition. nhaus &
Son, 31 John St., New York City.
LIKE new, cheap. Four golden oak 8-ft.
show cases and tables; two is-ft. sidewall cases; safe; regulator; large watchsign. A. D. Foucart, Inuncy, Pa.

18-SIZE key-wind Elgin and Waltham move-
ments, full-jeweled chronometer balance

oversprung regulator, patent pinion, in
first-class condition, $1.25 each. 8-size stem
American movements, $1 each; send money

Bwith order. James roadbent, 4 S. Forty-second St., Phila., Pa.
OAK roll-front trial case complete; lens

cutter; small edge grinder; luminous oph-
thalmoscope; lens measure; retinoscopes;
stock lenses, frames, mountings; all above
new. One old-style Meyrowitz ophthalmo-
meter. Sickness in family; will sell cheap.
Brown Optical Co., Dayton, Ohio.
A FINE Chelsea clock, chronometer style;
as good as new; an accurate timekeeper

and a fine show window clock; cost $5o,
will sell for $25. E. H. Beatty, Brookings,
S. D.
LATHE in A i condition at bargain price;

write for particulars. H. T. Nordahl,
Sherwin Block, Elgin, Ill.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

AT a liberal discount—A whole optical out-
fit, consisting of a Geneva ophthalmo-

scope and trial case; spectacles and various
eyeglass mountings. Guy Prescott, Milaca.
Minn.

FOR sale cheap, or for exchange—A com-
plete photograph gallery outfit; good as

new; cost $400. C. H. Brassfield, Ness
City, Kans.

$4.50 COUNTERSHAFT and speed-wheel;
also $3.5o Boley vise; both new. Ad-

dress W. H. Moore, 163 West Ave., Buf-
falo, N. Y.
ROLL-TOP bench, De Zeng refractometer.
foot wheel, polishing lathe, glass cabinet,,

watch repair cabinet; send for description
and prices. J. W. Cunningham, Reynolds-
ville, Pa.
WEBSTER-WHITCOMB lathe, 22 chucks,.

universal face plate, tailstock, etc.; all in
first-class condition. C. E. Gerling, Bur-
lington, Iowa.
AUDMAIRE optician's office trial set in

fine oak case; in first-class condition. C.
E. Gerling, Burlington, Iowa.
MOSELEY No. 2 lathe, good as new; 15chucks, including Beach's adjustable
chuck, face plate, tailstock, etc. C. E.
Gerling, Burlington, Iowa.
SECOND-HAND bench, No. 39 Knight's

catalogue; good condition; price, $12. B.
W. Smethurst, Manilla, Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NEW Regina music box, style 34; cost
$380; also $70 in records for same;

everything in fine condition. This box will
pay for itself in a year; want to exchange
for diamonds, or what have you? C. V.
Bates, Bartlesville, Okla.
POPE muzzle-loading rifle and complete

outfit 38-72 Win. Lai. Bore .39; used
year; good as new. Will take good jewelry,
watches or best cash offer. W. J. Hanks,
Postville, Iowa.
$8o-GRADE to-gage Parker Hammerless;

want optician's trial set, new Geneva ret-
inoscope. Morse, Phillipsburg, Hans.
LOT second-hand tools, bench, lathe, etc.--;

about $1oo. Sell for half price or ex-
change; list on request. Wnat have you?
Will Stocker, Monett, Mo.
16x26 STORE building, $400, for jewelry,

watches and some fixtures,. safe and wall
case; must go West; splendid location for
business. Box 146, Mishicot, Wis.
SOUTH BEND optical lessons, 1895 Key-

stones 1907. Offer. Quiatt, Tennyson, Ind.
ONE Swiss lathe outfit—Lathe, face plate,

slide rest, chucks and attachments; cost
$11o; will take $15, or exchange for watch
glasses or material. Rockwell, 6% White-
hall St., Atlanta, Ga. 
WANTING to retire from business (rea-
son, old age), exchange stock staple goods,

$3000, fixtures only $15o, for farm near
good town; fruit farm preferred. "P is,"
care Keystone.
ELK teeth, slot music box, lunettes, move-
ment boxes; want lathe, polishing head,

vise, oak regulator, uncut lenses. Box 443,
St. Cloud, Minn. 
KEYSTONE, 12 years' back numbers;
make offer. G. E. Metcalf, Waltham,

Mass.
JEWELRY store in good town, central

Illinois; population about 7oo; sur-
rounded by best farming country; stock
will invoice about $15oo; no opposition;
for real estate or cash. "F 989," care Key-
stone.
ONE $5oo National cash register, as good
as new; will take diamonds, watches,

jewelry or silverware, or what have you
got? Address Box 461, Tiffin, Ohio.
BUSINESS lot Thomas, Okla.; store room,

Stanberry, Mo.; fruit land, south Mis-
souri; exchange for jewelry stock or other
merchandise. E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan,
Mo.
TRADE lathe, 23 chucks, face plate, for
modern engraving machine. Luther Mc-

Cann, Delphi, Ind.
UNIVERSAL lathe, rounding machine,

music box (dancing); want regulator, en-
raving machine. W. Merrill, Washington,

12-SIZE pocket chronometer; pivotical de.
tent, 141c. hunting case; very close; good

as new. Will exchange for repeater; de-
scribe fully. "S. 0.," 1201 HeyworthBuilding, Chicago.
ONE new 61/2x3 /2 camera lens and shutter;

cost $27; trade for OA Webster-Whit-
comb pivot polisher; or what have you?
Fred A. Elliott, Whitney Point, N. Y.
TO EXCHANGE—Motor cycle, dynamo,

gas engine; want floor cases, wall cases,
watches, ophthalmometer, or what? R.
Hendley, Wolcottville, Ind.
LEFEVER $57 grade gun, like new; Is-

28-7, for diamond. Babbitt, the jeweler,
Derry, N. H.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

WHITE STEAMER, auto touring car, in
A i condition; want diamonds, size

carat to 4 carat. M. G. Parker, Cherry-
vale, Kans.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BALANCE staffs for American watches,
hard and true. Best ruby and sapphire

jewels. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr. 

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

IF you are interested in a thorough optical
education, read our advertisement on page

302 and get our book, "How to Become a
Good Optician." South Bend College of
Optics
SOUTHERN jewelers—I put in balance

staffs for so cents and up; jewels, 25
cents and up; write for price list. Rock-
well, 654 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
PERFECTION cannon pinion tightener, a

tool you can use every day; write for
particulars and information; secret worth
25 to any watchmaker. Address N. A.
Stevens, watchmaker, Seventh St., San
Diego, Cal.
LEARN engraving at home. Will send to
any city an expert engraver who will

teach you engraving in your own store or
home; correspondence solicited at once;
terms reasonable. Egermann & Son, Au-
rora, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER TIIIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
Jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark; established 1870,
WATCHMAKERS' and jewelers' tools and

material. Careful attention to mail or-
ders. Cooper & Son, 722 Sansom, Philadel-
phia.
ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.
WANTED—Every one desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad. on page 176.
TRADE work! Watches repaired for trade.
Send trial package. Cooper & Son, 722

Sans= Street, Philadelphia.
YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm

to do your watch work. Here is the
place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.
WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others. Have
had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee satis-
faction. N. J. Felix, 43 Maiden Lane, New
York.
I BUY stocks all over the country; have

all kinds of fine watches, engraving ma-
chines and anything else for sale cheap.
Write me for anything you want to buy or
sell. G. H. Geer, 207 E. Main St., Jack-
son, Tenn.
IF you want to buy anything, or have any-

thing for sale, we can help you quickly.
By means of our special advertising, we
know who has what you want and who
wants what you have. New plan; no com-
mission to pay; quick returns. Full par-
ticulars free; postals ignored. U. S. Ex-
chane Bureau, i i N. Main St., Northville,

YOUNG men wanted working in jewelry
stores to learn engraving. If you can

draw can teach you by mail, and you can
increase your salary. Write for terms.
Nudd, the engraver, Boston, Mass.
THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute wants earnest and

painstaking students—not the kind that
only want to know enough to beat the pub-
lic. We have the best school in America,
and we want the best mechanical students.
The country is full of tinkers who use no
system in their work; every one has a way
of their own, because they never learned
the right system. Such workmen can be
had at most any price, and they are dear
at the best. The demand for better work-
men is increasing. Put yourself in posi-
tion to receive the benefits. Our next op-
tical course commences April isth. We
have the latest methods and instruments
for teaching optometry. Our course is
very practical. Some can do prescription
work at the finish. Dr. Tarbox and Gor-
don.

-- ENAMEL
Opaque and Traosparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order,
AISO 11 full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles.
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CA RPENTER & WOOD, Mann facturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

LEARN
%JEWELERS
ENGRAVING.
"The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor Is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence Hum he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
t". PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

EPAIRING
CALL Y0,111 OWN

tqjr,f.)1,q, 7:11i$ CO.
.;'6A50Nic,TC.r:PLE, CHICAGO.

W. C. 130NNEY
ItIvvrt

BALANCE STAFFS
15 Jewel Grade, $1.25 a dozen
7 Jewel Grade, $1.00 a dozen

Write at once for the most liberal offer ever
inatie for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Semi sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest. Wok published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PHILADELPHIA'S FINEST AND
MOST COMPLETE WORKSHOP
Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

REPAIRING
Engraving . Diamond Setting. Gold Plating
Badges, Jewels and Special Order Work

Good, Prompt and Low-Priced

" We are very much pleased with the good
service and nice work you are giving es."

C. F. SMITH & SON-, Vineland, N. J

Students desiring to take a course in any of
above branches should write us

WATCHES, SIGNET RINGS, LOCKETS and
NECK CHAINS at WHOLESALE PRICES
SOLID GOLD WATCH CASES a specialty
FINDINGS, MATERIAL end SETTINGS

DIAMONDS and OLD GOLD BOUGHT

GEBHARD 14. CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia
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Winter Lumber Company, M.   182
Wisconsin Institute of Horology . • 248
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A. L. GOTTLIEB 11. C. O'NEIL

OUR GREAT SUCCESS IS BASED UPON HONORABLE METHOD
We do all in our power for the benefit of our employers. We guarantee large PROFITS

‘Ve closed last December a very profitable and successful sale, which lasted two and one-half months, for the Paul, Gale, Greenwood Co., at Norfolk, Va.,
stock inventoried $foo,000. .
GOTTLIEB & O'N El I. : Salt Lake City, Ltah, January 21, 1908.

Gentlemen :—We give you this letter of reference most cheerfully, as it might be of some benefit to our brother Jewelers. You gentlemen made a very remarkable sale for us, most profitable and
most gatisfaelory in every respect, and especially under suet, unsatisfactory cireutnstances, right after the holidays, the smelters were closed down anti the Id ringency In the money market. Neverthe-
less yott sold for us 84,000.00. We have had sales before, as we have been in the business twenty years, but never thought such a remarkable sale could be made by any person living, We are more
than satisfied in every respect. You gentlemen are certainly deserving of great credit. With every good wish and success, we are, Yours very truly, M. & N. LICHTENSTEIN.

We kindly ask the trade to write M. & N. Lichtenstein, of Salt Lake, regarding the remarkable and most profitable sale we conducted for them

GOTTLIEB & O'NEIL9 Auctioneers, 816 Ashland Block, CHICAGO, ILL. Tel. Central 390

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can be afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction ?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
plugs up the free engraving

Engraving Machine W rhich 
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to 110 cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write nOW.

The Eathom

THERE IS A REASON WHY SPENCER'S ARE SO BUSY IN 1908
If you would like to understand the SCIENCE OF orrics take a course of instructions at the

SPENCER OPTICAL INSTITUTE
THE RECOGNIZED OPTICAL SCHOOL FOR BUSINESS MEN Attendant or

DIPLOMA ON GRADUATION Correspondence
Demonstrated in a practical manner WRITE FOR

DON'T BUY A TRIAL CASE
UNTIL YOU SEE

THE AUDEMAIR
THE ACME OF PERFECTION

LENSES
Cylinder, Sphero-Cylinder, Meniscus

and Toric
Also in Genuine Pebble

PARTICULARS 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Mi-Coquille and Coquille Blue and Smoke
INTERCHANGEABLE AND RIMLESS

I, 0, 00 Eye, 2, 3, 4 Hole
SPHERICAL INTERCHANGEABLE

I Eye, .36 dozen up

Big stock on hand. Can ship at once

AUDEMAIR TRIAL CASES
o r ofiice in oak,

cherry and leather.
Also for Traveling,

with divisions for stock
and lenses.
None better made.

Send for pamphlet.
Most modern and up-

to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in Me. No fault-
finders. They make a
friend wherever they go.

FROM

$10.00 to $85.00

LORGNETTES
We make a SPECIALTY of

GOLD FILLED AND STERLING SILVER
in Imitation Shell, Ivory and Amber. Also set withSemi-Precious Stones, in unique and novel designs

SEE THIS LINE, IT WILL PAY YOU

GOLD Quality Guaranteed as Billed
LESS 10 PER CENT. CASH

Rimless Mountings, to K. Riding Bow$21.73 up per dozen
Rimless Mountings for Eyeglasses, to K.$13.73 up per dozen

lo K. Light Riding Bow Frames
$21.00 up per dozen

so K. Medium Riding Bow Frames
$23.60 per dozenzo K. Heavy Riding Bow Frames, 3o dwt.
$26.25 per dozen

10 K. Offset Eyeglass Frames
$22.90 per dozen

SUPERIOR QUALITY

GOLD FILLED FRAMES
That Will Last

In 14 K. 1-10, 12 K. 1-10
None better. The equal to gold in style and finish A Isthe1nOtrn.gQs.nality, I-10. 1-20 and 1-811. All styles, also RimlessMountings. SEND FOR SAMPLES

CiOCICILES
All the latest models at right prices

Ask your Jobber for the "ARIZONA"
Cheapest and Best

OIVL US A 'TRIAL, ON FIRESCRIIPTION WORK—AccuRATu„ P.RomPir, RIGHT QUALITY, PRICE: LOW

SPENCER OPTICAL CO. Manufacturing and 3 Maiden LaneImporting Opticians t Door Below Nassau New YorkIf you have not received our new Catalogue, one can be had for the asking
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VERY SEASON
for the dealer. His succ

.
selecting is stoc
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is the safest. investment to
• season, 'because it represents exactly t

ost in demand.,, .
Reports from all over

that the finest plated-ware is selling est,
while -1 r 1l the tower grades are being lett on the-,
helves. As the superior quality
ity Silver is now everywhere know

IØm
, 

and is becoming both large and insistent. - '-
put it in stock now, and be on the safe.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.
ONEIDA, N. Y.

CHICAGO SALESROOMS

Silversmiths' Building

•

,

NEW YORK SALESROOMS

395 Broadway
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ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Every Jeweler ought te be interested in the prsblem : What goods will sell the

best, bring the largest profits, and still Induce his customer to call again.
The Fat. Goods meet these requirements. They arc ready sellers,

tibm reliable and up-to-dale. Such goods will not only sell, but,
they will get you business by their attractive display. For the
Spring Season we have ready ninny benutifti I patterns in Lockets

and Charms, Bracelets and Link Buttons, Veil, Scarf,
Hat anti Brooch Pins, as well as Neck Chains and

Pendants. Our line of Sterling Silver Goods
is constantly being added to, affitrding

a choice selection of Toilet and
Manicure Goods, Vases

and Novelties.

Locket 3013. Rose, no stoneLocket 3016. Bose, red eyeswhite mouth

Locket 2978. Roman and Green,
Brilliant and Pearls.

2977. Roman and Green. No
stone.

Scarf Ph 899.
Rose or Green
Set as ordered

Scarf Pin 894.
Old English.
Set as ordered.

897. Rose or
Green. Set as
ordered.

Watches are probably the most popular of
all gifts. Yet too often the gift watch consists
of a showy case and an indifferent movement.

Impress upon your customers that the

Locket 8017. Rose, Red
Eyes, White Mouth.

8014. Rose, no stone.

Locket 2979. Roman and Green,
no stone.

Locket 2980. Rom= and Green,
Brilliant, and Pearls.

hooch Pin 8864 Old English.
Japanese Jade Stone.

Brooch Pin 8893. Old English,
Engraved, Rubies and Bril-
liants, Pearl Amazonite Center

Brooch Pin 3842. Rose,
set its ordered.

3900. Old English, set
as ordered.

Neck Chain 298. Chain Old English,
Scrolls Roman, 16 ins. long, Jade
Stones and 3 Coral Pendants.

Btooett Pin 3899. Rose, Brooch l' I ii 3863.Red Eyes, White Rose, Ruby Eyes,Mott t it. White Mout h.3898. Bose, no stone. 3862. Rose, Ito 111011e.

Brooch Pin 3895. Old
English, Coraline
Stone.

Baby Pins 3869. Roman, 3870. old Es:dist3871. Boman l'earl Set. 3872. 0. H. resrl set

is the proper gift watch because it lasts a life-
time and is a source of satisfaction where a poor
watch is a cause of annoyance.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the
Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin
Art Booklet " Timemakers and Timekeepers,"
illustrating the history and development of the
watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Charts •2ss.2. Rose.
Ruby Stone

Baby Pi ns $s7:1 8879. Old Eniz I ish
3876. Rose, l'earl Set 3876. Old English, Pearl Set

Link 877. Rose. Ruby
and Brilliants.

878. Old English. Ruby
and Brilliants.

Link 875. Rose.

876. Old English.
Brilliant.

Hat Pitt 878. Rose, no
stone.

879. Rose. Red Eve,
White Mouth.

Bracelet with Joint
Oki English, Enured. Se! as ordered, 2:0:linneihiess

ii 'I 
ii 262t-i itches

THEODORE W. FOSTER &

Belt Buckle 3540%. Rose. Ruby Eyes. Jade Mouth.Pin Stem.
31140, Rose. Ruby Eyes. Jade Mouth. Clasp.

Maiden Lane 
CHICAGO, Heyworth Buildin

Hat Pin 855.
Roman.

A met Ii vat, stone

Hat Pi i 837.
Rose or Green
Imitation
Coral Stone.

Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths
100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CANADA, Kingston, Ont.
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KNOW YOUR BUSINESS BE SUCCESSFUL
Successful people know their work thoroughly and find pleasure in it. The surest and

quickest way of obtaining a correct knowledge of watchwork is to attend a good school.

This school is so good a school that the call on us for workmen exceeds the supply
by twenty-five to one.

So good that our students won seven prizes in open competition in the United States.

So efficient, tried and tested, that it is now in its eighteenth year and under its original
management.

It is also the only school in the world for watchmakers which occupies a first-class
building, especially planned for the work, which is the property of the Director--this
bespeaks standing, stability, merit and enterprise.

Send for circular.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
H. R. PLAVINER

Director S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.



genches and Lathes
of SUPERIOR QUALITY always appeal to the progressive watchmaker.

He takes pride in turning out first-class work and realizes that to do this he must use the latest and best tools and appliances.
Our reputation forces us to carry only high-grade goods, and is, therefore a guarantee of perfect satisfaction to our customers. We call your

attention to the low prices at which we are offering the LA ITIE COMBINATIONS below and suggest that you write at once for any further informa-
tion you may desire if you need a lathe or an outfit complete.

Lathe Combination A $62.50 Net Cash

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every detail. Made of the best steel. Has hard
spindles running in hardened steel bushings. Absolute concentricity of
cone, body, thread and hole. Full nickel plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Solid Oak Bench No. I
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber and

finished in the best cabinet style. Will not warp or split. Has
ten drawers that lock automatically ; apron drawer, vise rest
and chalk box. Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deep
and 40 inches high.

Extra Quality Pivot Cravers
F. A J. S. pivot gravers are the last that can be made.

They are very hard and hold their points much longer than the
average graver.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
ht,t in the market

Lathe Combination B $60.70 Net Cash

Set E. & J. S. Pivot Gravers
These gravers are made of finest steel and are especially

well adapted for fine to

Foot Wheel No. 15

Solid Oak Bench No. I
A first-class bench in every particular. Strong, serviceable

and beautifully finished. An ornament to your store. Has
apron drawer, vise rest and chalk box and ten drawers which
lock automatically. Dimensions ; length 43 inches, width 26
inches, height 40 inches.

Cenuine Moseley Lathe No. 2
with 10 chuck combination

This lathe is made with hardened ground bearings. The cone end of
draw-in spindle and end of back cellier are of hard rubber. Full nickel
plated and absolutely true.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Prompt and Accurate You will always find our service in filling Tool and Material orders. We are especially strong in
matching small material parts, our immense stock giving us facilities no small concern can equal. Ourprices are the very lowest. Ask for our TOOL, MATERIAL AND OPTICAL CATALOGUE, which we send free of charge on request with

your card.

THE E. &J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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A Pull with the Government
is a snap so rare that publication of it, and how it was secured, will be

of especial interest to jewelers, for whose benefit the exposure is made.
Uncle Sam is no respecter of persons, and when he scents anything

crooked and starts on the trail of the evil doer, there are no obstacles in
the way big enough to prevent him from getting what he goes after.

Not long ago Uncle Sam got after us with a letter calling attention
to a few tons of sweeps at his Philadelphia Assay Office, of which he
was anxious to dispose, and strongly intimated in his letter that, as others
were eager to get a pull in these sweeps, it Would be necessary for us to
demonstrate our usual price-making liberality in making a bid if we
wanted to pull them our way. Well, we got the sweeps and our bid
secured them over the heads of all other competitors, as the price paid
has established a value for sweeps which the government is now main-
taining as a standard, and this is how we obtained our pull with the
government.

The fact of it being Uncle Sam's stuff didn't influence us to pay
more than if it had been one of our other shippers, whose modest barrel
of sweeps would have brought proportionately the same amount.

We also possess the habit of paying the Highest Prices for Old

Gold and Silver, Plated Jewelry or other articles bearing traces of gold

and silver, which has won for us the reputation of being bulls in the

market for these articles.
While this government pull is by no means an exceptional case, it

serves to illustrate our system and strengthen the reputation of always

paying the highest price for jewelers' shipments of every description.

Shipments are valued day of arrival and check forwarded at once.
Your consignments are held in the original packages till we hear

from you, and, in case our estimate is not satisfactory, will be returned

at our expense.

GOLDSMITH BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
OFFICES, 1-leyworth Building WORKS, 58th and Throop Streets

CHICAGO
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Through this depressing
the additional capacity.

-J

time the MER/TS of the RIVETT LATHE have kept our factory 
running full time with

The manufacturing started 24 years ago, under the supervision of Mr. R
ivett, in a

dwelling house and in a small way ; and up to the present time he has 
taken out over

30 patents, and to-day we hold the unparalleled record of being the la
rgest and finest

equipped factory in the world for this class of work.

The whole success of the RIVETT LATHE has been in Mr. Rivett's ambition t
o

get out the finest lathe in the world and then it would sell itself, which has been
 proved,

as we have never had a salesman on the road.

All the craft are invited to visit our factory, and will find Mr. Rivett to b
e the first

one there in the morning and the last one at night, and nine-tenths of hi
s time is spent

among his workmen.
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST

Ask your dealer for the RIVETT LATHE, or just address

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A Great Opportunity
We desire a dealer in every locality to take the exclusive
sale of the marvelous newly patented

INCANDESCENT KEROSENE LAMP

A lamp that uses a mantle and gives a white light of Ioo

candle power with less oil than any ordinary round wick

kerosene lamp made

WRITE US TO-DAY

The Pearl Light Co.
121-123 Fourth Street

Incandescent Kerosene BA RABOO, W IS.
Lamp. 100 Candle Power.
Price, $6.00

IIMEI■M■IMElk

WE TEACH ENGRAVING
Our pupils not only acquire. a thorough mastery of engraving, but also

have an opportunity to become familiar with all the processes in the manufac-

me of jewelry, medals, class pins, die making, plating, etc., of which we

make a specialty.
Our pupils will testify to the excellence and thoroughness of our system.

Terms, $50 for three months, payable in monthly instalments in advance.

Write us for further information.

Our manufacturing and repairing department is equipped to do all 
manner

of repair work for the trade. The workmen are thoroughly skilled, and are

under the supervision of a noted expert. We do jewelry and watch repai
ring,

medal work, class and fraternity pins, diamond mounting, gold, silver
 and

copper plating, enameling, etc. No job is too difficult, and all work is retu
rned

same day as it is received. Send us a trial order.

The Sioux City Jewelers' School of Engraving
CHAS. 0. HILES

Instructor 613 Fourth St., SIOUX CITY, IOWA

'CLINCH0

Safety Catch for

I Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

pit). Nothing to get
out of order. Simple

No. 2 and neat.
50 cts. One turn to the
35 cis right grips like a

vise.
Fits any size pin.

Prices to the Trade

No. 1. Gold Plated,
$1.50 doz.

No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold
Plate, burnished,
$2.25 doz.

Pert.
opplied

for

No. 1. 25c.

The "SECURITY 
0

Necklace Clasp

A Clasp at Last That's Secure and Fast

"HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot Pull Out
MADE IN 3 SIZES

No. / Locks het No. / The Only Perfect

Secure C(I 
Locks in Two

Places

It 
Clasp

Simple and

Absolutely

oaraiesNo.1

No.1 B

Ctiarits

No. 2

No. 2 Locks here No. 2
Patent Applied for

PRICES TO THE TRADE
DOZEN DOZEN

No. I. 10 K. . . $6.00 No. 1B, 10 K.. $7.00

No. 2. 10 K.. . 9.00
No. 1. 14K. 7.00 No. 1B. 14K. 9.00

No. I. Platinum ....... . . 18.00

No. I. (told Filled 2  00

No IlL Gold Filled . . ..... 2.25

No. 2. Odd Filled 2  50

No 1. Sterling Silver 2  00

Made in Cold Filled Only
No. 1/25, $2.75 doz. No. IB/25, $3.25 doz.

No. 2,25, $3.50 doz.

dVO1A5

No 1B/25

No 2/25

Ask your Jobber, or write

THE

HOFFMAN

NOVELTY

CO.

79-83 North Pearl Street

ALBANY, N. Y.

A FEW SPECIALTIES 

MN-SPRINGS

la W"nlAhi
No._2203_

Tito mattsstalconata

$ 1.00 per Dozen
12.00 per Oross

$ .75 per Doren
7.50 per Ciross

only can be shown on this
page. They are typical
of the great variety of de-

sirable goods we have
for the watchmaker
and jeweler.

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
I. given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings

aso•

s•••

Height 3.

4..„‘

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

 ••••■
Height 8.

NO

PRICE-LIST t

Ns%

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

339

EXCELSIOR HAND SND POWER LENS DRILL.
Cheapest and best drill in the market. Height of drill, 6 inches. Base of

drill, 3x1 3. inches. 10111 is japanned black, with polished brass trimmings.

Groove in large wheel for foot, power connection. One turn of the handle
makes five of the drill. Will drill hole in lens in 30 seconds, thus saving post-
age and time. With Steel Drills, $3.50.

Fac-Simile of Our Label

TICE-Owing to the advance in the prices of
manufacturers, we have revised our prices

Geneva . . ... $4.00 per gross, $ .40 per doz.
Thick Mi-Concaves 4.00 " " .40 " "
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " " .90
Parallels   8.00 " " .75 " "

PARALLEL.

.dgionismomsa_

LENTILLE.

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE

Watch Classes by European
to date as follows:
Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross, $ .75 per dor.
1.entilles . 12.00 " " 1.25
Antiques . . 8.00 " " .75
Lunettes. . . 3.00 " " .25

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

OcIMIMO
No. 181

Oold Filled Round Necklace
Clasps, small, $1.00 ; me-
dium, $1.25 ; large, $1.50
per dozen.

No. 15.1
Ciold Plated Safety

Catches, $ .50 per dozen

P0// ZWia21

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

0 *
No. 2lS

Gold Filled Torpedo
Necklace Clasps,
$1.00 per dozen

A /4
No. 152/.',

Gold Plated Safety
Catches, $ .50 per dozen

1111111111111111111

Solid Oak Beach.

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

$12.00 

2 Chucks. $31.00

ORDERS FILLED PROM ANY CATAL,00UE

Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service 
as to quality and priu

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and

Cross el Beguelin
(A Corporation)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 31 Maiden Lane, New York
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.



LEARN ENGRAVING
FIVE DOLLARS

Monograms
and

Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet
combined with every other
letter in script and block
styles; Script, Old English,
Roman, Block, German,
Hebrew and Greek Alpha-
bets ; Year-date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials;
Fancy and Ribbon Mono-
grams.

$ .00 
Postpaid

I— Cash, No Checks

during leisure hours
at home for only

For Five Dollars we send
you a complete set of lessons
Ivell illustrated in letter and
monogram engra v ing on
jewelry, silverware and other
metals. These lessons are
prepared by an expert en-
graver of twenty-five years'
experience and ex plain
sharpening and tempering
tools, plain, bright-cut, wrig-
gled and other cutting; en-
graving script a n d other
letters ; leaf, block, ribbon
and entwined monograms,
transferring, cementing and
many other valuable tricks of
the trade. We also send you
a set of gravers (sharpened),
a good oil stone, a block to
hold lockets, watches, etc..
which is also a perfect tool
sharpener ; steel marker and
burnisher, dividers; to metal
plates; 6 rings and 6 thimbles
to practice on and a book of
"Monograms and Alphabets."

"Your instructions are as plain
as ifs good engraver were standing
over my shoulder and telling me
what to do. I could do pretty good
work aftm one week's practice."

RAY C. BASSETT,
• Woonsocket, S. Pak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

"r■ , .fe*,
g  THE GOLDeTEHV 

//11

45 Maiden Lane, New York
0/0

Mfurtintualce )Poretrzitha

On

Watches

Dials

Copied from Any Photo.

Brooches
and

Lockets

The latest improved method, artistic and durable, on any part of case or dial

Ilitnne-Pannqed Mnychnzaulre,
Copied from Any Photo.

OUR WORK WILL NOT FADE OR PEEL OFF

CAN WE SERVE YOU IN ANY WAY?
Ask for Estimates, Price-List or Samples for

Erhgrczvfiirix 
p General Lettering and Monograms on

C Watches, Jewelry and Silverware
,N," Up-to-date. Uniform reasonable prices

EngTaving and Eqchfing
Portraits, Views of Buildings and Landscapes, Inscriptions in Ornamental

Raised Letters, Emblems, Club and Heraldic Devices and Autographs

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WITH A GOOD BLAST OF AIR
this furnace will melt up to
two pounds of gold or silver
in a few minutes, starting
all cold.
Our Foot Blowers furnish

an inexpensive means for
obtaining a steady blast of
air for furnace or blowpipe
work.

If you need a furnace or
blowpipe, whether for coal
gas, natural gas or gasoline
gas, consult our catalogue
"B. K." to be had for the
asking.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

LEARN WATCH
REPAIRING

We will teach you this business by attendance here or
by correspondence. We use the DeSelms Chart
System, an easy simple method. You can learn at
home during your spare time if you have not the time
and money to come here. After you complete the
course you will be able to repair the most crippled

timepiece and pnt it in running order. Your knowledge of watches will be thorough and
complete. Watch repairers are scarce. No trouble in getting a position as soon as you can
de the work.

Thla Is a Successful School. Notice Our Growth.
1994— 50 square feet of floor space.
1905— 100 square feet of floor apace.
1906— 200 Square feet of floor space.
1907— 900 square feet of floor space.
1808-2600 square feet of floor space.

We use the full capacity of an entire building fully equipped with all the best and latest
appliances for the watch, jewelry and optical busmess.

Special advantages to be found only in This School
Every appliance, full course of lectures. continuous practice. The DeSELMS CHARTS
(Pet.) The DeSELMS TEXT BOOKS. A Model Store for the training of students In store
work. AA for our TWO BOOKLETS PS onining everything

THE DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL, 293 Perry St., Attica, Ind.
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ESTABLISHED 1870 SWARTCHILD

OUR EXCLUSIVE
MANUFACTURE "OUR PERFECT"

s,sv

COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.

WATCHMAKERS' BENCHES Ts21"

1.11111(11(106:j,
CURTAIN TOP BENCH, 14 Drawers PLAIN TOP BENCH, 12 Drawers

No. 820. Solid quarter sawed oak $26.50 No. 824. ed oak . .Solid quarter sttlf 
'

$14.00
No. 821. " " " " with material bottle tray with bettles in center .No. 820. " Nr i t It material bottle tray with bottles in

drawer as shown 28.75 center drawer as shown   16.25
No. 822. Hardwood, th4e mahogany n .  26.50 No. 826. Ifardlv,00il ii,i,te multi:gaily tii,i,ish   14.00
No. 823. fiish" with material bottle tray with bottles in . . N o. 827. with material bottle tray with bottles

center drawer as shown  28.75 in center drawer as shown .  16.25

SWARTCHILD & CO. SPECIAL HICH-CRADE CURTAIN TOP BENCH
No. 828. Solid quarter sawed oak
No. 82834. Hardwood, fine mahogany finish  

SWARTCHILD & CO. SPECIAL HIGH GRADE PLAIN TOP BENCH
No. 829. Solid quarter sawed oak  $3355..0000
No. 8291 . Hardwood, fine mahogany finish

This represents the finest bench ever manufactured. Handsomely paneled and center drawer contains 189 cork top
bottles, bringing the entire material stock within the most convenient reach.

  $42.00
42.00

They surpass all others in quality and
finish. They are intended to harmonize
with the finest fixtures of a modern
jewelry store. Their beautiful appear-
ance cannot be shown in any illustration,
however, we willingly assume the guar-
antee to please.

They are rubbed down in piano polish.
All drawers handsomely paneled, are dove-
tailed and have heavy bronze pulls.

Curtain works exactly like a desk, all
drawers being automatically locked when cur-
tam is drawn.

Each bench is provided with an apron
drawer including a canvas ready for use.

Made from seasoned lumber by skilled
workmen, and will never warp.

No charge for crating. Plain top
benches weigh about no lbs.; curtain
benches about 200 lbs.

Prices are F. 0. B. Chicago.

DIMENSIONS

Nos. 820 to 823
Length, 44 ins.; height, 40 ins.; depth, 26 ins.

Nos. 824 to 827
1.:Algth, 40 ins.; height, 40 ins.; depth, 20 ills.

Nos. 828 to 82934
Length, 44 ins.; height, 3934 ins.; depth, 28 ins.

(Dimensions of 828 does not include height to curtain)

For lower grade benches see our catalogue,
which also contains detailed description of
material bottle drawer.
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INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

imoo Tags and Eyelets . . . $1 50

Pair Ideal Pliers  75

I Bottle Waterproof Ink . .  25

I Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener

The Ideal Celluloid Tag Is something that *very leweler should
have.

Because it saves time—and saves money.

And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.

You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish your
rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof and
won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit ohly costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

No. (338 2,5 cents

No. 022 :35 cents

No. 669 35 cents

No. 809 35 cents

No. 671 35 cents

Advertising Cuts
For Jewelers

We have had specially prepared
for the jewelry trade a great num-
ber of appropriate illustrations for
use in newspaper advertisements,
circulars, stationery, etc., and are
furnishing same at a nominal cost.
A few samples, with prices, are
here shown.

Sheets showing the complete
collection—all sizes and kinds—
with prices, will be sent on request.
Order by the numbers under the

illustrations. Money must accom-
pany the order.

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 N. 19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A Simplified Study of

Watch and Clock Escapements

A jeweler writes, " Is there any work
written on escapements explaining the sub-
ject without the frequent use of geometry

and mathematics ? " In answer, we wish to inform him and
his brother jewelers, that there is .one and only one such
work, the well-known treatise,

Watch and Clock Escapements
The purpose of this treatise when first compiled was the teaching of

horology to those who lacked, a deep knowledge of mathematics and

geometry. It is generally considered the most masterly and exhaustive work

on escapements, and yet is so simple that it can be studied with pleasure and

profit by any bench worker.

" I am more than pleased with the book. It is the best I have ever

seen on the subject " writes T. Q. CHAPMAN, of Donaldsville, La.

" it is a grand book and cannot be beaten " writes S. L. CURRIE,

of Gypsum,

These are but types of the opinions universally held in regard to this

work. It covers thoroughly the lever, cylinder and chronometer escape-

ments and is admittedly much superior to any correspondence course on

this subject now available.

Over 200 illustrations illustrate the text and simfilify all diffiuities.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50(65. 3d.)
PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North t9th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New

Cameo Jewelry

New
Festoon Necks 

New

Mesh Bags 

New

Veil Pins

New

Sash Pins

New

Belt Pins 

New
Combs

New
Bracelets

New

Hat Pins

New
Brooches

New

Scarf Pins

New

Waist Pins

New

Novelties
in

Gold

Gold Filled 

Sterling Silver 
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M. J. AVERBECK, imnic,:ourtzturer

10 and 12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

M. J. AVERBECK, Manufacturer and Irnpnrter
A to r new offices will repay you 

10 and 12 Maiden Lane, New YORK



Our Extensive Spring Line for 1908
SWISS

AND

AMERICAN

WATCHES

CLOCKS

SILVERWARE

CUT GLASS

COMBS

WRIST BAGS

VANITY BAGS

SILVER NOVELTIES

is especially attractive with many new
tdded features in all our branches.

Special attention has been giVen in select-
ing our present lines, to assure the retailer
of quick sellers and good profits.

Our Material Department is complete,
and with a large force of competent help
we are in a position to fill mail orders
promptly. Material catalogue mailed on request.

167 Canal St., NEW YORK

Importers Jobbers Wholesalers

SOLID GOLD
AND

GOLD FILLED

BROOCHES

SCARF PINS

LINKS

LOCKETS

CHAINS

BRACELETS

RINGS

EMBLEM GOODS

MR. JEWELER—An Electric
Lighted Watch Sign can be had
at small cost, and at first cost only,
you will get perpetual returns,
profitable now, next year and
ten years from now.
No other Advertisement will

pull for that length of time

There is but one way to obtain
business

PUBLICITY
But one way to obtain publicity

ADVERTISING
But one way to advertise

We carry the largest stock in the United States, and
can make prompt deliveries

Designed and Engraved by W. G. Dix, Kingston, Canada
after t wo month,' instructions. Ask to see the original

WINTER'S NEW CATALOGUE
" THE CATALOGUE THAT SHOWS YOU"

14K. GOLD PLATE

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS

Pat. May 20, '02
To Release

Pull the Ball

HIGH-GRADE STORE FIXTURES OUR SPECIALTY
NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
The Most Complete Work of its kind ever Published.

A WORK OF ART. A BOOK tr VA LEA INFORMATION Complete in all Its
details. Cost Years or Experience and Thousands of Dollars. Size 9x12,

a Volumes, Over 600 Pages Complete.
A BOOK THAT YOU WANT AND WILL KEEP

Colored Finish Samples, Plans, Suggestions, Interior Views, Elevations, Measurements
Detailed Descriptions, Prices. Etc., of THE HIGH-ORADE STORE FITTING

ART—FROM—START TO FINISH.
over 200 Pages Devoted to High-Grade Floor Cases, Show Cases,
Counters, Tattles, Specialties Etc. with full description and prices.

Send us 25c. to partially cover postage' etc. 'and we will send the volumes that will inter-
est you. You need the Book right now. even if you don't need store fixtures now.

I. It Holds—The harder you pull, the tighter it holds.

2. To Release—Raise the clutch and pull the ball.

3. All One Piece—No parts to lose.

HOLD=ON CLUTCH CO.
33 Gold Street, NEW YORK

" WINTER FIXTURES " THE QUALITY LINE
Copies of Testimonial Letters

ASK OUR cusTomer,ts sent on application

"If It's from Winter ? Then it is Right"

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wisconsin
Established 1865. The High-Grade Fixture Makers

C. D. Smith Drug Cv., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri,
Kansas, Nebraska and Northern Oklahoma.

Finlay -Dicks & Co., New Orleans, lit., Sales Agents for Louisiana,
IM ississi ppi and Alabama.

Bartholow Company, Commerce and Austin Sts., Dallas, Texas,
Sales Agents for Northern Texas, and Southern Oklahoma.

R. H. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales
Agent for Oregon and Washington.

A. W. Mattoon, 808 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn., Sales Agent
for Massachusetts and. Connecticut.

Jewelers' "Model" Plating Machine
contains the Batteries, an Instruction Book,

Anode and Cathode adjust aunts and
current regulating lever.

Price, complete, $7.50

Jewelers' "Model" Electro-Plating
Outfit

contains the Hattori, s, an Instruction Book and
Plating Salts for he following solutions :

1 quart of either Roman. Rose, Green or Karat
Gold

Half gallon Silver Half gallon French gray
Half " Copper Half " Jewelers' Potash

Price, complete, $16.00 net

Specially Designed for the Jewelers' Use

These Outfits are equipped with Anode and Cathode posts for the connect-
ing wires—a turn of the Lever either increases or decreases current, which is
furnished in such quantity as is suitable for Karat, Red, Roman, Rose, Green
or Antique Green, Gilding, Silver-plating, etc. We are the originators of these
well-known finishes, all of which are manufactured by us in " Dry Form," and
known all over as " Electro-Plating Salts." Dissolve them in water and the
plating bath is at once ready for use. They are the ones used for the past 16
years by the manufacturing jewelers all over the country, they contain the gold
and chemicals, and are furnished with the Outfits. We send no formulas for
making solutions, we are sending the gold salts with the Outfits. We only
cater to the Jewelry Trade, and our guarantee goes with every Outfit.

Write for circular.

Illustrating and Describing

POLISHING LATHES
LATHE WHEELS
POLISHING HEADS
COUNTERSHAFTS
INGOT MOULDS
TWEEZERS
WATCH RACKS
VAPOR LAMPS
CLOCK STANDS
RING MANDRELS

K-9 Plain Bearing, $12.00
K-I0 Ball Bearing, 14.00

Complete with Head, Belt,
Hand-Rest and Wrench
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A few days ago, a customer said:

"I admire your pluck in showing such
a line in the face of the prevailing cry of

hard times '—it's great."

Our policy is being justified by the

results, for in the spring we realize

that the Jeweler shows a.greater care

in the selection of such goods that

ippeal to his taste, and to the pocket-

books of his customers.
You will find satisfaction and profit

in handling .

"the line that is the line"

Baltimore, Md.

Selection packages sent to responsible j
ewelers

We do RELIABLE

Silver Plating
and

Silverware

Repairing
Can this be Repaired? Yes!

we Repair any article in the Silverware 
line, making new parts to match the 

old one&

broken or melted off, the same as n
ew.

we Replate any article you want in Gold, 
Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxid

ized Silver

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and 
all the Antique or Old Finishes, 

etc.

Silverware 
1429 Wabash Ave.

Repaired and Sercomb Company CHICAGO
Replated

JEWELERS' LATHE MOTORS
Our lathe motors for jeweler. and meta

l workers are the result of

over 30 years' experience in this line

They have an established reputation for 
Quality, Reliability, Adaptability

Style " C"
Direct Current Motor

!I 
q Size-1/6

+ ' cf Voltage-110 or 220

fif Speed-1800 to 2800 r. p.m.

cr Attaches to lamp socket

.S,.iq Operates wheels 2//to 3W/ dia.

 Large assortment of chucks

q Dust and moisture proof

WO

11 4011111111 4

,-- 
-

,-'•,

Iii
' 41'3'

tiourni -CAPOT. ,_.

All our electric lathe motors are guaranteed for 
one year

Style "13"

Alternating Current Motor
q Size-1/6 H. P.
q Voltage-104 or 208
(If Frequency-60 or 125-133 cycles

(If Speed-1800 r. p. in.

44 Attaches to lamp socket
q Operates wheels 2" to 34" dia.
44 Large assortment of chucks
etir Dust and moisture proof
q Self-starting

,_,-
,:i

,.. ' irh oo --'-- 11 , .
-t,

'

1 II • ' . III

I . '
/t ,,, ,, --' ■

Made in 10 styles and sizes for all classes of buffing, polishing,

grinding, etc.

Write for our Information Bulletin and Prices

THE H 0 LTZ ER -CABOT ELECTRIC CO
.

BROOKLINE, MASS. 
CHICAGO, ILL.

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET DIAMOND

SCALE
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As Others View Our Method ! LetterThe e.e.-t-ter

STORE OF LOCHMAN BROTHERS, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

(COPY OF L.E.—FTE)

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio

DEAR SIRS reply to yours of the 4th inst., we wish to say we had excellent results from our Catalog and Circu
lar advertising, and

must confess our December business ran far ahead of our expectations.

We covered our county and three adjoining counties. We had customers come into our store
, which we would never have reached in

any other way. Our orders received by mail this year were far greater than any previous year.

We wish to thank you for your promptness in filling our mail orders, and with the
 " Compliments of the Season," we remain,

Very Respectfully,

Springfield, Ill., January 13, 1908

LOCHMAN BBOS.

The regular Mail Order Houses are making greater efforts each year, and are seriously encroachin
g on the

legitimate retail jewelry trade in every section.
To assist you to meet this condition, we supply the Retail Jeweler with a Catalog of his own at a moderate cost

—

that will be appreciated by his customers, a credit to himself, and make his store the leading one o
f its kind in the

community. Write us at once for samples and particulars—FREE.

Our Representative Can Call On You

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Makers of Catalogs for Retail Jewelers Only

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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There is but o n e
C ntirely satisfactory
method of polishing or
buffing, and it requires
the use of the electric
motor polishing head.

There is but one electric
motor head that will run day
in and day out with the mini-
mum amount of care and
attention, that will use the
smallest possible amount of
current, and that will cost
practically nothing- for main-
tenance. The one Head is
the Oliver Quality Electric
Motor Polishing Head.

Would our catalog- interest
you ? It is free.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.

1490 Niagara Street, Buffalo, New York

THE ORIGINAL

BLUE BEADED LABEL French Watch Glasses

We beg to call your attention

to our large and complete

stock of all sizes and kinds of

BLUE LABEL FRENCH

WATCH GLASSES, as
well as our line of GENUINE
LATOIX RED and BLUE
LABEL GENEVA and
BASSINE GLASSES, for
which we are the Agents.

Careful attention given in se- .

lecting orders. No Disap=

pointments.

All orders have our prompt

and careful attention. SEND

FOR GLASS ORDER

SHEETS.

Tested by Time WORLD'S STANDARD FOR 40 YEARS Proved by Use

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
For
Watchmakers

(Patented)

Fitted to Any
Lathe

Complete as
Shown

$40.00
Strictly NET

Be Sure You Get
OUR LATEST

150 Improvements
Since Our FIRST

This Tool is Now
PERFECTED

REPLACING

1—Plain Tailstock

2 -Screw Tailstock

3—Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4—Slide Rest

5—Pivot Polisher

6—Filing Fixture

7—Rounding-up Tool

8—Milling Fixture

9—Rusty Pinion
Polisher

10—Profiling Fixture

11—Turret Head

12—Table Rest

e 1 TOIRri HIA0fe:ZIMP 
 • it

11
Ll, • PRa

.111

Clement Hollow
3111r t;] Et 1 1 :1 fiful.i7visetTrecifSEE THAT HOLE 

Add 50 to number of en-

graving graver shown and it

gives you one with hole near

top so it may be turned tip

from bottom for ring work,

hollowware, etc.

For instance, 451 is like

401 except that hole is nearer

top.

DOES
Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse firinding
Polishing
Snelling
Damaskeening
Rounding Up

Etc.

YOUR

JOBBER

HAS

THEM

IF NOT

WRITE US

W. D. CLEMENT
WALTHAM MASS.

Graver
Price, 25 cents

40, 403 405

, t *

407 40d 411

fc> 0 V

vol 005 909

907 On 1111

* 0 V
.PA7..PEN 011,40

—410iitivite*

STYLES WITH HOLES NEAR TOP t NOT SHOWN ) Nos. 
451.453-455-457.459-461-951-953-955-9.57.939-961

These world-famed springs

have been made by Jean

Jaquet, the well-known

Swiss manufacturer, for

over 40 years, and are

The Only Genuine
Jurgensen Spring

THE MAINSPRING IS THE LIFE OF THE WATCH

Sole Agent for 54 Years

THE HOLE saves MUCH
time in sharpening ; keeps the
point flat ; insures much more
even temper.

THE STEEL is made
special with the proper per
cent. carbon and other ingre.
clients to insure the very best
cutting edge that can possi-
bly be produced.

THE TEMPER: these
gravers are all hardened by
our hard-tough-eventemper-
lug process which insures the
hardest, toughest and evenest
temper that can be produced.

Celebrated   Mainsprings
The CELEBRATED .62,16).- MAINSPRINGS have stood the most severe test and criticisms, and have been used by the

most experienced watchmakers for fifty-six years.

WHY EXPERIMENT WITH CHEAI SPRINGS? THE BEST IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST.

Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers

Fine Watch Materials, ,L. H. Keller & Co* Tools, Files anD Supplies, 64 Nassau St., New York



ORDER SHEET.

Albert Pick & Company s=ntae.“0" N2 1559

..... a„

[A•T .M1170,11 ...... 44 

C 
CATE ;an_I..1-20Ct

„......a.,.

HICAGO
.....,...,,,,,.......t.AEAO,W.W.0, V ,,, 

-. 

nc. .

resells, W. Green & co., 
ru,511 41111. 1 5. TIM IOU°. ,..

6 Paiden Lane,
SCR YOrk, N.Y,

1 only gaffing Saar Complete 
with all Brushes, and attachmente

etc. This meter is your 04, 1/8 norhe 
power, 110 volt direet

eurrent nnd to be mane se 
shipped to um on Frthwuely 8th, 1905

..in 0,0,0 direct to 
Hotel oeyoso, Memphis, Tenn.', Bill to ue.

110012121.

vOu.S.TARLT.

ALBERT PICK & COMPANY

W(//kNaZ44erY el;,04Wr

leirderfee4/eNelleglit,

L';/(1/WIJ, ,60/ellikiLANd

OeleZreN6 Jen. 20, 08.

The W. Green Electric Co..

01 SEIGBAU St., City.

Gentleman:-

We take pleaeure in recommeding your 
',toter Buffing

lathes. We have been uaing ono of 
your largo size type 8

for a abort time and find it 
satisfactory in every way.

Wiahing you continued atleceos, we 
remain.

Very reopectfully,

IWTERNATIONAI MISER CC70,171'

cre„,zedostrentu
34. due.e.944Ave&

.....4c;;,q44, June 1
Messrs. W. Green & Co.,

Gentlemen:-

We take pleasure in advising you that Ye

conaider the W. Green & cost, motel-a which have been

duly installed in ouslaotery, the most up to data

cutchineri■ on the market, and are unsurpassed for

polishing and huffing silverware, jewelry, etc.

The entire eight motors, viz:- Pos. 4, 6 and 1
2 fire

doing excellent work and we are extremely pleased and

satiefied With oar new equipment. We expect to send

DOLLan_additiOnal order very ehertly.

TITTANY IECO

LOW &SILVERSMITHS

UNION 5OLIARE
NEW YORK

/7 et s‘---

If our

MOTORS

and

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES

Green's Variable and Single

Speed Electric Lathe Polishing

and Buffing Motor

i roe ...
smst ... ,

pate /1"• • •
:

MAnancluredRy

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.

81 NiMall SI., New York. U.S.A.

CAA4,1

are good

enough

for the

Leading

Manufacturers,

should

they not

interest

you?

A W.C.00

VACTOWY
1,1.120 WV? TS.

AmerieaD Watch? (ase (o..

9-11.13 Maiden Laee,

1.1“ M-0141
G.7.V.Pt.

ew York, October 13th, 1905

The W. Green Electric Co..

el Assam; St., New York..

0-

we have .just received the 3-1/8 E.P. 
Motors and will

also keep the 3-1/10 Motors we have on 
band. solcindly send•us

bL1.l for same.

Thie now completes our entire Motor 
orger.and equip-

ment a loo motor° 1/10 H.P. to 3/4 B.P. enel 1, Plating Dynamotor

and at this juncture, we desire 
to express our appreoiation of

your efforts with a few words o
f reoommendation.

We are very 'much pleased with the 
smooth running and

power giving qualities of all your 
Voters; our eleotrioal bills

have been satisfaotorily low. The individual requirements, the

low and. varied speeds of eaoh and every 
maohine, have '.een looked

after in a very skillful and practical 
manner. The general

application of eleotrioal power to the 
various machines has

satiafaotorily been attended. to.

We, therefore, take great pleasure 
in tendering you

these. few lines of reouraiendation.

Yours very truly,

American Watch Cone CO.

limmaylo
a LL. wlowmpit

crow Tom,

E. G. WEBSTER & SON
CHICAGO.
ea

628 ATLANTIC AVENUE.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Maser% W. Green & Company,
8 Maiden Lane, •

NEW YORK,
N.Y.

R.IN
sztriim or.

by. 18, '05.

Selected bu .....

Sent per ... •

Reed NOV 271905 

• 

Deal' sirs.,

.Bewlyiny to your favor or the 14th.,

will nay that we have teated at the factory.'

motor which we bought from you reeeatly. we

are 'now using it et raw .1tow York aateareran 
and

find it entirely .satiafantory.

we have had two 111,11/0'iO9 frort nartien

regarding this motor and we have renornended it

all especially adapted for all hinda or work in ou
r

line..

We are contemplating p'esing one of them)
motors in our ebioaso atoms and an loon ne wn decide;
definitely to do no, we will send you the order..

No. .Sta.3....E

eery truly you're,

2.0. WEBSTER 8 SON.

New York,

GORHAM M'F'G CO ,

...2/i t9p.57.7.

pROADWAY AND 19TH Sr

Ordered by-jq /54-acr fromX:e42.s.44_Y‘o-

NO QUANTITY. or se P ip-TIOW

I 
21L -;

'eo-ofe4Y---tfte'a 2̂i

2es-rre,

A- 

" 

fr-A0-td 

90 7,
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Imperial Westminster Electric Cathedral Chimes
35

(Registered and Patent Applied)
Received DIPLOMA and highest award MEDAL at the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, Portland, Oregon, U.S.A., October, 19°5

On Exhibition at our Salesrooms, 81 Nassau St., NEW YORK
SUITABLE FOR OUTSIDE, VESTIBULES, LOBBIES OR LARUE INTERIORS

For Jewelers, Hotels, Clubs, Public Buildings and Institutions, Hospitals, Schools, Restaurants, Railroad Depots, Steamships, Yachts, Private Residences, Etc.
Operated from 111' clock at A NY distance by 10 dry or wet batteries. Only necessary to forward dial and hands to enable LIS to make the necessary connections

The music of the Chimes is the same as the famous Dick Whittington's Chimes of Westminster Abbey, London
ll' the old methods, to obtain a Cloek Repeater, and the wonderful volonte of sound and the sweet clear tones in the (-Moles and to he hem tl .tt a great dist:tnee—they could ■ifily

NOTE: -; procured at the enormous expens 'Ill S:Moo, hile our most expenst%c ,et is hut It slight fraction of this cost.
( These chimes also make a quarter-hour strike of any Silent llt tel:, converting it into a wonderful ltepeater Timepiece.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRIC CHIMES
Many things /ong understood to be mcchanical impossibilities have been made possible by the use of electricity, and

not the least wonderful of these is the new electric time and chime system which was granted the highest award at the
recent Lewis and Clark Exposition, at Portland, Ore. Most jewelers are acquainted with the famous Westminster Chimes.
Heretofore the music of the chimes was played mechanically, the clockwork and striking apparatus, by reason of the
musical arrangement, being very complex and expensive, therefore only those blessed with wealth were permitted to
have a chime clock. Tne proper space could not always be provided even for those who could well afford it, as the
clockwork and the striking apparatus must necessarily be directly at the bells, and in many instances this was out of
the question.

A MODERN APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY
We have applied ELECTRICITY to the CHIME CLOCK and are able to reproduce the true Westminster Chimes,

eliminating all the old, complicated mechanical apparatus, and have brought it down to a practical basis, easily under-
stood by anyone. We thus accomplish many things which are impossible to obtain with the mechanical clock.

Ily aid of the new "Imperial' electric chimes, the chimes, whether bells, tubes or gongs of any kind, may be
operated at any distance from the timepiece proper, and mechanically independent of it. By making a simple connec-
tion with any clock already in operation, a full- chime clock may be had at a very reasonable figure, and at the same
time much superior to the old method. For instance: A jeweler by attaching this chime controller to his regulator can
have as an excellent advertisement the Westminster Chimes in front of his store and played on bells having fine
musical tones. Many places of business have a post or street clock of some kind. This chime or attachment lends
itself readily, and at the same time gives the advantage of the hour-striking attachment, which may be had separately
if the full chime is not desired. The chimes and hour-strike may be operated independent of each other, a switch being
provided which will silence one or both. In the bells with resonators attached, shown in the illustration (Type A), the
resonators are accurately tuned in unison with the bells, and the tone is rich and musical. The volume of sound is
greater, imparting the tone of large bells. They are tuned absolutely correct and have powerful electric striker
mounted directly in each bell.

The bells toll out in chimes the hours, quarters and halves with wonderfully clear and sweet tones, the sound of
which can be heard distinctly a great distance away. They are attached to any standard clock and controlled by an
electrical apparatus which runs continuously. At the quarter hour the chimes ring out four times, at the half hour
eight times, at the three-quarter twelve times, and on the hour the full sixteen chimes, after which the large bell
strikes the hour.

Regardless of cost, a greater attraction cannot possibly be procured. They attract a constant and steady crowd;
therefore, from an advertising point of view alone, aside from the pleasure derived, the small cost of the outfit is
comparatively nothing.

SPECIAL NOTE:—Small, good quality dry or wet batteries purchased at local electric supply house and plain
covered bell wire is all that is neeesssary to conivlet e the outfit.

Westminster Chimes and Hour Bell
Fitted with Resonators
Cut represents set Figure, Type A

Plain Westminster Chimes and Hour Bell
Cut represents set Figure Type B

60nr...A46.124&4222..t.,V.kTettUSTOT'

DIMENSIONS
Length .1' Id:ono- nu, Types
A and It, 36 os.

Height of large hell, in-
cluding plat form

' 
8 ins.

height of fancy braeket,
Types C and D, length
from top of bracket III

the bottotn of large ben,
28 inilies.

Extensom frotn ividl or
post, inches.

ELECTRIC CONTAGLL,A 30011155 CONNISCHONS.

OPEN. (-Lose,

WM01/10:
ro

IMPERIAL ELECTRIC CHIMES
o NO :■74,TiEFel 0
THE W.OHEINCLEcTRIO CoNEN Toll., V. us*

Photo. represents sets, Types C and D, comprising 5
Bronze Bells, with and without Resonators, mounted on
fancy bronze bracket, also Electric Controller showing
Connections.

MUSIC OF THE CHIMES

Pirai Quarter. Words of the Chimes

Half our.

" A II thenegh this hone
11- Plant eur guide,

Thod 17(1, PONY,
Nodool shall slide."

uarters.

■•

It o'd1-to- //

SEND GOODS TO

G. A. HOLLIS,
GORHAM CO..„ ,

Jive- .

Full Chime.

[6144-4-E-

ro W.G UN UOMOO
"IMPERIAL'

lict2PC.71

Figure, Type IC

We give below particulars of four outside or large interior sets of Westminster Chimes Bells, Types A, B, C and I), four hells of which are the chimes, and the fifth or largest,
the Flour Bell ; also a set of large size Tubes for interior use. Each set fitted without extra charge to Clock Dial. Any standard clock may be used. Blue print showing complete
connections for setting up (which directions are very simple) Sent with each outfit. Imperial Westminster 34-hour

Imperial Westminster 14-11our
::(1:iii:1:111)ersisahnlod :hour strike Type C 4.(:uliii:1:111:erlseil:gd :hour strike Type D

Imperial Westminster %-liiitt r I itimes and hour strike Type K

Comprising :
Chimes and hour strike Type A Chimes and hour titrike Type B

Imperial Westminster 3. -hour

Cumgeti8iongt 'five Polished Bronze

imperial Westminster U-liour

Set of live Polished Bronze Bells 
Comprising:

Set of hue Polished Bronze Bells Set of five Polished Bronze Bells Tubes giving the same sound as the

on quartered oak, straight Platform quartered oak, straight Platform Bronze bracket (see eta) including fancy Bronze bracket (see cut) in- mounted on bracket (see cut) to be

litovseoPnoaltiahrsed 1B: wr out:Tice dBeoll:
with Reasonaters (see cut) mounted withSoetutof 

Bells
with Resonators, mounted on fancy without Resonators, mounted on most expensive Engileh hall clocks,

ler and connections as shown in cut. ler and connections us shown in cut. la shown in cut.
(see cut) including Electric Control- (see cut) including Electric Control- Electric Controller and connections (i!,1,1.1cdaiusEaltecsit‘rolewCnoinnteroulitier and con- suspended from wall or elsewhere,

Including Electric controller and
connections as shown in out,

FROM RELIABLE SOURCES
every talc. As an adverCsing medium. I Lancaster, Pa. ment they are excellent. Trusting you are
consider them worth considerably more than W. Green Electric Co., 8i Nassau St., N. Y. meeting with the success which you deserve,
they cost. Respectfully yours, Gentlemen :—No doubt you will be pleased I am, 

YItlType A J. I. SUBERS, Jeweler. to learn that your Imperial Westminster Type C D. BUCIArs 
respectfully,tecatfuslolyN,

, Jewelers.
Trenton, N. J. Chimes are working very nicely and are a

W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y. remarkable attraction to the city, and pco- Bridgeport, Conn.
Gentlemen:—We take pleasure in advis- ple come from far and near to hear them. W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y.

ing you that the Imperial Westminster 1 assure you that I am greatly pleased with Dear Sirs:—We are pleased to inform
Chimes have been placed in position in the them. Yours very truly, 

Type A S. KURTZ ZOOK, jeweler. 
you that the Imperial Westminster Chimes

front of our establishment, and we are very

,

which you made for us have been installed
much pleased with them. The tone of the in the vestibule of our store and attract
bells is beautiful, and they arc certainly ore attention than we supposed possible.
satisfactory to us in every way. As an ad- W. Green Electri 

Norfolk Va. m
c Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y. We have a constant crowd watching them,

vertisement they surely can not be equaled, Gentlemen :—It (gives us pleasure in ad- every one being extremely interested, many
and far exceed our expectations, attracting, vising you that the Imperial Westminster waiting until the next quarter to hear them
as they do, a continuous crowd, many of Chimes which we purchased from you some repeated. They work splendidly, and we are
whom wait for the next chime to ring out. time ago are working very nicely and at. I; really pleased with them in every way.
Type C Yours very truly, tract a remarkable amount of attention. Type A Respectfully,

A. F. WILLIAMS, Jeweler. Aside from their beauty, as an advertise- G. W. FAIRCIIILD & SON, Jewelers,

WE SUBMIT BELOW A FEW TESTIMONIAL LETTERS
Bainbridge, Ga.

W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., N. Y.
Gertlemen:—My set of chimes are in-

stalled, and for three days have noted suc-
cessfully the hours and quarters. Surely I
could not have placed in my store a greater
attraction. With the assistance of an elec-
trician we installed them during the even-
ing, thinking few would be present and no
interruptions; but, to my surprise, fully 200
people assembled during the hours of 7 and
to o'clock. All during the business hours
of Thursday, Friday and to-day I have been
kept busy explaining "how it happened” to
travelers, tourists and natives alike. I thank
you for the completion at this early date,
and am pleased with my investment, both
from a standpoint of business and the
pleasure and entertainment they give to

Manufactured lw THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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No. 306B. Balance Truing and
Poising Tool

This is the familiar No. 306 Improved,
and with centers fitted with the K. & D.
poising jewels. The U frame of No. 306B is
made of a new and light alloy, very strong
and stiff, it does not tarnish, and holds the
damaskeened finish beautifully.

No. 306B . Price, $4.00

o Al4

GOOD TOOLS
MARK

SOMETHING NEW
The K. & D. Poising Caliper Jewels

These jewels are of finest sapphire, specially ground to give
them the best form for the purpose intended. They are designed
for attachment to any style of caliper. A split tube is furnished
with each pair to enable the watchmaker to attach them in per-
fect alignment. The settings are of fine white nickel-silver ;
the part containing the hole jewel is neatly knurled and may
be unscrewed, thus separating the jewels, that they may be

readily cleaned.
CLEAN and DRY, is an important requisite in poising

caliper jewels. An artistic. high-grade article at a very
moderate price. Per pair, $1.00.

Pull directions for attachment accompany each pair

t4(

.• 

.1

• 

lag

No. 22A. Balance Screw Driver. Improved

This tool holds firmly all sizes of balance screws. Many watchmakers use

it to hold screws while milling out under the heads. The handle is of gun

metal nicely knurled, oxidized-finish, hard rubber head, jaws of finely tempered

tool steel. A deservedly popular tool. K. & D. quality. Price, 85 cents.

Manufactured by

KENDRICK & DAVIS
Lebanon, New Hampshire

Petc..tut.N. %%1900.

No. wo. Ring Cutter

Every jeweler has been called upon to remove rings from

injured or swollen fingers ; with ordinary facilities, it is a
difficult, disagreeable and often dangerous task. The K. & D.
Ring Cutter No. too reduces it to the simple turning of a crank.
The saw or cutter is entirely enclosed, making it proof against

laceration or injury of the finger. The real need of this tool,

and its high efficiency, should insure it a place in the instrument

equipment of every up-to-date jeweler, Surgeon and Hospital.

To Use the K. & D. Ring Cutter.—Hold in the left hand
as shown in the cut ; press the blued steel feeder-guard with

forefinger and carefully pass the curved end under the ring to

be cut. If the ring is on one of the middle fingers, the tool

should be turned as far to the left as convenient, allowing the

crank to clear the hand. Turn the crank smoothly and steadily,

until the ring is severed. Very heavy rings may need to be cut

at opposite points.
This tool is of K. & D. quality and beautifully finished.

Price, $2.75

11
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No. 205. Movement
Holder, with Locking
Device

Pat. Sept. 8, 1903

Holds all sizes of American
movements; the jaws open simul-
taneously and close automatically.
They linty be firmly locked in any
position, by a slight turn of the
knurled handle projecting at the
side. This tool is a great conven-
ience in assembling movements ;
helps to turn out work that is neat,
crisp and workmanlike.

Finely finished and nickel-
plated.

Price, $2.40

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.

WHOLESALE AGENTS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting . $3v.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine
critically the thread on our chucks ill comparison with others. We do not use
dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone
and body of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and SIZE ; the surfaces
are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny
ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and pro-
portions, are important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes
in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth. We caution you against the
imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the

SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.

In this lathe the bearing surfaces of

the spindle and its bushings TOUCH

THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE

AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,

easy running, and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is maintained
by workmen of long experience in the

operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the

market in which the front end of head-
stock spindle bears only on the 45° angle.

They may look well on superficial inspec-
tion, but they will run hard if the spindle

is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are

PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and

the surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and

uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability

of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as

well as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL, JOBBERS

IN THE UNITED .STATES AND CANADA

THE TRUE BLUE 

The

Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware

of imitations

BEADED LABEL

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGH1 "

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISH,c,/,,

;A. CORRECT SHAPE
.4

AND

ACCURATE SI:n(4G

Ask Your Jobber for Them

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Agents

New York, 37 Maiden Lane

Paris, 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

FRENCH WATCH GLASSES



The Factory
For high-class work, prompt returns and right

prices on all REPAIRS, SPECIAL ORDERS,

DIAMOND MOUNTINGS, EMBLEM GOODS,

CLASS PINS and MEDALS.

wE are special manufacturing jewelers to the retail trade and are

specially equipped to handle all the repair work and special

orders you may have. Our equipment insures the best work and the

most prompt service.

THE DORST COMPANY
Lion Building CINCINNATI, OHIO

35-1

No 10%

No 109

No.I08

No.II2

No.IO2

No.111

ALL 14K.

No.107 No.II3

No.104

N,..102/
/10

110.103/
/2

No.I06

No 10

MASONIC RINGS 
SEND FOR MEMORANDUM PACKAGES

Made by The Miller Jewelry Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Lion Building, Fifth C/ Elm Streets
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TI-Hi ELY WATCH PROTECTOR

Designed to give the maximum " cling" on the
lining of the pocket, with the least possible bulk.
Scientifically correct,. Made from soft, yielding
rubber, treated by secret process to prevent it from
tarnishing gold or filled eases. No hooks, fasten-
ings or other annoyances, Fits the rim under ten-
sion, sealing the joints of the case. Excludes dirt,
and moisture. Foils pickpockets. Saves hard
knocks. The best, preventive against dropping
watch out of pocket when worn with a fob chain.

Made for 18, 16, 12, and 6 size open-face
watches.

Price per dozen, $2.00

Spectacle and Eyeglass

Strap Plier No. 105

(Patented)

It is a daily occurrence that frame-

less spectacles and eyeglasses are

brought in to have the small side straps

drawn tight, as they have become loose,

due to cleaning the lenses or other

causes. In order to do this it has here-

tofore been necessary to remove the

lenses from the mountings, and as all

know, this very often results in break-

ing or chipping the lenses.
By the means of this plier this can be avoided and

the work quickly done.
All that is requit.ed is to loosen the screw two or

three turns, clamp the frame as shown in the illustra-
tion, and bend t he sI Imps to the lenses. Be-tighten the
screw, and the work is done.

Do not neglect to loosen the screw, as otherwise a
good job cannot be done, and the lenses are liable to
be broken.

The advantages of this pile'. are many :
1st.—Straps can be fastened without removing the

lenses.
2d.-11) hen removing the lenses, the usual trouble

arises, that the screw cannot be put back in the old
thread.

3i1.—You are not eotni■elled to fit a new screw.
4th.—The break i hg of the lenses is eliminated (pro-

vided the above inst rtlet ions are followed).
5th.—The clamping it the lenses is more firm than

when done in any other manner.
6th.—The time spent in doing the work is next to

nothing.
7th.-1'he plier will pay for itself in a few days.
Made of best quality Swedish steel, nickel-plated.

Price, $1.25 each

,„011ililibill1111111111111"'

Illustration showing Straight Line (New Model) Pallet and Fork in position with the 2 wings under the Pallet.

Showing Old Model Pallet and Fork in
position with the 2 wings pushed back.

Combination Pallet-Stone and Jewel-Pin
Setter No, 70, Price, $2.50

Intim

A.tair

Illustrating manner of holding Roller
Jewel, Balance Staff and Roller. (The large
Slide is pushed back.) See Directions.

(;)

Barrel Cover Plier No. 54
Tilt, jaws of this Plier are provided with two circular disks of German silver, both

of which are slotted or cut out to admit the longest barrel arbor made, The risk of bruis-
ing or scratching of the barrel cover is eliminated by the use of this idler. The jaws being
parallel, the pressure on the cover is even and full coat rol over the work is possible.

Price, each, $1.25

A Few Words
About Mainsprings

I 'Dozen Mainsprings
o

HOWARD 18 SIZE.
Ira irn virtrpqn

111141' 11 1111
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There is no article of material used by the watchmaker or the watch
repairer about which, if he be a careful and thorough workman, he feels more
solicitous than the Mainspring. Next to the fragile watch glass, the main-
spring is more frequently replaced than any other an iele used in watch
repairing. While the percentage of breakage is high in t I I ra I eli springs, it
Jumps into appalling proportions when they are of an inferior quality, unless
their temper is so Inc as to make them almost useless, and certainly of little
value in watches that are to serve the imrpose of timekeepers. When we offercoil the Uly.v.vo See ',doz. Rohr 1.1 spring, we feel confident that you are getting the
best that skilful hands and life-long experience can produce.

MADE FOR ALL AMERICAN WATCHES

Per dozen, $1.25

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

Hammel, Riglander & Co 47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK



Patented in the U. S.
and in Foreign Countries
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If you want

to increase your

business, buy

watch cases

with our Ball-

Bearing Bow.

Such cases are for

sale by all first-

class jobbing

houses and Ball-

Bearing Bows for

repairing purposes

can be obtained

from all material

houses.

357
Improved

Pendant Bow
Plier

With Adjustable
Screw

Fits any size watch
bow. Fitted with a
four-groove brass
revolving block.
Can be used with
force, without mar-
ring watch bow.
Price, 85 cents

Patent Hand Broaching
Device

Most practical tool for broaching out
all kinds and sizes of watch hands and
seconds or any other small article which
requitCs broaching of hole. You cannot
damage or break t he hands while broaching.
Nickel-plated. Price, $1.00.

Robbins Upright Roller
Remover

With Improved Revolving Disk and
Plunger

Flat bottom, which sets thinly on the
bench. You cannot break pivots with this
tool as it is very easily adjusted for any
size from jewel series to the largest size.
Single or double roller. Nickel-plated.
Price, $2.25.

If your Jobber cannot supply you with the
above tools, please write us and we will
give you the names of Jobbers who can.

BEWARE OF IMITATION

Wc will forward to Retail Jewelers

any of these cuts shown,

free of charge,
should same be used
for publication
in their home
newspaper

Johanson
New '
Wizard
Pivot
Polisher
The most practical
tool of its kind in
the market. No
watchmaker
should be without
one.

Price, $2.25

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is superior
Ist —It is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.
2d—It is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d—Earls Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of the air, :Ind therefore all danger of rust is prevented.
4th—Each Spring bets a Metal Tag, indicating the watch it is intended for, which accuracy

is warranted.
5th—Etch dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at one time is twoided.
6th—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

Henry Zimmern & Co., SAgents, 77 John St., New York

TheIN B & C Glasses
WATCH GLASSES

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

-
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The only wnedal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

to than other and
W B & C glasses

are not higher
The prices on

blmuch inferior 0 brands, and are
sold by the leading jobbers

Q. 

of the United States as fol-

lows: (.1p.
q) Per gross Per doz.
  $14.000

.90

Gmeincevo na
csaves . . . • . . . . . 4.00 .40

$ .40

MI.Concaves, Extra Thick . . . 

0.0

Flat Parallels   .758.00

Flat Concave 
 . 12.00 1.25

la caves . . . . . 12.00 1.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick . . . 15.00 1.25
Patent Genevas   8.00 .75
Lunettes ..... . . . .   . 3.00 .25

Discount, 6 per cent.

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand ot glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make

them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Fotir-lifths of the case manufacturers are using them on scion lit of their accuracy and perthet roundneRS They
used to bora cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End. "

WATCHMAKERS! I If you wish to save time and monev and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-
ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. the W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and neva,
heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C
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357
Improved

Pendant Bow
Plier

With Adjustable
Screw

Fits any size watch
bow. Fitted with a
four-groove brass
revolving block.
Can be used with
force, without mar-
ring watch bow.
Price, 85 cents

Patent Hand Broaching
Device

Most practical tool for broaching out
all kinds and sizes of watch bands and
seconds or any other small article which
requires broaching of hole. You cannot
damage or break the hands while broaching.
Nickel-plated. Price, $1.00.

Robbins Upright Roller
Remover

With improved Revolving Disk and
Plunger

Flat bottom, which sets firmly on the
bench. You cannot break pivots with this
tool as it is very easily adjusted for any
size from jewel series to the largest size.
Single or double roller. Nickel-plated.
Price, $2.25.

If your Jobber cannot supply you with the
above tools, please write us and we will
give you the names of Jobbers who can.

BEWARE OF IMITATION

Wc will forward to Retail jewelers

any of these cuts shown,

free of charge,
should same be used
for publication
in their home
newspaper

Johanson
New '
Wizard
Pivot
Polisher
The most practical
tool of its kind in
the market. No
wat chinaker
should be without
One.

Price, $2.25

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is superior
1st-It is guaranteed to be made Of the Best Steel.
2d—It is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.
4th—Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the watch it is intended for, which accuracy

is warranted.
5th—Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

Henry Zimmern & Co., Inc., SikogI nts, John St., New York

The' 

B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W 8 & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior CD
sold by the
of the United
lows:

W B&C glasses
4=0 than other and
tV brands, and are
46"f leading jobbers

States as fol-
0
00.
q il Per gross

Genevas   $4.00
MI-Concaves . . . .   4.00
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick . .   10.00
Flat Parallels   8.00
Lentilles   12.00
Flat Concaves .... . 12.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick . . . 15.00
Patent Geneva s   8.00
Lunettes ..... . . . .   . 3.00

Discount, 6 per cent.

Per doz.
$ .40
.40
.90
.75
1.25
1.00
1.25
.75
.25

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN,ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand.ot glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make

thetn so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account tof their accuracy and perfect roundness TheY
used to buys cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest. at the End. "

WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-
ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never
heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C
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Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of

the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the

'movement are hidden. Why not get what you are

after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY

YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.

Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling

of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases

to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made

Cases for Odd Size Movernents ; Gold and Silver

Plating and Coloring. Also jewelry Repairing,

Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Established 1865

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

Patent pending.

The only ma-
chine furnisning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put the
new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULYE for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give i3, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good • material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

1.1 unable to obtain from your jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave. Kansas City, M

Opticians' Screw Holder and Driver
No. 552

This screw driver is designed for those using
small screws, especially opticians, watch and clock
makers. The body is made of 5-16 inch steel tubing,
having a swivel hexagonal head and a chuck to admit
of interchangeable blades. The spring fingers are
fricti.mally held to the screw driver blade and may be
slipped off or on. Pressing the bowed part between
the thumb and fingers opens the jaws to pick up by
the head and hold the smallest screw. Drawing the
holder back on the blade and rotating same the blade
will enter the slot in the screw, which, being held to
the screw driver blade, may be placed and screwed
home without danger of dropping or losing it. Screws
may also be held and inserted in places where it would
otherwise be difficult or impossible. When the screw
holder is not needed it may be slipped back on the
blade, out of the way.

PRICES
No. 552 A Complete Screw Driver, with two blades and

screw holder   . ..... . . $0.65
No. 552 B Screw Drivu. two blades  .50
No. 552 C Screw Holder   .15
No. 552 D Extra Blades, each   .10

Sent complete unless otherwise ordered.

Send for free Catalog No. 18 A D, 232 pages, of
the largest line of Fine Mechanical Tools.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.
ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.

New York Chicago London
132 Liberty St. 18=20 W. Randolph St. 165 Queen Victoria St., B.C.
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EXTRA X F FINE

SWISS PATTERN FILES
FOR WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS, FINE TOOL MAKERS, DIE SINKERS AND OTHERS

WHOSE WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OP DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

. SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have
That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successful

school in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has now
exceeded our most sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronage
we deem of all testimonials the most substantial.

Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our school
twenty years ago, which certainly is proof that we give our students entire
satisfaction.

Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become an
expert in the various branches of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,
which will give you some valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, ST. LOUIS. nto.

MOSELEY

THEE STANDARD OF

Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense is
spared to make them RIGHT. The °ermine Moseley Latheeatheonfdte(:lcvlaoyr
is the result of years of painstaking, systematic an

d 
skilled

to satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-
ience 

nehntcks are of the best quality, and are made in all sizes ;Moseley Cl
covering every need of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucks
and Lathes were manufactured by us for years under the direct
supervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " Split
Chuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."

Moseley Lathes and Attachments, with plenty of Moseley Chucks
are the secret of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-
ing power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As an
investment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.
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Mainspring
Cabinet

No. 10

Exceptionally well made and
covered with " KERAKOL,"
finest imitation leather made.

Will hold 72 dozen

T. B. Resilient
Mainsprings
Put up in our special size tin box

Price for
Cabinet 

$5.00 NET

CHART illustrating 96 pat-
terns of T. B. Resil-

ient Mainsprings furn-
ished with each Cabinet.
(See next page.)

Size of Cabinet
12 ins. wide, 11 ins.
high, 12 itio. deep
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Comparative Table show ng Width of Mainsprings

Dennison Waltham Widths
Numbers in Centimeters

I  100

2  In)

3  120

4  13o

5  T40
6  150

7  i6o
8  17o
 I8o

10  190
Ii  200
12  210
13  220

14  230

Is  240
16  250
17  260
18  270
19  280
20  290
21  300

22  310

Dennison Waltham Thickness
Numbers in Centimeters

23  320

24  330
25  340
26  350
27  360
28  370
29  380
3o  390
31  400
32  410
33  420

34  430
35  44o
36  450
37  460
38  470
39  480
40  490
4'  500

42  510

43  520

NA/ /AL-FL-1A FyI

T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS gaged with

THE WALTHAM MAINSPRING GAGE
A Gage with numbers that stand for something

ALL EXACTLY ALIKE No MORE OUESS WORK

ComparativeTable showing Thickness or Strength of Mainsprings
Dennison
Numbers

Waltham Thickness
in Centimeters

Dennison Waltham Widths
Numbers in Centimeters

0000  029 5  018
000  027 6  017
00  026 7  015
0  025 8  014

023 9  013
2  022 TO  0II
3  021 II  010

4  019 12  000

THOMA BROS. tristabli.sl-ted

1868
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS
MADE RIGHT GAGD RIGHT PUT UP RIGHT

ORDER
NUMBER SIZE STYLE MAKE WIDTH STRENGTH ORDER

NUMBER 
SIZE

16

STYLE MAKE WIDTH [STRENGTH

ILLINOIS .270 .021149 I (.02218 WALTHAM .285101

41 .290 .021150 16.290 .0223102 18 I ( 1I I
14

14 .250 .022.290 .022 151 16103 18 F]J
di

di .200 .019.255 .022 152 12104 18 1 ]I
44 --(

14 .180 .018153 4 & 6105 18 .300 .022 U3It I (
44 .165 .015.300 .022 154

155

018106 L_____ (-3
]

AI

id
• HAMPDEN .290 .0221618107 18 .230 .022 1 .)I _

14 .290 .022.255 .021 156 18108 18 o)I
.t

11 .290 .021109 18 .325 .019 157 18 I 01CO id

158 41 .260 , .02116110 18 .325 .018 1 7)-c) di

id .260 .019111 18 . .325 .017 159 16 I- --o-yId

41 .270 .019112 16 196 16.230 .022 I_ (2z)I 11,
di .180 . .019113 16 160 12.285 .02161 id  I 01
14 .180 .019114 16 .285 .019 161 61 c) 14 0)0

________5

116

117

41 .180 .018162 614 .210 .022i I
id o)0L 

41 .150 .01614 163 3/0.255 .021

I I  
id oil

____ _
ROCKFORD .290 .0225fi- 164 1814 .285 .018I I:1) id ,

118 14 165 18 dd .250 .022%.285 .018 i II c) 44

119 ,. .260 .02112 166 16

6

.215 .015 1 I ]I I) id
---

120 it .210 .01812 167.215 .015I 0 14 1 J
121 .160 .01506 I i 1 i, .190 .021 168 I I  I

HAMILTON .280

_

.02218.190 .019 169122 6 I I ]I 1
,.

It .280 .021170 18123 .210 .0156 I 1I I=I ) di

:, .320 .01918.175 171.017124 1
,c______ z_„=_

I 1 14

di i 1 .280 .02116.155 .015 172125 0 L._ I ]= )

41 173 16 11 .280 .019.175 .014126 0 ]I ..)

di r SOUTH BEND .280 .022.155 .015 174 18127 00 1 1 ]

id 16 41 .250 .022.155 .013 175128 Mts. I 1
id .190 .0196.290 ..022% 176129 18 I c o o a ELGIN L_ _L _

di .170 .015177 0.290 .022130 18 1 (-----rO 0)a I
14 1 1 1

-c7 SETH THOMAS .330 .019.290 .021 178 18131 18 )fo.----j o ) a I
id

18179.390 .019

.022

"(Century)" .290 O223.18132 C--"nD(.:D ,, [ .1

id 180 18.260 14 " .330 .022 li133 16 {0131 c-----r; o)C.1 f

181 6 if " .190 .017.260 .021134 16 0 0)0 14 1 .,,::)

11 .260 , .019 182 6 "(Century)" .190 .01916135 I -r-t-o,o 0)a I

-7 iz,
44 .230 .021 183 18 N.Y.STANDARD .290 .02212136 I ----0-)c------A c. 0
14 " .240 .021• .230 • .021 J 184 16137 12 [ E=1 J.kj,

-71)-C-1] id 44 .190 .019.200 .021 185 6138

139

12 DI-.7aL

., .190 .019

.018

186 18 TRENTON .290 .0226 I ]..:. a

.190 187 18 id .290 .022140 6 J Er)c 0)0 i it

di .240 .0223k.130 .016 188 16

.

141 0 II ...3.,_ ii, di

I .L.:,__) JI CI li .170 - .015 189 6. ,, .190 .019142 0 t I.11...

(4 44 .160 .015.170 .015 190 0_ 143 0 I Ior,

di 41 .140 .017.130 .014 191 3/0 _

18

10/0144 , 3P
 ,
1 ( ILLINOIS . .290 .0223k 192 HOWARD .290 .022%145 18 CI),

.290 .022 193 16 i, .280 .021146 18 I ( ] id CO

194 16147 18 di .280 .013.290 .021( 14 a)

148 16 .270 .022 195 16 di .280

_

.019I ( I 11 1 1

Price $1.32.550%"reons. For sale by THOMA BROS. Estaib816is8hed CINCINNATI OHIO
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ENGRAVING BY THE NEWMEYER METHOD

N EVER was there such a demand for skilled engravers as to-day. Present fashion decrees that practically every

SPECIAL article sold will be engraved to some extent. Engravers, therefore, are in unusual demand and at the highest

wages ever offered.

TERMS We teach the art by a new method-a personal supervision method-which results have proved the most success-

ful ever used. We guarantee a complete mastery of the art in a shorter time than by any other method. Our

TO graduates are qualified to earn from $20.00 to $35.00 per week.

The skill of our graduates has spread the fame of our school, and all can secure high-paying positions. Your

BEGINNERS best opportunity to take a course is just after the holidays. Send for our brochure and get acquainted with our

method. Special terms to beginners.

HIGH-GRADE WORK FOR THE TRADE, PROMPT RETURNS

tbe Ile. IL. liewmever Zcboot of lEngraving
W. L. Newmeyer, Master New England Building, Cleveland, Ohio

EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Price, for all Watchmakers' Sizes, 70c. each

$1.00 each

Whitcomb
Geneva No. Hi

70c. 70c.

#
Stark

70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 38 and 50 Wire Chucks

Price per Set of 10

Brass
Steel

$1.50
2.50

Moseley
No.1
70c.

Olin
or

Leader

70c.

Hopkins
3-4
70 e.

Moseley
No. 2
70c.

Kearney
70c.

Webster
Whitcomb

70C.

Elgin
or

Triumph

be.

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

,11111Il ;17111tIMMITR"Frrillr.";,.:
=r'

"IlhWe make this"623line al:Is7p11646"ecialt;11:7d are ready to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog M. 5
Also Watchman's Portable Clock Catalog No. I

Moseley
1x2
70c.

liivett

70c.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFG°. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

Hopkins
No.3
70c. $1 25 each
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IMPORTANT REQUEST
To the Consumers of William F. Nye's Watch and Clock Oils:

I especially desire of every Jeweler and Watch and Clock Dealer meeting with dissatisfaction in the use of the Nye
Watch and Clock Oil, that they immediately send whatever quantity they may have to my factory in New Bedford, Massa-

chusetts, at my expense, mail or express, and receive free of charge a like quantity of perfectly reliable Oil.
We furthermore desire to take the entire watch and clock fraternity into our confidence, and to assure them that

having now a fully equipped plant on the Atlantic Coast to capture the fish and to insure a certainty of supply of the

PORPOISE JAW OIL, they may be sure of a supply hereafter of this wily Oil on the face of the earth possessing every

essential quality for use upon the fine mechanism of watches and clocks, and they will do us the greatest favor when in

absolute need of such an Oil, that they address us and receive a sample free of cost to demonstrate the facts we set forth.

'William F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

L. LELONG d BROTHER

II I 

'

11 110*
Reliable and True

Properly designed and carefully made
Price, ivith Trefoil Peep Holes . 68.00 each
Old style, changed . • • 2.00 each

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

• -c.t2:0A

PROMPT \
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

SILVER, FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

a

WE BUY
Old Gold and Silver Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, Hand
Washings, etc. We will make accurate valuations and hold
consignment subject to your acceptance. If valuation is
not satisfactory, we reship to you at our expense.

WE PAY FOR OLD COLD:
22 K. 88e. per flwt. 12 K. 48c. per dwt.
20 K. 80c. 10 K. 400. "
18 K. 72c. " 8 K. 32c. "
16 K. 64c. 4; 6 K. 240. "
14 K. 56c. " 4 K. 16c. "
MARKET RATES FOR SILVER AND PLATINUM

WE SELL
Gold, Silver and Platinum, various qualities, rolled fiat or
drawn to wire of any gage.

PRICES OF ALLOYED COLD:
10 K. 50c. per dwt. 14 K. 66c. per dwt.
12 K. 58c. " le K. 74c. I

18 K. 82c. per dwt.

Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas furnished
or our own. " T. B. H." Alloy, 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold,
75c. per lb. Shot Copper, pc. per lb. We will send tables
for alloying without charge. They save figuring.

Try us and you will appreciate our Squareness, Promptness and Accuracy

T. B. HAGSTOZ, LTD., Maln Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SMELTERS, ASSAYERS, REFINERS

7it=pkviAl

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty

JEWELERS
CUTTLE

FISH
BONES

WE RECOMMEND THE

P=E=A=CO.
hard firm quality. It is most

economical. We carry all

grades, large and small.

P. E. Anderson & Co.
IMPORTERS

7-13 Gold Street NEW YORK
ESTABLISHED 1889
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.

The BRYANT RINGS UN hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best Knoun Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

E. H. H. SMITH SILVER CO.

$18.87 NET 

"BIG FIVE"

A CLOCKand BRONZE BARGAIN
363

$18.87 NET

IS OUR

Assortment of Mantel Clocks and Bronzes $18.87 Net
OUR "BIG FIVE" ASSORTMENT, WHICH CONSISTS OF FIVE CLOCKS AND FIVE BRONZES, JUST AS ILLUSTRATED, FOR

The Clocks are all 8-

Day, Half Hour Gong

Strikes — the half hour

striking on cupbell.

The Cases are Fine

Black Enameled Wood,

with Gilt Trimmings.

BRONZES

BEST AMERICAN MAKE

Our " BIG FIVE " assort-
ment includes the Five Clocks
and Five Bronzes for

$18.87 Net

We can assure any Jeweler
that our " BIG FIVE " assort-
ment will positively benefit
their clock department and
prove ready sellers and profit
bringers.

Manufacturers of

,f44,0

Sterling Effects

in Plate
Length, 18 ,A inches; height, IS TA inches.

" THE OAK"

Silversmiths' Bldg.
Chicago, Ill.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

THE OIL
WHEN

A

CUSTOMER

WISHES

TO

SELL

ALBERT BROS.
Wholesale Jewelers

Cincinnati, Ohio
Length, I I% inches; height, le inches.

NEVER. GOES WR.ONG

The trade fi-otn ocean to ocean is praising this oil

IT POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM
Can you say as much for the oil you are using?

Send 25 Cents to your jobber for a bottle, and end your
oil troubles

Wholesale Selling Agents

Ti!. SICKLES & SONS
Philadelphia

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Chicago

NORDMAN BROS. CO.
San Francisco

DANIEL PRATT'S SON
51 Franklin St., Boston 'ohiperiar watch Oil

v■ III II.1
Ranlett tie Lowell

Builthug, Boston, • .

Wholesale Selling Agents

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO.
Boston

CHAS. MAY & SON Boston

SIISSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
New York City

H. S. MEISKEY CO.
Lancaster, Pa.

11ANLETT & 'LOWELL COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

JEWELERS' BUILDING. BOSTON. MASS.

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond

jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down

absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER 

Fourth and Plum Streets

Length, 13 V inches; height, 18 inches.

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express

charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,

and can give the very best references as to

responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further information.

DO NOT LOSE SIGHT OF
THE FACT

that we are also Headquarters for
WALTHAM and ELGIN MOVE-
MENTS—"Crescent," "Jas. Boss"
and Philadelphia Cases—Gold and
Roll-Plate Jewelry, and in fact for
all kinds of goods needed by the

RETAIL JEWELER

Established I SO!

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Plan
Length, i67,4 inches ; height, 23 inches.

We are Headquarters
FOR

CLOCKS
BRONZES

CUT GLASS
Silverplated Hollowware

AND

1847 Flatware

For prices and illustrations of the above goods, see our 1908 CATALOG.
Catalog issued, and you CANNOT afford to be without it—SEND FOR IT—it is

I.cngth, 'oh inches; lnight, inVI inches.

Ours is the most up-to-date Jewelers'
yours for the asking.
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HINGE s

CIEWEkRY CA.
150 CLINTON T.
BUF FAL 0, N.Y.

If you cannot procure from Jobbers, write direct to

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

MONEY LOANED
ON DIAMONDS
If you have diamonds and need cash,

we can accommodate you. We will make

you a loan on the gems equal to 75 per

cent. of their actual value at an interest of

One Per Cent. Per Month

Our business covers the entire country,

and all transactions are in strict confidence.

Reference : United States Trust Co., Boston, Mass.

Temple Place Loan Co.
7 Temple Place, BOSTON, MASS.

Established 1875 B. GINZBERG. Prop.

—

The Successful Treatment of a Narrow Store is
Exemplified in the Accompanying Illustration

Store of W. H. APPEL, Allentown, Pa.

We respectfully ask you to let us assist you in
planning your store.

Fixtures should be designed to suit the store,
therefore we issue no catalogue, but the services
of our experienced draughtsmen are always at
your command.

T. DELONG FURNITURE CO., TOPTON, PA.

No More Confusion
No More Time Lost

No More Uncertainty

Mr. Watchmaker :—

System in a repair rack is a business
necessity. When a customer calls for

his watch you ought to hand it to him

without the loss of a minute. How

often do you do so ? How often are

you positive about its identity ?

The Landt Watch Checking
Device does this for you and makes
mistakes impossible. The tags are

made of German silver. The lettering

is heavily enameled. The rack number

is always in full view. The first figure

indicates the row on the rack, the

second the hook. Adapted to all

racks. They add tone and dignity to

your business. Ask your jobber for

particulars or write direct.

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK
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Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

/W—

I A PRACTICAL SCHOOL POR
WATCHMAKING AND ENGRAVING

If it is your aim to become a
WATCHMAKER and ENGRAVER,
then aim to become a GOOD ONE.

Don't xvaste your years at a store, but
attend a reputable institution, like the W.
I. of H., who make teaching a specialty.

Write for particulars and our Prospectus

Wisconsin
Instituteof Horology

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

W. G. LANDT
7524 Goldsmith Ave., Chicago, Ill.

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn 8z Co.

rw■oe

1850

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

Enterprise Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Tools

Materials

Findings

and

Optical Goods
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ORDER OF OWLS OFFICIAL EMBLEMS
(Patented, September 117, 1907)

Inbingers WIII be Prosecuted to the Fullest Extent of the Law

The above Emblems are manufactured in all qualities. They are finely and substan-
tially, made, of durable weight, handsomely finished, and represent the highest perfec-
tion of the jeweler's art. If your Jobber cannot supply you, selections will be sent to
responsible jewelers.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., 14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

EMBLEMS OF ALL ORDERS

At all tittles our stock comprises the latest and newest, creations in EttiLlems. We
manufacture everything from an inexpensive Button to a high-priced Diamond Charm.
If your Jobber cannot supply you, selections will be sent to responsible jewelers.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., 14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Space

for

Your Ad.

BELLS BELLS
FOR OPENING SOUVENIRS

Take my word for it, you'll be delighted with them—so will your patrons
and yours will be the best advertised house in town. If my word isn't enough
take that of your fellow Jewelers, as Boassen Bros., Oklahoma City, Okla.;
Arnold's Jewelry House, Ottumwa, Iowa; Taylor Bros., Houston, Texas;
Kors Bros., Independence, Iowa; Arnzen the Jeweler, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
a host of others.

The bells are miniature, never anything took so like wild-fire before—
Ringing advertisements in every sense of the word.

Write or wire me for particulars, to cents for sample, but do it NOW—
only ONE firm gets the bells this fall—That firm will get the crowds.

WUESTEMAN, The Bell Man
Champaign Illinois

WRITE

FOR

CIRCULAR

ON THE

FAULTLESS

PLATING

MACHINE

Manufacturing

Repairing

Watchmaking

and

Engraving

HURRY-UP JEWELERS FOR HURRY-UP PEOPLE
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Are you satisfied

with the way your

Material

Orders 

are being han-

dled ? If you are

looking for im-

provement, let its

serve you.

THE REEVES-KEMPER CO.
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Optical Goods, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

Star Building, ST. LOUIS, MO.

SIMPLEX
FAT PENDING

— - The Simplex
'Ring-Bender

RICHARD (1. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

SAVES ONE-HALF THE COST

OF CHASING.

Fully guaranteed. It can be had

of any jobber, or shipped direct on

receipt of $15.00, subject to
10 days' trial. Write for circular

to-day.

ARE TIME AND
MONEY essential
to your business?

If you could save 50 per
cent. on the cost of yotir ot
put, would you do it ?

You can save this in time alonc,
if you use the Simplex, and you
don't have to pay an expert
to use it. Any boy or girl can
bend up, ready for sizing, 6 or
more of the heaviest ring blanks
per minute.

Can you do this by your pres-
ent methods ? Do you realize the
money this saves you ? The
Simplex also does not mar the
most delicate designs, and is as
necessary to the jeweler with an
occasional order as to the largest
manufacturer.

THE BAILEY-FILSON CO.
244 West 23d Street, NEW YORK

20m8 SUCCESSFUL YEAR

'he Jewelers' gichool of Etngraving
ESTABLISHED 1889 Suite 1104 Heyworth Building, CtlICAGO

RI( 1-1,A1333 0. 1i.A.NEI,E11, PROPRIETOR AND CHIEF INSTRUCTOR

BEST EQUIPPED SC11001,
OE ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL

SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME

NEW CATALOG

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents 1 Send money with
India Ink or NVater Color, $1.00 order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1.00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-List

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises

For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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WE HONESTLY BELIEVE

That if retail jewelers actually knew of all the good qualities of

W. & S. B.* Chains they would demand them from their

jobbers, and would not be satisfied with any other make.

BECAUSE 'VV. & S. B. * Chains
gold filled wire.

are made from 1A0 seamless

BEcAusE they are gold soldered, and will not tarnish at the joints.

BECAUSE they are finished by the WEARBEST hardening pro-
cess, and will wear a third longer.

BECAUSE they are NOT sold to Department Stores or Retail
Mail-order Houses.

Some jobbers offer a substitute chain in place of a W. & S. B.*

because by so doing they secure a larger profit. If you want
the best gold filled watch chains made you MUST INSIST on

getting W. & S. B.*

W. Ci S. BLACKINTON CO.
MAKERS

New York, 180 Broadway North Attleboro, Mass.
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FINE SILVER PLATE

This is one of our exclusive designs in Silver Plate, • on
hardened white metal, intended to meet the requirements of
the best trade at a moderate cost. Prices furnished on request.
Give us a trial order so that we can convince you that our
goods represent greatest value at least money.

COHANNET SILVER CO.
TAUNTON, MASS.

T h e
Sway
of the

Cross
Never was the
symbolism of the

  cross so univer-
sally accepted

as to-day, and never was the Christian emblem so
personal ornament. This suggests making a line

popular as a
of CROSSES

AN EASTER LEADER
Season and sentiment are favorable to the idea, and our line suits

the circum-
stances exactly.

Wm. C.
Greene Co.

In this year's line
we have given
the simple cross
such a diversity
of artistic inter-
pretations that
the line in ex-
tent and beauty
easily leads.
Made in 10 K.
gold.

We also make

Scarf Pins,
Brooches,
Rings, Pins

We sell to

Jobbers only

Providence, R. I.

101 Sabin Street
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Sterling Silver Horseshoes
14 Karat
Gold Finish
set with
Whitestones or
Pearls

Write for Selection Package
civith Prices

Wachenheimer Bros.
36 Garnet Street, Providence, % I.

Seamless Gold Shell Rings
and

Bracelets
591

Samples
Quotations
and Catalogue
sent on application
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Trade-Mark

574

7770

Krementz
Collar

Buttons
and Studs

The Standard American Collar Button

Made of one piece of metal ; the following illustrations

show the KREMENTZ process of manufacture

First this disk:

Is stamped into this shape :

Then fashioned like this :

Rapid and repeated blows by
powerful hammers, in a machine
of almost human intelligence,
coax it into this shape :

Another machine turns up
the edges :

The next operation rolls
them over:

Then the head is shaped :

After which the button is
polished.

If we cut the finished collar button in half,
we notice that the metal in the
shank has been thickened and
toughened, strengthening it where •
the most strain comes. This is a '-
sectional view of the Krementz One-piece
Collar Button.

699 Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig.

Fig. 4

Fig. 6

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Lyons Manufacturing Co.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
37 Maiden Lane 1108 Heyworth Bldg.

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. 0 ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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Silver for all is the wise decision of
many who bestow gifts. Table silver,
toilet silver, articles for children,
articles for men — there's something
in the silver line for everybody.
Make your selection from the famous

"Silver Plate that Wears."

For sixty years this well known
brand of silver-plate has represented
the highest stan ' quality,
finish and design.
Knives, forks, spoons, set,
"1847 ROGERS BROS.
bra, jewel cases, tray
all hinds, eic., are at
Sold by all leading i
where. Our Catalo
is a valuable aid in m
Send for it.
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Over
Half a Century
Between Them
These two advertisements show a

marked contrast in treatment—the
lower cut being a high-class advertise-
ment of over fifty years ago, while the
upper was produced by the modern
halftone process. Each represents the
best work of its period, and both were
effective in advertising

"1847 ROGERS BROS."
silver plate. Our publicity policy, it
xvill be noted, is of long standing.
Moreover, the quality of the goods is
the same to-day as when Rogers
Brothers (whose business soon after
was brought to Meriden) used the old
advertisement here reproduced.

The Success of Our
Goods

both flatware and hollowware, is pri-
madly due to the fact that the stan-
dard set in 1847 by Rogers Brothers
has been maintained by their succes-
sor, the Meriden Britannia Co. The
policy inaugurated by them has been
adhered to for over 6o years. The
styles have changed, but the quality of
the goods has remained the same.

Meriden Britannia Co.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.

MADE AND

GUARANTEED *V

*0* ROGERS BROS.

HOLLOWWARE TRADE-MARKS

!NICKEL SILVER.I
W. M. MOUNTS

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades. The purpose and policy of thisjournal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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Higher Horological Education

IN our comments on the purpose and ad-vantages of organization in the jewelry
trade, we emphasized from time to time the
great importance of the educative feature.
There is much complaint throughout the
country of the low average of attainment of
many of the bench workers now joining the
ranks, and any agency that would raise the
standard of competency merits the support of
the entire trade. We referred in our last
issue to the excellent work being clone by the
New England Watchmakers' Club, with
headquarters in Boston, and commended it

'' as a type of institution which would be of vast
service to bench workers in other cities or
communities. We are pleased to note, there-
fore, that the organizations realize the im-
portance of this educative feature, and are
considering the various ways and means of
putting the idea to practical use. A case in
point is the action taken at the recent annual
meeting of the Indiana Retail Jewelers'
Association where the subject was very intelli-
gently discussed in all its phrases. In a letter

from Secretary J. A. Oswald, of Crawfords-
ville, Ind., he states:

We desire through the co-operation of the
various watch factories to conduct a school for one
week at Indianapolis, where all watch-makers and
jewelers who are members, either active or
associate, of our association, may attend and
receive special instructions on watch escapements,
finishing and timing, under the supervision of ex-
perts from the various factories. I wish that you
would especially call the attention of the watch-
makers and jewelers of Indiana to this item and
request each one, whether employee or employer,
to write me a personal letter expressing his views
on this subject and whether I may expect their co-
operation in this undertaking.

While the limitations of this plan are
very manifest, it is nevertheless a highly
commendable effort to achieve something in
the direction of improvement for such mem-
bers of the organization as need or desire it.
The subject is one which is worthy of a
prominent place on the programme of various
organizations at their annual meetings, as
an intelligent interchange of ideas may not
unlikely result in the formulation of some
feasible plan to place within the reach of the
less complete workers an opportunity for in-
dividual improvement. We, ourselves, will
be much pleased to give space in our Journal
to the discussion of so important a subject

and invite contributions from those who have
given the matter serious consideration.

IN one of our issues of recent date, a sub-scriber, J. Porter Bolding, of Terrell,
Tex., exploited the idea of having state
boards of examiners whose duty it would be
to examine such as made application for ex-
amination, and furnish certificates of com-
petency to those who successfully underwent
the test. Such certificates, our subscriber
stated, would not only be serviceable to those
possessing them, but would afford some mea-
sure of security to jewelers needing help.
Much trouble is now caused by the fact that
the jeweler who advertises for a competent
workman has no means of testing his com-
petency, nor has he any assurance of his cap-
ability, until after he employs him. The
certificate system would furnish a possible

remedy for this vexatious condition. Mr.
Bolding's idea appealed favorably to a sur-
prisingly large number of our readers. We,
ourselves, receive numerous letters endorsing
the idea, and we have before us a number of
communications sent to Mr. Bolding and by
him forwarded to us, commending his plan
as apparently the only feasible remedy for
toe troubles now experienced in securing
competent help.

We refer to this in connection with the
action taken by the Indiana Association, to
show the general interest in the subject and
the increasing desire to better present condi-
tions. Whatever ai -I our Journal can lend
to a cause so worth! will be gladly given.

An Egregious Trade Swindle

SEVERAL times during the past few years,
it has been our duty to warn the trade

against signing documents of any kind on
the say-so of another and without being
thoroughly posted on the nature of the con-
tents. Quite a number of jewelers who were
guilty of carelessness in this respect have
been put to considerable trouble and expense
through the operations of a concern doing
business under several aliases in a manner
which should now be familiar to all. It is
the custom of this concern to sell, through
its traveling representatives, assortments of
jewelry to jewelers, representing the goods
to be of good quality and asking the jeweler
to sign an acceptance giving him to under-
stand that he is simply signing a receipt
for the goods. When the goods are received,
the jeweler generally discovers that they are
of such an inferior quality that he cannot
dispose of them and so informs the house.
The signed acceptances then come to light
in the form of accepted bills of exchange
which have, in the meantime, been trans-
ferred to a third party who presents his claim
for payment as the only person interested.
The jeweler is thus caught in the legal trap
ingeniously laid for him, and many have
paid the money to avoid expense and litiga.
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tion, while believing that the scheme was a

pre-meditated and a well-planned fraud.

DESPITE our repeated warnings, we still

continue to receive letters showing

that new victims are being found arid that

the swindle is being continued even in face of

a number of adverse decisions in the courts.

We have before us a letter from Thos. G.
Baillie, attorney and counselor at law, Sag-

inaw, Mich., who successfully defended one

of the would-be victims of these swindlers.

The following paragraph from his letter will

be of deep interest and much value to those

who find themselves in the same predicament

as his client:

I have in my possession the original de-
positions taken in these cases which I ant glad to
submit to such attorneys as have such cases pend-
ing. In every case in which they were used the
defense has been successful. I know that these
people are operating throughout the United States
and it is a fraud which is so gross in character and
one which is so well managed that the average
merchant has been deceived and consequently de-
frauded. Any assistance that I can render to such
persons in the lending of the original depositions
I will be glad to render.

It may be here stated that in the case

successfully defended by this attorney, the

third party to whom the accepted bills of

exchange were transferred, was not ignorant

of the character of the transaction, but was,

in fact, an accessory to the fraud, and as

such, was denounced in severe terms by the

court. One might well suppose that with

this publicity and the above proffer of legal

assistance it would be impossible for this

concern of the many names to find further

victims, but it must be remembered that there

are still those who do not see the necessity of

perusing their trade journal, and among

these the operations will doubtless still be

continued.

Amending the National Stamping Law

IMMEDIATELY after the passage of theNational Stamping Law, it developed

that a serious defect in the measure was the

absence of any provision defining the term

" solid gold " or regulating the stamping of

articles with these words. Since that time

the subject has been much discussed, but so

far there seems to be no marked agreement

as to the form which an amendment covering

this matter should take. At the recent

meeting of the executive committee of the

American National Retail Jewelers' Associ-

ation in Cincinnati, it seemed to be the sense

of the meeting that the law could be satis-

factorily amended by prohibiting the use of

the word " solid gold " on any article which

would not assay in K. or more. This sug-

gestion, we think, does not by any means,

furnish a solution of the problem. There are

many reasons why it would not appeal to the

manufacturers, and it would undoubtedly

prove misleading to the public. It would
seem more logical if an amendment covering

this defect should originate with the manu-

facturers or be drafted in consultation with

them. A legal definition of any term dif-

ferent from that which it has in the mind of

the public can never be satisfactory. If it be

necessary to legally define the term " solid

gold," the definition should be such as would

accord with the definition of " solid silver"

and this would completely eliminate the use

of such a stamp which would seem to us to be

the only satisfactory solution of the problem.

The Needs of The Patent Office

IN our last issue we referred to the rapidgrowth in the work of the patent office

and recorded the fact that the past fiscal year

broke all previous records in the number of

patents applied for. We also referred to the
fact that the patent office is the only one of

the government departments which is paying

a profit, the surplus for the past fiscal year

alone being over $275,00o. When it is con-

sidered that this department has earned a net

surplus of more than $6,o0o,000 during the

past ten years, it is quite surprising to learn

from the commissioner of patents that the

facilities and remunerations allowed the office

by the government have been so inadequate

that its efficiency is seriously effected.

In an article in the current issue of

American Industries, the organ of the Nat-

ional Association of Manufacturers, Commis-

sioner Moore, explains at some length, the

needs of the office, the work of which, he

states, has been and is very much in arrears.

From his matter-of-fact statement, we learn

that the force is insufficient, the salaries unat-

tractive, and the office facilities inadequate.

As it is, the inventors pay the government for

the work to be done in the examination and

issue of their patents, and it is difficult for

the government to justify the diversion of the

profits of the office to other and probably,

less important purposes. "I believe" writes

Commissioner Moore, "that the force should

be made adequate to act on the average in-.

ventor's application one way or the other,

within thirty days after its receipt." If the

receipts of the office justify such an addition

to the force as would make this possible,

there seems no good reason why the surplus

income should not be so expended.

THE penurious treatment of this depart-

ment and the shortcomings due to it

must one day prove a source of expense and

delay. The work of classification began in

1898 is, we understand, by no means com-

plete. As Commissioner Moore states "if

the 3,870,000 patents issued up to June 30,

March, I 9o8

1907 were completely classified, the time of

the search would be lessened about 50 per

cent and the increase in the office force would

be very slight compared with the subseqent
volume of work received." In view of the
necessity of the search system, the absence of
such a classification is almost incrediable.

The Commissioner states:

The examiners in the patent office are all .
graduates of colleges, and ninety per cent of them
have been graduated in general and patent law.
With office experience, they become invaluable in
the service; but after almost three years of experi-
ence in the patent office, when they are most valu-
able in its work, they resign and accept outside
positions. Thus this office has become a post-
graduate school for the technical and legal educa-
tion of young college men who enter its service.

The General Electric Company has in its
patent department at least twelve men formerly ex-
aminers in this office, and other corporations have
taken hundreds. Out of a corps of three hundred
examiners, one hundred and thirty-five have re-
signed from the patent office within a period of
less than five years. It is only necessary to remark
that the salaries paid principal examiners in this
service are the same to-day as when they, were
fixed in 1848.

LEGISLATION to remedy this some-

what deplorable condition of affairs is

now before congress and its enactment is

sincerely to be hoped for. It is not alone
the inventors who are interested, because un-

necessary delays affect not only the appli-

cants for the patents, but all who are connect-

ed in any way with the industries to which

the inventions relate. America is noted for

the inventive fertility of its people and their

genius in this direction is largely responsible

for the marvellous developments of the

country and its industries. It is certainly

due the government to see that this genius

is culivated rather than discouraged, more

especially as the cultivation of it will entail

no expense outside the contributions of the

inventors themselves.

A Billion in Gold in the United States
Treasury

IN connection with the financial flurry oflast fall, it is a curious, though unrelated,

co-incidence that for the first time in many

years, the world's annual gold production

showed a falling off in 1907. The yield for

that year according to the Engineering and

Mining-Journal was in round numbers $.o3,-

000,000 as compared with $4o5,000,000 in

1906. The actual decline was $2,701,000.

As the increase in production had been con-

tinuous for many years, except during the

Boer war, when the Transvaal mines were

closed, the decrease for 1907 has been a

subject of considerable comment. As the

Transvaal increased its production last year

by $9,000,000 as compared with the previous

year, the total for 1907 being $128,000,000,

the falling off is traceable to the decrease in

production in United States, Canada and
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Australia. The highest total ever touched

by the United States was that of 1906, which

was $94,000,o0o. Australia's largest was

$87,000,000, which was the output of 1902.

IN connection with the above and also withthe recent financial crisis, it is interest-
ing to note that on February 26th, for the
first time in the history of the country, the
gold coin and bullion in the United States
treasury reached and passed the enormous
total of $1,000,000,000. So far as historic
records show, this is the largest store of gold

that was ever collected at any one time in
any place, under one control. Commenting
on this unique record in congress, one of
the congressmen said.

If we compare this with the store of gold at
various other periods in the history of the country
we can realize the enormous strength of the treasury
of this nation at the present time. At the close of
the fiscal year 1893 it was in round figures $189,-
000,000, in 1894 $131,000,000, and in 1895 $156,000,-
000. Such a showing as this, with our 2 per cent.
bonds selling at about par, shows that the con-
dition of the United States to-day is financially
impregnable.

A slowing down of the wheels of pros-
perity under such conditions is strangely

anomalous and must necessarily be short-
lived.

The Argument of the Railroad Watch.

AT the Cincinnati meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the American Nation-

al Retail Jewelers' Association, the question

of railroad watch inspection was given fur-

ther consideration, and it was announced as

the sense of the meeting that the articles

which appeared in the newspapers on this

subject were to be "regretted because they

were misleading". We are quite in accord

with this view and regret with the trade gener-

ally that articles so wide of the truth should

they find their way into the public press.

This we say, having in mind watch inspec-
tion solely in its trade relation and without
reference to any person or interest involved.

Railroad watch inspection as an institu-
tion has fully justified its existence. Begun
in a small way, its serviceability was quick-
ly proved, and it has been gradually exten-
ded until it embraces practically the entire
continent—Canada, the United States and
Mexico. As a factor in personal security it
commands the approval of the traveling

public, while as an instrument in the preser-

vation of life and property it has become

indispensable to the railroad companies. For

the trade, however, it has a special business
interest, and it is from this standpoint that
we will here consider it.

IT is a self-evident truism that whateverraises the standard of effort is commend-
able and worthy of support. For this reason,

if for no other, railroad watch inspection
would merit trade approval. It has not only
raised the standard in American watches and
maintained a stability of quality and price
which has been of untold benefit to the trade,
but it has also been an insuperable obstacle
to the deterioration in quality and demor-
alization in price which are the frequent

concomitants of over-strenuous competition.
The inauguration of the system may be said,
indeed, to have marked a new era in the
American watch industry and its subsequent
evolution to a national, or even continental

institution, has been such a trade boon, as
could only be realized in the unlikely event
of a discontinuance of the system.

The railroad watch of to-day, by whom-
soever made, enjoys a unique reputation. It
has, indeed, become the standard which the
watch wearing public,and especially the trav-
eling public, have been taught to accept.

Who of us who travel on railroad trains have

not noticed the frequency with which passen-

gers compare notes with the railroad men on

the subject of exact time, and in all such

cases, whatever may be the grade or time-

keeping record of the passenger's watch, he

feels naturally gratified if it corresponds with

the railroad standard. Right here is created

a sentiment and a condition of incalculable

value to the watch industry and trade.

AS an argument in the exploitation and

sale of high-grade watches, the rail-

road watch serves a most useful purpose.

Every customer knows that time, tide and

the express train wait for no man, and it is

not difficult to convince a watch buyer with

the necessary capital, especially if he be

accustomed to travel by rail, that it would be
wise for him to purchase a watch which

would meet the railroad requirements.

Thousands of profitable sales are yearly made

on this argument and its force increases from

year to year. Punctuality, be it remembered,

is the tyrant of the time and the railroads are

its highest expression.

As a repair argument the watch inspec-

tion system is also convincing. It may be

used at all times to impress on the average

watch owner the necessity of frequent atten-

tion to and regulation of his timepiece

When you convince him, as you easily can,

that such frequent inspection and regulation

are necessary for so high grade a timepiece

as the railroad watch, he will better realize

the need of like care for the watch of similar

or lower grade in his own pocket. All such

arguments and many others may be effective-

ly used in advertisements, and they cannot

fail to appeal forcibly to the watch-wearing

public.

From whatever point of view the watch

inspection system is considered, it has been of
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incalculable service to the trade and it would
be little less than a calamity if any doubt as

to its worth should be created in the minds

either of the railroad men or the general pub-

lic. It is not alone the jeweler who is a

watch inspector who benefits by the system,

but indirectly every member of the trade who

makes the sale or repair of watches a fea-

ture of his business.

The Question of Coin Mutilation

THERE are few subjects 011 which we are
more frequently asked for information

than that of coin mutilation, not with fraud-
ulent intent, but for its conversation into
jewelry and sundry articles of personal
ornamentation. We have frequently quoted
the law on the subject, and while the statute
specifically forbids mutilation with fraudulent
intent, we have advised our readers that they
would run much risk in so interpreting this
law and recommended that they state their
case to the treasury department and obtain
official sanction, if possible, before engaging
in work of this character. One of our sub-
scribers who acted on our advice has kindly
furnished us with a copy of his communication
to the treasury department and with the replies
received by him. In support of the view of
the matter which we so frequently expressed,
we reprint these letters as follows :

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Office of the Treasurer of the United States

WASHINGTON, D. C.
DEAR SIR :—Is it lawful for a jeweler to trans-

form gold coin into an article of jewelry used for
jewelry purposes ; for instance, to turn or file one
side of the coin off, put initials on same and make
into a brooch pin ‘vithout any intent to defraud ?

Respectfully yours,
Reading, Pa. CHAS. A. HARBACH.

As the treasury department has many

divisions, each of which has its special duties,

the following letter first received by our

subscriber, is of interest as pointing out the

person with whom to communicate in such

cases.

SIR :—Your letter of the loth inst., in which
you ask if it is lawful to make pieces of jewelry
from gold coin, has been referred for attention to
the chief of the secret service division.

Should you have occasion to write again on
this or a similar subject, please address that officer.

Respectfully yours,
CHAS. H. TREAT,

Treasurer of the United States.

A few days later our subscriber received

from the secret-service division of the

treasury department, the head of this depart-

ment being the famous detective, John E.

Wilkie, the following communication :

SIR :—Replying to your inquiry of February
loth, you are advised that it is unlawful to turn or
file off one side of a gold or silver coin and engrave
thereon initials or monogram. It is also held to
be defacement to attach to the coin by solder any
studs or loop as coins thus treated are no longer
legal tender. Respectfully,

JOHN E. WILKIE, Chief.
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WHITING MFG. COMPANY
SILVERSMITHS

TRADE

STERLING

The Situation
The Whiting Company being in close touch with

the Jewelry Trade of the entire community natur=
ally find themselves exceptionally well informed as
to the prevailing business conditions and sentiment.

This knowledge leads them to the belief that in
these times of "close buying," it is incumbent upon
the retail dealer to make his stock more than
usually attractive by the addition to it of such goods
as shall compel his customers' attention.

For this reason the Whiting Company have con=
fined themselves this season to the production of
such goods as shall be absolutely convincing, owing
to their moderate price combined with their excel=
lence of quality and individuality of design.

Broadway and Nineteenth Street

NEW YORK

March, 1908 THE

The Jewelry Store as Gift Head-
quarters

Did you ever, Mr. Jeweler, take note
of your sales from day to day and mark
what a great majority of things are sold
for gift purposes?

Did you ever think how few of the
actual household necessities in your stock,
such as clocks and silverware, are purchased
by anyone for his own use

The writer had occasion recently to
have this very strongly impressed on him,
when, during a most successful two weeks'
sale, in which former business during a
comparative two weeks was almost trebled,
it was found that over three-fourths of the
purchases were for gifts.

It is very evident that the jewelry store
is strictly a gift store as long as the custom
of exchanging gifts on birthday anniver-
saries and Christmas continues. This being
the case, it is important for the jeweler to
keep the gift idea well before the people all
the time. Some seasons are more favorable
than others, but there are hundreds of birth-
day and wedding anniversaries every month.
Card prizes are in constant demand, and the

BIRTHDAY RINGS
FOR MARCH

Who in this world of oars their eyes
In .11arelyirs1 open shall be wise ;
la da !Is 01 peril film and brave,
And wear a BLOODSTONE to their grave.

The Bloodstone
An opaque green stone, covered with small red

spots, having the appearance of blood.
Hence the name.

Ladies' Bloodstone Rings

Solid Gold, Plain and Fancy Mountings

$1.50 to $5.00

Men's Bloodstone Rings

Solid Gold, Plain and Fancy Mountings
-

$3.00 to $10.00

BLANK AND CO.
Jewelers, 919 Central Ave.

Fig. 1. Advertisement of Birthday Rings

importance of gifts on St. Valentine's Day
and Easter may be greatly increased by sea-
sonable advertising.

The jeweler's advertisements through-
out the year should continually keep the
gift idea before the people. Birthday rings
may be advertised each month and displayed
in the window. Window cards and news-
paper advertisements should often call at-
tention to birthday gifts, and, as stated be-
fore, St. Valentine's Day and Easter may
both be made important gift times. There

KEYSTONE

is a psychological side to advertising and
salesmanship which one unconsciously
knows of and yet if this is considered as
the most important factor in merchandising
of all kinds, it may be applied to produce
results; for instance, when a manufacturer
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Fig. I may be followed each month with
some information about that month's birth-
stone.

Applying the gift idea to Easter, Fig. 2
is a good style of advertising copy. It is
the purpose of this department to outline

,  ...
Oifto forr

a
notir

a

Second to Christmas, only,

JEWELRY
This spring's styles
in jewelry eclipse

all former attempts

in real style and

beauty. Our Sider:-
'lions include all the

Easter is the great gift sea.
son of the year. Our assort-
ments of suitable Easter
gilts are large and the range
in price and variety of
articles shown makes a
pleasing selection at this
store an easy matter. See
our show window.

NOVELTIES
Our novelty stock
contains hundreds
Or suitable articles
forji,ra,aes,,terTlir,t;rn,iiez,-.,

in price is from $0.25
to $5.00. here are

latest effects. a few selections.

Brooches $  50 to $20.00
Collar Pins  50 to 5.00
Necklaces 1  00 to 25.00
Lockets I  50 to 55.00
Hat Pins  50 to ti.00
Belt Buckles I  oo to 5.00
Scarf Pins  so to Soon
Cuff Buttons  75 to 15.00

Manicure Articles . . $ .35 to $1.50
Bodkin Sets  75 to 2.00

Embroidrie Scissors .  75 to 2.00
Perfume Bottles . . .  75 to 3.00
Paper Cutters  5o to 2.00

Bag Tags ..... .  50 to 5.50
Match Boxes I  00 to 4.00

Souvenir Spoons . . .  50 to 2.50

A DIAMOND RING
_

THE IDEAL EASTER GIFT

til assortment including rings at $7.50, $10.00, $12.00, $15.00, $18.00, $25.00 and upward,
affords a selection to suit any sized purse. We sell only diamonds of first quality ;
the size of the stone making the difference in price.

OUR SIPBCIAL. $25.00 [MANION° RING ik 4915.
00A RING OF REAL QUALITY-Fine Selected Stones -Mounted iii`'

Ladies' or Gentlemen's Plain or Fancy Mounting. A special value for 1,1

BLANK AND EWELERSCO- • 919 CENTRAL AVENUE.
...

Fig. 2. Easter Advertisement

of food products puts an article on the mar-
ket, the tone of his advertisements and the
appearance of the package are appetizing;
your desire to taste this new food is created
by appealing to your palate. So, in putting
before the people the gift idea, you must
appeal to their sense of the appropriateness
and necessity of giving presents.

Suppose a tray of birthday rings are
displayed in your window with the simple
card, "March Birthday Rings, $1 to $5."
Do you think the same interest would be
created as would be by a card of more de-
tailed information-for instance-

MARCH BIRTHDAY RINGS

"THE BLOODSTONE"

Who in this world of ours their eyes
In March first open shall be wise;
In days of peril, firm and brave,
And wear a Bloodstone to the grave.

These rings are solid gold genuine blood-
stones. $1 to $5.

The newspaper advertisement, too,
should tell something. The copy style of

copy for advertisements which give a gen-
eral outline of an idea and which may be
changed to suit local demands.

Direct Advertising

The idea of direct advertising has been
touched on before in this department, but
ill order to really test its possibilities there
Will be outlined from month to month a
series of suggestions, which, if followed,
should bring results. By direct advertising
is meant that matter such as booklets, circu-
lars, etc., which go direct to the customer.
it is not the idea that newspaper advertising
should be given up. The newspaper is un-
doubtedly the best medium of general ad-
vertising and the cost comparatively much
less, but the possibility of direct returns
rather limited.

In preparing for a campaign of direct
advertising, the first thing to do is to com-
pile a mailing list made up of prospective
customers. For instance, in a town of

(Continued on page 379)
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EASTER the most important/
Feast 13ay of the Church, will

be here.

la This day is made the occasion for
presentation to Churches in all de-

nominations of memorial and other
gifts of great variety.

(11. The Gorham Company are manu-
facturers of Church metal work in

all its branches, viz.: Communion Sets,
Altar 13rasses, Alms Basons, Chalices,
Ciboria, Monstrances, Memorial Tab-

• lets, etc., and they take this means of
suggesting to the trade that their wants
in this line be made known to the Com-
pany at an early date, to obviate the
possibility of disappointment as to date
of delivery.

(11 Literature illustrating this line may
bebe had upon application, and The

Company hold themselves in
readiness to lend all assistance in their
power toward securing orders.

THE GORHAM COMPANY
Silversmiths

Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New York

BRANCHES
CHICAGO NEW YORK OAKLAND
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Made for
St. Luke's Church
Marietta,

131-139 Wabash Avenue 21-23 Maiden Lane

Direct Advertising

THE

(Continued from page 377)

I 3,000 people there are probably 4000 fami-
lies. Of these one-fourth are undesirable
and the other three-fourths spend a certain
amount each year in the jewelry line. Of
these, 3000, possibly a third-or a thousand
families-will be known to you as at least
occasional customers at your store. These
should be put on a regular list; then from
the remaining 2000 select, say, moo names
as prospectives. If your advertising pro-
duces results and you find you are gaining
new customers from this prospective list,
add more names, or, if advisable, cover the
entire field.

Now, the proposition stands about like
this. There are 3000 families in your town
buying jewelry. If you could get 75 per
cent. of all the trade of each it would mean
a large volume of business. In order to do
this you must get them interested in your
store. If you advertise in the newspaper
you will attract their attention.

But other jewelers are advertising in
the newspaper. If you go after them in a
personal, direct way and make your adver-
tising general enough to appeal to the dif-
ferent classes this list will include, you will
get them interested directly in your store.
Then, with a good selling force and agree-
able clerks, you can hold their trade.

One of the best things to send out reg-
ularly is a neat blotter. Suppose two blot-
ters are sent at the same time, each carrying
a different advertisement. Figures 3 and 4
offer suggestions for these advertisements.
Now, enclose with the blotters a neat circu-
lar gotten up after the style of Fig. 5. To.
make this appear more effective, carry out
otne color scheme. Suppose you adopt blue
as the color and let the blotters, the circulars
and the envelope all be of blue paper. The
cost of this advertisement will be about $io
for blotters, $4 for envelopes, $6 for circu-
lars and $20 to $30 for postage if they are
mailed.

If the list is covered six times in a year
at a cost of $300 the returns are almost sure
to justify it.

The success of this method of advertis-
ing depends entirely on sticking to it. In
future issues will appear more copy and
suggestions for circular and blotter adver-
tising.

KEYSTONE

NOW FOR SPRING

Never before were the opportunities to show complete, fresh lines of spring
goods so favorable as now. Last fall's financial flurry gave the merchants a
chance to clean up. The general tendency was to reduce stocks and move out
old things. Now, with confidence restored, the demand justifies restocking,
and we can honestly say that our stock is cleaner and more up to date this
spring than ever before.

Hundreds of new novelties of jewelry in most exclusive designs. All the
latest patterns of silver, cut glass and hand-painted china. Complete new line
of leather goods and umbrellas. All right up to date. Make your selections
early. Now is the time to add a few little trinkets of jewelry to make your
spring outfit complete. Wedding time is nearly here, and gifts for the bride
can be found in profusion in this store. Come and look around and see
the nevv things.

DIAMONDS
Our prices are as reasonable as is consist-

ent with fine quality.
Single stone and fancy cluster and com-

bination diamond rings-at a great range in
price.
At o, $6o, $75 and $90 we offer some

exceptional values.

Also brooches, scarf-pins, earrings- dia-
mond-set and pearl-and-diamond combina-
(inns.

Our special 825 Diamond Ring.
Fine quality selected diamond.
Ladies' or gentleman's plain or
fancy mounting.

WATCHES

Standard makes only of recognized merit.
Men's•gold filled watches, $ to.00 to $35
Ladies' gold filled watches, $7.50 to $20
Solid gold watches, $20.00 to $125.

Ladies, Chatelaine Watch, 88.50.
Gold filled case, reliable move-
ment, complete with chatelaine.

JEWELRY

Exclusive patterns and finest quality and
workmanship.

Brooches, Scarf-Pins, Links, Lockets,
Handy Pins, Hat Pins, Bracelets, Necklaces,
Fobs, etc.

Specials on Sale Now

Solid gold collar pins; plain Roman style;
per pair, $1.00.

Solid link; plain and fancy styles; per pair,
$1.5o.

Gold filled collar pins; plain bar style; 5oc.
New hat pins; plain Roman knobs; best

quality:• 75c.
New brilliant set back combs; wing pat-
terns; a special value; $2.00.

Earring; $4;pe.saor.1 and coral; very stylish; per
pair, $2.00.

Festoon necklaces; pearl and amethyst; as-
sorted styles;

Gold filled bracelets; plain joint, square

e 

 

Other equally good values too numerous
to mention..

Solid Gold Rings
Signet and fancy set styles. Hundreds of

tyles to choose from-all solid gold.

A Special Signet-Ring Valise
Size suitable for boy, girl or lady,
Roman and polished finish, 81.50.

A SPECIAL SPRING SHOWING OF
UMBRELLAS

Plain wood and fancy handles; $3.50 to
$15-so.

SILVERWARE
Sterling and fine quality plate.

In Sterling Silver
Tea spoons, $3.25 to $8 per set.
Dessert spoons and forks $8 to $12 per set.
Table spoons and forks, $11 to $18 per set.
Knives, $so to $03 per set.
All fancy pieces to match each pattern.
$1.00 to $8.00 each.

Bon-bon dishes, berry bowls, cream and
sugar sets, mustard pots, marmalade jars,
and dozens of other fancy pieces at a
range in price from $2.00 to $35.0o.

In Quadruple Plate
Tea spoons, $t.5o to $2.75 per set.
Dessert spoons, $2.50 to $4.00 per set.
Table spoons, $3.00 to $5.00 per set.
All fancy pieces to match from soc. to

Best quality knives and forks; plain pat-
tern; per set of six each, $4.00.

Baking dishes, $4.50 to $9.00.
Bread trays, $2.50 to $5.00.
Waiters, tea sets, coffee sets, butter dishes

etc.
CUT GLASS

Our three points of superiority: White-
ness of glass, thickness blank and brilliancy
of cutting.
Our assortment is full and varied enough

to suit all. Here are a few selected values
worthy of notice-
8-inch bowls, $3.00 to $6.00 and upward
Spoon trays, 3.00 to 4.00 and upward
Nappies, 1.50 to 2.50 and upward
Water pitchers, 5.00 to 7.00 and upward
Individual Salts in assorted pat-
terns. A very attractive article
and a special valise at per set of
six   81.25.

HAND-PAINTED CHINA
We handle the well-known   make.
Plates, fancy dishes, pitchers, cream and

sugar sets, etc., in newest decorations and
designs.
See our new white-and-gold pattern.

SPECIALS FOR SPRING
Ladies' Hand Bags

Our showing includes all the best new
things in shape, style and color.

Strap back purses-$1. so to $8. on
Hand bags-$1.25 to $10.00

A Special Value-Genuine walrus
hand bag, leather lined, contain-
ing purse and card cases-black,
tan and brown colors . . . 83.75.

A FEW SPECIAL TINES
Brass Goods

Jardinieres, candlesticks, candelabra,
smoking sets, desk sets, book racks, etc.

Pottery
The most admired and most exclusive pot-

tery on the market; large and small pieces.
50e. to $10.00.

Don't forget our Repair Department.
Watch and jewelry repairing properly and
promptly done at reasonable prices.

SPRING STYLES IN JEWELRY

This year's style in jewelry excel all former attempts.
Our showing is most complete, and embraces the
most effective patterns of all new things. We wish to
call special attention to our showing of bracelets and
necklaces, in both solid gold and gold filled qualities.
BLANK AND CO., JEWELERS, 919 CENTRAL AVE.

Fig. 3. Advertising Blotter

BLANK AND C 0• , 91j9ECWe tEt tLraEl Ave.RS   

Fig. 5-rop3' for spring circular or newspaper advertisement
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BLOT OUT OUR ERRORS 
A/f/STAKES will creep into the best regulated
I VA businesses. It is our constant effort to avoid
mistakes, but we are not immune, and we trust
you will overlook any errors that might occur, and
allow us an opportunity to rectify them to your
entire satisfaction.

BLANK AND CO., Jewelers, 919 Central-Ave.

Fig. 4. Advertising Blotter
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A
VERY considerable portion of the jewelers in all sections of
the country carry Simmons Armilla, and the best index of its
salability is afforded by the jobbers' reports of orders and

substantial re-orders from the retail trade.

SIMMONS ARMILLA
has, in fact, won wide recognition as the best and the readiest selling

joint of the secret  and catch bracelets.
It is the nearest approach to perfection that has been attained in

this type of bracelet, its simplicity and durability of construction being
equaled only by the beauty of the designs and the finish, and its
generally attractive appearance.

The Armilla line, which is now being shown by the leading houses
in the jobbing trade, comprises a wide variety of desirable and excep-
tionally tasteful patterns, from which any jeweler can readily select an
assortment sure to please the particular tastes of the bracelet buyers of
his community.

We have in preparation a folder, showing three dozen of the handsomest and best-
selling Armilla patterns, which will be mailed to you upon application.

AMONG the goods that must be carried at all times and which aresalable at all seasons—irrespective of Fashion's whims and caprices—
there are none more staple or more safe to have in stock than

SIMMONS CHAINS and FOBS.

Look over the latest Simmons patterns at the jobbers' if you would
know what are to be the best sellers the coming season.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and Works, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS

9.13 MAIDEN LANE

CO IVA of) SALESROOMS

42 MsnisoN T. (II El-WORTH
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[A Pre-Christian Age of Bronze
Excavations Reveal an Advanced Civilization in Pagan Rome—Works

of Art, Household Utensils and Furniture in Decorated Bronze

Almost anyone will tell you that it is perfectly
that the ancients had anything like the same manner
things to advantage in comparison with us moderns.

Yes, anybody will admit, the ancients did carve
tures, they did build mar-
velous temples, and in be-
tween times fought a great
deal ; but they did not
know what home life was,
they had no lamps to play
cards by, no stoves on
which to cook, no good
hot-water appliances, no
safes with time locks, no
hollow iron bedsteads, no
souvenir spoons, in fact,
no nothing.

Well, did they not!
With every year of exca-
vations and every advance
in finding out what things
mean that have been dis-
covered, it becomes more
and more certain that it
is perfectly ridiculous to
sufifiose anything about the
ancients, for we begin to
know too much. It begins
to appear that they had
nearly everything, and that
besides having things they
also beautified their com-
monest household utensils
in a manner which we defined incomprehensible, but which, as yet, we also
find inimitable. Perhaps the one thing that was in such universal use in
ancient times, which will show best to what extent and with what a wealth
of ornamentation it was used, is bronze.

Bronze, as an article of universal use, is quite unthinkable
to a person of the

in Bronze last two centuries

ridiculous to suppose
of living and enjoying

statues and paint pie-
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and customs of a people, there can be nothing so valuable as the household
utensils, the articles of every-day life ; and it is in these bronzes that one
sees to what an extent of " modern " civilization the ancients attained.

To say that it is a pleasure to find things is quite unnec-
essary, but a real mania comes when one finds things that

Excavator not only have value but that also fulfill the promise of
such endless surprises. In the variety of things found

and in the insight one gets through these finds into the habits and thoughts
of people who lived thousands of years ago, lies the excitement attendant
on new excavations of ancient sites. One must really stand by excavations,
as the writer has done, and watch the eager care that the excavators take in
uncovering and cleaning off bronzes and other finds in tombs, houses and
villa cellars and temple precincts, and see the excitement in the crowds of

people who throng about
where the excavations are
going on. And more, to
hear the exclamations of
surprise and reluctant ad-
mission that people make
as they stream through the
museums and look with
admiration that is almost
incredulity on the dis-
covered objects of a nearly
unknown civilization.

The stories of the find-
ing of nearly all objects of
value are thrilling ; every-
body remembers having
read some of them, none
more interesting, perhaps,
than the finding of things
precious. But, interesting
as is the finding of a Capi-
toline Venus in a wall, or
an army paymaster's chest
full of bronze and silver
coins, or a well full of terra
cotta statuettes, they are
no more interesting than
the finding of that bronze
colossus of Hercules that

stands in the rotunda of the Vatican, in Rome, and at which everybody
laughs because he is so flatheaded, not knowing that lie was found in
between two walls standing on his head, just as he had been thrown in there
hundreds of years before, either to save him or to fill up space. Or what
could be more exciting than to discover one of these many Etruscan tombs

built in the hill side or under ground,
with their walls painted and the roof

Enthusiasm of the

Fig. 1.—Room of small bronzes, National Museum, NapleS
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or more, for the
precious metals—especially silver—
have taken the field as the proper
thing for valuable plate ; porcelain
has come into general favor for house-
hold use, and iron, steel and aluminum
are found as kitchen ware. Up to
within comparatively few years, too,
bronze articles from antiquity have
been scarce, and we are not in the
habit of thinking of bronzes as we are
of marbles and coins, vases and
statuary. It comes as a distinct shock
to find out that the ancient sculptors
.used bronze perhaps more than
marble for their work, and that if
bronze had not been the more valuable
and the more easily converted into
other uses, we should have thousands
of bronze statues and figures to every
one that we have now. And every
year it is more of a revelation to go
into the large galleries and museums
of Europe and see the thousands upon
thousands of bronzes that are being
found and gathered together.

In order to get an idea of the life Fig. 2—Bronze water heater, National Museum, Naples

dug out of the natural rock in such a
way as to show the rafters, the shape
of the house and all ; and then, to cite
as an example, the famous Regulini-
Galassi tomb near Cervetri, not far
from Rome, to find the tomb arranged
just as was its occupant's bed room at
home : a long bronze bed with a
bronze head-rest and bronze springs,
and at the foot of the bed bronze tri-
pods for washbasins, for clothes
hangers, in niches and on the walls
bronze lamps and all the armor of
the buried hero—his bronze shields,
Speirs, etc.

Beautiful Toilet

It is interesting,
again, to stand by

Ware the excavation of a
line of graves and

witness the finding of a big bronze
cista, 1. e., a round chest. Scores of
them were found near Palestrina, one
of the Latin league towns about
twenty-five miles from Rome. These
round cistas are usually beautifully
engraved with mythological scenes,
and in them are often found all the
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A Pre-Christian Age of Bronze
Excavations Reveal an Advanced Civilization in Pagan Rome—Works

of Art, Household Utensils and Furniture in Decorated Bronze

Almost anyone will tell you that it is perfectly ridiculous to suppose
that the ancients had anything like the same manner of living and enjoying
things to advantage in comparison with us moderns.

Yes, anybody will admit, the ancients did carve statues and paint pic-
tures, they did build mar-
velous temples, and in be-
tween times fought a great
deal ; but they did not
know what home life was,
they had no lamps to play
cards by, no stoves on
which to cook, no good
hot-water appliances, no
safes with time locks, no
hollow iron bedsteads, no
souvenir spoons, in fact,
no nothing.

Well, did they not!
With every year of exca-
vations and every advance
in finding out what things
mean that have been dis-
covered, it becomes more
and more certain that it
is perfectly ridiculous to
suppose anything about the
ancients, for we begin to
know too much. It begins
to appear that they had
nearly everything, and that
besides having things they
also beautified their com-
monest household utensils
in a manner which we defined incomprehensible, but which, as yet, we also
find inimitable. Perhaps the one thing that was in such universal use in
ancient times, which will show best to what extent and with what a wealth
of ornamentation it was used, is bronze.

Bronze, as an article of universal use, is quite unthinkable
to a person of the
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precious metals—especially silver—
have taken the field as the proper
thing for valuable plate ; porcelain
has come into general favor for house-
hold use, and iron, steel and aluminum
are found as kitchen ware. Up to
within comparatively few years, too,
bronze articles from antiquity have
been scarce, and we are not in the
habit of thinking of bronzes as we are
of marbles and coins, vases and
statuary. It comes as a distinct shock
to find out that the ancient sculptors
.used bronze perhaps more than
marble for their work, and that if
bronze had not been the more valuable
and the more easily converted into
other uses, we should have thousands
of bronze statues and figures to every
one that we have now. And every
year it is more of a revelation to go
into the large galleries and museums
of Europe and see the thousands upon
thousands of bronzes that are being
found and gathered together.

In order to get an idea of the life
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and customs of a people, there can be nothing so valuable as the household
utensils, the articles of every-day life ; and it is in these bronzes that one
sees to what an extent of " modern " civilization the ancients attained.

To say that it is a pleasure to find things is quite unnec-
essary, but a real mania comes when one finds things that

Excavator not only have value but that also fulfill the promise of
such endless surprises. In the variety of things found

and in the insight one gets through these finds into the habits and thoughts
of people who lived thousands of years ago, lies the excitement attendant
on new excavations of ancient sites. One must really stand by excavations,
as the writer has done, and watch the eager care that the excavators take in
uncovering and cleaning off bronzes and other finds in tombs, houses and
villa cellars and temple precincts, and see the excitement in the crowds of

people who throng about
where the excavations are
going on. And more, to
hear the exclamations of
surprise and reluctant ad-
mission that people make
as they stream through the
museums and look with
admiration that is almost
incredulity on the dis-
covered objects of a nearly
unknown civilization.

The stories of the find-
ing of nearly all objects of
value are thrilling ; every-
body remembers having
read some of them, none
more interesting, perhaps,
than the finding of things
precious. But, interesting
as is the finding of a Capi-
toline Venus in a wall, or
an army paymaster's chest
full of bronze and silver
coins, or a well full of terra
cotta statuettes, they are
no more interesting than
the finding of that bronze
colossus of Hercules that

stands in the rotunda of the Vatican, in Rome, and at which everybody
laughs because he is so flatheaded, not knowing that he was found in
between two walls standing on his head, just as he had been thrown in there
hundreds of years before, either to save him or to fill up space. Or what
could be more exciting than to discover one of these many Etruscan tombs

built in the hill side or under ground,
with their walls painted and the roof
dug out of the natural rock in such a
way as to show the rafters, the shape
of the house and all ; and then, to cite
as an example, the famous Regulini-
Galassi tomb near Cervetri, not far
from Rome, to find the tomb arranged
just as was its occupant's bed room at
home : a long bronze bed with a
bronze head-rest and bronze springs,
and at the foot of the bed bronze tri-
pods for washbasins, for clothes
hangers, in niches and on the walls
bronze lamps and all the armor of
the buried hero—his bronze shields,
spears, etc.
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Fig. 2—Bronze water heater, National Museum, Naples
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them were found near Palestrina, one
of the Latin league towns about
twenty-five miles from Rome. These
round cistas are usually beautifully
engraved with mythological scenes,
and in them are often found all the
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things pertaining to a lady's toilet : bronze mirrors, bronze hairpins and

fibulas, bronze and ivory combs, nail cleaners, earpicks, ivory sticks for

tinting the eyebrows, bronze needles with holes in them for the thread or

flax—plenty of things just as good as the ones that are used to-day.

It is remarkable, indeed, how few additions have been made to toilet

articles for my lady's boudoir in the many centuries that have intervened

between that remote period and the present. Feminine beauty, we pre-

sume, required at all ages the same dainty implements for its more perfect

expression.
Nothing more instructive for an insight into what kind of kitchen utensils

the Etruscan and Roman used could be wanted than that greatest of all

find, so far, of bronze, that at Bologna, Italy, namely, over fourteen thou-

sand pieces of bronze household ware, almost all of them together in a

monstrous big jar or dolium, undoubtedly all belonging to the stock of

some dealer or manufacturer.
But here we are not to say anything about the use of bronze in statues,

of which there are so many thousands all over the Greek and Roman world,

nor of the bronze shields and other implements of warfare, which united

utility with beauty ; but only of the bronzes which are more closely allied to

the every-day life of the ancients.

In order to realize the elegance of the furnishings of an

Museum Treasures Etruscan or Roman house in the matter of bronze, one
should see some of the bronze collections in the museums.

Outside of Italy, Vienna ranks very high in the number and excellence of

bronze household wares. The former Museo Borbonico, now the National

Museum in Naples, has one of the most complete collections of bronzes, for

there are to be seen all the things which have come from the excavations in

Pompeii and Herculaneum. But the most of the ancient bronzes were found

in Etruria, modern Tnscany, and they are for the most part in the museums

in Rome, Florence and Bologna ; although many are still in the smaller

town museums, which local pride demanded when the neighborhood was

particularly rich in antique sites or when the inhabitants were not so short-

sighted and impecunious as to have sold every thing as fast as found.

Owing to the kindness of the photographers, G. Sommer & Son, of Naples,

I am able to reproduce some of the fine bronzes of the Naples Museum.

In Fig. i we show a room in the museum full of bronzes.

Everything, the cups on the wall case, the hundreds of

Antique Bronzes jugs, jars. cups, pitchers, vases, etc., in the case are all
bronze, as are the various objects in the foreground, to

most of which latter we shall return in the course of this article.

First of all, in the kitchen of the Etruscan or Roman of two centuries

before and after Christ we find a whole array of bronzes. The big kitchen

stove, usually not bronze, for it is a solidly-built affair of stone, on top of which

is built the fire, exactly as in most Italian houses to-day ; but the other

smaller stoves throughout the
house were all bronze. We
should, perhaps, call, them a

sort of footwarmer. They are

bronze boxes or basins on
tripods, usually animal legs.

However, on and over the

kitchen stove we find andirons

of bronze, pots and kettles

and basins of all shapes and
sizes—really hundreds of dif-

ferent shapes—each meant for

its own particular meat, vege-

table or broth. Bronze sieves,

strainers, colanders, suited to

fit the round tops of this or

that vessel ; small strainers

with handles carved at the end

to the head of a swan or a

serpent, to make a hook by

which to hang the strainers;

grates of different kinds, a
portable bronze cooking stove

or two, fire tongs, pokers, big

bronze water jars, everything
imaginable for kitchen use.

There are a
Bronze Stoves number of ex-
and
Water Heaters amples of por-

table bronze

stoves and hot-water heaters.

In the Naples Museum is one
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of the latter, about four feet square, made in the shape of a Roman camp.

It is a square box of bronze on four bronze feet. The walls on all four sides

are double and around between them ran the water, as if it were in the

camp wall. The top of the wall all round is crenellated in the Roman camp

style, and at the four corners rise towers. The water was poured in through

a trap door on top of one of the towers, and as it ran round between the

walls was heated by the fire, which was built against the inside wall on the

floor of the fire box. The water, when hot, was drawn off through a faucet.

We reproduce in Fig. 2 one of these hot-water heaters to show its

combined utility and beauty. Here stands a bronze box on four claw

legs, which are cleated to the box through the wings of the surmounting

siren heads. There are handles on all four sides, hanging gracefully like

festoons. In one corner rises a bronze receptacle with a decorated hinge

lid, and a mask or Silenus head with open mouth for a steam escape. The

water was poured into this receptacle, from which it ran into the space be-

tween the walls of the half-circle fire box in the adjoining corner. The fire

was built on the floor of this rounded corner and heated the water as it

stood between the bronze sheets of the wall. When the water was wanted

it was drawn off through the tap on the side, an animal head with a spout

mouth, the hair of the breast serving as the top of the spigot.

On the top of this circular fire box one sees three swans' heads, with

the necks so bent that the bills are flat against their outspread wings.

These three winged feet make a tripod support for a vessel, which could

thus be set over the fire. So here we have a portable stove and water heater

both together.

Curious

Then these wonderful ancients had all manners of bronze

beds. The lower end of one can be seen at the lower

Bronze Beds right-hand corner of Fig. r. The corner posts are of
carefully-worked bronze disks, and the frame itself is

often inlaid with silver. The supports between the upper and lower frames

were of manifold designs, often ending in heads of dragons, lions or horses,

instead of the more conventional spiral. There was also a bronze spring,

for they had real springs and mattresses.

Through the rooms of the house were chairs of bronze, both the fold-

ing stool with graceful deer legs, and the big chair with arms and back.

There were also seats made for two and some for four (the Latin sella,

bisellium and subsellium). These latter seats were used by magistrates who

held equal rights and must sit together as judges in a decision. In Pompeii

there are wall paintings which show these judges, both the two-man and the

four-man power, seated on bronze chairs such as these just described, with

the litigants standing or kneeling before them.
In Fig. I, on the tables in the center, stand two iron and

bronze money chests, and in Fig. 3 we reproduce one of

Money Chests these chests. It is quite easy to distinguish the iron
from the bronze, for the for-
mer is rough and corroded,
but the plates of bronze and
the bronze nails that stud them
on and the bronze decorations
are as solid as ever. These
chests had good—sometimes
quite complicated—locks, hun-
dreds of which, with their keys,
are preserved. The lock of the
chest in our illustration is un-
der the boar's head, which one
finds between two beautiful
female busts. On top of the
lid, to raise it, is a handle with
a leaf pattern on either end,
and below it, on the front, is
a finger catch, made like a
lion's head. On the main plate
ill the front center of the chest
is a head modeled after a
Medusa, with a face meant to
terrify anyone who came to
this money chest with evil in-
tentions. On the other side of

this vine-wreathed terrifying
head are two Cupids of an
astounding beauty and grace.

Numbers of these chests
were found in Pompeii, and
in several of the houses there
these chests yet stand in the

Unique Bronze
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Pig. 3 —A Pompeian bronze money chest, National museum, Naples
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front hall of the houses just where they stood in
79 A. D., when Vesuvius covered them.

The other chest in Fig. i has only one band
of ornaments, six beautifully moulded heads.

What a depth of human interest there is in
these relics of the great catastrophe, the most
dreadful in recorded human history ! And what a
story they reveal of the luxurious life in the city
so suddenly and terribly stricken !

The ancients also had bronze lamps and
candelabra. In Fig. i there can be seen four
candelabra standing up against the wall case, and
to the left of the money chest a dozen more are
standing on the floor. These candelabra are of all
heights from three to eight feet or more, and they
are decorated in every style, solid feet sometimes
of a disk form, at other times a tripod form with
feet of beasts or birds. Sometime the stand is
square, more often round, and usually tapering
toward the top, ending there with a disk on which
stood the bronze lamp, or from which radiated
arms which held lamps. The stands are chased,
or fluted to the appearance of a
miniature column, and around the
stand sometimes twines a vine, or
a serpent. Not as much light ever
as from electricity or gas, but lack
of light may have been partly com-
pensated for by the beauty of the
fixtures, if one may use such a phrase.

Again in bronze
we find all sizes

Innumerable of nails, all kinds
of needles, stil-

uses, i. e., pointed instruments used
for writing on wax tablets, which
were a sort of slate ; dice of bronze,
surgical instruments of every kind,
carpenters' tools, squares, rules, and
compasses, weights, razors, and
strigils, which latter were used for
scraping off the oil and sand after
gymnasium practice.

And in connection with the
bronzes, and their making, there comes another
thing that we do not usually imagine. The
ancients had trade unions too. The general head
union of bronze workers, fabri aerarii, was divided
into branch unions which made only certain kinds
of bronze wares. For example the candelabrarii
made only lamps and candelabra, the lanternarii
made lanterns, the cassidarii made bronze helmets,
and so on.

From the inscriptions that keep coming to
light every day, and the thousands of bronze
articles of every day use that are being discovered,
classified, and explained, and the vast paintings
that show the use of these articles, we get nearer
every day to a certainty of just about how a
Roman or an Etruscan built and furnished his
house, how he looked when he put on his war
gear, where he hung it when he came back from
the wars, what kind of dishes he ate from, where
he washed his hands and face, pretty nearly all his
daily habits in fact.

And this much comes form Etruscan and
Roman bronzes in the mere knowledge of their use.
But also from the beauty and taste with which the
commonest articles were adorned, and the fact
that the ancients must have had a very keen sense
for what was graceful and elevating. We can find
a splendid argument for also combining to as
great a degree as possible, beauty to utility.

It becomes a harder matter to laugh and
scoff at a civilization which could and did make,
use, and enjoy such things as the decorated bronze
of antiquity.

Bronze Things
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Only those who are personally acquainted with
the results of excavation in the buried city of
Pompeii can realize the extraordinarily advanced
civilization which must have existed in that age.
The modern man of wealth prides himself on the
artistic furnshing of his home, but this furnishing
falls far short of that of the Pompeiian period in
skilled workmanship and artistic beauty. It is
fortunate for the cause of modern art that these
excavations have been so successful as to be
placed at the service of the art world of to-day.

Art Jewelry Designing
Never, probably, in the history of craftsman-

ship was so much genius devoted to artistic jewelry
designing as within the past decade. In a series
of articles published in this journal, we have de-
scribed and illustrated from time to time the work
of many of the most famous of the celebrities in
this field. A recent addition to the ranks is a young
architect of Vienna, Hans Ofner by name, who has
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Digging for Tourmalines
Tourmaline is a beautiful mineral known ac-

cording to its color by a variety of names. The
red is rubellite, tho pale blue or bluish black is
indicolite, the Berlin blue is called by jewelers
Brazilian emerald, and so on.

" Tourmaline is found in separate crystals in
the interstices of hard granitic looking rock. As a
consequence men with no means find it occasionally
profitable when they have leisure to dig down
eight or ten feet on the off chance of finding some
not very valuable bits." says C. S, George, deputy
commissioner, Ruby Mine District, Burma, in the
London Tribune. " This system is called Kathe
taik or Katke system, after the idea of the original
ruby diggings at Kathe. The next method is the
ordinary Minion method of sinking a vertical
shaft about four or five feet square. By custom
the owner of the shaft is entitled to extend his
workings underground anywhere to a radius of
five fathoms from the centre of the shaft.

" The vein is formed by a vein
of white hard granite rock, in the
interstices of which the tourmaline
is found, at times adhering loosely
to the rock, at others lying separate
in the loose yellowish earth that is
found with the granite. When a
vein is once found it is followed up
as far as possible, subject to the five
fathom limit alluded to above.
What, however, makes the mining
so exciting and at the same time
keeps the industry fluctuating is that
the tourmaline crystals are only
found intermittently in the vein.
One may get several in the length
of one yard, and then they will un-
accountably cease. Directly one
man strikes a vein yielding crystals
every one who can commences
digging along the line of the vein,
but it is all a toss-up as to whether,

when the vein is reached, there will be tourmaline
therein. Adjoining Twinlons give absolutely dif-
ferent results, and it is calculated that at least two-
thirds of the shafts sunk yield nothing at all, while
only an occasional one is at all rich."
" Of the sixty-two Twinlons at the time of Mr.

George's visit only three were yielding, and of
these only one had traces of the best quality stone.
The veins are fairly deep down, none having ever
been reached at a lesser depth than nine fathoms,
while an ordinary depth is forty or fifty cubits.
When the " vein " takes a downward direction it is
followed as far as possible, but that is rarely over
about sixty cubits, for at that depth the foulness of
the air puts the lamps out.
" All the material (lug out from the inside Twin-

Ion is pulled up to the surface in small buckets, all
worked by enormously long pivoted bamboos
worked with a counterpoise, and the tourmaline is
sorted out of hand, the grantic fragments being
piled in a wall around the mouth of the shaft."

The tourmaline, however, is not the most
important gem product of Burma, the rubies found
in that country being the finest in the world. The
ruby industry is now one of much importance, the
crude methods of the native diggers giving place to
modern machinery imported at the expense of the
enterprising British capitalists. This, however,
has not taken the industry by any means out of the
hands of the natives who still dig for the gems with
much success, disposing of them to visiting gem
merchants. Many of the natives eke out a fair
living hunting for the ruby.

Unique designs in hand-wrought jewelry

been highly successful in art jewelry work and
whose designs are noted for their originality as well
as their beauty of execution. In a recent issue of
the beautiful art magazine; the " International
Studio," a number of illustrations of the work of
this young architect are shown, two of which are
here reproduced. The writer in the magazine
referred to says :

Of late he has been devoting much thought to
the problem of designing modern jewelry, and has
been very successful in this branch of his art.
There is everywhere a right feeling for proportion,
and nowhere does Herr Ofner strive for mere
effect; his artistic judgment is rightly balanced,
and his designs show how carefully he has per-
formed his task. In common with most students
of the modern school, he has also studied the
qualities of the materials he manipulates and the
adaptation of them to the design, Herr Ofner has
also learnt the art of enameling.

The illustration shown on this page represents
a variety of ornaments very felicitous in design.
The necklaces are of silver, enameled in shades
of blue and violet; the broader one is set with
topazes. The enameling is beautifully done, and
is the work of the artist himself, who shows a
real knowledge of this art, and at the same time a
love for it born of intimacy. The bracelet is set
with amethysts, the scarf pins with pearls and
rubies, while the tortoise-shell side combs are
mounted in silver set with chrysolites. These
make a very pleasing harmony of colors, and the
effect of the whole is very graceful.
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A Palatial Jewelry Store

Prominent among the cities of the United
States which have taken on metropolitan airs at
an unusually early period in their history is Los
Angeles, the civic pride of south California, the
mecca of myriad travelers and sojourners from
all parts of the world. The city is noted for its
enterprise in many directions, but takes special
pride in the number and beauty of its jewelry
stores and in its new promise as a jewelry manu-
facturing center where the many beautiful pre-
cious and semi-precious gems of that section may
be cut, polished and mounted.

The latest addition to the jewelry stores of
this city, and in many respects the most remark-
able of all, is that of Brock & Feagans, which
occupies the entire ground floor and basement,
6o X 120 feet, of the new Brock & Feagans Build-

finement on the part of the customer. The wood-
work is all of Santo Domingo mahogany, inlaid
with white holly, and the finish is left as near the
natural color of mahogany as it is practical to
have it, which, it is said, best shows the beautiful
grain of the wood.

One of the features of the store is the art
glass windows at the rear, furnished by The
Tiffany Studios, as well as the Tiffany art
rooms, which are underneath a balcony and have
been furnished throughout with rugs, velours and
tapestries from The Tiffany Studios. These soft,
green effects in the stained glass, as well as the
tapestries, with the rich mahogany ceilings, have
produced a very delightful effect and have caused
much favorable comment.

The cash is handled through the Lamson
pneumatic tube system, which has been found a
great convenience and is operating to the entire

the unique plan and the great beauty of the dec-

oration, This palatial establishment, which rivals

in the magnificence of its appointments the finest

jewelry stores of State Street and Fifth Avenue,

reflects impressively the enterprise of the man-

agement and the confidence with which their

business success has endowed them.

" The American public de-

mands the best, and the trade

that lasts and is permanently

profitable is the trade that is

built in catering to this de-
mand."

Clock-Striking Figures

Public clocks in which the hours are sounded

on a bell by figures of men with hammers in their

hands are not common in the United States.

When one was installed, not many years ago, on a

newspaper building in a public square in New

York, it was evident, from the comments, that

many persons considered it a new idea. Yet this

device is a very old one, originating in France

Artistic
Designs

Rich, Deep
Cutting

111, E. 'No v..
IRA r
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ing and also a one-story shop building at the rear
of the store. The entire premises were designed
and arranged for the special needs of the firm,
and in the remodeling of the building there was
installed a large two-story concrete and steel
fire- and burglar-proof vault with storage room
in the basement and on the ground floor.

The vault on the ground floor has a massive
front of jiggered steel, with a very heavy vault
door with day gate and all modern improvements.
The vault opens directly back of the diamond
counter and is very accessible for reserve stock
of valuable goods,. such as are frequently re-
quired in that department. To the front of the
vault are three private offices for the display and
sale of loose stones. At the rear of the vault is
a very convenient ladies' waiting room, with tele-
phones and retiring room for the convenience of
lady customers. There are also public telephones
on the opposite side of the store for the use of
the general public.

The arrangement of the store is somewhat
different from that found in most cases, one of
the features being the wall cases running-out at
right angles and dividing the rear half of the
store into booths, which, however, have entrances
at both front and sides, so that they easily lead
from one to the other without any feeling of con-

Interior view of new store of Brock & Feagans, Los Angeles, Cal.

satisfaction of the firm. Their own automatic
telephone system connects the various depart-
ments. Individual motors are used throughout
the shops.

The window arrangement there is a departure
from the usual custom, there being an enclosure
large enough for a passageway back of the win-
dow base to allow easy access for the trimming
of the windows as well as getting stock from the
windows when required through the day.

The offices are on the balcony across the rear
of the store, which gives an excellent view of
the store and also ample room for cashier's desk,
bookkeeper and stenographers, as well as for the
mail order department.

The fixtures all through the store stand out
in rich and artistic exclusiveness. The woodwork
is unusually beautiful and the panels of mahog-
any have been selected and arranged with the
greatest care and good taste.

The stock covers the usual range carried by
the best jewelers and includes, in addition to the
regular goods, departments of fine stationery, fine
leather goods, Tiffany lamps and bronzes, Tiffany
favrile glass, Rookwood and Teco potteries.

In the accompanying illustration is shown an
interior view of the store, the necessarily small
size of which conveys but an imperfect idea of

over five centuries ago, and such clocks now exist
in all the countries of the world. In France
such mechanical figures are called "jaquemarts,"
and the origin of this name, together with the his-
tory and significance of some of the oldest figures,
is discussed by L. Reverchon in Cosmos (Paris).
Says this writer :

"What is a jaquemart? Littre tells us that it
is a metal, figure representing an armed man with
a hammer in his hand, placed on clocks to strike
the hours. . . . The word seems to be a cor-
ruption of the German or Flemish 'Jackman'—a
man armed with a 'jack.' It has also been re-
garded as a corruption of the name of a supposed
inventor, Jacques Marc, but proof of this is laek-
ing. . . . Gabriel Peignot, a learned resident
of Dijon, thinks that the name is simply that of
a certain Jaquemart of Lille, who is said to have
made the ,wo figures on the Dijon clock, the
oldest ones known."

To these explanations, Mr. Reverchon adds
one of his own, namely, that the name is short
for Jacques au marteau, or Jacques of the ham-
mer, "Jacques" being a well-known name for the
French peasant. Besides the jaquemarts of Dijon,
there are many ancient ones in France, notably
those at Avignon, which have been changed sev-
eral times in the course of centuries.

The
Glass
That
Sells

Beautiful and
Brilliant

Mr. W. F. UPHAM
in

New York Salesroom : 66 Murray Street
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The phenomenal growth of

H. C. Fry Glass Co. is the
VERY BEST testimonial to

the quality and value of FRY

CUT GLASS.

Place
Your
Order
Now

Uniformity in

Metal, and

Finish

Unsurpassed
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New Designs

and Shapes

for 1908

Mr. F. B. TINKER
in

Chicago Salesroom : Heyworth Building
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he Vogue of
was created and fostered by the originality, beauty and variety of our line.
The salability and profit on these goods entitle them to a prominent
place among the jeweler's staple lines.

A JEWEL CASE
Length of Box, 10,14 Inches

FEZ RAffNA

RING BOX

OUR JEWEL CASES, CLOCKS, CANDEL-
ABRAS, CANDLESTICKS, INKS, TRAYS,
PAPER WEIGHTS, SMOKING SETS, Etc.,
are finished in all the up-to-date colors, and are
the most artistic and beautiful.

We make the only real French Bronze finish

In addition to our regular lines we make souvenir goods and special
designs to order. Write us if you need something in this line.
Write for our new catalogue and also a sample order. Free electros
for advertising.

1f1 ff
Factory and Main Office, Danbuiry, Conn.

New York Office, 621 Broadway
F. J. FOSTER, Manager

00

Chicago Office, 103 State Street
E. A. DORRANCE, Manager

Iroallon
Rich Superior Electroliers

Cut Glass Silver-Plated Gas Portables
Ware Ware Hand-Decorated Shades

Photograph Books! Showing our New
Spring Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

Represented by
ANDERSON & LEWIS,

568 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
EDWARD E. HAMBLIN,

32 Park Place, New York.

tewtor Cut &Cass 7
There's U. S. ($) stands for dollars: there's D. DzfStands for brains;

There's P. S. stands for the afterthought; but 'C e stands for gains.

Our illustration this month shows a new and original idea in
Flower Holders. As is well known, a cut glass piece filled with water
is less attractive than when empty ; this flower urn has a font for water
that fits into the flower urn proper, and which can be readily removed
and cleaned, with the added advantage of leaving the large bowl free
from water.

Our " Colonial Edge" idea made the trade "sit up and take
notice " of our then small concern ; our up-to-date ideas and original
designs have ever since kept the eyes of the trade upon us. If you
want the eyes of customers upon you, tone up your stock with some
cut glass that is noted for its genuineness, originality and brilliancy,
i.e., have the trade-mark engraved on each piece.

TAYLOR BROS. & CO., INC.
Mestwiero of the Colonial ilLOge

Third and Cambridge Sts., Philadelphia

38 Murray Street, New York City
717 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Circle
Horse

BAROQUE
PEARL

BROOCHES

Crescent
Shoe Harvest Moon

The only complete line of these
goods in the market mounted with
American Baroque Pearls. All sizes.

Crossman Company
3 Maiden Lane, New York
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"Souvenir Spoons
for the

College Trade"

Every jeweler who caters for

this class of trade should carry

these spoons in

stock, as they

have proven

ready sellers.

Drop us a postal

asking for samples and

prices. We guarantee

that you will be fully

satisfied.

Our line of

College Jewelry,

Souvenirs,

Badges, etc.

is extensive. If you

have inquiries, let us

know your wants.

The Kinney Co.
Main Office and Factory, 14 Blount Street

Providence, R. I.
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Perhaps your china
business is not what you
think it should be.

WHY IS THIS?

Lovers of fine china are
better judges than they
were several years ago.

They want china that
has individuality—dainty,
exclusive designs.

Stouffer's
Hand-Painted

China
is universally acknowledged
superior to any on the
market. It has Style,
Elegance, Originality.

Illustrations showi ng
200 pieces will be mailed
upon request.

Complete sample line
always on display at our '
Studios.

 liossmor

t7le J.H.STOUFFER_CO.
INCORPORATED 1902

3000 LAKE PARK „AVENUE

CH I CAG 0
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Beautiful American China

An exhibit of beautiful chinaware which
attracted much a d rn i r i ii g atten-
tion was on display in the store
of Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.,
Philadelphia, last month. Special
interest was lent to it by the fact
that ware of this character was al-
ways regarded as a foreign product,
its production giving world-wide
fame to certain European industrial
centers. The story of this beautiful
American china is entertainingly told
by Leigh Mitchell Hodges, in the
Philadelphia North American, to
which journal we are also indebted
for the accompanying illustrations.

This is a little
A Trenton, N. J., story of bones,
Industry beauty and a man

by the name of
Lenox, over in Trenton, N. J., out of
which trinity has evolved an artistic
unity in the line of china.

It is also the story of another American tri-
umph in the matter of making choice things for
which we had long to draw upon lands across the
sea. For until day before yesterday, so to speak,
you had to pigeon-hole your patriotism when it
came to really fine porcelain and eat off plates
made in Limoges, France, or Coalport, England,
while you washed down the solids with liquids
drunk from a cup moulded in Belleek, Ireland.

But now, thanks to this man Lenox, who has
built up a big pottery in our neighboring city, you
can say " pooh-pooh " to imported porcelains and
still equip your tables with the highest expression
of art and beauty in china.

The Exquisite 
If you had any doubts you
could have dispelled them by
a visit to Bailey, Banks &
Biddle's and look at the sev-

eral thousand pieces of Lenox china there on
exhibition.

And when you have exhausted your vocabu-
lary of adulation—for that's about
what you'll do—ask 'em to show
you their imported china. Then
stiffen your spine and look just as
haughty as you know how and
whistle or hum " Yankee Doodle"
on your way out!

If you know or care anything
about beautiful china, that's what
you'll feel like doing. Which
brings us to the bones!

Now, like as not you never
knew that the chief distinction of
the finest white china—except Bel-
leek, which isn't white—is calcined
bone. I don't know just what

' brand of bone is best for this pur-
pose, but maybe there's part of the
framework of some friendly St.
Bernard in that Dresden tea set of
yours, or that lovely pin-tray on
your bureau.

Anyway it was this bony-part
that made and kept England the
Napoleon of perfect porcelain for
years and years. Somehow we
couldn't turn the trick. We made china all right,
but it wasn't all right when placed alongside the
°reign product. Which brings us to W. S. Lenox.
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fine and fair as any in the world. So he went to
work with the bones.

Sadly, it cannot be said he has seen his hopes
realized, for his zeal led him to overwork, which

sapped his gtrength and affected his
vision. But he is still the active head
of his house, and if he cannot behold
the exquisite product of his kilns, he
can hear what the world is saying of
it, and that should be enough to
satisfy any man however proud of
his achievements.

For the world says it is a real tri-
umph. The critical world can hardly
believe its eyes. With clay from
Florida and bones from nowhere in
particular, and with the aid of anti-
zans and artists from Missouri, Massa-
chusetts and Germany, he is turning
out a bewildering multitude of choice
pieces, which range from a porcelain
penholder to plates that fetch Poo
apiece, and which are just a shade
superior to what was best before he
came along.

Not only has he succeeded in per-
fecting the process, but he has evolved what might
be termed a new dispensation in the forms of
such things as are made in his pottery.

He has studied handles and
Beauty of Design spouts until their every curve

spells symmetry. • He has put
forth such loveliness of design and decoration as
marks an epoch in the hardening and glazing of
clay. And he has done all this in spite of the
fact that " they" said it couldn't be done in this
country

Always discard what " they " say!
The marvel of this comprehensive exhibit of

Lenox china is not alone its beauty in form, color
and glaze, but its size. There are thousands of
pieces in hundreds of shapes and decorations.
And each one was born from the clay and dressed
in its present charm in Trenton.

Of chief interest is a set of thirty-two dinner
plates owned by Charles G. Roebling, of that city,
for which he paid more than $3000. Each plate

is decorated with certain species of
orchid blooms, and the flowers
from which the studies were drawn
and colored came from the green-
houses of Mr. Roebling, who has
one of the finest collections of
these rare plants in the world.

And when the plates were all
finished they were set in a row and
the head gardener was asked to
look at them. He walked along
and named each variety of orchid
from the plate, which tickled him
greatly. When he came to the
end of the line, he said: " Well,
I swan, if it doesn't look as if you
could pluck 'em right off, they're
that lifelike ! "

And those who had the pleas-
ure of seeing the beautiful display
of this ware shown in the store of
Bailey, Banks & I3iddle Co. last
month can well understand the
gardener's admiration and sur-
prise ; for even those accustomed
to view things beautiful in this line

were most enthusiastic in their praise of the exqui-
site work, and the greatest connoiseurs were the
most eulogistic.

Exhibit

A Lenox plate painted by Guyer

The Inventor Some twenty years ago Mr.
Lenox was art director of the

Ceramic Art Company, in Trenton. The aim of
this company was to make porcelain things that
" might be treasured not only for their beauty and
present worth, but for their prospective value to
posterity as legitimate works of art."

Like most artists, he didn't know enough about
money to care for it, but as time went on he became
imbued with a great ambition. This was to have
his name go down on the back of plates and the
bottoms of cups as the maker of a porcelain just as

A Cupid plate of Lenox ware
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1Blowmag AL COHOL GAS STOVE CHAFING DISH

Hot Meals Without Hot Kitchens
Sufficiently powerful to prepare as complete a dinner on the dining table as on the kitchengas range. An invaluable adjunct to the sick room, a home convenience at all times.
The possibilities of chafing-dish cookery have been doubled by the Manning-Bowman

Alcohol Gas Stove. It has three times the beating power of the regular chafing-dish lamp, yet
regulates to a simmering flame at a touch.

Makes Its Own Gas

Absolutely Non-Explosive
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No. 73. Alcohol Stove

No. 307,76 Outfit, 10 Pieces, Nickel-plated

Any Cooking Uten.sil Can be L.J.sed with Tlii tove

CHAFING DISHES "METEOR" Copper and Pewter Prize
(With Patent "Ivory" Enameled Food Pans) Ciculating Coffee Percolators Trophies, Mugs, etc.

TEA AND COFFEE POTS, HOTEL WARE, ETC., ETC.

MANNING, BOWMAN & CO., Meriden, Conn..
NEW YORK CHKAGO SAN FRANCISCO

CATALOGUE 531{ SENT ON REQUEST

14tter tsgraving ao an tt•t
A new era in letter engraving began with the publication of the now world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS' TEXT-BOOK
This work has elevated engraving to the level of art and has assured permanence to the monogram fad. It hastapped a gold mine for the engraver and has materially advanced his prestige and salary.No jewelry house of standing and no engraver can afford to he without this book. The reason you have not gotit is because you don't know it and can't appreciate its value. To see it is to buy it. The second and revised editionis now ready.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $6.00 (al 5s)
Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

The Smallest Watch Case Made

Trade-Mark

0122ka

V
in back

Fitting 10 x 0 Size (Lady Elgin) Movement
Fitting 10 Ligne Waltham Movement

q Hunting and Open-Face, Bascine, Plain Polish, Satin Finish and
Roman, with French Bows.

q Open-Face Art Nouveau decorations, with and without diamonds.
Fancy Art Nouveau Bows.

q Open-Face in EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL DESIGNS, a large variety
of patterns with enameled and relief work, with and without
diamonds and other precious stones.
These SPECIAL NOVELTIES are NOT DUPLICATED.

Cr Hunting and Open-Face Cases made only in good, substantial
weights.

q Open-Face Cases made only with inside caps, jointed backs and
bezels.

q Open-Face Cases all have swivel pendants.
q All these cases are Made, Engraved and Decorated by Special Gold

Case Artisans.

q These are all Cased by the MOVEMENT MAKERS—
THE ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY AND

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY
with extreme care in order to assure perfect adjustment, and sold

to you by your jobber only as complete watches.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583%THOUSANDTHS FINE

Note this Guarantee

oe jujita

In cap

I,00lz for

This Tag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
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WE have noted quite an increased demand for ELK JEWELRY, which is customaryabout this time, and throughout the Spring. Emblem goods are among thebest "Sellers" the jeweler has, and particularly so with the Benevolent ProtectiveOrder of Elks' goods. Our assortment is larger than ever, many new patterns havingbeen added, and you are welcome to selection package on request. We have a largenumber of extra fine charms suitable for PAST EXALTED RULERS and for presen-tation purposes generally.
An assortment of Elk emblems will help you to make sales, not only in Fraternaljewelry but other articles, as all " Elks " are liberal buyers and good spenders. Write usany time about Elk jewelry. We are headquarters.

The " ROSE"
is a symbol of

our trade-mark
quality and excellence 71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Your Watch Stock for Spring Trade
now needs attention. Keep in mind our reputation and record for the best
the market affords in the watch line. Complete new stocks in all the standard

makes, grades and sizes—in movements and
cases. Selections to suit at right prices.

Hurl burt's
For Watches

The new case designs are the feature of the season. Our stocks comprise
the latest and handsomest from the leading factories—such prettiness as will
be a big factor in making spring sales.

H. 0. HURLBURT SONS, 14 South Tenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club
Banquet

Keeping step with its younger sister, the 24-
Karat Club of New York, the 13th annual dinner
of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, held on the
evening of Washington's Birthday, as usual, was
not only as successful as the dinner of a year ago,
but the attendance was the largest in the history
of the club, as stated by the handsome and popu-
lar toastmaster, Col. J. Warner Hutchins. Of
course, the dinner was given at the Bellevue-
Stratford Hotel, where the dinner service and
surroundings are incomparable, this fact being ad-
mitted even by the New Yorkers present, and all
the world knows how hard it is for the average
New Yorker to admit the superior excellence of
anything outside the limits of Manhattan. Right
here it might be noted that perhaps it was unkind
of one of the speakers to refer to the horse cars
as still in use in the metropolis.

Following the custom of a number of years,
the speakers were largely made up of congressmen,
but the speeches were hardly up to the standard
of some former dinners, and some of the mem-
bers thought it was time to switch off from Wash-
ington speakers. The lion of the evening was ex-
Mayor Warwick, who made his first public ap-
pearance in three years. His touching reference
to the many kindnesses that the members of the
Jewelers' Club had shown him in the past, and
especially during his illness, caused bubbling that
did not come from the "fire water" on the table.
Following the ex-Mayor, the Rev. David Steele
made the best and most suitable address of the
evening, filled with dry wit and humor.

The menu was part of an 8o-
History of page brochure, giving a corn-
the Club plete history of the club since

its organization, in 1893, and a
sketch of the officers and boards of governors
that have guided the club since its formation, and
brought it up to its present unique and success-
ful position.

The club now has a membership of 300, with
assets amounting to $11,000 in bonds and club
property, with an indebtedness of only $500, and
is the only jewelers' club in the United States
having permanent quarters, with all the advan-
tages of a clubhouse. The brochure contained
illustrations of the clubrooms and also a list of
the distinguished gentlemen who have been enter-
tained at past banquets, and a full list of the club
membership. These brochures were gotten up in
a very handsome manner and designed to be the
souvenirs of the occasion. In addition, the guests
were provided with a little song booklet, contain-
ing a number of popular songs that were sung
during the course of the dinner.

At 9.30, President Hutchins, acting as toast-
master, arose and expressed his gratification at the

'very large attendance, which was greater than a
Year ago, and especially in view of the financial
stress of the past few months, which naturally
would tend to a decrease in the attendance. "If
we have not made as much money, we can still
enjoy our whole-souled hospitality. We pride our-
selves in the fact that this gathering is the most
distinctive gathering of jewelers held in this coun-
try. (From a New Yorker : "How about the
24-Karat Club?") Oh, that organization is a child
of this club. We are celebrating our 15th anni-
versary and our 13th annual dinner, and I would
say that the 13th is the best we have ever given,
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and this has been made possible by the loyal sup-
port given the officers by the whole membership
and especially by the able work of the dinner com-
mittee. I wish to take this opportunity, the first
that I have had, to thank the full membership for
the honor that they have conferred upon me, and
wish to say that the present standing of the club
has been due, not to any single executive, but to
the splendid work of the various boards of gov-
ernors, as well as the untiring efforts of the house
committees. We have lost three members by death
during the year, and seventeen resignations. These
latter are men who have moved into other sections
of the country. The membership at present stands
exactly as it did a year ago, 300."

Col Hutchins then extended a cordial invita-
tion to all to visit the clubroom, not only after the
banquet, but on the morrow, and then requested
all to stand and drink a toast to President Roose-

President .7. Warner Hutchins

velt. The President's name was loudly cheered
at this and a number of occasions during the
evening, when he was referred to by the various
speakers, and left no doubt as to his popularity
among the members of the fraternity.

In presenting ex-Mayor War-
The Touch wick, the toastmaster remarked
of Sympathy that the club had never given a

dinner without the attendance of
the mayor of the city, and they were especially
gratified at having with them this evening not
only Mayor Reyburn, but their old friend, ex-
Mayor Warwick, who was just recovering from
a very severe illness, Mr. Warwick, still thin and
pale, spoke with a great deal of emotion, and at
times it seemed as if he might be unable to pro-
ceed. The short address was perhaps the most
affecting ever delivered at any of the club din-
ners. He said : "I am home again from a distant
shore, and it fills my heart with joy to meet my
old friends once more. I am here simply as an
onlooker. During my illness there came contin-
ually to my bedside flowers and other tokens of
your regard, and I want to tell you that they have
g'ven me renewed hope, and I prayed to God that
I might be allowed to meet you again, and now I
thank God that He has answered my prayer. I
drank a cocktail here to-night for the first time in
three years. Talk about your long time between
drinks! The camel isn't in it with that record.
(Laughter.) It has been your kindness that has
given me new life, new strength, new hope, and
here I am most happy to be with you again. I
thank you all."

When the ex-Mayor sat down and later left,
supported by crutches, he was given heartk,
cheers that were full of feeling and sincerity.

Mayor Reyburn was the next speaker, and

after alluding to the pleasure he had in greeting

his old boyhood friend, Charlie Warwick, again,
and the pleasure he knew that it gave all the mem-
bers of the club to greet their old friend again,

he proceeded to welcome the guests and extend

to them the freedom and hospitality of the city.
He referred to the appropriateness of holding
their dinners on the anniversary of Washington's
Birthday, and especially in a city filled with so
many places of historic interest connected with
Washington's official career. He assured the mem-
bers that they would be well cared for in case
they got into any trouble, as the police had re-
ceived instructions to that effect. In a serious
vein he proceeded to refer to the recent outburst
of the anarchists, and how this had been vigor-
ously suppressed, and expressed the determina-
tion to deal vigorously with any future outbreaks
that might occur, as there was no place for such
sentiments in this ideal American city.

The toastmaster then read a letter of regret
from Harry C. Larter, the popular president of
the 24-Karat Club of New York, who was unable
to attend on account of illness. This was gener-
ally regretted, as Mr. Larter is as popular with the
membership of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club,
of which he is a member, as he is with the New
York Club. The next speaker was Hon. Joseph
E. Ransdell, of Louisiana, president of the Rivers
and Harbors Commission, whose address was
confined to the subject of the waterways of the
country, in which he is greatly interested. He
declares that George Washington was one of the
early advocates of the advantages of improving
the waterways of the country, and quoted from
letters of Washington on this subject to Governor
Harrison, of Virginia, and declared that his policy
along this line stamped Washington as the father
of our internal improvements, especially our wa-
terways, as well as of our country.

The Hon. John Barrett, director
Possibilities of of the International Bureau of
Export Trade American Republics, was the

next speaker, and told about the
great possibilities in the export trade for Ameri-
can manufactures, and especially of the South
American republics, which have not been culti-
vated by our manufacturers as they should, nor
the same interest taken in them that has been
given to trade with Europe and the orient. He
referred to Rio Janeiro, the beautiful capital of
Brazil, with a population of 900,000, now expend-
ing over $25,000,000 in providing itself with a
system of concrete docks and wharfs; Buenos
Aires, the great capital of Argentine, with a popu-
lation of 1,200,000, that has expended over $o,-
000,000 on its harbor ; Valparaiso, the chief port
of Chili, that has also spent millions on its harbor.

The Rev. David Steele was the next speaker,
and kept the crowd in a roar with his dry humor.
"In this crowd of millionaires I am but a poor
parson. You have heard the expression, 'Watch
and pray.' You make the watches, so you know
what is left for me to do. A few days ago I re-
ceived a request from a woman for an extract for
a sermon, and at the same time a bill from my
dentist for $7. I kept the answers a few days and
then got the replies mixed. What do you suppose
were the feelings of the dentist on receiving an
extract of a sermon as payment of his bill, or the
woman in receiving the dentist's bill in lieu of the
extract from the sermon. When your toastmaster
( '4 me I had to come to-night and make a speech

1, id it would not hurt much. This is what the
(Continued on page 407)



WE have noted quite an increased demand for ELK JEWELRY, which is customary
about this time, and throughout the Spring. Emblem goods are among the
best "Sellers" the jeweler has, and particularly so with the Benevolent Protective

Order of Elks' goods. Our assortment is larger than ever, many new patterns having
been added, and you are welcome to selection package on request. We have a large
number of extra fine charms suitable for PAST EXALTED RULERS and for presen-
tation purposes generally.

An assortment of Elk emblems will heir) you to make sales. not only in Fraternal
jewelry but other articles, as all " Elks " are liberal buyers and good spenders. Write us
any time about Elk jewelry. We are headquarters.

our trade-mark
quality and excellence

now needs attention. Keep in mind our reputation and record for the best
the market affords in the watch line. Complete new stocks in all the standard

makes, grades and sizes—in movements and
cases. Selections to suit at right prices.

The new case designs are the feature of the season. Our stocks comprise
the latest and handsomest from the leading factories—such prettiness as will
be a big factor in making spring sales.

11. 0. HURLBURT SONS, 14 South Tenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club
Banquet

Keeping step with its younger sister, the 24-

Karat Club of New York, the 13th annual dinner

of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, held on the

evening of Washington's Birthday, as usual, was

not only as successful as the dinner of a year ago,

but the attendance was the largest in the history

of the club, as stated by the handsome and popu-

lar toastmaster, Col. J. Warner Hutchins. Of

course, the dinner was given at the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel, where the dinner service and

surroundings are incomparable, this fact being ad-

mitted even by the New Yorkers present, and all

the world knows how hard it is for the average

New Yorker to admit the superior excellence of

anything outside the limits of Manhattan. Right

here it might be noted that perhaps it was unkind

of one of the speakers to refer to the horse cars

as still in use in the metropolis.
Following the custom of a number of years,

the speakers were largely made up of congressmen,

but the speeches were hardly up to the standard

of some former dinners, and some of the mem-

bers thought it was time to switch off from Wash-

ington speakers. The lion of the evening was ex-

Mayor Warwick, who made his first public ap-

pearance in three years. His touching reference

to the many kindnesses that the members of the

Jewelers' Club had shown him in the past, and

especially during his illness, caused bubbling that

did not come from the "fire water" on the table.

Following the ex-Mayor, the Rev. David Steele

made the best and most suitable address of the

evening, filled with dry wit and humor.

The menu was part of an 8o-

Hi8tory of brochure, giving a corn-

the Club history of the club since

its organization, in 1893, and a

sketch of the officers and boards of governors

that have guided the club since its formation, and

brought it up to its present unique and success-

ful position.
The club now has a membership of 300, with

assets amounting to $11,000 in bonds and club

property, with an indebtedness of only $500, and

is the only jewelers' club in the United States

having permanent quarters, with all the advan-

tages of a clubhouse. The brochure contained

illustrations of the clubrooms and also a list of
the distinguished gentlemen who have been enter-

tained at past banquets, and a full list of the club

membership. These brochures were gotten up in

a very handsome manner and designed to be the

souvenirs of the occasion. In addition, the guests

were provided with a little song booklet, contain-

ing a number of popular songs that were sung

during the course of the dinner.
At 9.30, President Hutchins, acting as toast-

master, arose and expressed his gratification at the

very large attendance, which was greater than a

year ago, and especially in view of the financial

stress of the past few months, which naturally

would tend to a decrease in the attendance. "If
we have not made as much money, we can still

enjoy our whole-souled hospitality. We pride our-

selves in the fact that this gathering is the most

distinctive gathering of jewelers held in this coun-
try. (From a New Yorker : "How about the

24-Karat Club?") Oh, that organization is a child

of this club. We are celebrating our isth anni-

versary and our 13th annual dinner, and I would
say that the 13th is the best we have ever given,

and this has been made possible by the loyal sup-

port given the officers by the whole membership

and especially by the able work of the dinner com-

mittee. I wish to take this opportunity, the first

that I have had, to thank the full membership for

the honor that they have conferred upon me, and

wish to say that the present standing of the club

has been due, not to any single executive, but to

the splendid work of the various boards of gov-

ernors, as well as the untiring efforts of the house

committees. We have lost three members by death

during the year, and seventeen resignations. These

latter are men who have moved into other sections

of the country. The membership at present stands

exactly as it did a year ago, 300."

Col Hutchins then extended a cordial invita-

tion to all to visit the clubroom, not only after the

banquet, but on the morrow, and then requested

all to stand and drink a toast to President Roose-

President J. Warner Hutchins

velt. The President's name was loudly cheered

at this and a number of occasions during the

evening, when he was referred to by the various

speakers, and left no doubt as to his popularity

among the members of the fraternity.

In presenting ex-Mayor War-

The Touch the toastmaster remarked

of Sympathy that the club had never given a
dinner without the attendance of

the mayor of the city, and they were especially

gratified at having with them this evening not

only Mayor Reyburn, but their old friend, ex-

Mayor Warwick, who was just recovering from

a very severe illness. Mr. Warwick, still thin and

pale, spoke with a great deal of emotion, and at

times it seemed as if he might be unable to pro-

ceed. The short address was perhaps the most

affecting ever delivered at any of the club din-

ners. He said: "I am home again from a distant

shore, and it fills my heart with joy to meet my

old friends once more. I am here simply as an

onlooker. During my illness there came contin-

ually to my bedside flowers and other tokens of

your regard, and I want to tell you that they have

g'ven me renewed hope, and I prayed to God that

I might be allowed to meet you again, and now I

thank God that He has answered my prayer. I

drank a cocktail here to-night for the first time in

three years. Talk about your long time between

drinks! The camel isn't in it with that record.

(Laughter.) It has been your kindness that has

given me new life, new strength, new hope, and

here I am most happy to be with you again. I

thank you all."
When the ex-Mayor sat down and later left,

supported by crutches, he was given hearty

cheers that were full of feeling and sincerity.

Mayor Reyburn was the next speaker, and

after alluding to the pleasure he had in greeting

his old boyhood friend, Charlie Warwick, again,

and the pleasure he knew that it gave all the mem-

bers of the club to greet their old friend again,

he proceeded to welcome the guests and extend

to them the freedom and hospitality of the city.

He referred to the appropriateness of holding

their dinners on the anniversary of Washington's

Birthday, and especially in a city filled with so

many places of historic interest connected with

Washington's official career. He assured the mem-

bers that they would be well cared for in case

they got into any trouble, as the police had re-

ceived instructions to that effect. In a serious

vein he proceeded to refer to the recent outburst

of the anarchists, and how this had been vigor-

ously suppressed, and expressed the determina-

tion to deal vigorously with any future outbreaks

that might occur, as there was no place for such

sentiments in this ideal American city.

The toastmaster then read a letter of regret

from Harry C. Larter, the popular president of

the 24-Karat Club of New York, who was unable

to attend on account of illness. This was gener-

ally regretted, as Mr. Larter is as popular with the

membership of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club,

of which he is a member, as he is with the New

York Club. The next speaker was Hon. Joseph

E. Ransdell, of Louisiana, president of the Rivers

and Harbors Commission, whose address was

confined to the subject of the waterways of the

country, in which he is greatly interested. He

declares that George Washington was one of the

early advocates of the advantages of improving

the waterways of the country, and quoted from

letters of Washington on this subject to Governor

Harrison, of Virginia, and declared that his policy

along this line stamped Washington as the father

of our internal improvements, especially our wa-

terways, as well as of our country.

The Hon. John Barrett, director

Possibilities of of the International Bureau of

Export Trade American Republics, was the

next speaker, and told about the

great possibilities in the export trade for Ameri-

can manufactures, and especially of the South

American republics, which have not been culti-

vated by our manufacturers as they should, nor

the same interest taken in them that has been

given to trade with Europe and the orient. He

referred to Rio Janeiro, the beautiful capital of

Brazil, with a population of 000,000, now expend-

ing over $25,000,000 in providing itself with a

system of concrete docks and wharfs; Buenos

Aires, the great capital of Argentine, with a popu-

lation of 1,200,000, that has expended over $50,-

000,000 on its harbor ; Valparaiso, the chief port

of Chili, that has also spent millions on its harbor.

The Rev. David Steele was the next speaker,

and kept the crowd in a roar with his dry humor.

"In this crowd of millionaires I am but a poor

parson. You have heard the expression, 'Watch

and pray.' You make the watches, so you know

what is left for me to do. A few days ago I re-

ceived a request from a woman for an extract for

a sermon, and at the same time a bill from my

dentist for $7. I kept the answers a few days and

then got the replies mixed. What do you suppose

were the feelings of the dentist on receiving an

extract of a sermon as payment of his bill, or the

woman in receiving the dentist's bill in lieu of the

extract from the sermon. When your toastmaster

told me I had to come to-night and make a speech

he said it would not hurt much. This is what the

(Continued on page 407)



394 SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS

2 Maiden Lane

Perfect in shape and finish, our Seamless
Gold Rings can always, be depended upon
to please the user.

There are differences in plain rings, just
as there are differences in everything else.
It doesn't pay to handle second-rate stock,
when you can get our rings at reasonable
prices, and know what you are getting.

Send for Ring Quitfilog

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., Ring Makers New York, N.Y.

ENGINE-TURNED

BUCKLES AND BELT PINS

4 STYLES. $9.00 DOZ.

SILVER, GILT, OXIDIZED

OR GUN METAL FINISHES

QUALITY GUARANTEED

(OTHER STYLES UP TO $18.00 DOZ.)

ARTISTIC
BUT

INEXPENSIVE
PRODUCTS OF

THE "APOLLO STUDIOS"
WILL INCREASE

YOUR SPRING SALES

No. 471. ELECTROLIER
(PATENT APPLIED POR)

HEIGHT, 20N. 2 LIGHTS

COPPER BOUND. LEADED GLASS

SHADE, 17" DIAM.-

PRICE, $16.00

BERNARD RICE'S SONS
PROPRIETORS

WORKS AND 4-6 MARION ST.

STUDIOS 1 205-207 LAFAYETTE ST. 542 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

New York Letter

An epoch in the history of the
An Epoch in city was marked last month by
Transportation the official opening of the Hud-

son and Manhattan Railroad
over that part of its system running between loth
street and Sixth avenue, Manhattan, and Ho-
boken, N. J. In his letter to the president of the
company on the occasion of the formal opening,
President Roosevelt said : "The tunneling of the
Hudson river is indeed a notable achievement—
one of those achievements of which all Ameri-
cans are, as they should be, justly proud. The
tunnel itself and the great buildings constructed
in connection therewith represent the work of
extraordinary magnitude, represent extraordinary
difficulties successfully overcome, while the diffi-
culty and magnitude are even surpassed by the
usefulness of the achievement. The whole system
is practically below tidal water, and this makes it
the greatest subaqueous tunnel in the world. It

is a bigger undertaking than any Alpine tunnel
which has yet been constructed, and the success-
ful completion represents moving New Jersey
bodily three miles nearer to New York in point of
time, and immensely increases the ease of access
from one State to the other." This is the begin-
ning of a tunnel service which will be the most
remarkable in the world. Commenting on these
vast improvements, The Sun said: When elec-
tricity takes the place of steam on all railroads
to be reached by these tunnels a territory which
formerly was remote from the business district
of New York in point of traveling time will be
brought into close touch with it, and suburban col-
onies will spring up where cabbage patches and
scrub woodland appear to-day. New York will
therefore grow rapidly eastward as well as north-
ward, and there will be no difficulty about making
Greater New York greater if the Legislature gives
its sanction. The North river tunnels, one com-
pleted and two in course of construction, and per-
haps others planned, will some day, and that not
far distant, draw an ever-increasing number of
city workers from the hive of New York west-
ward and southward, until from the river front
to New Brunswick and Plainfield on the south
and to Patterson on the west, suburban New Jer-
sey will appear to an observer from a car window
as one great city, swelling by perhaps 2,000,000
the population which the metropolis may claim by
contiguity, but not territorially."

The now famous Leeds pearl
Pearl Necklace necklace case was again in the
Case courts last month. In the action,

Bernard Citroen, the French
jeweler who sold the pearls to Mrs. Leeds, seeks
to recover from the government $i Tomo, the

greater part of the duties which he was compelled

to pay. Mrs. Leeds said that she made the bar-

gain for the pearls in Citroen's store in Paris, and

agreed to pay $340,000. As part of the purchase

price she turned over to Citroen a pearl necklace
which she had bought from Tiffany & Co. sonic
time before and for which $52,000 was allowed,

the remainder being paid in cash. The payment

was not made until after Mr. Citroen had brought
the pearls to this country and had delivered them
to her at her Newport home. The invoice value
of the pearls was $220,000. When Citroen de-
clared the pearls at the New York custom house
he paid duty at the rate of io per cent. ad valorem
on the invoice valuation. Afterward the customs
authorities ordered a reliquidation, on the ground
that the pearls, although brought in loose, really
constituted a necklace, dutiable at 6o per cent.,
while loose pearls are dutiable at In per cent. Cit-
roen then had to pay an additional 50 per cent.
in duties, and he began the present proceeding to
recover the amount, which was paid under protest.

That an express company must
not decline to accept shipments
because it cannot make delivery
except over a connecting line at

destination is the ruling in an important decision,
and the first directly affecting express companies,
just rendered by the Up-State Public Service
Commission. A complaint was made by Heren-
deen & Mandeville, attorneys at Elmira, that the
United States Express Company refused to accept
a shipment destined to Delhi, for the reason that
Delhi is only served by the Adams Express Com-
pany. The complainants offered to prepay all
the charges to the United States Express Com-
pany, that the shipment might go by the short
route, but the company declined to receive it, and
the complainants were obliged to forward by the
Adams Express Company. As a consequence, the
shipment, instead of going by the direct and short
route, which would have taken it via Binghampton
and Sidney, a distance of 135 miles, was sent via
Adams Express Company to Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
then by trolley to Scranton, Pa., thence by the
New York, Ontario and Western Railroad to
Delhi, a distance of 288 miles. Complainants
claim that by the shorter route it could have been
delivered in nine hours, whereas it did take 42
hours. After the complaint was made the United
States Express Company amended its rule under
which the agent was required to decline business
of this nature, but made a provision that if the
shipper insisted upon forwarding it and prepaid
charges that the shipment be accepted. The commis-
sion, in a decision written by Commissioner Deck-
er, holds that the amended rule is not satisfactory,
is contradictory in terms and in practice is certain
to have a discriminating effect as between shippers
who insist upon transportation, notwithstanding
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agent's refusal, and shippers who do not insist

upon transportation, and says that "the right of
shippers to have and enjoy the privileges of pub-

lic transportation cannot lawfully be made to de-
pend upon offer, denial, insistence and acceptance,
as above described." The rule should state affirm-

atively this class of shipments will be received

and forwarded upon prepayment of charges. The
defendant express company's rule is held unlaw-
ful, and it is given leave to prepare and substi-
tute a new rule or regulation for approval by the
commission before March r, until which time the
order is withheld.

Harry Levinsohn, formerly a
Salesman jewelry merchant, .of III East
Pawns Samples I 19th street, was brought here

from Chicago on a warrant se-
cured by Freudenheim Bros. & Levy, diamond
merchants, of 54 Maiden lane. Levinsohn has
been employed as a salesman by that firm for
eight months. Detective Donohue said that the
firm became suspicious of Levinsohn, and that

one of the members met him in Chicago and got a
confession that he had pawned a lot of his sam-
ples. The detective said that Levinsohn told him
on the way here from Chicago that he had dis-
posed of about $18,000 worth of gems in that way,
realizing about $10,0oo on them. He did it be-
cause he needed the money, he said, and believes
he can make restitution. Much of the stuff
pledged has been recovered.

A veteran salesman who was very popular
with the New York jewelry trade passed away
recently in the person of Isaac Lloyd, who suc-
cumbed to an attack of apoplexy on January 29.
The deceased had been connected with the jewelry
business for most of his life, and prided himself
on a more extensive acquaintanceship with the
city trade than probably any other member of
the trade. He had been associated with the firm
of J. B. Bowden & Co. for about 30 years in the
capacity of city salesman. Previous to this time
he had represented several firms on the road. He
was highly respected both by his employers and
the city trade generally.

Charles Kahan and B. H. Bernstein have
formed a partnership under the name of Kahan
& Bernstein, and will conduct a jobbing business
in jewelry, diamonds, etc., with quarters at 51
Maiden Lane.

David Belais, the well-known jeweler of this
city, is an enthusiast in the matter of the humane
treatment of animals, and is president of the Hu-
mane Society of New York, of which Ludwig
Nussen, another prominent member of the trade,
is treasurer. This society has done magnificent
work in the suppression of cruelty to animals. It
is a noteworthy fact that the society has obtained
convictions in 96/2 per cent. of its cases. This
furnishes conclusive proof of its efficiency.

(Continued on page 397)
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Every article of gold jewelry
manufactured requires experi-
ence and often clever ingenuity
to produce it. Strong in con-
struction, attractive in pattern
and at the right price.

If you have not given our
line of 14 K. Lockets careful
consideration, you ought to
when the opportunity is next
presented.

For we make a complete line of plain
Lockets, with or without diamonds. The
largest line of engine-turned border lockets in
the market, and a choice selection of fancy
lockets. The above illustration is one from
the latter, and is made in three sizes, with or
without diamonds, for two pictures, at mod-
erate prices.

Our travelers have them.

LARTER 0 SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK

The making of an article in
14 K. gold and then reproduc-
ing the same thing in 14 K. gold
filled, present two different
propositions.

While it is generally known
that we make the largest and
best line of 14 K. gold Shirt
Studs in the world, do you
know we reproduce the same

shirt stud in 14 K. gold filled,
in a great variety of patterns,
at prices that merit the atten-
tion of all who carry gold filled
jewelry in their stock.

These pictures are from the line of 14 K.
gold filled LARTER Stud, and are to be had
only through progressive jobbers.

LARTER 0 SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK
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Jewelry importers were re-
Duty on Agate cently notified by Special Dep-
and Coral uty Appraiser Henry M. Clapp,
Articles acting under instructions from

the secretary of the treasury,
that, beginning March 16, 1908, merchandise con-
sisting of manufactures of agate, alabaster, chal-
cedony, chrysolite, coral, etc., will be classified
by the appraiser's office at the rate of 5o pc r cent.
ad valorem under paragraph rr5 of the tariff act.
The change in classification is of great import-
ance to the trade, involving as it does an advance
from a duty of ro per cent., at which rate a large
class of articles, including those known collect-
ively as bearings, have heretofore been assessed
under paragraph 435 as precious stones advanced
in value and not set. The action of the depart-
ment is based on a decision by the United States
circuit court of appeals in the case of United
States vs. Albert Lorsch, a test case which has
been decided in favor of the government. When
the protest first came before the board of general
appraisers for review they reversed the action of
the collector in assessing duty at 5o per cent., on
the ground that paragraph 115 was not as specific
as that providing for precious stones cut but not
set. The decision was upheld by the circuit court,
but has now been reversed by the higher tribunal.
In its decision the appellate court wrote: "The
group of articles known as diamonds and other
precious stones includes many different species.
When congress selects by name one of those spe-
cies and provides that manufacturers of that par-
ticular stone shall be dutiable at a different rate,
it so clearly indicates its intention to withdraw
the article from the general group as soon as it
has become a complete manufacture, that the
absence of the words 'not specially provided for'
in the paragraph covering the group is not partic-
ularly significant. Indeed, importers' counsel con-
cedes that the agate paper weights, blotters, paper
cutters, seals and the like would be properly
classified under paragraph 115. These agate bear-
ings, which have become completed manufactures,
salable as such in trade, are plainly susceptible of
a similar classification."

Louis Cohn, of Henry Freund & Bro., has

the sympathy of his many friends in the trade

on the loss of his mother, Mrs. H. Cohn, who died

January 29. Deceased was in her 76th year, and

made her home with her son Louis. She had

been ill for two months, and although she secured

the best medical and nursing skill, her age was
against recovery.

John Scheidig & Co., opticians, will move on

May i from their present quarters, at 50 Maiden

Lane, to new quarters, at 32 Maiden Lane, where

they will have better accommodations anl greater
facilities for the transaction of their business.

Benj. F. Rees, of Zimmern, Rees & Co.,
sailed for Europe last month on the Kron-
Prinzessin Cecile. He will visit the various dia-
mond markets and make extensive purchases of
the gems for the American trade.

Joseph Bachman, a veteran member of the
trade, who was at one time very prominent among
the jewelers on the Lane and was later connected
with the Gorham Manufacturing Company, died
recently at the advanced age of or years.

At the February meting of the directors of
the Jewelers' Board of Trade, the following firms
were unanimously elected to membership in the
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board: John F. Allen, Providence. R. I.; Arnold
& Steere, Providence, R. I.; Farrington Manu-
facturing Company, Boston, Mass.; Graffe &
Stanek, Chicago; Walter E. Hayward, Attleboro,
Mass., and the Middleton Silver Company, Mid-
dleton, Conn.

The firm of Day, Clark & Co. was recently
incorporated tinder the laws of the State of New
Jersey with a capital of $15o,000. The incorpora-
tors are Samuel Clark and Franklin and Irving
G. Day.

0. A. Schultz, of the Schultz-Jersemann Man-
ufacturing Company, manufacturers of jewelry
trays and chests, 105 Maiden Lane, who was dan-
gerously ill some weeks ago with throat trouble,
has entirely recovered and is now on his trip in

Harry Bliss, who has engaged in business for
himself. Krementz & Co. have recently opened up
an office in San Francisco, in the Shreve Building,
in charge of S. S. Baton, Jr., for the better hand-
ling of their California and far western business.

Seth Thomas, Jr., of the Seth Thomas Clock
Co., was married last month to Miss Josephine
F. Van Beuren Reynolds. The ceremony was
performed in St. Mark's Church, Tenth Street
and Second Avenue, by Rev. Hugh Birckhead,
assisted by Archdeacon Spurr and Rev. L. W.
Batten, rector of St. Martin's. The maid of
honor was Miss Cornelia E. Thomas, sister of the
bridegroom and the bridesmaids were the Misses
Elizabeth M. Van Winkle, Juliet Preston Kumler,
Grace Thomas, Juliet E. Whiting, Elizabeth B.

Officers and Directors of the Pottery, Glass and Brass Salesmen's Association

tipper row, left to right—Directors : Geo. E. Anthony, Wm. H. Sehrieber, Henry Endemann, Harry B.
Hollis, Chas. H. Taylor, John Nixon, Wm. S. Pitcairn

Lower row, left to right—Officers : Geo. Hamilton, treasurer ; Ed. Buller, vice-president; 11. S.
Merrielees, president, and .1. F. O'Gorman, secretary

the middle west. Mr. Schultz has a host of

friends in the trade who will be pleased to learn

of his restoration to health.
The firm of Black, Star & Frost was recently

incorporated under the laws of the State of New
York, to deal in jewelry, with a capital of $1,000,-

000. The incorporators are Mary G. W. Black,

Robert C. Black and Witherbee Black.

I. Guntzburger & Son, wholesale dealers in
diamonds and precious stones, at II Johns Street,
composed of Isidor and Joseph Guntzburger, have
placed their affairs in the hands of three trustees,
namely, Samuel Arnstein, Oscar T. Jonassohn

and Henry E. Oppenheim, to liquidate the busi-

ness, and an assignment of all their assets to these
trustees was filed in the county clerk's office. The
trustees are authorized to continue business and

pay dividends of so per cent. to the creditors as
often as that amount of cash is on hand. If all
the creditors are not paid in full by January r,
1910, the trustees are. authorized to sell the re-
maining assets and distribute the proceeds among

the creditors.
H. E. Bleecker is now the New York repre-

sentative of Krementz & Co., taking the place of

Brundridge and Louis D. Van Beuren. George
H. Southard, Jr., was best man, and the ushers
were Mortimer Day, Cornelius Mitchell, Arthur
Hamlin, Charles W. Gross, James H. Walker and
Myron T. Townsend. Immediately after the cere-
mony a reception was held at the residence of
the bride's mother, Mrs. Reynolds, 29 West Four-
teenth Street. THE KEYSTONE joins with the
many friends of the happy couple in extending
congratulations.

Chas. A. Garlick, for the past eighteen years
Chicago representative of Chas. F. Wood & Co.,

of New York City, is now associated with Reeves

& Browne, manufacturing jewelers, of Newark,

N. J., and will represent this firm from Pittsburg

to Denver and in central southern territory.

At a meeting of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, held last month, Dr. Geo. F.
Kunz, of Tiffany & Co., and Henry S. Washing-
ton presented a paper telling of the recent investi-

gation they made of the diamond mine and the
diamonds found in Murfreesboro, Pike county

Ark. The paper did not contain any new infor-
mation on the subject.

( Continued on page 3991
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New York Display Rooms

BARTHOLDI HOTEL

Broadway and 23d Street

An Announcement
We now control the entire output of the celebrated
DONATH STUDIOS, and take pleasure in announcing . the
opening, on

February 10th, at the Bartholdi Hotel, New York

of a comprehensive exhibit of the most artistic effects in
this beautiful ware.

The richness of its colorings and the distinctiveness of
the designs produced have given this Art China a prestige
not enjoyed by any other studio line.

BURLEY & TYRRELL CO.
Chicago

arch, 1908 THE K EYS TONE

Annual Meeting of Jewelers' Board of
Trade

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Board
Trade was held in the offices of the board,

170 Broadway, New York City, on January 30th.
The chair was occupied by

President's President Leo Wormser, who
Address reviewed the work of the board

during the year. He stated
that at the last annual meeting there were 515
members, whereas this year the membership in-
creased to 559, with good reason to hope that it
would increase to 600 by January of next year.
Last year the income of the board was $77,242
and the expenses $76,288. The total amount of
surplus on January 1, 1908, was $20,665, which
did not include the special fund of $10,230.

Regarding the reference book, the President
stated that it contained about 26,000 names, and
that more changes were made in the book last
year than in 1906, these changes including street
addresses, changes of firm names and ratings.
He highly commended the draft, or letter-of-de-
mand, system, which he said many of the mem-
bers did not seem to understand. There is no
charge made by the board when accounts are col-
lected in this way. During the past year over
$103,000 was collected and over $117,000 in drafts
and claims were settled direct, without cost to
members.

He announced that the board would occupy
quarters in the new Silversmiths' Building, which,
it is expected, will be ready for tenancy about
May 1st.

Mr. Wormser concluded by thanking the di-
rectors, the finance, auditing, arbitration and mem-
bership committees and also the treasurer and sec-
retary for their conscientious and industrious at-
tention to their duties through the year.

The treasurer's report was read
Reports of by C. G. Alford, and was fol-
Officers lowed by the reading of the

secretary's report by D. L.
Safford. The latter contained a detailed state-
ment of the affairs of the board and a compre-
hensive review of its work for the preceding
twelve months, elaborating on the figures given by
the president. It stated that the reports and ref-
erence book were much improved during the past
year by the employment of two traveling report-
ers, at an expense of over $4000, who visited
nearly all the cities of over io,000 population, thus
revising the reports by personal investigation.
The reference book has increased n pages dur-
mg the year ; 550 new towns have been added;
the new State of Oklahoma, which includes In-
dian Territory, now extinct, is properly shown,
after a thorough revision. The new and revised
reports written during tl)e year number 25,079,
and there were issued to members, in answer to
inquiries, 55,160 reports.

After consideration of the reports, which
were received with much favor and applause, the
meeting proceeded to the election of officers and
directors. The old board of directors was re-
elected, the only new name on the New York
directorate being that of W. H. Kinna, the New
York agent of the Elgin National Watch Co. The
name of C. L. Watson, of the Watson & Newell
Co., Attleboro, was substituted for that of J. S.
Carpenter, of the Horton, Angell Co., Attleboro,
in the New England directorate. The directors
are as follows:

New York—C. G. Alford, of C. G. Alford &
Co.; H. A. Bliss, of Gorham Co.; M. L. Bowden,
of J. B. Bowden & Co.; 0. G. Fessenden, of H.
W. Wheeler & Co.; W. T. Gough, of Carter,

' Howe & Co.; C. R. Jung, of Jung & Klitz; F. H.
Larter, of Larter & Sons ; S. H. Levy, of L. & M.
Kahn & Co.; Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen
& Co.; Adolphe Schwob; of Adolphe Schwob ; A.
K. Sloan, of Sloan & Co.; Leopold Stern, ot
Stern Bros. & Co.; G. W. Street, of Geo. 0.
Street & Sons; S. E. Thomas, of the Seth Thomas
Clock Co.; Leo Wormser, of the Julius King Op-
tical Co.; W. H. Kinna, of the Elgin National
Watch Co.

Chicago—Benj. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co.;
C. J. Dodgshun, of the Waterbury Clock Co.; J.
H. Hardin, of F. A. Hardy & Co.; W. F. Juer-
gens, of the Juergens & Andersen Co.; M. A.
Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co.; A. L. Sercomb, of
the International Silver Co.

Providence—G. H. Cahoone, of Geo. H.

Cahoone & Co.; W. A. Copeland, of the Martin,
Copeland Co.; Harry Cutler, of the Cutler
Jewelry Co.; T. W. Foster, of Theodore W. Fos-
ter & Bro. Co.; G. K. Webster, of the Webster
Co.; C. L. Watson, of the Watson & Newell Co.

It is expected soon to establish an office in
San Francisco, Cal.

The election of officers was
Election of next proceeded with, and the
Officers chair was taken by Mr. Street

on invitation of the president.
Leopold Stern then moved that Mr. Wormser be
re-elected, and he took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to pay a graceful tribute to the intelligent
and conscientious manner in which Mr. Wormser
attended to his duties during the year, the sub-
stantial fruits of which appeared in the statistics
embodied in the reports which had just been read.
Mr. Stern incidentally referred to present business
conditions and took a most hopeful view of the
future.

President Leo Wormser

The nomination was seconded by Mr. Fessen-
den, who also eulogized the administration of
Mr. Wormser. The secretary moved that one
ballot be cast for the president, and his re-election
was hailed with a thunder of applause.

Mr. Wormser thanked the members for the
honor twice conferred on him, and assured them
that he would labor earnestly to realize their
highest expectations during the coming year.

Geo. W. Street was unanimously re-elected
first vice-president and Wm. J. Gough second
vice-president.

The nominating committee for the ensuing
year consists of F. C. Aiken, D. C. Townsend,
St. John Wood, Robt. W. Adams, E. S. Smith,
Steven Kent and Mathias Stratton.

Just before the close of the meeting the mem-
bers were addressed by Meyer D. Rothschild, who
advocated widening the field of usefulness of the
board and urged the appointment of a standing
committee whose special duty it would be to take
up and consider any question relating to the wel-
fare of the members. He suggested that the corn-
mittee be named the Committee on Good and
Welfare, said committee to be composed of mem-
bers of the board, though not necessarily of
directors.

The suggestion commended itself favorably
to the board and a committee of five, with the
president as ex-officio member, was appointed to
consider Mr. Rothschild's proposition.

Later President Wormser named as the mem-
bers of the good and Welfare committee the
following: Meyer D. Rothschild, of the American
Gem and Pearl Co., chairman; George R. Howe,
of Carter, Howe & Co.; Samuel H. Levy, of L. &
M. Kahn & Co.; Frederick H. Larter, of Larter
& Sons, and George D. Lunt, of the Towle Mfg.
Co., with President Wormser a member ex-officio.

Immediately after the meeting the board of
directors held a special session, at which C. G.
Alford was re-elected treasurer and D. L. Safford
secretary. Hastings & Gleason were reappointed
attorneys for the board for the current year.
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The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, February 14th, the following
members being present : Chairman H. H. Butts,
President A. K. Sloan, Vice-Presidents C. F.
Wood and C. C. Champenois, Treasurer Bernard
Karsch, Secretary J. H. Noyes; also Henry Ab-
bott, A. L. Brown, M. L. Bowden and Leopold
Stern, members of the executive committee. The
following new members were admitted:

J. N. Crocker, Rock Springs, Wyo.
Starr C. Hewitt, Salem, Mass.
C. M. Howard, Boston, Mass,
H. P. Nielsen, Lorain, Ohio.
E. A. Odman, Valparaiso, Nebr.
Arthur De Montigny, Nashua, N. H.
Delmont E. Gordon, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.
Daniel Low & Co., Inc., Salem, Mass.
Anna L. Silveira, San Francisco, Cal.
George S. Adams Sebastopool, Cal.
R. A. Esslinger, Hicksville, N. Y.
George W. Barbour, Portland, Maine.
William Senter & Co., Portland, Maine.
Philip H. Kimball, Newburyport, Mass.
William H. Safford, Newburyport, Mass.
Elmer G. Worthley, Amesbury, Mass.
Gustave A. Schmidt, Lawrence, Mass.
J. H. McGovern, Haverhill, Mass.
Horace E. Bellows, Stoneham, Mass.
Smith & Varney, Woburn, Mass.
F. C. Dietrich Point Richmond, Cal.
Mathewson-Peli jewelry Co., Marshall, Texas.
B. Fiegel, New York City.
Bulirman & Emery, Springfield, Mo.
Newman Brothers, Merkle, Texas.
The Endicott Street Loan Co., Boston, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Hill, Lynn, Mass.
Guy L. Millett, Brookline, Mass.
L. I. Pendleton & Sons, Boston, Mass.
0. J. Somers & Co., New 'York City.
George F. Draper, Danvers, Mass.
Eugene Laliberte, Nashua, N. H. •
E. A. Malsberry, Rockwood, Pa.
S. E. Ruggles, Kennebunk, Maine.
John C. Hermiston, Dansville, N. Y.
A. W. Hayes, Dover, N. IT.
Frederick Newman, East Hartford Meadow, Conn.
Horace G. Hudson, Amesbury, Mass.
C. M. Lane, Bernardsville, N. J.
George L. Whitehouse, Dover, N. H.
Albert G. Farnham, Lawrence, Mass.
A. W. Brassier, Malvern, Ark.
E. Y. Stinson, Benton, Ark.
F. Kimball & Son, Wakefield, Mass.
A. & M. Delovage, Portland, Ore.
Leon E. Gibson, Richford, Vt.
Schultz & Lapp, dewark, N. J.
John M. Roberts & Son Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
C. E. Conklin, Chanute, Kans.

The forty-fifth reward of $roo was ordered
paid to Fire Chief C. M. Arthur and Firemen S.
B. Smith and Fred Ducomb, of Findlay, Ohio, for
the arrest and conviction of J. C. Moran and
Joseph Laboon, who broke into the show window
of George R. Thompson, of that city, and stole a
tray of diamonds, amounting to about $5000 in
value. When Mr. Thompson attempted to pre-
vent the robbery he was attacked and beaten over
the head with revolvers and seriously wounded.
The three firemen heard the disturbance and the
outcry of the persons following the robbers,
and at the risk of their lives, succeeded in cap-
turing them and securing nearly all of the stolen
goods. The two robbers were sentenced to four-
teen years in the penitentiary, and are now serv-
ing time.

J. T. Montgomery, manager of the Pittsburg
office of M. A. Mead & Co., when seen regarding
the recent rumdrs concerning that office, stated:
"That while it is true that he has been elected
vice-president of the company, it is not true that
he is retiring from the management of the Pitts-
burg office, nor is it true that the travelers from
that office have been withdrawn. On the con-
trary, he will continue to give his personal atten-
tion to the company's eastern business, in which
field they will continue to carry on an aggressive
campaign. Furthermore, their traveling men have
not been withdrawn, but, on the contrary, their
force has been increased from two travelers in
1907 to four travelers in 1908, and they expect to
increase the number of accounts seen by their
traveling force by fully 100 per cent. before the
fall season opens. Mr. Montgomery fully be-
lieves that the uncertainty of the present times
will be of short duration, and they expect and
are making preparations to be in position to take
care of the good business before the year is half
over."
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ITH THE APPROACH OF EASTER
comes the demand for jewelry—it is indeed
the opening of the spring and summer season.
Anticipating as large a business as usual, we are
prepared to supply all the wants of the jewelers

—not only in staple jewelry but also in the new
and popular novelties for which there is always a
demand at this time.

OUR 19°8 CATALOGUE represents through
its 858 pages, the most desirable and reliable articles in
all departments, the best qualities and styles obtainable.

It places before the jeweler the cream of the
products of the best manufacturers and it covers his
whole necessities.

Our travelers' trunks, now on the road, contain
carefully-selected stocks of the best selling and most
reliable jewelry, watches and diamonds.

We invite jewelers visiting Chicago to call and
inspect the novelties which are constantly being added
to our stock.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
CHICAGO

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
ROOM 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, February 28, ioob.

The outlook for Spring busi-
Outlook for ness continues to improve, and
Business the developments of the month

have set aside the suspicions
of IllOSC WII0 entertain serious misgivings as to
the future. Jobbers report better orders from
all sections of the country, and travelers in the
field, who have undoubtedly the best opportunity
of studying trade conditions, are sending reassur-
ing letters. The general trend of these reports
indicates that there has been some delay among
country merchants in making up their minds as
to the financial situation, but that the last two
weeks of February witnessed a gradual, but cer-
tain, return of confidence on this point. This is
an assurance to enterprising business men that
they can safely go ahead. There has been a no-
ticeable demand for better grade of goods, and
while the orders for watches, solid gold and the
higher grades of jewelry have not been as large
or numerous as they were last early Spring, they
indicate a healthy disposition among country mer-
chants to view the outlook with less apprehension.
This demand for the better grades of goods is one
of the best indications of improved conditions, for
it shows that the merchants throughout the coun-
try are beginning to lay aside their sentimental
misgivings about the future and are beginning to
judge the state of business on existing facts and
not on vague rumors and surmises. Sentimental
misgivings have been too much in evidence and
have contributed as much to a slow recovery as
any other one factor. All of the Chicago job-
bers have kept their travelers on the move.
Buyers have been coming in in good numbers,
but not on special days, as has been the custom
for several years. Merchants excursion rates do
not apply now, owing to two-cent fare legislation,
and the merchants can suit their coming and go-
ing to their own conveniences. With few excep-
tions these merchants report a healthy business
and in many instances fully up to that of last
spring. From the country merchants' standpoint,
about all that is needed is that the country banks
recover from their fear. Many of these banks
are still carrying reserves above the legal require-
ments and are somewhat reluctant about accom-
modating merchants who desire loans. Every-
thing considered, Chicago jobbers are satisfied
with the outlook. Collections have greatly im-
proved, and this, coupled with reassuring reports
from their traveling men, have placed them in
a very optimistic frame of mind. They look for a
normal Spring business, and this is justified by
the conditions in sight. Their stocks are now
thoroughly up to date, and the lull in business has
made better organizations possible. The best wel-
come is ready for the out-of-town trade. The
most conservative opinion expressed by the most
conservative jobber predicts nothing more than a
slow recovery of former conditions. The outlook
warrants a cheerful confidence, and there is no
doubt but that the trade will soon be in as pros-
Perous a condition as ever.

The annual meeting of the
Commercial Chicago Association of Corn-
Association merce was held during the past
Election month. The following officers

were elected for the coming
year : President, Richard C. Hall, of the Duck
Brand Co.; treasurer, Wm. F. Hypes, Mashall
Field & Co.; secretary, T. Edward Wilder, of
Wilder & Co. The annual reports of various
committees were read, and showed that the
association had made great progress during the
past year, both as to the matter of increased mem-
bers and also as to its usefulness to the merchants
of Chicago. As a member of the subdivision on
jewelry interests of the ways and means com-
mittee, Harry W. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co.,
had the following to say regarding the work of
his division : "I beg to report that in division
No. 7—the jewelry interests—a year ago were
about 34 members, and we were contributing
$1700 per annum to the association. These same
34 members are now contributing $25oo per an-
num and in addition to this we have added 37
new members. The jewelry trade has been very
thoroughly canvassed and with good results.
There still remain a few who should join the
association, and probably will in the course of
this year."

Stimulated by the enormous
Fire Losses and fire losses in Chicago since the
High Pressure first of the year, representa-

tives of the committee on high
pressure water system appointed by the Chicago
Commercial Association called upon Mayor Busse
and urged the earliest possible consideration of
the subject of a high-pressure water system for
fire-protection purposes in the central business
district of Chicago. Most of .the heavy fire losses
during the past two months have occurred in the
downtown district, in which are situated most of
Chicago's jewelry jobbers, and this move on the
part of the Commercial Association committee
will be of vital interest to them. After the con-
ference, the representatives of the organization
expressed much gratification over the interest and
wide knowledge of the subject shown by the
Mayor, who promised his most hearty co-opera-
tion in working out the problem along the most
practical lines. Fire Marshal Horan was present
at the conference, and expressed his hearty ap-
proval of the committee's plans pending the in-
stallation of the high-pressure system. Chief
Horan recommended a plan of interconnecting
the plants of large downtown buildings in such
a manner as to secure their combined pumping
capacity in case of a conflagration. Theoretically,
this scheme of the fire marshal suggests tre-
mendous fire-fighting possibilities, because it
means that the pumps in the greater downtown
buildings be unified in a system, so that the peril
of one building becomes the concern of all. It
is very possible that definite action will be taken
in this matter within the next month or so, for the
reason that recent conflagrations have caused
downtown business men to view with much con-
cern Chicago's handicap fire-fighting facilities and
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stimulated the municipal authorities to more defin-
ite action.

Plans which will bring busi-
New Industries ness industries capitalized at
for Chicago millions of dollars to the city

were discussed last week at a
conference held in Mayor Busse's office. A dele-
gation, representing the Chicago .Association of
Commerce, called upon the Mayor and explained
the work done by the industrial committee of the
association. The conference was held for the
purpose of ascertaining the policy of the city ad-
ministration toward the industries which it was
proposed to bring here. One of the changes the
committee strongly urged upon the Mayor was the
lengthening of the switch-track ordinances from
one to seventy-five years. Such a change would,
in the estimation of the committee, offer more
attraction for new industries. The industries
which the association intends to bring to the city
are ones which are at present not represented
here, namely, woolen and cotton mills. Speaking
for the delegation, W. H. Mauss, of the associa-
tion, said : "At present there are no cotton or
woolen mills in Chicago. We have received over-
tures from manufacturers who have been shown
the value of locating here. I cannot give out any
more definite information concerning these mills
as yet, but I can declare that their capitalization
runs way up into the millions." An industry
about which the committee was able to make more
definite announcement is the dry goods specialty
jewelry line. At present members of the commit-
tee say Chicago buys annually $2,250,000 worth
of goods in this line. Heretofore this money
has gone out of the city. The Premier Novelty
Company, of Edgar, Mass., however, has ar-
ranged to come here and has secured a site at
170 Clinton Street.

Personal

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., of
this city, is at present in Berlin, Germany. His
trade friends will be pleased to learn that he is
enjoying good health and finding much pleasure
and interest in his prolonged trip to Europe. In
a letter to THE KEYSTONE, he states that his time
has been so taken up visiting the many points of
interest in Germany and Switzerland, especially
the manufacturing towns, that he has had little
opportunity for personal correspondence. He
has discovered many novelties in the way of tools
which he contemplates introducing to the Ameri-
can trade, to whom he believes they will prove
very valuable. He intends to prolong his stay in
Europe until the early autumn, visiting in the
meantime the Riviera, Italy, France and England,
after which Ile will return for a second trip
through the manufacturing district of Germany
and Switzerland, which he finds to be quite rich
in good things of interest and value to the trade.
He states that there is quite -a large American
colony in the German capital, who like the city
and country very much. This is not strange, as
Berlin is unquestionably one of the most magnifi-
cent, if not, in many respects, the most magnifi-
cent city in the world. Mr. Swartchild compli-
ments it by stating that it is almost American, so
modern are the stores, buildings, transportation
system, etc. The hotel in which Ile is residing,
the new Adlon, he regards as the superior of any
in Europe. The Deutsche Bank, a Berlin institu-
tion, has a capital of $50,000mo and does such an
immense, world-wide business that it occupies two
solid blocks in the heart of the business district,
each building being five stories in height. Berlin,
with its suburbs, has now considerably over
3,000,000 inhabitants and is the second largest city
in Europe. The Germans, he states, think much
of America and the American people. No class
of foreigners, indeed, seem to be so welcome both
in society and in the business world. The Kaiser
is a great admirer of President Roosevelt, and is
said to enjoy being told wherein he is said to
resemble the American chief executive. Mr.
Swartchild says Germany has been much affected
by the late crisis in America, their wholesale trade
feeling the effects to a very material degree. They
regard the trouble as merely temporary, however,
and expect an early return to normal conditions.
Mr. Swartchild informs us that he is much
pleased to receive THE KEYSTONE each month and

(Continued on page 403)



2000 Desirable Designs Demanding Duplicates

VERIBEST LOCKETS
LEDERERMAK LABEL INSIDE

Guatriiritetcd

Exclusively sold by V ERIBEST Jobbers Everywhere
Manufactured and Guaranteed by

Established 
1870 ac, B. L 

Famous

• . * CO. 1908

NEW YORK CITY PROVIDENCE, R. I. CHICAGO, ILL.

9-11-13 Maiden Lane 100 Stewart Street 131 Wabash Avenue

Silversmiths' Bldg.

131=137 Wabash Ave.

E.stablislivaci 1f-480

Largest Distributers of Silver= Plated Ware in the World

No. 133. 26 Piece Dinner Set

Al Plate with 12 dwt. knives, limey pattern
Per Set, $4.50

Headquarters for 66Rogers" and 1E. H. H. Smith

High-Oracle Art Silver-Plated Flatware

No. 595. 4 Piece Tea Set
Full Quadruple Plate and Gold Hued, made of the finest quality hard whitt metal embussed and burn

ished

Per Set, $6.00

We call special attention to jewelers contemplating making an auction sale. Goods furnished on memorandum in any

quantity. We can also put you in touch with reliable auctioneers to conduct your sale wi
th success.

We also call particular attention to our Catalogue No. 20,

m porta nt the most complete 
book of its kind published, as some-

thing which every buyer should have. No end of items

  which will interest you in silver-plated ware, tableware,
cut glass, novelties, etc. Write for it.

C. G. BREITENBACI-I & CO.
Manufacturers and Importers

131=137 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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tits keep informed of the trade happenings in
this country. He is quite at home in the German
,apital city, where he has many personal friends
. rid relatives. His letter to THE KEYSTONE was
tictated in the office of a nephew, an American
ttewspaper man who is the Berlin correspondent of
lie famous London Daily Mail, the New York
nintes, the Philadelphia Public Ledger and Chi-
ago Tribune. Mr. Swartchild's host of friends
oi the trade will be pleased to learn through our
,olumns that he is thoroughly enjoying his trip,
he result of which will be the bringing to this
,ountry and placing at the service of the trade
many new tools and devices of interest and value
t,) all.

News from the Trade.

Steve Bridges, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
Las returned from an extended trip to the coast.

Word has been received by the trade in Chi-
ago of the death of 0. F. Burgess, of Hillsboro,
fich. The business formerly conducted by him

will be closed out.
Bach & Co., proprietors of the Calumet

Watch Co., sustained a small loss by fire in their
offices in the Real Estate Board Building during
the past month. They have rented new quarters
in the Heyworth Building and will shortly move
into their new location.

George P. Marshall, formerly with E. V.
Cli,00ldlidsi.n, has resigned his position with that firm
to accept one with Mermod, Jaccard & King, St.

The engagement of George Spies, of Spies
Itrothers, to Miss Caroline Hunt, daughter of Dr.
And Mrs. George Hunt, has been announced. The
nuptials will take place in June.

Word has been received by the trade that E.
V. Burnett, a well-known jeweler of Argentine,
Kansas, has moved to Corpus Christi, Texas.

Heil & Hettich, 94 State Street, one of the
,t 1i.dest retail jewelry stores in Chicago, is to pass
'lit of existence May 1. The stock, which is in-
,niced for $60,000, will be closed out at auction.

I he firm was established in 1871.
Ike Weiler, formerly jewelry buyer for Lyons

Irothers, has severed his connection with that 

rn. 

Alphonse Judis, of the Alphonse Judis Co.,
.1. San Francisco, Cal., stopped over in Chicago
few days during the past month and called upon
liondimenber of the Chicago jobbers. He was on his
ay East, and was accompanied by Mrs. Judis.
Henry J. Birklstrand, a • former jeweler at

ttxley, Iowa, has sold out his stock to Thos.

Ed. E. Bausenbach, the well-known South
anal Street jeweler, who, with his wife, has

-ten absent in Europe since last September, is
xpected to return to Chicago March 15. Mr.
1

,e

(1 Mrs. Bausenbach have spent most of their
IC while away among the resorts of Germany.
ICLouis E. Fay, Chicago and western repre-
ntative of the R. F. Simmons Co., was called
from his western trip the middle of the month
the sudden death of his father, Joseph T. Fay,
melt occurred February 13th at the family rest-
, 4505 Indiana Avenue. Mr. Fay was at

os Angeles, Cal., when he was informed by tele-
am of his father's death. He left immediately
r Chicago, and arrived here the following Tues-

afternoon, but not in time to attend the
tel-al services, which occurred a few hours be-
e his arrival. Mr. Fay accompanied the remains
his father to Northboro, Mass., The old home
the Fays for several generations past. The

2ceased was 88 years of age, and had been O-
ng for some time. Mr. Fay's many friends in
tad out of the trade will join in extending their
inpathies to him in the loss of his father.
The well-known wholesale jewelry firm of

,ap & Flershem, which for several years past
- been located on the second floor of the build-
at the northeast corner of State and Adams

t vets, will move into new quarters on the sev-
It floor of the Powers Building, I56 Wabash
crate, the first of May.
C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Co., Co-

tabus Memorial Building, left the latter part of
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the month for an extended trip through the South,
where he will visit all the interesting points be-
fore crossing over to Cuba, where he will spend at
least three weeks. He was accompanied by Mrs.

Knights.
Word has been received by the trade here of

the sale of the jewelry store of John J. Kluge,
of Greenfield, Iowa., to the Wilson Drug Co. Mr.
Kluge has decided to withdraw from active busi-
ness for a time, and will make an extended visit
to Germany.

R. T. Kleckner, Western traveler for the
Theo. W. Foster & Bro. Co., visited Los Angeles
and other points in the Southwest during the
past month. He reports a general improvement
in the business situation.

E. B. Voynow has secured the Spring ring
line of -Arthur Marson, Newark, N. J., and will
represent that firm in Chicago and the West.

H. G. Pfordresher, Chicago and Western
representative of Geo. L. Brown & Co., the well-
known chainmakers of Attleboro, left on his
regular trip through the Northwest the latter part
of the month.

Frank T. Barton, Chicago and Western rep-
resentative of the Fontneau & Cook Co., returned
from his regular trip to the Pacific coast the
early part of the month:

Mack A. Hurlbut, president, and Ira M. Rad-
abaugh, secretary, of the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, visited the local market
the early part of the month while on their way
to Cincinnati, where they attended the meeting
of the executive committee of the association.

The firm of Burnett Bros., of Seattle, Aber-
deen and Chehalis, Wash., has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $150,000, with the three
brothers as incorporators.

The Chicago trade heard with deep regret of
the death of James L. Shrouds, only son of Clay-
ton Shrouds, of the Shrouds, Adcock-Teufel Co.,
which occurred the early part of the month. Mr.
Shrouds had been sick but one week, and the
announcement of his death came as a shock to
his many friends. He was 34 years of age and
unmarried.

John Warren, sales manager of the Chicago
office of the Elgin National Watch Co., attended
the annual meeting of the Minnesota Retail
Jewelers' Association, which was held in Minne-
apolis last week.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., spent
last month in Florida and also made an extended
visit to Havana and other interesting points in
Cuba. Mrs. Mead accompanied him.

George E. Smalley, formerly traveler for the
International Silver Company, has been appointed
western representative of the S. L. and J. H.
Rogers Company, and has opened headquarters
in the Heyworth Building.

Charles Fash, formerly at the Denver head-
quarters of the Juergens & Andersen Co., is now
employed with Ferdinand Hotz, Chicago.

William A. Fay, western representative of the
John T. Mauran Mfg. Company, returned the
latter part of the month from his regular trip to
southern California and the Southwest. He re-
ports a good business and considers the outlook
for spring business as very good.

Emil Noel has opened up offices at 503 Hey-
worth Building and will sell a line of watches and
jewelry.

Alfred Beinhorn, of the well-known firm of
Beinhorn & Meier, Winona, Minn., spent several
days on the Chicago market, combining business
with pleasure. In discussing business in his sec-
tion of the country, he reported a very good
January business, and he considers the outlook
for a normal spring trade as very promising.
Mrs. Beinhorn accompanied him on this trip.

B. C. Allen, Sr., of Benj. Allen & Co., ac-
companied by Mrs. Allen and Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
Allen, Jr., left the latter part of the month for an
extended trip through southern California. They
expect to remain for at least one month.

Henry A. Reinhard, of the Juergens & An-
dersen Co., spent several weeks during the past
month at Wichita, Kans., where he is interested
financially in the recently incorporated Varney
Jewelry Company.

R. J. Thierstein, the well-known jeweler, of
Winona, Minn., has sold out his jewelry and op-
tical business to L. E. Speltz, who was formerly

in business at Rollingstone, Minn.
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Charles Zoellner, of Otto Zoellner & Co.,
jewelers and opticians, of Portsmouth, Ohio, is in
Chicago taking an optical course.

Cy Price, of Cyrus Price & Co., New York,
called on the Chicago trade the latter part of the
month.

John H. Hardin, vice-president and general
manager of F. A. Hardy & Co., wholesale opti-
cians, left the latter part of the month for a
business trip in the East.

Will Juergens, of the Juergens & Andersen
Co., accompanied by Mrs. Juergens, spent the
month at French Lick Springs. Before leaving
for the springs Mr. Juergens underwent a slight
operation. He returned the latter part of the
month very much improved in health.

William Lamb, the genial representative of
the Geo. Fuller & Sons Co., left the middle of
the month for his western trip, which was to in-
clude the coast cities.

Swartchild & Co. have just issued a new edi-
tion of their "Black Shield Watchman." It is a
32-page circular and is issued at regular inter-
vals. It will prove a very valuable reference
book for all watchmakers, jewelers, engravers and
opticians. It takes its name, the "Black Shield
Watchman," from the fact that it is always on
the lookout for new tools and devices for the
watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and optician. This
issue will be of especial interest to these branches
of the trade, inasmuch as it contains accurate
illustrated descriptions of many new and novel
devices which have never been on the market
before and which will be handled exclusively by
this firm. Among these new devices is a gas sold-
ering copper, with a burner and copper combined
and equipped with a stop-cock, which regulates
the flame and holds it at any desired position. It
is so constructed that the copper, which an be
adjusted, is continually over the flame. Another
very practical article is a silk cord for stringing
beads. The silk cord is tipped with finely twisted
metal of the same size as the cord. The beads
are slipped over the twisted metal needle and very
readily strung on the cord. Every watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver and optician who desires to
keep in touch with new devices which are con-
stantly being introduced should have a copy of
this edition of the "Black Shield Watchman." If
you have not received one, a request on a post-
card will bring it to you.

C. H. Knights & Co., of Chicago, have pre-
sented the trade with a new supply catalogue,

whicn is one of the best we have yet seen. It is
handsomely bound in green vellum de luxe, with
deep pressed lettering on front cover. The back
cover bears the emblematic figure of a "knight"

on horseback. The book is well printed on good,
heavy paper, and contains 6o8 pages. It covers
all the goods handled by this firm's well-known
material and optical departments and is well
classified into sub-departments. The tool portion
contains about 150 pages of most useful and

staple tools for watchmakers and jewelers. This
line embraces everything from a pin-pusher to a
thread-cutting lathe. Next comes several hun-

dred pages of American and Swiss watch material,
so systematized as to make it easy for the watch-

maker to find listed the part he requires. Follow-

ing the material pages comes a complete line of
jewelers' findings arranged in alphabetical order

in such a manner as to delight the jewelry repair
man. The next section lists the supplies every

jewelry store needs in setting the stock before his
customers in an attractive manner, such as dis-
play stands, trays, show cases, velvet and paper
boxes, tags, etc. The last section is devoted to an

optical line suited to the jewelry business and
yet is comprehensive enough for the exclusive
optician. There has been such a general fluctua-

tion in the supply market in the last two years
that this book will be appreciated as giving pres-
ent market quotations. This book is sent gratis
with express charges prepaid to any jeweler upon
request.

Visitors

E. P. Sundberg, the enterprising jeweler of

Fargo, N. D., spent several days in Chicago last

week, laying in stock for his Spring trade. He
reports conditions in North Dakota as promising,

and he predicted a normal Spring business. He
was on his way to Cuba, where he will enjoy a
well-earned two months' vacation.

(Continued on page 405)
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New D &C Lines in
Chains, Fobs and Bracelets

The severe test of salability during the past season once again conclusively

established the leadership of the D C line as quick-selling.goods, popular

under all trade conditions, and assuring equal satisfaction to the jeweler
and his patrons.

quality has been thoroughly tested by time and wear. The D C stamp
is a symbol of proved merit. Now as ever it is the one reliable trade safeguard
in handling gold filled goods.

New Spring Lines to be had from all
Leading Jobbers

ye Mount Vernon Pattern
HOLDS PRESTIGE AMONG YE BEST DESIGNS OF STERLING SILVER TABLEWARE

MADE IN AMERICA
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IT APPEALS ESPECIALLY TO YR MAIDS AND MATRONS OF REFINED TASTE,
THROUGH COMBINING THOSE MOST EXCELLENT COLONIAL ATTRIBUTES

STRENGTH, BEAUTY AND SIMPLICITY
THE LAST BEING YE KEYNOTE OF PERFECTION FOR YE DAINTY TABLE ACCESSORIES

Made 1. I l y, OLD BAY STATE in ye Silver Shofi at GRE.E1VFIELD by

Rogers, Lunt & Bow/en Company,
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Announcement was made last month that at

a meeting of the directors of the suspended Jew-

viers' National Bank of North Attleboro, it was

.oted to form. a new bank, with a capital stock

f $100,000 and a paid-in surplus of $25,000. The

name of the new institution has not yet been se-

lected, but it is understood that the word "Jew-

elers" will be incorporated as part of the title.

I lalf of the capital stock of the new bank was

subscribed at the meeting. It was voted to have

a directorate of seven members, five of whom

were chosen as follows : Frederick E. Studley,

North Attleboro; Joseph L. Sweet, Attleboro;

G. K. Webster, North Attleboro; Albert Totten,

president of the Attleboro Savings Bank, and An-

drew D. Jencks, treasurer of the Slater Trust

Company of Pawtucket, R. I. The other two di-

rectors will be selected from the three following

names : Frank L. Baker, Providence, and G. Her-

bert French and Fred A. Howard, North At-

tleboro.
S. E. Hall is the latest addition to the trav-

eling force of The Kinney Co., Providence, and is

representing that company in the east and middle

west. Mr. Hall is an accomplished salesman and

highly popular with the trade.
The Warwick Sterling Co., Providence, for-

merly located at 157 Orange street, is now hand-

somely installed in its new factory, at 36 Garnet

street. The new plant is equipped with all the

latest machinery, and the general offices are richly

furnished and supplied with all the conveniences

for the prompt transaction of their growing busi-

ness. The showrooms are models of their kind,

having ample space for proper display, and are

well lighted. The company makes a specialty of

novelties in sterling silver and silver mounted

leather goods. Their rapidly increasing patronage

necessitated their removal to the larger plant and
more commodious quarters.

Gus Rodenberg, the veteran traveler for the

Rhode Island Novelty Company, Providence, has

started west with the company's new line of gold-
filled sash pins, etc. In the course of his trip he
will visit his host of friends among the western
trade, and anticipates a most successful season.

Joseph S. Harris, of the Excelsior Jewelry

Company, wholesale jewelers of Halifax, Nova
Scotia, was a recent visitor among the manufac-
turers, and attended the banquet of the New Eng-
land Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths'

Association as the guest of Henry Lederer, of H.
Lederer & Bro.
. The Irons and Russel Relief Association held
Its annual meeting last month. After the transac-
tion of routine business officers for the ensuing
Year were elected, as follows : President, Richard
Skuce; vice president, Gilbert Whittemore; treas-
urer, Emil H. Paine. A vote of thanks was ex-
tended to the firm for the liberal cash donation
made to the association. The meeting was fol-
lowed by a banquet and other forms of entertain-
ment, one of these being a minstrel show given
by employes of the factory.

Col. S. 0. Bigney entertained, last month, the
members of the Massachusetts Press Association
during the holding of the State convention of the
association in Boston. On Mr. Bigney's invita-
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lion, the newspaper men proceeded to the factory,

where they were shown the various processes in

the manufacture of chains, etc., and were subse-

quently presented with fobs and bracelets. An

entertainment was also tendered the visitors, at

which they were addressed by Col. Bigney, who

discoursed at some length on the importance of

business life and the necessity of well-trained

business men.
The Industrial School Committee of North

Attleboro, appointed early last year to investigate

the matter of establishing an industrial school,

have officially reported that they consider the es-

tablishment of such a school inadvisable at the

present time. They state that the development

of the present evening drawing classes, under the

supervision of the public school board, is as far

as the city can wisely go under present circum-

stances.
At the annual meeting of the Manufacturing

Jewelers' Board of Trade, held in Providence as

our last issue was going to press, the following

Itoberl E. liu (Not%

directors were elected for the current year:

Robert E. Budlong, Henry Fletcher, William A.

Schofield, William P. Chapin, Everett L. Spencer,

Frank B. Reynolds, Fred A. Ballou, L. H. Bos-

worth, Edward B. Hough, George H. Holmes,

Alfred K. Potter, Howard D. Wilcox, Fred D.

Carr, Harold E. Sweet, C. J. McClatchey, Herbert

C. Bliss, Frank P. Daughaday, Fred E. Sturdy,

George W. Cheever, William W. Sherman and

John W. Pickering. Dutee Wilcox, William P.

Chapin and William H. Waite were elected trus-

tees of the special fund.
At a later meeting of the directors the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Robert

E. Budlong; vice presidents, Fred D. Carr and

Herbert C. Bliss ; secretary and treasurer, Mar-

cus W. Morton. The board each year is provid-

ing a more valuable institution for the trade, the

work successfully gccomplished during the past

year being far in excess of that of any year

previous.
W. E. Gray, formerly assistant foreman for

the Geo. L. Paine Company, North Attleboro, has
been promoted to the position of head shipper

for the company, the position previously held by

Mr. Hennessy, who is no longer in their employ.
Mr. Gray thoroughly understands the manufac-

ture of jewelry, having had about seven years'

experience, two of these as assistant foreman,

and will give quite a good account of himself in

his new position.
The R. F. Simmons Company, Attleboro, still

continues their plan of profit sharing with their
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employes. In the annual announcement, made

early in February, after referring to the financial

stringency, it said : "It is, therefore, with some
gratification that we are able to announce that at
a meeting of the directors of our company, held

January 20th, it was voted to pay an employes' divi-
dend of 5 per cent. on the total wages paid from
July r, 1907, to January r, r9o8, to those who have
fulfilled the original conditions that apply to our
profit-sharing plan. This is the 12th semi-annual
employes' dividend paid by us in cash, and is the
largest in amount heretofore declared. The total
wages paid from July r, 1907, to January r, 1908,
were $119,260.24. Five per cent. of this amount
equals $5,963.01, as the employes dividend."

Chicago Letter

(Conlinued from page 403)

C. C. Hoefer, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch & Jewelry Co., Kansas City, spent a few
days in Chicago during the past month.

F. A. Averbeck, of Madison, Wis., well known
to the Chicago trade, called on a number of his
Chicago friends during the latter part of the
month. He was on his way to southern Cali-
fornia, where he is interested in an extensive fruit
ranch. He was accompanied by Mrs. Averbeck,
who will remain in California for several months
for her health. •

G. M. Allen, manager of the silverware fac-
tory of the Oneida Community, Ltd., Oneida, N.
Y., made a special business trip to Chicago the
latter part of the month.

Both members of the enterprising firm of
Blomstrom & Pederson, of Escanaba, Mich., were
in the city the latter part of last month purchas-
ing a new line of Spring goods.

0. C. Zinn, of Hastings, Nebr., was among
the buyers on the Chicago market last week.

Claude M. Wheeler, of Columbia, Mo., first
vice-president of the Missouri Jewelers' Associa-
tion, spent a few days in the city the last of the
month, combining business with pleasure. He re-
ports the outlook for business in his section of
the country as promising.

Sol Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., Cincinnati,
spent several days in Chicago calling on friends
and acquaintances. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Fox. They were the guests of their daughter,
Mrs. Judge Mack.

Mr. Brandon of Newell & Brandon, Osseo,
Wis., was in the focal market last week.

Among the visiting buyers of the past month
was S. W. Crofts, of Greenland, Mich. He
bought stock for a jewelry store which he will
open shortly in Marshall, Ill.

Charles Windau, of Vincennes, Ind., the well-
known dealer in American pearls, paid the Chi-
cago market a visit the early part of the month.

U. K. Kleiser, jeweler and optician, of Grand
Junction, Iowa, was among the early Spring buy-
ers on the local market.

Charles A. Garlick, representing C. F. Woods
& Co., stopped over a few days in Chicago on his
way to the Pacific coast.

C. T. Allen, of Plymouth, Ind., made a busi-
ness trip to Chicago last week to purchase his
Spring line.

S. C. Parker, of the Palace Jewelry Store,
Newport, Ark., bought a line of spring goods on
the local market last week.

Mr. Hauls, of Harris & Goar, of Kansas
City, Mo., was among the out-of-town buyers on
the market last week.

A. A. Spiegel, of A. A. Spiegel & Co., Cincin-
nati, was a very welcome caller on the Chicago
market last week.

"Jack" Bitterman, of Bitterman Bros., Evans-
ville, Ind., made a welcome call on Chicago
buyers.

G. F. Schmerund, of Greenville, Ohio, com-
bined business with pleasure, calling on his Chi-
cago trade friends the middle of the month.
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SOLD DIRECT TO THE RETALL TRADE ONLY

FEATURES OF OUR LINE
The UNIQUE, ARTISTIC and UNUSUAL, together with BEST WORKMANSHIP, SUPERIOR QUALITY

and PERFECTION IN FINISH

1511 1636 1803

Brooches in gold filled or sterling silver, the gold filled finished in rose or dark green (antique). The sterling in French gray or oxidized.
We use finest imitation stones and can furnish any stone or color required

We manufacture in GOLD FILLED and STERLING SILVER

BROOCHES, HAT PINS, COMBS, HANDY PINS, WAIST PIN SETS, BARRETTES, SCARF PINS,
VEIL PINS, LINKS, BUCKLES, SASH BROOCHES, BRACELETS and NECKLACES

C. RAY RANDALL 8z CO., North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE, No. 7 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, Henry M. Abrams Co., No. 717 Market Street

Address all orders and communications to Factory, North Attleboro, Mass.
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CINCINNATI
LT-TER

T H E

The first reports for the condition of this
year's trade are just beginning to come in from
the men on the road. Through the country dis-
tricts and in the towns and smaller cities the
conditions are favorable. The trade is little less
than average. Of course, not coming up to last
year, as that was the banner year, but far ex-
ceeding expectations. The merchants are in better
humor than they have been for some months
past. Collections are beginning to come in and
the men are holding their own.

L. Gutmann & Sons report a special run on
lion-head jewelry for the season.

John Herschede, of the Herschede Hall Clock
Company, and J. Fred Kramer, of the Frank
Herschede Company, went to Philadelphia to at-
tend the annual banquet given by the Jewelers'
Club of Philadelphia, on Washington's Birthday.
They remained in the East about ten days, and
Mr. Kramer was the guest of Mr. Holstrom.

The stock of Kinsler & Company's jewelry
store, in Covington, was sold at auction last
month. L. C. Eisenschmidt, the Newport jeweler,
was the main stockholder, and opened up the
store in Covington about two years ago.

Henry Rabe, who was in charge of the re-
tail trade of L. Gutmann & Sons, is no longer
with them, as that firm has given up its retail
trade entirely.

J. E. Baldwin, of J. E. Baldwin & Company,
is receiving congratulations on the arrival of his
first daughter.

Mr. and Mrs. Sol Fox spent the greater part
of last month visiting with their daughter, Mrs.
Mack, of Chicago.

Herman Huber, a diamond setter in the
Perin Building, was "in the money" in the na-
tional tournament held here last month. Frank
Westhoff and Al Siemer also "did themselves
proud" in the tourney. A. C. Brodfueher, of
Louisville, Ky., came up especially to attend the
national bowlers' tournament.

Clemens Hellebush, who was manager of the
Duhme Jewelry Company, is with them no longer.

John and Frank Herschede spent several days
in Chicago early in the month on business con-
nected with the Herschede Hall Clock Company.

Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Gutmann are having a fine
trip to Japan and China, and at last reports were
in Yokohama.

H C. Walton, of The Keystone Watch Case
Co., and Charles Becker, of The Philadelphia
Watch Case Company, spent the week of Febru-
ary 16th in the East visiting the factories and at-
tending business meetings. Mrs. Walton spent
the„month with relatives in Indiana.

Frisbie & Hedrick started a store in Lan-
caster, Ky., last month and the firm members
were in the Queen City early in the month buying
their opening stock.

Chase Hoffman, of Springfield, Ohio, spent a

few days in Cincinnati last month while en route
for home from Texas, Mexico and Oklahoma,
where he spent a month looking after real estate
interests.

Frank Gifford, expert optician, has been put
at the head of the optical department of E. and
J. Swigart Company. Mr. Gifford has had twenty
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years' experience and for the past few years has
been connected with a jobbing house in Chicago.

Fred Schwertfeger, manager for Michie
Brothers, died suddenly of heart failure February
3d. He was at breakfast in his home and seemed
Well, when he fell from his chair. His wife and
son survive him.

L. C. Petit, watchmaker for John F. Krohme,
of Clarksburg, W. Va., came to the city February
2d to meet his Indiana bride. They were mar-
ried February 3d.

Charles Cook & Brother, of West Sixth
Street, had their plate-glass display window
broken by a brick thrown by an unknown person
February 12th.

Joseph Spiegel, formerly connected with E.
& J. Swigart Company, died in his home, in
Elm Street, Thursday, January 23d, of pneumonia,
after a few days' illness. He left a widow and
two daughters.

D. J. Byers, of the Cincinnati Gold and Silver
Refining Company, died of pneumonia January
25th. He caught cold while away on a business
trip and passed away two days after his return.

Charles Cook, Jr., died Monday, January 27th,
in his home in Walnut Hills, after a lingering
illness. He was the oldest son of Charles Cook,
one of the pioneer jewelers of this city.

Mrs. Ann Evans, mother of Ivor Evans, Cov-
ington, Ky., died January 26, at 88 years of age.

Charles Lucius, of the Frank Herschede
Jewelry Company, was ill for two weeks last
month from lumbago. But lumbago was not the
worst attack he had. Much more serious was an
attack of the poetic fever which gripped him. His
birthday anniversary and St. Valentine's Day fall
on the same date, and the employes at the store
remembered him with valentines of different
forms, sizes and kinds. He replied with verses to
the different ones which revealed a good-natured
and witty muse as one of his possessions.

Among the out-of-town buyers in Cincinnati
recently were Chris Hewig, Evansville, Ind.; W.
A. Fisher, Fairmount, W. Va.; John Krohme,
Clarksburg, W. Va.; R. Moss, Owensboro, Ky.;
White & Weins, Richmond, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs.
R. J. Timmerman, Batesville, Ind.; John F. Horn-
berger, Lawrenceburg, Ind.; H. W. Hills, Wash-
ington Court House, Ohio; Carlos 0. Oberholtzer,
Centerburg, Ohio; Walter G. Watt, Barnesville,
Ohio ; Charles F. Gray, Dayton, Ohio; U. E.
Lapp, Dayton, Ohio ; I. N. Pollock, Ashland, Ky.;
Mr. and Mrs. G. Schlencker, Hickman, Ky.; J. D.
Ward, Rising Sun, Ind.; A. H. Creighton, Mor-
row, Ohio; H. E. Barth, North Vernon, Ind.; E.
L. Barnard, College Corner, Ohio; A. M. Stamm,
Williamsburg, Ohio; Wm. J. Burkhardt, Dayton,
Ohio; D. A. Sewell, Wilmington, OhIco; W. C.
Carroll and daughter, Lebanon, Ky., and H. A.
Rohs, Cynthiana, Ky.

The Dayton, Ohio, Retail Jewelers'
Association

At a meeting of the jewelers, held some
weeks ago at the Philips House, Dayton, an or-
ganization for the betterment of local trade con-
ditions was formed and the following officers
were elected: President, Edwin Best; vice-presi-
dent, Webb Eby; secretary, J. W. Anderton;
treasurer, Alfred Moser. The executive commit-
tee consists of Walter Bowers, Frank Meyer, C.
F. Gray, and the committee on by-laws of Messrs.
Anderton, Sapp and Bowers. All who attended

the meeting for organization manifested consider-
able enthusiasm in the movement which is expect-
ed to be of much benefit to the members. The chief
purpose of the organization will be to bring the
different members of the trade together in friend-
ly intercourse, and thus pave the way to harmoni-
ous action in the correction of local trade abuses.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club
Banquet

(Continued from page 393)

dentist told me, and both kept their forceps hid-
den. Not knowing anything about your business,
I looked in the encyclopedia, and under the head
of jewelers it said 'see gems.' I looked under
'broker' and it said 'see pawnbroker.' These
things are not in my line. I still have it. (Laugh-
ter.)

"I found that your business has grown very
rapidly, and learned that in 1850 there was only
three jewelry factories, employing 150 people, with
an annual product of $2,000,000. In 1900 there
were go8 similar establishments, employing 150,-
000 persons, with a capital of $28,000,000, and pro-
ducing $96,000,000 annually Some would say that
this is a nefarious business, you engaged in mak-
ing, selling and trafficing in things absolutely
useless. But sometimes things are of infinite use
that are given away. One thing that redeems
your business is that your goods are a joy for-
ever, in that they carry joy with them. Your
vocation is a traffic in human affections, and there
is none better. You know how hard the average
man will work for something to give to somebody
else. Where is a man's heart, there his treasure
will be also. The happiness that has gone with
the things you have made would more than illu-
minate this room, and you have gained by the con-
tributions you have made in these tokens of affec-
tion. There is one tendency of the age that is
uppermost to all others, to co-operate, or what
some people call establish trusts. Some say it is
the worst thing that ever happended, others say it
is the best. I think the latter is the case; on one
condition, that along with consolidation of busi-
ness interests there go a consolidation of friend-
ship and interest in our fellowmen."

The next speaker was Hon. John H. Small,
of North Carolina, whose theme was also the
improvement of interior waterways. The last
speaker of the evening was Congressman J.
Hampton Moore, at whose solicitation the other
congressmen had come from Washington. Mr.
Moore referred to the fact that this gathering
represented citizens of thirty states. He referred
to the financial depression, but said that the jew-
elers were not, as many supposed, the last to be
effected, as an analysis of the situation would re-
veal that the men finally affected were those who
produced the raw material from which the jeweler
fashioned his product. Referring to the statement
of Mr. Barrett that our American manufacturers
had been neglecting export-trade, the speaker
stated that this was because the American manu-
facturer had been too busy at home looking after
the greatest market in the world, but that the
time was coming soon when our manufacturers
would have to seek for this foreign trade.

The meeting then broke up with singing
"Auld Lang Syne," and many of the diners vis-
ited the clubhouse, and there extended the festivi-
ties of the evening.
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Let us send you an assortment cif " CH ECO " Brand Combs by prepaid express.
We will show you the latest designs, the best finish obtainable, and 'prices that will be sure
to interest you. You may look these combs over, and if you find any that are unsatisfactory
for any reason, you may ship them back at our expense.

These assortments have proved to be of great benefit to those who have used them.
They will do the same for you.

Drop us a line TO-DAY asking for an assortment by return express. You are under
no obligations to keep the combs if they do not suit you.

Lady Ethel Adjustable Bracelets

Lady Ethel, with Stone Lady Ethel, Chased Lady Ethel, with Locket

Is still the most popular adjustable bracelet on the market. Its graceful designs, excellent
finish and great durability, combined with the low price, make it the most- desirable bracelet
of the day.

If you have none of these bracelets in stock, just write us to send you samples. We
will 'send them by prepaid express, with the privilege of returning them at our expense if
they do not please you. Take advantage of this offer TO-DAY. You will never regret it.
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C. H. EDEN COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 550 Broadway

3. Address all communications to the Home Office at Attleboro, Mass.
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Anasterciam—ele Maiaracand

The World-Famed Dutch Capital—Its Diamond Cutting Industry—Its Canals
and Museums- Curious Architecture and Customs

Just as every tourist must some day see Paris, so every jeweler,

it is safe to say, has at some time or another, felt that he must visit

Amsterdam, for thence come the greater part of the diamonds

that reach the American markets for sale to our people.

The train from
Arrival in the City Cologne, the usual

route for the buyer,

arrives at three in the after-

noon. Porters board it at Utrecht

to make sure of bearing our lug-
gage. Behind one such we walk to

the great hotel. Arrived there the

attendants deliver your mail and

then usher you to rooms on the top
floor, for they know the diamond

buyer on sight. From one such

room, with a single bed, you have

a view of the city and the canal

that you will find very impressive.
Then they help you unpack—even

to the large green trunk and the

alligator-skin valises and the big

telescope and the small yellow-

hand satchel the typical buyer car-

ries. If you are from the continent

one heavy, square brown ruck-sack replaces all of these. It is

raining and you finish your correspondence in the writing room,

fitted up in splendid green leather.

This is a favorite gathering place for diamond importers.

Mayhap you take to Baedeckar to read up on the history of the

city. As early as the fourteenth century it was an asylum for

refuge merchants of Brabant, but its real prosperity came only in

the sixteenth after the ruination of Antwerp by Spain. To-day the

city has a population of well nigh five hundred thousand. To-day

the place is the chief Dutch money market, possessing the Bank of

the Netherlands. Cobalt blue manufactories and diamond-polishing

plants make up its principal interests and spread its fame.

You meet an importer from the

United States and with him sup in

the little cafes for which the city is

renowned.

to the garret. Women stand about outside these homes, wearing

white rounded caps with a flap of cloth projecting at each side like

the horns of some Satanic conception.

By and by you pass a large synagogue and are in the Jewish

quarter. Signs on the windows are in Hebrew. In the shops are

sold meat and groceries, hats and notions, cheap jewelry and candy

indiscriminately. The foreign sections of some of our mid-western

cities find a duplicate here. There is a large market house as we

pass right along the canal, and then across are the better houses,

each of them with that pulley ar-

rangement from the black or brown

brick front. Canal boats, manned

with large sails, go by ; on the right

are the docks for the East Indian

steamers, then some large old

churches and several other impos-

ing buildings.
For the superficial sight-seeing

you board the "Dam" horse car.

Once more, along a canal flanked

with cheap stores, and you step out

at the Royal Palace. It is a four-

story, blue-painted structure, quite

staid. The admission is forty

cents a piece ; two strangers at

hand tell one it is not worth it.

You are at the principal square

of the city now, the "Dam" that

is. On one side opposite is the

queer-looking Seaman' s Loop--

really a club for mariners, each member of which has a number

which he wears on his flag so they may recognize each other on the

seas. The club is open afternoons only, and then a friendly Dutch-

man tells us to make ourselves comfortable. The club has some

hundred members.
Instead, one prefers to visit the large Ryks'

Museum, a three-story brick—tall for a Dutch

Vast Treasures building, and covering some three acres. The

building, though in Renaissance style, was erected

as late as 1885. Particularly interesting to an importer here is the

Dutch industrial collection from the era of Charlmagne to date, as

well as Dutch costumes and guns of later centuries. A tortoise-

shell shield, with the picture of

Prince Frederick Henry, is an oddity

that attracts attention.
There are all manner of things

in this museum. Helmets and ban-

ners, silk coats-of-arms, uniforms of

the Williams' and Dutch armies, a

room from the house of Jacob of

Campen at Auersfoot, built by him-

self ; groups of Friesland peasants at

baptism, Dutch rigs and sleighs,

naval cannon and dry docks—one

cannot list them all. The ecclesias-

tical section is another museum in

itself and the exhibits are very inter-

esting to the jeweler. There are

cases of jewelry, gold and silver.

plaques, seventeenth century art

glassware, silver dishes and tankards

of Admiral Van Trompe ; Limoges

dating from the twelfth to seven-

teenth centuries, and five miniatures

(Continued on page 411)

familiar dutch scene
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Many Things

Next day you are
ready to begin sig lit-

Worth Seeing seeing, and W111

first notice a com-

pany of Dutch soldiers in the

blue cloth caps and deep-blue suits

.with red stripes on the trouser legs.

You see them from the window as

you wake this chilly morning. You

breakfast on coffee and rolls inva-

riably, then board a little horse car.

The ride is along the canal, lined
with old trees that separate it from
the street. Beyond this are the

houses of brick, the top ascending in

three little curves as of some clover

leaf, and up in the dormer a beam
and pulley with rope to raise things

Museum with

The jewelry center
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Let us send you an assortment Of " CHECO " Brand Combs by prepaid express.
We will show you the latest designs, the best finish obtainable, and 'prices that will be sure
to interest you. You may look these combs over, and if you find any that are unsatisfactory

for any reason, you may ship them back at our expense.
These assortments have proved to be of great benefit to those who have used them.

They will do the same for you.
Drop us a line TO-DAY asking for an assortment by return express. You are under

no obligations to keep the combs if they do not suit you.

Lady Ethel Adjustable Bracelets

Lady Ethel, with Stone Lady Ethel, Chased Lady Ethel, with Locket

Is still the most popular adjustable bracelet on the market. Its graceful designs, excellent
finish and great durability, combined with the low price, make it the most desirable bracelet
of the day.

If you have none of these bracelets in stock, just write us to send you samples. We
will *send them by prepaid express, with the privilege of returning them at our expense if

they do not please you. Take advantage of this offer TO-DAY. You will never regret it.
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C. H. EDEN COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 550 Broadway
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Diamcand Ciay

The World-Famed Dutch Capital—Its Diamond Cutting Industry—Its Canals
and Museums Curious Architecture and Customs

Just as every tourist must some day see Paris, so every jeweler,

it is safe to say, has at some time or another, felt that he must visit

Amsterdam, for thence come the greater part of the diamonds

that reach the American markets for sale to our people.

The train from

Arrival In the City Cologne, the usual
route for the buyer,

arrives at three in the after-

noon. Porters board it at Utrecht

to make sure of bearing our lug-
gage. Behind one such we walk to

the great hotel. Arrived there the

attendants deliver your mail and

then usher you to rooms on the top

floor, for they know the diamond

buyer on sight. From one such

room, with a single bed, you have

a view of the city and the canal

that you will find very impressive.

Then they help you unpack—even

to the large green trunk and the

alligator-skin valises and the big

telescope and the small yellow-

hand satchel the typical buyer car-

ries. If you are from the continent

one heavy, square brown ruck-sack replaces all of these. It is

raining and you finish your correspondence in the writing room,

fitted up in splendid green leather.

This is a favorite gathering place for diamond importers.

Mayhap you take to Baedeckar to read up on the history of the

city. As early as the fourteenth century it was an asylum for

refuge merchants of Brabant, but its real prosperity came only in

the sixteenth after the ruination of Antwerp by Spain. To-day the

city has a population of well nigh five hundred thousand. To-day

the place is the chief Dutch money market, possessing the Bank of

the Netherlands. Cobalt blue manufactories and diamond-polishing

plants make up its principal interests and spread its fame.

You meet an importer from the

United States and with him sup in

the little cafes for which the city is

renowned.
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to the garret. Women stand about outside these homes, wearing

white rounded caps with a flap of cloth projecting at each side like

the horns of some Satanic conception.

By and by you pass a large synagogue and are in the Jewish

quarter. Signs on the windows are in Hebrew. In the shops are

sold meat and groceries, hats and notions. cheap jewelry and candy

indiscriminately. The foreign sections of some of our mid-western

cities find a duplicate here. There is a large market house as we

pass right along the canal, and then across are the better houses,

each of them with that pulley ar-

rangement from the black or brown

brick front. Canal boats, manned

with large sails, go by ; on the right

are the docks for the East Indian

steamers, then some large old

churches and several other impos-

ing buildings.
For the superficial sight-seeing

you board the "Dam" horse car.

Once more, along a canal flanked

with cheap stores, and you step out

at the Royal Palace. It is a four-

story, blue-painted structure, quite

staid. The admission is forty

cents a piece ; two strangers at

hand tell one it is not worth it.

You are at the principal square

of the city now, the "Dam" that

is. On one side opposite is the

queer-looking Seaman' s Loop--

really a club for mariners, each member of which has a number

which he wears on his flag so they may recognize each other on the

seas. The club is open afternoons only, and then a friendly Dutch-

man tells us to make ourselves comfortable. The club has some

hundred members.
Instead, one prefers to visit the large Ryks'

Museum, a three-story brick—tall for a Dutch

building, and covering some three acres. The

building, though in Renaissance style, was erected

as late as 1885. Particularly interesting to an importer here is the

Dutch industrial collection from the era of Charlmagne to date, as

well as Dutch costumes and guns of later centuries. A tortoise-

shell shield, with the picture of

Prince Frederick Henry, is an oddity

that attracts attention.
There are all manner of things

in this museum. Helmets and ban-

ners, silk coats-of-arms, uniforms of

the Williams' and Dutch armies, a

room from the house of Jacob of

Campen at Auersfoot, built by him-

self ; groups of Friesland peasants at

baptism, Dutch rigs and sleighs,

naval cannon and dry docks—one

cannot list them all. The ecclesias-

tical section is another museum in

itself and the exhibits are very inter-

esting to the jeweler. There are

cases of jewelry, gold and silver.

plaques, seventeenth century art

glassware, silver dishes and tankards

of Admiral Van Trompe ; Limoges

dating from the twelfth to seven-

teenth centuries, and five miniatures

(Continued on page 411)

A familiar dutch scene

Many Things

Next day you are
ready to begin sight-

Worth Seeing seeing, and w ill

first notice a com-

pany of Dutch soldiers in the

blue cloth caps and deep-blue suits

.with red stripes on the trouser legs.

You see them from the window as

you wake this chilly morning. You

breakfast on coffee and rolls inva-

riably, then board a little horse car.
The ride is along the canal, lined
with old trees that separate it from
the street. Beyond this are the

houses of brick, the top ascending in

three little curves as of some clover

leaf, and up in the dormer a beam

and pulley with rope to raise things

Museum with
Vast Treasures

The Jewelry renter
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New Empire of the Far Northwest

The Alaska -Yukon-Pacific Exposition -- The
Wonder City of Seattle—Progress

on the Far Project

Our next great world's fair will be the Alaska-
Yukon-Pacific Exposition which will be opened
at Seattle, Wash., on June 15, 1909. This
exposition will be held in a section of the country
where world's fairs are new, and for that and
many other reasons it is expected to be a success,
educationally, artistically and financially.

Work on the grounds and
buildings of the exposition is
well under way and the man-
agement is determined to have

everything in readiness by opening day. This
has been written about all expositions in late
years, but the promise has never been completely
fulfilled. The officials of the Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition, however, have started out
with a completed-on-opening- day idea above
everything else, and if they do not carry out
their plan it will not be because 1Nestern
energy has not been expended in the task. The
Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition promises to be
different from former world's fairs in many ways,
but one policy stands out so far above any of the
rest that the entire press of the country is com-
menting favorably about it. No money will be
asked from Uncle Sam to carry on the work. That
policy must be conceded as original.

All the management desires is
No Special for the United States govern-
Government Aid ment to participate in the same

manner as foreign countries and
the different States, by erecting buildings and
installing exhibits therein. Former expositions
have been aided by the government in many differ-
ent ways. Outright gifts of large sums of money
have been made by Congress to some world's
fairs, while others have negotiated loans from
Uncle Sam, some of which were paid back and
some of which were not. Some exposi-
tions have received both donations and
loans. As stated before, the Alaska-
Yukon-Pacific Exposition will ask
for neither. A clause pledging this
policy has been inserted in the Con-
gressional bill making provision for
participation only by Uncle Sam to
this moderate extent.

Since the United States govern-
ment began to patronize expositions
down to the Jamestown fair, Congress
has appropriated a total of $28,752,251
for world's fairs. Only $485,000 of
this money has been spent west of the
Rocky Mountains, the Lewis and
Clark Exposition, one of the most
successful ever held, receiving the
benefit of that amount.

The bill that has been introduced
at the present session of Congress pro-
vides an appropriation of $1,175,000 to
enable Uncle Sam to take advantage
of the opportunity for effective adver-
tising.

The money will be apportioned
as follows :

Work on
Buildings

Building Exhibit
Government $200,000 $350,000
Masks   100,000 200,000
Philippines . 75,000 75,000
Hawaii . . .  50,000 75,000
Fisheries  50,000 . . . .

KEYSTONE

Typical business thoroughfare in Seattle, Wash,

Much Work On June 1st last, before 15,000
persons, ground-breaking cere-
monies were held, with many

prominent men making addresses, among whom
was Hon. John Barrett, director of the International
Bureau of American Republics, representing Presi-
dent Roosevelt. From that date to the present
time work has been going on rapidly upon the
exposition grounds. Most of the grading and
clearing has been finished. All of the principal
roadways, avenues, circles and plazas have been
completed. The administration building has been
erected and occupied by the executive force for
several months. Contracts have been let for the
construction of five large buildings and several
small ones. Among these are the Manufactu-
rers' Building, Agriculture Building, Auditorium,
Palace of Fine Arts and Machinery Hall. The
three latter buildings will be permanent struc-

Accomplished

1\ larch, 1908

tures, built of buff brick with terra cotta trim-
mings. The " A-Y-P," as it is sometimes called
in Seattle, will differ again from some former
fairs in that some of its exhibit palaces will be
permanent structures. The grounds are located
On the property of the Washington University, a
State institution, and after the exposition is over
the permanent buildings and those substantially
built will be taken over by the college to be used
for educational purposes.

The purpose of the exposition, which is to
exploit Alaska and Yukon and the countries
bordering on the Pacific Ocean, is receiving much
favorable comment throughout the country.

The management of the Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific .Exposition has secured the services of
Col. Henry E. Dosch, of Portland, Oregon, as
director of the division of exhibits. The exhibits
department is being organized and prospective
exhibitors can now receive information in regard
to space by applying to Col. Dosch.

Col. Dosch represented the State of Oregon
as commissioner at New Orleans, Chicago,
Omaha, Buffalo, Charlestown and at the fifth
international exhibition held at Osaka, Japan,
in 1903, he was commissioner front the State of

Oregon and Lewis and Clark Exposition. The
directors of the Japanese exposition recognized
Col. Dosch's ability as an " expositionist," and
placed him in charge of all foreign exhibits. His
services were recognized by the emperor of Japan,
who decorated him with the medal of the Cheva-
lier of the Sacred Treasure. Col. Dosch was also
given a diploma of merit for his services at the
Osaka Exposition. It bears the signature of the
Mikado and the royal seal.

Col. Dosch was also commissioner general to
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition for the Lewis
and Clark Fair.

Found Big Nugget of Gold
A nugget of gold weighing more than five

pounds has been found in an old placer in the
Highland district by John Kern and has been

deposited in the bank of W. A. Clark
& Bro., in Butte, says a recent issue
of the Anaconda, Mont., Standard, of
Butte City. Its exact weight is sixty
ounces and seventeen pennyweights,
troy, and is probably the largest nugget
ever seen in Butte or mined near this
city. It is a beauty, larger than an
ordinary fist and of irregular shape.

It was washed out one day last
week by Mr. Kern on the site of the
once famous old town of Highland
City, fifteen or twenty miles south of
Butte, in the old Highland district.
Mr. Kern has been residing in that
district nearly forty years and has
washed out a great quantity of gold
in that time, but never enough at any
one time to make the recovery re-
markable, and the nugget which he
has just brought to Butte is the big-
gest find he has ever made.

When it became known among
the old placer miners they visited the
Clark bank in numbers to see the pre-
cious lump of tile real stuff. They
touched it tenderly, patted it admir-
ingly and lifted and weighed it envi-
ously. Men who had never seen gold
in its native purity also called to get a
peek at it. Its value is $1186,95.Official Emblem Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition
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Amsterdam—the Diamond City

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 10o)

of the fifteenth century, all of which would command great prices
in a jeweler's shop. A silver table equipage made in honor of the
Herring Fishery in 3793, is another magnificent survival. So, too,
are five silver reliefs, scenes from the life of General Spinolla, of
1630 date ; a German bride's crown of the seventeenth century,
and a silver Atlas, bearing tile globe on his shoulder, of 161o.
There is much in this chamber, in
fact, to hold one. Plateware of
Admiral de Ruyter, gold goblets
given him by the Dutch estates in
honor of the English victory of 1667,
a gemmed sword of Singal, and city
drinking horns, as well as such horns
of the guilds rest among the old cor-
poration chains and batons and an-
cient filigrees. Silver neck chains of
these guilds are innumerable. One
studies, too, with interest, chalices
of the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries,
Oriental weapons, gem-encrusted, and
then more European gems and watches
and old enamels are here. The guild
badges of the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries are oddities—a col-
lection of articles of mother-of-pearl,
richly engraved as well. Then Dutch
cutglass of those centuries, and watch-
keys, Dutch goblets, spoons and forks, and more chains, buckles
and rosaries, all of the seventeenth century.

An adjoining chamber is given over to Delft
plaques, and still another to panels from Dordrecht.

Works of Art Old candelabra, weapons and bronzes of the courts
of the fifteenth century, leaden reliefs of the eigh-

teenth, wood carvings and horn carvings and heavy ebony cabinets,
not to mention terra-cottas, are here in abundance. The upper
floor is devoted to paintings, the second finest collection in Holland,
and there the "Night Watch," of Rembrandt, would strike home
with many a jeweler's night man. Oddities in addition to those
are playing cards of silver, a rooster set in shape of a pin, but with
his entire body one single pearl ; then an
opium pipe of solid gold and golden toe-
rings set with jewels, from China. One case
has just two hundred toys of solid silver,
everything imaginable about a house and
yard or shop, for the little ones. A watch
with works of ivory, old grates and saw-
like canes, tiny organ pipes an inch in
length, a penknife of twenty-two utensils,
curious old keys and carved bellows show
,other products of the jeweler's art.

What with these things and the art
collections proper, it is noon before one is
done with the gallery. A car bears you
to the Dam and a restaurant on the second
floor across the palace, where tiled walls
lead to the dining room. There, for three
gulders (a dollar twenty) you feast on
beans and tongue and potatoes and lettuce,
with beer, of course, Dutch fashion.
Afternoon, there is not much more time
for sight-seeing. One must to the dia-
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mond dealers and business. Just now there is quiet in the diamond-
cutting industry owing to the decreased demand in the American
market and hundreds of the cutters are idle. But all are hopeful
that a betterment will soon take place.

Pendulum Proves Earth's Rotation

The scientists at Columbia University recently performed
Foucault's experiment in St. Paul's Chapel and demonstrated that

the earth rotates on its axis. Despite
the fact that precautions had been
taken against possible error, several
slight imperfections in the suspension
of the pendulum caused it to oscillate
in a slightly elliptical path instead of
in a straight line. The performance
of the experiment occupied only about
thirty-five minutes. The errors caused
were not apparent at first, but they
gradually became more noticeable.

The pendulum used was a cannon
ball fastened to a specially made cop-
per wire which was suspended from
the interior of the dome of the chapel.
The cannon ball came from the Brook-
lyn navy yard and weighed about
one hundred and fifty pounds. The
suspension wire was ninety feet long.

At 3 o'clock Dr. Forbes, curator
in the department of physics, ap-

proached the cannon ball, which was secured at the end of its
swing by a long cord, with a lighted taper in his hand. It was
explained that the pendulum was to be released by burning the
string in order that the possibility of giving it a side swing or extra
impetus might be avoided. On the bottom of the ball was fastened
a camel's hair brush which passed over the surface of an ink pad,
marking plainly the course of each swing on a dial about eight feet
in diameter placed on the floor of the chapel.

As the pendulum swung slowly back and forth a noticeable
deviation could be observed after a few swings. The lecturer
explained that although the pendulum seemed to be changing the
direction of its swing, this was in reality caused by the fact that the

chapel floor and the earth were gradually
turning under it. At the end of the half
hour that it was in motion the ball regis-
tered a deviation of about five degrees.

The Anis

Innumerable

tel

In the market

Electric Clock on the Eiffel Tower
All Paris can now turn to the Eiffel

Tower when it wishes to know the time
after dark, in place of being dependent on
church clocks and other often unilluminated
sources of this necessary information. For
sometime past the hour of noon has been
announced by a cannon shot from the
tower, but the usefulness of the big struc-
ture as a timekeeper is not to end with
this. The idea of employing the great
structure as a nocturnal timepiece has been
ingeniously worked out and in place of an
ordinary dial an electric illuminating appa-
ratus controlled by a horological move-
ment indicates the correct time.
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A Famous Roman Jeweler and
Jewelry Store

In a recent issue we published a brief account of one of the

famous jewelry stores of Rome, located on the interesting thorough-

fare known as the Corso. Another well-known thoroughfare in the

Eternal City is the Via Condotti which runs between the Corso and

Piazza di Spagna. This street is lined with stores, one of the most

interesting being that
of the firm, C. Roc-
cheggiani, one of the
largest of Roman
dealers in gems and
plate and one of the
firms most famous for
designing rare articles
in precious metals and
the reproduction Of
antiques. It is also
the leading mosaic
hou in Rome.

In figure I, we
reproduce a photo-
graph of a corner of
one of their many
salesrooms. All the
framed pictures shown
in the illustration are
beautifully and deli-
cately colored Roman
mosaics. Above on
the right are two
mosaics, one of the Coliseum, the other a view of the Roman Forum

with the columns of the Temple of Saturn in the foreground and

the stretch of Julius Caesar's Basilica back to the three columns of

the Temple of Castor.
Below, on each side of

the mosaic of a Roman canta-
dino peasant, are to the left,
an interior of St. Peter's with
the high altar to the right, the
Tiber and one of its bridges
with the tomb of the Emperor
Hadrian now called Castel
Sant' Angelo, and just above
it is a small mosaic of the front
of St. Mark's in Venice. In
the center one sees the top of
a fine mosaic table with a laby-
rinthine pattern at the edge,
a genre scene in the center, and
eight views of Rome between
in a wedge or keystone pattern.

The large mosaic above
on the left is a favorite Roman
household pattern, one of
several quite similar designs of
religious signification.

Below among others one
sees a copy of the Aurora,
the great painting on the ceil-
ing of the Rospigliosi Palace,
and one of the famous Madonna
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della Sedia of Raphael which is in the Piti gallery in Florence.
From the hundreds of beautiful designs in artistic jewelry, we

have chosen to represent two pieces of work in gold, both copies of
famous Etruscan work of two or three centuries B. C.

Figure 2 shows a gold necklace copied from one of the treasures

of the museum of the Louvre in Paris. It formerly belonged to

the Campana collection, that made by Marquis Campana during

the tomb excavations in Etruria that brought to light such wonderful
pieces of ancient jewelry. These alternate hearts and bells of

exquisitely delicate
hand beaten work, set
each one with pearls
is a piece of work of
which this firm can
justly be proud. It is
at present exciting a
great deal of favorable
comment in Rome.

The Naples Mu-
seum gave permission
to this firm to copy
and reproduce one of
the gems of their
collection, one over
which all visitors to
Naples rave. This was
a beautiful Etruscan
necklace of most su-
perb workmanship.

A string of alter-
nate gold beads and
buttons with a beau-
tiful clasp, and to

every fourth bead a pendant, alternately a vine leaf with a graceful

stem, and a bunch of grapes. Each one of the grapes is a real

pearl and the setting so charmingly brings out design and grace,
that it makes nearly an incom-
parable necklace.

A gold disk that has
the half-spiral clasps bears on
it a representation of a thea-
trical mask. A regular suc-
cession of the bunches of
grape pearls is broken in the
center by a delicately modeled
little figurine, adorned in
Etruscan festival style.

C. Roccheggiani is also a
maker and dealer in Roman
cameos and intaglios, and the
fine quality of their work is
well known all over Europe.

The historic pre-eminence
of Rome in the world of art
is grandly reflected in the
magnificent specimens of art
craftsmanship to be seen not
alone in the museums, but in
the jewelry stores of the Eter-
nal City. This may well be
expected in a city where art is
literally in the air and where
every craftsman is in truth

an artist.

Corner In one of the salesrooms

Gold necklace copied front original in Louvre

Established 1880

Ube
OLb Mine

Tiamonb lbottee Estates a Specialty

/41Z:
HERE is certainly a growing demand for the antique in jewelry, both in genuine

old pieces and new pieces made up in antique styles. "OLD MINE" diamonds
artistically handled in the mounting make a class of jewelry that is unique and a

style that stands by itself. This jewelry finds a ready sale not alone for its

really artistic effect but also because of its money value, as " OLD MINE " stones

are cheaper than regular cut diamonds. We illustrate a few of the styles of our necklaces

and rings, but we make many other styles adapted to "OLD MINE" stones. We also keep

a full stock of loose "OLD MINE" diamonds, in sizes from 1/32 up to 3 carats each. We

like to buy as well as sell, and we are always ready to make cash offers on all desirable lots.
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CHAS. F. WOOD & CO.

1 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

C OUR COMPLETE STOCK CONTAINS EVERY SIZE OF ALL THE BETTER GRADES. WE CAN SUPPLY

ANY IMMEDIATE NEED THE SAME DAY WE RECEIVE YOUR ORDER

A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY IN JEWELRY!!
No. K 656. HAT PINS Made from Genuine Rose Buds

The inventor takes fresh rosebuds of different varieties, places them in an electro bath which deposits the metal on thc
buds. The metallic surface retains the forms and outlines of the buds and shows the veins and delicate tracings.

As in Nature

No two are alike

Rich Gold Finish

Sold only to
Jewelers

$24.00
Per Dozen

KEYSTONE DISCOUNT
Each one in a box with card "Made from a Genuine Rosebud"

Jobbers Supplied. Send Orders to

LAPP & FLERSHEM, Wholesalers of Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks, Etc.

These

Hat Pins

can bc retailud
at from

$2.00 to $5.00

when it is

explained what

they are

CHICAGO, ILL.

Start Your Spring Efforts
in the Right Direction

Buy FB Rings
Our fiscal year just ended not only showed a great
increase over the season previous—but proved to

be one of the best in the history of our Company.

Consistent effort in the right direction—the un-
limited assortment of new designs—and quality of

product, is responsible for this. The trade recog-

nize that the FE; Ring is the best selling—and
therefore the most profitable—Ring product in the

market to-day.

HEINTZ BROTHERS
BUFFALO, N.Y.
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Allsopp & Allsopp
"Originators of the New Style"

Qf

nempenorive
nzamorcad Jw©y

MOUNTED GOODS ONLY

"11111"FOUR OF OUR LEADERS"

Our line this Winter is bigger and better than ever.
A look at our stock will prove to your advantage.

TOPPY

ICC &
TRADE-MARK

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE
18-20 COLUMBIA STREET

NEWARK, N. J.

BEGIN THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
Complete your stock with Right Goods—They Sell

GOLD RINGS
GOLD BROOCHES GOLD SCARF PINS

A handsome line of seamless wire GOLD FILLED RINGS

OSTBY & BARTON CO.
New York Office-9-13 Maiden Lane Providence, R. I. Chicago Office—to3 State Street

T1-JE KEYSTONE
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Oamascenc ttloth as an arti

Origin of the Term—Skill of the Japanese in this

Specialty — Noteworthy Specimens of the Work

LIMILIW11111M11.11r1111111.1111=111-1111.11.111111.11FLI-11111.11.111111.11.11.
The swords of Damascus and the artistic decoration of their

blades have given a name to a distinctive kind of metal work ; but

just as in English all sorts of porcelain are known as " china,"

although the goods may be " made in Denmark," and while we

never give a thought to Calcutta when buying calico, so nowadays

for the finest kind of damascene work we look not to Syria but to

Japan. In the feudal times the seat of the industry was the old

capital city of Kioto, where, for eleven hundred years, every

artistic inspiration in Japan originated. The art of damascening

also flourished in Kioto for three hundred years, and to-clay the

most delicate gold inlaid work issues from perhaps a dozen work-

men in three little workshops in a deserted quarter in that city.

The highest development of the art of damascen-

ing in Japan was intimately connected with the

in Japan feudal system. For every Samurai boy received

a sword when five years of age and every gentle-

man carried two swords, one as a warrior, the other denoting his

social standing, for war was a pastime and the sword the common

weapon ; among the presents

to the bride at a wedding,

a dagger always figured

and for the perpetration of
" hari kari " in due form, a

special knife was needed.

It was necessary, therefore,

that everything about a

sword, the blade, the hilt,

the handle, the sheath,

should be of artistic execu-
tion. With the overthrow

of the feudal system, the

artistic handicraftsman, en-

gaged in the damascening

of swords, lost his occupa-

tion and the damascene

work of the Japanese was

applied to the production

of international commercial

and export goods, embrac-
ing every imaginable object,

from the little box for post-

age stamps to the plaque of

half a meter diameter.

If we compare the da-

mascening work with the

bronze art, says H. Pttdor,

we must place the former
on a higher plane than the

latter. It is at once the

highest class of inlaid work,

metal inlaid work. As ma-

terials all metals are used,

but gold and silver inlaid in

iron, enjoy the preference.

Damascening
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But the Japanese have no choice, as far as the costly character of

the metal is concerned, preferring copper to gold, where its color

suits better. The nominal value of the raw metal and its market

price do not receive his consideration. Almost superhuman patience

is required for this work and we can only appreciate the skill

with which it is executed, when we have watched the work for an

hour in one of these workshops.

The metal plate—iron or soft steel—is first placed

in a rosin bath to prepare it for the working pro-

cess. For the same purpose the rough texture of

the plate is removed, in order to afford a surface

which will take hold of and retain the applied decoration. The

helper then takes a chisel and a small hammer and begins opera-

tions as follows :
He first takes a space of about one-quarter inch works with

uninterrupted blows on the chisel until in narrow parallel lines,

like the shading on an etching, he can see the marks of the chisel

on the chosen space before him. He then gives the plate a ninety-

degree turn and repeats the above-described process on a second

space by the side of the first ; and so he proceeds until the entire

plate is covered with horizontal and vertical hair lines. This takes

a long time, but it means only the beginning of the work. The

entire plate is then worked over in the reverse direction, so that

the horizontal parallels as well as the verticals are crossed. When

this is complete, the plate is scored in a direction running diagonal

to the preceding lines and finally, again, in parallels that.cross the

previous diagonals. Then the master comes, tests the work with

his fingers and if he finds it

perfect declares the .prelimi-

nary preparation satisfactory.

In the mean
time, the gold
has been pre-
pared by be-

ing beaten into thin plates.

The master cuts these into
pieces about three inches in

size and then, with shears
that he sharpens about every

two minutes, cuts minute

little pieces of about a hair-

breadth. An apprentice now

brings some glowing char-

coal, holding in one hand

a bamboo tube (with which

the charcoal is kept at the

desired heat). The master

takes some of the plate in a

forceps and holds it in the

heat. Before, however, the

heat at which gold melts is

attained, he takes the heated
wire and laying it on a steel

plate turns it this way

and that, until every bend

and kink has been worked

out and the wire lies there,

as fine and delicate as the

hair on the head of a child.

After the wires have all been
treated thus, the work proper

commences. A favorite deco-

(Continued on page 419)

Mode of
Procedure

Iron shield damascened with gold. Border of arabesques tuid trophies : center shows struggle
at walls of a (Mr

Applying
the Gold
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WOLCOTT MFG. CO.

The Fashion 
PATENTS PENDINC1

Collar Pins

TRAIDe-

',LARK

THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW

THEY SELL AT SIGHT

THEY ARE A NECESSITY

PROVE IT FOR YOURSELF

Manufactured in Rolled-Plate by

WOLCOTT MFG. CO.
New York Office-4 Maiden Lane 71 Peck Street, Providence, R. I.

MADE IN 10 K. SOLID GOLD BY JOHN T. MAURAN MFG. CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Damascene Work as an Art
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(Continued from page 417)

ration, for instance, is a medallion of about an inch square, sh
ow-

ing a temple garden or castle park, with lake, boats, plants,

lanterns, little temples, distant mountains and clouds in which

birds are disappearing. The border is worked out in chrysanthe-

mums, microscopically beautiful and of the most delicate execution.

But let us follow up the work. The master having

selected one of the wires, lays it on the plate and

Essential with a minute chisel works at it until it forms the

line he has in mind. Suppose it is the outline of

a mountain. At the proper point he cuts it off with a gentle pres-

sure of the edge of his tool and secures it by a few light
 taps of a

miniature hammer. He proceeds in this manner until the principal

outlines of his design have

been laid out. Then the

center plate receives a thin

coat of lacquer, through

which the gold inlaying

shines, when it is dry, after

which it is smoothed off

with a smooth tool. The

details are then worked out,

after which comes another

coat of lacquer and this

may be repeated twenty

times. The consequence is

that the lacquer penetrates

into the pores of the metal

until it can no longer rust.

In spite of this, however,

the lacquer is not visible on

the surface when the work

Skill and Patience

is finished. After the last

gold has been laid, the

whole is carefully polished,

and the piece is complete.

Judging from the fore-

going description, it would

appear as though the entire

process was principally mechanical. But, in addition to an extra-

ordinary familiarity with the material and a skillful hand, real
 artistic

talent is required in this Work, i. e., the faculty of wo
rking directly

from designs existing only in the imagination. The work of these

artisans is literally " freehand "; copying is virtually excluded.

But one advantage can be claimed for it, i. e., the li
nes can be

changed while the inlaying is in progress. But the crossed lining

on the surface of the iron plate prohibits any preli
minary sketching.

Furthermore, it calls for a pre-eminently trained and,
 as far as pos-

sible, infallible eye. Hand and eye work in unison and together as

closely as this is conceivable.

The durability of the damascened work is extra
-

ordinary. If the end of the gold wire is placed

on the plate and forced into place with the h
am-

mer, it is so firmly fastened as to permit the lifting

by it of a heavy plate from the table. The wire would break

before it could be detached from the plate.

Among all artistic handicrafts, damascening is that
 which comes

nearest to the free arts. It combines plastic work with painting and

is actually a process of modeling in colors. As already stated, it is

a special inlaying art, but surpasses wood 
inlaying in various

respects. It makes as heavy a draft on the intuitive po
wer of

genius as on the sustained effort of genius. And, if it is true that

genius is diligence, diligence of unrecorded endurance, then 
the

artist in damascene work is a genius.

While the art of damascening attained its highest perfection in

Japan, its practice has been by no means confined to that country,

as the fine specimens of Italian and German workmanship shown 
in

our illustrations will sufficiently demonstrate.

Story of a Government Official

The following story is told concerning an official of the War

Department at Washington, who bears the reputation of being more

than ordinarily cocksure on matters generally. The official in

question one day paid a surprise visit to a cruiser stationed at

Portsmouth, and, in the absence of all the senior officers, was,

received by a midshipman,'

Who proceeded to show him

round, as he wanted to see

everything. The 9-2 guns,

the barbettes, the crow's

nest, the watertight com-

partments, t h e kitchens,

were in turn inspected, and

in each case the official cut

short the middy's attempted

explanations by exclaiming,

" Yes, yes, I know all about

that." The middy grew

rather sad. " You've seen

everything now, sir," he

said at last, " except the

dynamos. Would you like

to — ?" "Certainly. I

want to see everything,

Mirror frame of iron damascened with gold

Durability
of the Work

everything." So to the

dynamo room the pair pro-

ceeded. At the doorway the

middy halted. " These, sir,

are two powerful dynamos

which supply the electric

force, generated from --"

" Oh, yes, I know all about that," interrupted the offici
al, stepping

up to the dynamos and examining them closely with th
e air of an

expert. Then, with his attendant midshipmate, he went back to the

saloon, feeling that he had done what the government expecte
d of

him. Arrived there, after a parting glass for goodwill, the middy

suddenly exclaimed, " I hope, sir,. you didn't bring a valuable

watch with you ? Those dynamos are not very good for watches,

and you stood so close to them." " Good gracious, boy
 !" ex-

claimed the official, hastily producing his watch, and finding
 that it

.had stopped, " why on earth didn't you tell me ?" " Well, sir,

I'm really awfully sorry, but I didn't think of it at the mome
nt. I

thought you knew everything."

Diamonds in Mexico

T. J. Robinson and two other Americans who own what i
s

said to be a genuine deposit of diamonds in the State o
f Guerrero

have just refused an offer of $100,000 gold for the prope
rty. The

offer was. made by a British syndicate. The formation of the Guer-

rero diamond field is identical with that of South Africa
. Several

gems of much value have been taken recently from the p
roperty

which Mr. Robinson and associates own.
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A New Line for the Spring Trade
AT POPULAR PRICES

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Bracelets, Fobs, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, flat Pins,
Baby Pins, Thimbles, Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms,
Festoons, Emblem Goods. VEIL PINS,

MATCH BOXES, NECK CHAINS, CIGAR CUTTERS, POCKET KNIVES,
LAPEL BUTTONS, VEST BUTTONS

STERN BROS. & CO.
33=43 Gold Street, NEW YORK

Manufacturers to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department, 68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond totting Works-142 West 14111 Street, New York

(71ileago, Illinois, 103 State Street
BRANCH OFFICES London, Englund, Audrey !louse, Ely Place

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tuipstraat
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Spring buying has opened up
A Slight in the jewelry line, according
Improvement to the reports from many of

the Pittsburg wholesale men.
This statement was made with conservatism, and
was accompanied with the explanation that while
general conditions were improved, they were not
to be compared with a year ago. The situation,
however, is apparently on the mend. Retailers
say that there is more interest taken by custom-
ers, and as they begin to feel their way along and
there is more ready money appearing for the lux-
uries of life than was naturally to be expected
after the tight squeeze in financial circles.

The February record for bad
Destructive weather has been fully up to
Floods the standard. Heavy rains and

snows brought on the annual
flood season of the rivers, which caused no end
of loss and conventional business suspensions for
hours while the storekeepers went to their cellars
to take a hand at pumping part of the Allegheny
and Monongahela Rivers out of their stack
rooms. The flood of Saturday and Sunday, Feb-
ruary t5 and 16, in Pittsburg was clue to a rise
in the rivers of thirty-two feet. It crept into
the cellars of wholesalers in the lower Penn
Avenue district, making matters rather lively for
a time. Hereen Brothers & Company were pre-
pared, however, for the coming of the flood, and
kept out of harm's way. Other dealers along
the flood zone were equally prompt in getting
stocks out of the water line. February t6th was
Sunday, and this gave a chance to the dealers
to get over the worst of the flood for business
on Monday. It would be impossible to estimate
the loss to mercantile trade, but it will be quite a
large sum. Manufacturing interests suffered more
seriously, however, and many of the mills and
shops were closed for a week or ten days.

Throughout the Pittsburg dis-
Business
Removals 

trict there has been a strong
tone of hopefulness. The fin-
ancial centers have been

stronger, and while the money shortage is by no
means all over, there is an end to it in sight at
this time, and with its approach, enterprises in
many lines have taken on new interest. But the
changes that are to take place this year in loca-
tion of business houses are beginning to show
already in announcements made publicly. These
signify in nearly every case a decision to curtail
expenses. Most conspicuous of these changes is
that of Vilsack Brothers, who since the comple-
tidn of the great Farmers' Bank Building, at
Fifth Avenue and Wood Street, have had the
only ground floor lease in that structure. An-
nouncement is now made that the firm will on
April 1st remove. Their new location is not an-
nounced as yet, but there are plenty of available
vacant stores this year, and no apprehension is
felt on that score. The Vilsack store is one of
the most handsome in Fifth Avenue and acknowl-
edged to be one of the most modern in appoint-
ment and furnishing. The business was located
on the exact site of the present store long before
the Farmers' Bank Building was built. When it
came to negotiating for the lease of this store,

an arrangement was made by which Vilsack was
to retain the same site after the completion of the
new building during the life of the old lease. The
old lease is said to have expired this year, and
for this reason a change has been decided upon.
Henry Wilkins & Company's store, in Wood
Street, is to be vacated this spring also. This
house is unique in its announcement. Posted on
the windows is a declaration from the firm that
the little hole in the wall was to be deserted be-
cause the landlord had raised the rent so high
that it would require a flying machine to reach it.
The firm admitted that it did not own an airship
and for this reason had to move. The new loca-
tion selected is on the third floor of the Pittsburg
Life Building, at Liberty Avenue and Sixth
Street. Another high-rent store deserted this
spring is that of the Griffin Jewelry Company, a
small place, more like a bandbox than anything
else, though, at Fifth Avenue and Wood Street,
the best corner in the city for retail trade. The
rent issue there, however, resulted in a constable's
sale and the closing out of the business. The
store is vacant and for rent. It was a case of the
merchant turning over his business to the land-
lord as the only way of meeting the enormous
rent for a place to do business.

Right after the new year there
Many Special began special sales of hang-
Sales over stocks of jewelry in most

of the leading stores. This
special sale fever has since spread generally. The
reduction of prices has been marked in compari-
son with former seasons, and involves imported
ware, art goods and regular lines of jewelry also.
Much of this effort is due to the lighter sales of
high-priced goods during the holiday season.
Lower-priced stocks sold fairly well but left the
dealer with too much investment in the better
grades. As a rule these special sales have not
been very satisfactory for the reason that the
scarcity of ready cash naturally made people shy
at buying luxuries at any cost. However, as a
general rule there seems to be little complaint at
this time of the effect, and a belief that the situa-
tion is improving sufficient to make a general
clearing in time of hang-over stocks without
serious loss.

Reductions and economies in
General operating expenses have been
Retrenchment the rule in most of the whole-

sale houses. The retailer is
naturally running at small expense all the time,
but the general readjustment in business affairs
in all lines has been promoting a healthful tone
among the trade and has increased conservatism
in all dealings. The interesting opening of the
Pittsburg Stock Exchange on January 27th, after
three months suspension, has had a healthful
effect and influence. In the meantime, the Trad-
ers' and Mechanics' Bank and the Treasury Trust
Company, an allied institution, closed its doors,
with deposits of about $35o,000. The concerns
are not important, but their suspension had just
a bit of depressing influence on the general busi-
ness conditions of the city for a few days. Since
the closing it has been announced that there will
be no loss to depositors and if any loss to stock-
holders it will be very slight.

Mead & Company report a better business
outlook than for some weeks. Manager J. T.
Montgomery went East last month on a tour that
will take him to New York, Philadelphia, Balti-
more and other cities. He is accompanied by
Mrs. Montgomery and expects to be a guest at
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the annual banquet of the Jewelers' Club of Phil-
adelphia. A number of trade visitors were at this
house this month, including Mr. Bigelow, of
Clark & Bigelow, of Washington, Pa.; R. W.
Wolf, of Smithton, Pa.; F. H. Leitzell, of Scott-
dale, Pa.; W. H. Brehm, of Rochester, Pa. All
are well-known retailers.

Considerable interest was taken in the reports
of a serious fire at the small town of Leech-
burgh, Pa., February 17th, which destroyed much
of the business section of the town and included
the jewelry store of Earl C. Klingensmith. The
loss on the stock„ however, is not yet estimated.

Trade representatives who were in Pittsburg
the past month included Messrs. McKean and
Smith, of the Waltham Watch Company, who vis-
ited the Pittsburg jewelry interests. Mr. Cook,
of the Howard Watch Company, was also a vis-
itor and looked over the Pittsburg field during the
month. The Geo. B. Barrett Company is enjoy-
ing a full share of business at this season, and
road men are sending in good reports of the out-
look for the spring. Gillespie Brothers, in the
Park Building, are preparing for the spring sea-
son and making a handsome display of general
stock, which is attracting much interest. Gen-
eral displays of the trade in show windows con-
tinue unusually interesting and attractive and in-
volve many new ideas.

The visiting retailers are by no means down-
cast over trade conditions and anticipate a fair
spring business,

W. H. Morton, of East Liverpool, a well-
known retailer of that Ohio town, is on a three
weeks' trip to the South, and passed through
Pittsburg on his way.

Are Your Diamonds Secure?
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qf The above advertisement will appear in leading
magazines beginning with October. We are doing this
to still further stimulate the constantly increasing de-
mand for Arch Crown Mountings, and our customers
will surely be greatly benefited. In anticipation of the
business that is sure to follow this advertising your
early orders are earnestly urged to avoid delays.

ARCH CROWN MOUNTINGS
with FULLY COMPLETED BEARINGS

are Staple and Excel Because they are—

q MORE ARTISTIC
q STRONGER
II NO POINTS TO CATCH
q DISPLAY DIAMONDS BETTER
q EASY TO SET
q EASY TO SELL
11 NEW TO MANY

PLAT. TIP ARCH CROWNS
wear longest and

Display Diamonds Perfectly

ARCH CROWN MFG. CO.
24 CAMP ST., NEWARK, N. J.

SAMPLES AND NEW PRICE-LIST ON REQUEST



Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Bracelets, Fobs, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins,
Bahy Pins, Thimbles, Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, R ing Mountings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms,
Festoons, Emblem Goods. VEIL PINS,

MATCH BOXES, NECK CHAINS, CIGAR CUTTERS, POCKET KNIVES,
LAPEL BUTTONS, VEST BUTTONS

Manufacturers to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department, 68 Nau Street, N..‘v York
Dia !ow, 1•11 i i lug Works—I42 West 14111 Street, New York

Chicago, liii trek, ltr■ Slate S t eel
London, England, Audrey llouse, Ely Place
Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulpstraut
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Spring buying has opened up
A Slight in the jewelry line, according
Improvement to the reports from many of

the Pittsburg wholesale men.
This statement was made with conservatism, and
was accompanied with the explanation that while
general conditions were improved, they were not
to be compared with a year ago. The situation,
however, is apparently on the mend. Retailers
say that there is more interest taken by custom-
ers, and as they begin to feel their way along and
there is more ready money appearing for the lux-
uries of life than was naturally to be expected
after the tight squeeze in financial circles.

The February record for bad
Destructive weather has been fully up to
Floods the standard. Heavy rains and

snows brought on the annual
flood season of the rivers, which caused no end
of loss and conventional business suspensions for
hours while the storekeepers went to their cellars
to take a hand at pumping part of the Allegheny
and Monongahela Rivers out of their stock
rooms. The flood of Saturday and Sunday, Feb-
ruary 15 and 16, in Pittsburg was due to a rise
in the rivers of thirty-two feet. It crept into
the cellars of wholesalers in the lower Penn
Avenue district, making matters rather lively for
a time. Hereen Brothers & Company were pre-
pared, however, for the coming of the flood, and
kept out of harm's way. Other dealers along
the flood zone were equally prompt in getting
stocks out of the water line. February i6th was
Sunday, and this gave a chance to the dealers
to get over the worst of the flood for business
on Monday. It would be impossible to estimate
the loss to mercantile trade, but it will be quite a
large sum. Manufacturing interests suffered more
seriously, however, and many of the mills and
shops were closed for a week or ten days.

Throughout the Pittsburg dis-
Business trict there has been a strong
Removals tone of hopefulness. The fin-

ancial centers have been
stronger, and while the money shortage is by no
means all over, there is an end to it in sight at
this time, and with its approach, enterprises in
many lines have taken on new interest. But the
changes that are to take place this year in loca-
tion of business houses are beginning to show
already in announcements made publicly. These
signify in nearly every case a decision to curtail
expenses. Most conspicuous of these changes is
that of Vilsack Brothers, who since the comple-
ticl'n of the great Farmers' Bank Building, at
Fifth Avenue and Wood Street, have had the
only ground floor lease in that structure. An-
nouncement is now made that the firm will on
April 1st remove. Their new location is not an-
nounced as yet, but there are plenty of available
vacant stores this year, and no apprehension is
felt on that score. The Vilsack store is one of
the most handsome in Fifth Avenue and acknowl-
edged to be one of the most modern in appoint-
ment and furnishing. The business was located
on the exact site of the present store long before
the Farmers' Bank Building was built. When it
came to negotiating for the lease of this store,
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an arrangement was made by which Vilsack was
to retain the same site after the completion of the
new building during the life of the old lease. The
old lease is said to have expired this year, and
for this reason a change has been decided upon.
Henry Wilkins & Company's store, in Wood
Street, is to be vacated this spring also. This
house is unique in its announcement. Posted on
the windows is a declaration from the firm that
the little hole in the wall was to be deserted be-
cause the landlord had raised the rent so high
that it would require a flying machine to reach it.
The firm admitted that it did not own an airship
and for this reason had to move. The new loca-
tion selected is on the third floor of the Pittsburg
Life Building, at Liberty Avenue and Sixth
Street. Another high-rent store deserted this
spring is that of the Griffin Jewelry Company, a
small place, more like a bandbox than anything
else, though, at Fifth Avenue and Wood Street,
the best corner in the city for retail trade. The
rent issue there, however, resulted in a constable's
sale and the closing out of the business. The
store is vacant and for rent. It was a case of the
merchant turning over his business to the land-
lord as the only way of meeting the enormous
rent for a place to do business.

Right after the new year there
Many Special began special sales of hang-
Sales over stocks of jewelry in most

of the leading stores. This
special sale fever has since spread generally. The
reduction of prices has been marked in compari-
son with former seasons, and involves imported
ware, art goods and regular lines of jewelry also.
Much of this effort is due to the lighter sales of
high-priced goods during the holiday season.
Lower-priced stocks sold fairly well but left the
dealer with too much investment in the better
grades. As a rule these special sales have not
been very satisfactory for the reason that the
scarcity of ready cash naturally made people shy
at buying luxuries at any cost. However, as a
general rule there seems to be little complaint at
this time of the effect, and a belief that the situa-
tion is improving sufficient to make a general
clearing in time of hang-over stocks without
serious loss.

Reductions and economies in

General operating expenses have been
Retrenchment the rule in most of the whole-

sale houses. The retailer is
naturally running at small expense all the time,

but the general readjustment in business affairs

in all lines has been promoting a healthful tone

among the trade and has increased conservatism
in all dealings. The interesting opening of the
Pittsburg Stock Exchange on January 27th, after
three months suspension, has had a healthful
effect and influence. In the meantime, the Trad-
ers' and Mechanics' Bank and the Treasury Trust
Company, an allied institution, closed its doors,
with deposits of about $350,000. The concerns
are not important, but their suspension had just
a bit of depressing influence on the general busi-
ness conditions of the city for a few days. Since
the closing it has been announced that there will

be no loss to depositors and if any loss to stock-
holders it will be very slight.

Mead & Company report a better business
outlook than for some weeks. Manager J. T.
Montgomery went East last month on a tour that
will take him to New York, Philadelphia, Balti-
more and other cities. He is accompanied by
Mrs. Montgomery and expects to be a guest at

the annual banquet of the Jewelers' Club of Phil-
adelphia. A number of trade visitors were at this
house this month, including Mr. Bigelow, of
Clark & Bigelow, of Washington, Pa.; R. W.
Wolf, of Smithton, Pa.; F. H. Leitzell, of Scott-
dale, Pa.; W. H. Brehm, of Rochester, Pa. All
are well-known retailers.

Considerable interest was taken in the reports
of a serious fire at the small town of Leech-
burgh, Pa., February 17th, which destroyed much
of the business section of the town and included
the jewelry store of Earl C. Klingensmith. The
loss on the stock„ however, is not yet estimated.

Trade representatives who were in Pittsburg
the past month included Messrs. McKean and
Smith, of the Waltham Watch Company, who vis-
ited the Pittsburg jewelry interests. Mr. Cook,
of the Howard Watch Company, was also a vis-
itor and looked over the Pittsburg field during the
month. The Geo. B. Barrett Company is enjoy-
ing a full share of business at this season, and
road men are sending in good reports of the out-
look for the spring. Gillespie Brothers, in the
Park Building, are preparing for the spring sea-
son and making a handsome display of general
stock, which is attracting much interest. Gen-
eral displays of the trade in show windows con-
tinue unusually interesting and attractive and in-
volve many new ideas.

The visiting retailers are by no means down-
cast over trade conditions and anticipate a fair
spring business,

W. H. Morton, of East Liverpool, a well-
known retailer of that Ohio town, is on a three
weeks' trip to the South, and passed through
Pittsburg on his way.
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To The Trade
We the undersigned wholesale jewelry firms of the
city of St. Louis agree to close our respective

establishments on SATURDAY AFTERNOONS AT

ONE O'CLOCK, beginning with February 29th
and ending November I, 1908.

Our out-of-town and city customers will

please bear in mind that we will fill and ship

all orders received up to twelve o'clock noon

each Saturday.

Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company
Aller-Newman-Wilmes Jewelry Company
Weiss & Fassett
Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
L. Bauman Jewelry Company.
J. W. Cary & Co.
J. P. Morgan Jewelry Co.
The Reeves-Kemper Co.
St. Louis Clock & Silverware Co.
Wm. Weidlich & Bro.
Tower & Long

SI. Louis, February 6,1908.
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That business confidence is re-
Trade Conditions stored and normal conditions
Improved are fast approaching has been

revealed during the past week
among St. Louis jobbers. The middle of the
month marked the beginning of the coming of
spring buyers, and jobbers report that the results
have been very satisfactory. Without exception
all St. Louis jobbers have kept their travelers on
the move constantly, and their orders are begin-
ning to improve. The buyers have not arrived
collectively, as in previous years, because this year
the reduced railway fares do not obtain. Hereto-
fore tickets had to be used within the stipulated
time, and this forced the buyers to come and go
on stated days. This year they can suit their
coming and going to their own conveniences. The
inauguration of the two-cent rate is a little more
than it was when the reduced fares were granted.
The Interstate Merchants' Association, which
formerly had in hand the work of validating the
transportation, gave its time this season to adver-
tising the city as a jobbing center. The banks
are in excellent shape, money is plentiful and all
that is needed now is for the country banks and
merchants to get over the scare. These banks are
still carrying reserves above the legal require-
ments and are reluctant about accommodating
the merchants who desire loans. Retailers report
considerable improvement, some even insist that
their business is as good this month as it was last.
Among both the retailers and the jobbers not a
sign of pessimism is to be found, and all are con-
fident of an early and speedy, complete recovery.

The wholesale houses of St.
Early Closing Louis have signed a petition
Saturdays agreeing to close their respect-

ive places of business at
o'clock on Saturday afternoons from February
29th to November 1st. All the jobbers signing
this agreement will make a special effort to fill
and ship on the same day all orders in their
hands by noon of each Saturday. This early
Saturday closing is a move in the right direction.

Vast sums of money are pass-
Late Movement ing through St. Louis as a re-
of Cotton sult of the belated movement

of the cotton crop. The move-
ment came late this year, but along with the big
sales reported by St. Louis jobbers in other lines,
it is helping greatly to bring an end to the busi-
ness stringency that followed the financial flurry.
During the last thirty days the Mercantile Trust
Company has moved over 40,000 bales of cotton,
valued at $65 a bale and making a total of over
$2,600,000. This means that this large quantity of
cotton has been exported to Europe through the
foreign exchange department of this bank. All
the cotton has not passed through this city, but
the money has been sent to the South and South-
west, buying up the bales which are sent to
Europe, thus bringing the full amount of the
money from Europe to this country. The points
from which the cotton was moved include, Mem-
phis, Tenn.; Little Rock, Ark.; Houston, Dallas,
Fort Worth and Galveston, in Texas, and New
Orleans. Other financial institutions have also
assisted in moving this belated crop, and it can be
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easily understood why a vast amount of money
has been poured into the South and Southwest.
The crop has been late this year, but the southern
planters, who have been holding out for higher
prices, realized the time has come when it is
better to sell. From other sources it has been
learned that from 75 to 8o per cent. of the cotton
crop has now been moved, the remainder is in
the hands of the farmer and the commission men
in the South and Southwest. It is predicted that
the end of this month will see as much cotton
moved, in proportion to the size of the crop, as
was moved at the same time last year. The
year's crop last year was much larger than this
year's.

The Retailer s' Commercial
Retailers' Or- Union, an incorporated asso-
ganization Meets ciation of retail merchants, of
in St. Louis Iowa, Minnesota, South Da-

kota, Kansas and northern
Missouri, will meet at the Marquette Hotel, in St.
Louis, on March 3d, for the purpose of buying
general merchandise collectively. Over 200 retail
merchants are expected to be present at the meet-
ing. By collective buying is meant a large number
of merchants buying at the same time from the
same manufacturer or jobber and thereby saving
a large sum. Many manufacturers from all over
the country will be present at this meeting. The
officers of the union are: W. H. Gentner, presi-
dent, Framington, Iowa; H. M. Bigelow, vice-
president, Grundy Center, Iowa; J. F. Russell,
treasurer, Audubon, Iowa; J. M. Morrow, secre-
tary, Douds Leando, Iowa. Following are the
directors : W. H. Gentner, J. F. Russell, H. M.
Bigelow, C. B. Elsen, of Mammen, Iowa; C. H.
Cabot, of Heron Lake, Minn.; G. D. Bollinger, of
Everest, Kansas; J. F. Shaffer, Casey, Iowa.

The buying of bills receivable from manu-
facturers and jobbers will be the chief business
of a new concern incorporated in St. Louis during
the past month. It is the first concern of its kind
in St. Louis, and is capitalized at $foo,000. The
operation of its business is very simple. A man-
ufacturer or jobber sells a bill to a customer on
thirty or sixty days' time. The minute the goods
are shipped this company will agree to buy the
bill, charging a discount, of course, thus giving
the jobber or manufacturer ready money with
which to extend his business. When the bill be-
comes due the company collects from the pur-
chaser. Louis D. Shoenberg, of New York;
Moses Shoenberg, president of the May Company
of St. Louis ; David May, president of the Shoen-
berg Mercantile Company, are among the incor-
porators.

F. L. Jaccard, the veteran traveler, who has
just completed his twenty-seventh year with the
Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company, spent several
days in St. Louis the past month calling on his
friends and consulting with the members of his
firm. His headquarters are at Fort Worth, Texas.
Speaking of business conditions in that section of
the country, he stated that while the effects of
the financial stringency had been felt there, the
country was in good shape and weathered it
very successfully and that the outlook for the
future is very good.

Louis Stern, of Louis Stern & Co., New
York, visited this city the early part of the month.

August Kurtzeborn, Jr., associated for sev-
eral years with the firm of A. Kurtzeborn & Son,
has decided to leave that firm and will embark
in business for himself in the Frisco Building, at
Ninth and Olive Streets.

Louis and Morris Bauman, of the Bauman
Bros. & Company, made a very successful trip
through Oklahoma during the past month.

Charles S. Erbar, of Texarkana, Ark., was a
welcome visitor here this month.

S. Ruby has purchased the stock of N. Boit-
man and has discontinued the auction which he
had been conducting at Seventh and Olive Streets
for the past sixty days.

E. P. Long, jeweler, St. Cloud, Minn., who is
well known to the trade in St. Louis, stopped off
in this city for several days on his way to Hot
Springs, where he expects to remain for five or
six weeks.

C. H. Bard, of Sedalia, Mo., called on the
local trade during the month, replenishing his
stock.

S. 0. Harvell, of the FIarvell Jewelry Co.,
Hillsboro, Ill., made a welcome visit on the local
trade here.

Fred McIntyre, a well-known jeweler of Mc-
Alister, Okla., was among the early spring buyers
here during the past month.

Adam Hafner, of De Soto, Mo., called on the
St. Louis jobbers early in the month, picking up
new stock. He reports his section of the coun-
try in excellent shape and the outlook for a
normal business good.

Hugh Murphy, who for many years con-
ducted a jewelry business on South Jefferson
Avenue, died during the past month at the ad-
vanced age of 71 years. Mr. Murphy formerly
lived in Huntsville, Mo. He retired from active
business several years ago. He is survived by a
widow and seven children.

Samuel Kober, secretary of the E. Maritz
Jewelry Co., left on his regular western trip the
early part of the month.

R. F. Reeves, of the Reeves-Kemper Co.,
Star Building, has just returned from a western
business trip. He reports a marked improvement
in business conditions.

J. Reed Eliott, of the Eliott Jewelry Co.,
spent the greater part of last month in Colorado
Springs. He was accompanied by Mrs. Eliott.

W. H. Wheeler, a well-known jeweler of
Palmyra, Ill., spent several days in St. Louis the
past month calling on old friends and business
acquaintances. He was on his way South where
he expects to remain at least a month.

The engagement of Leo Bauman, treasurer
of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company, and son
of S. H. Bauman, president of the company, to
Miss Aurelia Scharff, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas Scharff, has been announced. Miss
Scharff is a charming young lady well known in
St. Louis society circles. Mr. Bauman is a
prominent young business man of St. Louis and
has a host of friends and acquaintances in and
out of the jewelry trade. The wedding is to
occur in June at the home of the bride's parents,
5225 Lindell Boulevard.

The Erker Bros. Optical Co. closed a ninety-
nine year lease on the property at 705 Washington
Avenue. The company will not move into this
new location for some time, however, as a short
time ago it closed a lease on its present location
at 6o8 Olive Street.

Henry Lowenstein, jeweler, at 1230 South
Broadway, has been elected a member of the
board of directors of the Missouri-Lincoln Trust
Company.

St. Louis jobbers have received word that
David B. Gross has opened a new jewelry store
at 501 North Sixteenth Street, Omaha, Nebr.
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THE PANIC Is OVER

That prosperity is coming is

evidenced by a rapid return

in all lines of business to

normal conditions. The

wide-awake retail jeweler

will keep step with the pro-

cession —get his stock in

first-class condition. We are

up and doing, with plenty of

New Goods in

Our NEW CATALOGUE of TOOLS

and SUPPLIES is just out and a most

COMPLETE BOOK in its line. Our

order department is giving efficient

service.
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Wholesale Jewelers
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February passed with very little

Business Slowly change in the general business

Recovering situation, and the jewelers felt

the general slackness along

with other lines of trade. It may be said that

there was an improvement over January, but busi-

ness men are finding that the after-effects of the

panicky autumn are lasting longer than it was

thought that they would. The acute money situ-

ation, in which depositors were frightened by the

action of banks into holding their money fast, is

happily past and will soon be forgotten, but trade

has been slower in recovering after the holiday

season than usual. Confidence in the growing

likelihood of a good spring trade is shown by

several new firms entering into business in the

city. Wholesalers report that while the dealers in

the smaller towns are buying conservatively, there

are signs of a reviving demand for all classes of

goods. An influx of buyers is expected on the

excursion conducted by the Wholesalers' Associa-

tion, ending March 3d, the replies to letters sent

out being very satisfactory. Retailers have rather

more repair business than usual, but state that

sales are about as good as the average for this

time of year.
The month was notable for the

Business Changes number of business changes. A

new manufacturing concern is

the Detroit Jewelry Manufacturing Co., under

the management of Fred J. Bender, who was for-

merly connected with Wm. J. Schultz, at 120

Bates Street. This concern has taken quarters

in the Rowland Building, and will install an up-to-

date plant.

R. J. F. Roehai & Co. have leased a portion

of the Business University Building, at Wilcox

and Farmer Streets, just around the corner from

their old location at 184-186 Woodward Avenue,

and will conduct a retail business, dealing in the

finer grades of goods, on the ground floor, while

their factory will be placed on the second floor.

This location is much more convenient than the

old one for the manufacturing end of the busi-

ness. The head of the firm, Mr. Roehm, is the

pioneer in the fraternity and college jewelry man-

ufacturing business of the city.
George Schaffner, who was formerly in the

retail business on Woodward Avenue but has

latterly been engaged in repair and smelting work

in the Loyal Guard Building, has purchased the

stock of Elias D. Trebilcock, at 324 Woodward

Avenue, and will continue the retail business at

that location.
John A. Hornik is starting up at 322 Gratiot

Avenue, the store formerly occupied by William

Ulrich, having purchased the stock from the Bon-

field Jewelry Co., which bought it in at the very

low price of $235 at bankrupt sale early in the

month.
Both jewelry and optical goods will be car-

ried by L. A. Sisinger, who has opened a store

at 1487 Russel Street.
John Hellerich, a Michigan Avenue jeweler,

contemplated disposing of his branch store, at

510 Gratiot Avenue, and has been conducting a

sale there, but the results have been so good that

the branch will be continued.
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W. T. Davies has opened a new store at

Grand River and Hudson Avenues. He was for-

merly in the jewelry and millinery business at

Alma, Mich.
At the annual meeting of the Michigan Op-

tical Co. the capital stock was increased from

$85,000 to $120,000. Oscar Marx continues as

president and \V. Comerford as manager.

S. B. Lemmon, who has been in business at

85 Broadway, has bought out Harry Schultz, 395

Grand River Avenue.
At a meeting of the directors of W. A. Stur-

geon & Co. early in the month, it was decided

not to close up the business at once, although the

liquidation sale will be continued. This firm has

a two years' lease, and it may be some little time

before the old firm will be dissolved.

Traub Bros., 118 Woodward Avenue, whose

lease on the property at Woodward Avenue and

Congress Street does not become operative for

some time, have decided to remain in their pres-

ent location until that time.
The Weyhing Bros. Manufacturing Co. have

completed the enlargement of the plant and the

placing of their die-cutting machines.

The February meeting of the

Jewelers' Board Detroit Jewelers' Board of

of Trade Trade, held Friday, February

14th, was more than usually

lively, a large number of propositions being up

for discussion. One of these is that of a double

telephone system, a competing company having

entered the field against the established company.

Doctors and dentists have already agreed to use

only one phone, and it is probable that the

jewelers will do the same, although a committee

will examine the situation carefully. The move-

ment toward a national jobbers' association, which

was discontinued a while ago on account of trade

conditions, will be resumed, the discussion touch-

ing on the methods to be used. A report was also

made on the progress achieved in framing the

new auctioneers' ordinance, which goes to the

council soon.
A. W. Kludt, optician, with R. J. F. Roehm &

Co. and president of the Michigan optometrists,

who went South on a health trip to Florida and

New Orleans the first of the month, writes back

that he is in better health already and enjoying

his vacation greatly.
C. A. Bishop, of Quincy, who has been in this

city studying optics, was attacked with rheuma-

tism and returned home, but later came back to

take mineral baths. His father is in the optical

line at Quincy.
George Weyhing, who has been in charge of

the repair department with W. A. Sturgeon & Co.,

has accepted a position with Chas. A. Berkey

& Co.
J. F. Plimley, who sold out his manufacturing

business here to go to California for his health,

writes his friends from Los Angeles that he is

recovering.
Wm. J. Schultz was one of the Detroit

bowlers who went to Cincinnati to try to land

the Igo9 tourney for Detroit.
C. S. Allison, of Owosso, has gone South for

the winter.
William Ulrich, of Detroit, is in charge of

the store of W. W. Bridges, at Marine City, tem-

porarily, the latter having gone to Oklahoma for

several weeks.
David Lenton, who was in charge of the clock

department of W. A. Sturgeon & Co., has gone

to Buffalo to accept a similar position.

The marriage of Nugent Winstanley, with

Tomlinson & Willits, to Miss May C. Warren

took place January 28th, their wedding trip being

spent in a trip to Eastern cities.

Hugh Connolly, jeweler and optician, was

laid up with grip for a week early in the month.

Bankruptcy proceedings against Samuel

Stern, who conducted a wholesale and retail busi-

ness at 320 Hastings Street, have been instituted

by Attorney B. B. Selling, acting for Jules

Ascheim, of New York. The latter has a claim of

$2,423.37 against Stern. When this merchant left

town suddenly most of his stock was found to

be missing except the bulkier articles, and attach-

ments were gotten out by some of the creditors

covering the remaining stock. The sales on at-

tachment were prevented, however, by the bank-

ruptcy proceedings.
The evidence of two jewelers, one a Detroiter

and the other a Buffalo man, will be very import-

ant links in the trial of Percy Bowin, accused of

killing Mrs. Cornelia Welch recently. The day

after the murder, which was for purposes of

robbery, Bowin is alleged to have shown two of

the diamonds taken from the murdered woman to

a local jeweler to get an estimate of their value

and later he is said to have offered them for sale

in Buffalo. He confessed when first arrested,

but took back the confession and will be tried.

Eugene Campbell and wife, of Pinckney, were

visitors in Detroit early in the month.

Chas. Rice, who was in the reta.il jewelry

business here in the Wayne Hotel block for many

years, but is now a resident of Belleville, Ont.,

was a recent visitor to the city.
Marvel I. Brabb and Roy C. Brabb, of W. A.

Sturgeon & Co., are wintering in Florida.

Julius W. Sieler, with Adolph Enggass &

Co., was married February 3d to Miss Bertha

Miller.
George Chambers, of Mt. Clemens, is vaca-

tioning in the South.
Robert Taylor is now watchmaker with the

E. J. Berthet Co., succeeding Benjamin Staley,

who has gone to Indianapolis.
F. N. Pauli, of Pontiac, visited the wholesale

trade early in February.
F. H. Nissley, of Saline, was here on a buy-

ing trip..
Le ..Hetip: & Thomas, 8o Michigan Avenue,

were robb&I early in the month of a small quan-

tity of jewelry left in the show window. The

robber broke the window and gathered up such

goods as he could reach, which fortunately hap-

pened to be of a value not to exceed $5o.

P. R. Stocker has left the employ of Chas. A.

Berkey & Co., to take charge of the wholesale

jewelry department of T. J. R. Ayres & Son,

Keokuk, Iowa.
Albert E. Charlesworth, chairman of the

Charlesworth Optical Co., was ill for a week dur-

ing the month with grip.
Edward Davis was arrested recently on com-

plaint of one of the members of the firm of

Luths, Dorweld & Haller. It was alleged that he

entered the store on a pretense of looking at

goods, and while doing so noted the names and

descriptions of watches on the repair board. Later

one of the more expensive watches was called for,

the repair charges paid and it was pawned at a

Michigan Avenue pawn shop. Davis was ar-

rested at the pawn shop later while trying to

pawn a satchel. He made good the amount that

had been paid to redeem the watch from pawn

and was released on suspended sentence.
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No. 250. Solid 14 K. gold, weight 10 dwt., $30.00. List.

No. 251. Solid 14 K. gold, weight 8 dwt. $24.00. List.

No. 260. Ladies' Rite Ring, 14 K. Price $15.00. List.

COrNp:Aizier. WEDDING INVITATIONS
We have some nice samples to furnish the Jewelry Trade to take orders

for this class of work.

THE FEDERAL ENCRAVINC CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

; :ve•O'

QUINCY SPECIAL ALL-PLATE CASE, No. BOO

WHAT YOU THINK YOU BUY

and what you actually get are not always the same when it conies to
show cases. Our cases are made from selected quarter-sawed oak and
best glass, in the best models, by thorough workmen.

Established 58 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

are shipped K. D., safe arrival guaranteed. We furnish the screwdriver

—the only tool required to set the case up properly. We guarantee that

you get exactly what you buy. Send for our catalogue that describes
the different models. Shelving and counters, too.

Quincy Show Case Works

WIICY
New York, 740-742 Broadway

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldit.

Illinois
San Francisco, 1034 (leery St.

Spokane, Wash., 0425 Monroe St.

Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Jialia St.

TIGER CLAW MOUNTINGS

IKKO MATSUMOTO

Manufacturing Jeweler

Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Indianapolis Letter

THE KEYSTONE

The new city directory for 1908 gives Indian-
apolis a population of 235,960, a gain of 7080 over
the estimate of the preceding year.

Articles of incorporation were filed last month
at the office of the secretary of state for Chris.
Bernloehr & Bro., capital $1o,000. Chris. Bernloehr
is president and treasurer ; John A. Bernloehr,
vice-president and secretary, and Anna B. Bern-
loehr, director of the incorporated firm.

J. H. Reed had his full store force at work
taking the annual inventory
of stock, the second week in
February, after which the en-
tire stock was put in fine
shape for the spring trade.

Travelers for the Indian-
apolis jobbers are all on the
road and sending in fair or-
ders. A vigorous campaign,
full of old-fashioned hustle,
will be carried on with the
determination to make 1908
an average business producer.
February was somewhat quiet
with collections slow and ir-
regular, but there is nothing
ill the spring outlook to war-
rant pessimistic views con-
cerning the jewelry trade.

The jewelry business of
George A. Fogas, 546 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, has been •

re-organized and incorporated
under the State laws ; capital
stock $ro,000. The new firm,
styled the F og as Jewelry
Company, is composed of the
three brothers, George. A.
Fogas, J. T. Fogas and Fred.
C. Fogas. George and Fred.
will be actively engaged in the
business.

F. L. Bryant, jeweler, at
137 North Pennsylvania Street, is spending a few
weeks in California for his health, which has not
been very good of late. During Mr. Bryant's
absence the business is being carried on by Miss
Margaret Kingston, who has been connected with
the store for several years.

John A. Bernloehr, of Chris. A. Bernloehr &
Bro., is a leading member of a newly-organized
mandolin club, called " El Buen Septette." Mexi-
can costumes with large sombreros are worn, pro-
ducing a highly picturesque effect.

Gus. Craft, president of the A. P. Craft Co.,
and W. F. Werbe, of the optical firm of Werbe
& Miessen, were on the February sick list.

J. C. Walk & Son placed an order for a hand-
some new street clock, to take the place of the old
timepiece that has marked the
location of the Walk store for
the past thirty-five years. The
new clock will be a Howard,
with an illuminated dial and
automatic arrangement by
which the lights are turned
on in the evening and off in
the morning at the proper
hour according to the season
of the year. The E. Howard
Clock Company is building
the street timepiece especially
for the Walk store. It will
probably not be placed in po-
sition before next May.

Scott M. Mullin, formerly
iU the retail jewelry business
at Liberty, Ind., has sold out
and taken a position as watch-
maker with Carl L. Rost in
this city. Mr. Mullin has re-
moved his family to this city.

Carl L. Rost, jeweler and
diamond merchant at 15 North
Illinois Street, had his new
show window smashed Febru-
ary zd, and $566 worth of mer-
chandise carried off. The rob-
bery, which occurred shortly
after 6 o'clock on Sunday
morning, with the tempera-
ture at the zero mark, was an

exceedingly bold one considering the location of
the store. It is directly opposite the main en-
trance to the Claypool, the largest hotel in the city,
and near the all-night stand of a dozen or more
hack drivers. The night watchman had passed
the store at 6.o5 and all was well ; at 6.25 he made
his next round when he discovered an eight- by
three-inch hole in the large plate-glass window.
Mr. Rost was immediately notified. Upon inves-
tigation a small hammer was found inside the win-
dow, and on the sidewalk a long iron bar with a
hook on the end, evidently used to lift and draw
the articles through the hole. Among the articles

Work of pupils of Chas. B. Dyer, Indianapolis, Ind.

taken were twenty-one signet rings, two diamond
rings, six coral rings, six carbuncle rings and nine
open-face watches bearing Rost's name on the dials,
and one open-face gold watch without the name. A
fine amethyst necklace and a gold cross were also
taken. That many other valuable articles were left
ill the window is thought to be proof that the thief
saw or heard the watchman returning. Marks of a
" jimmy " were found on the heavy oak entrance
door, but it proved too solid. So far the detectives
have found not the slightest clew to the theft.

Don. A. Hickman, manufacturing jeweler,
has recently installed much new machinery, all
connected by electricity, in his shop in the Yahn
Block. An adjoining room has been fitted up as
an office and salesroom. Mr. Hickman reports a

Work Of pupils of Chas. B. Dyer, Indianapolis, led.

gratifying and steady increase in his business since
its establishment a little less than four years ago.

The A. P. Craft Company shipped to Ohio last
month an order for a number of Knight Templar
jewels. The jewels were beautifully made, evi-
dencing the high grade of workmanship of the
A. P. Craft emblem goods.

J. C. Walk & Son and Charles Mayer & Com-
pany conducted " spoon " sales in February. A
great many spoons were sold as valentines.

Charles B. Dyer has discontinued the sale of
watches and the staple lines of jewelry in order to
devote all his attention to arts-and-crafts ware and

the manufacture of hand-made
jewelry. His quarters, known
as " The Arts and Crafts
Shop," have become the cen-
ter of the craftsman's move-
ment in Indianapolis. Dyer's
Spring class in hand-made
jewelry was opened January
14th with an enrollment of
thirty-five students. As an
example of the keen interest
taken in the jewelry art in this
city, a recent entertainment
was given by one of the social
leaders when each guest was
asked to bring an old or in-
teresting bit of jewelry.

Arthur Hutto, formerly
with the Wadsworth Watch
Case Company, at Dayton,
Ohio, is now with the manu-
facturing firm of Burns &
Andersen, in this city.

W. J. Hoffman, of Hoff-
man & Lauer, reports trade
on tools and material as very
good, especially 'during the
latter part of February. Wal-
ter Schaeffer has been added
to the house force.

Mr. Grohs, of the I. Grohs
Jewelry Company, of this city,
spent a couple of weeks in

St. Louis last month, where he opened a sample
room for the display of spring novelties in jewelry
and leather goods.

George S. Kern, 7 North Meridian Street, has
been appointed official watch inspector for the
C. H. & D. and the C. I. & L. (Monon) railroads
at this point.

Charles Mayer, of Chas. Mayer & Co., has
returned from an automobile trip through Mexico.

Sam. Thompson has succeeded to the business
of his father, the late Samuel Thompson, Sr., at
Monticello, Ind.

At a meeting of the creditors of the wholesale
optical firm of S. T. Nichols & Company, held in
this city February ioth, the referee in bankruptcy
appointed the Security Trust Company, which had

been acting as receiver, trus-
tee. A. C. Woods will con-
tinue as manager for the trust
company, and the business
will go on without any fur-
ther interruption.

Ikko Matsumoto made
two beautiful pieces of jewelry
on an Easter order. One was
an exquisite gold stick pin,
an Easter lily, designed after
the natural flower, with tiny
gold stamen and a diamond-
tipped pistil. The other was
a brooch, made of a $20 gold
piece, hammered out by hand
into a magnificent full-blown
rose, with high lights and deli-
cate shading that brought out
the design in full relief. The
artistic conception and careful
attention to details mark Mat-
sumoto's work.

L. M. Ratliff, of Frances-
vine, Ind., was a recent visitor
in this market. He is offering
his watch and jewelry repair
shop at Francesville for sale.

C. C. Wiklt, formerly of
Royal Center, hid., passed
through this city February 1st,
en route to his new location
at Veedersburg, Ind. Mr.

(Continued on page asi)
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We can teach you to do as well

The abo, plate (original size, 23 x 25 inches) was designed and engraved by
Mr. Karl P. I Mgenschult, of 3Iassillon, Ohio, and I want to impress upon you that
this piece of work was engraved by hand. The monograms, inscriptions. letters,
scroll work, ornamental work, fancy borders, pictures, etc., etc., were tree-hand
designed and engraved. It is another proof that if you want to learn engraving,
you should learn it right ; and if you want to learn it right and In a short time,
you should attend our College.

YOU CAN LOOK
this country over, and nowhere will you find an institution
whose students turn out such work as this. Mr. Fiegenschuh
never had any experience before attending our college
and took less than four months' instruction in engraving.
Is this not wonderful ? And I can truthfully say that he
was not gifted for such work any more than you, or the
_average man, but the whole secret of his, and all our
students' success is our method of teaching, which is differ-
ent from any other college in the country. Over fourteen
years we have been teaching Watchmaking, Engrav-
ing and Optics, and know how to make a thorough,
practical workman of you. It doesn't take long by our
method—why we can teach you more in six months than
you can learn in the average jewelry store in almost as
many years, and teach it to you better.

Let us send you our prospectus ; it gives you full infor-
mation. Better drop us a postal to-clay.

Philadelphia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal Established 1894
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THE STORE BEAUTIFUL
Ashby .1/c.:vvt..:11ry Color-cid() TH E 

store beautiful
means increased

business

Success
We can make your

Beautiful

store

and at a moderate cost.
Shall we serve you.

Send for a Catalogue.

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE CO. RO ANXICRtiAPIDS

New York Office, 750 Broadway (Same floor as McKenna Bros. Brass Co.)}
- under our own managementSt. Louis Office, 1331 Washington Ave.

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD Arrii-)t-14.;cus IlLLLIty, Nit), 408
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The building permits issued in
Building Activity this city in one month last

year amounted to $3,910,083, as

against $3,no,too in New York in the same

month. The fact is not likely to make San Fran-

ciscans lose their balance. They know that the

metropolis is only taking a breathing spell, but
nevertheless there is a satisfaction in contemplat-

ing and referring to the record, for it enables us

to call the attention of outsiders to the fact that

there is something doing in this city.

The State board of examiners have about de-

cided that the $13oo reward that was offered by

the State of California for the capture of two

notorious gas-pipe thugs, Siemsen and Dabner,

should be awarded to a local retail jeweler,

Henry Behrend. We are pleased to say that this

gentleman has entirely recovered from the harsh

treatment that he received from the above two
evildoers.

Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Gutmann sailed from this

port on the Oriental steamship Mongolia on

Thursday, January 30th, and will visit Honolulu,

Hongkong and several of the other interesting

Asiatic ports and will arrive back in San Fran-

cisco about the first of April. Mr. Gutmann is

of the firm of L. Gutmann & Sons, a leading

jewelry jobbing house of Cincinnati, and is taking

a much needed rest. Upon their return to Cali-

fornia they contemplate spending at least a month

visiting the points of interest in and around the
southern end of this State.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Wise, of the firm of J. S.

Lehrberger & Co., have taken advantage of the

temporary dull times and have gone East to visit

Mr. Wise's relatives. They contemplate spending

some time in Chicago, Evansville, Memphis, Kan-

sas City and the Grand Canon of Colorado, and

expect to be back in San Francisco about the

fifth of March.
S. H. Clausin, of S. H. Clausin & Co., whole-

sale jewelers, of Minneapolis, Minn., paid his

annual visit to this section of the country in

February. The latter part of Mr. Clausin's visit

was spent in the southern end of the State with

relatives.
Abe Dobrowsky, the manager of the Golden

Eagle Jewelry Co., of Redding, Cal., was in this

city recently showing some high-class jewelry

that was made in the manufacturing department

of the above establishment, and we have no hesi-

tancy in saying that if all of their output is as

meritorious as the original line they will have a

bright and prosperous future for the manufactur-

ing end of their business.

J. Kocher, who is a member of the retail

jewelry firm of Kocher & Son, doing business in

San Jose, Cal., was in this city recently on a

stock-buying trip.
E. Muller, retail jeweler, of Eureka, Hum-

boldt County, Cal., spent last month in this city,

taking a special course in optics at one of the

leading institutions in this city.
Lichtenstein & Co., who were formerly con-

nected with the retail jewelry interests in Salt

\ h.LaakseCity, Utah, are about to reopen a retail

jewelry store at 823 Second Avenue, Seattle,

Wash.

W. H. Warren, the retail jeweler, of 207 K

Street, Sacramento, has not given up all hopes of

recovering the thirty-two rings, that he valued at

$200, stolen from his store in January. The

police are still tracing these goods and are hold-

ing out hopes that they will be able to locate the

thief, as they figure out that the culprit in ques-

tion must be an amateur, as there was consid-

erable valuable merchandise left untouched.

Carl Landecker, one of the enterprising re-

tail jewelers of St. Helena, Cal., was in this city

recently, accompanied by his son. We are pleased

to say that Mr. Landecker has entirely recovered

from his recent serious surgical operation.

John Hood, one of the leading retail jewelers

of Santa Rosa, Cal., called on his many friends

in this city lately and incidentally bought a few

small bills to fill up the holes in his stock.

Ed. Praet, the son of E. W. Praet, the retail

jeweler, of Woodland, Cal., was also among the

out-of-town visitors who are allied with the

jewelry interests.
George F. Blakeslee, whose store is located

in Tonopah, Nevada, was among the out-of-town

tradespeople seen in the wholesale jewelry dis-

trict last month. This gentleman only paid a

social visit to his friends in the trade, as he was

here on matters other than his jewelry interests.

Leland S. Meyers, of the well-known whole-

sale material house, R. & L. Meyers, is receiving

the congratulations of his many friends in and

out of the trade upon his recent marriage, which

took place on February 9th. Mr. Meyers and his

bride will be away on their honeymoon for one

month, visiting all the points of interest in the

southern section of this State. THE KEYSTONE

would also like to tender congratulations to the

newly married couple.
• J. Macowsky, who was formerly connected

with our local retail jewelry interests, but who

has conducted a very fine store on South Spring

Street, Los Angeles since the fire, called on his

many friends in this city recently. Mr. Macow-

sky was very much gratified to see how much re-

building had been done since he left this booming

city. We think if the truth were told he now re-

grets having deserted his old stamping ground.

Mr. and Mrs. Edson Adams (nee Fox) re-

turned from Honolulu on the 14th of last month.

The newly married couple sailed for Honolulu

on the 18th day of January without advising any

of their friends as to where they would spend

their honeymoon.
F. F. Daunt, the retail jeweler, of Merced,

Cal., was in this city lately, and paid his respects

to his friends in the wholesale jewelry trade.

E. W. Ciento was among the out-of-town

buyers seen in one of our wholesale houses late

last month, buying goods to fill up the stock of his

store in Nevada City, Cal. -
Shreve & Co.'s original location in the Shreve

Building, on Post Street at Grant Avenue, is rap-

idly nearing completion. The old store has been

refinished, and now looks as well if not better

than it did originally. The new fixtures have all

been installed,- which will permit this house to

move in on very short notice.

H. Silver, who conducts a retail jewelry busi-

ness in Seattle, Wash., paid this city his annual

visit last month and spent some time calling on

his friends in the wholesale jewelry trade.

Felix Bloch, a member of the firm of Marx

& Bloch, retail jewelers, of Portland, Ore., spent a

vacation in this vicinity late last month and called

on his old friends in the local jewelry trade.
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February business has been somewhat of a

surprise to both jobbers and retailers. Usually

considered the poorest month in the year, it has.

shown an increase over January and shows actual

results ahead of February of last year. This.

convincing argument that the late lamented "rich,

man's panic" has passed, as far as the Northwest

is concerned, is certainly pleasant to notice. True,

the larger the city the smaller the improvement as

yet, but for ever so little we are duly thankful.

The smaller towns are now having their turn at

prosperity's wheel of . fortune and are the envy

of their larger neighbors.

Travelers reports are more optimistic the

longer they are out, and orders increasing sted-

ily. Collections are coming nicely and the list

of those who will this year take advantage of

their cash discount is steadily growing. That

there is conservatism in buying is natural, and it

is one of the best signs that the retailer is buying

with the expectation of paying for his purchases.

The Northwest has escaped any great number of

failures. In fact, there have been so few they

were hardly noticed, and being small, no one was.

much hurt. Dealers are now looking Torward to.

a good spring and Easter trade and preparing ac-

cordingly. There will always be business in the

Bread and Butter States, as the Northwest is.

sometimes styled.
F. M. Schoenweiler has purchased the store

of C. L. Eckberg, Red Wing, Minn. Mr. Eckberg

will continue in the optical line.
H. M. Roberts, Dickinson, N. D., had his.

store entirely destroyed by fire January 29th.

He will reopen as soon as Ile can get a new

building.
W. Slocum, Cando, N. D., spent a week

visiting

a

r
Carl

mother at St. Paul last month.

Louis C. Gans, of L. C. Gans & Co., Minne-

apolis, has returned from his first trip this year

through South Dakota and reports the trade in

good condition and having had good business.

The stock of J. Grueson, Duluth, Minn., in.

the hands of trustees, is being closed out.

Geo. H. Doerr, Spokane, Wash., is spending

a four weeks' vacation in California.
J. D. Leys, Butte, Mont., is selling his stock at

auction preparatory to moving.
Chas. L. Cummer, for the past four years.

with Geo. E. Foster, Truman, Minn., has resigned

and will start in business for himself about

April 1st.
Axel Nelson has moved from Nome to En-

derlin, N. D.
Gus Huber, of Huber & Bunker, Superior,

Wis., has gone to Florida for the winter.

The Alpha Drug and Jewelry Co., formerly

at Rugby, N. D., have opened a store at Willis-

ton, N. D.
The E. A. Brown Co., St. Paul, have been

awarded the contract for furnishing the silver

service for the battleship Minnesota. The service

will include over eighty pieces and is a very valu-

able contrast. Every article will be made from

special designs.
J. F. Brown and wife, Enderlin, N. D., are

spending their winter vacation in the South.

(Continued on page 431)
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BASTIAN'S JEWELED EMBLEMS
For the jeweler who has customers

for pins more elaborate than can be
produced from gold alone. We submit
in this advertisement a number of
jeweled designs.

The illustration does not do justice to these
beautiful pins, they must be seen to be appre-
ciated. The price of pins illustrated in this
advertisement, including patent safety catch but
without jewels, is

10 K. Gold $2.25
14 K. Gold 2.50

To determine the price of any pin set with
any jewel except diamonds, add to the above
price io cents for each stone used.

When less than ten pins are ordered, add
50 cents to each pin to help pay for special dies.

Jewels in design No. 548 will increase the
cost $r.00 and in No. 5i8 $1.5o, owing to the
large jewels required.

JEWELER'S DISCOUNT 2
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Mich-Cut Mich-Cut Landis School of Engraving

The

Michigan Cut Glass Company
LANSING, MICH.

Cut Glass that is Cut Glass, each and every

piece guaranteed to be

Hand-Polished 

Made by Skilled Workmen

Cut from Smooth Blank

And to be as represented

No Press Cut No Imitation

Sold from Sample Write for Price-List

A Trial Order will prove our statements

Mich-Cut Mich-Cut

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and inst ruct or

M. L. Landis, iio Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

sPRINci c.;ouRS
Opens April 1, 1908

If you wish to take a Course this Spring, please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a place
for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

Iiuhra JtJ ratterzon
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Diamonds, Watches jewelry, etc.
113 W Baltimore St. Baltimore

IVe are specialistsi ht jewels and Emblems
for Masonic and other Orders
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The Assurance League of America

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' League

of New York was held in the Cafe Martin on the

evening of January 29th. The meeting was im-

portant in that the constitution was so amended

as to confer on the organization all the powers of

a regular insurance company, while retaining the

fraternal features. The amendments were

adopted after a general discussion of each section

and a thorough explanation of the purposes in
view. This widening of the field of the league

naturally suggested a change of name, it being

desirable under the new constitution that its title

should not suggest any limitation to a particular

trade. The following resolution was consequently

proposed and unanimously adopted.
"Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting

that the time has now arrived when we believe it
will be to the best interests of this league and all

I members to make a change in the present name
of this organization to such a name as will not be

specifically identified with any trade or occupation,

and, believing that the same will greatly assist in
the growth, prosperity and strength of this organ-

ization, we therefore instruct the executive com-
mittee to decide upon a name for the league

which in their judgment will be most beneficial

and to take such a name as they may decide upon
at a special meeting of the members to be called

by the chair at the earliest possible date."
The remainder of the business was of a rou-

tine character. President Street reappointed the
nominating committee of last year, consisting of
Messrs. Moutoux, Fox, Freund, Breidenbach,

Levy, Bowden and Jung. The examining finance
committee appointed consists of the following;

R. A. Breidenbach, Jno. R. Greason, Jr., and
Theo. L. Parker.

A vote of thanks was tendered to the officers,
and all present retired to the banquet room, where
dinner was served. The repast was of the ex-

clusive kind for which this well-known restau-
rant is famed. After justice had been done to the
edibles and beverages, President Street called
upon Leo Wormser to respond to the toast, "The
Past, Present and Future of Our League." Mr.

Wormser reviewed the history of the organiza-

tion, paying tribute to each of the men who pre-

sided over it, more particularly to the present

president, Mr. Street. He gave facts and figures
to show the remarkable progress of the organiza-
tion and its continually increasing value to the
members. He proudly stated that while the re-

serve fund in December, 1885, the year the league
was established, amounted to only $33,000, at the

close of last year it amounted to $283,292, which,

he said, he believed to be the largest reserve fund
held by any fraternal organization of like mem-
bership.

Wm. T. Gough briefly traced the history of

the league and referred proudly to its achieve-

ments. He approved of the suggestion to change
the name of the organization, and said that the

amended constitution made possible such growth
as would make it in the near future one of the
leading fraternal organizations in the country.

John R. Greason was called upon to respond
to the toast "Why I Became a Member," but in-
stead of explaining his reasons, he gave some ex-

cellent advice as to the best means of increasing
membership, his own record in this direction being
a fine example to his brother members.

Wm. C. Kimball followed, and paid a touch-

ing tribute to the older members, requesting that
a silent toast be drunk in their honor.
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Theo. L. Parker responded to the toast, "Our

Traveling Co-Worker," and dwelt at some length

on the benefits accruing from membership in the

league, not only in the matter of insurance, but

also in the matter of valuable friendships.

S. Herbert Wolf, consulting actuary, ex-

plained in some detail the scope of the league

under the new constitution and evidenced his own

belief in its future by applying for membership.

Presideni George W. Street

Several other brief talks were made in response

to requests from the president, and a most suc-

cessful meeting was brought to a conclusion.

In accordance with the resolution in regard to

the proposed change of name above referred to,

the executive committee met subsequently and rec-

ommended that the new name of the organization

be "The Assurance League of America." As the

change of name necessitated certain changes in

the constitution, a meeting was held on February

27th, at which the necessary changes were adopted.

News from the Northwest
(Continued from page 429)

The stock of the N. C. Andersen Co., Fargo,

N. D., was closed on a chattel mortgage January

ifith.
P. Savolonien & Bro., Virginia, Minn., are

nicely settled in their new store.

Mrs. W. H. Reighart, Minot, N. D., spent a

three weeks' vacation visiting in Texas. Mr.

Reighart indulged in the pleasures of keeping

bachelors' hall during her absence.

Harry D. Straucb, Le Sueur Center, Minn.,

spent a ten days' vacation in South Dakota look-

ing for a larger place to locate.
W. C. Luhrson succeeds Major & Luhrson, at

Red Lodge, Mont.
C. E. Tillson, Carrington, N. D., the genial

secretary of the North Dakota Retail Jewelers'

Association, has been quarantined on account of

smallpox.
B. F. Simpson, of Benj. Simpson & Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn., was a recent sufferer from

the grip, but is fully restored. He will continue

to represent the firm in his old territory, com-

prising Wisconsin, northern Missouri, Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and northern Iowa.

Arthur E. Tilley will represent this firm in north-

ern Minnesota and North Dakota.

J. W. Rhodes, Detroit, Minn., is now nicely

located in his store, which he refitted with new

fixtures.
Morstnan & Feagans, St. Paul, have disposed

of their stock and fixtures and have gone out of

business.
The Alpha Drug and Jewelry Co., Rugby,

N. D., have sold their stock there to R. F. Lus-

sier, formerly of Cass Lake, Minn., who will con-

tinue the business.
John Huet, Grand Forks, N. D., died sudden-

ly last month.
E. E. Crofut succeeds Crofut & Garland,

Malta, Mont.
E. C. Gross, Litchfield, Minn., and Tom

Morris, Crookston, Minn., attended the meeting

of the Grand Lodge, A. F. and A M., at Minne-

apolis, last month.
Aug. Perry and Carl Mattsson, Eveleth,

Minn., have formed a copartnership as Perry &

Mattsson and consolidated their stocks.

J. H. Allin, who formerly represented Simp-

son & Co., has this year joined the force of F. L.

Bosworth Co., of the same city. Mr. Allin re-

cently returned from a trip to his old home, in

London, Canada.
Visitors to the Twin Cities the past month

were Tom Morris, Crookston, Minn.; W. M.

James, Breckenridge, Minn.; E. C. Gross, Litch-

field, Minn.; Albert Mellin, Jr., Stillwater, Minn.;

J. L. Eggleston, Wadena, Minn.; H. D. Strauch,

Le Sueur Center, Minn.; John Boline, Atwater,

Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; H. J.

Wagner, Red Wing, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. W. H.

Reighart, Minot, N. D.; Mr. and Mrs. J. F.

Brown, Enderlin, N. D.; Aug. Perry and Carl

Mattsson, Enderlin, Minn.; C. B. Morse, Chip-

pewa Falls, Wis.; Carl W. Slocum, Cando, N. D.;

0. C. Hansen, Baldwin, Wis.

Indianapolis Letter
(Continued trom page 427)

Wildt purchased the long-established jewelry busi-

ness of the late Louis F. Ott from his widow.

Mrs. Ott has managed the store since last No-

vember.
D. F. Green, member of the Indiana State

Optometry Board from Fort Wayne, has been

granted a patent on a nose guard for eyeglasses.

Mr. Green has been working on his guard for a

long time and feels that he has a fine guard.

Julius Wise, junior member of the well-

known jewelry firm of J. S. Lehberger & Corn-

pany, of San Francisco, Cal., has been visiting

relatives at Evansville, Ind. Mr. Wise was ac-

companied by his wife.
Adamar Rufle, of North Manchester, Ind., has

re-arranged his store and added handsome new

fixtures. His well-selected stock of watches and

jewelry is displayed to fine advantage in new

show and wall cases. Mr. Rufle's daughter, Miss

Anna, enjoyed a visit with friends in Indianapolis

last month.
A. S. Orr, retail jeweler, of Greenfield, Ind.,

was a welcome visitor the middle part of the

month. Mr. Orr reported trade as quiet, but he

thought not unreasonably so.
E. P. Rogers, enterprising jeweler, of Ply-

mouth, Ind., has completed extensive improve-

ments in his quarters with the Reynolds Drug

Company. He has installed new fixtures through-

out and put in modern plate-glass windows. A

new tile floor is another improvement that adds to

the attractiveness of Mr. Rogers' store.
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MARSH BRACELETS
YOU KNOW THEM

Representing all that's good and up to date
in Secret Joints

FOB CHAINS that are made to
WEAR and satisfy the WEARER

Designs the latest

The name C. A. M. & CO. stands for
RELIABILITY

Their guarantee unquestioned.

If it's a MARSH CHAIN, it's a good asset
in your stock, and a maker of satisfied
customers.

C. A. MARSH & CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

SOLD TO JOI3BERS ONLY

A. P. WOOD
667 DEFIANCE ST.

LOS ANGELES

PACIFIC COAST

REPRESENTATIVE
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The Monogram Man

1603

1589

ONE=HALF ACTUAL SIZE

1604

HEADQUARTERS FOR UP=TO-DATE FOBS

lVe manufacture Monogram, Initial, Emblem, Souvenir and Advertising Fobs
and Buttons, and sell them at the RIGHT PRICE.

Send for our Catalogue DO IT NOW Send in your orders for
your Spring Trade

We make and sell more Monogram and Initial Fobs than any other manu
facturer in the country.

John A. Salman & Co.. 17-21 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAC10, ILL.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attentioit Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 74 jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

ION BARNHART SPRINGFIELD
OHIO

Manufacturer of

Mod ern Up-to-Date
siGNs

Watch and spectacle
Illuminated and Non-Illuminated, Durable,

Elegant and Attractive. BEST SIGNS ON
EARTH. Send for Catalogue.

HENRY G. MORRIS
Successor to

GEO. E. KNAPP & CO.

DIAMONDS
MOUNTING S

AND

PRECIOUS STONES

Jewelers' Building, Room 73

373 Washington St. Boston, Mass.

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

THE KICYSTONS

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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The outlook for the jewelry business remains

about the same, though many are of the opinion

that trade in the West is showing considerable

improvement and expect that it will work east-

ward. February is naturally a dull month, but

this has been generally conceded to have been

worse than usual. The nomination of the presi-

dential candidates will undoubtedly have a good

effect, as the present uncertainty seems to have a

detrimental effect. While there is but slight pos-

sibility of any great improvement before elec-

tion the trade should remember that the prosperity

of the past few years has been most unusual, and

the average dealer who has been cautious is well

prepared for the present crisis. The number of

failures among the retail jewelers is but slightly

in excess of previous years, which speaks well for

their foresight in guarding against the present

emergency.
Lawrence F. Percival, of D. C. Percival &

Co., is in Jamaica, taking a month's vacation with

Mrs. Percival.
The Baird North Co., of Salem, Mass., is

having a clearance sale of their stock prepara-

tory to discontinuing the Salem end of the busi-

ness. Hereafter the business will be conducted

in Providence, R. I.
Hosmer F. Keeney has established himself in

the jewelry business in North Attleboro in the

building occupied by the Royal Textile Co.

The Newburyport Silver Co., whose factory

is in Keene, N. H., have declared a semi-annual

.dividend of 31/2 per cent. Many expensive im-

provements have been made during the past year,

and regardless of poor business conditions, the

business has shown an increase of one-third over

the previous year.
President E. C. Fitch, of the Waltham Watch

Company, is at present in Europe, accompanied

by his wife and daughter.
Chas. S. Kenfield, of Amherst, Mass., died

February 5th in a Northampton private hospital

of anmmia. He is survived by a son, C. R. Ken-

field, of Holyoke, as well as a brother and sister.

The Francis Jewelry Co., has recently been

incorporated in Attleboro under Massachusetts

State laws with a capitalization of $20,000, di-

vided into 400 shares with a par value of $5o each.

The officers are Walter F. Eldridge, president;

Wm. H. Brown, treasurer, and Lusana F. Paul.

Albert G. Pearson, of Melrose, Mass., re-

cently died at his home in that city of apoplexy, at

the age of 6o years. He was born in Newbury-

port, and after receiving a good education, en-

tered the employ of Jos. Greenough, a well-known

jeweler of that city. In 1862 he went to war and

returned one year after, broken in health. In 1870

be opened a jewelry store on Cambridge Street,

Boston, and ten years later another on Court

Street. A few years ago he retired from active

business In 1874 he married Miss Nettie B.

True, of Newburyport, who, with one daughter,

Mrs. Willis A. Smith, survives him.
Andrew J. Broderick, of Waterbury, Conn.,

who has been engaged in the jewelry business in

that city for some time past, will enter the employ

of Ralph Jacobs, of 231 Banks Street.
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Frank H. Lee, of Palmer, Mass., has opened

an optical and jewelry store in that city.

The jewelry store of H. W. Dexter, of

Lyndonville, Vt., has been closed by virtue of a

mortgage by Fred H. Spaulding, of Springfield,

Vt., where Mr. Dexter was formerly located.

A. Winnart), of 3 Central Square, Cambridge,

Mass., has moved to 623 Massachusetts Avenue.

E. I. Waddell, of Presque Isle, Maine, re-

cently slipped, while working about the house, and

broke a rib.
Edgar W. Hood, who has been in the employ

of Bigelow, Kennard Co., through the holiday

season has returned to Duxbury, where he does

watch and clock work.
The store of Allen A. Barrett, of Brockton,

was entered by thieves and goods to the value of

$100 were taken. Goods of much greater value

were overlooked.
J. H. Houston, optician, of Orange, Mass.,

has recently located in Greenfield. He will still

maintain the office in Athol, Mass.

Hans Bredt, of Clinton, Mass , has been con-

fined to his home by illness.
Christian Irion, of Manchester, N. H., an

old-time jeweler, who years ago conducted a

jewelry store on Elm Street, in that city, died at

the county farm. He had been an inmate of the

home for the past six years, as his immediate

relatives are all dead.
Joseph Miller, who for some years past has

been one of the managers of the M. W. Carr &

Co. jewelry factory, of Somerville, Mass., has

gone to Chicago, where he will build and operate

a similar factory. The western salesman of the

Carr factory will go with him as partner.

Mrs. Francis J. Tilton, wife of Geo. H.

Tilton, of Rochester, N. H., recently died at his

home in that city.
A mortgage on the stock of C. H. Ward, of

Brandon, Vt , has been foreclosed by the mort-

gagee. Mr. Ward, as agent, will continue the

business.
By a big fire in the Masonic Block, Everett,

Mass., the store of M. C. Jewell, the leading

jeweler, was completely gutted. The loss is cov-

ered by insurance. Mr. Jewell is at present lo-

cated at 5 Mansfield Street.
During the ravages of a $400,000 fire in

Berlin, N. H., the store of G. W. Bradbury was

destroyed.
Hugo Beil, a well-known jeweler, of Law-

rence, Mass., and a member of the school corn-

mittee, gave a lecture on "Diamonds and Other

Precious Stones" before the evening high school

of that city. •

H. L. Hall, of Baldwinville, Mass., is enjoy-

ing a vacation abroad. He will go to Egypt and

also visit the Holy Land. -
Leon C. Collins, of Boston, is at present lo-

cated in rooms 91-92 of the Jewelers' Building.

He has been located at 791 Washington Street for

a number of years past, but, due to the old resi-

dents dropping out and a poorer class moving

into the section near his store, he has been obliged
to move.

Royal Robbins, of the American Waltham

Watch Company, was nominated a member and

chairman of the old-age insurance and pensions

commission by Governor Guild.

Edward E. Howard, of Howard & Pollard, of

the Paddock Building, of Boston, retired from

the concern the first of March. It is his inten-

tion to locate in the Tremont Building, where he

will do a loan business. Allan W. Pollard, the
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remaining partner, will carry on the business of

the concern as it has been conducted heretofore.

The partnership was originally formed under a

five years' agreement, which has expired under

most favorable conditions.

The Wm. B. Durgin Co., of Concord, N. H.,

has been awarded the contract to furnish the

$C000 silver service for the United States battle-

ship New Hampshire. The service is to contain

many new and original ideas and the pattern is

considered very beautiful. Governor Charles M.

Floyd and committee who have charge of the

affair were greatly pleased with the design. The

service will be furnished through the John B.

Vorick Co., of Manchester.
S. S. Hyde, of Amherst, Mass., has moved

his optical and jewelry business to 7 Pleasant

Street.
The stock and fixtures of the jewelry store of

C. H. Ward, of Brandon, Vt., has been disposed

of at public auction.
R. L. Brough, of Middlebury, Vt., has

opened a jewelry repairing establishment in the

store of G. E. Marshall.
General Manager E. C Snow, of the E.

Howard Watch Co., of Waltham, has returned

from a western trip, during which he visited a

number of the commercial centers. He considers

the future in quite an optimistic light and reports

business throughout the West as somewhat im-

proved. A number of the employes of the E.

Howard factory who were laid off some time ago

have been taken back.
The State Industrial Commission has been ii

strumental in the distribution of cards among the

employes of the jewelry factory, endeavoring to

get their ideas as to the advisability of establish-

ing for instruction in designing, model-

Myron J. Graham, formerly of the Jewelers'

Building, is at present located in room 706 of

the Washington Building.
Willard Frost, who has been connected with

A. Paul & Co. for the past eighteen years, has

purchased the store of Nelson Bros., of Chelsea,

Mass. The business will be continued under the

original name. Mr. James Nelson, who owned

the store, will take a vacation of six months or

a year.
Myles Byrne, who has had charge of the
mr.y

watch department of Myers & Frank, of Boston,

for the past eight years, has taken a two years'

lease of quarters for an optical department in the

New Idea Store, owned by the Shartenberg &

Robinson Co., of Pawtucket, R. I. Ferdinand G.

Carr, who has also been in the employ of Myers

& Frank, has accompanied him as a refractionist

All of the fixtures and furnishings will be entirely

new. The business will be conducted in three

room off the street floor. Dr. Tarbox, who for-

merly occupied these quartcr, has- located almost

across the street.

Andrew Carnegie on Trademarks.

Andrew Carnegie, in an address before the

graduating class of the Stevens Institute, said,—

"Young man, make your name worth something.

If you can sell a hat for one dollar, you can sell

it for'two dollars if you stamp it with your name

and make the public think that your name stands

for something."

"I see no way in which The Keystone could
be improved. I cannot do without H.
Stein berger, Jeweler, Jackson, Tennessee.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL Csc CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorne Streets, Chicago, Ill.

No. 400. WALL CASE

High=Grade
Jewelry Store Fixtures

A Specialty

These Fixtures carried
in stock

Wire for Prices

-No. 11. SHOW CASE and TABLE

Result of Modern Methods Pursued a

13ra6IQ PollOecbnic Institute

4. • 17.4.171.4%;:t.
.- 

View of store owned and operated by Frank R. Dobrowsky, Redding,
Cal. Mr. Dobrowsky was a student at Bradley twelve years ago, and has
been losing no time if appearances go for anything. Modern Methods
get quick returns for one's efforts.

HERE is a half-tone of a store owned and operated by
a young man who got his foundation in the Horo-
logical Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute

and there are hundreds of other stores scattered through the
country that are owned and operated by former students of
this institution.

It is a well-known fact that a man who receives a technical,,
along with a practical knowledge of his business is the one
that will make the least blunders and consequently most sure
to win.

Bradley teaches watchwork, jewelry work, engraving
and optics. We have not got anything in the way of lightning
methods. Everything is based on good hard sense, go ahead
and hustle, close attention to business and the best equipment
and instuction that is to be had.

The rush of the holidays is over. Begin now. Write to-day
for a catalogue.

A Postal Card directed to

Department K, Horological, Peoria, Ill.
will get it
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House Support for Men on the Road
Salesmen Should be Systematically Helped and their Burdens Les

sened

Through House Co-Operation

Under even ordinary conditions, the work

of the average commercial salesman is strenuous.

As competition gets keener and keener and orders

fewer, the burdens of traveling salesmen increase.

The house expects its salesmen to keep the orders

coming even if trade conditions are unfavorable.

HARD TASK OE' SALESMEN.

If orders do not come in as largely as dur-

ing years previous, the salesmanager is apt to fling

comparisons at his salesmen and at the same time

ask for the "reason why." As many salesmen

are paid salaries based on the amount of goods

sold (and unfortunately the percentage is often

figured when trade conditions were excellent), in

dull periods they have to make special efforts at

the sacrifice of their own strength, to make up

for the unfavorable conditions. When obstacles

are to be overcome, such as conservative buying,

lack of new concerns, etc., salesmen are obliged to

find ways of keeping up the volume of sales. The

most common method is to increase the number

of calls and thus secure a larger number of orders

(though to do this it is necessary for the sales-

man to cover more ground), which though smaller

in average, will in the aggregate nearly equal the

volume of sales when times were more prosper-

ous. Salesmanagers, just now, are urging their

salesmen to do this.

WHAT THE HOUSE CAN Do.

-.As long as there is strength left in the physi-

cal body, salesmen will do their best to obey the

instructions of their house, and continue to mail

in orders so as to keep the factories busy. But

the house should do its share of the extra work.

Commercial salesmen should be relieved of as

much of details as possible. There are many ways

of easing the burdens of traveling salesmen, and

many duties now required could be omitted to the

mutual profit of the house and salesmen.

Among the details best looked after at the

house are the writing of letters, the providing of

printed forms of sale contracts, order books, self-

addressed stamped envelopes, and printed station-

ery of all kinds which will lessen the work of

the salesmen and at the same time make his or-

ders readily acceptable to the house.

It is not exactly right to expect salesmen to

devote entire evenings to writing. Their hours of

wiirk know no limit. The so-called eight-hour

day of the trades is not for salesmen. Their work

is never done. After a hard day's canvassing for

orders, salesmen very frequently return to the

hotel for needed rest, and in place of it find an

urgent telegram instructing them to rush off to

some distant city. Salesmen are human, and re-

quire rest and recreation at night as much as

housemen, so as to be better prepared to call on

the trade the following day. A good night's rest

helps much in landing orders. On this account

letter writing should be done at the home office,

where the facilities are the best for this line of

work, and the home office will get better results.

CONTRACTS AND LISTS.

As regard contracts, these should be fur-

nished by the house in printed form, so that they

can be easily interpreted by the buyer and quickly

filled in by the salesmen. Order blanks should

have conditions of sales clearly and completely

specified on the back, so that there will be little

chance of disputes later because of the misunder-

standings.

Every house has a list of firms which are in

bad standing, or which, because of grievances,

under no circumstances would fill orders. Such

lists should be supplied salesmen, so that they

will not needlessly lose a lot of time by calling on

them. It is rather depressing to make a call and

then be treated badly for the faults of the house,

or spend a great deal of time on a customer only

to have his order turned down by the house with-

out consideration.

AID THROUGH ADVERTISING.

Another, and perhaps the greatest, function of

the house is to help its salesmen by liberal adver-

tising, so as to secure inquiries, which the sales-

men may follow up and turn into sales. The

house can easily and economically send into its

salesmen's territories a thousand letters at a time,

and from the replies received determine the most

promising pointers. In this way the monotonous,

uncertain town-to-town canvass, hitting an order

here, but more often missing them, is eliminated.

The salesman has life and energy to concentrate

on probable orders. A sale is half made when the

prospective customer sends in a written inquiry to

the house, and the salesman when hastening after

the order has confidence that he will secure it.

Very frequently the reason why salesmen do

not send in as many orders as the house desires

is lack of proper support and encouragement. For-

tunately, the day is rapidly passing when the pro-

prietor hands a grip of samples and small bundle

of expense money to a salesman and lets him

shift for himself. In the past, too many good men

have been discouraged and their nerve broken

from such unreasonable methods of their employ-

ers. A salesman's time is too valuable to spend

chasing orders without thorough study of his line

and a knowledge of the character of his territory

and of the special needs of the prospective cus-

tomers therein.

BENEFITS OP CO-OPERATION.

The house should first plant the seed before

sending the salesman to reap. This cultivation is

done by advertising in the territory to be covered,

by mailing of catalogues, frequent letters, and just

before the salesman starts an announcement of his

coming. In the meantime pointers of prospective

business have been secured and the salesman

heads where the field seems the most promising.

This support or co-operation of the house is

rightfully expected by every salesman. By it, he

is able to turn in a larger volume of orders, Ile

finds the work easier, life pleasanter, is able to
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exert a greater influence on the trade, and all in

all, make a bigger profit for the house and for

himself.
There may be salesmen who read this article

who are themselves suffering from lack of proper

house co-operation. Such may find it beneficial to.

ask more help from the house, and to make sug-

gestions along this line. Through co-operation

the best results are obtained. If you are not re-

ceiving the right sort of support, ask for it, and

show the house where it will also be benefited.

W. W. Hiscox in Sample Case.

The Road to Fortune

"It's hard work," said the boss, "to get any-

body to do even the simplest things really welt

and to keep on doing them so; and I do love to.

meet people who do the work they have to do, no.

matter what it may be, thoroughly, and who haver

besides, the sense and nerve to keep at it that way

steadily.
"It is a positive delight to me to find a boy

that makes a good job of sweeping out the store

who is not satisfied with giving it a lick and a

promise—sweeping out the thick of it from the

middle of the floor—but who digs into the corners

and sweeps clean along the edges and makes a

good, thorough, workmanlike job of it all through.

"Now, that sort of job of sweeping is a posi-

tive help to the business ; it makes the store at-

tractive, it actually gets into the atmosphere of

the place and helps to draw people who would as

surely be repelled, if not driven away, by a store

slackly kept. And now suppose this boy keeps

right on so, unflinchingly ; suppose he shows that

he's really got the stuff in him ; why, he gets the

first chance there is for a step up, for the de-

mand for men who can do things is greater than

the supply, and then if he will only keep on doing

things the way he began, he's got his future in

his own hands.
"This is an old, old, oft-told story, I know;

but there's a fresh crop of boys coming into the

field daily, to whom, ever, it must be new, and if

but one of each day's crop would take the old

story to heart the world in general would be bet-

ter off and the boy himself would profit by it

greatly."

Lettering on Glass Plates

The words should be set up in the desired

style and size of type, and several impressions

made on transparent paper. One of the impres-

sions should be placed with its back to the glass

and lightly attached to it at the edges. From

the other sheets the letters should be separately

and neatly cut and stuck on the glass with the

printed surface in contact with it. The paste used

for this purpose may be mixed with color resem-

bling that of the printing. The lettering showing

through to the other side gives the right position

for the lettering to be applied. Air bubbles must

be well rubbed out or, if necessary, pricked open

with a needle. When the letters pasted on are

dry, all the paste adhering to the polished glass

is removed with the aid of a clean cloth. To

secure the letters zinc white is rubbed down with

linseed oil varnish to make a paint, with which the

surface, including the back of the letters, must be

painted over. When everything is dry, the center

sheet is removed and the lettering appears in

black, red, blue, ot parti-colors on a gray back-

ground.—Bersch.
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, KANSAS CITY
and the

GREAT
SOUTHWEST

When Kansas City has taken
A Material as high as the sixth place in
Improvement the amount of its bank clear-

ings during the month of Feb-
ruary, the story as to its trade conditions is
,easily guessed. Trade is splendid and travelers
throughout Missouri and Kansas say that condi-
tions in those States are as fine as they are in
the city. Oklahoma and Arkansas are a little
unsteady as yet, while Texas is so tight financially
that Kansas City men covering that territory are
somewhat discouraged. Those who have returned
from their initial trips for the year have placed
orders for quantities of small stuff, but there are
no sales for first-class stuff. Cuff buttons, chains,
fobs, scarf pins, bracelets and veil pins—for the
big square veils demanding large veil pins have
not yet run their course in the West—are among
the things which find ready buyers. Watches
are slow, as the trade have still some of the
stock that they had hoped to dispose of during
the holidays. Nearly all merchants, too, over-
stocked with expensive pieces of jewelry and
high-class goods generally, so that the travelers
will have to sell quantities of small stuff if they
would make their usual splendid spring showings.
Local conditions in the retail trade are decidedly.
better than in January, which was not altogether
a bad month. The stock of the Guerney & Ware
Jewelry Company, which is being disposed of at
auction, has netted $r000 a day in sales, and this
in the block with several of the largest retail
jewelry stores. This one instance is indicative of
the general trade throughout the downtown dis-
trict. With the reopening of the National Bank
of Commerce now only a question of days, con-
fidence is completely restored, and great things
are expected of Kansas City in the year 1908.

The Midland Hotel is to be re-
Midland to be an modeled into an office building.
■OfficeBuilding D. J. Dean and A. J. Dean

now hold the lease, which ex-
pires June 1st, and they will not renew it. The
Grand Avenue Hotel Company, of Chicago, which
owns the property, has signed a contract with
Hughes Bryant to take charge of the remodeling
of the building, and the proposed alterations, it
is estimated, will cost a quarter of a million
dollars. The old hotel has had an interesting his-
tory since it was built, in r886, at a cost of about
$600,000. Built during the boom time, it made
money for a while for its owners, but later hard
times saw much of it lost. The Midland is known
to commercial travelers all over the United States.
The old hostelry, too, has been especially popular
as headquarters for conventions, commercial and
political, which have been held in Kansas City.
The big banquet hall has been the chief place in
the city for holding big dinners.

Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Merry, father and mother
of C. L. Merry, of the Merry Optical Company,
celebrated their sixty-second wedding anniversary
the night of February r8th. Four generations of the
family were present at the informal dinner given
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at the old family home. Mrs. A. W. Wickham,
of Salina, Kans., and George F. Merry, of Day-
ton, Ohio, a daughter and son of the old couple,
were among the out-of-town guests. Mrs. Helen
Long and C. L. Merry are the other children
living. The grandchildren are Mrs. H. L. Good-
win, Mrs. Harry Wickham, of Salina, Kans., and
Fred Merry. The great-grandchildren are Harry
Goodwin, Jr., and Lawrence Goodwin.

Diamond merchants in Kansas City have been•
doing a thriving business for the past month.
Some of the dealers believe that the phenomenal
trade is just an evidence of "business picking up,"
while others are of the opinion that the frightened
man is seeking a safe place for his little hoard-
ings.

The following are the new matriculates of
the Southwestern Optical Company: G. W. Ren-
eker, M.D., of Fall City, Nebr.; L. D. Bryner,
Sparta, Tenn.; W. H. Watkins, Centerville, Iowa;
C. E. Miller, Oberlin, Kans.; Alfred W. Benson,
Council Grove, Kans.; Catherine E. Benson,
Council Grove, Kans.; P. J. and Laura C. Cari-
bou, Denver, Colo.; W. C. Runyon, Kansas City;
W. F. Taylor, M.D. Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Mrs. P.
Pearl Taylor, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; H. B. Wiley,
Kansas City; James R. Jones, Herndon, Kans.;
E. L. Zimmerman, Garden City, Kans.; A. F.
Purcell, M.D., Springfield, Mo.; F. M. Merrick,
Auburn, Nebr.; Gustav Scueth, Humphrey, Nebr.;
L. F. Smith, M.D., Urick, Mo.; B. G. Earp, Le
Mar, Mo.; Miss Rosa B. Rowland, Hot Springs,
Ark.

Owen McDowell, of Hardy, Nebr., had an
unusually bad piece of luck last month, when his
store was robbed and burned the night of Feb-
ruary 9th. The greater part of his stock was lost.
The robbers set fire to the store to cover up their
crime. McDowell will reopen shortly.

Dr. E. A. Lane, of the Southwestern Optical
College, was recently installed commander of La
Progressive Hive of the Ladies of the Maccabees.
Mrs. M. A. C. Sommers, of St. Louis, state corn-
mander, came to Kansas City for the ceremony.
Dr. Lane is one of the most enthusiastic members
in her hive and on the day of her installation
twenty-nine new members were accepted for in-
itiation.

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co. recently pur-
chased the tools and materials of Kionka &
Kionka, in the Missouri Building. The latter firm
will deal almost exclusively in stones in the
future.

D. R. Strain, formerly with W. F. Smith, of
Kansas City, has purchased the Smith & Eiler
stock at Oberlin, Kans.

Kansas City friends have received word of
the death of J. S. Owsley, of Talfurrias, Texas.
Death was due to gunshot wounds. The nature
of the accident is not yet known.

Otto Knaul and E. H. Snow, travelers for the
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Co., have
started out on their second trip for the year.

G. H. Edwards, of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., has been one of the untiring workers
for the public utilities commission measure,
which a number of Kansas Cityans are trying
to adopt.

George Weisgerther, an "auto" enthusiast
from Salina, Kans., who was in Kansas City to
attend the second annual automobile show at
Convention Hall, paid a visit to the wholesale
jewelry houses during his stay.

Stuhls & Missman, who until recently have
been conducting the Polytechnic Institute on the
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second floor of the Missouri Building, have dis-
solved partnership. Mr. Stuhls has retained the
old name, "The Polytechnic Institute," and is
conducting the school on the fourth floor of the
Missouri Building. Mr. Missman has opened
the Missman School of Engraving in the Baird
Building, Sixth and Wyandotte Streets.

Walter Wells, a jeweler, of Vernon, Texas,
who died in that city February 11th, was buried
in Kansas City February 14th. Services took
place at the Olive Street M. E. Church. Mr.
Wells, who was 30 years old, was the son of Z.
W. Wells, 2620 Prospect Avenue. He leaves a
widow.

C. R. Walton, of Clifton, Texas, has bought
the stock of Adams & Walton, of that place.

A. E. Pittenger, who conducts the Kansas
City Horological and Optical School, has been
seriously ill in the hospital for the last few
weeks, but is now able to return to his work.

Porter & Wiser, wholesale jewelers in the.
Gumbel Building, have just issued a catalogue of
medals, diamond mountings and presentation
jewels in preparation for their spring school and
college work. Although the book is the first
which the firm has put out, it is complete in every
detail and is well illustrated. A part of the
book is devoted to a repair price list.

A. Lesem, a jeweler at 618 Main Street, says
that in the last twenty-five years of his life he has
never missed being at his post in the jewelry store
during the holiday trade. Mr. Lesem recently
added a phonograph department.

Charles Cleveland, one of the traveling force
of the Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry
Co., was married on February sth to Miss Olga
Mensing, of Olathe, Kans., a popular and accom-
plished young lady. The couple will make their
home in Olathe.

Among the visitors at the wholesale houses
last month were the following: R. D. Stone,
Brookfield, Mo.; L. D. Bryner, Sparta, Tenn.;
W. T. Brown, Sterling, Kans.; P. Zellis, Stan-
berry, Mo.; J. S. Pierenger, Bedford, Iowa ;
George W. Lewis, Herington, Kans.; F. E. Pirtle,
Council Grove, Kans.; 0. M. Atwood, Clifton,
Kans.; H. L. Morrison, Pittsburg, Kans.; Lincoln
H. Hall, Trinidad, Colo.; S. H. Huey, Excelsior
Springs„ Mo.; C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.;
G. Schueth, Humphrey, Nebr.; A. Rosenfield,
Leavenworth, Kans.; E. Parker, Gilman City,
Mo.; M. Herdic!, Claflin, Kans.; C. K. Shortess,
McAlister, Okla.; Wm. Arnold, Texarkana, Ark.;
W. T. Price, Harrisonville, Mo.; E. B. Vanness,
Mound City, Kans.; L. C. Kisling, Osborne,
Kans.; G. T. .Sewall, Iola, Kans.; C. B. Libby,
Weir City, Kans.; W. T. Kirkpatrick, Winchester,
Kans.; E. M. Grady, Stillwater, Okla.; W. H. H.
Schreckengaust, Pattonsburg, Mo.; E. M. Mosher.
Burlington, Kans.; T. W. Bartlett, Leavenworth,
Kans.; L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.; T. L. Hutton,
Lebo, Kans.; Ben Sturgis, Independence, Mo.;
H. Griffin, Iekamail, Nebr.; Harry Dildine,
Kearney, Nebr.; W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.;
W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; W. H. Hoover, St.
George, Kans.; H. P. Sutton, McCook, Nebr.;
W. F. Kirkpatrick, St. Joseph, Mo.; F. W. Sel-
lers, Wellington, Kans.; J. S. Lang, Coffeyville,
Kans.; J. M. Goodnight, Crescent, Okla.; W. S.
Noble, Drexel, Mo.; A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Okla.

"I know of nothing I can suggest that would
improve your book as an educator; 'tis valuable
as well to the beginner as to the old-timer."—John
S. Flack, Jeweler, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
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When Kansas City has taken
A Material as high as the sixth place in
Improvement the amount of its bank clear-

ings during the month of Feb-
ruary, the story as to its trade conditions is
.easily guessed. Trade Is splendid and travelers
throughout Missouri and Kansas say that condi-
tions in those States are as fine as they are in
the city. Oklahoma and Arkansas are a little
unsteady as yet, while Texas is so tight financially
that Kansas City men covering that territory are
somewhat discouraged. Those who have returned
from their initial trips for the year have placed
orders for quantities of small stuff, but there are
no sales for first-class stuff. Cuff buttons, chains,
fobs, scarf pins, bracelets and veil pins—for the
big square veils demanding large veil pins have
not yet run their course in the West—are among
the things which find ready buyers. Watches
are slow, as the trade have still some of the
stock that they had hoped to dispose of during
the holidays. Nearly all merchants, too, over-
stocked with expensive pieces of jewelry and
high-class goods generally, so that the travelers
will have to sell quantities of small stuff if they
would make their usual splendid spring showings.
Local conditions in the retail trade are decidedly.
better than in January, which was not altogether
a bad month. The stock of the Guerney & Ware
Jewelry Company, which is being disposed of at
auction, has netted $r000 a day in sales, and this
in the block with several of the largest retail
jewelry stores. This one instance is indicative of
the general trade throughout the downtown dis-
trict. With the reopening of the National Bank
of Commerce now only a question of days, con-
fidence is completely restored, and great things
are expected of Kansas City in the year rgo8.

The Midland Hotel is to be re-
Midland to be an modeled into an office building.
OfficeBuilding D. J. Dean and A. J. Dean

now hold the lease, which ex-
pires June 1st, and they will not renew it. The
Grand Avenue Hotel Company, of Chicago, which
owns the property, has signed a contract with
Hughes Bryant to take charge of the remodeling
of the building, and the proposed alterations, it
is estimated, will cost a quarter of a million
dollars. The old hotel has had an interesting his-
tory since it was built, in r886, at a cost of about
$600,000. Built during the boom time, it made
money for a while for its owners, but later hard
times saw much of it lost. The Midland is known
to commercial travelers all over the United States.
The old hostelry, too, has been especially popular
as headquarters for conventions, commercial and
political, which have been held in Kansas City.
The big banquet hall has been the chief place in
the city for holding big dinners.

Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Merry, father and mother
of C. L. Merry, of the Merry Optical Company,
celebrated their sixty-second wedding anniversary
the night of February r8th. Four generations of the
family were present at the informal dinner given
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at the old family home. Mrs. A. W. Wickham,
of Salina, Kans., and George F. Merry, of Day-
ton, Ohio, a daughter and son of the old couple,
were among the out-of-town guests. Mrs. Helen
Long and C. L. Merry are the other children
living. The grandchildren are Mrs. H. L. Good-
win, Mrs. Harry Wickham, of Salina, Kans., and
Fred Merry. The great-grandchildren are Harry
Goodwin, Jr., and Lawrence Goodwin.

• Diamond merchants in Kansas City have been
doing a thriving business for the past month.
Some of the dealers believe that the phenomenal
trade is just an evidence of "business picking up,"
while others are of the opinion that the frightened
man is seeking a safe place for his little hoard-
ings.

The following are the new matriculates of
the Southwestern Optical Company : G. W. Ren-
eker, M.D., of Fall City, Nebr.; L. D. Bryner,
Sparta, Tenn.; W. H. Watkins, Centerville, Iowa;
C. E. Miller, Oberlin, Kans.; Alfred W. Benson,
Council Grove, Kans.; Catherine E. Benson,
Council Grove, Kans.; P. J. and Laura C. Cari-
bou, Denver, Colo.; W. C. Runyon, Kansas City;
W. F. Taylor, M.D.; Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Mrs. P.
Pearl Taylor, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; H. B. Wiley,
Kansas City; James R. Jones, Herndon, Kans.;
E. L. Zimmerman, Garden City, Kans.; A. F.
Purcell, M.D., Springfield, Mo.; F. M. Merrick,
Auburn, Nebr.; Gustav Scueth, Humphrey, Nebr.;
L. F. Smith, M.D., Urick, Mo.; B. G. Earp, Le
Mar, Mo.; Miss Rosa B. Rowland, Hot Springs,
Ark.

Owen McDowell, of Hardy, Nebr., had an
unusually bad piece of luck last month, when his
store was robbed and burned the night of Feb-
ruary gth. The greater part of his stock was lost.
The robbers set fire to the store to cover up their
crime. McDowell will reopen shortly.

Dr. E. A. Lane, of the Southwestern Optical
College, was recently installed commander of La
Progressive Hive of the Ladies of the Maccabees.
Mrs. M. A. C. Sommers, of St. Louis, state com-
mander, came to Kansas City for the ceremony.
Dr. Lane is one of the most enthusiastic members
in her hive and on the day of her installation
twenty-nine new members were accepted for in-
itiation.

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co. recently pur-
chased the tools and materials of Kionka &
Kionka, in the Missouri Building. The latter firm.
will deal almost exclusively in stones in the
future.

D. R. Strain, formerly with W. F. Smith, of
Kansas City, has purchased the Smith & Eiler
stock at Oberlin, Kans.

Kansas City friends have received word of
the death of J. S. Owsley, of Talfurrias, Texas.
Death was due to gunshot wounds. The nature
of the accident is not yet known.

Otto Knaul and E. H. Snow, travelers for the
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Co., have
started out on their second trip for the year.

G. H. Edwards, of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., has been one of the untiring workers
for the public utilities commission measure,
which a number of Kansas Cityans are trying
to adopt.

George Weisgerther, an "auto" enthusiast
from Salina, Kans., who was in Kansas City to
attend the second annual automobile show at
Convention Hall, paid a visit to the wholesale
jewelry houses during his stay.

Stulds & Missman, who until recently have
been conducting the Polytechnic Institute on the
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second floor of the Missouri Building, have dis-
solved partnership. Mr. Stuhls has retained the
old name, "The Polytechnic Institute," and is
conducting the school on the fourth floor of the
Missouri Building. Mr. Missman has opened
the Missman School of Engraving in the Baird
Building, Sixth and Wyandotte Streets.

Walter Wells, a jeweler, of Vernon, Texas,
who died in that city February rah, was buried
in Kansas City February 14th. Services took
place at the Olive Street M. E. Church, Mr.
Wells, who was 30 years old, was the son of Z.
W. Wells, 2620 Prospect Avenue. He leaves a
widow.

C. R. Walton, of Clifton, Texas, has bought
the stock of Adams & Walton, of that place.

A. E. Pittenger, who conducts the Kansas
City Horological and Optical School, has been
seriously ill in the hospital for the last few
weeks, but is now able to return to his work.

Porter & Wiser, wholesale jewelers in thee
Gumbel Building, have just issued a catalogue of
medals, diamond mountings and presentation
jewels in preparation for their spring school and
college work. Although the book is the first
which the firm has put out, it is complete in every
detail and is well illustrated. A part of the
book is devoted to a repair price list.

A. Lesem, a jeweler at 618 Main Street, says
that in the last twenty-five years of his life he has
never missed being at his post in the jewelry store
during the holiday trade. Mr. Lesem recently
added a phonograph department.

Charles Cleveland, one of the traveling force
of the Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry
Co., was married on February 5th to Miss Olga
Mensing, of Olathe, Kans., a popular and accom-
plished young lady. The couple will make their
home in Olathe.

Among the visitors at the wholesale houses
last month were the following: R. D. Stone,
Brookfield, Mo.; L. D. Bryner, Sparta, Tenn.;
W. T. Brown, Sterling, Kans.; P. Zellis, Stan-
berry, Mo.; J. S. Pierenger, Bedford, Iowa;
George W. Lewis, Herington, Kans.; F. E. Pirtle,
Council Grove, Kans.; 0. M. Atwood, Clifton,
Kans.; H. L. Morrison, Pittsburg, Kans.; Lincoln
H. Hall, Trinidad, Colo.; S. H. Huey, Excelsior
Springs„ Mo.; C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.;
G. Schueth, Humphrey, Nebr.; A. Rosenfield,
Leavenworth, Kans.; E. Parker, Gilman City,
Mo.; M. Herthel, Claflin, Kans.; C. K. Shortess.
McAlister, Okla.; Wm. Arnold, Texarkana, Ark.;
W. T. Price, Harrisonville, Mo.; E. B. Vanness,
Mound City, Kans.; L. C. Kisling, Osborne,
Kans.; G. T. .Sewall, Iola, Kans.; C. B. Libby,
Weir City, Kans.; W. T. Kirkpatrick, Winchester,
Kans.; E. M. Grady, Stillwater, Okla.; W. H. H.
Schreckengaust, Pattonsburg, Mo.; E. M. Mosher,
Burlington, Kans.; T. W. Bartlett, Leavenworth,
Kans.; L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.; T. L. Hutton,
Lebo, Kans.; Ben Sturgis, Independence, Mo.;
H. Griffin, Tekamah, Nebr.; Harry Dildine,
Kearney, Nebr.; W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.;
W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; W. H. Hoover, St.
George, Kans.; H. P. Sutton, McCook, Nebr.;
W. F. Kirkpatrick, St. Joseph, Mo.; F. W. Sel-
lers, Wellington, Kans.; J. S. Lang, Coffeyville,
Kans.; J. M. Goodnight, Crescent, Okla.; W. S.
Noble, Drexel, Mo.; A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Okla.

"I know of nothing I can suggest that would
improve your book as an educator; 'tis valuable
as well to the beginner as to the old-timer."—John
S. Flack, Jeweler, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
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I I arch, 1908 THE

nnual Banquet of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Sil-

versmiths' Association

The annual banquet of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Asso-
ciation, which was held in Infantry Hall, Provi-
dunce, R. I., on February 15th, surpassed all its
predecessors in brilliancy, intellectuality and fes-

tive enthusiasm. The banquet was attended by a
any that, when seated, filled the big assembly

11: 
company a

being -1

Ill its doors. Great care had been employed

in carrying out the decorative scheme, the hall 

ns for n

ed by the liberal use of flags,
streamers and multi-hued bunting into a magnifi-
cent banqueting hall. From the center of the
ceiling to the walls and corners were stretched
long streamers of bunting, wherein the national
tri-color predominated.

Back of the stage the wall was overspread
with flags and banners, while in the center of the
proscenium arch hung a banner welcoming the
guests. A large representation of a jeweler's
sample case occupied the center of the front of
the stage, and was flanked by palms and potted
greenery.

The tables were bountifully supplied with
flowers, and at each plate stood a souvenir in
miniature of a drummer's sample case, bearing
the seal of the association on its cover and con-
taining tiny trays with pictures of the officers, the
menu card, a statement of the purposes of the
association and similar data.

Directly in front of the stage the special
guests' and officers' table stretched almost across
the hall. It was beautifully dressed with large
bouquets and banks of cut flowers and ferns,
candelabra and festoons of greenery. In the
center sat President Harry Cutler, on his imme-
diate left, Henry G. Thresher, the toastmaster of
the banquet, and on his right Hon. Joseph C.
Blackburn. Near them sat Governor Higgins, Rev.
Willard Scott, D.D., Hon. William A. Morse,
Mayor McCarthy and Henry D. Sharpe, while the
rest honored with seats at the table were: Harry
M. Mays, Lieutenant Governor Ralph C. Watrous,
George K. Webster, George W. Gardiner, col-
lector of the port; Gen. Charles A. Wilson,
United States district attorney; Hon. William W.
Douglas, chief justice of the supreme court; Rev.
Frank J. Goodwin, Theodore W. Foster, Frank
0. Field, Frank T. Pearce, Fred A. Lawton,
Albert A. Bushee.

During the progress of the dinner an orches-
tgr,:,t,Tiesrtiaetsioned on the stage, played a spirited pro-
gramme of classical and operatic airs, the big
as,cinblage frequently joining in song, a 'nightly

close of the dinner many took seats in the side
volume of sound swelling to the ceiling. At the

Jest 
g 
o'clock 'ust 

Pxesi ldoecnt ad am:Harry Cutler rapped for order at

"It now becomes my very pleasant duty to
e:,tend to you a most cordial and happy welcome,
and as you have, we hope, enjoyed yourselves thus
fstinwpienghope you will carry away happy recollec-
tions of the mental feast which is to follow.

Purposes, but to-day we are banded together for
the best interests of the craft as a whole. Through
this organization recent legislation, such as the

"Thus far we have existed largely for social

bill, has been obtained. This organiza-
tion is helping to supplant the old antipathy of
the former rivalry. It begets interchange of
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thought, a standing of shoulder to shoulder. And

so, looking toward the horizon, a bright and pros-

perous year seems promised.
"Had is not been for the panic that assailed

us, 1907 might have been accounted one of the

most prosperous years in the history of the

jewelry industry in this vicinity.
"Hope and optimism generally characterize

the craft, and our buoyancy of spirit tells us that

our products will become more and more neces-

sities. My duty is passivity, and I can see that

you are anxious to hear from our honored guest

whose presence honors us.

"Gentlemen, our new line for 1908, which has

been placed before you, is bristling with designs

and opportunities. I urge you to study carefully

our sample case and become our most ardent

drummers."
President Cutler then introduced felicitously

Henry G. Thresher, the toastmaster of the even-

ing, who was greeted with a storm of applause.
In responding, he said in part:

"I thank you one and all for your kind ex-

pression, and I shall try to make my part as short

as possible. Some of you remember how you

felt when the Union Trust closed its doors and

how you felt also when some kind friend and

brother came to your aid. I am here to present
to you the Hon. William A. Morse, of Boston,
who stepped into the gap and helped your com-
mittee in its emergency in seeking speakers for .
this occasion."

In the course of his response, Mr. Morse
said:

"I think the time has come when the great
captains of industry should be treated and re-
spected as their genius has entitled them to be re-
garded. `Render unto Cmsar the things that are
Cwsar's,' say I. The time has come when these
men should no longer be made a byword and a
ridicule. There is but a word between prosperity
and failure, and that word ° is confidence. For
want of it, recently banks failed and merchants
failed. The splendid figure of commerce needs to
stand stalwart, steadfast. High and noble effort,
persistent endeavor and goodness and faithfulness
toward our fellow men are qualities that stand
out predominant in this day."

Rev. Willard Scott, D.D., was next intro-
duced, and entertained the guests with a charac-
teristic response. The question of the possession
of riches came in for his consideration, it being
his opinion that riches properly bestowed should
not be subjected to abuse. If the welfare of
mankind and the making of a paradise of this
footstool are the object and purpose to which
riches are put, abuse should not be heaped on the
possessors of this world's goods. He spoke of a
member of his church, a director in the Union
Trust Company, who looks after the interests of
his employes, who gives them work in shifts, some
one week, some another, and no thought of vio-
lence or abuse ever gain entrance in the minds of
his workers. He did not believe that the most
good comes from extremes, but from the beSt
camaraderie and fellowship. The middle place,
which we all try to occupy, is called the brother-
hood of man, and it is the place from whence the
best good comes.

Hon. Joseph C. Blackburn, as Governor of
the Panama Canal Zone, was then presented,
the toastmaskr rehearsing briefly his political his-
tory and speaking of the great importance of the
canal politically and industrially.

Governor Blackburn appeared deeply touched
by the demonstration which followed in his honor,
as Infantry Hall rang with "My Old Kentucky
Home," played by the orchestra and sung by all,
and with the rousing cheers offered.

He paid a tribute to Rhode Island and Provi-
dence as the highest types of the large and varied
manufacturing interests of this broad country.
He said he did not speak upon the Panama canal
as an expert engineer, but as one whose duties
in connection with it were of a purely civil execu-
tive character. Continuing he said in part:

"It has been well said that the Panama canal
will one day control the traffic of the world. We
think we know what nation that will be, but what-
ever nation it may be will be the arbiter of the
world's commerce.

"This narrow strip is 2000 miles from New
York. It is an unusual spectacle to see a nation
engaged in such work 2000 miles from its base
of supplies. It remained for us, almost the
youngest in the galaxy of nations, to undertake
this vast enterprise.

"We did not take this step without consider-
ation. We knew that one hundred and eighty
millions of money had been expended by one
nation in a failure. The United States yet had the

(Continued on page 441)
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courage to stake her reputation on the great

av's.orIk"If 

you will go there and spend months there,

.have done, you will see that nature omitted

none of the difficulties to the undertaking. It is

by no means a level, but a mountainous country.

A chain of mountains must be bisected. Its verte-

brx must be pierced. The climate is far more

difficult to conquer than the mountain chain. The

thermometer never varies more than n degrees.

I have seen three landslides in my short residence

there that carried away sections of our railroad

into the black, shiny ooze.

"We must make 170 square miles of semi-
mountainous land into an inland lake with a mini-

mum depth of forty-one feet. These are but a

few of the difficulties.

"According to present plans, there will be but

eight and one-half miles of canal proper, then

two lakes, then ten miles of sea level canal out

to the Atlantic. We thought a length of moo

feet large enough for the canal locks. They are

to be 100 feet wide. But six weeks ago, when

Col. Goethals and I came back to the States, the

Navy had decreed that these locks must be made

larger."
Mr. Blackburn paid a high tribute to the

efforts of the French in digging the canal. He

KEYSTONE

maintained that it was never practicable to build

the canal by private enterprise. No private enter-

prise could be found to build as complete a sys-

tem of hospitals as could be found anywhere or

to pave streets with vitrified brick or to construct

proper quarters for the housing of the army of

35,000 or 36,000 men who are digging the canal.

lie spoke of the liberality of the pay and care of

the government employes and declared that only

the liberality and sturdy integrity of the American

Government could have accomplished what had

been done.
The canal was to be practically a sea-level

canal, leaving less than nine miles of canal proper.

Already 8o per cent. of the cost needed for the

completion of the work had been expended.

The speaker entered into the finances of the

undertaking and said he did not believe that the

great work could be completed at less than

$3oo,000,o0o.
Ex-Senator Blackburn declared that the canal

could and would be completed in five years in-

stead of eight.
"When it is completed," he concluded, "not

the trade of two nations, but the commerce of

the world will pass through that route. When

the American Government tenders it a completed

enterprise, she will be exemplifying the greatest

and grandest national magnanimity that the world

has ever seen."

The ex-senator's speech was received with

great enthusiasm, as were all the addresses of

the evening.

441

The committee on arrangements and officers

of the association were overwhelmed with con-

gratulations on the success of the function.

Certain features of the banquet were highly

complimentary to the traveling salesman, and

were e well-merited recognition of the importance

of this individual in the development of trade.

The immense sample case on the platform which

attracted the attention of the assemblage reflected

this idea. This case measured 5 feet in height by

3TA feet wide, and was presented for the occasion

by the Reuckart Manufacturing Company. Its

appropriateness was beyond question, and the idea

appealed most favorably to all present.

The souvenir might also be interpreted as a

tribute to the traveling salesman. This, also, as

before said, was a sample case in miniature, and

had the double merit of being original and appro-

priate. On removing the little trays containing

the menu, the names of the officers, pictures of the

president and ex-Senator Blackburn, list of speak-

ers, etc., there was at the bottom a large tray, in

which were found two fragrant Havanas and a

litte match safe. Probably no other form of sou-

venir would have appealed so favorably to the

banqueters, or be more certain of preservation

than that which they received.

The Hon. Henry G. Thresher was quite at

home in the capacity of toastmaster, a part which

he can perform with case, grace and tact. .As on

the occasion of the last banquet, he was peculiarly

happy in introducing the speakers and very effec-

tively prompted a hearty reception for them.

B 5094

B 5100

B 5093 B 5097 Banquet, scene of the Sew England .latittfacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Associatio
n
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To THE RETAIL TRADE
Gentlemen : Below we give you an

exact copy of a communication received by
us a few days ago, signed Wm. Gibson, of
Chicago, with a clipping from one of our
ads. appended wherein we state we sell the
wholesale trade only.

MESSRS. S. 0. BIGNEY & Co.
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: In the opinion of the writer, and a score of jewelers I have talked with, the
enclosed clipping is about the most foolish piece of ad. writing we ever saw. It might be
excellent advice to mail jobbers, but in THE KEYSTONE the ones to see it are the ones you
are slapping, and trying to prevent them buying as cheaply as possible, which is sound
business judgment. What is your idea? I would suggest you cut the photo too, we are now
quite familiar with your handsorne face.

Yours truly, WIVE GIBSON.

The writer states that in his opinion and a score of other jewelers that our method of

advertising is a very foolish one. Well, let me say that we do foolish things and we know it,

but there are those who make asses of themselves and don't know it.

Then you notice the writer suggests that he is quite familiar with my handsome

face and that it should be discontinued from our ad. Allow me briefly to remark that if God

Almighty has favored me with a respectable appearance, I am very grateful for it. There

are those who have not been so highly favored. My face in all probability will appear in

our ad. long after I have finished my work on earth. I am sorry that it gives my competi-

tors so much anxiety.

I wish to state briefly that the manufacturer who sells the wholesale trade and then

sneaks around the corner, here and there, and sells the retailer, is neither protecting the whole-

sale or ietail trade. If a few of the large retailers buy from manufacturers occasionally in

large cities, they place the large majority of retailers at a disadvantange and make it

impossible for them to compete. At least ninety-five per cent. of the retail trade of the United

States buy from the wholesale jeweler. Mr. Retailer, it is up to you to buy goods manu-

factured by houses Nvho do not sell the retail trade here and there, but confine their sales

to the wholesaler. By so doing you will prevent unjust competition and get " the

S. 0. BfoIrGNS.E0Y
. BIGNEY & CO.

square deal.'"
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U each

BRACELET
WATCH

in any color
of enamel
Retail Price

1 4:9—'0each

Still At It!
Still hammering away at the consumer—
still telling your customers and the women
of America about the American Queen
Bracelet—

Our Advertising is Permanent

Otherwise it would be of no interest to you.
It will pay you to follow it month by month
in the magazines.

Progressive dealers now keep lists of
advertised articles, which their experience
tells them will soon be called for at their
counters.

Distinctive - loch - S011sh

"e)filie,hafi c2ifien
EXTENSION BRACELET
combines beauty with convenience. Fits any
part of the arm and stayswhere placed without
binding. Keeps the glove in place. Women of
fashion in the metropolis have created the style
of wearing three AMERICAN QUEEN
BRACELETS on one arm. Made of Yao
rolled gold plate and In so and 14 Karat Gold,
and guaranteed not to break or wear out.
Ask to see the American Queen Extenelon

Bracelet at your dealer's. If lie cannot supply
you, write for Our Beautiful FREE Catalog.
Send your dealer's name and address.
Every American Queen Bracelet bears thistrade-mark.

HANSEWBENNETT CO.,
100 Stewart Street, Providence, R. I.

The American Queen is the ONLY EXTENSION BRACELET ADVER-
TISED DIRECT TO CONSUMERS.

ilea/
EXTENSION BRACELET

11P

TRADE MA RK

Don't fail to take advantage of our advertising and co-operation to swell
your profits. Join hands with us—let us work for you and with you. 

We will be glad to furnish you with FREE ELECTROS of our bracelets
which you can run in your local advertising. This will enable you to attract to
your store all women in your locality who read our magazine advertisements.

WE WILL BRING CUSTOMERS INTO YOUR STORE

.All you have to do is to send us a selected list of your customers, and we
will immediately notify them by mail that you sell THE AMERICAN QUEEN
EXTENSION BRACELETS, and enclose a catalog of our bracelets to show
how beautiful they are.

SEE HOW SMALL AN INVESTMENT IS REQUIRED TO PUT
IN AN ASSORTMENT OF AMERICAN QUEEN BRACELETS

Cut on dotted line—sign and mail to-day

TRIAL ORDER
HANSEN-BENNETT CO., Bigney Bldg., Attleboro, Mass.

DEAR SIRS :—Please send me an assortment of one dozen
eight (8) designs, as follows:

YOU PAY US

American Queen Bracelets in

YOU SELL FOR
2 No. 701 Plain @ $2.50,  $5.00;  $4.00 each; $8.00

5
2 No. 702 Half Chased @ $2.50, ...
2 No. 704 Round Signet @ $3.33, ..

5.00;  
6.66;  

4.00
5.00

each; 8.00
each; 10.00

a 2 No. 705 Heart Signet @ $3.33,. . 6.66;  5.00 each; 10.00
1 No. 706 Round Signet @ $4.50,. . 4.50;  6.75 each; 6.75
1 No. 707 Heart Signet @ $4.67,. . 4.67;  7.00 each; 7.00
1 No. 709 Full-size Signet @ $3.67, 3.67;  5.50 each; 5.50
1 No. 711 Watch Bracelet, $9.33, . 9.33;  14.00 each; 14.00

12 American Queen Bracelets $45.49 $69.25

o 

• 

I agree to sell these abracelets at your established prices, nd you agree to giv c nie a
(Ascount of z per cunt. for payment of your bill within ten days after receipt of monthly
statement. BILL THROUGH MY JOBBERS

Name 

Town -

Slate  

Messrs. —_

Practical Watch Repairing

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Methods
Used by European Workmen—No. 10

I I' ranslated front La Franco llorloyere]

The Plug

The following is a method for replac-
ing upper plugs, familiar to but few watch-
makers, of which it may be said, "to try it is
to adopt it."

When the upper plug has been re-
moved, another plug in the rough is placed
in the cylinder. That done, the cylinder is
given the total height desired, cutting and
filing flat the extremity of this plug.

Then, instead of using the finishing
turns, a head rest alone is employed, or
preferably an American lathe fitted with a
cement chuck. The diameter of this chuck
should be a little greater than that of the
balance. A hole., sufficiently large both in
depth and in diameter, should be drilled in
the center of the chuck for the purpose of
holding the cylinder (about a centimeter
deep and two millimeters in diameter).

A coat of cement is spread rather thinly
over the chuck while turning it over the
flame of an alcohol lamp. While the chuck
is hot the balance is placed on it, the cylin-
der entering the hole in the chuck. With a
pointed pegvvood, with which one presses
lightly upon the hairspring-collet shoulders
(and not upon the plug that has just been
replaced, which is not often round), the
turning is continued until the balance is per-
fectly centered. The operation is contin-
ued until the cement is entirely cold. There
only remains to turn the plug, form the
pivot, make the back-taper and remove from
the head rest. It is needless to say that the
lower plug cannot be turned on the cement
chuck.

A tool for measuring the height of
lower plugs in cylinder watches.—Cut from

50

Fig. 35

a sheet of brass, 1.5 to 2 mm. in thickness, a
piece of the form shown in the illustration
(Fig. 35). Then cut two holes at the
points A and B, tap them and fit two
pointed screws into them. Then cut a third

hole in the head, slightly larger than the
others. Tap it and fit it with a screw that
enters the threads with as much friction as
possible. Polish the threaded end, which
has been previously flattened.

This work done, you bend your plate,
obtaining the form shown in Fig. 36. The
tool is now finished and ready for use.

Fig, 30

When you wish to put in a cylinder,
after having obtained by the caliper-gauge
the total height that will be required, re-
move the cocks, take your new tool, place
the plate between its two arms in such a
way that the lower screw 0 D is exactly
under the balance hole-jewel. Tighten the
screws A and B so as to hold the tool in
place. Then turn the screw C D until its
polished surface D touches the hole-jewel
and acts as the cap-jewel. You can unscrew
A and B and remove the tool.

Take down the frame of the movement
and replace the tool. You shorten the
lower plug until the wheel passes into the
cylinder at exactly the required height by
pressing the point of this plug upon the ex-
tremity D of the screw C D, which replaces
the cap-jewel.

To remove a plug which is set or rusted
in the shell.—It'sometimes happens that the
upper plug is so tightly held that the unfor-
tunate repairer in removing it spoils most
of his plug-removing tools.. However, there
is a very simple method of overcoming this
difficulty.

The cylinder is removed from the
brass and in less time than it takes to tell it.
the lower plug, which always comes out
easily, is removed. The part of the cylinder
which holds the broken plug is fixed in a
vise, which is tightened just enough to hold
the cylinder firm. The plug is then removed
by means of a punch which will easily enter
the shell. No plug, however tight, will
withstand the first blow. Thus the removal
of the plug is effected without harm to other
parts.

(445)

Another method for removing plugs.—
To remove an obstinate plug, take the cyl-
inder from the brass.and roll it between two
burnishers, striking lightly the while upon
the upper burnisher with a hammer. You
can, after this, remove the plug with a pair
of tweezers.

A similar method for the same purpose.
—To remove a plug that is too tightly held
in the shell, strike several blows with a ham-
mer directly upon the cylinder, while turn-
ing it in the fingers. This method, its ad-
vocator thinks, is more practical than the
one preceding, and just as sure.

Screws

To remove a broken screw from the
plate.—When you have a screw broken in
the plate in such a way that neither end ex-
tends beyond the plate, to remove it without
danger of spoiling the plate You need only
place the extremities of the broken screw
between the two points of the runners of
a turn — these points should be slightly
dulled.

Press on one runner so as to hold the
screw, and turn the plate. Nine times out
of .ten this method succeeds.

To remove a screw by the use of alum.
—Place the plate, from which every piece
of steel has been removed, in a solution of
alum; at the end of several days the broken
screw is decomposed, only a black matter
without consistency being left.

This solution should be made in a glass
vessel.

Heat as a factor in the removal of
screws.—Put a little oil around the screw
and heat its head by means of a slender
piece of copper heated in the fire, that you
apply to it for two or three minutes.

CLOCKS
Clock Repairing

To determine the length of a pendulum
—We know that the true length of a pendu-
lum is the distance between the point of
flexion of the suspension and the point on
.the pendulum bob at which the pendulum
will exactly balance on the blade of a knife
(Fig. 37).

But generally the length is measured
from the middle of the bob to the extremity
of the pendulum hook (Fig. 38).

In large clocks the part within the sus-

(CoutiNtied on page 447)
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Still At It! 
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still telling your customers and the women
of America about the American Queen
Bracelet-
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Our Advertising is Permanent

Otherwise it would be of no interest to you.
It will pay you to follow it month by month
in the magazines.

Progressive dealers now keep lists of
advertised articles, which their experience
tells them will soon be called for at their
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EXTENSION BRACELET
combines beauty with convenience. Fits any
part of the arm and stays where placed without
binding. Keeps the glove in place. Women of
fashion in the metropolis have created the style
of wearing three AMERICAN QUEEN
BRACELETS on one arm. Made of 140
rolled gold plate and in so and 14 Karat Gold,
and guaranteed not to break or wear out.
Ask to see the American Queen Extension

Bracelet at your dealer's. If a annot saply
you, write for Our Beautiful FREE Catalog.
Send your dealer's name anti address.
Every American Queen Bracelet I cars this trafle•mark. re

HANSEN-BENNETT CO.,
100 Stewart Street, Providence, R..

The American ()men is the ONLY EXTENSION BRACELET ADVER-

TISED DIRECT TO CONSUMERS.
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705
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surrounded
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stones

Retail Price

n.7 5
each706

TRADE MARK

Don"t fail to take advantage oI our advertising and C( >- to swell

your profits. Join hands with us-let us work for yint and h yutl.

We will be glad to furnish von with FREE ELECTROS of our bracelets
which you can run in your local advertising. This will enable von to attract to
your store all women in your locality who read our magazine aavertisements.

WE WILL BRING CUSTOMERS INTO YOUR STORE

All you have to do is to send us a selected list of your customers. and we
will immediatelv notify them by mail that you sell THE AMERICAN QUEEN
EXTENSION BRACELETS, and enclose a catalog of Our bracelets to show
how beautiful they are.

SEE HOW SMALL AN INVESTMENT IS REQUIRED TO PUT

IN AN ASSORTMENT OF AMERICAN QUEEN BRACELETS

HEART

SIGNET

set with
pearl-white
stone center

1/.00

each

707

•

709

711

FULL SIZE

SIGNET

with large
stone, either
Amethyst
Sapphire
Emerald
Ruby

Retail Price

23 R.50
" each

BRACELET

WATCH

in any color
of enamel

Retail Price

'61.1 'each

Cut on dotted line-sign end mail today

TRIAL ORDER
HANSEN-BENNETT CO., Bigney Bldg., Attleboro, Mass.

DEAR SIRS l-Please send Inc an assortment of one dozen American Queen
eight (8) designs, as follows :

YOU PAY US

2 No. 701 Plain @ $2.50,.  $5.00;  

2 No. 702 Half Chased @ $2.50,. . . 5.00;  

2 No. 704 Round Signet @ $3.33, .. 6.66;  

2 No. 705 Heart Signet @ $3.33, .. 6.66;  

1 No. 706 Round Signet (ii? $4.50, .. 4.50;  

1 No. 707 Heart Signet @ $4.67, . . 4.67;  

1 No. 709 Full-size Signet @ $3.67, 3.67;  

1 No. 711 Watch Bracelet, $9.33, . . 9.33;  

12 American Queen Bracelets  $45.49

Bracelets in

YOU SELL FOR

$4.00 each; $8.00

4.00 each; 8.00

5.00 each; 10.00

5.00 each; 10.00
6.75 each; 6.75
7.00 each; 7.00

5.50 each; 5.50

14.00 each; 14.00

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Methods

Used by European Workmen-No. 10

[Translated front La Franco Iforlogere]

The Plug

The following is a method for replac-

ing upper plugs, familiar to but few watch-

makers, of which it may be said, "to try it is

to adopt it."
When the upper plug. has been re-

moved, another plug in the rough is placed

in the cylinder. That done, the cylinder is

given the total height desired, cutting and

filing flat the extremity of this plug.

Then, instead of using the finishing

turns, a head rest alone is employed, or

preferably an American lathe fitted with a

cement chuck. The diameter of this chuck

should be a little greater than that of the

balance. A hole: sufficiently large both in

depth and in diameter, should be drilled in

the center of the chuck for the purpose Of

holding the cylinder (about a centimeter

deep and two millimeters in diameter).

A coat of cement is spread rather thinly

over the chuck while turning it over the

flame of an alcohol lamp. While the chuck

is hot the balance is placed on it, the cylin-

der entering the hole in the chuck. With a

pointed pegwood, with which one presses

lightly upon the hairspring-collet shoulders

(and not upon the plug that has just been

replaced, which is not often round), the

turning is continued until the balance is per-

fectly centered. The operation is contin-

ued until the cement is entirely cold. There

only remains to turn the plug, form the

pivot, make the back-taper and remove from

the head rest. It is needless to say that the

lower plug cannot be turned on the cement

chuck.
„ A tool for measuring the height of

lower plugs in cylinder watches.-Cut from

hole in the head, slightly larger than the

others. Tap it and fit it with a screw that

enters the threads with as much friction as

possible. Polish the threaded end, which

has been previously flattened.

This work done, you bend your plate,

obtaining the form shown in Fig. 36. The

tool is now finished and ready for use.

$69.25

T agree to sell these bracelets at yonr established prices, and yon agree to give me a
iii,count of 2 per cent. for payment of your bill within ten days after receipt of monthly

statement. BILL THROUGH MY JOBBERS

Messrs.

Fig. :VI

a sheet of brass, 1.5 to 2 mm. in thickness, a

piece of the form shown in the illustration

(Fig. 35). Then cut two holes at the

points A and B, tap them and fit two

Pointed screws into them. Then cut a third

When you wish to put in a cylinder,

after having obtained by the caliper-gauge

the total height that will be required, re-

move the cocks, take your new tool, place

the plate between its two arms in such a

way that the lower screw 0 D is exactly

under the balance hole-jewel. Tighten the

screws A and B so as to hold the tool in

place. Then turn the screw C D until its

polished surface D touches the hole-jewel

and acts as the cap-jewel. You can unscrew

A and B and remove the tool.

Take down the frame of the movement

and replace the tool. You shorten the

lower plug until the wheel passes into the

cylinder at exactly the required height by

pressing the point of this plug upon the ex-

tremity D of the screw C D, which replaces

the cap-jewel.
To remove a plug which is set or rusted

in the shell.-It'sometimes happens that the

upper plug is so tightly held that the unfor-

tunate repairer in removing it spoils most

of his plug-removing tools.. However, there

is a very simple method of overcoming this

difficulty.
The cylinder is removed from the

brass and in less time than it takes to tell it.

the lower plug, which always comes out

easily, is removed. The part of the cylinder

which holds the broken plug is fixed in a

vise, which is tightened just enough to hold

the cylinder firm. The plug is then removed

by means of a punch which will easily enter

the shell. No plug, however tight, will

withstand the first blow. Thus the removal

of the plug is effected without harm to other

parts.

Another method for removing plugs.-

To remove an obstinate plug, take the cyl-

inder from the brass.and roll it between two

burnishers, striking lightly the while upon

the upper burnisher with a hammer. You

can, after this, remove the plug with a pair

of tweezers.
A similar method for the same purpose.

-To remove a plug that is too tightly held

in the shell, strike several blows with a ham-

mer directly upon the cylinder, while turn-

ing it in the fingers. This method, its ad-

vocator thinks, is more practical than the

one preceding, and just as sure.

Screws

To remove a broken screw from the

plate.-When you have a screw broken in

the plate in such a way that neither e.nd ex-

tends beyond the plate, to remove it without

danger of spoiling the plate You need only

place the extremities of the broken screw

between the two points of the runners of

a turn - these points should be slightly

dulled.
Press on one runner so as to hold the

screw, and turn the plate. Nine times out

of ,ten this method succeeds.

To remove a screw by the use of alum.

-Place the plate, from which every piece

of steel has been removed, in a solution of

alum; at the end of several days the broken

screw is decomposed, only a black matter

without consistency being left.

This solution should be made in a glass

vessel.
Heat as a factor in the removal of

screws.-Put a little oil around the screw

and heat its head by means of a slender

piece of copper heated in the fire, that you

apply to it for two or three minutes.

CLOCKS

Clock Repairing

To determine the length of a pendulum

-We know that the true length of a pendu-

lum is the distance between the point of

flexion of the suspension and the point on

.the pendulum bob at which the pendulum

will exactly balance on the blade of a knife

(Fig. 37).
But generally the length is measured

from the middle of the bob to the extremity

of the pendulum hook (Fig. 38).

In large clocks the part within the sus-

(Continued on page 447)
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Practical Watch Repairing

(Continued from page 445)

pension cheek-piece, if there is one, must be
added to this length.

We know that the lengths of pendu-
lums cannot ,be compared, but that their
square roots are proportional, and it is their
roots that must be compared.

"No," you say; "if you speak of roots,
I am at sea. I count the escape wheel, I

KEYSTONE

But what if the number of teeth is di-
minished? You have 30 teeth and wish
but 15. You have divided the number of
teeth by 2, therefore the root should be
multiplied by 2. For 30 teeth the root is
10; for 15 teeth it will be 20; hence a pen-
dulum of 4 meters.

Let us suppose a cord passing through
a pulley with a weight at each extremity;
cause one to descend, the other rises the
same distance, and inversely.

Longueurs lolales

-50=

Longueur reelle

Longueur communcinient usifele

Fig. 37

Longhair 'Tousle
--y

Fig 8p
Fin. 37. —Longueurs lotales—Total lengths. Longueurs reelle—Real length. no. 88 - Longueur to/ale—Total length

guess at a pendulum, I suspend it, I count
my vibrations for half a minute, I vary the
length two or three times, and I assure you
that the timing is not bad."

But why experiment when the length
may be determined with exactitude? And
then you have cited simply the times that
you have succeeded and have forgotten the
occasions when you were obliged to buy a
new pendulum because the one that you
first suspended was too short.

To return to the square root. You know
that the square of a number is the product
of that number multiplied by itself. Thus,
the square of 4 is 16; the square of 5 is
25; the square of 7 is 49; the square of io
is ioo, etc.

Therefore the square root of 16 is 4;
the square root of 25 is 5; the square root
of 49 is 7; the square root of ioo is to, etc.

This is the whole secret. Take a clock,
and in adding to the teeth of the escape
\'heel, the square root of the pendulum
should be decreased in proportion.

Imagine 30 teeth to this wheel, and a
pendulum a meter in length. Imagine the
wheel to have 6o teeth; you have multi-
plied the number of teeth by 2 and the
square root of the pendulum should be di-
vided by 2.

The root of too cm. is to cm.; divide
to by 2, the new root is 5, and the new
pendulum will have a length of 25 cm.

Originally, your pendulum vibrated on
the second, now it vibrates on the half-
second (Fig. 39).

Thus you multiply the wheel by
30 X 4 = 120

You divide the root by 4:
10 + 4 = 2.5

Your new pendulum will have a length
of 2.5 X 2.5, or 62.5 MM.

4,
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teeth. Seventy-two teeth will pass a given
point in one minute; then write

72 : 10 :: 30 :
Now, to X 30 = 300, and as it is

known that 72 X x = 300; dividing 300 by
72, the value of x is found to be 4.16.

4.16 is the root of which the square
= B. (the pendulum's

the unknown unknown quantity.length h ) , X 
Let us imagine an inverse _case. A

movement requiring a pendulum 20 trn. in
length, and the case only allows a pendu-
lum 16 cm., of which the root is 4. Let us
write, then: x 10 ::30 : 4

The product of the means is 300. The
value of x will be 75 teeth for a minute and
38 for a half minute.

We now have for future use the for-

mula: D : io : : 30 : B ;
that is, the number of teeth is to io as 30
is to the square root of the balance.

In the accompanying illustration the
following pendulums are shown:

A, which vibrates on the second.
B, which vibrates on the half-second.
C, which vibrates on the quarter second.

And the roots are indicated by
B' : half of A'
C' : half of B' and quarter of A'
It will be seen that each of these roots

is the side of a square which is the initial
square having for a side the total length of
the pendulum.

Fig. 39

Rove SO dents—Wheel with 80 teeth. Rove 60 deals—Wheel with 60 teeth, 34 second.
Rove 120 dents—Wheel with 120 teeth, 4 second.

"Then," you ask, "you take always as
a base a wheel of 30 teeth and to cm. as
the square root of a pendulum that vibrates
on the second?" Yes, and for this reason.
You know that in all clocks, or nearly all,
the escape wheel makes two revolutions
each minute. Let us examine a clock of 36

This total length is the length of the side
of the initial square, multiplied by itself, or

A', om, to X om, to -= tin
B', om, 05 x om, 05 25
C', o", 025 x om, 025 om, 0675

[TO DE CONTINUED]
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TOOLS AND METHODS

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, BOOM011, Mass.

In our last article of this serial we described

a stump having auxiliary pieces. Such a stump is

substantially the equivalent of a large number

of regular stumps of varying diameters. It may

be well enough to remark that unless the stump is

very nicely fitted to the hole in the die of our

staking tool, it would be preferable to turn a shal-

low groove around the body of the stump, as is

done on all regular stumps, thus affording a more

secure hold for a pair of tweezers, when lifting

the stump from the die. We hope many of our

readers will make such a stump and a good as-

sortment of the small pieces, for when they have

a job of hole closing on some cheap watch they

will certainly appreciate its usefulness and value.

Another very useful addition

A Serviceable to the regular staking tool line

Punch of punches is a special punch,

shown at a, Fig. 25. This is

merely an adaptation of the idea shown in the

special stump. In the course of regular watch

repairing the workman frequently has to remove

 _17.= a

Fig, 25

the stub of a broken screw from the plate. This

is generally done by expelling the broken piece

by a sharp, firm blow, resting the plate on a

hollow stump of the staking tool and using the

special punch provided with all staking tools for

this work. It is a wise precaution to see that no

burr projects from the sharp edge of the stump

to mar the plate, and in any case to place a piece

of tissue paper between the stump and the plate.

Of course we are aware that in many cases it

is not desirable to knock out a broken screw, and

that we must then resort to the alum or other

etching process; providing, of course, that it is

impossible to unscrew the broken stub. Admit-

ting all this, there yet remain many cases in which

it is proper to knock out the broken screw, and

we want to be equipped to do this readily; fid-

dling over such little problems that are continually

.irising in the course of watch repairing is one

thing that consumes a great deal of time.
In Fig. 25, a shows the body

Construction of of the punch, which should be

the Punch of regular size and diameter.

This punch is carefully drilled

and bored to fit a certain size of steel wire—

Crescent or Stubbs's, let us say No. 50. The

hole should extend to a depth of about one-half

inch and have a flat bottom, where a cross-hole d

should be drilled. The punch is then split on op-

posite sides with a thin saw, as shown at c, c,

end view. This affords a slightly yielding wall

to the hole, which will prevent the small punches

falling out, yet allows them to be readily with-

drawn when required.

A good variety of sizes in the sub-punches b

should be provided. We will harden and temper

them to a dark brown. We are now equipped
for any screw-knocking job that may appear; and

should any of our sub-punches get broken, which
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they very likely will, it is a simple matter to re-

place them. With the regular punches supplied

with staking tools for this purpose, in the event

of breakage we must anneal the punch, turn a new

cylindrical end upon it, reharden and temper,

which is practically equivalent to making a whole

new punch every time it gets broken.

With the scheme shown in Fig.

A Reserve Sup- 25, while the punch is just as

ply Desirable likely to be broken, they are

very simple to make, easy to

harden and temper ; and owing to this simplicity,

the workman will have a sufficient number on

hand; so, in the event of breakage, no delay need

occur—he simply puts in another punch and goes

ahead.
The flat end to the hole for the reception

of the sub-punches may be secured by finishing

with a drill shaped like a screw-driver blade and

sharpened clear across the end like a cold chisel;

this will serve to remove the conical surface left

by a regular drill. It is perhaps preferable to

drill the cross-hole first, at the correct distance

from the end of the punch, then to extend the lon-

gitudinal hole into it.

Every watchmaker should have

Utility of a V or crotch center for his

Crotch Center lathe, to use in drilling such

cross holes centrally. If we

have none, a good plan is to cement the punch to

a flat piece of brass, which will serve to rest

against the ordinary drill-rest center; then, if we

are careful to start the drill right, a hole may

easily be put truly through the center.

Another plan of making a punch for holding

our sub punches is to leave the end solid, i.e., not

split it, but to provide a spring retainer for the

sub-punches. Such a plan is shown in section in

Fig. 26. We saw into the side of the punch, the

cut extending into the hole intended for the re-

Fig, 20

ception of the sub-punches, and fit a small spring

b, which may be made of a piece of fine steel in-

strument wire. This small spring is fixed in the

punch by forcing the end into a- small hole, ex-

tending from the bottom of the saw cut, through

the body of the punch. We have not tried this

method of construction, but think it good. There

may be ground for slight objection to the con-

struction shown in Fig. 25, inasmuch as the walls

of the hole are yielding, which in some cases

might allow the sub-punch to dodge to one side

under a heavy blow. However, we can say that

while this may theoretically be a weakness, in

actual practice we have found the plan to work

exceedingly well.
One will naturally ask : Why not have the

sub-punches .fit the holder so well that they will

not require a spring retainer.' This can be done,

of course, but we think it impractical. The chief

advantage of the scheme is the ease with which

we may provide the sub-punches ; and when we

get down to any close fitting we lose much of

this advantage. The end of the sub-punches en-

tering the holder should be . flat with corner

slightly chamfered. The holding punch need not

be chamfered; it is supposed we will always

use a brass hammer upon it.

[TO DE CONTINUED]

Why Iron Rusts
Ask almost any intelligent man why iron

rusts, and he will probably explain at tedious

length that it is all due to the oxygen of the air.

Ever since chemistry became a more or less exact

science, which was over a century ago, that theory

has been generally accepted. Now an American

physicist, Dr. Cushman, comes along and an-

nounces that rusting is really due to electricity.

Dr. Cushman started his researches with the

object of discovering some method of prevent-

ing the corrosion of wire fences—a subject of

vital interest to farmers. He achieved more than

he anticipated. He found that the first attack on

the iron is made by hydrogen in the form of ex-

ceedingly small particles, but not as the text-

books have taught us, by oxygen. This is in

agreement with the modern theory that many

stsbstances when they are dissolved in water arc

dissociated into ions, or minute particles smaller

even than atoms, all carrying electrical charges.

Even pure water contains a certain number of

these. Acid impurities multiply the hydrogen

ions and strengthen them in their corrosive effect

upon iron. The action is purely electric, and in-

volves an exchange of the electric relations be-

tween the hydrogen and the iron. Dr. Cushman

discovered that active oxidizing agents, such as

chromate and bichromate of potash, prevent rust-

ing by safeguarding it against attack by the

hydrogen iron. By immersing the iron in a con-

centrated solution of bichromate acid, and then

washing and wiping it, the metal is rendered

passive, so that it becomes capable of resisting

electro-chemical attack.—The Circle.

A New Coin Counter

A new coin counting device has been per-

fected which is claimed to possess several ad-

vantages over the older forms of this machine.

In brief, the new coin counter assorts, counts

and. delivers accurately in regulation bank pack-

ages, nickels, dimes, quarters and half dollars,

and in one-fifth to one-tenth the time necessary

to do the work by hand. All the operations are

carried on simultaneously, and the machine is

complete in itself, no extra parts being necessary

for the manufacture of wrappers or for any

other portion of the work. The amounts in the

packages may be varied to meet the requirement,

and every coin can be followed by the operator

from the time it enters the apparatus until it is

delivered and counted. Canadian nickels, 20-cent

pieces and quarters and badly mutilated coins

of our own money are automatically sorted out

and rejected.

Cheaper Radium

Three grams of radium (about forty-six

grains), the largest quantity yet produced at one

time, have been extracted by the Imperial Acad-

emy of Sciences of Vienna from ten tons of

uranium and pitchblende given them from the

government from its mines in Bohemia, and al-

though the crude material cost nothing, the ex-

traction alone amounted to $to,000. This, how-

ever, cheapened the cost of radium considerably

for the three grams, approximately, above men-

tioned, were obtained at one-third the cost of

previous products, which, it has been estimated,

would be worth not less than $3,000,000 an ounce.

A small fraction of the yield has been presented

to Sir William Ramsay, the English scientist, for

experimental purposes. A part will be used by

other researchers to test Prof. Ramsay's theory.
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TALK TO AMBITIOUS WATCH-

MAKERS

By 1,, It. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

Let us now consider the grad.

Grading ing of diamond powder. We

Diamond Powder will assume that the watch-

maker has the powder, and the

problem is simply to grade it uniformly. Diamond

powder may be bought in the market; but the

cheaper and perhaps more satisfactory way is to

buy the bort and crush it ourselves. If the

watchmaker desires to do this, he will be able to

buy diamond mortars for crushing the bort ; also

simple ways of making mortars have been de-

scribed in THE KEYSTONE from time to time; we

shall, therefore, not consider the making of a

mortar.
We shall not pretend that the method of

grading we shall describe is the best method; we

are quite sure, however, that for purposes of the

watchmaker it gives good results. One carat of

diamond powder is a convenient quantity to work

at one time ; it is small in bulk, but if properly

used will do an immense amount of work and last

a long time.
We first need a bottle or two

Method of of good clock oil, the quantity

Procedure necessary varying somewhat

with the size of the dishes em-

ployed. In our experience in grading we have

used only Kelley's oil; we deem it best to state

this because a different oil would in all proba-

bility bring a slightly different result. We also

need six dishes, like a small saucer of porcelain,

or some smooth, hard material. These dishes

should be about three inches in diameter ; or at

any rate one of them should be about this size,

the others may be smaller. Small dishes are made

which are very suitable for this purpose; they are

shaped somewhat like a saucer, but have a small

open spout at one side to facilitate the pouring of

any liquid; they come in "nests," i.e., each one is

enough smaller than the preceding to set within it.

We should also have a steel ;spatula, shaped

as shown in Fig. 72, about actual size. It consists

simply of a piece of brass wire a about TA inch in

diameter by 2g inches long, split with a saw at

one end, into which the tempered steel blade b

is soldered. This soldering should be very care-

fully done to leave no crevices in which particles

of diamond can lurk. The steel blade is conve-

niently made of a piece of watch mainspring of

suitable width; the point should be slightly

rounded, as shown, and ground down to a thin

edge.
It is advisable to have two of

Necessary these spatulas, for after our

Precautions diamond powder is graded, we

should not use the same spa-

tuta to handle all the grades when transferring it

from the grading dishes to the bottles, or when

taking it from the bottles to use for any pur-

pose; there would be danger of getting particles

of the coarse powder mixed with the fine. If

one wishes he may have a separate spatula for

each grade, marking the number on the handles

by grooves, or in any way to suit his fancy or

convenience.
It is a good plan to keep the blade of these

spatulas when not in use thrust full length into a

Piece of pith, using a separate piece for each one

• Book rights reserved by the author.
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and taking care to return a spatula to the same

piece of pith every time. In short, every pre-

caution must be observed to avoid any mixing of

the powders; a very few particles of any of the

coarser powders introduced in one of the finer

grades will undo all our work of grading.

Now to the work of grading.

The Work of We empty a bottle of oil into

Grading the larger dish; it should be

nearly inch deep, and to get

this depth we may be .obliged to use more than

one bottle. We then empty the carat of diamond

powder into the oil and stir it up thoroughly with

the spatula intended for use with the coarsest

powder. We then allow it to settle for ten min-

utes, and pour off all except the coarsest parti-

cles, which have sunk to the bottom of the dish,

into the next dish. This powder left in the first

dish we do not designate by number ; it is useful

for any comparatively coarse grinding operations,

some of which we will mention later. The con-

tents of the second dfsh we allow to stand for

two hours, when all remaining in suspension is

poured into the third dish. The powder that has

settled in the second dish, and remains after pour-

ing, we call No. I. Unless we need the powder for

immediate use, we should cover the dish and

allow it to stand until the remaining oil is entirely

ce,
h L._ 

Fig, 7

clear, when it should be poured off, and the dia-

mond transferred to a bottle by means of the spa-

tula. To clean up the dish nicely is a task requir-

ing some patience, but -patience is supposed to

be the watchmaker's "long suit"; besides, even

the smallest particles which we can scrape up do

a surprising amount of work, as the workman

will soon learn. The plan of allowing the oil

remaining after pouring to settle clear before at-

tempting to transfer the diamond to the bottle

should be followed through all the grades if

possible. It is best to have but little oil mixed

with the diamond in the bottles.
The contents of the third dish

The Different we should allow to settle for

Grades four hours, when we pour all

unsettled into a fourth dish

and allow it to stand for twelve hours. We again

pour into a fifth dish and allow it to stand for

twenty-four hours, and pour into a sixth dish,

which should stand until the oil is clear, which

may be from a few days to as many weeks, much

depending on the purity of the diamond powder,

for, sad to relate, the commercial article is some-

times adulterated.
The powder remaining in the third dish after

,pouring we call No. 2, that in thd fourth dish

No. 3, fifth dish No. 4, sixth dish No. 5. The No.

5 is exceedingly fine afid is used on special jobs

requiring a particularly fine finish. The No. 4

is the grade we will use for almost all work,

such as finishing pallet stones, polishing holes,

etc. Properly used, it produces a very fine stir face.

The bottles used to hold the

Bottles to Use graded powder is not a matter

of indifference. Small ones

with straight sides, i.e., no neck, like an ordinary

bottle, are perhaps the best. They should be Yi

inch high by TA inch in diameter. The number

corresponding to the grade of diamond may be

marked on the cork. These little bottles have

fairly smooth bottoms inside with the corners

slightly rounded; it is easy to remove the last

visible particles of diamond by means of a spa-

tula such as we have described.

In our recent articles of this serial we have

been considering the problems of repairing the

notch when worn. Cases do come to hand in

which it is desirable to fit a new roller pin, larger

or of different form. Usually, if the watch is of

good quality, the hole in the roller must be en-

larged or changed in form. A suitable diamond

broach is the proper tool with which to do it;

and the watchmaker can best make his own. We

take a sewing needle of suitable size and draw the

temper to a light gray and file it to the required

form, using a fine file and having the file marks

run crosswise the needle. Then by holding the

needle in contact with a hard steel stake and using

a hard steel hammer, we charge the broach with

No. x diamond. But a very small speck is neces-

sary for the entire work. To make an effective

broach requires more hammering than diamond.

In other words, the very small quantity of dia-

mond use should be very thoroughly imbedded in

the sur face of the broach.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Dangers of Benzine and Wood Alcohol
A recent issue of The Druggists' Circular

called attention to a matter of importance to the

trade whose everyday work calls for the use of

benzine and wood alcohol. Our contemporary

says:
"Resisting the effort of information to enter

it, seems to be the strong point of some heads.

Prudent people preach against the careless use of

benzine, and for their pains get laughed at—

until there happens to be a funeral in the family

of the careless one, brought about through the

ignition of the benzine. The other day an old

friend of ours was telling his daughter and a

girl visitor of the danger of using benzine about

the house. The young people did not seem to be

much impressed; the visitor knew people who

make a common practice of using the treacherous

fluid for all kinds of household purposes, and

without any harm ever having come to them on

account thereof. A few days later the daughter

went to call on her erstwhile visitor, and learned

that she was out—attending the funeral of a child

of the family which had made a common prac-

tice of using benzine. The child had been burned

to death as a result of an explosion of benzine

vapor. Some time ago a popular newspaper writer

advised the use of wood alcohol as a floor cleaner.

We wrote him some facts and suggested that in-

asmuch as such use of wood alcohol had cause

blindness, it ,would be well for him to refrain

from advising it, and also to warn those who had

read his previous directions of the danger. He

referred to our letter in his department, but was

inclined to make light of it. A few days ago he

again recommended the use of wood alcohol for

scouring and polishing purposes, and about the

same time. we read in a Massachusetts paper of a

lawsuit in that State growing out of the loss of

the sight of one eye by a man who had used a lin-

iment containing wood alcohol, none of the lini-

ment having come into direct contact with the

member. Records of cases of loss of sight

through the handling of wood alcohol Are numer-

ous and have been widely published.
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Proper Form for the Teeth of
Watch and Clock Wheels

(Continued. Part VI)

Our task this month is to see what

form a tooth should have to drive a ten-leaf

pinion with both uniform velocity and uni-

form power. We have now explained the

new method of finding the proper form for

a. tooth three or four times, so that our read-

ers will probably follow our explanations

with facility while we explain its application

to this case.
We choose for illustration a wheel six

times as large as the pinion, and of course

having sixty teeth, that being six times

the number of leaves. The radius of the

wheel must also be six times as long as that

of the pinion. In Fig. 9 we show one-half

of the pinion and a small section of the

wheel, thus including one tooth and the leaf

it engages with. In the original drawing

the radius of the pinion Pi is 4 inches, and

WI, the radius of the wheel, is 24 inches.

These sizes are reduced one-half in the en-

graving. All horizontal lines running to

the left from XX are understood to run to

W, the center of the wheel, and are marked

W at the left end of the portions shown.

XX is an arc of the pitch circle of the wheel

and X'X' that of the pinion, and the meet

at the point i on the line of centers WIP.

The circular pitch of the wheel, i.e., the

distance from the front of one tooth to the

front of the next one, is the number of de-

grees in a circle divided by number of teeth,

or 360° ± 6o == 6°. The circular pitch of

the pinion is 3600 ± 10 .= 36°. To obtain

uniform velocity in the driving, the wheel

must turn 6° in the time the pinion turns

36°, the two arcs on the pitch circles being

of the same length. They must revolve as

if their pitch circles were rollers revolving

in contact. For every I° that the wheel

turns the pinion must turn 6°. The arc of

I° on the wheel is six times as long as I° on

the pinion, because its radius is six times as

long, and it is plain that the distance be-

tween two lines increases with the length of

the lines.
But, although 6° on the curve XX is of

the same length as 36° on the curve

measured on the curve, we do not measure

that way. We get our lengths in straight

lines, as the distance between the extremities

of the arc, and between the points of our di-

viders. We will, therefore, measure and

set off the distances on our pitch circles by

the method of "chords," described in our

last article. But those who have no tables of

cosines may do it by the method previously

described for getting an arc of 600, which

they can then divide up into equal parts and
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so find 6° for the wheel and 36° for the pin-

ion. In whichever way it is done, the circu-

lar pitch will reach from i up to .r.r on each

pitch circle.
We will, as heretofore, locate 10 points

ill the outline of our tooth, which will give

us very closely the form of the entire ogive

of our tooth. To do this, we will first draw

a radius representing the radial face of the

leaf in ten different positions, at equal dis-

tances apart, marked P2, P3, etc., which are

3.6° apart, from the line of centers through

the whole 36° Of the driving, to Pm, which

is 36° above Pr. These distances from

to 2, from a to 3, etc., we get either by

dividing the 36° into ten equal parts and

drawing a straight line from P to each of

these points so marked, or by finding the

length of the chord Of 3.6°, setting our di-

viders to that distance and marking it off on

the curve X'X' of the pinion.

In the same way mark off ten equal dis-

tances of .6° (6/10 of a degree) on the

curve XX and draw radial lines from the

wheel-center W to each of these points so

marked, as shown by the. radial lines W2,

W3, etc., to WH, which is 6° above the

line of centers. These lines represent the

front flank of the tooth in the ten positions

corresponding to the ten positions of the

pinion leaf, i.e., when the front flank of the

tooth is at W2, W4 or Wii, for instance,

the front flank of the leaf will be at P2, P4

or PH, respectively. If we form the tooth

so that it will, when in any given position,

carry the leaf into the corresponding posi-

tion, shown by the radius having the same

number as the wheel radius in that position,

we have given the tooth a form that will
secure a uniform velocity.

To secure uniform power the tooth

must, in each position, press against a cer-

tain point on the face of the leaf—that

point being such that a line drawn from

it to I will be perpendicular to the pinion
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radius at that point. For instance, when the

leaf is in the position PH, the tooth must

touch it at the point j. A line from j to I

will be perpendicular to Pu at that point,

and the vertical lever arms of the wheel and

the pinion will then have the same ratio in

length as they did when on the line of cen-

ters, i.e., as 6 to I, and the tooth will drive

the leaf with the same power that it did on

the line of centers. If the tooth touches

the leaf at any other point than j the power

will not be the same as on the line of cen-

ters. In the same way all of the points

marked a, b, c, etc., to j, show the point

where the tooth must touch the leaf in each

of the ten positions. And if we form the

tooth so that it will do that we secure a uni-

form transmission of power throughout the

driving.
We may find and mark these points in

two ways. One is to draw from i a line

which will be perpendicular to each of the

ten-pinion radii, P2, P3, etc., and where

these perpendiculars strike the different

radii, at j, Ii, i, etc., are the proper points for

contact on the leaf in those positions. The

line from j to i is such a perpendicular. The

other way is the method of cosines, pre-

viously described. For example, the line

Pur is 36° above PI, and jP is the cosine

of the angle of 36°. On looking in a table

of cosines, we find that the cosine of 36° is

.8o90 for a radius of I. The radius of our

pinion circle is 4 inches ; therefore the cosine

of 36° for that circle will be .8090 X 4 =
3.2360 inches. We therefore measure 3.2360

inches from the center P, along the radius

which distance comes at the point j,

which is consequently the proper point for

contact on the leaf when it is in the position

In the same way we may find all the

other points, i, h, g, etc., for the contact

points in all the other positions of the leaf.

Now, we must form our tooth so that

it will both carry the leaf into the positions

marked out and touch it at the proper point

in each position. For this purpose we have

laid out a blank tooth below the line of cen-

ters enclosed by the radius W/P on the

upper side and WV on the lower side. The

distance from i to o on the pitch line XX

is one-half of the circular pitch, which is the

usual breadth for the tooth. We have also

drawn a radius WV', for a somewhat wider

tooth, reaching from 1 to o'. The line WP

represents the front face of the blank tooth,

and we want to know where and how much

to cut it away in order to give it the proper

form.
That information we derive from the

radii Wm, Wro, etc. For example, the

line W, ii, j' shows where the front of
(Continued on page 455)
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Proper form for the Teeth of
Watch and Clock Wheels
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the tooth would be if it was not curved at

all but remained straight. We see that at

the point j' it must be cut away down to j

in order to touch the leaf at j when the tooth

is at Wiz. So, when the tooth is at Wio it
must be cut away from i' to i in order to

touch the leaf at i, when' it is in the position
Pio; when the tooth is at W9 it must be cut

away from h' to h, and so with all the

others.
We will, therefore, mark upon our

blank tooth the proper places to cut it away,

and the distances. Setting our drawing

compasses on W as a center, we draw a

curve from j on Pu I up to meet
which will be at j'. At the same time we

draw the curve jj across our blank tooth. In

the same way we draw all the other curves

shown. Then we measure from j to j with

our dividers, and transfer that distance to

the curve jj, measuring downward from

WP and marking where it comes. We also

measure upward from the lower side, which

tells us how much to cut away on that side

of the tooth. We do this from both WV

and WV'. This gives us three different

marks across the curves jj. We next take the

distance from i' to i and transfer it to the

curve ii, marking where it comes, above and

below, as before. In the same way we

transfer the distances on all the curves of

the blank tooth, and thus get three series of

marks, which we then connect by straight or

slightly curved lines, as shown.

For the tooth of normal breadth the

curves from i to o cross at t, a little short

of the full length required. As will be seen,

their intersection comes about midway be-

tween the curves ii and jj, which represent

32.4° and 36° of the driving, respectively.

This tooth would, therefore, only drive the

pinion about 34°, leaving of the driving

to be done before the line of centers. It is

generally supposed that a ten-leaf pinion

will admit of all the driving being done

after the line of centers ; but we here have

proof that it will not, if the tooth is of the

normal breadth and is so formed as to give

both uniform velocity and uniform power.

If the epicycloid curve on this tooth would

enable it to do all the driving after the line

of centers, that would show conclusively

that the epicycloid curve failed to give either

uniform velocity or uniform power, and

.was, therefore, not the proper form for a

perfect-acting tooth.

If we take the curves from i to o'
i.e., for the broader tooth, they do not meet

until beyond the curve jj, and t' would be

the tip of the tooth. Or, if the tooth did

not extend beyond jj it would operate just

as well, for that part of the curve, i to t',

which lies in the curve jj would rest against

the leaf at the point j, when it was in the po-

sition P11, 36° above the line of centers. At

that instant the tooth would part company

with the leaf, having performed the full

extent of the driving, and the following

tooth would take up the driving, with its

The "Comet" Clock

corresponding leaf. Consequently, there

would be no need for the portion outside of

the curve jj. The tooth might be made a

little narrower than it is drawn, so that the

tip would come just to the curve jj, and the

tooth would still be long enough.

It will be seen that even at the greatest

width shown there is ample clearance be-

tween it and the next leaf, which is drawn

of the full width, one-third of the circular

pitch of the pinion, as shown between the

radii PP' and PP2. But if there was any

necessity for it the leaf could be made a

little narrower, in which case PP2 would be
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drawn nearer to PP'. The latter radius

must, of course, retain its proper position,

36° from PI, in order that the front faces
of the leaves may be evenly spaced.

It seems to us that our method Of -finding

the proper form for the ogive of the tooth,

for any proportionate sizes whatever of the

wheel and pinion, must now be so fully and

clearly understood that any ordinary work-

man can easily follow it out in a practical

way. And he will have the satisfaction of

knowing that the result will be a perfect-

acting tooth and .not one formed with a

nice-looking mathematical curve with a

high-sounding name. What we want is a

perfect action of the tooth, by whatever

method the form may be obtained. It would

be good practice for horological schools to

make a gearing, or at least a model tooth,

formed both in this way and with an epicy-

cloid curve, and practically test this tooth

in comparison with the other, to find which

gives the smoother and more perfect action,

as regards both velocity and power.

The "Comet" Clock

A most ingenious as well as a remark-

ably artistic clock has just been added to

the many horological curios which have

been devised by French craftsmen. An il-

lustration of the clock is here shown, and

the following description of it is translated

from our esteemed contemporary, La
France Horlogere:

"A sun is supported by a small statue

of most graceful form. In this sun is con-

cealed a clock movement, to which is ad-

justed a large hand in the form of the tail

of a comet. This hand makes a revolution

around the sun in twelve hours. It has, in

the starred circle shown in the illustration,

a figure symbolizing Time mounted on an

absolutely free axis. The center of gravity

of this figure is placed sufficiently low to

insure equilibrium. The point of the scythe

which the figure holds is always at the low-

est point of the vertical passing through the

center of the dial whatever may be the posi-

tion occupied by the latter in relation to

the sun. Thus it can be seen that the clock

will tell the time as the hand moves around.

Thus, in the position shown in the illustra-

tion, the point of the scythe, whicri is at 7

o'clock, will be at 8 o'clock when the hand

will have made one-twelfth of the revolu-

tion, and at midday, when it will be at its

highest point. The timepiece was made by

M. Victor Pain, and is most ingeniously

constructed. It is, besides, sufficiently mys-

terious to interest all who see it. The

French horologists have. evidently lost none

of their old4iine clock construction.. .
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answere
d in this department

must send name and address—not. 
for publication, Nit as an

evidence of good faith. No attention 
will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answe
red in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies 
each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve th
ese indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to thetn,as sim
ilar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered
 in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the 
information may be found.

"New."—I have had two new watches, one a

Waltham 18 size, 15 jewel ; the other an 18 size

Excelsior, ro jewel, and Iwo old ones that I ha
ve

fixed, one a 7 jewel Elgin, the other a 16 size, 15

jewel Waltham. All these watches, the parties

carrying them claim, lose front fifteen minutes to

half an hour, and as much as three hours in t
he

case of the old 7 jewel. Now, if these were all

the watches I have fixed, I would think I was 
to

blanse, but two of them being new I don't under-

stard it. Besides, I have carried all these watches

and cannot get them to jump, but the parties carr
y-

ing them claim that they will run all right for

some time and all at once they look at them and

find they are off. Can you enlighten me ? I have

examined hands very closely to see if they catch.—

This is a hard case to write about, especially 
as

you claim to have carried the watches and fou
nd

that they run correctly, and still it is a queer coin-

cidence that all four watches should act the sam
e

way. There are several points, however, that we

should advise you to look into—first, be sure th
at

the hands do not catch or bind ; see that the 
hour

hand does not have too much up and down pla
y,

and see that the cannon pinion is tight. S
ome-

times, especially in old watches the cannon pini
on

will be tight only at certain Aces and loose at

others. Also see that the balance is true and does

not rub. Try this in all positions, as the owner of

the watch may place it in a different position 
than

you do. If these watches really lose ten or fifteen

minutes there must be something wrong, and
 a

close examination of the above-mentioned faul
ts

will soon locate the trouble.

"Speedily." — Can you, in your Workshop

Notes, answer the following questions, or can
 you

direct me, through the Workshop Notes, to som
e

back numbers where I can find the inform
ation

desired. I am mare interested in the order 
in

which the work is done, and yet am not aver
se to

receiving the answer how to do it properly
. A

watch comes in with one banking screw gone
, the

lever loose on the pallets (American movem
ent)

and one pallet stone loose. How do I beg
in to

adjust this job P I have Boynton' s escap
ement

',latching tool and also Hellabold's pallet s
etters

and escapement tool, also a Swiss dept/zing
 tool

and a little skill, but I want to learn to 
do such

work speedily and correctly.—First, put in a
 new

banking screw and tighten the lever on the 
pallets.

Shellac the loose pallet stone into place and
 you

are ready to adjust the escapement. Set up the

escapement in your Boynton tools and put o
n the

balance. Clog the action of the pallet fork and

arbor by introducing a spring of thick pap
er or

thin steel between lever and plate so that the 
fork

when moved will stay where it is moved to. No
w

move the balance right and left so that it leave
s the

fork at the end of each action, an equal distan
ce

from each of the two banking pins. If not, correct

by turning the banking screws. See that there is

sufficient play between lever and banking pin 
to

allow for the right amount of " slide " in the whe
el

and pallet action, about 2°. Next, examine the

wheel and pallet action, see that there is just

enough lock to secure the wheel and no mor
e.

Then observe the drops on both stones, also 
see

that there is sufficient draw to keep the fork firm
ly

against the bankings during the lockings. 
All

these latter adjustments are made by taking o
ut

the pallet fork and arbor and heating it on a 
metal

plate or in one of the several tools sold fo
r the
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purpose, such as Hellabold's and Boyntimes. Now

the wheel and pallet action having been made cor-

rect, we must look after the fork and roller action.

Replace the paper or steel spring under the fork,

turn the balance right and left as before, and see if

the roller jewel is still in action in the slot of the

fork after the drop occurs. If it is then the roller

jewel is set too deep in the direction of the pal
let

center. Warm the roller and push the jewel pin

back toward the balance staff as far as necessary to

allow the pin to leave the slot not later than when

the drop occurs. Lastly, see that the guard pin is

so set that when the lever is against the bankings

there is just enough play of the lever to assu
re

freedom when the watch is held in position so the

balance center is vertically over the pallet cente
r.

"Nickel."—What is considered a 17 jewel, 18

size movement? Would the movement with brass

escape wheel and nickel plates be termed a nick
el

movement f—Any movement that has 17 j
ewels

and the plates and bridges being nickel ( wheth
er

solid nickel or nickel plated) would be termed
 a

nickel movement. The escape wheel, whether
 it

is brass or steel, has nothing to do with the wat
ch

being termed a nickel or gilt movement.

"Position."—" Will you please tell me what

is the matter with this watch.? It runs all right

in any position until I case it up, and runs 
all

right then until I fasten the inside back lid. Then

it slops at once. Unfasten the inside lid and it

goes all right to fasten the outside lid and

not the inside. To fasten the inside it cannot

possibly touch the works, but it may touch the ca
se

screws a particle. The lid does not fit good, goes

down one side at a time but is tight after pressi
ng

down.—If this movement is an 18 size, full pla
te,

we feel sure that the inside lid touches the ba
lance

bridge, causing the balance to bind. We can ve
ry

easily locate the cause of the watch stopping—firs
t,

by smearing on the inside of the inside lid a lit
tle

rouge or Chinese white where the balance brid
ge

would touch. Then close down the lid, now open

it and look carefully to see if it left a mark. This

will tell you whether it touches or not. But if you

are not sure, remove the roller table and hair-

spring from the balance and replace the balance
 in

the movement, then spill the balance and close t
he

lid and reopen it. If the balance is stopped, you

will then know that the lid touches the bridg
e,

which we think it does from your description. W
e

have seen a number of watches act the same wa
y,

caused by a workman putting in a new staff, the

staff being too long. Instead of reducing the l
ength

of the staff they bend the bridge up to give it t
he

proper amount of end shake. The consequence is

the bridge is so high that when the lid is clos
ed

down it touches it, causing the balance to bind.

"Isochro."—I have had several arguments on

the isochronal balance spring as follows: A
n old

watchmaker insists on the following, I being in the

act of letting out the balance spring to bri
ng it

slower, that I would lose the isochronal point 
by

doing so. I contend that if only one point o
n the

spring is isochronal you would also lose it by 
mov-

ing the regulalor, as I do not understand ho
w the

point could extend within the scope of the 
guard

pins from the movement of the regulator from

to F. Some books I have claim the point 
in ques-

tion is at the stud, then it surely is not at the 
guard

pins. "The Watch Adjuster' s Manual" advise
s

taking up and letting out the balance spring 
which

seems that the work of the springer at the 
factory

would be worthless —Every time you m
ove the

regulator you alter in some degree the isochr
onism

of the balance spring. The same is true w
hen you

take up or let out the spring by repinning 
at the

stud. The only way to make changes in 
the tim-

ing of the watch without altering the iso
chronism

of the spring, is to add to or take away f
rom the

effective weight of the balance. This is easily

done except where a considerable change
 must be

effected, in which case the " ideal " (alth
ough not

always practical) way would be to put i
n a new

spring. You will notice that chronomete
rs have

no regulators, but have heavy timing sc
rews for

regulating. This illustrates what we say, that

moving the regulator alters the isochronism ;
 since

the most extreme accuracy is desired in ch
rono-

meters they are not fitted with regulators.
 But

chronometers are rated and require regulation

only at comparatively long intervals, and th
e user

never attempts to do this himself but entrusts it 
to

a good workman when his ship reaches port.
 But

with the pocket watches carried by the ge
neral

public the case is different. Owing to the hard a
nd

often irregular usage received, the watches requi
re

comparatively frequent regulation and it would

take too much time to regulate by means of t
he

timing screws as is done in the case of the chr
o-

nometer. So the regulator is applied, sacrificing 
a

little the isochronism to the convenience of havi
ng

the regulator.

"Stripi5ing."— Please give a good method of

stripping silver-plated knives, forks, spoons, 
etc.,

to gel the quantity of silver on same.—The 
nature

of the base metal on which the silver has 
been

deposited will enter largely into consideration

when stripping. If the base metal be of iron,

they can be stripped in a solution of cyanide
 of

potassium in water (about one part cyanide to

twenty of water). For the cathode a sheet of

copper may be employed, which has previously

been rubbed with an oily rag ; the silver wil
l pre-

cipitate on it, but will not adhere to it. If the

basis be of copper, the articles may be str
ipped

by immersing them in a mixture of equal parts 
of

anhydrous (filming) sulphuric acid and nitric ac
id.

In using this method, care must be exercised 
that

no water is introduced into the acids, for if 
water

should be introduced they become dilute, and 
in

this state will probably have a dissolving effect 
on

the copper. If such acids are kept on hand, they

should be hermetically closed.

"Pendulum."—I have a clock for repairs like

cut enclosed. Am having trouble in regulati
ng it,

from lack of knowledge of the pendulum. I wou
ld

be pleased to receive a word of information on 
this

at once if possible.—Although the cut you s
ent is

rather indistinct, we think there is no doubt th
at

the pendulum is one with an auxiliary regul
ating

nut. There is in this type of pendulum a nut to

raise and lower the bob, and in addition an ind
e-

pendent nut, made substantially heavy, which ru
ns

On a screw thread cut on the pendulum rod. This

latter nut is named the auxiliary regulating n
ut

and is not connected in any way with the pendul
um

bob. To raise and lower the latter the nut locat
ed

below the auxiliary nut is used. The idea is to u
se

the pendulum nut to bring the clock to as close
 a

rate as possible, and then to do the fine regulati
ng

with the auxiliary nut. Of course, you can under-

stand how it is that to turn the pendulum scr
ew

ever so slightly will make a good many seconds

difference in the running of the clock, so the

auxiliary nut being very much lighter can be moved

freely and will affect the timing much more sen
si-

tively.

"Potash. "—I clean watches in gasoline with 
a

stiff brush, warm water and soap, then 
cyanide,

dip in clear water to alcohol and sawdust. 
This

works all right on some watches, but some ha
ve on

the plates a greasy fihn that I must use chal
k and

brush to remove. Would it be all right to dip

parts in potash same as preparing article
s for

plating ? If so, what strength and how long

should parts remain in potash l'--The erro
r in your

method is that you first wash the parts with
 soap

and water, and then use cyanide solu
tion. The

proper order is to first wash the parts with 
benzine,

to remove the oil and heavy dirt ; then d
ip them

in cyanide to remove tarnish and brighte
n up the

metal ; next follows the washing with soap
 and

rinsing in water, to remove the cyanide, and
 then

the dipping into alcohol to clear away th
e water.

The saw-dust next is used to absorb the
 alcohol.

The greasy film of which you complain in 
caused

by your dipping in cyanide solution and not
 sub-

sequently washing off the cyanide with soa
p and

water.

"The Keystone is one of the most interestin
g

and instructive publications of the day. 
May it

never grow tess."—J. B. Keene, Jeweler, Sp
ring-

field, Massachusetts.
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Malcons of

High-Grade Silver Plated Hollowware

No. 828. SMOKING SET
Pewter with Bronze Heads . . $5.50
Silver Plated, Burnished or Butler Finish, 7.75
No. 0828. Copper with Pewter Trimming, 7.75
Plain Copper . . . • • • 7.75

in English

also TROPHY CUPS
Pewter, Solid Copper with Pewter Trimmings and Silver Plate

Office and Factory, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

VACHERON & CONSTANTIN
WATCHES

have been recognized as 'standard for 122 years, during which timethey have made records for efficiency, captured prizes against allcompetitors for accuracy and reliability, and gained a reputationamong the trade and the general public which is not equaled by thatof any other watch in the world. Their remarkable salability is dueto these facts.
The public recognition of superior quality is the best advertise-ment which any article can have, and the high reputation of Vacheron& Constantin Watches is a continuous source of profit to every dealerwho sells them.
The line embraces every variety of adjusted watches, complicatedwatches, extra flat, ultra flat and enameled, carved and jeweled watches.

jr„

1!; 11,.• •

No, 110. 9" Bowl, Astoria No. 1

Are you interested in QUALITY at a MODERATE
PRICE?

If you are, let its send you a sample order and join
our army of SATISFIEI ) CUSTOMERS.

SEND FOR CATALOG

3 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

DIAMONDS
MAKERS OF FINE JEVVEL,RY

LOOSE AND
MOUNTED

512-514 RACE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO
DIAMONDS RECUT AND REPAIRED

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name all address—not for publication, inn us an
evidence of good faith. No attenhoo will be laid to anony-
mous communications Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Pallet."—(i) Should pallet stones and ruby
pins be oiled after cleaning a watch. (2) What
kind of oil do watchmakers generally use on
mainspringsf New springs break oftener wizen
oiled than without any at all. They will not per-
form so well without oil, but I find by experience
that they are less liable to break., especially if the
spring happens to be of good strength. (3) What
is the difference in a cock and foot jewel. Of
course they are for top and bottom bal., but seem
to be interchangeable.—( i) Pallet stones in all
watches should be oiled or a little oil placed on
four or five of the escape wheel teeth. We have
known watches to have a very sluggish action for
the want of oil on the pallet stone. There is a
difference of opinion with expert watchmakers
as to whether the ruby pin should be oiled. Some
say not, while others say it should. We advise
oiling the ruby pin, then clepning it off with a
piece of pith wood, which will leave on it the least
possible amount of oil. (2) A good clock oil
should be used on mainsprings or, better still, use
vaseline. This can be done by saturating a small
piece of cloth with vaseline; place this between a
pair of. tweezers, then pull the mainspring be-
tween it, starting from the center, gradually
drawing the cloth from the center of the main-
spring to the end. We find that mainsprings
break more from careless handling, such as put-
ting them in the barrel with the fingers, coming
in contact with our fingers when perspiring, than
any other cause. A mainspring winder should be
used. (3) Practically speaking, there is no differ-
ence between a cock and foot balance hole jewel,.
except the setting. In some makes of watches a
foot jewel would not do •for the bridge, because
the setting would not fit.

":.Dirty Brass."—Please give formula for re-
storing brass watch cases, clock bezels that have.
been marked by flies, brass chains, etc.—Restoring
the polish of metals is a difficult problem, and a
great deal depends on attendant circumstances. In
most instances, with brass watch cases and the
like, a solution of cyanide of potassium, one
ounce to the quart of water, will answer the pur-
pose of removing stains. Great care . should be
taken in using this formula, as the cyanide of po-
tassium is a violent poison. In cleaning clock
bezels which have been lacquered, the lacquer
must first be removed by some hot alkaline solu-
tion like soda, lye or borax dissolved in boiling
water. There is no chemical solution which will
restore the polish of brass where it has been oxi-
dized and cankered by verdigris. Strong cider
vinegar heated, and salt added, will remove the
oxide from stained brass, but it leaves a coppery
look, from the fact that such solution dissolves
the zinc out of the alloy more readily than it does
the copper. Simply dissolving the oxide from the
surface does but little toward restoring the pol-
ish, because usually the oxidizing action has left
small pits and corroded spots, which must be
gvund and polished out. Where all beginners
fail in producing a fine high polish is in not dis-
criminating between abrasive materials which
grind and those which polish. With brass watch
cases, usually all one has to do is to dip in the
cyanide solution, rinse in pure water, then wipe
dry with an old, soft towel and buff up on canton
flannel buff on the lathe. A high mirror polish is
not demanded in this case, and buffs which would
be unfit for fine gold or silver jobs can be em-
ployed satisfactorily. It is a good plan to apply
a coating of invisible collodion lacquer to such
lobs, because it will preserve them from tarnish-
mg while in stock and also for a few days after
the owner gets the watch in his pocket. The true
course for a jeweler to pursue is to induce the
owner to have his case gilded. A pennyweight
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of gold deposited on a sixteen-size case will wear
from two to five years. In gilding such cases, de-
posit seven-eighths of the gold on the outside
of the. case. In dealing with clock bezels, first
dissolve off the old lacquer as above directed, and
then use a cyanide or acid solution to remove any
verdigris or oxide, then buff up. Exactly how to
do this buffing up will depend a good deal on the
state the bezel is in. If not too much corroded,
and cankered spots are not eaten in the brass, a
4" bristle brush, with a stick rouge and a polish-
ing lathe, will get the surface of the brass in
shape to receive the lacquer. The bezel, when
lacquered, should be heated to about 212° F. and
the lacquer applied with a flat camel's hair brush.
The lacquer is made by dissolving one ounce of
shellac in a pint of alcohol. To give the lacquer
a rich golden color, add a little dragon's-blood,
gum aloes or gamboge, using more or less of
these substances to produce the color desired.
There is another method of treating clock bezels:
As before, remove the old lacquer, then rinse in
water and wipe dry. Next make a mixture of
nitric acid one part, water four parts. -Procure,
some kind of a round, flat dish of glass or earth-
enware large enough to dip the bezel in flatwise,
and place enough of the acid mixture in such ves-
sel so that bezel can be quickly dipped into it, and
then into a dish of pure water to rinse off the
acid. If the operation is properly conducted, the
brass will be bright and free of stain; not pol-
ished, but it will have a fine mat surface, such as
we see on new Yankee clock movements. The
bezel should now be lacquered as above directed.

"Platino"—Will you kindly tell us how to de,
posit platMum by electricityf—There are several
ways of doing such work. The following method
of Watt and Phillip being among the best: The
peculiar attributes of this interesting metal—its
resistance to the action of corrosive acids, and
of most other substances, render it invaluable in
the construction of chemical apparatus, while its
high cost, its infusibility, and the great difficulty
experienced in giving this metal any required
form, greatly limit the area of its usefulness. If,
however, articles of copper, brass or German sil-
ver—metals which may be so readily put into
shape by casting, stamping, or by any ordinary
mechanical means—could be successfully and eco-
nomically coated with platinum, this branch of
the art of electro-deposition would soon meet
with considerable support from the manufactur-
ers of chemical apparatus, as also from opticians,
who would gladly adopt electro-platinised articles
for many purposes of their art. One great diffi-
culty that stands in the way of depositing plati-
num economically and of any required thickness
is that the anodes do not dissolve in the solutions
-Which have as yet been adopted for its deposition;
consequently, unless repeated additions of a plati-
num salt are made as the solution becomes ex-
hausted, it is impossible to obtain a coating of
sufficient thickness for any practical purpose. In
order to meet this difficulty in some degree, the
author suggested in his former work that the
strength of the solution may be kept up in the
same way, as he recommended for electro-tinning;
that is to say; a' reservoir, containing concentrated
platinum solution, is placed upon a shelf a little
above the electro-platinising bath, and the strong
liquid is allowed to drip or flow out through a
tap in the reservoir, and trickles at any required
speed, into the solution bath, while deposition is
going on, and in this way the.strength of the bath
may be kept up to any desired density. For small
quantities of solution, the funnel arrangement
may be adopted. The concentrated platinum solu-
tion being made in part from a portion of the
larger solution, instead of with water, the original
quantity of the liquid may be very fairly bal-
anced. For example, if we take, say, one quart
of the platinising solution and add to this a con-
siderable proportion of platinum salt and the sol-
vent employed in its preparation, so as to make
as strong a solution as possible, when this is
added and returned to the bath in the way above
indicated, it will not add much to its original bulk.
By weighing the articles before and after immer-
sion, the weight of metal deposited may .soon be
ascertained (the time occupied being noted), and
if the exact percentage of metal in the concen-
trated liquor is previously determined, there will
be no difficulty in determining at what speed the

strong solution should be allowed to flow into the
bath to keep it up to the proper strength. Prep-
aration of Chloride of Platinum.—As in the
case of gold, this metal must first be dissolved
in aqua regia, to form chloride of platinum, pre-
vious to making up either of the baths about to
be described. For this purpose, fragments of
platinum, which may be pieces of foil or wire, are
put into a glass flask, and upon them is to be
poured two to three parts of hydrochloric acid
and one part nitric acid; the flask is then placed
on a sand bath, and gently heated until the red
fumes at first given off cease to appear in the
bulb of the flask. A solution of a deep red color
is formed, which must now be carefully poured
into a porcelain evaporating dish, placed on the
sand bath, and heated until nearly dry, moving
the vessel about, as recommended in treating
chloride of gold, until the thick blood-red liquor
ceases to flow, at which period the vessel may be
set aside to cool. Any undissolved platinum re-
maining in the flask may be treated with nitro-
hydrochloric acid as before until it is all dis-
solved. The dry mass is to be dissolved in dis-
tilled water, and the subsequent solution, after
evaporation, added to it. If the original weight
of the platinum is known, it is a good plan to dis-
solve the dried chloride in a definite quantity of
distilled water, so that in using any measured
portion of the solution, the percentage of actual
metal used may be fairly determined when mak-
ing up a solution. Cyanide of Platinum Solution.
—Take a measured quantity of the chloride of
platinum solution representing about five penny-
weights of metal, and add sufficient distilled water
to make up one pint. Now add of strong solution
of cyanide sufficient to precipitate and redissolve
the platinum; add a little in excess, filter the so-
lution, and make up to one quart with distilled
water. The solution must be heated to about r30°
Fahr. when using it. A rather weak current from
a Wollaston or Daniell battery should be used.
If too strong a current be applied, the deposit
will probably assume tlw -form of a black powder.
Deposition by Simple Immersion.—Platinum read-
ily yields itself up when brass, copper, German
silver, etc., are immersed in its solutions, but the
deposit is of little or no practical use. it may
also lie deposited from its solution by contact with
zinc, as follows: Powdered carbonate of soda is
added to a strong solution of chloride of platinmn -
until no further effervescence occurs; a little glu-
cose (grape sugar) is then added, and, lastly, as.
much cornmon salt as will produce a whitish pre-
cipitate. The articles of brass or copper are put.
into a zinc colander and immersed in the solution,.
heated to about 1400 Fahr., for a few seconds,
then rinsed and dried in hot sawdust. Deposition•
by Battery. Current.—Roseleur describes a solu-,
tion from which he obtained platinuni deposits of
considerable. thickness. The solution is prepared.
as follows:

Platinum, converted into chloride TO parts.
Distilled water  500.

Dissolve the chloride in the water, and if any
cloudiness appears in the solution, owing to the
chloride having been overheated during the last
stage of the evaporation, it must be passed
through a filter.

Phosphate of ammonia (crystallised) .too parts.
Distilled water  500 "

Dissolve the phosphate in the above quantity
of water, and add the liquid to the platinum solu-
tion, with brisk stirring, when a copious precipi-
tate will be formed. To this is next added a solu-
tion of—
Phosphate of soda 15o0o0 parts.
Water (distilled)   

0 

The above mixture is to be boiled until the
smell of ammonia ceases to be apparent, and the
solution, at first alkaline, reddens blue litmus
paper. The yellow solution now becomes color-
less, and is ready for use. This solution, which
is to be used hot, with a strong battery current, is
recommended for depositing platinum upon cop-
per, brass mid German silver, but is unsuited for
coating zinc, lead or tin, since these metals decom-
pose the solution mid become coated in it by sim-
ple immersion. Since the platinum anode is not
diossrkedolved in this solution, fresh additions of the
chloride must be made when the solution has been
w 
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Jeweler Becomes Electric Clockmaker

Au intcresting illustration of what may
be accomplilied in his own city or section
by a jeweler who is possessed of skill and

application is of-
fered in the work
of Herman C.
Korfhage, a jew-
eler,of Louisville,
Ky., who in the
Past few years
has developed
into a successful
manu facturer of
electric clocks.

About eight
years ago Mr.

Korfhage began work on his first electric
clock, which proved quite a success and is
still doing duty. Since that .time the orig-
inal model has been perfected, until he
claims to-day to have the simplest electric
clock available. One of the first clocks
constructed by him for public service was
seven feet in diameter, wound and set by
electricity and made twenty-four electric
changes. It would light itself, make all
these changes and cut out the lights, all au-
tomatically. The clock was quite a revela-
tion to the public and attracted so much at-
tention to Mr. Korfhage's skill that a de-
mand for his work was at once created, and
since then he has devoted himself entirely
to making efficient electric clocks for gen-
eral purposes.

One of his latest achievements, and one
NVIliCil has done much to spread his fame, is
the complete clock system installed by him
ill the new Seelbach Hotel, of Louisville.
The master clock of this system is promi-
nently located in the hotel at the foot of the

Herman C. Korfhage 

main stairway and has chimes of such beau-
tiful tone that many people visit the hotel
especially to enjoy the harmony. This sys-
tem is operated entirely by electricity. The
chimes in the master clock strike every
quarter of the hour, four bells representing
the quarter, eight bells the half-hour, twelve
bells the three-quarters and sixteen the
hour. Just before striking the tubular
chimes are lit up and attract much attention.
The mechanism is extremely simple, no
winding being necessary.

Mr. Korfhage is making another clock
for use when lights must be maintained
during the night. This clock will turn on
the main lights at a given hour and turn
them off, at the same time turning on small
lights or night lights and turning them off
at daylight, thus saving janitor service and
giving the patrons a perfect lighting system.

also an excellent system for policemen reg-
istering from their beats.

Like most inventors and skilled crafts-
men, Mr. Korfhage is continually soaring •

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Westminster chimes clock

Electric clock factory

Still another clock of his construction is an
electric programme clock for public schools,
universities, etc. This clock operates any
number of bells at any time during the day
or night, cutting itself out on Friday even-
ing and starting work again automatically
on Monday morning, besides operating any
number of secondary clocks for different
rooms. As in the system of the Seelbach
Hotel, this clock is operated entirely by
electricity.

Mr. Korfhage has patents pending for
a system of operating clocks over the tele-
phone wires, the system being so arranged
that it does not interfere at all with talking.
It will give everyone who has a telephone
an opportunity to have correct time in his
home, factory or office, etc., ,at a very small
cost per month. He is now installing a
watchman's system in the State capitol
building, at Frankfort, Ky. This system
registers the month, day, hour and minute
and the station on a continuous roll of paper
every time the watchman operates his sta-
tion, and is said to be the only system that
the watchman cannot possibly tamper with.
The roll does not need renewing more than
once in six months; or possibly a year, ac-
cording to the number of stations. This is

Repairing department

to higher flights, and is at present at work
on a clock in which electricity will be en-
tirely eliminated and yet will maintain its
power and run for about ten years without
any attention. He disclaims any idea of
perpetual motion in this achievement, which
he feels confident will be quite as practical
as his other contrivances.

Mr. Korfhage is a comparatively young
man who can look confidently forward to
still greater achievemnets• in his chosen
field. Louisville is naturally proud of her
gifted inventor, and the local papers have
given much publicity to the chick systems
which he has so successfully devised and
installed. It is needless to say that the tri-
umphs of the future in the horological field
will be closely associated with electrical reg-
ulation and transmission, and the young
men of the craft will doubtless find much to
inspire them in the work of this jeweler.
Many members of the trade are working
along this line, though possibly without
such notable results.

If not, ask your Jobber for the new line of

EXCELSIOR WATCHES
Made Especially for the Jeweler

In 6, 12, 16 and 18 Size Open-Face and Hunting

Furnished as Complete Watches only in

Tubular chimes and mechanism

20-year Gold Filled

Jo-year Gold Filled

Silverode

Factory Tag showing Price on Each Watch

GOOD PROFITS IN THEM FOR YOU
Three-quarter Plate, Nickel Damaskeened, Nicely
Finished Throughout, Specially Timed, 7 Jewels,
Quick Train with Bearings in Metal Settings, Cut
Expansion Balance, Breguet Hairspring, White
Enamel Dial.
Every Watch is STEM WIND and PENDANT
SET (excepting the 18 Size Hunting, which is
LEVER SET)

All are THIN MODELS
All are "Timed in Case"

at the factory
All sell at "Fixed" prices

Everywhere

If you have mislaid your Trade Booklet, write for another copy NOW

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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Jeweler Becomes Electric Clockmaker

An interesting illustration of what may

be accomplished in his own city or section

by a jeweler who is possessed of skill and
application is of-
fered in the work
of Herman C.
Korfhage, a jew-
eler,of Louisville,
Ky., who in the
past few years
has developed
into a successful
manufacturer of
electric clocks.

About eight
years ago Mr.

Korfhage began work on his first electric
clock, which proved quite a success and is
still doing duty. Since that .time the orig-
inal model has been perfected, until he
claims to-day to have the simplest electric
clock available. One of the first clocks
constructed by him for public service was
seven feet in diameter, wound and set by
electricity and made twenty-four electric
changes. It would light itself, make all
these changes and cut out the lights, all au-
tomatically. The clock was quite a revela-
tion to the public and attracted so much at-
tention to Mr. Korfhage's skill that a de-
mand for his work was at once created, and
since then he has devoted himself entirely
to making efficient electric clocks for gen-
eral purposes.

One of his latest achievements, and one
which has clone much to spread his fame, is
the complete clock system installed by him
in the new Seelbach Hotel, of Louisville.
The master clock of this system is promi-
nently located in the hotel at the foot of the

Herman C. Korfhrtge*

Westminster chimes clock
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main stairway and has chimes of such beau-
tiful tone that many people visit the hotel
especially to enjoy the harmony. This sys-
tem is operated entirely by electricity. The
chimes in the master clock strike every
quarter of the hour, four bells representing
the quarter, eight bells the half-hour, twelve
bells the three-quarters and sixteen the
hour. Just before striking the tubular
chimes are lit up and attract much attention.
The mechanism is extremely simple, no
winding being necessary.

Mr. Korfhage is making another clock
for use when lights must be maintained
during the night. This clock will turn on
the main lights at a given hour and turn
them off, at the same time turning on small
lights or night lights and turning them off
at daylight, thus saving janitor service and
giving the patrons a perfect lighting system.

Electric clock factory

Still another clock of his construction is an
electric programme clock for public schools,
universities, etc. This clock operates any
number of bells at any time during the day
or night, cutting itself out on Friday even-
ing and starting work again automatically
on Monday morning, besides operating any
number of secondary clocks for different
rooms. As in the system of the Seelbach
Hotel, this clock is operated entirely by
electricity.

Mr. Korfhage has patents pending for
a system of operating clocks over the tele-
phone wires, the system being so arranged
that it does not interfere at all with talking.
It will give everyone who has a telephone
an opportunity to have correct time in his

home, factory or office, etc., at a very small

cost per month. He is now installing a

watchman's system in the State capitol

building, at Frankfort, Ky. This system

registers the month, day, hour and minute

and the station on a continuous roll of paper

every time the watchman operates his sta-

tion, and is said to be the only system that

the watchman cannot possibly tamper with.

The roll does not need renewing more than

once in six months; or possibly a year, ac-

cording to the number of stations. This is
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also an excellent system for policemen reg-
istering from their beats.

Like most inventors and skilled crafts-
men, Mr. Korfhage is continually soaring
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to higher flights, and is at present at work

on a clock in which electricity will be en-
tirely eliminated and yet will maintain its
power and run for about ten years without
any attention. He disclaims any idea of
perpetual motion in this achievement, which
he feels confident will be quite as practical
as his other contrivances.

Mr. Korfhage is a comparatively young
man who can look confidently forward to
still greater achievemnets. in his chosen
field. Louisville is naturally proud of her
gifted inventor, and the local papers have
given much publicity to the chick systems
which he has so successfully devised and
installed. It is needless to say that the tri-
umphs of the future in the horological field
will be closely associated with electrical reg-
ulation and transmission, and the young

men of the craft will doubtless find much to
inspire them in the work of this jeweler.

Many members of the trade are working

along this line, though possibly without

such notable results.

If not, ask your Jobber for the new line of
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Quick Train with Bearings in Metal Settings, Cut
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Enamel Dial.
Every Watch is STEM WIND and PENDANT
SET ( excepting the 18 Size Hunting, which is
LEVER SET)

All are THIN MODELS
All are " Timed in Case"

at the factory
All sell at " Fixed " prices

Everywhere

If you have mislaid your Trade Booklet, write for another copy NOW
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The advertising of the
Howard Watch in the

leading periodicals is attracting

the attention of the best class of
people everywhere.

Hundreds of inquiries are being re-

ceived at the factory as to who sells the
Howard in their respective communities.

Representative retail jewelers are writing to

their jobbers, or direct to the factory, concerning

the HOWARD agency.
Dealers who have the Howard in stock are making sales by announc-

ing that the watch may be seen at their stores—thus identifying themselves

with the Howard campaign and reaping the benefit of its influence locally.

The Howard watch and the Howard business policy tend to elevate

watch ideals—give class and character to the store and protect the retailer

from unscrupulous competition.

Not every jeweler can be a " Howard Dealer."

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The Howard Watch
In the matter of time every one defers to the

man with the HowAnii.
It's a fine thing to know what o'clock it is and

not doubt your own timepiece because others fail

to agree with it,
One HOWARD will regulate an establishment.

Let the HOWARD owner be ever so modest the

watch soon gets a reputation for itself.

When you pay for a HowARD you are not pay-

ing for complications but for simplicity—the finest

materials ever put into a watch—strong and clean

as a racer—perfect adjustment, freedom from

watch-troubles. The HowAnD is all walch —

every pennyweight.
The finest time-piece ever made for a man to

carry in his pocket. Favored by scientists, tech-

nical men, railroad officials, business men who

are watch-wise.
Show cases and shop windows are full of watches, but

 you

have to ask for a HOWARD. The output is limited ; 
sale re-

stricted to only the most reliable jewelers. The HOWARD

dealer in every town is a good man to know.

The price of each HOWARD watch—from the 17-
jeweled,

25.year filled cases at $35, to the 23-jewel, extra heavy gold ca
ses

at $150—is fixed at the factory, and a printed ticket atta
ched.

Find the right jeweler in your locality and ask him to 
show

you a HOWARD.

Elbert Hubbard visited the home of the HOWARD Watch 
and wrote a book about it.

If you'd like to read this little journey drop us a postal
 card Dept. J- -we'll be glad to

send it to you. Also a little catalogue and price-list, with illustrations
 actual size—of

great value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leadi
ng) magazines and periodicals for March. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about jo,00

0,000

readers). It will bc seen by every man in your community who can affo
rd to buy a watch Some of them will be interested. Arc you a HOWAR

D

dealer ? Do the people of your locality know 
they can find the HOWARD at your store?
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Betsy Ross Watches

Are not a new or untried proposition.

They have been on the market for

three years.

They have proved their worth.

The movements are conceded by the

trade to be the best 0 size, seven jewel

movements made in the United States.

The cases (Jas. Boss guaranteed for

twenty years) need no introduction.

They satisfy the trade in selling and

profit-making qualities.

They satisfy the public in time-keeping

qualities and artistic merit.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

JAS. BOSS 
Stiffened Gold Watch Cases

13.0115

(Guaranteed for 25 Years)

eL

Trade-Mark in Back

25 YEAR

Trade-Mark in Cap

NEW DESIGNS IN 16 SIZE

F .3188

B -2014
25 YEAR

The popular watch for gentlemen.
F. 3 3 4-4-

F3188. Rich and elegant effect on the

order of the standard " top and bottom "

engraving.

F325 I. Another and slightly more elaborate

variation on the top and bottom order.

F3344. Fancy engraved. Beautiful com-

bination of Barley Corn, Ray lining, Vermicelli,

Bright Cutting and Landscape.

F2953. A good illustration of effect obtained

by using Brocade work in connection with the

old-established methods of ornamentation.

.3p.s._80s

These are only a few suggestions from ou
r line,

which must be seen to be appreciated

Made and guaranteed by
I

SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

B.2038

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Boston
New York
Chicago

2953

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

Cincinnati

San Francisco

Philadelphia

B.2043
New York
Chicago Roston

Cincinnati

San Francisco
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USTA.13L,161-1E13 18 6 7

J. DEPOLLIER, President J. W. OBERLE, Secretary C. L. DEPOLI.11211, Treasurer

WE ARE THE MAKERS
OF THE

cckbratcd Hand_madc solid Gold casc
STAMPED

ill
This Trade-Mark was ori-

ginated by the Four D's, •

TRADEthe organizers of this Corn-

pany, in the year 189o. 
4111%

DUBOIS WATCH
New York Office, 21=23 Maiden Lane Factory and Main

11

lb 
.J. DEPOLLIER

J. DUBOIS
MARK

L. DUVAL

IIIW- 

C. L. DEPOLLIER

CASE CO.
Office, 316 Herkimer St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil-Holder
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THE AEGIS CASE
(PATENTED)

Roy

ESTABLISHED 11-13.1

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE E''

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

The lEGIS is a new creation in Gold Case making. The Center
and Bezel are in one. Instead of having the ordinary Cap, this

Case is provided with a. rigid metal movement cup, held friction
tight in position. This cup gives protection to the movement
such as cannot be secured with the conventional jointed cap,
while dust is thoroughly excluded from the front by means of the
one-piece center and bezel.

To fit movement, first properly adjust the hands ; then pull out crown as usual and

insert movement from back of case, (see Fig. 1). After winding square is properly placed,

the movement should be pressed down, so that it will be held in proper place by the spring

in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted.

To take out movement, remove the movement cup (shown in Fig. 2), by raising it near

the pendant ; pull out crown to release the square ; lift out movement by means of case

screw nearest joint (see Fig. 3); withdraw movement from square, and case.

Made only by

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street 21=23 Maiden Lane, New York

Made in Gold, Silver, Bolled-Plate, Gun I■letal, Royal Copper MILL
Black Enamel. Samples sent upon request



"THE AMERICAN"
Stem Wind and Stem Set Watch

A Boy Proof $1.00 Watch
Gun rantecti

Stem Wind and Stem Set, 16 Size, Second Hand, Double Dust Proof Back Cover,
Seamless Brass Case, Snap Back, Double Roller Escapement.

WHILE this is the first season we offer and advertise our "American" Stem-wind and Stem-set Watch tothe trade, it is by no means a trial, but a tried and found true timekeeper. We have been producingthis Watch for the past two years, carefully changing and improving, testing and retesting, slowly increasingour output and gradually bringing our help to a uniform point of maximum efficiency, until we have reachedthe standard of quality which we had determined to attain before placing it on the market.
We do not claim that it is the cheapest watch made to retail for a dollar, but we claim that it is thehighest grade made to sell for that price. It has all the good features existing in other styles and severalthat cannot be found in any other make; and while it must not be sold for less than $1.00, it will easily bring$1.50 and more alongside of others sold at the lower figure.
Sample orders must be accompanied by 85 cents in stamps and will be sent by registered mail only.Quotations furnished upon application.

THE WESTERN CLOCK MFG. CO.
NEW YORK
85 John Street

Manufacturers of the "America" Alarm
CHICAGOLA SALLE, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. 131 Wabash Avenue
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Keeping Your Workmen Busy

The necessary number o f mechanics
employed by a retail jeweler is usually meas-
ured by the rush season. The scarcity of
good workmen makes it impossible to lay
off and take on men as the work demands.
This means that during dull times some
work must be found to keep these men busy.
For general shop work it does not pay to
employ men who refuse to do other than
one special line of work. A man should be
willing to put in his time as directed by his
employer. A request has recently come to
this department from a jeweler, who em-
ploys six workmen, as to how to keep them
busy during dull seasons.

A store employing this number of men
is undoubtedly equipped to do general man-

KEYSTONE

stock watches. If every watch is carefully
adjusted and regulated in the store it will
save a world of work after a sale is made.

There is a store in the West that offers
a discount of 50 per cent. on all repair work
during the dull months, and in this way
greatly increases their business; but it is a
question whether this is a good plan or not.
Their advertisement quotes regular and dis-
count price; for instance—

Cleaning watch, regularly $1.50; now
75c. Mainspring in watch, regularly $1;
now 50c., etc.

Window Display Moved These Goods

The window of a Broadway store that
has been vacant for several months was
occupied one day last week by a large oil
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empty window—at so much a day. The
big canvases created such a sensation down
here in a window all by themselves that
they brought excellent prices."

The Show Window for Spring

No season permits of more bright, at-
tractive show windows than does the spring
time. It is the tendency of jewelers gen-
erally to follow too conventional and fixed
a style in decorating their windows. A
plainly decorated window is always neat
and attractive.

Fig. 6 roughly outlines the idea for a
spring window. For a background secure a
lot of limbs of trees—preferably wild crab-
apple or some blooming tree. If this can-

facturing. This being the case, there are
numerous things that may be manufactured.
For instance, plain gold children's rings,
emblem jewelry, diamond mountings, etc.
In the line of emblem goods, suppose the
trade of the local lodge of Elks is solicited
for a specially designed emblem for their
exclusive use, including in addition to the
regular symbols the number of the local
lodge and some distinctive emblem. This
same idea may be applied to other lodges.

Also solicit the trade of high schools
tuicl colleges, clubs and fraternities.

Monogram belt buckles, brooches, fobs,
etc., are always popular and can be sold in
dull seasons with a little extra effort. The
engraving of spoon bowls with special
scenes, buildings, etc., can also be done.

Then the proper cleaning, refinishing
and repairing of goods in stock should be
carefully looked to. Many an article is re-
duced in price or thrown out of stock for
being too shopworn when a little work
would put it in good shape.

The watchmakers during a dull time
can always occupy themselves in going over

A n appropriate design for a spring window

painting of a lightly clad woman and sport-
ing nymphs. The picture was labeled "For
Sale." It was a showy canvas, and nine
persons out of ten who passed that way
stopped to look at it. A surprisingly large
number stepped into the store to inquire
into the history of the picture and the terms
of sale. Before night the picture was sold.
The next day another took its place, only
to be followed during the week by five
others, all of which found ready pur-
chasers.

"When does the artist intend to move
the rest of his stock in an(l. fit up the entire
store" asked a curious caller.

"He isn't going to move in," grinned
the attendant, who was the sole occupant
of the store. "He isn't going to fit up. He
isn't going to show any more pictures
down here. He has a studio uptown. Those
pictures he has had on exhibition here were
old ones that he's had on hand a long while.
He found it impossible to sell them in the
regular way. Nobdy would even look at
them. One day he saw the possibilities of
the empty window. He rented it—just the

not be secured, use ordinary limbs and at-
tach artificial flowers and leaves. Then from
some taxidermist secure several stuffed
birds and place them in the trees. The base
of the window should be divided by a wall
built roughly of bricks and even with the
top of the wall and between it and the back
of the window sod with grass and plant
flowers here and there. Also, if desired,
build a little fountain.

From the wall to the front of the win-
dow allow a space for the display of goods.
The general effect of this trim will be most
pleasing, and yet the value of the window
for displaying goods is not lost.

In connection with this article it might
be well to mention the proper way to light
a window. The main light should be hid-
den at the top of the window, as many very
effective displays are spoiled by the lights
of the window being visible. For instance,
the display just described would by far be
less attractive with a lighting fixture hang-
ing down in the middle. In having a win-
dow wired for electricity several plugs
should be put in the bottom of the window.



4 70 BALL WATCHES The Railroad Standard
Reputable dealers will find Ball's Railroad Standard Watches a most attractive business proposition to handle.

People are beginning to demand in their watches the same perfect accuracy that railroad men require, and nothing
short of a " Railroad Standard " will prove satisfactory.

The Ball Watch is built for railroad service—strong, durable and accurate. It is adjusted to all conditions oi
temperature and to five positions, and made in both 16 and 18 sizes.

We sell reliable dealers only—no mail-order houses or department stores. Every Ball " Railroad Standard
Watch goes out cased up complete, in crack timekeeping condition, all ready for your customer's pocket. Sold
at an established uniform price that never varies ; each one placed means another satisfied customer for you, and
fair return on your capital and time invested.

You ARE interested—write to-day for dealer's proposition.

THE WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
Ball Building, Cleveland Railway Exchange, Chicago

HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett Chains—quick sellers,

big profit makers and satisfaction guar-
anteed Select styles for fastidious
purchasers—popular styles for all.

TIE TO BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and dissatisfaction

71W

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane

FRANK T. PEARCE, President

CHICAGO OFFICE
710 Columbus Bldg.
103 State St.

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange

Established 1879
Incorporated 1907

•

ALDRIDGE G. PEARCE, Trammel

Sole Makers of

F. T. Pearce Company The ‘, Debutante " Bracelet
Pat. April 23, 1907

Made of High-grade Gold Filled Seamless Stock

Makers and Exporters of

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Ther-
mometer Cases and Jewelry.

Also Fountain and
Stylographic

Pens

Special Line of

Sterling Silver Pencils
Put up on Easter Cards and Boxes

We warrant all our Goods. Ask your Jobber for them

Ilead Office and Works

85 Sprague Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Ncw York Sales Office, 20 Maiden Lane

JOHN HOAGLAND, Representative
You cannot afford to be without these goods for the Spring Trade

rach Bracelet is put up in a Lenthetett
Velvet=lined Box and Stamped
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The Mistake of the "Branch Store"
The branch store is generally estab-

lished. under a wrong conception of business
requirements, or a false idea of business op-
portunities. It is generally a failure in
practice.

It is almost always the experiment of
an immature merchant whose experience is
not as expansive as his hopes. The mer-
chant of careful observation, trained in the
school of experience, resists the fascina-
tion of the idea ; he realizes that in nine
cases out of ten it proves a delusion and a
snare. It only succeeds under the manage-
ment of positive genius for organization,
such as had made the prodigious success of
the Woolworth five- and ten-cent stores
with its chain of one hundred and sixty
units, and several grocery groups of nearly
equal number ; but organizing genius of this
calibre does not abound. Such equipment
is outside the endowments of the average
merchant. On the other hand, some really
gyeat merchants who have piled up millions
frankly concede that they have need for all
(heir energy and capacity in conducting a
single store.

Of course the immature merchant
knows better ; and this is the process of his
reasoning:

"I've built up a good trade here and
have a promising future. There's a boom
on, at Smithville, ten miles up the road ; and
there's no jeweler in Smithville. It is my
chance; I'll open a branch. If I can make
money here with one store, I'll make twice
Is much with two stores."

He rents a room in the village, depletes
his own stock to fill it, and goes into debt
to jobbers and manufacturers for more
goods. He puts a young man in charge
who is an honest watchmaker but ignorant
of business. No matter—the jeweler him-
self can "run" the store by making twice-a-
week visits, and the watchmaker will simply

his clerk. Beautiful project—in theory.
What is the result?
The jeweler gravitates between the two

stores. His mind is not concentrated on
either. He spends valuable time in transit.
t invariably happens that he is at the one
tore when an emergency requires him at
the other. He begins to be harassed by a
\vee doubt of the fitness of the watchmaker
in charge of the branch. He feels the im-
poverishment of his home stock, and is trou-
bled for the first time with duns from job-
bers. Affairs at the branch are at sixes and
',evens in his absence; there are complaints
from customers. The branch manager sells
some bad bills, then more, then grows im-
pudent and important. And so on, through
a lengthening list of grievances. Bad goes
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to worse; both stores suffer in many ways.
The branch is finally given up, and there's
a big charge to profit and loss.

The young merchant has learned from
bitter experience that "no man can serve
two masters"—or two stores—unless he
possesses consummate ability. He cannot
be in both stores, physically or mentally, at
the same time, unless he is a very Colossus
of Rhodes in the trade field. He may have
sufficient brains to run one store, but his
brains must be spread out too thin in the at-
tempt to cover two. The logic of facts goes
to prove the vital need of concentration, de-
votion to one purpose, effort in one direc-
tion, in the making of the average man's
success. Genius, of course, is a law unto
itself ; but geniuses do not abound. If you
are quite sure that you are in the class of
that rarest, highest order of merchant, you
may attempt the seemingly impossible and
succeed ; but if you are just an ordinary
merchant, just one of the "plain folks," you
will do well to close your ears to the siren
of the Branch Store. The chances other-
wise are ten to one that she will prove your
undoing.

Spoiling the Sale by Too Much Talk
Did you ever miss making a sale and

wonder why? On learning that the shop-
per subsequently bought from the other
jeweler an article of no better quality than
yours, possibly not as beautiful as yours,
possibly paying more money for it, did you
wonder why you were worsted in the com-
petition ? Well, among a dozen possible
reasons, here is one which you may have
overlooked.

You Talked too Much

You never gave the customer a mo-
ment for quiet reflection, and she left you
in fear of her own "sober second thought."

You found her shy; weighted with the
sense of her ignorance of values; timid in
expressing her taste ; really scared at her
own responsibility in making a selection.
So you undertook to make her feel at ease
by saving her all necessity of talking or ask-
ing questions. You enlarged upon every
possible point of merit in the article, vary-
ing the pitch without ever changing the air.
You went into technical details of the proc-
ess of manufacture, which aired your
knowledge but did not interest her at all;
discussed trade-marks very learnedly, and
she was bored; rattled along fluently as to
"period" design, which made her feel im-
becile in her ignorance. And she finally
left you, with a meek apology that she
"wanted to look around a little."

She entered your store with the dis-
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tinct purpose of buying; but you scared her
off. You never stopped talking.

The writer witnessed just such a blun-
der in salesmanship within the past few
weeks, while waiting in a jewelry store to
See the proprietor on an outside matter. A
quiet little woman entered and asked to be
shown ladies' gold watches. The dapper
salesman twisted his moustache and pro-
duced a tray of watches. Before "getting a
line" on her wishes as to style, cost, etc., he
launched into a flood of technical talk which
fairly stunned her. He stated the advan-
tages of seventeen-jeweled over seven-jew-
eled ; told about the Brequet hairspring;
went into a long explanation as to the dif-
ferences in the degrees of adjustment ; and
piled up information upon the poor little
woman so that she was suffocated in the
flow of words. The writer could see that
what she wanted was just a few minutes of
restful silence; just a blessed moment for
reflection; a little time to mentally figure
how much she would have left for a Spring
hat if she bought the watch, and to cogitate
whether John would have advised her to
buy this one, or that one over yonder. The
"talky" salesman never gave her that mo-
ment of peace, and she fled to recover her
mental balance.

Of course the other mistake can be
made, and the salesman not talk enough.
Some buyers need to be stuffed with infor-
mation before they will close the purchase,
and such will not be satisfied with homeo-
pathic pellets ; others possess "slow" minds
and require that the good points of the arti-
cle be told over again and again. Some
need "pushing over" — their vacillating
minds need the encouragement of the urg-
ing which they are waiting for. But more
sales are lost from talking too much than
from talking too little—if the little talk is
the right kind of talk.

The two important things, in this di-
rection, are, first, that the salesman should
have the necessary technical knowledge, so
as to be ready, if called upon to use it ; sec-
ond, that he should be able to read human
nature quickly, so as to know on the instant
whether to say much or little in making the
sale. To such a one there will be small
difficulty in gauging the amount of talk, or
of quiet, that will effect the transaction.

And remember, always, that it is not
the amount but the kind of talk that counts.

And remember another thing: While
this is a mistake to talk too much, or to talk
too little, it is even a greater mistake to talk
back. Don't lose your temper when the ig-
norant buyer says foolish things—it is an
expensive luxury to "give a piece of your
mind." Answer railing with silence—it pays.
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BATES & BACON
37111W ORS

D MAIDEN LANE ATTLEBORO, MASS.

THE LEADING HOUSE FOR HIGH-GRADE GOLD FILLED

CHAINS, BRACELETS and LOCKETS

High-Grade, Gold-Filled

SAFETY FOBS
GENT'S VESTS
DICKENS
LORGNETTE
SECRET LOCKET
EYEGLASS

CHAINS

CHATELAINES

OUJDA GI 0

103 STATE /STREET

The "WINNA" Bracelets

Strongest Secret Joint and Catch on the Market

CAMEOS

In these times the jobber, in order to

stimulate his business, must create a run

on some special article. And just now,

why not the Cameo? It is sure to be

a good leader and is being extensively

advertised by a number of manufac-

turers.

THIS TRADE-MARK
on every piece of
jewelry that leaves our

factory. A medium-price line
of 10 K. jewelry that has
stood the test. Will say no
more, but let us show you
and be convinced yourself.

We are mounting stone, shell and coral

Cameos in scarf pins and brooches. A
0(1 assortment of Cameos should be

1-"und in every line this season. Let us

send you a few samples on memo-

randum.

W. E. RICHARDS CO.
Manufacturers for the Jobbing Trade

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE 12-14 JOHN STREET SAMPLES ONLY

144 Pine Street .

ocia
MR. MANUFACTURER!

Fascinate the Jobber just now,

THAT'S YOUR BUSINESS.
Let US help YOU, THAT'S OUR

BUSINESS.
You need something New, Original

and Snappy. We have it.

SPECIALTIES

Die and Hub Cutting, Tool Making

Pattern Making, Modeling and Designing.

• . Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

Emblem Makers By Profession

Quality Always the First

Consideration

FRONT

That's the Secret to Our Success

IRONS & RUSSELL. CO.
Everything in Emblems

Main Office and Factory,
95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. L

Chicago Office
131 Wabash Ave.

ISA

New York Office
11 Maiden Lane
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed.—Editor The Keystone

Old English I and j

En. KEYSTONE :—There seems to be a great

lack of knowledge or thought in regard to the Old

English J and I among printers and engravers. I

have noticed many mistakes within the past few

years. One magazine uses the J or the I and never

makes any distinction.
I recently saw a line of samples for card plates

and the engraver used the I for both letters and it

looked rather strange when both letters occurred

in one name—" Miss Isabelle Jackson," with both

capital letters alike. Kennedy Gray, in 'his book,

"Letter Engraving," published in 1885, says : " It

is strange, but
nevertheless true,
and to a great
many as trouble-
some as true, that
after the lapse of
so long a time
there are so many
who do not know
the difference be-
tween the I and J
in the Old English
alphabet. Out of
this ignorance
many and some
very troublesome
mistakes occur.
The birth of the letter J took place some time in the

early part of the sixteenth century. The designer

of the letter J for the Old English alphabet has

drawn it so that it differs in no respect from the I,

save only in its terminal stroke, which, instead of

being a curved and flowing shaded scroll, is simply

a well defined dot having an upward direction

and drawn so as to resemble the terminal dot

of the letter corresponding to it in the Roman

alphabet."
Why so many printers and engravers use the

letter terminating in a well defined dot having an

upward direction for I is more than I can tell. I

have noticed that some type founders have issued

catalogues with numerous mistakes of the kind,

which may be a reason for some printers getting

the letters mixed. I have looked over several

books of alphabets and in those the letters were

correct.

So far as I can learn there is no real authority

for using the letter terminating in a " well de-

fined dot" as an I in the Old English any

more than in the Roman alphabet. We never see

this mistake made in the Roman alphabet, simply

because everyone knows the Roman. We fre-

quently see the mistake made in script. One

engraver in a fine city store told me he always

made the script I and J alike, and did not know

what he would do if they came together in a mono-

gram, but supposed he would make some differ-

ence. Naturally in such an establishment you

would suppose the matter would have been given

consideration. Yours truly,
" BERKSHIRE."
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What the Stamp riSterling" Means

En. KEYSTONE :—Kindly tell me if an article

stamped " sterling " need, according to law, be

925/I000 fine, or are there several grades of " ster-

ling " silver ? Yours truly,
.Junction City, Kans. " W G. G."

[Under the national stamping law, which
went into effect in June of last year, any articles
stamped " Sterling " must be 925/5000 fine ; and
under the same law any article stamped "coin
silver " must be 900/1000 fine. In assaying, a
divergence of 4/1000 from these standards is

allowed.—En.]

This Jeweler a Jack of all Trades

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have seen from time to

time in your journal some curious advertising

literature credited to members of our trade. The ED. KEYSTONE have been a reader of THE

following I think deserves a place among the KEYSTONE for several years and I take great inter-

collection : est in perusing its contents. I found one particular

Below is a literal copy of the printed bill item in the January, 19°8, issue, that appealed to

head, or letter head of one of the craft in Texas, me very much, entitled " Board of Examiners on

barring of course the name of the town and the Watch Work." I for one would like to see this

genius who presides over this wonderful shop. matter given a little more attention than just read-
ing about it. I
think it is for the
interest of every
watch owner, also
every jeweler,
that his watch-
maker should be
qualified to do the

work in a work-
manlike manner.
This board of ex-
aminers in watch-
work would throw
out the would-be
watchmaker and
make better posi-
tions for the

Now can you match that ? Bring on your man, and watchmaker that has spent many years learning his

his bill head. trade. This would make it necessary for a watch-

Yours sincerely, maker to be capable of filling a position before he

San Marcos, Tex. GEO. N. KNIGHT. applied for one. I would be pleased to hear from

others on this subject.
Yours respectfully,

Owosso, Mich. EDW. WIXSON.

you simply use the bottle in the same way as a

pepper sauce bottle. The length of the glass tube

is great enough to admit of the drop remaining

therein to equalize the air pressure inside the bottle

with that outside before dropping out of lower end

of tube, thereby completely corking the bottle ; or,

in other words, when the drop reaches the bottom

of the tube the air pressure has become great

enough, combined with the capillary attraction of

the tube, to sustain the drop in the tube, thereby

preventing any escape of ammonia gas. I have

used this scheme for a couple of years and find it

just the thing.
Yours truly,

Oakland, Iowa. ED. A. SHEPARD.

Board of Examiners in Watchmaking

S. V. SABLEGROVE,

B1 a cksm ith ancl Wheelwright

Silversmith, Jewelry Repairer, Gunsmith, Sewing-Machine Repair
er, Bicycle Repairer, Lock Repairer,

Umbrella Repairer, Trunk Repairer, Furniture Repairer, Organ Rep
airer, Stove Repairer,

Plumber, Painter, Well Digger, Cistern Plasterer, Brickmason
, Hotel Cook,

Waiter and Experienced Horse Doctor.

Blantfield, Texas, 1.90 

Useful Home-Made Device

ED. KEYSTONE :—Presuming that every first-

class workman's back shop laboratory contains a

bottle of aqua ammonia to use

for washing jewelry, etc., and

knowing from experience the

difficulties of keeping it so that

it will be convenient to use and

at the same time air-tight, or so

that the ammonia, which is a

gas, will not take "French

leave " of the aqua,•I have de-

vised an automatic stopper for

my bottle, a description of

which may be of interest to

some of you.
Referring to cut, you who

are " from Missouri " and have

to be shown, will readily recog-

nize the long-neck bottle. I

bore a hole through a good

new cork, such as the druggist

supplies when he refills the bot-

tle, and insert the glass of a

fountain pen filler, letting the small end protrude

about one-half inch from top of the cork. The

lower end extends down into neck of bottle about

two inches below the bottom of the cork. Now

Making Watch Repairers by Mail

ED. KEYSTONE am sending you under

separate cover, a paper in which you will notice

an advertisement in which the advertiser claims

that by his correspondence system he can make

anyone a competent watch repairer within three

months. It seems from this as if a watchmaker

could be made out of anything in the shape of a

man in a very short time. I thought perhaps this

advertisement would interest you.
Yours very truly,

Browns Valley, Minn. H. W. PALM.

[The advertisement to which our subscriber
refers is indeed philanthrophic to a ludicrous
degree. The catch line is " watch repairing free
by mail," especial emphasis being laid on the
word "free," and the watch repairer's work is
glowingly described as "one of the cleanest,
easiest, most interesting and most profitable pro-
fessions in the world," which pays from $25 to
$75 a week. "Do not work for small wages,"
says this announcement, " when you can master
this art, without a penny of expense, from my
instructions." We have no personal knowledge
of any of the graduates of this school, but they
could doubtless tell an extremely interesting
story.—ED.]
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At the annual meeting of the Jewelers' Club
of Philadelphia, held at the rooms, 1228 Chestnut
Street, on the evening of February nth, the follow-
ing officers were elected : President, Col. J.
Warner Hutchins ; vice-president, Henry Boden-
heimer ; secretary, A. J. Le Jambre ; treasurer,
Wm. H. Long ; board of governors : L. P. White,
Jos. E. Cadwallader. Wm. Linker, A. Rutherford
and A. G. Lee. This meeting made a record
in point of attendance and in
the active interest in the pro-
ceedings taken by the members.
The reports of the officers re-
vealed the strong financial condi-
tion of the club and also showed a
considerable increase in member-
ship. It has been noticeable that
during the past year the club quar-
ters were much better attended by
the members, a fact no doubt due
to the varied forms of amusement
provided for them. Special interest
seems to be taken in the billiard,
pool and shuffleboard tournaments,
and the club prides itself on a num-
ber of experts in these games. At
this m e et i n g the president ap-
pointed the following committees
to have charge of the annual
banquet which took place on Washington's birth-
day, as in past years, and a report of which will be
found elsewhere.

Dinner Committee—L. P. White, chairman ;
William Linker, Joseph E. Cadwallader, Archi-
bald Rutherford and Adelbart G. Lee.

Reception Committee—Henry Bodenheimer,
chairman ; George W. Read, John D. Battin,
Frank L. Wood, Louis Ft. Eisenlohr, Charles E.
Berry, Jacob Alburger, Alphonse J. Le Jambre,
Robert C. Green, Jr., William P. Sackett, William
H. Thompson, Jr., J. E, Simonson, Harry Oliver.
T. Zurbrugg, H. D. Stevens, Benjamin F. Griscom,
Louis J. McGrath, E. L. Weil, Frederick Keim,
John B. Leifried, William S. Moore, Otto Eisen-
lohr, J. Clifford Wilson, William H. Platt, Samuel
Collins, Charles F. Duffy, William C. Earle, Mat-
thias Stratton, Jr., John D. Pettingill, S. B. Kent,
E. H. Eckfeldt, N. B. Eltinge, Frank Kind, John
A. Lehman, Charles L. Power, T. J. Mooney,
Julian G. Hall, M. V. Burton, Charles L. Beckly,
W. L. Washbourne, George B. Osborn, Frederick
Bloch, William H. Long, Louis F. Muller, Jacob
Binder, Jr., Howard E. Stevenson, C. M. Fogg,
Harry P. Sauers and Horace Lockwood.

Last month preliminary steps were taken to
plan for " Old Home Week " celebration to com-
memorate the past glories and present greatness of
the city. A very imposing committee on history
has been named and it is proposed to bring out in
special prominence the interesting story, commer-
cially and politically, of the city of Brotherly Love.
The current issue of The Silver Standard, pub-
lished by the Meriden Britannia Co., is a Philadel-
phia number and recalls some trade history that
has a special interest in connection with the pro-
posed celebration. We show on this page a view
in the neighborhood of Fifth and Chestnut Streets
in the early forties. In this picture will be noticed
the by no means unpretentious beginnings of the

two most prominent jewelry houses in the city
to-day. On one sign can be read Bailey & Kitchen,
who began business in 1832 in the building shown
in the illustration. Then was founded the well-
known house of Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., the
nanie Bailey being associated uninterruptedly with
the business since that time. On another sign will
be noticed J. E. Caldwell & Co., established in
1840, and now one of the best-known jewelry
houses in the United States. It evidences the
solidity and continuity of Philadelphia business
establishments that there has been no change in
the title of this firm since the date of its establish-
ment nearly seventy years ago, and that as in the
case of the Bailey firm, a member of the Caldwell
family continues at the head of the firm.
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Co., of New York. Mr. Lang had many friends
in Philadelphia, all of whom wish him unquali-
fied success in his new field.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. had on
exhibition last month a beautiful display of fine
china made in the factory of Lenox, Inc., Trenton,
N. J. This ware is of very fine grade and is said to
be equal if not superior to the famous Belleek china
of world-wide fame.

The city authorities recently awarded Geo. W.
Long, jeweler and optician, of Sixteenth and South
Streets, the contract for furnishing the spectacles
prescribed by the physicians of the Bureau of
Health for such of the school children as require
them and are unable to pay the regular price.
Mr. Long will be paid by the city for his goods

and services.
Abe and Ed. Sickles, of M.

Sickles & Sons, sailed last month
for Bermuda on a pleasure trip.
They will sojourn for a time on the
island enjoying its salubrious cli-
mate and pleasing scenery.

Adolph Ladler, a jeweler, of
836 South Street, was robbed of
two gold bracelets and a diamond
ring on the evening of February
26th, by a well-dressed young man
who successfully worked an old
trick. The jeweler was persuaded
by the young man to accompany
him to a house on Pine Street,
near Seventh, where his wife was
supposed to be waiting to accept
or reject the jewelry. Leaving the
jeweler in the parlor the man took

the bracelets and ring up stairs but did not return.
After waiting half an hour Ladler became sus-
picious and went after his prospective customer.
He learned that the house was occupied by lodgers

.and that no one seemed to know anything about
the young man, who had made good his escape.
The police of the Nineteenth district were notified
but could find no trace of the thief.

(Continued on page 475)
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Fifth and Chestunt Streets in the 40's, showing the original quarters of Bailey & Kitchen (nowBailey, Banks & Biddle (Jo.) and J. E. Caldwell & Co.

As suggestive of the changes and improve-
ments which have taken place in the physical ap-
pearance of the city in that period, we show in our
other illustration, the same site at Fifth and Chest-
nut Streets, as it appears to-day. This illustration
shows the palatial white marble structure, known
as the Drexel Building, the erection of which in-
augurated the great changes that have taken place
in the city architectually in recent
years. As a pleasing contrast, evi-
dencing the process made in the
jewelry trade in the city, we show on
page 475 views of the present build-
ings in which these two stores are
located. Both houses represent the
highest type of jewelry store, their
stocks comprising not only the regu-
lar lines but kindred art wares of the
most artistic and exclusive character.

The store furnishings and accom-
modations for customers are of the
same exclusive- order as the stock,
comprising art rooms, crystal parlors,
diamond rooms and luxurious ac-
commodation for feminine patrons,
including private dressing rooms
with maids in attendance, where the
ladies can bedeck themselves with
the jewels of their choice before
making the actual purchases. Both
firms have a national reputation in
the field of specially-designed work
and furnish the great bulk of rich
trophies and prizes in precious met-
als required for the myriad .forms of
sports in this section of the country.

Harry P. Lang, formerly on the
traveling staff of the Koshland &
Italie Co., of this city, is now West-
ern salesman for the Aiken, Lambert Same site, Fifth and Chestnut Streets to-day, showing the Drexel Building

Store Building of J. E. Caldwell & Co.

Emil Langbeck, bookkeeper with M. Sickles
& Sons, has been receiving the congratulations of
his friends on the arrival of a sturdy young ac-
countant at his home.

Louis Stern, of Louis Stern & Co., Provi-
dence, reached this city last month on his return
journey from a trip through the West, in the
course of which he visited all the large cities and
personally visited many of his friends in the
jewelry trade.

A drunken man's mistake was responsible for
the rumor that a robbery had been attempted at
the establishment of W. J. O'Donnell, a diamond
dealer, of 1004 Chestnut Street. It appears that
in his maudlin condition the supposed burglar
thought he was entering his own home, and in so
doing broke a window, which was responsible for
his arrest and the burglar rumor.

Bernard Italie, of Koshland & Italie Co., was
a recent sufferer from a severe cold, but has en-
tirely recovered and is again attending to business.

C. L. Bauer, optician, at it South Ninth
Street, who was a joint occupant of the store with
the late Chas. H. Stockwell, leased the entire store
after the death of the latter and recently rented
a portion of it to J. N. Taylor, Jr., who will open
a jewelry business in the rented portion.

Albert J. Gannon, a silversmith, at 1004
Chestnut Street, was married early last month to
Miss May Josephine Rahally, of Newark, N. J.
Immediately after the ceremony, which was a sur-
prise to their friends, the happy couple left on a
honeymoon trip.

Louis H. Scherr, heretofore one of the en-
graving staff of the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.,
has resigned his position with that firm and ac-
cepted a similar position with S. Kind & Son,
r no Chestnut Street.

B. Lieberman, jeweler and diamond setter,
has started in business for himself in quarters
which he has secured at 70.9 Sansom Street.

Many members of the trade in this city have
joined the movement for the repeal of the mer-
cantile tax law, which has proved most vexatious
in its operation. This law compels merchants to
pay taxes on the amount of business which they
transact and to open their books for the inspection
of State agents. When the law was first enacted
its constitutionality was contested by Bailey,
Banks & Biddle Co., who carried the case to the
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supreme court, but without accomplishing their
purpose. A repeal of the law is consequently the
only alternative.

S. Kurtz Zook, retail jeweler, of Lancaster,
Pa., and Manager Moyer, of the Non-Retailing
Company, of that city, were guests at the big
banquet of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club. They
are yearly participants in that now famous func-
tion.

New Orleans, La., Notes

Business conditions in this city have im-
proved somewhat, by reason of the approach of
the Mardi Gras, which always stimulates business.
During this festive period a great many balls are
given by the different carnival organizations, at
which a number of presentations are made, and
consequently ladies' jewelry is in great demand.
The souvenirs consist mainly of brooches, brace-
lets, barettes, etc., which are always very beauti-
ful. The organizations generally have their own
designs, which are made up by the local jewelers.
Some order as many as 200 or 300 of a kind, with

Interior view of store of Bailey, Banks & Biddle

the monogram of their organization. As a rule,
A. B. Griswold, Coleman E. Adler, T. Hausmann
& Sons, Wm. Frantz & Co., and D. A. Walters
receive a number of these orders.

With the approach of Mardi Gras, the jewels
of the different kings and queens are exhibited.
In A. B. Griswold's window may be seen the
jewels of the King and Queen of Comus, which
consist of necklace, girdle, bracelets, shoulder
pins, scepter and crown. The workmanship is
most exquisite.

In the window of Coleman E. Adler the jew-
els of the King and Queen of Rex are displayed.
The window is very appropriately decorated in
Rex colors, which are purple, yellow and green.
There is also shown a list of all the kings and
queens who have reigned at the different balls
of this organization since the year 1872.

In the window of D. H. Holmes are displayed
the jewels of the King and Queen of Proteus
very handsomely set with rubies, emeralds and
white stones.

Although business has been quiet, the firm
of T. Hausmann & Sons is quite busy, working
the full force in their store and the factory.

The Lucious Diamond Co. has opened a very
beautiful store on St. Charles Street near Canal.
Their window is one of the handsomest in the
city, being illuminated by innumerable electric
lights during the day as well as night.

The auction of M. Scooler turned out more

favorably than was anticipated. This auction was
well attended, and sales and prices were satisfac-
tory, considering the conditions.

The firm of Leonard Krower has received
a number of requests for accommodation from
the jewelers who intend to visit here during
Mardi Gras. As the firm always makes it a point
to invite their customers to the city by special ad-
vertisements, the entire traveling force, consisting
of M. Dorenfield, M. D. Jacobs, M. Goodman,
V. Wolsch, H. Watson and E. Magnus, represent-
ing Leonard Krower in their respective territories,
will be in the city to entertain their customers.

A. G. Balfry, vice president of A. B. Gris-
wold & Co., was married on February 22, and is
making a wedding trip through Mexico.

E. Barbier, the well-known jeweler of French-
town, the French quarter of New Orleans, has
lately recovered from a serious illness and will
soon be at his post.

A presentation was lately made to .Bernard
McCloskey, president of the New Court House
Commission, of a genuine silver trowel with genu-
ine ivory handle. The Court House was repre-
sented on one side of the trowel, and on the other
side was the inscription, "This trowel was made
by C. E. Adler."

A daylight robbery of the most audacious
character was perpetrated in New Orleans last
month, when $1o,000 worth of goods were taken
from a window of the store of M. Waldhorn.
It appears from the reports that two men drove
up to the store in a buggy, one tall and slim and
the other short and stout. The stout man left
the buggy, carrying a package in his hand. He
walked to the show window and suddenly threw
the package violently against the glass. Through
the hole thus made he secured two trays of dia-
monds, jumped into the buggy with his co.mpanion
and drove off. When Mr. Waldhorn heard the
crash he rushed to the front of the store only
to be confronted by a revolver thrust in his face
by the robber. Though followed, the pair escaped
and no clue to their identity has been found at
this writing. Mr. Waldhorn stated that each of
the trays stolen. contained 56 diamond rings. One
tray contained valuable rings, but just what they
were worth he was unable to say until he had
checked up his stock and found just what was
missing. He thought that an average of $150 per
ring on the one tray would not be excessive, while
the other contained rings valued at from $25 to

or say, an average of $5o per ring, or a total
value of about $11,200 on the two trays.

;*1.
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The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. building awl store



BUYERS, GET BUSY
GOLD-MOUNTED COMBS
at brass .prices. If you have spunk enough to buy a $25
Assortment of these goods, I have got spunk enough to
take them back if they do not suit you. These goods are
the development of an old idea of mine. They sell at
sight, and are fascinating. The keen man will buy these
goods, and realize a handsome profit. We are leaders in
the procession, and we hope you will be wise enough to
join the big show. We make a distinctively original line of

SCARF PINS, BROOCHES, BUCKLES
LAVALLIERES, HAT PINS and BRACELETS
It is our ambition in designing to please the composite taste.
Do not accept any goods sold to you, represented to you as
being the French Process Co. product, unless they are
stamped F. P. Co.

P. S.—Combs are here to stay. Mix a few of Dover's
ideas with your line and watch them sell.

FRENCH PROCESS COMPANY Manufacturing Jewelers
GEO. W. DOVER, Sole Propr.

New York Office, 39 Maiden Lane Home Office and Factory, 710 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

A REAL Watchmaker
must understand the functions of each and every
watch-part clearly, and how their actions are inter-
related ; he must be able to detect accurately the
trouble in a watch and go right " to the spot" with
the proper correction, instead of, as many so-called

watchmakers do, trying everything under the sun in
the hope that during all these proceedings he will

maybe hit upon the right plan. Even if he does hit
the original trouble after many guesses, he has by
this time generally spoiled the watch in its other
parts.

We can make of you a real watchmaker; one
who finds as much pleasure in work as in recreation,
and certainly the high salary is never objectionable !

Write for our catalogue. It tells of our school
and of other things important for you to know.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

LANCASTER, PA.

IF I MAY SAY SO
TtlE IA ERR,' WIDOW

FEST0014

Dear Sirs

I am delighted with the

Merry Widow Festoon.

Sincerely yours

ETHEL JACKSON

New Amsterdam Theater
New York City

Made in Highest Quality

GOLD FILLED only

TWO HUNDRED OTHER DESIGNS.

Also, FOBS, BRACELETS, and every-

thing that can be made in CHAINS

FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

HENRY LEDERER & BRO., INC.
Factory, 227 Eddy St. PROVIDENCE, IL I.
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently issued,

especially prepared for this journal by Wm. N.

Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Building,

Washington, D. C.

No. 878,371.—Edward E. Gage, New York, N. Y
Filed March 15, 1907. Serial No. 362,443.

An alarm clock provided with a supplemental
alarm set dial, and means whereby the alarm may
be set to operate at any hour or fractional part
thereof, and supplemental alarm set devices
whereby the alarm may be set to operate at any
minute of the day or night, comprising an annular
rotary minute dial mounted on and inclosing the
hour dial of the clock, a
supplemental arbor slid-
ably mounted on and ro-
table on the minute arbor
and on which the hour
arbor is mounted, said
supplemental arbor being
provided on its inner side
with a tooth adapted to
enter a recess in the min-
ute gear, a spring lever
pivoted to the frame of
the clock mechanism and
provided with an aper-
ture through which the
supplemental arbor
passes, said spring lever
being passed out through the casing of the clock
and adapted to be operated by hand, and an oper-
ating hand connected with the supplemental arbor
and adapted during its rotation to engage and carry
with it the annular minute dial and to be auto-

miaittne.ically released therefrom at a predetermined

Key ring device.—Burt V. Clark, Providence, and
William C. Cookson, Arctic, R. I. Filed
March 7, 1907. Serial No. 361,153.

In a key ring device, the combination of two
S-shaped members whose body portions extend

straight and are pivoted together at their central
part, one of said members having a circular groove
surrounding its pivot center and meeting with two
oppositely-extending grooves which decrease in
depth toward their extremeties, and a ball roller to
operate in the grooves of said member to impinge
against and hold by frictional contact the other
member, substantially as set forth.

No. 878,011.—Pin and the like. Frank H. Noble,
Chicago, Ill. Filed August i, 1904. Serial
No. 219,044.

I. In a device of the class described, the com-
bination with a fastening pin having an enlarged
spherical end, of a bifurcated block forming a base
or pedestal adapted to be secured at its bottom

end to the body
of the device,the
t w o divisions
of said block
supporting two

utV sub sta nt ia II y
hemispherical

socket portions integral with such divisions and
which co-operates to form a spherical socket
adapted to receive the enlarged spherical end of
the pill, substantially as described. 2. In a device
of the class described the combination with a
fastening pin having an enlarged spherical end, of
a bifurcated block forming a base or pedestal
adapted to be secured at its bottom end to the
body of the device, the two divisions of said block
supporting two circular rims integral with such
divisions and co-operating to form a joint in
which the enlarged spherical end of the pin is
pivotally held so as to be capable of rotation,
substantially as described.
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No. 878,346. — Watchmaker's hairspring gage.
Elijah Clark, Alameda, Cal., assignor to
Joseph Nordman, San Francisco, Cal. Filed
April 19, 1907. Serial No. 369,164.

A watchmaker's hair-
spring gage comprising
a scale, a support there-
for, a spiral hairspring
having one end attached
to the support, and ex-

tensible from said point of attachment along the
scale, means for temporarily attaching to the re-
maining end of the said spring the hairspring to be
tested, and an indicating device on the said spiral
spring for marking on the scale the movement of
the said spring under extension.

No. 858,149. — Button. Thomas J. McGovern,
Hartford, Conn. Filed May II, 1906. Serial
No. 316,418.

A button having a stem ex-
tending from the back thereof, a
spirally-arranged coil located to
provide a space therebetween 7

/

and the stem, said stem extend-
ing transversely of the axis af the coil, and a neck
connecting the lower end of the stem and coil.

No. 878,122.—Jeweler's chain and bead stock.
John Costello, Providence, R. I. Filed July
30, 1907. Serial No. 386,264,

G
8
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A chain bead stock comprising a chain, a
series of spaced heads on the chain and a ring
secured on the chain at each side of a bead.

No. 877,838.—Jewelry
stand. Monroe
Engelsman, New
York, N. Y. Filed
October 8, 1906.
Serial No.338,013.

The combination
in a stand of a base, a
handle supported on
the base, a rod sup-
ported in .the handle,
a bifurcated lug ex-
tending from the rod,
a pin fastened to the
bifurcated lug, a disk
support carried on the
pin, means to clamp
the disk support at va-
rious angles on the
pin, disk clamped on
the disk support,
means to bold the disk
to the support in dif-
ferent angular posi-
tions, an arm for sup-
porting an object fastened to
adjustably secured to the arm.

the disk, and a tag

Serial No. 30,857.—(Class
Horological instruments )•
South Bend Watch Co.,
South Bend, Ind. Filed
October 29, 1907.

A registered trade-mark
representing the exhibit made
by this company showing a
watch running in a cake of ice.

No. 878,069.—Guard device.
Abraham S. Josephs,
New York, N. Y. Filed
July 20, 1907. Serial
No. 384,791.

In a guard device, a
safety pin and a substantially circular guard ring
secured to the back thereof.
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No. 877,546.—Portable watchman's clock. Alois
Beyer, Chicago, Ill. Filed April 2, 1906.
Serial No. 309,369.

In a clock of the kind described, the combina-
tion with a main enclosing case having an aperture
in the side, of a clock mechanism secured in said

case, and a dial holder revolubly supported on the
central shaft of said mechanism, said holder con-
sisting of a central sleeve, a ring revolubly sup-
ported thereon and having a spring connection
therewith, a ring attached to said sleeve and a cap
connecting said sleeve and ring, said dial holder
having rotably independent means at either end
for bolding dials.

No. 878,220.—Stern-wind-
ing watch, Robert
Manthey, Jersey City,
N. J. Filed April 5,
1907. Serial No.
366,538.

In a watch, the com-
bination with the front
plate which furnishes bear-
ings for the train works,
of a block or bridge piece
secured thereto and a
pendant made integral
with the said block or
bridge piece.

No. 876,933.—Bifocal lens. John L. Borsch, Jr.,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to Kryptok Company, a corporation of
New York. Filed January 23, 1904. Serial
No. 190,257.

I. An optical glass lens consisting of an inte-
gral piece of glass ground with even sur-
faces and having a plurality of independ-
ent focal points. 2. A spectacle, eye-
glass, or other optical lens consisting of
an integral piece of glass, different por-
tions of which have different indices of
refraction.

No. 877,994.—Nose guard for eyeglasses. Dallas
F. Green, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed February
12, 1907. Serial No. 357,046.

I. A nose guard for eyeglasses, consisting of an
apertured guard plate arranged entirely at the rear
of its support, and provided upon its forward edge

with an integral coiled helical
spring arranged both above and
below its support, adapted to mul-
tiply the self-adjusting flexibility of
the guard, in combination with a
spring nose bridge. 2. In a nose
guard for eyeglasses formed en-

tirely of spring metal, an oblique spring metal
apertured guard plate arranged at the rear of its
support, and provided substantially midway of its
ends with a divided lateral coiled helical spring-
connection to the supporting lens clip to increase
the self adjusting properties of
the guard in combination with
a spring bridge.

No. 39,048.—Locket or similar
article. Frank W. Arnold,
Providence, R. I., assignor
to Wightrnan & Hough
Company, a corporation of
Rhode Island. Filed De-
cember 21, 1907, Serial

O. 4e0a7r,s6o7. Term of patent three and one-
half years.

The ornamental design for a locket or similar
article is shown.
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Retail Jewelers' Associations

American National Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (19°4)
MACK A. HURLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Next meeting, Aug. 4, 5, 6, 7, 1908, at Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association (188g)
fizemau MAUCH, President, St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. F. KEMPER, Sec'y, 2326 Franklin Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Connecticut Retail Jewelers' and Opticians'
Association (1895)

GEORGE H. FORD, President, New Haven, Conn.
S. H. KIRBY, Secretary, New Haven, Conn.

The Jewelers' Fraternity of New Orleans, La.
(1902)

OTTO GRANZIN, President.
DANIEL S. RAMELI, Secretary.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association (1904)
A. E. BARKER, President, Minneapolis, Minn.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Hastings, Minn.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association (7905)
MACK A. HURLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
N. NIELSON, Secretary, Harlan, Iowa.

Utica Retail Jewelers' Association (19o5)
RICHARD PERLEN, President, Utica, N. Y.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association
SANDY McK4v, President, West Branch, Mich.
VICTOR C. MORRIS, Secretary, Ithaca, Mich.

Massachusetts Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
F. C. NEWHALL, President, Lynn, Mass.
EDWARD H. DUNBAR, Secretary, Norwood, Mass.

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. W. SLAYBAUGH, President, Taylorville, Ill.
GEORGE A. DONALDSON, Secretary, Girard, III.

Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
J. A. REULING, President, Wymore, Nebr.
MAX J. LOGE, Secretary, Grand Island, Nebr.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
H. W. REIGHART, President, Minot, N. Dak.
C. E. TILLsosr, Secretary, Carrington, N. Dak.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
GUSTAV KELLER, President, Appleton, Wis.
F. 0. THOAIPSON, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers (1906)
R. D. WORRELL, President, Mexico, Mo.
C. E. RANGE, Secretary, Trenton, Mo.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
WALTER SPERLING, President, Seneca, Kans.
C. C. STEVENSON, Secretary, Pittsburg, Kans.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
H. G. NIctrots, President, Mitchell, S. Dak.
0. B. TRIPP, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
A. C. GRAUL, President, Sharpsburg, Pa.
C. S. Thar, Secretary, 3602 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (r906)
R. C. BERNAU, President, Greensboro, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
JOS. MAZER, President, McAlester, Okla.
F. C. BOASEN, Secretary, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
D. M. QUARLES, President, Clarksvikle, Tenn.
RICHARD B. HERZER, Secretary, Nashville, Tenn.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (7906)
STEPHEN THOMAS, President, Charleston, S. C.R. H. ALLAN, Secretary, Charleston, S. C.

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
R. HEine, President, Talladega, Ala.
Max ROBINSON, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

New York Retail Jewelers' Association (woo)
SAMUEL TAPPIN, President, Troy, N. Y.
HENRY J. PFLANTZ, Secretary, Albany, N. Y.

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
T. A. WESTMYER, President, Wheelink W. Va.,

(1906)

C. E. BAAB, Seeretary, ParkerSkIrg, . Va.

Rochester Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)C. E. SUNDERLIN, President.
J. J. EKKIBSE, Secretary, is State St., Rochester, N. Y.
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Knoxville Jewelers' Association (1907)
ALBERT G. HOPE, President.
B. W. AKERS, Secretary, 439 Gay Street, Knoxville, Tenn.

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
L. Acv4 LEWIS, President.
H. M. LEPPERT, Secretary, Alisky Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Florida Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
H. E. ADAMS, President, Tampa, Fla.
R. J. RILES, Secretary, Jacksonville, Fla.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
J.. R. STEBBINS, President, Ashtabula, Ohio
J. E. Joss, Secretary, New Philadelphia, Ohio.

California Retail Jewelers' Association
E. B. LEWIS, President, San Francisco, Cal.
L. L. TRUMBLY, Secretary, Santa Cruz, Cal.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association
C. J. ROWE, President, Argus, Ind.
J. A. OSWALD, Secretary, Crawfordsville. Ind.

Annual meeting, third Tuesday of February.

( 1907)

(1907)

Vice-President J. P. Archibald, of Pennsylvania;
Treasurer R. C. Bernau, of North Carolina; Sec-
retary I. M. Radabaugh, of Minnesota; Max Jen-
nings, of Michigan, and R. D. Worrell, of Mis-
souri. The only absentee was Second Vice-Presi-
dent C. H. Williams, of Condon, Ore., who found
it impossible to be present. President Hurlbut
occupied the chair.

One of the important matters which came be-
fore the committee was the fixing of the date of
the annual convention to be held in Cincinnati
next summer, and after due consideration, it was
voted that the convention be held on August 4th,
5th, 6th and 7th, the week preceding the annual
meeting of the American Association of Opti-
cians, which will be held in Philadelphia.

Articles of incorporation were discussed, and

Upper row, from lett to right : II. C. Barium, J. P. Archibald, R. 0. Worrel.
Lower row, from left to right Id. A. Hurlbut, I. M. Radabaugh, Max Jennings

New Mexico Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
R. J. TAUPERT, President, East Las Vegas, N. Mex.
C. A. WHITED, Secretary, Raton, N. Mex.

New Hampshire Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1907)
MARYLAND P. Foss, President, Pittsfield, N. H.
ANDREW E. MACUEN, Secretary, Bristol, N. H.

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association (7907)
J. W. SCHISM, President, Baltimore, Md.
F. J. EULER, Secretary, Baltimore, Md.

Indianapolis Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
J. P. MULALLY, President, Indianapolis, Ind.
GEO. S. KERN, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Kentucky Retail Jewelers' Association (m908)
L. C. EISENSCHMITT, President, Newport, Ky.
Wm. M. IRON, Secretary, Newport, Ky.

Arkansas Retail Jewelers' Association
E. A. SHORT, President, Prescott, Ark.
J. W. JOHNSON, Secretary, Prescott, Ark.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Retail Jewelers' Association
JOHN BERTLING, President.
EDWARD F. KAELIN, Secretary.

Dayton, Ohio, Retail Jewelers, Association
EDWIN BEST, President.
J. W. ANDERTON, Secretary.

Meeting of Executive Committee of the
American National Retail Jewel-

ers' Association

A meeting of the Executive Committe of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association
was held on January 28th, 29th and 30th in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, the following members being pres-
ent : President Mack A. Hurlbut, of Iowa; First

after due consideration, it was voted that the asso-
ciation incorporate under the laws of Iowa.

Other matters of a routine character were
considered the first day of the meeting, and ad-
journment was taken until the forenoon of the
following day. At the morning session on
Wednesday, January 29th, the committee was sub-
divided into three committees, to whom was re-
ferred the various items to be covered by resolu-
tions. After the work of these committees were
attended to the members were entertained at
luncheon by the Gruen Watch Co.

In the afternoon the subject of organizing
unorganized States was considered, and after
liberal discussion of the matter, it was decided to
place the work in the hands of the secretary, to
be handled from his office. The question of reso-
lutions was then taken up, and after discussion
the following were adopted:

"Resolved, That we, the members of the ex-
ecutive committee, recommend to the association
the amendment of Article IV, Section 3 of the
constitution, so as to make members of the execu-
tive committee delegates-at-large to the annual
convention Also that Section 4 be amended, en-
titling State associations to one delegate for every
ten members instead of twenty.

"WHEREAS, A number of the largest manu-
facturers of sterling silverware have seen fit to
establish and maintain a ̀ minimum selling price'
for their product and to confine the sale of the
same to the retail jewelry trade;

"Therefore, be it Resolved, That we heartily
congratulate the retail jewelry trade upon the
improved conditions of the sterling silverware
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trade and assure the reputable manufacturers of
sterling silver of our highest appreciation of the
stand they have taken and the assistance they
have given us in producing this much-desired
result.

"And be it Further Resolved, That copies of
this resolution be forwarded from the office of
the national secretary to the firms who have pur-
sued the above policies.

"Be it Resolved, That we, in 'common with all
other national associations of retail dealers, enter
our protests against the adoption of the proposed
parcels post law, deeming it unfair and unjust to
the hundreds of thousands of retail merchants of
the nation and of benefit only to the few retail
catalogue and mail-order houses. We further
recognize the fact that we, as retail jewelers,
suffer most from a competitive point of view
from the present very liberal postal merchandise
rates and the excessive rates charged by the va-
rious express companies, and would heartily
endorse any legislation that would tend to equal-
ize the charge for transportation of valuable mer-
chandise.

"Resolved, That the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association take the initiative in
trying to secure an amendment to the national
stamping law, providing that no article shall be
marked in any way, either directly on the article,
or on the tag, card, box or otherwise, with the
words 'gold' or `solid gold,' unless such article
shall be at least ro karats fine. We further rec-
ommend that all State associations be urged to
ask their members to write to their senators and
representatives in the interests of this amendment
and that all State associations be asked to use
their influence to have a law passed in their State
in conformity with the national stamping law.

"Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
certain manufacturers of watch movements in
making movements of a different grade and finish
to the ones bearing their own name and disposing
of them under special names to the retail cata-
logue houses and department stores, who in turn
dispose of them to the public on the representa-
tion that they are the product of the largest and
best manufacturers.

"Resolved, That we record our disapproval
of the measure introduced into congress by Mr.
Richardson, and known as ̀ H. R. 13447; providing
for the furnishing of lists to persons, firms or
corporations, upon their sworn affidavit, by the
postmasters of the United States. We believe
that such measure is intended to benefit the retail
mail-order houses and departments stores only,
and cannot work to the good of the public in
general.

"Be it Further Resolved, That copies of this
resolution be forwarded to the senate and house
of representatives by the secretary."

The committee. were entertained at lunch by
L. Gutmann & Sons, and in the evening were
tendered a sumptuous banquet by the Cincinnati
Retail Jewelers' and Jobbers' Association.

On Thursday morning the committee mem-
bers were called together to finish up the routine
business, and the afternoon was spent in visiting
the various jobbers and manufacturers in the city.

It was decided to have less numbers on the
programme at the coming annual convention and
that men of national repute be secured as speakers.

The committee were royally entertained dur-
ing their stay in the Queen City, and left with a
very good opinion of Cincinnati as a convention
City. Its central location, ease of access and
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prominence as a wholesale and manufacturing
center combine to give it attractiveness as a meet-
ing place for the members of the National Asso-
ciation.

The treasurer reported a balance on hand of
$625; also that no dues had been collected for the
current year. This gives an estimate of about
$1500 in sight to do business on for this year.

The following is a brief outline of the pro-
gramme for the coming convention:

Monday evening: President's reception.
Tuesday A. M.: Regular business.
Tuesday P. M.: Department of manufactur-

ing. In this connection it is expected to have
representatives of different classes of manufac-
tures connected with the jewelry business to
demonstrate their processes of manufacture.

Tuesday evening, 7.30 : An illustrated lecture
by Mr. Duncan, of the Waltham Watch Company.

Wednesday A. M.: Regular business.
Wednesday afternoon and evening: Enter-

tainment and sightseeing.
Thursday: Business and addresses.
Friday A. M.: Election of officers ; business

and adjournment.
Friday P. M. and evening: Entertainment

and sightseeing.
The full programme will be announced at an

early date.

Arkansas Retail Jewelers' Association
A meeting of the above organization was held

in Little Rock on February nth and 12th. The
meeting was called to order on the forenoon of
February rith by President E. A. Short, of Pres-
cott, who welcomed the members. The reports
of the standing committees were then presented,
and this revealed a very promising outlook for the
organization. C. H. Robinett, vice-president, re-
ported that he had taken up the matter of the
emblem of the order and would make a report
later. The by-laws of the association were then
read by the secretary and the purposes of the
association were explained in detail.

A communication from the Little Rock Board
of Trade, extending a welcome to the association,
was read by the secretary, and a formal welcome
on behalf of the city was extended by the
mayor's secretary, who paid many compliments.

A number of addresses were made by promi-
nent members of the trade. One of these was by
J. H. Purdy, of Chicago and one by H. C. Car-
penter, of the South Bend Watch Co., South
Bend. Ind. Adjournment was taken for about
fifteen minutes for the purpose of having the as-
semblage photographed, after which a debate was
started on where the annual convention would be
held. Hot Springs was finally decided on and the
dates fixed were August 25, 26 and 27, of 1908.

It was decided that the money collected to
defray the expenses of the banquet should be
used for the benefit of the association and that
the banquet feature should be dispensed with.

The business of the second day was largely of
a routine character. The constitution and by-laws
were read and adopted and copies were ordered
to be printed and sent to each member. .A com-
mittee was appointed to arrange a scale of prices
for repairs of clocks and watches, such scale to be
presented at the next meeting for action by the
association. This committee consists of John L.
Green, S. D. Spratt and H. D. Clok. An address
was delivered by Chas. S. Stifft, of Little Rock, on
the subject of the "Diamond Mines of Nebraska."

It was moved and carried that an association

mark be designed and stamped on goods to be

used or repaired by the Arkansas Retail Jewelers'
Association.

A feature of the convention was a large num-

ber of exhibits of watches, clocks, chains, rings

and other lines handled by the jewelry trade, as

well as a display of optical goods. Many of the
large manufacturing houses were represented and
the combined exhibits proved one of the chief at-
tractions of the occasion. Those in attendance at
the convention included the following: E. A.
Short, president, Prescott; J. W. Johnson, secre-
tary, Prescott; F. E. Farley, treasurer, Little
Rock; C. H. Robinett, first vice-president, Con-
way; George Payne, second vice-president, Wal-
nut Ridge; C. H. Carmichael, Booneville; J. E.
Mann, Marianna; J. J. Livingston, Conway; New-
ton Alexander, Batesville; M. J. Johnson, Wynne;
I.,. T. Medley, Yellville; Charles Moody, Bates-
ville; E. P. Stewart, Hope; J. W. Bader, Blythe-
ville; Carl Shibley, Van Buren; John L. Green,
El Dorado; Curtis Rhoads, Argenta; Louis
Schuster, Texarkana; J. M. Powell, Morrilton;
V. F. Cantwell, Searcy ; S. D. Spratt, Monticello;
T. S. Bryan, Prescott; J. Y. Myers, Magnolia;
Arthur Weiss, Warren; A. G. Eliott, Camden,
and others.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association
The Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association held

it second annual convention at the Claypool
Hotel, in this city, February r8th and 79th. About
seventy-five of the one hundred members were in
attendance.

President C Z. Rowe, of Argos, presided.
The jewelers were welcomed to the city by John
P. Mullally, president of the Indianapolis Retail
Jewelers' Association.

The morning session was devoted wholly to
routine details and the appointment of commit-
tees. The principal feature of the afternoon ses-
sion was the address of R. B. Clark, president of
the Indiana Retail Merchants' Association, of
Anderson. Mr. Clark is emphatically opposed to
the proposed parcel post system, and earnestly
urged the jewelers to write to their congressmen
and to oppose it with all their power. He asserts
that the system is backed by the mail-order houses
and if established will drive the small dealer to
the wall.

At the evening session C. B. Morrell, of Chi-
cago and H. C. Higginbotham, superintendent of
the South Bend Watch Company, made interest-
ing addresses. At the closing session the associa-
tion was addressed by George Wade Healy, of
Chicago. Plans for the establishment in Indian-
apolis of a technical school for the instruction of
watchmakers and jewelry repairmen were ear-
nestly discussed. It was thought such a school,
under the supervision of experts, would have a
tendency to elevate the standard of workmanship.
It is hoped that a plan can be thought out whereby
such a school can be established.

In concluding its meeting the association re-
elected its old officers, as follows:

President, C. Z. Rowe, Argo; first vice-presi-
dent, H. H. Bishop, Indianapolis; second vice-
president, A. Rothermel, Connersville; treasurer,
J. H. Arnold, Columbus; secretary, J.A. Oswald,
Crawfordsville.

Executive committeemen, J. H. Reed and H.
II. Bishop, Indianapolis; J. B. Hesselbrook, Lib-
erty; J. E. Porter, Loogootee, and Eugene M.
Wilhite, Danville.
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Moore's Non=Leakable Fountain Pen
Retails from $2.50 up

THE FOLLOWING CLAIMS WE GUARANTEE:

1. That the pen is tilled without unscrewing the section, thus avoiding soiling the fingers
with Ink when liBiog.

2 That the pen is drawn back into the barrel or reservoir after using, and when the cap Is

turned on Is absolutely AIR and INK tight.
8. That it can be carried in any position in any pocket and cannot leak.
4. That the pen Is always ready to write the instant it touches the paper.

I1 411:41; SO
NON-LIAK MILE
FOUNTAIN PEN

Sectional View of Pen Closed for Carrying

These pens, being constructed upon
entirely different principles front other
fountain pens are, without doubt, the near-
est perfection army pens manufactured.

5. That the barrel being AIR-TIGHT, the ink never thickens or dries up, and if the pen
is not used for a year, it writesjust as readily.

6. That we have the ONLY desirable fountain pen IN TIIE MARKET for LADIES' USE.
7. That our " Tourist " or Military Pen is the best pen made for travelers or military use.
8. That we use nothing but the highest grade gold pens.
9. That we use pure gum rubber, and the superior finish and lustre of our holders is very

noticeable when compared with others made from common stock.

American Fountain Pen Co.
Boston, Mass.

A. A. WEEKS410SKINS CO. 'Special Selling Agents for Greater New York,
11 Gold St., New York 1Philadelphia, New Jersey, Baltimore and Washington

A Year 'Round Seller
The Conklin Pen is the best all year 'round seller

because it is built for every day use. It's the most

practical and convenient—meets every easy writ-

ing requirement—dependable—durable--a time

saver, as it does away with the bother and

annoyance so common with other fountain

pens. Will give satisfaction year in and

year out. Filled in the twinkling of an

eye by simply dipping in the nearest

ink-well and pressing Crescent-Filler.

The
Crescent-

CONKLIN'S
Self -Fillind

Fountain Pen
—.combining as it does the
superior advantages of other
fountain pens, plus the most
successful filling principle,
and backed by our ex-
tensive advertising,
is the pen for you to
handle. Write al
once for our new cata-
logue and dealer's

proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.

39 Idsohallas Buildiod

TOLEDO, OHIO

U. S. A.

NEW YORK

DENVER

OAKLAND

WINNIPEG

LONDON

WRIGHT ,,Tri'L-g-0 FOUNTAIN peNS
RETAIL $1.50 TO $12.00 EACH

— TNE WRIGHT SEL,FI LER
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No. 131 . 1 I K. Gold

No. 808. Id IC. Cold

New Safety
Guard Bracelets

We beg to call the
attention of the trade
to our new Bracelet
with patent Guide and
Safety Guard.

This Guard prevents the
Bracelet from falling from
the arm, should the catch
accidentally open. It like-
wise prevents undue strain
on the hinge, and gives a
feeling of absolute safety
to the wearer.

We are prepared to apply
this Patent Safety Guard to
Lily make of Bracelet (except
Links) for $1.75 to $2.00
each.

We make SOLID GOLD
14 K. BRACELETS in a
?lumber of designs. Selec-
tions will be sent to respon-
sible dealers on applicaUon.

THE wRinfiT Is the only RIGHT PEN
Send for Catalogs and Priccs

WM. WhlIDLICH & EtRo., st. Louis Display Cases FREE

CHAS. H. PFEIL Tel. Harrison 2837

MAKER OF FINE DIAMOND JEWELRY AND DIAMOND IMPORTER

209 State Street

This is the
finest and most
beautiful ring in
workmanship
and design that

- CHICAGO, ILL.

ELK RING

i1111
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ever entered the
market. It is
carved out of
14 K. Gold, deep
rose finish.

The place where the diamond shows on the design can be left plain or the

number of the lodge engraved on it or it can be made to fit any size stone. The

dial and B. P. 0. E. are in enamel. Write for further particulars.

Our well-known
Two Patent
can be applied to
any ring. Have your
stock or Job rings
fastened this way.

Globe Lever and Link Lever Button Back
For hard-soldering. ran be applied to any button

Made In Solid Gold. Gold Filled and Silver

•

Manufacturing Jewelers

51 and 53 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

If you have not received our new catalog
write for one
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Leather Goods

During the past few years leather

goods have become an important part of

the stationers' stock and their popularity

is increasing. We do not refer to the

heavy leather goods, such as trunks and

large hand-bags, but what is termed the

fancy articles, like ladies' hand-bags, purses

and similar conveniences. There is a wide

variety of these goods, all salable and all

deserving a place in the best stock.

Jeweler-stationers who desire to add

something attractive to their lines will do

well to consider the addition , of leather

p;oods, if they have not already done so.

The goods are well worthy of a place in a

jewelers' stock and will not detract from

other high-grade goods when shown with

them.
There are various grades of these

goods, some excellent, some indifferent and

some very inferior. For this reason the

jeweler should investigate the merits of a

number of different lines before placing

orders.
Perhaps the most popular among these

goods is the ladies' ever-present hand-bag.

These come in a number of shapes and

styles, all possessing more or less merit, de-

pending upon the style and quality of the

material. The different grades of leather

are made up in different ways. Sales can

be increased by announcing this fact to

one's customers. To very many possible

purchasers leather is leather, but a little

education speedily shows that there is a vast

difference between leathers used for differ-

ent purposes and produced in different

ways.
The ladies' hand-bags are generally

plain, but there are some which are ornate

and which attract those who are interested

in showy goods. It may be questioned

whether it is wise to put in any considerable

stock of these goods. In fact, there are in-

dications in the trade that the more showy

articles will shortly disappear from the bet-

ter class of stores.

Next to hand-bags there is a long line

and wide variety of purses. They come in

all sizes, all styles of leather and the finish

is as various as the numbers. From pig-

skin through all the variations to the high-

est grade of seal or alligator leather, the nu-

merous modifications of these goods make

up an excellent display of these goods and

it will be worth while making the attempt.
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The business can be made a profitable de-

partment of your trade. It only requires a

little study of the situation to know what

purchasers want. The rest is merely taking

advantage of opportunities created by offer-

ing the goods.
Next to the purses for ladies come

what may be termed the business leather

goods. These consist of pocketbooks of

various sorts for men, devised for peculiar

needs in numerous instances. The business

man of to-day requires a good many arti-

cles of leather in his business fittings, and

the wallets, pocketbooks and their modifica-

tions which are made up with special ref-

erence to these requirements are legion. It

may not be wise to put in a complete line,
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Reduced fac-simile of invitation showing embossed le
ttering

but only those numbers which will sell to

the business man who wants a good article

and is willing to pay for it. It is this de-

partment of the leather goods trade which

the jeweler-stationer ought to cultivate.

Beyond this class there is a miscel-

laneous lot of goods like music rolls, port-

folios, desk sets and other articles designed

for special purposes which are offered by

manufacturers and which can. often be

made important features in the dealer's bus-

iness. There is always some demand for

these special goods, provided possible pur-

chasers be made acquainted with the fact

that some dealer has them and that they

can be bought at a fair price.

Goods of this character should be

placed in a show case which is tightly en-

closed to prevent the dust reaching them.

Few things spoil quicker under the action

of dust than leather and to few things does

dust stick more closely. Therefore, the
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dealer should do his utmost to provide some

means whereby the goods may be protected

Great care should be used in arranging

the goods. The showy colored stock, if

you have it, should have a division of the

display by itself. If placed with other

goods made up in plainer styles, the effect

of both Nrill be more or less injured. There-

fore, the one who arranges the display,

wherever it may be, should seek to mass

the effect rather than to create a bad im-

pression by injudicious arrangement. The

blacks, browns and tans can be placed

together, and the reds, greens, blues and

other high colors. The effect of massing in

this way is to increase the attractiveness of

the goods and add to the sales.

The advertising end should not be neg-

lected. Let the public know that you have

the best leather obtainable and that your as-

sortment is as large and varied as the as-

sortments of the city dealers. The leather

business is one that can built up in any

community. Frequently the assortments are

more or less indifferent, and the designs are

out of style.

Stationery Engraving by Jewelers

It is gratifying to find that in practi-

cally all the new jewelry stores fitted up in

the past few years a stationery department

has been provided for, and, as may naturally

be supposed, special attention is given to

stationery engraving, for the execution of

which the modern jewelry store is specially

fitted. A model stationery department in

connection with the jewelry business is that

in the palatial new store of Brock & Fea-

gans, Los Angeles, Cal. This firm has made

the proper beginning by doing the very first

class of work, and in this way appealing

strongly to wealth and society in their sec-

tion. We have before us samples of the

work turned out by this firm, and its unique

character is as impressive as the richness of

the execution. We reproduce herewith in

reduced form, and in very imperfect man-

ner owing to the difficulty of illustration,

the front page of an invitation to an even-

ing function. The little square at the left-

hand upper corner is inlaid mother-of-pearl,

and is very rich and decorative. Apart from

this, the entire card was pure white, the

white lettering standing out boldly in em-

bossed form, the embossing being so perfect

that the card was perfectly legible and most

pleasing to the eye. All the cards used on

the occasion were similarly embossed.

Although this house is quite young, it

has already acquired for itself a Tiffany

status in that section, and the enterprising

management is making every endeavor to

maintain this high reputation.
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The Glenna
Revcrsible Bracelet

Two Bracelets in one, both sides
stone-set and equally beautiful
Made in all Semi-Precious and Imitation Stones

The possibility of change and economy, no less than
the prettiness will appeal to every buyer.

B. Amethyst

The metal does not come in contact with the arm—
only the smooth surface of the stone.

The extreme of beauty in appearance and comfort
in wear.

B 20. Cameo

The reversible idea will give new life to the bracelet
business and a fresh impetus to sales.

D3. Plain Chased and Stone Set

Double value at a single price is a strong selling
argument.

The GLENNA is also made in Collarettes

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

C. D. LYONS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office, 7 Maiden Lane Chicago Office, Room 806, Heyworth Bldg.A. P. WOOD, 667 Defiance St., Los Angeles, Cal., Western Representative

FINE GOLD JEWELRY FOR
THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

2055
2056

LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S

Stone Rings Ear Drops
Bracelets Signet Rings
Ear Studs Scarf Pins
Diamond Rings Handy Pins
Brooches an,i Band Rings

The Edwin Lowe & Co.
Inc.
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36 YEARS

Devoted to Making Lockets
We lead in lockets, because we concentrate our entire

attention on this one line.
We are showing the very latest designs in lockets.
Our goods are up to quality, exactly as stamped, a locket

stamped one-quarter gold is one-quarter gold, and an assaywill prove our assertions.
We make everything in lockets, all qualities up to x4 karat.
Our prices are the lowest that can be quoted on honestquality, up-to-the-minute lockets.
Our trade-mark is a guarantee of quality and workman-ship, and every locket having it stamped inside is warrantedto give satisfaction.
We want to sell every reliable jobber in the country

NO OTHERS

S. K. MERRILL COMPANY
The oldest locket house in America

Factory and Office New York Office
PROVIDENCE. R. I. 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
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The jewelers in this city have finished their
stock inventories. The recovery has not mate-
rialized so far, and business for the past month
has shown a decrease from that of the same
period of last year. There have been a number
of weddings during the month, which has helped
the situation to a considerable extent. The sales
in diamond goods have not been very brisk.
Buyers have confined their purchases largely to
the more necessary staple articles that are to be
found among the jewelers' stocks.

Collections have been fair, but not as good
as the preceding month. This has been especially
noticeable among the retail trade. In order to
move some dead stock, a number of local jewel-
ers have been having auction sales, which have
been very satisfactory. The sales were largely
attended and good prices realized. The outlook
for business for the next six months is much
brighter now than a month ago. A number of
large plants have renewed work and taken on
many workmen, and if a reasonable increase of
employment develops during the next few months
the volume of business will be at least satisfac-
tory and all will participate in a little prosperity.

Frank Martin, manager of the art and
porcelain department of the Cowell & Hubbard
Co., sailed last month for Europe on his annual
buying trip. He landed at Naples and will work
his way up through the Continent to England,
taking about three months' time. He is accom-
panied by Mrs. Martin.

Webb C. Ball has just been appointed official
watch inspector for the Delaware and Hudson
Railroad. Mr. Ball is gradually adding the prom-
inent railroad systems to the already long list of
roads that are under his official care.

Will C. Little, of the Bowler & Burdick Co.,
has resigned and gone into the oil business with
James W. Cummer Co. Mr. Little had been for
many years in the wholesale department of the
Bowler & Burdick Co.

There has been an addition to the firm of
Sigler Bros. Co. through the return of U. R.
Sigler to active business. About five years ago
he retired from the firm to give more attention
to his many outside financial interests, but he has
again entered the race. This jewelry business is
peculiar. Once a 'man is in harness he seldom
gives it up.

The pioneer of the jewelry business in this
city, A. D. Ernne, is talking of retiring and will
do so as soon as he can dispose of his stock and
fixtures. Mr. Ernne is the last remaining link of
the old jewelry regime. The other pioneer,
Gregory Diet; notice of whose death was pub-
lishtd in these columns several months ago, was
an early associate in horological work with Mr.
Ernne. Both were experts.

C. A. Rock, jewelry buyer for the Scribner
& Loehr Co., has gone to Florida for a month.
We shall look out now for some fish stories, as
Mr. Rock is considerable of a disciple of Izaak
Walton.

Force Bros. Co., of the Taylor Arcade, have
been appointed official time and watch inspectors
for the Erie Railroad in this town.

Biskind Bros., of 725 Euclid Avenue, con-
ducted an auction last month, and report a very
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satisfactory sale. Briggs & Dodd, the well-known
jewelry auctioneers, conducted the sale.

F. H. Kramer, in the Y. M. C. A. Building,
is having an auction sale at this writing. A local
auctioneer is in charge.

There have been a number of robberies and
window smashings here during the past month.
One of the first was Harry Goldberg, a jeweler
in the Cuyahoga Building, who had his window
broken in and a considerable amount of stock
stolen. Later, Mr. Diener, of the Flatiron Build-
ing, on Prospect Avenue and Huron Road, was
robbed of several hundred dollars' worth of
jewelry. Mr. Diener since then made an assign-
ment for the benefit of his creditors, and the
stock and fixtures will be sold this week by the
trustee in bankruptcy.

Fred Gunzenhauser, manufacturing jeweler,
has sold his plant to Stotter & Mathea, who will
continue the business in the same location. Mr.
Gunzenhauser had been twenty-five years in the
manufacturing business. He has made no plans
as yet for the future.

M. Lesher, of Lesher & Dunlap, Bucyrus,
Ohio, has sold his interest in the store to Mr.
Dunlap and will open a new store in a few days
ill his city. He was in town recently buying a
new stock of goods.

Henry Welf Jewelry Co., 1321 Euclid Ave-
nue, had their show window smashed last month.
As the burglar was looting the window he was
discovered by. occupants above and only a small
loss was sustained.

James Best, salesman with Sigler Bros. Co.
for the past three years, has resigned and gone
with J. H. Heiman, a jeweler in the old Arcade.

J. D. Huggins, Youngstown, Ohio, has gone
to California for the winter.

Walter Deuble, Canton, Ohio, was in town
last month.

G. F. Elgin, Kent, Ohio, was a trade visitor
last month.

J. W. Helfrick, Carrollton, Ohio, was a buyer
in our local markets recently.

A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio, was in
town a few weeks ago.

Ed Nohf, Wadsworth, Ohio, was a visitor
here last month.

A. Washburn, Medina, Ohio, was a buyer in
our local markets last month.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of
Minnesota

The annual meeting of the Retail Jewelers'
Association was called to order at 2.30 P. M. Feb-
ruary 24, at Studio Arcade, Minneapolis. The
attendance was the largest that had ever attended
an annual meeting, the best argument yet pre-
sented as convincing evidence of the interest be-
ing taken in the work.

A. Paegel, of Minneapolis, gave an address
of welcome, assuring the members of the pleasure
it gave Minneapolis to have such gatherings meet
there, and that he was very sorry he could present
no golden key to them, but as the city had no
locks therefore keys were not necessary. This
was responded to by President Long, in a happy
and encouraging strain.

Minutes of previous meeting were then read
and approved.

The membership committee reported the fol-
lowing eligible to membership, and they were
duly elected: Paul T. Hurrziker, Jordan ; F. E.
Rollins, West Concord; T. E. Fairclough, Browns
Valley; E. A. Barker, Bemidji; W. H. Cowley,

Detroit ; Ben Matteson, Jackson; F. A. Noel, St.
Paul ; L. T. Dillon, Litchfield ; G. Goodman, Hal-
lock; Geo. T. Baker, Bemidji; C. H. Anderson,
Chatfield ; M. E. Crockett, Bird Island ; Anderson
Bros., Willmar; A. G. Scherf, Redwing; P. H.
Schonhood, Dodge Center; M. C. Weyer, Fari-
bault ; F. A. Defiel, St. Paul ; H. 0. Schleuder,
Springfield; G. T. Wasrud, Albert Lea, Fred
Green, M. D. Martin, Jasper, Minn.; A. N. An-
derson, H. Hedlecud, C. A. Nelson, E. H. Hal-
gren, C. N. Van Winkle and C. Berguist—total 27.

H. C. Carpenter, of the South Bend Watch
Co., gave an impromptu, but at the same time
valuable, talk on the art of salesmanship. D. C.
Spaulding, Carl Weibezahn, A. E. Barker, J. L.
Williams and Mr. Paegel followed with short
talks on various lines of argument of interest to
members. The following committee on resolu-
tions was then appointed: J. L. Williams, A. E.
Barker, I. Reiner, C. W. Logan and J. C. Herd-
liska.

The following report by the committee on
resolutions was adopted:

Resolved, That we change the name of our
organization from The Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion of Minnesota to The Minnesota Retail Jew-
elers' Association.

Resolved, That we recommend that advertis-
ing of any line of goods on the floor of the con-
vention be eliminated and all exhibitors be re-
quested by the secretary to close their displays
during all business sessions.

Resolved, That we recommend that the State
organizer be retained and made a member of the. •executive board.

The election of officers followed, resulting
as follows': President, A. E. Barker, Minne-
apolis ; vice president, John C. Marx, Shakopee;
secretary, I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings (re-elect-
ed) ; treasurer, I. Renier; board of directors, E.
Geist, for three years, and J. C. Herdliska, for
two years, vice J. C. Marx.

A vote of thanks was given retiring officials
for their efficient work, and all bills against the
association were ordered paid. The grievance
committee had several items referred to it, after
same had been reduced to writing, to report at
next meeting.

The reports of the secretary and treasurer
were accepted, showing finances in good condition,
a balance on hand of $478.37. State Organizer
Paegel was given a vote of thanks for good work
done.

President Barker then introduced Mack A.
Hurlbut, president of the A. N. R. J. A., who
gave a very interesting and convincing argument
or, organization and organization work. The fol-
lowing delegates were elected to attend the next
meeting of the A. N. R. J. A., at Cincinnati : F.
W. Harper Renville; J. C. Marx, Shakopee; J.
C. Herdliska, Princeton ; Geo. R. Clark, St
Cloud; N. S. Nelson, Hutchison; J. D. Lifquist,
Henning; A. Paegel, Minneapolis ; E. Geist, St.
Paul.

There being no further business, adjournment
was made at 6.30 P. M., to attend the banquet.

Over 8o were present at the banquet, and it
was a thorough success from an educational as
well as social standpoint. Among the speakers
were A. E. Barker, Geo. Lang, Mack A. Hurlbut,
Emil Geist, H. 0. Schlender, I. M. Radabaugh, J.
C. Herdliska, T. Gaskell, Geo. Munns, F. W.
Harper, I. Reiner, J. D. Bodfors and John Mc-
Naught. A. E. Paegel was toastmaster, evidence
enough that things were kept going.

"We feel that The Keystone is cheap at any
price."—R. B. Harrison, Jeweler, Pembroke, Ont.
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System in the Repair Depart-
ment

An excellent illustration of the practical
worth of this journal to subscribers has been
furnished in this discussion of the subject
"System in the Repair Department " by
the jewelers themselves. In every issue since
last October an installment of plans used by
subscribers has been published and still they
come. W. G. Landt, of Chicago, furnishes one
that seems especially interesting. He writes :
" I read with interest the articles in the last

few issues of THE KEYSTONE, about, " System
in the Repair Department." In as much as
my line of work is in the watch repair de-
partment, and know the evils thereof, but as
I have devised a system that, I think, will
beat any used by any jeweler; I accept your
invitation to write and let you hear about it.
" I use a new patented metal watch check

as crudely shown in the illustration which
enables me to handle a watch repair job in the
shortest time possible. The illustration shows
a check suspended from a watch rack hook with
watch attached to the check.
" You will readly understand that by hang-

ing the check from the hook in this manner the
number will always show; I don't have to waste
time arranging the checks or tags so that I
can see the numbers, as Mr. Henry Curtis Jr.,
of San Francisco, Cal., has to do with his
system explained in your January issue.

Now Mr. Customer comes in with his check.
I go directly to the watch rack and find his watch
almost as quick as a Musician can find the key he
wants on the piano. Very often I locate his watch
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out of the question to try and do away with that
part of the system. So you see with my system I
can find the customer's watch on the rack before
Mr. Curtis or Mr. Wheeler can find his name in the
index of their repair books."

Of the several other schemes now before us
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before I reach the rack. I hang the watches so that
their check numbers runs nearly consecutive.
" I don't have to ask -the customer his name,

or look it up in the index of a book to see on what
page the record is, to get the description of his
watch or to see what number hook his watch is
hanging on, like Mr. Curtis and Mr. Wheeler
have to do with their systems. Their systems are
all right when the jeweler and his customers have
lots of time, but let the jeweler have plenty of
work to do, or let the customer be in a hurry, or if
a number of customers happen to come in the same
time; those are the times when the jeweler needs
a system that works quick.

" Of course we all know that every jeweler
keeps a record of his watch repair jobs for his own
protection, if for no other reason, therefore, it is

Side view

(1137 Si '7

Custom:1's check

the most interesting is that used by the firm of
Porte & Markle, Ltd., Winnepeg, Canada. In re-
ference to this system our correspondent says :

"The writer has been bothered for years
keeping track of the details of watch repairing
until he struck this scheme. We of course enter

ri
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our loan watches in another book and give them a
number only in order to trace them. We also use
the regular watch repair book and attach to watch
the ordinary printed tag with coupon for customer.
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This extra tag, hung underneath the watch or left
on board when watch is in the workroom, does
the trick. There auxiliary tags are made out after
the repairs have been estimated and just before it
goes to the workroom.
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" This system will tell you anything you want
to know about the watch repaired. If a customer
calls for a watch it must be on board, Fig. 1, or
board, Fig. 3, or accounted for on Fig. 2 where
the tickets are initialed by workmen doing the
work. The file Fig. 4, tells the work to be done,
who is to do it and who delivered it."

From the systems on this subject explained
above and in our issues of the past few months our
readers can easily select the one most serviceable
for his purpose. We will be pleased to give space
to any others submitted which we deem suf-
ficently meritorious.

Interesting Facts in Horological History
Herbert, who became Pope Sylvester XI. in

999, was probably the first to make a clock with a
weight as the motive power. In 999 he made a
clock for Magdeburg, which has a weight.

Peter Henlein, a German, is looked upon as
the inventor of the pocket watch, which, it is
asserted, he devised at the age of zo. He was born
in 1480, died 1542.

Charles Cusin, French fugitive from religious
persecution, founded the watch industry in Geneva
about 1580-90.

Huyghens, a Dutchman, born in 1629, was
probably the first to put the Galileon theory of the
pendulum into practice, and he also was the first to
utilize Cardan's invention of the Gimbals in con-
nection with timekeepers.

Daniel Quare (born 1632, died 1724) invented
the repeater. Barlow also claimed to be the
inventor.

Robert Hooke invented the wheel-cutting
machine and rounding-up tool in 1655; in 1658, the
hairspring and the circular or conical pendulum;
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and in 1666, anchor pallets. He was also the in-
ventor of the hydrometer. Born 1635, died 1702.

The Clockmakers' Company, incorporated in
1632, has never possessed a Hall.

Galileo discovered the use of the pendulum-
In 1639 he published a work dealing with the use
of the pendulum in clocks.

George Graham invented the mercurial pendu-
lum at the age of. forty-two, also the dead beat
escapement for clocks; the cylinder escapement is
also accredited to him. Born 1673 and died in

1751.
Nicholas Facio, a Swiss, was the first to scien-

tifically pierce holes in rubies, etc. He started, in
partnership with Peter and Jacob de Beaufre,
watch jeweling business in London in zoo, and
four years later patented his process.
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BEWARE OF IMITATION
All first-quality 400-Day Clocks

must have on the back plate the

TRADE MARK

With new patent protecting device for pendulum ,i■ring.

No more breaking of pendulum springs.

Sole Distributers for

the United States

to the Jobbing Trade

Geo. Kuehl & Co.
80=82 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

11 in. high. DERR'. 1;-1 2 in. long

HERCULES 18 In. high
Lung Alarm

11 In. high. STERLING. 18,1;, in. long

RAMONA. 31 in. high

1234 in. high. FLORA. 11 in. long

The Sessions Clock Co.
7AlitIllifactnrers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel, Office and Mission Clocks
Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lane

11% in. high. COLONIAL. 19 in. long CEDRO. 18 in. high

RETA. 17 hi. high

HOLLAND. 6 ft. high
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The Wonderful Clocks of France

The pre-eminence of the French in the con-

struction of unique timepieces is recognized the

world over. Some of the wonderful horological

creations of French mechanics were constructed

several centuries ago, and yet they are to-day

almost as unique as at the period of their con-

struction. One such is the well-known clock on

the Palace of Justice, in Paris. The construction

of this clock is one of the many achievements to

be credited to Charles V of France, surnamed the

Wise. He conceived the idea of constructing for

the tower of the Hotel de Ville a clock which

would indicate for his subjects the time of the

day and of the night, a project which he put into

execution; but France not having an artisan capa-

ble of producing such a work, he sent, in 1370, for

Henri de Vick, a clockmaker of Wurtemberg, who

performed the work to his entire satisfaction.

Jean Jonvence was charged

Gave Signal with the casting of the bell,

for Massacre whose clapper, worked by the

mechanism of the clock, was

to strike the hours. It was installed at the top

of the tower of the palace and was the same

clock which two centuries later gave the signal

for the St. Bartholomew massacre.

We will speak only of the restorations

which have since been made in the dial. The

principal ones were inaugurated in the reigns of

Charles IX and Henry III. The first was the

decoration of the dial with frescoes, which were

executed with exquisite taste. Germain Pilon

added two statuettes of terra-cotta, one on the

left, representing Power, resting with one hand

on a quiver of arrows, and holding in the other

the Tables of the Law; on the right was Justice,

with the balance in the left hand and a sword in

the right.
Henry III added to this rich decoration

other ornaments, and Germain Pilon, who was

charged with the direction of the work, finished

the monument in 1585. The following descrip-

tion is by the chronicler Rabel:
At the end of November, of

Description of the year 1585, was finished the

the Clock dial of the clock of the palace,

which, in the richness of its

ornamentation, may be considered the most beau-

tiful in France. The director of the work was

Germain Pilon, sculptor, of Paris, one of the

most eminent in his art, who has bequeathed to

France so many splendid works, both at Paris

and in other localities to be held in perpetual

remembrance. Over the dial is the image of a

dove representing the Holy Spirit, seated on a

crown of laurels, above two other crowns sur-

mounting the escutcheons of France and Poland.

The whole is surrounded by the chain of the order

of the Holy Spirit, founded by King Henry, who

reigned at that time. Below is this inscription:

Qui dedit ante duas triplicem dabit ill,, coronam.

(He who gave two crowns will give a third.)

On one side of the dial Piety is represented,

holding an open book with this inscription: Sacra

Dei celebrare plus regale time jus. (Piously re-

spect the right of the King, in order to honor the

Divine Service.) On the other side is Justice

holding the balance in her hand, with this in-

scription; Machina guae bis sextant juste dividit

Horas, Justitiam servare a monet legesgue tueri.

(The work which so exactly divides six hours

exhorts us to practice justice and to obey the

laws.) The text of these Latin inscriptions was

by Jean Passerat, professor of eloquence. This

description is not quite complete. Among other

Clock of The Palace of Justice, Paris

things, Rabel omitted to mention that the rear

represented the royal mantle richly ornamented

with lilies.
A hundred years later Louis XIV restored the

dial and its surroundings, but 'neither he nor his

successors thought of mentioning by word, initial

or inscription Charles V as the founder and

Henri de Vick as the constructor of this monu-

mental work. Yet, if one must thank princes for

restoring ancient monuments worthy of preserva-

tion, we owe still more gratitude to the founders.

In the time of Napoleon III the clock was

again restored with much skill by the efforts and

under the direction of Due and Dommey, archi-

tects of the city of Paris.
Another wonderful Fr ench

The Clock of clock of later date is the clock

Besancon on the cathedral of Saint Jean
of Besancon. This clock was

constructed in 1858 and measures nineteen and

one-half feet in height, eight and one-half feet
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in width and three and one-third feet deep.

The eye is at first impressed by the multi-

plicity of dials. Surrounding the central dial

indicating the day of the month and the month

of the year, are eight smaller dials, indicating

the equations of time, the relative length of the

day and the night, the four seasons, the twelve

signs of the zodiac, the days of the week and the

signs of the planets, giving their name to each

day of the week. Another series of eight dials

indicates the seconds, the hour and the minute

when the sun rises and the hour and the minute

when it sets.
In the intercolumnar spaces on the right and

left another series of dials shows the time, in

hours and minutes, at the sixteen principal points

on the globe, i. e., Paris, Vienna, Rome, St. Peters-

burg, New York, Algiers, London, Pekin, Jerusa-

lem, Madrid, Constantinople, etc. The hours of

the day are gilded and the hours of the night are

blue.
At each hour the two statuettes that occupy

the niches withdraw into the interior and two

new ones present themselves, to sound the hour

at the exact moment. Each statuette holds in its

hands a little bell, on which it strikes with the

insignia of its dignity or the instrument of its

martyrdom, the number of strokes the hour

calls for.
The two cupolas surmounting these niches

are occupied by figures representing the two

archangels, St. Michael and St. Gabriel, which

sound, respectively, the first and second stroke

of eaah quarter.
Still other statuettes come into action every

hour. At the upper part of the monument is

the Holy Sepulchre, guarded by soldiers armed

with spears. At the moment when noon strikes,

the stone of the sepulchre is turned around

and Christ comes forth, victorious over

death, the soldiers falling, struck with ter-

ror. At 3 o'clock the opposite of this scene

is produced: Christ re-enters the tomb, the

stone is replaced and the soldiers resume their

vigil.
But these are not all the stir-

Scenes Shown prises presented by this corn-

in Motion plicated clock. At the two lat-
eral sides of the movement,

several sea ports are shown—Havre, Mont St.

Michael, Dieppe, Cayenne, Point-a-Pitre, Sainte

Helene, Port Louis and the roadstead of Brest.

The waves are constantly in motion and the

aspect of the heavens changes every instant. The

clouds gather, the sea becomes rough, the ships

are tossed with a rolling motion; then the skies

clear and the sea becomes calm. These move-

ments have nothing scientific looking about them,

but the reproduction of the phenomena of the

tides is in every respect exact and the changes

are shown on the clock at the same moment as

they occur at the port itself.
The mechanism of the clock is of the most

approved modern type. The escapement is of

the pattern known in horology under the title of

the "remontoire." The choice by M. Verite, the

maker, of this type of escapement, which is criti-

cized very much by some horologists, has been

fully justified by its performance. It frees the

pendulum completely from any disturbance caused

by resistance and from the unsteadiness which

friction causes in so complicated and delicate a

piece of mechanism as that of the clock; further,

it assumes, by the lightness of its parts, the isoch-

ronism of the oscillations of the pendulum.
(Continued os page 486)
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These Mainsprings contain less metal than the ordinary spring. The patented process
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of a much thicker spring. They are made for all sizes of movements manufactured by the
Waltham Watch Company.
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The Wonderful Clocks of France

(Contioued from page 487)

The clock of Saint Jean pos-
Wonderfully sesses this interesting peculiar-
Perfect ity : It shows the hours and
Timepiece minutes the day of the month,

and the phases of the moon on
four large dials placed on the faces. of the tower
of the cathedral,. g.to feet in diameter, with a
fifth great dial located in the church.

This clock, it may be stated, is not merely
a plaything, but a practical device, furnishing the
time to the public, something few other compli-
cated clocks do. It may be added that it is per-
fectly regulated and that since its overhauling
by the present custodian, in 'goo, the outside
striking apparatus has never miscounted.

We have not as yet referred to the planetar-
ium, which is, nevertheless exceedingly interest-
ing and is located in the lower part of the clock.
With the sun in the center, small white spheres
represent the planets. They revolve about the
sun in their proper periods of revolutions. The
earth is the most active in its movements of ro-
tation on its own axis and the moon is carried
around the earth and makes its circuit in twenty.
fited by the course of training at the

The showing of the day of the month is also
exceedingly practical and has had, so far, no
need of any adjustment by band. It is worked
out for a period of 4,400 years.

The tides are very exactly represented, so
well, indeed, that the difference in the calculation
is only two tierces (one tierce equals the sixtieth
part of a second) per lunation, which amounts to
only a minute in 120 years.

A few words in regard to the
The Maker construction of this intricate
of the Clock and interesting clock may be

in order. August Lucien
Verite, engineer of the French Northern Railway,
a famous horologist and mechanic,
lived in Beauvais, France, where he
died in July, 1887. To him is ascribed
the credit for the perfection of the
means of synchronizing clocks by
electricity. At the same time as Ve-
rite made his discovery a similar idea
occurred to an Englishman named
Jones, but his plan was based on a
principle different from that of Ve-
rite. Next to this important inven-
tion, his masterpiece was the wonder-
ful clock in Beauvais, which, how-
ever, in smaller proportions, was pre-
ceded by the clock in the cathedral
at Besancon. Verite had his personal
efforts to thank for the prominent po-
sition he attained. He had not pro-
fited by the course of training at the
great schools that have been estab-
lished, one after the other, since the
end of the last century to make the
first steps easy to the beginner by
teaching them in rapid succession the
technical successes reached by their
predecessors. He had no teacher; all
he knew—and his scientific knowledge
was of considerable extent—he owed
to reading, his studies, pursued in his
modest dwelling in the Rue de la
Taillerie, in his leisure hours and
mostly during the night time, which
he devoted to the complicated art of
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horology, and to his own observations, conducted

with notable acumen. His ambition and his in-

nate inventive talent impelled him to take an in-

terest in the national industrial exhibitions, where

the originality of his mechanical contrivances and

notable skill in the construction won him dis-

tinction that would have satisfied practical men

who were less than himself inspired with the wish

to make progress in his art. The art of horology

was no longer content to measure time with the

aid of mechanical devices alone, and by means

of kinematic auxiliaries it began to make use of

electricity, which had until then lain dormant in

the physical cabinets, abandoned entirely to the-

ory. Verite was one of the instigators of this

revolution and one of the first, if not the first, to

place at the disposition of the public the electric

clock that constituted one of the marvels of the

first French international exposition. This first

step led him to the chief discovery of his career,

which will forever preserve his name from ob-

livion. Unwelcome defects in the recording of

time which were revealed in the public clocks of

a place would not allow his far-seeing mind to

rest, and he resolved to eliminate them by subject-

ing all clocks to electric regulation from a central

clock of faultless performance. The inventor,

about this time, was decorated for his achieve-

ments with the cross of the Legion of Honor.

Manufactured Diamonds and Gold

For some time there has been more or less

excitement over the question of producing pre-

cious stones by scientific methods, says the Lon-

don Watchmaker, Jeweler and Silversmith, but

there has been nothing so exciting to either the

public or the trade as the prosecution which is •

going on in France against M. Lemoine, who is

alleged to have obtained 164,000 from Sir Julius

Wernher, the South African magnate and member
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of the famous De Beers, on the alleged pretense
that he could make diamonds. One of the re-

markable features of the case is that Lord Arm-
strong, a member of the famous Armstrong fam-
ily, well-known throughout the world as practical

engineers, holds very strongly that Lemoine actu-

ally made diamonds before his very eyes. Re-

cently, it appears, the police discovered that

Madame Lemoine purchased moo unpolished

diamonds for Imo°, and it is suggested that a few

of these were placed in the crucibles in which a

preparation had been placed and fired with the

professed object of producing genuine diamonds.

If the French police theory that Lemoine

purchased this large number of unpolished dia-

monds for the purpose of defrauding Sir Julius

Wernher is proved, and Lemoine receives the

punishment which in that event he would deserve,

the case will be another added to the record of

smart swindlers who have either bamboozled the

public or obtained large sums of money by trick-

ery. One is reminded, while discussing the pres-

ent case, of that of a distinguished chemist and

Fellow of the Royal Society, who in 1782 made

some experiments in order to produce gold and

silver by chemical means, and imagined that he

had succeeded in producing a powder which

would convert mercury into one or other of the

precious metals. He actually gave a demonstra-

tion in front of a select assembly of leading

men in science and politics, all of whom were

thoroughly satisfied that the chemist could do

what he represented. Moreover, he presented

some of this artificial gold to George III. As a

recognition of his remarkable invention, the Uni-

versity of Oxford invested him with the degree

of M.D., and he was looked upon as the most re-

markable discoverer of the age.
It appears, however, that the Royal Society

became somewhat incredulous, and demanded that

further experiments should be made. But Price

put off what turned out to be the evil day as long

as he could, and pleaded that it cost

him #17 to produce an ounce of gold.

Sir Joseph Banks, however, eventu-

The great clock of Besancon

ally persuaded him to again give the

experiment, and members of the so-

ciety went to Price's laboratory, at

Guildford, where he proceeded to

prepare for the demonstration. But

the visitors had come to witness a

most dramatic scene, for the demon-

strator picked up a bottle of prussic

acid, swallowed it, and in a few min-

utes lay dead in front of the assem-

bled scientists. Price was said by

some to be a charlatan, but there

were many who held the opinion that

he had really deceived himself and

had not the courage to admit it. But,

long before, Roger Bacon was a

strong believer in the transmutation

of inferior metals into gold, while in

the time of Henry VI letters patent

were actually granted to alchemists

for recipes which prescribed the turn-

ing of base metals into gold.

The suggestion that Lemoine ar-

ranged a false bottom to his crucible,
in which he secreted a natural dia-
mond, recalls the simple method by

which old-time conjurers deceived

their audiences, by passing gold cov-
ered with wax into a crucible which,

after heating, exposed genuine metal!
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The scare is all over, and the revival of business is assured
by every indication. Don't expect that it's going to be as easy to make sales as it was during

the last five boom years. Customers are more careful as to how they spend their money; they

are more discriminating; but there is no doubt about there being a good

steady amount of business being done right now, every day, and it is

Here's simply a matter of who's going to get it. There is only one answer.
one of our
Showy, 

It's "up .to you" to see that what you offer your customers is good, big,
inexpensive honest value, and the dealer who is most wide awake, makes the most
designs

that courteous and intelligent effort for business and has the kind of goods
looks as if that people are looking for is going to get "the lion's share."it cost
a great The demand now is for well-made, showy merchandise at a
deal more
than it reasonable price. To meet this demand we have added to our
really does 

, already large and well-assorted line about a dozen new patterns

which have been designed especially with present business conditions

in view.

They are well made but showy and at a very reasonable price.

Ask us about them. You'll like them.

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK COMPANY

F. B. TINKER
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

Station S. PHILADELPHIA

Or Our Selling Agents J. B. WHITNEY & CO.
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

E

CHIMING 

MANTEL CLOCKS

of All Varieties

Case No. 181
1614 ins. high, 123.:'," ins. wide. WI ins. deep

Finest Cabinet Finish, Solid Mahogany

Manufacturers and Importers

BAWO DOTTER, 26 to 34 Barclay St., New York

TATTOO
A

(Trade-Mark Registered in U. S. Pat. Office, Aug. 29, '051

INTERMITTENT ALARM

4V2-inch Case

AN ACCURATE TIMEKEEPER

A SURE ALARM

Ask us about our other alarms and other lines

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

THE NEW LIAVEN ('LOCK CO.

IIEW HAVEN UONN.
Dept. M

4-inch Bell on Back

The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 4; -ii,cIi dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
on ;cientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the case, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap Is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the ease into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on 

top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled

by coming in contact with any foreign object, nor call it be displaced or 
thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently ha

ppens when

the bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior
 of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier

than any other bell on the market.
The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar 

period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with it manual

" shut-off " by means of which the alarm nuiy be discontinued at The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the ala
rm my be re I ied

upon to " go off " at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber 
does not handle It, write us.

C—Dust Cap

D—Movement

Front View Interior View

There IS no TATTOO but The NEVV HAVEN TATTOO
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Seth Thomas Clock Company
ES'T'A13LIS1-1E0 1813

Some of Our

New 8 and 15-Day Empires

Now Ready for Delivery

EMPIRE No. 47
15 Day

Rich Gold and Burnished. Height, .to inches
Price, $34.50

EMPIRE No. 201
8 Day

Polished Gold Finish. Height, ro inches
Price, $27.70

CUPID EMPIRE
15 Day

Bronze Art Nouveau Finish. Height, 16;.f. inches
Price, $70.00

EMPIRE No. 17
8 Day

Rich Gold and Burnished. Height, i634 inches
Price, $31.50

70 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

Please order of your jobber;

if he cannot serve you, then

order of us direct.

EMPIRE No. 19
8 Day

Rich Gold and 13urnislied. Height, i534 inches
Price, $30.75

Seth Thomas Clock Company 51 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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The Great West Beyond the Mississippi
Its Conditions, Future Prospects and its Great Commercial Possibilities—The Grow=

ing Southwest—A Trip of Great Interest from Chicago to Albuquerque

B Y LOREN L. BoYLE, OF THE KEYSTONE STAFF.
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There are now twenty States west of the
Mississippi, the great central river of America,
Oklahoma adding one to the list a few weeks
ago. There will probably be twenty-two States
here in a few years, as New Mexico and Arizona
will ultimately be admitted, and very likely as
separate States. These States constitute about
two-thirds of the area of the United States, not
counting our new possessions. They contain
2,218,391 square miles and a population of
18,820,756, according to the census of Iwo. Since
that time there has been a great stream of immi-
gration crossing the big river into these regions,
making several millions more population than
the above figures indicate.

When, in 1889-90, half a dozen
Hosts of States were created in the
Home Seekers Northwest, that section made a

big advance in population and
wealth in the next few years. It is now the great
Southwest which is making the largest gains, and
the gains are only beginning. The stream of
newcomers into the southwestern country is still
at its flood stage.

We have to mention but a single incident to
establish this fact. On the homeseekers' excur-
sion day last month one railroad ran one of its
regular trains out of the Kansas City Union
Depot in seven sections loaded with prospective
settlers for this prolific and rapidly expanding
section.

There is a striking fact to note about these
farmers from the Eastern and Middle States who
are moving into the Southwest in such large num-
bers. The difference between the immigrants of
to-day and those the writer saw entering this
section a generation ago is that those who are
now moving West have money with which to
buy farms and the necessary implements with
which to plow, plant, cultivate and harvest the
crops.

The filling up of the West is what has made
good business for the dealers in all lines, the
jewelers and opticians among the rest, and I pre-
dict will continue to do so
for several years to come,
provided, of course, nature
does not fail to provide the
rain and the sunshine. The
latter is always plentiful,
and, in addition, the irriga-
tion movement has received
a great impetus.

.These facts give us some
idea of the importance of
this vast southwest country.
What a wonderful opportu-
nity this section affords for
the merchant and dealer in
every line to take a hand in
the making of this new civ-
ilization

This region, for variety
of climate, presents as great
diversity as will be
found any w h er e in the

world, excepting the extreme zones. Here also is
a wealth of products : minerals, fruits, cereals, fish
and game—everything in variety and abundance.

Agriculture and milling are the principal in-
dustries ; manufacturing thus far has not in large
measure invaded the Southwest, although there
are many enterprises such as mining demands.
Great new stretches of railway are building,
reaching across the plains into the mountains, so
that no man can live there without hearing the
whistle of the locomotive and the roar of trains.
No grade is too precipitous, no scenery too sacred
for the civil engineer and this oncoming civiliza-
tion. Travel on any line of railway reveals new
homes springing up as in a night, and cities and
towns that look very new, yet very substantial, are
in evidence. Exclamations of surprise are heard
on every hand by the traveler as he crosses these
reclaimed desert places.

No one who has not seen for himself can
imagine the rapidity of this new development.
Such has been the increase of population that the
census of 190o is ancient and unreliable history.
One needs a monthly bulletin to keep pace with
this marvelous country.

I believe there are great things
Unparalleled in store for the vast country
Development stretching from the Missis-

sippi to the golden shores of
the Pacific. The census of 19to will undoubtedly
show a longer western stride of the population
center in the decade than the latest enumeration
revealed. The trans-Mississippi West is growing
faster in the present decade than it did in the one
which closed with Iwo. Our Pacific trade is in-
creasing, and this means a large expansion in the
population and the business of the States on the
Rocky Mountains' sunset side. I am no a prophet
or a son of a prophet, but it is my prediction that
the newer and greater West—that which stretches
from the Mississippi to the Pacific—is the part
of the country which is to score the biggest
growth of the future.

This subject becomes more interesting with

study. The man who thinks geography and pop-
ulation are fixed on present lines is not much of a
prophet. There are many years ahead of this
country, and there must necessarily be great
changes in the mighty West beyond the big river.
Business men need to be on the alert all the time,
for, almost unconsciously, the transformations are
taking place. It is never in order that a certain
State presents no trade opportunities to the job-
bers of a city located apparently out of that field;
the building of a railroad may change the whole
aspect and make that field tributary to a market
that has never before had trade connection with it.

It is unquestionably true that developments
in the West will run away ahead of the prophe.
cies. - I am led to make a prediction right here that
the country lying west of .the Mississippi will
contain a population of a hundred million souls
within fifty years after 1910, the end of the
present decade.

Let us mention one of the chief
Reclamation by factors in building up this
Irrigation mighty population —

This is something that the citi-
zen who has not visited. the country west of the
Missouri river • knows but little about. He reads
in the newspapers and magazines that irrigation
plants are being established by governments, State
and National; that private companies are also
putting immense capital into these necessary fu-
tures of the new West. But they do not under-
stand that this means that every foot of land is
to be put under tribute to the American brain
and brawn. That which a short time ago was
the unmolested home of cactus, sage-brush and
prairie dogs will soon blossom as a beautiful
garden.

Here are some interesting figures about irri-
gation. I wish to be conservative in my figures;
to avoid any exaggeration. I therefore take only
such figures as the official records of the govern-
ment furnish and avoid those issued by local
representatives of this new empire:

The area of New Mexico is 122,580 square
miles, or about one-half the
area of Austria. The area
of western Kansas is about
30,000 square miles and of
western Nebraska about 38,-
000 square Miles. The area
of the Black Hills is about
600 square miles, and of
Wyoming 97,800 square
miles; of southeastern Mon-
tana about 32,000 square
miles. The total area in
square miles of this region is
approximately 325,000 square
miles, or three times that of
Austria, nearly the size of
Egypt, half again the size of
France, and more than four
times the area of Great Brit-
ain.
The population now lo-

(Continued on page 495)View of Kansas City's incomparable park a nd drive systmn.
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Dennison has for years supplied thousands
of the leading jewelers throughout the
country with Show Case Trays and Display
Fixtures. To=day our facilities are more
complete than ever, and we are prepared to
furnish these Trays and Fixtures in their
most adaptable forms, with our assurance
that the high standard of Dennison quality
is maintained both in materials and per-
fect workmanship.

We Guarantee Our Trays Not
To Warp or Split

The Show Case Trays here illustrated
afford some idea of the Dennison variety.
They represent a portion of the styles reg=
ularly carried in stock at each of our stores.
These lines are made with Black Walnut
Frames, to stack, and lined with either plush
or velvet in colors, Bottle Green, Purple
and Ruby. We can make them to order,
however, in any wood desired for frames
and lined in any special style with fine vel-
vet or any other material.

The Dennison line of Display Fixtures
is not to be equaled anywhere, in grace of
form, in quality of materials and superiority
of workmanship.

The illustration shows but a portion of
the Display Fixtures we carry in stock.

168 NECKLETTE 173
180 LE VALLIER 166
167 WATCH STAND 179
164 HAT PIN STAND 182

LE VALLIER
SCARF PIN STAND
NINE RINGS
NECKLACE

160 UPRIGHT BRACELET STAND

Complete sample lines of Dennison's Show
Case Trays and Display Fixtures can be seen at
any of our stores or sample offices. Complete
information and price list on request. Address

i:oii A101141111i119 Gompung
The Tag _Makers

BOSTON, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

2B FRANKLM STREET 15 JOHN STREET 1007 CHESTNUT STREET

CHICAGO, St. LOUIS,
128 FRANKLIN STREET 413 NORTH 4TH STREET
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-ated in this area is, by the census of Igo°,
i,foo,000, or about one-half that of Denmark.

The region is that in which irrigation plays
an all-important part. It is the region in which,
according to the data on irrigable land furnished
by the government, there is land for the produc-
tion of 200,000,000 bushels of wheat annually,
more than 150,000,000 bushels of corn and more
than 300,000 tons of alfalfa. It is also a land in
which fruit of every variety blossoms and ripens;
in which, with the mere introduction of water, the
soil develops richness unknown even to the Mis-
sissippi Valley. This soil is ancient lava deposits,
III many parts of the land that has but needed
water to make it fruitful.

This is a land, as well, in
Vast Natural which by careful estimate there
Resources is sufficient soft coal unmined

to supply the whole United
States with that mineral for the next hundred
years; more gold, gypsum, marble, silver, copper
and tin than has yet been taken out of California,
Colorado and Nevada. There are running water
streams, forests of pine, acre after acre of graz-
ing land and valleys innumerable for shelter and
homes.

As an old-time Westerner, I am rejoiced to
-ee that the mighty West, especially the southwest-
ern portion of this magnificent empire, is coming
into ith own. I am
led to make these
observations a n d
give the above
facts and figures
after a leisurely
trip from Chicago
to Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

Our trip has
C onvinced us,
tmong other
things, how little
,)ven the most in-
elligent and care-
ul observers real-
ze the extent and
;randeur of the
esources of the
ast West beyond

) h e Mississippi.
ll of us are apt

_) forget that the
ountry that was regarded as no better than a
esert fifty years ago and contained not a mile of
iilroad produced last year three-fourths of the
ition's wheat, 55o,000,000 bushels; one-half of
le coarse grain of the world, more than
500,000,000 bushels ; it fed and sheared three-
iurths of the sheep, over 30,000,000; it supplied
iree-fourths of the beef cattle, over 20,000,000,
-id three-fourths of the milch cows and hogs,
hat it to-day contains more than 30,000,000 popu-

1 tion, or more than New England and the Middle
tates combined.

We all forget that the secret of this marvel-
as growth is found not in any fever of sudden
ealth, but is the secret of a working race. The
Aton and the wheat fields of Texas and Okla-
)ma, the wheat and corn fields of Kansas, Mis-
)uri, Iowa and Nebraska, the wheat fields of
)akota and Montana, the timber and agricultural
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lands of Washington and Oregon, the mines of
the Inter-Mountain States and territories, are
stubborn resources to be developed slowly by
coaxing and humoring with a risk of long years
and all of the fortunes of the pioneers. Through
great labor, self-sacrifice, patience and courage,
these great States are being built with golden
destinies.

Now for the story of my trip.
Development in That which has impressed me
Fifteen Years the most is the remarkable de-

velopment—agricultural, indus-
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Kansas has certainly enjoyed wonderful pros-
perity since our traveling days. Her history is
a story of extreme poverty and privation at the
beginning; of courageous perseverance through
intervening years, and of ease and plenty in this
year of our Lord Ioo8.

Last year Kansas farms produced $264.49
of farm products for every man, woman and
child in the State, or $1,222.45 for every family of
live persons. Jeweler Stevens, of Nickerson, told
us that about the best explanation he could give
for the greatly improved conditions in his section

of the Sunflower

Humble homes of original settlers.

trial, commercial and every other sort, along the
old Santa Fe trail since I was last down here,
over fifteen years ago. Signs of progress, con-
tinued prosperity and an increase of population
are manifest in every direction, and where twenty
and twenty-five years ago there was only a sta-
tion, a water tank and a cattle corral, there are
now large and thriving towns.

When I began to travel the Santa Fe main
line through Kansas, in 188r, selling a general
line of jewelry and watches for a Missouri river
wholesale firm, there were many "Little Sod Shan-
ties on the Claims" like those given herewith.
They were much in evidence from Hutchinson
west to Dodge City. Not a one of these familiar
scenes did I discern on this last trip. Their places
have been taken by the more pretentious frame
and brick residences, costing, I was told, from
$3000 to $10,000 and even $12,000.

State was in the
fact that farming
had been so suc-
cessful for the
past half dozen
years that their
farmers were
growing wealthy.
To illustrate, a
farm near Nicker-
son that sold for
$ 3 o o twenty-five
years ago had
grown a crop of
alfalfa the past
season worth on
the farm $6400.

This same kind
of prospetity
showed itself all
the way down the

line to our present stopping place—Albuquerque.
The old "Santa Fe Trail" is still a great commer-
cial highway. In our school days our geography
told us it was one of the greatest highways of
commerce known to the Wester Hemisphere. This
was up to the construction of the transcontinental
railways. It was as long and well traveled as any
of the caravan routes of Asia, except that which
connects Nijni Novgorod with Peking, and it was
much more dangerous than any other. Every
few miles a battle with Indians was fought at one
time or another, until General Sheridan, in 5867,
tamed the Cheyennes, Kiowas, Arapahoes, Com-
anches and Pawnees and drove them to their res-
ervations.

What other of the historic paths trodden by
our sturdy pioneers has been hallowed by such
thrilling memories? The daring, the suffering,
the failures and the triumphs of the little army
who blazed the path of modern civilization
through this trail have been the fruitful subject
for innumerable tales of romance and adventure
and have been an inspiration and solace for the
thousands who followed until Mother Nature be-
came more kindly and an empire was built up on
this vast, uncultivated expanse. Little did the
pioneers of that period, in their struggles with
nature, the elements and the treacherous savage,
dream that in less than half a century the great
waste would become the richest territory on earth
with a productivity that meant sustenance for
millions—surely an impressive illustration of the
making of modern history in this youthful country.

The trail began at Westport, now Kansas
City, followed the Kaw river to Lawrence, thence
over the divide to the Arkansas at Newton, which
it followed to Trinidad, and then turned south-
ward to New Mexico, and climbed the mountains
by Raton Pass. It was the commercial thorough-
fare between Mexico and the civilized part of

(Continued on page 497)
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WENDELL & COMPANY,
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the United States, and lines of wagon trains,
loaded with hundreds of thousands of dollars'
worth of merchandise, and heavily guarded by
military escorts, passed through this way every
week.

Santa Fe Railroad follows the trail very
closely, and many of its stations are located on
the habitual camping grounds of the caravans.
Every mile of the route is historical; almost every
town is associated with some thrilling incident or
with the career of some frontier hero.

As our present trip is purely
Friendly Calls on one of observation, rest and
the Jewelers recreation, I have made it a

point to drop off at some of
the leading towns along my route so that I might
jot down business conditions as I found them
among the retail jewelers of the great southwest
country. They were in the midst of their holiday
season, but found time to give THE KEYSTONE
representative a most cordial greeting. This we
met with all along the line. The Southwest has
enchanted us. One finds his tradesmen, and the
people generally, cordial and hospitable, as big
as the country they live in and as open. Every
man who visits this country, spending a little
time along the route, comes away with this im-
pression. No man ever feels strange or lost in
the Southwest unless he is small enough to be
lost in the immensity of his surroundings.

The trade conditions met with in the sections
visited were so encouraging that they are worthy
of comment. True, most of the jewelers called
upon were almost unanimous in saying that they
hardly expected their December business would
reach the record-breaking totals of December,
1906, but they felt fairly well satisfied for the
reason that the first ten months of 1907 were
prosperous to them, their sales in nearly every
instance running ahead of the same month in
1906, so that the results of the year would show
an increase in their business over that of 19°6.
They were of the opinion that the outlook for the
new year, generally speaking, was encouraging,

• but as a rule they were inclined to anticipate a
quiet trade during rgo8.

Our first stop coming out from Chicago was
at Trenton, Mo., the home of our mother, and a
married sister. It is a prairie
county seat of 7000 popula-
tion, and is one of the nicest,
cleanest, most attractive, and
one of the best business
towns in northwest Missouri.
It is fast gaining prominence
as a retail center. Its busi-
ness district is compactly
built and is quite extensive.
The town is prospering.

Theo. Burkhardt is the
pioneer jeweler of Trenton.
He opened up for himself in
1884, after having served
George S. Dunn, an old-time
jeweler of this town, who
died several years ago, for
three years previously as
watchmaker. Mr. Burkhardt
came West from Par ts-
mouth, 0., where he worked
for the late Philip Zoellner
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for several years and whose memory he warmly
cherishes.

C. E. Range succeeded J. L. Nichols, Tren-
ton's pioneer book and jewelry store, in 1902, re-
modeling and equipping the store with new and

tasty fixtures. Mr.
Range makes a spe-
cialty of diamonds
and watches and
carries one of the
largest stocks in
northern Missouri.
He also carries a
line of high - grade
books and small mu-
sical goods. The bus-
iness was launched
thirty years ago and
is prosperous a n d
well established. Mr.
Range prides himself
in a large repair de-

partment and a successful optical department, to
which he devotes his special attention. He was
optimistic as to holiday trade and expected to do
nearly if not quite as large a, business as in De-
cember, 1906, his banner holiday season. Mr.
Range is a liberal and persistent advertiser, run-
ning page ads. in the local papers for three weeks
before Christmas. He tells us he finds it a paying
proposition.

Engle & Pennell are the youngest jewelry
firm in Trenton. This house was established in
1902 by Harry Engle, who began his career in
the jewelry business at Jamesport, Mo., several
years previous to his coming to Trenton. W.
Elliott Pennell joined Mr. Engle in the fall of
1906, taking an interest in the firm January r,
1907, under the present firm name. Mr. Pennell
entered the jewelry business at Cameron, Mo., in
1898 in the store of C. A. Leibrandt, where he
remained until his removal to Trenton. He is an
accomplished engraver and watchmaker. This
enterprising firm have made handsome improve-
ments in their store the past year and have a
most creditable establishment in every way. They
were anticipating a larger December business than
last year, for the reason they had largely in-
creased their stock.

From Trenton we journeyed
Kansas City to Kansas City. This is an ex-

traordinary town. I am en-

C. E. 1:ange

chanted with the gait she travels in, therefore am
always glad to get to the place. There is no city
ill the vast West approximately its size that has
the future before it that Kansas City has. I be-
lieve in a very short time, almost before we know
it, there will be soo,000 people living in this hive
of industry. Stocks may rise or they may fall;
banks may close and the share-market become
excited or dull; but this place—this marvelous
city—will continue to marshal around it more
grain fields, more feeding lots, more everything
that grows regardless of the "flurries" that come
and go.

They tell you in Kansas City that the visitor
who comes to spend a day always misses his
train out. In the morning, before his eyes are
well opened, he hears he has reached the center
of the universe. At noon Ile believes it. By
dinner-time he is convinced that there is nowhere
else to go. Thereafter his best efforts are spent
devising excuses to postpone his departure into
the outside darkness, and he stays on, and on,
and on. There is no way to avoid the spell. It is
in the air. The outward manifestation of it is
called "Kansas City spirit." Everybody is a

You do not have to tarry long to find out all
about the city. The trades that are represented
by this journal have so many eminent, eloquent
and enterprising boosters, like Charley Hoefer,
George Edwards, Charley Merry, Walter Jaccard,
C. B. Norton, F. W. Meyer, J. R. Mercer, Charley
Keiger, Louis Meyer, and a host of others we
might mention, who are always willing and ready
to narrate the glories and advantages of their
town. They will tell you that the greater part of
it is in Missouri, built on the bluffs and flats
within the southeast angle formed by the Kaw
and Missouri rivers, but that another part is in
Kansas, separated from the first by a street some-
times characterized as "an accidental State line."
They will also tell you that it has more packing
houses and railroad facilities and stock yards
than any city of the world except Chicago, and
more grain trade than any city save Minneapolis;
that beyond the river lands, where a rushing
business center has grown too rapidly to permit
of municipal beautification, there has developed
mile after mile of parkways, drives and landscape
parks, skirting and intersecting as attractive a
home district as can be found in any city East or
West; that the pride of its people has made a

town where politics is never
allowed to thwart public im-
provements ; where the only
rival of prosperity is hospi-
tality—"a good place to live
in, a good place to work in,
and a better place to die in
than to leave," as these good
people say.

Kansas City has no in-
dustry that is not growing.
It has the sort of people that
make growth. The jewelry
and optical trades are no ex-
ception to this rule. It has—
but there is no hope of tell-
ing all of its wonders in one
letter, sufficient to say that
we found the people in our
trades hopeful and quite busy
with the holiday season. In
comparison with the phenom-

(Continued on page 499)Another view of Kansas City's park system.
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Silverware that Suits the Situation
Trade conditions this spring call for quick-selling stock, that is, handsome,
moderate-priced wares, such as will attract the attention, suit the pockets and
satisfy the tastes of the public. Ideal stock for such conditions is our new line of

HIGH-GRADE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE
which represents the extreme of economy and skill in manufacture. Artistic in
design, varied in pattern, rich in finish, standard in quality and moderate in
price, these goods possess to an exceptional degree all the essentials to suit
the present situation.

See this line before selecting your sibring sloth of silverware

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of Electro Plate

• •
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ARTISTIC

NOVELTY AND

ATTRACTIVENESS IN DESIGN

are noted characteristics of our comprehensive line of

SEAMLESS RINGS
Their distinctive originality makes them stand out in

bold contrast with other makes, compels attention and

assures quick sales at good-profit prices.

Great wealth of styles and patterns in all our specialties

Rings, Scarf Pins, Ear Knobs, etc.

THE MORGAN JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

62 Page Street

Providence, R. I.

Oli',1).11111111111111111 .

New Lines for
the New Year

Our lines of quick-selling
novelties to enliven new year
trade include a wealth of ex-
quisite ideas in

Lace Pins, Cuff Pins
and Cameo Goods

Don't fail to get acquainted
with these, as well as our im-
posing array of new designs in

Buckles Charms Combs
Bracelets Brooches Hat Pins
Buttons Barrettes Scarf Pins

Leather Trimmings

in STERLING SILVER and ROLLED PLATE.
Our goods are the kind that fascinate femininity,
and mean substantial profits and a quick turn-
over.

The highest class of workmanship is character-
istic of all our lines.

ALWAYS
ON
THE

CO

Look for the
Trade-Mark

WE SELL TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

MILLER, FULLER & WHITING CO. Manufacturing
NEW YORK OFFICE

9-11 Maiden Lane NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

March, 1908 T H E

The Great West Beyond the Mississippi

(Continued from page 497)

enal holiday business of 1906, which was a record
breaker with most of them, they hardly expected
that their sales for the month of December would
reach the totals of the same month one year ago.
All that I talked with felt that conditions war-
ranted them in predicting a fairly good year
for 1908.

Our next town after Kansas
Topeka City was Topeka. Kansas has

a large number of very good
cities, but Topeko stands pre-eminently at the
front as the capital city, an educational center, a

city of homes and from a business point of view.
It is the second city in the Sunflower State in
population, Kansas City, Kans., exceeding it. It
is quite a railroad center and draws trade from
a large area of country because of the large and
well-selected stocks carried by her merchants.
There is considerable manufacturing done here
also. The progress of Topeka has been along
safe and progressive lines. Most of the older
citizens are from the East, and they brought their
conservatism with them. Her streets are wide
and well paved and the stranger looks upon many
beautiful residence with well-kept lawns.

James B. Hayden arrived in Topeka thirty-
nine years ago, at the age of twenty. Very soon
thereafter, in the year 1869, he established his
present business. Topeka then had but 3000
people. Now the town claims 45,000 population.
Mr. Hayden is not only the pioneer jeweler of
Topeka, but he is one of the pioneers of the State.
He is a native of Columbus, Ohio, where he
learned watchmaking. Mr. Hayden has been quite
successful in building up a fine business, which is
-alike creditable to his city and himself. Mr.
Hayden has been in poor health the past three
years and has not been able to give his business
much attention, leaving it in the hands of W. J.
Lewis, his faithful manager, and spending a great
deal of his time in travel and recreation for the
benefit of his health. Mr. Lewis told us they were
satisfied with their holiday trade and that the
tphreomsp.ects for business in 19°8 looked good to

Samuel Freidberg has had twenty-two years'
experience as a jeweler, and most of this period
has been spent in Topeka. He established his
present business in 1893, and has been fairly
successful in building up a nice trade. Mr. Freid-
berg is a practical man and gives special atten-
tion to his repair department. Before going into
business for himself he was with H. S. Mont-
gomery, general time inspector for the Santa Fe
Railway system.

Charles E. Wardin is one of Topeka's old-
time jewelers. This house was established in 5883
as Baker & Wardin. Five years later Mr. Wardin
succeeded to the business and has carried it on
ever since. He is most conservative and .enjoys
a nice trade, which stays with him through sun-
shine and rain.

N. F. Morehouse is another of Topeka's old-
time jewelers, having established himself here in
1886. He is a Vermonter, but now a thorough-
going Kansan, who has watched the growth of
the capital city with no little pride.

C. H. Morrison, jeweler and graduate opti-
cian, is an enthusiast in optics and a successful
optometrist. He is the organizer and promoter of
the Health-Ray Lens Company, the most import-
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ant optical industry in Kansas. Mr. Morrison
spends most of his time now in the interests of
the lens company, and as soon as they are ready
to put their product on the market Mr. Morrison
will go on the road in their interests.

I. M. Blitz will make extensive improvements
in his store in April of this year. Mr. Blitz is a
strong believer in an attractive store and modern
window displays and gives considerable of his
time to advertising his business through the local
papers. In fact, he is a liberal and energetic
advertiser through all legitimate channels. Mr.
Blitz told me that he was enjoying fully as good
holiday business as last year and that the outlook
appeared pretty good to him.

C. A. Wolf is from the Buckeye State. He
located in Topeka in 1898 and has built up a pay-
ing business by hard, persistent work. Mr. Wolf
said that altogether he had enjoyed a good year
and that he was looking for a fairly good busi-
ness in tgo8.

The Health-Ray Lens Com-
A New Kansas pany, manufacturers of the
Optical Industry "Health-Ray" spectacle lenses,

is a new industry in Topeka,
with a capital stock of $1oo,000. Dr. Arthur C.
Campbell, well and favorably known in the
optical and jewelry trades from his numerous lec-
tures on the subject of
"Sight" before the vari-
ous conventions, State
and national, is the pres-
ident and head of the
company. I found a
warm welcome from Dr.
Campbell, who seemed
glad to greet THE KEY-
STONE representative at
their new factory. The
doctor told us that they
had been much delayed
in equipping their plant in Topeka for the rea-
son that they had to build their own machines,
which was rather a slow process, the difficulties of
which they were overcoming by persistent hard
work, and that they were now beginning to see
"daylight" in their work of getting ready to put
their lenses on the market. He thought that they
would be ready by early spring to deliver their
"Health-Ray" lenses to the trade. Dr. Campbell
is thoroughly devoted to the success of this new
lens—in fact, it may be said that he eats, drinks
and dreams "IIealth-Rays." He certainly can
talk on "Light" and its effect on the eye with any
man we ever met. We wish Ile and his associates
great success in their undertaking.

The Santa Fe Watch Company are great ad-
vertisers and invest a considerable sum in pub-
licity. They are doing a fine business in their line.

Miss M. L. Addis is Topeka's only lady
jeweler. She was quite busy when we called, and
said that the holiday business was fairly good
with her.

Paine Bros. have been engaged in the jewelry
businesss in Topeka for some years and are well
known to the trade. They hardly expected as
good December business as in 5906.

F. VV. Swearingen has been in business in
Topeka a number of years, and makes a specialty
of watches, though his store is a thoroughly or-
thodox jewelry establishment. He said that the
holiday trade seemed rather dull in comparison
with that of 5906, but that there really was no
reason for it, as Kansas and Topeka were pros-
perous.

Dr. Arthur C. Campbell

Our next stop-off was at New-
Newton, the ton, a railroad town that has
Railroad Center enjoyed a steady growth since

our last visit there in the fall
of 1892. It is the center of a large trade with
the adjoining country. The shops of the great
"Santa Fe Route" are located here and give em-
ployment to a large number of men. It is also a
division point on this line of railway. All of
which makes it a typical "railroad town" of the
better class. It was most gratifying and cheering
to the writer to receive such cordial greetings

from such old-time dealers and customers as A.
B. Conrad, John B. Dickey and George W. Kates,
all of whom greeted us cordially. Occasions like
this are the real pleasant places in the life of a
trade journalist.

J. B. Dickey, the widely-known druggist-
jeweler, of Newton, enjoys the distinction of hav-
ing established his business October 7, 5875, the
day of the memorable Chicago fire. He has lived
to see many changes and much growth and ex-
pansion, both in the metropolis on the shores of
Lake Michigan and his home town. All these
years have brought success to our old friend, and
he is now enjoying life leisurely according to his
own tastes, having largely turned over the man-
agement of the jewelry and optical departments
of his business to his son.

A. B. Conrad established his present business
in conjunction with his brother Elmer, in.. 1884,
under the firm name of E. E. and A. B. Conrad.
Two years later he bought out his brother, and
he has conducted the business ever since under
his own name. Mr. Conrad deservedly enjoys a
fire trade, and by his upright and honorable
methods Dame Fortune has all along smiled on

George W. Kates came from Florence, Kans.,
to Newton in 1901, after being engaged in the
retail jewelry business in the former place for
thirteen years. Mr. Kates is watch inspector for
the Santa Fe system, and prides himself on his
repair department. He enjoys a nice trade and
has been successful in building up a good busi-
ness. Mr. Kates said that altogether 1907 had
been a satisfactory year to him and that the out-
look for the future was encouraging.

The veteran druggist-jeweler, John Reese, re-
ceived us most kindly. This store is one of the
landmarks of Newton, and Mr. Reese is one of
the pioneer dealers of the State. When he opened
up his store the place was a frontier trading post,
known as a "cowboy town," a cattle shipping
point. But as the railroad moved on west, this
element moved with it, and Newton became a
typical prairie county seat. The years have dealt
kindly with Mr. Reese, bringing him wealth and
comfort, and I am glad to note his prosperity.

W. L. D. Hagan has been engaged in the
jewelry business in Newton for a number of
years. He is quite an admirer of THE KEYSTONE,
having a number of volumes preserved in his
library. He said some nice things about our jour-
nal, which would have made us feel proud but
for the fact that we are used to hearing nice
things about the organ of the jewelry and optical
trades.

From Newton we went to
"The Peerless Wichita, commonly known
Prnicess of throughout the Southwest as
the Plains" "The Peerless Princess of the

Plains." This prosperous young
city has grown to its present greatness during the
last thirty-five years. Even the fifteen short years

(Continued on page 5o1)
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SOCIETY EMBLEMS
our Specialty

We make emblems for every society and order in
gold, gold filled and plated ; also jewelry of original or
special design.

Can match or duplicate any article of jewelry, and are known to
the trade as specialists in this line.

We can be of service to every retail jeweler and show him a new
field for profit and prestige.

JOHN KELSO, Manufacturing Jeweler
86 Dorrance Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SAMS'

SAFETY 
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete . . . $13.00
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.50
Sams' Flux . . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18.24 W, Randolph St., CHICAGO

it 0
Hand Piece

C. 0. BAKER, l'res. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

PLATINUM
1■1•11111•1==

and its alloys, made expressly for jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 19o4

GOLD MEDAL, Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
Portland, Oregon, 1905

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. J. 120 Liberty St., New York City

Generator. Size 83l
high, 53.," diam.

QIND 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also fi),
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.
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since our last visit to this place have brought
many changes and large expansion to this thriving

city. It is located at the confluence of the little

Arkansas river, with what is locally known as the

Big Arkansas, zoo miles west of Kansas City, soo

miles west of St. Louis and 460 miles east of

Colorado. Back in our traveling days, when we

were wont to spend Sunday in Wichita, we were

told that the valleys of the Arkansas river, in

which the city is located, are the most fertile of

any in the entire country. We now believe this

to be a truthful statement. Located in the midst

of the great wheat belt of Kansas and Oklahoma,

this city is rapidly becoming a splendid market for

that cereal and its products. Indian corn is an-

other product of the above valleys not to be
ignored in reckoning on the food supply for the

nations of the earth. This is the home of the

alfalfa plant, and in the broad valleys of the two

rivers mentioned, as well as in those of the in-
numerable smaller streams threading their course

to the sea, can be seen field after field of the

beautiful green alfalfa sustaining thousands of

herds of cattle, hogs and sheep that are being

prepared for the market. Notwithstanding the

fact that southwestern Kansas was settled but

little more than a third of a century ago, and

northern Oklahoma, which is also tributary to

Wichita, less than eighteen years ago, a circle
drawn around Wichita with a radius of ioo miles

contains the cream of the Southwest. Within

this circle, which is less than half developed, is
already sustaining a population of 750,000 and a
railroad development of 4578 miles—one mile for
each 172 population. It produced last year

48,775, 580 bushels of wheat, 55,928,324 bushels of

corn, 12,144,813 bushels of oats, and many thou-

sand tons of alfalfa and prairie hay. This area

returned last year, according to the assessors' re-

ports, 472,753 horses, 1,807,090 cattle and 741,566

swine. The total value of farm products reported
last year was over $210,000,000. With this wealth
at her door the marvelous growth and prosperity
of Wichita is readily understood. The population
has increased at a rapid rate within the past few
years, the number at present being 45,000, a gain

of 8000 in the two years just passed.
This city possesses some of the busiest and

most extensive retail jewelry establishments of
any city of its size in the United States. A ma-
jority of the jewelers I called upon said they were
really doing a better December business than they

had anticipated under present trade conditions in
Wichita.

Edward Vail & Company established their
business in Wichita in 1884, removing from La
Porte, Incl., where the senior Vail commenced
business in 1845. The present business is really
an individual affair, as Mr. Vail is the sole
owner of the business and only uses the "com-
pany" for commercial reasons. His career has
been an interesting and successful one. He is
a product of our public school system, and proud
of the fact. After leaving the La Porte High
School he entered the Naval Academy, at An-
napolis, in 1869, graduating in the class of 1873.
Directly after graduating at Annapolis he entered
the jewelry business with his father, at La Porte.
He was admitted as partner in 1874, under the
firm name of Edward Vail & Son, and continued
as such until the death of the father, in 1884.
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Since coining to Wichita the business has enjoyed

a steady growth until it is now rated as one of

the leading retail stores of the State. This firm

has the watch inspection of the five leading rail-

way systems that enter Wichita, and enjoys an
unusually large repair business. Mr. Vail is
domestic in h i s
tastes, happily
married, and has
an interesting fam-
ily, consisting of
his wife and two
grown daughters.
Miss Cornelia, the
elder daughter, is
at present at home,
and Miss Jeanette
is a student in
Wellesley College,
near Boston. We
arc pleased to present Mr. Vail's portrait here-

with, which will be quickly recognized by his

hosts of friends in the trade, both East and

West.
The business of the late George M. Howe is

now being run by Mrs. Howe. It was established

in 1893. This store enjoys a thriving business.

Mr. Howe was quite successful in business, and

his untimely death, in April, 1907, was a shock to

the trade. Mrs. Howe told us that her holiday

business was really better than she•had expected

and that she anticipated a good business for 1908.

Lon Williams enjoys a nice business, which

he established twelve years ago. Previous to this

time he was watchmaker for Charles Mosbacher,

a former well-known Wichita jeweler, but who

is now engaged in other lines. Mr. Williams

gives his store close attention, and is steadily

building up a successful business.

I. F. Varney established his present business

in 1899. Mr. Varney has a handsome modern

store, in which he takes pardonable pride. His

business is growing and his trade expanding each

year. He said to us that his holiday trade was

much better than he had expected when Wichita

trade conditions were considered. He is an en-

thusiastic believer in the future of Wichita and

the Southwest and told us that he expected to

make extensive improvements in his store, as well

as enlarge his quarters, early in the spring.

E. G. Gallant has just embarked in the whole-

sale tool and material business in Wichita. Of

late years he has been making his home in the

Far West. He is well known in Wichita, as he

was formerly engaged in the manufacturing

jewelry business in this town for over twenty

years. Mr. Gallant believes that there is a good

opening for a jewelers' supply house in Wichita

and surrounding territory and will try to fill the
long-felt want.

Carl A. Gearing, for several years past con-
nected with Edward Vail & Company, has suc-

ceeded to the manufacturing jewelry business of

E. C.. Harpstraite and will conduct the same at
the old stand. Mr. Harpstraite expects to move
to Texas, where he will again embark in the
jewelry business in some one of her growing

cities.
C. A. Whitney is one of the latest additions

to the jewelry contingent in Wichita. He opened
up in November, 1906, and has a pretty, modern
and attractive store. He is a native Kansan, born
and raised in Wichita, and was formerly con-
nected with the store of the late George M.
Howe.

Edward Vail
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F. W. Sellers & Company and the Mosbacher

Jewelry Store both held auction sales during De-

cember, with the idea of closing out their business

in Wichita. The first-named firm will consolidate

their Wichita stock with that in the Wellington

store January 1st and discontinue business in

Wichita. On account of the death of her hus-

band, Mrs. Mosbacher was closing out her busi-

ness, with the intention of retiring the first of

the present year.
The Robinson Wholesale Jewelry Company

enjoys the distinction of being the only jobbing

house in Wichita. This business was established
something over two years ago and has already es-
tablished a flourishing trade among the jewelers

of the Southwest country.
A. Klein, jeweler-optician, has been located in

Wichita close to ten years, and, like every other
man in that town, believes that the "Peerless
Princess" will be a city of too,000 people within
the next decade after 1910.

R. Branstetter, for twenty-four years watch-
maker and engraver for Edward Vail & Co.,
seven years ago established himself in the re-
pairing and engraving business, and tells that he
is doing well and making a success of his venture.

Hutchinson was next on our
Hutchinson an list of towns visited. It is one
Important of the most important business
Business Point points in the Arkansas Valley.

It is also the center of a rich
agricultural region. As I rolled into the town
and looked out of the car window, noting the
many building improvements in sight, I made up
my mind that I would witness a large expansion
and growth in Hutchinson since my last visit
there, over fifteen years ago. I found later in the
day that this young city of the plains had enjoyed
its full share of prosperity and growth in that
period and that the jewelers there had kept pace
with this growth. I was more than ever min-
pressed by my calls on the dealers here with the
prosperous condition of the retail jewelry trade in
the Sunflower State. The Hutchinson jewelers
have well-kept stores; they are enterprising and
alert in the pursuit of trade, and as a class seem
pleased with their year's business and encouraged
over the outlook for the new year. They are an
exceptionally kind and hospitable bunch of trades-
men.

My first call was on my old friend and for-
mer customer, Amos Plank, Hutchinson's pioneer
jeweler. We found Mr. Plank the same genial
soul as of old. His only complaint was that his
health was not as good as it might be, but busi-
ness, he said, was fairly good, though hardly up
to the standard of the holiday season of 1906.
Mr. Plank is a genuine old-timer, having estab-
lished his present business along in the seventies,
and has witnessed the growth of Hutchinson from
a small trading point to a city of over 15,000 pop-
ulation. He has met with fairly good success,
and to-day has a well-established, paying business
to look after. I was mighty glad to meet my old
friend and enjoy a most pleasant talk with him
over his early experiences as a jeweler in the
Arkansas Valley.

T. McKinney has only recently established
his business in Hutchinson, where he located in
1903. Mr. McKinney hails from Silverton, Colo.,
where ,he was engaged in the retail jewelry busi-
ness for eight years previous; when he located
here he succeeded to the business of the late B.
Mantel. In the few short years that Mr. McKinney

(Continued on page 503)
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has been in Hutchinson he has, by energy, hard
work and close attention to business, established

a fine trade. He seemed to feel optimistic in re-

gard to the outcome of his holiday business, and

said that he was anticipating a good trade during
rgo8.

Henry S. Zinn established himself in business
in Hutchinson in the year 189o, and is a popular
dealer. He has met with steady success from the
beginning, until he now has a well-established
and profitable trade. He is a Hutchinson product,
having learned his trade with the late H. C. Core
and later in the store of Amos Plank.

G. B. Emery succeeded to the business of the
late J. W. Hingman in May, 1907. For three
years previous to this time Mr. Emery was in the
employ of Jeweler A. D. Ackerman, Fairbury,
Nebr., and though a new man in Hutchinson, is
building up a nice trade. His store is certainly
inviting and modern.

Frank E. Fearl embarked in the retail jewelry
business in Hutchinson, in 1895. He is from Bur-
lington, Kans., where he learned his trade with
Jeweler J. A. Mosher. Mr. Fearl is watch in-
spector for the Santa Fe system and several other
railways, and has built up quite a nice trade since
locating here.

0 size, 12 size, 16 size Open-Face and Hunting
7, 15, 17 and 21 Jewels

FOR SALE BY THE JOBBING TRADE

All Continental Movements have Breguet hairspring,
double roller and cut balance.

All are pendant set and fit accurately all regular cases
of corresponding size.

Finished material on hand.

37 Maiden Lane
New York

103 State Street
Chicago
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They are

WADELL
Near M.

made as represented.

Style No. 710

Contracts are filled as agreed

SHOW CASE AND CABINET CO.
C. R. R. Belt Line, DETROIT, MICH.
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Buy from Manufacturers that Make the BEST

Great Bend
Always a Good

Trading Point

always has been

Great Bend was our next
town. It is the county seat of
Barton county, the greatest
wheat county in Kansas, and
therefore the greatest wheat
county in the United States. It
a good trading point—one of

the best of its size in the country.
The E. R. Moses Mercantile Company have

long conducted a jewelry department in connec-
tion with their extensive business, to which they
have added china, music and graphophones. E. R.
Moses, the head of
the above concern, is
one of the best-
known and success-
ful merchants of the
Sunflower State.
You can travel from
one end of the coun-
try to the other and
not meet with a mer-
cantile establishment
that does a larger
and more profitable
trade in a town of
equal size to Great
Bend than the Moses Company. We take pleas-

ure in presenting a portrait of this bright and un-
usually successful man. We do this not because
Mr. Moses is, strictly speaking a practical man
in the jewelry line, but because he is a great mer-
chant. He said that out of the large number of
departments in their business, their jewelry de-
partment was the most profitable according to the
amount of capital invested.

W. D. Gould & Company established them-
selves here in 189r. For five years previous to
this time Mr. Gould was in charge of the jewelry
department of the E. R. Moses Mercantile Com-
pany in Great Bend. He is from Illinois, and
learned the trade of watchmaking in Jacksonville.
Mr. Gould has done well in the years since we
first knew him, and I was glad to be able to

E. R. Moses
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again call on him and note his evident prosperity.

Winstead Bros. is a comparatively new firm

in Great Bend, having established their business

in March, rgo6. They reported their December

business as better than a year ago, and said that

they had no fear in regard to the trade situa-

tion for 1908.
Dodge City claimed our atten-

Dodge City a tion next. I was glad to be
Prosperous able to call on the trade here,
Modern Town though my visit was a short

one. What changes time has

wrought in this town since our first visit here, in
May, 1882! "Dodge," as the place was familiarly
called in those days, was a wide-open town, and
the festive cowboys from Texas and the country
south of there "took" the place whenever they felt
a little gay. It was a good jewelry town then—
likely more of it sold there then than now, though
the population has much more than doubled since.
It is a good business point and has a promising
future.

Phil H. Young is now the pioneer jeweler of
Dodge City. He established himself in business
here in 1887 and has made a success through lib-
eral and intelligent business methods. Mr. Young
carries one of the largest stocks in southwestern
Kansas, issues a catalogue each holiday season, and
advertises liberally in his county papers. Of
course my old friend Young has a good busi-
ness, because he works hard for it.

W. H. Chapman is also an old-timer in Dodge
City, having worked for A. Gluck, at one time a
leading jeweler here but now retired, for a num-
ber of years before engaging in business for him-
self. Mr. Chapman still remembered us, though
it was sixteen years since we last met. It gave us
pleasure to see him at the head of a neat store and
doing well.

V. J. Tiefenbach is a comparatively new
jeweler in Dodge City. He is steadily building
up a nice trade by careful attention to business
and good workmanship.

Our next objective point after
The Metropolis Dodge City was Albuquerque,
of New Mexico N. M., where I shall rest for

a month. I am told since land-
ing here that this point is "the sunniest spot in
America." That the town has the record of the
greatest number of sunshiny days in the year
of any point on the continent. The rpcords
show a period of three years, in which there
were but two totally cloudy days all told—that is,
days in which the sun was not visible at some
time between the hours of rising and setting. And
the signal service announced in one of its publica-
tions not very long ago that the "point of least
annual rainfall in the United States is at Albu-
querque, N. M." This would. not be a good rec-
ommendation to farmers who expect to raise
crops by rainfall, but in a country where all farm-
ing depends upon irrigation this is considered the
best condition. But even more important than
that is the fact that it makes the ideal climate for
health and pleasure. Still this is not all there is
to Albuquerque—her business men tell me that it
is the commercial metropolis of the territory of
New Mexico, and that the town is growing rap-
idly and has a most promising future. It now
has 15,000 population.

Arthur Everitt is Albuquerque's pioneer
jeweler, having established his present business
here in 1883. He is an Englishman by birth and
raising, born of a race of watchmakers for sev-
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eral generations back. Mr. Everitt arrived in

America as a young watchmaker about a year

before locating here, spending some months look-

ing over the country and working as a journey-

man in several cities. He has been quite successful

in the years that have passed since then in build-

ing up a large and profitable business, which now

enable him to enjoy life somewhat leisurely and

according to his tastes, leaving his store in charge

of his son, George E. Everitt, a greater portion

of the time.

Bebber Optical Company enjoys the distinc-

tion of being the only exclusive optical firm in

New Mexico. The head of the concern is Otto G.

Bebber, who came here in 1904 from Phoenix,

Ariz., where he was a practicing optician for

several years. He has had an extended exper-

ience in his profession, having been connected

with the wholesale optical trade in New York,

San Francisco and Denver for some years. Mr.

Bebber is president of the New Mexico Associa-

tion of Optometrists and secretary of the board

of examiners in optometry for the Territory of

New Mexico, and enjoys a nice trade.

Vann Jewelry and Optical Company opened

up here in 1892. They are from Rockford, Ill.,

where the elder Mr. Vann was for years em-
ployed in the Rockford Watch Company's fac-

tory. This business is managed by S. T. Vann,

the son, the father looking after the drug depart-

ment of the establishment. They enjoy. a good
trade and have built up a fine reputation in their

line. Mr. Vann, Jr., pays particular attention to

their optical department. He is an accomplished
optician, and has been honored with the presi-
dency of the board of examiners in optometry
for the Territory of New Mexico.

Geo. W. Hickox Company succeeded to the
business of the Hickox-Maynard Company the
first of the present year, Thomas Y. Maynard re-
tiring. Mr. Hickox is now really sole proprietor
of this well-known store and only uses the "com-
pany" for commercial reasons. Mr. Maynard is
undecided at this writing as to his future, but an-
ticipates engaging in the retail jewelry business
again before many months roll around. Mr.
Hickox has had an interesting career in the
jewelry business. He is one of the pioneer dealers
in this entire southwestern country, having first
located in Santa Fe in September, 188o, where
he conducted a store for twenty-three years and
was quite successful. From that time until now
he has established stores in Silver City, N. M.;
Tucson, Ariz.; El Paso, Texas ; Albuquerque, Las
Vegas, Hot Springs and Las Vegas, N. M.; San
Diego, Cal.; San Antonio and Fort Worth, Texas,
and practically owned and was at the head of
them all at one time, save the Fort Worth store.
Mr. Hickox has now desposed of his interests at
all of the above points save Albuquerque, where
he is concentrating his all.

The business of the late William Morris is
now conducted by his widow. Mr. Morris died
last October, leaving a fine reputation behind
him for fair and honorable dealing and minute
attention to the details of his calling. Before
coming here, eight years ago, he was a well-
known watchmaker in Denver, for a number of
years serving the leading houses there.

Frank R. Coe is a new jeweler in Albu-
querque, having located here less than a year ago.
He hails from Pittsburg, Pa., and is much in-
terested in organization among the retail jewelers.

Albuquerque, N. M., January 16, rgo8.
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by
express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

I. 
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The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($ i to $25o), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

11 If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver,

103-105 William St.
New York proceeds promptly remitted.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 24 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
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Training Pupils in Art Craftsmanship

K EYS'T ONE

In a recent issue we referred editorially to the excellence of

the German system of technical education and the necessity in our

own country of reform in this direction. This subject was referred

to at some length at the recent annual meeting of the New England

Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association by Theo. W.

Foster, whose remarks were devoted to the important subject of

securing the right kind of help for the industry in which he is

engaged. He directed attention to the present scarcity of skilled

employees and the unfilled void created by a discontinuation of the

apprentice system.
Referring to German leadership in the matter of

ation, Mr. Foster said : " The supre-German Technical technical ethic
Schools macy of Ger-

many over all

other countries in arts and

mechanics is admitted. They
make rapid strides in every

department. Germany has

investigated every country's

ways and means of qualifying

its young men in this field of

work. They are in our schools

and shops in this country to

learn the best way, and it is a

noted fact that the German

Emperor is at the head of all

this work, supervising, it in

many of its details. The

result of this better education

is greater skill in the various

operations, and the care and

use of machinery especially.

The goods of Germany are

found in every country. They

are our most formidable corn-

petitors. According to the

recent treaty made with Ger-

many, goods are invoiced at

cost price in Germany, instead
of the selling price, as hereto-
fore. What are we doing in the New England States ? " he asked.

Mr. Foster referred to the good work being done by the

Technical High School of Providence and the Rhode Island School

of Design, but the inadequacy of these is all too evident.

England is recently awaking to the same lack in

the educational system of that country and some

efforts are now being made to follow even remotely

in the wake of Germany. A number of institutions

in that country give courses in art craftsmanship, and in an article

before us our London correspondent calls attention to the excellent

work done at the Central School of Arts and Crafts in London

which he recently visited under the guidance of W. Augustus

Steward, who has charge of the classes for silversmiths, goldsmiths,

jewelers, etc. Our correspondent says :

It is just ten years since the London County Council initiated

the scheme for a series of day and evening classes designed to

provide instruction in the industrial application of decorative

design for those actually engaged in artistic handicrafts. Needless

to say, it was no part of the council's object to supersede the

system of apprenticeship, but rather to supplement this by such

technical courses as would enable the apprentice to acquire a wider
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knowledge of the principles of his craft than could be gained in an

ordinary apprenticeship in the highly-specialized workshops of

to-day. No industry is left quite unprovided for, and so elastic is

the constitution of these schools that any reasonable demand for

tuition from even a small body of would-be students can be met.

The list of classes at present held give an idea of

how thoroughly the entire field of industrial art is

the Craft covered : Silversmith's work (large and small),

chasing and repousse work, engraving, piercing,

carving, goldsmith's and jeweler's work, diamond mounting,

modeling and metal casting, practical designing for silversmiths,

jewelers, chasers and engravers, die-sinking and enameling. Other

industries are equally thoroughly catered for. There is practically

no age limit at which students are admitted, the only conditions

laid down by the council being

that those taking advantage of

the classes must be engaged in

the industries for which they

are designed or cognate ones,

and that attendance at classes

must be regular. The enthu-

siastic student is encouraged in

every way. Not only is the

tuition personal wherever pos-

sible, but every effort is made

to bring out latent talent and

originality where these are to

be found ; and the workshops
and class rooms are practically

at the disposal of the willing

student at any time he may find

it convenient to make use of

them, even if his own special

class be not in session. The rate

of fee is graduated accord-

ing to the earnings of the

students, so as to make the

burden light for apprentices

and improvers ; and in order

to still further encourage the

talented ones of limited means,

there are many bursaries carry-

ing not only free tuition but valuable money grants to their holders.

At the present time these schools are located in

temporary premises in Regent Street, close ■ to the

Queen's Hotel ; but a palatial new building is

approaching completion, situated at the top of

Kingsvvay, where every convenience for carrying on the work, as

well as ample room for its expansion, will be available.

On the occasion of our recent visit we were surprised to find

under what disadvantageous conditions the classes were being carried

on. Nevertheless, it was an inspiring sight to see boys and youths

hammering, annealing, engraving and modeling with evident appre-

ciation of their advantages and with boundless interest in their work.

While such work is possible, we do not wonder the council feel

encouraged at the result of their efforts and are determined to further

develop and extend the classes as soon as the new buildings are

available.
It would seem as if the jewelry industry of the United States

had special need of the supply source of technical schools. There

is at the present time a marked dirth of skilled hands in this industry

and the scarcity is likely to continue, at least while the present

prosperous conditions exist.

All Phases of

Etruscan necklace copied from original in Naples museum

England
Aroused

New School
Being Erected
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ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THEJEWELRY TRADE, AND MANY
DEALERS ARE GETTING THE GREATEST PART OF
THEIR PROFIT BY SELLING THEM; PARTICULARLY
THE "BRIGGS."

WE WISH RELIABLE HOUSES THAT ARE INTER-
ESTED, AND IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY, TO
COMMUNICATE WITH US.

BRIGGS PIANO CO., BOSTON, U.S.A.

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes

THE ALLIANCE RING?

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO!!!
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly sup-.

planting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its

increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we

take these means to inform you that should you need them,
we can supply you.

.1/•••■

These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are
barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat
surface. They are easily opened as shown on illustration by insert-
ing a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy
their adjustment.

14. karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt net
Is karat, 3 dwts., $1.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler
536-538 Canal Street New Orleans, La.

Charles M. Levy DIAMONDINE MOUNTED RINGS

SIGNET LOCKET
PHOTO
RINGS

.Manufacturer of

RINGS
LOCKETS

AND

BUTTONS

A. natural brilliant white and hard gem, the nearest substitute for
a diamond ever discovered

90 William Street
NEW YORK CITY SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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Manufacture of Cut Glassware
an Artistic Industry

An Interesting Story of the Travels of the Raw
Material Into Punch Bowls, Decanters and

Other Articles Which Have a Prominent
Place in the Line of Manufactured Art

When we regard the rainbow-hued thing
known as cut glass, such as the effulgent punch
bowl, the shimmering decanter or prismatic water
pitcher that graces the dining table or adorns a
buffet, it is natural that we should associate the
manufacture of such ware with the artistic sur-
roundings that usually pertain to the making of ob-
jects of art. For it cannot be denied that the best
examples of cut glassware really represent an art
that, strange to say, is almost as old as civilization
itself. Specimens of cut glassware exist in
the treasury of St. Mark's at Venice, part of
the plunder of the imperial city when taken
by the Crusaders in 1204. The glass is
greenish, very thick and full of bubbles,
but evidently has been cut with the wheel.
In some instances circles and cones, in
one the outlines of the figure of a leopard
have been left standing up, the rest of the
surface having been laboriously cut away.

Instead of possessing
The Cut Glass that artistic atmosphere

that is generally found in
the studios of the painter

and the sculptor, the cut-glass factory is as
rough and workmanlike as any shop where
machinery buzzes and leather belts whirr
all the day long. The workmen, even those
among them who truly deserve the title of
artist, do not indulge in any artistic affecta-
tions, not even the ubiquitous Windsor
tie, but dress like ordinary mortals and are
scarcely distinguishable from the employees
in other industrial establishments.

Along both sides of the shop run rows
of wheels, suspended over boxes somewhat
resembling troughs and secured to a shaft
driven by belts and pulleys. These wheels
differ in size and above those of steel are
receptacles for fine sand and water, the
purpose of 'which will be described in its proper
place. As only the purest quality of sand can be
utilized in the cutting of glass, it was lucky for
American cut-glass workers that an abundant sup-
ply of this material was discovered in Berkshire
County, Massachusetts, whence the sand usually
employed in the cut-glass factories of this country
is commonly derived. The wheels themselves are
made of steel, stone, wood, cork and felt. The
stone wheels are generally imported from England
and Scotland and still carry with them the old
country names of Yorkshire Flag, New Castle and
Craigleith. They are very hard, close grained and
capable of retaining a very sharp edge. The
wheels of steel are used to cut the design in the
rough, the other wheels being employed in the
finishing and polishing operations.

The uninitiated may labor under the impres-
sion that the glass itself, utilized for the cutting, is
made in the factory. • This, however, is not the
case. The so-called " blanks " are turned out by
an establishment especially devoted to that purpose
and are supplied to the cut-glass factory in crates
like other merchandise.

The first step in the manufacture of cut glass-
ware, that of designing, is a very important one
and requires considerable skill. It consists of

Factory
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marking the blanks by hand compass, the lines
being clearly indicated by a species of red paint.
These lines are followed in outlining or roughing
a pattern, which is done by cutting its principal
lines, the cuts being made on the steel wheels
that have a mitre according to the size of the cut
desired. In passing it might be well to explain
that the term mitre applies to the V-shaped
groove that may be seen in any specimen of
cut glass.

The cutting itself is not done by the wheels of
steel but by the mixture of sand and water allowed
to trickle down upon them from the hopper already
referred to. The workman presses the punch
bowl, vase or tumbler, upon which he is engaged,
against the conical edge of the sanded wheel,
allowing the combination of sand and whirring
wheel to wear away the glass until it is deep
enough. In order that all articles may stand level,
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the statement that the glass sometimes loses one-
third of its weight in the cutting operations.

Next, the piece of cut glassware passes to the
wooder, who takes out any marks that may have
been made in smoothing, with a basswood wheel,
and produces a polish at the same time. Thence
it is taken into the so-called washroom and scrubbed
with brush, soap and water, dried in sawdust and
then placed in an oven and warmed. It is now
ready for waxing. Some things are stoppered or
closed with a rubber ball to avoid the necessity of
putting so much wax over them. Wax is placed
on the inside of bowls, tumblers, etc., because
these have been fire polished and will not, there-
fore, have to be polished again. Next, they are
returned to the oven at an even temperature, just
below the melting point of wax. They are now
ready for the acid polish, which consists princi-
pally of a hydrofluoric acid bath, the exact

formula being a trade secret. This dipping
process takes from one-half to two min-
utes, in tubs lined with lead, all utensils
used in connection with it being made of
the same metal to avoid the effect of the
acid, which destroys all other materials. In
order to protect himself the dipper wears
rubber gloves and rubber clothing. While
this process is going on, a blower fan re-
moves the fumes of the chemical.

When the glass is taken
from the acid bath it is
milky white in color. This
is due to a film:but this

comes off in flakes as soon as the article is
rinsed in several changes of water. When
all traces of the acid have been obliterated
it is sent to the washroom, where the wax
is removed in warm water. The glass now
has a high polish and is thoroughly washed
in water and soap and inspected. Any
imperfection that may be observed is cor-
rected and the plain surfaces are repolished.
This is accomplished by successive steps.
First, wooden wheels and pumice are em-
ployed for the purpose ; second, felt wheels
and a very fine grade of pumice stone and
finally, if the ware is of high order, wheels
of Spanish felt and the so called putty pow-
der, consisting of tin and lead that have

been reduced to a friable state by burning. After
another inspection the article, if approved, is
wrapped and placed in the stockroom until required,
for shipment.

The artist at work

the bottoms are ground on a horizontal grinding
wheel, sand and water still being used.

The roughened article is now ready for the
smoother. This individual first takes a white stone
known to the trade as cracked leaf, which resem-
bles the steel wheels previously employed, both as
to size and edge. But no sand is used in connec-
tion with it, only water. Since it is true to mitre,
it is adapted to follow nearly every line with almost
mathematical accuracy.

After smoothing all the rough cuts he fills out
the intervals between them with stars, checkerwork
or any other ornamentation desired, all fine check-
erwork, etc., being done free hand on the stone
known to cut-glass men as a bluestone.

Incidentally it may be said that
the trained eye of the cutter
and his experience are the only
guides he has to secure the

requisite depth to his cutting. He must exer-
cise great care and judgment, for the vibration
of the glass renders it extremely liable to break.
For this reason an intricate design requires
many days of manipulation, which determines
the price of the finished article, the value of the
glass itself being very small. Some idea of the
amount of work required may be gleaned from

Skill of the
Cutters

The Final
Processes

—The Business Nan's Magazine.

Silver Plating without a Battery
Dissolve eight silver quarters (money) or sil-

ver of equivalent amount in two ounces of nitric
acid (strong), and to this add four ounces of com-
mon salt dissolved in as little water as possible. A
heavy precipitate is silver chloride. Decant the
liquid, add more salt solution to see if all the silver
has been taken out. Wash the silver chloride pre-
cipitate with water and then dissolve it in a solution
composed of two ounces potassium cyanide and
three ounces sodium hyposulphate in 6 ounces of
water. Filter the sonition, if necessary, and make
up to two quarts with pure rain water. Hang the
articles to be plated in the solution suspended by a
strip of lead or immerse the articles and boil them
for ten to twenty minutes, according to the thick-
ness of the plating desired. The articles to be
plated must be free from grease, fat and dirt.
By this method we get a durable and handsome
silver plating on watch chains, rings, medals.
watches, ornaments and german silver artich-s.
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Now that the holiday season is over, and the time for taking
invoice is at hand, we would suggest that the next best thing for you
to do would be to gather up whatever you have in the way of old gold
and silver, and turn it into cash.

Then, when it comes time for you to sell, there is a mighty lot of
satisfaction in the thought that in sending your precious metals to us,
you are absolutely certain of receiving every penny they are worth.

This is no vague statement by us as to what we will do, it is simply
our method of doing business, and we find that it pays pretty well, too.
Full, liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the other
half.

Old Gold, 8 K. ...   32c. a dwf.
Old Golf!, 10 K. .... 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K.   48c. "
Old Gold, 14 K.   56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K.   72c "
Gold-Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce

, Old Silver (fluctuating) .

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench
and Floor Sweep:ngs. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt
of shipment.

Check by return mail on old gold, silver and plated scraps, subject
to your acceptance, otherwise we will return shipment, prepaid. If you
are not getting every penny's worth of value for your old metal, if you
are not realizing prices like these, if you are kept waiting for your money,
may we not prove to you what proper, prompt, profitable treatment is?

A small trial shipment to us now, you will thankfully rdmember
through all your after years of trading with us. All we want is one
chance.

TI-IE KEYSTONE

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Alaska
J. J. Sharick, the enterprising jeweler of

Juneau, has again been forced by increasing busi-
ness to provide larger quarters. He is now located
in the best section of the city and his increased
facilities will enable him to enlarge his stock and
perfect his service. Mr. Sharick is noted for his
enterprise as an advertiser and his rapid success is
a tribute to the potentiality of publicity. One form
of advertisement used by him is the publication of
a weather map. From this we learn that the
climate of Juneau, is by no means as rigorous as is
generally supposed. We learn from this map that
the maximum temperature in December was 40
and the minimum 34 above zero, while in January
the maximum was 39t and the minimum 33 above
zero. The moderation of this climate may be in-
ferred from the fact that in our own city, Philadel-
phia, in January the thermometer almost reached
the zero mark.

Arkansas

Hardway and Williams is the name of a new
jewelry firm of Fort Smith, G. W. Hardway having
taken Mr. Williams as a partner. The firm will
add considerably to its present jewelry stock and
will also establish a first class optical department,
the new partner being an accomplished optician
both in refraction work and the grinding of lenses.

California

J. M. Hadley, who has been in the jewelry
business at Etna Mills, for the past six or seven
years, has removed to Oakland in the same state.

Delaware

Melville L. Wells and Ralph C. Wells, sons
of Chester H. Wells, the well-known inventor of
the patent ring adjuster, Meshoppen, Pa., have
started in business in Wilmington, as engravers,
manufacturing jewelers and opticians, under the
title Wells Bros., with quarters at 407 Market St.

District Columbia

The Lucios Jewelry Co. has just moved into
its new store at 1307 F Street, Washington, which
is one of the most beautiful jewelry stores in the
city. The store which was remodeled under the
supervision of Daniel Levy, local manager of the
Lucios Co., is finished in solid mahogany, and all
the fixtures are of the finest and most artistic
description. Above the show cases are large
tapestries which were executed by Doutitt, the
artist, the subjects being selected by Mr. Levy
from paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the Corcoran Gallery.

Norman Galt, of the firm of Galt & Bro.,
Washington, died a few weeks ago at his residence
in the capital city in his forty-fifth year. He was
not only one of the leading jewelers of Washington
but was also prominent in financial, church and
social circles. The deceased was a grandson of
James Galt, who founded the business in 1802, and
was the last surviving member of the family con-
nected with the business. He was a director of
the Commercial National Bank, the Arlington Fire
Insurance Co., the Children's Hospital, the Board
of Trade and other institutions. He was also a
vestryman of St. Thomas, P. E. Church, and took
a deep interest in matters ecclesiastical.

Illinois

E. Haeni, formerly connected with the jewelry
trade of Freeport, has returned to that city and
started a jewelry business in the drug store of
George F. Schwartz. Mr. Haeni is well known in
Freeport and enjoys an enviable reputation for
mechanical skill in his line.

Iowa

Cornelius Cadle, heretofore in the employ of
F. W. Swan, Muscatine, will start in business on
his own account about April 1st in the new store at
tog West Second Street, that city.

Kansas

The Varney Jewelry Co., of Wichita, was
granted a charter of incorporation on February 8th
at Topeka. The capital stock is $74,000, fully paid
in, and the incorporators and directors are as fol-
lows : I. F. Varney, president ; H. A. Reinhardt,
vice-president ; Gracy Varney, secretary and treas-
urer ; Bertha M. Reinhardt, Kass Harris and
Herman Feress. The new company owns the
building and will occupy both floors at the old
stand of I. F. Varney, 109 North Main Street.
There will be a general overhauling of the interior
with a view to increasing the capacity of the store.
It is expected that when the improvements are
completed the store will be one of the finest in the
State. The second story will be used for optical
parlors and workshop and will be fitted with the
best modern equipment both for repairs and manu-
facturing.

Maryland

A certificate of incorporation has been granted
by the circuit court to Walter Powell and Sons
Company, Cumberland, the incorporators being
Walter Powell, F. Egerton Powell, Virgil C. Powell,
Adrian C, Kintner, and Wyant C. Messman, all of
Cumberland. The company is formed for the pur-
pose of conducting a wholesale and retail jewelry
business, etc. The amount of capital stock is given
at $5o,000, dividend into five hundred shares of the
par value of $1[00 per share. The incorporators are
named as the directors for the first year.

Michigan

The jewelry store of F. P. D'Arcy, Kalamazoo,
was burglarized recently and goods valued at from
p000 to $5000 secured. The robbery was perpe-
trated early on Sunday morning and work was so
effectively done that no clew is left to the identity
of the thieves.

A. J. Orkin, formerly senior member of the
firm of Orkin and Miller, Jackson, has severed his
connection with the firm and has opened an up-to-
date jewelry store and loan offi,:e in that city on
his own account.

F. S. Bellinger recently opened a jewelry and
optical store in Charlevoix, under the name of the
Star Jewelry and Optical Store, with quarters at
312 South Bridge Street. Mr. Bellinger was for-
merly in the employ of C. R. Bellinger and is an
accomplished optician and engraver.

Nevada

The Eagle Drug & Jewelry Co., Inc. Winne-
mucca, has been succeeded by Krenkle & Borsch
who will continue the business.

New Mexico

W. E. Sellers is now established in business in
Carlsbad, under the title Sellers Jewelry & Optical
Co. Sometime ago, Mr. Sellers purchased the
jewelry stock of the Star Pharmacy and the latter
concern no longer handles this line.

New York •

At the annual meeting of Evans & Sons, Utica,
the following directors were elected. Thomas T.
F.vans, George H. Evans, Arthur D. Evans, and
Charles T. Evans. Thomas T. Evans was chosen
president, George H. Evans vice-president, Arthur
D. Evans treasurer, and Charles T. Evans secretary.

0. E. Ward, Phoenix, died on January 21st, of
pneumonia under peculiarly pathetic conditions,
inasmuch as he contracted the disease while caring
for his son who died of the same malady of
January t6th. The deceased had been in business
in Phoenix for forty years and was highly respected
in that community.

North Carolina

C. D. Hawley, of Lillington, has moved his
jewelry business to Franklinton. He will greatly
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enlarge his stock in the new store and add a line of
musical instruments.

Ohio

The Harrington company of Columbus was
incorporated recently by William G. Harrington,
Mary L. Harrington, G. Dana Harrington, Gordon
M. Harrington and George C. Roth. The com-
pany is capitalized at $2o,000, and will conduct
a general retail jewelry business.

J. Edward Sweetman was recently married
to Miss Hazel Eugenia Meyer, the well-known
jeweler, of Dayton. Mrs. Sweetman is a young
lady of many accomplishments and had been of
great assistance to her father in the management
of his business. We join the many friends of the
happy couple in extending congratulations.

A. L. Thonm, of A. Thoma & Sons, Piqua, is
the president of the newly-formed Piqua Business
Men's Association. The organization is mainly
due to the initiative of Mr. Thorns, and his brother
merchants unanimously honored him with the
presidency. It was also stated at the meeting that
Mr. Thoma was the representative of the oldest firm
in the city, which had just celebrated its seventieth
anniversary. The purposes of this association are
to further the interests of the individual members,
to cultivate friendly intercourse among them and
to promote the business and industrial progress of
the city. Mr. Thoma is also the author of the ritual,
etc., of the new lodge for jewelers and opticians
recently instituted in Piqua. The name of the
lodge is the Noble Order of Ku-Kits. Mr. Thoma
has applied for a patent on his design for the official
badge and will have the name registered at the
same time. It is intended that other lodges will
be formed and that not only State but possibly
national conventions will be held. The purpose of
the fraternal order is to further the special interests
of the allied trades and to promote friendly inter-
course among them. •

George Deuble, the well-known jeweler, of
Canton, died last month at his residence in that
city. He had been suffering from a distressing
malady for some time and his death was not unex-
pected. Mr. Deuble went to Canton with his
parents seventy-four years ago, when he was but
an infant, and has resided there uninterruptedly
since then. His father, George Detible, Sr., was
the pioneer jeweler, of Canton, having started in
business there in 1833. His store was then located
on the site of the present Deuble residence on
North Market Street. Later he removed to the old
Wikidal place, on the corner of Market and Fifth
Streets. On the death of Mr. Deuble, Sr., his two
sons, Martin and George, took charge of the busi-
ness and removed to the present location, t3o South
Market Street. Martin Deuble died many years
ago and the business since then has been conducted
by George Deuble. Mr. Deuble has been a jeweler
about sixty years and in business at his present
location more than forty years. At the time of his
death he was one of the oldest merchants in the city
of Canton. The father of George Deuble is said
to have made the first town clock in Canton, which
Was hung in the old court house and did service
for many years.

Texas

Louis Lenchenger, Houston, recently removed
into his new store at • 415 Main Street, two doors
from his former place of business. The building
has been entirely remodeled for the purposes of
Mr. Lechenger's business and arranged and fix-
tured according to his own ideas. The furniture is
San Domingo mahogany, beautifully finished and
carved. The store is brilliantly lighted aud shows
every modern improvement that would add to its
beauty or the fascination of the stock. On the
second floor is another store room, quite as hand-
some as the first, where the goods shown consist
of rich china-ware and art goods of every descrip-
tion. A feature of the establishment which it has
in common with all modern stores is a ladies' rest
room.

Washington

Emma Bell is one of the progressive jewelers
of Everett. She has lately installed a Seth Thomas
street clock of the latest model with illuminated
dials in front of her store as an advertisement and
public convenience. Her unusual business capacity
and enterprise are all reflected in the success of
the business.



NEW GOODS a NVENT1ONS

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a perma-
nent feature of THE KEYSTONE : our twofold object being to keep the jeweler and optician
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and Ihe workman at the bench
equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements iu tools and anon RaeCiti

An Attractive and Useful Jewelry Novelty
The jewelers' stock of salable feminine jewelry has been enriched by an

attractive novelty shown in our illustration. This new article is intended to
serve the double purpose of sup-
porting and fastening ladies' collars
and is applied from the outside. It
is attached after the manner of the
brooch, and is very ornate in appear-
ance. One important advantage of
this new fastening is its flexibility,
one of the pins being pivoted so that
it readily conforms to any motion of the head or neck, thus making it
exceedingly comfortable to the wearer. They are worn in sets of three,
one on the back and one on each side of the collar. The owners of the patents
on this new pin are the Arch Crown Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J., who will
make them in 14 karat gold to supply the retail trade. A concession for
making the pins in rolled plate has been granted to the Wolcott Mfg. Co.,
Providence, R. I., and in ito karat gold for the jobbing trade to John T.
Mauran Mfg. Co., of Providence, R. I. As a novelty to freshen up spring
stock these new pins merit the early attention of the trade.

An Adjustable Table for Refractionists

in Flemish oak and
made in the popular
these tables will add
optical instruments.

We show iii the accom-
panying illustration a very ser-
viceable piece of furniture for an
optical parlor and for offices
devoted to many other pur-
poses. It is a table which can
be raised and lowered easily
and at the same time a very
presentable piece of furniture
which will harmonize with the
best office furnishings. It is
adjustable to the fraction of an
inch and can be operated with
one hand. These tables are
made by Cahn Standard Opti-
cal Co., Los Angeles, Cal., and
are made of hard wood, finished

mahogany. As befits the California product, they are
mission style after special design. The use of one of
both to the serviceability and appearance of the various

Colonial Pattern in Sterling Flatware
In the accompanying illustration we show a peculiarly patrician style of

sterling silver flatware that. admirably accords with its name, the " Mount
Vernon." Of graceful outline it has the colonial attributes of strength and
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An Improved Eyeglass
The many different styles of eyeglasses now on the market have been

enriched by yet another for which exceptional merit is claimed. The new
eyeglass is known as the
" Kumfut," and is invented,
patented and controlled by
Michael Woolf, wholesale op-
tician, of New York. The
principal advantage of this
new eyeglass is the stiff bridge
mounting and the elimination
of the spiral springs for the
inconspicuous safety-pin form
of spring which governs the tension. Another meritorious feature is the inter-
changeable, self-adjusting sanitary guard which makes for comfort and
neatness. To assist in the exploitation of the new eyeglass an attractive
showcard is being mailed to the trade, and a nickel trial fitting set of six-
bridge dimensions will be sent on thirty-days' trial upon request.

The Popular Horseshoe Pin
The symbolism of the horseshoe is of so appealing a character that its

popularity as a jewelry design is easily explained. It is natural, therefore,
that jewelry designers should take special pains in adding to its presenta-

bility and attractiveness. The efforts in this direction
have been numerous and results in most cases have
been highly creditable. A line of these horseshoe
pins that cannot fail to appeal both to the jewelers

/t 520 and the public is that just placed on the market by
Wachenheimer Bros., manufacturing jewelers, of
Providence, R. I. This line is exceptionally beau-
tiful. The settings are the finest quality of white
stones and the mounts are delicate yet substantial,

giving an unusually rich appearance to the pins. As the popular predi-
lection for jewelry of this character is undiminished, and as it is on such
lines that the jeweler will have to rely principally for his sales and profits
during the coming season, the time is opportune for trade consideration of
these goods.

The Sway of the Cameo
Since the revival of the cameo fad

sometime ago, this form of jewelry has
continued to increase in popular favor
and has now become a profitable line
with many jewelers.. In anticipation of
the demand for these goods, Maintien
Bros. & Elliot, North Attleboro, Mass.,
have prepared a very comprehensive line
of stone, shell and coral cameos, with
original and very beautiful carvings. The
cameos are set in rolled gold plated
mountings of high quality and present a
most attractive appearance. It behooves
the trade, in their own interest, to further
as far as possible this cameo revival,
which promises to mean a very consider-
able addition to their income if aggres-
sively exploited and advertised. In selecting their spring stock, they will
find it worth while to investigate the pt,ssibilities in this line. Of the many
cameo novelties, one which would seem to be an unusually good seller is a
three-piece set consisting of cameo seart pin and carved buttons.

'

beauty, while the shield on the handle gives a decorative touch that prettily
relieves the simplicity of the design. It seems to be an ideal pattern for
sterling ware, and will appeal strongly to persons of refined taste. It is a
pattern for which permanent popularity would seem to be assured. The
pattern is made by Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co., Greenfield, Mass., and the
fact that it comes from " ye old shop " is sufficient praise of its excellence.

Black Lettering Breaks Plate Glass
The hazard of black paint on plate glass is, it appears, by no means

inconsiderable, says the Show-Card Writer. Signs painted on plate
glass done in solid black paintare extra hazardous, as plate-glass insur-
ance companies have discovered to their cost. The explanation of the
hazard under consideration is to be looked for in the property of a

black surface to absorb the sun's rays by means of which, according to a
writer in Rough Notes, an unequal expansion is produced throughout the
plate, and under the influence of a sudden gust of cold air or any other sud-
den change in temperature, a strain is developed which shatters the plate
glass bearing the black paint. All black-painted signs on plate glass, no
matter with what exposure, must be considered as hazardous risks.
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The Power of the Personal Letter

Of the many forms of advertising
which experience has proved to be useful to
the merchant in promoting his business,
there is one which seems to be especially
effective and deserving of particular atten-
tion at this time. We refer to the personal
letter. There are occasions during the year
which point unmistakably to this form of
publicity, and the holiday season is one
such occasion. The newspaper advertise-
ment versus the personal letter is the old
logical question of the general and particu-
lar. A newspaper announcement which is
intended to appeal equally to all the readers
of the paper cannot be expected to influence
any one reader so forcibly as a direct appeal
to hint personally. Of course, this method
of advertising entails considerable work;
but time and effort cannot be put to better
use. Those jewelers who, fortunately or un-
fortunately, have become acquainted with
the mail-order methods of doing business,
know all too well how effectively the per-
sonal letter is used by catalogue houses for
enticing orders from hesitating customers,
and the jeweler would find it quite as effect-
ive. With women the personal letter is
said to be exceptionally valuable. A woman
may read a statement or argument in a
newspaper advertisement many times with-
out being much impressed, whereas the
same statement or argument, if made to her
in a letter addressed to her personally, will
leave a permanent impression, as it is then
a personal matter.

The holiday season gives the jeweler an
excellent opportunity and excuse for corn-
nmnicating directly by sealed letter with all
the customers or prospective customers in
his town or vicinity. He should not fail to
announce in this direct way his extensive
purchases of holiday stock, the care which
he took to select such goods as would es-
pecially suit customers of the status of the
person written to, and the favorable prices
at which he could offer the goods. He
should also very courteously invite the cus-
tomer to call at his store and inspect the
goods for himself, intimating at the same
time that the visit should be one of friend-
liness and inspection merely and without ex-
pectation of an immediate sale. This will
impress the customer favorably and will
not interfere with his purchasing in case he
wishes to do so during his visit.

But not alone at this particular season
is the personal letter desirable as an adver-
tisement. It is the custom of the progres-
sive merchants of to-day to send at intervals
personal letters to those who are not their
customers, particularly if there are any par-
ticular goods which seem to be especially
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suitable for such non-customers. Experi-
ence has proved that trade has been largely
increased in this way. Many people get
wedded to a single store from the habit of
buying there for years, and may be diverted
to another store through this simple means
of a direct appeal by personal letter. We
would like to see our readers give more
attention to this form of publicity, and we
would invite those who have made use of it
to favor us with their experience as en-
couragement to others.

Annual Meeting of Nebraska Retail
Jewelers' Association

The second annual meeting of the Nebraska
Retail Jewelers' Association was held in Lincoln,
February 27th. The meeting was well attended by
members of the State optical society, who stayed
over to take part in the sessions yesterday. Late
in the afternoon officers who will serve during the
ensuing year were elected, as follows : President,
George Arkright, of Beatrice; first vice-president,
E. A. Polleys, of Seward; secretary-treasurer,
T. L. Combs, of Omaha. An executive board was
also selected, consisting of H. J. Engles, of Fair-
bury, and H. E. Howard, of Hastings.

A list of six delegates were elected to repre-
se nt Nebraska at the annual meeting of the Na-
t ional Jewelers' Association, to be held during the
lirst week in August at Cincinnati, Ohio. Those
who will attend are : George Arkright, of Bea-
trice; J. A. Rueling, of Wymore; T. L. Combs, of
Omaha; Fritz Hoefer, of Aurora ; Max Egge, of
Grand Island, and F. A. Hannis.

The meeting of the national organization of
the retail jewelers' association, which is to be held
in Cincinnati this year, will come to Omaha next
year. The visiting members of the State associa-
tion were the guests of the H. E. Sidles Automo-
bile Company at the automobile show one evening.

In his annual address, Presi-
The President's dent J. A. Rueling, of Wymore,
Address said that through the efforts of

the association the million-dol-
lar department store had been placed on the same
plane in the matter of prices as the single-line
dealer with the modest stock of goods. The fact
that the manufacturer had stood firm for a mini-
mum price for the retailer had brought about this
satisfactory condition in the trade. Legitimate
jewelers have been suffering from misrepresenta-
tion in the quality of goods by unscrupulous
dealers, and the president suggested that the pas-
sage of a national stamping act would, in his
opinion, be of great benefit to the honest retailer.
He declared that the jewelry business was sorely
afflicted by illegitimate conwetition. He men-
tioned that it was the purpose of the association
to establish a monthly magazine, to be devoted
to the interest of the trade.

"Benefits of Organization" was the subject of
Mack A. Hurlbtit, president of the national asso-
ciation. He declared that co-operation with the
jobber and the manufacturer was a wise move for
the retailer. He thought that nothing was ac-
complished by bucking the other fellow as long
as the latter was disposed to play fair. He did
not want to be understood as advocating anything
which smacked of trust methods. The retailer
should insist on being treated white, but more
effective work could be done by diplomacy than
by warfare.

Max J. Egge, of Grand Island, secretary and
treasurer, reported the affairs of the asscciation in
a prosperous condition. It is but two years old,
yet it has already 125 members and more coming
in each year.

Trade 
George Arkright, of Beatrice,
talked about the jewelry busi-

Reminiscences ness of twenty-five years ago.
According to the speaker, there

has been a wonderful advance in conditions now
compared to a quarter of a century ago. His
talk had reference to the town jewelry store then
and at the present time. He said that twenty-five
years ago most of the stores devoted to this busi-
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'less were located in unprotected wooden build-
ings. He recalled that at this period he was em-
ployed by a jeweler who had his place of business
in a barber shop. That the stock might be pro-
tected, it was a part of his duties to sleep under
the counter of the store, covered by a buffalo
robe. There was no fire in the place to soften the
temperature during zero night and the job was a
frosty proposition.

Business was then so light that it was difficult
to make a decent living at the jewelry trade unless
it was combined with other lines foreign to this.
The jeweler did not sell many watches, and re-
pairing was the main dependence for a living.
When trade became light in one community, the
resourceful jeweler pulled up stakes and repaired
to a more promising town. The country was not
settled thickly about many of the towns, and
there was a painful lack of would-be patrons.

M. D. Franks, of Omaha, read a paper on
"Initiative vs. Defensive Methods in Business."
Mr. Franks characterized the initiative jeweler as
the man who knew his business and stood back of
every guarantee that he made in the sale of his
wares. He is the individual who has made a study
of the business and has had practical experience
to make good. The defensive dealer was one who
did not know his trade and was forced to resort
to trickery and dishonest methods to sell.

Mack A. Hurlbut read a short paper along
this same line. He said that all of the advertising
in the world would not be as valuable to the re-
tailer as if he were to teach his patrons that his
word was to be relied upon absolutely and that
each article sold by him was of standard quality.
This, he said, would insure patronage. Any other
sort of advertising is only obtaining money under
false pretenses. In the jewelry business as in few
others the retailer has a chance to dictate to the
customer what he shall buy. As such perfect
imitations are made, the customer is compelled to
rely on the statement of the merchant.

Resolutions thanking the outgoing officers for
their efficient service and providing for a session
two days long next year at Omaha were passed
before adjournment was taken.

Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association

On January 31st the Cincinnati Retail Jewel-

ers' Association held its annual meeting. After

the transaction of routine business, the election of

officers was held, and resulted as follows : Presi-

dent, John 13ertling; first vice-president, Wm.

Fink ; second vice-president, L. Dornseifer ; secre-

tary, Edwin F. Kaelin ; treasurer, George Nagel.

The following membership committee was

selected : L. Eisenschmidt, A. Schemel, Ed. Sim-

per, Jos. Kenkel, J. Reinstatler, G. Doepke and

Geo. Nagel The grievance committee consists of

Chas. Reinstatler, Wm. Fink, Chas. Esberger, Sr.,

and Geo. Fruh.

Cats' Eyes as Clocks

So long as there is a cat anywhere near, it is

not necessary to have a watch or a clock, for the

animal's eyes will tell you the time of day. The

first European to learn of the use of a cat as a

time indicator was M. Hue, who, in a work on

the Chinese Empire, tells how he was initiated
into the mystery. M. Hoc and a party set out to

visit a Chinese Christian mission settlement

among the peasantry. They met a young China-
man on the road, and to test his intelligence they

asked him if he could tell them the time. The
native looked up at the sky, but the clouds hid
the sun from view, and he could not read any
answer there. Suddenly he darted away towards
a farm and returned in a few moments with a cat
in his arms. Pushing up its eyelids with his hand,
he told Hoc to look at them, at the same time
volunteering the information that it was not noon
yet. While they were puzzling over the matter
the boy went about his business.
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The Rosary in Fine Jewels
Ma& by

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers

Brass and Iron Finishing, Nickel Plating and Oxidizing, Lacquering
Dipping, Etc.

JEWELERS' WORK A SPECIALTY

RETAIL JEWELERS—We can refinish your shop-worn goods as
when new. Ask for further information
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A Time-ly Lenten Sermon

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

("Wasn't that a fine sermon?" said Mrs.
Tweezer, as she stepped into the street from the
church door.

"Was it ?" I answered, absently.
"Why, didn't you hear it? Were you asleep,

or dreaming?" said my pious little wife, with a
twang of fine scorn in her inquiry.

"Yes, dear, that was it—I was dreaming. You
see, when the minister announced the text from
the 143rd Psalm, third verse, 'Set a watch before
lay mouth,' and stopped for a moment to wipe
his eyeglasses, he lost a listener in that fatal half-
minute of delay, for my thoughts went skylarking
and never came back until the organist touched
the keys for the offertory. Fact is, I was con-
structing my own sermon from his text."

"Indeed !" observed the indignant lady. "Well,
maybe you will be good enough to submit to the
approval of the partner of your fame—or infamy
—before you enter upon your self-ordained min-
istry, a written copy of 'your own sermon,' so
that I can measure the heights of my hopes or
the depths of my despair." Her voice expressed
satire and I saw impending punishment in her eye.

"Certainly, my dear—at once!" I sat at my
den desk, wrote what follows, handed the manu-
script to Mrs. Tweezer with an air that hinted a
demand for a halo—and the next morning had
the inexpressible pain of discovering the unappre-
ciative little woman in the act of cutting up the
precious manuscript into circular disks, to tie over
her tumblers of quince jelly!)

"Set a Watch Before Thy Mouth"
A Sermon by a Layman

Dear Brethren of the Jewelry Trade:
I invite your attention to the principal

word in my text—WATCH.
Two thousand years ago the word

"watch" was present to the sacred writers
only as a verb ; the noun, the object, only
came into the experience of humanity many,
many centuries after the Word was written.
It is proper, however, that we search for
good lessons in the texts that reflect the
human environment in this age of the
world; and I therefore invite a study of the
morals that may be drawn from A WATCH—
in keeping with the counsel of a modern in-
spired writer, William Shakespeare, who
bids us

Find tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.

A Watch's Faithfulness

A good watch is an embodied con-
science. It is more constant in the perform-
ance of its duty, less willing to be turned
aside from a path of rectitude than the poor,
weak mortal who carries it. In season and
out of season, in the temptations of heat
and the privations of cold, in the quiet of
the night when there is no one to witness,
it keeps faithfully to its task, uncomplain-
ing though unapproved. It never stops to
hear the word of encouragement ; it never
"strikes" (unless that is part of its duty) ;
does not gossip (unless it is intentionally a
"repeater") ; and goes steadily forward
(unless it is a "fly-back" which will so oper-
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ate when required). Is there any human
example, in the community around us, of a
faithfulness so perfect, a spirit so disci-
plined, a patience so marvelously uncom-
plaining?

A Watch's Patience

Consider : The roller jewel makes
every day, and day after day, 432,000 im-
pacts against the fork. Fancy a shoemaker
drawing his thread as often; fancy a black-
smith wielding his hammer as often. And
the watch does this without stop or rest
through days and weeks and months and
years, asking only the favor of being fed
with a single drop of oil after 157,680,000
impacts, its yearly task—and rarely getting
it ! By contrast one must pity the smaller
patience and endurance of the human ma-
chine.

A Watch's Long Suffering

Picture to yourself the spiritual state
of the average man who is battered and
banged about unceasingly, as is a watch in
the careless hands of the average woman;
left to go without medicine in his sickness,
as a watch goes unoiled when it is suffering;
compelled to submit to the brutal whims of
an unfeeling ogre, as a watch is sometimes
forced to endure the abuse of a drunkard;
and, withal, keeping steadily to the line of
duty,dneither sulking with sense of outrage
nor despairing of hope of reform. Such a
man would deserve to be canonized as a
saint ; but we pay a pitiful ten or twenty
dollars to a jeweler and demand this "long-
suffering, meekness and gentleness" in a
watch. Amazing inconsistency ! Sublime
impertinence!

A Watch's Willingness

A watch is always willing to do the
very best that is possible within its capacity:
of how many of you, dear brethren, can the
same be said ? A watch is willing at all
times to adapt itself to its environment.
Wherein does man parallel this spirit of ac-
commodation ? Whether in the deep mine
or on the mountain top; on the fog-blown
shore or in the parched desert; in tropic
heat or Siberian cold ; whether standing on
its heels or on its head, this marvelously
willing machine adapts itself to the circum-
stance of its surroundings and is faithful
in every emergency. It never "talks back";
it never shirks responsibility ; and when it
"goes wrong," through no inherent wicked-
ness of its own, but because of external
causes, it is easily started in the right path
again; and its subsequent behavior is none
the worse for its temporary wrong-doing
The sense of humiliation, the bitterness of
wounded pride, never affects the ensuing
action of a large-minded and noble-hearted
watch. It is above the littleness of man's
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disposition, beyond the feebleness of man's
moral resolution.

Let us all, brethren, take to heart the
examples of conduct afforded by a WATCH.
May all of us strive to be as regular in our
lives, as well adjusted in our relations to
society, as patient under adversity, and as
modest and unconscious of the good that we
are doing in our spheres of action!

The Decay of the Art of Burglary

A news item in one of the metropolitan
dailies is interesting:

One of the curious facts in con-
nection with the general advance in
prices in the past few years is that a
complete burglar's kit now costs $400.

This explains the "hard times" which
have fallen upon the enterprising burglar,
and the decadence of his art. Everyone has
noticed the falling off in the number of
burglaries, as against the record of previous
decades, as well as the marked change in
the methods of burglary. The artist in this
profession, who showed a conscientious
thoroughness and niceness in its practice,
has given way to the rude pretender, the
vulgar incompetent—the fellow who breaks
into houses by kicking out the cellar win-
dow, who scratches matches on the spotless
parlor wall and makes a meal out of the re-
frigerator, indifferent to the disgrace which
this brings upon his art by joining to it a
sensual gratification; who spurts tobacco-
juice over the carpets and leaves finger-
marks on the hall papering. Before he
leaves the house he falls over a piece of fur-
niture and wakes the owners, thereby laying
the seeds of that domestic discord which
follows the refusal of a husband, on com-
mand of his wife, to go downstairs and
"tackle" the burglar, armed only with a
night-shirt and a sickening scare.

The reason for the decadence in the
art is undoubtedly the cost of equipment. It
follows that the business has fallen into the
hands of incompetents and bunglers who
undertake burglary without the proper tools
and a knowledge of the nice use of them;
while the artists of the profession have de-
generated into frenzied financiers or states-
men, rather than bring disgrace upon the
more honorable profession by using paving
stones instead of fifteen-jeweled center-bits
or blue-tempered jimmies.

There should be a compulsory law
against the outrageous advances in the price
of burglars' kits. It is an unfair and ar-
bitrary discrimination of the law which per-
mits plumbers' tools to be sold at only a
slight increase over former prices, and gas
meters to be easily acquired, while the burg-
lar is handicapped in the line of robbery by
the excessive cost of his tools. Split this
excessive cost in half, and the burglars of
moderate means and artistic instincts will
return to the profession to ornament it as
of old.

It is high time to agitate the question,
if we would prevent the further decay of a
declining art. J. T.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Illumination of Working Rooms

This important problem was discusssed
lately before the seventy-ninth congress of
German Naturalists and Physicians, in
Dresden. Dr. Stockhausen remarked that
we must differentiate between the effect of
the visible and that of the ultra-violet or
invisible rays upon the eye. With regard to
the invisible rays, he referred to a former
address of his, which was reviewed in the
last issue of THE KEYSTONE. There he
spoke' of the properties of the ultra-violet
rays, while in the present paper his subject
would be the harmful effects of the visible
rays when they were too intense and pro-
duced dazzling phenomena. Dazzling oc-
curs the more rapidly the greater the sur-
face brightness or the intensity of the light
source and the greater the extent of the
illuminating surface. As the highest meas-
ure of brightness that is agreeable to the
human eye, scientists have agreed upon a
sur face brightness of .75 Hefner candle for
a square centimeter. Any greater bright-
ness for the unit of surface is harmful to
the eye. In order to follow up the gradual
increase of the brightness of the light
sources from the earliest commencements
up to the present time, Stockhausen exam-
ined all lights (altogether forty) from the
old Roman oil lamp down to the latest elec-
tric bulbs with metal filaments and to the
gas lights with inverted mantles. The or-
dinary candle, the open oil lamps, the flat
petroleum burner, as well as the fish-tail gas
burner, do not exceed the permissible limit
of three-fourths Hefner candle for the
square centimeter ; but all other light
sources must be surrounded with diffusing
globes in order to protect the eye from the
naked flame. Even the round burner of
our usual petroleum lamp is too luminous to
strike the eye directly, while the latest gas
lights and the latest acetylene burners are
highly injurious under the same conditions.
The petroleum lamp has a luminosity five
times greater than the permissible intensity
of three-fourths Hefner candle per square
centimeter, while the luminosity of the
Welsbach is eight times, that of the ordi-
nary incandescent electric light with the
carbon filament ioo times, that of the elec-
tric bulb with the metal filaments 270 times,
and that of the Nernst lamp even 500 times
greater than this limit. The highest value,
of course, is reached by the electric arc
lamp, the luminosity of which is about 4000
times greater than it should be from the
purely hygienic standpoint. The speaker
urged that all these sources of light, espe-
cially when used to illuminate working

places, should be surrounded with more or
less dense globes, and he remarked that at
present most of these globes were impro-
perly constructed and had light places which
exceeded the permissible limit by more than
double the amount. He regretted that the
fierce competition between gas and electric
light and the endeavor to produce the
brightest illumination for the lowest price
had brought it about that the lights were
employed without globes, or at the most
only with such globes as were quite clear
and therefore offered no advantage to the
human eye. He closed his remarks with
the following demands:

I. All sources of light must be softened by
light-diffusing globes in such a manner that all
surfaces sending out light more than three-fourths
Hefner candle per square centimeter must be
avoided.

2. The lamp chimneys or globes must be
made of glass that absorbs the ultra-violet rays.

3. The globes must be so constructed that
they form a closed, uniform and softly shining
surface.

4. The electric incandescent lamps with clear
globes are decidedly to be rejected for the illu-
mination of working rooms and school rooms.

5. The indirect illumination is to be pre-
ferred to all other kinds of illumination, at least
from the standpoint of ocular hygiene.

Changes of the Eye During Accommo-
dation

Lately Dr. De Vries, in an interesting
article, gives the chief symjitoms observed
during accommodation, and discusses their
bearing upon the Helmholtz theory of ac-
commodation. According to the extract
from Ophthalmology, he gives as the main
changes:

I. Narrowing of the pupil; 2, the radius of
the anterior lens surface in the center becomes
smaller ; 3, the anterior lens pole comes forward;
4, the curvature of the center of the posterior lens
surface becomes smaller; 5, the periphery of the
anterior lens surface becomes flatter (Tscherning,
Grossmann), but not always (Hess). The periph-
ery of the posterior surface of the lens also be-
comes flatter (Grossmann). The symptoms under
2, 4 and 5 mean the formation of a lenticonus
anterior and posterior. 6. The diameter of the
lens becomes smaller (Coccius), from 12.25 mm.
(homatropin) to 10.25 mm, (eserin) (Gross-
mann). 7. The lens becomes thicker, from 3.6
to 4 mm. (Helmholtz), from 3.14 mm. (without
alkaloid) to 4.44 mm. (eserin) (Grossmann).
8. The posterior lens pole goes backward o.8 mm.
(Grossmann) ; not or slightly (Helmholtz).

In the laboratory of Professor Straub the ex-
periments of Heine on pigeons and two monkeys
have been repeated with analogous results; with
pigeons after curare or nicotine instillations con-
stant differences of the ciliary muscle in the two
eyes are found, also in the pupillary width, but no
distinct nor constant difference of the lens could
be found. In the monkeys' eyes the difference of
the pupils is marked, and in the eserin eye the
processus ciliares are more moved towards the
lens, and the circular fibers come more to the
front than the longitudinal.

The entire series of experiments could be
used in favor of Helmholtz's theory if only the
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strange fact did not happen that we can not fixate
with our chemical agents (constant) the accom-
modative change of the lens. What can be the
cause? To Helmholtz's tlbeory the lens is always
in abnormal equilibrium, and only the contraction
of the ciliary muscle gives it the opportunity to
take its original form. We can fix the contracted
ciliar muscle with chemical agents; the lens may
quietly keep its own form; why does it not do it?
We say, with Hess, that we have no good fixative
agents. From the other side one can imagine
that the lens has its original form in the non-
accommodating eye, and that it is brought tempo-
rarily during accommodation in an abnormal form
not corresponding with its structure and equilib-
rium. If this should be the case, one could im-
agine that during the action of the chemical
agents, which come in time to fixate the contracted
muscle, the lens found time to take again its own
normal form, that with the weakest refraction.

De Vries finds no support in the anatomy of
the eye for the Schoen-Tscherning theory of ac-
commodative tension of the zonula. It is worth
while to look out for other arguments which make
Helmholtz's theory less acceptable. 1. Is it a
priori probable that the lens is in abnormal equi-
librium during the whole life, and only that it can
take its proper form with maximal acc9mmoda-
tion, which means never in practice? 2. May we
consider this form of the accommodating lens
with its lenticonus anterior and posterior to be
the natural true lens form? 3. The lens as found
in the dead has the shape of the non-accommo-
dating, and is not in favor of Helmholtz's theory.
One may suppose that the zonula still tends the
lens in the lax cadaverous eye; when the zonula is
cut through, then the lens curvature increases, but
never as much as during accommodation. Heine
found thirty eyes to have 8 to 9 mm. as smallest
radius. These arguments, together with the at-
tempts of fixating the lens in accommodation, are
not strong enough for saying that Helmholtz's
theory of accommodation is wrong, but certainly
enough to consider the problem of the mechanism
of the accommodation as being not entirely solved
by Helmholtz.

Schoute states that the abnormal equilibrium
of the lens in rest never can be the principal
argument against Helmholtz's theory; he shows
that the tendons of the foot- and hand-joints are
tense during life, but on cutting them they are
immediately retracted.

About Corneal Astigmatism in the
German Army

This paper of Dr. Seefelder, of Leip-
zig, Germany, interests us mainly for the
reason that it shows us the prevalence of
corneal astigmatism among any body of
young, able-bodied men, not only in Ger-
many, but most probably also in our coun-
try. The doctor first states the fact that
the existence of astigmatism in itself does
not exclude the fitness for military service,
and then, by means of careful tables, he
gives a clear picture of the frequency, the
kind and the amount of astigmatism among
the soldiers in Leipzig. He shows that
astigmatism in itself is very frequent, but
that it is found very rarely in its highest
degrees—that is, more than 4 dioptries. He
does not believe that every astigmatic should
be corrected as long as the visual acuity
does not fall below 6/8. This latter, in his

(Continued on page 513)
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opinion, is usually sufficient for the ordinary
affairs of life. He admits, however, that in
those cases where the shooting is poor the
visual acuity ought to be brought up to
normal by an astigmatic correction. Among
a large number of soldiers, Dr. Seefelder
found astigmatism quite frequently as high
as 15 per cent. (9 per cent. with the rule
and 6 per cent. against the rule), while
among his myopes he observed only i i per
cent. with astigmatism. From this fact
he justly concludes that corneal astigmatism
alone plays no important part in the de-
velopment of myopia, although he admits
that the pathologic forms of astigmatism
are found more frequently among the
myopes.

The doctor also favors an obligatory
examination of the eyes of all school chil-
dren, but he does not believe that every child
which shows during the first examination
subnormal vision should be made to wear
the correction. First of all because ex-
perience has taught that many children later
on show a better acuity of vision, and
secondly because for the demands of the
school an acuity of 6/8 or 6/9, in his opin-
ion, is usually quite sufficient. The re-
viewer, however, believes that our Ameri-
can practice of giving the exact correction
as soon as the refractive error is recognized
is, on the whole, to be preferred, and is also
more just to the children.

The Relation of Headache to Affec-
tions of the Eye

At the last meeting of The Section on
Ophthalmology of the Pennsylvania State
Medical Society, Dr. S. D. Risley, of Phila-
delphia, read a paper on this subject. He
expressed his conviction that in any careful
study of headache from the point of view of
the oculist, the following conclusions seem
forcibly demonstrated by experience: t.That
abnormalities of the ocular apparatus are, in
a large group of patients, the sole and suffi-
cient cause of headache. 2. That these
anomalous conditions may be the unsus-
pected cause. 3. That the sudden or recent
development of headache during or after
middle life, after attacks of acute disease,
or during the ravages of some general dys-
crasia, does not exclude the eyes as an etio-
logic factor. 4. That the participation of
the eyes as a probable cause of headache
and of a considerable. group of associated
symptoms can be positively excluded only
in the proved absence of ocular disease, or
after the most painstaking correction of any
existing error of refraction or abnormality
of binocular balance. 5. That in many cases
prolonged eyestrain sets up pathologic
symptoms in the fundus oculi, which re-
quires, like other inflamed tissues, time for
recovery after the removal of the cause;
therefore, that immediate relief of symp-
toms is not always to be expected. 6. That
the existence of some general affection does
not exclude the eyes as the immediate cause
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of an associated headache ; since the accom-
panying ocular disease may be the direct
cause of the pain in the head, to relieve
which local treatment also will be required.
7. That the existence of congenital ocular
defects is especially prone to be the occasion
of headache and of other reflex neuroses in
individuals with impaired vitality.

Dependence of the Visual Acuity Upon
the Intensity of the Illumination
We all know that the visual acuity de-

pends to some degree upon the illumination,
but it is only lately that the exact relation
between the two appears to have been es-
tablished. Oguchi made this relation the
object of experimental studies, and arrives
at the following conclusions:

I. Diminution of illumination causes diminu-
tion of visual acuity. The visual acuity is propor-
tionate to the cube root of the intensity of the
illumination.

2. The above law holds good until the illu-
mination is diminished to (loom and the visual
acuity to to/lxx (usual reckoning 20/lxx). When
it is reduced below o.0026o candle power and the
visual acuity below io/lxxx (according to usual
reckoning 20/lxxx), the above law no longer
holds. Beyond these limits the diminution of the
visual acuity is proportionately more significant.

3. The experiments were made upon six
healthy persons from 22 YO 32 years of age, pos-
sessed of good visual acuity. The right eye was
always used.

The Danger of the Opera Glasses

In the Photo-Era Wilfred A. French
points out the danger of cheap glasses for
spectacles, and also that of using cheaply
made, inferior opera glasses. The low price
of some ($2 to $3) little more than pays for
the mother-of-pearl, their chief attraction.
The optical properties and not the external
appearance should be considered in • pur-
chasing an opera glass. The distance be-
tween the centers of the eye-piedes should
correspond exactly with the inter-pupillary
distance. This item should be as familiar
to a person as his height or weight. The
opera glass provided by the management of
a theatre fits the eyes of only a few, but this
difficulty may be remedied by the use of the
variety known as the jointed bar opera
glass. A scientifically made glass of this
type, in plain japan mounting, retails at
about $8; the kind in ordinary fixed mount-
ing at not less than $4.50, but this increase
in price represents a superior production.

Blue Vision After the Extraction of
Cataract

In a German monthly of ophthalmol-
ogy Dr. Enslin thinks that blue vision im-
mediately after cataract extraction is more
common than red vision, and is more fre-
quent than is generally supposed. It is usu-
ally observed immediately after the nucleus
of the lens is extracted and lasts a variable
length of time. It usually disappears in two
weeks, and never is complained of after one
month.

Enslin explains this phenomenon by the
fact that the lens is never colorless, but even
in youth is slightly tinted with yellow and
in the adult often assumes a very deep yel-
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low or brownish tinge, and the lens cuts off
the blue rays in a large degree. When the
lens is completely removed, the light enter-
ing unchanged causes the blue rays to be
most evident as they are no longer absorbed.
Should much cortical tissue remain in the
anterior chamber, blue vision does not re-
sult. It is most marked after operations
upon unclear cataract.

Do Ants See?
New observations on ants, showing that they

do not depend wholly on the sense of smell, as has
been asserted, but are principally influenced by
the directions of light, as Sir John Lubbock
thought, have been made by C. H. Turner. Some
of his experiments are thus described in the Re-
vue Scientifique:

"He made a cardboard platform, is centi-
meters (6 inches) square, in the middle of an arti-
ficial nest; an inclined plane, also of coardboard,
enable the ants to descend from it to the nest.
On the platform Mr. Turner placed a large num-
ber of workers and grubs. The ants ran to and
fro, and finally discovered that the inclined plane
led to the nest. Then they carried down all the
grubs. When the ants and grubs were replaced
on the platform the result was the same, the ants
having evidently learned the road. Mr. Turner
then arranged a second inclined plane, opposite
the first, and also leading to the nest. No ant
took this plane, but all used the other, as before.
Then Mr. Turner transferred the planes. . . .
What took place when the ants and the grubs
were replaced on the platform? The ants took
the new plane, in the familiar location, almost at
once, . . . avoiding the old one in its new
place. Thus smell could not have been their
guide, and the experiment opposes Bethe's hy-
pothesis of a 'double-polarized scent' and Was-
mann's idea that trails of the ants have for them
an 'odorous form' that leads them to the nest.

"Experiments with marked ants have given
results that contradict the current idea that ants
always take the same route.

"The ants learned the road from platform
to nest and also that from nest to platform; the
latter took much more time than the former.
Sometimes an ant descended by the upper surface
of the inclined plane and ascended by the lower
surface. Turner has seen an ant descend regu-
larly by the plane and ascend by the central sup-
port of the platform. He has seen ants descend
by one plane and ascend by the other, but the
route from the nest to the plane is not always the
same. Other experiments of Mr. Turner have led
him to believe that there is much truth in Sir John
Lubbock's assertions regarding the role played
by light in directing the ants. Mr. Turner used
the platform as above noted, placing an incan-
descent electric lamp near the side of the nest
toward which the plane descended. When the
ants had learned the route, a second plane, oppo-
site to the first, was installed. In five minutes no
ant had taken the second plane. The lamp was
then changed to the opposite side. The ants were
evidently troubled, but they very soon adopted the
other route. The action of heat in these experi-
ments was excluded by an absorbent screen. On
the other hand, the intensity of the light seemed
unimportant; lamps of different power were used
without affecting the result. The ants react to
the direction, not to the intensity of the light."

---7-77tH1
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You know us as the makers of Shur=On
Eyeglass Mountings. But do you know
that besides making Shur-Ons we carry every-
thing else that opticians need ?

We've been in the optical business for

44 years and we know it thoroughly. We
serve you just as promptly and carefully with

other optical goods as we always
have with Shur-Ons.

We not only have the right
goods the kind that sell readily,
give perfect satisfaction and make
friends for the dealer who sells
them but we offer them at very
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and send samples of any optical
goods you need. If there's nothing
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Send us your I work

Rochester is the Lub of the optical in-
dustry. This, together with our knowledge
and experience, gives us exceptional advantages
in filling orders.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous work of ERNEST E. MADDOX, M. D., F. R. C. S. Ed., specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [All Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part XXXIX)

(3) Near Point of Convergence.—The object of the fourth
manceuvre, namely, passing the finger nail towards the root of the
nose, is to estimate the power of "convergence." Here, again, a
little practice with normal eyes is all that is required to learn the
average converging power, though the result will be found to

depend a good deal on the effort made,
and the concentration of the attention.
Even when testing a patient who has
divergent squint, the estimation of con-
verging power should not be omitted, for
though it is only possible for one eye at a
time to fix the finger, an inward move-
ment observed in the other eye as the
finger approaches the root of the nose
affords a valuable indication that the
faculty of convergence has not been lost,
though perhaps for long unused. It is
well known that without such converging
power, tenotomy of the external rectus
will have practically no effect ; but with
a fair amount of it remaining, tenotomy
may be undertaken with more or less
prospect of success. Should greater

Fig. 52 
exactness be required, either Landolt's
well-known dynamometer can be used, or
simply a vertical line on the back of a
visiting card, approached to the patient's
eyes till he can no longer by any effort

keep it from parting into two. The shortest distance from his eyes,
measured by a dioptric tape, at which he can still see single, gives
the number of meter angles of positive convergence.

(4) Absolute Mobility of Each Eye.—We may next find the
greatest possible excursion of which each eye is capable, while
covering the other, by invoking the patient's highest voluntary
effort to follow an object to the extreme limits of the motor field in
all directions. The value of the test is impaired by the fact that
voluntary effort is such a variable quantity, and the palpebral
aperture by which we judge the extent of movement is liable to
such variations of size and shape in different individuals. In com-
paring the excursions of the two eyes, however, these disadvantages
are reduced to their minimum.

Under normal conditions it is easy to make the outer margin
of the cornea touch the outer canthus by strong abduction of the
eye, while in full adduction the inner margin of the cornea should
be slightly buried beneath the caruncle.

Alfred Graefe's rule is that
the inner margin of a moderately-
dilated pupil should be brought
to touch an imaginary vertical
line ascending from the lower
" punctum lachrymale."

While inciting these extreme
movements, watch again care-
fully for any appearance of nys-
lagmus, and if it should seem
desirable to repeat the test with
more approach to accuracy, adopt
Landoll' s method with the peri-
meter. Place the patient's head
so that the eye under examina-
tion shall lie in the center of the
arc of the perimeter ; fix the
head, and pass a small piece of
diamond type along the arc of
the perimeter till the patient
ceases by any rotation of the eye
to be able to read it. If the eye
be amblyopic, it will be neces-
sary to conduct the test objec-
tively, which can be done by pass-

Landolt's Dynamometer for esti-
mating the near point of

convergence.

Fig. 53

Schweigger's Hand Perimeter.
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ing a small lighted candle along the arc of the perimeter till its reflec-
tion occupies the " fixation position" on the cornea, while the patient
strives his utmost to look to that side. Schweigger's hand perimeter
(Fig. 53) would be the most convenient for this purpose were it pro-
vided with a strip of wood for the patient to grip with his teeth.

By either of these methods the motor field can be plotted
out for each eye. Its limits are a little greater when tested
objectively than when tested subjectively. An excellent sugges-
tion by Casey Wood is to fix a strip of paper with a row of letters
on it to the perimeter, and let the patient read along the row till
he can read no longer.

Symptom No. 3: Disproportionate Secondary Deviation.—The
"firimayy" deviation is that which is found in the paralyzed
eye during fixation of the good, or, as it has been called, the
" working " eye.

It occurs spontaneously whenever the eyes look in the direc-
tion of diplopia.

The "secondary" deviation is an artificial phenomenon produced
by screening the good eye, so as to compel the paralyzed one to take
up fixation as well as it can. The effort required to make the
paralyzed muscle contract is out of all proportion to the result, and
since half the effort must go to the other eye, its deviation becomes
greatly exaggerated : this is then called the secondary deviation.

When the primary deviation, in a slight paresis, is too small to
be discerned, the secondary deviation may enable a diagnosis to be
made, but to obtain its full effect the eyes must be made to look as
far as they can in the direction which makes the greatest demand
on the suspected muscle.

Since it is not easy to see the behavior of the good eye behind
a cover, Javal ingeniously introduced a ground-glass screen, of a
circular shape, and which is now to be found in most trial cases as a
companion to the colored disks.

This is intended to be held as close as fiossible to the good eye,
while the paralyzed one is made to follow the surgeon's finger in
the direction of greatest demand on the muscle. The patient's eye
can be seen through the ground glass, though he cannot himself see
through it, and the secondary deviation can be quietly observed.

Practically, however, the obscured disk is rarely used, because
a more accurate idea of the deviation is obtained by suddenly
withdrawing the hand, or some quite opaque screen, and observing,
first, the amount of deviation ; and, secondly, the extent of the visible
corrective movement which the eye makes to reclaim its fixation.

When the affected eye has the best vision or the most useful
refraction, the patient will sometimes still use it as the working eye,
and then the sound eye deviates. These cases are exceptions to
the statement that the secondary deviation is artificially created, for
the patient goes about exhibiting it.

Symptom No. 4: Malprojection.—This never occurs except
when the affected eye is at work, either alone or in company with
the other eye. If alone, the malprojection is just twice as great
as when fixation is binocular. The principles on which this phe-
nomenon are based have been gone into so fully in earlier pages
that little need be added here.

For Horizontal Ductors.—The usual plan of testing is to make
the patient cover the good eye with a hand, and then suddenly dart
his right-hand forefinger at the surgeon's finger held upright, at an
arm's length distance from the patient, in such a position as to make
a demand upon the paralyzed muscle.

The stab must not be a slow cautious one, neither must the
patient aim with his finger before making it. He will miss the mark
to the side of the implicated muscle : thus, if the muscle be the right
external rectus, he will judge the surgeon's finger to be more to the
right than it really is and will miss it to the right, really stabbing at
a phantom, namely, the false image, the reason being that the mind
estimates by the nervous effort expended on the muscle, as if the
muscle were responding to it.

I have nothing to add to the usual mode of performing the test,
unless that after the patient has learned to correct for his mistake,
which he often does after a few stabs, it is interesting to uncover the
good eye and cover the bad to see if he now at first misses the mark
to the other side. A few attempts with each eye alternately thus,
makes the test a more reliable one.

For Vertical Ductors. —When the affected muscle is super- or
subductor, the projection test is equally simple to make. The sur-
geon shoulo hold his finger horizontally above the horizontal plane,
if the muscle be a superductor ; in which case the patient will aim
too high, or below it if the muscle be an elevator, when the patient
will aim too low. ITO BE CONTINUED]
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Trade-Mark

Fused Bifocals

We have been manufacturing Fused Bifocals for
about three years, and have the reputation (all
over the country) of making the best Fused lenses
on the market. We have never advertised them,
however, as we were always behind our orders, and
even had to turn many away.
We have just enlarged our Bifocal Department, so

that we are now able to turn out Fused and other
bifocal lenses in much larger quantities than
formerly. Our plant is now the most complete and
the best equipped in the country for this line
of work.

Our method of fusing bifocals is original, and
different from any other. It produces lenses that
are clear and perfectly annealed, with the liability
of breakage reduced to a minimum.

Prices on Fused Bifocals have recently been
reduced. SEND FOR OUR NEW BIFOCAL
PRICE LIST.

Globe Optical Company
Boston

Send for i3t Blanks, etc.
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SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH A
MIRROR

THE

Ask your friend whether he can de-
cipher the following sign, which you pre-
tend to have read over the shop of an
Armenian shoemaker, writes Gustav Mich-
aud in the Scientific American.

He will probably tell you that he is
not conversant with Oriental languages.
Tell him that the sign is written in good
English, and while he smiles incredulously,
lay a frameless mirror perpendicularly on
the mysterious script, right across the quo-
tation marks. The result is shown.

We understand at once that the re-
flected image is the faithful copy of the
written half, and we consequently believe
that if we were allowed to see in a mirror
our pencil, our hand and the paper on which
we write we would have no more trouble in
writing and reading what we have written
than if we were directly watching our pen-
cil at work. This is too bold an inference,
and the following experiment shows how
far it is from being true:

Ask your friend to write anything he
chooses, with the condition that he shall see
his hand and head the script in the mirror
only. With the help of a few books arrange
the mirror and the paper as shown herewith.

The writer sets at work, but will not
probably go farther than the first letter.
His hand seems to be struck with paralysis
agitans, and unable to write anything but
zigzags.

You take his pencil and write rapidly
and correctly in the same conditions. Your
secret can be told in a few words: First,
close your eyes; as long as you strive to
follow the pencil in the mirror your efforts
to write are vain. Second, write in printed
capitals and make no attempt to write any-
thing but the pseudo Armenian sign and a
few other sentences which participate of the
same characteristic. What is that charac-
teristic? It is not hard to find. Find it.

The peculiar inversion of objects
viewed in a mirror is, of course, the cause
of the difficulty felt in reading or writing.
The writer is left free to write from left to
right, but finds that while he is so doing the
mirror upsets his letters. There is an en-
tirely distinct kind of inversion which can
be best observed with the help of a mirror.
The most suitable time for the making of
the following experiment is after a meal,
the menu of which included soft-boiled
eggs. Take an egg-shell and trim it with
scissors so as to reduce it to a half shell. In
the hollow bottom roughly draw with your
pencil a cross with pointed ends. Bore a
hole about the size of a pea in the center of

KEYSTONE

the cross. Place yourself so as to face a
window, the light falling upon your face,
not upon the mirror, which you hold in one
hand. Close one eye. Place the shell be-
tween the other eye and the mirror at a dis-
tance of two or three inches from either, the
concavity facing the mirror. Through the

hole in the shell look at the mirror as if this

1111111,f. IDA Milt
The mysterious script

Its English translation

A case of temporary illiteracy

An extraordinary inversion

were some distant object. While you are
so doing the concave shell will suddenly
assume a strongly convex appearance. You
may then examine it directly in all its parts;
no amount of auto-suggestion will allow
you to get rid of the illusion. To destroy it,
it becomes necessary either to open both
eyes or to withdraw the shell away from the
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mirror. The nearer the shell to the mirror

and the farther the eye from the shell, the
more readily comes the illusion.
The hole in the shell acts as a diaphragm,

and its position, at some distance from the
eye, favors the localization of the luminous
pencils in the crystalline lens. Those which
are emitted by the marginal parts of the
egg are refracted exclusively by the mar-
ginal parts of the crystalline lens. They are
more bent and give smaller images than the
pencils which are sent by the center of the
shell. The decreasing scale of reproduction
from the center of the shell to its periphery
offsets the influence of distance on the ap-
pearance of images of points situated on the
anterior or posterior parts of the shell.

The Dominant Right
It took a whole generation time of experi-

ments and mechanics to learn that the engineer
must stand or sit on the right side of his engine
or cab in order that he could look ahead with his
right or dominant eye only, and without sticking
his entire head out, as he would have to do if he sat
or stood on the left side. The railroad men never
learned why this is so, do not know why to-day,
and to make the desirable change in two American
left passing double-track railroads, while it would
finally avoid expense and accidents, would cost
at once many millions of dollars. Thousands of
years ago knights and men fighting on foot or
horseback laid to approach and pass each other
with the right hand while the shield hand held
the shield or the reins. The railway engineer,
civil or locomotive, toes not know that the knight
was his right-handed and right-eyed progenitor.

A flood of light is thrown upon history, soci-
ology and medicine, especially upon psychology,
neurology and psychiatry, by lefthandedness and
its sequels. Of every million born at least 30,000,
probably more, are naturally lefthanded, so that
in the United States there are nearly 3,000,000,
and in the world more than 45,000,000, thus handi-
capped. An indefinite proportion of these have
been or arc being doubly cursed by the efforts of
the foolish parent or teachers to make them right-
handed. Sad suggestions and illustrations of the
baleful results of the work of these improvers of
nature exist in such simple facts as that "right,"
which should mean only dextral or righthanded,
has come to mean good, moral, advisable; and
"left," or sinistral, has become sinister, awkward,
unlucky, to be avoided, both person and thing.
"Dexterity" and dextrousness," properly meaning
only "dextrality," have become synonymous with
expertness and exceptional proficiency, whereas
everybody knows that the lefthanded person, if
purely so, is as cunning of hand as the right-
handed. Even the superstition of the "evil eye"—
the non-dominant one—teaches the same lesson.
In all ages, and now surely, there are everywhere
strange and unaccountable cases of "failure in
life," "peculiar," "odd," "awkward" folk, cranks
of a hundred types, misfits, stutterers and all that.
What a light the misplacement of the cerebral
center for speech and writing, or its pernicious
double placing and maleducation and crippling by
"amhidextrists," throws upon the origin and fate
of many stutterers, and upon many of the "hope-
lessly stupid," the laggards in school!
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The clinics which appeared each month in this department from
May, 1904, to April, 1907, inclusive, have been republished in book form
at the urgent request of our subscribers, and can now be had in one
volume, price, 81.50. As supplementary to this volume, we will continue
to publish, as heretofore, a complete clinic in each issue, until such time
84 every possible defect of vision or abnormal condition of the eye will
be covered. In order to make the clinics of maximum benefit, we
invite our readers to send us any criticisms or suggestions that they
may have to make in regard to the methods of examination and cor-
rections here given.

Bifocal Lenses

Mrs. J. E. G., aged 51 years, complains of difficulty in
reading and sewing and is unable to thread a needle. Has been
wearing glasses for last seven years, during which period they
have been changed three times, the last change being about two
and a half years ago. Has considerable headache and a generally
uncomfortable and strained feeling about the eyes, which, as you
see, look watery and somewhat bloodshot. Has been doing very
little reading of late and none at all in evenings, simply because
her eyes could not stand it.

I take the lens measure to determine the strength of her
lenses, and find them to be periscopic convex 2.50 D., which she
has been wearing for close work only.

I ask her to be seated in the usual chair, and covering one
eye at a time as she looks at the test card across the room, I find
the acuteness of vision of the right eye to be 20/50 and of the
left eye 20/60.

The Oplithalmometer shows the curves of the cornea to be
normal, viz.: the vertical meridian being .50 D. in excess of the
horizontal, thus probably eliminating the presence of astigmatism.

We now turn to the subjective examination by the trial
case, and soon find that a ± i D. is required for the right eye and
+ 1.25 D. for the left, with which the vision of each eye is
brought up to 20/20 fully and clearly.

You will notice that in my handling of the lenses I have
entirely ignored the concaves; this is not only in accordance with
the rule that the examination of every case should begin with
convex lenses, but also because at this age a person who has
been wearing glasses for seven years cannot be myopic, but is
almost surely hypermetropic, as is just proven by the ready
acceptance of the convexes.

These lenses which afford such perfect vision across the
room are useless for reading; in fact, she cannot see any of the
matter on the reading card. I must place before her eyes some
known convex lens with which she can read and with which I can
produce a near point, and then from the latter determine the
proper glasses for close work.

I choose a pair of ± 1.50 D. lenses, which in connection
with the distance glasses, affords an artificial near point of ten
inches. This represents an amplitude of accommodation of 4 D.,
being the power exerted by the eye supplemented by the convex
lens placed in front of it. Inasmuch as the accommodation
should be at least 5 D., there is, therefore, still a deficiency of r D.,
and hence the additional power needed for reading should be
± 2.50 D. instead of the + 1.5o D. I used for trial.

The ophthalmoscope shows slight irregularity in the shape
of the optic disks—some pigment about their edges—but nothing
markedly abnormal. The retinoscope indicates 1.25 D. of hyper-
metropia in each eye. The muscle tests discover 2° of esophoria.
which is about what may be expected in slight degrees of hyper-
metropia.

When I tell this lady that it is necessary for her to wear
glasses constantly and that she must have an additional pair for
reading, she begins to object, and finally decides that she will
have bifocals, the prescription for which will read as follows:

+ I D. + 1.25 D.

+ 2.50 added + 2.5o added

This introduces the subject of

BIFOCAL LENSES

concerning which I have some remarks to make to you to-day.
There are many occupations in which the change from

distance to near glasses and from near to distance, must be made
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so frequently and so continuously as to render glasses of a
bifocal form an actual necessity in very many cases. They save
so much time and trouble and are so convenient that the majority
of persons whose distance lenses will not suffice for reading ask
for them even before the optometrist has an opportunity to
suggest them. This subject is, therefore, as interesting and as
timely as any of which I could speak to you to-day.

Their use may be traced back over a hundred years. No
mention of the early history of bifocal lenses would be complete
without a reference to Benjamin Franklin, a Bostonian by birth
and a Philadelphian by adoption, who flourished in the eighteenth
century (1706 to 1790), and who is universally credited with
having first conceived the idea of bifocal lenses and carrying that
idea into practical effect. He cut his distance lenses in half pnd
discarded- the lower halves, and his reading glasses in half and
discarded the upper halves, and, placing the two halves in a frame,
the old philosopher was provided for both near and distant vision
without wasting any time in changing from one pair to the other.

Franklin was said to be slightly myopic, and in a letter
written in 1785, he describes the advantages of his new glasses
in these quaint words :

"I therefore had formerly two pairs of spectacles, which I
shifted occasionally, as in traveling I sometimes read and often
wanted to view the prospect. Finding this change troublesome,
I had the glasses cut and half of each kind associated in the same
circle. By this means, as I wear my spectacles constantly, I have
only to move my eyes up and down as I want to see distinctly far
or near, the proper glasses being always ready."

These were the so-called split bifocals, also called "Franklin
glasses." 'While the idea was new and deserving of much credit,
yet no special skill was required in the manufacture of this form
of lenses.

It seems, however, that the idea was not patented until more
than fifty years later, the drawings of which appeared to be
something like a bifocal cement, the oval wafer being slightly
raised above the lower edge.

Later the whole bifocal was introduced, its special advantage
being that it was ground in one piece, but its great disadvantage
was that it showed so much prismatic power that it was neces-
sarily discarded. Another objection is that the curve was upward
instead of downward, as in the cement bifocals. This seemed
to be the ideal form of bifocal lens, and hence it was a pity that it
failed of the purpose for which it was designed.

About twenty years ago the perfection bifocal was invented.
of which quite a number have been used. These are ground by
machinery and made interchangeable, so that a stock of uppers
and lowers can be carried and any desired combination put
together.

CEMENT BIFOCALS

Very soon after came the cement bifocals with which you are
all familiar. It is the most popular form in use at the present
day. The wafers are made in various sizes and shapes, the most
common size being 13 x 26 mm.

In making cement bifocals it is absolutely necessary to have
the proper kind of cement in order to do satisfactory work. Some
kinds will not harden sufficiently to hold the wafer in place, and
some will become so brittle as to allow the wafer to loosen.

Formerly the lenses were cemented in an oven, allowing them
to remain for hours and sometime over night. This was satisfac-
tory, but it was so tedious that in these days when work must be
turned out quickly, it was discarded and the method of heating
over an alcohol flame has come into universal use. Care must
be taken to prevent discoloration from smoke or burning of
cement, and to guard against dust getting into the cement, which
latter is not likely to occur when the cement is obtained in col-
lapsible tubes.

PLACING OF THE WAFERS

There is one feature of cement bifocals that may not be
thoroughly understood, and that is the placing of the segments
of wafers, whether on the inside or the outside surface of the
distance lenses: In order to bring the wafers closer to the eyes,
to give the wearer a larger field of vision for walking as well as
for appearance sake, it is preferable that the segments should be

I (Continued on Fine 521)
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placed on the inside surface. But this is a matter that is deter-
mined largely by the curvatures of the surfaces of the lens.

Suppose you had a case of mixed astigmatism complicated
with presbyopia. Perhaps your formula for the correction of
the refractive error was as follows:

± I D. Cyl. axis 9o° — D. Cyl. axis 1800
to which you found it necessary to add ± 1.50 D. for reading.

Now, the segments are always ground with spherical curves,
.and as the curve of the segment must accurately fit the curve of
the distance lens, it is evident that the segment must always be
placed against a sphere and that it cannot be placed against a
'cylinder. One surface must be convex and the other correspond-
ingly concave, so that they will fit snugly together in order to
-make a satisfactory job.

Of course it would be possible to grind the segment with one
surface cylindrical to fit the distance lens, but it would be quite
'expensive, and is, besides, likely to lead to error.

Suppose we order the segment to be ground with one surface
'cylindrical (in spite of the added expense) to fit the similar
surface of the distance lens, what would be the result?

Inasmuch as the concave surface of the cross-cylinder is
placed towards the eye, and as we desire the segment fastened to
the inner surface of the lens, we will order the segment ground
-with a + I D. Cyl. in order to fit the — I D. Cyl. surface of the
distance lens, and then, apparently, we would need ± 1.50 D.
sphere on the other surface, as that is the power needed for
reading.

When this segment is cemented on the distance lens the
+ I Cyl. of the segment exactly fits into the — i Cyl. of the
distance lens, with the result of a perfect neutralization and
these two cylinders are completely wiped out of existence and
there remain the ± 1.50 D. sphere on the posterior surface of the
segment and ± i D. Cyl. on the anterior surface of the distance
lens. But this is not by any means what we want.

Or the segment might be ground with a — i D. Cyl. surface
to fit on the + i D. surface of the distance lens, and in this case
the convex Cyl. surface of the distance lens would be neutral-
ized, and the resulting lens would be:

+ 1.5o D. S. — D. Cyl. axis 1800
This is quite a different result from the other, and yet no

nearer correct.
This brings us back to the proposition I enunciated a few

moments ago, that a segment should have spherical surfaces and
should be cemented on another spherical surface. Therefore, we
cannot place a segment on a cross-cylinder as such, but we must
change that cross-cylinder so that one of its surfaces shall be
spherical, which can be easily done by transposition, to read
as follows:

— I D. S. C 2 D. Cyl. axis 9o0

or
+ I D. S. — — 2 D. Cyl. axis 1800

The first formula is the preferable one, as it presents the
concave spherical surface inwards, to which the segment can be
easily attached. The latter would be ground bi-convex, the one
surface being + D. to fit into the — i D. surface of the dis-
tance lens, and the other surface ± .5o D.

This makes the ideal form of cement bifocals, and the cor-
rectness of both the distant and reading combinations can be
quickly verified by neutralization with trial lenses.

As far as the patient is concerned and as regards the optical
value of the two formulae, there is no difference between the
cross-cylinder and the sphero-cylinder ; in fact, any cross-cylinder
formula can be reduced or transposed to a sphero-cylindrical
equivalent without altering the value of the lens, and without the
patient's knowledge that any change has been made at all.

Perhaps I ought to modify the above statement slightly,
because I can recall in my experience two cases in which, on
account of some unexplained sensitiveness of the patient's eyes,
I was unable to make the transposition, as they declared the sub-
stituted combination did not afford them the same satisfaction.

However, this does not affect or contradict the general rule
that cross-cylinders may and should be transposed into sphero-
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cylinders and that such transposition must be made when it is
desired to furnish them in bifocal form, and thus the problem of
attaching a segment is reduced to a comparatively simple matter.

CYLINDRICAL SEGMENTS

Suppose you met one of these extremely exceptional cases
in which, for some reason or other, you did not feel justified in
transposing the cross-cylinder, and yet you wanted to combine
a segment. This must be attached to one of the cylindrical
surfaces, and yet it must be done in such a way as not to interfere
with the effect of the cylinder. You must maintain the effect of
the minus and plus cylinders in their respective meridians, to
which you wish. to add + 1.5o D. in both meridians. The
question is, how can this be done?

The difficulty in the procedure lies in the fact that in order
to secure perfect co-optation of the surfaces, the segment must.
have a + I D. cylindrical surface to fit the — i D. cylindrical '
surface of the distance lens, but in doing so the cylindrical sur-
face is made plane and the effect of the cylinder blotted out.
Therefore we must prepare a segment that will not only furnish
the designed + 1.50 D. spherical power, but must also compensate
for the cylinder which has been covered up and neutralized.

The problem that confronts us is something like this: As I
stated a moment ago, the one surface of the segment must be
ground + I D. Cyl. axis 1800 in order to fit the distance lens,
while the other surface of the lens must give us the desired
± 1.50 D. sphere and also the — I D. Cyl. axis i8o° of the
distance lens, which was wiped out when the segment was placed
over it. This means that a sphero-cylindrical effect (a convex
combined with a concave) must be supplied and that it must all be
on one surface of the segment. It is evident that this can be
accomplished only by grinding this surface in toric curves.

I will write the formula on the blackboard:
+ 1.5o D. S. — — r D. Cyl. axis 1800

which may be transposed into the following sphero-cylinder, in
which both elements are convex :

± .50 D. S. C 4- I D. Cyl. axis 9o0

When this lens is ground toric the curves would be:
+ .50 D. Vertically and + 1.50 D. Horizontally

This makes what might be called a complicated job, and an
expensive one, but the point is that it can be done if actually
necessary.

You may remember, in speaking of toric lenses, I told you
the base curves were usually 3 D., 6 D., or 9 D.; but the curves
needed for the segment in this case do not correspond with any of
these. This would necessitate a special tool being made for the
grinding of this segment, which would add greatly to the expense
and make it prohibitive in the majority of cases.

SEGMENT INSIDE OR OUTSIDE

While it is always preferable to attach the segment to the
inside surface, it is not always possible, as, for instance, in the
case of strong convex compounds. We may have a case in which

± 3 D. S. -0 ± .5o axis 9o0

is needed for distance, and + 3 D. must be added for reading.
As the strongest convex curve is aways placed away from

the eye, in this case the ± 3 D. sphere would be on the outside
and the + .50 D. cylinder on the inside. And further, as the
segment is attached to the spherical surface of the distance lens,
this would call for it being placed on the outside, which makes
it more conspicuous and somewhat restricts the field of vision in
walking, because being placed farther from the eye, more diffi-
culty is experienced in seeing over it in walking.

It is in cases of this kind that the toric form of grinding
lenses shows its advantages. By this means the convex surface
still faces outwards, and there is a concave surface afforded
towards the eye to which the segment can be attached, and often
even allows the surface of the segment towards the eye also to be
concave. This carries the wide field of the distance lenses also to
the reading portion, as well as allows the glasses to be worn
closer to the eyes.

I desired to bring to your notice some of the newer forms
of bifocal lenses, the so-called "invisible" bifocals, but as our
time has expired for to-day, I must postpone such remarks to our
next clinic.
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Optical Questions on Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it

wis essential that e be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn ? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
theta).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"B. 0. A."-1 never had any trouble with retino-
scopy in cases of I D. error or over, but am
often puzzled with cases where people are
eminetropic or nearly so. With a patient
to-day (using a plane mirror) the shadow was
with the movement of mirror, bid with a
+ .50 sphere it commenced to move in the oppo-
site direction. Both eyes were alike in this.
I at once concluded that patient had a small
amount of myopia, but was surprised to find
that he could see fg with each eye at the test
cards, and no lenses at all, minus or plus,
improved vision. In examining a person's
left eye I get hint to look at my left hand which
I hold up, and when examining right eye get
patients to look near my right ear. I am able
to darken my room nicely. Can you suggest
where Jam at fault?

When the patient looks at operator's hand or
ear, he necessarily brings his accommodation into
play because these objects are situated at close
distances. Under such circumstances the eyes
would be made to appear myopic, not because
they are really so but because the action of the
accommodation makes them appear so. Now
then in order to obviate this difficulty, the patient
should be requested to look at some more distant
object, and to still further encourage relaxation of
the accommodation, a convex lens may be placed
over the eye that is not being examined, for it is
an established fact that the two eyes are inner-
vated as a single organ, and hence when the accom-
modation is inhibited in one eye by the convex
lens, the stimulation of the accommodation of the
other eye is at the same time checked.

The advice of the writer is always to take the
acuteness of vision first in every case before any
other procedure, then if vision is normal or better,
we could not be misled by the retinoscope to sus-
pect myopia, but we would rather be led to make
the conditions of the retinoscopic examination so
perfect as to avoid any possible error and so that
there could be no discrepancy between the sub-
jective and objective methods.

"L. A. G. "—Referring to " The Optician's
Manual, Vol II," page 388, about the middle
of the page, in estimating the amount of pris-
matic correction, your words are as follows
, In esophoria two-thirds of the distant defect
and all of the near." "In exophoria one-half
to one-third of the distant defect and one-
quarter of the near." Will you kindly ex-
plain to me just what is meant by these two
sentences?

In the correction of the various forms of heter-
ophoria by prisms, it is not customary to prescribe
the full amount, and the sentences quoted by our
correspondent may be regarded as formulating the
rules to indicate just what proportion of the insuffi-.
ciency it is proper to correct.

In esophoria the tendency to convergence is
more noticeable in the test at a distance ; in exo-
phoria, on the other hand, the tendency to exces-
sive divergence is much more noticeable in the
test at the reading point. These differences are
indicated in the quotation front " The Optician's
Manual."

In esophoria the amount shown at the reading
point is apt to be small and may safely be cor-
rected in toto ; whereas, the amount revealed at a
distance is so much greater that we do not con-
sider it well to correct more than one-half or two-
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thirds of it. In exophoria the amount shown by
the test at a distance is not likely to be large and,
hence, if we correct any of it, it should not be a
large part of defect ; whereas, at the reading point,
the so-called " exophoria in accommodation " is
usually of large amount and, hence, the correct-
ing prisms would represent only a small proportion
of the whole. These rules are not iron-clad, but
are subject to change in accordance with the pre-
scriber's judgment.

" H. B." —Nan, age fifty-five years, never wore
glasses ; has weak eyes ; can see splendidly
without glasses. Fitted him with ± ; next
gave him + .25, and again ± .37. He claims
his eyes pain him at night ; when reading any
length of time his eyes water. He can see
best with 1 03-. Tested his eyes for everything,
cannot find the cause -igh- fits best, but he com-
plains that that seems dimmer than the others.
What can the trouble be

We must find fault with our correspondent on
two points : First, he has failed to give us the
acuteness of vision or the range of accommoda-
tion and, therefore, we can gain no idea of the
optical condition of the eye. This is especially
necessary in a case like this, where the man is well
into the presbyopic age and yet is apparently able
to read without glasses. If such is really the case,
we would suspect myopia, as only a myopic eye is
able to read at fifty-five without the aid of glasses;
or, it might be myopic astigmatism. But, at any
rate, the first step (and a most important one) is to
ascertain the acuteness of vision and measure the
refraction of the eye.

The second point is the aimless way in which
the glasses were prescribed and changed : from
stronger to weaker and then to stronger again,
without any definite object in view. This is simply
trying on glasses without knowing what the glasses
are needed for. Therefore, we come back to our
first proposition, that a scientific examination must
be made in order to determine what defect (if any)
is present, whether hypermetropia, myopia, astig-
matism or presbyopia, thus indicating the character
of the lenses to be prescribed and their purpose.

"J. A. C"—When a person comes in for examina-
tion and test for glasses, on trying to find the
near point I seem to be at a loss, as on making
the test with glasses from the lest case, I can
safely say his near point is far removed from
where I find it. What is the best method of
finding the near point ? I have both volumes
of "The Optician'sManual" and also Tiffany's
book, and they say bring a wire screen or
object print, I believe, up to the eye till it
begins to blur, and then measure. Now, you
would measure from the point to the cornea,
would you not? Then I find that some per-
sons seem to act queer about this or can't tell
when objects begin to blur, as I do not get
satisfactory results. A question about a patient.
A man, twenty-seven years old, has had fairly
good eyes until about three years ago when he
went nearly blind in both eyes and doctors
claim he had motor ataxia. He has regained
nearly the full sight of the right eye, but the
left eye has a large blind spot which covers the
macula lutea and obscures vision if he looks
direct at an object; and for this reason I
could gel no test of the left eye at all. R. E. V.
= la and with :62 = if by the fogging
method. Near point of R. E. = inches.
I talked some time with him about his past
health but to no avail as to light the way any.
What would be the proper thing to do in this
case ? His eyes have a funny look, and I
believe a look of syphilis, and if so, could he be
cured at all I gave hint -± .62 each eye and
instructed him to call again in two weeks.

Iii the average case it is customary to measure
the position of the near point without any lenses
before the eyes, except in cases of very high degree
of ametropia or in advanced presbyopia where it
is impossible to read without glasses. The near
point is determined by measuring the very closest
point at which i it is possible to read with the
strongest effort of accommodation, the distance
being that represented between the cornea and the
card. Perhaps the better way is to ask the patient
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to read as the card is approached and to continue
reading until the print becomes illegible. If glasses
must be used, the near point obtained is really an
artificial one, whereas without glasses we get the
natural near point.

In measuring the near point some little tact is
required, because in many cases the patient is
under the impression you want to find the point
where reading is clearest, and thus the optometrist
is often misled. It is the custom of the writer to
put his hand on the card and push it closer to the
eyes, as otherwise the patient will lead us to think
the near point is farther away than it actually is.
Therefore, it is well to explain to the patient that
you want to find the closest point at which it is
possible for them to see by straining their eyes.

If the case is one of locomotor ataxia or of
suspected syphilis, it would be proper to refer him
to a medical man, and especially as you are unable
to make a test of the poor eye on account of its
apparently diseased condition. We scarcely think
it advisable for you to give him glasses even for
the good eye, but for your own reputation to wash
your hands of all responsibility by advising him to
consult an oculist. This is no more than your
duty to your patient and yourself.

'W. F. T. "—Patient is sixty-three years old. Be-
fore having measles, a few months ago, he
could see at a distance all right, but used
glasses for reading. Since having the measles
he can see now to read very well without
glasses but can't see at a distance. I began
the test with plus lenses for distance and it
made his vision worse. I continued increas-
ing them until he said he could& t see the chart.
Then I tried a minus lens and he said it
improved vision. I kept putting on stronger
minus lenses until he could read the smallest
print at twenty feet. Test shows R. N. — 2
D., L. V. —3 D. Then I began the test for
reading, which test showed R. V. + 1.5o D.,
L. V ± .75 D. He said he could read the
finest print on test card al fourteen inches. I
told him I would have to fit him up two pair
of glasses, one to wear all the time and the
other for reading only. I fitted up a pair for
distant and fitted another pair to wear over the
distant ones when reading as follows : Dis-
tant pair : R. V. — 2 D., L. V. — 3 D.; read-
ing, R. V. 3.5o D. L. V +3.75_+ 3.5o D.
— 2 D. = 1.5o ; reading. V. ± 3 75 D.
— 3 D. = .75 L. V. I told him to just put
the reading glasses on in front of distant ones,
which he did, and said he could see fine. I
tested for astigmatism but found none present.
lam afraid his eyes will not remain in present
condition very long and told him to lel me
know how they were getting along every lime
in town. So please give me all the informa-
tion you can in regard to his case.

When a person of this age who had previously
worn glasses for reading, can discard them and is
able to read without glasses, our first thought is
that the myopic condition of refraction that per-
mits this to be done, is due to a swelling and
increased convexity of the crystalline lens prelimi-
nary to the formation of cataract. But as the con-
dition in this case followed an attack of the measles,
in which the eyes are always affected and some-
times to a very great degree, it is quite possible
that they stand in the relation of cause and effect,
and that the changes in vision are directly due to
the attack of measles.

The condition is undoubtedly one of myopia,
acquired myopia it may be called, and is depend-
ent upon one of the two causes mentioned above.
In order to make a differential diagnosis it would
be necessary to use the ophthalmoscope carefully
and skilfully, and most likely with pupils artifi-
cially dilated. But whatever may have been the
cause, our correspondent seems to have done the
only thing possible under the circumstance, namely,
fitting with concave lenses for distance and convex
for near. The latter seem to have been supplied
in the form of extra or grab fronts, which is a very
Convenient way to arrange it.

As these changes in refraction were quite sud-
den, it is more than likely that some further
changes are to be expected, the nature and proba-
bility of which could perhaps be determined by an
ophthalmoscopic examination in the hands of an,
expert.
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A Plain Talk with Dealers

EVERY-wide awake merchant wants
to put his time and energy back of

those goods which are acknowledged as
standard because they will bring him the
most profit, the quickest sales, and reflect
credit upon his business—prestige is a
tangible asset.
We are this season supplementing our

line of famous Stereo Binoculars with
other important additions of glasses em-
bodying the prism principle, which this
house has made famous; and this line
now surpasses in completeness the pro-
ducts of any other manufacturer in the
world. It comprises the following:

I . Prism Stereo Binoculars, 6x, 8x, 10x,
1 2x.

2. Prism Binoculars, 5 x, 8x, 1072x.
3. Prism Opera Glasses, 3x.

The latter is a new type, small, light,
with a field of view twice as great as the
ordinary opera glass of the same power.
The field of the three power Opera Glass
is very brilliant, and by a special optical
construdlion heretofore unattained, is uni-
formly illuminated up to the very margin.
4. Stereo Prism Marine Glasses, 6x, 10x.
5. Prism Marine Glasses, 10x.
These are as distinetively a new type of
marine glass and mark as great an advance
in marine glass conitruction as did the
prism glass in field glass conitruction,
6. Observation telescopes of varying

power.
For use in country houses, seaside and
mountain resorts, yacht clubs and similar
places.

(I The reputation that we have built and
are continuing to build by liberal advertis-
ing helps every dealer to sell our products,
and under our new plans for 1908 the
dealer can realiie a larger profit than
heretofore. Write your jobber concerning
the new terms.

Special catalog concerning complete
line now in preparation.
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The Minnesota State Association of
Optomtrists

The annual meeting of the Minnesota State
Association of Optometrists was held at Studio
Arcade, Minneapolis, February 24 and 25, and
proved itself another of those notable successes
which Minnesota is getting a reputation for. This
can possibly be best expressed in using a remark
made by a member who was three years in arrears
for his dues, having failed to attend a meeting
in that time. After attending two of the three
sessions, he walked up to the secretary and laid
clown his money, saying: "I have received more
than my money's worth at this meeting alone, and
am very sorry I have missed the others, but will
try in future to get all I can and keep paid up."

By actual count at the second session, 124
were present, and it is estimated t6 more came
ill after count was made, and all were practicing
optometrists, excepting a few students of the
science. The first session, being. a business meet-
ing, minutes of the July meeting were read and
approved. The financial report was made and re-
ferred to the auditing committee.

President Radabaugh then read his annual
address, in the course of which he said:

"Our beloved association has now become
one of the recognized organizations of our grand
State. The past year has been one of the best
in our history. New names have been added to
our roll, names of which any organization might
well be proud. New enthusiasm has been aroused
and new and valuable ideas have been carefully
worked out and given to the annals of optometry.
Our association has received honorable mention
by some of the optical lights of the country, and
our optometry law, which owes its very existence
to this association, has been the basis and ground-
work for more optometry bills than any other.
Verily, my fellow optometrists, it is a God-given
privilege to be a Minnesota registered optometrist,
and a better one to be a member of the Minnesota
Association of Optometry.

"Let us look for a moment upon the advance
and the forward march of optometry.

"Since our last annual meeting, a number of
States have created optometry laws and appointed
optometry boards, and please note that each was
preceded by a good-working State association,
and that the law was the direct outcome of the
efforts of the association. True, there have been
some failures along this line, some seemingly very
good laws have been vetoed upon technicalities,
but this is ony the fire of purification, and the
outcome will be better laws, better associations
and better optometrists.

"We have been given in the past year more
good essays, more advanced thought, better publi-
cations and a more general uplift and step for-
ward in the science and education of optometry
and optometrists than in any previous year.

"New colleces are springing into existence;
old ones are increasing their course and useful-
n ss ; our friends, the physicians, are recognizing
the fact that there is something in optometry be-
sides dollars and cents, and when the glad day
snall dawn. when the man who always fits minus
cylinders shall be eliminated from our ranks, then,
and not until then, will our friends, the medical
men, be willing to give to optometry the recogni-
tion which it so justly deserves. There is nothing
more loathsome to a medical man than unethical
medical fakirs, and the ethical optometrist should
take the same stand and use every effort to rid
our land of the optical fakir.

"So much for the advancement of optometry;
now let us look in upon the practices, ethics, etc.
I feel certain that some things I am going to say
now will be severely criticised, but let me say
that it is only after the most careful thought and
investigation upon my part that I here give voice
to some thoughts and ideas that have for some
time been held in the optometrical corner of
my brain.

"We find, upon careful investigation, that
many optometrists, and I regret to say, some
members of our beloved association, resort to
methods of practice and advertising, and especial-
ly the latter, which are not in keeping with the
ethics of this association. I think it far beneath
the dignity that should belong to any optometrist
to advertise or promise to do anything which
they are not positive they can do, and deem it
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unwise in the extreme for any optometrist to ad-
vertise some of the things which he is certain he
can do.

"I believe it is the province of the optometrist
to fit glasses for the betterment of vision and
the relief of eyestrain, but in no case would I ad-
vise the deferring from this policy further than
the possible mention of the relief of headache.
Note I say relief, and not cure. I consider a
cure effected when the cause is removed, and this
glasses does not do, but only relieves or over-
comes. I believe that there is far too much di-
version from the ethical path by optometrists to-
day, and think this will particularly apply to opti-
cal advertising.

"Let me ask you what you would thing of
a medical man from some small, unheard-of place
who would come out in a newspaper and with
glaring headlines declare that he could cure can-
cer, consumption or any other of the incurable
scourages that human flesh is heir to. I am sure
you would th'ng at once, 'That fellow is a fake,
and I will give him a wide berth.' Yet I am soon
to sav that this would be no worse than some of
the optical advertising of to-day, and let me say
that your opinion of the medical fakir exactly
coincides with the opinions of the better classes
of the public to-day of the unethical optometrist.
Existing conditions are not as they used to be.
The world is advancing, people are becoming
more enlightened, and you would have a hard
time to find a person now who would be willing
to take your word, even though seen in print, that
the 'moon is made of cheese.' Brother and sis-
ter optometrists, let us think of these things; let
prudence be the better part of valor, and I can
assure you that a new era for the optometrist
will not be slow to dawn.

"Now, something regarding the mercantile
side of our business, and I think I am about to
throw a boomerang. First, let me say. that I am
not making an attack upon any firm or individual;
far be it from me to do that. My attack, if such
you may call it, is upon the principle. And now
for the boomerang. I believe that it is unwise
for the optometrist to patronize any firm who
does a refracting or dispensing business.

"I know many of you will say at once that
this does not concern me, but, my brother, be not
too sure. The good book says, 'If meat make my
brother to offend, then will I eat no meat.' If the
principle is correct, it should be adopted regard-
less of whether it applies to you individually or
not. I do not want my jobber to be a practicing
refractionist or frame fitter and be placed in di-
rect competition with myself. I think you will
agree with me that the larger the assortment car-
ried on by our jobbers, the better the service, and
only when they receive the undivided support of
optometrist will they be enabled to do their best
in this line. I believe, tclo, that we should use
our influence against the selling of reputable
lines of optical goods to catalogue or mail-order
houses, and here, my country cousin, is where
we come in. We have witnessed the struggle
of other branches of 'merchandising to free them-
selves of this fiend that has fastened itself upon
them and is sapping their very life blood, and I
do not think it beneath the dignity of our profes-
sion to take any necessary precaution along that
line."

The membership committee reported the fol-
lowing applicants favorably, and they were elect-
ed: T. V. Moreau, Minneapolis; E. W. Larson,
Bemidji; W. H. Cowley, Detroit; J. P. Hoeltgen
and Frank A. Ubel, St. Paul; J. F. Sullivan,
Black Duck ; C. H. Anderson, Chatfield; M. E.
Crockett, Bird Island ; 0. C. Retzloff, Winne-
bogo ; Jas. Maguire, St. Paul; Max Schleuder,
St. Peter ; R. H. McEwan, Stewart; J. F. Koth-
man, Annandale; Geo. E. Holmes, Minneapolis.
D. C. Spaulding, Wabasha, Minn., was elected an
associate member.

The evening session was opened by an ad-
dress of welcome by Henry Deutsch, of the Com-
mercial Club of Minneapolis, which was a crack-
erjack in every way and kept the large audience
calling for more. He was followed by J. C.
Eberhart, Dayton, Ohio, the lecturer of the ses-
sion, whose address occupied from 8.20 to 10.30
P. M., and had the close attention of the audi-
ence all the time. This was followed by about
half an hour's questions and answers, to bring
out more clearly some of the points 'not made
quite clear.
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The second days' session was opened by the
report of the auditing committee, which was high-
ly complimentary to the association as well as the
financial officers. M. Morrison, Minneapolis, fol-
lowed with an interesting paper on the relation
of optometrists to one another and to the M.Ds.
Mr. Morrison presented his argument with such
force that every one present was convinced of
its worthiness. We are sorry not to be able to
reproduce his paper entirely at this time, as it
was one of the most interesting and valuable pa- .
pers ever read before the association.

The preliminaries being over, Mr. Eberhart
again advanced in the limelight for his second
lecture, after which, under the heading of "kinks,"
the question box was opened. The most interest-
ing, because of its unexpectedness, was a box
labeled "Optical Nuts to Crack," which on being
opened was found to be a box of almonds raised
on the grounds of our ex-president, J. W. Brown,
now of Pasadena, Cal., who sent greetings.

The following officers were then elected:
President, Hugo 0. Schleuder, Springfield, Minn.;
first vice president, Alex Swenningsen, Moorhead
(re-elected) ; second vice-president, Albert Asle-
son, Redwood Falls ; secretary, C. A. Snell (re-
elected) ; treasurer, E. W. Kittridge, and as mem-
ber of the board of directors for three years, I.
M. Radabaugh, Hastings. A vote of thanks was
given President Radabaugh for his untiring ef-
forts and success during his term of office.
Thanks were also voted Mr. Eberhart for his
very helpful, happy and valuable efforts to in-
terest his hearers. Adjournment was taken at
5.30 P. M., with everybody feeling thankful they
had been able to be present.

Massachusetts Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of this organ-

ization was held at Young's Hotel, Boston, on the
evening of February t8th. The lecture on this
occasion was given by Geo. A. Barron, secretary
of the society, whose subject was "Strabismus."

The busiest committee in this society at the
present time seems to be the membership com-
mittee. The effort to obtain optometry legisla-
tion in the State has acted as a stimulus to in-
crease the membership, and a long list of names
of applicants is presented at each meeting. At the
present rate of growth it is quite probable that
this society can soon boast of the largest mem-
bership of any State organization in the country.

Geo. W. Magee, of McIntire, Magee &
Brown Co., wholesale and manufacturing opti-
cians, Philadelphia, Pa., is now on an extended
trip to the tropics. He will visit Jamaica, Pan-
ama and the West Indies, and will make calls at
Havana and Santiago de Cuba and other points
of interest in that latitude. His trip is one of
recreation and observation, with an incidental eye
to business conditions in the islands.

A County Optometrical Society.

The opticians of Marion county, Indiana,
have organized under the name of The Marion
County Optometrical Society, for the purpose of
assisting in the enforcement of the State optom-
etry laws, to bring the members of the optical
profession into closer affiliation and to gain all
the benefits to be derived from organization. The
following officers have been elected : Ernest New-
lin, president; Henry H. Bishop, vice-president;
W. F. Werbe, treasurer, and Wilbur S. Smith,
secretary.

Bernard Shaw's Success
Bernard Shaw, in a recent interview, said that

he owed his success to the fact told him years
ago by an optician, that only about to per cent.
of people are born with normal vision, and that
he belonged to the favored tenth. That is why,
said he, people think I am funny. "I only tell
them the truth as I see it, and they, not being
able to see properly, think it strange."
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THE NEW YORK OPTOMETRY BILL

Once again a measure for the regulation of
the practice of optometry in the Empire State has
been introduced in both the Assembly and Senate
at Albany. As our readers will recall, a measure
of this character passed both houses last winter
almost unanimously, but it was disapproved by
the Governor upon purely technical grounds, the
Governor holding that the appointment of the
Board of Examiners and the determination of the
standard of optical schools should be left to the
Board of Regents. In the bill recently intro-
duced, the Governor's suggestions have been
adopted and the measure now corresponds in its
provisions to all similar laws of kindred scien-
tific callings. It is needless to add that under the
circumstances the prospects of the bill becoming
a law are exceptionally bright. As the measure
Ill its present form will be of interest to all op-
tometrists as a model for such legislation, we
reprint it herewith.

As frequently stated in these columns, it
would be most desirable to have uniformity as
far as possible in the optometry laws which will
be passed in the different States. Such uniform-
ity would tend to the unification of the profes-
sion, would raise the average standard and add
to the prestige of the entire body. It would also
facilitate removal from State to State for those
who for professional, business or other reasons
should be obliged to remove their business from
one part of the country to another.

AN ACT to amend the Public Health law by
defining optometry and regulating the practice
thereof.

The people of the State of New York, repre-
sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as
follows:

Section I. Chapter 65i of the laws of 1893,
entitled "An act in relation to the public health,
constituting Chapter 25 of the general laws," is
hereby amended by inserting a new article to be
Article 13 thereof, and to read as follows:

ARTICLE XIII.
OPTOMETRY.

Sec. 209-a. Definition; application of article.
" 209-b. State Board of Examiners.
" 209-C. Powers of Board.
" 209-d. Examinations; certificates for

practitioners.
" 209-e. Certificates to be recorded and

displayed.
" 209-f. Fees.
" 2o9-g. Revocation of certificate.
" 2og-h. Violations of article.
" 209-i. Construction of article.

Sec. 209:a. Definition Application of Article.
—The practice of optometry is defined to be the
employment of any means, other than the use of
drugs, for the measurement of the powers of
vision and the adaptation of lenses for the aid
thereof.

Sec. 209-b. State Board of Examiners.—The
State Board of Regents is hereby authorized and
directed on or before July 1st, Ica, to appoint a
Board of Examiners in Optometry. Such Board
of Examiners shall consist of five persons, who
shall possess sufficient knowledge of theoretical
and practical optics to practice optometry and
who shall have been residents of this State ac-
tually engaged in the practice of optometry for at
least five years.

The term of each member of said Board shall
be three years, or until his successor is appointed,
and vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired
term only, but in the original appointment of the
members of the Board two shall be appointed for
the term of one year, two for two years and one
for three years from July 1st, 19°8.

Sec. 2o9-c. Powers of Board. Said Board
of Examiners shall, subject to the approval of the
Regents, make such rules and regulations not in-
consistent with the law, as may be necessary for
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the proper performance of its duties; any mem-
ber of the Board may upon being duly designated
by the Board, or a majority thereof, administer
oaths or take testimony concerning any matter
within the jurisdiction of the Board.

Sec. 209-d. Examinations; Certificates for
Practitioners.—Every person desiring to com-
mence or to continue the practice of optometry
after January 1st, 1909, except as hereinafter
provided, upon presentation of satisfactory evi-
dence, verified by oath, that he is more than 21
years of age, of good moral character, has a pre-
liminary education equivalent to at least two years
in a registered high school, and has also studied
at least three years in a registered optometrist's
office, or has graduated from a school of op-
tometry, maintaining a standard satisfactory to
said Board of Regents, shall take an examination
before said Board of Examiners to determine his
qualifications therefor. Every candidate success-
fully passing such examination shall be registered
by said Board of Regents as possessing the quali-
fications required by this article, and shall receive
from said Board of Regents a certificate thereof;
but any person who shall submit to said Board of
Examiners satisfactory proof as to his character,
competency and qualifications, and that he has
been continuously engaged in the practice of op-
tometry in this State for more than two years
next prior to the passage of this article, may
upon recommendation of said Board of Exam-
iners, receive from the Board of Regents a certi-
ficate of exemption from such examination, which
certificate shall be registered and entitle him to
practice optometry under this article. Every per-
son entitled to a certificate of exemption as herein
provided must make application therefor and pre-
sent the evidence to entitle him thereto, on or
before January 1st, 1909, or he shall be deemed
to have waived his right to such certificate. Be-
fore any certificate is issued it shall be numbered
and recorded in a book kept in the Regent's
office and its number shall be noted upon the
certificate. A photograph of the person regis-
tered shall be filed with the record and a dupli-
cate thereof affixed to the certificate. In all legal
proceedings the record and photograph so kept in
the Regent's office or certified copies thereof
shall be prima facie exidence of the facts therein
stated.

Sec. 209-e. Certificate to be Recorded and
Displayed.—Every person to whom a certificate of
either registration or exemption shall be issued shall
immediately cause the same to be recorded in the
clerk's office in the county of his residence, and also
in the clerk's office of each other county wherein
he shall then practice or thereafter commence the
practice of optometry; every person practicing
optometry must also display his certificate of reg-
istration or exemption in a conspicuous place in
the principal office wherein he practices optometry
and, whenever required, exhibit such certificate to
said Board of Examiners or its authorized repre-
sentatives. And whenever practicing said profes-
sion of optometry outside of, or away from, said
office or place of business, he shall deliver to each
customer or person so fitted with glasses, a bill of
purchase, which shall contain his signature, home
post office address, and the number of his cer-
tificate of registration or exemption, together with
a specification of the lenses furnished and the
price charged therefor.

Sec. 209-f. Fees.—The fee for such exam-
ination shall be $15; for a certificate of registra-
tion, $ro, and for a certificate of exemption, $5, to
be paid to the Board of Regents and constitute a
fund for expenses made necessary by this article.
Such fees shall be paid into the State treasury
and the legislature shall annually appropriate
therefrom for the education department an
amount sufficient to pay all proper expenses in-
curred pursuant to this act. The fee to be paid
to the county clerk for recording a certificate shall
be so cents.

Sec. 2o9-g. Revocation of Certificate.—The
Board of Regents shall have power to revoke any
certificate of registration or exemption granted
by it under this act, if the holder of which is
guilty of any fraud or deceit in his practice, has
been convicted of crime, or is an habitual drunk-
ard, or grossly incompetent to practice optometry.
Proceedings for revocation of a certificate or the
annulment of registration shall be begun by filing
a written charge or charges against the accused.
These charges may be preferred by any person or
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corporation, or the Regents may on their own
motion direct the executive officer of the Board
of Regents to prefer said charges. Said charges
shall be filed with the executive officer of the
Board of Regents, and a copy thereof filed with
the Secretary of the Board of Optometry Ex-
aminers. The Board of Optometry Examiners,
when charges are preferred, shall designate three
of their number as a committee to hear and de-
termine said charges. A time and place for the
hearing of said charges shall be fixed by said
committee as soon as convenient, and a copy of
the charges, together with a notice of the time
and place when they will be heard and deter-
mined, shall be served upon the accused or his
counsel, at least ten days before the date actually
fixed for said hearing. Where personal service or
service upon counsel cannot be effected, and such
fact is certified on oath by any person duly au-
thorized to make legal service, the Regents shall
cause to be published for at least seven times, for
at least twenty days prior to the hearing, in two
daily papers in the county in which the optome-
trist was last known to practice, a notice to the
effect that at a definite time and place a hearing
will be had for the purpose of hearing charges
against the optometrist upon an application to
revoke his certificate. At said hearing the accused
shall have the right to cross-examine the wit-
nesses against him and to produce witnesses in
his defense, and to appear personally or by coun-
sel. The said committee shall make a written re-
port of its findings and recommendations, to be
signed by all its members, and the same shall
be forthwith transmitted to the executive office
of the Board of Regents. If the said committee
shall unanimously find that said charges, or any
of them, are maintained, and shall unanimously
recommend that the certificate of the accused be
revoked or his registration be annulled, the Re-
gents may thereupon, in their discretion, revoke
said certificate or annul said registration, or do
both. If the Regents shall annul such registra-
tion, they shall forthwith transmit to the clerk of
the county or counties in which said accused is
registered as an optometrist, a certificate under
their seal certifying that such registration has
been annulled, and said clerk shall, upon receipt
of said certificate, file the same and forthwith
mark said registration "Annulled." Any person
who shall practice optometry after his registra-
tion has been marked "Annulled" shall be deemed
to have practiced optometry without registration.
Where the certificate of any person has been re-
voked, or his registration has been annulled as
herein provided, the Regents may, after the ex-
piration of one year, entertain an application for a
new certificate, in like manner as original applica-
tions for certificates are entertained; and upon
such new application they may in their discretion
exempt the applicant from the necessity of un-
dergoing any examination.

Sec. 209-h. Violation of Articles.—No per-
son not a holder of a certificate of registration
or exemption duly issued to him and recorded as
above provided shall after January 1st, 19o9, prac-
tice optometry within this State. No person shall
falsely personate a registered optometrist of a
like or different name, nor buy, sell, or fraudu-
lently obtain a certificate of registration or ex-
emption issued to another. Practicing or offering
to practice optometry, or the public representation
of being qualified to practice the same by any
person not authorized to practice optometry, shall
be sufficient evidence of a violation of this article.
Any violations of the provisions of this article
shall be a misdemeanor, and courts of special
sessions shall have jurisdiction of all such viola-
tions.

Sec. 209-i. Construction of Article.—Noth-
ing in this act shall be construed to apply to duly
licensed physicians authorized to practice medi-
cine under the laws of the State of New York
nor to persons who neither practice nor profess
to practice optometry, who sell spectacles, eye-
glasses or lenses either on prescription from such
physicians or from such duly qualified optome-
trists, or as merchandise from permanently lo-
cated and established places of business.

Sec. 2, Article XIII of the public health law
renumbered as such article by chapter 293 of the
laws of 1903, is hereby renumbered as Article
XIV of said law.

Sec. 3. This act shall take effect immediately.
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Nebraska State Board Examinations

The first examination held by the newly

appointed Nebraska State Board of Optometry was

held in rooms 306, 307 and 308, Y. M. C. A. Build-

ing, Omaha, Nebr., the examining board being

C. C. McLeese, Davenport ; J. C. Huteson, Omaha,

and Max J. Egge, Grand Island.
Twenty-five applicants presented themselves

at 9 A.M. sharp, January 29th, and passed the

examination in a creditable manner. The examina-

tion consisted of sixty written questions, in three

groups of twenty each : Group, one, light and

lenses ; group two, errors in refraction ; group

three, anatomy and muscular insufficiencies. It

was announced that each question would count

ten points ; the practical use of the trial case,

method and rapidity, two hundred points ; neutral-

izing various kinds of lenses, one hundred points.

The use of various other testing apparatus, one

hundred points, making a total of one thousand

points, 75 per cent, be-
ing required to pass the
examination.

The following is a
list of applicants who
passed the examination:
John Hoist, Jr., Omaha ;
J. A. Reuling, Wymore ;
Lee R. Sampson,Omaha;
W. L. Bryan, Eustis ; F.
E. Mendenhall, Water-
loo ; L. Freiday, Omaha;
R. R. Towle, Ashland;
Dr. A B. Tarbox,
Omaha ; 0. G. Turen,
Lyons ; A. 0. Boyland,
Aurora ; John F. Ayres,
David City; H. M. Reed,
Jr., Omaha ; John R.
Blair, Long Pine ; D.
Schwartz, Omaha ; E. C.
Ernestine, Omaha ; Mrs.
Mary T. Carey, Oconto ;
E. E. Wright, Sutton;
Ira Overstake, Lebanon;
C. A. Hazlett, Omaha ; Mrs. Josephine W.

Strode, Johnson ; Ella J. Eddy, Alma ; F. J.

Rupert, West Point ; Mike Tritsch, Louisville ;

Fred. Schwenke, Omaha ; John A. Gordon,

Omaha.
The next examination will be held at the Lin-

coln Hotel, Lincoln, February 24th and 25th, com-

mencing at 9 A.M. sharp. Inasmuch as the board

is compelled, under the law, to issue two distinct

types of certificates, one of exemption and one of

registration to those who pass the examination,

the board urges all the " old guards," as well as

other opticians in the State, even though they

feel qualified, to come to Lincoln to take this

examination.
Applications should be made to the secretary

of the Optometry Board, J. C. Huteson, Omaha,

Nebr.
The list of questions set by the board was as

follows :
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(a) the ̀ : optical center" of a lens ; (b) the center

of curvature?
5. Define fully the following terms : (a) re-

fraction ; (b) reflection ; (c) absorption.

6. What is meant by the following : (a)

dynamic refraction ; (b) static refraction ?

7. Transpose the following prescriptions: (a)

▪ 

I 75 =- - .37 ax. 900; (b) - .p = 2 ax.

18o°; (c) 4.50 = - I ax. 45°; (d) + .62 cyl.

ax. 55° =- I.50 cyl. ax. 145°.

8. What form of lenses are used in the prac-

tice of optometry and which are usually considered

preferable?
9. Which of the following lenses (which are

the same transposed) would you prescribe, and

why (write fully): - .50 56 ax. 18o° ;

+ 4 - 4.50 fix. 90°?
10. If a patient reads if good without lenses

with each eye separately, but better with - .50

spheres, what lenses would you prescribe?

II. Make the following diagram : Parallel
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28. What is regular astigmatism and how

many kinds are there?
29. Name thein and make a drawing showing

their respective foci to the retina.

30. Does it ever change in amount?

31. What is accommodation?

32. How do you measure accommodation?

33. Give the table of normal accommodation,

in diopters, and the near point in inches, from the

age of ten to sixty, at intervals of five years.

34. What is preshyopia ; its cause and relief?

35. What is asthenopia?
36. What are the essential efforts in vision?

37. What is convergence?
38. What are the remedies for abnormal weak

accommodation and convergence?
39. What is the relation?
40. How do you measure convergence?

Group 3. Anatomy and Muscular Insufficiencies

41. Describe the formation of the orbits and
their relative position to

each other.
42. How many bones

form the two orbits?

Name them.
43. Where is the op-

tic foramen ? Describe it.
44. Name the three

tunics or coatings of the

eye. Describe and give

the use of each.
45. Describe the cor-

nea. How many layers

has it ? Name them.
46. What constitutes

the anterior and poste-
rior chambers of the eye?

47. How many layers
compose the retina?

48. What is the ma-

cula lutea, and where is

it situated?
49. Describe the crys-

talline lens and tell how
it is held in position.

50. Name the extrinsic muscles of the eye and

give the function of each.

51. What muscles are supplied by the third.

nerve?

52. Where are the meibomian glands and what

is their function ?

53. Name some of the disease symptoms that

would cause you to advise a patient to consult a

physician.

54. In using the ophthalmoscope what would

you look for in determining whether a healthy or

pathological condition exists ?

55. Define orthophoria.

56. Define exophoria.

57. What is the difference between hetero-

phoria and strabismus ?

58. How would you proceed to test a patient

for muscular imbalance ?

59. What is the normal adduction and abduc-

tion of the eyes ?
6o. If with the Maddox rod over the left eye

the vertical line is seen at the right of the flame,

what is the condition?

Group I. Light and Lenses
I. Write a brief description of what you know

about light.
2. Illustrate by diagram : (a) a beam of light ;

(b) a ray of light ; (c) a pencil of light.

3. Illustrate by diagram the action upon par-

allel rays of light of each of the following lenses:

Convex sphere, concave sphere, piano-convex

cylinder.

4. What is understood by the following terms:

Examination by Nebraska Optometry Board

rays of light focused on an emmetropic eye ; on

the myopic eye.
12. How would you proceed to find the opti-

cal center of a lens ; also the axis of a cylinder?

13. What is the clioptric value of each curve

of a scale in a bifocal lens, when the prescription

reads as follows (periscopic lens for base lens) :

(a) + 1.25 adding + 2.75 ; (b) .75 cyl. ax. 90°,

adding + 2.25?
14. What is the dioptric value of each curve of

a scale in a bifocal lens where the lens is toric-base,

curve being - 6 D. and the prescription reads as

follows : 1.25 sphere add ± 3.25?

15. Describe a spherical lens.

16. Describe a cylindrical lens.
17. Describe a compound lens.

18. What is meant by focal length?

19. What is meant by field of vision?

20. What is meant by dispersion?

Group 2. Errors in Refraction

21. What is meant by refraction?

22. What is an error of refraction?

23. What is an emmetropic eye?

24. What is an ametropic eye?
25. How many kinds of errors of refraction

are there ? Name and describe them.

26. What lenses are used to correct hyperopia

and myopia?
27. What is astigmatism?

"1 ant most interested in advertising and
storekeeping for jewelers and opticians. The
Keystone is the best journal in the world for
good business points."-Y. A. Scruggs, Jeweler-
Optician, Nashville, Georgia.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name anti address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anon y mous coni n U Mentions.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to gave exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn ? How long and what
en in her ?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, anti what improvement
glasses atffird.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"E. S. "—I have a patient who is a painter by occu-
pation, sixty-two years of age. He has been
wearing glasses for close use for a number of
years but contplains that in his work he can-
not look up at the ceiling with them and they
make hint very dizzy when lie looks down
through them and tries to gel off a step ladder.
He says he can read with them all right but
cannot wear them at his work, nor can he get
along at his work without them. I neutralized
his glasses and lound they were about + 4 D.
I tested his vision with the following results:
With the naked eye he could not see any of the
letters on the test card, not even the largest
one at the top of the card. I commenced with
convex lenses, which I found improved his
vision, and I kept on increasing them until I
reached + 2 D., with which his vision equalledig Stronger glasses than this blurred vision
a little. I tried cylinders but they did not help
any, and so I found I could not make vision
any better than g. For reading I asked him
to put on his+ 4 D. glasses and tried + .50 D.
and — .50 D. alternately in front of them, both
of which he said made reading worse, and so
I concluded that his own glasses were all
right. What would you advise in this case?

This gentleman is both hypermetropic and
presbyopic. He should be corrected first for his
hypermetropia, and then an additional glass for his
presbyopia. The reason why the patient could not
get along with his glasses is because he has been
trying to make one pair of glasses do the work of
two. His reading glasses were all right as long as
he kept quite close to his work, but as soon as he
looked off at arm's length or tried to walk around
the room, the focus of his glasses was too short
and his vision would be blurred and his eyes per-
haps strained. It is really a dangerous matter for
a mechanic to work around a building that is in
course of construction, wearing glasses that are
unsuitable for the distance at which it is necessary
for him to see. He is unable to judge distances
correctly, is liable to make a misstep and may per-
haps meet with a serious accident.

Now this patient should be fitted with a pair of
glasses to correct his hypermetropia and which
should be worn constantly. Such glasses will
answer for general vision and for the greater part
of his work which does not require very close
vision. For very fine work and for reading he will
need additional help, and this can be supplied in
one of three ways—by a separate pair of glasses,
by extra fronts or by bifocals.

For the welfare of the eyes we are inclined to
favor an entirely separate pair of glasses. This
affords a full pair of glasses for each purpose, but
most patients will object to the trouble and incon-
venience of changing from one to the other, and
then we can choose one of the remaining methods.
An extra front, or a grab front as it is commonly
called, can be hooked on to the distance specta-
cles when it becomes necessary to see close, or in
cases where the nose is sufficiently large, an eye-
glass frame may be supplied to slip on in front of
the spectacles, and as these can be more conve-
niently carried and can be more readily put in
place, they are sometimes more preferable than
the extra fronts in selected cases. The extra fronts
can be furnished in half eye or clerical shape, and
thus by allowing the patient to look over them
through the distance glasses, they may be regarded
as " removable bifocals."

But there are a certain number of persons who
will insist on the regular bifocals on account of their
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convenience. They are not willing to take the
trouble of putting on the extra fronts, much less
taking off one pair and putting on another, and
consequently bifocals are the popular style and
their use is destined to grow. Inasmuch as this
man has a pair of glasses for reading, we would
suggest that he be given another pair for general
wear which he can also use for his work. After
trying these for a few weeks if he finds they will
not suffice, then segments of 2 D. can be attached
and he will be ready for vision at all distances. In
this event he must be cautioned to be very careful
in case he should be working in an unfinished
building where a miscalculation might precipitate
him to the floor below.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page

"R. G. N"—Please give correction for the fol-
lowing trouble which has come upon patient
recently. The sash of a window, which is
horizontal, appears to have a blur or node in
the center. By running his naked eye back
and forth the blur or node runs along with it.
He is nearly eighty years old and has never
worn spectacles for distance, only for reading
or close work. He gets along with the ordi-
slaty reading glasses, but with vesy small
watch repairing he begins to have difficulty.

Here is another correspondent who has failed
to give us the acuteness of vision or any direct
information as to the sight of the patient. As this
is the first step in the examination of any case, and
as we have so often called attention to its impor-
tance on these pages, it is almost an act of careless-
ness in omitting it.

It is an impossible matter to explain all the
various subjective symptoms of which a patient
may complain. In nervous people these subjective
symptoms are often unreasonable and absurd and
actually impossible. They result as the act of the
brain, which may be disturbed by various causes,
and are not produced by the organ of vision.

Then again a certain appearance will not look
the same to every person, but will be differently
described by various people. Taking all this into
account, and with the meagre information given us
as to the vision of the patient, it is manifestly im-
possible for us to give a correction for the trouble
as requested.

E, M"—A man fifty-five years old has been
wearing glasses about fifteen years ; had no
sore eyes or any other trouble with them.
Without aky glasses he cannot, with his left
eye, see any letter on the chart but can read H.
with R. E. By placing a -I- 2 D. sph. over R. E.
he reads and by placing a 5 D. sph. over
left eye he reads n. And then he has signs of
astigmatism and by putting a + 1.5o cyl. ax.
1800 on R. E. all lines are alike, and a 1.25
cyl ax. 1800 on L. E. all are alike. Reading
he will take a + 7 sph. C 1.25 cyl. ax. 18o°
L. E.; R. E., + 2 D. sph. + 1.50 cyl. ax.
180°. Now, if 'increase the spherical power
to make the reading for the left eye better, he
cannot see so well from right eye, and if I
snake him see better froin right eye it makes his
left eye worse. He says he can see better with
his old ones, which are : R. E., + 2 sph.;
L. E., 2 sph., but says his left eye is worse.
When at the first of my fitting he says that the
word "The" looks like "111o," so he cannot
distinguish letters.

This is a case of anisometropia and calls for
skill and care in its management. The first point
of advice we would give is to take care of the good
eye—that is to give the right eye its own proper
and accurate correction, and to the left eye an
approximate correction not strong enough to
interfere with the comfortable vision of the good
eye. We are told that + 2 1). S. + I.5o cyl. axis
1800 is the distance correction of the right eye, and
later on in the history of the case the same formula
is mentioned as the combination he requires for
reading. We are inclined to think there is some
error here. A man at this age is well advanced in
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presbyopia, and will certainly require a stronger
glass for reading than for distance. Either the
+ 2 D. is too strong for distance or too weak for
reading. The examination must be repeated, tak-
ing first the acuteness of vision and the refractive
correction, to which at this age ordinarily a + 2 D.
should be added for near vision. It may be advis-
able to order the same for the left eye, although a
few trials will soon show whether a stronger lens
can be borne for this eye.

Another important matter is the determination
of the muscle balance. If the Maddox Rod is used
it should be placed over the defective eye, and if
any marked amount of heterophoria is found, a
prism may be combined with the left lens, and it is
possible that the addition of such prism may be
just what is needed to make binocular vision
pleasant and comfortable, and that under such cir-
cumstances the proper correction for the left eye
may be admissible.

One other point. It is customary to examine
the right eye first, and in writing the history of a
case to mention the vision of right eye and its cor-
rection first in order to avoid confusion and error.
In the history of this case the left eye is several
times mentioned first, and this may lead to a con-
fusion of the two eyes.

'E. B. "—Married lady, aged twenty-two ; dress-
maker. Has been filled by three different ocu-
lists without getting relief or satisfaction.
R. V. IL L. V. if without glasses. Without
glasses sees to read ordinal)/ print at four
inches from eyes only. No evidence of astig-
matism with radiating lines or with ophthal-
mometer. No muscular imbalance with Mad-
dox rod. I fogged patient and began with
trial set. Could see n with both eyes with
+ I sph. before each eye, but could not see for
close work farther than four inches from eyes.
With — i sph. each eye could see with com-
fort al fifteen inches. Has worn the latter for
six weeks, perfectly satisfactosy. 1,01y ?

This is a case that seems contradictory and is
difficult of explanation. If + i. D lenses raised
vision from ig to this would seem to prove
positively the existence of a hypermetropia of
that amount. But why she could see with these
lenses no farther away than four inches, or why
she should be able to see comfortably with con-
cave lenses are puzzling questions, and can be ex-
plained only on the supposition that there must be
some spasm of accommodation. Four inches is an
unusually close reading point, and may perhaps be
largely due to habit. To see at such close range im-
poses a tax upon the eyes, and this distance must be
lengthened. Such advice must he impressed upon
the patient and her co-operation secured. We can
hardly approve the concave glasses in this case
because of the unmistakable evidence of hyperme-
tropia as shown by the improvement afforded by
convex lenses.

W. S."—Patient has some trouble with his
eyelids. Has a small amount of astigmatism
but wears correction for same. The lids burn
and on the extreme edges touching the eyes
small sacks form filled with a whitish fluid.
They are easily removed but form in a few
days' time again. Some of the lashes have
those thick black ends, very big, with a black
dot unlike a natural hair, and the lids are
inflamed inside considerably. Do you think
the Murine remedy for eyelids would be
advisable .?

This appears to be a case of blepharitis mar-
ginales, or in other words, an Mflammatory condi-
tion of the edges of the lids. Such conditions are
very often due to an uncorrected error of refraction,
in which cases the prescription of the proper
glasses will effect a perfect cure. We are not
given sufficient information about the refractive
condition of this case to be able to form an intelli-
gent opinion as to the relation between the astig-
matism and the lid trouble, but at any rate the first
and only thing for the optometrist to do is to give
a perfect refractive correction, and if that fails to
cure, any further treatment that is necessary will
be of a medical nature and should be prescribed
by a physician. We might say in passing that
ointment of yellow oxide of mercury is the stand-
ard remedy in these cases.
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Light

T H E

By HOWARD I). MiNelinl, Ph.D.,
Professor of Physics, University of Rochester, before the

Rochester Optical Society.

Lecture I.

The spirit of specialization that exists to-day
is ever seeking to exhaust, one by one, the prov-
inces of investigation, with a view to acquire the

power to see totalities. The end sought is that of
seeing in the single chosen thing the purpose of
the whole universe, to see the whole in and
through a part.

Man is never so happy as when seeking new
knowledge, and knowledge of external things
comes through the senses. Of these, sight sup-
plies the most exact and most extensive knowl-

edge, "The eye penetrates into the unfathomable

abysses of space and receives intelligence from
regions remote and inaccessible." This sense

reveals to the mind the most delicate of Nature's
operations. The manifold forms of exquisite
beauty around us are conveyed to the mind by
its means. Each of the senses possesses a special
form of sensibility. That peculiar to the visual

organ is the power of perceiving luminous rays.
The sensation of light is excited by some

stimulus acting upon the retina. The stimulus
may be :

I. Mechanical, as a blow or by pressure.
2. Electrical.
3. Motion of the blood in the vessels of the

ret ma.
An external object to be seen must be con-

nected by sonic means with the eye, and this con-
nection must in some way excite the retina.

What is this phenomenon? It is called Light.
What is light?

The student of light, at the outset, meets a
two-fold problem, a subjective and an objective
one. The first deals with the phenomena of vis-

ion, and constitutes physiological optics. The
second deals with the laws of light, and consti-
tutes physical and geometric optics.

This series of lectures will deal, in the main,
with the objective side of the problem.

In attempting to answer the question What
is Light? we will consider briefly the history of
the development of the subject.

Our present knowledge of light had its begin-
ning during the latter part of the seventeenth
century. The ancients appear to have been wholly
ignorant of the theory of optics, and to have been
remarkably slow in advancing the construction
of optical instruments; about all advancement in
this field has been made in the past three centu-
ries. Yet some of the more striking phenomena
were observed and studied in the earliest times.
The laws of reflection and formation of images
were known. Metallic mirrors and glass were
manufactured long before the speculations of the
early philosophers were recorded (Exodus and
Job). After glassmaking came burning glasses
(424 B. C.).

Plato (444 B. C.) advocated a theory now
known as the Platonic theory. According to this
theory, three elements were necessary to vision :

1. A visual stream of light or divine fire
emitted by the eye.

2. These rays entered into union with the
light of the sun, and

3. The two together, meeting with a third
emanation from the object seen, re-
sulted in vision.
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Aristotle combated this theory (350 B. C.),
and said light was a quality of, or action of, a
medium. This was a haphazard anticipation of
the theory held at present — the undulatory
theory.

The Platonic school, however far they were
from the true conception of the cause of light,

knew that light was propagated in straight lines,
and that it was reflected so that the angle of inci-
dence equaled the angle of reflection.

Fig, 1

Many of these learned men entertained a
confused notion that, as we may feel bodies at a
distance by means of a rod, so the eye may per-

ceive them by the intervention of light. How

they could have believed in this doctrine is most

puzzling. Yet this idea prevailed for many cen-

turies.
In the eleventh century it was established by

Alhazen that the cause of vision proceeded from

the object and not from the eye.

The laws of refraction were known very

early. In the first century of our era Cleomedes

pointed out the experiment of the coin in the cup

of water. Place a coin in a cup and move away

until the coin is no longer in view. Let the eye

be at E (Fig. 1). Then fill the cup with water
and the coin comes into view. The ray follows

the dotted line D after emerging from the water.

Among the earlier students and investigators

of optics were Euclid, Ptolemy, Cleomedes, Al-

hazen, Vitellio and Roger Bacon.
The next important event, following the work

Fig, 2

of Alhazen, was the introduction of the telescope

in 16°8 by a Belgian. In 16og Galileo heard of

this and set to work, and in 16io constructed an

instrument that revealed Jupiter's satellites. The

theory of the telescope was reduced to its true
principles by Kepler (1571-1630). The next im-
portant step was the introduction of the camera
obscura by Porta (the pinhole camera). The il-
lustration of this is given in Fig. 2.

A is a box which affords a dark chamber, B
is a small pinhole. An incandescent lamp C is

placed in A and the inverted image D is thrown
upon the screen.

After this work comes the explanation of the
rainbow by A. de Dominis, in 1611, and then
comes the work of Snell. Snell, in 1621, deduced
and explained the law of refraction, namely: The
sine of the angle of incidence divided by the sine
of the angle of refraction is a constant.

In 1666 Newton effected the prismatic decom-
position of white light into its component colors.
He recombined the spectrum colors and formed
white light, thus proving that color was not due to
refraction, as had been held by some. The im-
portance of this discovery of Newton's must be
kept in mind. It marks the beginning of our
present knowledge of light.

Newton elaborated the emission or corpuscu-
lar theory of light. This theory holds light to be
the flight of material particles emitted by the
source, and sight to be the result of the mechani-
cal action produced upon the retina when these
particles are impressed upon it.

The wave theory of light was expressed in
definiteI678. form for the first time by Huygens
ill 

The transverse wave was first introduced by
Fresnel in 1814 as a necessary means for the ex-
planation of polarization.

The wave theory asserts that light is a form
of energy, and vision results from the transmis-
sion of this energy to the eye.

In so far as we are acquainted with the phe-
nomena of nature, a medium is necessary for the
transmission of energy, and the medium that
physicists have proposed as existing for the trans
mission of light is called "ether." A study of
the properties which this ether must possess
would be extremely interesting.

The electro-magnetic theory of light assumes
light to be identical with electro-magnetic dis-
turbances, which are radiated from bodies in
which electrical oscillations are taking place. The
explanation of this theory is due to Maxwell. He
predicted the existence of the waves later discov-
ered and studied by Hertz. This theory is but a
modification of the wave theory.

The wave theory is the theory upon which
our present conception of light depends. Accord-
ing to this theory,.light is a form of energy. The
energy results from a disturbance and is trans-
mitted by the ether in the form of waves, or in
an undulatory motion. In the case of light, this
motion is a transverse one; it is the same in the
case of electricity. In sound it is longitudinal.
The velocity of propagation in any of the cases
named is a function of the length of the wave.
The velocity is also a function of the medium of
transmission. Upon the principle of the wave
theory, heat, light and electricity are each a form
of energy, but differing in wave length.

We will first consider the disturbance which
gives rise to the phenomenon called light.

The main source of light is incandescence,
and we classify the sources as

1. Natural, and
2. Artificial.

Causes of incandescence:
I. (a) Potential energy of gravity of scat-

tered fragments.
(b) Kinetic energy of current electricity

or of an electrical discharge.
(c) Potential energy of chemical affinity.
(d) Friction.
(e) Sudden compression of a gas.

(Continued on page 537)
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Hearing on Massachusetts Optometry
Bill

Thursday, February 20th, the day set for the
hearing before the public health committee, in the
State House, of the arguments for and against
the establishment of a State board of registration
in optometry, was a most exciting day for optom-
etrists and oculists.

The largest committee room was filled to
overflowing, showing the great interest taken in
the bill. Former Assistant U. S. District At-
torney Guy E. Ham appeared as counsel for the
petitioners, having taken a course in optometry
to better quality himself for a thorough under-
standing of the case. Mr. Ham presented his
arguments in a most forcible and concise man-
ner, showing a very thorough understanding of
the subject. He explained that the bill called for
the appointment by the Governor of a competent
board of optometrists, consisting of five members
with at least five years' experience in the practice
of optometry. To be eligible for registration
under the act, a person must be 21 years of age
or over, and of good moral character. He must
have had two years of practical experience pre-
vious to the passage of the bill, which is dated for
January I, 1909, to receive a certificate without
examination. In the event of the experience be-
ing less than two years, he will be obliged to pass
an examination before the State Board of Regis-
tration in Optometry. Mr. Ham argued that the
passage of the bill would be a great benefit to the
people at large, as it would so regulate the fitting
of glasses that none but those well qualified would
be allowed to continue in business Also the test-
ing of eyes was the work of a refractionist and
work he was able to do as well as the average
oculist, except that he would not be allowed the
use of drugs. Mr. Ham claimed that refraction
consists of a problem of mechanics or mathemat-
ics, and dealt with the correct regulation of the
rays of light before entering the eye and not in
curing actual diseases of the eye. He produced
considerable evidence to prove that colleges do not
give instruction in refraction, though he did not
decry their knowledge in that line. It was his
opinion that after the bill was passed that colleges
throughout the State would add a course in re-
fraction. Much stress was put on the fact that
the bill was a most unusual one, as in it the peti-
tioners have requested legislation which forces
them to greater endeavor to increase their stand-
ard, and is really of more benefit to the public
than it is to them. Similar bills have been brought
UP before the regulation of the practice of medi-
cine, dentistry and pharmacy, all of which have
been most beneficial to the State and elevating
to the professions. The only difference between
this bill and the bills already passed is that this
has an additional safeguard by giving the board
the power to revoke a member's certificate for
cause.

In the argument Mr. Ham showed that in
Too6 the Legislature passed a bill compelling the
pupils of the public schools of Boston to have
their eyes examined. There were 30,000 children
who required glasses, and the number of oculists
were inadequate to cope with this immense num-
ber of cases, were they to be obliged to handle
them all. Mr. Ham stated that in reply to com-
munications sent to the physicians of the State,
912 replies were received, all of which were fa-
vorable, with the exception of 37.

President F. P. Simmons, of the Massachtt-
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setts Optical Association, was the first witness,
and he, with the aid of a number of modern sci-
entific instruments, explained the manner of test-
ing eyes. The legislative committee listened at-
tentively, and asked many questions, that they
might become further enlightened. Mr. Turtle,
an able attorney, on the side of the oculists, cross-
examined Mr. Simmons, who skilfully satisfied all
his questioning.

Dr. T. H. Merrill, of Brockton, appeared in
favor of the bill, and made a very strong plea
for its passage.

Franklin T. Kerr, who was prepared with all
kinds of statistics, stated that for the advantage
of scientific progress, in which he was greatly in-
terested, that he had appeared as a witness for the
petitioners. The oculists were represented by
three of the best legal talent in Boston, namely:
Lawyers Turtle, Barnes and Nutter.

The witnesses called upon were : Dr. G. W.
Gay, president of the Massachusetts Medical
Association; Dr. Taylor, neurologist of Harvard;
Dr. C. H. Williams, Dr. John C. Bossidy, Dr.
Withington and Mr. Pinkham, of Pinkham &
Smith.

There is much speculation as to the outcome
of the hearing and the chances of the measure.

The Indiana State Optical Society.
The Indiana State Optical Society held its

12th annual meeting at the Denison Hotel, Indian-
apolis, February 17. At an early business session
the report of the committee on revision of the
constitution and by-laws was accepted. The
changes introduced here were only such as to
make the rules governing the society conform to
the conditions under the State law. The member-
ship committee reported 23 applications and rec-
ommended the acceptance of 22. The 23d appli-
cant had failed to get a county license within the
time limit. The society decided to wait until he
had complied fully with the requirements of the
law before granting the membership.

President Woodard, in his address, noted the
fact that Mr. Rowe and himself are the only ones
in Marion County who are left of the original
members of the society. Mr. Woodard advocated
charging the patient a fee for an examination and
recommended a uniform price list. He thought
the opticians cannot afford to have a moving scale
of prices, and denounced severely those opticians
who cut prices. After the close of the address a
rising vote of thanks was extended President
Woodard for his efficient work as president and
his untiring efforts as chairman of the legislative
committee. Several members arose and paid Mr.
Woodard a high tribute for the work he had
done. A vote of thanks was also extended C. M.
Jenkins for the financial aid he had given the so-
ciety and for the splendid work he did as member
of the legislative committee.

Ethelred Curtis, La Porte, read a paper on
"Methods of Precision in Optometry." Mr. Cur-
tis advocated the use of a moving target for re-
laxing the muscles of the eye, saying it was one
of the best eyetonics known. He advised every
optometrist to spend an hour each day in the
study of some standard work of optometry.

At 1.3o P. M., Dr. T. C. Hood, a prominent
oculist in Indianapolis, read a paper on "The Re-
lation of Optician and Oculist." He said that be-
tween the two there should be mutual aid and
reciprocal service. The doctor severely criticised
the existing schools of optometry, saying that the

course of instruction was too short ; that not
enough attention was given to pathology of the
eye; that the schools, as a whole, were too much
controlled by mercantile houses.

C. M. Jenkins showed a series of so or more
steriopticon views of intra-ocular diseases. The
interest of the members was shown by the ques-
tions asked the lecturer as he explained the pie,
tures. After these came a series of 20 views
showing the effect of glasses in straightening the
eyes. These were photos of Mr. Jenkins' own
patients.

Margaret J. Erisman gave a short talk on
"That Troublesome Nerve," the fifth pair of
cranial nerves. Five stereopticon views were used
to show the distribution of the nerve.

J. H. Ellis read a paper on "Some Experi-
ences of the State Board." Mr. Ellis claimed
that the duties of the board are purely administra-
tive; that the enforcement of the law was to be
looked after by the police of the State. Mr. Ellis
advocated local societies with affiliation with the
State society, as it is only through the local so-
ciety, with frequent and regular meetings, that
any educational method could be pursued.
The meeting closed with the election of officers

and unfinished business. A request for nomina-
tions had been sent out to the members through
the mail. The nomination committee reported
these as favoring the re-election of the old offi-
cers. The secretary was instructed to cast the
vote for the society. The officers are as follows:
President, H. E. Woodard, Indianapolis ; first
vice president, W. M. Edwards, Nightstown; sec-
ond vice president, David Bixler, Berne; treas-
urer, M. C. Klein, Crawfordsville; secretary, Mar-
garet J. Erisman, LaFayette.

The auditing committee reported the books
correct. Three names were dropped from the
roll of membership for the non-payment of dues.
A motion was made and carried for the president
to appoint a committee to draw up a code of eth-
ics and to prepare a minimum price list. Several
members strenuously opposed the adoption of any
kind of a price list. The president was authorized
to appoint a committee to draw up a letter asking
every registered optician in the State to donate
toward a fund to be used only in maintaining the
optometry law. Members were requested to re-
port every known violation of the law to the At-
torney General. Motion was made and carried
that H. E. Woodard and C. M. Jenkins be the
head of a permanent legislative committee, they
to complete this committee at some future time.

Greetings were extended to the jewelers, who
would be in convention the next day. A request
was also sent that their committee meet with ours
and confer in mixing dates for the annual meet-
ings, so that in the future these meetings may
immediately follow each other, as they happened
to this year.

At 7 o'clock a banquet was served at the
Grand Hotel. Dr. T. C. Hood and wife and
Judge Vincent Clifford and wife were guests.
H. E. Woodard, at one end of a long table, acted
as master of ceremonies, and introduced W. M.
Edwards, at the other end of the table, as toast-
master for the evening. Mr. Edwards proved a
fine toastmaster. His introductions were pointed
and humorous. The toast list was as follows:
"The Woman Optician," Mrs. Stella R. Cropper;
"The State Board," J. H. Ellis ; "The Nervous
Patient," Ethelred Curtis ; "The Look Ahead,"
Omar C. DeSelms; "The Optometry Law," Judge
Clifford.
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2. Fluorescence, phosphorescence, luminous

paints.
3. Physiological, as fireflies, glow-worms, etc.

Further, bodies are divided into the two

classes :
I. Self-luminous.

2. Non-luminous.

If/ave Theory:

In Fig. 3 let A denote the condition of a me-

dium at rest and let the numerals o, I, 2, 3, etc.,

represent contiguous particles of the medium. If

o be given a downward motion, the motion will be

transmitted to t, and from i to 2, etc. When o

has reached the lowest point in its path, repre-

sented by B, it starts back, and when it has

reached the position from which it started the

transmitted motion has reached 6, shown by C.

o now proceeds in an upward direction until it

reaches the highest point in its path. The motion

has now been transmitted to 9. D represents the

condition. E represents the condition when o has

returned to its starting point. In E the point 3
represents the crest of the wave and 9 the

trough. The distance from o to 6 in C is called a

wave length.

Propagation of Light.

We are all ready to acknowledge that light
travels in straight lines, for we always assume a
body exists in the direction indicated by the rays

of light which enter our eye. The formation of

shadows is a simple proof of this method of

propagation. Any opaque body is illuminated on

that side of its surface only which is turned

towards the light. The shadow is projected and

may be received upon a plane surface held in the

shadow space.
In Fig. 4, I, .S is a point source of light, o is

an opaque body and x is a plane screen. For this
position we have a clear-cut shadow U.

In 2, the source s has a definite magnitude,
being no longer a point. Upon the screen x we

3

1/1  - -

0 I

B

C

Fig. 3

have the part U of total darkness and P, P par-

tially lighted. U is called the Umbra and P the

Penumbra.
In 3, the source S is larger than the opaque

object, and the shadow cast by o is a limited cone,

v,vith its apex at x. When the screen is placed at
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3-, the umbra is a point ; when placed at 3-, the

umbra and penumbra are formed as in 2; when

the screen is placed at x, the region B is the pro-

X

3.

Fig. 4
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fingers at a distance of twelve feet and can read

No. 12 of Jager's scale with bi-convex glasses of

eight diopters. The optic disk is easily visible,

and the man is once more able to work.

As regards the technique of this exceedingly

interesting operation, it is absolutely necessary,

states our contemporary, to use a fresh human

cornea of unimpaired vitality, preferably from a

young person; the opening in the eye must be

exactly equal to the size of the transplanted cor-

neal part. This is obtained by the use of the

trephine devised by von Hippel. Absolute asepsis,

without antiseptics, and the absence of any instru-

ments in transporting the cornea are necessary.

The excised cornea is kept between two moist

strips of gauze, which are kept warm by means of

steam. The new cornea is retained in its place

by means of two sutures passed through the

ocular conjunctiva. It is interesting to note that

at present the transplanted cornea has now as-

sumed such normal conditions that it is entirely

devoid of vessels.

X Artificial Lights Which Affect Sight

Two kinds of partial blindness due to light
are recognized by Dr. A. Birch-Hirschfeld, says

Science Siftings, one form of amblyopia caused
by luminous rays and the other by ultra-violet

rays. Looking at the sun with the naked eye in-

jures the center of the retina, often permanently,

and this is due to luminous rays, -other rays being

nearly all sifted from sunlight by the atmosphere.
The night blindness of fatigue and ill-nourished

persons results from slow recovery of the ret-

inal nerves after exposure to strong light. The
electric arc light, electric spark, magnesium light,
and mercury vapor lamp emit a large proportion

of ultra-violet rays, and these produce such ef-

fects as snow-blindness, electric light blindness,

lightning blindness, and erythropsia, or "seeing

red." The snow blindness usually occurs in high

altitudes, where sunlight is rich in ultra-violet

rays. Smoke-colored glasses give the best protec-

tion against luminous rays, but thickness of the

glass is more important than color as a shield
from the ultra-violet rays. The eyes of the weak,

nervous and ill-nourished especially need guard-

ing from intense light.

longation of the shadow cone, A and C are in the
penumbra.

(The next lecture will deal with reflection,
refraction, dispersion and diffusion.)

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Successful Transplantation of Cornea

In a communication read at a recent meeting
of the Vienna Medical Society, Dr. Zirm, of
Olmiitz, in Moravia, explained his method of
transplantation of the cornea. The results of this
operation have now been successful for the first
time in medical history and have remained so
for, at present, fifteen month, states the Lancet.
The patient, who was shown to the meeting, is
now 40 years of age. In the summer of 19o5 both
his eyes were severely injured by lime-water. Both
cornea became of a whitish-gray color and al-
most opaque, so that vision was reduced to the
perception of light only. Three months after the
accident Dr. Zirm transplanted into both eyes por-
tions of the cornea taken from the freshly enucle-
ated eye of a boy, aged it years, whose eyeball
had been penetrated by a fragment of iron. The
transplanted parts remained adherent for ten days,
when the right eye began to show symptoms of
irritation; the tension increased and the trans-
planted corneal flap became opaque and painful,
so that an opening in the sclerotic had to be made.
Subsequently the transplanted cornea had to be
removed entirely. The left eye, however, con-
tinued in a very satisfactory state, and its present
condition is such that the patient can discern

Eyeglasses for Indigestion

Nervous dyspepsia, according to Dr. Clement
R. Jones, is frequently due to, or complicated by,

eyestrain, and other stomach disturbances are, he

tells us in Science Siftings, sometimes aggravated
by eyestrain. When eyestrain is the cause of
stomach symptoms, such as indigestion, the relief

by proper glasses is prompt and satisfactory. Dr.
R. D. Clippinger also says that eyestrain often
produces all the symptoms of an old so-called
chronic gastritis, while Dr. Mark Stevenson has
found that very many patients are relieved of
nausea and vomiting by the wearing of proper
lenses. The so-called gastric disturbances in
nervous debility are very often roundabout reflex
disturbances due to vertigo and visual defect.

Dr. Sprague has found very commonly in sending

nervous cases to practitioners for the correction
of eyestrain that until attention was called to the
possible psychic connection between the patient's
condition and the visual defect, the person pre-

scribing the glasses very often failed to give the
correction, which he could, and did do, after that

had been called to his attention.
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New Jersey State Optical Society
The regular quarterly meeting of the New

Jersey Optical Society was held in the Robeson
Hotel, Camden, on the evening of Tuesday,
February 18th. As this was the first occasion on
which the society held a regular meeting in this
part of the State, there was some curiosity to know
just how the innovation would succeed. It was
gratifying therefore to find that the meeting proved
an unqualified success both in point of attendance,
in the importance of the business transacted and in
the instructive character of the program. There
were some thirty members in attendance and all
manifested an enthusiasm in the cause that spoke
well for the future of the society. This successful
meeting assures the holding of future meetings in
Camden or at other points in the State distant from
Newark and Jersey City.

President R. G. Smith occupied the chair and
opened the meeting by congratulating the members
on the attendance. The minutes of the previous
meeting were read by Secretary J. B. Bergen and
approved. Other routine business was quickly
transacted and a number of communications were
read. One of these was from L. B. Hilborn,
Newark, N. J. He expressed regret at his in-
ability to be present on the occasion, though he
said he would be present in spirit and hoped for a
most successful meeting. He advocated caution
in the matter of affiliation with the American
Association of Opticians saying that due consider-
ation should be given to the subject before definite
action would be taken.

One of the purposes of the meeting was to
consider this matter of affiliation with the national
organization and the communication from Secretary
Huston on the subject gave rise to the chief dis-
cussion of the evening. The society did not seem
to be possessed of full information as to the benefits
which would accrue to it from affiliation, or as to
the return which they might expect from joint
membership. It was stated that one of the purposes
of the national body was to protect members in
cases of prosecution by medical societies, but
several of the members insisted on accurate inform-
ation as to what the society had clone in the past
in this direction and what it agreed to do in the
future. After considerable discussion in which
Messrs. Smith, Hartman, Jackson, Rochat and
Learning took a prominent part, it was moved,
seconded and adopted that the society, through the
secretary, should again communicate with Mr.
Huston requesting a copy of the constitution and
by-laws of the national body and eliciting detailed
information on the points about which some doubt
existed.

A communication was also read from the
secretary of the committee on exhibits of the
A. A. 0. inviting the society to hold its annual
meeting in Philadelphia on August loth, the day
in convention week given over to meetings of
State societies. The matter was referred to the
executive committee.

At the conclusion of the business portion of the
program the educative features were taken up.
The president introduced Prof. R. M. Lockwood,
of New York, who delivered an interesting address
on the history of Glass Making generally and the
manufacture of optical glass in particular. He
explained the various combinations of substances
of which glass is made and referred at some length
to the world-famed experiments at Jena, Germany,
and the triumphs of Prof. Abbe, the famous experi-
menter at the Jena works. Mr. Lockwood ex-
plained that after a study of the question, he came
to the conclusion that there was little mystery or

difficulty in the manufacture of lens glass and he
did not see why the raw material should not be pro-
duced in this country as well as in Germany,
France and England.

The other instructive feature of the programme
was an address by H. L. DeZeng, of Philadelphia,
the noted inventor and manufacturer of optical
instruments. He gave an interesting account of
his experiments in evolving the rotary cross
cylinder which, in its present shape he claimed to
be a perfect refractive instrument which will save
considerable time both to the refractionist and his
client when its use is properly understood. He
also explained a most interesting little device, the
idea for which was suggested by Dr. Veasey, of
Philadelphia for testing pupillary reaction. This
little device, which is as .simple as it is effective, is
claimed to be of much importance in pathological
diagnosis. Mr. DeZeng added to the interest and
worth of his address by giving practical demon-
strations of his instruments, the purposes and use of
which he explained at considerable length.

This successful meeting has accomplished
much in the direction of bringing together the
opticians located in different sections of the State
and in furthering the progress and enlarging the
membership of the society. It was suggestive of
the success of the meeting that an unusually large
number applied for membership, action on whose
applications will be taken at the next meeting.

Louisiana State Optical Society
A meeting for the purpose of reviving interest

in the State organization was recently held at
Baton Rouge, La. The principle purpose of the
meeting was to bring the State organization into
affiliation with the American Association of Opti-
cians and this was accomplished.

The following were the officers elected for the
State society to serve during the coming year :
S. P. Schuessler, Baton Rouge, president ; M. L.
Kreamer, Lake Charles, vice-president ; Jake
Schwartz, Shreveport, second vice-president ; M. F.
Fitzgerald, New Orleans, secretary ; Nicholas
Beliamor, New Orleans, treasurer ; Harrie Swartz,
New Orleans ; Jake Lowe, Monroe ; E. J. Bohne,
New Orleans ; Charles Claremont, Alexandria,
members of the executive committee ; George
Beaver, New Orleans ; Harry Watson, New
Orleans ; Harry Hollins, Jennings, members of
the board of examiners.

After the meeting the members enjoyed a
banquet and later repaired to the theater where a
box was reserved for them.

Optometrical Society of the City of
New York

The February, 1908, meeting of this society
took place in parlor D. R. of the Fifth Avenue
Hotel on February r9th. President Fisher called
the meeting to order. Secretary Cohen read the
minutes of the preceding meeting, which, upon
motion by Mr. Frankel, seconded by Mr. Marchant,
were accepted as read. Mr. Ryer, chairman of
the auditing committee, will report at the next
meeting.

The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers : F. G. W. Coates, Brooklyn ; Philip N.
Goldwasser, August Kost, Jr., and S. W. Lichen-
stein, New York City : Louis M. Malinka, Jersey
City, N. J.

The following applications for membership
were received : Phillip Bilello and James H.
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Drakeford, Brooklyn ; Otto Hoffritz, New York
City, and Edward S. Sawyer, Bronxville, N. Y.

Mr. Ryer moved that a special meeting of this
society be held on August loth, in Philadelphia, in
conjunction with the American Association of
Opticians, in rooms provided by them for this
purpose. The motion was seconded by Mr.
Marchant and carried.

Mr. Levin moved that this society send a dele-
gate to the joint hearing in the legislature at
Albany, at the expense of the society, and Mr.
Cohen added to that motion that P. A. Dilworth
be the delegate. Mr. Ryer seconded the motion
and it was carried.

The lecture and quiz were suspended for this
meeting, as Mr. Arrington, of the State Society,
had come from Albany to address the members on
legislative matters. After Mr. Arrington's address,
which was repeatedly interrupted by applause, there
being no further business before the house, the
meeting adjourned until March nth.

New York State Optometry Bill
By EDWARD E. .ARRINGTON

A copy of the bill is published in another col-
umn of this issue. Those who are responsible for
its present wording feel sure that as it now reads it
will commend itself to all honorable men, not only
those in our profession, but also to the governor,
board of regents, all fair-minded men in the
medical profession and the public in general.

Where the mistake has been made was in our
trying to make a law to suit ourselves where now
the State is to produce the law which in its word-
ing is just and equitable to both the public and
ourselves.

The bill conforms in its legal machinery to the
provisions of laws now in operation upon similar
kindred scientific callings that have already proven
their value to the people of the State of New York.

It is not now a question of any class of men
being for or against this measure, but that the
State shall now step in and say that certain evils
exist, which should be corrected for the benefit of all
mankind so that the men who now object will find
themselves relegated to the rear unless they are
wise enough to see no further objection to its
becoming a law.

This situation has been brought about by the
splendid work of our men throughout the State in
thoroughly educating all to see the need for such
legislation, and this campaign of education of the
last five years has caused all men outside of the
profession to fully realize the necessity for the
State to now regulate the practice of optometry.

In all preliminary work which has brought
about the present situation those who have guarded
our profession's interests have been the watch-
dogs to see that none of our inherent rights would
be destroyed in the final making of the law, and as
the bill now reads all may rest assured that this
has been done in every word and line of the
present bill.

For the past four months these details have
been gone over carefully from every point of view,
and we are now in a most perfect position to go
before the legislature with a bill that is most wisely
drawn in every particular, which when it becomes
a law will reflect great credit to our profession.

We can still fail if we do not all continue to

strive in every way in the next few weeks to per-

sonally use every effort and see that the present
bill becomes a law, which makes it absolutely
necessary for every one to bend their entire ener-
gies to now settle this question for all time.
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Do You Know That Our Method of Fitting Astigmatism
is Simpler, Better and More Accurate Than the Methods
Taught or Used by Any Other College or Optical Writer?

This system of fitting astigmatism, either simple or compound, is entirely original

with this college.

It has been declared by some of the ablest physicians, oculists and opticians in the

world as by far the simplest and most accurate that has ever been taught.

It enables you to handle a difficult case of astigmatism as easily and quickly as a

common case of far sight or near sight.

At the same time you will know that the work is positively correct.

This one feature of our course alone will be worth to you ten times the cost of

tuition in actual dollars and cents.

And that isn't all.

In every subject that we cover we teach the best and quickest methods known to

optical science. -

We explain just when and how prisms should be prescribed, and when they should

be prescribed and when they should be let alone.

We teach you how to handle your instruments quickly, systematically, accurately.

We tell you how to correct cross eye with properly-adjusted lenses.

We even instruct you in framing the different questions that you ask the patient,

so as to obtain the information you are after in the shortest possible time.

The whole course is devoted to making our graduates modern refractionists—more

systematic, accurate and thorough in their work than the graduates of any other

similar institution.

We have been teaching this science since 1893, and have more graduates in the

field than any two other optical colleges in the world.

Yet the price for the full course and diploma, " Doctor of Optics," is only $15.00,

one-half payable in advance, and the other half at graduation.

May we send you our book, " How to Become a Good Optician ? "

It is free..

The South Bend College of Optics
(Chartered)

No. I Kamm Building South Bend, Indiana
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NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)
Biticcs S. PALMER, President, Boston, Mass.
Wm. E. HusroN, Secretary, 4404 Main Street, Kansas

City, Mo.
Next meeting, at Philadelphia, August is, 11, 12, 13,

1908.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
F. E. LUKE, President.
H. J. GEIGER, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

The Optical Specialists' Ass'n of America (1904)
H. L. STOAKS, President, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, Waterloo, Iowa.

American Ass'n of Wholesale Opticians (1893)
A. REED MCINTIRE, President, 723 Sansom Street, Phila.

delphia.
ANDREW V. BROWN, Secretary, 736 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)
FREDERICK P. SIMMONS, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter Street, Boston, Mass.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)
E. C. ROBERTS, President, Red Wing, Minn.
L. A. PUDDE, Secretary, Minneapolis, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Association (190I)
A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia Pa. 
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa,

New York State Optical Society (1896)
E. E. ARRINGTON, President, Rochester, N. Y..
P. A. DILWORTH, Secretary, 1032 Third Avenue, New

York City.

*Indiana Optical Society (1896)
FT. E. WOODARD, President, Indianapolis, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)
A. W. KLUDT, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, ios Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
A. F. THomrsoN, President, Adel, Iowa.
GEO. J. FEIGE, Secretary, Des Moines, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)
GEORGE A. ROGERS, President, Chicago, 111.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, Room 1616, 42 Madison Street,

Chicago.

*California State Ass'n of Optometrists (1899)
GEORGE I. KITE, President, Los Angeles, Cal.
H. W. CLARK, Secretary, care A. Huguenin, Sutter Street

and Grant Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)
LEWIS E. CAPPS, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. A. LEMBKE, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (Iwo)
W. E. BURPEE, President, Manchester, N. H.
JOSEPH GEOFFRION, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists ( h900)
T. 0. F. RANDOLPH, President, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. E. THOMAS, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

*Minnesota Optical Association (woo)
I. M. RADABAUGH, President, Hastings, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 804 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)
A. M. WENTWORTH, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT 13. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

*Tennessee Optical Society 0900
H. J. Coox, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
WEAKLEY RUTH, Secretary, Shelbyville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)
J. P. WILCOX, President, Idaho Springs, Colo.
Miss GED/ThI ALLUP, Secretary, Denver, Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)
w. j. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, Spey. and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians 0900
CLAUDE E. RANGE, President, Trenton, Mo.
G. E. READ, Secretary and Treasurer, Lebanon, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1962)
A. WECK, President, Norfolk, Va.
F. S. BULLINGTON, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

* The asterisk (*) denotes those States having optom-
etry laws.
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Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. P. BARR, President, Lancaster, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
F. PIEPER, President, Covington, Ky.
WILLIAM M. 

Iy.
Mc..IRION, Secy., 404 W. Market Street, Louis-

yule,

*North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
A. 0. WOLD, President, Langdon, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
R. G. SMITH, President, Jersey City, N. J.
JAS. D. BERGEN, Secretary, 618 E. 24th St., Paterson, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)
WILLIAM H. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)
W. W. CHAMBERLAIN President, Houston, Texas.
I. BLOCK, Secretary, Waco, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
FRED. S. NEFF, President, Providence, R. I.
PETER W. OcHs, Secretary, 514 Westminster Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets second Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Association (1903)
GUSTOF SYLVAN, President, Columbia, S. C.
GEO. F. Mims, Secretary, Edgefield, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester

Streets, Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)
M. B. CLASON, President, Columbus, Ga.
C. E. FoLsom, Secretary, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

Opticians' League of State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
A. SHAW, Secretary, 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (j9o5)
S. P. SCHUESSLER, President, Baton Rouge, La.
M. F. FITZGERALD, Secretary, New Orleans, La.

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)
T. C. GRANT, President, New Glasgow, N. S.
A. G. JOHNSON, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

*New Mexico Ass'n of Optometrists (1905)
OTTO G. BEEBER, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EVERETT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

*Nebraska Optical Society (1906)
C. C. MCLEESE, President, Davenport, Nebr.
J. H. HuicILL, Secretary, Lincoln, Nebr.

*Oregon State Ass'n of Optometrists (1906)
J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
B. E. FISKE, Secretary, Macleary Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Mississippi Optical Society (1906)
E. R. VON SEUTTER, President Jackson, Miss.
ALBERT I. Ops, Secretary and Treasurer, Vicksburg, Miss.

Alabama Optical Society (1906)
E. H. HOBBS, President, Selma, Ala.
J. II. TINDER, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

Arkansas Optical Society ( r906)
T. J. Ews, President, Jonesboro, Ark.
IRA S. DRFSBACH, Secretary, Fayetteville, Ark.

Oklahoma Optical Society (1906)
A. Y. BOSWELL, President, Tulsa, Okla.
C. 0. LYNCH, Secretary, Chandler, Okla.

Wyoming Optical Society ( i966)
E. H. CARTER, President, Laramie, Wyo.
C. C. Ews, Secretary, Themopolis, Wyo.

*Utah Association of Optometrists (1906)
F. J. ALEXANDER, President, Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. IL. BROADDUS, Sec'y, 6o Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

*Idaho State Association of Opticians (1907)
R. D. HUBBARD, President, Boise, Idaho.
J. A. jENKINS, Secretary, Boise Idaho.

*Montana Optical Society (1907)
A. C. HOOSE, President, Billings, Mont.
D. J. MEAGHER, Secretary, Helena, Mont.

Massachusetts Optical Society (1907)
FREDERICK P. SIMMONS, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter Street, Boston, Mass.

West Virginia Optical Society (1908)
W. T. EISENSMITH, President, Charleston, W. Va.
J. R. KOCH, Secretary, Hinton, W. Va.

Florida Optical Society (1908)
D. M. BONEY, President, Ocala, Fla.
E. A. EDWARDS, Secretary, Lake City, Fla.
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North Carolina Optical Society (1908)
F. W. DAY, President, Winston-Salem, N. C.
W. W. CORDON, Secretary, Greensboro, N. C.

Maryland Optical Society (1908)
G. W. SADTLER, President, Baltimore, Md.
W. H. REISNER, Secretary, Hagerstown, Md.

Delaware Optical Society (1908)
MILLARD F. DAVIS, President, Wilmington, Del.
S. C. EVANS, JR., Secretary, Milford, Del.

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society (1897)
\V. B. FISIIER, President.
ALBERT COHEN, Rec. Sec., 81 Fulton Street. New York.

Rochester Optical Society (5897)
C. I. SUMERISKI, President, Rochester, N. Y.
E. H. SILVER, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Society ( 190T )
C. T. EVANS, President.
E. D. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)
J. ROSE, President, Chicago, Ill.
P. H. KREITZ, Secretary, care C. D. Peacock, State and

Adams Streets, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)
ToNns Houss, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Sec'y and Treas., St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo Optometrical Society (1903)
C. F. CUSHING, President, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
JULIUS HANSEN, Secretary, i i i Goodell St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CIIARLES G. HOLCOMB. President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

Lowell Optical Society (19d3)
F. C. CUFF, President.
J. A. McAvov, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York
(1905)

M. A. RUGER, President, Elmira, Is,. Y.
D. L. PERKINS, Secretary, Horseheads, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York City)

F. D. SCHMIDT, President, New York City.
JOS. FRIEDLANDER, Sec'y, 8 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)
A. W. KLUDT, President.
FRED. R. PRESTON, Secretary, 42 Mott Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Southern California Optical Society (1965)
C. B. ELLIOTT, President.
G. A. PicoN, Sec'y, 342 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Opticians' Club of Columbus (1906)
F. W. WALLIS, President.
J. CRAWFORD, Sec'y, 603 Brunson Bldg., Columbus, Ohio.

Milwaukee Optical Club (1906)
F. COBABE, President.
MAX RUHLAND, Secretary, Wells Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Pittsburg Association of Opticians (1906)
J. T. LITTLE, President.
War. H. SPANGLER, Sec'y, 702 Penn Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

District of Columbia Optical Society (1906)
MARTIN A. LEESE, President.
EDWIN II. ETZ, Sec'y, loos G St., N.W.,Washington, D. C.

Omaha Optical Society (1907)
FRANK E. COLBY, President.
J. C. HUTESON, Secretary and Treasurer, 118 S. 15th St.,

Omaha, Nebr.

San Francisco Optical Society (1907)
jNo. W. DAVIS, President.
Louis KUTTNER, Sec'y, 201 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

Southeastern Massachusetts Association of Op-
tometrists (1907)

A. A. DAY, President, Brockton, Mass.
F. W. WORMELLE, Secretary, Brockton, Mass.

San Joaquin Valley Optometrists' Ass'n (1907)
E. D. CONDY, President.
B. F. DAVIFS, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.

Marion County, Ind., Optometrical Society
ERNEST NEWLIN, President.
WILBUR S. SMITH, Secretary.

Ohio Valley League of Optometrists (1908)
G. W. WILLIAMS, President, Portsmouth, Ohio.
J. V. BOWERS, Secretary, Ironton, Ohio.
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Annual Meeting Nebraska Optical
Society

The annual meeting of the Nebraska State
Optical Society, held in Lincoln, Nebr., February
26th, was a grand success in numbers, interest and
financially. The officers were well satisfied with
the attendance, and the meeting was fully up to
the expectations of the members.

President C. C. McLesse occupied the chair,
and in his address of welcome said, in part:

"It affords Inc pleasure to welcome you to
the second annual convention of the Nebraska
State Optical Society, and I am indeed pleased to

Crosident Fritz Hoefer

see Sc) many of you here. Tt has been feared
that the securing of an optical law would tend to
lessen interest in this society, but our increased
membership and your attendance at this meeting
all go to dispel that fear.

"We secured the passage of this law not by
political pull, but by the honest efforts of the
members of this society. You did your part, and
the protection this law will give you is your
reward.

"In the building up of any profession three
things are necessary—organization, legislation and
education. The first two the opticians of Ne-
braska have secured and we should now devote
our time to education, the I bird and important
factor in the foundation of our profession. Under
our law two forms of certificates are to be issued,
one of exemption and the other of examination.
The certificate of exemption means that you have
been engaged in the practice of optometry for
two years prior to the passage of this law, but
the certificate of examination certifies that you are
qualified to diagnose errors of refraction and pre-
scribe lenses to remedy these errors. I hope that
every member of this society will sooner or later
take this examination and successfully pass.

"In some States the examination questions
are not circulated, but it is my opinion that better
educational results will obtain by giving these
questions a wide publicity among opticians, and
for the present at least, a board of examiners will
mail to each member of the society a copy of the
list of questions used after each examination.
This, with a good circulating library, will benefit
you all and enable those who desire to do so to
(mali ly themselves and successfully pass an ex-
amination, not only in this, but in any State.

Last year I suggested a code of ethics for our
society, which was later adopted, copies were
printed and mailed to each member. I would sug-
gest that if you have not already done so, you
have this framed and hung in your office, and then
live up to it. Don't criticize your brother opti-
cian to a patient, for it only. tends to lower you
both in the estimation of that patient."

The executive committee reported that one
meeting was held hy them during the years, when
they selected the names to be presented to the
governor for appointment on the optometry board,
from which the goverm ,r appointed C. C.
McLeese, of Davenport, for three years; J. C.
Huteson, of Omaha, for one year. He also ap-
pointed Max J. Egge. o f Grand Island, for two
years. The committee highly commended Secre-
tary Hukill. Said the report : "Too much praise
cannot be given our secretary for the work he
has done for the committee. All we had to do
was to say what we wanted done, and he would
do it. He has gotten out hundreds of typewritten
letters to advertisers, speakers, trade journals,
etc. THE KEYSTONE can unreservedly endorse this
compliment.
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In the course of his report, Secretary Hukill
said :

"The society having a State optometry board,
our success depends entirely on their methods
and firmness in performing the duty in seeing
that the law is maintained. The society having
built a solid foundation for them to establish a
monument that will be recorded in history for our
children and their's. You having accomplished
these great results in the past two years, and now
the time is ripe for the society to take upon itself
the great work of education. It has been men-
tioned.in the past, but the officers considered leg-
islation first, and now it depends upon each mem-
ber as an individual to give the officers the
desired help, the officers to set the wheel in
motion."

Owing to death in the family, the paper of
A. F. Thompson, of Adel, Iowa, who was unable
to be present, was read by Frank FIannis, of
York. Fritz Hoefer opened a discussion of one-
minute talks for the members. At least twenty
or twenty-five members took an active part in this
discussion, which was most instructive.

W. B. Ankeny, of Corning, Iowa, was intro-
duced by the president, and he, as well as Mr.
Thompson, having attended the first organization
meeting, was no stranger to the members. Mr.
Ankeny took as his subject, "Muscular Anoma-
lies," and his hearers were quite carried away
with the illustrations and the demonstration of
what can be accomplished when this subject is
properly understood. Those two gentlemen were
the only speakers the society intended to have out-
side of their own members, as the latter feel it
their duty individually to take an active part in
all doings of the society.

The officers closed their year's work with a
membership of 245. In the past year one member
died, C. B. Pope, of Holdrege, and his loss was
keenly felt. Twenty-four members changed their
occupation and moved from the State and a few

Secretary .1. II. Iltikill

(In Tpd out. A resolution was passed hy I he
society appreciative of the work and I:LS!: that
William E. Huston, secretary of the American
Association of Opticians, had accomplished for
Nebraska, placing it on a foundation that no
other societ■, it is claimed, has equaled, for in
fourteen mouths after organi".ittion an optometry
bill was passed by hot It the house and senate and
signed by the governor, setting a pace for other
States to follow.

A rking vote of thanks was unanimously
extended to A. F. Thompson, of Iowa, and to W.
B. Ankeny. of Iowa, for the great assistance that
they gave Its in making- the programme a grand
success: also to the ( )11mila Optical Co. for the
beautiful badges, vliicli \flirt' certainly a work of
art, consisting of a beautiful ribbon with "Ne-
braska State Optical Society, Lincoln, February
26, 1908," printed thereon, and attached to a lens
from a trial case, on it being etched, "Omaha
Optical Co., Wholesale Only."

It was unanimously decided that the Nebraska
State Optical Society must have a library, and
the retiring president, C. C. MeLeese, being of a
generous heart, donated $25 to start that fund. It
is pretty certain that others in the society will
follow the example, as all are heartily in favor
of the project.

The newly elected officers for the ensuing
year are as follows: President, Fritz Hoefer,
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Aurora; first vice-president, F. A. Hannis, York;
second vice-president, J. G. Preston, Oxford;
treasurer, John Holts, Jr., Omaha; secretary, J.
H. Hukill, Lincoln.

Executive committee—C. W. Bowlby, Omaha;
F. A. Hallett, Lincoln; E. A. Polley, Seward;
F. T. Johnson, Genoa.

Examining board—Wm. B. Vail, Wayne; M.
L. Jones, Fairfield; D. L. Davies, Nelson.

Legislative committee—H. P. Sutton, Mc-
Cook; Dr. A. B. Tarbox, Omaha; D. M. Davies,
Falls City.

The entertainment at the theatre was a great
success and everybody fully enjoyed it, 190 mem-
bers with their wives and best friends being
present.

Medical Opinion of the Massachusetts
Bill

As might naturally be expected, the further
progress of optometry legislation will be vigor-
ously opposed by the medical interests. In the
issue of the Journal of the American Medical
Association of January uth we find the following
article in regard to the bill introduced in the
Massachusetts legislature.

Information received from Massachusetts in-
dicates that preparations are being made to intro-
duce into the State legislature at the coming ses-
sion a bill entitled, "An Act to Regulate the Prac-
tice of Optometry." Examination of a copy of
this bill indicates that it is similar to one intro-
duced into the legislature in Illinois at the last
two sessions and which was defeated, thanks to
the united opposition to it presented by the mem-
bers of the medical profession and of the State
board of health.

The Massachusetts bill seeks to establish a
board of registration in "optometry," which is
defined to be "the employment of any method or
means other than the use of drugs, medicine or
surgery for the measurement of powers of vision
and the adaptation of lenses for the aid thereof."
The bill further provides that the provisions of
the law shall not apply to physicians or surgeons
lawfully .entitled to practice medicine in Massa-
chusetts, nor to persons who sell spectacles or
eyeglasses 011 prescription from am, physicians or
duly qualified optometrist, nor to dealers in spec-
tacles or eyeglasses who neither practice nor pro-
fess to practice "optometry." As the wording of
the law exempts from its operation practically
every one concerned, it is difficult to see the
object of adopting it.

So far as shown by any recognized authority
in the English language, there is no such thing as
"optometry." It certainly is not recognized in
any scientific circles. The argument advanced
by the supporters of these bills, which have been
appearing from time to time in our various State
legislatures. that their design is to protect the
public from ignorant and untrained men, is offset
by the exemptions made in the bill. It is reported
that efforts are being made to secure the endorse-
ment of individual members of the Massachusetts
Medical Society. it is hoped that vigorous oppo-
sition to the bill will be manifested by the physi-
cians of Massachusetts, as the proposed law is
without merit.

The writer of the above article was but in-
definitely informed in regard to optometry legis-
lation. I-Te failed to Mention the fact that op-

tometry laws were working most satisfactorily in

a dozen States in which they have been placed on

the statute books. He seems also to be unaware

of the fact that the measure is not only to be in-

troduced in the Massachusetts legislature, but

will be reintroduced in the legislatures of New

York and Illinois and possibly Iowa and Michigan.

A somewhat similar law will be introduced in

the legislature of Ohio, Rhode Island and Okla-

homa. It is important to recall that the optom-

etry bills passed the legislatures of New York

and Illinois, the bill being vetoed by Governor

Hughes on a technicality and by Governor Di-

neen at the behest of the oculists.
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Optical Notes

14 John Parker, a jeweler of Whittier, Cal.,
recently plead guilty to a charge of practicing
optometry and was fined $5o.

,pt The optical shop at Webster, Mass.,
formerly occupied by the United States Optical
Co., was started up February 17th by a stock com-
pany headed by William McLean, of Williamantic.
The company will manufacture a line of optical
goods.

.4 A suit has been filed in the superior court
by Leopold Krauss, member of the jewelry firm of
Krauss & Secttor, Indianapolis, to require the
Indiana State Board of Optometry to issue to
him an optical license. Krauss, in his complaint,
says that he has been a practicing optician for
almost seven years, and he applied for a license
February 17th and was refused by the board.

.4 Millard F. Davis, the well-known jeweler
and optician of Wilmington, Del., who was recently
elected president of the Delaware Optical Society,
is being mentioned as a candidate for governor of
the State on the democratic ticket. Mr. Davis is a
successful merchant and a man of broad views, in
every way qualified to fill the high office of governor
with credit to himself and benefit to the State.

.4 In the report of the Maryland Optical
Society which appeared in our last issue an error was
made in stating that H. J. Cook, of Knoxville, Tenn.,
made a motion that the visiting delegation, which
included himself, be made honorary members.
This motion was made by a Baltimore member of
the society in appreciation of the services rendered
the cause by the visiting delegates, among them
Mr. Cook.

.4 John L. Moore & Sons, the well-known
optical firm of Atlanta, Ga., have leased the two
upper floors of the new Murphy building, on
Auburn Avenue, to which they will remove the
wholesale and manufacturing departments of their
business. The retail department will be continued
in the old quarters in the Prudential Building. The
expansion was made necessary by the rapid increase
in the patronage of this firm which is one of the
foremost of the optical houses in the South.

.4 J. R. Simcox, a Buffalo optician, who for
several years was located over the store T. C.
Tanke, recently organized the Simcox Optical Co.,
with quarters at 424 Main Street, same city. The
new quarters comprise the entire second floor front
in the German American Band Building and have
been equipped with the most improved instruments
for the practice of refraction. Mr. Sitncox is well-
known as an optician of rare acquirements, and is
an active worker in the movement to professionalize
the practice of refraction.

.4 Albert W. Hawk, optometrist and dispens-
ing optician who had been connected in responsible
capacities with several leading optical houses in
Philadelphia, has .opened quarters in Allentown,
Pa., as eye sight specialist and manufacturing
optician. His first connection with the optical busi-
ness was as an employee of A. Martin, of Philadel-
phia, president of the Pennsylvania Optical Society,
with whom he spent six years. He subsequently
entered the employ of D. V. Brown, manufacturing
and wholesale optician of Philadelphia where lie
spent two years.

.4 E. Culver, a member of the firm of Geo.
Culver, Ltd., the well-known wholesale and manu-
facturing optical house, of London, England, to-
gether with J. H. Sutcliffe, secretary of the British
Optical Society and editor of the Dlophic Review,
will arrive in the United States during the present
month for the purpose of introducing to the refract-
ionists a new self-recording keratometer invented by
Mr. Sutcliffe and manufactured by the house of Geo.
Culver, Ltd. Mr. Sutcliffe, who is a gifted writer
and speaker as well as an eminent refractionist,
will give lectures and demonstrations on the new
instrument for which exceptional merit is claimed.

,,,se The Marshutz Optical Co., of Los Angeles,
Cal., recently celebrated its 21st anniversary by
removing- to large and handsome new quarters at 555
South Broadway, which is in the heart of the shop-
ping district. The new store is one of the most
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complete optical establishments in the country,
comprising in addition to their eyetesting ap-
paratus, a modern lens grinding plant, a private
artificial eyefitting room and a complete photo-
graphic department for the sale of cameras and
photographic supplies developing, printing and
enlarging plates, etc. A dark room is at the dis-
posal of all patrons. Another feature of the new
establishment is a stereopticon department wherein
can be had all manner of stereopticons and such
supplies as condensers, slides, etc.

Pittsburg Association of Opticians
The Pittsburg Association of Opticians is en-

joying a season of great prosperity, and is seeking
for its members the very best educational advant-
ages, and the highest standard of proficiency. The
meetings are held monthly in the 7th Avenue Hotel
parlor. The officers have been elected for another
year. A text book has been adopted for the study
of anatomy and diseases of the eye. Lantern slides
will be used in illustrated lectures on the subjects
studied. A prize of ten dollars will be given the
member passing the best examination at the close
of the years work.

New members received at the last meeting
were : C. E. Snyder, Chas. L. Lewis, Wm. Mc-
Connell, Pittsburg; F. M. Langnecker, New Brigh-
ton ; J. W. Stafford, Wilmerding.

Hearing on New York Optometry Bill

A joint hearing of the senate and assembly
committees was held at Albany on the afternoon of
February 27th, to consider the new optometry bill,
introduced by the New York State Optical Society.
So much interest was shown in the hearing that
the meeting was held in the senate chamber, with
about one hundred persons in attendance. The
opposition was represented by Drs. Van Fleet
and Lambert and E. B. Meyrowitz and Champe
Andrews, counsel for the New York Medical
Society, all of whom spoke in opposition to the
enactment of the measure. The opticians speaking
in favor of the bill were introduced by B. B. Clark,
chairman of the legislative committee of the New
York State Optical Society. The speakers in
favor of the bill were : E. E. Arrington, W. W.
Bissell, A. Jay Cross, J. P. Simcox, E. V. Syrcher,
A. Martin and A. M. Kinney. Mr. Martin brought
to the attention of the meeting the fact that it was
the practice of certain dispensing optical houses to
pay commissions to oculists on the prescription
work they sent them. He exhibited checks that one
New York dispensing firm had sent to oculists,
amounting to over four thousand dollars in one
year. No names were mentioned, except that of
one oculist who has been active in his opposition
to the optometry bill and whom Mr. Martin stated
had received commissions to the amount of over
$150 during one year, and this from one firm of
dispensing opticians.

In the notices sent out by Secretary Dilworth
of the hearing, he states : " It is now up to every
man in the profession in the State to personally
interview and write his assemblyman or senator
showing the absolute necessity for this much-
needed public measure and secure influential names
to the petitions that have been mailed all members.
If these suggestions are immediately acted upon
victory will crown our efforts."

A. A. 0. Notes

The following arrangement for the Philadel-
phia programme has been officially decided upon
by the A. A. 0. board of directors and the local
Philadelphia committee :

Monday, August roth—" States Day."
Tuesday, August ith—" A. A. 0. Day."
Wednesday, August 12th — " Physiological

Section Div."
Thursday, August 13th—" Business Day."
This is somewhat of a departure from former

programme arrangements in that each day's work
will be entirely separate and the work and responsi-
bility for each particular day placed with certain
officers. For instance, Monday, '' States Day,"
will be in charge of the Philadelphia programme

and exhibit committee, consisting of A. Reed
McIntire, Andrew Brown and Wm. J. Benn
Tuesday, "A. A. 0. Day," will be subject to the
direction and arrangement of President Palmer
and Secretary Huston ; the entire time Wednes-
day will be allotted to the physiological ,section
with President Ryer and Secretary Eimer in charge,
while Thursday, " Business Day," will be equally
divided between the A. A. 0. and the section for
necessary business. The plan here outlined will
place each day's work in the hands of certain
officers, thus giving a more diversified programme,
dividing the work and responsibility, and will pos-
sibly tend to create a little good-natured rivalry
and extra exertion among those in charge of the
different days' programmes. This will leave the
scientific end entirely in the hands of the physio-
logical section as heretofore, giving them one-half
the actual convention time.

A statement in the February issue of one
optical publication to the effect that but six States
remain unorganized or unaffiliated with the na-
tional is erroneous. There are four States or Ter-
ritories yet to be organized and nine States to be
affiliated, making a total of fourteen States and
Territories to be gotten in line previous to the
Philadelphia convention. While it is the general
belief among the leaders who are putting their
shoulders to the wheel in this work, and this
includes not only the present A. A. 0. officials but
many interested outside workers, that while this
may be accomplished, it will require quick and
strenuous work because of the limited intervening
time.

As a number of State secretaries who are
jewelers, protested against limiting the test for the
sale of official A. A. 0. buttons to the thirty days
of December, which was their busy season, it has
been decided to extend the contest to April t, 19o8.

As each State which has an optical organiza-
tion will, no doubt, be eager to make the best
possible showing at the national convention in
Philadelphia, the officers of the State organizations
are urged to begin work at once with a view to
adding new members to the roll.

Wm. E. HUSTON, Secretary.

Philadelphia Opticians Organize

An informal meeting of the opticians and
jewelers of the city of Philadelphia was held on the
evening of February 28th in the rooms of the
Philadelphia jewelers' Club. About fifty dealers
attended and the plans for entertaining the con-
vention visitors next August were discussed and
the plans already formulated by the entertainment
committee seemed to meet with general favor.

Later in the evening it was suggested by D. V.
Brown, A. Reed McIntire and J H. Flanagan, that
it would be desirable to form the gathering into a
permanent body, the idea being to organize an
optical club similar, to the organization of the
Jewelers' Club, on broad lines to take in the various
branches of the trade. The proposal met with
instant approval and when the chair asked for an
expression as to how many present wished to con-
nect themselves with such an organization, all
present, with the exception of several jewelers,
responded favorably. Before the meeting ad-
journed to the upper floors to partake of the
luncheon that had been prepared, the following
enrolled themselves to organize the new official
club.
John J. McNally
A. J. Free
E. H. Brown
D. T. II. Brown
John II. Market
A. Martin
H. F. Cain
Edward (lino
Arthur F. Weber
Walf..r Mays
W. Thompson
F. W. Kurtz
George W. Brown
Robert Letiseh
Joseph II. Bates, Jr.
Otto G. Haussmann

James Gregory
J. II. Flanagan
C. _Leib
J. F. Neill
W. P. Sagitlil
J. Frank Brinkerhoff
Charles A. Longstreth
D. V. Brown
A. D. MeClenagher
William W. Ifetmold
H. I,. de Zeng
C. H. Sullivan, Jr.
T. Haines Moon
W. W. Russell
C. L. Kerns
Will. J. ‘Vorthline

Wm. J. Benn

A meeting will be called shortly to perfect the
organization. Meanwhile an opportunity will be
given to all the opticians in the city to join in the
movement, as it is desired that every optician in
the city, dispensing and refracting, wholesale and
retail will affiliate.
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SEND FOR THE POCKET CAT-
ALOGUE and get in touch with S. T. NICHOLS ,■NIJ CO., and reduce
your worry and expense.

WORK
The most particular branch of the optical business. We are Cranks

when it comes to Accuracy, Promptness and Quality.

WE ARE IN THE CENTER OF AMERICA
So located that we are able to fill orders from most anywhere in a sur-
prisingly short space of time. This is especially so in our R Department.

A trial will convince you. Try Us.

STNCHOS A N CO I I ndiprg'slholesale 
I S P 

Life Building. ILD . Optical House IIAriAiLaAVA 

CAHN'Stil
Adjustable Tables

Price' $ 12'5°
Patent applied for

111 Operated with One Hand—Easy Action
—No Heavy Counterweights—Adjustable
to 1-64 of an inch—Weigh 22 lbs. 4 legs
—cannot tip over. Finished in Flemish
Oak or Mahogany in California Mission
Style.

ci Descriptive circular sent on request.Will be sold through your Jobber, or
can be obtained directly from

Cahn Standard Optical Co.
M2 South Broadway, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Cuts for Optical Advertising Specially prepared for subscribers' use. Can be hadtit a merely nominal cost. Sizes to suit ads, of allkinds. Send for sheet of illustrations and prices.
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Klein School of Optics
On account of optometric laws in many States,a more thorough instruction must be given.We have made arrangements so that studentswho desire a more thorough course may remainfor one or two years. The regular term or ten

weeks will be so arranged, that a student who
wishes to get through in ten weeks may do so,
and students who take the one or two years'
course, continue in the study of higher optics.
We cordially invite all State boards to send us
the requirements for candidates. For further
Information, address

KLEIN SCHOOL OP OPTICS
185 Summer Street Boston, Mass.

THE NEW AUTOMATIC

Lens-Grinding Machine
The right. machine for the optician to do all

his surface grinding ; one man can turn out
twice the amount. of work than formerly.

TORIC LENSES made in any prescription
of 11, 6, 9, 12 and 15 diopt. base curve.
" ROUGH TORICS " a specialty.

We also make cylinder shells and toric
shells of 3, 6 and 9 diopt.

Send for Circular and Price-List

ANT. WACINEIR
Manufacturing optician. Maker of Toile Lenses
1034 W. Girard Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Manufactured and sold under Letters Patent

Nov. 5119.315 and 646,572

The, and The Only Clamp
that. makes it possible to solder a spectacle framewith both lenses in the frame. Special directions
on request. So as to test different advertising
mediums, all who answer this will get one athalf price. Full directions with each clamp.

Price, 50 cents

W. KRAEMER
627 S. LosRobles Ave. Pasadena, Cal.

When writing to advertisers, kindly ?aerator,
The Reystonc

OPTICAL BOOKLETS
Homxtt B. HOYT, SOUTII NORWALK, CONN., WRITES:
" I do considerable advertising, but I believe your booklet, 'The

Eye and Its Care,' has been my winner. I cover our voting list. by mail
about every three or four years, and keep close watch on returns from
same. That they are read 811d appreciated I know from my patrons,
who speak of them and if a copy is lost ask for another."

$4.00 for 1000 Eight-Page Optical Booklets. Send for sample
The Keystone Publishing Co.

809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
■•■•■1111111■1■ 

One fact already established is the absolute supremacy of

The Business Builder
An Active, Energetic and Untiring

Jewelry Auctioneer

Don't overlook the opportunity for
securing EFFECTIVE SERVICE.

If you contemplate an Auction Sale,
my twenty-two years of successful
experience as a JEWELRY AUC-
TIONEER justifies me in bringing
myself to your notice.

My record carries ample proof of my
ability to conduct your sale with
profit for you and satisfaction for
your customers.

No stock is too small and none too
large for me to handle. My knowl-
edge of the business is thorough
down to the smallest detail.

Write me for early dates. Should it
be requisite, I furnish the services
of a competent assistant without
extra charge.

Correspondence invited from all parts of the ratted
Stales and Canada

All communications treated with the strictest confidence

No question about it, you're sure to make
money if I CONDUCT YOUR SALE.

This is what H. L. Morrison,
of Pittsburg, Kansas, has to say.

I contracted with M. L. Jalonack to
close out my stock, and was satisfied to
receive for same 80 cents on the dollar,
but through the untiring efforts of Mr.
Jalonack and his associate, I realized over
100 cents. My books are open to any one
who may care to investigate this state-
ment. I can heartily recommend him and
his methods.

H. L. MORRISON,
Pittsburg, Kansas

M. L. JALONACK
Chicago, 5339 Prairie Ave.

Syracuse, N. Y., no E. Washington St.

For quick replies address Chicago office
Long distance phone, Gray 5234
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The Ohio Optometry Bill

ED. KEYSTONE 1—Will you kindly favor me by
making the following correction in your coming

issue relative to Section 6 of the Ohio Optometry

Bill, relating to optometry course, which appeared

ill your last issue in which through a clerical error

one entire line was omitted, thereby completely

changing the intent in making it very misleading.

This portion of Section 6 should read as follows:

" And has either attended a course of optometry

covering a period of not less than six months in
and has graduated from some school of optometry

or has devoted a corresponding length of time to
the study of optics and optometry in a reputable

medical or post graduate medical school or

hospital."
In connection with this you may say that in the

formulation and introduction of this bill in the Ohio

Legislature we have had the co-operation and

approval of the State oculist committee as well as

the medical legislature committee, and it seems as

though this bill will meet with the approval of the

medical element generally, and should this bill be

passed it will certainly be a marked step forward

in professionalizing optometry.

A significant and rather strange coincidence

lies in the fact that without any knowledge or co-

operation between New York and Ohio, both

States have within the past month completely

changed the character of their bills, both of which

are without question the most ambitious measures

so far attempted in optical legislation.

Yours sincerely,

Dayton, Ohio. JOHN C. EBERHARDT.
Member Legislative Committee.

The South Seeks National Convention

ED. KEYSTONE 1—Having returned from my
trip with Secretary Huston and others in the interest

of optical organization it may be opportune to point

out to your readers the general favor accorded the

proposition that the Iwo National Convention be

held in the South. I was present at the Kansas

City convention last year, and at that meeting the

justice of the claim for a Southern meeting place

was acknowledged. Of the ten sessions so far

held by the A. A. 0., not one has been held in the

South, nor any where near enough Mason &

Dixon's line to be.accessible to even a small per-

centage of Southern opticians. With the exception

of the Kansas City meeting in 1927, all the sessions

of the A. A. 0., have been held in the th;ckly

populated sections of the North. I will not deny

that the most dense centers of population are en-

titled to the lions share of these meetings. All

must concede the beneficial effect of these meetings

in building up the State organizations, and in

stimulating educational work among these societies,

as well as individually. By the time the Phila-

delphia meeting is held, the North and East will

nearly have reached their highest developement

in State organizations. It will be conceded that

this section is in advance of all other parts of the

country in the manufacturing, dispensing and re-

fracting branches of optical science, due in great
part to the stimulus of the A. A. O. The South

now asks for the benefit of that stimulus in the near
future, and, it must be conceded, in justice.

During the recent trip in which Secretary

Huston organized and affiliated West Virginia,

District of Columbia, Mayland, Delaware, North

and South Carolina and Florida, the writer, who

accompanied him, secured favorable endorsement
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of the movement for a Southern meeting place from

all, the last four going on record by vote. Other

States will follow, as there annual meetings

are held, and we give our Southern Cedar Point

friends fraternal notice that we can more than

match their attractions in the way of scenery,

historical interest, railroad rates, hotel accom-

modations, entertainments, auditorium, etc., in

several of our growing cities, notably Atlanta,

Chattanooga and Asheville. From a climatic

standpoint, these places, so near the mountainous

section of the country, are superior to anything

the East can produce during May, June and part

of July. Knoxville is notably in the center of a

large number of summer resort hotels. Every

one knows Geo. Vanderbilt could have chosen

any spot on the " footstool " for his summer home,

and all know that choice was made in the mountain

section near all the places mentioned above.

I wish to ask all State societies holding their

annual meetings between now and the Philadelphia

convention, to help us out, or at least offer no

opposition. All these taking place in the South

should go on record by vote in its favor, and send

good delegations to Philadelphia to help boost for

the convention of the A. A. 0., in 1909.0 
Very truly yours,

Knoxville, Tenn. H. J. COOK.

Secretaries of Optometry Boards

In response to several questions received and

for the information of all who are interested we

again publish the following list of secretaries of the

different optometry boards:

Arizona—E. Munson, Phoenix.

California—F. C. Chinn, 326 K Street, Sacra-

mento.
Idaho—R. D.

Boise.
Indiana—J. H.

South Bend.
Minnesota—C.

Minneapolis.
Montana—A. C. Hoose, Billings.

Nebraska—Max J. Egge, Grand Island.

New Mexico—O. C. Bebber, Albuquerque.

North Dakota—A. G. Wold, Langdon.

Oregon—Herman Barr, Salem.

Tennessee—R. L. Jetton, 625 Church Street,

Nashville.
I:lab—F. J. Alexander, Room 230 Atlas Block,

Sal', Lake City.

Hubbard, Globe Optical Co.,

Ellis, 105 S. Michigan Street,

A. Snell, 304 Nicollet Avenue,

Rhode Island Optometry Bill

A bill regulating the practice of optometry in

Rhode Island was introduced in the general assem-

bly last month. The committee of opticians in

charge of the measure comprise G. Frederic Beane,

chairman ; Thomas F. Lonegan, J. F. Dodge,

W. T. Wilson and H. W. Cunningham, all of

Providence. The situation has not yet sufficiently

developed to permit of a plausible prediction in

regard to the fate of the measure.

Manitoba Opticians Organize

The retail opticians of the Province of Mani-

toba, Canada, have decided to organize for the

purpose of mutual instruction and the elevation of

their calling to a higher plane of usefulness. At a

recent meeting of representatives, expressions of

unqualified approval were heard from Brandon,
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Crystal City, Mianedosa, Portage la Prairie,

Dauphin, Nepawa, Gladstone, Carberry, Cyprus

River, Pilot Mound, Manitou and other towns, as

well as the majority of the city opticians. The

details of organization were fully discussed and

officers and committees elected.

For the year 1928 the membership fee was

fixed at a very nominal figure and members were

strongly recommended to identify themselves with

the Retail Merchants' Association. Full details of

the proceedings will shortly be forwarded to all

the retail opticians of the province. In the mean-

time all communications should be addressed to

H. A.Nott, 271 Balmoral Street, Winnipeg.

Idaho State Board of Optometry

The next examination by the State Board of

Optometry of Idaho will take place in Boise on

March t6th. The members of the board expect

that a large number of candidates will present

themselves on that occasion. The optometry law

has worked very satisfactorily since its enactment

and the members of the board are making every

effort to enforce it.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The regtilar monthly meeting of the Rhode

Island Society of Optometry was held in Provi-

dence on February loth, President Fred. S. Neff in

the chair. The regular routine business was

transacted and the reports of the several commit-

tees received and adopted. The executive commit-

tee, which has charge of the State optometry bill,

reported that the bill had been placed in the hands

of the judiciary committee of the State senate and

a hearing was expected at an early date. Inter-
esting talks were made by a number of the mem-
bers, among them being H. W. Cunningham,

J. F. Dodge and G. Frederic Beane.

Florida Optical Society

One of the latest additions to State optical

organizations is the Florida State Optical Society,

which was organized some weeks ago at a meeting

held in the Windsor Hotel, Jacksonville. Quite a

comprehensive programme had been prepared for

the occasion and several very instructive papers on

various branches of optometry were read by those

in attendance. In addition to the papers read

there was held a quiz and clinic where members

had an opportunity of engaging in practical work

and of asking as many questions as they desired.

The election of officers resulted as follows :

President, D. M. Boney, Ocala ; first vice-presi-

dent, H. E. Lough, Tampa ; second vice-presi-

dent, Oscar W. Maynard, Miami ; secretary, E. A.

Edwards, Lake City ; treasurer, V. E. Jacobs,

Jacksonville.

Following the election the president appointed

the following committees : Executive committee,

Charles E. Taylor, chairman, Ocala ; Morton M.

Marcus, Jacksonville ; J. T. Wilenski, Jackson-

ville, and K. K. Eychoner, of Tampa. Examining

committee, D. M. Boney, chairman, Ocala ; W. C.

Maynard, Miami, and J. E. Hodge, of Tampa.

Constitution and by-laws were drafted and

adopted, following which the invitation of Charles

E. Taylor, on behalf of thesity of Ocala, to hold

the next annual meeting at that place, was unani-

mously accepted.
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W. R. Landram, LI1 iccomplished salesman
who enjoys much popularity with the trade, will
represent Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co., silver-
smiths, Greenfield, Mass., in western territory
from Kansas City to San Francisco and Pacific
coast.

W. F. Daboll one of the most popular of the
jewelry salesmen, is now representing G. C. Hud-
son & Co., of North Attleboro, Mass. His terri-
tory comprises New York City and State and
Pennsylvania.

Robt. B. J. Bailey, an accomplished salesman,
with long experience and a record for unusual
success in obtaining orders, is now southern rep-
resentative of C. Ray Randall & Co., North At-
tleboro.

Ben Bank, Max A. [Cohen and Sam. Alexan-
der, Minneapolis, Minn., formerly in business for
themselves, have recently incorporated under the
name of The American Jewelry Co., with Mr.
Bank president, Mr. Kohen vice-president, and
Mr. Alexander secretary and treasurer. The new
corporation has secured a fine location in Minne-
apolis, where they will conduct a jewelry business
on the cash and easy payment plan.

White, Wile & Warner, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
have acquired an additional floor, which will give
them twice their present factory space. They
are also fitting up anew their salesroom and gen-
eral offices, which are being richly furnished.
The private office is in antique oak and there is
also a reception room with every convenience for
the accommodation of visitors.

Heintz Bros., Buffalo, N. Y., announce the
visits of their traveling men by pictorial post
cards showing pictures of the beautiful female
models made familiar to our readers through ad-
vertising pages in this journal. The cards are
highly artistic and such as will be treasured by
the recipients.

Hopkins & Cannon, Inc., is the name of the
new firm of electro-platers, with quarters at 78
Friendship Street, Providence. The firm will
make a specialty of jewelers' work, and have a
thoroughly up-to-date coloring and plating plant.
Walter A. Hopkins, who will have personal over-
sight of the practical part of the business, was
for many years connected with the Geo. H. Fuller
& Son Co., Pawtucket, and later was employed for
twelve years as foreman of the coloring depart-
ment for Parks Bros. & Rogers, of Providence.
This extensive experience in responsible positions
is a sufficient assurance to the trade of the high
grade of the work which they may rely on getting
from this new firm.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association

The following circular letter has been mailed
to the trade in that State :

DEAR SIR :—The next meeting of the Okla-
homa Retail Jewelers' Association will be held the
latter part of March at Oklahoma City. The
meeting day will be announced later.

We arc doing what no other association has
heretofore attempted—the establishment of a min-
imum retail selling price on all grades of move-
ments manufactured by the different watch com-
panies. We are also trying to secure a minimum
retail selling price on gold filled cases. We recog-
nize that it is only by securing the establishment
of a minimum retail selling price on cases and
movements that the mail-order evil will be elim-
inated.

The thought of the establishment of a mini-
mum retail selling prices on cases, we think, is
entirely original with the Oklahoma Retail
Jewelers' Association and one which will be fol-
lowed by the other organizations because of its
great importance to the jewelry interests.

Are you a member of this association? We
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need your dues to assist in the work. Let us
have them now. Our secretary, F. S. Boasen, of
Boasen Brothers, Oklahoma City, Okla., will
gladly send you an application blank.

Trusting you will not underestimate the im-
portance of becoming a member of this associa-
tion and that you will be with us at our next
meeting, I remain,

Sincerely yours,
JOS. MAZER, President.

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
A meeting of the above association was held

on February 13th, at the Merchant and Manufac-
turers' Association's headquarters, Baltimore.
There was a fairly good attendance of members
and a number of addresses were made on trade
subjects. The matter of enforcing the provisions
of the new stamping law was considered at some
length, and it was decided to co-operate with the
trade generally in the good work. Steps were
also taken to incorporate the association, and it
was also decided to affiliate with the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association.

Dilapidated Package Received by Mail

The accompanying illustration furnishes an
impressive ocular demonstration of the careless-
ness with which valuable articles of jewelry are
sometimes shipped by the trade. This package
contained a watch movement and was sent by reg-
istered mail to the South Bend Watch Co., South
Bend, Ind., by a retail jeweler of Troy, N. C.

Our illustration shows the risk incurred in send-
ing valuables in this way. It is unfortunately by
no means an uncommon occurrence for whole-
sale and manufacturing concerns to receive pack-
ages by registered or open mail in a condition
somewhat similar to that here shown. We trust
that the illustration will serve as an object lesson
to those of the trade who have been accustomed
to ship valuables by mail, and impress on them
the greater economy and safety of sending them
by express.

Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-
mology and Otology

The annual meeting of the Alumni Association
of the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmol-
ogy and Otology for 19°8 opened Monday morn-
ing, February 17th. About two hundred members
of the association were present, and all agreed
that this was the most interesting and instructive
optical gathering they ever attended. The faculty
spared no expense in the entertainment of the
guests The lectures were exceedingly interesting,
as was demonstrated by the large and enthusiastic
attendance both at the morning and afternoon
sessions. Each and every one present seemed
hungry for optical knowledge, and judging from
the distance some of the members came, the an-
nual reunions are a source of pleasure as well as
profit. They all seemed to feel amply repaid for
the time given and expense incurred.

The morning sessions were devoted to short
addresses by members of the faculty and the
afternoons were given up to quizzes and discus-
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sions on various optical subjects, also best meth-
ods of ethical advertising.

Wednesday afternoon the faculty entertained
those present at a matinee at the Colonial Theatre
and all seemed to enjoy the "Merry Widow" and
have a very enjoyable time.

On Friday morning the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year : President,
Harry T. Jack; first vice-president, Dr. Gertrude
Stanton; second vice-president, J. H. Cantlon;
corresponding secretary, N. A. Shaten; censor
optical publications, J. J. Lewis; censor on legisla-
tion, Hon. Lawrence Y. Sherman; censor on
membership, D. Elva Cooper; marshal, E. S.
Bugby.

After the election of the officers, the alumni
association presented the faculty and college with
a very fine electric stereopticon.

Friday afternoon the following musical pro-
gramme was rendered :

I. Ensemble .  Selected
BANENE QUARTETTE

2. Baritone Solo  Selected
MR. GLASER

3. Soprano Solo and Chorus Murine
MISS MCKENZIE AND ALUMNI

4. Cornet Solo Selected

5. Reading   Selected
MR. SIBLEY

6. Quartette Selected
WHINE QUARTETTE

7. Tenor Solo   Selected
MR. KEBLINZER

8. Paderewski at the Piano.
DR. KENNEDY

9. Reading   Selected
MR. SIBLEY

to. "Auld Lang Syne."

MEMBERS OF ALUMNI AND FACULTY
A little informal gathering was held in the

college rooms Friday evening, at the conclusion of
which an impressive burial service was conducted
over the remains of "copology." Dr. Kennedy, of
Missouri, read the burial service and locked the
gates of the tomb.

Among those in attendance were the fol-
lowing:
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D. E. Lewis, Vermont.
Jerry Horn, Oregon.
N. A. Shaten, Chicago.
J. P. Coughlin, Chicago.
Earl J. Klaiber Chicago.
D. E. Osborn, Indiana.
W. P. Maurmann, Wash.
Edmund Behon, Wisconsin.
W. M. Kennedy, Penna.
K. H. Smith, Illinois.
L. R. Garland, Iowa.
L. C. Ratliburn, Iowa.
E. T. Fischer, Illinois.
J. C. Milani, Oklanoma.
G. J. Hermann, Chicago.
G. E. Agner, Ohio,
N. Rosenthal, Illinois.
M. V. Briggs, Chicago.
0. A. Eaton, Chicago.
D. D. Draper, Minnesota.
M. Koblenger, Chicago.
George Bruno, N. Dakota.
G. A. Conrey, Chicago.
E. S. Bugbee, Minn.
Jos. A. Haustine, Minn.
E. C. Roberts, Minn.
W. E. Kelly, Penna.
H. Webber, Iowa.
J. H. Cantlon, Missouri.
. M. Custer, Illinois.
Frank Baldwin, Iowa.
Thomas Smith, Ohio.
S. Richmond, Wisconsin.
F. L. Kallenburg, Cal.
H. E. Pitts, Minn.
W. 13. Gardner, Ohio.
J. C. Shanabarger, Ohio.
W. J. Curtis, Illinois,
J. A. Kirkpatrick, Chicago.
A. Milton, Iowa.
J. M. Kohn, Pennsylvania.
H. T. Brunk, Kentucky.
0. M. Meyers, Illinois.
I. J. Friedman, Chicago.
J. C. Sve, Illinois.
Bertha H. Brand, Chicago.
G. P. Wandling, Indiana.
J. T. Tufts, Ohio.
Wm. C. Krautheim, Mich.
Herman Wehler, Iowa.
XV. G. Kerbs, Ohio.
Lorenz Holland, Illinois.
Geo. H. Keaton, Wisconsin.
W. G. Brockenborough,
J. Urbanek, Chicago.

W. A. Beers, Indiana.

E. H. Flower, Chicago.
H. D. Thornburg Indiana.
F. B. Sibley, Chicago.
Harry T. Jack, Chicago.
G. A. Henry, Chicago.
Mr. Swadner, Chicago.
Mr. Larson, Chicago.
Mr. Dow, Chicago.
Mr. Hodgens, Chicago.
Mr. Walker, Chicago.
F. Roberts, Chicago.
Wm. Homer, Jr.,Ohio.
David Block, Maryland.
R. B. Kendall, Kentucky.
M. C. Chase, Chicago.
M. H. Kennedy, Missouri.
C. T. McIntyre.
0. G. Snyder, Indiana.
Geo. Lagouceur, Chicago.
L. Topaz Chicago.
0. A. Paul, Chicago.
J. M. Pelton, Chicago.
0. E. Newton, Chicago.
F. A. Olsen, Chicago.
L. A. Shogren, Wisconsin.
G. H. Coonley, Chicago.
Rose E. Sullivan, Mich.
Kate A. Sullivan, N. Dak.
S. A. Sullivan, Chicago.
M. H. Cohen, Chicago.
Otto Hermann, Chicago.
D. Elva Cooper, Penna.
Gertrude Stanton, Minn.
A. P. Reick, Illinois.
C. F. Manahan, Chicago.
Helen VanWaganen, Wis.
Mrs. Christiansen Illinois.
Mrs. Lily M. Hunt, Nebr.
W. G. Bradfield, Chicago,
A. Williams, Illinois.
S. J. Dunbar, Wilsconsin.
F. A. Miner, Minnesota.
Oris Booth, Indiana.
Mrs. N. Weaver, Indiana.
H. J. Buckholtz, Chicago.
j. P. Coughlin, Chicago.
A. R. Hawkinson, N. Dak.
Mark Lindsay.
0. A. Eaton, Chicago.
E. V. Boarini, Chicago.
Marguerite Prevy, Ohio.
Henry E. Pitts, Minn.
A. L. Collen, Chicago.
Frank E. Dayton, Illinois.
W. A. Scheddell, Indiana.
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DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

Saunders Martin Co., of Bonham, Texas,

were represented in the Dallas market last month

by W. J. York, of that firm.

J. N. Bucher, of Hillsboro, Texas, called on

the wholesale trade while in the city the past

month.
L Daiches, of Laredo, Texas, spent a few

days in the Dallas market lately buying a few

needed articles.
M. M. Gumbiner, a retail jeweler, for many

years located at Luling and Lockhart, Texas, has

sold out his stores at the above named places,

and is now located at 419 West Sixty-third

Street, Chicago, where he has a very handsome

and up-to-date place. A. W. Gumbiner, his son,

who was in charge of the Lockhart store, is now

with his father.
C. R. Sims, of Belton, Texas, paid his re-

spects to the Dallas trade in the latter part of

January.
S. White, formerly with 1V. A. Peck, of

Denison, Texas, has severed his connection with

that firm and has accepted a position with Walter

& Hafner Jewelry Co., of Hillsboro, Texas. -Mr.

White thinks he will be yell pleased with his

new location. He spent a few days in Dallas on

his way to Hillsboro.

H. M. Ryman, of Calvert, Texas, called on

the trade in January.

M alloy & Co., of Ferris. Texas, was repre-

sented in this market by l r. Malloy, of that

firm.
Geo. T. Wilson, of Texico„ N. M., filed a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy the latter part

of January.
Mrs. Hamilton, the mother of .NIrs. S. F.

Stewart, one of the Dallas jewelers, (lied the

twenty-ninth of January. Mrs. Hamilton was a

resident of Dallas for a mitt'iber of years and

leaves a host of friends that sustain a great

loss in her death.
J. D. Ganter, of Bryan, Texas, has been on

the sick list this last month, but is better at this

time and able to be back at his work.

H. E Ferguson, of Venus, Texas, spent a

day in the Dallas market last month.

A. Y. Moorefield, of Waco, Texas, called on

the wholesale trade while in the city the first

part of -February. Mr. Moorefield states that

business is better than could be expected under

the existing conditions.

C. M. Pressley, watchmaker for Leffler

Jewelry Co., of Gainesville, Texas, bought a nice

bill of tools and material while in the city re-

cently.
W. J. Graves spent a few days in Dallas the

first part of February, buying an opening bill of

tools and material. A few years ago Mr. Graves

engaged in the jewelry business, and has re-

entered the vocation, opening up in Grandview,

Texas.
S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, Texas, was

among the visitors in the Dallas market in Feb-

ruary.
E. E. Scroggin, formerly of Sabinal, Texas,

has recently moved his jewelry business to Co-

tulla, Texas, where he thinks there is a much

better oportunity for the success of his business.
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Ben Linz, of Linz Brothers, of this city, and

wife are spending a few weeks in Mexico on a

vacation.
F. E. Chase, one of the southwestern repre-

sentatives of Jonas Koch, of New York, has

just returned from the East.

M. A. Lesser, of Fort Worth, Texas, spent

Sunday in Dallas a few days ago.

H. W. Bounds, a jeweler of this city, after

having recovered from the injury which he re-

ceived a few weeks ago, had a relapse and was

-confined to his bed for about two weeks. He is

up at this time and seems to be improving rap-

idly.
H. J. Ritter, traveling salesman for H. H.

Hawley, of this city, has recently returned from a

very successful trip. Mr. Ritter states that the

conditions through the State are fast improving,

and under the circumstances the majority of the

Texas jewelers are enjoying a good business.

With the coming of spring, prospects are bright

for a favorable change in the commercial world.

H. H. Vannoy, of Temple, Texas, is con-

valescing from a severe attack of pneumonia.

Mr. Vannoy has been seriously ill for several

weeks, but is rapidly improving, and hopes soon

to be back at his business.
Mr. Cook, a watchmaker who has just re-

cently moved to Texas, has accepted a position

with J. T. McCutcheon, of Corpus Christi, Texas.

The Thomson Jewelry Co., of Waxahachie,

Texas, are said to have had involuntary proceed-

ings of bankruptcy filed against them the 27th of

January.
The lirm of L. Vaden, of Commerce, Texas,

a jewelry and book store, which has been man-

aged all along. by a Mr. Watson, has been sold

to J. S. Alexander & Son, who have been con-

ducting same since the first of January.

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

While business in Toledo is in no way start-

ling, yet jewelers without exception are in a very

optimistic frame of mind. Trade is reported to

be improving slowly, and February sales show a

marked increase over those of January. Silver,

cut glass and diamonds (small stones for the most

part) are the lines in which the greater part of

the sales are being made, these being in large

measure gifts for weddings, birthdays and other

anniversaries. The J. J. Freeman Co. are just

winding up their annual sale of Libbey cut glass,

which includes samples and discontinued lines

which are disposed of during these sales at fac-

tory prices. The management state that the sales,

while not exceeding those of other years, were

fully as large as those of last year. In the line of

general jewelry business, trade is dull, as it al-

ways is at this season of the year, and most of

the local dealers speak in a very optimistic man-

ner of next summer's prospects. Some diamonds

are being disposed of, although the stones are for

the most part small and medium sizes. Very few

large stones are called for. Still, one local dealer

sold a $1500 stone a week or so ago. The J. J.

Freeman Co. recently set a fine 15-carat stone

for a lady customer who resides in an adjoining

town. This stone has been in the family for the

past thirty-five years and has for the greater part

of that time reposed quietly in the lady's strong

box. It was originally purchased in Europe, and

is a magnificent stone. The Freeman Co. de-

signed and manufactured a setting for the stone

as a pendant, associating with it nine smaller

stones. When completed the piece was magnifi-

cent. Such stones are unusual, and it is not

often that a dealer in this city has the pleasure

of working with $7000 stones. The Merrill Broer

Co., wholesalers, report that business in their ter-

ritory (Michigan and Indiana) is quiet in every

line except diamonds, which are holding up re-

markably. The prices on diamonds are very

stiff, but the sales have been remarkably large,

which, considering the dull times and the dead-

ness in other lines, is a matter for comment.

Whether people with money consider them as

good investments, or what the cause of the re-

markable sales, the company did not pretend to

explain—but the fact remains.

Harpole Buffenbarger, a farmer from near

Wapakoneta, has been received at the Toledo

State Hospital for the insane. The unfortunate

man's hallucination is that Ile can manufacture

diamonds from all sorts of odds and ends by en-

closing them in a tin can.
S. A. Lesher, of Bucyrus, has moved his

jewelry store from the room south of the Hotel

Royal into fine quarters in the new building he

recently erected on the Eagles' property. The

new location is a good one, and Mr. Lesher has a

much finer opportunity to display his goods than

in the old quarters.
William Manders, jeweler employed by the

J. J. Freeman Co., was operated on in the Toledo

Hospital last month for appendicitis. He is get-

ting along nicely.
The county commissioners at Mansfield, Ohio,

have under consideration a proposed improvement

to the court house which contemplates the build-

ing of an enormous clock tower. Architect Red-

ding, of that city, has been retained to make a

strain sheet, showing whether or not the building

will stand the additional weight which would be

necessary in making the improvement. If his

report is favorable, it is probable the work will

be done within a short time.

W. F. Broer, secretary and treasurer of the

Merrill Broer Co., with his family, is spending a

month at Daytona, Fla.
Joe Evans has recently taken charge of the

repair department at the L. Basch & Co.'s store,

in this city.
J. N. Isenberg, of the L. Basch Co., made a

trip to Chicago last month.
Charlie H. Ide, of the Perrington Mfg. Co.,

of Roxbury, Mass., carrying a line of eyeglass
and jewelry boxes, was in the city last month.

F. G. Gould will start out over the territory
of Ohio and Michigan, which is covered by the
Gould Mfg. Co., about the first of March.

In speaking of the optical business, E. D.
Gould, of the Gould Mfg. Co., said to THE KEY-
STONE representative : "Up to two weeks ago our
business was exceptionally good. At that time the
trade slackened a bit, but in the past week has
been picking up again. We do not feel the slump
as badly as those in some other lines, for specta-
cles have become a necessity with our people on a
par almost with bread and butter. I should say
that in the past ten years the amount of people
using spectacles has increased fully one-third.
This is due, I believe, to the many daily news-
papers and to the great amount of night work
done in the hundreds of office buildings of the
city. Whatever the cause, this has been my ob-
servation, and I also notice that the opticians
do not feel the lack of business as much as jewel-
ers and dealers in many other lines."



R. B. H. MACRORIE,

It Is A Serious Matter To Be
Short of Ready Cash Just Now

Your stock may invoice many times the amount of accounts due others,
but your high reputation, your strict honesty and reliability will not assist
jobbers in meeting their obligations—some may be obliged to press you for
their accounts. Have you not considered well that paying spot cash and
taking advantage of all discounts alone makes it possible for you to conduct
a profitable business ? How to turn part of your stock into money, meet
your obligations, and buy at net cash prices, is also an important matter.

An auction, properly conducted, will not only turn stock into money,
but will add to your reputation as an honorable merchant, bring new custo-
mers to your store, and confirm and establish the high quality of your wares.

Such a sale is that of the successful and really competent auctioneer, not
the salesman of the biggest, but the best reputation, the man of character
who by his individuality and strong personality can enthuse your patrons in
.a courteous, gentlemanly way, and dispose of the stock without the bom-
bast, roughness and uncouthness of the slum " auctioneer," without the
palpable trickery of the man whb with a worthless guarantee talks of magni-
ficent profits which are finally located in a " castle in Spain." A square
deal is more to be desired than empty promises or worthless guarantees.

My business is that of turning jewelry into money, in a way that is fair
and honorable to you and your customers, and adds dignity to the store.

A square deal and a successful sale—a sale to the best of my ability—
that's my guarantee.

ewelers' Auctioneer Address, 534 West North Avenue
FOR THE LEGITIMATE TRADE ONLY Phone Humboldt 2275 Chicago, Illinois

Good Advice

Look out for the

long dull year before

you and have your

AUCTION soon as

possible, and let your

competitors walk the

floor. Seventeen

years selling for the

established jeweler.

Any of the whole-

salers in Kansas City will tell you of me. Ref-

erence from jewelers all over the United States

on application.

D. 0. HERNDON
The Jewelers' Auctioneer

250 New York Life Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

HOME PHONE—Main 2341

Sales made in any part of the United States

E. J. FORD
AND 

HARRY MOORE
Jewelers' Auctioneers

All Correspondence Strictly Confidential

Office—No. 3 Smithfield St.

Pittsburg, Pa.

L. D. Bell Phone, Fiske 919 J

If there is a stringency in money we have not experienced it—if the suc-
cessful and profitable sales we have made for the best jewelers of Galion,
Massillon and Youngstown, Ohio, and Connellsville, Pa., are a criterion.
We certainly had fine sales in those towns. For reference from the above write
us. We have booked sales for the leading jewelers of Fairmount, W. Va.,
Mt. Pleasant and Westfield, Pa., and others to follow. If you are contemplating
a sale, and want to have a successful sale, write us; you will not be dis-
appointed. You will be highly pleased with the results and in the manner in
which your sale will he conducted, We sell your goods, not ours. Try us
for the best results.

P. J. Smith (2 sales), Cumberland, Md.
P. H. Neffien (3 sales), Lonaconning, Md,
George P. Ways (8 sales), Davis, W. Va.
Theo. Dilger (2 sales), Morgantown, W. Va.
C. C. Marsh (2 sales), Sistersville, W. Va.
C. A. Apple (3 sales), Statesville, N. C.
0. C. Geuther (2 sales), Wheeling, W. Va.
B. E. Brown, St. Marys, W. Va.
C. B. Guth, Brookville, Pa.
C. F. Donlan, Reynoldsville, Ps.
B. J. Burgeon, Clearfield, Pa.
Ed. Gooder, Reynoldsville, Pa.
E. M. Warfel A Co., Findlay, Ohio
M. 0. Miller, Massillon, Ohio
William Paxson A Co., Saginaw, Mich.
Mel. Le Roy Hawald, Salem, Ohio
W. C. Schmidt (4 sales), New Castle, Pa.

C. A, Lindsey, Johnston, Pa.
A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio.
A. C. Church, Ada, Ohio.
A. G. Damon, Greenville, Pa.
Mrs. J. M. Durchfleld, Latrobe, Pa.D. F. Hinkios, Winchester, Va.
Wm. Siegfrei 1, Youngstown. Ohio
John Born, Titusville, Pa.
Lawrence Ilryson, Salem, Ohio
L. Schmidt. Braddock, Pa.
Henry Zilliken, Wellsburg, W. Va
Elof Benson, Youngstown, Ohio
Claude Fleenor, Sharon, Pa.
Clarence Kuntz, Dawson, Pa
R. L. Young, Latrobe. Pa.
John Kimple, 4126 Butler St., Pittsburg, Pa.
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H AR DING & GREGORY
OF THE America's Most Successful

k Jeweler-Auctioneers

051 SUCCESS

Pacific Coast Office Chicago, Ill., Office

Mohawk Building, Portland, Oregon i 56 Wabash Avenue.

All correspondence strictly confidential. 
Telephone, Central 2745

A thought prevails among jewelers that 
the only month in the year in which

to make auction sales is the month of 
December. It is true that there is no

better month, but why should you conduct an 
auction sale in December? You

have always had a good trade up to the Hol
iday season. Now is the time to

hold an auction sale. You have had time to look over your goods and 
find

all of your bad stock, and slow sellers. Look us up and see what we can do

for you. You have also had time to balance your books. 
If you are short of

cash look us up, and we can get it for you. 
We have lifted hundreds of jewelers out

of bad places and set their feet again 
upon a solid rock. If you wish to retire

from business, or reduce your stock look 
us up. In either case we guarantee

you a profit. Our long experience as jewelry auctioneers 
both in the United

State and in Canada enables us to conduct 
the most select sale of the highest

class of jewelry bric a brac, etc., pleasing 
the most fastidious audience. We

guarantee a profit sale in every month in the 
year, provided the character

of the jeweler and stock is such as to entitle him 
to our service. We alway work for the 

interest of our clients. We have hundreds of profit-

making sales to our credit for every month in the 
year.

Before arranging with any auctioneers to conduct a
 sale for you, write us and we assure 

you it will be to your interest. .Give us the size

and the location of your store, amount of stock a
nd state if you ever held an auction s

ale before, and if so how long since. By so doing it

will save you much corrospondence and time, 
and we can and will candidly tell you just 

what we can do for you, and just what you may 
expect

from the holding of such a sale conducted by 
us.

EMPLOY ME TO CONDUCT YOUR 
AUCTION SALE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

WHY BECAUSE

know how.

am a practical jeweler and know how to 
sell fine goods

at a profit.

have never made a failure.

have had twenty years' experience on the 
auction stand.

can furnish letters from the leading jewelers of

United States for whom I have conducted 
sales.

will furnish competent Auctioneer to 
assist—two

price of one.

I will guarantee no bad reaction from sale.

I never misrepresent in order to obtain 
prices.

I sell for established dealers only.

I will furnish stock to replenish on 
memorandum

right price.

All business letters treated confidentially.

Do not fail to write me full particulars, giving 
amount of stock

on hand, and if you want to retire from the 
business or make a reduc-

tion sale. Upon receipt of information, I will 
tell you how to proceed

to get the money.

Address all letters to

the

at the

at the

C. W. BOWMAN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

4436 Troost Avenue KANSAS CITY, MO.

Home Tel. 1830 South



WATCH POCKETS
Made from tarnish-proof, oil-dressed
Chamois Leather, in all sizes.

Write for prices.

THOS. A. SUTTON
Johnstown, N.Y.

4■1=21■=1111.111=1•1MIIIMMII.
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5 years'
Experience
Gained in 1

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn EngravIng,
to grass) the finer points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it neces-
sary to spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a
thorough knowledge of the business. An less than a year's time
this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. We gel tele-
grams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates,
which shows what practical storekeepers think of our course. Send
for prospectus now. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 428

Watch and Jewelry
Repairing for the Trade

Send us your surp'us work and we will
guarantee entire satisfaction.
Good Work Promptly Done at Fair Prices

Best Material Used. Watches Demagnetized
Estimates Furnished

.1. R. sTAOL.INC1 ER, Buffalo, N. Y.
REPAIRING PRICE-LIST ON APPLICATION

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX, Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliahle
maim tbet uri lig jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

MAKE MIRRORS
A guaranteed formula for making Fine Mirrors
at small expense. Pure silver deposit.

Formula and Full Instructions, $5.00
Reference : Bank of Andrews.

LEE THOMPSON, Jeweler, Andrews, Ind.

_
To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities

Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot ailMd to he without an
assort ment of Wells Perfect
King Adjusters for immediate
ISO when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.76 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00;1 doz.metal.astd..86c.
s,iit prepaid at once ( only on

receipt (it price). I fy(ei will mention OrderNo. K.,
I will forward III Sallie time, prepaid, n, game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters orderd.
Address,Chester Wells,/eweler.Meshoppen, Pa.

Loop
Watch Keys

tf,,S;Sr

A.R. CLARK Sc SON, Plainville, Conn.

FINEST QUALITY

LEATHER
WATCH FOBS

THE _■
400

INITIAL FOB
ENAMELED AND

GOLD PLATED
Initial can he detached and

worn as Lapel Button

Retails for so cents

Weaver Mfg. Co.
Mt. Holly, N. J.

AND ALL JOBBERS

The Crohn Patent .Safety Cuard

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelers andmaterialhouses.
Sam pl e by inail,25e; in 10K. gold,$1.00 ;14 K.$1.25.
M.CROSN,Illke.8,14.0,48 & 60 MaldenLane.N.Y.

Balance Staffs
and

Hole Jewels
Balance Staffs, $1.00 to $1.25 dozen
Hole Jewels . 1.00 to 1.50 dozen
Genuine Roller Jewels at Catalogue

Prices.
Genevas and Mi.Concaves, $4.00

per gross, 40 cents per dozen.
Imperial Mainsprings, $15.00 per gross,

$1.25 per dozen.
Steel Hand Removers, 25 cents each.

Mail Orders Carefally and Promptly Filled

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. McEwEN, Manager Manchester, Iowa

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
Gasoline GasLamps
that are always ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems
Millions of these lights are in use all over

the world. If you want the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog K. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

AWARDS FOR
H. ft. nelpricrs Marine Oftronometers

CRI9111110. 1898 PARIS, 1889 BERNE, 1859

Very good CHRONOME-
TERS on hand; second-hand
Chronometers in first-elasscon-
dition. Repairing, springing
and adjusting Chronometers.

Also hne watch repair-
ing for the trade.

John Schroeder
& Co., Inc.

T. C. REDFERN, Mgr.
Succmors to 11. H. Heinrich

108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK

New York, June 1, 1893
I have employed Mr. Titus. C. REDFERN to

my entire satisfaction for many years in all
description of Marine Chronometer repairs, also
in new work. I know of no one who has a
better general knowledge of chronometer work
than he has. He has also done a great deal of
fine and complicated watch repairing for me,
and I can recommend him to anyone desiring
his services. H. H. HEINRICH.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

TRAD1 WORK ONLY
ManufacturingA. E• M. COVERT, Jevveler . • .

Diamond Mounting, Fine Repairing, Special Order Work
226 Bessemer Building PITTSBURG, PA.

ovo'N'diy
Engraved Souvenir Spoons

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence. R I.

New England Watch Repairing for the Trade
CEO. W. HYDE & CO., 101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Make a Specialty NEW ENGLAND WATCHESof Repairing
Work returned in one week, and guaranteed to be satisfactory in every respect

Recommended by The New England Watch Co.

...■,,1■111■•

KANSAS CITY 11012GLOGICAIL, SCHOOL
We give the best course in Watchmaking, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing and Optics,

excepting none.
In Watchmaking both practical and theoretical demonstrations we surpass them all.
In Engraving, the shapening and sharpening of tools, designing and cutting of all styles of

letters and monograms, our methods are the best.
Our Optical department, in charge of W. B. Needles, N. D., teaches an advanced course in

higber iwanehes of Ophthalmology, and is the best of its kind for beginners and post-graduates.
We can secure you a position at a good salary. Write for our illustrated Catalogue. Address

A. E. PITTENGER 812 East 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

LINDNER se Co- 'hevvele"'upplies.

Si E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Being an exclusive Tool 111111 Material liouse, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 760 PAGES

New Polishillg and Grilltlillg Machin
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
Perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to the minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

w. C. BONNEY
Keokuk, Iowa.

HOLE JEWELS
RUBY and SAPHIRE. $1.00 a dozen

GARNET, 75c. a dozen
These by sizes of hole

Established
1889

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

tyy Broadway 688 Broadway
Bet. Cortlandt & Dey Sta. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and
Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver '
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
chanped to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silverfor Euglish, Swiss and American Movements
OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

REFINERS an
Sweep Smelters
Established 1889.

of Gold,Silver and
Platinum in any
shape—solids or
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or

Prompt
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.

13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

St

j' CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET RUS EANSGATYLEE
A rt istic 1\lOII0g111111 and Letter

Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-loll.

UL,L.STROM dr CO.

Memphis rolebruestcs.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

O.F.Walsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

TurnIna
Changing Old

EnglilabanfiSmis.
Ca... III take

American EL W.
NOV11.1.11(11 my

Specialty
OLD CASTS

MADE NEW
Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty

I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed

Price-List, which is free for the asking.

ColumbusMemoriallildg.,103 StateSt.,Chicago

W. C. BONNY
Keokuk, Iowa

ROLLER JEWELS, 25c. dozen
Every Jewel First Quality and will

Fit Perfectly to Watch listed to

1,THEY AND U

I MAKE THEM

THEY SELL THEM

YOU USE THEM

A GOOD THING
FOR US ALL

SANGER'S

RING BUFFS

55 1

DIAMONDS arid PINE WATCHES

Bought, Sold or Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
A ppraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COI-IEN
1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1889
Write for further information

A g

Victory Lapel Button
Backs. Pat'd.

CleEIHAREYT BROS.,

VICTORY
Lapel

Button Backs and
Safety Catches
Are positively the BEST on

the market to-day ,s',(n/ Is, Catalog (Wet Th.i,-List

Riftli and Elm Sta., Cincinnati, Ohio

OPEN CLOSED

VI CT 0 RY
PATIL

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

PERFECT-FITTINC

CASE SCREW WASHERS
will hold movement securely even when shoulder Is worn 

away

Price, 4 dozen (1 dozen each size) $ .50
Single dozen   .15
Gross   1.50

For sale at all material houses, or direct to

S. LIRICH, P. 0. Box 1942. NEW YORK CITY

F. C. Ki Els EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND Stone seal
Cutting and Engraving
Polishing

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET

NEWARK, N• J.

------

Polishing set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SeTISEACTION 
liCARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

WIN-itt(4404tf‘Gstrilf ‘Gitrit,

Ilmsams■■pi
ELGIN HOROLOGICAL

SCHOOL
A Practical School for Watchmakers

Lstahlished 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and

Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye

Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Keystone

SEND YOUR WATCH REPAIRS TO

Jules J. Lintz & Co.
106-108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK

Superior Workmanship Prompt Service

Set of

3 Jewel Setting
Cutters
Price, $3.00

This set will drill too

and more sizes of

holes.
Send for Circular

CULMAN TOOLS

Ask the man who owns them, if he wants

to do without them at any price.

C. CUL...MAN

Are Practical

Maple and Hazel Ayes. MAPLEWOOD, MO.

Balance Chuck
Price, $3.50

Every chuck or cutter which
becomes worn or broken will
be replaced for 25 cents.
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FRED BAHNI & CO., Peoria,

REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
Special Work and Fine Engraving our

specialty. Complete line of jobbing stones.
Our quick-service proposition will interest

you. Send your address, or a trial lot.
GOOD WORK RIGHT PRICES

ANTI-OXIDIZER
%"."Anitv.www,ivvvvvyw"

E BEST I EVER USED

Price, so cents, by mail. Guaranteed.

J. J. SmITH, Elgin, III.

WATCH R E PA IR I NO
For The Trade

Good work and the right prices. Special
at gi ven to high-grade watches.

CHAS. W. TI-IXTOIN
502 Hayworth Bldg. Chicago, Ill.

WI TH OMEGA WATCH CO.

- ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order,
Also a full line of Enitiniders' Supplies, 31 nines.
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
l'ockroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

Ws co BONNEY

ct.Ik k, It3wEt

BALANCE STAFFS
15 Jewel Grade, $1.25 a dozen
7 Jewel Grade, $1.00 a dozen

Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

TO THE TRADE

Prompt Service Perfect Work
Best Materials

MARLOW & BICKMORE
ELGIN, ILL.

Send for our Repair Price-List

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

Manufacturers of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobsand Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except"Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.

To insure insertion, remittance must
accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.

Send bank check or draft, or postal
or express money order for 81.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy Of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In whichl their advertisement appears.

Address.

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 23
cents.

Do you need a practical watchmaker, jew-
eler and engraver, with a lifetime exper-

ience? Thoroughly competent; own bench
and all kinds of tools; state wages in first
letter; ready to take position March us,
1908; permanent place in Northern State.
"C 974," care Keystone. 
MARCH rat, by young man of 19; can do

all ordinary watch, clock and jewelry
repairing; wish to finish trade; have princi-
pal tools; best refs.; Middle States pre-
ferred. 0. C. Cayton, Postville, Iowa. 

BY young lady as clerk; can give best of
ref.; will apply personally if necessary;

small city preferred. "G 958," care Key-
stone.

STRICTLY first-class watchmaker in all
high-grade Swiss watches and railroad

work; first-class tools and refs.; wishes po-
sition with good house in South or South-
western States. No bad habits. "W 3 I,"
care Keystone.

ENGRAVER, 5 years' exp., Am refs., also
salesman, would like to learn watchmak-

ing if possible; willing worker. Address
"C. D.,'' 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago.

BY young man, 6,4 years at bench; good
watchmaker and jewelry repairer; best

ref. as workman and salesman; neat and
good habits; own tools. "C. C. C.," 1703
S. Yak Ave., Tacoma, Wash.

WATCHMAKER., jeweler and optician,
manager of jewelry department in large

department store for past 8 years, would
like similar position in drug store. "Q 65,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER wants position at the
bench; have school, store and 3 years'

watch factory experience; will start for $15
per week. "A 83," care Keystone. 
POSITION as assistant watch and clock re-

pairer and engraver; young man 22 years
keystone.

WATCHMAKER 
with good ref. "C 97," care 

WATCHMAKER and engraver desires
steady position; am first-class watchmaker

and do nice, neat engraving. Address,
Jones, 303 East First Street, Rome, Ga.
YOUNG man, 22, wants position as watch-

_

maker, clock and jewelry repairer by 1st
of April; 4 years' exp. "H," care Graff's
Jewelry Store, Lyons, N. Y.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and salesman;

able to manage; no butcher; own tools;
good ref. J. B. Lollis, Litchfield, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER would like position to
work evenings and Saturday afternoons

in or near Boston; 4 years' exp. "A 84,"
care Keystone. 
BY young watchmaker, engraver, sales-
man; has had store experience; Ai refs.

Prefers city of so,000. .Address "A. B.,"
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago. 
BY thoroughly qualified, experienced opti-

cian (graduate optical and medical
schools) first-class house; Western States,
South or North preferred; refs. "B. C.,"
1201 Heyworth Building,  Chicago. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver wants posi-

tion as assistant watchmaker and to do
plain engraving; can do some jewelry re-
pairing; store experience. "S 78," care
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER wants permanent posi-

tion; 25 years old; m r years' exp.; single,
salary, $20 per week; will furnish best
refs.; West preferred. "V 12," care Key-
stone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY a first-class watchmaker; good all-round
man. F. J. Thurman, Cascade Locks,

Oregon.

AN opportunity to secure a good, trust-
worthy watchmaker; experienced in the

best houses in Boston; also in small stores;
good appearance; age, 26; town preferred;
Bertram E. Bowler, Canton, Mass. 

ENGRAVER-Young man desires position
with first-class engraver, or an opportu-

nity to learn watch work; good script let-
terer; sam_ples on request; Am ref. "H
74." care Keystone. 

EXPERIENCED watch material fitter; 8
years' training; thorough knowledge of

jewelry supplies; New York City or out of
town. "I-I 64," care Keystone. 

Ar WATCHMAKER, engraver and opti-
cian; young man; married; 12 years'

practical experience on watch work, 5 years
on railroad work; good engraver; fine set
of tools and trial set; 6 years' exp, fitting
glasses; no bad habits; first-class refs.; sal-
ary, $25. L. M. Ratliff, Francesville, Ind.

YOUNG man to finish trade under first-
class all-round workmen; 3% years' exp.;

C
age
. r.

21o rnasrosn;, s igrl vedn
n. 

 n ref. ; store exp.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and jewelry re-
pairer desires a steady position; have

lathe and all tools; can furnish good ref.
"C 75," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER -Young man; married;
sober; capable of taking entire charge;

own tools; nothing less than $20 consid-
ered; West preferred; refs. F. A. Thomp-
son, 6mo S. Alain, Centerville, Iowa. 
AS head watchmaker or manager with good

firm to take care of an exclusive jewelry
and optical business; 25 years' exp. at the
bench; can furnish best refs.; absolutely
reliable; state salary; prefer southern Wis-
consin; married; German descent. "B 68,"
care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, 28 years at the bench,

desires position; salary, $25 week; exper-
ienced in all watches and clocks. John
Brown, 4 Union Square, New York, A. Y.
AS watchmaker, practical optician and plain
engraver; can wait on customers if nec-

essary. Geo. W. Reuter, 505 Wabasha
Street, St. Paul, Minn. 
MARRIED man, 28 years of age, desires

position in South; has completed course
in horological school and had 3 years exp.
at bench; can furnish best of refs. "Al
71," care Keystone.
AS clock repairer, assist with watch work
and help around store, by Englishman,

aged 28. Aadress, H. Carlin, Pearl St.,
Medina, N. Y. 
YOUNG man to learn watch work; 4
months' course engraving school; 3

years' exp. salesman' no bad habits; New
York State preferred. "N 62," care Key-
stone.
AT ONCE -Permanent position; watch-
maker, jeweler, plain engraver; $22.50

per week to start; 25 years old; married;
Ai ref. character and ability. R. 0. War-
ren, Guthrie, Ky. 
BY young man (25); 8 years' exp. in re-

tail jewelry store. For particulars and
refs., address Clarence J. Bell, Cook's
Point, Davenport, Iowa. 
YOUNG man of 26, with 6 years' exp as
watchmaker jeweler and salesman; speak

German; will furnish good ref. Lock Box
242, Park Rapids, Minn.  
POSITION wanted by young mart as gen-

eral engraver, also assisting in store;
good ref. W. C. Downing, Moravia, N. Y.
AT once, by first-class watchmaker, en-

graver and optician; complete set of tools
for watch, engraving and optical work;
married; age, 27. G. L. Van Buskirk, 44
W. University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-

graver; graduate optician, two colleges;
young man; have tools; refs. No. t. .Ad-
dress John Murdoch, Box 24, San Luis
Obispo, Cal.
BY first-class watchmaker, jeweler and

engraver, before March 30th in town not
over 0,000; some experience in optics; no
bad habits; best ref.; West preferred. "S
56," care Keystone.
SIX years' exp. as assistant watchmaker.

clock and salesman; am Norwegian; best
refs.; salary according to ability; want to
finish bench work under Am watchmaker.
"T 55," care Keystone. 
ENGRAVER, thoroughly experienced, can
do some clock and watch work; graduate

optician. "D 52," care Keystone.
YOUNG man, single, good habits; graduate
watchmaker and optician; one year's exp.

since school; desires to finish under good
workman; own tools' Colorado, Kansas or
adjoining States preferred. "B 986," care
Keystone.  
BY experienced watchmaker on fine corn-

plicated watches and French clocks; capa-
ble to wait on trade; best refs.; prefer New
York State. "A 45," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver wants po-

sition. :r. H. Delaughter, Brookhaven,
Miss.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXPERIENCED watch repairer and plain
engraver will close engagement for sum-

mer resort position; season 1908. J. H.
Coon, Warren St., Hudson. N. Y. 

FIRST - CLASS refractionist; graduate
watchmaker and optician; optical work

preferred; mo years' exp.; capable of taking
charge; married; strictly sober; Am refs.
exchanged; state wages paid in first letter.
Lock Box 9, Dexter, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, thorough, rapid and ex-
perienced, disengaged April i st, will cor-

respond with first-class houses having open-
ing in Eastern States. "C 47," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER, 4 years' exp.; can do
optical work and some jewelry repairing;

own tools; Am refs. Address, "Watch
maker," 932 South Third St., West, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. 

BY first-class watchmaker; 25 years at the
bench; own tools; best of habits and refs.

z600 Coleman Ave., Lansing, Mich. 

AS watchmaker and engraver by competent
man; good habits; best refs. from all em-

ployers; will send sample engraving; per-
manent position only considered. "F 40,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, 33; t8 years' exp., three
years in Germany; speaks German flu-

ently; Am refs.; best habits; wants position
west of Missouri. J. J. Weigmann, Dur-
angq, Colo.

GRADUATE optometrist, age 34; good ap-
pearance: married; take charge of optical

department; can keep books, act as sales-
man; first-class only. "W 02," care Key-
stone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver; per-
manent position; send refs. and sample

engraving. Lovett, Titusville, Pa. 

ENGRAVER-OPTICIAN; send ref. and
sample engraving; permanent position.

Lovett, Titusville, Pa. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, letter and
monogram engraver; one who can do

good jewelry and clock repairing; prefer
one who is a good optician; first-class, sat-
isfactory refs. wanted; my position is
steady and reliable to good party; salary,
$20 to start; if satisfactory, we will raise.
Apply at once to A. Rabinowitz, Stamford,
Conn.

A GOOD, steady watchmaker and engraver,
to take charge of good business located in

Mt. Corrall, Ill. G. M. Wherritt. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver that can do
first-class jewelry repairing, take in work,

wait on trade; must own tools; permanent
position to good man; refs. and sample of
engraving required; only total abstainer
need apply. Wm. D. Triplett, Ironwood,
Mich.

YOUNG man to assist in watch repairing
and wait on the trade in a Kansas town;

must have good ref.• wages, $52 per week;
steady position. "A' 85," care Keystone. 

WANTED -First-class watchmaker, en-
graver and jewelry repairer, capable to

take full charge of bench, salary, $27 per
week; permanent position to right man; ad-
dress, with refs. and sample of engraving,
J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala,

AT ONCE-First-class watchmaker,jeweler,
engraver and optician; send sample en-

graving; state salary, ref., exp., etc.; per-
manent position. John S. Murphy Co.,
Pontiac, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and engraver; most be
sober, have good refs.; steady position

for the right man. H. L. Schwartz Chi-
huahua, Mex. 

AT ONCE-Man who can do first-class
jewelry repairing, clock repairing, stone

setting; prefer one who can also engrave;
give refs. and state salary and all informa-
tion in first letter; good and permanent
position to an efficient workman. T. J.
Ellis & Co., Jonesboro, Ark. 

YOUNG material man to take advantage of
a fine opportunity, wait on trade and fill

mail orders accurately; give full particu-
lars. Henry Cowan, Jewelers' Building,
Boston, Mass. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
permanent position; send photo and resi-

dence in first letter; good wages. Tillson
Jewelry Company, Carrington, N. D. 

COMPETENT salesman on commission
basis, in every State; no objection to side

lines. Inquire Empire Jewelry Case Co.,
Buffalo, manufacturers of the patented Ein-
pire Jewel Cases. 

SALESMAN acquainted with the wholesale
jewelry and notion trade in the East to

sell boxes and display goods for a manu-
facturing concern; state refs, and exp. Fox
Manufacturing Co., 440 Broadway, New
York City.

HELP WANTED FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver; • 

salary according to a ty. ress J. .
Murphy, Livingston, Mont.

bili Add

JEWELERS who are fair salesmen to take
a traveling position. Address P. 0. Box

460, South Bend, Ind.

A GOOD optician and shop man; one who
has had practical experience in the photo

supply line; to take charge of optical de-
partment in Mexico City; good position for
right man. Address, with full particulars
as to experience, salary expected, etc., to
Apartado Num. 1304, Mexico City, D. F.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
must be Au; able to take full charge of

watch department; fine salary to right man;
state full particulars in first letter. P. 0.
Box 687, Denver, Colo.

BY March ist-A first-class engraver, de-
signer and manufacturing jeweler for a

fine store; a permanent position for a good,
competent man; state full particulars and
salary expected in first letter. San Diego
has the finest climate in California; popu-
lation, 45,000. The Ernsting Company, 915
Fifth St., San Diego, Cal.

WATCHMAKER-Fine opening for Knight
of Columbus "M 38 " care Keystone._ _ _  

A YOUNG man or woman, familiar with
handling prescription orders; one capable

of taking charge of department and cor-
respondence for wholesale house in kenn-
sylvania; state age, exp. and salary. "M
35," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, optician and engraver, to
work on percentage basis; good thing for

right man. Bassett s, Anthony, Kans.

ASSISTANT watchmaker; state full par-
ticulars first letter. W. E. Pearce, Third

and Broadway, Oklahoma City. Okla.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

SALESMEN calling on the retail jewelry
trade to carry a small pocket side line.

Address for particulars, Guaranteed Glove
Co., Johnstown, N. Y.

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes that
watch movements are sold in. John Re-

millard, 397 Main, Springfield, Mass.

CAPITAL necessary to patent and protect
valuable inventions and copyright title.

E. R. Buell, Covington, Tenn.

JEWELER wanted in a live town of 765
population and in a well-to-do German

community. Address, Secretary Commer-
cial Club, Deshler, Nebr.

THREE 8- or mo-ft. wall cases; mahogany
or oak; so-ft. show cases to match; par-

titions, etc.; photo required. F. B. Black-
mond, Dowaglac, Mich.

WANTED-8-ft. plain oak wall case; must
be cheap and -in good condition. W. E.

Pearce, Third and Broadway, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

$1.75 for gold dollars in good condition.
gold filled cases in any condition and old

verge movements or .Americans. James
Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-second St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

WANT to purchase moderate size jewelry
business in live town near Los Angeles,

Cal., or in southern Michigan. "B 89,"
care Keystone.

FULL Westminster chime clock; 400-day
clock; watch bench; material; glasses;

sign. H. Bramer, Attica, N. Y.

TO buy jewelry store in Ohio town; county
seat town preferred. Address "E 73,"

care Keystone.

PARTNER, with capital, to take half-inter-
est in my calendar attachment for double

sunk dials. E. R. Buell, Covington, Tenn.

GOOD watch lathe; state kind, price and
condition. Eugene Parker, St. John's,

Mich. 

WANTED-Good second-hand Lancaster or
similar model engraving block. Earl

George, 518 Walnut St.. Des Moines, Iowa.

TWO 8-ft. walnut wall cases, with or with-
out mirror; section doors to slide side-

ways; give full particulars and price. W.
E. Beaty, Romney, W. Va. 

ENGRAVING blocic, cheap. J. Burges,
366 Livingston St., Brooklyn. N. Y. 

WANTED-The best-paying jewelry busi-
ness, in good town, that $2000 or $3000

will buy. "Jeweler," care H. S. Blanchard,
Miller Bldg., Chicago Heights, Ill.

GOOD location; Swedish jeweler. "C 46,"
care Keystone.

NO. 3 Francis engraving machine; large
jeweler's safe. Hardwick, Hopkinsville,

Ky.

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

UP-TO-DATE jewelry and china store,

stock and fixtures; $4000; building, Woo.
Fine opening for young man who is opti-
cian. One competitor. Particulars on ap-
plication. "J 887," care Keystone.

$6000 BUYS jewelry and optical business
established 17 years; up-to-date Wiscon-

sin town; a fine opportunity; have other
business. Address "II 970," care Keystone.

ALMOST new; fixtures cost over
will sell at half price; good discount on

stock; one competitor; plenty work and
good prices; county seat town, 3000. W. S.
Townsend, Perry, Okla.

ONE of the finest, best-known and popular
jewelry businesses in the United States.

Owner has made a fortune in so years;
wishes to retire from active business; owns
building in very center of shopping dis-
trict; can be rented on terms to suit; espe-
cially arranged for the business; can be
handled from $15,000 to $50,000. The right
parties can make very favorable terms.
Annual business, about $75,000; western
city of about 50,000; population will be
100,000 in five years. Only those able to
handle this need answer. "H 951," care
Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry optical and Kodak
business in good northern Ohio town;

stock and fixtures about $2500; will dis-
count invoice; good reasons for selling.
Write for information if interested. "0
961," care Keystone.

GOOD established jewelry business; popu-
lation 5000; invoice about $55oo; a good

thing to investigate; best town in Iowa.
"B 971," care Keystone.

FINE jewelry business, located on one of
the best corners in the best city on the

Pacific coast. In spite of the money panic,
it did over $5o,000 business the past four
months. Ill health the only reason for
selling. Cash, or will take good income

r6
operty in exchange. Invoice $so,cmo to
o,000. E. H. DeSelms, agent, an Jose,
al.

$15oo-Established jewelry business; town
5000; small towns nearby, 4000, to draw

from; upper Michigan; bench, $200 and
over a month; watch inspector; store will
pay for itself in work alone less than one
year; only cash considered. Theo. Wolff,
Norway, Mich. 

GOOD, live jewelry and optical business in
Tennessee; $25oo stock. "N 29," care

Keystone.

NICE little jewelry business in west Texas
town of 450o; good stand; no old stock;

private reasons for selling. "W 30," care
Keystone.

FINE business on Puget Sound; stock and
fixtures invoice about $zo,000; cash sales

1907 over $12,000; railroad watch in-
spector. Half cash, balance to suit buyer.
Population, 650o; very light competition.
"D zoo," care Keystone.

AN opportunity to buy an established busi-
ness; county seat; no stock except optical

goods and fixtures; best of reasons for sell-
ing. "M mom," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY, optical and musical business;
central Kansas county seat town 2000; no

competition; music line, $4000 to $4500;
net profits 1907, $3800; new fixtures last
October. "J 32," care Keystone.

$4000 WILL purchase a well-established
and nicely located jewelry business in

Youngstown, Ohio. Good trade, and careful
investigation invited; owner about to leave
city on account of health. "H 98," care
Keystone.

WILL sell, on account of other business,
my entire stock of jewelry in best oil

town in U. S.; do not reply without you
mean business. "S 63," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business in best one-man town
in southern Wisconsin; population. goo;

stock reduced to suit purchaser. "L, 58,"
care Keystone.

FINE optical business in Colorado town;
first-class location and office; sickness

cause of selling; good opening for watch
repairing. "0 54," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry business; fine repair
trade; unquestionably fine location, stead-

ily and rapidly improving. Just across bay
from San Francisco; no opposition; repair
work takes two men; invoice now very low
-only $700 to $1600; ill health; must
quit, and I100 cash takes it. W. H. Ash'
craft, Fruitvale, Cal. 

LEADING store in manufacturing city of
i8,00o; New York State; plate glass and

mahogany fixtures; railroad inspectorship;
everything modern and up-to-date; sales,
$12,000 annually; repairing for two work-
men; good optical business in connection;
one of the best businesses ever offered;
stock and fixtures, $6000; part cash, balance
easy. "B 90," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

GOOD paying jewelry business in one of
the biggest little towns in Michigan; in-

ventory about $500; can reduce; good rea-
sons for selling. Address, "Jeweler," Box
1,39, St. Charles, Mich.

JEWELRY business in town of 30°0;
stock and fixtures invoice $35oo; will sell

cheap for cash; no reasonable offer refused;
m‘easons for selling, other business. Ad-
dress, "D. E.," 1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chi-
cago, Ill.

MODERN 23x65 brick building; up-to-date
jewelry, silverware, china stock and fix-

tures in Iowa town z000; rich country; es-
tablished 25 years; health reason for sell-
ing; write for particulars. "B 81," care
Keystone.

A PAYING, up-to-date jewelry store in a
county-seat town in Oklahoma, for cash;

other business needing my attention is the
reason for selling. "I, 99," care Keystone.

WANTED to sell, at once, a good old
jewelry business in a splendid old South-

ern town of about 6000 inhabitants, with
fine agricultural country surrounding it; a
grand opportunity for a man who is an all-
around workman; only those who mean
business and have at least $5000 need
apply; the best of reasons for selling. For
particulars, address "A Rare Chance, J 93,"
care Keystone.
---- -
CENTRAL Ohio; store dwelling, clean

stock and fixtures, $2500 cash; natural
gas; a safe and profitable investment; par-
ticulars on application; don't write unless
you mean business. "S 92," care Keystone.

GOOD paying, well-established jewelry bus-
iness in Missouri town of 2200; will in-

voice $50oo; going West; will reduce to
$500; must sell; good repair trade. "H
95 " care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in a town of 30,000 popu-
lation; good railroad center; stock about
$2000 and fine fixtures. Address "Jeweler,"
186 W. Main St., Jackson, Mich.

FINE jewelry and optical business in best
town of 700 in Iowa; Vow); all work

one man can do; located in fine drug store;
no fixtures. "R 96," care Keystone.

A 22-YEAR establishment; jewelry store;
two watchmakers always at work; located

at 1295 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.;
wants to retire from business.

JEWELRY business in an oil town, popu-
lation 1500; thickly settled country; near-

est competition, 25 miles; invoice $isoo to
$2000. Box 404, Cleveland, Okla.

BEST town in Maryland, where the money
panic has not been felt; this year's busi-

ness better than last; stock $2500 to $3500;
bench work will average $125 to $150 per
month. "F 88," care Keystone.
-
OLD-ESTABLISITED jewelry business in

the best town in western Illinois; good
bench work; good sales; stock and fixtures,
$2600; can reduce to suit. Address, "T
87," care Keystone.

WATCH repairing and jewelry store in
good town in Wisconsin; population goo;

. no competition; fine farming country. "Al
91," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED business in western Min-
nesota town; population, 25oo; invoice

$2000; good location for a live wan. L. C.
Gaus & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

PROSPEROUS jewelry business, southwest
Illinois; first-class stock, $2500; bench

work, $100 monthly; sales, $6000; good
community and well located; selling rea-
sons, other business. "B 66," care Key-
stone.

$1000 BUYS jewelry stock and fixtures of
late A. H. Burger, zo8 Washington Ave.,

Bay City, Mich. 

PAYING jewelry,. optical, stationery and
news business in central New Jersey

town; population, i500; new, clean stock;
plenty work, good prices; reason for sell-
ing and other particulars upon application
to Box ii, Jamesburg, N. J.

GOOD, select, staple stock of $2750 at 25
per cent. discount if sold at once; abso-

lutely first class; with or without fixtures.
Address "P 76," care Keystone.

$500o0 WILL buy jewelry business averag-
ing $13,000 cash sales per year; clean

stock; good run of bench work; western
State. "H 77," care Keystone.

ENTIRE stock jewelry, fixtures, tools, etc.;
$4000 cash; population, 3750; railroad cen-

ter; north central Ohio, within 6o miles
Cleveland. Address "S 79," care Keystone.

THE old-established two-window jewelry
store on one of New York's best busi-

ness avenues; no local trade to depend on;
all transient; with or without stock at rea-
sonable price to quick buyer. M. Hades,
2168 Third Avenue.
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BARGAIN! See February, page 330. Box.

545, Whittier, Cal. 

JLWELRY-01'TICAL store and fixtures in
one of the best mining towns of 600;

only exclusive jewelry and optician in

town; good run of bench work; established
7 years; 1907 business, $12,180; only those
meaning business and having $5000 to
$6000 need to write; the best reasons for
selling; the chance of a lifetime. For par-
ticulars, write "S 86," care Keystone.

$800o CASH will handle opportunity of a
lifetime. My stock of goods-watches,

jewelry, etc. (75 per cent. of which staples).

at invoice price or less. Local watch in-
spector of two roads; cleared $3000 last

year; reason for selling, general watch in-

spection of four road keeps me busy; Gen-

tile only; best city of West. Address,

Plambeck Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo. 

JEWELRY store; best location; stock

$5000 or less. m m i Summit St., Toledo,

Ohio.

$7000 WILL buy best jewelry and optical
business in good manufacturing town of

11,000 near St. Louis, with-rich agricultural

country surrounding it; stock can be re-

duced; will give long lease on store build-

ing if desired; I have made money here

and so can you. "W 8o," care Keystone. 

ESTABLISHLO jewelry and optical busi-

ness in Indiana city of over 25,000 pop-

ulation; stock and fixtures will inventory

about $13,000; can reduce stock to suit 
pur-

chaser; good location; fine chance for right

party; investigate immediately. "C 69,"

care Keystone. 

JEWELRY stock and fixtures in best town

in central Illinois; new coal mine; 
good

farming country; invoice about $2700; 
poor

health; light competition. "N 70," care

Keystone 

SMALL stock; new fixtures; good 
location;

small expense; would reduce to 
fixtures;

must go to dryer climate. F. H. Reynolds

Co., 55 W. Main St., Springfield, 
Ohio.

JEWELRY and optical business in a 
good

Iowa town; no competition; 
investigate.

Address Mrs. K. E. Smith, Box 88, 
Nor-

way, Iowa.

DO not miss this-A good watch repair

business for sale; last month's pr
oceeds

were $140; easy class to handle; prices

good; good water; plenty game; fine 
place

for beginner; I have other busines
s; if you

don't mean business, don't answer. "C 
6o,"

care Keystone. 

$800 BUYS nice, clean jewelry 
business;

northern Indiana town 1500; fine loca-

tion; rent low. "H 6i," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY stock; northwestern Iowa coun-

ty seat; invoice about $1800; good 
run of

bench work; low rent; one other stock;

other businesss interest reason for selling.

"M 72," care Keystone.

$250 or $300 will buy stock and fixtures;

splendid chance; must sell on account of

poor health; three railroads; 1300 popula-

tion; the best bargain you will ever get.

Lock Box 7/, Continental, Ohio._  

FINEST jewelry store in town of 6000
population; northern Iowa; new fixtures;

established two years and paying well; 1907

business, $9000; can be doubled; owner

sick; must get out-doors at once; might

sell stock or fixtures separate; invoice

around $5000; could reduce if sold within

40 days. "W 59," care Keystone.

BARGAIN on account of health; new stock

and fixtures in fine city of 6000; invoice
about $1200; more work than one man can

do; only one competitor. H. L. Hall,
Manistique, Mich.

STOCK and fixtures invoice about $1000,
in best town in northwestern Iowa. Box

z, Paullina, Iowa.

JEWELRY and optical business in good
Gulf town; saw-mills, fish and oysters.

factories; good repair work; delightful
Gulf breeze; stock and fixtures between
$8000 and $1o,000; ill health reason for
selling. Box 52, Scranton, Miss.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and op-
tical business in one of the best towns in

the State of Washington; business good'
and growing better; population about 35oo;
stock, fixtures, tools and material will in-
voice about $4000; wish to retire on ac-
count of age and poor health. Write for
particulars. "J 57." care Keystone.

ONE of the best paying jewelry stores in
eastern Ohio manufacturing town of

2v 000 population. with payroll of $390,000;
fine up-to-date stock and fixtures; Invoice
$16,000; sell for $14,000 cash; established
23 years; owner wishes to retire; five-year
lease on room; don't answer unless you
mean business. "L 49," care Keystone. 

SMALL jewelry and optical business; only
jeweler in lively growing town; fine cli-
mate; Pacific slope of Rockies. Hammons
& Sons, Plains, Montana.

(Continued on page 554)
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EWELRY store; no competition; county
seat; population, 2500; best location in

northern 'Wisconsin; hunting and fishing
the very best; $2500 necessary to handle
proposition• will lease or sell business prop-
erty; ref. iurnished parties who mean busi-
ness. F. K. Randall, Mgr., Phillips, Wis.

•1 E\ v EL,RY department of drug store;
owner not henchman ; invoice about $3000;
$1000 up, cash, will handle; railroad town;
good trade. Roy Bertholf, Cherokee, Kans.

FINE business opportunity—An interest
for sale in an old-established and success-

ful jewelry house, doing both a wholesale
and retail business in a prosperous city of
75,0000 inhabitants. "B 53," care Key-
stone.

IF you are looking for a good location,
where small capital is required, not over

S-00, can arrange for part on easy terms.
Southwestern town of about 800. Write
for particulars. F. A. Furman, Riverton,
Iowa.

------ --  
ONLY jewelry store in town of 160o;

clean, up-to-date stock; bench work aver-
aged $91.5o per month in 1907; stock and
fixtures, $35oo. For particulars, address
V. J. Collins, Warren, Ill.

( it )( I 1) business in town of 2500 in Oregon;
\Oil take about $2500; best location in

to‘vn ; line opening for optician and watch-
maker; reason going to optical college; an-
swer immediately. "M 5o," care Keystone.

A STOCK of jewelry, fixtures, sporting
goods and pawnbroker, which I will sell

in whole or in part. Address M. J. Michel-
...IL Cape Girardeau, Mo.

BAR E chance.—Dandy jewelry store; in-
ventory $2000; can reduce; population,

,loos: high school ; trolley cars; two rail-
roads: several inanufactories; investigate
this. W. II. Hills, Canisteo, N. V.

T II E best jewelry store in northwestern
( Mkt town; population 4000 to 5090;

must he sold by April i st; reason is going
South will sell at great sacrifice. "K 48,"
care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical busi-
'less in a growing town 8(mo; northeast

South Dakota division point; five railroads;
cell tial location in brick building; nearly
new stock and fixtures; only two competit-
urs; only one practical; I wish to go to
Europe; stock about $2500; will sell at in-
voice for cash; a splendid opportunity for
a good man; do not reply unless you mean
business. Box 477, Watertown, South Da-
kota.
— - -
BARGAIN—Fixtures and stock of jewelry

in a good, live town of 3000; county seat;
only one competitor; a bargain for some
one; reason for selling, on account of death
of owner. J. V. D. Coleman, administrator,
Box 244, Rockville, Ind.

JEW ELRY store in northern Ohio town of
400 ; established 38 years in the best

farming country; the finest town; last holi-
day trade $7000 ; will sell cheap for cash.
Address "C 33," care Keystone.

-  - -
STOCK and fixtures invoice $4000; can

reduce; cash receipts 1907, $17,500;
$4380.50 increase over i906; December,
''r'7. $735.50 better than Itecember, 1906.
During money stringency other places were
using cashiers' checks; we were using
tummy, because there's money here; par-
ticulars riven; southwest Texas. "S 34,".1 re Key.tone.

1E1\ ELIO' store and printing plant. Ad-
dress M. G. Wilkinson. Pomeroy, Iowa.

IN California ; splendid opportunity to buy
a good established business in a live town

of moo° inhabitants; plenty of repairing
at good prices and a clean stock of watches
and jewelry; \yin 11 for cash only; ant
eoing into manufacturing business; this is
a snap for a good watchmaker. "11 43,"
care Key ,tone.

(i001) jewelry and optical business in live
town of 80o; large territory around; I

expect to remain in town for about one
year. ,o will do everything to help new
man gtl started: my stock and fixtures will
invokv almut $15oo; want $l000 on time;
I will e narinteec the business to be here.
C. W. Lindsay, :Mahon. Iowa.

LEADING jewelry business in one of the
best towns on Puget Sound; population,

25.000; 1907 business $23,500; stock in-
voice $17,000; fixtures, $2000; railroad
watch inspector; can reduce stock to
•$10,000; terms one-half cash; balance bank-
able paper; repair work, $225 a month; net
profits in two years over $6000. Unless
you mean business, don't write me. Other
'business interests demand our attention,
-reason for selling. "C 42," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

A BARGAIN—$4000 takes a well-equipped
jewelry and optical store; town $30,000

per month payroll; only stock; four living
rooms over store; plate-glass front; north-
west light. "P 44, care Keystone.

$low) to $2500 will buy stock and fixtures
of a modern jewelry store in an Ohio

city of 14.000 inhabitants; good manufac-
turing and farming district; an exceptional
chance for some one with limited capital.
Address "Good Opportunity, I-I 37," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY business in one of the best
towns in Iowa; population, 7oo; good

reason for selling. "G 39," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY store; invoice about $2500.
Baujot, 2237 S. Grand, St. Louis, Mo.

A GOOD, live jewelry business in a town
of 800, with good country trade to draw

from; county seat and live, new town;
stock and fixtures invoice at Woo can be
reduced to suit; t0) competition; reasonable
terms to right pal ty ; good reason for sell-
ing. Address N. J. Weber, St. Cloud,
Minn.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

A GOOD set of watchmakers' tools and en-
graving outfit; a list of tools will be

mailed you by writing the party below.
James Rollins, Londonville, Ashland Co.,
Ohio.

SPECIAL bargain in lathe; send for par-
ticulars. Address "N 94," care Key-

stone.

SHIP'S chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use; first-class condition; prices

front $35 to $125. Enhaus & Son, 31 John
St., New York City.

ONE 36-in. post watch sign, $15; one oak
regulator, .American Electrode Clock Co.,

No. 0) B, $20; three oak show cases on
tables, $20 each; all in good condition and
nearly new; am fitting a new store with
mahogany fixtures. R. E. Brigham, One-
onta, N. Y.

CADILLAC automobile and motor cycle,
bargain price. F. Catlin. Winsted, Conn.

RAMBLER runabout automobile in good
order, at a sacrifice. Robert Anderson,

Osage, Iowa.

Io-FT. mahogany plate-glass show case,
$45; Eaton St Glover engraving machine,

three sets type, first-class condition, $40;
burglar-proof safe, inside measurement, 22
inches wide, 19 inches deep 4o/ inches
high, $250; fireproof safe, inside measure-
ment, 23i/2 inches wide. is inches deep, 41
inches high, $15o; both in first-class condi-
tion. High-grade polishing lathe, similar
No. 2524 Swartchild's catalogue, $10. F.
\V. Sellers, Wellington, Kans.

( 1N E Eastman cartridge Kodak No. 5. with
both film and plate attachments, with at-

tachment tripod and printing frame; cost
$35, will take $20. One 30-day weight time
Swiss movement; pin escapement, gridiron
pendulmn, I 2-inch porcelain dial, sweep-
scColld. SI 5. One Swiss rounding-up tool,
with 18 eutters, used but little; $i 5.. One
Buffalo oplithalmometer, with electric light
attachment, cost $75, for $4o. "0 82,"
1.81-1. Neyt.tono.

.\ 'MEN IC. \ N lathe chucks and attachments.
For particulars, write P. 0. Box 736,

Port \Vashington, \Vis.

"I' W ENTIETH Century engraving machine,
-3.its if type; good order; $5o; two me-

dium mkt:, cheap. Roy Bertholf, Chero-
bce, Kans.

TWO automatic Regina music boxes; cost
$105 and $325; will sell for $100 and

$125: both in first-class condition. F. G.
\ 1 arsh, Reading, Mich.

PELTON & CRANE electric furnace, with
untie 653x2 in.,' almost new. The Chas.

\ I. Robbins Co.. Attleboro, Mass.

AN engravers' press with "D" shaped;
good condition and a bargain. The Chas.

1\1. Robbins Co., Attleboro, Mass.
- - —

ONE large jeweler's safe, 72 inches long,

44 inches wide, 32 inches deep, outside
measure; also optical goods, trays and dou-
ble jewelers' bench. For further informa-
tion, "E 51," care Keystone.

NEW optical outfit, trial case, Geneva oph-
thalmoscope, mountings, etc: Guy Pres-

cott, Milaca, Minn.

A FINE H. H. Heinrich 8-day chronome-
ter; fine shape. F. K. Baier, Salina, Kans,

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FOR $5o, a combined ophthalmoscope and
retinoscope, No. 730, made by the Geneva

Optical Co.; bought new last year. Fisk &
Loosley Co., Moline, Ill.

STOCK and fixtures in a growing oil and
gas town in Oklahoma; invoices $69oo;

will reduce to suit purchaser. "Z," care
Woodstock-Hoefer W. and J. Co., Ninth
and Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

HALL'S staking tool, 49 punch and 15
stumps, in good condition. Price, $4. E.

C. Chamberlin, Denison, Iowa.

GENEVA opticians' test case can be used
for office or traveling. Series sphericals,

plus and minus pairs up to 8 diopters; sin-
gles, from 8 diopters up to 20 diopters; full
set cylinders plus and minus, prisms, col-
ored disks, etc.; 2 trial frames, retinoscope,
ophthalmoscope; all good as new; a bar-
gain. E. J. Keefer, L. B. 531, N. Man-
chester, Ind.

FINE set watchmakers' tools; nearly new;
write. 0. Van Valkenburg, Chippewa

Falls, Wis.

ONE Johnson antetropometer, $8; one slide
rest for 1X2 Moseley, $8; one Universal

face plate for IX2 Moseley, $4; above as
good as new; one Francis engraving ma-
chine, not late model, but in good working
order, 2 sets type, $16. W. J. Laughlin,
Oregon, Wis.

VVEBSTER-WHITCOMB wheel cutter, end
plate, end pointer, 24 cutters. Nelson,

5939 Emerald Ave., Chicago, Ill.

MOTOR—New polishing and buffing one-
thinrd horsepower alternating current; 6o

cycle complete with chucks, cheap; reason
for sale, change of current. 0. G. Pouch,
68 Broad St., New York City.

TWENTIETH Century polishing lathe,
nearly new; cost $18; sell for $12 F.O.B.

Athens. J. H. Dimon, Athens, Pa.

75-HOOK watch repair cabinet as good as
new. F.O.B. Athens for first $5. J. H.

Dimon, Athens, Pa.

WATCHMAKERS' tools and material at a
bargain; send for invoice and prices.

John Young, Turkey, Texas.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

POPE muzzle-loading rifle and complete
outfit 38-72 Win. Cal. Bore .39; used I

year; good as new. Will take good jewelry,
watches or best cash offer. W. J. Hanks,
Postville, Iowa.

- - — - - - - -
WILL trade complete trial case for flat

rolls. 03 Hester Ave., San Jose, Cal.

WILL trade watch material for good type-
writer. 78 Hester Ave., San Jose, Cal.

WANT cash register for watches, diamonds
or tools. j. P.Wilcox, Idaho Springs, Colo.

FINE line massive solid gold 32d degree
Masonic charms and rings; also diamond

brooches, at a bargain. or exchange for
goods more saleable here. F. W. Sellers,
Wellington, Kans.

ANGELUS piano player (orchestral); good
condition; oak; cost $275; some music.

Roy Bertholf, Cherokee, Kans.

FOLDING pocket camera for camping tent.
Lock Box K, Scottville, Mich.

FOOT blower on legs, bellows inverted,
double rubber disk; Mascot slide-rest;

three slides in Ai condition. Richardson,
Jeweler, Caldwell, Kans.
- - 
FOR sale or trade for unencumbered city

property, a prosperous jewelry store,
without debts, III healthy Southern city;
stock, $30,000; fixtures and furniture,$3600;
tools, $750; 75 cents on toe dollar to cash
buyer. leo; business was $50,000. "B 67."
care Keystone.

NEW genuine Webster-Whitcomb face-
plate; new imitation slide-rest; three

slides, two cost $29; best cash offer takes
them, or chronometer. W. T. Smith, Bar
Harbor, Maine.

IN good town of 2000; no opposition; good
businesss; nearest watchmaker 20 miles;

will sell or exchange for jewelry, fixtures
amounting to $200; also will exchange two
houses and lots for jewelry worth $5oo.
Reason for selling, other business. J. L.
Ward, Munday, Texas.

INCOME-PAYiNG real estate, mostly un-
encumbered residence property; will con-

sider exchange for stock of jewelry, $1000
to $30,000. Will S. Wood, Cripple Creek,
Colo,

SPECIAL NOTICES

UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BALANCE staffs for American watches,
hard and true. Best ruby and sapphire

jewels. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

IF you are interested in a thorough optical
education, read our advertisement on page

540 and get our book, "How to Become a
Good Optician." South Bend College of
Optics.

IF you have a surplus stock of diamonds,
watches or jewelry, send them to me and

I will send cash for same; all business
strictly confidential. E. Noel, 552 E. 46th
Place, Chicago, Ill.

NOTICE of dissolution of partnership.—
Notice is hereby given that the partner-

ship heretofore subsisting between I. Harri-
son and S. L. Harrison, under the firm
name of The Arsenal Instalment Company,
at No. 43 State Street, Detroit, Michigan.
was dissolved on the first day of January,
1908, by mutual consent. All debts owning
to this partnership are receivable by said
S. L. FIarrison, to whom also all claims
and demands a-ainst the same are to be
presented for payment. Said S. L. Har-
rison will continue to do business at the
sante place. (Signed) I. Harrison, S. L.
Harrison.

BUSINESS NOTICES

UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE—I have removed front 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark; established 11370.

WATCHMAKERS' and jewelers' tools and
material. Careful attention to mail or-

ders. Cooper & Son, 722 Sansom, Philadel-
phia.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

_ -- --- 
WANTED—Every one desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get It. See ad. on page 434.

TRADE work! Watches repaired for trade.
Send trial package. Cooper & Son, 722

Sansom Street, Philadelphia,

YOU are looking for a gOod, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place: VV. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

\VE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others. Have
had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee satis-
faction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane, New
York.

102 ADVERTISEMENTS for jewelers in
17-page books 6 printed ads to page, $2;

54 ads in 9-page book, 6 printed ads to
Page, $1.013; 24 aus in 4-page books, etc.,
Si, cents, or a sample sheet of 6 printed
ads for 12 cents. If you don't know us
and our work, risk a half-dollar or 12 cents
and get acquainted. At these prices, brought
about by competition, you will be as pleased
as we. C. Syer & Co., Columbia, S. C.

TRIAL OFFER—For $5. cash with order,
we will furnish you our advertising serv-

ice far one full year—one of our trade-
drawing advertisements mailed to yott each
week for 52 weeks and free advice on any
advertising subject desired. including new
trade-i!,awing ideas for 1908. This offer is
good to new subscribers only. White-Evans
Advertising Service, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute have the best facil-

ities for learning their trade of any insti-
tute in United State. This is no cheap,
hurry-up concern, which only cares to get
the students' money. Our graduates hold
responsible positions, whica so-called grad-
uates from most of the other watch schools
cannot do. Usually one trial of one of
their students settles the reputation of such
schools. Our optical graduates recently
passed the State board of optometry at a
higher per cent. than most of the old ex-
perienced refractionists. Our next optical
course will commence April 15th. Write
for particulars. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

"Who Said Wells' Perfect Ring Adjusters?"
A million rings are now worn

that are loose on the finger and
need Well's Perfect Ring
Adjusters to hold them in place.
Why not fit these, make a good
profit and new customers? Ask
your jobber for them. Sold
one dozen in a package, assorted
sizes, as follows:

10 K. Gold, $3.76 Gold Filled, $2.00
Metal, 85 co

nt 

CHESTER WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

P_A-TENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, 13. C.

WINSLOW, KRAUSE
_MASONIC,TEMPLE, CHICA

JEWELRY REPAIRING
ALSO

Special Order Work, Engraving
Stone Setting, Die Work, Enameling,

Automobile Monograms
Satisfaction Guaranteed Distance no Barrier

W. A. RANKIN
Manufacturing Jeweler TOLEDO, OHIO

LEARN
-JEWELERS
_ENG:MMHG
" The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
eastly learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than lie can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of t he trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illeistritud prospec-
t Its- PAGE=DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, CO Wabash Ave., CHICA00

PHILADELPHIA'S FINEST AND
MOST COMPLETE WORKSHOP
Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

REPAIRING
Engraving, Diamond Setting, Gold Plating
Badges, Jewels and Special Order Work

Good, Prompt and Low-Priced

" We are very much pleased with the good
service and nice work you are giving us."

C. F. SMITH & SON, Vineland, N. J

Students desiring to take a course in any of
above branches should write us

WATCHES, SIGNET RINGS, LOCKETS and
NECK CHAINS at WHOLESALE PRICES
SOLID GOLD WATCH CASES a specialty
FINDINGS, MATERIAL and SETTINGS

DIAMONDS and OLD GOLD BOUGHT

GEBHARD & CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

Attention, Jewelers

COLEMAN'S 
for all makesWe want

you to try BALANCE of American

STAFFS Watches.

Finest imitation staffs on the market
COLEMAN MFG, CO., Ili; 13Iuff St., Aurora, III.

Pri3e

Monograms
Probably the most original and artistic

aggregation of monograms over compiled is the
well-known

Keystone Portfolio
of Monograms

containing 121 coinbination designs of two and
three letters. The designs are printed from
steel plates on stiff durable paper, and are
invaluable to engravers. They were selected
from the best of several hundred submitted in
a prize competition.

Send postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, 50 cents (2s.)

Published by

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
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DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY AND ART GOODS

I have just closed a very successful sale for the Jaffe Jewelry Co.,
of Birmingham, Alabama. Write them for reference, and if you wish the
names of other first-class jewelers from all parts of the United States and
Canada, write me.

All communications strictly confidential.

It tells all about the NEW
CENTURY Engraving

Machine—the machine that will
do your engraving for you—better than

you can do it by hand. This machine
does all kinds of engraving. It cuts any

kind of letters—broad, narrow, fancy or plain.
It engraves on flat or irregular surfaces—on

watch cases, inside of rings, on cane handles—anywhere
customers wish engraving.

The NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine is almost auto-
matic in its action. Merely fasten the article to be engraved on the machine—and trace
the letters or design. That's all there is to it. The machine shades the letters as you
wish—the Variator Attachment gives you any slant to letter you wish. With a little

practice, any clerk of ordinary intelligence can do work that equals the work of
high-priced experts.

But get our catalogue. It tells in an interesting way just

the NEW CENTURY does its work.

The catalogue is handsomely illustrated, showing
different classes of work, and the machine's flexibility.

A few firms as references. Write
any of them as to my METHODS,
ABILITY and PROFITS made.

A. H. Snyder, El Paso, Texas
John C. Pierik, Springfield, Ill.
Hawell Jewelry Co., Litchfield, Ill.
R. L. Reese, Corsicana, Texas
Anderton & Son, Dayton, Ohio
Otis Turner, Bisbee, Arizona
Bloomstrom Jewelry Co., Escanaba, Mid
W. J. Stuart, Nelsonville, Ohio
Lowe 8z Youngblood, Monroe, La.
L. W. Sturdevant, Newark, Ohio
Wingate, Nusbaum Co., Cleveland, Ohio
John A. Stapf, Dunkirk, New York

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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Bracelet with Joint
915. Old English, Engraved. Stares set as ordered, 2236-.1innecre:916. " "
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The millions of Elgin movements made since 1867 have caused
the word Elgin to become a synonym for the highest accuracy
and reliability in timekeepers. The most isolated dweller in the
humblest hamlet has heard of the Elgin Watch and knows that it
is the Standard. That is why the

ELGIN WATCH
sells itself, for all that most buyers need be told about a watch
is that it is an Elgin. Make yours an Elgin store.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the Company.
Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers

and Timekeepers, ' illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, HI., U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

1604. Old English,
Signet Charm.

1586, Rose or Green,
Signet Charm.

ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Every Jeweler ought to be interested in the prob-

lem : What goods will sell the best, bring the largest
profits, and still induce his customer to call again.

The Fal Goods meet these requirements. They
are ready sellers, reliable and up-to-date. Such goods
will not only sell, but, they will get you business by
their attractive display. For the Spring Season we
have ready many beautiful patterns in Lockets and
Charms, Bracelets and Link Buttons, Veil, Scarf, Hat
and Brooch Pins, as well as Neck Chains and Pendants.
Our line of Sterling Silver Goods is constantly being
added to, affording a choice selection of Toilet and
Manicure Goods, Vases and Novelties.

1605. Old English,
Signet Charm

1553. Rose or Green,
Signet Charm.

294. Neck Chain, 160
long. Old English Chain,
Roman Scrolls, Baroque
Pearls and Japanese
Jade Stones.

293. Neck Chain, 160 long.
Old English Chain, bum,,
Serolls,Japa nese Jade Stone,Belt Buckle, wl h Clasp.

8542. Rose, set as ordered.
8543. Green, "
8544. Sterling, Gray, set as ordered.

nLocket 2990. Roos Brooch Pi 3842.
2991. " Brill. Rose, set as ordered.

Brooch Pin 8893.
Old English, Engraved,
Rubies and Brilliante,Link 875, Rose. Brill. Real Amazonite Center" 876. 0. E. " Stone.

Link 718 Polished.
" 724 Roman.

NEW YORK, 13 Maiden Lane 
CHICADO, Heyworth Building

Brooch Pin 3895. Locket 3013. Rose.Old English, Coraline " 3016. "Stones. Red eyes. White mouth.

Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths
100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CANADA, Kingston, Ont.
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Our Extensive Spring Line for 1908

SWISS

AND

AMERICAN

WATCHES

CLOCKS

SILVERWARE

CUT GLASS

COMBS

WRIST BAGS

VANITY BAGS

SILVER NOVELTIES

is especially attractive with many new
added features in all our branches.

Special attention has been given in select-
ing our present lines, to assure the retailer
of quick sellers and good profits.

Our Material Department is complete,
and with a large force of competent help
we are in a position to fill mail orders
promptly. Material catalogue mailed on request.

KORON ES BROS.
167 Canal St., NEW YORK

Importers Jobbers Wholesalers

SOLID GOLD
AND

GOLD FILLED

BROOCHES

SCARF PINS

LINKS

LOCKETS

CHAINS

BRACELETS

RINGS

EMBLEM GOODS

JEWELERS' LATHE MOTORS
Our lathe motors for jewelers and metal workers are the result of

over 30 years' experience in this line

They have an established reputation for Quality, Reliability, Adaptability

Style " C"
Direct Current Motor

• q Size-1/6 H. P.
q Voltage-110 Or 220

'4 • q Speed-1800 to 2800 r. p.m.
/...,$. 

.• q Attaches to lamp socket
I IV -

q Operates wheels 2" to 3W/dia.
..__„7,...- uovi::--61-4."-AF,6T. - . Cr Large assortment of chucks- .

II Dust and moisture proof

All our electric lathe motors are guaranteed for one year

Style " 13"
Alternating Current Motor
q Size-1,6 H. P. ';`" • 1
q Voltage-104 or 208 -;1• it,
q Frequency-60 or 125-133 cycles
T Speed-1800 r. p. in. 

..c.r...

q Attaches to tulip socket . 
•q Operates wheels 2'1 to 334" dia. l'fq;

, Ilv - '
q Large assortment of chucks - , .. -

(If Dust and moisture proof

q Self-starting _ , , ,

Made in 10 styles and sizes for all classes of buffing, polishing,
grinding, etc.

Write for our Information Bulletin and Prices

THE HOLTZER -CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BROOKLINE, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL.

SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have

That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successful

school in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has 
now

exceeded our Most. sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronage

we deem of all testimonials the most substantial.

Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our school

twenty years ago, which certainly is proof that we give our students entire

satisfaction.
Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become an

expert in the various branches of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,.

which will give you some valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, ST. LOUIS. MO.

Of%f

and I 2. The newest products of
American Watch Factory.

We have a full line of these watches
in stock and are prepared to fill orders
without delay.

Have you tried the new 1 2 size ? If not, send us a trial
order. This size is only to be had in open-face,
plain polished, 25-year filled and 14 K. gold
for the present.

In sizcs r6

oldest

‘, The Non-Retailing Co. Jobbers in Watches and Chains, Lancaster, Pa.
k'

Our new building was officially
opened by Hon. Dr. R. A. Pyne,
Minister of Education, on February
17, 1908, in the presence of a
distinguished assembly with Mr.
NAT. K. McNaught, M.P.P., in the
chair.

Of all the watchmakers' school
buildings in the world, which were
planned especially for the work,
this is the only one which is the
property of the director—Proving
standing, stability, merit and enter.
prise.

This school was established in 1890 and is still under its original management ; it receives young men with or
without previous experience and gives them a thorough conception of the watchmakers' art, and does so with the
smallest outlay and in the shortest possible space of time. The full course is of two years' duration, and young men
without previous experience are not admitted for shorter periods. Those with at least four years' previous experience
can enter for shorter periods if desired, but in no case for less than six months. This school is thoroughly reliable
and has always held and will continue to hold the first place.

Send for circular, compare and investigate and realize why we hold the reputation.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
H. R. PLAYTNER

S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.Director
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THE E. & J. SWIGART CO.
Headquarters for Jewelers', Watchmakers' and Opticians' Supplies

We carry at all times in stock ready for immediate shipment, a full assortment of Lathes, Benches, Wheels, Countershafts, etc.We quote herewith several very dependable outfits at prices that make them very desirable. Our unqualified guarantee is sent witheach outfit that it is exactly as represented and we make it a point to satisfy every customer.

Lathe Combination C
only $38.90
Net Cash

r_11ii-O, =SR:,
ISJ

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12
Nickel plated; black pulleys

SOLID OAK BENCH No. 2

A well built bench, will not warp or split. Ilas eight drawers,
apron drawer and chalk box. Size, 38 inches high; 90 inches long
and 26 inches wide.

PREMIER LATHE
Combination consists of 6 split chucks, 2 step chucks,

cement and screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting
and chuck stand.

This is a most attractive lathe, full nickel-plated and
absolutely tree and one that we can safely recommend as
satisfactory and reliable. FOOT WHEEL No. I

Grooved

Lathe Combination D, as Illustrated only $26.07 Net Cash

_G7 41Z;■
MORI

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12
Nickel plated; black pulleys

UlltffriM
OAK FINISH BENCH No. 4

Strongly built of elm and finished in onk. Has four
drawers, apron drawer and chalk hole. Dimensions are same
as bench No. 2.

=MOW
GENEVA LATHE

Combination RS Illustrated
Full nickel plated, well made, absolutely true. Gives generalsatisfaction for regular watch work, when heavy tu ming is not required.Packed in wood box.

FOOT WHEEL No. I
Grooved

Don't fail to consider the advantage we 
i

have in the way of filling small material orders. There is no guesswork, but you receive the exact match to your sample if one s sent, or exactly what youorder if proper description is given. Ask for our Illustrated Tool and Material Catalogue and try us for your material wants.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Referring to and confirming our ad. in the March number of
THE KEYSTONE entitled "A Pull with the Government," we are now
in this issue "Delivering the Goods " by showing those " From
Missouri " the Proof, the Pudding and the Bag.

What the Government says
UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE AT

NEW YORK

Nos. 30 and 32 Wall St., Superintendent's Office.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen:—Your bid of $15.90 per roo
pounds for 14 barrels Melters' and Refiners'
Sweeps, Nos. 41 to 54, weighing 6534 Pounds
avoirdupois, amounting to $1028.91, is accepted.

Respectfully,
ANDREW MASON, Supt.

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES AT
NEW ORLEANS

Superintendent's Office, Sept. 3, 1907.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Sirs:—Your bid for 49 barrels of Sweeps,
amounting to $2205.00 F. 0. B. Mint, is hereby
accepted. Please remit this amount together with
shipping instructions.

Respectfully,
HUGH S. SUTPHEN, Supt.

UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE AT
NEW YORK

Nos. 30 and 32 Wall St., Superintendent's Office.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—Your bid of • $19.83 per roo
pounds for 20 barrels of Melters' and Refiners'
Sweeps, Nos. i to zo, weighing 10,817 pounds
avoirdupois, amounting to $2125.38, is accepted.

Respectfully,
ANDREW MASON, Supt.

UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE AT
NEW YORK

Nos. 30 and 32 Wall St., Superintendent's Office.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gcntlenten:—Your bid of $13.30 per rot)
pounds for 20 barrels of Melters' and Refiners'
Sweeps, Nos. 21 to 40, weighing 10,267 avoirdu-
pois, amounting to $1365.51, is accepted.

Respectfully,
ANDREW MASON, Supt.

UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE AT
NEW YORK

Nos. 30 and 32 Wall St., Superintendent's Office.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen:—Your bid of $19.17 per roo
pounds for 20 barrels Deposit Melting Room
Sweeps, Nos. or to 020, weighing 9075 pounds
avoirdupois, amounting to $1737.68, is accepted.

Respectfully,
ANDREW MASON, Supt.

Goldsmith Br
othel's, llChicago, I.

Gentlemen :

I3ids

me 
smile 

like 
yours 

make

, as 
they 

fatten

my 
Treasury.

Uncle

GOLDSMITH BROS. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
OFFICES, Heyworth Building WORKS, 58th and Throop Streets

CHICAGO

INNIM■11■1111=1,



5(2 LEATHER BRACELETS FOR LADIES' WATCHES

No. D10. As nl),,vt., illustration. Each, $0.40. Per dozen, $4.50

EXTRA FINE GLASS ALCOHOL
with Knob

Finest quality crystal glass. Perfect ground cover.

Illustration full size
No. D97. Each

New Importation
0 F

FINE TURNED GARNET
CAP JEWELS OR
END STONES

Contains One Gross
Ten Different Sizes

Each Size in Separate Paper

No. D43
Assortment, $1.00

$0  60

DIAMOND POWDER IN
OIL FOR POLISHING

No. D78
Per bottle, each, $0.75

*10

If you have
not a copy of

our double=sized
( 13/2x101/4 inches)

440=page catalogue,
write for one at once.

Sent free of all charges.

.Mostcarefullycompiled
Contains 20,000 illustra

tions 
=

‘ir
NEW

SILK CORD
WITH NEEDLE

FOR

STRINGING BEADS

This silk cord, strong and durable, and
made in two sizes, small and medium, has
a one and a half inch twisted metal needle
attached to each cord, making it very easy to
strintr heads. Per dozen cards
No. D7. Small size $0  75
No D7. Medium size  75
No. D7. Assorted  75

Six feet cord to each card

NEW CORAL CEMENT

--- 

No. D115. Specially adapted for coral work
Per stick, $0.40

ASSORTMENT OF THREE DOZEN
BALANCE STAFFS

For Longines
Omega
Zenith
Moeris
I nvar
Cyma
Tavannes
Lip
Maxim

No. D127

Assortment containing

three dozen in box, as

shown in illustration

Price, $3.00

563

" Echarco" Staking Tool

too Punch, 24 Stumps Each, $16.00

This invention is a decided im-
provement in staking tools. In the
usual construction, the die is held by
means of an eccentric cam, which hes
always been found insufficient, and ob-
jectionable, as the blows of the hammer
nearly always loosen the cam, and the
die plate is permitted to tilt and move

A Few Words About Mainsprings

ad.(921Z o ,c
cy

41a/andez-MOke;
eratt.r,-(k .rvitts

S,Laronke ia42e 9/6w/— StvcI3erl'auP

out of position. .A ii y mechanic
will see, at a glance, from the
above sectional view, that a
loosening of the bolt is an ab-
solute impossibility, no matter
how severe the pounding may
be. and that the source of ex-
isting staking-tool troubles is
entirely eliminated.

l'011111 11111111

°6-4'4 7410

9 -, 1_ 111 111kt 1410tire

" Echarco " Watch Glass Cabinet No. 15

This cabinet has many new
features not found iii any other.
Novelty and usefulness are the chief
arguments in its favor.

Construction and materials:
The cases are made of oak, finely
finished and of attractive appear-
ance. Sides are paneled. Partitions
of Basswood and put together in the
hest manner possible.

Partitions: Are skeleton, pre-
venting accutuulation of dust,
chips, etc.

Bottoms of cabinets are hollow
to receive chips, dust, etc.

Arrangement for glasses. The
nine drawers contain 1547 spaces to
hold glasses in upright position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown
In cut, is on the pulls of the drawers,
and is done in gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions: 24" wide; 293/20
high; 12” deep; weight 45 pounda,
with packing ease 75 pounds.

The construction of drawers,
the arrangement of partitions to
economize space and weight, and
the novel method of showing con-
tents on drawer-pulls, are all prom-
inent characteristics and extremely
well thought of.

(Patented)

Price, $16.00 each

There is no article of material used by the watchmaker or the
watch repairer about which, if lie be a careful and thorough work-

man, he feels more solicitous than the Mainspring. Next to the fra-

gile watch glass, the mainspring is more frequently replaced than
any other article used in watch repairing. While the percentage of
breakage is high in all watch springs, Mumps into appalling pro-
portions whet) they are of an inferior quality, unless their temper

is so low as to make them almost useless, and certainly of little

value in watches that are to serve the purpose of timekeepers.
When we offer you the Ulysse Sandoz Robert spring, we feel con-
fident that you are getting the best that skilful hands and life-long
experience can produce.

MADE FOR ALL AMERICAN WATCHES

Per dozen, $1.25
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Spectacle and Eyeglass

Strap Plier No. 105
(Patented)

Price, $1.25 each

It is a daily occurrence that frameless spectacles and eye-
glasses are brought. in to have the small side straps drawn
tight, as they have become loose, due to cleaning the lenses or
other causes. III order to do this it has heretofore been necessary

to remove the lenses from the mountings, and, as all know,
this very often results in breaking or chipping the lenses.

By the means of this plier this can be avoided and the
work quickly done.

All that • is reqtaired Is to loosen the screw two or three

turns, clamp the frame as shown in the illustration, and bend

the straps to the lenses. lie-tighten the screw, and the work

is done.
Do not neglect to loosen the screw, as otherwise a good

Job cannot he done, and the lenses are liable to be broken.
Made of best quality Swedish steel. Nickel plated.

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canad
a

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK



We Carry a Complete Stock of Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies
in addition to our Large and Well Assorted Lines in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Silver-Plated Ware

-

=
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,8si,W41.114AM
No._2203_

!.!py_m_aixspeuevisom

$ 1.00 per Dozen
12.00 per Gross

1.\\IMMC).

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
is given FREE with your first order for I gross

Regent American Mainsprings

Height 3.

Height 4.

ef3C$
No. 256

Gold Filled Bead
Necklace Clasps,
$3.00 per dozen

No. 181
Gold Filled Round
Necklace Clasps,

$1.00 ;
medium, $1.2 5 ;
large, $1.50 per

dozen

of;;ZA)
No. 248

Gold Filled Tor-
pedo Necklace

Clasps, $1.00 per
dozen

No. 8-1N inch
Gold Filled Fob IVlountings

$2.25 per dozen

No. 154
Gold Plated Safety

Catches, $ .50 per dozen

Gold Filled Scarf Pin
:Protectors
.75 per dozen

No. 152l-(,
Gold Plated Safety

Catches, $ .50 per dozen

4111Mfallal■

oto
Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

PARALLEL.

LENTI LLE.

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

doos11111•IMIENN

PATENT GENEVA.

APP.P.M1.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Height 8.
 -nt

Fac-Simile of Our Label

NOTICE-Owing to the advance in the prices of Watch Classes by European
manufacturers, we have revised our prices to date as follows:

Genevas ... $4.00 per gross, $ .40 per doz. Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross, $ .75 per doz.
PRICE-LIST Thick Mi-Concrtves . . 4.00 " ' .40 " " Lentilles . . . j.00 " •' 1.25Mi-Concaves, Lxtra Thick 10.00 " " .90 " " Antiques . . 8.00 " " .75Parallels   8.00 " " .75 " " Lunettes. . . . 3.00 " " .25 " "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

40111111....1.111.M.11101.11111&

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screw Drivers. 40c.

1154112511A

Lis11111111 ,

& r :=I4 e
1-4 Size

- -
Solid Oak Bench. $11.50

ORDERS PILLED PROM ANY CATALOGUE
Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service as to quality and price

11111111111 III 1 11 11 1 1 Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00 Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and

2 Chucks. $31.00

Cross Beguelin
(A Corporation)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

31 Maiden Lane, New York

Green's Direct and Alternating Current Electric Lathe Motors
Variable and Single Speed, Model of 1908=9

For Polishing, Buffing, Drilling, Grinding, Sawing, Turning and Lapping.
Adjustable, Combination, Self-Starting, Noiseless, Enclosed, and Portable.

With patented interlocking chucks adjustable to either right or left side of shaft, and ball thrust bearings

For Silversmiths, Platers, Case Makers, Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Machinists, Dentists, Hotels, Laboratories, Etc.
We call particular attention of the trade to the following VERY I flPORTANT FACTS in connection with The W. Green Electric Co.'s Motors.

Cheap and poorly-constructed motors are a most expensive proposition. We do not overrate the power output of our motors. They will run for
months with no attention to the bearings or brushes and run cool under all conditions of load. Only need oiling or lubricating about once a year.

Our motors are a combination of many Lathes in one at price of one. A simple, clean, convenient and entire workshop in itself. Dust-proof, air
and water-tight.

The design and improvement of these machines make a distinct advance in electric art and to the most casual inspection will be demonstrated without
question that we are ten years ahead of all competition in perfection of design, workmanship and efficiency : furthermore, with the new and valuable
patented features, etc., that they are placed in a distinct class by themselves and regardless of price are beyond comparison. We also offer a motor of
much greater power at lower cost than the usual run of motors on the market. Our motors are made from 1-1011. P., suitable for the smallest purpose
or workshop, to 211. P., which is the largest size required for polishing or buffing purposes and will last a lifetime.

 Cut represents model of our 1/6, 1/5, and 1/3 H. P. 
Speed 900 to 3700 revolutions per minute, according to requirements, with starting and stopping switch and speed controller or regulator for

Direct Current in base as shown in cut and Alternating Current on side. They are instantly attached or detached to any incandescent electric
light, lamp socket or power circuit ; always ready for immediate use, no further adjustment required. Cut illustrates brush and buffing wheels on
spindles in position, also the drilling, grinding. burr, emery, sandpaper, saw and lap chucks; extra long buffing spindle, single and three cone pulleys,
grindstones, adjustable plug and cord-all used when necessary in connection with our motors, the entire combination being interlocking and
instantly adjustable to either right or left side of motor. (Tool and T-Rest not illustrated).

The moiels of our 3-4 and 1 H. P., Type 6, are built exactly on the same plan, with controller, as shown in cut, being however, proportionately larger
and more massive with high base, heavy, long and powerful spindles, and suitable for very heavy work.

Dm models of our 1 1-2 to 2 H. P., Type 8, are exceptionally large and heavy machines and suitable for polishing and buffing the heaviest pieces
usually required by the largest jewelry, silverware and metal goods manufacturers, factories, hotels, etc.

Directions for Ordering.

Which information you
can procure from the
Central Power Station
supplying the current
in or near your place of
business or residence.

lst.- TYPE of Motor.

2nd.-Horsepower.

rd -CURRENT (Direct
or Alternating).

4th.-Voltage.

5th.-If alternating state
cycles.

,,,,,,,w1111111110CM

1- 115ECT COUNT M0101-
TYPE 4

,11,-,M3,,mialiaffi

TA W NW iliti RIC co.

Our Polishing Motor Com-
r binations for %, I and 'A H. P.,
I comprise (no extra charge)
Speed Regulator in base of
motor, 6 new style patent ad
justable interlocking chucks,
adjustable to either right or
left side as follows: 2 for holding
the brushes and buffing wheels,
2 for holding two sizes of grind-
stone or polishing wheels, 1 for
holding burrs of various sizes,
adjustable plug and 6 ft. of rein-
forced covered wire attached
ready for use, which set is suffi-
cient for average requirements.

Combinations for y, and I
H. P. comprise (no extra charge)
Speed Regulator in base of
motor, 3 new style patent adjust-
able extra long and heavy in-
terlocking chucks, adjustable to
either right or left side as fol-
lows : 2 for holding the brushes
and buffing wheels, and 1 for
holding grindstones or polish-
ing wheels..

No 10. Separate Automatic
underload release Starting Box
for g and 1 H. P., Type 6 and 14
to 2 H. P., Type 8. Direct-Cur-

'
rent Motors, necessary for in-
surance regulations, $5.00.

NET PRICE LIST F. 0. B. NEW YORK.
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GUARANTEE:

We warrant all our

Motors to be free from

mechanical and elec-

trical defects for one

year after shipment.

Net Price List of adjustable separate
extra attachments (all fitted with our

patented Interlocking Lathe Attachment.)
Not always necessary.

For Type For Type
No. 2, 9A No. 6 7
4, 5A 5 & 9 8 &II
PRICE PRICE

Voltage

52
115

11
52
5

52
115
52
115
52
115

52
115
52
115

to 110
" 220
" 110
" 220

" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220

" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220

500
500
500
500
500

Horse.
Power
Output

1-5
1-5
1-4
1-4

-2
-2

1-2
1-2

2
2
2 1-2
2 1-2

1.2
1
1 1-2
2
2 1-2

Horse 
Power
Rating

1-6
1=6
1-5
1-5

1-3
1-3
3-4
3-4

1 1 2. • • •
1 1-2. • ••
2

Variable Variable Single
speed speed speed
Direct Alternating Alternating

Current. Current Current.

Type Price Type Price Type Price

2
2
4
4

6
6
6
6
6
6

8
8
8

6
6
6
8
8

$30.00
33.50
35.00
39.50

63.00
69.50
85.00
93.50
110.00
120.00

170.00
185.00
200.00
220.00

72.50
95.00
127,00
200.00
240.00

. • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • •

• • •

9A $50.00 •••• SA $37.50
9A 55.00 • • • • 5A 41.00
9 60.00 • • • • 5 44.00
9 66.00 • • • • 5 49.00

II 90.00 • • • • 7 75.00
It 99.00 • • • • 7 82.50
11 130.00 • • • • 7 110.00
11 145.00 • • • • 7 120.00

Combinations for 1,,4 and 2 H. P. are the same as g and 1 H. P. with the exception of the speed Regulator for
which see separate Controller No. 14, below.

No. 14. Compound Motor Starter and Speed Regulator, with under load release, giving 20 speed 
variations

Direct Current Motors. With this Controller an increase of speed up to 100$ can be obtained. Price $12.00.

Manufactured by

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A
MAKERS OF INDIVIDUAL PORTABLE ELECTRIC POLISHING, BUFFING AND GRINDING LATHE 

MOTORS, PLATING DYNAMOS, DYNAMOTORS,

DEMAGNETIZERS, VERTICAL DRILLS, ELECTRIC CHIMES, ETC.

Special Single Cone or Flat Motor
Pulley for Power purposes .....
Ditto, three (3) Cone Pulley 
Interior Chuck for grinding and

buffing inside Rings, Tube 
Lap chuck  
Drill Chuck 
Saw Chuck 
Combined Tool and  
Circular Saws, made to tit 
Small Circular File to fit Motors 
Extra Plug and Cord to fit Motors 
Medium size Outfit of best quality

Brushes, Buffs, Polishing Powders,
Pastes etc., to fit Motors 
Large Size Outfit, ditto 
Extra size Outfit, ditto 

$1.25 $2.50
2.25 3.50

1.25 2.50
2.00 3.50
3.00 5.00
1.25 3.00
3.50 5.50

.35 to .50 1.00
.35 .75
.75

3.00 5.00
4.00 7.00
5.00 9.00

(Extra long Spindle to fit our and ji H. P. for
1 deep interior polishing, such as Water Pitch-
-) era, Coffee Urns, etc. but should not be used
(for constant service  Price $3.00

Set of TWO finished and centered, highest grade,
GENUINE Imported Creigh-leith and Bluestone Grind-
stones guaranteed perfectly true ; made to fit Motors;
one polishing and one grinding.
Size in Inches, 2x,} 4x4 3x) 344 5x1 6x1 7x1
Price per Set of two $1.65 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.75 5.00 6.00

Note:-We are prepared to supply Flexible shafts In
lengths of 3,6,9,12,15,18 and 24 feet or longer if desired
to fit, and interchange with our Interlocking motor
chucks, for Polishing, Grinding and Drilling at any
distance from machine, price on application.

by field control: for type 8, 1,,,4 to 2% H. P.
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T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS
MADF RIGHT GAGED RIGHT PUT UP RIGIHIT

MADE SPECIALLY FOR

1 'i ll
185 ELGIN 1 0 . 13

, Widrh.290 Strength .021 Order No.I31

SIZE OF BOX

5 inches long

2,3A 'C wide
34 c c deep

WHICH GIVES AMPLE

ROOM FOR REPLACING

MAINSPRINGS WITHOUT

CROWDING.

TOP VIEW OF BOX WHEN

PLACED IN CABINET,

GIVING FULL DESCRIP-

TION OF CONTENTS.

WALTHAM MAINSPRING GAGE. PRICE, $1.00 NET
A GAGE WITH NUMBERS THAT STAND FOR SOMETHING

Price' .25 Dozeni.13.50 Gross

T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS GAGED WITH WALTHAM GAGE

OUR MAINSPRING

CABINET No. 10,

ILLUSTRATED

ON PAGE 360,

MARCH, 1908,

KEYSTONE.

CHART No. I,

ILLUSTRATING

96 PATTERNS.

T. B. RESILIENT

MAINSPRINGS

SENT ON REQUEST

TO JEWELERS.

FOR SALE BY THOMA BROS. Est7288hed CINCINNATI, OHIO
 1M. 

F. H. BEES, Dilector
Author of

The " Art of Engraving"

Rees
Engraving
School

i Established 1 7 Years)

811101111 High Class
A thorough and practical business educat ion

ill the at

Emu PossiDle Multiage
A complete line of special engravers' tools and

text books

5 DEPARTMENTS 
Only young men of the best character admitted

Catalogue and samples of students' work on request

Cor. Lake and Market Streets

ELMIRA, N. Y.

A PREPARED CHAMOIS SKIN
Requiring No Powder, Paste or Liquid

to CLEAN and BURNISH

SILVER AND GOLD
Will wear for years if directions are followed

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS ONE
EVERY JEWELER NEEDS ONE

No. 1 size, $1.50 No. 2 size, $1.00 No. 3 size, 50 cents

Liberal discount on orders of 1 dozen or more of a size

SEND 25 CENTS FOR SAMPLE

STILBOMA MANUFACTURING CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Watchmakers', Jewelers' and
Opticians' Furniture

25 years of experience in
manufacturing, guarantees
highest grade of work-
manship. Send for our
illustrated catalogue and
order through your
jobber.

JESSEN & ROSBERG
397-405 W. Kinzie St. CHICAGO
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This is a Day of Specialists
It, is only natural to conclude that a person giving

time and thought and gaining experience in a given
line should become more proficient and able to
accomplish that which he sets out to do in a better
way than any one less experienced. "111 a Nutshell"
that defines our position regarding the nal) ufacture
of emblem goods. Our at,,, is not to manufacture
" cheap goods," but to make the very best line of
emblems it is possible to produce with high-grade
material and the best workmen to be procured, at
the same time we do not ask any more for our high-
grade goods than others do for "cheap goods." We
manufacture a complete line of buttons and charms,
rings, pins, fobs, etc., for every known order and
carry an especially handsome line of Elk, Masonic,
32d degree, K. T., K. P., Eagle, I. 0. 0. F., t).
L. 0. 0. M., S.0. 0. M., B. 0. B., etc. If yourjobber
does not carry our line, write to us direct.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
14-16 E. Fourth Street, Boylan Building

Cincinnati, Ohio

111

"WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY Illustrated and Described in

Winter's New Catalogue "The Book that Shows You"

This cut represents the elegant store of Raines Bros., Maryville, Mo.
Fitted up complete with " WINTER FIXTURES"

The most complete work of its kind ever published. A work of art. A book of
valuable information. Complete in all its details. Cost years of experience and thousands
of dollars. Size 9xI2, 3 volumes. Over 600 pages complete.

A Book That You Need and Will Keep.
Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior views, elevations, meastirenients,

detailed descriptions, prices, etc., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to finish.
Over 200 pages devoted to High-Grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables, specialiies,

etc., with full description and prie'es. Send us 23 cents to partially corer postage, etc., and Ire
18111 8671(1 the volumes that will interest you. You Need The Book Right Now, even if you don't
need the store fixtures now.

THE M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wisconsin
Established 1865. HIGH-GRADE Fixture Makers

Finlay-Dicks St Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri,
Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.

R.11. Birdsall, Room 7, Damilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales
Agent for Oregon anti Washington.

Bartholow Company, commerce and Austin Sts., Dallas, Texas,
Sales Agents for Northern Texas, and Southern Oklahoma.

A. W. Mattoon, 008 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn., Sales Agent
for Massachusetts and Connecticut.
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No. 3 D. G. Hand Mill—Flat

Jewelers' Foot Lathe

Little Giant Ring Bender

!,.r. H. P. Motor Polishing Head, Ito Volts, Direct Current

Most people place a higher value
on a made-to-order article, even if its
.intrinsic worth is no greater than one
of the kept-in-stock variety. And
they are willing to pay well for this
extra value.

Why not take advantage of these peo-

ple's peculiarity by adding a manufacturing

department to your store? Two hundred

and fifty dollars vill buy the outfit of tools

illustrated, together with the following:

One plain ring roll for mill illustrated.
One pair square wire rolls for mill

illustrated.
One bench shear.
One hand draw bench.
One No. 2 ingot Mold.
One each jo and i6-ounce fibre-faced

hammers.
One hardened graduated mandrel.
One pair No. 2 crucible tongs.

The

W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.

1490 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

THE ACKLEY ENGRAVING BLOCK 569

(Pat. March 20, 1906)

The patentees and makers of this Block, in designing it, have not relied solely upon their own judgment as engravers, but have
consulted many engravers on each and every point, the result is a TIME-SAVING BLOCK which meets all requirements

THE BEST IN DF.SIGN, WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIALS
No Hunting for Pins

Always ready to hold any article. The pat-
ent friction pins all remain in the head. Simply
pull up to the desired height the ones needed.
Each pin is numbered on top to designate size
of groove or notch in it.

The pins are so arranged in the head that
they will readily hold all large or small articles
either by three or more points of contact.

The swivel jaw can be locked rigidly in an
instant.

The patent base eliminates all unnecessary
weight and gives the same movement as the
old ball and socket base.

The key will not fall off, yet it may be re-
moved instan ly.

The entire block can be lifted by the head.

The above cuts show how readily a spoon
can be held to engrave both front and back of
the handle and inside of the bowl.

Dimensions

Height, WI inches. Diameter of head, 25/3
inches. Diameter of base, 6 inches. Weight, 8
pounds.

This block is the result of years of practical
experience of engravers who know the wants
of engravers.

Accompanying each block are four extra
length pins for holding brushes, cups, napkin
rings and other large articles.

There is nothing complicated about it to
wear out or get out of order.
To insure a fine, durable finish, all parts

are copper plated before being heavily nickel
plated.

The "Joker"

This attachment holds large and small sig-
net and band rings, cuff buttons, collar but-
tons, signet pins, etc., firmly Nvithout marring.
It may be used on any block.

"A Time-saving Tool is a necessity"

$20.00
2.50

Price of the Ackley Engraving Block, including a Joker  
Price of the Joker separate, including two pins to fit any block  

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., (Incorporated) 77 John Street, NEW YORK CITY
FOR SALE BY JOBBERS

Exclusive Wholesale Distributers for U. S. A. and Canada
Ask your Jobber to show you this new Block
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HERE
is a SHEAR that will

cut any kind of design
to perfection.

Better have a pair.

They're migh ty u seful.

Scissor Handles, Jap.

71/2 inch, $2.00

Plain Handles, bright

61/2 inch, $1.50

WILLIAM DIXON, INCORPORATED
39 John Street, NEW YORK

Formerly F. W. Gesswein Company

SLIDE RULE CALIPER
and CIRCUMFERENCE GAGE

1 17"1 411117.11_71'11;1 1111 111.1'71151'61" l'714■1'01'111 •32

THE L.S.STARRETT CO. ATHOL, MASS. USA. .•

No. 424

This gage has a double function—being graduated to read the circumference
as well as the diameter of the thing measured, the relation of circumference to
diameter being shown by the graduations on upper corners of the rule (capacity
30/2 inches, about I T inches circumference). It was originally designed for rope
or cordage manufacturers. It makes a first-class slide rule caliper of large
scope, opening 3% inches. The jaws, being i 5/16 inches deep, will caliper a
cylinder up to 2% inches. in diameter. The rule is graduated in 32ds of an inch
standard and t6ths of an inch circumference measure. All corners of the tool
are rounded smooth to make it fit to carry in the pocket and agreeable to handle.
The circumference measure will assist in calculating how many feet a minute
the cutting tool in a lathe is doing on any diameter within the scope of the gage
and so help determine whether the tools should have a faster or slower speed.

Price, prepaid, $3.50

Send for free Catalog No. t8 A D, 232 pages, of all that is latest
and best in Fine Mechanical Tools.

THE L. S. STARRITT CO.
-11-1-101._,, MASS., U.S.A.

New York
132 Liberty St.

Chicago London
18=20 W. Randolph St. 165 Queen Victoria St., E.C.

 .1■1■1•■•■•^

The Best-Paying Proposition
Mr. Jeweler, is to buy the best-made article
for your store, labeled

WADELL DETROIT

We

Came

In

This

Business

To

Stay

WADELL SHOW CASE AND CABINET CO.
DETROIT, MICH. Dept. D

5Vr..101• 'w,steh 04ti
,1 4.,itivety ssiII
44Ia,nlett Lowell

B■ 310,1

THE OIL

THE R 8z L OIL is made especially
for those expert watch and clockmakers who must have
the best and most reliable oil on the market. It does not
gum or change, and possesses all requisites needed for
the most delicate mechanisms.

Send 25 Cents to your Jobber,
asking for R & L OIL

WHOLESALE SELLING AGENTS
. C. PERCIVAL & CO., BostonM. SICKLES & SONS, Philadelphia D 

SWARTCHILD & CO. Chicago CHAS. MAY & SON, Boston
NORDMAN BROS. CO. San Francisco SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., New York City
DANIEL PRATT'S SON,53 Franklin St., Boston 11. S. MEISK EY CO., Lancaster, Pa.

RANLETT & LOWELL COMPANY, Sole Manufacturers
Jewelers' Building, BOSTON, MASS.

olo
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Muffle Furnaces?
Yes! We make them for all purposes

And so simple the heat can be regulated
to any desired temperature from normal
to 24000 F., by a simple movement of
the cap nut regulator on the burner jet.

Sizes? From 3u x 4// to 6" x 834" floor
space.

Prices? Ranging from $17.00 to $45.00.

Ask for catalogue " B. k." telling all
about llern.

TODAY IS THE TIME TO WRITE

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

WE MAKE A CATALOG FOR YOU
THAT WILL DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS
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Read These Letters

Sioux City, Iowa, January 9th, 1903

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen :—In reply to your inquiry again as
to the general results of our 1907 Catalogue, desire
to say that notwithstanding the general stringency in
money matters existing during the several weeks
preceding the Holiday Season, our Catalogue mail
orders were more numerous than ever before during
the same period.

We certainly will be pleased to have you make
use of this letter in any way you may see fit.

We are, Very truly yours

WILL H. BECK CO.
WILL H. BECK, Pres.

Store of Will H. Beck Co., Sioux City, Iowa

Atlanta, Ga., January 25th, 1908

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio (Extracts from letter)

Gentlemen :—In reference to yours of recent
date inquiring our impression of your Catalogue
as an advertising medium, beg to advise that our
results therefrom were very gratifying to us.

We believe that owing to the financial depres-
sion that our sales would have been much smaller
than they were had we not used the Catalogue.

• Yours very truly

EUGENE V. HAYNES COMPANY

Mi. 4 111111.
,p,zot, •1^-,.-

,N &IN:

Store of John W. Taylor, Newburgh, N. Y.

Store of Eugene V. Haynes Company, Atlanta, Ga.

Newburgh, N. Y., January 17th, 1908
THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio (Extracts from letter)
Gentlemen :—In reply to your letter of the

4th inst., in regard to your Catalog for 1907, I find
it the best advertising I ever had, especially on
account of having the goods Catalogued. Was
very much pleased with the results obtained and as
this was the best year I ever had, I must give the
credit to the Catalog, as I did not expect business
to be as good as last year on account of the
money question last fall.

Respectfully yours
JOHN W. TAYLOR

Write at once for samples and particulars
FREE

Our representatives visit nearly every State in the
Union. If you are interested, and will notify us, our
representative will take pleasure in calling on you and
explaining our method.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

rTAG YOUR RINGS WITH
WASHABLE TAGS d
  The Ideal Celluloid Tag is somethinr that every ieweler should

have.

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

t000 Tags and Eyelets . . . $1.50

I Pair Ideal Pliers  

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink .  25

I Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener

Because it saves time—and saves money.

And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.

You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish your
rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof and
won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

!ittlItttg ltLtt hi1 .1tirt:r; tg.4i_

114 , 0
N till IP I till.fittl

ylTui

1 1,01iPil a g ftt

U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises

For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

PROMPT
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

SILVER,FILING
SWEEPINGS

WE BUY
Old Gold and Silver Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, Hand
Washings, etc. We will make accurate valuations and hold
consignment subject to your acceptance. If valuation is
not satisfactory, we reship to you at our exftense.

WE PAY FOR OLD COLD:
22 K. 88c. per dwt.
20 K. 80c.
18 K. 72c.
16 K. 64c. ":
14 K. 56c. "

12 K. 48c. per dwt.
10 K. 40c.
8 K. 32c.
6 K. 24c.
4K. 160. "

MARKET RATES FOR SILVER AND PLATINUM

WE SELL
Gold, Silver and Platinum, various qualities, rolled flat or
drawn to wire of any gage.

PRICES OF ALLOYED COLD:
10 K. 50c. per dwt. 14 K. 66c. per dwt.
12 K. 58c. " 16 K. 74c. "

18 K. 82c. per dwt.

Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas furnished
or our own. " T. B. H." Alloy, 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold,
75c. per lb. Shot Copper, 4cc. per lb. We will send tables
for alloying without charge. They save figuring.

Try us and you will appreciate our Squareness, Promptness and Accuracy

T. B. HAGSTa107 LTD., Main Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SMELTERS, ASSAYERS, REFINERS

at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by

express.
About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges

are deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

there is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations

are accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately

returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional

expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold

(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-

ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the

value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.

Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

I I '...1-.rliiloici+Ta■Ti
14 III 'ill 1 j If

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills

with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that

take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any

means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a

value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 24 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

'

-",1 'LLJO_LI.A4' lad"

57 Washington St.
Chicago
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Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
aftcr-THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.

Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

MONEY LOANED
ON DIAMONDS
If you have diamonds and need cash,

we can accommodate you. We will make
you a loan on the gems equal to 75 per
cent. of their actual value at an interest of

One Per Cent. Per Month

Our business covers the entire country,
and all transactions are in strict confidence.

Reference : United States Trust Co., Boston, Mass.

Temple Place Loan Co.
7 Temple Place, BOSTON, MASS.

Established 1875 B. GINZBERG, Prop

-

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK

111111 111H 1111111111111
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Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price.Ser d for catalogue

R•DE

1850

Alois Kohn & Co. -
1908

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Makers Of GOE D CHAINS of every kind

575
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RIVE TT LATHE 
MANUFACTURING .

qf. lu to in •lil 15 111

11. ri
11,

LATHES Awl alinens

Through this depressing time the MERITS of the RIVETT LATHE have kept our factory running full time with
the additional capacity.

,The manufacturing started 24 years ago, under the supervision of Mr. Rivett, in a
dwelling house and in a small way ; and up to the present time he has taken out over

30 patents, and to-day we hold the unparalleled record of being the largest and finest
equipped factory in the world for this class of work.

The whole success of the RIVETT LATHE has been in Mr. Rivett's ambition to
get out the finest lathe in the world and then it would sell itself, which has been proved,
as we have never had a salesman on the road.

All the craft are invited to visit our factory, and will find Mr. Rivett to be the first

one there in the morning and the last one at night, and nine-tenths of his time is spent
among his workmen.

SEND FOR NW ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST

Ask your dealer for the RIVETT LATHE, or just address

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A Great Opportunity
\Ve desire a dealer in every locality to take the exclusiv,
sale of the marvelous newly patented

INCANDESCENT KEROSENE LAMP

A lamp that uses a mantle and gives a white light of loo
candle power with less oil than any ordinary round wick
kerosene lamp made.

WRITE US TO-DAY

The Pearl Light Co.
121-123 Fourth Street

Incandescent Kerosene BARABOO, WIS.
1111111). 100 Candle Power.
Price, $6.00

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating
Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired ? Yes!

we Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old onesWI broken or melted off, the same as new.

Replate article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware 1429 Wabash Ave.
Repaired and ercomb Company- CHICAGOReplated

"CLINCH"

No. 2
50 cts.
35 cts

applied
for

No. 1. 25c.

Safety Catch for
Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

pin. Nothing to get
out of order. Simple
and neat.

One turn to the
right grips like a
vise.

Fits any size pin.

Prices to the Trade

No. 1. Gold Plated,
$1.50 doz.

No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold
Plate, burnished,
$2.25 doz.

The "SECURITY 0 Necklace Clasp
A Clasp at Last That's Secure and Fast

" HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot Pull Out
MADE IN 3 SIZES

No. 1 Locks here No.1

Simple and

Absolutely Secure

No.1B

No.2

No.2 Locks here No.2
Patent Applied for

PRICES TO THE
DOZEN

No.!. 10 K.. .$6.00
No.2. 10 K.. . 9.00
No. I. 14 K. . . 7.00
No. 1. Platinum ......
No. I. Gold Filled  
No. 1B. Gold Filled
No. 2. Gold Filled  
No. 1. Sterling Silver

TRADE
DOZEN

No. 1B, 10 K.. $7.00

No. 1B. 14 K. . 9.00
. . . 18.00

2.00
. 2.25

2 50
2  00

Made In Cold Filled Only
No. 1/25, $2.75 doz. No. 1B/25, $3.25 doz.

No. 212S, $3.50 doz.

The Onlyc 

Locks in Two
Places

,No 1/25

No 1E/25

No 2/25

Ask your jobber, or write

THE

HOFFMAN

NOVELTY

CO.

79-83 North Pearl Street

ALBANY, N. Y.



576 EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Price, for all Watchmakers' Sizes, 70c. each

$1.00 each

II

Whitcomb
Geneva No. 1!,.i

70c. 70c.

Stark

70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 38 and 50 Wire Chucks

Price per Set of 10
Brass
Steel

$1.50
2.50

Moeoles,
No.1
70c.

Olin
or

Leader

70c.

Hold; ius
9-1
70 c.

Moseley
Nu. 2
70C.

Webster
Kearney Whitcomb
70c.

Elgin
or

Triumph
70c. 70c.

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog A. 5
Also Watchman' s Portable Clock Catalog No.

you.

Moseley
I x2
70c.

Itivett

70c.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFG°. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

Ilookine
1,1e. 3

70c. $1 25 each

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil l'cep I loles . $8.00 each
Old slyle, changed . . • 2.00 rad},

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
The Successful Treatment of a Narrow Store is
Exemplified in the Accompanying Illustration CINDO

SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

Store of W. H. APPEL, Allentown, Pa.

We respectfully ask you to let us assist you in
planning your store.

-1
Fixtures should be designed to suit the store,

therefore we issue no cataldgue, but the services
of our experienced draughtsmen are always at
your command.

T. DELONG FURNITURE CO., TOPTON, PA.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

SAMS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly r-riproved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
--

Outfit complete. . . $13.00
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.50
Sams' Flux . . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24W, Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Sloe 83 1/
high, 5%0 (Liam.
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EXTRA X F FINE

SWISS PATTERN FILES
FOR WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS, FINE TOOL MAKERS, DIE SINKERS AND OTHERS

WHOSE WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS or DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

MR. JEWELER—An Electric
Lighted Watch Sign can be had
at small cost, and at first cost only,
you Will get perpetual returns,
profitaide now, next year and
ten years from now.
No other Advertisement will

pull for that length of time

There is but one way to obtain
business

PUBLICITY
But one way to obtain publicity

ADVERTISING
But one way to advertise

BY USING AN

Electric Flasher

Watch Sign
We carry the largest stock in the United States, and

can make prompt deliveries

FOR SALE BY ALL, JOBBERS

Or Write Us for Catalog

Chicago Watch Tool Co.
CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

MOSELEY

THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense is
spared to make them RIGHT. The Uenuine Moseley Lathe of today
is the result of years of painstaking, systematic and skilled endeavor
to satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-
iencemdoms.eoireky

mCelli't.icks are of the best quality, and are made in all sizes ;
covering every need of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucks
and Lathes were manufactured by us f■ )1- years under the direct
supervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " Split
Chuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."

Moseley Lathes and Attachments, with plenty of Moseley Chucks
are the secret of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-
ing power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As an
investment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.
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BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest Corner
Halsey an Sts.

Newark, N. J.

SOCIETY EMBLEMS
our Specialty

We make emblems for every society and order in
gold, gold filled and plated ; also jewelry of original or
special design.

Can match or duplicate any article of jewelry, and are known to
the trade as specialists in this line.

We can be of service to every retail jeweler and show him a new
field for profit and prestige.

JOHN KELSO, Manufacturing Jeweler
86 Dorrance Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

C. O. BAKER, PrES.
C. W. BA lc ER, Vice-Pres.

PLATINUM
Ili=111=

and its alloys, made expressly for jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

GOLD MEDAL, Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
Portland, Oregon, 1905

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. J. 120 Liberty St., New York City

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

MI■•■11•1=MMIr

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

Patent pending.

The only ma-
chine furnisning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL
mid INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put the
new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAS for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give x34, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 634
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT Pomo'

DIAMOND SCALE

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THEJEWELRY TRADE, AND MANY
DEALERS ARE GETTING THE GREATEST PART OF
THEIR PROFIT BY SELLING THEM; PARTICULARLY

THE "BRIGGS."
WE WISH RELIABLE HOUSES THAT ARE INTER-

ESTED, AND IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY, TO
COMMUNICATE WITH US.

BRIGGS PIANO CO., BOSTON, U.S.A.
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Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes

THE ALLIANCE RING?

Let us solve this question for you

The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly sup-
planting the use of the old-style wedding ring.

Its mysterious construction is another reason for its
increased demand.

We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we
take these means to inform you that should you need them,
we can supply you.

WE DO ! ! •'

••■

These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are
barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat
surface. They are easily opened as shown on illustration by insert-
ing a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy
their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing jeweler
536-538 Canal Street New Orleans, La.

Charles NI. Levy DIAMONDINE MOUNTED RINGS

SIGNET LOCKET
PHOTO
RINGS

--t,
4,.- .
(At
41

Manufacturer of

RINGS
LOCKETS

AND

BUTTONS
90 William Street

NEW YORK CITY

A natural brilliant white and hard 0-ern the nearest substitute for
a diamond ever discovered

SEND FOR CATALOGUE



TO THE RETAILER:--If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS 'WU hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best KnoTrA Rings in the market.

A LADIES' PURSE, nicely made and finished, at
a price that permits every lady or

girl to own one

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a Make a window display and you will have

GREAT RESULTS
I4K. GOLD PLATE

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS

Pat. May 20, '02
To Release

Pull the Ball

1. It Holds—The harder you pull, the tighter it holds.

2. To Release—Raise the clutch and pull the ball.

3. All One Piece—No parts to lose.

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tioris furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further in f(wnWinn. M. J. Averbeck9 Manufacturer and Importer

1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Established 1891

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

A visit to our New Offices
will repay you



THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . $31.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine
critically the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use
dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone
and body of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and SIZE ; the surfaces
are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them tinder your eyeglass with the shiny
ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and pro-
portions, are important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes
in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth. We caution you against the
imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running, and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is maintained
by workmen of long experience in the
operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the
market in which the front end of head-
stock spindle bears only on the 45° angle.
They may look well on superficial inspec-
tion, but they will run hard if the spindle

is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for perfect work.
In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are

PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.
Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and

the surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and
uniformly rounded; this makes a great difference in the durability
of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as
well as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SAL, BY ALL JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

New Style THE Staking Tool
KENDRICK & DAVIS, LEBANON, N. H.

1111,11i

100 P New Style "Special"

This tool has too punches and 20 stumps. They have been
selected with great care to cover the largest possible range of
work. This tool has the new style frame, friction sleeve, and
all improvements found in tools of this class.

An important point in any staking tool is the method of
binding the die. It must be easy and convenient to operate.
It must not strain the frame, thus throwing the punch out of
alignment. It must be adjustable, thus insuring durability and
correct working. And, most important of all, it must hold the
die absolutely unshiftable when bound. The mechanism used
in our " Special " meets all these requirements. The parts
are shown in the accompanying cut. It will be noticed that the
cam has a bearing on each side ; this pre-
vents springing. This, with the adjust-
able bearing in the die-bolt for the cam to
operate on, allows us to take up all wear,
and at all times to have the cam stand
near the line of centers, when the die is
bound. In this position it exerts the greater
power, and it cannot work loose.

This mechanism is distinctly not the
same as used in the old-style light-frame
tools.

NVorkmanship and finish : High grade.
Save regrets : Before buying, compare these tools with any of similar price.

100 punches, 20 stumps, revolving or flat base, $16.00
60 punches, 18 stumps, revolving or flat base, $10.50

DOUBLE BEARING CAM BINDER

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

583

STAKING TOOLS Manufactured by
MARI KENDRICK & DAVIS

Rivett Staking Tools

Owing to tile great demand for lathes and other tools pro-
duced by the Rivett Lathe Co., the staking tool business has
been sold to Kendrick & Davis. They now manufacture
the Rivett Staking Tool, and carry a full line of punches and
stumps. The workmanship is of full K. & D. Quality 

100 Punches, 20 Stumps, Stand and Shade  $20.00
54 " 13 " it 41 It 

  13.00
54 " 13 " " " " for 100 Punches, 13.00

LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SOMETHING NEW
The New Model No. 16A with Handle

The cut shows a recent improvement in staking tools, which, in point of
convenience, ranks with the friction sleeve for holding up the punch. The low
ball-bearing base—now so popular—necessitates the use of both hands in mov-
ing the tool from place to place on the bench. The new handle entirely removes
this difficulty. It is the very acme of convenience, and will henceforth be
applied to any of our ball-bearing bases when ordered.

The patent friction sleeve for holding up the punch—the greatest
single improvement ever made in staking tools—is a feature VI o r t y of
careful consideration. It is not only a remarkable convenience, but
greatly increases the durability of the tool. The walls of the hole
through which the punches pass are of tempered steel lapped to a
standard. The punches fit well at first—they continue to do so.

Attention is called to the improved mechanism for binding the die.
It consists, briefly, of a cam having two bearings in the solid base of
the tool. This cam operates on an adjustable hardened surface in
the die bolt ; it is very powerful and the pressure is all in-the re-
quired direction—straight down—there is no strain on the over-
hanging arm, to throw the punch out of alignment. In point of
convenience, too, it is superior; the knurled disk of the cam shaft
being right in the " handy " place. Ample provision is made to adjust
for all possible wear ; and when properly adjusted, the die, when bound,
positively will not work loose under any hammering. This mech-
anism is patented and cannot be used by others.
No. 16A with Handle  Price, $26.00
Handle separate, may be attached by the watchmaker, " 1.00

The No. 16A has 120 Punches and 30 Stumps, including those for
removing and replacing Waltham taper shoulder balance staffs.

No. 16A without Handle. Price, $25.00

A POINT TO REMEMBER.—In buying a K. & D. staking tool you get no
experiment. We offer you only well-tested and approved devices—mechani-
cally correct. Workmanship ! Finish !—well, just compare it ; compare it criti-
cally at every point, it's a duty to yourself. All staking tools of our manufacture
are stamped K. & D. Be sure you examine the genuine.

SUSSFELDI LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents 37 Maiden Lane, New York
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THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

1N COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting • • $31.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . •75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine
critically the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use
dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone
and body of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and SIZE ; the surfaces
are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny
ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and pro-
portions, are important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes
in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth. We caution you against the
imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the

SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.

In this lathe the bearing surfaces of

the spindle and its bushings TOUCH

THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE

AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,

easy running, and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is maintained

by workmen of long experience in the
Operation of special machines devised

for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the

market in which the front end of head-

stock spindle bears only on the 45° angle.

They may look well on superficial inspec-
tion, but they will run hard if the spindle

is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are

PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and

the surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and

uniformly rounded; this makes a great difference in the durability

of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as

well as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS

should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL, JOBBERS
TI-1E UNITED STATES AND CANADA

New Style THE A/-,o 1ml Staking Tool
KENDRICK & DAVIS, LEBANON, N. H.

100 P New Style " Special "

This tool has too punches and 20 stumps. They have been
selected with great care to cover the largest possible range of
work. This tool has the new style frame, friction sleeve, and
all improvements found in tools of this class.

An important point in any staking tool is the method of
binding the die. It must be easy and convenient to operate.
It must not strain the frame, thus throwing the punch out of
alignment. It must be adjustable, thus insuring durability and
correct working. And, most important of all, it must hold the
die absolutely unshiftable when bound. The mechanism used
in our " Special" meets all these requirements. The parts
are shown in the accompanying cut. It will be noticed that the
cam has a bearing on each side ; this pre-
vents springing. This, with the adjust-
able bearing in the die-bolt for the cam to
operate on, allows us to take up all wear,
and at all times to have the cam stand
near the line of centers, when the die is
bound. In this position it exerts the greater
power, and it cannot work loose.

This mechanism is distinctly not the
same as used in the old-style light-frame
tools.

Workmanship and finish : High grade.
Save regrets : Before buying, compare these tools with any of similar pricc.

100 punches, 20 stumps, revolving or flat base, $16.00

60 punches, 18 stumps, revolving or flat base, $10.50

LJ
DOUBLE BEARING CAM BINDER

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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STAKING TOOLS Manufactured by
- KENDRICK & DAVIS !sea ARK

LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SOMETHING NEW
14r The New Model No. 16A with Handle

Rivett Staking Tools

Owing to the great demand for lathes and other tools pro-
duced by the Rivett Lathe Co., the staking tool business has
been sold to Kendrick & Davis. They now manufacture
the Rivett Staking Tool, and carry a full line of punches and
stumps. The workmanship is of full K. & D. Quality 

100 Punches, 20 Stumps, Stand and Shade   $20.00
54 " 13 " AAAAAA 13.00
54 " 13 " " " " for 100 Punches, 13.00

The cut shows a recent improvement in staking tools, which, in point of
convenience, ranks with the friction sleeve for holding up the punch. The low
ball-bearing base—now so popular—necessitates the use of both hands in mov-
ing the tool from place to place on the bench. The new handle entirely removes
this difficulty. It is the very acme of convenience, and will henceforth be
applied to any of our ball-bearing bases when ordered.

The patent friction sleeve for holding up the punch—the greatest
single improvement ever made in staking tools—is a feature u °ally of
careful consideration. It is not only a remarkable convenience, but
greatly increases the durability of the tool. The walls of the hole
through which the punches pass are of tempered steel lapped to a
standard. The punches fit well at first—they continue to do so.

Attention is called to the improved mechanism for binding the die.
It consists, briefly, of a cam having two bearings in the solid base of
the tool. This cam operates on an adjustable hardened surface in
the die bolt ; it is very powerful and the pressure is all in the re-
quired direction—straight down—there is no strain on the over-
hanging arm, to throw the punch out of alignment. In point of
convenience, too, it is superior ; the knurled disk of the cam shaft
being right in the " handy " place. Ample provision is made to adjust
for all possible wear ; and when properly adjusted, the die, when bound,
positively will not work loose under any hammering. This mech-
anism is patented and cannot be used by others.
No. 16A with Handle   Price, $26.00
Handle separate, may be attached by the watchmaker, " 1.00

The No. 16A has 120 Punches and 30 Stumps, including those for
removing and replacing Waltham taper shoulder balance staffs.

No. 16A without Handle. Price, $25.00

A POINT TO REMEMBER.—In buying a K. & D. staking tool you get no
experiment. We offer you only well-tested and approved devices—mechani-
cally correct. Workmanship ! Finish 1—well, just compare it; compare it criti-
cally at every point, it's a duty to yourself. All staking tools of our manufacture
are stamped K. & D. Be sure you examine the genuine.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH tic CO.
Wholesale Agents 37 Maiden Lane, New York



584 Geo. Kuehl & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

Black Forest

Cuckoo Clocks, Quail and Cuckoo Clocks 

TRADE

\vith

MARK

Westminster Chime and Quarter-Hour Strike Mantel Clocks

FOUR-HUNDRED DAY CLOCKS
NOVELTY CLOCKS TRAVELING CLOCKS

ALARM CLOCKS MUSIC CLOCKS
BAROMETERS CHRONOSCOPES

Office and Warehouse : 80=82 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
Works: Schonach and Hornberg. Bad. Schwarzwald, GERMANY

WE SELL TO CLOCK COMPANIES AND JOBBERS ONLY

L;*

ELGIN

"General" Depression is Retreating!
He could not capture such a defense.

Quality--Satisfaction—Style
were our " i_uninunition."

Sell " the line that is the line" and zou will win, too!

ELECTRO -PLATING SALTS
FOR THE USE OF

SMALL MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL JEWELERS
These PLATING SALTS are preparations in dry form, containing the Gold

and the Chemicals, which when dissolved in Water, are AT ONCE READY for
USE, producing unfailingly correct shades at all times.

These Salts will not deteriorate and can be liquified as desired.
ROMAN GOLD SALTS for 1 quart Solution $4 50
RED GOLD 16   4.50
OLD ENGLISH 41   4.50
14 or 18 karat GOLD 0

ROSE GOLD 0   44.0850 
ORANGE ROSE 41 

... 4.80
GREEN GOLD 64 

  4.80
ANTIQUE GREEN GOLD 14   4.80
GUINEA GOLD 14 

  4.80
ROSE or GREEN "   4.80

PARISIAN GOLD .. 4.80
SILVER SALTS; for half Gall., $3.15; for I Gall.. . 6.00
FRENCH GRAY SALTS 2.50
COPPER or BRASS SALTS 81 2.50

Order from your Jobber direct or send to the Mfrs.

U. S. Electro-Chemical Co., 78 Lafaye
YORK
tte Street

NEW 

Do You Want a
Beautiful Show Case
At a Fair Price?
You can get such a show case—
made with a beveled plate glass
top—and handsomely finished, if
you buy

The Wolverine
Knockdown
Show Case

Can be set up in five minutes without a tool of any kind—not even a screw-
driver—ships at one-third the usual freight rate.

It's a case we guarantee to be all right in every respect.
THE WOLVERINE is the only case on the market which offers such high quality

at a popular price. WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS TO-DAY.

MICHIGAN 81-10W CASE CO.
51-53 Port Street, E,-rt.st, 1211'ROFT, MICH., U.S.A.

Which Will You Have?

OLD RELIABLE W. tk S. B. * iiia
Chains are made of one-tenth seamless
gold-filled wire.

W. & S. B. * i/io Chains are finished by
the WEAR BEST secret hardening
process which leaves each link hard,
giving a third more wear.

W. & S. B.* iiio Chains are NOT sold to
Department Stores, Retail Mail-Order
Houses or any cut-price trade.

These are a Few Comparisons

Ordinary chains are made of what ? Any-
thing from 1/2o to 1180. stock. You
never can tell.

Ordinary chains are left soft and porous
as a result of soldering, and cannot
resist wear.

Ordinary chains are sold indiscriminately
on bargain counters and by Retail Mail-
Order Houses at about the same
prices legitimate jewelers have to pay
for them.

There are Many More

W. el S. BLACKINTON CO.
MaReTa of W. Q. S. B.* Watch Channa

Factory, North Attleboro, Mass.

NEW YORK, 180 BROADWAY

585
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Waltham Watches

The history of the WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY

is the history of watch manufacturing in America.

More than half a century ago this Company

introduced a new principle in the construction

of watch movements, and has ever since applied

the most advanced methods, producing always

the best watches in the world. The WALTHAM

WATCH COMPANY has built within its own walls
the marvelous machinery employed in making
the 15,000,000 Waltham watch movements now
in use.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.

■■••■

Krementz
Collar

Buttons
and Studs

ONE PIECE

The Standard American Collar Button

Made of one piece of metal the following illustr.tions
<:how the KREMENTZ process of manufacture

First this disk:

Is stamped into this shape:

Then fashioned like this :

Rapid and repeated blows by
powerful hammers, in a machine
of almost human intelligence,
coax it into this shape :

Another machine turns up
the edges :

The next operation rolls
them over :

Then the head is shaped :

After which the button is
polished.

If we cut the finished collar button in half,
we notice that the metal in the
shank has been thickened and
toughened, strengthening it where
the most strain comes. This is a
sectional view of the Krementz One-piece
Collar Button.

Send for booklet, ' The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality--
are manufactured by

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

KREMENTZ Ci CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. CO ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

senia2 Agents to Jobbing. Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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Time=Tested Silver

Every dealer knows that the true test of silver plate
is wear. He knows, too, that the discriminating pur-
chaser will not select the pattern until she has made
sure of the brand. She realizes that the reputation of
sixty years of successful .manufacture is back of every
spoon or fork stamped

and that this trade-mark is virtually a guarantee of
quality.

Our hollowware is recognized by the trade as being
the highest grade of silver plate—the plate made stan-
dard by us over half a century ago. We have many
new designs, which may be seen at any of our sales-
rooms or will be shown by our representatives.

Meriden Britannia Co.
International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
CHICAGO

195 State Street
NEW YORK

218 Fifth Avenue
9-13 Maiden Lane

HAMILTON, ONT.

SAN FRANCISCO
717 Market Street

MADE AND

GUARANTEED BY

HOLLOWWARE .

TRADEMARKS :
0

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades. The purpose ani policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 29 Philadelphia, April, 1908 No. 4
Copyright, 1908, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post-office, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico ; single
copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues, 2$ cents.
To Canada, 82.00 per year. To Foreign Countries 82.44
(10 Shillings) per year; single copies, 28 cents
(1 Shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should be made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check
or Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittance. 141 ld be made payable
to THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Ad vertising rates furnished on application.
No advertisements but those of a reputable character
inserted.
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Diamond Prices to Be Maintained

THE acute appetite of the daily press
for sensationalism was appeased to the

full in the last few weeks by alarming
announcements in regard to the diamond
marker. Abbreviated cablegrams in regard
to "diamonds," whether they referred to the
shares of the diamond companies, which
they sometimes did, or to the gems them-
selves, were elaborated into sensational pre-
dictions of an impending break in the mar-
ket and of the early possibility of bargain
sales of the heretofore exclusive king of
gems. Now, however, after incalculable
injury has been done to the trade by this
ill-advised and distorted publicity, the at-
mosphere is gradually clearing, and the
truth in regard to the matter is slowly per-
colating through the verbose imaginings of
the newspaper scribe.

A consoling fact in connection with
this is that the daily press is quite as willing
to publish the facts now available as it was
to exploit the fictions of the past few weeks.

and this places in the hands of the trade
an opportunity of which they should take
prompt advantage. A vigorous campaign
of enlightenment all over the country as
to the real diamond situation would not only
restore trade and public confidence in this
line, but would be an invaluable stimulus
to the demand for the gems and an incalcu-
lable benefit to the jewelers' business in all
lines. We are pleased to note that the vari-
ous organizations have taken up this mat-
ter and have brought their influences to
bear on the daily press with excellent re-
sults. The secretary of the Maryland Retail
Jewelers' Association, in a letter before us,
says : "The enclosed marked item is the
result of a visit to the editor of the news-
paper by the president of our association,
and is merely one of the many things that
we have accomplished since we organized
six months ago. I hope that the jewelers'
associations of other States will have their
officers visit the editors of their newspapers
in like manner and accomplish the same re-
sults." This is an excellent idea, and should
any newspaper refuse to exploit the matter
from the jewelers' standpoint, which is
quite unlikely, it would be well worth while
for the organization to take advertising
space in order that their statements of the
case should have the proper circulation.

A. NUMBER of our readers have had
used to good advantage in their local

papers articles on this subject taken from
the past few issues of this journal, and their
eagerness in the matter is reflected in a
number of requests which we have received
for the very latest information on the sub-
ject, which they intend to make similar use
of. As an announcement from no less an
authority than the Jewelers' Board of
Trade, containing a brief and truthful state-
ment of the facts in the matter has just
been issued, we reprint it in full, as it will
not only be a reassurance to the' jewelers
themselves, but can be used to advantage to
counteract the mischief done by the recent

sensational announcements in the daily
press. This statement is as follows:

NEW YORK, March 24, 19o8.
To the Trade:—The Jewelers' Board of

Trade, whose membership comprises nearly all
the important firms in the diamond business,
jewelry and kindred trades throughout the coun-
try, in view of the many recent statements ap-
pearing in the daily press concerning the future
prices of diamonds, and in order to correct any
misapprehension on the part of the public and
the trade because of newspaper reports, has made
a most careful investigation of this subject, and
fairly before the public submits the following
statement:

The mining of diamonds for the consumption
of the entire world, or, say about 97 per cent. of
all the diamonds mined, is in the hands of only
two corporations, namely, the De Beers and the
Premier diamond mining companies, the directors
of both of which are men of unquestioned finan-
cial strength and keenly alive to the industrial
and financial situation both here and abroad.
Through a powerful London syndicate, the pro-
duct of these two companies is sold to the cutters.

It is to be remembered that the agreement
between the De Beers Company and the London
syndicate remains in full force and only the re-
newal of the agreement now existing between the
Premier Diamond Mining Company and this syn-
dicate is now being considered; but whether the
same is renewed or not, the prices of diamonds
will not in the least be affected, because the
officers of both the De Beers and the Premier
diamond mining companies, as well as the Lon-
don syndicate, have given us positive assurance
that under all circumstances prices will be up-
held. Assurances of this fact were cabled on
March Tgth all over the world direct from the
mining companies' offices in London.

On March 21st cable advices were received
here from London stating that the De Beers and
the Premier diamond mining companies had made
a contract ill which they agreed that there shall
not be the slightest reduction from the present
prices of diamonds. These statements of all
parties interested in this important industry must
undoubtedly evidence the fact that the same con-
servative policy that has always prevailed in the
past will be firmly maintained.

In support of these statements, it might be
mentioned that the agreement between the Lon-
don syndicate and the Premier Diamond Mining
Company has only been in operation during the
past five and one-half months, and prior to that
time the product of this company had always
been sold direct to the cutters, and no rupture
has ever occurred between these two companies
(the De Beers and the Premier) during the many
years that this way of marketing their product
has been in vogue.

It is unreasonable to assume that these rela-
tions, which for so many years have existed,
should all at once be interrupted by the cutting
of prices, particularly when It is a well-known
fact that the entire industrial and commercial
situation is daily improving.

THE JEWELERS' BOARD OF TRADE,
Leo Wormser, President,

D. L. Safford, Secretary.
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Trade Views on Railroad Watch
Inspection

THE article which appeared on page 375
of our March issue under the caption

"The Argument of the Railroad Watch"
has elicited a number of letters, the general
trend of which will be found embodied in
the communication from one of our sub-
scribers on page 617 of this issue. These
letters reveal a peculiarly anomalous and
somewhat inexplicable situation. It would
appear that many of the jewelers who had
to do officially with watch inspection and
unofficially with railroad watch work, sud-
denly discovered that some of their here-
tofore satisfied railroad patrons had become
seriously disaffected and showed a com-
plete reversal of sentiment in regard to the
watch inspection system. Some of them
openly intimated that the system was an
imposition on the railroad men for the ben-
efit of the jewelry trade ; that high-grade
watches were by no means as necessary as
represented, and that such frequent atten-
tion to their timepieces was entirely uncalled
for. One of our subscribers informs us
that some of his railroad patrons mani-
fested all the bitterness of persons who be-
lieved themseves to have been victimized,
and were so unreasonable that he, the
jeweler, questioned whether, in justice to
his reputation, he could afford to continue
his railroad connection. Little wonder it is
that the jewelers were amazed by this sud-
den development, and that they were resent-
ful of what they could not but regard as
treason to the trade from some unknown
source, inasmuch as the ultimate result of
such a mischievous propaganda would nec-
essarily be the entire elimination of the
jewelry trade from the railroad watch field,
which is theirs by right and yearly becoming
more important.

WE do not think, however, that such a
consummation need be feared, as

practical ideas must necessarily rule in this
matter. Certain instances, we understand,
in which the watch inspection has been
taken out of the hands of the trade, have
proved so unsatisfactory to the railroad
companies that they find their only alterna-
tive in the adoption of the system which
enlists the services of the jewelers. But it
is not necessary to argue this matter from
the narrow viewpoint of mere trade interest.
While the evil influence of the watch in-
spection agitation is deplorable from the
trade standpoint, it is particularly repre-
hensible from the point of view of the rail-
road companies, who must guarantee se-
curity to patrons, and to the public, who
will insist on such security. In this vast
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country of immense travel, with a greater
mileage of track than all other countries
combined, every available safety appliance
has been pressed into service, and there is
no more important safety appliance in the
art of railroading than the railroader's time-
piece ; and as an imperfect safety appliance
is worse than none by reason of the false
sense of security which it gives, so an unre-
liable timepiece would be a source of danger
so great that the mere possibility of it
would cause a feeling of distrust that would
seriously affect the patronage of any rail-
road.

APECULIARLY anomalous feature of
the agitation is the impression that the

national association has lent it official ap-
proval. A letter before us from R. C. Ber-
nau, president of the North Carolina Retail
Jewelers' Association and treasurer, ex-
officio vice-president and member of the
executive committee of the American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, does not
justify this impression. He directs our
attention to his views on the matter as pub-
lished in another journal, in which, speaking
of the resolution in regard to watch inspec-
tion passed at the Chicago convention, he
says:

Personally, I think the whole action was a
mistake. To my own personal knowledge it was
never read verbatim on the floor, was handed to
some one of the committee on resolutions, which
in turn recommended it, stating that each member
knew what the resolution was ; therefore, if was,
so to speak, railroaded through the convention.
Next morning there appeared in the Chicago
Tribune an article attacking one particular con-
cern, claiming that our convention had done this
and that the resolution was aimed at this house.

Now, I know this was not the intention of
the executive committee, nor do I believe it was
the intention of the majority who voted for the
resolution to attack any particular concern or
concerns.

It is my idea that the association had better
not have anything to do with legislation along
these lines, because it would only be detrimental
to our own interest and would not help the rail-
road men or the general public. Watch inspection
as carried on by the big railroad systems now
gives excellent results both to the raiload and
the employees and affords a good demand to the
jewelry trade for high-class watches.

The value of experience as a teacher is
well known, and it is to be hoped that the
lesson of the Chicago convention will be
kept in mind, and that at future conventions
only such action as has been thoroughly
discussed by the organization and fully ap-
proved by the entire body will be exploited
as officially sanctioned. It would be very
detrimental to the organization and seri-
ously impair its power for good to have
the impression go forth that it was re-
sponsive to "influences" and usable for pur-
poses at direct variance with the interests of
a large proportion of the trade. Any such
impression must be removed.

April, 1908

Projected Organization of Manufac-
turers and Wholesalers

THE Detroit Jewelers' Board of Trade,
an energetic organization of the manu-

facturing and wholesale trade of Detroit,
Mich., has taken the initiative in a move-
ment to promote organization among the
manufacturing and wholesale jewelry trade
generally. To this end a circular has been
issued by the board, stating the benefits
which have resulted to the members of the
board from their organization and giving
reasons why similar local organizations in
other cities and a national organization
would be equally beneficial to the members
and the trade at large. Under present con-
ditions there is much to be said in favor of
the plan of the Detroit board, and we be-
speak for it the interested consideration of
of the manufacturing and wholesale
branches of the trade throughout the court-
try. Now, that the organization of the re-
tailers is proceeding apace, it would greatly
facilitate negotiations between the different
branches of the trade or any question
which may arise if such an organization
were formed. As the letter of the Detroit
board expresses it:

The retail jewelry trade, having an organi
zation for bettering trade conditions along lines
that are not inimical to the interests of the whole.
salers and manufacturers, this organization be-
lieves that a national association of wholesalers
could do a good work in helping to bring about
an improvement in the conditions of which they
complain.

Organization is the keynote of the age
and the natural result of modern develop-
ments in the business world. There are at
all times problems to be solved which are of
importance to a large proportion of the
trade, and the only satisfactory method of
solution is through the medium of an or-
ganization. Probably never before was
such a spirit of friendliness and interde-
pendence manifested by the. different
branches of the trade.

As we go to press we learn that a
similar movement is on foot among the
Chicago jobbers and that initial action has
been taken looking to an organization of
the wholesale trade in that city. The im-
portance of the western metropolis as a
jewelry market in which all branches of the
trade can conveniently meet, gives this an-
nouncement special interest. The Chicago
jobbers, our correspondent informs us, have
precisely the same purpose in view as their
Detroit brethren ; that is, first to form a
local organization with the ultimate purpose
of consolidating with the wholesale organ-
ization of other cities to form a national
association. As nothing but good can re-
sult from a movement of this character, it
would seem to be well worthy of the sup-
port of the wholesale trade of the country.

April, 1908 THE

A Bill to Regulate the Stamping of
Gold Filled, Gold-Plated and
Electro-Plated Watch Cases

Another step in the direction of stamp-
ing legislation which, judging by letters
published herewith, will meet with the prac-
tically unanimous approval of the trade, is
a bill to regulate the stamping of gold
filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch
cases, recently introduced in the house of
representatives by Hon. Edward B. Vree-
land. Those of our readers who followed
the proceedings of the Chicago convention
of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association will recall the hearty endorse-
ment given by that body to the national
stamping law. They will also recall that it
was the sense of the convention that there
was pressing need for similar legislation in
the matter of gold filled watch cases. It
was in response to this sentiment that the
present measure was drafted, and as the
Chicago convention celebrated a trade vic-
tory in the passage of the national stamping
law, there is reason to hope that the coming
convention at Cincinnati will be able to
celebrate another victory in the enactment
of a law regulating the stamping of gold
filled watch cases.

It should be mentioned that Hon. Ed-
ward B. Vreeland, who had charge of this
measure, is the same who secured the pas-
sage of the law forbidding the use of the
words "U. S. Assay" and who later intro-
duced and secured the passage of the na-
tional stamping law. This augurs well for
the prospects of the measure now intro-
duced by him, which is as follows:

An Act forbidding the importation, export-
ation or carriage in interstate commerce
of gold filled or gold-plated watch
cases bearing words or marks import-
ing a guarantee of wear for a specified
time, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That it
shall be unlawful for any person, firm, cor-
poration, or association being a manufac-
turer of, or wholesale or retail dealer in,
watch cases made in whole or in part of an
inferior metal having deposited or plated
thereon, or brazed or otherwise affixed
thereto, platings, coverings, or sheets com-
posed of gold or of an alloy thereof and
which watch cases are known in the market
as "gold filled," "rolled-gold plate," "gold
plate," "gold electro plate," or by any simi-
lar designation, or for any officer, manager,
director, or agent of such firm, corpora-
tion, or association, to import into or export
from, or cause to be imported into or ex-
ported from, the United States for the
purpose of selling or disposing of the same,
or to deposit or cause to be deposited in the
United States mails for transmission there-
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by, or to deliver or cause to be delivered to
any common carrier for transportation,
from one State, Territory, or possession of
the United States, or the District of Colum-
bia, to any other State, Territory, or pos-
session of the United States, or to said Dis-
trict, in interstate commerce, or to transport
or cause to be transported from one State,
Territory, or possession of the United
States, or from the District of Columbia, to
any other State, Territory, or possession of
the United States, or to said District, in
interstate commerce any such watch case
manufactured after the date when this Act
takes effect, and having stamped, branded,
engraved, or imprinted thereon or therein
or upon any tag, card, or label attached or
applied thereto, or inclosed therewith, or
upon any box, package, cover, or wrapper
in which such watch case is incased or in-
closed the word "guaranteed" or the word
"warranted," with other words or marks
indicating the time or duration of wear, or
any mark or marks designed or intended to
indicate the length of time that such watch
case or the plating, covering, or sheet of
gold or of its alloy in such watch case will
last or wear, or any word or words, mark
or marks, indicating or importing, or de-
signed or intended to import, time, perma-
nence, or duration.

SEC. 2. That no watch case made in
whole or in part of an inferior metal having
deposited or plated thereon, or brazed or
otherwise affixed thereto, a plating, cover-
ing, or sheet composed of gold or of an
alloy thereof, and known in the market as
rolled-gold plate, gold plate, gold filled, or
gold electro plate, or by any similar desig-
nation, which watch case, or any tag, card,
or label attached or applied thereto, or in-
closed therewith, or any box, package,
cover, or wrapper in which such watch
case is incased or inclosed, is stamped,
branded, engraved, or imprinted with any
word or mark usually employed to indicate
the fineness of gold shall be so imported
into or exported from the United States;
or so deposited in the United States mail
for transmission; or so delivered to any
common carrier ; or so transported or
caused to be transported as specified in the
first section of this Act, unless accompany-
ing such mark or words usually employed
to indicate the fineness of gold and in close
proximity thereto, and upon the same such
case, tag, card, label, box, package, cover,
or wrapper, there also be stamped, branded,
engraved or imprinted words, letters, or
figures plainly indicating that such watch
case or part thereof is made of rolled-gold
plate, gold plate, or gold electro plate, or is
gold filled, as the case may be, and also
unless accompanying such mark or words
usually employed to indicate the fineness of
gold and in close proximity thereto, and
upon the same such case, tag, card, label,
box, package, cover, or wrapper, there also
be stamped, branded, engraved, or im-
printed words or figures plainly indicating
in the decimal part of an inch the thickness
of the exterior and interior plates, cover-
ings, or sheets of gold or of its alloy upon
such watch case : Provided, That no words
or figures indicating or purporting to indi-
cate the thickness of such exterior or inte-
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nor plates, coverings, or sheets of gold or
of its alloy shall be stamped, branded, en-
graved or imprinted upon such watch case
or such tag, card, label, box, package, cover,
or wrapper, except in conjunction with
words or marks usually employed to indi-
cate the fineness of gold. If the thickness
of the plates, coverings, or sheets of gold or
of its alloy upon the exterior of such watch
case shall differ from the thickness of those
upon the interior, the first in order of such
words or figures shall indicate the thickness
of the plates, coverings or sheets of gold or
exterior of such watch case, and the sec-
ond shall indicate the thickness of the
plates, coverings, or sheets on the interior
of such watch case ; and, if the thickness of
such plates, coverings, or sheets shall not
be uniform on either the exterior or interior
of such watch case, the words or figures so
stamped, branded, engraved, or imprinted
shall refer in each instance to the plate,
covering, or sheet of least thickness on such
exterior or interior. The indicate thickness
of any plate, covering, or sheet composed
of gold or of its alloy upon such watch
case shall not exceed the actual thickness
of such plate, covering, or sheet by more
than half of one-thousandth of an inch.

SEC. 3. That each and every person,
firm, corporation, or association being a
manufacturer of or wholesale. or retail
dealer in such watch cases described in sec-
tion one who or which shall knowingly
violate any of the provisions of this Act,
and every officer, manager, director, or
managing agent of such corporation or
association having knowledge of such vio-
lation and directly participating in such
violation or consenting thereto, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction thereof in any court of the
United States having jurisdiction of crimes
within the district in which such violation
was committed or through which has been
conducted the transportation of the watch
case in respect to which such violation had
been committed, shall be punished by a fine
of not more than five hundred dollars or
imprisonment for not more than three
months, or both, at the discretion of the
court. Whenever the offense is begun in
one jurisdiction and completed in another it
may be dealt with, inquired of, tried, deter-
mined, and punished in either jurisdiction in
the same manner as if the offense had been
actually and wholly committed therein.

SEC. 4. That any such watch cases
described in section one which shall have
been transported into any State, Territory,
District, or possession of the United States,
and shall remain therein for use, sale, or
storage, shall, upon arrival in such State,
Territory, District, or possession, be subject
to the operation of all the laws of such
State, Territory, District, or possession of
the United States to the same extent and in
the same manner as though such watch
cases had been produced in such State, Ter-
ritory, District, or possession, and shall not
be exempt therefrom by reason of being
introduced therein in original packages or
otherwise.

SEC. 5. That wherever the words
"watch case" are used in this Act they shall

(Continued on page 593)
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EASTER/ the most important

Feast Day of the Church, will

soon be here.

(11. This day is made the occasion for

presentation to Churches in all de-

nominations of memorial and other

gifts of great variety.

(If The Gorham Company are manu-

facturers of Church metal work in

all its branches, viz.: Communion Sets,

Altar Brasses, Alms Basons, Chalices,

Ciboria, Monstrances, Memorial Tab-

lets, etc., and they take this means of

suggesting to the trade that their wants

in this line be made known to the Corn-

pany at an early date, to obviate the

possibility of disappointment as to date

of delivery.

(if Literature illustrating this line may
be had upon application, and The*

Gorham Company hold themselves in

readiness to lend all assistance in their

power toward securing orders.

THE GORHAM COMPANY
Silversmiths

Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New York

BRANCHES
CHICAGO NEW YORK OAKLAND

131-139 Wabash Avenue 21-23 Maiden Lane
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April, 1908

A Bill to Regulate the Stamping
Watch Cases

ti E KEYS' 'T CO IN E.

of ure will increase trade interest in the pro-

jected legislation.

(Continued from page 591)

be taken to include any watch case described
in the first section of this Act, whether the
same does or does not contain a movement,
or does or does not form part of a complete
watch. Wherever the word "exterior," as
applied to a watch case, is used in this Act,
it shall be taken to mean all those parts of a
watch case which are exposed to view or
wear when the case is closed other than the
crown, but including the backs or lids, the
,center, the pendant, and the bow, and, if an
.open-face case, the bezel. Wherever the
word "interior," as applied to a watch case,
is used in this Act, it shall be taken to mean
those interior surfaces of a watch case that
.are usually covered with a sheet of gold,
including the inner surfaces of the backs
.or lids, the inner and outer sur faces of the
cap covering the movement, and, if a hunt-
ing case, the outer surface of the bezel.

SEC. 6. That this Act shall take effect
six months after the date of its passage.

The reckless misrepresentation in the
matter of gold filled and so-called gold
filled cases, especially in recent years, and
the abuse of the guarantee system afford
ample justification for legislation of this
character. This bill would seem to present
an effective scheme of legislation to cure
the evils that have crept into the filled case
business, first by doing away with the guar-
antee, which has been the cause of the
wrong, and then by requiring that filled
cases, if they bear a quality mark, shall
also be accompanied by marks indicating
the thickness of the plates of gold used.

As every jeweler knows, a mere stamp
of quality on a filled case, even if truthful,
is valueless, the thickness of the gold being
an equally important consideration. For
instance, a case stamped 14 K. may have so
thin a layer of gold as to be actually less
.valuable than a case stamped io K. which
has a greater thickness of gold. The only
absolute safeguard, therefore, is a stamp
which will give the thickness of gold as
well as the quality, as provided for in this
bill. As in the case of the national stamp-
ing law, this bill does not make the stamp-
ing of gold filled or plated goods compul-
sory ; but, if stamped, both quality and
thickness of gold must be truthfully stated.

In order to give the leaders in the
trade an opportunity to study this measure,
we mailed a copy to those prominent in or-
ganization work who have been most active
in furthering reforms. As our letter was
mailed under date of March 20th, time did
not permit many of the replies to reach us
before going to press ; but those received
and here published are conclusive as to the
trade position in this matter. Even the
arguments of the few who oppose the meas-

ED. KEYSTONE :—In reply to yours of the 20th
inst., would say that in Iowa we have long de-
sired the provision of some method whereby the
present fiasco of watch case guarantees might at
least be curbed, if not entirely stopped.

After a careful perusal of the bill as intro-
duced by Mr. Vreeland, I must say that to me it
appears a clear solution of a question which has
vexed all right-minded jewelers for a number of
years. In fact, it has reached a point where the
consuming public are beginning to ask how it is
that a reputable concern can grant the same time
guarantee to the stoker of the furnace as he does
to his employer, the lawyer.

A time guarantee implies in itself a doubt of
quality, and humiliates and cheapens the character
of the man giving it. True, it may be a little
difficult at first to educate some of our rural
patrons to the change, but when once educated,
the legitimate merchant will not have to "cross
cut" his conscience every time he makes a watch
sale in order to protect himself against the fire-
gilt artist and auction goods man down the street.

Although, on the whole, I think lightly of at-
tempting to make men honest by legislation, and
somewhat deplore the present tendency of making
Uncle Sam sponsor for the jeweler's integrity,
thereby weakening one of the legitimate jeweler's
strongest assets—his reputation for reliability—
yet under the circumstances, as the matter of
stamping is entirely. optional and not compulsory,
I feel that this measure should receive the en-
dorsement of the trade at large.

Yours sincerely,
MACK A. HURLI3UT,

President American National Retail Jewelers'
Association and president Iowa Retail Jewel-
ers' Association.
Fort Dodge, Iowa.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I heartily endorse the bill
introduced by Hon. Edward B. Vreeland, referred
to in your letter of the 20th inst. I believe the bill
is worthy of the support of every legitimate retail
jeweler in the United States and that we should
bring pressure enough to bear to secure its
passage. I shall immediately take up this matter
with the senators from Indiana and also the
congressman from my district, and will do all I
can to secure the passage of this measure.

Very truly yours,
C. Z. ROWE,

President Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association.
Argos, Ind.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am in receipt of your let-
ter relative to the bill to regulate the stamping of
gold filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch
cases, introduced in the house of representatives
by Hon. Edward B. Vreeland. I am decidedly in
favor of the passage of this bill for two plain and
simple reasons:

First.—Because it would protect the retail
purchaser against fraud and imposition.

Second.—Because it would protect the retail
jeweler who does a legitimate business against
the cheap goods usually handled by unscrupulous
dealers, which, through false guarantees and de-
ceitful stamping, have come into unfair competi-
tion with his better wares.

Very truly yours,
JEROME W. SCHIRM,

President Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association.
Baltimore, Md.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have received your com-
munication of the 20th inst., also a copy of the
Vreeland house bill regulating the stamping of
gold filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch
cases, introduced in the house February 29th last,
which you enclosed therewith. I have noted with
interest the remarks in your letter, and I have
studied with great care the sense and purport of
the bill referred to above. There is no particle of
doubt in my mind that good legislation along this
line is badly needed now.

The Vreeland bill is a good one as far as it
goes ; but in my opinion it does not entirely cover
the field. Under this bill it does not make the
stamping of filled or plated watch cases compul-
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sory. What, then, would be easier than simply to
give a spurious watch case a number, stamp
thereon a trade-mark, which would in reality be
only a reference mark? Now, then, in the case
of the mail-order houses, who deal directly with
the public, can they not sell and ship such cases
over the country as usual and write their cus-
tomers their guarantee in a private letter, instead
of placing it in the back of the case as now?
It is a well-known fact to the trade generally that
these concerns will give a watch case factory an
order for large lots of five and ten-year cases,
and they go out to their customers under "guar-
antees" varying from fifteen to twenty-five years,
according to the price. Another thing is that
unless the law shall make the stamping of such
cases compulsory, it will in no way correct the
evil of Torn, Dick and Harry in the drug, grocery,
dry goods, or any other business handling watches
and kindred articles that they know absolutely
nothing about, when every one connected with
the trade, whether manufacturer, wholesaler or
retailer, knows that there should be but one
channel for such articles to get to the consumer,
and that is the legitimate retail jeweler.

Now, while I am in favor of this legislation,
I must say that the interest I feel in the trade in
my State, and at large, as president of the Retail
Jewelers' Association of Tennessee prompts me to
suggest that the Vreeland bill be amended so as
to make the stamping of all watch cases by all
manufacturers, as set forth in said bill, compul-
sory, and that no dealer, salesman, agent or any
one shall give a guarantee by private letter or
otherwise as to length of time such case will wear
in offering it for sale.

Yours very truly,
D. M. QUARLES,

President Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association.
Clarksville, Tenn.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Yours of the 20th, enclosing
copy of the bill which was introduced into the
house of representatives on February 29th by
Hon. Edward B. Vreeland, duly received, and I
trust the same may become a law, for certainly
the trade at large need all the protection they can
have from the sharks and pirates in the business ;
and of all the trade abuses we have suffered, I
think the gold filled watch part of it the worst.

I do not think a personal letter from myself
to any of the watch manufacturers would carry
any weight, but I certainly will write our repre-
sentative in congress and do all I can in that
direction to help the good cause along.

Very truly yours,
SAMUEL C. TAPPIN,

President New York Retail Jewelers' Association.
Troy, N. Y.

ED. KEYSTONE :—In compliance with your let-
ter of even date, permit me to say that I am in
full accord with the bill presented to congress by
Mr. Vreeland, and can further say that it is of
vital importance to every retail jeweler in the
United States who is honest; and it will protect
the poor, ignorant immigrants who visit fake
auction sales, as they do in Boston, and get
swindled. I also think there should be something
done to prevent misleading advertising, such as
"gold laid," also "solid gold plated," etc.

Yours very truly,
E. H. DUNBAR,

Secretary Massachusetts Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.
Norwood, Mass.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I heartily approve the bill to
regulate the stamping of gold filled, gold-plated
and electro-plated watch cases as introduced, and
sincerely hope that it will become a law, as it will
protect the trade in general.

Yours truly,
C. W. SLAYBAUGH,

President Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association.
Taylorville, Ill.

ED. KEYSTONE :—We hail the corning measure
of relief in the filled watch case trouble with joy.
I very often wonder how other jewelers feel
when they are asked to meet a price on a certain
watch with a "twenty-five-year case," and then
are asked if the case will really wear twenty-five

(Continued on page 595)
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To the Watch Trade,

Gentlemen:-

March 28, 1908.

We have had so many inquiries from the dealers in watches,both retail and wholesale, from all over the country, asking us to supportthe Bill recently introduced in Congress by the Hon. Edward B. Vreeland forthe purpose of regulating the stamping of Gold Filled Watch Cases, that wefind it almost impossible to reply to each letter individually. Therefore,in order that our views on this subject may be made clear to all, we takethis opportunity of stating that we believe the Bill to be in the interestof and for the protection of the consumer and the dealer; we are heartilyin favor of its becoming a law and we shall give it our earnest support.

The necessities for such a law are too numerous to be
explained at full length in the limited space of this letter, and we
believe that.they are already so well understood and appreciated by thewatch dealers of the United States as to make it unnecessary for us to
enumerate them.

As you are aware, the custom of stamping a guarantee fora certain term of years in a Gold Filled Case has, during the past fewyears, become simply a farce and been made the means of loading on to thepublic large quantities of goods of inferior quality to the detriment ofthe legitimate watch dealers, and it is highly important that we shouldhave a law passed which will make illegal a continuation of this form of
misrepresentation and deceit.

We have had submitted to us in the past many suggestionsin the way of proposed legislation on this subject, but they have alwaysincluded some things which were impractical or undesirable, either from amanufacturing or a commercial standpoint, and the bill which has now beendrawn by Mr. Vreeland is the first one that we have seen which gives apractical solution to the somewhat complicated question, in that itprotects the interest of all parties concerned without inflicting injusticeor hardship upon any one.

While a change of this kind means a very considerableamount of trouble and expense to us in our factory, at the same time webelieve that the merits of the case are such as to warrant our undertakingit and we shall therefore render all the assistance possible to the tradein securing the enactment of this Bill.

Very truly yours,

The Keystone Watch Case Co.,

Q. M. ti7-4-79`
Secty. & Treas.
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A Bill to Regulate the Stamping of
Watch Cases

(Continued from page 593)

years. No? "Then why is it marked so?" The
customer is then treated to a half-hour's discourse
in a vain attempt to shield the jeweler and place
the lie on the manufacturer.

We all know the conditions and what made
them, and I hope we are all willing to impress this
upon our senators and representatives.

Congressman Vreeland's bill is the jewelers'
emancipation; let every one put forth effort ex-
traordinary, that it may be enacted into a law.

Thanking you for your very generous efforts,
we are, Very truly yours,

J. E. Joss,
Secretary Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Copy of your circular letter
of 20th inst. is at hand. In response to ■ our re-
quest for an expression of opinion, would say:
The legislation introduced by Mr. Vreeland would
no doubt be of value in clearing the situation in
the jewelry business if it be properly enforced as
a law when enacted. In order to accomplish this,
I still think official inspectors of weights, meas-
ures and qualities should be provided by law
(could be combined with food and drug inspector-
ship if deemed wise). I still think, as I did when
at Chicago, that State laws and State officials
would be most effective, in that the people would
take more notice and the officials would be
"nearer" the people.

I also am yet of the opinion that the legisla-
tion should apply to all gold filled and plated
goods and also to silver-plated goods. The sing-
ling out of the watch case industry seems absurd
when the same fraud is, if possible, more shame-
lessly practised in the chain, brooch, bracelet, but-
ton and all other "filled" jewelry industries.

By all means, let us have the legislation pro-
posed, and let it be broad enough that it may not
smack of "special" legislation; and let it be
strengthened by a corps of conscientious, scien-
tifically qualified officials whose duty it shall be to
use the laws so enacted for the protection of the
consumer. Respectfully,

A. C. GRAUL,
President Penna. Retail Jewelers' Association.
Sharpsburg, Pa.

ED. KEYSTONE : —The writer read with great
interest the bill introduced in congress by Hon.
Edward B. Vreeland regulating the stamping of
gold filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch
cases. The bill, as far as it goes, is good; but
why not make it cover all plated and gold filled
goods? Our association has taken the stand from
its organization that all goods sold by jewelers
should bear not only the mark of quality, but that
plated goods should bear a stamp indicating the
thickness of such plate, and it should be a mis-
demeanor to stamp them otherwise than the actu-
ally were. If an article of jewelry was stamped
one-fourth, one-twelfth, or one-ten-thousandth
along with the quality of gold used there need be
no guarantee by the manufacturer. Then let the
retailer guarantee or not, as he thinks best. Now
is the time. Let us have an amendment to this
bill covering all plated and filled jewelry and silver-
plated ware. Not until such a law is passed will
the honest retail jeweler be able to meet compe-
tition with the cheap fakir and the mail-order and
department stores.

Respectfully yours,
C. S. WILEY,

Secretary Penna. Retail Jewelers' Association.
Pittsburg, Pa.

En. KEYSTONE :—In reply to your favor of the
2oth inst. regarding the bill to regulate the stamp-
ing of gold filled, gold-plated and electro-plated
watch cases, will say : It certainly appears to be
a necessity to enact a law which will afford the
purchasing public sonic protection from dishonest
manufacturers, as well as putting all manufac-
turers on the same basis as regards the standard
of quality to be maintained.

Under present conditions a man may make a
case into the construction of which will enter any
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amount of gold which he may determine, and
guarantee it to wear for any term of years which
he may wish. To the average customer in a retail
jewelry store all gold filled cases which are guar-
anteed to wear for the same number of years are
nresumed to be of the same value and desirability.
Dealers of established reputation, for the protec-
tion of their own interests, are careful about what
kind of gold filled cases they recommend. For
ourselves, we have always left out of stock the
cheaper gold filled cases, for the reason that we
did not think they would wear the specified num-
ber of years. If jewelers generally would re-
member that they are adding their own personal
guarantee to that of the manufacturer, fewer
of these cheap cases would have been sold. Many
of the manufacturers seem to be taking long
chances; they figure that the purchaser may lose
it ; or he may sell it, or trade it; or he may have
it run over by a train of cars. If the worst does
happen and it is returned, they will make it
good. The jeweler cannot afford to be a party
in such a business.

Then, again, it is very discouraging to the
retail jeweler who tries to protect his customers'
interests to continually hear that Blank sells a
twenty-year case with such a movement for two
or three dollars less than he sells some standard
make. Even though the customer finds out in
the course of a year or two that he has been
duped, he will be of the sonic opinion regarding
filled cases—that they are the same, no matter
by whom made or by whom sold. He cannot
realize that his experience would have been en-
tirely different had he made his purchase in the
store where they asked a little higher price but
were prepared to deliver a much better article.

As in the first place he believed all gold filled
cases guaranteed for the same length of time to
be equally valuable, so now, with a worn-out case,
his opinion is the same.

The writer himself, and the corporation
Evans & Sons, of which he is a member, are
heartily in favor of the proposed bill, and hope
for its speedy passage.

Yours very truly,
C. T. EVA NS,

Secretary Utica, N. Y., Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.
Utica, N. Y.

ED. KEYSTONE :—In reply to your circular let-
ter in regard to the stamping of quality and
thickness of gold on watch cases, I will say that
I am a firm believer in having watch cases
stamped according to the bill introduced by Hon.
Edward B. Vreeland.

This bill provides for the very thing that the
jeweiers have demanded or requested at all the
association meetings that I have attended, and I
am certain that the entire trade will support
the parties who are making the effort to have this
bill passed.

I shall take action to have this brought to
the attention of the associations in the Central
States with the least delay possible.

Hoping for the success of the act, I remain,
Very truly yours,

N. NIELSON.
Secretary-treasurer Iowa Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

Harlan, Iowa.

ED. KEYSTONE : —The proposed stamping law
for gold filled watch cases is what the retail
jeweler needs and has needed for years. Pos-
sibly you will remember that I wrote several
articles for the trade papers on this same subject
and wrote editorials on it in the Iowa Retail
Jewelers' Bulletin, of which I was editor and
manager. I also brought it up before the last
State convention, and asked the association to
adopt a resolution asking for a stamping act
compelling manufacturers to adopt a quality and
quantity mark or stamp instead of a term guar-
antee. I used the expression that we want to
buy gold on the case and not the manufacturer's
opinion as to how long it will wear. I assure
you I shall do all in my power to get the bill
passed by our national congress.

Owing to the fact that one manufacturer
puts on one-half the amount of gold on the
same size and style of a watch case that another
manufacturer does, and the fact that both cases
are guaranteed for the same length of time, makes
it a difficult matter to sell the better grades of

cases, as the buyer or consumer does not know
the discrepancy of gold and relies on the term
guarantee. The cheap-John concern goes out of
business, and the retail jeweler then "has to make
good." Thirty-nine cents on an 0-size hunting
case, and stamped warranted twenty-five years,
ought to make almost anyone "sit up and take
notice." Yours respectfully,

J. H. LEPPER,
Ex-sec. and treas. Iowa Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

Mason City, Iowa.

En. KEYSTONE : —The stamping law, if carried
out to the letter, will be good for the honest
jeweler. I approve of it.

Respectfully yours,
JOHN BEETLING,

President Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ED. KEYSTONE : —In former years I used to
give my personal guarantee with each gold filled
case, until I found out that there was no gold
filled case made that would stand the wear of
twenty and twenty-five years. In fact, the printed
guarantee of sonic makes should have read twenty
or twenty-five weeks and twenty or twenty-five
months instead of so many years. I tell my cus-
tomers which make of case conies nearest to its
stamped or printed guarantee according to past
ex,pe.rience. The proposed law stamping the

and thickness of gold in each case is a
step in the right direction and has my endorse-

It places the responsibility where it be-
longs and compels the manufacturer of gold filled
cases to turn out honest goods.

Yours very truly,
FRITZ HOEFER,

Second vice-president Nebraska Retail Jewelers'
Association.
Aurora, Nebr

ED. KEYSTONE :—Your favor regarding the
Vreeland bill duly received, but had signed one
which came before yours. so thought it useless to
sign again.

Yours very truly,
L. C. EISENS MIT H,

President Kentucky Retail Jewelers' Association.
Newport, Ky.

ED. KEYSTONE :—We beg to acknowledge re-
ceipt of your recent favor, and wish to say that
we have already signed a favorable opinion re-
garding a bill to regulate the stamping of gold
filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch cases
and sent same to Hon. Edward B. Vreeland.

Yours truly,
C. L. RUTH,

Vice-president Alabama Retail Jewelers' Ass'''.
Montgomery, Ala.

En. KEYSTONE :—Answering your inquiry of
March 20th, will say that we need a rigid, honest
stamping law. Yours truly,

C. C. STEVENSON,
Secretary Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association.
Pittsburg, Kans.

ED. KEYSTONE : —Yours of the 20th inst. at
hand. In reply, would say that I am opposed to
the legislation as proposed, for the following
reasons :

First.—The public, having been educated to
buy filled cases upon their "wear guarantee,"
would not buy any without it.

Second.—This would compel the retailer to
give his own personal guarantee, which no na-
tional law can prohibit, making it worse—ten
times worse than before.

Third.—Any manufacturer could make a pri-
vate contract with dealers to replace his cases
within a certain length of time.

Fourth.—No one can tell the thickness of
gold in a case after it is made.

Fifth.—Section 3 says only persons who
"knowingly" violate the bill shall be guilty, mak-
ing the whole law a farce.

Now, Mr. Editor, I am using strong language,
and would like to agree with Mr. Vreeland. But
if we are going to have any laws passed on this
subject, they should be thorough and not become
a dead letter. Why not make the law such that
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a twenty-year guaranteed case shall have a certain
thickness of gold that makers know will wear
twenty years, and have thickness of gold and
quality of same all stamped on case with the
guarantee.

I shall not, however, take any steps against
this bill, though I feel strongly tempted to do so,
as I assure you I believe this bill will kill not only
dishonest but also all filled case business, and we
will sell more gold ones hereafter, and it will
give us retailers a chance to educate the public
to buy the real thing.

Yours truly,
R. C. BERNAU,

President North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.
Treas. American National Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

Greensboro, N. C.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have read carefully the
copy of a bill to regulate the stamping of gold
filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch cases,
introduced in the house of representatives by
Hon. Edward B. Vreeland.

The only question that would arise in my
mind is : Would it not be better to stamp the rel-
ative proportion of gold of which the case is com-
posed, such as one-twentieth, one-tenth, one-fif-
teenth, etc.? However it may seem best to word
the act, it is an essential one to the legitimate
jeweler, and should have the hearty endorsement
of the trade. Sincerely yours,

A. E. MACUEN,
Secretary New Hampshire Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

Bristol, N. H.

ED. KEYSTONE : — Your communication to
hand. You ask me for my idea on the stamping
of gold filled watch cases. I think the bill you
speak of would be the worst thing that could
happen. It is just right as it is. To take the
guarantee out of the case would mean a lot of
hard work for us poor jewelers, as I would as
leave undertake to preach a sermon every time
a customer came in as to try to convince him a
case is guaranteed for twenty years if he could
not see it there before his eyes sticking in the
case. We have a hard enough time as it is now.
Besides I have never had a factory to refuse to
replace one when it showed any wear at all.
Besides, I think the National Retail Jewelers'
Association can adjust anything that would come
up wrong if any case factory falls short and don't
stand to what it promised to do. I will write
our members and ask them for their views, and
if they decide as I have I will get them to write
our senators and representatives to vote against it.

Respectfully yours,
E. A. SHORT,

President Arkansas Retail Jewelers' Association.
Prescott, Ark.

En. KEYSTONE :—I am in receipt of your cir-
cular letter of March 20th regarding a bill to
regulate the stamping of gold filled, gold-plated
and electro-plated watch cases. I would think
it unnecessary for you to question the position
of any legitimate jeweler in regard to such a bill,
which in reality only serves to place our manu-
facturers of filled and plated goods on the same
basis that we now find the manufacturers of solid
gold goods. Personally, my idea goes beyond
the provisions of this bill, and, without knowing
if such a provision would be constitutional or
not, it was my intention to place it before our
Territorial Retail Jewelers' Association at our
meeting next August in this way: That we solicit
the co-operation of some of our stronger organ-
izations in the effort to bring about a law that
will prohibit or prevent the advertising, or rather
fake advertising, of watch cases in the manner
usually found in the advertisements of mail-order
house, such as solid rolled-gold plate, solid gold-
stiffened, and various misleading names applied
to worthless goods. These names are frequently
printed upon slips and inserted within watch cases
with the intent to deceive the purchaser of the
real quality of such goods ; and by no means is
this confined to the advertising of the watch cases
alone, for we frequently see goods advertised as
solid G. silver or solid N. silver which have no
right to the name of silver whatever. But, more
to the point of your question, I can promise you
that we will heartily co-operate with this effort
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to the fullest extent possible with our newly
formed organization.

Very truly yours,
ROBT. J. TAUPERT,

President New Mexico Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.
Las Vegas, N. M.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Relative to the bill to regu-
late the stamping of gold filled watch cases, will
say I am most heartily in favor of this and other
measures that tend to hold up the standard of
quality in jewelry and silverware lines.

The tendency of the last few years seems to
have been to manufacture articles as cheaply as
possible without any regard to real quality, and I
think if the law requires the stamping of watch
cases as prescribed in the bill, it will have a
tendency to raise the standard of the goods and
make it easier for the retail jeweler to sell gold
filled cases of real merit.

I am writing to our congressmen and sen-
ators in Washington to support this bill, as you
suggested in your letter.

Yours very truly,
FRANK LEBRON, JR.,

Frank LeBron Jewelry Co.
Keokuk, Iowa.

ED. KEYSTONE :—The bill to regulate the
stamping of gold filjed, gold-plated and electro-
plated watch cases, introduced in the house of
representatives by Hon. Edward B. Vreeland,
should be passed without a dissenting vote, be-
cause it is for the benefit of the people as well as
the honest jewelers.

It will harm nobody but the unscrupulous
manufacturers, auctioneers and fakirs, who, like
highway robbers, have been filching money out of
the pockets of the people for many years. Every
honest manufacturer, jobber, jeweler, trade paper
publisher and the entire public should cry out
aloud to our senators and representatives, "Pass
this bill !" Yours truly,

A. L. THOMA,
Piqua, Ohio. A. Thoma & Son.

ED. KEYSTONE:—Your favor March 20th to
hand. In reply, would say that I am writing our
senators and congressmen, soliciting their support
in favor of the bill introduced by Congressman
Edward B. Vreeland to regulate the stamping of
gold filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch
cases. I shall also write to each of the case man-
ufacturers, asking their opinion of the above bill.

I feel that every manufacturer, every jobber,
every retailer and every consumer of watch cases
should hail with delight the passage of this bill.

Yours truly,
Lancaster, Ohio. H. R. BOVING.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am in favor of passing
such law and will work for it with all my heart
and soul. This bill is a just one and ought to be
supported by every honest jeweler.

In order to make this bill complete, I would
suggest to add all kinds of plated jewelry, such
as watch chains, lockets, cuff links, brooches, pins,
beads, etc. The above articles need just as much
attention as the watch cases—even more—as the
small jewelry is sold a good deal more than
watch cases.

I have already written to Hon. Edward B.
Vreeland and will write to our representatives in
Washington my approval of the above bill.

Yours very truly,
S. KRONHOLTZ.

Stamford, Conn.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Your letter and the enclosed
watch case bill were received by me, and it is
with a great deal of pleasure that I note the
efforts being made to better the conditions in our
trade. The abuse which this bill is intended to
correct has been one of the most serious with
which the legitimate and honest dealer has had
to contend. The objects of the bill are so clearly
in the interest of the consumer as well as the
dealer that it seems to me the bill should have
little or no opposition if properly brought to the
attention of the several senators and representa-
tives.

I have not written the various watch case
manufacturers, because I feel sure of the posi-
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tion they would take in their reply. At various
times since I have been in the business I have
received the assurance through letters and adver-
tisements from at least a great majority of these
manufacturers that they were doing all in their
power to protect us, not only in the quality of the
goods, but from all forms of unfair competition.

Hoping for the success of the bill and thank-
ing you for your efforts in its behalf, I beg to
remain, Yours very truly,

CLAUD WHEELER.
Columbia, Mo.

ED. KEYSTONE :—We have to-day written to a
number of watch case makers, as per your sug-
gestion, requesting them to support the Vreeland
bill, as we fully believe that this bill should be-
come a law. Thanking you for the interest taken
in behalf of the trade, we are,

Yours very truly,
ARTHUR A. EVERTS CO.

Dallas, Texas.

En. KEYSTONE :—You have my hearty support
in the measure that is now before the congress of
the United States to compel manufacturers of
watch cases to truthfully stamp the cases as to
what proportion of gold they may contain. It will
be the only means to do away with misrepresenta-
tion by irresponsible manufacturers and retail
dealers. The measure now proposed ought to
have the hearty support of every honest manu-
facturer and dealer engaged in the sale of watch
cases. Very respectfully,

SIG. HESS.
Jacksonville, Fla.

ED. KEYSTONE :—In response to yours of the
20th inst., asking for our opinion on the benefits
of a stamping law to regulate the gold filled watch
case business, we are of the opinion that the
stamp which guarantees the case to wear twenty
or twenty-five years should be done away with.
We believe that all the reliable standard watch
cases should be made upon honor, and so guar-
anteed to the trade, and the dealers in turn guar-
antee them to their customers. We are of the
opinion that the watch case manufacturers of this
country should not stultify themselves by going
before the lawmaking bodies and asking for a
law to make them deal fairly and honestly with
the public.

We believe, on the contrary, that these manu-
facturers should set a high standard of business
morals. THE KEYSTONE has for years been advo-
cating such a standard of business ethics. Does
anyone suppose for a moment that the great
standard watch case manufacturers of this coun-
try could not, if they so desired, get together and
agree among themselves that they will make
honest goods? Goods that are just as they rep-
resent them to the public. They get together of
the price, why not on quality? All these and a
few more questions we would like to have TnE
KEYSTONE answer.

We would like to have THE KEYSTONE tell us
what will happen to the regular jeweler when all
the goods in our line carry a stamp of the exact
quality. We mould like to know if all who stop
and think do not know in their own hearts that
this will be the beginning of the end of the regu-
lar jeweler if these men carry out their plan and
get the law on their side to do it.

Who is it that has for years stood up behind
the counter and sold these watch cases? We want
to remind the case makers that it has been our
recommend to the public that has sold these cases
and not the manufacturers', for we could have,
in nine cases out of ten, sold anything we would
guarantee.

The case maker has, it is true, in turn "made
good" to us, which is proper; but he should and
would do this on honor and by a trade stamp
known to the trade only.

If there is anything in this wide world that
is of value to a jeweler it is the fact that he is
the man whom the public looks upon as the "man
who knows." Take this asset away and you have
the poor jeweler "cinched." His strict. integrity
and square dealing is what gains for him public
confidence, and the people now, under present
conditions, prefer to deal with hint. But you
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change this condition and stamp a complete line
of goods such as are carried by every jeweler
with a lawful stamp, and the public who now
want the opinion of the "man who knows" will
snap their fingers at him and go buy of the de-
partment store girl, who is not required to know
anything about it. She may even be deaf and
dumb ; all she would have to do is to point to the
stamp on the article, and the customer could tell
the quality, knowing there is a law in this coun-
try that the manufacturing companies dare not
violate. When this time comes, brother jewelers,
prepare to close out your business, for others
beside the expert will sell the goods. There will
be no further use for the expert opinion. The
only place for him will be at the bench. He will
no longer be needed behind the counter.

Now, in just a few words, let us give the
watch case makers of this country some advice
along the lines that THE KEYSTONE has been ad-
vising the retail jewelers for so many years.

Get together, gentlemen, and agree among
yourselves that you will make a good 14 K. filled
case of a certain required thickness of gold, so
the same will wear twenty-five years, and one
to K. that will wear twenty years. Then put your
price on these goods that will net you a fair
profit, and stick to the price.

vs/e, as retailers, do not care what the price
is that you put on, just so you keep it there and
not be changing every little while. Make the
price uniform to all. Then, again, promise the
retailer you will make good any case that happens
to fall below the average. After having done
this, then make a line of cheap cases and stamp
those cases five-year cases, so that no one can sell
them for good ones, and you will have solved
the problem.

Laws to prohibit this or that in the fields of
merchandising do not prevent the swindler from
getting in his graft. They never have, and they
never will. A good code of business ethics
alonr with the association environments will be
worth more to the jewelry business as a whole
in this country than all the laws that can be
passed.

In conclusion. You asked for our opinion,
and we don't think you will have any trouble to
interpret it after reading this.

We do not wish to convey the impression
that we are speaking or voicing the sentiments of
the entire Minnesota Jewelers' Association. We
give you this as our personal view.

Respectfully, A. E. BARKER,
President Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Yours of March 20th duly
received. I will give you very briefly my ideas
regarding the watch case bill, and I wish you to
consider this entirely personal and in no sense
official, as I do not wish to be quoted in any
manner regarding this measure other than in a
personal way.

I ant heartily in accord with any measure pro-
viding for the honest stamping of any manufac-
tured product so long as it is not a compulsory
stamping law. This I should not favor, as I
believe it would have a tendency to take the busi-
ness away from the retail jeweler and throw it to
the department store. I think, however, in this
case it would be highly advisable to delay this
matter until after the Cincinnati convention, and
especially until after it had been published in the
various trade journals, and time given to bring
out the ideas of at least a small proportion of the
retail jewelers. I do not believe in hurriedly
passing legislative matters of such extreme im-
portance. I can assure you that my interests
are with the bill and that I shall not work for its
defeat. However, I shall at this time endeavor
to have it held up until such time as our legis-
lators shall be able to find out how the retailers
whom it affects to a large extent feel about the
matter. Respectfully yours,

I. M. RADABAUGH,
Secretary American National Retail Jewelers'

Association and secretary Minnesota Retail
Jewelers' Association.
Hastings, Minn.

ED. KEYSTONE :—The executive committee re-
ferred your communication to the legislative com-
mittee and it will come it,p for general discussion
at our annual meeting; Tarte 9th, loth and i nit
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Tt is very important that this should receive the
attention of the retail jewelers and our committee
sees the advisability of such a law.

Respect fully yours,
C. E. RANGE,

Secretary Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association.
Trenton, MO,

ED. KEYSTONE :—We are heartily in favor of
the passage of the law relating to the stamping of
filled watch cases, and will do what we can to
help it along. Yours truly,

SAMUEL H. KIRBY & SONS.
New Haven, Conn.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Your letter of March 20th
to hand and carefully read. I, as a member of
the Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association and
secretary of that organization, and also a delegate
to Chicago national convention of last year, ap-
prove the stamping law to the letter, with the
amendment made by the national executive com-
mittee. The Alabama Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion met at Mobile, Ala., on February 28th and
endorsed this legislation, and also asked that each
member give aid by asking their congressmen and
senators to help to pass the bill.

Yours truly,
MAX ROBINSON,

Secretary Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association.
Birmingham, Alit.

Some who have expressed approval of

the bill have withheld from us permission

to publish their letters, while others referred

the matter to their associations with prom-

ise of favorable action.

It will be seen from the above com-

munications that the sentiment of the retail

trade is overwhelmingly in favor of the

bill. The suggestion that the law b made

to cover other gold filled goods than watch

cases is a natural one, but reforms of this

character must be achieved gradually or

not at all. The present bill is a natural

sequel to the national stamping law, and

both together will constitute an irresistible

argument for further reforms.

Of all those who have favored us with

their views, only four express opposition to

the measure : R. C. Bernau, of Greensboro,

N. C. ; A. E. Barker, of Minneapolis, Minn.,

and E. A. Short and J. W. Johnson, of

Prescott, Ark. The objections of the Pres-

cott jewelers are so similar that the letter

of Mr. Short well serves the purpose of

both. By way of answer to these objec-

tions, we need only suggest perusal of the

other letters. We might add, however, that

Mr. Bernau's point, "that it is impossible

to tell the thickness of gold in the case," is

not well taken, as this is perfectly feasible.

As National President Mack A. Hurl-

but and others suggest, the discontinuance

of the guarantee will doubtless call for some

explanation for a time ; but a statement of

the facts will reassure any reasoning cus-

tomer, and the reputation of the jeweler

should do the rest. The elimination of the

guarantee will, in fact, allow the jeweler to

make the most of his reputation, as several

of our correspondents rightly hold.

As to stamping the guarantee in the

case with the quality and thickness of gold,
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this would, of course, be impossible, as the

government could not undertake to say that

a certain thickness of gold would wear for

any definite period. As to the pos-

sibility of the manufacturers making

a contract with dealers to replace their

cases within a certain length of time, we

do not see the relevancy of the argument,

as this would apply to any commodity or

class of goods as well as filled watch cases.

As to Mr. Barker's communication, re-

ceived as we go to press, limitation of

space compels us to withhold extended com-

ment at this time. We would say, however,

that his letter is a re-enumeration of prac-

tically all the arguments which were used

in opposition to the national stamping law

and which have not been upheld by trade

experience since the passage of that meas-

ure. In regard to the suggested general

agreement among watch case makers and

the "built-on-honor" proposition, Mr. Bar-

ker presumes an ideal condition which, we

fear, can never exist, and which if it did

exist, would be liable to disruption at any

moment under pressure of business exigen-

cies. But presupposing the possibility of

such an agreement, how, may we ask, with-

out a stamping law, could Mr. Barker regu-

late those manufacturers who would start in

business to do the very thing which the

reputable manufacturers might agree not

to do? Such concerns now exist, and the

fact that they do exist is sufficient proof

of the impracticability of Mr. Barker's

idealistic plan—a plan, we may add, which

has a "trust" flavor strangely out of tune

with the sentiment of the times.

Knowing the jewelers as we do, we

believe we can say for them that they wish

no special favors. Eliminate from their

particular field the possibilities of deceit,

and they are willing to take their chances

in fair and open competition with any corn-

petitor. More than this they can not and

should not expect. As to making the stamp-

ing compulsory, it is the opinion of those

versed in such legislative matters that in-

sistence on compulsion or the extension of

the measure to cover all gold filled goods

would endanger the passage of the bill.

The letters above published show a re-

markable and quite natural consensus of

opinion among the trade in regard to the

desirability of this legislation, and the

proper step for all who desire its passage

would be to communicate with their con-

gressmen and senators at Washington, en-

listing their support. The fact is that the

trade have now presented to them an oppor-

tunity to strike a telling blow in their own

behalf, and self-interest suggests the neces-

sity of prompt action.
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a twenty-year guaranteed case shall have a certain
thickness of gold that makers know will wear
twenty years, and have thickness of gold and
quality of same all stamped on case with the
guarantee.

I shall not, however, take any steps against
this bill, though I feel strongly tempted to do so,
as I assure you I believe this bill will kill not only
dishonest but also all filled case business, and we
will sell more gold ones hereafter, and it will
give us retailers a chance to educate the public
to buy the real thing.

Yours truly,
R. C. BERNAU,

President North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.
Treas. American National Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

Greensboro, N. C.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have read carefully the
copy of a bill to regulate the stamping of gold
filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch cases,
introduced in the house of representatives by
Hon. Edward B. Vreeland.

The only question that would arise in my
mind is : Would it not be better to stamp the rel-
ative proportion of gold of which the case is com-
posed, such as one-twentieth, one-tenth, one-fif-
teenth, etc.? However it may seem best to word
the act, it is an essential one to the legitimate
jeweler, and should have the hearty endorsement
of the trade. Sincerely yours,

A. E. MACUEN,
Secretary New Hampshire Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.

Bristol, N. H.

ED. KEYSTONE : — Your communication to
hand. You ask me for my idea on the stamping
of gold filled watch cases. I think the bill you
speak of would be the worst thing that could
happen. It is just right as it is. To take the
guarantee out of the case would mean a lot of
hard work for us poor jewelers, as I would as
leave undertake to preach a sermon every time
a customer came in as to try to convince him a
case is guaranteed for twenty years if he could
not see it there before his eyes sticking in the
case. We have a hard enough time as it is now.
Besides I have never had a factory to refuse to
replace one when it showed any wear at all.
Besides, I think the National Retail Jewelers'
Association can adjust anything that would come
up wrong if any case factory falls short and don't
stand to what it promised to do. I will write
our members and ask them for their views, and
if they decide as I have I will get them to write
our senators and representatives to vote against it.

Respectfully yours,
E. A. SHORT,

President Arkansas Retail Jewelers' Association.
Prescott, Ark.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am in receipt of your cir-
cular letter of March 20th regarding a bill to
regulate the stamping of gold filled, gold-plated
and electro-plated watch cases. I would think
it unnecessary for you to question the position
of any legitimate jeweler in regard to such a bill,
which in reality only serves to place our manu-
facturers of filled and plated goods on the same
basis that we now find the manufacturers of solid
gold goods. Personally, my idea goes beyond
the provisions of this bill, and, without knowing
if such a provision would be constitutional or
not, it was my intention to place it before our
Territorial Retail Jewelers' Association at our
meeting next August in this way : That we solicit
the co-operation of some of our stronger organ-
izations in the effort to bring about a law that
will prohibit or prevent the advertising, or rather
fake advertising, of watch cases in the manner
usually found in the advertisements of mail-order
house, such as solid rolled-gold plate, solid gold-
stiffened, and various misleading names applied
to worthless goods. These names are frequently
printed upon slips and inserted within watch cases
with the intent to deceive the purchaser of the
real quality of such goods ; and by no means is
this confined to the advertising of the watch cases
alone, for we frequently see goods advertised as
solid G. silver or solid N. silver which have no
right to the name of silver whatever. But, more
to the point of your question, I can promise you
that we will heartily co-operate with this effort
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to the fullest extent possible with our newly
formed organization.

Very truly yours,
ROBT. J. TAUPERT,

President New Mexico Retail Jewelers' Ass'n.
Las Vegas, N. M.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Relative to the bill to regu-
late the stamping of gold filled watch cases, will
say I am most heartily in favor of this and other
measures that tend to hold up the standard of
quality in jewelry and silverware lines.

The tendency of the last few years seems to
have been to manufacture articles as cheaply as
possible without any regard to real quality, and I
think if the law requires the stamping of watch
cases as prescribed in the bill, it will have a
tendency to raise the standard of the goods and
make it easier for the retail jeweler to sell gold
filled cases of real merit.

I am writing to our congressmen and sen-
ators in Washington to support this bill, as you
suggested in your letter.

Yours very truly,
FRANK LEBRON, JR.,

Frank LeBron Jewelry Co.
Keokuk, Iowa.

ED. KEYSTONE :—The bill to regulate the
stamping of gold filled, gold-plated and electro-
plated watch cases, introduced in the house of
representatives by Hon. Edward B. Vreeland,
should be passed without a dissenting vote, be-
cause it is for the benefit of the people as well as
the honest jewelers.

It will harm nobody but the unscrupulous
manufacturers, auctioneers and fakirs, who, like
highway robbers, have been filching money out of
the pockets of the people for many years. Every
honest manufacturer, jobber, jeweler, trade paper
publisher and the entire public should cry out
aloud to our senators and representatives, "Pass
this bill !" Yours truly,

A. L. THOMA,
Piqua, Ohio. A. Thoma & Son.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Your favor March 20th to
hand. In reply, would say that I am writing our
senators and congressmen, soliciting their support
in favor of the bill introduced by Congressman
Edward B. Vreeland to regulate the stamping of
gold filled, gold-plated and electro-plated watch
cases. I shall also write to each of the case man-
ufacturers, asking their opinion of the above bill.

I feel that every manufacturer, every jobber,
every retailer and every consumer of watch cases
should hail with delight the passage of this bill.

Yours truly,
Lancaster, Ohio. H. R. BoviNG.

ED. KEYSTONE :-I am in favor of passing
such law and will work for it with all my heart
and soul. This bill is a just one and ought to be
supported by every honest jeweler.

In order to make this bill complete, I would
suggest to add all kinds of plated jewelry, such
as watch chains, lockets, cuff links, brooches, pins,
beads, etc. The above articles need just as much
attention as the watch cases—even more—as the
small jewelry is sold a good deal more than
watch cases.

I have already written to Hon. Edward B.
Vreeland and will write to our representatives in
Washington my approval of the above bill.

Yours very truly,
S. KRONHOLTZ.

Stamford, Conn.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Your letter and the enclosed
watch case bill were received by me, and it is
with a great deal of pleasure that I note the
efforts being made to better the conditions in our
trade. The abuse which this bill is intended to
correct has been one of the most serious with
which the legitimate and honest dealer has had
to contend. The objects of the bill are so clearly
in the interest of the consumer as well as the
dealer that it seems to me the bill should have
little or no opposition if properly brought to the
attention of the several senators and representa-
tives.

I have not written the various watch case
manufacturers, because I feel sure of the posi-
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tion they would take in their reply. At various
times since I have been in the business I have
received the assurance through letters and adver-
tisements from at least a great majority of these
manufacturers that they were doing all in their
power to protect us, not only in the quality of the
goods, but from all forms of unfair competition.

Hoping for the success of the bill and thank-
ing you for your efforts in its behalf, I beg to
remain, Yours very truly,

CLAUD WHEELER.
Columbia, Mo.

ED. KEYSTONE :—We have to-day written to a
number of watch case makers, as per your sug-
gestion, requesting them to support the Vreeland
bill, as we fully believe that this bill should be-
come a law. Thanking you for the interest taken
in behalf of the trade, we are,

Yours very truly,
ARTHUR A. EVERTS CO.

Dallas, Texas.

ED. KEYSTONE :—You have my hearty support
in the measure that is now before the congress of
the United States to compel manufacturers of
watch cases to truthfully stamp the cases as to
what proportion of gold they may contain. It will
be the only means to do away with misrepresenta-
tion by irresponsible manufacturers and retail
dealers. The measure now proposed ought to
have the hearty support of every honest manu-
facturer and dealer engaged in the sale of watch
cases. Very respectfully,

SIG. HESS.
Jacksonville, Fla.

ED. KEYSTONE :—III response to yours of the
2oth inst., asking for our opinion on the benefits
of a stamping law to regulate the gold filled watch
case business, we are of the opinion that the
stamp which guarantees the case to wear twenty
or twenty-five years should be done away with.
We believe that all the reliable standard watch
cases should be made upon honor, and so guar-
anteed to the trade, and the dealers in turn guar-
antee them to their customers. We are of the
opinion that the watch case manufacturers of this
country should not stultify themselves by going
before the lawmaking bodies and asking for a
law to make them deal fairly and honestly with
the public.

We believe, on the contrary, that these manu-
facturers should set a high standard of business
morals. THE KEYSTONE has for years been advo-
cating such a standard of business ethics. Does
anyone suppose for a moment that the great
standard watch case manufacturers of this coun-
try could not, if they so desired, get together and
agree among themselves that they will make
honest goods? Goods that are just as they rep-
resent them to the public. They get together of
the price, why not on quality? All these and a
few more questions we would like to have TriE
KEYSTONE answer.

We would like to have THE KEYSTONE tell us
what will happen to the regular jeweler when all
the goods in our line carry a stamp of the exact
quality. We .would like to know if all who stop
and think do not know in their own hearts that
this will be the beginning of the end of the regu-
lar jeweler if these men carry out their plan and
get the law on their side to do it.

Who is it that has for years stood up behind
the counter and sold these watch cases? We want
to remind the case makers that it has been our
recommend to the public that has sold these cases
and not the manufacturers', for we could have,
in nine cases out of ten, sold anything we would
guarantee.

The case maker has, it is true, in turn "made
good" to us, which is proper ; but he should and
would do this on honor and by a trade stamp
known to the trade only.

If there is anything in this wide world that
is of value to a jeweler it is the fact that he is
the man whom the public looks upon as the "man
who knows." Take this asset away and you have
the poor jeweler "cinched." His strict. integrity
and square dealing is what gains for him public
confidence, and the people now, under present
conditions, prefer to deal with hint. But you
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change this condition and stamp a complete line
of goods such as are carried by every jeweler
with a lawful stamp, and the public who now
want the opinion of the "man who knows" will
snap their fingers at him and go buy of the de-
partment store girl, who is not required to know
anything about it. She may even be deaf and
dumb ; all she would have to do is to point to the
stamp on the article, and the customer could tell
the quality, knowing there is a law in this coun-
try that the manufacturing companies dare not
violate. When this time comes, brother jewelers,
prepare to close out your business, for others
beside the expert will sell the goods. There will
be no further use for the expert opinion. The
only place for him will be at the bench. He will
no longer be needed behind the counter.

Now, in just a few words, let us give the
watch case makers of this country some advice
along the lines that THE KEYSTONE has been ad-
vising the retail jewelers for so many years.

Get together, gentlemen, and agree among
yourselves that you will make a good 54 K. filled
case of a certain required thickness of gold, so
the same will wear twenty-five years, and one
To K. that will wear twenty years. Then put your
price on these goods that will net you a fair
profit, and stick to the price.

We, as retailers, do not care what the price
is that you put on, just so you keep it there and
not be changing every little while. Make the
price uniform to all. Then, again, promise the
retailer you will make good any case that happens
to fall below the average. After having done
this, then make a line of cheap cases and stamp
those cases five-year cases, so that no one can sell
them for good ones, and you will have solved
the problem.

Laws to prohibit this or that in the fields of
merchandising do not prevent the swindler from
getting in his graft. They never have, and they
never will. A good code of business ethics
alone- with the association environments will be
worth more to the jewelry business as a whole
in this country than all the laws that can be
passed.

In conclusion. You asked for our opinion,
and we don't think you will have any trouble to
interpret it after reading this.

We do not wish to convey the impression
that we are speaking or voicing the sentiments of
the entire Minnesota Jewelers' Association. We
give you this as our personal view.

Respectfully, A. E. BARKER,
President Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Yours of March 20th duly
received. I will give you very briefly my ideas
regarding the watch case bill, and I wish you to
consider this entirely personal and in no sense
official, as I do not wish to be quoted in any
manner regarding this measure other than in a
personal way.

I am heartily in accord with any measure pro-
viding for the honest stamping of any manufac-
tured product so long as it is not a compulsory
stamping law. This I should not favor, as I
believe it would have a tendency to take the busi-
ness away from the retail jeweler and throw it to
the department store. I think, however, in this
case it would be highly advisable to delay this
matter until after the Cincinnati convention, and
especially until after it had been published in the
various trade journals, and time given to bring
out the ideas of at least a small proportion of the
retail jewelers. I do not believe in hurriedly
passing legislative matters of such extreme im-
portance. I can assure you that my interests
are with the bill and that I shall not work for its
defeat. However, I shall at this time endeavor
to have it held up until such time as our legis-
lators shall be able to find out how the retailers
whom it affects to a large extent feel about the
matter. Respectfully yours,

I. M. RADABAUGH,
Secretary American National Retail Jewelers'

Association and secretary Minnesota Retail
Jewelers' Association.
Hastings, Minn.

ED. KEYSTONE :—The executive committee re-
ferred your communication to the legislative corn-
mittee and it will come i for general discussion
at our annual meeting; Jtlne. 9th, Toth and T

It is very important that this should receive the
attention of the retail jewelers and our committee
sees the advisability of such a law.

Respectfully yours,
C. E. RANGE,

Secretary Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association.
Trenton, Mo.

ED. KEYSTONE :—We are heartily in favor of
the passage of the law relating to the stamping of
filled watch cases, and will do what we can to
help it along. Yours truly,

SAMUEL H. Know & SONS.
New Haven, Conn.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Your letter of March 20th
to hand and carefully read. I, as a member of
the Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association and
secretary of that organization, and also a delegate
to Chicago national convention of last year, ap-
prove the stamping law to the letter, with the
amendment made by the national executive com-
mittee. The Alabama Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion met at Mobile, Ala., on February 28th and
endorsed this legislation, and also asked that each
member give aid by asking their congressmen and
senators to help to pass the bill.

Yours truly,
MAX ROBINSON,

Secretary Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association.
Birmingham, Ala.

Some who have expressed approval of
the bill have withheld from us permission
to publish their letters, while others referred
the matter to their associations with prom-
ise of favorable action.

It will be seen from the above com-
munications that the sentiment of the retail
trade is overwhelmingly in favor of the
bill. The suggestion that the law bz made
to cover other gold filled goods than watch
cases is a natural one, but reforms of this
character must be achieved gradually or
not at all. The present bill is a natural
sequel to the national stamping law, and
both together will constitute an irresistible
argument for further reforms.

Of all those who have favored us with
their views, only four express opposition to
the measure : R. C. Bernau, of Greensboro,
N. C.; A. E. Barker, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and .E. A. Short and J. W. Johnson, of
Prescott, Ark. The objections of the Pres-
cott jewelers are so similar that the letter
of Mr. Short well serves the purpose of
both. By way of answer to these objec-
tions, we need only suggest perusal of the
other letters. We might add, however, that
Mr. Bernau's point, "that it is impossible
to tell the thickness of gold in the case," is
not well taken, as this is perfectly feasible.

As National President Mack A. Hurl-
but and others suggest, the discontinuance
of the guarantee will doubtless call for some
explanation for a time ; but a statement of
the facts will reassure any reasoning cus-
tomer, and the reputation of the jeweler
should do the rest. The elimination of the
guarantee will, in fact, allow the jeweler to
make the most of his reputation, as several
of our correspondents rightly hold.

As to stamping the guarantee in the
case with the quality and thickness of gold,
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this would, of course, be impossible, as the
government could not undertake to say that
a certain thickness of gold would wear for
any definite period. As to the pos-
sibility of the manufacturers making
a contract with dealers to replace their
cases within a certain length of time, we
do not see the relevancy of the argument,
as this would apply to any commodity or
class of goods as well as filled watch cases.

As to Mr. Barker's communication; re-
ceived as we go to press, limitation of
space compels us to withhold extended com-
ment at this time. We would say, however,
that his letter is a re-enumeration of prac-
tically all the arguments which were used
in opposition to the national stamping law
and which have not been upheld by trade
experience since the passage of that meas.-
,ure. In regard to the suggested general
agreement among watch case makers and
the "built-on-honor" proposition, Mr. Bar-
ker presumes an ideal condition which, we
fear, can never exist, and which if it did
exist, would be liable to disruption at any
moment under pressure of business exigen-
cies. But presupposing the possibility of
such an agreement, how, may we ask, with-
out a stamping law, could Mr. Barker regu-
late those manufacturers who would start in
business to do the very thing which the
reputable manufacturers might agree not
to do? Such concerns now exist, and the
fact that they do exist is sufficient proof
of the impracticability of Mr. Barker's
idealistic plan—a plan, we may add, which
has a "trust" flavor strangely out of tune
with the sentiment of the times.

Knowing the jewelers as we do, we
believe we can say for them that they wish
no special favors. Eliminate from their
particular field the possibilities of deceit,
and they are willing to take their chances
in fair and open competition with any com-
petitor. More than this they can not and
should not expect. As to making the stamp-
ing compulsory, it is the opinion of those
versed in such legislative matters that in-
sistence on compulsion or the extension of
the measure to cover all gold filled goods
would endanger the passage of the bill.

The letters above published show a re-
markable and quite natural consensus of
opinion among the trade in regard to the
desirability of this legislation, and the
proper step for all who desire its passage
would be to communicate with their con-
gressmen and senators at Washington, en-
listing their support. The fact is that the
trade have now presented to them an oppor-
tunity to strike a telling blow in their own
behalf, and self-interest suggests the neces-
sity of prompt action.
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The Latest Addition to the Select Silver Services Presented to the United
States Navy Separate Pieces of Impressive Proportions

and Artistic Design

A happy and profitable idea for the silversmiths of the United States
and the art of the designer and metal worker was the custom inaugurated
some years ago and still being fol-
lowed, of presenting to the cruisers
and battleships of our navy silver
services, the States and cities after
which the warships were named
being the donors. The list of these
gifts is DOW a long one, the latest
addition being the presentation of
a sterling silver gala and banquet
service to the United States battle-
ship, Montana, by the State hon-
ored in the name. The gift had a
special appropiateness on this occa-
sion inasmuch as Montana is one
of our leading silver producing
States. The service was furnkhed
through Huber Bros., the jewelry
firm, of Dillon, Mont., and was
designed and executed to their
order at the Reed & Barton factory,
Taunton, Mass.

This handsome service is
worthy of especial remark for the
discrimination manifested in the
selection of the pieces. Instead of
superfluous and uninteresting ser-
vice dishes, the appropiation has
been confined to generous and substantial vessels of rich and dignified
design. In point of design the service is in the style characteristic of the
great French masters of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but
without slavishly following the detail of any particular tradition, embodies
elements and motives growing out of the special circumstances attending
its inception. The historic, scenic and industrial features of the State
are illustrated by typical scenes and pictures which further exemplify by
Comparison the wonderful progress
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the most remarkable product of the silversmiths' art produced in this or any
other country. The custom of inviting designs from the great silverware
manufacturing concerns introduced the competitive spirit necessary to the
fittest work. The best available talent was in every case given the task of
furnishing these designs, while only the very highest skill was allowed to
take part in their execution. The result is a combination of art, originality
and appropriateness which has probably never been equalled. All the
leading silverware manufacturing concerns have been successful from time

to time in securing contracts to
furnish these services,. and the
work in every instance has been a
notable triumph of the American
silversmith's art. It would, in
truth, be a unique display if the
chief pieces in these services were
collected for exhibition purposes ;
though this will doubtless never
happen, it would furnish a demon-
stration of American genius in de-
sign and skill in execution such as
could not otherwise be obtained.

Sterling silver punch bowl

Sterling silver colfee two

she has achieved. The sea is repre-
sented in symbol and emblem ; the
vessel itself is commemorated on many
of the pieces and the seals of the State
and of the navy department repeatedly
testify to the official character of the
gift. The State flower, the bitter root,
is incorporated in much of the detail
of the ornament.

The pieces are all hand wrought,
of massive sterling silver and exhibit
the highest order of workmanship
throughout. The larger raised orna-
ments have been wrought separately
and applied on, as it was considered
inadvisable to break up the interior
surface of the vessels. The subsidiary
ornament is repousse in relief, and
scenes and inscriptions are etched in
most cases in relief. The exterior
finish is in gray, oxidized to show the
elaborate detail. The punch bowls,
ladles, compotiers and similar pieces
are richly gold lined.

The service comprises the follow-
ing pieces : Large punch bowl and
plateau, thirty crystal cups and ladle,
small punch bowl and ladle, pair of
candelabra, pair of compotiers, pair of
sandwich dishes, pair of fruit baskets,
pair of serving trays, pair of bottle
holders, coffee urn, cigar box.

The silver services presented to
our warships are probably altogether

injuring or stealing such articles could

Protection of the Navy's
Silverware

Although the practice of giving
to the naval vessels silver services,
punch bowls and other substantial
presents is an old one, says the
New York Sun, Secretary Metcalf,
of the navy department, has in-
formed congress that the accept-
ance of such gifts has never received
legislative sanction, and it is a
question whether a person guilty of
be punished adequately under the

present laws. The statutes form ample means for the prosecution of persons
improperly disposing of property of the United States government, but the
government apparently does not hold title to the plate that has been
presented to warships by patriotic citizens.

Sixty-eight naval vessels now have presents of various kinds, which cost
the donors all the way from $26,500, the sum paid for the Pennsylvania's
silver service, down to ko, which was paid for the books given to the
Chattanooga. Most of the presents come from namesake States or cities,
but the Bailey's
loving cup was
the gift of de-
scendants of
Admiral Bailey;
citizens of Indi-
ana gave the
Indiana's silver
service,th e an-
sas Society sup-
plied books to
t h e battleship
bearing the
State's name,
the Matyland' s
gift was bought
by public sub-
scription, the
Russian Peace
Commission
gave a punch
bowl to the May-
flower , the
Alumni Associ.
ation of Prince-
ton to the cruiser
named for their
university and
the women of
Kansas donated
an organ to the
Topeka. Sterling silver fruit basket

HY WAIT for bargain day-.? Community Silver is a bargain
every day, since you get more Man triple plate, and, therefore,

more than triple wear, at about the price of ordinary plated ware.
Don't wait. Ask your dealer for Community Silver to-day,

and furnish your table beautifully and economically.

More than triple plate More than triple wear

This is an enlarged reproduction of a full-page Community Silver advertisement, which will appear during

the months of March, April, May and June, 1908, in the leading magazines
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Rich Superior Electroliers
Cut Glass Silver-Plated Gas Portables
Ware Ware Hand-Decorated Shades

Sterling Silver

Table Service FRANCIS I
The New Reed & Barton Pattern

Photograph Books! Showing our New
Spring Designs, now ready for the trade

6;90/7
BRANCHES

38 Murray Street, New York City
717 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

allouetties_ 
in

Art Metal
(Mobs

HE VOGUE OF ART METAL GOODS was created and
fostered by the originality, beauty and variety of our line. The
salability and profit on these goods entitle them to a prominent
place among the jeweler's staple lines.

Our Jewel Cases, Clocks, Candelabras,
Candlesticks, Inks, Trays, Paper
Weights, Smoking Sets, etc.,

are finished in all the up-to-date colors, and are the most
artistic and beautiful.

We make the ONLY REAL French Bronze Finish

• In addition to our regular lines we make SOUVENIR GOODS and SPE-
CIAL DESIGNS to order. Write us if you need something in this line.

Write for our new catalogue and also a sample order. Free electros
for advertising.

THE BRAINARD & WILSON CO.
Factory and
Main Office, Danbury, Conn.

New York Office, 621 Broadway Chicago Office, 103 State Street
F. J. Foster, Manager E. A. Dorrance, Manager

TRADE MARK

STERLING

A Triumph of

Art and Skill

A DESIGN OF STATELY

ELEGANCE, TYPIFYING THE

SUPREME GRANDEUR OF

FRENCH RENAISSANT ART

Members of the Trade who have seen
this pattern, pronounce it the greatest
of all flatware patterns. Its enthusiastic
reception and instant favor have added
fresh laurels to the fame of Reed &
Barton for sterling flatware successes.

The dozen N%7ork, cutlery and principal fancy
pieces are now ready for delivery, and orders
are solicited from the regular Jewelry Trade,
to whom prices and terms will be furnished
upon recin est.

TRADE MARK

g3

STERLING

DESSERT SPOON
Front View. Exact Size

DESSERT FORK
Reverse View. Exact Size

REED & BARTON, Silversmiths
The Oldest Makers of Silverware of Repute in America

 REPRFSF-.NTEI) AT 

320 Fifth Avenuel New York 
103 State Street, Chicago

4 Maiden Lane J 296 Second Avenue, San Francisco

Offices and Factories



4./ 4,   Easter
is the time of awakening and it brings with it a revival of the

jewelry business. Many articles are called for, appropriate to the time and
season, and the jeweler should be properly supplied. We have full lines of suitable

goods : Crosses, Cuff Pins, Veil Pins, Lockets and Chains, also Fobs and Scarf Pins, etc.;
in fact, everything that may be desired in this line. They are all " Sellers " and we should
be pleased to send memo. package upon request.

Our Trade Mark
Stands for Quality

" The Rose"
and Excellence

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

THE "IF FOR ANY REASON" CHAIN LINE
IF RJR S4AiY REASON THIS GAIN
/S NOTSATISFACTORYTOTHEPIIR-
C/IASER,IT CAN BERETURNEDTOTHE
MAHER AND A NEW CHAIN WILL BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

'AUSTIN Uc STONE, INC.
eAttlebo ro. Mass.

AUSTIN AND STONE NV E,--7 NI A K

Chains, Lavallieres, Bracelets
Fobs and Friends

FOR? .1101313E12S ONLY

L 12041

e.o.V.'

B 5093 B 5100

11.00PDPATIM

CELEBRATED WATCH CHAINS

603

ALVIN PLATE

BRIDES BOUQUET

ihill■■•■•• 

The New Alvin Plate
surpasses anything ever
made in Plated Silver-

ware.

MADE IN ONE
QUALITY ONLY
THE BEST. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
Send for samples.

Price-list will be sent
to all Jewelers in the
next few days. Please
notify us if you do not

receive it.

LILY

AL,VIN MFG. CO.
SILVERSMITHS

52 Maiden Lane NEVV YORK

:!:
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BUSINESS ESTABLISHED IN 1818

TO THE DEALER:—

If you knew nothing whatever about
Cut Glass and wanted to buy the
best, what would you do?

You would look, wouldn't you, for the
largest and most perfect plant ; with
the most skilled workmen, and the
most thorough experience?

In that event you would inevitably be
led to the choice of LIBI3EY CUT
GLASS, "the world's best," since in
equipment, experience and skill the
Libbey plant is without a rival in the
whole world.

Be sure the name " LIBBEY" is
„craven in the glass

New York Salesroom, 57 Park Place

April, 1908

Figuring Profits

THE

The question of figuring profits has
again been brought up by several inquiries
received from readers as to what margin of
profit should be allowed on certain goods,
what should be classed as staples and what
otherwise, and other like queries.

It would be impossible to make a gen-
eral reply to all, as local conditions must be
considered ; but, taking a store in the usual
town of from 6000 to io,000 inhabitants
(and even applying the same proportion to
larger cities), the following plan should
prove successful.

One thing should be remembered above
all others. Try to ignore your competitor.
If it is his policy to slaughter prices, refuse
to buy from any firm who will sell him.
You may be sure that it is costing him just
as much to run his business as it costs you.
He must make a sufficient profit on the
things he doesn't slaughter to make up for
his loss on those he does, and it won't take
the people long to find this out and seek a
store where an even, legitimate profit is
charged. As nearly as possible, stick to
a one-price policy and figure an even per-
centage of profit on all lines, so that subse-
quent purchases of every article will all be
marked at the same retail price. The age
of varying prices is gone forever, much to
the relief of the retail merchant.

Suppose we use as an ex-
ample a store with a stock
representing about $1o,000
and a business running

around $20,000 a year. Now, there are cer-
tain fixed expenses which are practically the
same from year to year. Taking these and
allowing for incidentals (basing this esti-
mate on previous years), we will say there
is a total expense of $4500 per year. Of
these expenses there is, say, $15oo salary
expense to the repair men. Suppose the
repair department is kept separate from the
other business and the repairers' salaries
taken from the expenses to balance, leaving
other expenses, including rent, taxes, light
and general store expense about $3000 per
year. Allowing $2000 a year repair work
and deducting this from an estimated total
business of $2o,000, we have $18000 as the
actual merchandise sold. Now, figure in-
terest on investment at 6 per cent ($600),
and say your own time is worth $12oo per
year. Your expenses, then, outside of re-
pairers' salaries, are $3000 plus $600 inter-
est and $1200 allowance for your own sal-
ary, or a total of $4800. Your annual sales
of merchandise, then, must show a gross
profit of $4800 before you can really figure
that you have made any money. On these

An Illustrative

Case

KEYSTONE

figures this shows about 35 per cent. That
is, 35 per cent. on the cost of goods.

Some merchants figure per-
centage of profits back-
wards ; for instance, if they
do $18,000 business, with a

gross profit of $6000, they say they have
made thirty-three and one-third per cent.
profit, while they have really made 5o per
cent. on the cost of goods; $12,000 repre-
senting goods bought, one-half, or 50 per
cent. of this $6000, equals $18,000 busi-
ness.

There is no reason why a firm which
discounts its bills should not show a gross
profit of 50 per cent. and still have its prices
low enough to meet legitimate competition.
Of course, this profit must be averaged, and
while some staples will show less than this,
other fancy goods will make up the differ-
ence.

Now, as to a classification of staples
and fancy goods and the profits which
should be figured. Staples represent the
things which one might purchase for their
own use and on which a comparison of price
is possible. Fancy goods may cover those
things which are not real necessities and
where comparisons are not so likely.

Figuring on an $18,000 business, you
will find that the sales will average about as
follows :

Calculating the

Profits

Diamonds  $4,000
Watches  2,500
Jewelry  6,5oo
Sterling silver  1,500
Silverplated ware  
Novelties and toilet goods 500
Cut glass  500
Other lines  1,500

Total  $18,000

The following is a good table for
marking.

DIAMONDS : Average 25%.—Selling for $5 to

125, 5o%; $30 to $75, 33 1/3%; $75 to $200, 25%;200 upwards, usually special sales with profit
from 10% to 20%.

WATCHES : 33% to 50%.—Average about 40%.

JEWELRY : Average 6o%.—Rings, 6o% to
x00%; gold jewelry, 50% to 66%; plated jewelry,
75% to x00%.

Allowance is made here for sacrifices and
losses due to change in styles, leaving an average
of 60%.

STERLING SILVER: Average 35%. — Spoons,
forks and knives, 33 1/3%; fancy pieces and hol-
low ware, 50%.

SILVERPLATED WARE: Average so%.—Spoons,
forks, knives, 33 to 5o%; fancy flatware, 50% to
6o%; hollow ware, so% to

NOVELTIES AND TOILET WARE: Average 65%.—
Toilet goods, 50% to 75%; novelties, 75% to
100%.

CUT GLASS: Average 65%.—A few specials
where, competition is keen; for instance, bowl,
cream and sugar sets, etc., may be figured at 50%;
all the balance at 66% to x00%.

OTHER LINES : Average 65%. —Umbrellas,
65% to 75%; leather goods, 65% to T00%; pot-
tery, stationery, etc., 100%; clocks, so% to 75%;
special lines, 50% to T00%.

605

Taking the average profit in
The Total this table and the estimated
Profits sales in the various depart-

ments, and the total profits
will show about $580o, or 50 per cent., as
follows :

Sales Peruntage Profits
Diamonds  $4,000 25 $800
Watches  2,500 40 725
Jewelry  6,5oo 6o 2,500
Sterling Silver  1,500 35 450
Silverplated ware  i,000 50 350
Novelties and toilet goods 500 65 200
Cut glass  500 65 200
Other lines  1,500 65 600

---
Average Profit

Totals  $18,000 50i $5,825

If your repair department will take
care of itself as it should—that is, if the
profit on the work turned out will cover
the salaries of the workmen, who, in addi-
tion, will assist in clerking, do the free
engraving and other necessarily free work
—then your net profit for the year should
be about $moo. Now, of course, the ex-
pense figures may be put too low, and the
possibility of accumulating slow sellers
must be considered ; but in any, event profits
figured on the basis given. here will net a
good average, and, as stated before, will
not put retail prices above_ where they
should be.

To go a little further into detail : Sup-
pose you receive a shipment of sterling sil-
verware billed as follows:

12 tea spoons   $6.00
12 dessert spoons   12.00
12 dessert forks   12.00
12 dessert knives   15.00
I sugar spoon   1.00
x berry spoon   2.50
I gravy ladle   2.50
I meat fork   1.50
I lettuce fork   x .5o

$54.00
Figure spoons, etc., at thirty-three and

one-third per cent. and fancy pieces at fifty
per cent., and see what the actual average
profit is. The total of spoons, forks and
knives is $45; one-third profit ($15) is $6o.
Total of fancy pieces, $9; 50 per cent. profit
($4.50) is $13.50.

Cash discount 5 per cent. on $54
($2.70) nets $51.30 plus 50 cents express is
$51.8o cost of goods. Retail selling price,
total $73.50. The profit, therefore, amounts
to $22.50, or about 40 per cent.

All lines must be averaged in the same
way, and it will be found that the average
profit will be about as shown in the table.

There is also another mat-
ter to consider, and that is
the proportioning of stock.
It is absolutely impossible to

do this sensibly without having some check
on the amount of business done in each de-
partment.

Proportioning

the Stock

(Continued on page 807)
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if you knew nothing whatever about
Cut Glass and wanted to buy the
best, what would you do?

You would look, wouldn't you, for the
largest and most perfect plant ; with
the most skilled workmen, and the
most thorough experience?

In that event you would inevitably be
led to the choice of LIMEY CUT
GLASS, "the world's best," since in
equipment, experience and skill the
Libbey plant is without a rival in the
whole world.

Be sure the name " LI B EY " is
,,raven in the glass

The question of figuring profits has
again been brought up by several inquiries
received from readers as to what margin of
profit should be allowed on certain goods,
what should be classed as staples and what
otherwise, and other like queries.

It would be impossible to make a gen-
eral reply to all, as local conditions must be
considered ; but, taking a store in the usual
town of from 6000 to io,000 inhabitants
(and even applying the same proportion to
larger cities), the following plan should
prove successful.

One thing should be remembered above
all others. Try to ignore your competitor.
If it is his policy to slaughter prices, refuse
to buy from any firm who will sell him.
You may be sure that it is costing him just
as much to run his business as it costs you.
He must make a sufficient profit on the
things he doesn't slaughter to make up for
his loss on those he doe, and it won't take
the people long to find this out and seek a
store where an even, legitimate profit is
charged. As nearly as possible, stick to
a one-price policy and figure an even per-
centage of profit on all lines, so that subse-
cuent purchases of every article will all be
marked at the same retail price. The age
of varying prices is gone forever, much to
the relief of the retail merchant.

Suppose we use as an ex-
An Illustrative ample a store with a stock
Case representing about Sio,o0o

and a business running
around $20,000 a year. Now, there are cer-
tain fixed expenses which are practically the
same from year to year. Taking these and
allowing for incidentals (basing this esti-
mate on previous years), we will say there
is a total expense of $4500 per year. Of
these expenses there is, say, $15oo salary
expense to the repair men. Suppose the
repair department is kept separate from the
other business and the repairers' salaries
taken from the expenses to balance, leaving
other expenses, including rent, taxes, light
and general store expense about $3000 per
year. Allowing $2000 a year repair work
and deducting this from an estimated total
business of $20,000, we have $18,000 as the
actual merchandise sold. Now, figure in-
terest on investment at 6 per cent ($600),
and say your own time is worth $1200 per
year. Your expenses, then, outside of re-
pairers' salaries, are $3000 plus $600 inter-
est and $1200 allowance for your own sal-
ary, or a total of $4800. Your annual sales
of merchandise, then, must show a gross
profit of $4800 before you can really figure
that you have made any money. On these

figures this shows about 35 per cent. That
is, 35 per cent. on the cost of goods.

Some merchants figure per-
centage of profits back-
wards ; for instance, if they

Calculating the

Profits

do $18,000 business, with a
gross profit of $6000, they say they have
made thirty-three and one-third per cent.
profit, while they have really made 50 per
cent. on the cost of goods ; $12,000 repre-
senting goods bought, one-half, or 50 per
cent. of this $6000, equals $18,000 busi-
ness.

There is no reason why a firm which
discounts its bills should not show a gross
profit of 50 per cent. and still have its prices
low enough to meet legitimate competition.
Of course, this profit must be averaged, and
while some staples will show less than this,
other fancy goods will make up the differ-
ence.

Now, as to a classification of staples
and fancy goods and the profits which
should be figured. Staples represent the
things which one might purchase for their
own use and on which a comparison of price
is possible. Fancy goods may cover those
things which are not real necessities and
where comparisons are not so likely.

Figuring on an $18,000 business, you
will find that the sales will average about as
follows :

Diamonds  $4,000
Watches   2,500
Jewelry   6,500
Sterling silver   1,500
Silverplated ware   1,000
Novelties and toilet goods  500
Cut glass   5oo
Other lines   1,500

The following is a good table for
marking.

DIAMONDS : Average 25%.—Selling for $5 to
$25, 50%; $30 to $75, 33 1/3%; $75 to $200, 25%;
$200 upwards, usually special sales with profit
from io% to 20%.

WATCHES : 33% to 50%.—Average about 40%.

JEWELRY : Average 6o%.—Rings, 6o% to
t00%; gold jewelry, 50% to 66%; plated jewelry,
75% to I00%.

Allowance is made here for sacrifices and
losses due to change in styles, leaving an average
of 6o%.

STERLING SILVER : Average 35%. — Spoons,
forks and knives, 33 r/3%; fancy pieces and hol-
low ware, 50%.

SILVERPLATED WARE : Average 50%.—Spoons,
forks, knives, 33 to 50%; fancy flatware, 5o% to
60%; hollow ware, 5o% to 75%.

NOVELTIES AND TOILET WARE : Average 65%.—
Toilet goods, 5o% to 75%; novelties, 75% to
T00%.

CUT GLASS: Average 65%.—A few specials
where competition is keen; for instance, bowl,
cream and sugar sets, etc., may be figured at 50%;
all the balance at 66% to t00%.

OTHER LINES : Average 65%. — Umbrellas,
65% to 75%; leather goods, 65% to t00%; pot-
tery, stationery, etc., t00%; clocks, 50% to 75%;
special lines, 5o% to t00%.

Taking the average profit in
rotal this table and the estimated

sales in the various depart-
ments, and the total profits

show about $5800, or 50 per cent., as

Sales Percentage Profits
Diamonds   $4,000 25 $800
Watches .   2,500 40 725
Jewelry   6,500 6o 2,500

,050000
Sterling Silver   

I 
35 450

Silverplated ware   I 50 350
Novelties and toilet goods 500 65 200

5oo 65 200Cut glass  
1,530 65 600Other lines  
---

Average Profit
Totals , $18,000 50t $5,825

If your repair department will take
care of itself as it should—that is, if the
profit on the work turned out will cover
the salaries of the workmen, who, in addi-
tion, will assist in clerking, do the free
engraving and other necessarily free work
—then your net profit for the year should
be about $i000. Now, of course, the ex-
pense figures may be put too low, and the
Possibility of accumulating slow sellers
must be considered ; but in any. event profits
figured on the basis given. here will net a
good average, and, as stated before, will
not put retail prices above where they
should be.

To go a little further into detail : Sup-
pose you receive a shipment of sterling sil-
verware billed as follows:

12 tea spoons   $6.00
12 dessert spoons   12.00
12 dessert forks   12.00
12 dessert knives   15.00

sugar spoon   La)
I berry spoon   2.50
I gravy ladle   2.50
I meat fork   1.50
I lettuce fork   1.50

$54.00
Figure spoons, etc., at thirty-three and

one-third per cent. and fancy pieces at fifty
per cent., and see what the actual average
profit is. The total of spoons, forks and
knives is $45; one-third profit ($15) is $6o.
Total of fancy pieces, $9 ; 50 per cent. profit
($4.5o) is $13.50.

Cash discount 5 per cent. on $54
($2.70) nets $51.30 plus 50 cents express is
$51.8o cost of goods. Retail selling price,
total $73.50. The profit, therefore, amounts
to $22.50, or about 40 per cent.

All lines must be averaged in the same
way, and it will be found that the average
profit will be about as shown in the table.

There is also another mat-
Proportioning to consider, and that is
the Stock the proportioning of stock.

It is absolutely impossible to
do this sensibly without having some check
on the amount of business done in each de-
partment.
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THE SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING
15-17-19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

EDWARD HOLBROOK, President

In the center of the wholesale Jewelry and Silverware trade of this Continent.
The largest, best situated and finest building in the world; erected for the occupancy of Jewelry,

Silverware and kindred trades.
Maximum daylight in all parts of the building; north, east and south light.
Architecturally, the most beautiful building devoted to this trade.
The building is equipped with seven of the latest fast-running type of Otis Traction Elevators.
Vacuum Cleaning System installed on every floor.
Ready for occupancy May 1st. For plans and particulars, apply to

GROSS & GROSS COMPANY, Managers

COURTLAND E. HASTINGS, Agent

Room 5, 171 Broadway, New York

Entire floors, large suites and offices, have been leased to tenants fo- a long term of years, among whom are :

AIKIN-LAMBERT COMPANY
BARROWS, H. F., COMPANY
BARRETT, NEPHEWS & CO.
BLACKINTON, R., & CO.
BLISS BROTHERS COMPANY
BROKAW, D. D.
BOWDEN, J. B., & CO.
BRUHL BROS. & HENIUS
DRAPER ESTATE, 0. M.
DURGIN, WM. B., COMPANY
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
FORD & CARPENTER
GORHAM COMPANY, THE
HEACOCK, H. E.
HICKS', W. S., SONS
HIMALAYA MINING COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
JEWELERS' ASSOCIATION AND BOARD OF TRADE, THE

KERR, WM. B., COMPANY
MABIE, TODD & CO.
MARDEN & KETTLETY COMPANY
MARX, CHARLES
MEAD, M. A., & CO.
QUEEN CITY SILVER COMPANY
ROBBINS, THE CHAS. M., COMPANY
STANDARD BUTTON COMPANY
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY, THE
TOWLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
TANNENBAUM, L., & CO.
UNION NEWS COMPANY
WEINBERG, ISAAC H.
WEINER, GARSON & NAIGLES
WILLIAM BROTHERS MFG. COMPANY
WHITING MANUFACTURING CO.
WOOD, CHARLES F., & CO.

Handsomely ornamented Booths in the Arcade will be occupied for the sage of Periodicals, Con-

fectionery, Cigars. Also Bootblack and Barber Shop Establishments.

The International Silver Company are to occupy the third floor in this building in addition to

their present quarters.
The Whiting Manufacturing Company will have show rooms in this building in connection with

their uptown store.

April, 1908

Figuring Profits
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(Continued from page 593)

Taking the outline given above as the

probable business in each department, the

following should be a good proportion of

stock to carry in each heading. This would,

of course, be much larger during the holi-

days and possibly less during dull seasons.

Diamonds  $2,000
Watches  1,200
Jewelry  3,800
Sterling silver  500
Silverplated ware  300
Silver novelties  300
Cut glass 200
Other lines  700

$9,000
Fixtures, material, etc. I ,000

$Iopoo

In this article we have not included the

optical department, as this also should be

handled separately, like the repair depart-

ment.

Introducing a Cash System

It is a very difficult thing to change

from a policy of liberal credit to a strictly

cash system. It is not only difficult, but it is

serious in its possible effects upon a busi-

ness. There are two ways of interpreting

the meaning of a cash business, and the

strict, unvarying plan of demanding cash

from everyone is detrimental to business

just as much as too liberal credit.

The main thing is to clean your books

every thirty days. Let it be generally un-

derstood that yours is a cash store, and

impress that on those who might be con-

sidered undesirable to have on your books.

To those whose credit is unquestioned, ex-

plain, directly or indirectly, that their ac-

counts are welcomed and their bill be ren-

dered every thirty days.

To introduce a cash system explain the

advantages you gain by it and how it will

be possible for you to benefit your custom-

ers thereby. Mail and circulate generally

aciular letter worded somewhat as fol-

lows

The essential thing to conduct a business
successfully is money. You have often heard a
person say, "Well, I'm just going to show him
the 'cold cash,' and that will bring the price
down." Well, that's just about rignt. If we buy
a bill of goods and the wholesaler knows that
the money is forthcoming immediately upon their
arrival in our store, he is going to want our trade.
He will give us every advantage in price to get it;
he will make prompt shipments and will favor us
over those who are not prompt pay.

The discounts we gain each year amount to
hundreds of of dollars—and yet there is another
side 

The majority of businesses to-day have about
one-third of their working capital tied up in book
accounts. The result is, they pay their banks
nearly as many hundreds of dollars interest on

KEYSTONE

borrowed money to make up this deficiency as
their discounts amount to.

Now, we are going to cut out this item of
expense from our business. From now on our
business is going to be conducted on a strictly
cash basis. You can easily see where you will be
benefited by this system. We will continue to
discount our bills and have the good-will of the
wholesaler and at the same time have no interest
to pay our banker.

We are going to give our customers the bene-
fit of the saving, and the prices throughout our
store will be reduced for 5 to to per cent.

We trust that our customers will see the wis-
dom of this move and co-operate with us in our
effort to reduce our prices to the minimum.

This, of course, may be varied and the
idea carried out not alone in printed adver-
tising, but in explanations to customers as
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Of course during the wedding season sil-

ver, cut glass and other things suitable for

wedding gifts should be freely advertised,

but jewelry (particularly the new things)

should be displayed in the show window and

should be given preference in newspaper

advertisements.

Every jeweler should post himself on

the new styles of dress for both men and

women. The demand for different articles

of jewelry is governed by the style of dress

worn, and to be thoroughly posted as to the

most likely style and the most popular color

will add greatly in buying, Should one color

SPRING AND SUMMER JEWELRY
All the newest fads and fancies in jewelry for spring and summer of 1908 are now to be found

ill our stock. Our selections represent the choice patterns from the lines of the leading manufac-

turers. The beautiful new finishes and odd stone effects used this year are most pleasing.

BACK COMBS

White stone sets, $2.00 to $8.00
Jade, coral and other popular stones in odd gold mount-

ings, $1.00 to $8.00.
Plain gold and hand-carved mountings, $1.00 to $10.00.
Unmounted carved effects, 75c. to $3.50.

BELT BUCKLES

Gold and silver. Plain hand-chased and set with
jades, coral and other old stones, $1.00 to $8.00.

NECKLACES

Festoon styles, pearls, amethyst, jades, corals, etc. New
artistic designs, $2.50 to $12.00.

LOCKETS

Plain and fancy with and without sets. Very stylish.
$2.00 to $15.00.

SCARF PINS

The most pleasing effects ever shown. Plain stone set
styles. 50c. to $5.00.

BROOCHES AND COLLAR PINS

In a variety of styles too numerous to describe
Gold filled, from 50e. to $3.50
Solid gold, from $1.00 upward

RINGS

Signet and set. Most pleasing and effective new
styles. $1.50 to $10.00.

New things throughout our store. Cuff Buttons,

Watch Fobs and Chains, Hat Pins. Bracelets, etc. In nil
the new and pleasing designs.

A SPECIAL VALUE

Solid Gold Collar Pins. Plain and fancy styles.
Special values. Per pair  81.00

DIAMONDS

Through all last fall's financial excitement the price of diamonds never wavered. The

tendency is for a continuing advance in price. We have a most complete assortment at very
reasonable prices. DIAMOND RINGS—Front $7.50 to $300.00.

BLANK AND CO" 919 Central Avenue
Fig. I

well. This notice may be mailed and dis-

tributed generally, and to those whose ac-

counts are deemed desirable, a rubber-

stamped notice may be suffixed, as follows:

THIS IS A GENERAL NOTICE

We shall be pleased to continue
your account and will render a bill
every thirty days.

This permits of a flexible policy which

is absolutely necessary, and in fact is the

only successful "cash system."

Spring Advertising

The value of an advertisement does not
lie in the way it is written nor in what arti-

cle may be advertised. The principal thing

is to advertise the right things at the right

time. During the spring and summer

months the jeweler should in his advertising
make the new things in jewelry prominent.

 .1/

be exceptionally in favor, that color should
be used in all or parts of window displays
and its harmonious effect with different
jewels shown.

Apparently the styles for the spring
and summer of 1908 are not very decisive,
particularly as to color. From all appear-
ances white will be much worn and no shade
or color will have any special prominence.
One thing, however, seems to be settled that
most gowns will button in the back, so the
demand for waist sets will again be rather
limited. Collar pins should be in greater
demand than ever, and the same is true of
belt buckles. With white as a background,
any color jewels may he worn ; but should

any color gain favor as spring advances, the

matter of harmony with that color should be

considered in selecting stone-set jewelry

for the coining season.
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS
Five shapes-22 K., 18 K., 14 K. and to K., but all alike

in excellence of finish and workmanship.
There is no guesswork about our Rings. They are right

up to the mark, never vary and every one is guaranteed
plump assay.

You could not carry safer or more reliable stock.
Our Seamless Gold Rings are examples of the best in

the art of ring making.
Write for Ring Catalog.

A

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
2 Maiden Lane RING MAKERS New Vork, N. V.

ENGINE-TURNED

BUCKLES AND BELT PINS

4 STYLES. $9.00 DOZ.

SILVER, GILT, OXIDIZED
OR GUN METAL: FINISHES

QUALITY GUARANTEED

(OTHER STYLES UP TO $18.00 DOZ.)

ARTISTIC
BUT

INEXPENSIVE

PRODUCTS OF

THE "APOLLO STUDIOS"
WILL INCREASE

YOUR SPRING SALES

No. 471. ELECTROLIER
(PATENT APPLIED FOR)

HEIGHT, 20'1. 2 LIGHTS

COPPER BOUND. LEADED GLASS

SHADE, 17" DIAM.

PRICE, $16.00

BERNARD RICE'S SONS
WORKS AND I 4-6 MARION ST.

STUDIOS E. 205-207 LAFAYETTE ST.

PROPRIETORS

542 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Newi 'York Letter

if I
\ off, 

A customs controversy involv-
Duty on Miners' ing nearly $1,000,000 worth of
Diamonds imports annually has arisen be-

tween the government and im-
porters of so-called miners' diamonds used
extensively in the construction of rock drills. For
many years it has been the practice of the treasury
department to admit the diamonds duty free under
the provision in the tariff for "miners diamonds,
not set." The government now comes forward
and insists that as the diamonds are advanced in
value by splitting or cutting, they should be classi-
fied under paragraph No. 445 of the law, which
specifies duty at the rate of to per cent. In order
to determine the correctness of the government's
action in returning the stones for duty, a test case
has been brought by the Sullivan Machinery Co.,
of Chicago.

A slick thief recently suc-
A Remarkable ceeded in getting away with
Theft $1370 worth of diamonds from

Simpson's pawnshop, on Myr-
tle Avenue, Brooklyn, after he had made an un-
successful attempt to get away with a similar
amount of jewels in a Fulton Street jewelry store.
The place where the thief did not get away with
the array of diamonds he had selected was
Healy's, 435 Fulton Street. He entered the store
about noon— the time when the street was
crowded with persons hurrying to and from lunch.
He was met by Henry A. Smith, one of the sales-
men, to whom he confided the information that he
would like to make a large purchase of diamonds.
Mr. Smith, who has had much experience, went to
the safe and pulled therefrom a large tray of the
brilliants. The supposed purchaser examined the
different stones, remarked on their appearance
like one familiar with precious stones, and finally
selected a number, which Mr. Smith figured
would amount to $5375. The stranger pulled a
large roll of money from his pocket, exposing,
apparently rather carelessly, bills of large denom-
inations. He counted over his money and re-
marked that he did not have quite the amount
necessary to pay the bill. "However, it will be all
right, I'll just run down to the Brooklyn Bank
and draw a little more money, and you may ac-
company me if you like," added the chap. Mr.
Smith rolled the diamonds up in chamois, put
them in his pocket and went out of the store. The
two walked down Fulton Street to Pierrepont,
where the stranger suddenly halted and said he
thought he might be able to get a check cashed in
a nearby liquor store. Leaving Smith standing
on the corner, the chap darted into the saloon.
He reappeared on the street after a few moments
and said he would have to turn back and stop in
the Mechanics' Bank. Into the bank went the
pair, and here on a desk the stranger counted over
his money, only to find that he was still a few
dollars short, he said. Smith was not listening to
any sort of propositions, but clinging tivht to the
gems in his pocket. Either the chap decided that
Smith was not the sort of man he could hoodwink
or he suspected that he was getting to a point
where danger lurked, as he apologized for the
trouble he had caused and remarked that he
would call back to the store within half an hour.
The chap hurried out of the bank, and that was
the last seen of him by Smith.

Shortly after he had left Smith he entered
Simpson's pawn shop, which makes a specialty
of diamond jewelry, selected $1370 worth of gems
and departed. When lie had selected the stones he
desired, according to information from outside
police circles, the stranger placed a number of
bills on the counter as payment for the diamonds.
The clerk took them up, and counting them,
found two $5oo, three Sitio, one $5o and a number
of $1 bills. The clerk, after counting the money,
ascertained there was just $1369 in the roll, and

so informed the stranger. The latter picked up
the money and began counting it over and agreed
with the clerk. He pushed a silver dollar toward
the clerk, and handing back what the latter sup-
posed was the $1369, hurriedly departed with the
gems. A moment or two after the stranger had
hastily departed with the diamonds the clerk
found he had just nineteen one-dollar bills and a
silver dollar. Clever "palming" on the part of the
thief had done the trick.

The regular monthly meeting of
The Jewelers' the executive committee of the
Security Alliance Jewelers' Security Alliance was

held March 13th, the following
members being present : Chairman Butts, Presi-
dent Sloan, Vice-Presidents Champenois and
Wood, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and
Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden and Brown. The
following new members were admitted:

Belding Brothers, Portland, Oregon.
H. W. Bounds, Dallas, Texas.
G. W. Galloway & Son, Binghamton, N. Y.
N. Goldstein & Son, Dallas, Texas.
H. H. Hawley Co., Dallas, Texas.
D. H. Keene, Fort Worth, Texas.
Levy Brothers, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. \V. Mitchell, Dallas, Texas.
A. E. Sheets & Co., Lexington, N. C.
Theberath & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.
Conn Jewelry Co., Bowling Green, Ky.
N. J. Felix, New York City.
A. Kurtzeborn, Jr., St. Louis, Mo.
S. E. Phillips & Co., Mannington, W. Va.
Stearns & Hill, Keene, H.
Weisbaum & Son, Hanford, Cal.
Louis A. Borsheim, Omaha, Nebr.
W. I. Hatch, Lancaster, N. H.
C. M. Henkel, Bisbeem, Ariz.
Quimby & Quimby, Claremont, N. H.
Stern Brothers, New York City.
A. M. Yeakel, Perkasie, Pa.
R. E. Boemig, Woodsville, N. H.
Holder & Landseadel, New York City.
Frederick King, Barre, Vt.
Daniel Sargent, Delphos, Kans.
H. C. Stearns, Lakeland, Fla.
Herbert L. Terry, Sayville, N. Y.
P. H. Shuey, Red Bluff, Cal.
F. Bucher & Sons, Baltimore, Md.
E. faschik. Philadelphia, Pa.
Anarews & Co., Providence, R. I.
Queen City Loan Co., Seattle, Wash.
C. B. Brown Co., Omaha, Nebr.

The forty-sixth reward of Stop was ordered
paid to the police of Dayton, Ohio, for the arrest
and conviction of George Geissman and Lawrence
Koors, who broke into the store of Win. J.
Burkhardt, of that city, on January 7th and stole
about $500 worth of jewelry. The police no-
ticed one of them walking up and down before
the store at I A. M., as a lookout, and attempted
to arrest him, but he got away in spite of. four
shots fired at him. Mr. Burkhardt offered the
reward under instruction from the secretary,
which stimulated the police so that they soon cap-
tured the thieves and recovered all the goods.
The burglars pleaded guilty and were sentenced
to an indeterminate term in the Mansfield Re-
formatory.

The Diamond Cutters' Associa-
No Cut in tion did much to allay the
Diamond Prices alarm over the diamond situa-

tion by making public two cable
messages received from London from the heads
of the De Beers syndicate and of the Premier
Mining Co., respectively. From L. & H. Abra-
hams, of the De Beers syndicate, came the fol-
lowing:

VEITHOP, N.Y. :—Syndicate firmly in-
tend to maintain prices as hitherto.

From W. Busch, representative of the Pre-
mier Mining Company, the cable received read:

VEITHOP, N. Y.:—Premier Company
have no intention lowering prices regard-
less continuation of present agreement
with syndicate.

"Veithop" is the cable name of the secretary of
the Diamond Cutters' Association. The members
of this body determined recently to send direct

(609)

to headquarters in order to get a statement of the
condition of the diamond trade, believing that the
cable reports earlier did not have to do with the
prices of diamonds at all. On behalf of the Dia-
mond Cutters' Association, a statement was made
as follows: "There is a mistaken impression, it
is believed, that the cable messages printed in
newspapers here relate to the prices of the stones
themselves when they refer to diamonds. That
phrase relates to diamond shares or stocks, which,
it is true, have fallen off in prices since last Oc-
tober. The reason for this fall is the failure of
the companies to pay dividends, a wise business
measure under the circumstances of reduced trade
in diamonds. They are keeping the money to sup-
port themselves over a continuance of this period
of reduced demand, if it persists. It is believed in
the diamond trade here that the persistent reports
of a cut in the price of diamonds were circulated
as a stock-jobbing scheme to force down the
prices of shares on the other side even farther. Be-
cause of these reports, the Diamond Cutters' Asso-
ciation here, which at first was not at all worried
over them, decided to send to headquarters in
each case to get an authoritative report about the
price of diamonds. (The cablegrams received are
published herewith.) It may be stated, too, that
despite all the reports and statements about over-
loading of diamonds and the forced.sale of them
at lower prices, that dealers here who import in
the rough have not succeeded in obtaining one
cent of reduction. There is absolutely no change
in the situation from what it was last October,
except that confidence has been hurt and the dia-
mond business is very dull in consequence."

The annual meeting of the
Jewelers' Pro- Jewelers' Protective Union was
tective Union held last month at the rooms

of the Jewelers' Board of
Trade, 170 Broadway. President 0. G. Fessen-
den called the meeting to order, and after an in-
troductory address, the reports of the secretary,
treasurer and executive committee were presented.
These were read and approved and showed the
membership to have increased by forty-one new
members since the last annual meeting. The fol-
lowing officers were re-elected: President, Oliver
G. Fessenden; vice-president, Frederick H. Lar-
ter ; secretary and treasurer, Ira Goddard. 

' 
assist-

ant secretary and treasurer, Fred L. Goddard.
The executive committee is composed of the
president, vice-president, secretary and the fol-
lowing: August Oppenheimer, Leopold Stern,
Charles F. Wood, George W. Street, Charles G.
Alford, Augustus K. Sloan, William T. Gough
and William I. Rosenfeld.

M. M. Freund, an enterprising young jeweler,
of Broadway, Brooklyn, recently returned with
his bride from a prolonged wedding trip, in the
course of which they visited Washington, D. C.;
Richmond, Va.; Old Point Comfort,Va.; Charles-
town, N. C.; Jacksonville, St. Augustine and
Palm Beach, Fla.; New Orleans, La.; St. Louis,
Mo.; Chicago, Buffalo, etc. The bride and bride-
groom spent two weeks visiting Mr. Freund's
brother and sister in St. Louis, where they re-
ceived a hearty welcome and hearty congratula.
tions from a host of friends.

The dealers in precious stones do not propose
to submit without protest to the government
ruling that manufacturers of agate, coral, etc.,
shall hereafter be dutiable at 50 per cent. At a
recent meeting it was decided to contest the ruling
and counsel has been engaged for this purpose.
The method to be pursued is the institution of a
test case as soon as the ruling goes into effect.
These wares heretofore paid a duty of only to
per cent.

The Keller Mfg. Co. was recently incorpor-
ated, with a capital of $25,000. The directors are
Adam Keller and Frank J. Keller, of New York
City, and Adam E. Keller, of Westfield, N. J.

(Continued on page 611)
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Every Business Day
we receive broken shirt studs to be repaired,

of some other manufacturer's make. Because

the studs have a spring in them, some jewelers

think we are the makers. Nearly all of them

are so poorly made that the manufacturer

is ashamed to father his own offspring and

does not put a Trade-Mark on them for

identification.

To the contrary, the LARTER SHIRT

STUD has stamped on the barrel of each,

our U. S. Registered Trade-Mark, which is

our guarantee that there is absolutely no

better Shirt Stud made, and that we cheer-
fully give a new one if an accident happens.

This applies to 18 K. and 14 K. gold, also

10 K. gold and 14 K. gold filled. These

last two lines to be had from progressive

jobbers.

Why not carry in your stock the largest

and best line of Shirt Studs made?

LARTER Cr SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK CITY

Registered in United States Patent Office

Cut Glass of Quality

No. 110, 9" Bowl, Astoria No. 1

Originality in Design, Brilliancy of
Finish and Unsurpassed Workman-
ship are what we give you.

These qualities have made our line POPULAR.

You need some of our cut glass for your spring trade.

Send for our catalog and place your orders now.

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA.

NORTON
ALUNDUM STONES

FOR GLASS CUTTING

Are Especially Adapted for Fine Mitre Work

The brilliancy of cut glass depends more on the cutting
than the polishing.

NORTON ALUNDUM STONES will hold such an absolutely
sharp mitre edge that the brilliant effect is always insured
by their use.

NORTON COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

Niagara Falls, N.Y. New York Office Chicago Store
Alundum Plant 26 Cortlandt St. 48 S. Canal St.
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How one of the oldest diamond
Diamond Mer- merchants in the city parted
chant Said to be with $182,000 worth of dia-
Hypnotized monds for a bundle of prom-

issory notes, which he now
looks upon with suspicion, is related in petitions
in bankruptcy filed in the United States district
court against Maurice C. Dreshfield, a wholesale
diamond dealer, 49 Maiden Lane, and George H.
Carpenter, a manufacturer of fire extinguishing
apparatus, at 249 Pearl Street. The petitions
were filed by Solomon Oppenheimer on behalf of
Rudolph A. Breidenbach, a diamond importer, of
SI Maiden Lane; Henry C. Morath and Linn
Wagner, the claims of the latter two being insig-
nificant, however, compared with that of Mr.
Breidenbach, who parted with $182,000 worth of
diamonds, according to the petition. False rep-
resentations, it is alleged, were made in obtaining
the precious stones. The diamonds were obtained
from Mr. Breidenbach between September 9th
and December 30th last. The only cash received,
so the petitioners say, was $9445, and the bundle
of notes made up the balance. These notes, or
some of them, are regarded as worthless by the
petitioners. When Mr. Oppenheimer was asked
how Mr. Breidenbach came to let such a valuable
lot of diamonds go out of his possession without
a guarantee of getting his money, Mr. Oppen-
heimer replied: "Why, they hypnotized Mr. Brei-
denbach. That's all." The petitions say that Mr.
Breidenbach, relying on "false and fraudulent
representations" of Dreshfield and Carpenter, ac-
cepted thirty-three promissory notes made by Car-
penter, mostly all payable to Dreshfield and en-
dorsed by the latter, and then "in consideration
of the delivery of the diamonds to Dreshfield
and Carpenter, they handed to Breidenbach the
promissory notes," many of these notes having
been protested for non-payment, and Breidenbach
believes and represents that Dreshfield and Car-
penter never intended to pay for the diamonds.

John A. Keane, one of the traveling repre-
sentatives from the New York office of the Ostby
Sz Barton Co., Providence, R. I., whom he repre-
sented on the road for a quarter of a century,
died recently at his home in Brooklyn. His death
was due to a severe attack of pneumonia. He
was one of the most popular and accomplished
traveling salesmen and was highly respected and
esteemed by his employers, his fellow-traveling
men and the trade at large. He was a member of
the order of Elks, the Jewelers' League and the
Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers.

An interesting souvenir is the silver plate
containing the push-button which President
Roosevelt pressed to start the first train from
New York to New Jersey through the Hudson
river tunnel. The plate was made by Tiffany &
Co., and has the following inscription : "At the
White House, in Washington, with this push-but-
ton President Roosevelt gave the signal which
started the first train of the Hudson & Manhattan
Railroad Company through the tunnels in the
Hudson river between Sixth Avenue and Nine-
teenth Street, New York, and Hoboken, N. J.,
February 25, 1908."

At the recent annual meeting of the Mer-
chants' Association of New York the following
officers were elected to serve for the current year:
Henry R. Towne, president Yale & Towne Mfg.
Co., president ; Gustav H. Schwab, of Oelrichs &
Co., first vice-president; William A. Marble, vice-
president R. & G. Corset Co., second vice-presi-
dent ; Wm. Jay Schieffelin, of Schieffelin & Co.,
third vice-president; Gustav Vintscger, president
Markt & Co., Ltd., treasurer, and S. C. Mead,
secretary.

The Manufacturing Jewelers' Association, of
Newark, is doing good service in furthering the
interests of technical education. Under the aus-
pices of this organization, a lecture was recently
delivered in that city by Prof. J. C. Monaghan on
the subject of "Technical Education as Applied
to the Jewelers' Art." Geo. R. Howe presided
on the occasion, and there was a large attendance
by members of the trade and employees in the
factories.

James Hedges, senior member of Wm. S.
Hedges & Co., diamond importers, of 170 Broad-
way, a prominent and highly respected member of
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the trade, died recently of heart disease. The
deceased was an accomplished brsiness man and
achieved much success in his chosen line. He
was a member of the Chamber of Commerce,
Museum of Natural History, Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art and other prominent organizations.
He is survived by a widow, one son and one
daughter.

Robt. Ingersoll & Bro., now located at 51
Maiden Lane, will remove about May ist to new
quarters at 45 John Street.

The firm of Bagg, Perrine & Co. has been
succeeded by Bagg & Co. Mr. Perrine, formerly
of this company, is now a member of the firm of
Dreicer & Co.

A new structure, which is claimed to be the
largest, best situated and finest building in the
world, especially erected for the use of jeweler:,
and kindred ,trades, is now being completed and
will be ready for occupancy on May 1st. This
building, which is shown in our illustration and
is known as the Silversmiths' Building, fronts
on two streets, Maiden Lane and John Street,

The Silversmiths' Building

the Maiden Lane wing being twenty stories high
and the John Street wing twelve stories. On
Maiden Lane it has a seventy-three foot frontage
and an arcade extends through to John Street.
The building is provided with seven elevator:,
express and local. It is lighted by electricity
and heated by steam. It is located in the center
of the jewelry district, with a subway station
within 150 feet of the John Street arcade entrance
and the new Hudson terminal station only one
block distant. A most desirable feature of this
fireproof structure is the abundance of light in
all parts of it, and it is also provided with a
vacuum cleaning system with an outlet on every
floor. The owners are the Maiden Lane Realt1
Company, Edw. Holbrook president. Mr. Hol-
brook, as our readers are aware, is also president
of the Gorham Mfg. Co. The building has proved
a veritable magnet to the wholesale and manufac-
turing trade, a large number of whom have
already secured quarters in it and will move into
same as soon as the structure is complete.

Geo. 0. Street, a well-known manufacturing
jeweler, who retired in 1872 from the firm of
Geo. 0. Street & Sons, died recently at his home
in Great Barrington, Mass. The deceased was a
New Yorker by birth, but was of New England
stock, his ancestors having settled in the New

Haven colcny nearly 300 years ago. Early in
life he lcarned the jewelry business, and later
started on his own account as a manufacturing
joveler. In 1863 his son, Geo. W. Street, now
senior member of the firm, was admitted to a
partnership, an/ later his other son, H. Louis
Street, became a partner, the firm name being
Geo. 0. Street & Sons. In 1892 he retired from
the firm, and in the same year a grandson was
admitted to partnership.

R. C. Dick is an accomplished and energetic
member of the traveling force of Scofield & De
Wyngaert, manufacturers of gold and silver
jewelry, Newark, N. J. Mr. Dick represents the
company in St. Louis and the Northern States,
where he has a host of patrons and friends
among the trade.

Larter & Sons have purchased the plot of
ground on the northeast corner of Austin and
Parkhurst Streets, Newark, N. J. This plot is
130 by 85 feet and will be used by the purchasers
for the erection of a modern jewelry factory of
fireproof construction for their own use. Work
on the new building will probably begin next
summer or fall.

C. D. Shelling, with quarters in this city at
350 Broadway, room 501, is representative of the
Williams Bros. Mfg. Co., makers of silverplated
and nickel-silver flatware, at Glastonbury, Conn.,
and also represents the Queen City Silver, Co.,
manufacturers of flatware, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr.
Shelling also calls on the trade in. Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington in the interest of these
two companies.

At the regular monthly meeting of the board
of directors of the Jewelers' Board of Trade the
following firms were unanimously elected to mem-
bership in the board: The Brown & Dean Co.,
Providence, R. I.; Peninsular Engraving Co., De-
troit, Mich.; Sinnock & Sherrill, New York, and
American Exchange National Bank, New York.
(Associate.)

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against
A. Anzelewitz & Co., wholesale jewelers, 154
Canal Street, by Hastings & Gleason, attorneys
for these creditors: Julius J. Luril, $790; A.
Shapiro, $375, and Anzelewitz Bros., $268. It was
alleged that the corporation is insolvent and ad-
mitted in writing inability to pay its debts. Judge
Holt appointed Frederick C. McLaughlin receiver,
bond $25,000. Mr. Gleason said there was a con-
ference of creditors at the Jewelers' Board of
Trade, and it was deemed best for the corpora-
tion to be put into bankruptcy, as there was only
$97 cash on hand to meet a judgment of $2023
which was to be entered. Other suits were
pending for about $6000, notes were coming due
and could not be paid. Mr. Gleason understood
that an extension will be asked, creditors to take
notes for their claims, by which means it was ex-
pected creditors would be paid in full and leave
a surplus for the corporation. The liabilities are
$57,000. Assets, consisting of stock estimated at
4>50,00o and accounts probably $10,000. A judg-
ment was entered against the corporation yester-
day in favor of P. Neuling for $2023. The busi-
ness was started as a firm in 1895 and incorpor-
ated October 14, 1903, capital stock, $ioo,000, of
which $57,000 was paid in. Abraham Anzelewitz
is president.

Albert Charles Wittnauer, president of the A.
Wittnauer Company, manufacturers and import-
ers of Swiss watches, 9 Maiden Lane, New York,
who lived at 46 East Thirty-first Street, died at
Mentone, in the south of France, on March 25th,
where he had gone to recuperate from an illness.
He was in his fifty-second year. Mr. Wittnauer
came to this country from Switzerland when a
young man of 18, starting at once in business as
an importer of Swiss watches. He spent the
greater part of his time during the last five years
in Geneva, Switzerland, where he was in business
with leading manufacturers. He was fond of
traveling and had many friends in Europe and
America. He was unmarried and leaves abrother,
Emile J. Wittnauer, and two sisters in this city.

The Hold-On Clutch Co., of this city, have
recently brought suits against several manufac-
turers whom they claim are making scarf-pin
guards which infringe the patent rights of the
Hold-On Clutch Co. The guards made by these
manufacturers are very similar in appearance to
those made under the patent rights of the Hold-
On Clutch Co., and the latter claim they are clear
infringements.
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THE BENJ. ALLEN Ci CO.
CATALOGUE

OR THIRTY-FIVE YEARS this catalogue has
been a regular and welcome visitor to the
recognized jewelers of the United States.

IT IS THE ONE BOOK printed that covers all the
wants of the jeweler, all the time.

Reliability of statement and accuracy of representation
have earned for this catalogue the confidence of thou-
sands of jewelers who have learned by actual experience
that its values are trustworthy and its representations to
be depended upon.

IT BRINGS TO THE JEWELER in compact form the
vast resources of great stocks, and lays before him the
most comprehensive assortments in all lines.

BENJ. ALLEN 6 CO.'S CATALOGUE is most valued
by those who know it best ; there is no book that can
take its place.
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A movement is on foot among
Jobbers to Chicago jewelry jobbers and
Organize those allied with the trade to

form a local trade organization
for the purpose of bringing about closer relations
among the jobbers and to co-operate in advancing
the general interests of the trade. Other cities
have such trade organizations, and the present
plans of the Chicago jobbers contemplate the fed-
eration of a national organization whose member-
ship will be made up from among the membership
of the organizations in these cities. A number of
prominent Chicago jobbers have already been ap-
proached on the matter and have heartily en-
dorsed the plan and have given their assurance
that they will lend their efforts and influence to-
wards the hastening of the work of the organiza-
tion. In the opinion of jobbers here, Chicago has
long felt the need of such an organization. Other
lines, such as groceries, hardware, etc., have such
an association, and they have clone much to
advance the interests of jobbers in these lines.
Jewelry jobbers in St. Louis, Cincinnati and
Detroit, as well as in a number of other cities,
maintain associations and are thus constantly
enabled to inaugurate reforms in the conduct of
their business and to keep in touch with new and
promising trade possibilities. As compared with
the above cities, the jewelry jobbing interests of
Chicago are greatly in excess—indeed, it may be
said that as a jobbing center for the jewelry
trade Chicago has no equal. But she is without a
trade organization to foster the interest of her
jobbing jewelers. Chicago jewelers are realizing
more and more the necessity for such an organ-
ization, and it is believed by those who are en-
deavoring to bring it about that Chicago will
have one in the near future. The preliminary
plans are still somewhat in embryo, but they
have progressed sufficiently to insure an enthusi-
astic effort to consummate them, and the business
standing of the jobbers who have taken it upon
themselves to set the plans in motion is such
as to preclude the possibility of failure. It is
not the intention of these jobbers to in any way
reflect upon or belittle the efforts of such trade
organizations as already exist among the jewelry
jobbers here. They have all served a worthy
purpose and are continuing to do so; but the
scope of the work they have undertaken is not
such as would be covered by an organization such
as is contemplated now. The jewelry sub-divis-
ion of the Chicago Association of Commerce has
done admirable work thus far and represents in
its membership about fifty Chicago jobbers, while
there are more than twice that many jobbers who
ought to be included in its membership. When
the plans for organization are completed it may
be found advisable to use this membership in the
sub-division as a nucleus for the new organization
and to swell its membership until all the jobbing
interests of Chicago are represented. The jobbers
who have the matter in charge expect to have
their plans well under way by the middle of this
month, and there is no doubt but that they will
do 

Personal

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., returned
the latter part of the month from an extended
trip in the South. His family accompanied him.
Immediately upon his return he made a hurried
business trip to New York.

Rudolph Bruening, traveler for the Schrader-
Wittstein Co., returned the middle of the month
from Europe, where he and Mrs. Bruening made
an extended tour of the famous watering places.
Their trip extended over three months and in-
cluded visits to France, Italy, Switzerland and
Germany. Mr. Bruening immediately took up
his work on the road.

WM. B. Keeler, of Chas. E. Graves & Co., is
spending the winter in Florida. He recently cele-
brated his eightieth birthday anniversary.

P. B. Noyer, general manager of the Oneida
Community, Ltd., spent several days at the com-
pany's Chicago office.

Fred Kennon, of the John T. Mauran Mfg.
Co., spent several days in Chicago, the guest of
W. A. Fay, the Chicago and western representa-
tive of the company.

C. D. Peacock and wife have left on a
month's tour of Mexico.

F. J. Meachan, traveling salesman for C. H.
Knights & Co., has moved his home from Ot-
tumwa, Iowa, to Nevada, the same State.

Frank T. Barton, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of the Fontenau Cook Co., spent the
greater part of the month at the company's fac-
tory.

News From the Trade

The well-known jobbing firm of C. H.
Knights & Co., which has been doing business in
this city continuously since 1877, incorporated its
business April first and will hereafter be known
as the C. H. Knights-Thearle Co. The incorpor-
ators are C. H. Knights, Fred Thearle and J. P.
Stewart. C. H. Knights is one of the oldest job-
bers of Chicago, having first started in business
here in 1868 and has been closely identified with
the trade ever since, spending much of his time
in promoting the general welfare of the jobbing
trade in Chicago. Mr. Thearle's entire business
career has been spent with this firm, he having
started in to work for Mr. Knights as errand
boy. His sterling qualities and close application
to business won for him partnership in the firm
in 1898, and since that time he has been closely
identified with the jewelry jobbing interests of
Chicago and at present is president of the Chi-
cago Jewelers' Association. His work, together
with that of Mr. Knights, has made the firm name
of C. H. Knights well and favorably known to the
trade of the entire country. In addition to afford-
ing the old members of the firm an opportunity of
conducting its business more expeditiously and
expanding its field, the incorporation of the firm
will afford the senior members an opportunity to
recognize the faithful services of several of their
old employees, who are now heads of depart-
ments, by giving them an interest in the business
and thus instilling young blood and energy into
the corporation. Two senior members of the firm
are also closely identified with several Chicago
banks, Mr. Knights being • a stockholder and di-
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rector in the First National Bank of Englewood
and Mr. Thearle being a director and vice-presi-
dent of the Englewood State Bank.

A. C. Wortley, of Kalamazoo, Mich., one of
the oldest jewelers of that city, visited a number
of the local jobbers last week replenishing stock.

H. Wiegand, of Wiegand Bros., of Racine,
Wis., was in the city last week, combining busi-
ness with pleasure.

The firm of Morsman & Feagans, St. Paul,
Minn., has gone out of business. A portion of the
stock was sold at auction in the St. Paul store
and the remainder was brought to Chicago and
auctioned.

James Clark, owner of the mail-order busi-
ness conducted under the name of Warren &
Evans, has purchased the bankrupt stock of
Madson-Steele Co., which recently went into the
hands of a receiver, and will merge the two.

L. Sheridan, one of the oldest opticians in
the Northwest, now located at St. Charles, Minn.,
combined business with pleasure the early part
of the month and visited the local market.

Hon. Lawrence Y. Sherman, lieutenant gov-
ernor of Illinois, and one of the faculty of the
Northern Illinois College of Opthalmology and
Otology, was married the early part of March
to Miss Spittler, of Macomb, Ill.

The many friends of C. F. Haver, traveler
for the Towle Mfg. Company, heard with pro-
found regret and deep sympathy of the death of
his wife, which occurred the early part of the
past month. Mrs. Haver has been an invalid for
sonic time. Her condition refused to respond to
treatment, and she was removed to the Engle-
wood Hospital the latter part of February, where
she underwent an operation, from which she
never rallied.

John Schmelzer, pioneer jeweler of Centralia,
Ill., spent a few days on the local market last
week replenishing his stock.

Frank S. Fisher, of Danville, Ill., was in Chi-
cago the latter part of the month selecting fix-
tures for a new store which he will open in
Danville.

Harry E. Glendore, the well-known auc-
tioneer, has moved his headquarters from St.
Louis to this city and has formed a partnership
with M. L. Jalonack.

T. McKinney, of Hutchinson, Kans., was a
welcome buyer on the local market last week.

Ira M. Radabaugh, secretary of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association, has
issued a call to the retail dealers of Illinois, an-
nouncing a meeting for the jewelers of the State,
to be held at the Great Northern Hotel, this city,
April 9th, for the purpose of forming a State or-
ganization. Immediately upon receipt of this in-
formation from the secretary of the national or-
ganization, Fred G. Thearle, president of the
Chicago Jewelers' Association, called a meeting
of the association, and a committee was appointed
to offer every assistance possible to the State
jewelers and also to provide entertainment.

A. D. Miller, of Braidwood, Ill., was a buyer
on the local market last week.

Over ninety jewelry jobbers of Chicago have
signed a petition agreeing to close their respective
places of business at i o'clock, beginning April
rst and extending through the summer months.
While a similar agreement has existed for sev-
eral months past among Chicago jobbers, this one
takes effect a month earlier than previous ones.
The petition was circulated by a committee from
the Chicago Jewelers' Association, many of the
members of which were in favor of having the
agreement take effect March 1st, but owing to the
fact that the petition was started too late, it was
deemed advisable to begin April 1st this year and
endeavor next year to have the agreement take
effect a month earlier.

Harry H. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., who
is chairman of the sub-division of the new .ways
and means committee of the Chicago Association
of Commerce, which will look after the interests
of the jewelers, has appointed Edward E. Swad-
ener, of F. A. Hardy & Co., and Morris H. Berg,
of Hyman Berg & Co., as members of his sub-
division to assist him in his work.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen, of Des Moines, Iowa,
both of whom spent several months in attendance
at the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology
and Otology, have established themselves in Spo-
kane, Wash., and write that they are enjoying
a lucrative practice.

(Continued on pagt 615)
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The real estate firm of Peabody-Houghtaling
& Co. recently erected a handsome street clock in
front of their offices in the Borland Block.

M. A. Hanover, formerly at Monroe, Wis.,
has sold his interest in that place and moved to
Springfield, Mo., where he will open a store. He
-purchased his opening stock on the local market
last week.

Harry Levinsohn, a former traveling sale,
man for Freudenheim Bros. & Levy, who, as an -
nounced in our last issue, was arrested in Chicago
on a charge of stealing jewelry from his employ-
ers, has been sentenced to one year and seven
months' imprisonment. He pleaded guilty to the
theft and passed over a number of pawn tickets.
through which the firm recovered a portion of
the stolen property.

Kreiss & Hubbard, umbrella manufacturers,
at 252 Franklin Street, have purchased the entire
unmade stock of the Detroit, Mich. This stock is
not up to the standard of the lines carried by this
firm and they will dispose of it at once.

Herbert E. Cobb, with the Daggett & Clap
Co., will move his headquarters into room 405
Columbus Memorial Building May 1st.

The well-known watch jobbing firm of M. F.
Barger & Co., which for several years past has
had offices in the Columbus Memorial Building,
will move into more suitable and commodious
quarters, on the ninth floor of the Heyworth
Building May 1st.

The well-known watch jobbing firm of M. A.
Mead & Co. will shortly open a branch office on
Maiden Lane, New York, and will hereafter main-
tain this office in addition to its offices in Pitts-
burg and Chicago. M. A. Mead, immediately
upon his return from an extended trip in the
South, left for New York to make the necessary
arrangements. The New York office will be in
charge of J. T. Montgomery, who was recently
elected vice-president of the firm and formerly in
charge of the Pittsburg office. W. C. Owen, of
the Pittsburg office, will be left in charge of the
firm's business there. This move on the part of
this firm will set aside recent rumors that Mr.
Montgomery would retire from the firm. Speak-
ing of this new move on the part of the firm, Mr.
Mead states that he, as well as other members
of the firm, fully believes that the present busi-
ness depression will soon be over and that their
assurances for this are enough to justify them in
branching out for additional business and placing
two additional travelers on the road.

Albino Biambetto, a retail jeweler at 158 West
Taylor Street, has left on an extended trip
through Italy.

D. B. Stall, of the D. B. Stall Jewelry and
Optical Company, of Hoopston, Ill., was on the
local market last week replenishing his stock.

Among the new students who have enrolled
at the Jewelers' School of engraving during the
past month are S. 0. Mattison, Eau Claire, Wis.;
J. G. Greenwood, Riedsburg, Wis.; Paul F. Sass,
Sauk City, Wis.; E. Schrader, Milwaukee, Wis.;
A. Pfortmiller, Rochelle, Ill.; M. M. Wells, Ben-
ton Harbor, Mich.; Carl G. Rentz, Greenville,
Ohio, and Carl Styf, Martin Keller, Paul Kirsch,
William Suhring, Joseph Rosner and Fred Kow-
alski, Chicago.

C. H. Knights, of the C. H. Knights-Thearle
Co., returned the latter part of the month from
an extended trip through Cuba and the South.
Mrs. Knights accompanied him. Their pleasure
was greatly interfered with by the death of Mrs.
Knights's brother, R. E. Swartout, of Scranton,
Miss., news of whose serious illness reached them
while they were at Havana. They encountered
many delays and one railroad wreck before they
reached Scranton, only an hour before Mr. Swart-
out died. Instead of returning to Havana to
complete their tour of the Cuban islands, they
spent the remainder of their trip in visiting vari-
ous interesting points of the South.

A. C. Becken, of the A. C. Becken Co., re-
turned the latter part of the month from an ex-
tended business trip East, where he spent the
greater part of the month visiting various eastern
factories and calling upon old friends and former
business associates. He remained in Chicago
only a few days and left the latter part of the
month on a trip through the Southwest. He will
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spend most of the time in Idaho, where he has
extensive land and railroad interests.

J. H. Donnelly, western traveler for Sproehnle
& Co., returned the latter part of the month from
an extensive coast trip. He reports that condi-
tions on the coast are picking up and that the
business in that section of the country is in much
better condition than at any time since the de-
pression set in. While in California he saw
Frank M. Sproehnle, one of the members of the
firm, who is sojourning there for his health, and
reports that he is greatly improved in health and
thoroughly enjoying himself.

Charles L. Miller, a prominent jeweler of
Bloomington, Ill., was in the city the past month
attending the meeting of the western baseball
magnates. He represented the interests of the
Three-Eye League, of which organization he is
an official. Incidentally, he called on some of the
local jobbers.

No news as to the whereabouts of J. A. Hope,
formerly a reporter of the Chicago Jewelers'
Board of Trade, who left the city without ac-
counting for about $3500 worth of diamonds
whicn he obtained from various Chicago jobbers
on memorandum, has been received by the Chi-
cago police authorities. The jobbers who suffered
by his manipulations have offered a reward of
$350 for his arrest and conviction, and the local
police authorities have sent circulars broadcast
over the country. Warrants were sworn out
against him at the instance of Norris, Alister &
Co., from whom he secured two stones valued at

He was indicted by the grand jury on a
charge of larceny by bailee. Hope raised about
$1700 by pawning the diamond with Chicago
pawn brokers. The last heard from him was in
New York, from which city he mailed the pawn
tickets to a Chicago friend. It is believed here
that he took a steamer for Europe. The other
jobbers from whom he secured stones are Herbert
W. Allen & Co., Dryer, Lochati & Ohm Co., S. F.
Scott and Roehr & Co.

R. D. Camp, J. H. Dunham and C. D Greene
are the incorporators of a new corporation in this
city which will be known as Clarence Crafters
and which will engage in the manufacture of
jewelry. The capital of the corporation is given
as $6000.

C. B. Shepard, of the Shepard Mfg. Co., of
Milton Highlands, Mass., spent several days in
the city the past month with George H. Thomas,
Chicago representative of the company.

Chicago jobbers are very much interested in
the fight which the municipal authorities of Mil-
waukee are waging against the jewelers of that
city who maintain street clocks in front of their
places of business. By a recent edict from Mayor
Becker's office, the clocks were ordered razed by
the police and fire departments, and in several in-
stances valuable clocks were destroyed.

T. E. Touse, the well-known jeweler, of
Pioneer, Iowa, was in the city the middle part
of the month adjusting a claim for burglary in-
surance which he had against a Chicago insurance
company. Safe crackers blew open his safe on
the night of March loth and took about $3300
worth of watches, diamonds and jewelry. Two
days after the robbery he was in Chicago. During
the morning of that day he settled with the in-
surance company; in the afternoon he purchased
a stock of goods to replace the stolen property,
tnd in the evening left for home, thus making an
unusual record for the settlement of a burglary
insurance claim.

C. C. Dickinson, vice-president of Herbert
W. Allen & Co., surprise.d his many friends in
the trade by quietly slipping out of the office one
day last week and making a record run to Bour-
bon, Ind., where he was united in marriage to
Miss Nellie Mae Iden, a popular young lady of
that city. Mr. Dickinson returned to Chicago the
next day with his bride. When he entered the
office he found a host of admiring friends gath-
ered to extend hearty congratulations and best
wishes.

A. Hirsch and family, who have been spend-
ing the past month in Texas and other southern
points, are expected home about April loth.

S. S. Shean, representing C. A. Tucker, of
Lincoln, Nebr., was a welcome caller on the local
market last week.

Charles A. Nolting, senior member of the
well-known firm of Oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cin-
cinnati, spent several days in the city the middle
of the month calling on local jobbers.
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Chicago jobbers have been notified that R. M.
Herr will open a retail store at Ontonago, Mich.

Mrs. Herbert Allen, of Herbert A. Allen &
Co., who has been enjoying a month's sojourn in
southern California, is expected to return to
Chicago the first week in April.

Albert Mayer, of Joseph Mayer & Co., of
Seattle, Wash., stopped off several days in Chi-
cago the latter part of the month while on his
way East.

H. F. Hahn, of the well-known firm of H. F.
Hahn & Co., who has been spending several weeks
in the South accompanied by his son, E. J. Hahn,
and the latter's wife, will return to Chicago the
early part of April.

W. B. Geldert, a manufacturing jeweler, has
removed his office and factory from the Masonic
Temple to the eleventh floor of the Heyworth
Building.

J. Paul Duffin, who for several years past has
been identified with the diamond department of
Marshall Field & Company, has resigned his po-
sition.

George Thomas, Heyworth Building, the well-
known eastern manufacturers' agent, has secured
the agency of the Edward Todd & Co. line of
gold and fountain pens and will represent the fac-
tory in Chicago.

Benedict & Wilkinson have started a jewelry
store in Sioux Falls, Iowa, and were on the local
market the last of the month purchasing their
opening stock.

R. H. Faris, formerly associated with W. E.
Lee, of Corning, Iowa, was in the city the middle
of the month purchasing a stock for a new store
which he will open in Winfield, Iowa.

George C. Schrieber, for many years in busi-
ness in Lincoln, Ill., died very suddenly at his
home the latter part of the month. He is sur-
vived by a widow and two daughters.

Items of Interest

At the recent annual meeting of the Benedict
Mfg. Co., East Syracuse, N. Y., at which officers
and directors for the ensuing year were elected,
it was reported that the business for the last year
was nearly double that of the preceding year.
The officers are: Harry L. Benedict, president;
George N. Crouse, first vice-president; C. C.
Graham, second vice-president ; Charles Van
Wagner, secretary; John Bailey, assistant secre-
tary; R. B. Rontree, treasurer ; Newton Owen,
assistant treasurer ; directors, George N. Crouse,
Charles Van Wagner and Harry L. Benedict. A
7 per cent. dividend was declared on preferred
stock and 6 per cent. on common stock, payable
March 8th. Reports of the business situation
were very satisfactory.

A volume of some 250 pages entitled "Evans's
Essays," compiled from a series of articles on
subjects of interest to the jewelers, which were
published in The Manufacturing Jeweler, Provi-
dence, R. I., has just been issued by that journal.
There are altogether sixty-five essays, and as the
author is himself highly accomplished both as a
jeweler and a merchant, the essays are naturally
of the practical kind which the trade can apply
directly to their business. The price of the book,
which is handsomely bound in cloth, is $1.50.

Wm. T. Rae and Vincent M. Wright, of the
firm of Wm. T. Rae & Co., Newark, N. J., have
dissolved partnership by mutual consent.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., Sheboygan, Wis.,
has just issued a catalogue which establishes a
new record in compilations of this kind. The
work is in three volumes, one containing drug,
jewelry and cigar store fixtures; another contain-
ing floor cases, show cases, cigar cases, counters,
specialties, etc., and the third being devoted to
dry goods, clothing, grocery, confectionary and
general store fixtures. The three volumes contain
over 600 pages, and give plans, suggestion, in-
terior views, designs, measurements, specifications,
colored finish samples, etc. The compiling of this
most instructive work has entailed enormous labor
and much expense. The catalogues are not sent
out gratis, the company making a small charge,
as stated in their advertisement, as evidence of
good faith. This is made necessary by the elabo-
rate character of the work, a copy of which will
be found invaluable to any one contemplating
store remodeling or improvements of any kind.
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C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE COMPANY
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

103 STATE STREET

 CHICAGO 

We wish to announce the change of' our firm name,
which takes place 21pril 1st. No change in business methods

or personnel of our concern. The same careful attention to

the wants of our customers will prevail throughout our

establishment.

,41I•M• 

BASTIAN BROS.' ENGRAVED PINS

1'?';',:',./ p. ,
,I

27 119

118 74

Here are some most popular designs
in Engraved Pins, in sterling silver,
rolled-gold plate and solid gold, and you
can take your choice of three finishes—
Rose, Roman or Polished.

Sterling Silver,sample,$0.40; per doz.,$4.00
Rolled Gold, .50; " 5.00
Solid Gold, 4 4 1.25; " 12.00

Jewelers' Discount, 25 Per Cent.

Please bear in mind that these Pins
are extra heavy weight and should not
be confused with those of inferior qual-
ity and about half weight offered at
slightly reduced prices by other houses.
Information cheerfully furnished at any
time.

BASTIAN BROS., 83 South Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
411M111•11!■1111/ 
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TRADE
The trade are invited to sena us reliable items of

news for this department

Alabama

T. Parker, of the firm of Parker Bros., Mo-
bile. was honored by being selected king of the
carnival, a much prized distinction. The king is
chosen by representatives of the business and
social clubs and the honor is suggestive of the
high esteem in which Mr. Parker is held. He is
a member of one of the most noted families in
that section and is a son of Major Frank S.
Parker.

Arkansas
F. W. Haury, Helena, has made extensive

improvements in his store and installed some
handsome new fixtures. Among the latter is an
eight-foot wall case and a new 7000-pound burg-
lar and fire-proof safe of the Mosier make. The
safe was made especially from designs furnished
by Mr. Haury. It is lined on the top, back, bot-
torn and sides with chrome steel. The door has
sixteen lock bolts, and inside of the safe is a
plate-glass gate to keep dirt from the locks. The
doorway weighs 3500 pounds and swings on ball
bearings. The safe is provided with a gate, made
especially from a design furnished by Mr. Haury
and constructed of bars running up and down.
The feature of it is that when it is closed with a
slam it will give a gong alarm, notifying the
presence of some one at the safe.

Connecticut
Ralph Jacobs, formerly located at 231 Bank

Street, Waterbury, has moved into new quarters,
at 61 South Main Street, where he will have much
better accommodation and a larger stock. The
repair department is in charge-of A. J. Broderick,
a workman of exceptional skill.

Massachusetts
Geo. F. Andrews, manager of the Hill Com-

pany, Inc., of Lynn, recently returned from Lew-
iston, whither he had gone on a visit to his
parents, who reside in that city.

Mississippi
Edw. Brady has established a new jewelry

store in Biloxi. The new store is located in the
Lopez Building and is very handsomely deco-
rated and fixtured. An up-to-date stock has
been installed and all the leading lines are repre-
sented. Before starting at Biloxi, Mr. Brady was
engaged in the jewelry business in Memphis and
Newbern, Tenn.

New York
August Schnell, a prominent jeweler and

leading business man, of Troy, died early in
March, pleuro-pneumonia being the fatal malady.
The deceased was born in Germany, but came to
the United States while still a youth and started
in the jewelry business in Troy in 1880. His ven-
ture proved very successful, and the present estab-
lishment, into which he moved some four years
ago, is one of the important business places of
the city. Mr. Schnell was a man of fine character
and rigid honesty and enjoyed to an unusual
degree the confidence of the public. He was
prominent in the Masonic order and other fra-
ternal organizations.

Col. Daniel C. Dusenberry, the veteran
jeweler of Middletown, recently celebrated the
ninetieth anniversary of his birth and the seven-
tieth aniversary of the date of establishing his
business. When he started in Middletown that
village had a population of less than 300, but his
business grew with the town, and his store is now
one of its leading establishments. In t893 Mr.
Dusenberry took his son into partnership under
the firm name of Daniel C. Dusenberry & Son,
and in 1906 the elder Dusenberry retired from the
active management of the concern. Though a
nonagenarian, the Colonel is still in active busi-
ness life. He is a trustee of the Middletown
Savings Bank, president of the board of trade,
director of the Orange County Trust and Safe
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Deposit Company; director of the Middletown and
Unionville R. R. Co., and a director of the Mid-
dletown National Bank. He takes, besides, an
active interest in every movement for the ad-
vancement of Middletown.

North Dakota
The N. C. Anderson Co., of Fargo, has been

succeeded by H. G. Edwards, who will continue
the jewelry business at the old stand. It is agree-
able to announce that all creditors of the Ander-
son Co. were paid in full in cash, the closing of
the store by the sheriff being simply a legal for-
mality to get possession of the stock and facilitate
the liquidation of the business.

Oregon
R. H. Robinson, of Condon, died recently of

pneumonia. The deceased was one of the most
popular young business men in Condon, and all
anticipated for him a most successful future.
His untimely death is much regretted by a large
circle of friends. He was a prominent member
of the Masonic order, Odd Fellows and the
Knights of Pythias. Members of each, in full
regalia, accompanied the remains to their last
resting place.

Pennsylvania

0. H. Watts, who was for eight years an
employee of E. H. Klahr, of Middletown, has
purchased the Wm. F. Day jewelry and optical
store, at Millersburg.

Henry C. Claster, Harrisburg, has installed a
new office in the rear of his store at 339 Market
Street. It is built of mahogany and plate glass
and corresponds in size and appearance to the
crystal room, which is a very handsome apart-
ment. The new office materially improves the
already attractive appearance of the store.

Wisconsin
P. H. Sperry, Marinette, has moved into new

quarters, where he has more available space. bet-
ter facilities and a larger stock.

A Jeweler-Watch Inspector's Views on
the Watch Inspection Agitation

En. KEYSTONE :—We all agree that the great
game of modern business is one of high pressure
and great speed, yet there is one feature of it—
an experimental factor—which, to be truly benefi-
cial to the entire trade which it claims to repre-
sent, must be evolved slowly with fair and honest
consideration for each interest. We refer to the
trade organization of which we are members, and
regret to say that by its past resolutions and
present silence it stands for a measure which if
enacted into a law will remove from the legitimate
jeweler a class of trade which from every point
of view should be his—that of the railway watch
inspection.

We take this opportunity to express our pro-
found appreciation for the strictly non-partisan
stand THE KEYSTONE has taken in this matter,
and now that the facts of this watch inspection
agitation are really coming to light, we hope that
a great army of disgruntled jewelers and some
loyal trade papers will believe that watch in-
spectors will make truthful statements, even if
employed by the system so unjustly criticized.

We have followed closely in convention and
by personal correspondence the attacks of the
agitators against the present system of watch in-
spection, and have yet to see one specific truthful
or well-founded charge by those who, taking
advantage of the great national purifying move-
ment, have taken up the cry of "graft," and out of
the whole cloth manufactured the few charges
made.

I should like to ask of any watch inspector
if this railway watch work does not call for the
highest class watchmaker he can employ, and if
such employee is not called upon to meet the ever-
increasing demands of skill and exactness, and if
it does not necessitate a precision clock whose
rate must be checked by the highest possible au-
thority.

We impress upon the railway employee the
necessity and insist that he make frequent corn-
parisons of his watch with our precision clock,
and are glad to make all notations of rating,
regulation, etc., on his rate card, which is a true
showing of the result of repairs last made and
by whom made.
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Is there anything in the present system which
can stop such employee from demanding that his
watch keep the rating for which his repair bill
has been paid? I deny emphatically that there is
in the present method anything whereby he is not
permitted to take his watch where he chooses to
have such repairs made and that he may purchase
his standard watch where he chooses, and that
here is where the inspector is his friend rather
than his enemy, for it is the inspector who can
assure him if his purchase money has bought for
him the standard amount of watch goodness.

Perhaps the present system is not perfect.
Nothing that involves the employment of one
person or over ever is, but it is the best we
know of, and if it has any shortcomings its per-
fection will never be reached by its annihilation
or its transfer to interests entirely foreign to this
class of work.

As the only thing that will have any weight
with the skeptical is a true statement of the con-
ditions that surround the local examiners, who
are but units in the great system, we make the
following statement of conditions at this point,
and challenge anyone to disprove them.

No employee has ever been influenced to pur-
chase any make of standard railway watch other
than his preference, if he had any, and no em-
ployee has ever been charged other than the
minimum price for repair. Employees are not
required to carry but one make of standard loaner
watch, as has been charged against the system,
and not one of the three other local jewelers can
say we have ever made unjust complaints about
repairs they made or watches they sold.

We do not wish to imply that our conditions
are ideal or unusual, but the above statement is
made after taking into consideration circum-
stances, as follows : One employee says that he
has been over-charged for cleaning his watch;
that he never paid over $1 any place else, and
that because we are inspectors we tack on an
extra 75 cents. The watch was an 18 size Elgin
Veritas, cleaned for years by the "chalk and
brush process," and reached us with four or five
pivots rough and balance out of round and poise.
The watch is now rating splendidly. Who was
stung? Notwithstanding that the present system
stands for the mutual welfare of the employee's
watch and the railway service, we find men who
will positively refuse to give their watches proper
attention, swearing at the local inspector, and by
the aid of some disgruntled jeweler, to whom they
take their watch before each inspection and have
him brush off the top plate, they then come in and
swear that the watch has been recently cleaned
and rated. This foolish practice is one of the
many that help to widen the breach between those
who are trying to perfect the service and the
knockers who are bound to feel that it is one of
extortion. The railway holds the examiner for
the faithful performance of that watch, and if he
is in doubt, he gives the employee a loaner, who
when taking it says he bets it is not half as good
as the one he is leaving which the inspector re-
fuses to pass without trying its rate, no matter
how carefully you have labored and timed the
loaner you have "discriminated" and made an
"unjust demand" of the employee, and we have
witnessed the astounding fact of some of these
loaners coming back two to five minutes off time,
only to find them rate beautifully in the pocket
of some other employee later. We find in his
efforts to elude the inspection the fake watch-
maker has put the balance spring out of round
or flat, has smeared streaks of oil away from each
pivot, and then put on fresh, you find the rate far
out of the safety limit.

These are some of the many little troubles
that make the jeweler think that "the game is not
worth the candle." We have striven earnestly,
fairly and honestly to attain and maintain satis-
faction along all lines of our railway work, and
as each difficulty was met and overcome we took
fresh hold and had about concluded we were over
the rough places when the present storm broke
—goodness knows from where.

The railways are satisfied; the reasonable
employees are the same; the retail jewelers have
worked to get it to a point where they could feel
satisfied. Will some one kindly explain the
mystery? Very truly yours,

Toss & BRISTER, J. E. J.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.



The Best Case for the Jeweler
The All-Class

ffidgie is a show case that will add to the beauty
and appearance of the finest jewelry.

There may be cheaper cases made, but certainly there
are none in \Villa beauty, style and power is better combined.

Made entirely of glass, with no frame work to obscure
the view of the goods, no bolts or screws used, yet the case
is as strong and rigid as any case made.

If you want a case that will sell goods, write us to-ddy.
Address Dept. C

Detroit Show Case Co.
" Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants"

Fort Street, W. Detroit, Mich,

UMBRELLAS

We bought for CASH the entire
unmade stock of the Detroit
Umbrella Co., Detroit, Mich.

We Will Sacrifice These Goods

Handles
Ladies' or Men's,
German Silver,
Sterling Silver,
Fire Gilt, Roll-Plate,
on Natural Sticks;
Horns, Pearls, etc.

Write for samples, stating size, style of handles and price

KREIS & HUBBARD
UMBRELLA MANUFACTURERS

252 Franklin St., Chicago
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Warning to the Trade
"HOLD-ON CLUTCHES"
We are the Sole and Exclusive

Licensees for use in jewelry under
patent No. 700,412, dated May 20,
1902, granted to Max H. Fischer
for Clutches. This is a broad
comprehensive patent for clutches
under which we have manufac-
tured and sold our "HOLD-ON
Clutches for scarf pins, etc., for
many years past.
We have brought suit in the United

States Circuit Court for the Southern
District of New York for patent in-
fringement, unfair trade and imitation
of our clutches and for FORTY
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($4o,000.00) dam-
ages against the manufacturers of said goods
and also against others handling same.

We are informed by our counsel, that the
claim of these manufacturers that their clutches
are made under patents, does not excuse the
infringement, as they ARE ALL LATER than the
Fischer invention,

All dealers are hereby warned that the making-,
selling, using- or otherwise handling any of the above
devices except through us, \vil I be deemed an infringement
of our rights for which suit for infringement and damages
will be immediately brought and WORTHLESS
GUARANTEE will not avail dealers who handle
such g,00ds.

It is our intention to vigorously prosecute all infringements
of the patent tittl trade rights and to protect our rights by
every means in our power.

HOLD-ON CLUTCH CO.
C. P. GOLDSMITH & CO., PkorkiEroRs

NEW YORK

New York Office
7 Maiden Lane
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Retail Jewelers' Associations

American National Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1904)
MACK A. H URLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary, Hastings, Minn.

Next meeting, Aug. 4, 5, 6, 7, 1908, at Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association (5889)
HERMAN MAUCH, President, St. Louis, Mo.
Wm. F. KEMPER, Sec'y, 2326 Franklin Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Connecticut Retail Jewelers' and Opticians'
Association (1895)

GEORGE H. FORD, President, New Haven, Conn.
S. H. KIRBY, Sec'y, 822 Chapel Street, New Haven, Conn.

The Jewelers' Fraternity of New Orleans, La.
(1902)

OTTO GRAN ZI N, President.
DANIEL S. RA M ELI , Secretary.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association (1904)
A. E. BARKER, President, Minneapolis, Minn.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Hastings, Minn.

nnual meeting, February 24.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association (1905)
Annual meeting, February 24.

MAcK A. HURLBUT, President, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
N. N1ELsoN, Secretary, Harlan, Iowa.

Utica Retail Jewelers' Association (1905)
RICHARD PERLEN, President, Utica, N. Y.
C. T. EvArm, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association (tgo6)
SANDY McKAy, President, West Branch, Mich.
VICTOR C. Moen's, Secretary, Ithaca, Mich.

Massachusetts Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
F. C. NEWHALL, President, Lynn, Mass.
EDWARD H. DUNBAR, Secretary, Norwood, Mass.

Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. W. SLAYBAUGH, President, Taylorville, Ill.
GEORGE A. DONALDSON, Secretary, Girard, Ill.

Nebraska Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
J. A. REULING, President, Wymore, Nebr.
MAX J. EGGE, Secretary, Grand Island, Nebr.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
H. W. Reformer, President, Minot, N. Dak.
C. E. Trm.soN, Secretary, Carrington, N. Dak.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
GUSTAV KELLER, President, Appleton, Wis.
F. 0. THomesoe, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers (1906)
R. D. WORRELL, President, Mexico, Mo.
C. E. RANGE, Secretary, Trenton, Mo.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
WALTER SPERLING, President, Seneca, Kans.
C. C. STEVENSON, Secretary, Pittsburg, Kans.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (tgo6)
H. G. NicfroLs, President, Mitchell, S. Dak.
0. B. TRIPP, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
A. C. GRAUL, President, Sharpsburg, Pa.
C. S. WILEY, Secretary, 3602 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1906)
R. C. BIRNAU, President, Greensboro, N. C.
FRANK JOLLY, Secretary, Raleigh, N. C.

Next meeting at Raleigh, July 14.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
JOB. MAZER, President, McAlester, Okla.
F. C. BOASEN, Secretary, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Next annual meeting, April 21 and 22, OklahomaCity, ia. 

Tenn  Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
D. M. QUARLES, President, Clarksville, Tenn.
RICHARD B. HERZER, Secretary, Nashville, Tenn.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers' Ass'n ( 1906)
STZPHEN THOMAS, President, Charleston, S. C.
R. H. ALLAN, Secretary, 285 King St., Charleston, S. C.

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
R. Heinz, President, Talladega, Ala.
MAX ROBINSON, Secretary, 214 North Twentieth Street,

Birmingham, Ala.

New York Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
SAMUEL TAPPIN, President, Troy, N. Y.
HENRY J. PPLANTZ, Secretary, 298 South Pearl Street,

Albany, N. Y.

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (1936)
T. A. WISTMESS, President, Wheeling, W. Vs.,
C. E. BAAS, Secretary, Parkersburg, W. Va.
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Rochester Retail Jewelers' Association (1906)
C. E. SUNDERLIN, President, Rochester, N. Y.
J. J. ERN 'SSE, Secretary. 15 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

Knoxville Jewelers' Association (1907)
ALBERT G. HOPE, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
B. W. Alums, Secretary. 439 Gay Street, Knoxville, Tenn.

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
L. ALVA Lev I s, President, Klamath Falls, Oregon.
H. M. LEPPERT, Secretary, Alisky Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Florida Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
H. E. ADAMS, President, Tampa. Fla.
R. J. RILES, Secretary. 15 \V. use St., Jacksonville, Fla.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association ( 5907)
J. R. STEBB I NS, President, Ashtabula. Ohio
J. E. Joss, Secretary, New Philadelphia, Ohio.

California Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
E. B. Lewis, President, San Francisco, Cal.

L. TRU MBLY, Secretary, Santa Cruz, Cal.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
c. 7.. Rowe, President, Argos, Ind.
J. A. OSWALD, Secretary, Crawfordsville, Ind.

Annual meeting, third Tuesday of February.

New Mexico Retail Jewelers' Association (5907)
R. J. TAUPERT, President, East Las Vegas, N. Mex.
C. A. WHITED, Secretary, Raton, N. Mex.

New Hampshire Retail Jewelers' Ass'n (19o7)
MARYLAND P. Foss, President, Pittsfield, N. H.
ANDREW E. MACUEN, Secretary, Bristol, N. H.

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association (1907)
J. ANT. SCHIRM, President, Baltimore, Md.
F. J. EULER, Secretary 109 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

Mississippi Retail Jewelers' Association
EDW. LuKE, President, Yazoo City, Miss.
J. W. BARBER, Secretary, Meridian, Miss.

Indianapolis Retail Jewelers'Association (1907)
J. P. MULALLY, President, Indianapolis, Ind.
(;Eo. S. KERN, Secretary, 615 State Life Building, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

Kentucky Retail Jewelers' Association
L. C. EISENSCHM ITT, President, Newport, Ky.
Was. M. IRON, Secretary, Newport, Ky.

Arkansas Retail Jewelers' Association
E. A. SHORT, President, Prescott, Ark.
J. W. JOHNSON, Secretary, Prescott, Ark.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Retail Jewelers' Association

101IN BERTLI NG, President, Cincinnati, Ohio.EDWARD F. KAF.I.1 N, Secretary, 1823 Vine Street, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.
Annual meeting at Cincinnati, January 31.

Dayton, Ohio, Retail Jewelers, Association
Enwtx BEST, President, Dayton, Ohio.
J. \V. ANDERTON, Sec'y, 18 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio.

(5908)

Some Benefits of Organization

To the casual observer it might seem that the
efforts being put forth in organization work were
not producing results; but such is not the case.

All trades, professions and nearly all lines of
mercantile interests are being organized. The
jewelers, I ant sorry to say, were among the last
to awaken to their need of organization, notwith-
standing the fact that they needed it most. But
the awakening came, and thirty-one State, eight
local or city and one national association is the
result.

Now, what is being done? First, I want to
impress upon you the idea that the very first
thing to do is to organize. We cannot accomplish
the results desired until we are more thoroughly
organized.

The manufacturers and jobbers are awaken-
ing to the fact that it is "up to them" to protect
the interests of the retail jeweler, for. the retailers
in all lines are different now from what they were
twenty years ago.

The manufacturers in various lines are no
longer willing that the mail-order fellow should
set the price, and while some have not as yet seen
the folly of their ways, yet there is still ground
for hope.

There are more watch companies, more sil-
verware manufacturers, more jewelry manufac-
turers and more jobbers who are catering directly
to and protecting the interests of the retail
jeweler to-day than ever before.

Stamping laws, both State and national, have
been enacted for the elevation of the retail jewelry
business and the protection of the public. And
last, but by no means least, the association work
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is making better business men out of the retailers.
This alone is worth the cost and effort and should
not be lost sight of.

Now for some of the things we are laboring
for and hope to bring about: We hope to form
a first-class working association in every State
in the union and then have them all affiliated with
the American National Retail Jewelers' Associ-
ation.

We hope to show the retailing jobber that it

will be better business for him to sell at wholesale
only. We are trying to prove to the manufac-
turer and jobber who furnishes his goods or
allows them to be furnished to the retail mail-
order house that it is unfair to the retailer who
handles by far the larger portion of his goods;
That it is not only unfair, but is against the prin-
ciples of good business for him to sell to the
small retailer at one price and to the large retailer
at another and a lowcr one.

We are in hopes to have laws enacted to
protect the public against unscrupulous and dis-
honest manufacturers, and thereby eliminate the
dishonest competition in the trade. We are plan-
ning to establish an assay bureau, where any
member of our association can find out just what
quality of goods he is paying his good money for.

We are endeavoring to have the retailer rise above
the petty jealousies that now exist and to broaden

out and get a larger view of the possibilities and
privileges of the retail jewelry business.

Now to the point, brother retailer: We need
you and you need us, and why not get together?

If you are not a member of some association of
retail jewelers, you should be and be assisting in

the upbuilding of the business.
Every retailer enjoys the benefits put forth,

whether he be himself an active worker or not,

and each should be anxious to do his part.
Join the association, attend the meetings,

breathe the air that is rife with the spirit of or-

ganization, broaden out, straighten up, and take

a new lease of life, and the millenium will not

be slow to dawn for that most noble of all crafts-

men—the retail jeweler.
I. M. RADABAUGH, Secretary.

The following committees have been ap-

pointed by President Hurlbut, of the national
association:

Trade interest : W. F. Kemper, St. Louis, Mo.;

Frank Hannis, York, Nebr.; A. C. Graul, Sharps-

burg, Pa.
Assaying: J. M. Nabstedt, Davenport, Iowa;

C. E. Tillson, Carrington, N. D.; Max Robinson,
Birmingham, Ala.

Legislature: H. G. Nichols, Mitchell, S. D.;

Stephen Thomas, Charlestown, S. C.; D. M.

Quarles, Clarksville, Tenn.
Membership : J. R. Stebbins, Ashtabula, Ohio;

A. E. Paegcl, Minneapolis, Minn.; C. J. Rowe,
Argus, Ind.

Deceased members: E. 13. Lewis, San Fran-

cisco ; Geo. H. Ford, New Haven, Conn.; F. C.
Boasen, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Transportation. C. W. Slaybaugh, Tayor-
ville, Ill.; H. E. Adams, Tampa, Fla.; S. McKay,
West Branch,- Mich.

Credentials: T. A. Westmyer, Wheeling, W.
Va.; E. A. Short, Prescott, Ark.; L. C. Eisen-
schmidt, Newport, Ky.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association-

The annual meeting of this society will be-
held at Oklahoma City on April 21st and 22d, in
conjunction with the meeting of the State Optical
Society, which will be held on the same two
days. All jewelers of the State are invited to be
present at the meeting, for which a very attract-
ive programme has been arranged.

New Associations

Secretary Radabaugh, of the American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, informs us
that steps are being taken to establish jewelers'
organizations in some additional States, and that
an effort will be made to resurrect old organiza-
tions in several others. It is purposed to add
considerably to the number of associations before
the meeting of the Cincinnati convention.
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The Easter Window

Flowers for
Display

THE KEYSTONE

As Easter comes unusually late
this year, it will be, to an excep-
tional degree, the season of

flowers and sunshine. The average jewelry store
and window lend themselves especially to floral
display, as handsome flowers do not interfere with
the arrangement of the goods and admirably har-
monize with the surroundings and general richness
of the stock. At the Easter season, therefore, it
has been the custom to make a liberal use of flowers
in window displays. The natural plants can be
procured at very small cost at this time, but if not,
artificial plants are available. The making of
artificial flowers and plants has been brought to
such perfection during the last few years that it is
with exceeding difficulty that the genuine and the
artificial can be separated from each other, if both
together are used in window displays.

The manufacturers of these artificial flowers
now make so large a variety that each and every
season can be properly represented in the window.
Apple blossoms and peach blossoms which rival in
delicacy the real articles, are available for spring
displays. Easter lilies and calla lilies are, of
course, in demand on the day for which the former
are named, and very beautiful representations of
these flowers and plants can be obtained in any
quantity.

Flowers for
All Seasons

For summer displays, roses, of
course, are appropriate, and the
works of these manufacturers
rival nature in variety and

beauty, from the little natural wild rose, or the
delicate moss rose to the great cabbage-like roses
of the highest scientific feats of floriculture: When
it comes fall, golden rod and autumn leaves are
seasonable, and these can be used most effectively
to grace the autumn windows.

Not only artificial flowers but entire plants,
such as ferns, begonias and palms are also manu-
factured, and these, in pots, very closely resemble
the genuine, with the added advantage that they
can be used for months and years and still look
fresh and lifelike.

Leaves and vines help out a display, and these
can be obtained by the yard. There are many
little novelties brought out by these manufacturers
which the window artist is glad to find and make
use of, such as artificial leaves or petals which can
be placed around an elec-
tric lamp and turn it into
an illuminated flower,
such as a tulip, iris, or
even a bunch of grapes.

For the pretty Easter
design shown on this page
we are indebted to the
Thy Goods Economist,
which gives the following
instructions for executing
the design:

For the background,
use plain white crepe
paper the full width of the
roll. Tack at the top, let
it fall to the floor, draw-
ing down until it is tight
enough to prevent sag-
ging, and tack again at
the bottom. Continue
this, lapping each roll a
trifle at the joining until
the background is cov-

ered. Violet and white paper rope conceal the
lapping edges, and is tacked into place at top and
bottom.

The large cardboard Easter eggs are panels
cut from cardboard padded with cotton and cov-
ered with white crepe paper. Outline with cord
and artificial smilax and use gold letters for
" Easter Greetings " or any other appropriate
message.

A border is made at the top of this background,
a soft green smilax vine design representing lattice.
Through this, at regular intervals, push wistaria

v.? /WO c r, ATE o 0,•/00.,

00X

A revolving display fixture

blossoms, bending the wire stems to hold in place.
The lower edge should be cut out to obtain best
effect.

White tissue paper bells are
Bells Suspended suspended from the ceiling by

smilax vines, which in turn are
held by white doves. Suspend

these and other doves by invisible wires. The
doves are cut from cardboard and covered with
crepe paper. On the large center bell a dainty
yellow butterfly is poised. The pedestals are made
of heavy cardboard, covered with violet crepe. A

from the Ceiling

April, 1903

box, flat and square, forms the top, which is also
covered with crepe paper. The flower-pots are
real ones, ornamented with dark green crepe, from
which the lilies bloom in contrasted beauty.

The floor of the window is of green crepe
paper, bordered by a portion of the smilax design,
and finished with paper rope.

This crepe paper rope or cord is
Crepe Paper one of the necessary accessol irs

in decoration of this kind. Out-
lines everywhere are improved

by it, and the finished appearance it gives is well
worth the trouble of making.

For a cord of medium size use two strands of
half-widths of the crepe roll. Twist each strand
separately over a pencil to the right, drawing out
the paper tightly as it is twisted. Twist the two
strands together to the left. Vary size of cord by
the width of the strands. Three strands may also
be used.

Fleurs-de-lis, standing straight around the floor
border, add the last touch to this Easter window.
The bells, flowers and butterfly may be purchased
ready-made.

If a more simple window is required, the
panels, doves and flowers may be eliminated with-
out serious damage to the effect.

We are indebted to one of our
Revolving subscribers, Frank Livingston,

of New Boston, Ill., for the idea
of the window display fixture

here illustrated Our subscriber's method of mak-
ing the fixture is described by himself as follows :
" I nailed a strong box to the floor under the show-
window platform, fastening thereto the works of an
old eight-day clock, removing all but the center
wheel, or as many as needful considering how fast
we wish the fixture to revolve. I next made a tin
tube, about 5 or 6 feet in length, riveting a clock
key to the larger or lower end, this to be put
through a hole about 2 inches in diameter in the
window platform, the key setting down over the
center post. I then made three wheels about
5 feet, 2 feet and i foot in diameter, with a hole
in the center of each for the tube to go through.
These wheels can be made of any light material
and can be decorated to please oneself. These
revolving wheels look very handsome when they
are neatly decorated with electric lights and
goods displayed on them. Such a fixture in
motion is quite attractive and arrests the atten-
tion of all passers-by." All window trimmers

should cultivate a proper
idea of the importance of
the background. To get
the best results the back-
ground should be attrac-
tive, for being the first
part of the window to
catch the eye, it either
attracts or detracts, de-
pending altogether on
how skilfully the work
has been done. While
the foreground of the win-
dow should necessarily
be good, yet it is really of
secondary consideration
as compared with the
background setting. It
cannot be impressed too
strongly upon the mind
of the window trimmer
that the keystone to a
rood display is the back-
rround.

Cord

Display Fixtures

Pretty Easter design made of elope paper
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Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

18-SIZE

Trade-ltiirk

03%

ii I hack

1(1-S11.1,:

SWING RING CASES

111 Back and Center in One Solid Piece, Screw Bezel.
Dust-Proof Pendant.
Nickel Movement-Holding- Ring jointed to center.

q Made in 18 size, 16 size and 12 size, Bascine,
Plain Polish, Satin Finish, Roman, all over Engine-
Turned, Shield and Spot.

q Specially adapted to Railroad use, and where a dust-
proof case is desirable.

An assortment of prices, meeting popular demand
in each size.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY

585 THOUSANDTHS FINE Ioolc for

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583% THOUSANDTHS FINE

Note this Guarantee

4.FP
Lu cap

This Tag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI

.AN FRANCISCO

12-SIZE
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The Easter Win OW

Flowers for
Display

As Easter comes unusually late
this year, it will be, to an excep-
tional degree, the season of

flowers and sunshine. The average jewelry store
and window lend themselves especially to floral
display, as handsome flowers do not interfere with
the arrangement of the goods and admirably har-
monize with the surroundings and general richness
of the stock. At the Easter season, therefore, it
has been the custom to make a liberal use of flowers
in window displays. The natural plants can be
procured at very small cost at this time, but if not,
artificial plants are available. The making of
artificial flowers and plants has been brought to
such perfection during the last few years that it is
with exceeding difficulty that the genuine and the
artificial can be separated from each other, if both
together are used in window displays.

The manufacturers of these artificial flowers
now make so large a variety that each and every
season can be properly represented in the window.
Apple blossoms and peach blossoms which rival in
delicacy the real articles, are available for spring
displays. Easter lilies and calla lilies are, of
course, in demand on the day for which the former
are named, and very beautiful representations of
these flowers and plants can be obtained in any
quantity.

Flowers for
All Seasons

beauty, from
delicate moss
of the highest
it comes fall,

For summer displays, roses, of
course, are appropriate, and the
works of these manufacturers
rival nature in variety and

the little natural wild rose, or the
rose to the great cabbage-like roses
scientific feats of floriculture.' When
golden rod and autumn leaves are

seasonable, and these can be used most effectively
to grace the autumn windows.

Not only artificial flowers but entire plants,
such as ferns, begonias and palms are also manu-
factured, and these, in pots, very closely resemble
the genuine, with the added advantage that they
can be used for months and years and still look
fresh and lifelike.

Leaves and vines help out a display, and these
can be obtained by the yard. There are many
little novelties brought out by these manufacturers
which the window artist is glad to find and make
use of, such as artificial leaves or petals which can
be placed around an elec-
tric lamp and turn it into
an illuminated flower,
such as a tulip, iris, or
even a bunch of grapes.

For the pretty Easter
design shown on this page
we are indebted to the
Dry Goods Economist,
which gives the following
instructions for executing
the design:

For the background,
use plain white crepe
paper the full width of the
roll. Tack at the top, let
it fall to the floor, draw-
ing clown until it is tight
enough to prevent sag-
ging, and tack again at
the bottom. Continue
this, lapping each roll a
trifle at the joining until
the background is coy-

ered. Violet and white paper rope conceal the
lapping edges, and is tacked into place at top and
bottom.

The large cardboard Easter eggs are panels
cut from cardboard padded with cotton and cov-
ered with white crepe paper. Outline with cord
and artificial smilax and use gold letters for
" Easter Greetings" or any other appropriate
message.

A border is made at the top of this background,
a soft green smilax vine design representing lattice.
Through this, at regular intervals, push wistaria

Ccoc
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A revolving display fixture

blossoms, bending the wire stems to hold in place.
The lower edge should be cut out to obtain best
effect.

Bells Suspended
from the Ceiling

these and other
doves are

White tissue paper bells are
suspended from the ceiling by
smilax vines, which in turn are
held by white doves. Suspend

doves by invisible wires. The
cut from cardboard and covered with

crepe paper. On the large center bell a dainty
yellow butterfly is poised. The pedestals are made
of heavy cardboard, covered with violet crepe. A

April, 1903

box, flat and square, forms the top, which is also
covered with crepe paper. The flower-pots are
real ones, ornamented with dark green crepe, from
which the lilies bloom in contrasted beauty.

The floor of the window is of green crepe
paper, bordered by a portion of the smilax design,
and finished with paper rope.

This crepe paper rope or cord is
one of the necessary accessoi ies
in decoration of this kind. Out-
lines everywhere are improved

by it, and the finished appearance it gives is well
worth the trouble of making.

For a cord of medium size use two strands of
half-widths of the crepe roll. Twist each strand
separately over a pencil to the right, drawing out
the paper tightly as it is twisted. Twist the two
strands together to the left. Vary size of cord by
the width of the strands. Three strands may also
be used.

Fleurs-de-lis, standing straight around the floor
border, add the last touch to this Easter window.
The bells, flowers and butterfly may be purchased
ready-made.

If a more simple window is required, the
panels, doves and flowers may be eliminated with-
out serious damage to the effect.

We are indebted to one of our
Revolving subscribers, Frank Livingston,

of New Boston, Ill., for the idea
of the window display fixture

here illustrated Our subscriber's method of mak-
ing the fixture is described by himself as follows :
" I nailed a strong box to the floor under the show-
window platform, fastening thereto the works of an
old eight-day clock, removing all but the center
wheel, or as many as needful considering how fast
we wish the fixture to revolve. I next made a tin
tube, about 5 or 6 feet in length, riveting a clock
key to the larger or lower end, this to be put
through a hole about 2 inches in diameter in the
window platform, the key setting down over the
center post. I then made three wheels about
5 feet, 254 feet and I foot in diameter, with a hole
in the center of each for the tube to go through.
These wheels can be made of any light material
and can be decorated to please oneself. These
revolving wheels look very handsome when they
are neatly decorated with electric lights and
goods displayed on them. Such a fixture in
motion is quite attractive and arrests the atten-
tion of all passers-by." All window trimmers

should cultivate a proper
idea of the importance of
the background. To get
the best results the back-
ground should be attrac-
tive, for being the first
part of the window to
catch the eye, it either
attracts or detracts, de-
pending altogether on
how skilfully the work
has been done. While
the foreground of the win-
dow should necessarily
be good, yet it is really of
secondary consideration
as compared with the
background setting. It

cannot be impressed too
strongly upon the mind
of the window trimmer
that the keystone to a
rood display is the back-
pround.

Crepe Paper
Cord

Display Fixtures

Pretty Easter design made of crepe paper
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Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

ls-SIZE

Trade-Mark

0%

1St
In back

16-SIZE

SWING RING CASES

(11 Back and Center in One Solid Piece, Screw Bezel.
Dust-Proof Pendant.
Nickel Movement-Holding- Ring- jointed to center.

(ll Made in IS size, 16 size and 1 2 size, Bascine,
Plain Polish, Satin Finish, Roman, all over Engine-
Turned, Shield and Spot.

q Specially adapted to Railroad use, and where a dust-
proof case is desirable.

q An assortment of prices, meeting popular demand
in each size.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583 THOUSANDTHS FINE

Note this Guarantee

eta%
Nracfpv
in cap

Look for

SPECIAI 11/11■0 FINE

This Tug

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIANEW YORK

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

12-SIZE
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IMPORTANT TO
HOWARD DEALERS

Every Howard Watch, in both
16-size regular thickness and the
new extra-thin model 12 size, is
now adjusted to position, temperature
and isochronism, and has steel escape
wheel and ruby and sapphire jewels.

The Howard factory now produces
nothing but position=adjusted watches.

Do you realize fully what this means to you,
as a dealer—to have a line of high-grade watches
made by a factory so trained in every department
that it can be confined exclusively to position-
adjusted goods?

The 17-jewel 16 size grade that has heretofore been adjusted to

temperature only is now adjusted also to three positions and isochronism;

and every grade that has been adjusted to three positions is now adjusted
to five positions and isochronism.

In Railroad Watches we have now three grades, specially designed
for railroad service-16 size, open-face, lever setting, double roller, adjusted
to five positions, temperature and isochronism.

Write us for new Catalogue and Trade Price-Lists, just issued,

March 1st. And give us the name of your jobbers.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
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The Howard Watch
'There's small satisfaction in always being open

to correction on any point. Yet men put up with
near-time as though there was no such thing
as accuracy.
A HowA i o owner may find pleasure in

verifying the time as he passes the jeweler's
window, but he is not the man who stops to
"set" his watch. He can face a chronometer
without an apology. He walks up to the window
with calm assurance—as one meets an equal.

It's the movement and adjustment that make
the H owARD the finest practical time-piece in
the world—not the number of jewels or the

amount of gold in the case. It's a matter of science :
of workmaliship.

The HOWARD was the first American watch, 1842 ;
it has held first place for sixty-six years and has been
finer every year.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD. If you
have any difficulty in finding it, write to us for the name
of one who can supply you.

The price of each HowARD ■vatch—from • the 17-
jewel, 14 K. Gold filled cases (guaranteed for 25 years) at
$35, to the 23-jewel, extra heavy 14 K. Gold cases at $150
--is fixed at the factory, and a printed ticket attached.

Find the right jeweler in your locality ask him to
show you a HOWARD—learn why it is more highly re-
garded than any other watch and why there is distinc-
tion in carrying it.

Elbert Hubbard visited the home of the HOWARD Watch and wrote a book about it.
If you'd like to read this little journey drop us a postal card—Dept. D—we'll be glad
to send it to you. Also a little catalogue and price list, with illustrations actual size—
of great value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for April. It reaches 7„50o,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000
readers). It will be seen by every man in your community aim can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a
HOWARD dealer? no the people of your locality know they can find HOWARD at your store?



We Sell the Wholesale Trade Only

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.
Makers of the Renowned High-Grade

GOLD FILLED CHAINS
New goods every week

Our line contains every kind of Chain
and Fob worn by men and women

Our New
Hinge Bracelet,

The BEULAH,
in all widths, both
oval and square
is, we believe,
the best hinged
bracelet yet pro-
duced.

B 154

Our New Chain Plant the
Largest in the United States

Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office

3 Maiden Lane
• TRADE MARK •
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RING
MESH BAGS
We will show this season, in

connection with our large variety of

BUCKLES, HAT PINS 

aa VANITY BAGS 

more than ioo styles of Ring
Mesh Bags.

In addition, we have created a
new mesh bag called the 'Elite'
which leads all other kinds and
makes for Beauty and Flexibility.

BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CO., Attleboro, Mass.

MM.
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To THE RETAIL TRADE
Gentlemen : Below we give you an

exact copy of a communication received by
us a few days ago, signed Wm. Gibson, of
Chicago, with a clipping from one of our
ads. appended wherein we state we sell the
wholesale trade only.

BLUFF, is it?
HERE IS THE ORIGINAL LETTER:

THE STORE WHERE QUALITY RULES

Thirttgu.—

If every jobber would
insist on manufacturers
selling. the wholesale trade
only, there would not be
so many large retailers qr
even small ones buying
direct from the manufac-
turers Favor the houses
that do not sell the retail
trade. It's up to the job-
bers to settle this question.

-eco.-4.71-4.0%.01

.147
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The writer states that in his opinion and a score of other jewelers that our method of advertising is a very foolish one. Well, let
Inc say that we do foolish things and we know it, but there are those %vim make asses of themselves and don't know it.

Then you will notice the v■Titer suggests that he is quite familiar with my handsome face and that it should be discontinued from
our ad. Allow me briefly to remark that if God Almighty has favored me with a t espectable appearance, I ant very grateful for it. There
are those who have not been so highly favored. My face in all probability will appear in our ad. long after I have finished my work on
earth. I am sorry that it gives my competitors so much anxiety.

I wish to state briefly that the manufacturer who sells the wholesale trade and then sneaks around the corner, here and there, and
sells the retailer, is neither protecting the wholesale or retail trade. Tf a few of the large retailers buy from manufacturers occasionally
in large cities, they place the large majority of retailers at a disadvantage and make it impossible for them to compete. At least ninety-live
per cent. of the retail trade of the United States buy from the wholesale jeweler. Mr. Retailer, it is up to you to buy goods manufactured
by houses who do not sell the retail trade here and there, but confine their sales to the wholesaler. By so doing you will prevent unjust
competition and get "the square deal."

S. 0. BIGNEY
for S. 0. B1GNEY & CO.
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Trrnti?-33. -r:\
1

GOOD BUSINESS

What makes it?

A GOOD LINE
1Tcp:1
•44?

What line? 2; SIZE

THE D. F. B. CO. LINE
"The Best in the World for the Money

Ask for the line with the guarantee back of it

THE D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

t8o Broadway

NEW YORK
Heyworth Building

CHICAGO
Mcrrnod 13E Jaecard Building Garnage Building

ST. LOUIS LONDON, ENG.

WOLCOTT MFG. CO.

fashion"
" PULLY PR OVIKICTHO "

They are
Absolutely
New

They
Sell at Sight

1RADz.

MARY%

IPA'rE1NTS

6 27

Collar. Pins
•

''' AtA. 121(11-1TS 1211-7::41-1,1R.N'I-11D "

Manufactured in Rolled-Plate by

WOLCOTT MFG. CO.

They are
a Necessity

Prove it
For

Yourself

New York Office, 14 Maiden Lane 71 Peck St., Providence, R. I.

MADE IN 10 K. SOLID GOLD BY JOHN T. MAURAN MFG. CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.



HAND-WROUGHT

E W E I.RY
Our factory is a marvel of
modern ingenuity and skill

We are prepared to design and execute
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\ ajewelers, re at your service in the most
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With the Lenten season in full
T rade Generally swing during March, and the

disposition of people in Pitts-
burg to observe it with a ven-

geance this year, the jewelry trade has been rather
of the quiet order. Here and there are found
dealers who claim with some show of pride and
satisfaction that their business has been keeping
up well. A good many are found that say Janu-
ary and February trade of 19°8 was equal to that
of 1907 of the same period. And this is based
on actual facts in more lines than the jewelry
trade.

With the approach of the Easter season there
is some activity shown for the coming out of
spring decorations and adornment. The social
season promises to revive materially, and with the
wedding fever as strong as ever, not a few of the
larger houses in retail lines have been planning
for a good share of business.

Spring moving is now on the
Spring Moving tapis. Vilsacks have announced

the lease of the store at 539
Wood Street, formerly occupied by Charles
O'Brien & Co., and will take that stand April 1st.
The report that Mr. O'Brien would again identify
himself with that business was absolutely denied.
The new store room is being remodeled and made
handsome in all appointments.

Henry E. Wilkins & Co., who gave up a
small store in Wood Street, will be settled on the
third floor of the Smith Building, at Liberty Ave-
nue and Sixth Street, on April 1st. This house
has the satisfaction of knowing that their former
landlord has a vacant store on his hands because
of an attempt to advance the rent $500 a year in
face of a general retrenchment in business.

It is impossible to tell how many smaller
stores through out the city are affected by the
same desire to lower rents and reduce expenses,
but the smaller tradesmen are all seeking this
change. All lines of business have taken on new
life during the past month. Manufacturing lines,
particularly iron and steel, are more active. More
men are being called into service and more con-
fidence is shown generally. Building operations
are going on steadily. Coal mining is somewhat
disturbed by approaching contentions between the
miners and operators that may cause a suspension
of mining for a short time. There will be no
open strike, however, according to the coal oper-
ators, and a suspension will be merely for the
purpose of adjusting the differences, without seri-
ous loss in business, as much coal is available for
the next few weeks.

Financial affairs have improved. The tone of
the stock market is steadier and stronger. West-
inghouse companies are gradually reorganizing
and getting out of the receiver's hands, with a
new lease of life and a disposition on the part of
the public to encourage them in every way. The
shortage of money is still a factor in commercial
operations, but it is growing less each day. An-
other month will see the last of it. Some new
industrial towns are being built, which do not
seem to hesitate because of the shock business
received. Altogether, there is a most hopeful
spirit, and everyone is keeping his business eye
open and eagerly noticing every change for the
better in the situation.

One of the more interesting
Expansion of announcements of the trade
M. A. Mead & Co. for the year came this month,

when J. T. Montgomery, vice-
president of M. A. Mead & Co. and manager of
the Pittsburg branch offices, gave out the infor-
mation that Mead & Co. will shortly make an im-
portant change in the arrangement of its business
to further develop its eastern trade. "Through
the closing of a deal for a lease for New York
offices," said Mr. Montgomery, "the final step in
this important matter is consummated. The new
offices are to be located in one of the large mod-
ern buildings in Maiden Lane, and when they are
occupied, in June or July, they will be modernly
equipped for business. This step is the outgrowth
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of the company's move to Pittsburg three years
ago and of the aggressive policy which was
adopted at that time."

The New York office will be under the per-
sonal direction of Mr. Montgomery, and he says it
will follow the same general policies that have
characterized the house of Mead & Co. for so
long, and the eastern offices will be devoted ex-
clusively to the watch business. The Pittsburg
office will be continued as usual, with W. C. Owen
in charge. Mr. Owen has been located in this
office since it was opened, and was formerly with
the company in Chicago. The traveling men cov-
ering Pittsburg will continue to make Pittsburg
their headquarters, while the force that has been
working in the East will be transferred to New
York. The purpose of making this move is to
more closely identify the house with the Atlantic
coast trade and the other New York markets.

The departure of Mr. Montgomery from
Pittsburg is regretted by the trade here, for he
has won a high place among the jewelry dealers
during his stay. However, Mr. Montgomery says
that he will retain a general supervision over the
Pittsburg office and will make occasional visits to
the city. Mr. Owen, who becomes the manager
of the local office, is familiar with all the details
of the business and is personally extremely popu-
lar and has a wide acquaintance.

William Heeren, of Heeren Brothers & Co.,
starts this month for a tour of Egypt and the
world, and will be gone for some time. Otto
Heeren is going to Europe in May on a business
trip. The house reports a seasonable business,
with no unusual depression. Generally, stocks are
in good shape, and while special sales are heard of
in many places, it is not to be interpreted as any
great overload in the trade.

Gillespie Brothers are making a splendid
showing in their handsome store and have gained
much in popularity since their novel form of ad-
vertising has had a good trial. The revolving
Dutch mill, illumined at night, has been a success.
The present location of this sign is in the business
section of the city, but this summer, it is said, it
will be placed out in the residence section or near
Schenley Park, where it will be more than ever
conspicuous.

Another flood season is on in
Troublesome Pittsburg. The high waters
Floods began to show on the morning

of March 19th, and grew worse
hour by hour. Their approach was so sudden
that business interests in the lower sections of
the city had little time to prepare for the attack.
As a consequence, there was a wild scramble for
stocks in low cellars and basements. The whole-
sale jewelers in the lower Penn Avenue district
were prompt in taking protective measures. For-
tunately, the rise did not get much beyond twenty-
eight feet in the Allegheny river, which usually
causes most of the damage. In other lines of
trade there was the same distress. A new system
of protection recently devised made its appear-
ance. It consists of steel bulkheads that fit into
prepared grooves across the fronts of all show
windows, making a water-tight gate against the
water's approach to the height of the sills of
show windows and doors. This has proven a
good method of protecting the inflow of water
when it comes through the streets. Property
owners are taking up this system with much in-
terest as the first step toward fighting floods.

Incidentally, the Chamber of Commerce of
Pittsburg is working, through a commission, to
study floods in the rivers and find out if some
practical movement cannot be inaugurated for
their prevention. The plan at present is some-
what embryotic, but it promises to assume tangible
form in the near future. Reforestration and
raising the grade of many streets and the con-
struction of levees, or river walls, are among
the suggestions now being considered.

A meeting of the Credit Men's Association
of Pittsburg was held March 19th, at which the
chairman of the committee on legislation, J. T.
Montgomery, of Mead & Co., presented a report
that was adopted, favoring strongly the pending
Fowler currency reform measure in Congress as
the best means of giving ample protection against
financial panic in the future. The same resolu-
tion condemned the Aldrich bill as a make-shift
measure with no tangible benefits to come of a
permanent nature. Incidentally, the committee
on investigation and prosecution, which has to do
with the investigation and prosecution of fraud-
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ulent failures and bankruptcies, reported. This
committee has been unusually active this year.
The case of M. Biederman, a Carson Street retail
jeweler, is said to have been taken up largely
through the efforts of this committee, and on the
charge of wrongly concealing assets, Biederman
has been held for the grand jury for examination
and trial.

H. W. Lett, of this city, informs us that he
recently completed repairs on a is-size Tonchon
repeater, the charge for the repairs being $75.
The injury to the watch was caused by its being
dropped on a hard road and run over by an
automobile. He fitted over thirty new parts to
the watch and spent six days at the work. The
watch was previously sent to a New York firm,
which reported that it would require six months
to complete the repairs, and that it would be
necessary to send to the factory in Switzerland
for some of the parts, also that the cost would
be from $80 to $too. The striking parts of the
watch were very badly bent and broken and many
parts were missing. Mr. Lett has never been out
of the United States, and is still under 40 years
of age. His achievement was a notable one and
he is curious to know if any other watchmaker
has had a similar experience.

A good deal of discussion over the present
status of the diamond trade is heard among the
jewelers, but there seems to be a confidence on
the outcome of the present restless state of affairs
that will be satisfactory.

Jewelers' Street Clocks Torn Down

The jewelry trade of Milwaukee, Wis., have
been much worked up over the action. of Mayor
Becker, of that city, who ordered the removal of
all signs and obstructions from the streets. It
was not supposed that this order would affect
such a useful institution as the street clock, but
the Mayor had no such exception in mind, and
when he found that the jewelers did not act on
his order, he proceeded to have the clocks re-
moved, the work being done at midnight in order
that it would attract as little attention as possible.
The street clocks of some nine or ten jewelers
were accordingly torn down, some of them being
smashed and all of them injured somewhat in
the operation. The jewelers claimed that they
were not given ample time to remove the clocks
and feel deeply grieved at the action of the mayor.
The Milwaukee Jewelers' Club issued the follow-
ing statement in regard to the matter:

"Believing that the drastic, destructive and
uncalled for tactics pursued by the mayor, despite
his promises and that of his secretary not to do
so, in ordering the fire department to raze the
clocks, calls for an explanation, the jewelers sub-
mit the following:

"When the order was given to take down the
signs and it became known to the public that this
order also included the public clocks, the jewelers
were besieged by many of their patrons and
public in general to make every effort to retain
the clocks as they were considered a public con-
venience.

"With this in mind, the undersigned called
on the mayor and explained the situation to him.
The mayor then stated that no radical action
would be taken, and at his suggestion all adver-
tising was removed from the clocks. The writer
was again assured by the secretary as late as
Wednesday afternoon that he, the secretary, con-
sidered it advisable to 'let the matter rest.' That
same night, or rather early in the morning, the
mayor orders the fire department to take down
the clocks, and, with two exceptions, these ex-
pensive clocks, the property of taxpayers, were
absolutely wrecked.

"It is neither the purpose nor desire of the
jewelers to defeat any city ordinance or to stand
in the way of its enforcement, and they wish it
understood that the action taken by them was the
request of the public as expressed by the peti-
tions signed by hundreds of citizens and which
were to have been presented to the mayor to-day.
Milwaukee is the only city in the United States
without street clocks."

It is stated that the jewelers will probably be
willing to present the sign clocks to the city pro-
vided they will be maintained for the public con-
venience at the city's expense.



SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF SOLID GOLD EMBLEM RINGS

No. 265. Knights Templar. $15.00 List.

-erg.7. 404
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No. 208. Masonic. $15.00 List.

No. 271. Knights of Pythias. $15.00 List.

No. 274. Odd Fellows. $15.00 List.

No. 277. Red Men. $15.00 List.

No. 280. Eagle. $15.00 List.

• N.). 244. Knights of Columbt.s. $15.00 Lkt.

Any Order Any Size

At e:te Price
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No. 288. Modern Woodmen. $15.00 List.

No. 285. Maccabee. $15.00 List.

No. 294. Railroad Engineers. $15.00 List.

No. 247. Railroad Trainmen. $15.00 List.
These Rings are plump to K., average 6 dwts. each and are made with raised center emblems nicely modeled and enameled. Side emblemsare enameled in appropriate colors, and Ring is nicely engraved. The best Ring made for the money. Order a sample.

Manufactured by

THE A. P. CRAFT CO NI a nu fact u ring
• Jewelers INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SEND US YOUR SPECIAL ORDER AND REPAIR WORK. WE EXCEL IN THIS
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as shown above is our most recent development for Jewelers. Men wh,)
know and care are buying this case.

All-plate with no connecting rods, no holes or notches in the glass,
but still as strong as a metal-bound case. Highest quality plate glass—
ball-bearing doors—master workmanship—modern devices. These are
but a few of t he distinctive features that are winning approval for our
QUINCY SPECIALS.

Shipped K. 1) .w the screwdriver, which is all you need to set it up.
Safe arrival guaranteed. We are also headquarters for everything in
store and office fixtures.

Ask for our catalogue—now.

Quincy Show Case Works
Quincy

New York, 740=742 Broadway
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

Illinois
San Francisco, 1034 Geary St.
Spokane, Wash., 0425 Monroe St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20 28 Julia St.

SEND FOR THE POCKET CAT-
ALOGUE and get in touch with S. T. NICHOLS AND CO., and reduce
your worry and expense.

R WORK
The most particular branch of the optical business. We are Cranks

when it comes to Accuracy, Promptness and Quality.

WE ARE IN THE CENTER OF AMERICA
So located that we are able to fill orders from most anywhere in a sur-
prisingly short space of time. This is especially so in our a Department.

A trial will convince you. Try Us.

S T ICHOLS N OI Indni ■1 1ol:ale I gltt -41rnN D C. 4tC 11oae I aS0117, Aa 

C OEPNPNA TE WEDDING INVITATIONS
We have some nice samples to furnish the Jewelry Trade to take orders

for this class of work.

THE FEDERAL ENCRAVINC CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

TIGER CLAW MOUNTINGS

IKKO MATSUMOTO

Manufacturing Jeweler

Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Business
Improving

April opened up with a marked
improvement in the spring
jewelry trade. Jobbers are re-
ceiving mail orders and travel-

ers are meeting with more success. • Towns in the
agricultural districts have not felt the money
tightness that the manufacturing towns had to
contend with, but a good percentage of the fac-
tories that were closed temporarily have resumed
operations, and a healthier condition is noted on
all Badsides.l

Baldwin-Miller Company report trade in a
normal condition. Spring business has been equal
to that of two, which was considered very good
until 1907 broke all records. The full traveling
force has been kept on the road' constantly, and
their orders have shown a fair business with a
marked increase since the first of March. Spring
trade in the tool and material department has
been up to expectations.

Gus Craft, of the A. P. Craft Company, spent
the major part of last month visiting the trade
in Indiana and Illinois, where he booked a num-
ber of good orders and found trade conditions
improving all the time. The firm has been short
of good help, especially in the engraving and die-
cutting branches. "The Emblem Goods House"
is a new name given the firm since its line of
emblem goods has reached such proportions.

Charles Lauer has retired from the jewelry
business by selling his interest in the jobbing house
of C. W. Lauer & Company to his son Charles
W. Latter. There will be no change in the firm
name. Hereafter the business will be repre-
sented on the road by George W. Kiefner and C.
\V. Latter, Jr. Charles W. Latter, Sr., will de-
vote his time to the house end of the concern.
By April first the firm will be established in
virtually new quarters, since the adjoining room
has been taken in, doubling the floor space. In
that way it has been possible for the firm to in-
crease its stock and put in several lines hereto-
fore sold only from catalogue, one of which is
a full line of hollow ware. C. W. Latter & Com-
pany have enjoyed a steady growth since their
establishment eight years ago last January.

David S. Gribben, of the jewelry firm of
Gray, Gribben & Gray, on North Illinois Street,
is the author of a mathematical work, "Mathe-
matics Made Easy." It illustrates an original
method, discovered and used by the author in his
boyhood days, of solving all algebraical problems.
An arithmetical progression is used in the solu-
tion of problems of the first degree, and a higher
progression for the solution of problems of a
higher degree. The first volume, which has just
been published, includes only problems of the first
degree. The second volume is still in the hands
of the printer. The study of mathematics has
been the predominant feature of Mr. Gribben's
life, and he recently decided to give the public
the benefit of his simple yet scientific method of
solving all problems in algebra. "Professor"
Gribben is the title bestowed upon the jeweler-
mathematician by his friends and admirers.

A. J. Earl, of the Hoosier Jewelry Company,
has worn a very broad smile since the recent
arrival of a fine boy at his house, and M. L.

Robertshome.

, of Baldwin-Miller Co., walks like ae. 

Charles B. Dyer is arranging to take a party
abroad this summer. The tour will be under the
auspices of the Bureau of University Travel, of
Boston. Mr. Dyer has had experience in .Euro-
pean travel and in conducting parties. During his

iabsence his jewelry business will be n charge of
his father, George Dyer.

Asher W. Gray, of Gray, Gribben & Gray, is
enjoying a pleasure trip to Texas. Always on
the outlook for a good thing, Mr. Gray said he
might buy some Texas land if he saw anything to
his liking, but his friends accuse him of hunting
for good auto runs for his next vacation.

James N. Mayhew, one of the oldest and best
known opticians in this city, has returned to active
Practice in newly furnished optical rooms on
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East Sixteenth Street. Mr. Mayhew will con-
duct a clock repair department in connection with
his optical business.

Joseph E. Reagan, of Baldwin-Miller Corn-
pany, and Carl L. Rost have recently been ap-
pointed members of the "club property" commit-
tee of the Indianapolis Commercial Club.

A. J. Douglas, formerly with Wiseman &
Son, Louisville, Ky., has removed to this city and
is filling the position of watchmaker with Krauss
& Secttor, on North Illinois Street.

Louis Feller has relinquished the care of the
various timepieces, including the tower clock, in
the Marion county court house. Isaac Burman,
watchmaker with E. Mantel, has been given the
position.

G. A. Reber, who has been in the watch and
jewelry business in this city for over thirty years,
will wind up his store business April first and in
the future devote his entire time to special watch
work.

C. A. Slinger, watchmaker with Ikko Mat-
sumoto, was one of the speakers at the banquet
in celebration of the silver jubilee of the Young
Men's Institute, held in this city March first.
Mr. Slinger is supreme secretary of the Y. M. I.,
a Catholic organization of national scope.

Ernest Newlin, president of the newly organ-
ized Marion County Optometrical Society, is a

man of considerable
mechanical ingenu-
ity, which he used
to good purpose in a
recent window at-
traction for the
Hoosier Jewelry
Company, of which
he is a member. At
an up-to-date watch-
maker's bench, cov-
ered with tools and
material, sat a wax
figure of a man,
with eyeglass ad-
justed, bending over
his work. In one
hand he held a watch
movement, in the
other a screwdriver.
The lathe and wheels
were kept running.

The figure and its position were sufficiently real-
istic to attract and hold the attention of a con-
stant stream of passersby.

The Security Trust Company has placed
Smith T. Nichols in charge of the house man-
agement of the S. T. Nichols & Co. wholesale
optical house. A. C. Woods, manager pro tem.,
has resumed his position as traveling representa-
tive for the firm.

Oscar Nydegger, watchmaker, gave up his
position in the watch repair shop of George S.
Kern, in the State Life Building, March first and
removed to Texas. Ill health compelled Mr.
Nydegger to live in a milder climate.

James M. Morris, of the Fidelity Watch
Company, on Massachusetts Avenue, is serving as
a member of the grand jury which is investigat-
ing the numerous charges of graft against certain
Marion county officials.

Carl F. Walk, Horace Comstock, A. W. Gray
and George S. Kern have been appointed timers
for the hill-climbing contests, March 24th, in the
semi-annual auto show, to be held in Indianapolis
March 23d to the 26th.

The local police are rejoicing in the capture
of the burglar who cracked the big plate glass in
the show window of Carl L. Rost, February 2d,
and carried off goods worth $500. The burglar,
Bert Waterford, says he is a tailor by trade. He
would easily pass as a Beau Bromine], so faultless
is his up-to-date attire. The morning after the
robbery a small hammer with a jimmy on the end
was found in the Rost window. Shortly after the
police ran across a similar hammer in a local
pool-room its ownership was traced to Water-
ford, who had left town. Next came word that
watches found in pawnshops of several nearby
towns bore the same numbers as those stolen
from Rost. Waterford was easily traced by his
fine clothes, and upon his sudden return to this
city was arrested for loitering until his photo-
graphs were positively identified by the pawn-
brokers in the other towns, when the charge was
changed to burglary and grand larceny. The
case now rests with the grand jury. Much of

l'resident Ernest Newlin

the stolen stuff has been found and will be re-
turned to Mr. Rost after the trial.

Herman L. Rost, widely known as a success-
ful retail jeweler and a public-spirited citizen of
Columbus, Ind., has been elected- a director of
the Columbus Commercial Club.

Ralph B. Clark, of Anderson, president of
the Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association, will ad-
dress the members of the Indianapolis Retail
Jewelers' Association at the April meeting, which
will be held in the room of the Commercial Club.
Every member of the trade is invited to attend.
Mr. Clark is an enthusiastic organization man and
will make an interesting talk.

J. B. Hesselbrock, jeweler, at Liberty, Ind.,
was a purchaser in Indianapolis last month. He
had recently been admitted to membership in
the Jewelers' Security Alliance, and was feeling
much easier about carrying a larger and better
stock.

John R. Losey has purchased the jewelry
stock of his son, J. Lott Losey, and removed it
from South Bend, Ind., to his own store, at
Plymouth, Ind. J. Lott Losey will devote all his
time to a new business enterprise in which he
has been financially interested for some time.

Frank C. Sheldon, of Shelbyville, Ind., has
admitted his nephew, Harry Major, to partner-
ship, the style of the firm now being Major &
Sheldon. Harry learned his trade with his uncle
and has grown up with the business. Mr. Shel-
don is well known as one of the most successful
retail jewelers in Indiana. THE KEYSTONE wishes
the firm continued success and growth.

J. A. Pickett, who conducts jewelry stores at
both Shirley and Newcastle, Ind., was recently
met at one of the jobbing houses. He reported
spring business as very good, showing a marked
improvement during the first of March.-

S. B. Merrick, of Plainfield, Ind., was among
the March buyers in the local market.

J. W. Thompson, of Danville, Ind., called on
the local trade during the month, replenishing his
stock.

Emerson Druley, optician, on Massachusetts
Avenue, has been elected a member of the board
of directors of the Marion Club, one of the most
influential political and social clubs in the city.

Albert Zoller, buyer for Charles Mayer &
Company, is on a purchasing trip to Europe.
Clocks, jewelry and old Dutch silverware will be
among the lines that will receive Mr. Zoller's
special attention.

H. A. Winn, watchmaker and jeweler in the
Arcade, has returned from a business trip in
Illinois. He was accompanied by his daughter.

J. W. Schmeltz has given up the Indianapolis
agency for The Grand Rapids Show Case Com-
pany, finding his jewelry and optical business all
he cares to handle.

Andrew Oehler, one of the old-time watch-
makers and jewelers of Indianapolis, has been a
grip victim for the past month or more. His
friends will be glad to learn of his improved
condition and that he expects soon to return to.
work. During his illness the business was in
charge of his son William. ,

I. M. Rowe, of the optical firm of Rowe 8z
Hulsman, has purchased a' dwelling house on
North Illinois Street, and is remodeling it pre-
paratory to occupying it for his family residence.

The Indianapolis Star has been offering cash
prizes for "jingles" that advertise the business of
any merchant who regularly uses the columns of
the Star for advertising. Recently the following
appeared under the heading of "Walk" Diamonds :
"When the roses play over her cheek
And you swell up and choke and can't speak,

It's a diamond that talks,
You can get it at Walk's,

And she'll softly say 'Yes' in a week."
Another jeweler's name and business were ex-
ploited as follows:

I've got a girl and her name is Sally;
I bought her a diamond of J P. Mullally.
She's the happiest lassie in Hoosierdom fair,
And I saved so per cent. by buying it there.

"I have taken The Keystone for about twenty
years. It used to be 25 cents a year, if I remem-
ber correctly, and we think we get as much or
more proportionately for our money now as we
did then."—Henry W. Selts, Jeweler, Clay Centre,
Kansas.
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We strive for that point in

the design and finish of our

ware and are producing a line

that has brought profit and

satisfaction to our many cus-

tomers, and a high reputation

to ourselves.

LilfcCefie:d

CSA irth Imctoy. An 5fiiveTwnrce.
(Esgabilfished 11064)

Another Strong Point

Our prices are no higher

than what you pay for goods

of less merit. And in hand-

ling our line you are not only

increasing your profits but

safeguarding your own repu-

tation.
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The Monogram /Vlan
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ONE=HIALF ACTUAL SIZE.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR UP=TO=DATE FOBS

kVe manufacture Monogram, Initial, Emblem, Souvenir and Advertising Fobs
and Buttons, a id sell them at the RIGHT PRICE.

Send for our Catalogue DO IT NOW Send in your orders for
your Spring Trade

We make and sell more Monogram and Initial Fobs than any other manu-
facturer in the country.

John A. Salman Si Co 17-21 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

New England Watch Re-
pairing for the Triad,

GEO. W. HYDE & CO.
101 TREMONT STREET

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Make ';!,ecialty of Repairin•

New England Watches
Work returned in one week, and guaranteed
o be satisfactory in every respect. Recom-
mended by The New England Watch Co.

JEWELRY REPAIRING

an MANUFACTURING
for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 74 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

LON BARNHART, SPRINGFIELDOHIO
Nlanufacturer of

Modern Up-to-Date SIGNSWatch and Spectacle
Illuminated and Non-Illuminate_ ,d Durable,

Elegant and Attractive. BEST SIGNS ON
EARTH. tend for Catalogue,

HENRY G. MORRIS
Successor to

GEO. E. KNAPP & CO.

DIAMONDS
MOUNTINGS

AND

PRECIOUS STONES

Jewelers' Building, Room 73

373 Washington St. Boston, Mass.

J
Makers of

TOWERaa STREET CLOCKS
For igLrtieithirs, write us, mentioning

TIT E KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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There has been very little change during the
past month in business conditions. This is the
time of the year that the jeweler does not expect
much business, as the wedding trade is practically
suspended on account of its being the Lenten
season. Some of the jobbing houses that called
their men in last month have now started them
out again, and they report fair returns. There
seems to be a variety of reports from the trade in
the neighboring cities. Some report that their
repair departments are up to the normal, while
others report a falling off in this remunerative
line. This is also true in respect to the local
trade. There has been much uneasiness on ac-
count of the mining question, which affects so
many towns in this territory. The expiration of
the soft coal agreements on the first of April is
very apt to lead to a general strike of the miners,
and this condition would be deplorable under
present conditions of industry.

Locally, the shipbuilding company has been
compelled to discharge about 5000 workmen
through lack of orders. It is also reported in
marine circles that shipping will not be opened
this year until late in May. At the present time
the outlook for the season is far from satisfac-
tory.

Captain R. E. Burdick, of the Bowler &
Burdick Co., recently was in receipt of a com-
munication from the prominent diamond houses
of Holland to the effect that the diamond situa-
tion as to prices was practically settled for this
year and the stability of prices would be main-
tained. This will be welcome news to many
dealers.

Alfred G. Stein, of Patek, Philippe & Co.,
Geneva, Switzerland, was in town last month on
his annual trip through to the west coast.

Otto Loehr, of Scribner & Loehr Co., has re-
turned from an extended visit to his winter
home in Florida.

R. D. Beatty, the diamond dealer in the
Arcade, had a very clever diamond display in his
windows during the recent automobile show in
this city. Mr. Beatty for several years past has
been using his show window for unique displays
of loose precious stones, and it is needless to add
that it has been profitable.

A last chapter in the affairs of the late Cassie
Chadwick has come in the United States supreme
court decision of the suit of our local collector of
customs against J. W. Friend, of Pittsburg.
Friend had loaned money and taken the Chad-
wick jewels as collateral. The collector of cus-
toms claimed the jewels had been smuggled into
this country by the deceased financier, and on
that charge he seized them. The court decided
against the plaintiff, and the jewels will now be
returned to Mr. Friend.

Richard Carter, salesman for several years
with Burt Ramsey, has left the jewelry business
and gone into the automobile business with the
Baker Electric Co., a local manufacturing motor
car concern.

Frank Bromley, engraver with Bullard Bros.,
Minneapolis, Minn., is in town for a couple of
weeks renewing old acquaintances.

Geo. W. Reichard, jeweler, 10512 Superior
Avenue, is mourning the death of his baby boy,
who was born last month.

The Franklin Jewelry Co., on Euclid Ave-
nue opposite Sixth Street, are having an auction
with the intention of closing out the business.
The fixtures are for sale.

A. B. Shannon and F. W. Sherman have or-
ganized a company to be known as the Cleveland
Watch Case Co., with headquarters in the Central
Trust Building, 746 Euclid Avenue. They will
engage in case making and repairing and gold
and silver plating.

L. F. F'auver, watchmaker, who removed to
Redlands, Cal., last fall, returned to this city
recently to bury his wife, who died on the coast.
Mr. Fauver has joined the staff of Wright, Kay

& Co., Detroit, Mich.
John W. Allen, watchmaker, is the proud

father of a daughter, born the past month.

K lEY STONE

Chas. Ettinger, jeweler, 656 Euclid Avenue,
had his show window smashed last month by
three crooks, who quickly looted the window and
escaped before a policeman on the next corner
could get to the store. The loss was about soo,
consisting of jewelry, watches and some silver-
ware.

Biskind Bros. and F. H. Kramer are con-
tinuing their auction sales and are meeting with
success.

The A. M. Zarle Co., 4116 Lorain Avenue,

are conducting an auction in order to reduce

stock.
The Henry Welf Jewelry Co., 1331 Euclid

Avenue, made a voluntary assignment last month

for the benefit of creditors.
Walter Miller, traveler for Bowler & Burdick

Co., left last month for his spring trip among

the trade.
The following jewelers were in town last

month : E. N. Davis, Kent, Ohio; G. F. Elgin,

Kent, Ohio; A. Washburn, Medina, Ohio; F. N.

Prevey, Akron, Ohio; Geo. A. Clark, Lorain,

Ohio; John Murbach, Elyria, Ohio; 0. G. Carter,

New London, Ohio; M. Pitkin, Andover, Ohio;

Bemis Buckley, Mantua, Ohio; J. H. Knauer,

Corona, Ind.; A. H. Coleman, Massillon, Ohio;

H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

Business throughout New England has shown

some signs of improvements in the past month,

though it is the general opinion that normal con-

ditions will not be entirely restored until sum-

mer. Western reports are most favorable, some

even saying that business is now equal to last

year, and some intimate that if business continues

to improve as rapidly as it has of late it will be

an unusually good year. While this spirit has not

as yet reached New England, the fact remains

that, as a whole, the jewelers are paying expenses

and are in a most optimistic mood regarding the

future. Many of the factories which have been
working on reduced time have either extended

their number of hours or gone back to full time.

Herbert Tyler, who has been employed with

the Waltham Jewelry Company, of Waltham,

Mass., has left their employ to return to his home

at Leed's Junction, Maine.
R. W. L. Wendt, of New Milford, Conn., is

at present located in the Andrews Block.
The W. A. Sturdy Mfg. Co. and Freeman,

Daugherday & Co., manufacturing jewelers, of

Chartby, Mass., have resumed work on full time.

S. C. Scantlebury and Charles E. Monroe,

well-known opticians, of Springfield, Mass., have

formed the concern of Scantlebury & Monroe,

with offices at 374 Main Street. Both members

of the concern have an established following in

the city and have had a wide experience in the
optical business. Mr. Monroe is a graduate of

the Chicago Ophthalmic College, with fourteen

years' experience in Southbridge, while Mr. Scan-
tlebury has had fourteen years,. experience in
Springfield.

Max Posner, auctioneer, of Boston, has con-

cluded a most successful sale for E. I. Waddell,

of Presque Isle, Maine.
J. Rubin, of the Paddock Building, Boston,

has engaged first-class passage on the Cunard
liner Ivernia for April 21st, to visit his parents

in Austria. He expects to be gone about three
months.

The wholesale jewelers and manufacturers
of Boston have agreed to close their establish-
ments at I o'clock Saturdays and 5 o'clock other
days from April rst to October 1st.

Edward H. Clarkson, of Boston, has estab-
lished himself in the more fashionable retail dis-
trict, at 332 Boylston Street, opposite Arlington

Street.
Guy A. Osha, employed by Wm. J. Mc-

Carthy, of Lawrence, has been visiting friends in
Waltham.

Henry A. Clark, of Bridgewater, Mass., has
been confined to the house with the grip
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Austin Bond, of Windsor, Conn., has become
a member of the firm of Lux, Bond & Lux, on
Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

J. M. Black, of Reading, Mass., has opened
a jewelry and furniture store in Lyceum Hall, in
that city.

The receiver of the Jewelers' National Bank
of North Attleboro has paid the first dividend to
depositors, amounting to 6o per cent. It is
estimated that 30 per cent. more will be paid them
in about four months from date. The Manufact-
turers' National Bank, which was organized to
take the place of the above-named institution,
opened for business the first of the month in the
quarters of its predecessor. It is capitalized at
$100,000, wih $25,000 surplus. All of the stock
has been subscribed and the charter granted.
The officers are: President, F. E. Sturdy; cash-
ier, C. W. Carpenter; directors, F. E. Sturdy, G.
K. Webster, J. L. Sweet, F. L. Baker, Albert
Totten, G. H. French, A. E. Jencks.

Chester R. Hammond, formerly in the em-
ploy of E. E. Millett, of Amherst, Mass., has
entered the employ of a jeweler in North Adams.

F. Berger, of Buffalo, has entered the employ
of I. G. Perry & Co., of Great Barrington, Vt.

Wm. K. Rankin, has leased the store recently
occupied by J. F. Sumner, of Dedham. Mr.
Rankin has had twenty years' experience with
the Waltham Watch Company.

Reed & Barton have placed the punch bowl
and other pieces of silver which are to be pre-
sented to the battleship Montana in the store of
E. D. Tisdale & Son on exhibition.

A. Frank, of Bridgeport, Conn., has opened a
pawnbroking office in connection with his jewelry
and optical business.

The second annual meeting of
Watchmakers' the New England Walchmak-
Club ers' Club was held in their club

rooms, at 21 Bromfield Street,
Boston, March r8th, at 8 P. M. The club now
has 165 members, forty-six of whom are new
members. There are also thirty-three honorary
members, who are elected and pay a life member-
ship of $10. The reg-
ular membership fee
is $2, and it is hoped
that watchmakers
will avail themselves
of the opportunity
of joining by mak-
ing application to
any of the officers of
the club. President
Whilton presided,
and after opening
the meeting, the sec-
retary read the re-
port of the previous
regular and special
meeting. At the spe-
cial meeting of
March rith, J. A.
Freund, of Bigalks
& Eckart Co., Swiss
watch importers, of New York, gave a most in-
teresting lecture on the adjustment of watches.
It is the intention of the officers of the club to
have the lecture repeated at the April meeting,
as it was such a great success. This is most un-
usual, in the fact that it was the first time any
lecture has been repeated and, as it was the unani-
mous vote of the club, Mr. Freund has been
extended a most sincere compliment. A commit-
tee has been appointed to arrange for a banquet,
to take place either April 15th, r6th or 17th, which
will be tendered to the president, treasurer, gen-
eral manager and other officers of the American
Waltham Watch Company. A slight change was
made in the constitution. The officers elected
were: President, F. J. Whilton (re-elected) ;
vice-president, W. B. Garfield, with Kattelle &
Blake; secretary, L. M. Coburn, 51i Washington
Street, Boston, and treasurer, L. E. Nichols, of
Rand & Crane. The executive committee of
fifteen is composed of the following members:
J. A. Jury, 0. S. De Zara, F. W. Ruggles, T. F.
Proctor, F. A. Lovejoy, E. A. Safford, H. L.
Reynolds, D. A. Gindrat, E. A. Swaint R. A.
Lohnes, C. S. Robb, J. Sundin, G. A. Wildon, J.
Emmanuels and J. S. Lowell. The officers and
executive committee serve also in the capacity of
a board of directors.

(Continued on page 085)

President F. J. Whilton
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To The Trade
We, the undersigned, wholesale jewelry firms
and manufacturers-, of the city of Boston, agree
to close our respective stores on SATURDAY

AFTERNOON at ONE O'CLOCK and other

days at FIVE O'CLOCK, from April ist to

October 1st.
Out-of-town and city customers will

please bear in mind that we will fill and ship
all orders received up to twelve o'clock noon
on Saturday.

D. C. Percival & Co., Inc.
Harris & Lawton

. Robbins, Appleton & Co.
A. Paul & Co.
E. A. Cowan & Co.
Henry Cowan
M. Myers
E. Howard Clock Co.
Woodman-Cook Co.
I. Alberts
The J. B. Humphrey Co.

April, 1908 THE

1,7- SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER 

The prevailing tone in all lines
Trade Conditions of merchandise throughout the

Pacific coast at this time is
over-conservative. All of our business people
are trying to carry on their business with the
smallest possible amount of stock. We honestly
feel that some of them are sailing a little too close
on this occasion of stocks. The savings banks in
this immediate vicinity are lending out a little
more money on approved securities than they
have done for quite a few months, which means
that the vast amount of rebuilding that we have
to do will be taken up as loans can be made.
Now that the rainy season is over, we feel quite
sore that there will be renewed activity on the
great number of sites for which building permits
have been issued in the last three or four months.
The rains which have fallen in the last season
have been timely and very beneficial, and the out-
look for crops, without exception, is the best in
the history of this glorious State, and it is an
undeniable fact that when crops are up to stand-
ard the results are good business for all lines of
merchandise.

As we write, the long-expected Atlantic bat-
tleship fleet is anchored off our southern coast
and is to be tendered a royal welcome to our
port on or about the eighth day of May. We are
looking forward with longing to the day that this
magnificent fleet of sixty vessels will sail through
the Golden Gate and drop anchor in our spacious
harbor. The different reception committees have
the housing of the large number of visitors that
we expect from the interior States well in hand,
and every stranger that contemplates visiting us
during this history-making epoch is assured of a
loyal and hearty California welcome. The heads
of the several fleet committees have met and have
compiled a list of the hotels and lodging houses
that are now open for guests, and are sure of
being able to house at least 5o,000 transient guests.
The above number is the estimate placed on the
daily average of visitors by the passenger agents
of the different railroads running into this city.
This number, in conjunction with the vast number
of marines and sailors who are connected with the
fleet, will make a floating population of at least
75,000 who will be with us for at least seven
weeks before the fleet sails for our possessions in
the Far East. All of which means that the item
of housing and feeding will run into quite a sum
of money which comes from other sections of
the United States.

Alphonse Judis, of the wholesale jewelry
house of that name, returned home with his fam-
ily, after spending a very delightful seven weeks
visiting their large number of friends and rela-
t.ives in New York.

Peter Johnson, who conducts a retail jewelry
store on Filmore Street, reported to the police
recently that a stranger called upon him and paid
$2 deposit on a stick-pin, claiming that he would
come back and pay the balance and take away his
purchase. Shortly after his make-believe cus-
tomer left, one of the salesmen discovered that
he had stolen a diamond sunburst pin from the
show case. The local police have been given a
good description of the party in question and are
in hopes of apprehending the criminal.

J. P. Jaeger, of the retail jewelry firm of
Jaeger Bros., Portland, Ore., passed through San
Francisco recently on his way home from Los
Angeles, where he spent a very enjoyable vaca-
tion.

Joseph Nordman, of the well-known house of
Nordman Bros. Co., is back again in harness,
after having spent a five weeks' vacation visiting
friends in his old home town of Marysville, Cal.

The J. P. Trafton Co., the pioneer wholesale
jewelry house of southern California, have moved
from their old location, on South Spring Street,
to their large and commodious new quarters in
the Broadway Central Building, at 424 South
Broadway.

Miss Anna Mendelsohn, who has been con-
nected with several of the jewelry houses in this
vicinity and latterly with George Desenfant, of
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Filmore Street, has taken a new position with
the Keystone Jewelry Company, on Van Ness
Avenue at Ellis Street.

Newton Moore, one of the enterprising retail
jewelers of South Broadway, Los Angeles, is the
proud possessor of a son. We are pleased to
state that the junior member of the firm and his
mother are doing nicely.

During the temporary quiet times the younger
set among the wholesale jewelry trade are turning
to their favorite summer pastime—baseball. There
have been two picked nines taken from the em-
ployees of the wholesale houses on the southern
and northern sides of Market Street, who are to
play a series of three games for the championship
of the jewelry trade. They have been promised
the use of the ball grounds that are used by the
teams of the Pacific Coast League, which will
enable the boys to do their best, as they have
found it impossible during the past seasons to do
themselves justice on the ball grounds used by
the general public in Golden Gate Park. It is
needless to say that all of the games will be well
attended, as everybody in the trade has signified
his intention of going to at least one of the series,
If not all of them. We feel quite sure that the
boys will do their best, in view of the fact that
all of the young ladies connected with the whole-
sale trade will be in the audience. The North
Side nine consists of J. Lewis, A. Bullion, M.
Cohen, V. M. Smith, S. Kierski, H. Rittler, Jas.
McElroy, G. Regan and Harold Jacobs. The
South side nine comprises W. C. Belli, Boardman,
Mayer, Braunstein, Wood, Chester, Ed. Levene,
Leo Aurich and S Wurkheim.

Burr W. Freer is now in a position to say
that his new offices on the top floor of the
Jewelers' Building, at 717 Market Street, are
ready for business. Mr. Freer is receiving the
congratulations of his friends upon the manner
in which he has laid out and fitted up his new
quarters, and those of his friends in the trade
who have not called upon him are cordially in-
vited to do so.

The Dorrance Battin Company, whose offices
are on the ninth floor of the new Chronicle
Building, San Francisco, are now representing
the W. B. Durgin Company, manufacturers of
sterling silver, of Concord, Mass.

C. J. Niner, the retail jeweler, of Pleasanton,
Cal., was also among the out-of-town retailers
calling upon the wholesale houses recently.

H. L. Whited, whose retail jewelry store is
located at Ashland, Ore. passed through San
Francisco lately, after spending a vacation visiting
points of interest in and around Los Angeles, Cal.
Mr. Whited reports the outlook for business in
the southern section of Oregon as being very
promising, as the apple growers throughout this
section are looking for a banner year's harvest.

C. E. Campbell is the latest acquisition to the
out-of-town traveling force of the Nordman
Bros. Co. This young man formerly looked after
the local trade's wants in material lines. He is
doing very nicely on his initial out-of-town trip.

M. Hamilton, who was formerly identified
with the jewelry business in the East, has opened
a very attractive retail establishment in Dinuba,
Cal.

F. F. French, who is interested in a retail
jewelry business in Albany, Ore., also passed
through this city recently, after having spent a
very pleasant time in Los Angeles, Cal. Mr.
French reports business in his immediate vicinity
as up to the record and looks forward to eclipsing
last year's totals, which he claims were entirely
satis factory.

H. A. King, who has been established in the
retail jewelry business in Eureka for quite some
time, has moved into a new and commodious
store on the main street. Mr. King has installed a
complete new set of show cases, which, together
with a fine electrical display, shows off his mer-
chandise to the very best advantage.

Charles Kline, the enterprising retail jeweler,
of Santa Cruz, Cal., was in this market recently •
buying up seasonable novelties to take care of
the wants of the vast number of people that visit
his city during the summer months.

William Glindermann, who previous to the
fire was located in the Examiner Building and
latterly on Fillmore Street, is moving into a fine
new store in the West Bank Building, on the east
side of Market Street, running through to Ellis.

Sorensen Company have opened another new
store in this city at 719 Market Street, where they
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are showing a very large line of ready sellers in
clocks, cut glass and silverware. This store will
be run in conjunction with their other two estab-
lishments.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nordman contemplate
leaving home for the East on or about the 5th of
April. Mr. Nordman makes this pilgrimage to
the different manufacturing plants in the East
annually. It is needless to say he is tendered a
very warm welcome by his host of friends
throughout the East.

Hurtig's Jewelry Company is the firm name
of a new retail jewelry store that has recently
opened at 412-414 Market Street, this city. The
merchandise that they are showing will appeal
to the masses, and we feel that their location is
suitable to the class of trade that they are after.

New England Letter

(Continued from page 633)

Max Beuchler, of Bridgeport, Conn., has
moved into larger and better quarters in the
Windsor Hotel Building, on Fairfield Avenue.
The store will have the most modern equipment
and will have, besides, an extensive jewelry line
and a well-equipped optical department.

Edward Adams, of Toronto, Canada, has en-
tered the employ of E. J. Spall, of Pittsfield, to fill
the place vacated by George W. Preutt, who has
returned to his home in California.

Walter Hartog, who stole jewelry and dia-
monds to the value of $1692 from Nathan &
Hurst, of Boston, hes been extradited from Lex-
ington, Ky., and brought to Boston.

N. L. Berry, of Limerick, Maine, has opened
a jewelry store in that city. He learned his trade
with Woodward Bros., of Somersworth, N. H.

Hjalmar S. Anderson. of Worcester, doing
business under the name of Robinson & Anderson,
has filed an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.
His liabilities amount to $17,979, of which $5o is
for taxes, $323 for wages, $2oo is preferred, $152
is secured and $17,254 is unsecured. The assets
are estimated at $795o. There are about a hun-
dred unsecured creditors.

The Globe Optical Company has taken the
room in their building formerly occupied by Mun-
roe & Laur and made a separate department for
ear-phones. The instrument which they produce
is manufactured on the premises and is known
as the "Globe Ear-Phone." The idea has been
worked out by various employees and has the
power of magnifying sound over one hundred
times.

The discussion on the bill before the Massa-
chusetts legislature, presented by the Massachu-
setts Optical Association, which was to have taken
place March 18th, was postponed until the r9th.
When the time came for the bill to be heard,
Representative Nash, who is presenting the bill
for the opticians, moved that the discussion be
again postponed, this time until Tuesday, March
24th. One of the members of the board of public
health made serious objection to this. On putting
it to a vote, the motion to postpone the bill was
carried by an almost unanimous vote.

J. W. Sanborn & Co., opticians, of 3 Winter
Street, Boston, have made extensive alterations
in their office. The old windows have been re-
placed by the full-length lights of glass, while the
interior is to be made over from oak to a mahog-
any finish. The cabinets, wall cases, and, in fact,
all the fixtures are to be replaced with the most
modern furniture, all of mahogany finish.

Llewellyn Rogers, Jr., who has for a number
of years past been employed in the capacity of
watchmaker and salesman by Mr. Williams, of
Gloucester, Mass., has accepted the position of
head salesman with Perry & Stone, of New Lon-
don, Conn.

John G. Davis, of Tilton, N. H., has disposed
of his jewelry store and watch repairing business
to Edward Jackson, who has been in his employ
for the past ten years.

The jewelers seen in town last month in-
cluded: R. A. Lohnes, Worcester, Mass.; A.
Beaudet, Woonsocket, R. I.; N. C. Squire, F. W.
Newhall and J. H. Conner, Lynn, Mass.; J. P.
Farrington, Kingston, Mass.; J. J. Barry, Fitch-
burg, Mass.; E. F. Welsh, Westboro, Mass.; F
U. Gassett, Bridgewater, Mass.; E. H. Heath
Neponset, Mass.; Charles Sinclair, Concord, N. I-3
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I WANT TO TELL YOU
that. there is as much difference between Horological Schools as there
is between Solid Gold and Gold Plated Jewelry. We have been con-
ducting our College over fourteen years on the Solid Gold Basis.

Our method of teaching is thorough, practical and up to date;
the kind of instructions we give you cannot be had at any other
college in the country.

If you want to learn all about Watchmaking, Engraving
and Optics in a thorough manner, come to us ; we will give it to
you in a short time.

Send for our prospectus; it proves our claim and will give
you full information.

0.5

4-1

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA. ESTABLISHED 1894
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YOU WILL FIND IT HERE
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JEWELRY CASE CO.
146-148-150 CLINTON ST.

BUFFALO, N.Y. to!,
IF YOUR JOBBER CAN NOT FURNISH YOU
WITH OUR 6000S,WRITE US DIRECT.

P4SCIUMVI. BOOK4GI WPM.

Mail or&rs will receive our prompt attention

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.
146-150 Clinton Street, BUFFALO, N.Y.

NEW ADVERTISING SYSTEM
FOR RETAIL JEWELERS

q Ready-made advertisements for every day in the
year.

q Advertisements to suit every line of goods, every
season, every special occasion.

q The system assures results, pushes all lines and
can be had at a merely nominal cost—it means success
for any jeweler who uses it intelligently.

q Furnished only to one jeweler in each town.
Be the first to secure it. Write.to-day.

J. B. INGALLS, Rock Island, M.

"iittharzi 414.a[tter-,:.-iiorst
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Diamonds, Wa/ches,jewelry, efr.
113 W. Baltimore ,St. Baltimore

Set with REAL GARNErs

CROSSES, $9.00 up

BROOCHES, $12.00 up

SCARF PINS, $7.50 up

BRACELETS, $36.00 up

March, 1908 THE

NEWS '\
from the

NORTHWEST

As the weather moderates aml the spring
draws nearer, the Northwest gradually pulls itself
out of its winter coverings and business increases
in proportion. The improvement is already being
felt, and particularly in the southern part of the
territory. The winter has been an unusually mild
and dry one. The lack of snow being complained
of in the lumber sections, but in the grain sections
the feeling is the opposite. Old-timers say lack
of moisture in the winter means moisture just
when the growing crops need it to offset the heat
of June and July. We trust this is correct, for
if so, it means a good, heavy crop, and that in
turn signifies dollars in the farmers' pockets that
will be spent and kept in circulation—and nat-
urally the retail jeweler will get his share. Indi-
cations point to a larger seeded acreage than ever,
as, owing to the unsettled condition of many in-
vestments, a great many have invested their sur-
plus funds in good farms where the security does
not lose one-half its value over night.

The near approach of Easter is helping busi-
ness in all lines, as this season is now conceded to
be the jewelers' reaping time, and with stocks in
good shape, a nice harvest is expected.

Jobbers reports indicate plenty of buying,
but in a careful and judicious manner, an absence
of extraordinary large bills, but plenty of fair-
sized ones.

Collections are fair, and travelers report the
trade as waiting to see how things will turn out,
but confident nevertheless.

The N. C. Anderson Co., Fargo, N. D., have
dissolved. Harry G. Edwards succeeds to the
business at the old stand and N. C. Anderson
will open a new store shortly.

F. H. Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn., has re-
covered from a serious attack of the grip. Fred
says he would not mind the grip, but the idea of
its coming just when he wanted to attend the
opticians' and jewelers' meetings was what hurt
the most.

We are pleased to anounce that Frank A.
Upham, St. Paul, who suffered a severe attack of
heart failure, has so far recovered that he is able

cases.
F. 

up and around home. Here's hoping his
smile will soon be seen again behind his show
ase 

F. A. Bartlett, Lake Crystal, Minn., has been
appointed local watch inspector for the C., St. P.,
M. and 0. Railway.

S. Terpsta, Hospers, Iowa, is taking a course
of study at the Stone School of Watchmaking,
St. Paul.

A. T. Veilleux, Wahpeton, N. D., is taking a
course in optics with Prof. L. L. DeMars, Min-
neapolis.

Mathias M. Simmers, Henderson, Minn., died
March 15th, at St. Paul, aged 5I years.

Roy Rowley, of D W. Smith, Pipestone,
Minn., was married last month.

J. A. L. Halman, Little Falls, Minn., was
called to Montana by the serious illness of his
brother, who underwent an operation for appendi-
citis. We are pleased to hear that Ile is now
well on the road to recovery.

Nick Wahlin, of L. C. Gans & Co., Minne-
apolis, is working hard in North Dakota and re-
ports orders coming his way nicely.

Stocking & Calbick, Kalispell, Mont., have
dissolved partnership, the business being contin-
ued by F. S. Calbick. D. A. Stocking will open
pfolertelciii.mself as soon as his new building is com-

W. B. Gwathiney, Aitkin, Minn., was elected
assessor at the recent village election.

J. J. Martin, Ayrshire, Iowa, visited the Twin
Cities, buying his tools and stock for his new
Store. 

J. C. Riley, Winnebago, Minn., was married
March 2d, and after a two weeks' wedding jour-
ney, is again at the bench.
en,Wmmin. nCameron is the new jeweler at Malio-m

S. S. Johnson, Carlton, Minn., was elected
trustee at the recent election.
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E. Thornberg, of Park River, N. D., has re-
turned from a two weeks' visit to his parents, who
live at Red Wing, Minn.

Proctor & McIntyre succeed D. M. Grinnell
& Co. at Valley City, N. D.

F. C. Brace, Worthington, Minn., has re-
covered from a two weeks' attack of the grip and
is again able to be at his business.

T. Moran, lately with Paul Girard, Grand
Forks, N. D., will open a repair shop at Crooks-
ton, Minn., his old home.

Grant R. Simons, Langford, S. D., surprised
his friends by getting married at Minneapolis last
month. The announcement is a sequel to a happy
romance dating from the summer meeting of the
Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association, of which
Mr. Simons was a charter member. The entire
association joins us in wishing the happy couple
long life and prosperity, and announces itself as
willing to take in a few more bachelor members
without subjecting itself to any obligation of re-
sponsibility toward such a climax yet being will-
ing to furnish the opportunity. korai : Join the
Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association and at-
tend all its meetings, especially the summer
meeting.

The portrait here presented will be recognized
by many of THE KEYSTONE readers as that of A.
E. Barker, of Minneapolis, Minn., the newly

elected president of
the Minnesota Re-
tail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation. In confer-
ring the honor on
Mr. Barker, the or-
ganization was con-
sulting its own in-
terest, as his fitness
for the position is
well known. He is
not only accom-
plished as a jeweler
and merchant, but is
a deep thinker of
broad views, whose
leadership will ap-
peal to the trade
generally. At the
Chicago convention
last summer Mr.
Barker delivered a

notable address, which was published in our col-
umns at the time and which was rightly regarded
as one of the most caluable features of the pro-
gramme. With an amiable personality, suave
manner and restless energy, Mr. Barker is likely
to make a new record during his term of office.

John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn., spent a few
days in North Dakota last month looking over
the country.

L. G. Wood and W. P. Mulholland, Big Tim-
ber, Mont., had their stores destroyed by a fire
which gutted 6o per cent. of the village March
13th.

Fisk Johnson & Co., Minneapolis, were the
victims of a clever flim-flammer last month, who
succeeded in getting away with diamonds valued
at $ro75 in exchange for about $25 and a lot of
brown paper.

Harry FL Walker has started in business at
Minto, N. D.

In our February issue we announced the ac-
ceptance by A. Schaeppi of a position as man-
ager of the tool and material department for the
Reed-Bennett Co. Minneapolis. This was an error
on our part, as 1c4r. Schaeppi has decided to re-
main with his old firm, S. H. Clausin & Co.

M. A. Bratrud, Crookston, Minn., had his
stock slightly damaged by fire February 20th.
The loss was about $300.

A. G. Scherf, Red Wing, Minn., had a nar-
row escape from serious accident last month,
falling down the stairs at his residence and
spraining his wrist.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Voedisch, of Aberdeen,
S. D., has been making an extended sojourn in
Minneapolis recently, enjoying the grand opera
season.

J. J. Birkebak was elected member of the
village council, Lester Prairie, Minn., at the
March election. There will be no graft in that
council's doings, unless it is done behind his back.

D. G. Gablett, of Aberdeen, S. D., was a
recent visitor to the Twin Cities, replenishing his
stock for the spring trade.

President A. E. Barker
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Fritz Guy, of St. Cloud, Minn., spent a day
in Minneapolis recently calling on his friends.

Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Weyer, of Faribault,
Minn., recently visited for a few days.

B. F. Simpson, the veteran traveler represent-
ing Benj. F. Simpson & Co., of Minneapolis, met
with what might have been a serious accident
recently. Slipping on some icy steps, he fell to
the sidewalk, injuring his side, delaying for a
few days his trip through the Northwest.

Paul J. Remboldt, of Gaylord, Minn., has ac-
cepted a position with Benj. F. Simpson & Co., of
Minneapolis.

Lawrence Hope, a well-known jeweler of St.
Paul, was struck and instantly killed by the
Omaha flyer on the morning of March 07th as
he was crossing the tracks at Port Siding. Ac-
cording to the engineer of the flyer, Mr. Hope
was walking across the tracks, apparently pre-
occupied with his thoughts. On the assumption
that Mr. Hope knew of the approaching train,
which had just whistled, the engineer paid no
further attention to him. He walked directly
ill front of the fast passenger train and was
struck with terrific force, his body being hurled
fifty feet through the air. Death had been in-
stantaeous.

Visitors noticed the past month were: Chas.
Wright, Wyndmere, N. D.; J. J. Martin, Ayr-
shire, Iowa; Wm. Cameron, Mahomen, Minn.;
J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.; Nels J. Nelson,
Washburn, Wis.; Abe Garon, Duluth, Minn.;
A. G. Scherf, Red Wing, Minn.; J, C. Herdliska,
Princeton, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings,
Minn.; J. D. Lifquist, Henning, Minn.; Swan
Anderson, Willmar, Minn.; A. L. Wentworth,
Kasson, Minn.; J. C. Vedeen, Dadena, Minn.; H.
M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn.; F. W.
Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; John C. Marx,
Shakopee, Minn.; Geo. H. Lang, Mankato, Minn.;
D. G. Gallett, Aberdeen, S. D.; G. R. Simons,
Langford, S. D.; I. Reiner, Hutchinson, Minn.; S.
Terpesta, Hospers, Iowa; A. T. Veilleux, Wah-
peton, N. D.; W. M. James, Breckenridge, Minn.;
H. 0. Schleuder, Springfield, Minn.; J. L. Wil-
liams, Zumbrota, Minn.
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fii The above advertisement will appear in leadini,
magazines. We are doing Ibis to sl ill further stimulate
the constantly increasing demand for Arch Crown
Mountings, and our cuslomers will surely be greatly
benefited. I a anticipation of the business that is sure
to follow this advertising your early orders are earn-
estly urged to avoid delay.

ARCH CROWN MOUNTINGS
with FULLY COMPLETED BEARINGS

are Staple and Excel Because they are-

11 MORE ARTISTIC
T STRONGER
q NO POINTS TO CATCH
(11 DISPLAY DIAMONDS BETTER

C EASY TO SET
q EASY TO SELL
qf NEW TO MANY

PLAT. TIP ARCH CROWNS
wear longest and

Display Diamonds Perfectly

ARCH CROWN MFG. CO.
24 CAMP ST., NEWARK, N. J.

SAMPLES AND NEW PRICE-LIST ON REQUEST



The Leading House for High=Grade Gold Filled CHAINS, LOCKETS
AND BRACELETS

SOMETHING NEW FOR EASTER!
Some of our new &signs ;

Gents' Vests
Dickens
Safety Fobs ( ChainsSecret Locket
Lorgnettes
Eyeglass

Bracelets, Lockets,
Chatelaines

DETROIT
LETTER

Strongest Secret Joint and Catch on the Market

No. 808. 10 K. and 14 K. Child

New Safety
Guard Bracelets
We beg to call the

attention of the trade
to our new Bracelet
with patent Guide and
Safety Guard.

This Ottani prevents the
Bracelet front falling from
the ann, should the catch
accidently open. It like-
wise prevents undue strain
on the hinge, and gives a
feeling of absolute safety
to the wearer.

We are prepared toapply
this Patent Satety Guard to
any make ofBracelen except
Links) for $1.73 to $2.00
each.

We make SOLID GOLD
14 IC. BRACELETS in a
number of designs. Selec-
tions will be sent to respon-
sible dealers on application.

Our well-known
Two-Screw Patent
can be applied to
any ring. Have your
stock of job rings
fastened this way.

Factory and Office New York Office
Providence, R. I. 9-11-13 Maiden Lane

Globe Lever and Link Lever Button Back
For hard-soldering. Can be applied to any button

Made in Solid Gold, Gold Filled and Silver

Manufacturing Jewelers

51 and 53 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

If you have not received our new catalog
write for one

A trade school to turn out.
Trade School watchmakers is a new project
Project which the Detroit Jewelers'

Board of Trade took up at its
March meeting. There are hundreds of watch-
makers and repairers in the territory adjacent
to this city, and the field for good artisans in this
line is excellent. It is the best class of men that
are wanted, and a school that would take appren-
tices and teach them the watchmakers' trade
thoroughly would be a filling of a want.

If this idea develops as it promises to do, the
new school will be under private control, but
will be aided by the good-will and endorsement
of the big firms in the Board of Trade. There
is no intention at this time to have any school to
teach jewelry making, as the numerous small fac-
tories are developing their own artisans and train-
ing apprentices to the craft. The city already has
a school of engraving, which is an assistance to
the trade. Another important matter taken up at
the monthly meeting was the plan suggested some
time ago of starting a movement for a national
organization of jobbers and wholesalers. A letter
was prepared then, but not sent out to the trade,
as the time did not then seem ripe. Another
letter has been prepared and will be sent out
shortly.

The license ordinance, which
Suppressing has been under constdera-
Fake Auctions by the committee ap-

pointed some time ago, goes to
the council early in April. It is expected to pro-
tect the legitimate trade of the city against non-
resident and dishonest auctioneers, who are apt
to make their stays in a city notable for the fraud-
ulent methods used to sell goods. The ordinance
provides for a license fee of $300 for all auc-
tioneers selling personal property, with a bond of
$1000 to be given the city. Regulations in regard
to sales are very strict. A sale must be held ac-
cording to notice given and its terms lived up to;
customers may redeem goods which are not as
represented within fifteen days. Dishonest meth-
ods are a cause for forfeiture of license, and in
case "cappers" are used to create fictitious bid-
ding, both parties may be fined. This drafted
ordinance goes to the legislation committee of the
Wholesalers' Association for approval and then
will be introduced in the council by Alderman
Field.

Trade conditions have re-
Trade Conditions mained about the same during

the month past. Sales are
fairly good, especially for the retailers, but col-
lections are not as good as last year. The State is
not having any failures in the jewelry and optical
lines, however, although the first business embar-
rassment in either line of the trade came recently
in an offer of A. B. Zierleyn & Co., of Grand
Rapids, to compromise with creditors. Such a
showing is very creditable, all things considered.

One more new firm has started n the repair-
i 

i
ng and manufacturing line. Edward G. Koelser
has opened up a neat shop in the Hodges Building
and is starting with good prospects. He has been
with Hugh Connolly and others as watchmaker
and repairer.

The Detroit Jewelry Manufacturing Com-
pany's new shop, on Rowland Street, is in opera-
tion, and Fred J. Binder, who is at the head of
the concern, states that business has been beyond
his expectations.

W. T. Davies, formerly of Alma, has opened
his new store, at Hudson and Grand River Ave-
nues.

The firm of Henry C. Hulett & Son, of Mar-
shall, has been changed to merely Henry C.
Hulett.

Affairs of the Michigan Asso-
Retail Jewelers' ciation of Retail Jewelers are
Association looking better. There is a lot

of new energy in the organiza-
tion this year, and Secretary V C. Morse, of
Ithaca, reported at the meeting held in Alma re-
cently that more new members have entered the
association since the first of the year than came

in during all of rgo7. A regular membership
campaign is now on through the medium of
circular letters, and its results are being shown in
the growing roster. No decision has been reached
as to holding a State meeting and convention this
summer, but it appears probable that such a course
will be adopted. Detroit has been suggested as
the meeting place, partially because of its im-
portance as a wholesaling center and also because
of the possibilities for entertainment and side
trips such as would make for greater enjoyment
during and after the formal gathering.

The movement to form a local retailers' asso-
ciation is progressing slowly. The committee in
charge—Messrs. Petz, Schneider and Graves—
have been canvassing the situation thoroughly and
have gone over the plans of conducting such asso-
ciations in other cities. The Cincinnati associa—
tion may be taken as a model for the one to be
formed here. Enough jewelers have stated their
willingness to join to assure a fair membership,
and there is now talk of calling a meeting in April
to which all will be invited and at which the aims
and ideas for trade betterment to be attained by
organization can be gone into. Probably this
meeting will take the form of an informal dinner.

R. J. F. Roehm & Co. are moving into their
new quarters in the Business University Building,
getting their factory department into shape first
of all. A sale of the stock in the Woodward Ave-
nue Store is on, and the removal will take place
about the latter part of April, so that the new
store may be opened May 1st.

A fire, which did little damage but which
might have proved very serious had not prompt
measures been taken, occurred in the store of
Traub Bros. & Co. It is supposed to have been
caused by electric wires and started in the wall at
the back of the massive silver cases. It had
gained some headway before it broke out over
the top of the case, filling the store with smoke
immediately and causing a scramble to get the
most valuable goods in the safes. Some of the
employees secured hand extinguishers and
quenched the blaze before it had time to spread.

R. L. Weyhing, of the Weyhing Bros. Manu-
facturing Co., went away early in the month on
a trip for his health. The firm recently installed
a die cutting plant, and overwork in setting this
up and a severe cold which followed affected Mr.
Weyhing's health temporarily.

No further action has been taken in the
bankruptcy proceedings begun against the missing
Samuel Stern. No trace of this merchant has
been found, and efforts to locate the goods which
were not satisfactorily accounted for when at-
tachment was made of the stock in his store have
proved fruitless.

The buyers' excursion of the
Wholesalers' Association, to

Excursion which a number of jewelry and
optical firms belong, attracted

a large number of retailers to the city around the
first of March. Daily dinners were given during
the time of this 'excursion, and every effort made
to make the city attractive as a market. While
sales were good at the wholesale houses, the main
idea of the excursion was rather to advertise
Detroit as a market and bring customers into
touch with the heads of the jobbing firms direct
than to promote sales at the time. Other excur-
sions of the same sort are planned for the late
spring and summer, and entertainment features
will be added to make the stay of outside mer-
chants in the city attractive and pleasant.

Max Jennings, a member of the executive
board of the national association of retail jewel-
ers, was in the city recently from St. Clair. He is
very pleased at the progress of the national asso-
ciation. "While the meeting at Chicago was a
big one and very successful," he said, "I am con-
fident that the next meeting, at Cincinnati, will
exceed it in many ways."

J. H. Ehrlich, 59 Gratiot Avenue, has had on
display the watch materials exhibit of the Elgin
National Watch Company, consisting of jewels,
hairsprings, etc. As this was set off with a blue
velvet background, it made a very tasty and no-
ticeable window display.

Frank P. Mathauer, a member of the firm
of Mathauer & Koester, ro6 Woodward Avenue,
was married recently to Miss Antoinette N. Voel-
kel and has returned to the city after a wedding
trip to Washington and other eastern cities. Mr.
Mathauer is well known throughout Michigan, as
he has been on the road for his firm for some

years, and he has been the recipient of good
wishes all along the line since his return.

W. W. Bridges, of Marine City, recently re-
turned from an extended visit to Oklahoma. He
found the new State very attractive and espe-
cially noted the demand for jewelry in that
section.

Mayor W. F. King, of Adrian, and his son,
W. F. King, Jr., were both visitors in the city
during the month.

Frank M. Kennedy has been elected president
of the Eighth Ward Republican Club. Another
optical man who is mentioned often politically is
Oscar B. Marx, of the Michigan Optical Co., who
has been talked of for county auditor. Mr. Marx
was formerly an alderman and has a wide po-
litical acquaintance.

A new store has been opened at North
Branch by L. Burke. He was a purchaser in this
market for his opening stock.

W. H. Moreton, with Noack & Gorenflo, is a
member of the cavalry troop recently formed.

M. Y. Yake, Deckerville, visited the trade
this month.

George Weidig, with Jos. Fahys & Co., in
Chicago, paid the wholesalers a visit early in the
month.

Thomas H. Avery has started in the jewelry
business at Owendale, Mich.

George Schaffner, who took over the business
of E. D. Trebilcock, at 324 Woodward Avenue,
has made extensive changes in the place.

George Stewart, of the Chambers-Stewart
Co., stopped off here a couple of days early in
the month.

George Johnston, of the Johnston Optical
Co., visited Chicago during the month.

E. J. Hall, Saginaw, has been remodeling his
store.

Disagreements that have come up between the
railroads and boat lines over tourists' tickets to
lake and river ports are likely to prove a factor in
the prosperity of the trade in some of the towns
where resort trade helps out greatly during the
summer. If this tourist trade is diverted through
lack of agreement on joint rates, it will take some
of the cream off the business.

J. S. O'Rourke, of Richmond, was in this
market a short time ago.

Marion Cobb, a Freeport jeweler, is studying
engraving here.

The store of Morris Rovin, 453 FIastings
Street, was entered early in the month, but the
police frightened away the burglar. A suspect
was arrested.

Peters Bros., Davidson, have purchased a
line of jewelry for their general store.

Emil Rosenau, of Frank-fort-on-the-Main,
stopped over in Detroit two days early in the
month. He is a member of the firm of Rosenau
Freres, manufacturers of silverware.

Among the retailers who visited the city in
the past few weeks were : F. M. Schairer, Dexter;
E. S. Barnes, Rochester; L. J. Laurain, Ann
Arbor ; E. J. Potter, Carleton ; C. E. Marvin,
Howell ; Fred N. Pauli, Pontiac; J. G. Bruce,
Burnside; Frank Creswell, Holly; C. E. Mum-
ford, Utica ;E. M. Goette, Orion; A. C. Hill,
Ypsilanti; A. F. Crongeyer, Wyandotte; Geo.
Carhart, Pontiac; E. H. Cressy, Saline ; C. H.
Miner, Cohoctah; F. L. Showerman, Ypsilanti;
Wm. Murphy, Lansing; A. H. Kent, Mt. Clemens;
J. J. Campbell, Pigeon; C. G. Draper, Plymouth ;
J. L. Chapman, Ann Arbor.

Peculiar Watch Glass Breakage
We have received from the firm of Raines

Bros., Maryville, Mo., a broken watch crystal, the
peculiarity of its present appearance making it
quite a curio. It appears that the owner of the
watch was sleeping in a very cold room, and
wishing to know the time of night, struck one of
the so-called parlor matches. Being about half
asleep when he struck the match, he held it too
close to the watch, allowing the full amount of
heat of the first puffing of the blaze to strike upon
the glass. The crystal broke, the broken piece
forming a perfect circle, as if cut out, and with a
perfectly polished surface. Our correspondent
is anxious to know of any similar experience or
explanation of this phenomenon. The transpar-
ency of the crystal makes it impossible for us to
illustrate it herewith, which we regret, as an illus-
tration would be quite interesting.
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MR. RETAILER!

Write to=day

Every Time You
Sell a "Ball" Watch

1. You earn a fair return on your time and capital invested.
2. You secure a satisfied customer (the best advertisement of all).
3. A machine goes into service which will add to your reputation as a reliable " watch man."

THE WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
Ball Building, CLEVELAND Railway Exchange, CHICAGO

SOLD DIRECT To) THE RETAIL TR ADE ONLY

FEATURES OF OUR LINE
The UNIQUE. ARTISTIC and UNUSUAL, together with BEST WORKMANSHIP, SUPERIOR QUALITY

and PERFECTION IN FINISH

1511 1636 1805

Brooches in gold filled or sterling silver, the gold filled finished in rose or dark green (antique). The sterling in Frcnch gray or oxidized.
We use finest imitation stones and can furnish any stone or color required

We manufacture in GOLD FILLED and STERLING SILVER

BROOCHES, HAT PINS, COMBS, HANDY PINS, WAIST PIN SETS, BARRETTES, SCARF PINS,
VEIL PINS, LINKS, BUCKLES, SASH BROOCHES, BRACELETS and NECKLACES

C. RAY RANDALL & CO., North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE, No. 7 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, Henry M. Abrams Co., No. 717 Market Street

Address all orders and communications to Factory, North Attleboro, Mass.
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SPECIAL
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No. 55

This is our own design made
i n sizes for %to 234 karat stone.

Finely made and poll9bed,
English or Plain polish finish.

Prices from 52.75 to 57.80
in 14 K.

REPAIRING AND ORDER WORK
PRICES

BROTHERS
NEW YORK

SPECIAL

. 1

•
No. 87

This is an imported model
we are the only one in
country who make it.

Roman, English or
h fi1t0115 nish.

We make them for
g4.130, in 10K. and
56.00, in 14K.

;
this

Plain

-

AT LOWEST OUR SPECIALTY

A__
STERN s.11

51-53 MAIDEN LANE,

WE MANUFACTURE ALL WE SELL

RING, BROOCH, EAR SCREWS
STUD and SCARF PIN MOUNTINGS

SIGNET RINGS, CUFF LINKS

LOCKETS and RIBBON FOBS

Samples on Memo.

Dealers in

PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
DIAMOND SETTINC and COLORING
S end postal for our Monogram Fob

Designs and Diamond Table
Prompt Attention to Mail Orders

April, 1908

CINCINNATI
LETTER

THE

There is continued quietness in
Trade in a Wait- the jewelry trade in this city
ing Condition and section. The sensational

announcement in the daily
press of the possible slump in the diamond mar-
ket emphasized the dullness, and there is much
satisfaction over the latest news that the prices
of the gems will be maintained under all eventu-
alities. Those contemplating the purchase of dia-
monds have no longer any good reason for delay-
ing their investment. George Fox, of Fox Bros.
& Co., says that his announcement will stimulate
trade, which had been holding back in anticipa-
tion of the break. "The diamond business is
distinctly better," he said, "and is showing an
improvement. The panic, of course, hit us hard,
and I judge that sales dropped from 40 to 50
per cent. But this is being overcome and an im-
provement of about 55 per cent. over panic times
is already noted. Inquiries and orders are com-
ing in nicely, showing the general disposition on
the part of the dealers to purchase stocks. I
believe that by fall business will resume normal
conditions." Sol Fox also stated that trade was
already beginning to improve, slowly but de-
cidedly.

Wholesale
Jewelers' and
Manufacturers'
Association

The Cincinnati Wholesale Jew-
elers' and Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation reorganized under its
new charter at the meeting
held in the Sinton Hotel last
month. The officers elected

for the year are: A. G. Schwab, president;
Joseph Noterman, vice-president; J. Charles
Becker, secretary ; Ed. H. Croninger, treasurer,
and S. Lindenberg, Charles A. Nolting, D. J. Gut-
mann, Aaron Plant and j. S. Voss, Jr., executive
committee. The association as a body has de-
cided not to make an exhibit at the retail jewelers'
national convention, to be held here in August,
but as individuals some of the members may
make exhibits.

Plans for the approaching national conven-
tion are mainly taking up the attention of the
Retail Jewelers' Association of the city. It was
at first decided to hold the convention in the
Hotel Sinton, but as the association cannot get
certain concessions, they will probably choose
another headquarters.

The Oskamp Jewelry Company always has
one of their big show windows fixed up as a
"wedding window," showing suitable presents for
the season and also such goods as are having a
special run. Among the goods displayed last
month, and which promise to have a large sale
through the spring, were sterling silver hat-pins
and toothpick holders, purses in German and
sterling silver, and cologne bottles, crystal and
silver, and art lamps.

Eli G. Frankenstein, of the Frankenstein
Jewelry Company, was married last month to
Miss Bessie Dreifus. The wedding was very
quiet, because of the severe illness of the bride's
mother. After Mr. and Mrs. Frankenstein re-
turned from their wedding trip they took up their
residence with Mrs. Dreifus in her home in
Locust Street, Walnut Hills.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herschede have gone
to New York on a two weeks' pleasure trip.

William Herbert Oskamp, of the Oskamp
Jewelry Company, is back at his post, after a
severe illness of two weeks.

The six-year-old daughter of Charles Rein-
statler, the Central Avenue jeweler, met with an
accident recently. While playing, a little friend
picked up a large cinder and threw it at the Rein-
statler child, striking her on the nose, probably
causing a life disfigurement.

G. A. Long has given up his jewelry store in
Mannington, W. Va., and purchased the store
belonging to G. H. Haben, in Bethel, Ohio, where
lie will go into business. Mr. Long was in Cin-
cinnati last month stocking up and purchasing
some new fixtures.

Mr. and Mrs. David J. Gutmann are now
traveling in Japan, having a good time and seeing
strange sights. They expect to return home some
time in May.

KEYSTONE

H. C. Walton has been very busy this last
month, as he has been serving on a jury most
of the lime.

Max Shapiro, formerly of Scranton, Pa., has
been added to the working force of Wallenstein
& Mayer. He is an expert watchmaker, and the
firm is now prepared to give job work much
closer attention.

George Fox, of Fox Brothers & Co., has gone
on an extended trip through the North.

Charles Hain, formerly a jeweler in Circle-
ville, Ohio, at present residing in Columbus, Ohio,
is now an expert and consulting engineer on
time locks. He visited Cincinnati twice last
month.

John Moore was, late in February, injured
for the third time on the same hand in the Her-
schede Hall Clock Company's factory. While
operating a scroll saw his left hand came in con-
tact with the saw, mangling the hand. He lost
the tip of his fingers in the same way at previous
times.

The show window of the S. & H. Gilsey
jewelry store, in Race Street, was broken by a
burglar using a brick on the morning of Monday,
February 24th. The burglar got away with $300
worth of goods.

Among the out- of-town buyers in Cincinnati
recently were: lqr. Rahn, with 0. E. McWaters,
Somerset, Ky.; Albert Zoellner, Portsmouth,
Ohio; John B. Hesselbrock, Liberty, Ind.; F. W.
Saile, with Goodman Bros , Columbus, Ohio; E.
W. Morrow, Lancaster, Ky.; A. P. Humphreys,
Bellefontaine, Ohio; F. A. Schweeting, Oxford,
Ohio; Frank C. Taylor, Carlisle, Ky.; Walter G.
Wheaton, Dayton, Ohio; S. L. Sherwood, Ewing,
Ky.; A. T. Mankin, Athens, W. Va.; J. H. Noyes,
Osgood, Ind.; Edward Mittendorf, Williamson,
W. Va.; W. T. Eisensmith, Charleston, W. Va.;
Caspar Fenzel, Middletown, Ohio; Torn Pritchett,
with Henry & Pritchett, Hawkinsville, Ga.; J. D.
Ward, Rising Sun, Ind.; J. N. Calvert, Russell-
ville, Ohio, and Albert M. Stamm, Williamsburg,
Ohio.

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

The jewelry business along
Trade Conditions every line is distressingly quiet.

Most of the retailers had a
fair January trade, which gradually fell off dur-
ing February, and the present month has been
thus far one long to be remembered. Even the
demand for diamonds, especially the smaller
stones, Which held up well through both January
and March, has now taken a slump, and there are
but few sales being made. Reports from the
wholesalers show that a dull condition is preva-
lent not only here, but throughout this section.
Few of the wholesalers are anticipating an un-
usually profitable year, although in some quar-
ters the depression is looked upon as being merely
temporary. It is thought the spring lines will
help trade out some, in a short time. What is
selling is generally of the cheaper variety of stuff.

The local retail stores are do-
Retailers ing some business, and there is
Hopeful a more optimistic view taken

by the retailers than by the
wholesalers generally. Some dealers feel that
spring weather will bring some wholesome busi-
ness results, although there are those who are not
expecting a heavy trade for some time to come.
Stocks generally are larger than the present de-
mand warrants, and this fact is pointed to as a
reason why retailers will buy but little, preferring
to reduce their lines rather than to incur new
obligations for goods which they do not feel will
be required. On the whole, there is not a very
satisfactory condition to report, and there is not
a great deal of optimism as to the future. A
good many of the local people are now figuring
on reducing expenses to a minimum, and thus
keeping within the bounds of their present and
anticipated business. Some who had planned ex-
tensive improvements have put the matter off to a
later date, although a few have sufficient confi-
dence in the situation to proceed with improve-
ments and enlargements of their business capacity
as they had originally contemplated.

Scharback Bros., who for the past two or
three years have been located at 505 Summit
Street, have secured a lease of the entire room
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and have entered into possession. Geo. T. Clark,
who formerly occupied half of the room with a
merchant tailoring establishment, has 'surrendered
possession. New furniture will be installed, when
it will be one of the most commodious retail
jewelry stores in the city.

The sample jewelry store, L. Bernstein pro-
prietor, has removed from its former location, at
305 Summit Street to 309 Adams Street. The
new location, which is at the rear of the Clinton-
Close store, is being rapidly fitted up, and is now
ready for the display of goods. The new store
will carry a line of popular-priced jewelry and
optical goods and conduct a watch repairing
business.

William Broer, of the wholesale jewelry
house of Merrill & Broer, has returned from a
pleasure trip to Daytona, Fla., where he says the
fish have been biting well for the past five weeks.
He was accompanied on the trip by Mrs. Broer.

Barney Grosman, the well-known watch-
maker at the M. Judd & Co. jewelry store, was
confined to his home with a fever for several
days.

George Kapp, the popular Summit Street
jeweler, has been summoned on the special jury
venire called to try the case of Harvey Hazel, the
boy accused of murdering his mother.

A new retail jewelry store will be opened in
the near future at 409 Adams Street. A. Lazarus,
formerly of Detroit, is said to be the new pro-
prietor.

Wm. H. Broer, the retail jeweler, accom-
panied by his daughter, Miss Hazel, left on Feb-
ruary 28th for an extended pleasure tour of
southern points. Atlanta, St. Augustine, Jack-
sonville and Chattanooga are on the itinerary.
They are expected home the latter part of this
week. •

The committee having in hand the work of
securing membership to the newly organized
Chamber of Commerce now have a total list of
605 members and confidently expect to accom-
plish what they started out to do, secure moo
members. Of the present list 342 are new mem-
bers, the rest having been turned over from the
old organization. Of the 342 members, 150 were
secured through the efforts of Jeweler George
Kapp and Ned Nathan, who constituted one of
the five committees of two engaged in the work.
Nearly all the jewelers in the city have appended
their names to the rolls. At $25 a membership
fee the new chamber will soon have funds with
which to carry on the objects of its organization.

The jewelry store of F. E. Touse, at Pioneer,
Ohio, was recently entered by burglars, who se-
cured entrance through the rear windows. But
little was taken by the looters.

Hunting for American Diamonds
Another diamond-hunting venture has been

launched, in the shape of a $600,000 diamond corn-
pany, the members of which are among the lead-
ing business men of Texarkana, Ark., and one of
which is a leading jeweler of that section of the
State. The company is incorporated under the
name of the American Diamond Company, with
headquarters at Texarkana. The incorporators
are F. H. Offenhauser, Charles B. Kelley, John
A. Hurley, Charles M. Conway and Louis Heil-
bron. The president of the company is Louis
Heilbron, with Charles M. Conway vice-president,
and Fred W. Offenhauser as secretary-treasurer.
Mr. Heilbron is a prominent jeweler, C. B. Kelley
is a noted lumberman and Fred Offenhauser is
one of the best-known insurance men in the
South.

The company has secured rights and privi-
leges in the vicinity of Murfreesboro in Pike
county, in the region of the newly discovered
diamond field, and will carry on the exploitation
of the fields on an extensive scale. This makes
the second large concern chartered for the pur-
pose of developing the Pike county diamond
district, and to determine just what the earth
really has in store in that section in the way of
precious gems.

"I would not be without The Keystone, if it
was within my reach, for any inoney."—T. E.
McCarthy, Jeweler, North Attleboro, Mass.
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SELLING 10-DOLLAR GOLD PIECES
for 5 Dollars each would not be easy.

The people would think you were a " Fakir"—they would look upon those

o-Dollar Gold Pieces with Skepticism. It is just the same when you try to sell a

high-grade article for one-half what it is worth—the public are afraid of it, they think

there is something wrong with it.

It is because of the skeptical public that over 10,150 legitimate retail jewelers

have found it easy to sell SOUTH BEND WATCHES at the fixed minimum sell-

ing price. Throughout our extensive advertising we have educated the people to know that SOUTH

BEND WATCHES are guaranteed to give satisfaction, and when they go to the legitimate retail

jewelry trade and find the SOUTH BEND WATCH is sold at one price everywhere, they are con-

vinced that the SOUTH BEND WATCH is. a watch of quality.

"Competition" is a booklet dealing with the advantages and disadvantages of having a com-

petitor and how to overcome unfair competition. The contents of this booklet in value to you are

worth many times the cost of asking for it. SEND FOR IT AT ONCE.

SOUTH BEND WATCH COMPANY
Manufacturers High=Grade Watches

ee
"FULL OF YEARS
AND HONORS" *7.214C.

Vacheron & Constantin
Watches

have been recognized as standard for 122 years, during which
time they have made records for efficiency, captured prizes
against all competitors for accuracy and reliability, and gained
a reputation among the trade and the general public which is
not equaled by that of any other watch in the world. Their
remarkable salability is due to these facts.

The public recognition of superior quality is the best
advertisement which any article can have, and the high repu-
tation of Vacheron & Constantin Watches is a continuous
source of profit to every dealer who sells them.

The line embraces every variety of adjusted watches,
complicated watches, extra flat, ultra flat and enameled,
carved and jeweled watches.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, Sole Agent
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

SOUTH BEND, IND.

REMOVAL

We take pleasure in notifying the trade that our factory
and main office is now located at

36 Garnet St., Providence, Rhode Island

We shall continue to produce new, attractive and quick-
selling goods in our various lines of

Gold Filled Jewelry

Larger quarters and increased facilities will enable us
to render prompt and efficient service at all seasons.
We thank our customers for past favors, and solicit a
continuance of their patronage.

E. A. Potter Company
Representatives

LOUIS S. HOD(iES

HARRY E. FARQUHARSON

36 Garnet Street

Providence, Rhode Island

April, 1908 THE K EYSTONE

The jobbing trade of the great Northwest is
rapidly turning its attention more and more to St.
Louis as a jobbing center. Naturally, St. Louis
jobbers are viewing this with much satisfaction.
During the past month a thousand or more retail
merchants of the Northwest, amalgamated into
a merchants' association for mutual assistance and
profit in buying their stocks, visited St. Louis on
a purchasing trip. So successful was this meet-
ing that these merchants are loud in their praises
of St. Louis as a jobbing center, and the news-
paper cartoonists have been spending much of
their time drawing eloquent pictures of St. Louis
making better prices to the merchants of the
Northwest than any other jobbing center. No one
who is acquainted with the commercial growth of
St. Louis during the past ten years can deny that
St. Louis has made great strides as a buying
market, and the success of these
several merchants' associations'
meetings might well be taken as an
indication that this city was about
to come into its own as a jobbing
center. There are a number of rea-
sons for this activity. First of all, it
proves the presence of new blood
in the St. Louis jobbing trade,
which is fired with a spirit of com-
mercial conquest and with the thor-
ough understanding of the fact that
when a city has a great competitor
it must compete. It also means that
the day of patriarchal control, in
which the larger houses which set
the pace, descended from father to
son, is happily ended. That was
the day when little or no attention
was paid to railroad rates between
this market and northwestern
points, while other large jobbing
points maintained traffic organiza-
tions in order to gain every possi-
ble advantage. But the order has
changed; the old has given place to
the new, and St. Louis jobbefs are
as alert and active a body of ener-
getic business men as can be found
anywhere. As a result of their
efforts, St. Louis is widening its
territories and retail merchants
throughout the entire Northwest
are beginning to realize her
importance as a jobbing center.

Impressive physical evidence of the progres-
sive spirit of St. Louis is found in the illustration
on this page, showing the Buyers' Club Building,
now in course of construction, which will cost, it
Is estimated, $4,000,000. The building will occupy
the entire block bounded by Seventeenth, Eight-
eenth, Chestnut and Pine Streets, a location
within one block of the St. Louis union station
incl a suitable one for all visitors to the city. Its
ground area is 234 by 324 feet, and it will be
eighteen stories high, with a tower extending ten
stories above the building. It will be given up
entirely to the display of merchandise, with the
exception of the top floor, which is to be sump-
tuously furnished for club purposes exclusively
lfeooe ofor 

will

vrisoiiting buyers, convention delegates, etc., and
the tower, which will contain offices. The club
fl comprise a convention hall, with commit-

nis, etc., the use of which will be given
free, together with all the club privileges, to all
visiting buyers and to conventions where the dele-
gates are in a position to buy goods or influence
their purchase. The first floor will be devoted to
general display, demonstration and advertising
purposes; the basement to demonstrating machin-
ery, engines, tools, etc., with provision for power
of every nature. Sixteen floors will be used ex-
clusively for sample rooms.

C. F. Gash, of Frederickstown, Mo., was a
iv)aissittoLthonnt.he local market for several days the

The Blankenmeister-Oberting Jewelry Com-
pany, of this city, was incorporated recently with

a fully paid-up capital of $3o,000. The incorpo-
rators are A. L. Blankenmeister, George Oberting
and A. F. Blankenmeister.

At a recent meeting of the East St. Louis
Jewelers Association the following officers were
elected: President, Charles G. Derleth; vice-
president, Bernard M. Fink; treasurer, A. M.
Zerweck.

Among the visiting buyers on the local mar-
ket the latter part of the month were: M. Ziegler,
of Kimmswicic, Mo.; L. A. Holderner, Belleville,
Ill.; August Stahlberg, St. Charles, Mo.; J. R.
Logan, Alton, Ill.; E. H. Goulding, Alton, Ill.;
Fred Simon, Collinsville, Ill.; A. Gerber, Ed-
wardsville, Ill.; C. H. Gieseke, Trenton, Ill.; T. E.
Gonterman, Granite City, Ill.; John C. Pierik,
Springfield, Ill.; Frank Curtis, Decatur, Ill.

John Lopez, one of the oldest opticians in St.
Louis, died very suddenly the latter part of the
month. He had been in business for a great
many years at 701 Marion Street. He is survived
by one son and a daughter.

Clarence Linz, a prominent jeweler of Dallas,
Texas, was a very welcome buyer on the local
market the latter part of the month. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Linz, and they will visit
several eastern points before returning to Dallas.
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Chlanda, formerly with the Zerwich-
Frech Jewelry Co., has accepted a position with
A. Kurtzeborn, Jr., who has severed his connec-
tion with the firm of A. Kurtzeborn & Son and
started in business for himself.

The Fisher Jewelry Company has removed its
place of business from the Star Building to the
Victoria  Building.

M. Rosenberg has bought out the jewelry
stock of A. Vieta and will hereafter conduct the
business.

E. Van Voorhis, of Osawatomie, Kans., was
a welcome visitor on the local market for several
days.

Edwin Barefield, formerly in business at 1205
Olive Street, has accepted a position as watch-
maker with the E. Jaccard Jewelry Company, of
Kansas City.

S. 0. Harvell, of the Harvell Jewelry Com-
pany, Litchfield, Ill., spent several days on the
local market the latter part of the month.

Geo. H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Company, Kansas City, jobbers, spent
several days in the St. Louis market, combining
business with pleasure.

The plans for the enlargement of the factory
of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company were

completed the early part of the
month, and the enlarged factory,
which permits the addition of fifty
employees, is now running full
force. The alterations made in the-
factory include the installing of a
diamond-cutting department a n d
the enlarging of the watch case
repair department.

The Mermod, Jaccard & King
Jewelry Co. will open a branch
store in the Pierce Building, to be
known as "Ye Jewel Shop."

George Porth, Jefferson City,
Mo., spent several days in the local
market combining business with
pleasure. He was accompanied by
his daughter. They were on their
way to Mascoutah, Ill., to attend a
family reunion in honor of Mr.
Porth's mother's seventieth birth-
day anniversary.

H. F. Jackson, a well-known-
optician of East St. Louis, died the
early part of last month, after a
stroke of apoplexy. He was 50.
years old and is survived by a
widow and one child.
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The Buyers' Club Building

Jack Riedel, of Paris, Ill., has secured a lease
on a new store and is buying new fixtures to be
installed in it. He will shortly remove his jewelry
stock to his new location.

Oscar Arnold, of the Arnold Jewelry and
Music Company, of Ottumwa, Iowa, stopped off
in St. Louis for several days on his way to
Florida, where he will enjoy several weeks' well-
earned vacation.

Charles Hellwig has opened a branch store
on the ground floor of the Star Building.

C. M. Harrington, the well-known jeweler, of
Kirkville, Mo., attended the • annual State repub-
lican convention here during the past month, and
also spent several days calling on local jobbers.

Word has been received by the trade here of
the retirement from the jewelry business of the
firm of Arnold & Co., of Texarkana, Ark. The
members of the firm will embark in the milling
and lumber business.

Sam Kober, of the E. Maritz Jewelry Com-
pany, has returned from an extensive business
trip through the South and Southwest.

Moses Strauss, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Company, made a trip through Arkansas the mid-
dle of the month in the interest of his firm.

Al Gerne, the well-known Salisbury Street
jeweler, who has been confined to his home by
illness for several weeks, has recovered and as-
sumed his regular duties the latter part of the

monthiOto Boehr has accepted a position as watch-
maker with the F. C. Blelock Jewelry Company.

How to Remove Scratches from
Show Cases

It may be interesting to sub-
scribers, says Stoves and Hardware
Reporter, to know how to remove

scratches from show cases, and the following is
suggested as a practical method: "Dissolve one
ounce of white wax in a pint of pure turpentine.
To dissolve the wax, place the vessel containing
the turpentine over a burner and warm, and apply
with a soft cloth. This will in every case greatly
improve the surface." For cleaning glass, a good
method is as follows : Mix one ounce of whiting,
one ounce of alcohol and one ounce of water of
ammonia in a pint of water. Apply with a soft
cloth, allow to dry, and then wipe off.

Numbers of glass cases are ruined yearly
from lack of proper attention. Small cracks
appear, caused by heat or contact with hard,
heavy bodies, and if these cracks are not at once
attended to they soon spread. An excellent
method to prevent a crack from spreading is
to draw a short scratch at right angles with a
diamond or a glass-cutter ; this will prevent a
crack from spreading in every case. Cases should
be set perfectly level on the floor, especially the
new all-glass variety, which if this is not done
are certain to warp. The legs of the case should
be propped to the required height from the
floor to insure their setting true.

If these methods on the care of show cases
are followed out they will likely repay owners
for the care taken by retaining a better appear-
ance for a considerable time.

"We need The Keystone in our business. We
cannot afford to -miss even one number."—Dimon.
Bros., Jewelers, Candor, New York.



The opening of spring finds the Texas jewel-
ers enjoying somewhat of an increase in busine5s,
and judging from the present outlook, we can
expect to be enjoying a good business in the near
future. The traveling salesmen are now covering
their usual territories, and the fact that they are
again in the field is encouraging. The wholesale
trade in recent weeks in some respects surpassed
the record for the same period of last year. The
buyers are a little more conservative than hereto-
fore, but with a few more months of favorable
conditions the avenues of the commercial world
will be buzzing with busy buyers from all parts of
the country.

Dallas is undergoing a series of profitable
improvements. The Pra!torian Building is near-
ing completion; the new
high school will be fin-
ished by the beginning
of the next term of
school; with the finish-
ing of a few more
blocks the paving of
Main Street with brick
will be completed, and
bids for the contracts of
paving other principal
streets in Dallas are now
being offered. The new
commission f or m of
government in Dallas
has made great strides
towards the most satis-
factory and successful
administration in the his •-
tory of Dallas.

The Elks of this
city are making great
preparations for the na-
tional Elks' convention,
which will be held here
next July.

J. T. Brown, of
Gladewater, Texas, was
a welcome visitor in the
Dallas market the first
part of March.

F. M. Smith, of Am-
arillo, Texas, has recent-
ly taken in a partner in
the person of Fred D.
Smith, and in the future
the business will be con-
ducted under the style of
the Smith Jewelry Co.

The West Texas Jewelry Co., of Abilene,
Texas, sustained a loss by fire on the ninth of
last month. The full amount of loss is not
known at this time.

It is reported that J. H. Seay, of Italy, Texas,
has discontinued business at that point.

W. A. Vinton, formerly of Roscoe, Texas, is
now located at Port Lavaca, Texas.

H. J. Ritter, traveling salesman for H. H.
Hawley, of this city, returned a few days ago
from a very satisfactory trip. Mr. Ritter reports
prospects in some parts of the territory which he
has been over to be very favorable.

Fred McIntyre, of McAlister, Oka.. was a
buyer in the St. Louis Market in February.

A. Ward, of Bridgeport, Texas, spent a few
days in the Dallas market the latter part of Feb-
ruary.

B. P. Schwend. of Henrietta, Texas, has been
on the sick list during the last month, but is fully
recovered at this time.

P. L. and S. C. Blake, of Lubbock, Texas,
have recently purchased the drug and jewelry
business of Alvis Blake, of that city, and will
continue same under the style of Blake Bros.

J. W. Trulove, of Memphis, Texas, was a
buyer in the Dallas market a short time ago. Mr.
Trulove states that the prospects in his territory
are very bright and every one expects to score a
good business this year.

Wm. Beattie, with H. H. Hawley, wholesale
jewelers, of this city, was out of the office about
ten days last month on account of sickness.

W. A. Wilson, with G. A. Pfaeffle, of Green-
ville, Texas, was a business visitor to our city the
first part of March. Mr. Wilson was visiting his
brother and friends while in the city.

J. R. Ueckert, formerly located at Rheinhart,
has recently opened a jewelry business in Gar-
land, Texas. Mr. Ueckert, when in our city a few
days ago, stated that he was well pleased with
his new location and expects to enjoy a good
business.

On the loth of March W. P. McFarland, of
Orange, Texas, filed a petition in bankruptcy at
Beaumont, Texas. Liabilities about $22,000 and
assets about $20,000.

A good sign of the times is the number of
young men who are starting in business for them-
selves, undeterred by the temporary quietness.
Reports of such come from all over the State,
and we trust that all will meet with a good meas-
ure of success.

In a fire which occurred on the 2nd of March
in Laredo, Texas, the Laredo Jewelry Co., of

New Store of L. Lechenger, Houston, Texas

that city, sustained a total loss of their entire
stock of jewelry, tools and fixtures. The exact
amount of their loss is not known at this time.

Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, wife of Mr. Arm-
strong, of the Amstrong Jewelry Co., of Brown-
wood, Texas, spent several days in Dallas during
March, visting her friends in this city.

Mr. Hamilton, traveling salesman for C. L.
Norsworthy, of this city, has just returned from
a very successful trip in New Mexico.

W. C. Vickers, of Mansfield, Texas, called
on the wholesale trade while in the city recently.
Mr. \Tickers reports the conditions in his terri-
tory to be very favorable.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, Texas, repre-
sented G. C. Newton & Son, of that city, in the
Dallas market during March.

L. M. Frey, of Frey & Son, of Wichita Falls,
Texas, has been on the sick list for some time.
He is reported to be on the road to recovery at
this time.

T. J. Peacock, of Milford, Texas, lost one of
his children last month. Mr. Peacock has a num-
ber of friends who sympathize with him in this
bereavement.

W. R. Jay, of Rockwall, Texas, was a trade
caller in our city this last month.

Le Grand Haskins, of this city, is just recov-
ering from a long illness and hopes to be back
at his place of business in a short time.

R. C. Everts, of Weatherford, Okla., is spend-
ing a few days in Dallas at this time. Mr. Everts
is a brother of A. A. Everts, a well-known
jeweler of this city.

H. Hawley, of this city, was unable to be at
his place of business last month on account of
sickness. He has fully recovered and is now able
to attend to his business.

A Handsome New Store
The illustration on this page shows the new

store of L. Lechenger, Houston, Texas, which
presents many interesting features. One of these
is the method of lighting. There are four wells
with bevel edges in the ceiling. In each bevel
there are set small eight-candlepower incandescent
globes, the sexagonal shape of the bevel frame
being prettily shown by this illumination. The
chandeliers in the center of the store are bronze
copper, and there are four large crystallized
round globes surrounding the brilliant incandes-
cents inside.

In furnishing this new store Mr. Lechenger has
selected San Domingo
mahogany, and of that
material every piece of
wooden furniture in the
house is made. The
counter bases, the wall
cases, the large center
room cases, are all fash-
ioned with a nicety that
is artistic in the extreme.
On either side of the
store there are six
plate-glass cases set on
the mahogany bases, and
on each wall are long
cases.

Upstairs there is an-
other store, in which is
shown the chinaware,
handsomely decorated
stuff, and everything in
the line of art goods.

A feature of the
Lechenger store is the
ladies' rest room. In the
rear of the store he has
set apart a neat and
pretty apartment for the
ladies who on shopping
tour desire to rest for a
while. This room is fur-
nished in wicker, with
rocking chair, sofa, etc.
There is a desk with
handsome stationery, a
lavatory with clean linen
handy, a full-length mir-
ror and all the appoint-
ments that are required

in a ladies' toilet room. In all its appointments
the new store is a model of its kind and a credit
to its enterprising proprietor, whose investment
we have no doubt will bring prompt returns.
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GENUINE MAHOGANY CASE

POLISHED MOVEMENT

WESTMINSTER CHIMES

ORNAMENTAL 12-INCH GILT DIAL

WITH SILVER-FINISH DIAL RIM

A FINE MAHOGANY HALL CLOCK

AT A LOW PRICE

These Hall Clocks are furnished with a superior
finished eight-day spring movement, striking sections of
the melody at each quarter and the full Westminster
Chime, followed by striking the hours, the same as the
famous London Chimes. We draw especial attention
to the strike of these movements. The gongs are not
spiral, and the sound is sonorous yet mellow and soft.

When these clocks are fitted with long tubular
chimes, a separate stri k ing a ttach me n t is used.
These clocks re prod u ce the sound of the famous
WESTMINSTER CHIMES."

As we have received requests from several of
our subscribers as to what was meant by dena-
tured alcohol, it may interest our subscribers gen-
erally to learn that denatured alcohol is a product
of corn which, through the latest improved distil-
lation, has been freed of fusel oil, and in order to
make it unfit for drinking purposes, the govern-
ment pernits it to be denatured with a small per
centage of wood alcohol and benzine, which
makes it a far superior article for burning pur-
poses or for solutions required in making shellacs
and other industrial uses. The danger is much
less than with wood alcohol, and it is much
healthier to work with, cleaner and less offensive
in odor. The price is also considerably less.
Denatured alcohol has proved a boon to the in-
dustrial world and is much used by the jewelry
trade in their workshop operations. A sentimental
consideration in its favor, apart from its economy
in price, is that those using it are helping to pre-
serve the forests of the country, the destruction
of which has been much hastened by the manu-
facture of wood alcohol.

CLOCK No. 1
GENUINE MAHOGANY CASE

93" HIGH, 2134" WIDE, 1234" DEEP
FIVE CHIME MOVEMENT

STRIKING ON STRAIGHT RODS

This Clock can be Sold at a Good Profit
by Retailers for 80 Dollars

CLOCK No. 2
GENUINE MAHOGANY CASE

89" HIGH, 21" WIDE, 133?" DEEP
FIVE-CHIME MOVEMENT

STRIKING ON NICKEL-PLATED HOLLOW TUBES

This Clock can be Sold at a Good Profit
by Retailers for 100 Dollars

PARIS, 21 RUE DE L'ECHIQUIER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

IMPORTERS OF CLOCKS

MANTEL CHIME CLOCKS, NOVELTY CLOCKS, CUCKOO CLOCKS
URANIA 400-DAY CLOCKS, FRENCH TRAVELING CLOCKS AND REGULATORS

ASK FOR 1300KLETS AND CIRCULAR
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The opening of spring finds the Texas jewel-
ers enjoying somewhat of an increase in business,
and judging from the present outlook, we can
expect to be enjoying a good business in the near
future. The traveling salesmen are now covering
their usual territories, and the fact that they are
again in the field is encouraging. The wholesale
trade in recent weeks in some respects surpassed
the record for the same period of last year. The
buyers are a little more conservative than hereto-
fore, but with a few more months of favorable
conditions the avenues of the commercial world
will be buzzing with busy buyers from all parts of
the country.

Dallas is undergoing a series of profitable
improvements. The Prwtorian Building is near-
ing completion; the new
high school will be fin-
ished by the beginning
of the next term of
school; with the finish-
ing of a few more
blocks the paving of
Main Street with brick
will be completed, and
bids for the contracts of
paving other principal
streets in Dallas are now
being offered. The new
commission f or m of
government in Dallas
has made great strides
towards the most satis-
factory and successful
administration in the his-
tory of Dallas.

The Elks of this
city are making great
preparations for the na-
tional Elks' convention,
which will be held here
next July.

J. T. Brown, of
Gladewater, Texas, was
a welcome visitor in the
Dallas market the first
part of March.

F. M. Smith, of Am-
arillo, Texas, has recent-
ly taken in a partner in
the person of Fred D.
Smith, and in the future
the business will be con-
ducted under the style of
the Smith Jewelry Co.

The West Texas Jewelry Co., of Abilene,
Texas, sustained a loss by fire on the ninth of
last month. The full amount of loss is not
known at this time.

It is reported that J. H. Seay, of Italy, Texas,
has discontinued business at that point.

W. A. Vinton, formerly of Roscoe, Texas, is
now located at Port Lavaca, Texas.

H. J. Ritter, traveling salesman for H. H.
Hawley, of this city, returned a few days ago
from a very satisfactory trip. Mr. Ritter reports
prospects in some parts of the territory which he
has been over to be very favorable.

Fred McIntyre, of McAlister, Oka.. was a
buyer in the St. Louis Market in February.

A. Ward, of Bridgeport, Texas, spent a few
days in the Dallas market the latter part of Feb-
ruary.

B. P. Schwend. of Henrietta, Texas, has been
on the sick list during the last month, but is fully
recovered at this time.

P. L. and S. C. Blake, of Lubbock, Texas,
have recently purchased the drug and jewelry
business of Alvis Blake, of that city, and will
continue same under the style of Blake Bros.

J. W. Trulove, of Memphis, Texas, was a
buyer in the Dallas market a short time ago. Mr.
Trulove states that the prospects in his territory
are very bright and every one expects to score a
good business this year.

Wm. Beattie, with H. H. Hawley, wholesale
jewelers, of this city, was out of the office about
ten days last month on account of sickness.

W. A. Wilson, with G. A. Pfaeffle, of Green-
ville, Texas, was a business visitor to our city the
first part of March. Mr. Wilson was visiting his
brother and friends while in the city.

J. R. Ueckert, formerly located at Rheinhart,
has recently opened a jewelry business in Gar-
land, Texas. Mr. Ueckert, when in our city a few
clays ago, stated that he was well pleased with
his new location and expects to enjoy a good
business.

On the toth of March W. P. McFarland, of
Orange, Texas, filed a petition in bankruptcy at
Beaumont, Texas. Liabilities about $22,000 and
assets about $20,000.

A good sign of the times is the number of
young men who are starting in business for them-
selves, undeterred by the temporary quietness.
Reports of such conic from all over the State,
and we trust that all will meet with a good meas-
ure of success.

In a fire which occurred on the 2nd of March
in Laredo, Texas, the Laredo Jewelry Co., of
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R. C. Everts, of Weatherford, Okla., is spend-
ing a few days in Dallas at this time. Mr. Everts
is a brother of A. A. Everts, a well-known
jeweler of this city.

H. Hawley, of this city, was unable to be at
his place of business last month on account of
sickness. He has fully recovered and is now able
to attend to his business.

A Handsome New Store
The illustration on this page shows the new

store of L. Lechenger, Houston, Texas, which
presents many interesting features. One of these
is the method of lighting. There are four wells
with bevel edges in the ceiling. In each bevel
there are set small eight-candlepower incandescent
globes, the sexagonal shape of the bevel frame
being prettily shown by this illumination. The
chandeliers in the center of the store are bronze
copper, and there are four large crystallized
round globes surrounding the brilliant incandes-
cents inside.

In furnishing this new store Mr. Lechenger has
selected San Domingo
mahogany, and of that
material every piece of
wooden furniture in the
house is made. The
counter bases, the wall
cases, the large center
room cases, are all fash-
ioned with a nicety that
is artistic in the extreme.
On either side of the
store there are six
plate-glass cases set on
the mahogany bases, and
on each wall are long
cases.

Upstairs there is an-
other store, in which is
shown the chinaware,
handsomely decorated
stuff, and everything in
the line of art goods.

A feature of the
Lechenger store is the
ladies' rest room. In the
rear of the store he has
set apart a neat and
pretty apartment for the
ladies who on shopping
tour desire to rest for a
while. This room is fur-
nished in wicker, with
rocking chair, sofa, etc.
There is a desk with
handsome stationery, a
lavatory with clean linen
handy, a full-length mir-
ror and all the appoint-
ments that are required

in a ladies' toilet room. In all its appointments
the new store is a model of its kind and a credit
to its enterprising proprietor, whose investment
we have no doubt will bring prompt returns.

10111111111,1011111 Hl

New Store of L. Lechenger, Houston, Texas

that city, sustained a total loss of their entire
stock of jewelry, tools and fixtures. The exact
amount of their loss is not known at this time.

Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, wife of Mr. Arm-
strong, of the Amstrong Jewelry Co., of Brown-
wood, Texas, spent several days in Dallas during
March, visting her friends in this city.

Mr. Hamilton, traveling salesman for C. L.
Norsworthy, of this city, has just returned from
a very successful trip in New Mexico.

W. C. Vickers, of Mansfield, Texas, called
on the wholesale trade while in the city recently.
Mr. Vickers reports the conditions in his terri-
tory to be very favorable.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, Texas, repre-
sented G. C. Newton & Son, of that city, in the
Dallas market during March.

L. M. Frey, of Frey & Son, of Wichita Falls,
Texas, has been on the sick list for some time.
He is reported to be on the road to recovery at
this time.

T. J. Peacock, of Milford, Texas, lost one of
his children last month. Mr. Peacock has a num-
ber of friends who sympathize with him in this
bereavement.

W. R. Jay, of Rockwall, Texas, was a trade
caller in our city this last month.

Le Grand Haskins, of this city, is just recov-
ering from a long illness and hopes to be back
at his place of business in a short time.

Meaning of Denatured Alcohol
As we have received requests from several of

our subscribers as to what was meant by dena-
tured alcohol, it may interest our subscribers gen-
erally to learn that denatured alcohol is a product
of corn which, through the latest improved distil-
lation, has been freed of fusel oil, and in order to
make it unfit for drinking purposes, the govern-
ment permits it to be denatured with a small per
centage of wood alcohol and benzine, which
makes it a far superior article for burning pur-
poses or for solutions required in making shellacs
and other industrial uses. The danger is much
less than with wood alcohol, and it is much
healthier to work with, cleaner and less offensive
in odor. The price is also considerably less.
Denatured alcohol has proved a boon to the in-
dustrial world and is much used by the jewelry
trade in their workshop operations. A sentimental
consideration in its favor, apart from its economy
in price, is that those using it are helping to pre-
serve the forests of the country, the destruction
of which has been much hastened by the manu-
facture of wood alcohol.
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AT L A S !!
A WESTMINSTER CHIME

HALL CLOCK
A T A POPULAR PRICE

WESTMINSTER CHIMES

14 ()lure, 2d Quarter.

4th °mule,

GENUINE MAHOGANY CASE

POLISHED MOVEMENT

WESTMINSTER CHIMES

ORNAMENTAL 12-INCH GILT DIAL

WITH SILVER-FINISH DIAL RIM

A FINE MAHOGANY HALL CLOCK

AT A LOW PRICE

DESCRIPTION

These Hall Clocks are furnished with a superior
finished eight-day spring movement, striking sections of
the melody at each quarter and the full Westminster
Chime, followed hy striking the hours, the same as the
famous London Chimes. We draw especial attention
to the strike of these movements. The gongs are not
spiral, and the sound is sonorous yet mellow and soft.

When these clocks are fitted with long tubular
chimes, a separate striking a ttach me a t is used.
These clocks re produce the sound of the famous
6, WESTMINSTER CHIMES."

CLOCK No. 1

GENUINE MAHOGANY CASE
93" HIGH, 213./ WIDE, 12” DEEP

FIVE CHIME MOVEMENT
STRIKING ON STRAIGHT RODS

This Clock can be Sold at a Good Profit
by Retailers for 80 Dollars

CLOCK No. 2
GENUINE MAHOGANY CASE

89" HIGH, 21” WIDE, 133.N DEEP
FIVE-CHIME MOVEMNT

STRIKING ON NICKEL-PLATED HOLLOW TUBES

This Clock can be Sold at a Good Profit
by Retailers for 100 Dollars

SUSSFELD LORSCH & CO.
PARIS, 21 RUE DE L'ECHIQUIER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

IMPORTERS OF CLOCKS 

MANTEL CHIME CLOCKS, NOVELTY CLOCKS, CUCKOO CLOCKS
URANIA 400-DAY CLOCKS, FRENCH TRAVELING CLOCKS AND REGULATORS

ASK FOR BOOKLETS AND CIRCULARS
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BEGIN THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
Complete your stock with Right Goods—They Sell

GOLD RINGS
GOLD BROOCHES GOLD SCARF PINS

A handsome line of seamless wire GOLD FILLED RINGS

OSTBY & BARTON CO.
New York Office-9-13 Maiden Lane Providence, R. I. Chicago Office-1o3 State Street

RICH TABLE CUTLERY
With Pearl Handles and Silver Trimmings

THE ANVIL 4 TRADE-MARK

MERIDEN CUTLERY CO.

Goods of fine quality for high-class trade—artistic and graceful designs, finest nifiterittl,
perfect construction and beautiful finish—handsome, serviceable and durable.

Can be had in almost every ut ens il used on the table, including Carving Sets, Knives,Forks, Spoons, Berry Spoons, Orange Spoons, Cream Ladles, Sugar Shells, Oyster Farks,
Pickle Forks, Orange Knives, Pie Knives, Cheese Scoops, Corkscrews, etc.

Special pieces. packed in satin lined boxes, make handsome gifts.
ALSO RUBBER, CELLULOID AND IVORY KNIVES WITH UNPLATED AND SILVER-

PLATED BLADES.

MERIDEN CUTLERY CO.
CHICAGO OFFICE-702 Heyworth Building MERIDEN, CONN.

TATTOO
INTERMITTENT

The Accurate Timekeeper
4 -Inch Case

4-Inch Bell on Back
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ALARM CLOCK

THE SURE ALARM
Ask us for prices on the TATTOO

and our other Alarms

THE LATEST IN WATCHES
HAND-ENGRAVED FANCY INITIAL BACK

NELSON
Case 16 Size, Gun Metal Finish, with Gilt Band, Pendant and Bow.

Fancy Three-Color Dial. Heavy Beveled Crystal

Warranted an Accurate TimekeeperSTEM WIND STEM SETGET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY

THE NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
11EW 11/eV& UONN.

RAILROAD lfii-Alek. a firm -hill 03471 WATCHES
Our reputation as a watch house is built on
our comprehensive stock and good service.
This means special attention to the exclusive
lines called for by railroad requirements.

HURLBURT'S
We are at all times prepared to furnish
promptly and satisfactorily the trade needs
in these lines—Elmn, Waltham and all the
standard grades that meet official require-
ments with the makes of cases especially
adapted for railroad service.

H. 0. HURLBURT CI SONS,
14 South Tenth Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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11 in. high. BERM. 17 iii. long.

MANCHESTER
Inlaid Mahogany. 13% in. high

11 in. high. STERLING. 153 in. long.

RAMONA. 31 in. high

PLYMOUTH
Inlaid Mahogany 14 in. high

The Sessions Clock Co.

SUPERIOR u rtetnre" oC LOCKS
Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lan..

11% iu. high. COLONIAL. 14 in. long CEDRO. 18 in. high

.RETA. 17 in. high

HOLLAND. 6 ft. high

The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement k made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell is contained entirely within the case, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the case into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly the case it cannot be muffledby coming ill contact \yid] any foreign object, nor call it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when

the bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier
than any other bell on the market.

The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted kv th a manual" shot-off " by means of which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the alarm may be relied
upon to "go oil" at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does not handle it, write us.

A—Dial

B—Bell

C—Dust Can
D—Movement

Front View Interior View

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, BRISTOL, CONN.

Lifting Watch so Dial Faces the Wearer

MERITS
Holds the watch firmly and se-
curely, thus preventing the move-
ment from being jarred, as there is
no swinging or bobbing up and
down while the wearer is walking
or running. Protects both the case
and garment from wear.

Showing Watch Worn with Dial Outward

DUBOIS
■11111=1111■■••••

Safety
Chatelaine

Brooch Watch
l'atentq pending in U. S. and foreign countries

Made for 0 Size, Jewel Size and

smaller watches, in different designs

and styles.

(Licensed under Wachter Patent Ball-Tiearing Bow)

Watch Resting on Table or Bureau with Brooch Acting
as a Bracket

Artistic and Practical

The only Brooch and Watch com-
bined. Affords absolute security, as
it has a safety catch. Nothing to
wear out, as it works on friction
bearings. Eliminates the possibility
of loss of the Watch, owing to either
bow, hook, swivel or link wearing
out, breaking, or coming apart, as
in the old-style chatelaine. Does
not interfere with either winding or
setting of movement.

Dubois Watch
Case Co.

21 & 23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK CITY

649

Side View
Showing Watch Turned in Swivel Brooch

UTILITY
•■•

It can be raised so as to read the
time, and reversed to have either
the dial or back facing front, with-
out removing Brooch Pin or Watch
from the garment. Can be worn on
the shoulder, belt, chain or fob.

Showing Watch Turned with Back Outward
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OUR MONTHLY BARGAINS
EVERY MONTH SOMETHING DIFFERENT

LOOK FOR MEYER'S AD
(These prices not good after April 30th)

Resilient Mainsprings
IS size. T end only. Will fit most standard 18 size watches

(Regular Price, $1.25)
Our Price, 75 cents, net, per dozen

Jeweler's Twist Drill Set
(Regular Price, $2.35)
Our Price, $1.70, net

Gold Filled Lever
Button Backs

(Regular Price, 75 cents)

Our Price, so cents, net
per dozen

Bearing Pinstems Faultless Setting Burs
(Regular Price, $f.00) (Regular Price, $6.00)

Our Price, 68 cents per gross Our Price, $4.50, net

The Faultless Plating Machine
Complete, with 4 Solutions, Anodes, Bottles, Pans, Wires, Brushes

and Directions How to do Electra-Plating
This machine guaranteed
Only $is.00, net

MEYER JEWELRY CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

1008-1018 Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.
The Largest Tool and Material House in the West

The
Wedding Season

,v,,,c,, C0111Cti NV411 Easter will inaugurate another brisk sale
of gifts—all to be monogrammed.

.. 1 4.
.. . ...,

il, p,L...,c) 
t( /

.././

On such gifts, artistic letterin!, is especially desirable,
if not imperative. This suggests the peculiar timeliness of
the new edition of

Hornikel,s

Engravers, Text-Book
which has just been issued. This new edition has twelve
additional plates, making seventy-three plates in all. It
Cal itains Plain and Fancy Ornamented Cyphers, Ribbon,
Drop and block Monograms for watches, lockets, spoons,
trays, tea sets, cigarette and match cases, loving, prize and
presentation cups. Monograms and initials for seal rings
and fobs. Monograms, inscriptions, etc., etched on silver.

.,! 
..,,..

. ,... „

-

T , 1
--I

The work is now beyond improvement and should be at
every engraver's elbow. No letter engraver who values his
reputation would be without it.

.-.1 copy cill be sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, $6.00 (£1 5s.)

FOR SALE BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th St., PHILADELPI HA, PA.

1201 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL

THE /EGIS CASE
(PATENTED)

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

The AEGIS is a new creation in Gold Case making. The Center
and Bezel are in one. Instead of having the ordinary Cap, this
Case is provided with a rigid metal movement cup, held friction
tight in position. This cup gives protection to the movement
such as cannot be secured with the conventional jointed cap,
while dust is thoroughly excluded from the front by means of the
one-piece center and bezel.

To fit movement, first properly adjust the hands ; then pull out crown as usual and
insert movement from back of case, (see Fig. I). After winding square is properly placed,
the movement should be pressed down, so that it will be held in proper place by the spring
in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted.

To take out movement, remove the movement cup (shown in Fig. 2), by raising it near
the pendant ; pull out crown to release the square; lift out movement by means of case
screw nearest joint (see Fig. 3); withdraw movement from square, and case.

„.

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Made only by

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
21=23 Maiden Lane, New York

San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street

d?(*It

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

••■••64i.

(
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"THE AMERICAN"
Stem Wind and Stem Set Watch

A Boy Proof $1.00 Watch
Guaranteed

Stem Wind and Stem Set, 16 Size, Second Hand, Double Dust Proof Back Cover,
Seamless Brass Case, Snap Back, Double Roller Escapement.

WHILE this is the first season we offer and advertise our "American" Stem-wind and Stem-set Watch to
v v the trade, it is by no means a trial, but a tried and found true timekeeper. We have been producing

this Watch for the past two years, carefully changing and improving, testing and retesting, slowly increasing
our output and gradually bringing our help to a uniform point of maximum efficiency, until we have reached
the standard of quality which we had determined to attain before placing it on the market.

We do not claim that it is the cheapest watch made to retail for a dollar, but we claim that it is the
highest grade made to sell for that price. It has all the good features existing in other styles and several
that cannot be found in any other make; and while it must not be sold for less than $1.00, it will easily bring
$1.50 and more alongside of others sold at the lower figure.

Sample orders must be accompanied by 85 cents in stamps and will be sent by registered mail only.
Quotations furnished upon application.

THE WESTERN CLOCK MFG. CO.
NEW YORK
85 John Street

Manufacturers of the "America" Alarm

LA SALLE, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. CHICAGO
131 Wabash Avenue

Practical Watch Repairing

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Methods
Used by European Workmen—No. II

[Translated from La France Iforlogere]

Let us study the qualities of one of these
pendulums:

A, = 0111, to ; 3600 vibrations an
hour ; I vibration in i second ; 30 teeth per
minute.

B, 0m, 25 V = on., 05 ; 7200 vibrations
an hour ; 2 vibrations in i second ; 6o teeth
per minute.

C, 0m, 0675, 12//= orn, 25 ; 14400 vibra-
tions an hour ; 4 vibrations in i second ; 120
teeth per minute. •

The results of the study of this table
are as follows:

That if we multiply the 30 teeth of A
by its square root, 10, we obtain 300;

That if we multiply the 6o teeth of B
by its square root, 5, we obtain 300;

That is we multiply the 120 teeth of C
by its root, 2.5, we obtain 300;

That if, then, we multiply any number
of teeth by the square root of the pendulum
corresponding to this number we obtain
300;

That if we divide 300 by the square
root we shall have the teeth ;

That if we divide 300 by the number
of teeth we shall have the square root.

We can say : •

60 : 10 30 : 5
(ro x 3o .3oo and 6o X 5 =- 300) ;

120 : TO : : 30 : 2.5

(I0 X 30 =300 and 120 X 2.5 = 300) ;

That, if the product of the means is
300 and that of the extremes 300, we can
say :

D : 10 : 30 : VB.
Then, dividing 300 by D, we shall ob-

tain i% B, and dividing 300 by -VI, we
shall have D, D representing the number of
teeth necessary for i minute. .

But bow is it that to find the square

divide I50 by the number of teeth in the

\Nroloielroot of the B of a .pendulum it suffices to

In fact, in writing

.D : ro : : 30 : 12/ B,
the operation holds good for a wheel turn-
ing once a minute ; it is easily understood
that if the wheel makes three turns a minute
it will have one-third. the number of teeth,

but if it makes a revolution in three min-
utes it will have three times D. We shall
only occupy ourselves with the number of
teeth that pass in one minute.

But, as we already know, that in our
clocks of to-day the wheel makes two revo-
lutions a minute, we only compare this
wheel with half the teeth of a 30-tooth
wheel revolving on the seconds, and we
can then deduce for these clocks only:

D : 10 : : 15 : 12/ B.
Now, 150 -;-- D = B ; that is, dividing

150, the product of the means, by the teeth
of the wheel, gives us the square root of the
required pendulum.

Example : Wheel of 44 teeth,

44 : fo : : 15 :
15o : 44 = 3.4, which, multiplied by 3.4 =
11.5 cm.

But, given the pendulum, can one find
the wheel inversely?

Yes, your pendulum being Ora, 1156 m.
length, find the number that, multiplied by
itself, will give you i i cm., 4 or approxi-
mately that.

As that number is 3.4, you write:
: 10 : : 15 : 3.4

Now, 150 ± 3.4 = 44, which desig-
nates the number of teeth of which you
have need.

How can the variation be corrected
without regulating?

It has been proven that, in round num-
bers, a pendulum causing a daily (24 hours)
loss of one minute should be shortened one-
tenth of a millimeter for each 7 centimeters
of its total length, and inversely if the
clock gains.

Example: A clock has been running
for three hours, in which time it has gained
two minutes, equivalent to 16 minutes in 24
hours ; therefore, 16 tenths .of a millimeter
is to be added to its length. The pendulum
is 20 cm. long, which gives us 3 times 7;
therefore, increase the length of the pendu-
lum by 3 times 16 tenths, or 48 tenths or 5
millimeters in round numbers.

This method is empirical.
It appears, nevertheless, to be based

upon a principle for which it would be
tedious to go into a labyrinth of figures, as
it can be explained simply by taking as a
base a wheel giving 120 teeth to the minute
and of which the pendulum has a length of
approximately 16.5 cm.

Now, for this wheel one oscillation per

(653)

minute gives a variation of about one min-
ute in 24 hours, and also, a tenth of a milli-
meter corrects, approximately, this varia-
tion.

Therefore, the pendulum to be regu-
lated will contain the square root of a pen-
dulum oscillating on the quarter seconds
as many times, or very nearly, as it will
contain 7 cm.

That will be as many tenths of milli-
meters to add or take away as there are
minutes of variation in 24 hours. As there
is no necessity for overcharging one's mind,
take as a basis a tenth of a millimeter
added or deducted for each 7 cm. of the
pendulum length for every minute of varia-
tion in one day..

Length of clock pendulums. —.Many
watchmakers to solve this problem of pen-
dulum lengths employ methods that are
more or less empirical ; others use tables.
This latter method is excellent, but all
watchmakers have not at their disposal one
of these tables. By these, the following
method might be employed: Find in deci-
mals of seconds the duration of the oscilla-
tion that the escape wheel should cause the
pendulum to make. Square this fraction
and obtain thus the required length of the
pendulum. This result will vary so slightly
from that given by the formula that in prac-
tice so small an error may be neglected.

So that this method may be more easily
understood, we give the following exam-
ples : In a clock whose pendulum is to be
replaced it is known that the escape wheel
should cause the pendulum to have 9000 vi-
brations an hour ; now, as there are 3600
seconds in an hour, the duration of an oscil-
lation will be 39'070 = 0.40 of a second.
Square .4 and we have .4 X .4 = i6o as
the length of the pendulum.

If we have 8000 as the num. ber of oscil-
lations per hour, we have : 38'070 = .45 of
a second.

The length will be .45 X .45 = om 202.
This method can only be used for

wheels having from 32 to 41 teeth, of which
the respective pendulums have, in round
numbers, a length of 22 and 13 centimeters.

It suffices to know, once for all, that a
wheel of 36 teeth requirek a pendulum of
18 centimeters.

One more tooth, one more centimeter
of pendulum length ; that is, for each tooth

(Continued on pnge 6551
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"THE AMERICAN"
Stem Wind and Stem Set Watch

A Boy Proof $1.00 Watch
Guaranteed

Stem Wind and Stem Set, 16 Size, Second Hand, Double Dust Proof Back Cover,
Seamless Brass Case, Snap Back, Double Roller Escapement.

WHILE this is the first season we offer and advertise our "American" Stem-wind and Stem-set Watch to
the trade, it is by no means a trial, but a tried and found true timekeeper. We have been producing

this Watch for the past two years, carefully changing and improving, testing and retesting, slowly increasing
our output and gradually bringing our help to a uniform point of maximum efficiency, until we have reached
the standard of quality which we had determined to attain before placing it on the market.

We do not claim that it is the cheapest watch made to retail for a dollar, but we claim that it is the
highest grade made to sell for that price. It has all the good features existing in other styles and several
that cannot be found in any other make; and while it must not be sold for less than $1.00, it will easily bring
$1.50 and more alongside of others sold at the lower figure.

Sample orders must be accompanied by 85 cents in stamps and will be sent by registored mail only.
Quotations furnished upon application.

THE WESTERN CLOCK MFG. CO.
NEW YORK

85 John Street

Manufacturers of the "America" Alarm

LA SALLE, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. CHICAGO
131 Wabash Avenue

Practical Watch Repairing

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Methods
Used by European Workmen—No. II

[Translated from La France liorlogere]

Let us study the qualities of one of these
pendulums:

A, rm, = 0th, 10 ; 3600 vibrations an
hour ; i vibration in i second ; 30 teeth per
minute.

B, Om, 25 V = 0"1, 05 ; 7200 vibrations
an hour ; 2 vibrations in i second ; 6o teeth
per minute.

C, 0m, 0675, i2/= Om, 25 ; 14400 vibra-
tions an hour ; 4 vibrations in i second ; i zo
teeth per minute.

The results of the study of this table
are as follows:

That if we multiply the 30 teeth of A
by its square root, io, we obtain 300 ;

That if we multiply the 6o teeth of B
by its square root, 5, we obtain 300;

That is we multiply the 120 teeth of C
by its root, 2.5, we obtain zoo;

That if, then, we multiply any number
of teeth by the square root of the pendulum
corresponding to this number we obtain
300;

That if we divide 300 by the square
root we shall have the teeth ;

That if we divide 300 by the number
of teeth we shall have the square root.

We can say:

60 : io :: 30 : 5
m X 3o = 3oo and 6o X 5 = 3oo) ;

120 : 10 : : 30 : 2.5

(I0 X 30= 300 and 120 X 2.5 = 300) ;

That, if the product of the means is
300 and that of the extremes 300, we can
say:

D : 10 : 30 : B.

Then, dividing 300 by D, we shall ob-
tain -1%. B, and dividing 300 by I/ B, we
shall have D, D representing the number of
teeth necessary for i minute.

But how is it that to find the square
root of the B of ,a .pendulum it suffices to
divide io by the number of teeth in the
wheel?

In fact, in writing

: 10 : : 30 : B,

the operation holds good for a wheel turn-
ing once a minute; it is easily understood
that if the wheel makes three turns a minute
it will have one-third the number of teeth,

but if it makes a revolution in three min-
utes it will have three times D. We shall
only occupy ourselves with the number of
teeth that pass in one minute.

But, as we already know, that in our
clocks of to-day the wheel makes two revo-
lutions a minute, we only compare this
wheel with half the teeth of a 30-tooth
wheel revolving on the seconds, and we
can then deduce for these clocks only:

D : 10 : : 15 : V B.
Now, 150 ± D = B; that is, dividing

150, the product of the means, by the teeth
of the wheel, gives us the square root of the
required pendulum.

Example : Wheel of 44 teeth,

44 : 10 :: 15 :
150 : 44 = 3.4, which, multiplied by 3.4 -_-_=_
11.5 cm.

But, given the pendulum, can one find
the wheel inversely?

Yes, your pendulum being out, 1156 m.
length, find the number that, multiplied by
itself, will give you i i cm. , 34 or approxi-
mately that.

As that number is 3.4, you write:
: 10 : : 15 : 3.4

Now, 150 3.4 = 44, which desig-
nates the number of teeth of which you
have need.

How can the variation be corrected
without regulating?

It has been proven that, in round num-
bers, a pendulum causing a daily (24 hours)
loss of one minute should be shortened one-
tenth of a millimeter for each 7 centimeters
of its total length, and inversely if the
clock gains.

Example: A clock has been running
for three hours, in which time it has gained
two minutes, equivalent to 16 minutes in 24
hours ; therefore, 16 tenths .of a millimeter
is to be added to its length. The pendulum
is 20 cm. long, which gives us 3 times 7;
therefore, increase the length of the pendu-
lum by 3 times 16 tenths, or 48 tenths or 5
millimeters in round numbers.

This method is empirical.
It appears, nevertheless, to be based

upon a principle for which it would be
tedious to go into a labyrinth of figures, as
it can be explained simply by taking as a
base a wheel giving 120 teeth to the minute
and of which the pendulum has a length of
approximately 16.5 cm.

Now, for this wheel one oscillation per
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minute gives a variation of about one min-
ute in 24 hours, and also, a tenth of a milli-
meter corrects, approximately, this varia-
tion.

Therefore, the pendulum to be regu-
lated will contain the square root of a pen-
dulum oscillating on the quarter seconds
as many times, or very nearly, as it will
contain 7 cm.

That will be as many tenths of milli-
meters to add or take away as there are
minutes of variation in 24 hours. As there
is no necessity for overcharging one's mind,
take as a basis a tenth of a millimeter
added or deducted for each 7 cm. of the
pendulum length for every minute of varia-
tion in one clay..

Length of clock pendulums. —.Many
watchmakers to solve this problem of pen-
dulum lengths employ methods that are
more or less empirical ; others use tables.
This latter method is excellent, but all
watchmakers have not at their disposal one
of these tables. By these, the following
method might be employed : Find in deci-
mals of seconds the duration of the oscilla-
tion that the escape wheel should cause the
pendulum to make. Square this fraction
and obtain thus the required length of the
pendulum. This result will vary so slightly
from that given by the formula that in prac-
tice so small an error may be neglected.

So that this method may be more easily
understood, we give the following exam-
ples : In a clock whose pendulum is to be
replaced it is known that the escape wheel
should cause the pendulum to have 9000 vi-
brations an hour ; now, as there are 3600
seconds in an hour, the duration of an oscil-
lation will be 89'ot = 0.40 of a second.
Square .4 and we have .4 X .4 -=- oul i6o as
the length of the pendulum.

If we have 8000 as the numTher of oscil-
lations per hour, we have :   .45 of
a second.

The length will be .45 X .45 = 0'" 202.
This method can only be used for

wheels having from 32 to 41 teeth, of which
the respective pendulums have, in round
numbers, a length of 22 and 13 centimeters.

It suffices to know, once for all, that a
wheel of 36 teeth require k a pendulum of
18 centimeters.

One more tooth, one more centimeter
of pendulum length ; that is, for each tooth

(Continued on pore (155)
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Dennison has for years supplied thousands
of the leading jewelers throughout the
country with Show Case Trays and Display
Fixtures. To=day our facilities are more
complete than ever, and we are prepared to
furnish these Trays and Fixtures in their
most adaptable forms, with our assurance
that the high standard of Dennison quality
is maintained both in materials and Der=
feet workmanship.

We Guarantee Our Trays Not
To Warp or Split

The Show Case Trays here illustrated
afford some idea of the Dennison variety.
They represent a portion of the styles reg=
ularly carried in stock at each of our stores.
These lines are made with Black Walnut
Frames, to stack, and lined with either plush
or velvet in colors, Bottle Green, Purple
and Ruby. We can make them to order,
however, in any wood desired for frames
and lined in any special style with fine vel=
vet or any other material.

The Dennison line of Display Fixtures
is not to be equaled anywhere, in grace of
form, in quality of materials and superiority
of workmanship.

The illustration shows but a portion of
the Display Fixtures we carry in stock.

168
180
167
164

NECKLETTE
LE VALUER
WATCH STAND
HAT PIN STAND

173 LE VALLIER
166 SCARF PIN STAND
179 NINE RINGS
182 NECKLACE

160 UPRIGHT BRACELET STAND

Complete sample lines of Dennison's Show
Case Trays and Display Fixtures can be seen at
any of our stores or sample offices. Complete
information and price list on request. Address

attii6onakatufac1iaiN Gout pout'
The Tag Makers

BOSTON, NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA,
26 FRANKLIN STREET 15 JOHN STREET 1007 CHESTNUT STREET

CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS.
128 FRANKLIN STREET 413 NORTH 4TH STREET
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aided or subtracted, add to or subtract from
Ile length of the pendulum one centimeter.

Examples:

37 teeth, 17 centimeters:
38 " 18
35 " 19

34 " 20

tE
El

A table for determining pendulum
rcngths.-This table (Fig. 40), which does
aot accord exactly with the tables of the
hest authors, is, nevertheless, practical, be-
cause it is the result of experience and gives
lengths which in no case will be too short,
as the precise figures of theory may be, dis-
regarding as they do the differences of
transmission of force to the pendulum.
These differences are sometimes very great
ill movements appearing identical. Regu-
late both perfectly and compare their re-
Tective oscillations and pendulum lengths,
and you will be convinced of this.
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280 22 16.7 47 9.360 39 5.4 15

520 23 15.2 43 9.600 40 5.1 14

760 24 14 39 9.840 41 4.9 14

000 25 12 II I 36 i0.080 42 4.6 13

240 26 12 34 10.320 43 44 12

480 27 11.1 31 10.560 44 4,2 12

720 28 10.4 29 1 o.8o0 45 4 II

960 29 9.8 27 11.040 46 3.9 II

200 30 9 25 11.280 47 3.7 10

440 31 8.5 24 11.520 48 3.6 to

68o 32 7.8 22 11.760 49 3.5 10

920 33 7.4 21 12.000 so 3.3 9

t6o 34 7 20 12,240 51 3.1 9

400 35 6.6 19 12.480 52 2.11 9

640 36 6.2 18 12.720 53 2.10 8

88o 37 5.10 17 12.960 54 2.9 8

170 38 5.6 16 13.200 55 2.8 8

Fig. 40

These lengths extend from the point of
suspension to the center of the pendulum
bob

Method of using this table.-(t)If you
have a lost pendulum to replace, it is only
necessary to count the teeth of the escape
wheel.

Example : You find 38 teeth (column
2) ; column 3 will give you 155 millimeters
(naturally from the center of the pendulum

KEYSTONE

bob to the point where the suspension is no
longer held between the brass blades).

(2).-Your clock, which has a pendu-
lum of 182 millimeters, has a variation of

TABLE; (1) To find quickly the length of a pendulum.
(21 To ascertain the number of turns that it is neces-
sary to make to quickly regulate rapidly a clock
(either by the nut of the pendulum or by the sus-
pension spring).

Number
of

Oscillations
per Hour

1

Number of
Escape-
Wheel
Teeth

2

Length of
Pendulum
ill milli-
meters

3

FOIL VtVE: MINUTES OF
VA RI ATI ON EACH DAY

Pendulum:
Nut

4

Key Keg-
ulator on
Dial atXII

5

7200 30 248 1.70 834
7440 31 229 1.60 8 00
7680 32 217 I .5o 734
7920 33 206 I .4o 7 oo
8160 34 196 1.30 634
8400 35 182 1.25 634
8640 36 173 1.20 6 oo
888o 37 163 1.15 534
9120 38 155 .00 5 00
9360 39 147 I. 00 5 oo
9600 40 140 0.95 43'
9840 41 134 0.90 434
too8o 42 127 0.85 43'
10320 43 121 0.80 4 00
10560 44 116 0.75 33'
10800 45 I 10 0.70 334
11040 46 106 0.70 334
11280 47 102 0.65 3
I1520 48 97 0.65 33'
11760 49 94 0.65 33'
2000 50 89 0.65 3,'

NOTE. -The pitch of all pendulum screws should
be exactly equal, to assure the absolute correctness
of the figures given ; but even without that, the regulat-
ing is accomplished very quickly, and the element of
chance is eliminated from the operation.

Fig. 41

five minutes a day; to regulate, follow the
same line to column 4, which gives t%.
turns (1.25) of the pendulum nut ; or, if
you prefer to regulate it by the suspension,
you will notice that column 5 gives 64
turns.

If the clock only varies a minute each
day, naturally you only make a fifth as many
turns. If two minutes, you will make 2.5 as
many turns, etc., etc.

Length to add to or to deduct from a
pendulum.-Knowing the exact variation
of a clock, the correction required is a tenth
of a millimeter for each 7 centimeters of
pendulum for each minute of variation in
twenty-four hours.

This is a method well adapted to use in
the customer's home, so as not to be obliged
to return, nor to risk causing the slow
movement to move too fast, or the fast
movement to run too slow by turning the
pendulum screw haphazard.

Another short method for regulating.-
The minute hand is placed two minutes be-
fore the hour and with a seconds hand
watch, the drop of the rack is timed to the
second. One hour after, always using the
same watch for timing, the operation is re-
peated to ascertain if the drop takes place
on the same second.
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It is easy to figure out from the varia-
tion during this hour the total loss or gain
of the clock for its week's run.

The pendulum or the suspension is reg-
ulated according to the variation.

Rapid regulating of clocks by means of
the chronograph.-Formerly when a dealer
sold a clock his customer allowed him sev-
eral days to regulate it. To-day it is not
necessarily so. As soon as sold, it is taken
away, so it is very important to be able to.
regulate it quickly.
( i ).-If one has an hour at least, and

if the clock is fitted with striking work, the
use of the chronograph is applicable, with-
out previous examination of the number of
wheels in the different parts. At the first
stroke of the striking work the chronograph
is set in motion, and one hour after it is
stopped at the first stroke, and the gain or
loss noted.

(2).-If one has less than an hour:
Knowing that the escape wheels of nearly
all clock movements make two revolutions
a minute, make a little mark (a line or a
bit of rouge) at one of the escape wheel
teeth, and place the hand of a chronograph
in motion when the exit pallet lets this tooth
escape. Assure yourself that the first revo-
lution of the wheel takes exactly thirty sec-
onds ; observe the time of arrival of the
marked tooth at the moment when the exit
pallet enters in the space which precedes the
marked tooth.

The hand of the chronograph shows
either gain or loss. Let us suppose an ad-
vance of 2 3/5 seconds, or, in more conve-
nient form, 2 6/10 seconds, or 2.6 seconds,
in five minutes. This makes in one hour
2.6 X 12, and in twenty-four hours 2.6 X

12 X 24, or in minutes 
26 x 1620 x 24

I 2I11. 48s.
Your clock, then, gains 12 minutes a

day.
You regulate your pendulum in con-

sequence, and after two or three trials of
this kind you obtain the desired result.

The movements of visible escapement
clocks and those of low pedestal clocks are
not always constructed so as to make two
revolutions a minute. Regulating by use of
the chronograph necessitates the calcula-
tion by simple proportion of the number of
revolutions of the escape made in a certain
number of minutes and you obtain the va-
riation of the escape wheel for this number
of minutes, instead of taking five minutes

as a basis.
As the work of regulation is becoming

more onerous as the need of accuracy be-
comes more pressing, it behooves the busy
jeweler to acquaint himself with all the
methods that save time while giving satis-
factory results.

[To BE CONTINUED]
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In Every

WATCH
before it leaves the factory is placed a copy of this Guarantee:

OUR GUARANTEE

All New England Watches are war-
ranted free from defects in material and
manufacture, and to be correct time-
keepers. We agree to make good—free
of charge—at our factory in Waterbury,
Conn., or at our houses in Chicago and
San Francisco, any defects developing
within one year from date of purchase,
provided such defects do not arise from
misuse or neglect.

All New England cases are warranted
to be exactly as represented, and all our
"filled" cases are warranted to wear the
number of years stamped on same.

The New England Watch Co.
Factory and Main Office

Waterbury, Conn.

BRANCHES

Chicago, 131 Wabash Ave.
San Francisco, 717 Market St,

This Guarantee serves as a protection to both the purchaser and the dealer, for it
is a direct guarantee from the manufacturer to the wearer.

ki,,444.4ge Watches also insure a good profit to the dealer on every one sold.

Send for Price-List.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Waterbury, Conn.

Chicago San Francisco

‘pril, 1908

TOOLS AND METHODS
[CONTINUED]

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

T H E

Our sub-punch holder, shown in Fig. 26,

.larch KEYSTONE, is useful for many purposes

eside knocking out broken screws. The work-

Ian who does such work as making stem-wind

;heels, etc., will find that a sub-punch with square

nd is a very effective means of making the square

,oles. In attempting to punch a square hole in

his manner, a round hole should first be made,

qual in diameter to the square hole required;

hen the corners only of the square hole are

nrmed by the punch. This greatly lessens the

:tbor put upon the punch ; in fact, it would be

)ractically impossible to punch a hole in the

olid metal without a die accurately fitting the

dunch. Even when punched in the manner we

)ave described, the metal is slightly torn away

tt the bottom of the hole. We should, therefore,

.ise stock somewhat thicker than the finished

.vheel. Of course, only well-annealed steel should

e used in making such wheels.

In our own experience in mak-

Making Stem- ing stem-wind wheels for odd
Wind Wheels jobs we have found a square

taper punch a great conveni-

,mce. The hole may first be roughly filed or

punched, slightly smaller than the required size;

we then insert the taper punch, first from one
side, then from the other, until the hole is brought
to exactly the required size. The square taper
punch is about two inches long, which makes the
taper very slight, although adapted to almost the
'mtire range of sizes. This is a very quick and
.atisfactory way of making such holes; and no
-xtra thickness of stock need be allowed, except
for finishing, as no metal is torn away; in fact,
the stock is forced up, making it thicker around
t he hole, so that when the wheel is hardened,
lempered and ground flat the edges of the hole
Are perfectly sharp and square. It is true this
method produces a hole very slightly smaller at
he center ; but when we consider the thinness of
the usual winding wheels it will be seen that this
difference must be very slight indeed. We have
practiced this method a great deal, and are certain
that it brings good results. It is understood, of
,-ourse, that this method is only suitable for short
holes; it could not be used successfully in making
the hole in a sliding pillion. Our plan of doing
this is to use stock considerably larger than the
finished pinion; drill a hole slightly less in diam-
eter than the diagonal of the required square;
drive in the square, which should be of about a
spring temper and well oiled. We now close the
stock in against the flat sides of the square by
hammering all along the four sides. When the
metal is closed in sufficiently, giving the hole per-
fectly flat sides and sharp corners, we center it by
the hole and turn up the blank for the new pinion.
There is nothing new in this method of making a
long square hole. Substantially the same thing
is done to produce the square holes in watch keys,
hollow winding pinions, etc., except that special
appliances are used to force the metal in against
the flat sides of the square instead of hammering.
It may be well enough to say that the regular
winding arbor or stem should not be used to
Close the metal in against, but a special square
having sharp corners provided. Experience will
prove the above methods satisfactory.

KEYSTONE

Some young workmen, in at-

Giving Smooth tempting to make stem-wind

Finish to Teeth wheels, are troubled to remove

the burr thrown up by the cut-

ters and to give the teeth the smooth, finished

appearance of good work. A very satisfactory

way of doing this is a steel wire scratch brush to

go in the lathe. We have never seen such a brush

in the material or tool stores, but they may be

found at dental supply stores. A two-row brush

I1/2 inches in diameter is suitable; the wires are

fine and about one-fourth inch long. To use on

this brush, we need a mixture of tallow (three

parts) and bees-wax (one part) ; these should

be melted together and a quantity of fine emery

or carborundum stirred in, making a paste-like

mixture. The emery should be stirred in as the

melted ingredients are cooling and are in a semi-

fluid state to insure a more even distribution

throughout the cake, for when the mixture is

cold it forms a solid cake, considerably harder

than tallow.
Now, suppose we have just cut a new wheel.

We will first harden it without first trying to re-

Move any of the burrs; this should never be at-

tempted while the wheel is in the soft state. In

the hardening we follow the course prescribed for

springs, earlier in these articles. If properly

clone, our wheel comes out clean, a fine silvery

Fig. 27

gray color. Now, if the shape of the wheel admits

it, we lay it on a cork, and with a few rubs of a

flat India oilstone, used as a file, the most of the

burr is removed. We now take our circular steel

scratch brush, fasten it in the lathe, and while

slowly revolving, hold our tallow-beeswax-emery

composition cake against the end of the wires for

a second or two, and we are ready to smooth the

teeth of our new wheel in a most satisfactory

manner.
We may hold the wheel in our

Advisable fingers if the size permits,

Precautions though we think a better way
is to stick it on a wire or peg-

wood, which will serve as a handle. The brush

should run rapidly, and only the ends of the

wires be allowed to touch the work ; in other

words, we must not press the work against the

brush. The burrs and sharp corners of the teeth

are removed in a surprisingly short time, so care

must be taken not to overdo it. It will be ob-

served that this work is done before the wheel is

tempered; better results are obtained, and if we

use the oil bath for tempering, there is no discol-

oration of the wheel. Any finish desired on the

surface of the wheel is put on after tempering.

These scratch brushes are also very useful for
smoothing any irregular surface, such as winding

arbors, clicks or click springs, and for smoothing

out the thread of taps, etc.; in short, they are
one of the most useful simple things a watch-

maker can have in his outfit.
What is the most suitable han-

Handle for die for a graver ? Is it because
Graver there are none that so many

workmen use their gravers

without handles? We will not risk an answer to the
question, but will describe what we have found
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most satisfactory. The gravers we are speaking

of are those used for fine turning, such as balance

staff making. A straight wooden handle is well

enough for very large gravers, though to our

mind it is too heavy and clumsy for gravers used

on light work. Our practice is to use the gravers

full length, only cutting off the sharp end of the

tang, where a small ball of lathe cement should be

attached, and wind the graver with tape about

five-eighths inch wide, beginning at about three-

fourths inch from the cutting end of the graver.

The graver may with advantage be covered with

shellac dissolved in alcohol, to insure firm adher-

ence of the tape. The tape is wound spirally, or,

to be more exact, helically, and to a sufficient

thickness to produce a handle to suit the indi-

vidual taste. The end may be fastened by sewing

or it may be stuck with shellac, or lathe cement.
This makes a handle affording a firm hold, yet
slightly yielding—not beautiful, but extremely

practical. The tape used is the kind used by
dressmakers to cover flat seams; it may be had
in different widths and colors. We use drab,
.brown and gray.

Many workmen use a dry em-
Grinding Gravers cry or carborundum wheel to

grind gravers. This, in our
opinion, should not be done. The extreme point
of the graver is frequently slightly softened, and
this extreme point is usually the most important
part. In the absence of a suitable stone supplied
with water, we should have a coarse carborundum
stone or India oilstone ; either of these are rapid
cutters, and if the point breaks off a graver it
may be quickly brought into shape again. Of
course the final finishing should be done on a finer
stone. We have found it economy to have a good
supply of gravers; when doing a job, if a point
goes off we do not have to stop and grind the
graver, but take another and go ahead; then
when we get down to the graver-grinding job,
we do the whole at one time.

The angle to which a graver is ground varies
with different workmen. No hard-and-fast rule
can be laid down, as some workmen turn out the
finest work who sharpen their gravers quite dif-
ferently from others; that they be kept sharp is
most essential. In our own practice for fine turn-
ing we prefer a lozenge graver, ground to an
angle about as shown in Fig. 27, the small, flat
surface at a maintained at about the proportion
shown. It gives a strong point and produces
smooth work. When finishing this surface on the
stone, the graver should be moved in the direc-
tion shown by the double-headed arrow. Ground
in this way it makes a smoother cut.

In our next article we shall consider the
fitting of pinions. By this we mean taking the
necessary measurements, turning, undercutting,
facing and finishing the pinion to a degree equal
to those found in the finest watches.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Primitive Time-Keeping Methods

In Malay the natives keep a record of time in
the following way :—Floating in a bucket filled
with water they place a cocoanut shell having a
small perforation, through which, by slow de-
grees, the water finds its way inside. This open-
ing is so proportioned that it takes just one hour
for the shell to fill and sink. Then a watchman
calls out, the shell is emptied, and they begin
again. Such trifles as minutes and seconds are
rarely heeded on the peninsula. Fancy anyone
asking the time in Malay and being told that the
Cocoanut shell was half full !
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LANGENDORF'S
REMEMBER that the 0 s. and 12 s.

of the popular " LONVILLE " Lever

Movement will be scarce. You had

better order same of your jobber at

once.

"L. W. Watches are the product

of the most improved American Tools

and Machinery.
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12 SIZE

WATCHES
If you want a cheap Lever Movement,

a good money-making Lever, the
" HIGHMERE" is what you want.

The " REMINDER " Alarm Watch is
positively the most attractive and use-
ful novelty on the market. It is not

clumsy or bulky, but just as thin and

compact as any other thin-model Gents'

Watch.

Order a sample from your jobber

GENERAL AGENTS FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADA

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.

 j1 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Continental Movements

0 size, 12 size, 16 size Open-Face and Hunting
7, 15, 17 and 21 Jewels

FOR SALE BY THE JOBBING TRADE

All Continental Movements have Breguet hairspring,
double roller and cut balance.

All are pendant set and fit accurately all regular cases
of corresponding size.

Finished material on hand.

Jules Racine & Co.
37 Maiden Lane 103 State Street

New York Chicazo

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Every jeweler should know the chains that are the safest

and most profitable to handle. For high quality, moderate
Price and constuctive merit there are no chains on the market
that jewelers can handle with so much satisfaction as

TRADE•MARK

THE A&Z

CHAINS
TRADE-MARI(

The quality is such as safeguards your reputation and assures
satisfaction to your customers, while giving the largest and
quickest returns.

Send for a selection and see _fir yourself

A & Z CHAIN CO.
Makers of 1/10 Gold Filled Chains

9 Calender Street, PROVIDENCE R. I.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

The Only Enclusive Chainmakers for the Retail Trade
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TALK TO AMBITIOUS WATCH-
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[CONTINUED]

By F. R. CuNIVINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

After our diamond broach is

Boxwood Clamp well charged we may proceed

to open the pin-hole in the

roller. A boxwood clamp is perhaps the best

thing to hold the roller without marring the finest

finish; such a clamp is easily made of two strips

of boxwood about three-eighths inch wide by one-

eighth inch thick and two inches long. Such a

clamp is shown in Fig. 73, plan and elevation. It

fFrino 

Fig. 73

will be seen that it is practically a heavy pair of

tweezers, with a screw a for drawing the points

together. The two pieces of boxwood should be

separated at the fixed end by a shim b of some

suitable material, such as hard fiber ; the whole

may be firmly fixed by three or four brass rivets;

the shim b should be in thickness about equal to

the thickest roller. Such a clamp is very useful

for other purposes, such as holding a pallet to

grind out the pallet slots, when changing the

locking angle of the stones, or when refinishing

the notch of the fork ; although for this latter

operation a shorter and lighter form with round

handle is more convenient. Such a clamp is

shown in Fig. 74 plan and elevation. Of course

((o)

Fig. 74

this form will also serve to hold rollers while

grinding out the pin-hole.
The watchmaker who attempts such opera-

tions should certainly provide himself with some

suitable means of holding the pieces to be oper-

ated upon; nothing more loudly proclaims the

genus "botch" than scratches and burrs on finely

polished work, such as will certainly be produced

if one attempts to hold them with tweezers, pliers

or pin-vise; tweezers are only suitable for lifting

or handling parts when no considerable pressure

conies upon them; even then we should, when

possible, grasp the work on an unpolished surface.
Well, assuming that our broach

Grinding Out is satisfactory, and that the

the Hole roller is firmly clamped in a
suitable holder, let us grind out

the hole. We have said nothing about a handle

fbr the broach ; an ordinary broach holder, or a

very small pin-vise—one of the kind with split

chuck jaws closed by a knurled nut will do very

well. We now moisten the broach with oil or

water, and using it after the manner of a small

* Book rights reserved by the author.
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tile, the hole is soon opened or modified to our

requirements.
Of course, the manner of using small files

varies with different workmen; therefore, perhaps

we should be more definite in our explanation of

using the diamond broach. Our own practice is

to hold the clamp over the edge of the bench at

an angle of about 45 degrees; we then hold the

broach holder between the thumb and first and

second fingers of the right hand, resting the end

of the third finger upon the clamp; this steadies

the hand, and the slight end motion of the broach

may be produced almost wholly by the fingers and

thumb holding it, giving us complete control of

the movement and pressure. The end movement

of the broach is important; it is very annoying to

have it continually sticking in the hole, as it is

sure to do if the end movement is not carefully

regulated.
It will be understood that the roller pin-holes

we have been considering are of some form

other than round. In the case of round holes,

which are seldom found in fine watches, the

broach may be more advantageously used by

holding it in the lathe, and while running it

slowly, traverse the roller slowly back and forth

on the broach, taking care not to crowd it too

hard lest the broach stick in the hole. When

used in this way oil or water must be used to

insure free cutting.
Of course, oilstone powder or

The Grinding carborundum may be used in-
Material stead of diamond; but as it is

not possible to charge the

broach with either of these substances to last any
considerable time, it soon loses its shape. If the

workman uses other material than diamond to do

the grinding, the broach should be filed at right

angles to its line of movement when. in use and

plenty of the grinding material used, mixed with

oil, if liberally applied, the length of time taken

to open d hole with carborundum compares favor-

ably with diamond.
Usually the fine sapphire roller pins to be

bought in the market have unfinished ends and are

too long for most watches. We may easily grind

them to the required length with a diamond lap,

the roller pin being held in our wooden clamp.

The end should also be polished, using an ivory

or tortoise-shell lap, to which we apply a small

quantity of No. 4 diamond powder. The speck

of diamond should be carefully spread with the

steel spatula.
The pallet stone finishing tools, which we are

soon to describe, are also most convenient for

grinding and finishing the ends of roller pins;

we shall, therefore, not go more fully into the

matter at present, except to say that the corner

of the ends of the pin should be slightly cham-

fered.
Many workmen have difficulty

Setting the in setting the roller pin to stay
Roller Pin set. There is no secret way to

success in this ; the hole must

be perfectly cleaned—no shellac, oil or anything
whatever being allowed to remain. This cleaning

can be done with a peg moistened first with
benzine and then with alcohol. The pin must also

be clean; it should finally be rinsed in alcohol

and no subsequent touching with the fingers. Now,
if the roller is held in contact with some body of

metal of sufficient weight to retain the heat for A

minute, to set the pin firmly and true is a very

easy matter.
There is a variety of roller pin setters in the

the market designed to insure uprightness of the
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pill; but in or own practice we use a pallet

stone setter to hold the roller, laying it bottom

up upon the tool, where it is held by the spring-

pressed lever of the pallet setting tool. We now

place the pin in the hole, apply a small piece of

shellac and heat the whole up until the shellac

is fluid. The pin is now moved up and down to

insure an even distribution of the shellac around

the pin. The shellac is now allowed to cool

slightly, when any necessary truing of the pin in

the vertical, or otherwise, is easily done with the

tweezers. We have found this a more satis-

factory method for us than using a pin setting

tool; besides, the tools are of no use in the case

of double rollers, so far as holding the pin up-

right is concerned.
After setting, all superfluous shellac should be

removed by means of a small chisel-like brass

scraper, and all smears removed by means of a

flattened peg moistened with alcohol, the job

being finally cleaned with pith. Absolutely no

particle of shellac should be allowed to remain

except that between the pin and the walls of the

hole Nothing looks much worse than a roller

daubed over with shellac—a certain evidence of a

clumsy attempt at pin setting and of unskilful

workmanship. No detail in this method is of

more importance than the moving of the pin up

and down to insure even distribution of the shel-

lac—unless it be the perfect cleanliness. To have

the shellac flow of itself into the crevice, it is

frequently necessary to heat the shellac too hot.
We will now take up the sub-

Making ject of making or refinishing

Pallet Stones Pallet stones. This is a class
of work seldom done by watch-

makers, yet it is most important. The pallet

stones are frequently pitted, and nothing contrib-

utes more to the ill going of a watch in sup-

posedly good condition than this fault. We also

frequently find watches in which the locking is too

great, owing to an incorrect angle of the stone.

Ability to quickly correct such faults is very

important.
We will first provide ourselves with the nec-

essary laps. We need a copper or soft steel lap

iriA inches in diameter, also one of tortoise-shell

of the same dimensions. It is desirable that the

face of these laps should stand at the same dis-

tance from the face of the chuck to which they

are fitted, although this condition is not absolutely

necessary. Only a narrow ring around the edge

of the face of the lap is used ; therefore only this

Fig. 75

•
surface need be charged. It is well to recess the

center of the lap slightly below the charged

surface.
The copper or soft steel lap is shown partly

in section at Fig. 75; a is a brass collet fitted

tightly on the taper ; the copper lap is fitted to

this brass collet, as shown in the figure. It may

be made fast by solder, by burnishing or by rivets.

The back should be sloped away, as shown at b;

(Continued on page 663)
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Square Deal in

OLD GOLD AND SILVER 
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Now that the holiday season is over, and the time for taking
invoice is at hand, we would suggest that the next best thing for you
to do would be to gather up whatever you have in the way of old gold
and silver, and turn it into cash.

Then, when it comes time for you to sell, there is a mighty lot of
satisfaction in the thought that in sending your precious metals to us,
you are absolutely certain of receiving every penny they are worth.

This is no vague statement by us as to what we will do, it is simply
our method of doing business, and we find that it pays pretty well, too.
Full, liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the other
half.

OLD
GOLD

We pay for

OLD
GOLD

Old Gold, 8 K.   32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K.   40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K.   48c. "
Old Gold, 14 K.   56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K.   72c. "
Gold-Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating) . , Very highest market price

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench
and Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt
of shipment.

Check by return mail on old gold, silver and plated scraps, subject
to your acceptance, otherwise we will return shipment, prepaid. If you
are not getting every penny's worth of value for your old metal, if you
are not realizing prices like these, if you are kept waiting for your money,
may we not prove to you what proper, prompt, profitable treatment is?

A small trial shipment to us now, you will thankfully remember
through all your after years of trading with us. All we want is one
chance.
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Refiners and Smelters 67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Proper Form for the Teeth of
Watch and Clock Wheels

(Continued. Part VII)

It is generally supposed, both by watch-
makers, and apparently by watch construct-
ors, as well as by mechanics in general, that
a tooth which will drive the leaf with uni-
form velocity must necessarily drive it with
uniform power also. No greater mistake
could be made, and it is the purpose of this
article to make that point perfectly clear to
all. We shall show that uniformity of
speed and of power are two entirely inde-
pendent things, and that a tooth may give
uniformity of speed without uniformity of
power, or it may give uniformity of power
without uniformity of speed.

In Fig. Io we show a section of a pin-
ion of six leaves and a wheel of thirty-six
teeth. Only a part of the original drawing
is in the engraving, but it is to be under-
stood that the horizontal lines really run to
W, the center of the wheel. Some of them
are marked W. The radius of the wheel,
W 0, is 24 inches and P 0, the radius of the
pinion, is 4 inches. X X and X' X' are arcs
of the pitch circles of the wheel and the
pinion, respectively, and they meet at 0, on
the line of centers P 0 W.

The circular pitch of the wheel is
3600 ± 36 -= 100, and that of the pinion is
3600 ± 6 =- 600. 100 on the pitch circle of
the wheel reaches from 0 up to the point
II. This distance we divide into ten equal
parts, marking them 2, 3, 4, etc., up to II,
and through each of these points we draw
from the center W a wheel radius extend-
ing sufficiently over the pinion, as shown.
In the same way, the circular pitch of the
pinion, 600, reaches to the point ii on the
pitch circle X' X'. This distance, from 0
to 11, we divide into ten equal parts, and
mark them 2, 3, 4, etc., as before, and from
the pinion center we draw a radius to each
such point. These radii represent the posi-
tions of the leaf when the face of the tooth
has reached the positions having the same
numbers. For instance, when the tooth is at

W 4, the leaf will be at P 4, and so on with
the others. We also lay out a blank tooth,
on which to mark the proper form for the
ogive, its breadth reaching from 0 to 0',
and its two sides being W 0 P and W 0' V.
For a tooth somewhat broader than the nor-
mal we draw for its lower side the line W
02 V', its breadth being from 0 to 02.

To demonstrate our point, we have thus
shown the radii which represent the acting
faces of the leaf and of the tooth, each in
ten different positions during the driving,
at equal distances apart—those positions be-
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ing the ones they would occupy if the tooth
and leaf move with uniform velocity. That
is to say, we have laid out our tooth to give
uniform velocity to the leaf throughout the
driving, which it will do if they occupy the
relative positions thus marked out for
them.

As regards uniform power, it will be
remembered that the tooth must touch the
leaf at a certain point in each of its posi-
tions, and nowhere else, to secure a uniform
transmission of power throughout the driv-
ing. In this case, instead of finding the
proper points on the leaf for contact to
occur, i.e., the points where contact would
secure uniform power, we will choose arbi-

trarily, without regard to any rules, such
contact points as we please, regardless of
the effect resulting therefrom. Beginning
at radius P II, which represents the leaf at
the end of the driving, we will choose to
make contact on it at that point which will
cause the tip of the tooth to touch it at the
instant when the driving is completed. We
will presently explain this fully. But just
now we will only say that j is that point on
the radius P

Heretofore we have gone through a
process of calculation to ascertain where
contact should occur on each pinion radius,
to get the proper result (uniform power) ;
but as we have arbitrarily decided that con-
tact shall occur at j on the pinion radius
P ii, we will mark the other radii arbi-

trarily also. As j is the point where contact
occurs at the end of the driving, and conse-
quently is the farthest point from the pitch
circle at which the tooth should touch the
leaf, we will mark the contacts on the other
radii at points nearer to the pitch circle,
gradually diminishing the distance between
them till we reach a on P 2, where the con-
tact will be so near the pitch circle that we
cannot transfer it to our blank tooth. All
these contact points, from a to j, are marked
by eye, without any regard to the effect
which their positions will have upon the
power transmitted.

We now have to mark upon the blank
tooth how much it must be cut away at dif-
ferent points along its ogive, in order to
give it the curve which will cause it to make
contact with the leaf at the points we have
thus arbitrarily marked. To do this, we set
our drawing compasses with one foot on the
wheel center W and the other on the contact •
point we wish to lay out, and from it
draw a curve up to the wheel radius hav-
ing the same number. For example,
when we want to lay out the contact point j,
Oil radius P ii, we draw a curve from j up
to meet wheel radius W ii, and mark the
point of intersection j'. At the same time
we draw a corresponding curve j j across
the blank tooth. In the same way we draw
a curve from i on the pinion radius P io up
to wheel radius W .to, and a curve i i across
our blank tooth, and so on, for all the
radii.

We next transfer the distance ji to
the curve jj on the blank tooth, measur-
ing that distance downward from the
line P 0 W, and marking where it
comes on the curve; also measure the
same distance up from the lines W V
and W V', and mark each point where it
comes, as before. In the same way, we
transfer the distance i i' to the curve i i, both
above and below, and all the other dis-
tances h h', g g', etc., except a, which is too
short to be transformed and is, therefore,
omitted in the engraving, although in prac-
tice the workman can have a curve for a
and transfer the proper distance to it like
the others.

Finally, we connect the two outer series
of marks on our blank tooth by short lines,
as shown, and we have the outline of the
ogive of our tooth, with its tip at t'. For a
tooth of normal breadth we should use the
inner series of marks, and the tip of the
tooth, or place where the two series of marks
would cross, would be at t. That is, within
40 of the curve j j, which represents the
end of the driving, so that a tooth of that
form would do 56° of the driving after the

(Continued on page 663)
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Proper form for the Teeth of
Watch and Clock Wheels

(Continued front page 661)

line of centers. With the broader tooth,
and the tip at t', it is evident that the tooth
would do all of the driving after the line of
centers, and that without being excessively
long.

We would here call attention to the
method by which we caused the ogive t' to
be just long enough to do all the driving
after the line of centers. It will be noticed
that point t' is exactly in the center of the
curve j j on our blank tooth. But that dis-
tance, t' to j, must be the same as the dis-
tance between j and j' on the radii of the
pinion and the wheel. In order to make the
latter distance equal to the former, we set
our divider points to the distance from t' to
j, then moved one point along the radius
W II. Keeping both points equidistant
from W until the other point just touched
the radius P it, where we marked j. It is,
of course, plain that if contact on P II
occurs at j, the distance from j to j' would
be the proper distance for us to transfer to
the blank tooth. And having in advance
made the distance j to j' equal to half the
breadth of the blank tooth, we thus insure

.that the tip shall come at t', because that
distance will reach t' whether measured
from above or below. In this way the tooth
will do all the driving after the line of
centers.

This would seem to be a very desirable
form for the tooth. It drives the leaf with
uniform velocity throughout the driving,
and performs the entire 600 of driving after
the line of centers, even with a six-leaf pin-
ion. Finally, there is sufficient clearance
between the back of the tooth and the fol-
lowing leaf, as is seen in the drawing. If
desired, the leaf could be even thinner. But
there is the objection that all the wear on
the leaf comes between j and the pitch cir-
cle. This is a space of one-quarter of an
inch in the drawing, while P Ir, the radius
of the pinion, is four inches, making the
wearing surface one thirty-second part of
the diameter. In a pinion of the actual size
the wearing surface would be extremely
limited, and the effect would be a speedy
change of form and destruction of the
wearing surfaces.

But a still greater objection is the one
we set out to demonstrate. We are now
to show that a tooth of the form given in
the drawing would not transmit power uni-
formly to the leaf upon which it acts. As
we have heretofore seen, the direction of the
acting forces, when a tooth acts upon a
radial leaf-flank, is in a line perpendicular
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to the surface of the leaf at the point of
contact. In this case, the line of forces (for
the leaf when at P II) would be j j 2, pro-
longed, which is perpendicular to P Ir at
the point j, where contact occurs. The vir-
tual lever arm of the pinion is therefore
P j. That of the wheel we cannot show in
the cut, but we can give its length as mea-
sured in .the original drawing, also the
length of P j.

It will be remembered that, in order to
transmit power uniformly, the ratio between
the lengths of the virtual lever arms must
be the same in every position that they are
when on the line of centers. In this case,
the ratio between P 0 and W 0 (in the
complete drawing) is i to 6. Therefore the
ratio between the length. of P j and that of
the virtual lever of the wheel must also be
as I is to 6. If it is not, the tooth will not
transmit power uniformly to the leaf. On
measuring, we find the length of P j', the
virtual lever arm of the pinion, to be 3.82
inches, while that of the wheel is io.18
inches. These are in the ratio of i to 2.62,
which is very far from the correct ratio,
showing that such a tooth would be worth-
less for the transmission of power to the
pinion. The proper position for contact to
occur on the leaf when in the position P ii
is not at j, but, as we have found in previous
articles, at j 3, and in that even the line of
forces would be j 3 j 4 prolonged. The
virtual lever arm of the pinion would then
be P j 3—a wide difference from P j, and
would measure two inches, while the virtual
lever arm of the wheel would measure
twelve inches, so that the ratio of power
to resistance would then be the same in the
position P ii as when on the line of centers,
as it should be.

It is needless to draw or calculate the
error in the other positions, for all would
show similar variations from correctness.
The reader can easily do that for himself,
and see how incorrectly such a tooth would
act. The converse must be equally plain,
even without demonstration, viz. : that we
could locate the points of contact on the
different pinion radii where they would se-
cure a uniform transmission of power and
at the same time place the wheel radii irreg-
ularly, so that the tooth which we would
obtain would not give the leaf a uniform
velocity. As already stated, these two
points, uniform velocity and uniform power,
are thus seen to be entirely independent of
each other, and a tooth can be so formed as
to secure one or the other, or both or neither
of them. But, in order to secure either of
them, it must conform to the laws we have

laid down and explained.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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this is necessary to allow us to work on the lock-
ing face of covered pallets. The tortoise-shell
lap is shown partly in section, also in front eleva-
tion, in Fig. 76. It is fitted to the brass collet

Fig. 76

the same as the copper lap, except that a brass
washer c follows the lap. Three screws pass
through - this washer, also the lap, and are tapped
into the brass collet. This holds the tortoise-
shell firmly against the collet, which should be
made as large as possible, imparting a greater
stiffness to the lap. To keep the face of the
shell lap true and smooth we need a piece of
No. 120 emery paper glued to a piece of glass,
or some similar material, smooth, straight and
true. When the lap becomes slightly grooved or
uneven from use, a few rubs on the emery surface
smoothes it very nicely.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

New Method of Making Chains

In manufacturing chains to be used as
jewelry, the soldering of the link joints has al-
ways been a troublesome operation The difficulty
has been to apply the piece of solder to the joint.
To overcome this difficulty, a wire with a core of
solder has been used. The solder which is em-
ployed in such instances is either a silver alloy or
similar hard solders.

The use of the core of silver solder is open
to the objection of cost and the fact that the
solder runs so freely that it not only covers the
joint, but runs over the surface of the link. The
links are thus frequently, although unintentionally,
rendered rigid and much labor must be spent in
cleaning up.

Max Fessles, of Pforzheim, Germany, the
largest jewelry manufacturing city in the world,
has invented a method of soldering chain links
which is somewhat novel (U. S. Patent 876,792,
January 14, 1908). Instead of the silver-solder
core, he employs the ordinary spelter solder wire
containing as much zinc as possible. This he calls
"black brass." It is, however, ordinary brazing
solder. This solder has the property of becoming
plastic before it actually melts, and use is made of
this property. The joints are heated in the usual
manner, but not to the actual melting point of the
solder. A "softening" heat is employed. In this
manner the joints unite without the need of flow-
ing the solder, and the labor of cleaning up the
joint is very small. (Whether such a joint is
sufficiently strong for the purpose remains to be
seen.—EDITOR.)

"I don't think The Keystone can be improved
on. Have taken it since its first publication."—
J. J. Woodward, Jeweler, Somerworth, N. H.
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Mich-Cut

The

Michigan Cut Glass Company
LANSING, MICH.
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Cut from Smooth Blank
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No linen Hon will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
Atiliscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
III ailing questions,to refer to them, as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Chronam."—Will you please tell me how
close to correct time it is possible for the finest
chronometer and regulator to run in a year. In
other words, what is the best rate of the chronom-
eter and regulator in a year!' Also, will a chro-
nometer keep as good time as a regulator of about
the same pricef I have heard a lot of fairy tales
of the wonderful timekeeping of the chronometer
and tvould be obliged to you for some exact in-
formation on that subject—As to the question of
timekeeping between a chronometer and a regu-
lator, we must bear in mind that the real work of
timekeeping in any timepiece is done by the part
which may be called the balance, whether that be
a pendulum or a vibrating wheel. Of these two,
the pendulum is fundamentally the better time-
keeper. Of course, a good timepiece with a bal-
ance is a better timekeeper than a poorly made
one with a pendulum, but where the workmanship
is equal the pendulum is better ; so, you see, the
best timekeeping is not done by chronometers.
The beauty of the chronometer is that it is a
wonderfully accurate timekeeper in portable form.
It is the most accurate of the portable timepieces.
As to best records in timekeeping, let us explain
that with the chronometer and astronomical clocks
the time desired is a steady rate; that is, if the
timepiece gains say one-tenth of a second a day,
what is desired is to have it gain as near as pos-
sible that same amount every day. In using these
timepieces, either in astronomy with the regulator,
or in navigation with the chronometer, the rate is
always added to or subtracted from the time. A
record in timekeeping probably as close as can be
attained has been made by a clock with nickel-steel
pendulum rod, which has shown as slight a devia-
tion from its rate as one second per year. No
chronometer has ever been known to do so well.

"Mystery."—Will you please give me some in-
formation regarding the hands of a clock which
have a watch movement in each for motive power.
If you can do so, please explain fully, so I could
make the clock.—The clock you refer to was de-
scribed in our issue of April, 1903, but we have
recently had so many similar inquiries that we
take pleasure in republishing it. This clock, we
think, was first exhibited to the public in the ves-
tibule of the Grand Opera House, in Paris, and
afterward at the expositions of French industry
in 1819 and 1823. As shown at the Grand Opera
House, this timepiece consisted of a small steel
pin attached to a button, the button being ce-
mented to an immense plate-glass mirror. On
this pin was placed loosely two hands which indi-
cated hours and minutes on a large dial painted
on the surface of the mirror. These hands could
be twirled around on the dial, but as soon as re-
leased would settle down and indicate the time on
the painted dial. These hands had no apparent
connection to the pin on which they revolved, and
could be placed on the pin so the minute hand
would be either next the mirror or outside. What
further enhanced the mystery was either hand of
the clock could be laid down or held in a man's
hand for minutes or hours, when on being re-
placed on the pin it would, after a few oscilla-
tions, indicate the correct time, hour or minute,
as was its proper duty to point out. Like all
other mysteries, the secret soon leaked out and
became universally known to the craft. The
amusing feature of this form of mysterious clock
at the present day is that every few years some
workman "reinvents" it, and the people of some

little town where he lives are all agog at the phe-
nomenal genius they have among them. To make
such a clock is a very simple matter ; to do it, take
a piece of thin, light, hard wood—white holly, for
instance—and plane it down so as to be about
one-twelfth of an inch thick. From this cut two
hands of any fancy pattern, the only essential
being that there must be a counterpoise like A,

Fig. 1

Fig. r. It is well to make the hands of good size
and long, so as to appear well on a large dial—
say three feet across. The center B has a brass
socket attached, which will go loosely on a No. 4
sewing needle. We show a vertical (enlarged)

section of hand and socket at Fig. 2.
The socket B consists of the tube a and

C a disk d hard soldered together and se-
cured to the hand C with small screws.
The hand C, seen from the front, shows

Fig' 2 at A only a round disk of the same ma-
terial as that of which it is made. The

diameter of this disk depends on the size of the
watch movement used, but it is well to employ a
rather strong-running movement, to insure safe
performance. We will suppose we attach a tin
16-size movement box to the back of A, so the
open side is toward the dial of the clock. We
show a vertical longitudinal section of the disk A
and movement box g at Fig. 3.
Through the center of the disk A
and movement box g we insert a
taper steel pin n. This pin is filed
to tit the hole in the center pinion
of an old 14-size Swiss movement;
we then place said Swiss movement on the pin n,
so it will occupy the position shown at the dotted
lines .D, Fig. 3. It is evident that if we wind this
movement it will run and revolve around the pin
St once an hour, but apparently in a reverse di-
rection. Now, no movement is poised by its
center ; i.e., suppose we should run a needle
through the hole in the center pinion and place
the needle on a poising tool; one side of the
movement would be the heaviest and settle down;
and we take advantage of this fact to propel our
hand. First, however, we must poise our hand C
to the aggregate weight of the movement. To do
this we suspend the movement D, by the thread b,
from the pin it, as shown in Fig. r, and either
weight or cut away the hand C C" so it exactly
balances the movement D suspended as shown.
We next fit the movement on the pin n to have
about as much friction as a center square would
have. Now, place the socket a on a polished pin
on which it will turn freely, and we will find our
large hand C to revolve once an hour on the pin

in the socket a. This is

Y  • 
.very easily explained by

T),.11 referring to Fig. 4. Here
the watch movement D
is supposed to be seen
from the side toward the
large dial and as placed
on the pin n, so it re-
volves in the direction
of the arrow i. In the
cut at -Fig. 4 the heavy

Fig. 4 side of the movement is
down, but the hand

which is supposed to lie in the direction of the
dotted line it k is horizontal, because in this posi-
tion the hand C is equally poised; but as the
movement revolves, the barrel, which is on the
heavy side, assumes the position shown at the
dotted circle E", and the hand assumes the direc-
tion k n'. The hour hand to mate C is made a
little shorter, and of the form and proportions
which usually discriminate between minute and
hour hands. In the hour hand the counterpoise
is fitted with another movement like D, but in this
instance the pin like n turns free in the the center
pinion, but the hand tube on the hour wheel is
forced friction-tight in a bush or socket attached
to the movement box g. In making such clocks
it is usual to put a bush in the center of the
movement box g, with a hole in it which will fit

Fig. 3
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the center arbor or set square, where the cannon
pinion usually goes.

Shortly after we published the foregoing, a
subscriber wrote us as follows :

In your April number you have given a for-
mula for making a mysterious clock. Will you
please give me a little more information on the
construction of the hour hand. I took an 18-si2e
Swiss movement and a movement box. I put a
brass bush in the box with a hole in it to fit the
center sqmire, then placed the hour wheel on the
bush friction-tight and the pin loose in the center
wheel but tight in the bushing; then put the dial
wheel that turns the hour hand on the movement;
then placed the movement in the tin box, but it
will not revolve. Does the cannon pinion need to
be on? I left it off because I could not fix it with
it on.—In reply we published the following: We
take it for granted that you have succeeded in
making the minute hand run. Now, to get the

. hour hand to work you must use the cannon pin-
ion, minute wheel and hour wheel ; the object in
using these wheels is to make the hour hand (or
movement) revolve once in twelve hours. For
illustration, if you take a Swiss movement and
fasten to the center square a pin-vise, holding the
movement by the pin-vise, it will make one revo-
lution in one hour, because the center wheel (and
the center pin or square) revolves once in one
hour ; now, you can take the same movement, with-
out altering anything, but place the cannon pin-
ion and dial wheels in place, and by fastening the
pin-vise to the hour wheel socket (of course the
pin-vise must not squeeze the socket enough to
make it bind in the cannon pinion, or it will stop
the watch) ; hold the movement by the pin-vise
the same as before and the movement will make
one revolution in twelve hours, because you held
it by a wheel that revolved once in twelve hours,
caused by the cannon pillion gearing into the min-
ute wheel and the minute wheel gearing into the
hour wheel. Therefore the movement on the
hour hand of your clock must be held fast to the
tin box by the socket of the hour wheel, which
must gear into the minute wheel and the minute
wheel must gear into the cannon pinion; then the
hand cannot help going around once in twelve
hours. No doubt, you understand that the hour
hand must be poised just the same as the minute
hand.

"Hall."—I want to make a hall clock soon,
and having no measurements or specifications to
go by, I thought I would inquire of you for
sources of information. I have not decided
whose movement I will use, either, but Win. Gil-
bert's or Seth Thomas's suit me. Any information
you can give me will be greatly appreciated. I
have all the building material, and want about a
ten-foot clock with weights.—The best work you
can consult is Reid's "Treatise on Clock and
Watchmaking," which can be found ill most libra-
ries in large cities. This is quite an old work,
but there has not been published since its appear-
ance anything in the English language as corn-
plete as Reid's treatise. Of course, there is a
great deal of information on the subject scattered
through trade journals and in works like Sau-
nier's "Treatise on Modern Horology," an inves-
tigation of which would doubtless pay you for
your time and trouble; but Reid's work will give
you more information in a single volume than any
other. Another good work is Denison's "Treatise
on Clocks, Watches and Bells."

"Mounted."—Please explain method of cut-
ting screw-head sinks in brass cap jewels—that is,
when only half of the screw-head comes in con-
tact with the brass setting holding cup jewel.—
After you have made your setting, mounted the
jewel and stripped it (but before polishing the
top), you must be particular to allow the latter to
stand just a trifle above the surface of the bridge
or plate. Make a rather broad-headed brass
screw to go into the jewel screw hole, and with
this clamp down one side of the cap jewel. Now,
countersink the other side with a jewel screw
countersink, such as can be purchased of any tool
dealer. Take out the brass screw and put it on
the other side, then countersink the opposite side,
after which polish the top of the jewel setting,
and the job is finished.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but RS RD
e, libellee of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
'nous communications. Questions will be answered in the
,■ler in which they are received.

"English."—I have an old English regulator
hall clock that I ant trying to put in running

,,,-der, and will appreciate a little information
from you in regard to same. The owner of the
rinck says that one chain carried both weights,
1,at I cannot figure it out. It works like a cuckoo
(lock, but one ratchet is fastened solid to the
;cited while the other is not. The right-hand
side has the loose ratchet with click. The weights
arc lost also. Can you inform me how to deter-
;nine how heavy each one should be and how they
;cork on the chair—By looking at the drawing
Fig. I). you will understand the arrangement of

\veight and chain on the Old English one-day type
f hall clock. You will notice there is only one

weight for driving the clock mechanism; however,
we have seen these clocks sometimes fitted with a

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

chain with two small weights on the ends of it,
;P; in Fig. 2, instead of with the chain arranged

in Fig. 1. Of course, to wind up the clock
iown in Fig. 1, all that is necessary is to pull
Hu chain on the right-hand side until the weight
i- at the top. In one arranged as in Fig. 2 both
sides of the clock will have to have two ratchets

it the main wheels, and in winding it up both
titside chains must be pulled equally. The small

"eights on the ends of the chains are only to keep
the chains in place on the wheels.

"Click."—If I 7.VerC to make a click or yoke
shring out of a piece of soft steel, how would I
Ore it a spring tem/'err—To bring a piece of soft
'eel to a spring temper you will first have to
arden it and then reduce the hardness sufficiently
prevent the piece from breaking when force
exerted on it in bending it. First cover the

.eel with a paste made of soap and water ; then
y it on a flat piece of asbestos or charcoal and

.irect a strong blast of flame upon it with a
How-pipe; either a gas-flame or that from a large
;.1cohol lamp will suffice. Bring the steel to a

bright red, but not to a white heat. When
I ' is evenly bright red over every part, pick it up
\\ ith a pair of tweezers and dip it in cold water,
rertically (to prevent the steel from warping dur-
ing the hardening). On removing it from the
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water it will be a clear gray color and should be
free from black oxide. It is to accomplish this
that the soap paste was put on before heating the
steel. The steel now is hardened, but very brittle,
and must be handled carefully lest it break. To
temper it, i.e., make it elastic, you must first polish
off one side of it with an emery buff, leaving it
clean and free from grease. Now, put the piece
on a copper or brass plate and heat the plate
over a flame. The steel will first change to a yel-
low color, then brown, then purple, then blue.
When it has reached the blue color take it off the
plate, and it will be of the proper temper for its
purpose. Do not allow it to remain on the plate
longer than until it has assumed a rich blue color,
as beyond that you will take chances of its be-
coming too soft.

"Rust."—I have a lot of trouble with rust in
my watch repairing, especially in balance springs,
and would pay any reasonable price to learn how
to prevent them front rusting. If you can tell me
how to treat the spring and other steel parts so
they will not rust you can get a good price. I
will give you the way I treat a balance spring and
some other parts. In cleaning a watch, I first
clean off in benzine then dip in cyanide for ten or
fifteen seconds, wash in clean water, then in alco-
hol, dry in clean boxwood and sawdust; then I
brush off with a soft brush. But I find the balance
spring will rust in spots in a short time, and the
pinion will rust in spots. I made up a nice
spring nine days ago, and I decided the cyanide
and alcohol was the trouble, so I only used the
benzine in cleaning it off, and to-day I find it is
rusty near the collet, in spots. I use beeswax on
the center of the spring when finding the spring
size or strength before putting in the collet, and
would like to know if the wax is the cause. How-
ever, I remove all the wax with benzine, and so
far as I can see, no wax is left on.—It is hard for
us to point out where the trouble might be which
causes the rust you mention. We know that some
watchmakers have trouble with perspiration from
their hands, which rusts everything with which
it Comes in contact. It might be that in handling
the spring after washing it, it may come in con-
tact with perspiration, which will rust it. We
notice the method you use in cleaning, in which
you state that you wash it in water, but do not
mention whether or not you use soap with the
water. It is very important that after the cyanide
is used it should be washed off with soap and
water applied with a brush of rather soft bristle.

"Regulator."—I have a sweep-second regu-
lator which I made myself. The first pendulum I
made was eight inches in diameter, which was too
small to look well, so made one twelve inches. The
eight-inch weighed six pounds and the twelve-inch
weighs nine pounds. Now, I find my running
weight too light. What would be the proper run-
ning weight for a pendulum of that size and
weight P—We cannot give you any definite weight
which would be correct for the clock you describe,
because we do not know the many details as to
train, escapement, etc., which are factors in work-
ing out your problem. The best way for you to
do will be to gradually increase your weight by
adding pieces of metal until you strike the right
weight for the clock. Of course you must see
that there is sufficient power to maintain the mo-
tion, but not an excess of power, as the latter
would rapidly wear out the clock. Observation
of the action of the escapement will guide you in
this matter, while, of course, you will know that
as long as your weight is too light the clock will
not run.

"Spring."—I have a sixteen-size Elgin in
which I put a new hairspring. The spring is the
proper kind. With the new spring the watch loses
one minute an hour. How can I bring it to timer
If by the time screws in balance, let me know how
to tell the proper screws to use. Please answer
by letter, because I can't hold watch long enough
for you to print.—You must make the balance
lighter by removing some metal from the balance
screws. This can be done by taking off two
opposite screws and hollowing them out to some
extent, either by undercutting them with a graver
in the lathe, or by using one of the hand milling-
tools sold for the purpose.
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"Drawing."—Enclosed find drawing of bal-
ance wheel for watch. I would like to have your
opinion in regard to merit of same. My idea is
to have four free arms for compensation (instead
of two, as in all compensating balances), so there
would be a more uniform gyration of Sante.—
Your idea is a very clever one for accomplishing
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the object you have in mind; that is, for averag-
ing the center of mass of the rim at a more uni-
form distance from the balance center ; but in
estimating the value of the idea, the thing to ask
first is, whether the accomplishment of your
object would really improve the timekeeping qual-
ities of the balance. This could only be proven
by making a balance on that plan and trying it.
It is our opinion that a balance constructed on
that plan would not show an increase in timekeep-
ing efficiency, while, as a disadvantage, we may
state that it would be very difficult to manufac-
ture and very difficult to keep in repair, for the
average man at the bench at least.

"Apparent."—I am experiencing some trouble
with the mainsprings of watches bought from a
certain mail-order house. In the first place, the
watches stop without any apparent cause, gener-
ally from two to six months after being bought.
Cleaning and oiling don't seem to do any good.
When another spring of the same width and thick-
ness is substituted, they go 0. K. The watches
are not all of the same make. The spring No. I
enclosed came out of a specially made watch for
the house. sThe No. 2 came out of a Waltham,
and I never had any trouble with a Waltham
spring I purchased for repair work, as they rarely
break and never "set." The watches are brought
in by customers for repairs, and some don't seem
to want to pay for a mainspring when the old one
looks to be all right, and want to know what your
opinion is. Whether the springs have lost their
temper, or why it is, I don't have the same trouble
with the sante make of watches that come from
other sources.—If the watches stop but then go all
right after you put in a new mainspring of ex-
actly the same length, width and strength of the
original spring, of course it proves positively that
the original spring was defective in some way. It
seems peculiar that this should happen in many
cases, particularly if so with a Waltham watch.
You can be sure that the Waltham Watch Com-
pany puts the very best quality of springs in their
watches, and you can be equally sure that those
imitations of American watches sold by some of
the mail-order houses have very poor quality
springs. In the latter cases the springs are of the
same poor quality as the rest of the work on the
watches, a fact well known to the jewelers located
in the mail-order sections.
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The Largest Clock in America

A Master Timepiece of Interesting Construction—
Mechanism of the Big Clock —Clock-

makers for a Century

Quite an appropriate centennial achievement
of the Seth Thomas Clock Co., of Thomaston,
Conn., is the mammoth timepiece just completed
at its factory, which has the distinction of being
the largest clock in America. Back in 18zr, almost a
full century ago, Seth Thomas, founder of the busi-
ness, engaged in the then crude art of clockmaking.
From that time the history of the Seth Thomas
Clock Co. is, to a large extent, the history of the
clockmaking industry in the United States. Its
progress has been continuous and its various tri-
umphs in clock construction are too familiar to our
readers to call for rehearsal at this time. Though
the clock just completed makes a new record in
large clocks, many of vast proportions have already
been constructed by this company. Those who
visited the Philadelphia Centennial as far back as
1876, will recall the great Seth Thomas clock there
exhibited, and many others of like character are
doing service in various parts of the country.

The new clock is known as the Seth Thomas
Remontoire Tower Clock, and has been con-
structed to the order of Colgate & Co., of Jersey
City, N. J., whose works are located close to the
Pennsylvania Railroad terminal, in that city. This
great clock, which will operate the hands of the
40-foot dial, will, it is claimed, be the most powerful and the most mechani-
cally correct tower clock movement ever constructed.

The bed of this clock is 4 feet in length, the wheels and
Bed and gears being made of bronze and pinions of hardened steel.
Time Train The time train occupies about one-third of the bedplate,

and has a main time wheel measuring 18% inches in
diameter. This train is equipped with Dennison's double three-legged
gravity escapement, which was invented by Sir Edmund Becket, chiefly for
use on the famous Westminster clock,
installed in the Parliament Buildings,
in London, England. The use of this
escapement is most advantageous for a
gigantic clock of this kind, as it allows
the impulse given the pendulum rod to
be always constant, and therefore does
not permit any change of power or driv-
ing force of the clock to affect its time-
keeping qualities.

It will require about 600 pounds of
cast iron to propel this time train, and the
clock is arranged to run eight days with-
out rewinding. The gravity arms of the
escapement are fastened at a point very
near the suspension spring, and the arms
are fitted with bronze roller beat pins.

The pendulum rod
The Pendulum Rod which weighs 76

pounds, is 8 feet
long, beating I% seconds. This rod is
composed of zinc and steel in such pro-
portion as assures the most accurate com-
pensation and allows it to adjust itself to
the most acute changes of temperature.
The cast iron pendulum bob is cylindrical
in form and weighs 330 pounds. It is
made with a rounding top to prevent any
particles of dirt resting there and acceler-
ating the rating of the clock.

The hour wheel of this master clock
or time train measures inches in diam-
eter. This wheel engages and drives a
pinion on a shaft, on ,which is a crown
wheel having 15 teeth. As the crown
wheel revolves it releases every 30 sec-
onds the Remontoire train of the clock
and allows the hands on the large dial to
move forward one-half a minute.

The Remontoire train which drives
the hands has a main wheel measuring
3o1 inches in diameter, weighs 115 pounds
and has 150 teeth.

The drum of the Remontoire train is
17 inches in diameter, and carries on it
steel wire rope Ys inch thick, which un-
winds at the rate of 44 feet in 24 hours, or
308 feet in each week.

The iron weights used
immense to propel the hands
Iron Weights are suspended from

the end of the cable
and weigh 1500 pounds, giving ample and

Bands illuminated at night

April, 190■.i

reserve power to overcome all wind resistence ar
the hands.

The main wheel of this train drives the uprigh,
shaft which is connected to the dial gearing above.
at the center of the dial. The dial works complet(
weigh 830 pounds and are equipped with rolle:
bearings throughout. The minute hand shaft is ;
steel tube 2N inches in diameter, while the stet,
sleeve which supports the hour hand is 3% inche.,
in diameter.

The electric current for ilk'
The Illuminating minating the minute hand wil:
Current be carried in wires stretchec

through the center of the hon
shaft and connected to contact rings in back of ill,
dial works, where carbon brushes will be employe(
to transmit the current from the revolving rings tc
the generator.

The method of supplying the current for th(
hour hand will employ contact rings on the outsid(
face of the dial and on the inside of the hub of tht
hour hand, and where again carbon brushes will be
used to make the contact as the hand revolves.

The hands of this clock are the
Dimensions largest ever constructed. They
of Hands are made with staunchness in

view, being composed of brass
truss work, covered with sheet copper. The fol-
lowing measurements of the hands will be inter-
esting :

Minute Hand

From edge of hub to tip, 20 feet.
Length of counterpoise, 8 feet 6 inches.

Diameter of disk at hub of hand, 3 feet 6 inches.
Width of spade of hand, 2 feet it inches.
Widest point on shank of hand, 2 feet 65 inches.
Width of point or tip of hand, To inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in 24 hours, 275x feet Ice inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in i hour, it4. feet 8 inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in z minute, 23 inches.
Weight of minute hand, 370 pounds.

Weight of counterpoise, 270 pounds.
Total weight of hand and counterpoise

640 pounds.
Distance traveled by point of hand in 7

days, 19,263 feet, Or 3% miles.

•Testing the hands of mammoth clock

Hour Hand
Length from edge of disk to tip, 15 feet.
Length from tip to extreme end of coun-

terpoise, 20 feet ro inches.
Diameter of disk at hub of hand, 4 feet.
Width of spade of hand, 3 feet lo inches.
Widest point on shank of hand, 3 feet

II inches.
Width of point on tip, to inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in

24 hours, 81 feet 8 inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in

I hour, 3 feet 4,4 inches.
Length of counterpoise from center of

arbor, 7 feet io inches.
Weight of hand complete, soo pounds.

The dial will be 40 feet
The Dial 6 inches in diameter and

made of 6-inch pine
boards, spaced 3 inches apart. At a dis-
tance the space between these boards
will not be noticed, and this arrangement
is made to lessen the wind pressure. The
minierals will consist of heavy black
strokes, 5 feet 6 inches long and 3o inches
wide at the outer end, tapering to a
point at the inner end. The circumfer-
ence of the dial is approximately 120 feet.
The distance from center to center of
numerals is Jo feet, and the minute spaces
are 2 feet.

The background on dial will be
pair,ted white, and in the daytime the
black numerals will show up distinctly.
At night the numerals, or hour marks,
will be designated by a row of incandes-
cent bulbs placed in a trough 5 inches
wide and 5 inches deep. The hands at
night will be outlined with incandescent
electric lights, there being 27 lamps on
the hour hand and 42 lamps on the
minute hand.

The photographs of the hands here
shown were taken while the clock was be-
ing tested in the rear of a Seth Thomas
factory buiiding. The photograph at night
was secured with their own illumination.
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The Largest Clock in America

A Master Timepiece of Interesting Construction—
Mechanism of the Big Clock Clock-

makers for a Century

Quite an appropriate centennial achievement
of the Seth Thomas Clock Co., of Thomaston,
Conn., is the mammoth timepiece just completed
at its factoty, which has the distinction of being ,
the largest clock in America. Back in I8Ir, almost a
full century ago, Seth Thomas, founder of the busi-
ness, engaged in the then crude art of clockmaking.
From that time the history of the Seth Thomas
Clock Co. is, to a large extent, the history of the
clockmaking industry in the United States. Its
progress has been continuous and its various tri-
umphs in clock construction are too familiar to our
readers to call for rehearsal at this time. Though
the clock just completed makes a new record in
large clocks, many of vast proportions have already
been constructed by this company. Those who
visited the Philadelphia Centennial as far back as
1876, will recall the great Seth Thomas clock there
exhibited, and many others of like character are
doing service in various parts of the country.

The new clock is known as the Seth Thomas
Remontoire Tower Clock, and has been con-
structed to the order of Colgate & Co., of Jersey
City, N. J., whose works are located close to the
Pennsylvania Railroad terminal, in that city. This
great clock, which will operate the hands of the
40-foot dial, will, it is claimed, be the most powerful and the most mechani-
cally correct tower clock movement ever constructed.

The bed of this clock is 4 feet in length, the wheels and
Bed and gears being made of bronze and pinions of hardened steel.
Time Train The time train occupies about one-third of the bedplate,

and has a main time wheel measuring 18% inches in
diameter. This train is equipped with Dennison's double three-legged
gravity escapement, which was invented by Sir Edmund Becket, chiefly for
use on the famous Westminster clock,
installed in the Parliament Buildings,
in London, England. The use of this
escapement is most advantageous for a
gigantic clock of this kind, as it allows
the impulse given the pendulum rod to
be always constant, and therefore does
not permit any change of power or driv-
ing force of the clock to affect its time-
keeping qualities.

It will require about 600 pounds of
cast iron to propel this time train, and the
clock is arranged to run eight days with-
out rewinding. The gravity arms of the
escapement are fastened at a point very
near the suspension spring, and the arms
are fitted with bronze roller beat pins.

The pendulum rod
The Pendulum Rod which weighs 76

pounds, is 8 feet
long, beating x34 seconds. This rod is
composed of zinc and steel in such pro-
portion as assures the most accurate com-
pensation and allows it to adjust itself to
the most acute changes of temperature.
The cast iron pendulum bob is cylindrical
in form and weighs 330 pounds. It is
made with a rounding top to prevent any
particles of dirt resting there and acceler-
ating the rating of the clock.

The hour wheel of this master clock
or time train measures 14 inches in diam-
eter. This wheel engages and drives a
pinion on a shaft, on which is a crown
wheel having 15 teetfi. As the crown
wheel revolves it releases every 30 sec-
onds the Remontoire train of the clock
and allows the hands on the large dial to
move forward one-half a minute.

The Remontoire train which drives
the hands has a main wheel measuring
301 inches in diameter, weighs 115 pounds
and has 150 teeth.

The drum of the Remontoire train is
17 inches in diameter, and carries on it
steel wire rope 4 inch thick, which un-
winds at the rate of 44 feet in 24 hours, or
308 feet in each week.

The iron weights used
Immense to propel the hands
Iron Weights are suspended from

the end of the cable
and weigh 1500 pounds, giving ample and
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Hands illuminated at night
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reserve power to overcome all wind resistence
the hands.

The main wheel of this train drives the uprigh
shaft which is connected to the dial gearing above.
at the center of the dial. The dial works complet.
weigh 83o pounds and are equipped with rolle:
bearings throughout. The minute hand shaft is
steel tube 2N inches in diameter, while the stee
sleeve which supports the hour hand is 35 inche,,
in diameter.

The electric current for ilhii
The Illuminating minating the minute hand wil;
Current be carried in wires stretched

through the center of the hour
shaft and connected to contact rings in back of the
dial works, where carbon brushes will be employed
to transmit the current from the revolving rings to
the generator.

The method of supplying the current for the
hour hand will employ contact rings on the outside
face of the dial and on the inside of the hub of the
hour hand, and where again carbon brushes will be
used to make the contact as the hand revolves.

The hands of this clock are the
Dimensions largest ever constructed. They
of Hands are made with staunchness in

view, being composed of brass
truss work, covered with sheet copper. The fol-
lowing measurements of the hands will be inter-
esting :

Minute Hand

From edge of hub to tip, 20 feet.
Length of counterpoise, 8 feet 6 inches.

Diameter of disk at hub of hand, 3 feet 6 inches.
Width of spade of hand, 2 feet ir inches.
Widest point on shank of hand, 2 feet 654 inches.
Width of point or tip of hand, re inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in 24 hours, 2751 feet ro inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in a hour, 114 feet 8 inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in I minute, 23 inches.
Weight of minute hand, 370 pounds.

Weight of counterpoise, 270 pounds.
Total weight of hand and counterpoise

640 pounds.
Distance traveled by point of hand in 7

days, 19,263 feet, or 3% miles.

Hour Hand
Length from edge of disk to tip, 15 feet.
Length from tip to extreme end of coun-

terpoise, 20 feet ro inches.
Diameter of disk at hub of hand, 4 feet.
Width of spade of hand, 3 feet ro inches.
Widest point on shank of hand, 3 feet

II inches.
Width of point on tip, ro inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in

24 hours, 81 feet 8 inches.
Distance traveled by point of hand in

I hour, 3 feet 434 inches.
Length of counterpoise from center of

arbor, 7 feet ro inches.
Weight of hand complete, soo pounds.

The dial will be 40 feet
The Dial 6 inches in diameter and

made of 6-inch pine
boards, spaced 3 inches apart. At a dis-
tance the space between these boards
will not be noticed, and this arrangement
is made to lessen the wind pressure. The
nuMerals will consist of heavy black
strokes, 5 feet 6 inches long and 30 inches
wide at the outer end, tapering to a
point at the inner end. The circumfer-
ence of the dial is approximately 120 feet.
The distance from center to center of
numerals is io feet, and the minute spaces
are 2 feet.

The background on dial will be
paicted white, and in the daytime the
black numerals will show up distinctly.
At night the numerals, or hour marks,
will be designated by a row of incandes-
cent bulbs placed in a trough 5 inches
wide and 5 inches deep. The hands at
night will be outlined with incandescent
electric lights, there being 27 lamps on
the hour hand and 42 lamps on the
minute band.

The photographs of the hands here
shown were taken while the clock was be-
ing tested in the rear of a Seth Thomas
factory building. The photograph at night
was secured with their own illumination.Testing the hands of mammoth clock
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Our Line
for the

Spring Trade
Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Bracelets, Fobs, Studs,

Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins, Baby Pins, Thimbles, Tie Clasps,

Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms, Festoons,
Emblem Goods, Match Boxes, Veil Pins, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters,

Pocket Knives, Lapel Buttons, Vest Buttons

LEAP YEAR RINCS and COOD LUCK THIMBLES. Write Your Jobber

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 sold St.., NEW YORK
Manufacturers to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department, 68 Nassau Strect, New York
Diamond Cutting \Vorks-142 West 14th Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES
Chicago, Illinois, 103 State Street London, England, Audrey House, Ely Place

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulpstraat
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EXCELSIOR WATCHES
There is a place in every jeweler's stock for the new line of

EXCELSIOR watches.

They mean new customers in the store—additional sales—more

profits. They do not interfere with the sale of higher-price goods.

They simply mean selling a man a real time-piece in place of a

cheap toy that there is neither profit nor satisfaction in handling.

The EXCELSIOR watch is distinctly a " trading up " proposition.

Retail selling prices—

Hunting

Open-Face

Silverode 10-yr. Rolled-Gold Plate 2 o-yr. Gold Filled

$4.75 $7.00

4.50 6.00 g.00

Made in 6, 12, 16 and i8-size—Open-Face and Hunting—io and

20-year Gold Filled cases, or Silverode case. A complete watch, timed

in its case and retailed at a fixed price—the price tag affixed to

each watch at the factory.

Three-quarter plate, Damaskeened, finished throughout, 7 jewels,

quick train, with bearings in metal settings, cut expansion balance,

breguet hairspring, white enamel dial. Stem wind and pendant

set—except the i8-size Hunting which is lever set.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.

F. 2 1

JAS. BOSS
Stiffened Gold Watch Cases

(Guaranteed for 25 Years)

Trade-Mark in Back Trade-Mark in Cap

A few FICW models and designs in 0 size Huntino-

All leading jobbers show these and hundreds of
other styles in the various sizes.

It will pay you to look over the "BOSS" lines,
both in 2 -V Cal alld 2 0-year.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.

New York
Chicago

F.0.1311

Philadelphia

Boston

F- 3329

Cincinnati
San Francisco

F.D.I310

(8c
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Donath Hand
Painted China
41 We have been fortunate in securing
for our trade the entire output of the
famous

Donath Studios
of Chicago

—a line which represents the highest

artistic achievement in American
ceramics.

41 In this beautiful studio product there
is no suggestion of commonness—every

• •piece is an artistic creation fashioned by
trained hands and Rnished by artists
whose work stands out boldly against
the ordinary commercial lines.

4[1, Jewelers who seek lines that
. .

are artistic, exclusive and prota-

l. 
ble, cannot fail to see the great
advantage which this beautiul
ware offers.

'tOWLW4ODOOOOt)1n2-1,OOCtDD

The

Automatic

Eyeglass

or Pencil

Holder

Made in Gold,
Rolled-Plate,

:Metal, Royal
,pper and Black
I:uaniel. Samples
sent upon request,

Established 1832 Send for Catalogue "E"

KETL:111A /VI c 1VIEcDOUGA.L.Lo
Manufacturers

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 and 39 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

Gold

and

Silver

Thimble:
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Wintering in Southern
California

Land of Fruit, Flowers and Sunshine—
The Mecca of Tourists—How to

Make the Trip

By Louicx L. BoyLE

To make one's escape in mid-winter
Hum the severe climate of the Middle
\st and find oneself in few days reveling

I the mock-winter of Southern California
an unforgettable experience. This beau-
ml country has, indeed, been well de-
jibed as the " Winter Playground of
merica." Even in February—that ter-

• ible month in the East—we find it a land
of perpetual, but gentle sunshine, with an
atmosphere having comparatively little
moisture, invigorating and inspiring, and
cool nights that invite rest under blankets.

While speaking of the weather—a
favorite theme of conversation in this section just
at this writing—the old-timers tell us that the
winters are growing perceptibly colder, but not
enough so to make the Southern California winter
rigid and uncomfortable as in most portions of the
United States. This country still makes good its
claim as the " Italy of America." But one will
and stoves of all kinds, except those of the hard-

How to Make
the Trip

In the orange groves

So many members of the jewelry
and optical trades come annu-
ally to California, or are plan-

ning to make the trip, it may not be out of place
for one who is on the ground to give his idea of
the best way to come and go in order to get the
largest return for the time and money spent.

There are three main routes to
Southern California—over
the mountains, through
Colorado and Utah,
through Northern New
Mexico and Arizona, or
through the Southern
edge of the same territory.
By whatever road you
start you will get there by
the Salt Lake route, the
Santa Fe or the Southern
Pacific. All have their
advantages and their at-
tractions, which the local
agent of each will explain
in detail. See all of them,
get all the literature ob-
tainable and then decide
for yourself. Half the fun
of making a long trip is
the planning on the ways
and means, and you have
no idea how much good

literature and pretty pictures you can get for the
asking from the railroad people. Indeed, some
folks get so much pleasure in planning for a trip
that they satisfy their desire for diversion without
leaving town at all, but the railroad agents frown
severely upon this form of entertainment.

The main things to consider on a journey of
such length are comfort, which includes the ques-
tion of Meals, and the scenic or other attractions

Redlands

coal class, in the homes here, and most people
wear overcoats in December, January and Feb-
ruary during the evening and early morning hours.

We Easterners hear much of
California the California climate. The
Climate description is mostly in contrast

with Eastern winters. There is
no California climate. The climate is as variegated
us a mosaic. A few miles apart are climates as
I di he this as those of distinct latitudes. One can
oci good climate and bad. There are win-
-rs as severe as those of the Middle West or
;ew England and as mild as those of South-
rn Florida.
To this land of irresistible charm tourists

lock all winter, many selecting it in prefer.
ence to Italy and other foreign lands. The
reason is plain. All of the cities and towns
of Southern California enjoy all winter a cli-
mate perhaps unsurpassed anywhere for balmi-
ness and delightful quality.

But really it is something more than the
mere dread of cold weather that is sending so
many thousands of our Northern and West-
ern people to this land of sunshine and flow-
ers every winter.

The reason is not hard to find. It is the
universal desire of humanity to see new places
and enjoy new scenes and experiences that is
mainly responsible for this remarkable winter
migration from the East, West and Northwest
to Southern California, which has marked the
past decade or so.

As a nation we are becoming strongly
addicted to the travel habit. Our people have
come to understand that travel is education,
and education cannot be placed too near the
one who hungers for a better knowledge of
Ills own or other lands.

on the way, for if you are uncomfortable,
nothing will look good to you. While on
the other hand if you are not diverted by
the scenes successively presented to you,
even " the flowery beds of ease" of the old
hymn would develop hard lumps.

Let us give you our
The Santa Fe itinerary. Our starting
Route point was Chicago. We

came through to Los
Angeles by the Santa Fe route first because
it is shorter ; second, because it serves bet-
ter meals ; third, because it is one continu-
ous road, and so one chances no missing of
connections, as is possible where several
roads are involved ; fourth, because it is
the only route by which one can reach the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado, which
should on no aceounl be missed. Leave out
the Yosemite, the Yellowstone and Colo-
rado if you must but don't leave out the
Grand Canyon l—and the "Santa Fe" only
gives you access to it, and fifth, because by
it you can get more and better sights than
by any other route of our fast-dying-out

Indian population, their villages, dress and quaint
modes of life.

Plan to see these things coming. If you do
not you will have missed four-fifths of what you
come for. Is it not to see new things, get new
sensations, make acquaintance with parts of our
country and life new to you ? You don't come to

Riverside ill the orange district

Lung Beach

ride in a Pullman, do you ? If you do—and some
tourists act as if that were their chief object—you
might as well ride three days back and forth on the
Pennsylvania between New York and Chicago ;
you would have as much comfort and pay less
money.

Plan two weeks at least for the outward trip.
Your ticket should allow stop-overs anywhere west
of the Mississippi River. Stop two or three days at

Kansas City, view their fine park system and run
over this busy town by two or three street car
lines. Stop a day at Trinidad ; next stop a
day or two at Lamy and go by branch line to
Santa Fe and see the oldest city on the conti-
nent. Then comes Albuquerque, a quaint and
interesting town, where you can spend two
days looking over the Indian school, the old
Mexican town, spending a half-day at Isleta, an
Indian city, near by. If your fancy so leads
you stop two days at Laguna and drive with
Bibo to Acoma, the wonderful, staying one
night there ; one day at Adamana and see the
Petrified Forest. Then stop three or four days
at the Grand Canyon and fill yourselves full of
the greatest sight in all the world—" the biggest
beautiful thing " on this round earth. Two
(lays can be made to do here, but it is well
worth four. The expense can be kept under
$45 for four days and $25 for two days. Stop a
half day at Needles and plan to leave on the
California limited early in the morning ; the
hotel is at the station so they call you in time
so as to pass through the Mojave Desert and
enter California in the daytime.

If you do as we have outlined you will, on
reaching Los Angeles, already have had the
best trip of your life and seen enough to fill
you with thought and delightful memories for
all time. You w ill already have seen the

(Continued on page 6731
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MANUFACTURING JEWELERS ATTLEBuRO MAS 

FINE SILVER PLATE

This is one of our exclusive designs in Silver Plate, on
hardened white metal, intended to meet the requirements of
the best trade at a moderate cost. Prices furnished on request.
Give us a trial order so that we can convince you that our
goods represent greatest value at least money.

COHANNET SILVER CO.
TAUNTON, MASS.

T h e
Sway
of the

Cross
Never was the
symbolism of the
cross so univer-
sally accepted

as to-day, and never was the Christian emblem so popular as a
personal ornament. This suggests making a line of CROSSES

AN EASTER LEADER
Season and sentiment are favorable to the idea, and our line suits

the circum-
stances exactly.

Wm. C.
Greene Co.

In this year's line
we have given
the simple cross
such a diversity
of artistic inter-
pretations that
the line hi ex-
tent and beauty
easily leads.
Made in 10 K.
gold.

We also make

Scarf Pins,
Brooches,
Rings, Pins

We sell to

Jobbers only

et.

Providence, R. I.

101 Sabin Street

\ pril, 1908

Readers are requested to send for publication new ideason any subject, technical or mercantile, of generalinterest to the trade. As this page is for the useof individual readers, we do not hold our-selves responsible for the views ex-pressed.—Editor The Keystone

Who is the Youngest Jeweler?
ED. KEYSTONE several issues of THE

KEYSTONE I have seen the question discussed as
to who is the oldest jeweler in the United States,
but I have never heard anything about the
youngest. I consequently lay claim to this dis-
tinction until someone with better qualifications
announces himself. I would be pleased to hear
the opinions of others on the question through
your columns. I am twenty years old and have
worked at the trade three years. I have run a
shop about a year and now have a place of my
own and carry Poo° worth of stock. If anyone
can beat this record it would be interesting to
hear from him.

Very truly yours,

CWadsworth, Ohio. HAS. H. ROGERS.

An Examining Board for Watchmakers
We have received from J. Porter Bolding, of

Terrell, Texas, the following letters which he
received from brother jewelers in reference to the
suggested examining board for watchmakers,
which he recently exploited in these columns:

DEAR SIR :—I have read with much interest
your letter in the January KEYSTONE and take
the liberty of writing you to express my entire
approval of your plan. For several years I have
been thinking whether some remedy could not be
devised for the present state of affairs. It appears
to me that what benchworkers need is some kind
of a union or society that will promote a more
fraternal feeling among theta. It is the absence of
any unity of action or code for the regulation of
the youngsters that demoralizes the repair busi-
ness.

If we had a law and a wage scale for the
inexperienced and unskilled workmen there would
be less botches in the trade drawing the same pay
as good repairers. It is the botch repairer who
does not know the value of good work that has
been our ruin. Now that the national organization
of jewelers is well under way, it should be possible
to start a horological association to work out the
problem. It will take a long time, and the older
members of the trade may not live to see the ques-
tion solved, but we would leave a good inheritance
for the younger members who are now the source
of trouble. It will require some sacrifice and
money from those already interested, but with the
aid of the trade journals the matter would pro-
gress rapidly and ifor one would like to see such
a reform inaugurated and will give it all the aid
I can. Fraternally yours,
tienderson, Texas. W. T. RAY.

DEAR SIR :—Having noticed your letter in
the January KEYSTONE, I wish to inform you that
I have had the same idea for years, and think if
every watchmaker were compelled to take a State
hoard examination there would be a better class of

H E KEYSTOINI

repairers all over the country and less complaint
about watches not keeping time. I have seen many
high-grade watches which, after a few years, were
no more serviceable for time-keeping purposes
than a common dollar watch, solely because- they
had been in the hands of incompetent workmen. I
believe in making all jewelers who repair watches
take such an examination, and if they fail to pass
they should be made to desist from repairing
watches.

Yours very truly,
West Salem, Ohio. W. H. HINES.

DEAR SIR :—In regard to your article in the
January KEYSTONE, advocating a board of exam-
iners for watchmakers, I wish to say that I agree
with you to the fullest extent. I think it would be
advisable to include the jewelers also. Our country
is becoming overrun with botch watchmakers
greatly to the detriment of our trade. If such
people are allowed to draw salaries and call them-
selves watchmakers the public will soon lose confi-
dence in all skilled workmen. The undersigned
stand ready to give every support to any move-
ment to establish such a board.

Owosso, Mich.

ED. WIXSON.
S. H. WHALEN.
B. S. GAYLORD.

Dress Trimmed With Elks' Teeth
ED. KEYSTONE :—Several months ago your

journal had a write-up (with illustration) of an
elk tooth cape belonging to a young lady, wherein
it was stated that it was the only garment now in
existence trimmed with elks' teeth. This was a
mistake and I thought some of the boys would be
glad to know that a member of the fraternity was
the possessor of another garment of this class.
This is a complete dress, the skirt trimmed with
silver fringe and bells and the body portion entirely
with the elk teeth. This dress belonged to the
squaw of Chief Iron Hawk, of the Yankton Sioux
tribe. I saw her wearing it at a war dance about a
year ago, and I have tried to be a good Indian to
that squaw ever since, but not until some weeks
ago, and with the help of much talk with several
members of the family, was I able to own it.

Respectfully yours,
Lake Andes, S. Dak. C. J. SKINNER.

Removing Hairspring from Balance
ED. KEYSTONE :—When I Wati first allowed to

remove a hairspring from a balance wheel I found
some trouble in doing so without bending the
balance arms out of true, but have now overcome
it. By placing the balance in a truing caliper (as
if truing the wheel) the wheel can be held firmly
without bending the balance arms and the spring
can be taken off with small screw or a tool made
for this purpose which I find to be best. I do not
know if this is anything new to other watchmakers
or beginners like myself, but if it is I am glad to
give it to all as it will save many a minute and
lessen the number of untrue wheels.

Truly yours,
Memphis, Tenn. WM. ROY.

A Clock With a Record
ED. KEYSTONE :—Our town marshal recently

brought us his clock to be repaired. He told us it
had been running twenty-seven years and had
never had any repairs done to it in that time.
Notwithstanding this long service the clock did
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not show very material wear in either the wheels
or pinions. It did not require bushing nor was it
in a very dirty condition. It is an eight-day spring
clock made by the old firm of E. N. Welch Co.
(now Sessions Clock Co., of FOrrestville, Conn.)
Do any of your readers know of a clock that can
equal this record?

Yours truly,

Okolona, ALFRED JOHNSON.

Promptness in Exchanging and
Repairing

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have found that when I
send goods to the manufacturers and repairers and
ask them when they will be returned, that I gen-
erally get a card saying that the goods have been
received and " will receive prompt attention,"
which may mean any length of time from a day to
several months.

Lately I have had some postal cards printed
and send one with each package and so far have
had very good results from them. The matter on
the postal is as follows :

Customers are sure to be impatient
if they have to wait longer for a job
than they expect to.

On this account please let me
know on this card about when to ex-
pect this job returned.

Yours truly,
" PUNCTUALItY."

Remarkable Watch Record Book
ED. KEYSTONR:—I have just closed a journal

book containing 240 pages which has the records
of 17,000 watches repaired and sold in the past
eight years. This does not include any watches
sold under $2.50 or any watch repaired at 14 or
less. We would like to know if there is another
book of as few pages holding so many records as
this one.

Truly yours,
Salina, Kane. F. K. BA1ER.

Difficulties in Monogram Designing
ED. KEYSTONE :—The poor workman finds

fault with his tools and the poor monogram
designer finds fault with the letters that are handed
out to him to make monograms of. A fine designer
can make a good monogram from any combination
of letters. All this I recognize, but some of us are
not specially gifted in this way and have lots of
trouble with some combinations such as M.A.D.,
B.E.D., etc.

Supposing that those who find some such
awkward jobs should submit their troubles to THE
KEYSTONE and perhaps THE KEYSTONE Or some
of its readers could give samples of not only far
but fine solutions of the question.

Yours respectfully,

Bangor, Maine. WILLIAM A. BLACAR.

New Way to Cut Steel
A new method of cutting steel consists in first

heating the metal by means of an oxyhydrogen
flame and then cutting it by a small stream of
oxygen gas, which unites with the steel and forms
a fusible oxide, which flows freely from the cut.
It is said that the cut is fully as smooth as that
made by the saw, and is only I-TOO inch wide.

1
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The Glenna
Reversibk Bracelct

•••1•11■Ii■.=11

Two Bracelets in one, both sides
stone=set and equally beautiful

Made in all Semi-Precious and Imitation Stones

The possibility of change and economy, no less than
the prettiness will appeal to every buyer.

The metal does not come in contact with the arm—
only the smooth surface of the stone.

The extreme of beauty in appearance and comfort
in wear.

B 20. Cameo

The reversible idea will give new life to the bracelet
business and a fresh impetus to sales.

D3. Plain Chased and Stone Set

Double value at a single price is a strong selling
argument.

The GLENNA is also made in Collarettes

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

C. D. LYONS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office, 7 Maiden Lane Chicago Office, Room 806, Heyworth Bldg.
A. P. WOOD, 667 Defiance St., Los Angeles, Cal., Western Representative

our Zatest Creationt3
"souvenir
Spoons for the
College Trade"

Every jeweler who caters for

this class of trade should carry

these spoons in stock, as they

have proven ready sellers.

Drop us a postal asking for

samples and prices. We guaran-

tee that you will

be fully satisfied.

Our line of

College Jewelry,

Souvenirs,

Badges, etc.,

is extensive. If

you have inquiries,

let us know your

wants.

The Kinney Co.
Main Office and Factory

14 Blount Street

Providence, R. I.

Lest You Forget!
We desire to again call your attention to our

20th Century Gold Shell Charms
The nearest approach to a solid gold charm
possible. Made in many styles for the
different societies.

INVESTIGATE THEN YOU'LL BUY

IRONS Se RUSSELL, CO.
Makers of Emblems

Main Office and Factory, New York Office
95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. L Maiden Lane

Chicago Office
131 Wabash Ave.
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Wintering in Southern
California

(Continued from page 609)

hest of our great Southwest and gotten many
-an-prises as to what the United States is and has.

We will return by the Coast
The Return Line, Del Monte, Stanford
Journey University, San Francisco,

then back to Los Angeles
via the valley route of the Southern Pacific,
where we will take the " Salt Lake route " to
Salt Lake City—where we expect to stop two
clays, one of which should be a Sunday—the
Royal Gorge, the Canyon of the Arkansas (get
this stretch in the day time), over the Denver &
Rio Grande line from Salt Lake to Colorado
Springs and Denver, where we will spend two or
three days at each point.

One smaller advantage of these stops, by no
means to be despised, is that you can so plan them
as to pass through most of the country by daylight
instead of losing half of it in the dark, as those
must who foolishly come right through. There are
three through trains daily, and you can plan to use
either as convenient. Don't let folks who have
made the California trip once or twice, scare you
by saying you will have trouble in getting sleeping
car berths. In the first place you will want fewer
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A palm drive .

Los Angeles than in any other city in America.
For confirmation of this statement take a drive
into the West Lake Park region, or out Adams
Street, or almost anywhere in the newer parts of
the city. The style of architecture is unique. It
fits the climate and is superlatively appropriate to
the send-tropical environment. You will not see
many sharp gables or towers or minarets. The
bungalow and old mission styles prevail. Both are
charming. The cost of building a pretty home is

not extravagant. You do not need to
dig a cellar or put in an expensive
stone foundation, or provide a costly
heating plant or build with an eye
to pro t ec tion from winter's
storms and frosts.

Interest 

There are many
Points of beautiful and -in-

teresting places to
visit in and near

Los Angeles. Several months
could be spent here without
exhausting the possibilities of
the country for entertainment.
There are three trips especially
which should be taken by every
visitor. First, the trip to Catalina
Island, some fifty miles by rail
and steamer. One should have
at least two days for this visit.
The wonderful ride over the
marine gardens, in glass-bot-
tomed boats, is an experience
never to be forgotten. The trip
up the inclined railway and
electric line to the summit of
Mt. Lowe affords a bird's eye
view of all of Southern Califor-
nia. The ride around the kite-

shaped track of the Santa Fe Railway is another
delightful journey. One may leave Los .Angeles
in the morning on a special train and make two
complete circuits through the richest fruit and
farming districts of Southern California. This is
the way to the orange groves. The finest groves
are to be found some distance back from Los
Angeles. Of course, everybody will go to Pasa-
dena, also to Long Beach, San Pedro, Redondo

Parks of Los Angeles

berths, for you will go over most of the road in
daytime when a seat in a Pullman is as good as
a berth.

Until quite recently Southern California was
considered exclusively a winter resort. Its winters
were so mild that outsiders got the impression that
its summers must be distressingly hot, and although
the permanent residents of that enchanted land
have been telling them that the summer is the best
season of the year there, these outsiders
have been slow to believe it. But thousands
have been convinced, and to-day the "tourist
season " in Los Angeles covers a period of
practically twelve months. The numerous
beauty spots and seashore resorts of South-
ern California are becoming as popular in
summer as in winter, and the railroads no
longer carry empty cars during the hot
months.

Los Angeles is, of course, the hub
around which Southern California radiates.
It is lively now. A typical American city, it
Is growing more rapidly than any other
municipality on the continent. It throbs
from center to circumference with commer-
cial life. The business district reminds one
of New York and Chicago. Everything is
bustle and stir. New buildings arise and
the residence districts are pushing far out
into the suburbs.

The " City of the Angels " is a city of
homes. Some are palaces. But most are
such as the average citizen can afford to
own. We believe there is a larger number
of beautiful homes and well-kept grounds in
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and Santa Monica. The latter are beach towns
and can be reached in from thirty-five to forty
minutes by electric car, and at a cost of fifty cents
for the round trip. There are many other inter-
esting places which space will not permit us to
describe. These towns are not a part of Los
Angeles proper but they are bound to it by elec-
tricity, for nowhere in the world is there better
suburban car service than in the environs of
Los Angeles.

Diamond Mines and Mining

As the working of diamond mines as distin-
guished from alluvial workings is practically
restricted to South Africa, that country has been
obliged to evolve methods of mining adapted to
the peculiar conditions under which the dia-
mondiferous deposit is found. These methods
are strikingly different from those adopted in

any other kind of mining work.
A diamond mine or " pipe," is the crater of an

extinct volcano, and the diamondiferous ground
forms the filling of that crater. It is generally con-
ceded by geologists that the diamond ground has
been forced up front unknown depths in the form
of liquid mud—that is to say, it was a volcano that
threw out boiling mud instead of molten igneous
rock. In some respects, therefore, it would more
closely resemble a geyser than a volcano. Where
the diamond ground is found within fifty or one
hundred feet of the surface, it is greenish yellow in
color, crumbles to the touch and is known as
"yellow ground." At depths below atmospheric

Pasadena

influences it changes to a greenish blue color,
becomes much harder and is known as " blue
ground," or merely " blue."

These diamondiferous craters, or " pipes,"
are generally roughly circular in horizontal or
transverse section, and penetrate to depths hitherto
proved with little change of form, but with very
slightly decreasing size. In some cases, as at
De Beers, the pipe is kidney-shaped ; in others,

as at Robert Victor, the shape resembles a
dumbbell, and probably consist of two pipes
connected by a fissure. At De Beers the
ground from one end of the " kidney " is
poor and not worked. At Robert Victor
mine one end of the dumbbell is very rich,
the other not considered profitable to work.
From this and other evidences it would
appear that the volcanic mud was not thrown
up in one single outburst, but that there was
a series of ejections at varying periods and
under varying conditions.

Diamondiferous pipes are by no means
uncommon in South Africa. Altogether
some hundreds have been located in differ-
ent parts of the country. But the great
majority of these do not contain diamonds
in payable quantities. The proved payable
mines can almost be counted on the ten
fingers. After a pipe or " mine" has been
located it is necessary to spend several hun-
dred pounds on trial workings before a mine
can be demonstrated as payable.

All this is interesting in view of the
recent discovery of " pipes " in Arkansas in
our own country.Avalon and (:atalina

0'



BUYERS, GET BUSY
GOLD-MOUNTED COMBS 
at brass prices. If you have spunk enough to buy a $25
Assortment of these goods, I have got spunk enough to
take them back if they do not suit you. These goods are
the development of an old idea of mine. They sell at
sight, and are fascinating. The keen man will buy these
goods, and realize a handsome profit. We are leaders in
the procession, and we hope you will be wise enough to
j()in the big show. We make a distinctively original line of

SCARF PINS, BROOCHES, BUCKLES
LAVALLIERES, HAT PINS and BRACELETS
It is our ambition in designing to please the composite taste.
Do not accept any goods sold to you, represented to you as
being the French Process. Co. product, unless they are
stamped F. P. Co.

P. S.—Combs are here to stay. Mix a few of Dover's
ideas with your line and watch them sell.

FRENCH PROCESS COMPANY
New York Office„ 39 Maiden Lane

Manufacturing Jewelers
0E0. W. DOVER, Sole Propr.

Home Office and Factory, 710 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

IF I MAY SAY SO
TtlE ,MERRY WIDOW

fESTOOk1

A REAL Watchmaker
must understand the functions of each and every

watch-part clearly, and how their actions are inter-

related ; he must be able to detect accurately the

trouble in a watch and go right " to the spot " with

the proper correction, instead of, as many so-called

watchmakers do, trying everything under the sun in
the hope that during all these proceedings he will

maybe hit upon the right plan. Even if he does hit

the original trouble after many guesses, he has by

this time generally spoiled the watch in its other

parts.

We can make of you a real watchmaker; one
who finds as much pleasure in work as in recreation,

and certainly the high salary is never objectionable !

Write for our catalogue. It tells of our school

and of other things important for you to know.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

LANCASTER, PA.

Dear Sirs

I am delighted with the

Merry Widow Festoon.

Sincerely yours

ETHEL. JACKSON

New Amsterdam Theater
New York City

Made in Highest Quality

GOLD FILLED only

TWO HUNDRED OTHER DESIGNS.

Also, FOBS, BRACELETS, and every -

thing that can be made in CHAIN 3

FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

HENRY LEDERER & BRO., INC.
•
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Homely Talk on Show Windows by a Country
Merchant

One of the best organized branches of the retail trade is the hardware

dealers, and the meetings of the various associations are noted for instructive

and practical talks by the members. The following conversational address

on the show window at one of these meetings is well worthy of perusal by

those who are still under the impression that an attractive trim calls for a

quite unjustifiable amount of thought, of labor and expense :

As to the window, what to put in it and how ? Don't
Any Window think that you can make a display without some cost. It
Can Be Trimmed can't be done, but one can with a very little expense

make a creditable showing and a money maker. If our
windows were not money makers for us why do the large department stores
of our cities pay big salaries to their window dressers who have made a
study of it, and so no doubt thousands of dollars are yearly spent on fittings
on which to display their goods which would not be spent if they were not
money makers.

I have heard people say : " My windows are so arranged that I cannot
make a half-way showing in them." Nonsense. Still you may not have a
modern front with large windows, but make something of what you have.
Our people are curious and they will peek through a knot hole if they think
there is something on the other side to see. When I say make use of their
curiosity I do not mean that you shall go to any great expense, but anyone
of you with a little ingenuity can fix what you have so that you will be able
to make a showing and one that will attract the passer-by. I am in favor of
a boxed window as it keeps out the dirt, flies or light-fingered customers.
Your show window should be a sample case and an article placed in it
should not be disturbed unless absolutely necessary. At any rate have a
back to your window, one high enough that you can look over but touch
not. It also gives you an opportunity to build up your display and not have
everything flat on the floor.

Judging from some displays that I have seen I should infer
Carelessness 
in Display 

that he who made it started at the front of the store, went
down one side and back the other, picked up an article
here, an article there, carried them to the window and

dumped them so that he could get back to the stove and hear the new
drummer crack a fresh joke. Don't do it. Before you start, decide on some-
thing you want to display—ought to be seasonable. I do not necessarily mean
that every display should be made of one article but use those of a kind,
such as are related to one another. I recall at this time a certain window I
saw not long since where a holiday cutlery display had been attempted. It
was not bad but they spoiled it. How? They started at the front of the
window all right, but when they got to the back they must have been at a
loss to know how to end it, so in place of still carrying out the cutlery effect or
covering with cloth and putting in a few hint-giving cards as to their goods,
they used a lot of sample boards of butts and the like, something that would
not attract any sane person while
doing their Christmas shopping.

Another great mistake is made
in putting too much in your win-
dow—better too little, for when
you crowd you confuse, and it is
like taking a card of many colors
and giving it a whirl. They all
look alike.

In almost every display you
make it is necessary to build some
sort of a temporary stand or rack
on which to display certain goods.
This need not cost you a cent. Use
boxes or something that you may
have around the store. Arrange
them as you want and cover with
your cloth. Then take your arti-
cles that you have decided to ex-
hibit and arrange them that they
will show the best. You may have
to tear out and start over again
until you get it as you want, but
do it to appeal to the passer-by.
Use a little good taste. Moving
objects of any kind will attract.
Scheme little things that will cost
you but little and note the effect.
I have on several occasions had
entire displays balanced by a
needle point on the head of a pin.
No trick, but it took.

Last summer one
Novel Ideas of our merchants
in Trims made a display of

dog collars and had
a large bull terrier with one of
their best collars on in the window.
That took and well repaid them
for the little trouble that they went
to. Take anything that you have
in the store, I don't care what it
Is, and you can display it, and
with the use of cards you can call
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the attention of the public. You would not think that people would stop to
look at nails, but they will. Some time ago we filled our window with
nothing but nails—took a handful of each size of nails and brads that we
had in the store—had them arranged on little wooden plates, covered with a
sheet of white paper. On each plate was a card giving the size and kind of
nail. Then I took one plate and put black paper on it and had a handful of
cigarettes there. These I labeled " Coffin nails." Many came inside to
remark on the jest and many the smiles as they left the window. At another
tone we filled our window with hammers, mallets and the like ; we took a
door knocker that we had on a sample board and put that in—over it a good-
sized card with the word "Knockers" on it. That took.

The ways that you may fix your window are innumerable to appeal to
the passers-by, and he who stops to look, if you will notice, will almost
invariably look for your sign to see who did it, and he usually remembers
the place. I know, for a year after we had made one display we heard
people remark 0I1 passing, "That's the window that got the write-up in the
papers." That window was undoubtedly our masterpiece and the advertising
that we received from it was worth a full-page advertisement in any paper.
We covered the glass with black cloth and at about the height that the
average man could see through we cut two holes and over each we placed
the signs, "For Men Only." Back from the window we made two stalls
and lined and covered them with black cloth and had a light in each. In
one we put razors, knives, razor strops, cork screws and a can opener ; in
the other, mechanics' tools. This display was made during one of our
carnivals when the city was filled with strangers and the entire town was out
each day on parade and sight-seeing, and the fun that we had from the
window and the appeal it made to the passers-by was by far the best adver-
tising that we ever did, but we got more from it than just the look that was
given the window. One day a very pious maiden passed the store, saw the
sign, " For Men Only," was shocked, rushed home, told her father, a good
deacon, the liberties taken during the carnival and related what she termed
a disgrace to permit such a show on the main street where even women and
boys were looking. Papa's wrath could not he imagined • off he rushed to
the police station, lodged his complaint and a detail of policemen were
immediately ordered to investigate. It took but a minute, and when they
returned and informed papa what was exhibited behind the black cloth with
the enticing sign, there was a good laugh and a much-disgusted papa. It
leaked out, the paper got hold of it, and the write-up of the affair was good
money in our coffers. The window did it and the write-up cost nothing.
That window wasn't fixed in a half-hour, but we were well repaid for our
trouble.

Cards in your window are a great help. Be your own
Window Cards card writer. Rubber letters can be had for a moderate
Very Serviceable cost, or buy a little asphaltum and a camels hair brush,

fifteen cents will cover the cost and print them. You
who are not adepts at making letters can obtain pasteboard letters for almost
nothing ; are easily traced on your card and fill in with your asphaltum.
Catchy hints appeal to all. I subscribe to one of the journals devoted to
advertising and find innumerable catchy phrases which are a great help to
me. Pricing your articles you have in the window is a good idea. Don't
fear that your competitors will note your prices and undersell you. Be as

original as possible. One of the
most clever and original methods
of cards is used by a Chicago shirt-
maker, who takes a blue pencil
and a strip of Manila wrapping
paper and writes clever and catchy
bits on them. These he sticks to
the glass and are read by thou-
sands daily. He changes them
often and the regulars who travel
that beat are continually watching
for new ones. They require time
and thought, but it had been the
means of making him thousands
of dollars.

An excellent form of window display for the jeweler, and one which is often used, is a dining

room table met for dinner. The idea gives the Jeweler an opportunity to show attractively many of

his lines, such as out glass, flatware, hollowware, napkin rings, etc. It is important in a case of this
kind that the table should he set according to the hest social form, and that attention should he

directed to this fact by means of a card We show in the accompanying illustration such a table

set.. we understand, according to the ideas of Mrs. Rorer, the well-known culinary expert.

Crux Questions in
Windows

A novel scheme of window
advertising is used by a firm in
Macomb, Ill. In one of their show
windows was posted the following
question to which written answers
were solicited : " If you had de-
spaired of collecting your claim
against a man and you found his
pocketbook containing tile amount
of money he owed you, what would
you do?" To the person sending the
best answer to this ethical query,
the firm agreed to present a choice
article of neckware. It was the cus-
tom of this firm to submit a new
question each week.

The following less-dignified
query was similarly used by a Chi-
cago house: " When will a man
take a close shave and not kick even
if the barber cuts him ? Step in and
read the answer." The answer
was : " When he is dead." This is
a good example of the form of
query to be avoided.



MARSH BRACELETS
YOU KNOW THEM

Representing all that's good and up to date
in Secret Joints

FOB CHAINS that are made to
WEAR and satisfy the WEARER

Designs the latest
The name C. A. M. & CO. stands for

RELIABILITY

Their guarantee unquestioned.

If it's a MARSH CHAIN, it's a good asset
in your stock, and a maker of satisfied
customers.

A. P. WOOD
667 DEFIANCE ST.

LOS ANGELES
PACIFIC COAST

REPRESENTATIVE

SOLD TO JOBBERS ONLY

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our "IDEAL CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 ,'eet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel cha.ns and weights. Inside pf ease andshelves lined with black felt. Made to shix in the knock down.
Net price, $56.00. Worth $70.00

Made and sold by

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
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An Investigation into the Break-
ing of Watch Mainsprings

An interesting contribution to a time-
'Ionored discussion is the following paper by
R.ichard G. Norton, a jeweler, of Madison,
Nis., which we find in the "Transactions of
.he Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts
,Ind Letters," issued December, 1907 :

In looking over my watch-repairing
cecord, I find that for a period of ten years,
Irom. January 1, 188o, to January I, 1890,
.learly twice as many mainsprings were
'Token during the months of April, May,
June, July, August and
September as were broken
during the months of janu-
,try, February, March,
October, November and
December. For another
period of ten years, from
June to, 1893, to June to,
1903, the record shows a
total of 693 springs broken,
of which 449 broke during
the warm months of April,
May, June, July, August
,ind September, and 244
broke during the cold
months.

It is supposed by many
persons that mainsprings
break in greater numbers
(luring electrical storms
than at other times ; but I
have good reason to think
that electricity has little or
HO influence in the matter,
since clock springs would
be expected to break from
1 he same cause. There
are as many clock springs
In use as watch springs,
;tnd probably more, and I am sure that
during my practice of repairing watches and
..locks not more than a dozen clock springs
have broken to one hundred watch springs.
In fact, there have been periods of a year
during which I have not had occasion to re-
place a broken clock spring.

It is a well-known fact that platers of
watch cases remove the steel springs from
;he cases before placing the cases in potas-
,ium cyanide solution ; otherwise the springs
.vould break as soon as they were used, if
they did not do so while still in the solution.

Some twenty years ago I had two clock
movements, each of which had two springs.
The springs were under stress and had been
for several weeks. I dipped the movements,
with the springs wound up, into a weak solu-
tion of potassium cyanide for a few minutes;

upon removing them from the solution, one
spring broke while in my hand, another in a
few minutes, the third within fifteen minutes,
and the fourth the next day. The springs
were of good quality, polished and blued.
The bluing was not effaced.

We know that leather and hoofs of
animals, as also prussiate of potassium,
bound around iron which is then subjected
to a given heat and while hot plunged into
water, will case-harden the iron and convert
its surface into a kind of steel. We also
know that upon filing the surface of a block
of tool steel and then rubbing the surface
with the hand, the surface becomes hardened
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Cause of the Tarnishing of Nickel-
Plated Goods

According to the researches conducted
by Messrs. Calhane and Gammage, in the
Journal of the American Che; deal Society,
the tarnishing or rusting cf nickel-plated
articles is caused by the presence of iron in
the nickel deposit. This tarnishing or rust-
ing is particularly noticeable on some nickel-
plated goods when they are exposed to.
moist air. The authors make the following
comments :

The rusting of nickel plate on pro-
longed exposure to moisture is due to small

amounts of iron, the pres-
ence of which is accounted
for by the necessity of
using, in the electro-plating
operation, nickel anodes.
containing iron in order to
obtain a sufficiently rapid
corrosion to supply the
solution with nickel.

A study of the condi-
tions under which the iron
is deposited, showed that
when using the ordinary
compound anode contain-
ing about 7.5 per cent. of
iron, the amount of the
latter element present in
the nickel plate will aver-
age about o. Io to O. 14 per
cent. This quantity is
very much increased if the
solution is agitated or the
cathode is rotated.

If the anodes are sur-
rounded with bags or any
suitable filtering medium,
the amount of iron con-

JAN. FEB, MAR. APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT, NOV. DEC.

Curve showing relative numbers of watch mainsprings broken during the various months of the year

The numbers for each month, based upon records covering the decade from June 10, 1893, to
June 10, 1003, are as follows:

January  37 May 80 September   67
February . . . . 36 June  88 October   55
March . . . . . . . 51 July 94 November   35
April   46 August   65 December   30

so that upon filing the steel again the file
does not ' bite" readily.

The facts above mentioned incline me to
think that during excessively warm and sultry
weather there emanate from the human body
certain substances which have an affect upon
the already hardened steel similar to that
cited above—possibly some subtle emanation
not yet discovered—and of a kind that is less
active in the cold months. Assuming this
cause to be eliminated, the springs, in the na-
ture of things, would break, but not in greater
number in any one month than in another.

The two decades mentioned would seem
to be a fairly good basis upon to reason.

The diagram accompanying this paper
shows the number of springs broken during
each month for the ten years from June to,
1893, to June to, 1903.

tamed in the plate is re-
duced to about one-half

(0.04-0.05 per cent.). The use of the bags
does not appreciably raise the voltage. If
the cathode be rotated, there is a surprising
deficiency in the current yield of nickel de-
posited, this deficiency increasing with the
speed of rotation.

Adjustable Drop Light
Cut a spring shade roller to any con-

venient length for attaching, by the usual
sockets at each end, to rafters or other sup-
ports over the spot where you wish an elec-
tric light to be suspended. Attach a cord to
the roller and wind it so as to coil the spring
when it is pulled down, just as a shade would
do. Tie the other end of the cord to the
insulated wire of your electric light. Of
course, the latter can now be made to hang
at any desired elevation.
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THE " CLEAN-TO-HANDLE " FOUNTAIN PFN

Moore's Non=Leakable Fountain Pen
Retails from $2.50 up

M ORE% '
R-OVECV-- --

NoN-LEANABLE
FOUNTAIN

THE FOLLOWING CLAIMS WE GUARANTEE:
1. That tile pen is filled without unscrewing the section, thus avoiding soiling the fingers

with ink when filling.
2 That the pen is drawn back into the barrel or reservoir after using, and when the cap is

turned on is absolutely AIR and INK tight.
3. That it can be carried in any position in any pocket and cannot leak.
4. That the pen is always ready to write the instant it touchee the paper,

Sectional View of Pen Closed for Carrying

These pens, being constructed upon
entirely different principles from other
fountain pens are, without doubt, the near-
est perfection of any pens manufactured.

5. That the barrel being AIR-TIGHT, the ink never thickens or dries up, and if the pen
is not used for a year, it w rites just as readily.

6. That we have the ONLY desirable fountain pen IN THE MARKET for LADIES' USE.
7. That our "Tourist " or Military Pen is the best pen made for travelers os military use.
8. That we use nothing but the highest grade gold pens.
e. That we use pure gum rubber, and the superior finish and lustre of our holders is very

noticeable when compared with others made from common stock.

American Fountain Pen Co.
Boston, Mass.

A. A. WEEKS-HOSKINS CO. I Special Selling Agents for Greater New York,
11 Gold St., New York 1Philadelphia, New Jersey, Baltimore and Washington

A Year 'Round Seller
The Conklin Pen is the best all year 'round seller
because it is built for every day use. It's the most
practical and convenient—meets every easy writ-
ing requirement—dependable—durable—a time
saver, as it does away with the bother and
annoyance so common with other fountain
pens. Will give satisfaction year in and
year out. Filled in the twinkling of an
eye by simply dipping in the nearest
ink-well and pressing Crescent-Filler.

The
Crescent-
Filler

CONKLIN'S
Self -F1Ilin

Fountain Pen
—combining as it does the
superior advantages of other
fountain pens, plus the most
successful filling principle,
and backed by our ex-
tensive advertising,
is the pen for you to
handle. Write at
once for our new cata-
logue and dealer's

proposition.

ME CONKLIN PEN MM. CO.

39 Manhattan Buildind

TOLEDO, OHIO

U. S. A.

NEW YORK

DENVER

OAKLAND

WINNIPEG

LONDON

The
Crescent-
Filler

Sterling Silver Horseshoes
14 Karat
Gold Finish
set with
Whitestones or
Pearls

Write for Selection Package
'with Prices

Wachenheimer Bros.
36 Garnet Street, Providence, L

FRANK T. PEARCE, President Established 1879
Incorporated 1907

F. T. Pearce Company
Makers and Exporters of

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Ther-
mometer Cases and Jewelry.

Also Fountain and
Stylographic

Pens

Special Line of

Sterling Silver Pencils

ALDRIDGE G. PEARCE, Treasurer

Sole Makers of

The " Debutante " Bracelet
Pat. April 23, 1907

Made of High-grade Gold Filled Seamless Stock

Put up on Easter Cards and Boxes

We warrant all our Cloods. Ask your Jobber for them

Head Officc and Works

85 Sprague Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NCTV York Sales Office, ao Maiden Lanc

JOHN HOAGLAND, Representative
You cannot afford to be without these goods for the Spring Trade

Each Bracelet is put up In a Leatheret`e
YelyetAined Box and Stamped
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The Latest on Visiting Cards
The proper method of using
visiting cards, their size,
shape and what shall be

printed upon them, are subjects on which all
jeweler-stationers should be posted. Dealers
are asked many times a week what is proper,
and if they are unable to answer they may
lose the customers' business. It is quite as
easy to know these things as it is not to know
them, and every dealer should keep informed
regarding any changes in style which may
Occur.

Just why changes are made is not easy
to explain. One would naturally think that
a size and shape which is suitable one year
would be equally suitable the next. But this
is not always true. In numerous instances
changes are made for no other reason than to
gratify the passing whim of some society
leader. And these changes are not altogether
to be deplored. They impart a variety to
something which can scarcely rise above the
common place at best. Changes under such
circumstances need not be criticised. It can-
not be said that they do any good. On the
other hand who can say that they do any
harm.

A visiting card betrays its owner. The
person who has good taste will never select
anything in either stock or type which tends
to the bizarre effect or which will be likely to
attract attention or excite comment. A
plain, rich card, rather light, but of the
best quality of stock, engraved with any
of the accepted plain styles of lettering
will be more satisfactory and will impress
the one to whom the card is given much

repre-
sents

ae favorably than the card which 
more or less pronounced straining

after effect.

Keeping Posted

The visiting card is what
Stock and Style appears to be an insignifi-

cant, but necessary medium
of interchange, or intercommunication, in
society, and it certainly should represent the
best in quality of stock and style of engrav-
ing. It should be perfect in quality and
execution. To understand the beauties of a
perfect card may require some knowledge of
a particular branch of art, but by comparison
it will be possible for the dealer to learn to dis-
criminate between good and bad cards, and
he should point out the differences to his
customers.

The stock most used now is what is
termed two-sheet and is grayish-white with a

smooth,even finish. The fabric finish card is
no longer considered in good taste.

Plain script engraving, of which there
are a number of good styles, predominates,
but roman letters are permissible, and in some
instances a plain gothic letter is used. The
latter is not common and will shortly disap-
pear entirely. Only now and then one uses
it. The script is preferable in all instances.

The Mr. and Mrs. card is
Social Forms used for social purposes only

during the first year after
marriage. The reception clay may be
engraved in the lower left corner. The
card is used for acknowledgment of gifts
and for congratulations or condolence. It is
also used with the pour prendre conge,

c., to take leave, engraved in the lower
left corner. It is permissible to leave it in
person, or mail it in a single envelope when
leaving town for a long absence. It is usually
3 x 234 inches, somewhat larger than the
Mrs. cards.

The Mrs. cards are smaller than the Mr.
and Mrs., measuring 3( x 2Y8 inches, and
are often engraved with the names of the
daughter or daughters below the mother's.
If there is more than one daughter the card
reads:

Mrs. James Cullen Bryant

The Misses Bryant

Two hundred and four
Oakland Avenue

The elder daughter's name may be engraved
Miss Bryant, while the younger daughter's
will carry her given name thus:

Mrs. James Cullen Bryant

Miss Bryant

Miss Beatrice Bryant

The card is x 33/i inches. Old English
or roman lettering take a smaller card, the
reduction being as much as three-fourths of an
inch all around.

Reception days are always engraved in
the lower left corner and the address in the
lower right corner. The prefix Mrs. or Miss
should always be engraved and the name
should be given without abbreviations. No
figures are permissible. The street and
number must be spelled out.

During her first season in society the
young woman's name is engraved below that
of her mother. After the first season she has

a separate card. The eldest daughter's
name reads " Miss Bryant." The younger
daughters use their christian name.

The mother's card alone carries the
address. Street addresses without the name

of the city are given, excepting when it is the
country address, then the name of the town

is permissible.
A widow may retain her husband's

christian name, or her own as she may elect.
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She may also use her maiden surname with
her husband's surname, if she chooses, thus :

Mrs. Josephine Adams Grant

The size of the card is 20 x 3yt inches.
In the case of a divorced woman she

commonly resumes her maiden name with the
prefix Mrs. She may if she wishes, retain
her divorced husband's surname with her own
christian name.

It is permissible for the oldest branch of
a family to omit the christian name, the card
reading only

Mrs. Adams

When the junior follows the name of the
younger branch it is spelled out and is divided
from the name by a comma.

Mrs. James Dudley Bennit, Junior

The card should be 23/8 x 34 inches.

There are few variations for the gentle-
man's card. In fact, it may be laid down
almost as a rule that they do not vary at all.
The size is almost invariably i4 x 3 inches,
and this size has been retained for a long
time. They always bear the prefix Mr. • or
the professional or official title spelled Out in
full. Honorary titles are never used. A
gentleman's club address is placed in the
lower left corner, unless he makes the club
his home, then it is engraved in the lower
right corner.

These variations are all that are per-
missible in visiting cards. There are other
cards used in making particular kinds of calls,
but they do not probably come under this
head, since they represent special occasions,
and not ordinary daily social intercourse.

Easter Post Cards

Dealers should prepare for Easter post
card trade which promises to be the largest
ever known. The cards are finer and more
beautiful with much more attractive designs
and with an artistic development which will
induce purchases far beyond what has ordi-
narily been the case.

The designs are pleasing variations of
the well-known Easter thought and will assist
material in the development of the trade.
The price, too, has been made more reason-
able, which is an added attraction to buyers.
The special day card which sells at a low
price, but which carries the designs and
colors that make the more expensive cards
attractive, will be a good seller.

The cards with flower designs, embossed

and colored, will prove .good sellers also and

dealers will do well to stock these goods.

The cards with the typical Easter designs

will also sell liberally and the outlook indi-

cates that some lines will be sold out before
the season ends.
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EVERYTHING IN LOCKETS & CHAINS

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.

PROVIDENCE. R.I.

14 K.
STAMPED{

14 K 93.
10 K .
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Result of Modern Methods Pursued at

18raMe VollOccbnic Irttitute

View of store owned and operated by Frank R. Dobrowsky, Redding,
Cal. Mr. Dobrowsky was a student at Bradley twelve years ago, and has
been losing no time if appearances go for anything. Modern Methods
get quick returns for one's efforts.

HERE is a half-tone of a store owned and operated by
a young man who got his foundation in the Horo-
logical Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute

and there are hundreds of other stores scattered through the
country that are owned and operated by former students of
this institution.

It is a well-known fact that a man who receives a technical,
along with a practical knowledge of his business is the one
that will make the least blunders and consequently most sure
to win.

Bradley teaches watchWork, jewelry work, engraving
and optics. We have not got anything in the way of lightning
methods. Everything is based on good hard sense, go ahead
and hustle, close attention to business and the best equipment
and instuction that is to be had.

The rush of the holidays is over,. Begin now. Write to-day
for a catalogue.

A Postal Card directed to

Department K, Horological, Peoria, Ill.
will get it

April, 19°8 TI-JE

United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently issued,
especially prepared for this journal by Wm. N.
Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Building,
Washington, D. C.

No. 874,172.—Eyeglass case. Orlando Ducker,
Washington, I). C. Filed October 2, 1906.
Serial No. 337,128:

A guard
plate for flexi-
ble eyegla ss
cases compris-
ing an elongated
strip of less width than
strip being formed with
to be projected through
opening in the case.

6'

the width of the case, said
an offset portion arranged
and form a housing for an

NO. 876,153.—Adjustable escapement for clocks
and watches. William W. Dudley and Wal-
lace R. Dudley, Lancaster, Pa. Filed June 16,
1905. Serial No. 265,609.

skk,

IA*Altall.=-!'A

‘-\ .1111111

In a timepiece,
the combination
of a stationary
bridge, a slide
block mounted
upon said bridge,
a balance wheel
and its bridge
mounted upon
said slide block,
an escapement,
including a pinion
mounted upon
said slide block,
all the parts men-
tioned being mov-
able with the slide

Hock, and a wheel forming part of the time train
with which said pinion meshes.

No. 875,955.—Lens fastening for noseglasses. Geo.
S. Row, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed May 9, 1907.
Serial No. 372,679.

An eyeglass fitting, compris-
ing a main body having a lens-
receiving finger, a tapered pin
carried by said finger, and a
spring finger rotably mounted on said main body
to co-operate with the lens-receiving finger.

No. 873,70L—Eyeglass hook, John Q. Adams,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Thos. J. Skelly,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 12, 1906. Serial
No. 321,310.

An eyeglass support consisting
of a single piece of metal so bent as
to form a body, a hook and a guard,
the hook being bent inward, its end
terminating in close proximity to the
body, the guard being also bent in-
ward, its end terminating in contact
with the body and in close proximity
to the end of the hook, and a pin
carried by the body for attaching the

,levice to a suitable object, as specified.

No. 876,094.—Hatpin. Peter S. Rumberg, Nor-
way, Mich. Filed August 22, 1907. Serial
No. 388,251.
A pin of the character described having formed

in its larger end a longitudinally-disposed bore,

and a transversely-disposed opening in one side to
communicate with said bore, a barbed fastening
rod slidably mounted in the bore of said pin, a
coiled spring arranged on the outer end of said rod
to project the barbed end of the same through a
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transverse opening in the side of the pin, a recessed
head having a centrally-disposed aperture, means
to secure said head to the end of the pin, and an
operating knob secured to the end of said fasten-
ing rod and adapted to work through the aperture
in said head, substantially as described.

873,765.—Pin. Charles F. Markham, Provi-
dence, R. I. Filed January 28, 1907. Serial
No. 354,389.
An article of manufac-

tore comprising a pin form- --/c  
ed of sheet metal shaped to •

the desired form and provided with integral catch
and joint ears which are of greater thickness than
the body portion of said pin.

No. 875,686.—Nose guard for eyeglasses. Charles
Billington, Attleboro, Mass. Filed February
2, 1907. Serial No. 355,372.

A nose guard comprising a single piece of
sheet metal having one end formed into an elliptical

main bearing having a depressed surface and the
other end formed into a circular pad having a plu-
rality of depressions, the said main bearing and
pad being connected by a neck bent into a goose-
neck form whereby the bearing surfaces of the
main bearing and pad may be arranged to lie in
the same plane as set forth.

No. 874,224.—Collar button. James N. Mills,
Pittsburg, Pa. Filed March 8, 1907. Serial
No. 361, 337.

A collar button having an elongated base plate
provided at one end with a bent or folded portion
constituting a hinge-knuckle, said folded portion
being provided with oppositely-disposed notches

or recesses adjacent to the base
plate, in combination with a clamp-

, ..?; •>' ing member consisting of an open
link, the terminal ends of which
engage the bent portion forming

the knuckle and the notches in the latter • said
notches serving to secure the clamping member in
extended position and when folded flat upon or in
relation to the base
plate.

No. 874, 179.—Opti-
cal testing ap-
paratus. John
F. Forth and
Edward J. '
Langley, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.;
said Langley
assignor to
said Forth.
Filed March 31,
1906. Serial
No. 309,235.

An optical test-
ing apparatus com-
prising an upright
standard and a
supporting base
therefor,said stand-
ard being com-
posed of sections
adjustable lengthwise of each other, means for
clamping said sections in their adjustable positions,
the upper section having a lateral return beneath
the upper part of which lies in a substantially hori-
zontal plane and intersecting the axis of the stand-
ard, upright arms mounted upon the free end of
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said horizontal position, a yoke mounted upon said
arms and a trial frame mounted upon said yoke.

No. 874,57.—Jewelry clasp. George Godley,
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada. Filed October 4,
1906. Serial No. 337,367.

A clasp comprising an outer clasp member
provided with a cylindrical bore extending from
one end and with slots extending through the
walls of said member at a point above the end of
said bore, the forward .and rear walls of said slots
being inclined toward the forward or open end of
said bore, an inner clasp member adapted to be
ratably and slidably supported within said cylin-
drical bore, and heads projecting from said inner

/0 4

,.., ...i. ,f .g

member, said heads provided with independent
inner faces for engagement respectively with the
forward and rearward inclined walls of said slots,
substantially as described.

No. 877,881. — Escape-
ment. George W.
Bennum, George-
town, Del. Filed
May 16, 1905. Serial
No. 260,650.

In combination, an
escapement wheel com-
prising a pair of pivoted
disk members capable of
revolution, a series of
rollers mounted on the
disks for independent re-
volution, pivoted pallets
adapted to contact with
said rollers, the contact-
ing faces of said pallets
being curved concentric-
ally of the pivotal point
thereof and a verge rod
connected to the pallets,
the innermost edge of the
pallets being beveled, the
face of the pallet below
the engaging fingers
thereof being outwardly and downwardly curved
relative to said fingers, whereby a double impetus
will be given to the verge rod as the pallets move
out of engagement with the rollers.

No. 875,383.—Optical tool. George E. Schofield,
Baltimore, Md. Filed May 18, 1907. Serial
No. 374,449.

An optical tool
of the character
described corn. 

1prising a bed plate, 
c

plate provided
7 
111 

I 

11 
-19-

an adjustable gage I
with a longitudi- ' ii,

upon the bed plate ...... 
, lo .

seii 1
nal slot mounted i

and a screw ex- 11111102
tending through
said slot into the bed plate to secure the gage
plate in adjusted position, the outer end of the
gage plate being upturned to constitute an anvil
and being slotted for the purpose set forth, the
latter slot being an extension of the former slot.

No. 875,233.—Eyeglass nose guard. Leo F. Adt,
Albany, N. Y. Filed March 24, 1906. Serial
No. 307,773.

An eyeglass guard formed
of flat stock embodying an at-
taching portion,a downwardly-
extending arm having a free4
end forming a lower nose-
bearing portion or pad thereon
and a resilient arm bent in the
direction of the edge of the
stock cr ossing the down-

wardly-extending arm and having a nose-bearing
portion or pad arranged above the lower bearing.
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Silverware that Suits the Situation
Trade conditions this spring call for quick-selling stock, that is, handsome,
moderate-priced wares,. such as will attract the attention, suit the pockets and
satisfy the tastes of the public. Ideal stock for such conditions is our new line of

HIGH-GRADE ELECTROPLATED WARE
which represents the extreme of economy and skill in manufacture. Artistic in
design, varied in pattern, rich in finish, standard in quality and moderate in
price, these goods possess to an exceptional degree all the essentials to suit
the present situation.

See this fine before selecting your sfiring stock of silverware

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of Electro Plate

)4.
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LOCKETS ONLY
Registered

S Pat. Office

Our Latest Design
Appropriate for Easter

NUMBER
8482

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE

3 Malden Lane (dein Office end Factory 
7 Beverly St.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.

New Lines for
the New Year

Our lines of quick-selling
novelties to enliven new year
trade include a wealth of ex-
quisite ideas in

Lace Pins, Cuff Pins
and Cameo Goods

Don't fail to get acquainted
with these, as well as our im-
posing array of new designs in

Buckles Charms Combs
Bracelets Brooches flat Pins
Buttons Barrettes Scarf Pins

Leather Trimmings

in STERLING SILVER and ROLLED PLATE.
Our goods are the kind that fascinate femininity,
and mean substantial profits and a quick turn-
over.

The highest class of workmanship is character-
istic of all our lines.

ALWAYS
ON

CO

Look for the
Trade-Mark

WE SELL TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

MILLER, FULLER & WHITING CO Manufacturing
NEW YORK OFFICE NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.9-11 Maiden Lane
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To Increase the Clerk's Usefulness,
Make Him Responsible

A man only develops ability when his
capacity is taxed. An arm that is not used
is stunted in its growth. If we were con-
stantly employed in work that called for the
exercise only of our minor faculties, we
would not expand beyond the small require-
ments of our small undertakings.

Too many employers are given to ac-
tual doing when they should be directing
the doing. It is a bad policy for the em-
ployer, in that he wastes time on non-essen-
tials instead of conserving his time for the
broad study of the general situation ; but it
is infinitely worse for the clerk, because it
deprives him of the opportunity to develop
his capacities and thus manifest his real
value in the business. The subordinate is
paid a little salary because he is confined to
little duties and is hedged about by restric-
tions which prevent his giving the best there
is in him. The employer might increase his
profits by widening the field of his clerk
so as to enlist his more serious and valuable
efforts.

The quiet young man behind the
counter may have in him the elements that
you lack. An opportunity to display his
worth may lead to the happy discovery of
an assistant who will double your single
strength. But he must be given the chance
to show the stuff he is made of.

Nothing is so good for a business as
an infusion of the oxygen of fresh enthusi-
asm. Let the clerk feel that he is a constitu-
ent part of the success of the business, a
contributor to the vital acts which make for
prosperity, and you will vastly increase the
returns from your investment in his ser-
vices. Having satisfied yourself of his in-
tegrity, his loyalty, his possession of ambi-
tion, common sense and good judgment,
labor to bring him close to your ideas of
business and especially to the motives which
inspire your policy of business. Do not let
him sink his own individuality, but let that
individuality assert itself, so that you may
subsequently be able to define its limitations.

Now say to him : "I am going to see
what we can do in the (say, clock) line, in
1908. I am going to put the matter into
your hands. You see what I have in stock,
and the prices paid. You will study cata-
logues and price-lists, do the buying, see if
you can improve on my styles and prices,
arrange terms for cash and time limits. You
will improve the present display of the clock
stock, and will have the use of the window
five clays in the month. While you will not
neglect any other department of the busi-
ness, you will specially think and talk clocks.
You will submit sample advertisements of
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clocks to me; will suggest various mediums
of advertising. You will show what is pos-
sible in the clock business in this town, in
this year."

If he has a spark of ambition his eyes
will snap at the opportunity. He will go
astray in his ideas at first, but your watchful
eye will bring him back to firm ground. In
six months he will know more about clocks
than you ever knew, hampered as you are
with the necessity of attending to sundry
matters in all directions. And the probabili-
ties are that you will be surprised at the in-
crease of the net profits of the clock de-
partment.

Try it, this year. Lay at least a part of
your responsibilities on others' shoulders ;
you'll find two heads are better than one. It
may be the making of the quiet young man
behind the counter ; it may be the making
of you.

An Overlooked Advantage: Getting
the Good-will of the Youngsters

It is related that Foote, who started in
business in a modest little store on a nar-
row side street in London many years ago,
far from the highways of trade, made it a
special point to be extremely attentive to the
little folks who were sent to his store for a
spool of thread, a piece of braid or a dozen
buttons ; invariably accepting their little
sun-is tendered in payment with a "Thank
you, my clear," accompanying them to the
door with a pleasant smile, and handing
them on their leaving a picture card, or a
flower, or a bit of candy, a some such trifle
with which he kept himself plentifully sup-
plied for these wee customers. The result
was that the little people became his en-
thusiastic friends and advertised him per-
sistently in the homes of London. Parents,
and elder sisters and brothers, were led to
Foote's by the youngsters, who would not
hear to another choice ; and Foote, a mer-
chant of only fourth-rate ability in the es-
timate of contemporaries, died a millionaire.
An attendant at his funeral voiced the gen-
eral opinion : "The children made Foote's
fortune for him."

The influence of the youngsters as an
element in the merchant's success is not gen-
erally appreciated at its full value.

Tommy and Bessie are not very serious
factors in the business world, in the extent
of their personal purchases ; small pins and
such gewgaws as they themselves buy are
a small item in the total of the year's trade.
They are not usually given much serious
consideration in consequence ; while the
grown folks are elaborately courted over
the counter, Tommy and Bessie are ignored
and shoved aside. It is a mistake. You can
make the children of the community mis-
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sionaries in your cause, free advertisers of
your store, "hustlers" in your interest. The
thing to do is secure their good-will by
pleasing them with attentions ; give them
opportunities to speak of the store from
their personal knowledge of it; excite their
gratitude and stimulate their sense of obli-
gation; cause them to mention your name
with dancing eyes. It need cost only a
trifle. Instead of sending off the little fel-
low who asks. "Please gi' me a card," with
a surly "No ; haven't any for you—get out,"
say, "Certainly, sir—and here's one for
your sister." Select picture cards, of the
kind children like ; and they will take no
offense at your business imprint on the
back. Of course, another youngster will
appear in the wake of the first, and a dozen
more at his heels ; but what of it ? Cards
are cheap. And the main thing is not the
distribution of the cards (since little profit
will come from that trite form of adver-
tising), but in the manner of the giving.
Convey to each recipient the idea that you
are a pleasant person ; a gentleman ; a friend
and well-wisher. These small people are
wonderfully sympathetic ; their impulses are
easily reached ; their hearts are always open
to the right touch. They are not cynical or
skeptical. They have good memories. They
posess quick intuitions. They fulfill The
Golden Rule. Your kindly words, your
pleasant smile, will be "as bread cast upon
the waters."

Give to each little body who enters your
store (not with a purchase-condition in the
giving) an inconsequential gift of some
sort. It may be the veriest trifle, but it
must be worth carrying away. Provide
prizes that are worth while. Entertain
them in mass as you can afford—a public
kite-flying on a holiday, or prizes for run-
ning or swimming, or any of a dozen varie-
ties of inexpensive entertainment. The ad-
vertising monster must not bring his head
and claws too plainly into evidence; for
your scheme is not that the people should
be told by you what a good fellow you are,
but that the children shall perform the laud-
atory office in their own way.

These suggestions contemplate the
probability that the children will thereby be
attracted to you, and through the exercise
of their good-will and influence the parents
will be brought to your store when a pur-
chase-need arises.

But there is another argument for our
plan, and one which brings direct results.
These children will rapidly grow into the
age when they themselves become buyers.
It is amazing how soon childhood gives way
to young womanhood and manhood. Do
not wait until the buyer is grown to win her
as a customer. It is easier now. The child
has fewer but stronger prejudices than the
adult, and is less calculating. A kind word,
a gracious act, wings its way to the tender
heart of the little maid, while it might fall
unheeded on the adamantine heart of the
worldly-grown. A favor to wee Bessie of ten
is twice as great a favor as that shown to
grown Miss Elizabeth of twenty. Wee Bes-
sie has the better memory; and you have
less competition. You would do well to
commence your campaign for Miss Eliza-
beth's good-will while she is yet wee Bessie.
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LEARN ENGRAVING

FIVE DOLLARS

Monograms
and

Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet
combined with every other
letter in script and block
styles; Script, Old English,
Roman, Block, German,
Hebrew and Greek Alpha-
bets ; Year-date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials;
Fancy and Ribbon Mono-
grams.

$1.00 Postpaid
1-- Cash, No Checks

during leisure hours
at home for only

For Five Dollars we send
you a complete set of lessons
well illustrated in letter and
monogram engraving
jewelry, silverware and other
metals. These lessons arc
prepared by an expert en-
graver of twenty-five years'
experience and ex plait]
sharpening and tempering
tools, plain, bright-cut, wrig-
gled and other cutting; en-
graving script a n d other
letters ; leaf, block, ribbon
and entwined monograms,
transferring, cementing and
many other valuable tricks of
the trade. We also send you
a set of gravers (sharpened),
a good oil stone, a block te
hold lockets, watches, etc.,
which is also a perfect tool
sharpener ; steel marker and
burnisher, dividers; to metal
plates; 6 rings and 6 thimbles
to practice on and a book of
"Monograms and Alphabets."

"Your instructions are as plain
as ifs good engraver were standing
over my shoulder and telling nie
what to do. I could do pretty good
work ate, one week's practice."

RAY C. BASSETT,
Woonsocket, S. flak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

M. L. Landis, tio Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

SPRING C.:OURSE

If you wish to take a Course this Spring, please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a place
tor you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to snake perfect letters.

Write us. and we will give you an idea of what you
could acconsi Ash by taking a Course with us.

If it is your aim to become a
WATCHMAKER and ENGRAVER,
then aim to become a GOOD ONE.

Don't waste your years at a store, but
attend a reputable institution, like the W.
I. of H., who make teaching a specialty.

Write for particulars and our Prospectus

Wisconsin
Institute of Horology

A PRACTICAL SCHOOL FOR
'WATCHMAKING AND ENGRAVING

Enterprise Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Room 1102 CHAS. H. PFEIL Tel. Harrison 2837

MAKER OF FINE DIAMOND JEWELRY AND DIAMOND IMPORTER

209 State Street

This is the
finest and most
beautiful ring in
w or kmansh; p
and design that

- - CHICAGO, ILL.

ELK RING

ever entered the
market. It is
carved out of
14 K. Gold, deer
rose finish.

The place where the diamond shows on the design can be left plain or the
number of the lodge engraved on it or it can be made to fit any size stone. The
dial and R. P. 0. E. are in enamel. Writelor further particulars.

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25C.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York
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(The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a perma-
fit 11 feature of Tint KHYSTONE : our twofold object being to keep the jeweler and optician
It woughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods. and the fforkinan at the bench
eq Hilly well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances.]

A New Creation in Gold Cases
A notable improvement in gold-case con,struction has been achieved in

th... new case entitled the " Aegis," made by the Roy Watch Case Co.,
Av York City. In this case the center and bezel are in one, and instead of

th,! ordinary cap the case is provided with a rigid metal movement cup held
friction-tight in po-

FOY sition. This cup
a ff o rds thorough
protection to the
movement, while
the watch is made
dust proof by
means of the one-
piece center and
bezel. To fit the
movement in this
case the hands are
first adjusted, the
crown is then
pulled out as usual
and the movement
inserted from the
back of the case,
as shown in the
illustration. After
the winding square
is properly placed,
the movement

should be pressed down so that it will be held in proper place by the spring
in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted. To take out
the movement, the movement cup is removed by raising it near the pendant;
the crown is then pulled out to release the square and the movement is lifted
out by means of the case screw nearest the joint. This improvement is of
much interest to the trade who will doubtless promply acquaint themselves
with its merits. Such constructive innovations afford the jeweler good
talking points which will enlist the interest of his customers and help sales.

A Novelty in Scarf Pins
A new scarf pin with the requisite admixture of sentiment,

novelty and mystery to make it appeal strongly to popular
Lisle and imagination, is named the " Kotobuki," the Japanese
word for " long life." This design makes a fitting successor to
the popular " Swastika," which proved such a fruitful source
Of revenue to the trade. These pins are manufactured by
V.Itt Dusen & Stokes Co., of Philadelphia, who make a specialty
of oriental jewelry. The accompanying illustration shows the
peculiar and novel design which is certainly sufficiently dis-
tinctive and mystic to compel attention and inquiry.

New Achievement in Chime Clock Construction
A triumph in the direction of economic manufacture of

exclusive articles is the new Westminster chime hall clock
111'1 placed on the market by Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., New
Vurk City. This achievement places these clocks within the
reach of the average buyer and invests them with a special
Interest for the trade. The cases are genuine mahogany and have an eight-
(1.,y spring movement, striking sections of the melody at each quarter and
the full Westminster chime, followed by striking the hours the same as the
famous London chimes. It is worth mentioning that the gongs are not
spiral and the sound is sonorous, yet mellow and soft. When these clocks
"re fitted with long tubular chimes, a separate striking attachment is used.
Both in view of their character and prices the new clocks are worthy of
trade attention.

A New Safety Chatelaine Brooch Watch
A novelty in watches which

will so gratify feminine desire
as to insure a ready sale, is a
new safety chatelaine brooch
watch made by the Dubois Watch
Case Co., New York City. The
chatelaine brooch, as shown in
our illustration, holds the watch
firmly and securely and prevents
jarring, as there is no swinging
while the wearer is walking or
running. It can be raised, as
shown in the illustration, so that
the wearer may read the time
and it can also be reversed to
have either the dial or back fac-
ing front and without removing
the brooch pin or watch from the
garment. It can be worn on the
shoulder, belt, chain or fob, and
there is no interference either
with the winding or setting of the
watch at will. This is an article
of combined utility, convenience
and personal decoration that
merits the early attention of the
trade, and will no doubt become
very popular.
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A New Eyeglass Guard
An improvement in eyeglass guards that will interest opticians and the

public generally is known as the Schwab guard which may be adjusted to
fit any shape of nose, and is
said to assure comfort and
security to an unusual de-
gree. The large illustration
shows the guards in corn-
plete form, while the two
small cuts explain the special
usefulness of the small guards
which move in both a lateral
and rotary manner, giving a
clinging power that makes

for security. The rotary motion allows free movement of
the skin when the eye brows are raised or lowered,
thereby causing no displacement, while the lateral move-
ment

'

 of the glasses turns the small guard on edge and
holds the glasses firmly without any uncomfortable
pressure. As the guard problem is the fundamental one
in practical refraction, this improvement will no doubt have a special interest

for opticians.

Pinning and Holding Device for Jewelry

We show in the accompanying illustration a new pinning and holding

device for jewelry, invented and patented by Moses Greer, of Atlanta, Ga.
The purpose of the device is
to provide a means for hold-
ing jewelry in a fixed posi-
tion so that it may be re-
paired with greater ease.
The patent specifications de-
scribe the invention as con-
sisting of a frame having
pointed arms and having a
portion connecting the arms
and extending at right angles
thereto and provided with a
longitudinal clamping slot.
A supporting member pro-
vided with a clamping slot having spring walls, and a holding member
removably held in said slot by the spring walls of the slot. An approxi-
mately U-shaped frame provided with pointed ends and a clamping slot
having spring walls, and a holding member removably held in the clamping
slot by the spring walls of the slot and projecting between the two arms of
the U-shaped frame. (Continued on page 687)



LEARN ENGRAVING
FIVE DOLLARS

Monograms
and

Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet
combined with every other
letter in script and block
styles; Script, Old English,
Roman, Block, German,
Hebrew and Greek Alpha-
bets ; Year-date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials;
Fancy and Ribbon Mono-
grams.
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For Five Dollars we send
you a complete set of lessons
well illustrated in letter and
monogram engraving En,
jewelry, silverware and other
metals. These lessons are
prepared by an expert en-
graver of twenty-five years'
experience and explai
sharpening and tempering
tools, plain, bright-cut, wrig-
gled and other cutting; en-
graving script a n d other
letters ; leaf, block, ribbon
and entwined monograms,
transferring, cementing and
many other valuable tricks of
the trade. We also send you
a set of gravers (sharpened),
a good oil stone, a block to
hold lockets, watches, etc.,
which is also a perfect tool
sharpener ; steel marker and
burnisher, dividers; to metal
plates; 6 rings and 6 thimbles
to practice on and a book of
"Monograms and Alphabets."

"Your instructions are as plain
as if a good engraver were standing
over my shoulder and telling MI.
what to do. I could do pretty good
work aftet one week's practice."

RAY C. BASSETT,
Woonsocket, S. Dak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Landis School of Engraving

SPRINC_I G.:OURSE

If you wish to take a Course this Spring, please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a place
for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil net endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
M. L. Landis could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

Proprietor and Instructor

M. L. Landis, no Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

If it is your aim to become a
WATCHMAKER and ENGRAVER,
then aim to become a GOOD ONE.

Don't waste your years at a store, but
attend a reputable institution, like the W.
I. of H., who make teaching a specialty.

Write for particulars and our Prospectus

Wisconsin
Institute of Horology

A PRACTICAL, SCHOOL FOR
'WATCHMAKING AND ENGRAVING

Enterprise Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Room 1102 CHAS. H. PFEIL Tel. Harrison 2837

MAKER OF FINE DIAMOND JEWELRY AND DIAMOND IMPORTER

209 State Street - - CHICAGO, ILL.
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finest and most
beautiful ring in
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ever entered the
market. It is
carved out of
14 K. Gold, deep
rose finish.

The place where the diamond shows on the design can be left plailt or the
number of the lodge engraved on it or it can be made to fit any size stone. Tilt
dial and B. P. 0. E. are in enamel. Writelor further particulars.

Don't accept cheap substitutes ;
there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York
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A New Creation in Gold Cases
A notable improvement in gold-case construction has been achieved in

tl ,.. new case entitled the "Aegis," made by the Roy AVatch Case Co.,
New York City. In this case the center and bezel are in one, and instead of
the ordinary cap the case is provided with a rigid metal movement cup held

friction-tight in po-

rtal' sition. Th is cup
affords thorough
protection to the
movement, w h ile
the watch is made
dust proof by
means of the one-
piece center and
bezel. To fit the
movement in this
case the hands are
first adjusted, the
crown is then
pulled out as usual
and the movement
inserted from the
back of the case,
as shown in the
illustration. After
the winding square
is properly placed,
the movement

should be pressed down so that it will be held in proper place by the spring
in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted. To take out
the movement, the movement cup is removed by raising it near the pendant;
the crown is then pulled out to release the square and the movement is lifted
out by means of the case screw nearest the joint. This improvement is of
much interest to the trade who will doubtless protnply acquaint themselves
with its merits. Such constructive innovations afford the jeweler good
talking points which will enlist the interest of his customers and help sales.

A Novelty in Scarf Pins
A new scarf pin with the requisite admixture of sentiment,

novelty and mystery to make it appeal strongly to popular
taste and imagination, is named the " Kotobuki," the Japanese
word for " long life." This design makes a fitting successor to
th popular " Swastika," which proved such a fruitful source
of revenue to the trade. These pins are manufactured by
Vat Dusen & Stokes Co., of Philadelphia, who make a specialty
of oriental jewelry. The accompanying illustration shows the
peculiar and novel design which is certainly sufficiently dis-
lhictive and mystic to compel attention and inquiry.

New Achievement in Chime Clock Construction
A triumph in the direction of economic manufacture of

f.xclusive articles is the new Westminster chime hall clock
placed on the market by Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., New

V“rk City. This achievement places these clocks within the
teach of the average buyer and invests them with a special
'ffierest for the trade. The cases are genuine mahogany and have an eight-
d0 Y spring movement, striking sections of the melody at each quarter and
th e full Westminster chime, followed by striking the hours the same as the
famous London chimes. It is worth mentioning that the gongs are not
Viral and the sound is sonorous, yet mellow and soft. When these clocks
are fitted with long tubular chimes, a separate striking attachment is used.
Both in view of their character and prices the new clocks are worthy of
trade attention.

A New Safety Chatelaine Brooch Watch
A novelty in watches which

will so gratify feminine desire
as to insure a ready sale, is a
new safety chatelaine brooch
watch made by the Dubois Watch
Case Co., New York City. The
chatelaine brooch, as shown in
our illustration, holds the watch
firmly and securely and prevents
jarring, as there is no swinging
while the wearer is walking or
running. It can be raised, as
shown in the illustration, so that
the wearer may read the time
and it can also be reversed to
have either the dial or back fac-
ing front and without removing
the brooch pin or watch from the
garment. It can be worn on the
shoulder, belt, chain or fob, and
there is no interference either
with the winding or setting of the
watch at will. This is an article
of combined utility, convenience
and personal decoration that
merits the early attention of the
trade, and will no doubt become
very popular.
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A New Eyeglass Guard
An improvement in eyeglass guards that will interest opticians and the

public generally is known as the Schwab guard which may be adjusted to
fit any shape of nose, and is
said to assure comfort and
security to an unusual de-
gree. The large illustration
shows the guards in com-
plete form, while the two
small cuts explain the special
usefulness of the small guards
which move in both a lateral
and rotary manner, giving a
clinging power that makes

for security. The rotary motion allows free movement of
the skin when the eye brows are raised or lowered,
thereby causing no displacement, while the lateral move-
' 

ment of the glasses turns the small guard on edge and
holds the glasses firmly without any uncomfortable
pressure. As the guard problem is the fundamental one
in practical refraction, this improvement will no doubt have a special interest
for opticians.

Pinning and Holding Device for Jewelry

We show in the accompanying illustration a new pinning and holding
device for jewelry, invented and patented by Moses Greer, of Atlanta, Ga.
The purpose of the device is
to provide a means for hold-
ing jewelry in a fixed posi-
tion so that it may be re-
paired •with greater ease.
The patent specifications de-
scribe the invention as con-
sisting of a frame having
pointed arms and having a
portion connecting the arms
and extending at right angles
thereto and provided with a
longitudinal clamping slot.
A supporting member pro-
vided with a clamping slot having spring walls, and a holding member
removably held in said slot by the spring walls of the slot. An approxi-
mately U-shaped frame provided with pointed ends and a clamping slot
having spring walls, and a holding member removably held in the clamping
slot by the spring walls of the slot and projecting between the two arms of
the U-shaped frame. (Continued on page 687)
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New Patterns of Silver Plated Flatware

Several new patterns of silver plated flatware of the floral variety have

jii.;t been placed on the market by the Alvin Mfg. Co., New York. A
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A New Eyeglass Mounting

An improved rimless eyeglass mounting has just been added to the

many now on the market by the Spencer Optical Co., of New York. The

new mounting has been given the name of " Ilikit," which, the manufac-

turers claim, expresses the opinion of those who have used it. It is made in

assorted sizes for different shaped noses, has rocking guards, itdjusts auto-
matically to the contour of the nose and is
easily managed with one hand. The mount-
ings can be had in to K. gold and gold filled.

We claim and guarantee

our newest " Bantam " Ink

Pencil or Stylographic Pen the
best pen of its kind ever produced.

Cannot leak in whatever position it
may be carried.

Modesty forbids
us to crow.
But—

An ideal writing instrument for manifolding, red ink ruling,
or general writing when shading is not desired.

Est'd 1642 127-129 East Fourth St., CINCINNATI Write for Discounts

THE LATEST CRAZE
The New "RED NIIDOET" Stylographic Pen

fipt a

tiql 1*NA*

_
. THE WRIGT PEN CO. ST. LID LII9,

Has solid gold spring and ticedle and platinum po'nts.
Writes like pencil. RETAILS, $1.00 to $2.00 e,ch.
Every RED MIDGET guaranteed perfect and best styli. made.

The latest Vest Pocket or Ladies' Non-Leakable Pen cart he carried in any
position in pocket or purse. Will not leak RETAILS $2.00 and $2.50 each.
Made in long or short sizes. Write for SAMPLES and CATALOG.

WRIGI-IT PEN CO.
Wm. Weidlich & Bro. Prop.

623 Washington Ave., S 1. LOUIS, MO.

typical specimen of these new patterns is shown in the accompanying illus-

thition, which is named " Bride's Boquet," An examination of the detail

in the decoration of this pattern will reveal the excellence of the die work as

well as the artistic character of the conception. Another equally beautiful

pattern is entitled the " Lily," which shows the Easter flower on the handle.

These floral ideas enjoy exceptional popularity, partly by reason of the

permanent appropriateness of the designs and partly by reason of the

peculiar grace and appealing beauty which genius and skill combined can

give to the floral idea. On the threshhold of the spring and wedding-gift

season the trade will find. it to their interest to become acquainted with

these attractive new patterns.

A Novelty in Watches
The already comprehensive line

of American watches has been en-
riched by yet another which is styled
the "Nelson," and is a new addition
lit the product of the New Haven
Clock Co., New Haven, Conn. The
case is 16 size, with gun metal finish
;Ind gilt band and bow. A rich and
pleasing appearance is given to the
Lice of the watch by a handsome
three-color dial. On the back of the
C.ise is a hand-engraved fancy initial,
as shown in the accompanying illus-
tration. The watch is a stem wind
and stem set and is of the popular
kind which will appeal strongly to
economic purchasers. At this time,
when the public are credited with a
disposition to curtail expenditure, the
trade have an admirable opportunity to test the salability of these new docks.

They will give variety to the average stock of timepieces.

w°14

One of the many Jewelry Stores outfitted with "American Beauty" Cases

If you are contemplating remodeling your store, write to us at
once and we will be pleased to submit floor plans, sketches and
specifications.

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
19drultrt goiblorf
-ixotqqs ttA Jolts Grand Rapids, Mich.,„1;,.§,;(irricfp c bit,
New 06Treawsmazgarveefloor as McKenna Bros. Brass Co.) Uldneragoeumreo:tn

i10111; OW1 tiff] [19:-)Wi•)(1 tt.

THE LARGEST S'INK,CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

LEARN WATCH
REPAIRING

We will teach you this business by attendance horse
by correspondence. We use the DeSelms Char
System, an easy simple method. You can learn
Inane tiuning your spare ti toe if you have not the tint
and money to come here. After you complete th
course you will be able to repair the most cripple

timepiece and put it in running order. Your knowledge of watches will be thorough an
complete. Watch repairers are scarce. No trouble in getting a position as soon as you cal
do the work.

This Is a Successful School. Notice Our Growth.
1904-- 50 ',allure feet or floor apnea,.
1005— 100 square feet of floor space.
1906— 200 Square feet of floor space.
1907— 900 square feet of floor space.
1908-2600 square feet of floor space.

We use the full capacity of an entire building fully equipped with all the best and late,
appliances for the watch, jewelry and optical business.

SDI:Petal advantages to be found only In This Schooi-
Every appliance, full course of lectures. continuous practice. The DeSELMS CHART
(Pat.) The DeSELMS TEXT BOOKS. A Model Store for the training of students in stor
WOrk. Ask for our TWO BOOKLETS explaining everything

THE DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL, 293 Perry St Attica, Ind.

A New Pattern of Sterling Silver Flatware

The line of new flatware designs for the spring season has been enriched
a new pattern in sterling silver named the " Francis I," made by

1(1 & Barton, Taunton, Mass. The new pattern, a front illustration of
• Ilich is here shown, is a modern amplification of French Renaissance art,
kl is character-
yd by exceptional

degance and grace
iii design and skill
ia execution. This
new pattern is one
in which the jewel-
yrs will be much

t crested. It has a
, istinctiveness o f
:tyle and a richness
of finish that stand
out boldly in com-
i.tarison and will appeal irresistibly to customers of refinement and discrimi-

nating taste. The jewelers who cater to the wants of this class will find it a

valuable addition to their spring lines.

Beware of this Thief

About three weeks ago a smooth-faced,
well-dressed man, about thirty years of age,
called at the jewelry store of S. Silverthau &
Sons at 790 Chapel Street, New Haven,

Conn., and left with them for repairs a round brass three to four-inch dial

" Chelsea" automobile clock. In a day or two he called for it and paid for

repairs on same. At the same time he became interested in diamonds and

after looking over the stock he made no purchase but in a few days again
called and talked of exchanging a one-carat ring he had for a larger one.

During the next three weeks he called several times, each time looking at

diamonds, and on Saturday evening, March 54th, at about 7.30 o'clock, he

called again and asked to have shown him a ring that was displayed in

the window, also the earrings he was previously shown from the show case,

and when he had them in his hand he dashed out of the store and escaped

in the vast crowd of Saturday evening shoppers.

His object in calling so many times, also in leaving the automobile clock

for repairs, was to make himself acquainted with the store and clerks. .The
value of the goods stolen at S. Silverthau & Sons was $900, consisting of one

pair of eardrops 3 x T1/4- carats per pair set with about 12 prongs around each

stone. One stone was perfect and cut a trifle oval, the other earring was

round and almost perfect. Also a Tiffany ring with platinum setting 14 K.

gold, set with a diamond x ITT carat, the stock number 5274 being

scratched on the inside of the shank of this ring.

He worked the very same trick on J. D. Kingsberg, of 203 Main Street,

Springfield, Mass., on January 28, 1908, using the identical round brass

" Chelsea " automobile clock for repairs, escaping with two diamond rings

worth about $300. He also did the same trick to L. Simon, of 525 Fulton

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., escaping with two diamond rings worth about $350.

His description is as follows : An American between twenty-eight and

thirty-two years of age, height about five feet seven or eight inches, weight

about 150 pounds, smooth face, long pointed nose, hair brown, and inclined

to curl. The nail on the little finger of his right hand is a trifle deformed or

irregular, caused as he said by an accident with an automobile chain. He

wore at the time a brown sack suit, gray long overcoat, black derby hat and

represented himself as being an actor living in a near-by suburban town, at

present not on the road, owing to dullness of business.

If any jeweler has a heavy round cast brass case automobile clock with

a three or four inch dial with the name Chelsea printed in about X; inch letters

left by such a party for "repairs" he can obtain a liberal reward by telegraph-

ing to Henry D. Cowles, chief of police, New Haven, Conn., who will

immediately send some one to identify him and arrange for his arrest.

He is a professional and uses the "Chelsea" automobile clock each time

he attempts to put through a job. Be on the lookout for him.

Another swindler who has been quite busy recently, greatly to the loss

f some members of the trade, is the sleight-of-hand genius who so success-

fully flim-flams the change. In offering payment for goods the amount will

be short by a dollar or more. The swindler then takes the money to

recount it and discovering the shortage, takes the required amount from his

pocket and passes it to the jeweler who later finds he has only a roll of paper.



ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorne Streets, Chicago,

No. "FOUR HUNDRED" SPECIAL COLONIAL WALL CASE

High=Grade
Jewelry Store Fixtures

A Specialty

Can make quick ship-
ments on these

fixtures

Write for Prices and Particulars

No. 11. SPEC. SHOW CASE and TABLE
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New Home of "RINGS OF QUALITY"
Compelled by increased trade to find larger quarters, we have just moved

534 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y., the best location in the city for our purpose.
Here we have ir,000 square feet of space, all North light, an increased

" RINGS OF QUALITY " in sufficient volume to equal the rapidly-growing den
It is significant that even now our producing facilities are taxed to the ut

original designs in to karat solid gold.
Enliven your spring stock by selections from this line.

our factory and offices into our new building at

equipment and every facility for producing the
land.
most. Our present product comprises over 3000

NIAGARA RING MFG. CO.
534 Main Street I3URFALO, N.Y.
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RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

20mir

'he Jewelers'
ESTABLISHED 1889

SUCCESSFUL 'YEAR 7 1.=Egchool of Etngraving
Suitc, 1104 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

rucTrAam 0. KAINIDL.E11., l'nornroron AND CHTEI7 INSTRUCTOR

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OE ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME
NEW CATALOG

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED
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ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to Orli( r
in Pencil, 25 and 50 cents / Send money with
India Ink or Water Color, $1.005 order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1.00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-1.1st

TRADE ENGRAVING
RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDPO

1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago
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How Salesmen Meet Objections

THE

"Good morning. Any orders in my lines?"
The answer is invariably "No."
Dealers dislike to make expenditures just as

much as the average man is apt to frown when
he is writing a check. It is annoying to see the
bank balance grow smaller. So dealers, from a
matter of habit, reply, "No," when asked to make
additional expenditures. They doubtless think of
their bank accounts.

Salesmen, as far as possible, should avoid
asking questions which they know are likely to
be answered negatively. Such questions should
be eliminated as far as possible. Avoid the use
of the word "not," as in the question, "Are you
not in the need of?" Dealers find plenty of ob-
jections without the need of salesmen suggesting
them.

Naturally, dealers take a de-
Dealers Cautious fensive attitude when ap-

proached by salesmen. At the
beginning of their solicitation they are adverse
to buying. Their line is complete, nothing out of
stock, have too many obligations to meet without
incurring more; business is quiet, and a hundred
and one different excuses, or rather objections,
are flung at the salesman.

It will not do for the salesman to reply to
the dealer that the salesman is not there to de-
prive him of money. The idea of expenditure
should be kept out of the buyer's mind. It is
the purpose of salesmen to show dealers that
they call to see them in order to help them make
money. The word "investment" is a good one
to substitute for such terms as "expenditure,"
"cost," etc.

Instead of encouraging dealers to make ob-
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jections, salesmen should in their selling talks do
all they can to arouse a desire for their goods
which will dispel all thoughts of objection on the
part of the dealers. As far as possible it is ad-
visable to anticipate objections, and thus deprive
dealers of their intended argument, with which
they have hopes of driving the salesman away.
Once a dealer is given an opportunity to express
objections, he will try to keep them coming. The
only hope for salesmen to make a sale in such
cases is to abruptly turn the conversation and
make another try at a more favorable opportunity.
In this connection, there is value in the sugges-
tion, never allow the buyer to keep you constantly
on the defensive.

A very common objection is
Difficult to one where the dealer says he
Answer is already carrying a similar

line and does not desire to
make a change or add another. This objection,
under certain conditions, is a difficult one to
handle. If the line is new and has not won a
reputation for quality, it will be a waste of time
to run down the goods of the old-established
competition by even indirectly claiming that your
own is the best. The entering wedge must be
driven in form of special inducements. Objec-
tion might be worded somewhat as follows : "I
know, Mr. Blank, that the line you are now car-
rying has given you satisfaction, for it has given
others satisfaction. As far as quality is con-
cerned, I want you to test my goods and decide
for yourself, so that in case you sell them you
will have every confidence in recommending them
to your trade. It is true that in adding my line
you will have to make an added investment, and
eventually my line will cut into the sale of your
present line. We shall, however, make it so profit-
able for you to sell our goods that the volume
of your sales will be larger and your profits
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greater. As an inducement to carry our line, we
will bring buyers to your store. We have pro-
vided a campaign of advertising and of salesman-
ship which will not only introduce our goods to
the public, but will create a constant demand for
them. We shall advertise in your local paper;
we will place your name prominently therein; we
will have a demonstration here with you for one
week; we will mail invitations to the influential
citizens of the town to attend; we will advertise
the demonstration in the papers, and in all of this
advertising your name will be mentioned and you
will be benefited. Many people will be attracted
to your store who have never bought of you, and
you may secure them as regular customers. In
fact, you cannot afford not to carry the line. If.
you do not, we will have your competitor sell our
goods. It will prove a mutually profitable ar-
rangement."

"I know your line is all right,"
No Time to Look replied the dealer, "but I am

too busy to look at it. Call
some other day." "Mr. Dealer," answers the
salesman, "I shall not be in your town again for
two weeks unless called here by emergency. It
will take but a moment of your time. While you
are looking at the samples I will write those state-
ments for you, and for every minute of your time
that I take I will work two minutes on these
statements. You will win in any case."

Salesmen will find it beneficial to keep a rec-
ord book of objections and jot down therein all
the objections they encounter for a month, and
then, as opportunity offers, classify them and
prepare answers. For the most common objec-
tions the answers should be prepared with great
care, and written and rewritten so as to carry
conviction with them. Time thus utilized will
prove a profitable investment for every salesman
to make.—W. W. Hiscox.

Artistic novelty and attractiveness
of design are noted characteristics of
our line of • • • • • • • • •
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The Most Salable Line

Great

For the Spring. Season is hinted at in the above illustrations.

SEAMLESS RINGS

%If

Which stand out in bold contrast with
other makes, compel attention and as-
sure quick sales at good-profit prices.

wealth of new styles and patterns in SCARF PINS, EAR KNOBS, Etc.

'ME MORGAN JEWELRY CO., NIA INUFAC....' I U121INCi JEWELERS
62 PLIge -Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The Simplex Ring Bender and Sizer
BENDS and SIZES rings in ONE operation.

Guaranteed to bend and size perfectly in one
operation, any ring blank, from the lightest shell
to the heaviest solid gold. Will take any length
blank in any style, flat, half round or chased,
and does not mar the most delicate designs,
saving chasing.

Any boy or girl can easily bend and size six
of the heaviest blanks per minute.

Saving one-Half the Cost of Output

diect o(pipi of $10.00,
Can he had of any jobber, or shipped
r n re subject to

ten days trial. Write for circular to-day.
■•••■••

The Bailey-Filson Co.
244 West 23d Street, New York

Cuts for Jewelers' Advertising
Have you seen our collection of illustrations specially prepared for use by Jewelers?
A few of them would double i he value of your advertising.

Send for sheet of illustrations, with prices
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

TRADE; WORK ONLY

aufacturingA. E• M. COVERT, 
Mn
.11vvler . • •

Diamond Mounting, Fine Repairing, Special Order Work

22G 13s..scrner Bulletin," 1PITTSBURC3,

Engraved Souvenir Spoon.s
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence.R I.

Established 58 Years

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

A1,1, (lt - Lyn ES of (i()I,I)and SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage
ALL QUALITIES OE GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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LEADERS IN LOCKETS
The admitted superiority of the famous Beatrice Lockets is due in greater

part to the constructive improvement, the Patent Curved Joint. It is also due to the
unique process by which we make them, n, EL 

M. 
which leaves the gold hard, assuring

greater wear and durability.
TRADEMARK REGISTERED

la 74.

Complete Lines of Crosses, Chatelaines, Barretts, Fobs, Cuff Pins, Etc.—All Leading Spring Lines

R. B. Macdonald & Co., Manufacturing Jewelers, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

F. C. JORGESON & COMPANY

COLONIAL WALL CASE No. 123
8 ft. long 8 ft. high outside
Upper part is 18 inches deep inside

"THF I3EST OI EVERYTHENCi "

SPECIAL No. 10711
Counter Case and Table

II to 17 N. Ann St.

Chicago

Makers of

High-Grade

Jewelers'

Fixtures

Send

Floor Plan

for

Estimate

CUCKOO CLOCKS
as Gifts for

EASTER BRIDES
There's no gift clock like

a Cuckoo Clock.

There are no Cuckoo Clocks as good as ours. We would
like to tell you all about them. Write for our literature.

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK COMPANY
Station S. Philadelphia, Pa.

'PINK m.1 Fro 
.

AND TEN
WHITE .

Etclehreiss Brooches

Some with
Diamond
Centers

to

TWENTY-FIVE

DOLLARS

Crossman Company 3 Maiden Lane, New York
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SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
(Established 1813)

Manufacturers of superior timepieces of all sizes, styles and prices, from an 0 size Ladies' Watch
to 40-foot Dial Tower Clock, largest in the world (see page 668 of this issue),

the greatest variety of timepieces made by any company

Our product consists of

Cabinet Clocks, in mahogany, flemish and golden oak.
Colonial and arts and crafts designs.

Hall or Grandfather Clocks, chiming on cup bells and cathedral gongs.
Regulators and Precision Clocks of great variety and prices.
Marble Dial Hanging Clocks, of several patterns and sizes, also fitted with

bronze numerals.
Gallery, Lobby and Double Dial Clocks, for large offices.
Perpetual Calendar Clocks, for mantel and hanging, in various designs and finishes.
All styles of small Office Clocks-8, i 5 and 30-day.
A complete line of Jeweled Chronometer Levers in Brass and wood cases,

also low-priced Lever Clocks.
" Eight Bells" or Boat Clocks in three designs.
Our popular "Adamantine" line of Wood Mantel Clocks are made in

white, black, golden bronze, mottled green and mahogany finishes of
many shapes and prices.

Also Alarm Clocks in many styles and finishes.

EMPIRES OR GLASS REGULATORS
OUR LINE CONTAINS EVERY STYLE NECESSARY TO SUIT ALL TASTES

Made in polished and satin or rich gold, also bronze, verde antique, cut glass
and onyx, some with convex fronts, fitted with 8 and i 5-day movements.

We make a large line of Bronze Art Nouveau Cases with figures, vases
and candelabra side ornaments to match. Also many patterns of
I-day Metal Novelties.

Watches—o, 6 and 18 sizes, including high-grade railroad movements.
Street or Post Clocks and Tower Clocks are made in all sizes to fill every possible want.

Catalogues and printed matter can be obtained from our jobbers or from us direct

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
51 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 70 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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" CHECO" Brand Combs

Y will find all the latest designs in the " Checo Brand line of Combs and Hair Ornaments. You

will also find an excellent finish and a price that is low enough to allow you a large profit. We want

you to see some of the good things in this line. If you are at all interested in Combs, write us to send you

an assortment by prepaid express. Examine these Combs thoroughly and note the low prices quoted. If

they are not satisfactory in all respects, send them back at our expense. You are positively under no obli-

gation to keep the Combs if you do not like them, but we want you to see them NOW.

Lady Ethel Adjustable Bracelets

Lady Ethef with Stone Lady Ethel Chased Lady Ethel with Locket

THE demand for this popular Adjustable Bracelet is ever on the increase. Are you prepared to supply

the demand ? If not, write us to send you samples. We will ship them by prepaid express, with the

privilege of returning them at our expense if you do not like them. If you want a Bracelet that is beatifully

designed, well .made and finished, that will give you mo cents' worth of real value for one dollar, you

want the LADY ETHEL. Write us to-day for samples.

C. H. EDEN COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 550 Broadway

Address all communications to the Home Office at Attleboro, Mass.

Pril, 1908 THEE

This for the Comfort of the "Dull"

Clerk

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

Some twenty years ago I had in my
employ a dull fellow whom I had inherited

from my predecessor. He was lank, un-

gainly, pimpled, shy, awkward of speech,

perpetually doing the wrong thing; he was

the constant butt of ridicule for the other

clerks, and a constant aggravation to his

employer. The number of watch glasses he

broke before he would find a fit would

have brought joy to W. B. & Co. or the

Blue Label man had they known of it.

When he waited on a customer I always

stood within hearing, in fear and trembling,

and generally had to go to his rescue or

witness an uplifted nose and a straight

steering for the door on the part of the

disgusted shopper. The strain on my

anxiety was too great. After two months'

racking experience, I "fired" him.

Now note the sequel:

To-day that dull fellow is one of the

leading jewelers in a great western city, is

worth ten times as much as myself, is one

of the really influential men of his State,

and is big enough to speak well of his

early employer!

The fact set me to looking into the

achievements of the "dunces" of history;

and I am forced to the conclusion that the

dull fellow who is possessed of indefatig-

able purpose accomplishes more than the

precocious and brilliant youngster of "great

promise." What becomes of the prize win-

ners of our colleges ? They are generally

found at the tail of the business procession.

What are the "remarkably clever children"

doing, now that they have come to man's

estate? Likely clerking for the stupid fel-

lows who plodded earnestly and hammered

away patiently. I am beginning to think

that mere "smartness" is a sign of intellec-

tual disease rather than of vigor, and that

the hope of humanity is in its dull members.

Let me cite a few examples to fortify my

belief.

Ulysses Grant was often called "Use-

less" by his mother, for the reason that "he

was so dull and unhandy when a boy."

Stonewall Jackson was the "slowest" boy in

his classes. Sir Humphrey Davy was a con-

spicuously lazy, dull boy. John Howard,

the philanthropist, "learned next to nothing

in seventeen years of schooling." James

Watt was an extremely stupid boy, but pos-
sessed a monstrous determination ; and the

invention of the steam engine was literally

dragged out of his intellect. Sir Isaac New-

ton always stood at the foot of his class.

K EYS T ON E

The great Dr. Chalmer was dismissed from

St. Andrew's school, when a boy, as "an in-

corrigible dunce." Adam Clarke, the au-

thor of "Wealth of Nations" and one of

the greatest economists in history, was pro-

claimed by his father to be "a grievous

stupid." Sheridan's teacher was assured by

his mother that the boy was "a stupendous

booby." Professor Dalzell said to Sir

Walter Scott, when the boy was at Edin-

burgh University, "Dunce you are, and

dunce you will remain." Goldsmith wrote

of himself that he was "a plant that flow-

ered late." The mother of the Duke of

Wellington regarded him as "a stupid, fit

food for powder." And so on—the exam-

ples might be multiplied to fill the page.

The quick boy is handicapped by his

very advantages ; if he learns readily, he

forgets as readily. The boy who learns

slowly is more deeply impressed ; his ac-

quirements stick. The necessity of perse-

verance is the valuable factor in the forma-

tion of his habits and character. These

habits, once acquired, will increase with

their constant exercise and will equip him

with the weapons to overcome all obstacles

whatsoever.
The tortoise beat the hare in the race,

the fable tells, because he persistently kept

going forward in his slow way ; while the

hare would make a spurt, then lie down to

sleep or wander off to find diversion in side-

prospects. I fancy, at the end of the race,

the _hare had new respect for industrious

dullness. I certainly have, when I remem-

ber the history of the "dull" clerk whom I

"fired" twenty years ago!

This for the Joy of the "Dull" Clerk

The foregoing article contrasts the

achievements of the dull person with the

quick-witted to the comfort of the dull one.

When we go further and contrast the dull

fellow with the genius, he can find positive

joy in his limitations.
Genius is the great electric spark

among the candle-lights of humanity. It is
involuntary power—the force that is born
with the man ; it is, therefore, a gift of na-
ture and quite unattainable by any of the
ordinary processes of application and study.
It is an exalted mental power ; a perfection
of faculties independent of tuition ; a phe-
nomenal capability. It is outside the ordi-
nary standards of comparison ; it is "a law
unto itself." But this very excess of mental
endowment brings it close to the mental
vacancy called insanity. Dryden wrote:

Great wits are sure to madness near allied,
And thin partitions do their bounds divide.

The Greeks and early Romans looked
upon creative genius as a direct action of
some god upon the productive mind, excit-
ing it to a mania. The scientific Aristotle
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and the philosophic Seneca agreed that

there was 'a mixture of madness" in the
mental composition of the genius; and later,
Lamartine declared that "genius bears with-

in it a principle of folly, death and destruc-
tion, as the fruit bears the worm."

Does the array of pertinent facts bear
out the theory, and thus give joy to the dull

man who stands in no fear of the penalties

of genius ? Let us look to the ending of

the lives of some of the great creative

forces in human society.
Raphael tried to commit suicide. Pas-

cal died in the convulsions of acute mania.
Michael Angelo was saved from suicide by
the timely entrance of Rontini into his
studio. Dean Swift died a raving maniac
in an asylum. Newton, Beethoven and
Alfred De Musset died in melancholia;
Dickens, from effusion of blood on the
brain; Madame de Stael in a delirium that
lasted nearly two months; Heine had dis-
ease of the spinal cord; Moliere died from
convulsions. These had epilepsy : Peter
the Great, Julius Caesar, Mohammed and
Lord Wellington. Cowper was confined in
a padded cell for eighteen months ; Southey
became imbecile; Charles Lamb was con-
fined in an asylum ; Johnson had hallucina-
tions; Shelly was called "Mad Shelly";
George Eliot declared she was "a quivering
fear' throughout her whole life; Keats at-
tempted suicide. Cardinal Richelieu on one
occasion thought himself a horse ; Descartes
believed he was constantly followed by an
invisible monster ; Goethe saw his own im-
age coming to meet him ; Rousseau con-
stantly heard enemies in the shadows of the
room and died in acute delirium ; Cromwell
had violent attacks of melancholy; Lord
Byron died insane, in the belief of Lord
Dudley. The list might be indefinitely ex-
tended.

The joy of the dull clerk is that he need
not fear the penalties of genius, need not be
included in the observation of Montaigne,
who .remarked, after visiting Tasso in the
asylum, "Ah, these great minds are ruined
by their very own force!"
. And his joy, moreover, is in the fact

that the great work of the world, the vital
accomplishments of the race, are wrought
out by the indefatigable industry and un-
ceasing application of the mighty millions
of merely commonplace men and women.
The united action of men of mediocre abili-
ties, intensely applied to definite purposes
"through slow degrees of toil," has ad-
vanced the world to the point of present
achievement. The future glory of the race
lies not in the inspirations of unborn
Shakespeares and Washingtons and Edi-
sons, but in the faithful application of the
mass of common people to the working out
of the problems, duties and responsibilities
of each (lay, day by day.

So that the "dull' clerk has comfort in
the history of many "dull" fellows who
lived to do great things in the world, and
joy in the fact that dullness brings lesser
penalties than is imposed upon genius, and
he stands in such relation to the general
scheme of things as to assure to him the
fruits of earnest effort, unflagging industry
and the faithful performance of the big and
little duties of life. j. T.
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IN RELATION TO PRICES

On February i 5th, we issued the following notice

to all jobbing trade in this country handling our goods:

'We wish hereby to give notice that restrictions
under the terms of our agreement with you as to
price will be removed, and that this letter, written
this 15th day of February, 1908, is intended as full
and proper notification of our intention.'

This was our notice to the Wholesaler that we did

not longer wish to control the prices at which our goods

might be sold to the retail trade.

To those who might be interested in knowing the

reasons why, we would say that the current number of the

S-Q Advertiser passes a few over the counter not
wrapped in cotton. If you do not regularly receive the

Advertiser, send us your name and address. Maybe

you will be interested.

STEVENS 0 COMPANY, INC.
PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-

logical Literature of the World

Eye Fatigue and the Stereoscope

A subscriber writes : "Kindly explain

why it is that looking at stereoscopic views
through a stereoscope makes one's eyes
ache, and is it likely to injure the eyes?"

It may be that in the stereoscope used
the lenses are not properly adjusted, not
only horizontally, but also (what is much
worse) vertically, so that in the latter

case your eyes have a more or less pro-
nounced muscular error (a heterophoria),
which would make the use of the eyes under
these circumstances very trying. The use
of the eyes under either of these conditions
would be connected with a great deal of
strain, which under certain conditions may
injure the eyes decidedly. We would ad-
vise, therefore, to find out any defect in the
construction of the stereoscope and also
any marked heterophoria. With normal
eyes and a correct construction of the stere-
oscope there should be no fatigue of any
account even after longer use of the instru-

ment.

Temporary Myopia Due to Injury of
the Eye

That a sudden onset of myopia should

always be regarded with suspicion by the
refractionist is again shown by the report of
Dr. Pooley of a case of this kind. The
patient had been struck by a piece of steel,
which had produced a hemorrhage in the
eye. After all the blood had disappeared,
the patient, who formerly had possessed
very good distant vision, showed a myopia
of 5 D. Some time later, however, his
myopia disappeared, and soon the patient
had vision of 20/15 with ± D.

On the Crystalline Lens With Double
Focus

Any refractionist of experience, on re-
flecting light through the pupillary space
into the eye, has sometimes observed that
the crystalline showed a dark red transpar-
ent disk about four millimeters in diameter
surrounded by a peripheral clear lens sub-
stance. This central clear part is much
more highly refracting than the periphery.
Many writers have associated this peculiar
phenomenon with senile cataract and classi-
fied it as a prodromal symptom of the trou-
ble, but others, like Szily- and Hess, are in-
clined to regard it as an independent affec-
tion. Lately, Dr. Freytag (Munech. Med.
Wochshrft) has attempted to produce this
condition experimentally and to study its
relation to cataract. He submerged various
kinds of animal lenses of different ages in
solutions, some of which would produce

cataract, while others would be indifferent.

He employed distilled water, normal salt

solution, acetic acid, alcohol, formalin, olive

oil and glycerine. These experiments
showed that both varieties were capable of
microscopically differentiating a nucleus

from a cortex, though he could not demon-

strate two foci.
He therefore believes it possible that

amongst the injurious substances affecting

the lenses of elderly individuals there are
such which can cause differentiation without

disturbing the transparency of the lens, fur-
nishing the clinical pictures of a lens "in

lente." He does not deny, of course, the
possibility of this affection being combined

with cataractous degenerations, but for

those cases which have been reported in
which the double focus lens remained clear,

his deductions contribute a separate etiology
and the conception of the disease as one

"sui generis" becomes more rational.

When We Should Not Prescribe
Glasses

Any optician who truly loves his pro-
fession will read with great interest the fol-
lowing article from the pen of Dr. Edward
Jackson. It appeared in The American
Journal of Ophthalmology, and deserves to
be widely read. Right here it may be well

to write a few words of explanation to the
doctor's assertion that io,000 combinations

could be made from the trial case. In fact,

the number is even greater ; but let us see

how we may reach even the lower number.

Now, the reader will find in his complete
trial case at least 30 plus spheres and 20
plus cylinders and just as many minus

glasses, so that there are at least too dif-
ferent glasses in the case. It is evident that
each of these roo lenses may be combined
with its equal as well as with one of the
remaining 99 lenses, so that, on the whole,
there are too times Jo() different ways in
which two glasses may be combined. There
are, therefore, io,000 different spectacles
that might be combined from the trial case.
But in this calculation it is supposed that
the cylinders had all to be placed in the

same position and that no prisms had to be
employed. It is clear, therefore, that the

trial case allows of a much larger number
of combinations than io,000.

In a general way, glasses should not be pre-
scribed when the benefit to the patient will not
compensate for the expense entailed and the in-
convenience and annoyance of wearing them.

I. When there is no ametropia or strain of
the eyes, connected with the focusing, or with
adjusting them for binocular vision, the reason
for not prescribing glasses is perfectly obvious.
Lenses and prisms simply change the direction of
rays of light ; colored glasses change the color or
diminish the brightness of light. When such mod-
ifications of light entering the eye will not be dis-
tinctly beneficial, they should not be made.
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2. When ametropia is present, but does not
limit the power of vision, or cause discomfort,
or harm of any kind, lenses are unnecessary. We
do not need to prescribe spectacles merely because
one or both of the patient's eyes depart percepti-
bly from the emmetropic standard. We describe
them because such departure places the patient at
a disadvantage; by diminishing his acuteness of
vision, or by entailing such increased effort to
secure distant vision that the ocular or general
health suffers perceptibly by reason of it.

Patients with low myopia, who have passed
the age when myopia tends to increase and who
are not inconvenienced in any way by the slight
indistinctness of distant vision that it causes,
may do just as well without glasses. Patients
with low hyperopia or low astigmia, who do not
require of their eyes much accurate near seeing,
may be as well off in every way without correct-
ing lenses. We do not prescribe lenses simply to
make up for the deviation of the eye from a
certain mathematical standard, but rather to re-
lieve symptoms or prevent damage from strain.

When this is more generally understood there
will be less delay in seeking to relieve symptoms
by glasses than there now is under the impression
that glasses are prescribed for ametropia .per se.
Ametropia is something that the general practi-
tioner does not know to exist in the particular
case; therefore he feels that he can, for the time,
leave it out of consideration and try in other
directions to give relief. If it be remembered that
the glasses are not for the ametropia, but are to
relieve the headache, nausea, vertigo or nervous-
ness, which the case unmistakably presents, a
more reasonable attitude will be assumed in re-
gard to them.

In the same way patients are not given lenses
because they have reached the age of presbyopia,
or because their accommodation has fallen to a
certain level. They need the lenses when the
accommodation becomes insufficient ; taking into
account the habits, requirements and conditions
of work of the particular patient.

As a division of this branch of the subject
should be mentioned the discontinuance of spec-
tacles when no longer required. It may be of the
utmost importance to the myope, prior to the age
of 2o or 25, to wear constantly the correcting
lenses for low myopia. But after the period has
passed during which myopia is likely to increase
it may be perfectly safe to go without the cor-
recting lenses, and the wearing of them can be
left to the preference of the patient. In the same
way many school children suffer from strain of
the eyes associated with low hyperopia, with or
without astigmia. And these children are greatly
benefited by wearing, for a time, their correcting
lenses. But when they are no longer subjected
to the strain of school work, perhaps taking up
occupations that require little or no use of the
eyes at short distances, and especially after they
have learned to use their eyes to good advantage,
holding the object to be seen well away from
them, they may get along just as well without
the correction for their ametropia, although the
ametropia remains as great as ever. There are
also cases in which ametropia diminishes and the
use of glasses is to be discontinued on that ac-

count.
There are many patients who suffer from eye-

strain because of (depressed general health, as

after acute specific fevers, like measles, typhoid

or influenza; or from chronic malnutrition, who

can be benefited by spectacles ; but they would be

still more benefited by restoration to the normal
plane of general health. In Colorado the patients

suffering from the toxins of the tubercle bacillus
constitute an important part of this class.

3. If the symptoms present, although such as
are likely to arise from atnetropia, are probably

due to other causes, glasses are not to be resorted

(Continued on page 697)
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When We Should Not Prescribe Glasses

(Continued from page 05)

to until other therapeutic measures have been
tried. Here we might enter upon a wide range

of minute differential diagnosis. But I shall

only consider a few more important points.
The headache of eye-strain, in its location,

recurrences, exacerbations and many of its asso-

ciations, does not differ from headaches due to

other causes. It is by the exclusion of other

causes, through the general processes of differ-

ential diagnosis that eye-strain headache is to be

recognized before applying the therapeutic test.
Neglect of careful differential diagnosis leads to

frequent errors. All engaged in ophthalmic prac-

tice have encountered cases of organic disease of

the brain, of uremia, and of other chronic intoxi-

cations, in which relief was being sought by the

wearing of glasses.
If routine trial of one treatment for every

case presenting a certain symptom were ever
justified, it might be the trial of glasses for head-

ache. But such routine is not justifiable. Here,

as elsewhere, all possible causes of headache

should be passed in review and their probable

share in the particular case estimated before de-

ciding on a line of treatment. In general, eye

headaches are chronic, either constant or having

recurred at intervals for a considerable period.

An acute first attack of headache, arising from

eye-strain will be pretty clearly connected with
sonic particular hard use or abuse of the eyes. If

there is no history of such especial strain of the

eyes, other lines of treatment than the prescrip-

tion of glasses should at first be tried for acute

headache.
Among headaches likely to be suspected of

ocular origin are those due to disease of the ac-

cessory sinuses of the nose, the maxillary antrum,

frontal, ethmoidal, and even sphenoidal sinuses.

These headaches are often chronic, sometimes ex-

perienced every day for months, and they are

referred to the immediate region of the eyes. The

difficulty with regard to them is that the usual
symptoms of sinus disease may be quite absent.;

skilled rhinologists finding no evidence of such
conditions. But careful search will often reveal

the history of nasal disease, or of periods of

relief preceded by a discharge from the nose. In
frontal sinus disease there is very generally ten-

derness on firm, deep pressure at the upper inner

angle of the orbit, in the region of the pulley of

the superior oblique muscle. This symptom is
sometimes misinterpreted as pointing to an ocular

origin of the headache, when it really indicates
sinus involvement. All the symptoms of nasal or

sinus disease should be carefully sought for and
weighed against the presence of ametropia, and

the history with regard to the use of the eyes
should be carefully considered before prescribing
spectacles for headache.

Vertigo, although frequently encountered in

cases of eye-strain, is rarely an important indica-
tion for the prescription of spectacles. I have

seen patients wearing glasses for well-marked
Mcniere's disease. Old people suffering from
vertigo due to vascular disease frequently seek

relief through glasses. It is scarcely necessary to
say that for these troubles glasses should not be

Prescribed. Vertiginous disturbances almost in-
variably mark the onset and early course of par-
alysis or paresis of the extra-ocular muscles. At

a later period prisms may be of benefit in these
cases. But at this early stage the weakness of
the affected muscle or muscles varies from day to
day, and prisms are of very little use. The
symptom is rather to be palliated by exclusion of
one eye from vision. T f the patient wears glasses
this may be accomplished by pasting a piece of
tissue paper on the back of one of his lenses.

In Sydenham's chorea, epilepsy and some
forms of insanity, spectacles may be resorted to
as a means of removing one cause of nerve
strain, where, so far as possible, all such causes
should be removed. But the evidence of eye-
strain should be found outside of the mere ex-
istence of the chorea, epilepsy or insanity, as the
presence of high ametropia or the connection of

eye work with choreic movements, epileptiform
seizures, or mental disturbance. In "habit chorea"
eye-strain is more likely to play an important

part.
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For anorexia, nausea and indigestion it is
scarcely needful to warn against the prescription
of glasses. The predilection of both patient and
general practitioner is usually to try all other
sorts of treatment for prolonged periods before
thinking of any connection of the symptoms with
eye-strain. Eye-strain will not, and should not,
lightly or hastily be assumed as the cause of these
symptoms, although its possible causative relation
to them should never be forgotten.

4. In the cases of eye-strain connected zvith
imbalance of the ocular muscles, it is too fre-
quently expected that spectacles will give relief.
Sometimes they do; sometimes they are a neces-
sary adjuvant to other treatment. But in a large
proportion of cases the basic fault is not in the
eyes or ocular muscles, but rather in the central
nervous system, the general nutrition of the pa-
tient, or his habits of life. While in such cases
the prescribing of glasses might be of benefit, the
correction, so far as possible, of the underlying
causes, will be of more permanent and general
benefit.

5. Spectacles should not be Prescribed 'with-
out an accurate knowledge of the error of refrac-
tion to be corrected. On the average, the patients
that come to one for relief of eye-strain give a
history of at least two or three pairs of unsatis-
factory glasses, tried for periods varying from a
few weeks to many years. Of all the reckless
prescribing done by the medical profession, the
prescribing of spectacles without accurate mea-
surement of the defect they are supposed to cor-
rect, takes the lead. It is only surpassed by the
recklessness of the opticians who get paid for the
time they spend upon a customer only by selling
him a pair of glasses. Their own suspicion of the
inexactness and uncertainty of their recommenda-
tions is reflected in their common willingness to
"change the glasses without further charge,"
knowing that each change of glass gives one
more chance to come nearer to the proper cor-
rection.

The prescription of the wrong glasses, of
course, tends to bring all use of glasses into dis-
repute. The patient says, "I have tried glasses
for my headache, a half dozen different pairs,
tricl they do not relieve it." He does not realize
that of the to,000 combinations that might be
made from the trial case, 9,990 would not give
any relief. And probably his half-dozen pairs
have been chosen from the ninety that would ap-
proximate a true correction, but outside the few
that would really be of marked benefit.

The medical profession does a good deal of
inexact, hit-or-miss, hope-it-will-do-no-harm pre-
scribing. The human system will take drugs
poured into it and dispose of them in some way—
usually without serious ill effects ; and these ill
effects are overcome in a comparatively short
time and cannot often be recognized as clearly
due to the drugs. But a pair of spectacles placed
upon a patient's face continues, so long as they
are worn, an outward and visible reminder of
failure to give relief. For each eye there are com-
paratively few combinations that would be of
positive benefit, and but one that would be best.
That one is to be discovered only by prolonged,
painstaking application of exact methods of mea-
surement. To prescribe glasses without the care-
ful application of such methods is peculiarly reck-
less and disastrous to both patient and prescriber.
The reputations of individual prescribers and of
the profession at large are sure to suffer from it.

6. Colored glasses. No discussion of this
subject would be complete without a word on the
prescribing of dark glasses. Hypersensitiveness
to light is a symptom of most ocular inflamma-
tions. But it is an indication for rest of the eye,
not for its use by diminished illumination, that
will make seeing more difficult. In a large ma-
jority of cases the wearing of dark glasses, while
temporarily pleasant, does not in the end diminish
the patient's suffering from exposure to light. It
has a very similar effect to excessive clothing, or
continual guarding against drafts, in increasing
the liability to colds, but even more important.
The nutrition of the eye, and especially the cho-
roid, the nutritive coat of the eye, is peculiarly

dependent on the stimulation of light.

Just as the calluses developed in the skin by
pressure and friction are the best defense against
the effects of pressure and friction thereafter ; just

as the changes produced in the skin by exposure to
sunlight are the best preventive of subsequent
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solar dermatitis, so the regular exposure of the
eyes to light is the preventive and physiologic
remedy for photophobia. Indoor living develops
great numbers of cases of photophobia, for which
exposure to outdoor light is the important or only
effective remedy. For such cases dark glasses are
only a doubtful or even dangerous palliative, that
might be compared with dependence on opium for
appendicitis.

Dark glasses can be used temporarily to
diminish the effects of extreme light, as when
the pupils are dilated by a mydriatic, or on going
out in bright sunlight shining on the snow or re-
flected from water. But they should never be
worn constantly; and where the temporary ex-
posure to excessive light does not occur, or where
it can be met by partly shading the eyes until

they become accustomed to it, dark glasses should
not be prescribed at all.

How We May Observe the Capillary

Circulation in Our Own Retina

At a recent meeting of The Section on
Ophthalmology of the New York Academy
of Medicine Dr. F. J. Parker gave a demon-
stration of Tscherning's method of observ-
ing the capillary circulation of the retina.
According to a report in The Archives' of
Ophthalmology, the doctor remarked as fol-
lows:

There is an ocular phenomenon which sonic
of us have probably observed at times, for an
instant only, when looking directly at the sun or
some source of brilliant light. The appearance
is that of a mass of colorless moving spots; going
in many different directions.

This phenomenon was first described by Hai-
clinger, who, in looking at the sky through a
Nichols prism, observed small yellow hoops, and,
between these, light blue spots. If the prism was
rotated the hoops would accompany the rotation
and succeed each other. This phenomenon was
studied by Brewster and Helmholtz, with no suc-
cess, and they held that it was only visible to
certain eyes. Twelve years later Helmholtz ob-
served the hoops of Haidinger, and from that
time until now no further observations have been
recorded or elucidations presented of this dis-
cov ry.

During the past summer Dr. Tscherning,
while experimenting with the Cooper-Hewitt mer-
cury vapor lamp in his laboratory at the Sorbonne
in Paris, found that on looking at the lamp
through a violet-colored screen of gelatine he was
enabled to see for prolonged periods these innu-
merable moving bodies in all parts of the field of
vision except the blind spot

Tscherning identifies these with the so-called
hoops observed by Haidinger, Helmholtz and
others. His theory is that they are the white
blood-corpuscles circulating in the capillaries of
the retina.

Dr. Stinson, in 1899, expressed the
same belief that we have to do here with the
shadow of lymph corpuscles as these pass in
the lymph channels of the eye, but the re-
viewer believes that this explanation is very
inferior to that of Helmholtz, given by him
more than forty years ago. As any reader
may convince himself of the phenomenon
in question by simply looking at the sky
with a good cobalt glass, it will be interest-
ing to him to read here the description and
explanation given by Helmholtz, and also
some further corroboration of this given by
the reviewer some eight years ago in the
Ophthalmic Record. In that article the re-
viewer stated the views as follows:

Helmholtz says (Physiol. opt., 2d ed., p.
198) : "After I have repeated these observations
I believe now, also, that they have their cause in
the circulation of the blood in such a manner
that a single larger blood corpuscle becomes fixed
in one of the smaller vessels. In such a case the

(Continued on page 60)
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How We May Observe the Capillary Circulation

(Continued from puge 697)

blood vessel is apt to get relatively empty in front
of this corpuscle, whilst behind it the blood-cor-
puscles accumulate in greater numbers. As soon
as the captured corpuscle gets loose, the whole
crowd moves on rapidly. These are phenomena
which one often sees in observing the capillary
circulation with the microscope. In the experi-
ment mentioned, a lighter longitudinal streak is
first observed in the visual field, which streak cor-
responds to the empty place in the blood-vessel in
front of the blockade. This lighter streak is fol-
lowed by a darker shadow, which, as I believe,
corresponds to the crowded blood-corpuscles." He
further found that two small blood vessels, as in-
dicated by this experiment, were perfectly identi-
cal in shape and position with those observed in
the entoptic picture of the vascular tree (Pur-
kinje's figure). Helmholtz therefore regards the
whole phenomenon "as the optic expression of
small disturbances in the circulation of the blood,
which usually occur only in certain narrow places
of the capillary system, and then only at the
passage of the larger corpuscles."

This full explanation was written more than
thirty-three years ago, and it would appear
strange, therefore, that none of the speakers or
writers before mentioned refer to it. That it is
the correct one there can be no doubt, at least
for my own eyes. My measurements would in-
dicate that very strongly. Of course, such mea-
surements of small, rapidly moving bodies cannot
be quite exact, but I am convinced from them
that the bright bodies cannot be blood-corpuscles,
as Dr. Norton and Dr. Jackson believe, though
the latter himself considers the bright bodies
rather too large, "probably from diffusion."

I stood one meter away from a window-pane,
one which I had glued several pieces of paper
about .5 mm. in breadth and from 2 to so mm.
long. Fixing now one point of the pane and
looking through the cobalt glass at the sky I was
able to compare the size of the little darting bod-
ies with that of the small pieces of paper. I
found them almost invariably of the same breadth
of .5 mm., while their length varied from 2 to 10
mm. Now, .5 mm. at the distance of one meter
corresponds to about .008 mm. at the retina. This
observation, then, shows that these bodies have
the breadth of a blood-corpuscle, but that their
length, as measured by the size of the papers on
the window-pane, would be from four to twenty
times too great. These bodies, then, cannot be
blood-corpuscles. Jackson upholds his view with
the assumption that the apparent elongation is
due to diffusion. But that cannot be so, because
diffusion would affect all the diameters of the
erythrocytes. Dr. Norton considers this increased
length due to persistence of vision, but the move-
ment of the blood in the capillaries is not quick
enough. At any rate, it is not quick enough
when by pressure on the eyeball the rapidity of
the movement is very much diminished. Still, one
observes the same elongation even under these
circumstances. The view, however, that we have
to do here with, relatively empty spaces of the
capillaries, agrees very well with the different
lengths and the uniform width observed.

Another argument against the view of these
bodies being blood-corpuscles is furnished by the
fact that they disappear so soon again. Some
have endeavored to explain this by the assumption
that the corpuscles moved into different levels,
so that they did not throw a shadow any longer.
But it is known that the capillaries lies almost
in the same plane, and therefore at about the same
distance from the rods and cones. Slight differ-
ences of level, therefore, could not make such
differences in the intensity of the shadow. Others,
like Dr. Reuben (186o), believe that these bright
bodies are due to the corpuscles acting as lenses
and thus producing these streaks, whilst again
others, like Dr. G. Gould, assume that these
streaks are light reflexes, due to the mirror-like
action of the corpuscles. Both might explain the
disappearance of the bright bodies by the suppo-
sition that the corpuscles had taken new positions
in which they neither condensed nor reflected
light on the rods and cones. But against these
views there is the conclusive fact that the streaks

always have the same breadth and always move
over the same paths, which could not be expected
of blood-corpuscles that turn over very frequently.

Of great weight, further, is the fact that the
light bodies or streaks are so far apart, while by
observation under the microscope we know that
the blood-corpuscles usually crowd each other.
All this can be easily explained by the view of
Helmholtz. Let me show this by a few diagrams,
which, of course, can illustrate only one of the
many thousand possibilities.

Let A, Fig. I, be a capillary which subdivides
into C and B and then continues again as D. At
present all these capillaries may be filled with

Fig, I Fig, 2

blood-corpuscles moving in one row. No impres-
sion is produced, because we only observe changes
but not constant procedures in the retina; as little

as we see the shadow of the blood vessels under
ordinary circumstances.

Now, a larger corpuscle may become lodged
at a at the entrance into C. The circulation in B
goes on as before, and the corpuscles in C in
front of a will also move on, so that after a
little while an almost empty space tine is formed in

C and we have a picture roughly represented in

Fig. 2. At this moment the captured corpuscles at

a may become free. New corpuscles enter C and

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

the empty space will remain the same size (Fig.
3), but move down the capillary C, until the cor-
puscle in reaches point b, Fig. 4. After this the
free space nut will be quickly abolished, because
new corpuscles from B fill up the space, until with
the arrival of n at b the streak entirely disappears.
This goes on so rapidly that the formation and
abolition of the free space nits cannot be observed,
but only its rapid movement.

These diagrams will explain how different in
length and shape these bright bodies or streaks
may be whilst their breadth remains about the
same. They also explain why it is that they are
seen so far apart and they appear to go through
the same paths. It is also easy to see now how
the cobalt glass helps in the study of this phe-
nomenon. This glass transmits only the red and
blue rays of light. The blue light, however, is
more absorbed by the corpuscles than the red
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light; whence it follows that the rods and cones
receive more reddish light from the superjacent
corpuscles. If, now, an empty space becomes es-
tablished in one of the capillaries, the rods and
cones below it are vigorously affected by the
abundant blue light by reason of the contrast.
Thus a better perception of the empty spaces is
insured. Some observers have asserted that they
have seen these bright bodies passing even across
the point of fixation, and they therefore would
argue that the explanation of Helmholtz could not
be correct, as there are no capillaries at the
macula. But it is very probable that these observ-
ers did not fix their eye sufficiently, and that they
saw one of the bright bodies dart across the point
of fixations at a moment when the eye had wan-
dered off unconsciously a few degrees. Most
observers did not see these bodies at the point of
fixation. I myself have never seen the little
streaks at that point I have seen them as near
as 4 or 5 mm. to the point of fixation at the dis-
tance of one meter. This would correspond to
about z/s5 mm. in the retina, which appears to be
about the distance the capillaries may approach to
the macula. (System of Disease of the Eye, by
Norris and Oliver, Vol. I, p. 33o.)

Conclusion: In the experiment with the co-
balt glass we observe a phenomenon due to the
circulation of the blood in the retinal capillaries;
we do not see the blood corpuscles themselves
nor their shadows or their light reflexes. We
observe in the little bright bodies some relatively
empty capillary spaces, produced by small tem-
porary local stoppages of the circulation in the
capillaries of the retina.

About the Advisability of the. X-Rays

Not long ago Dr. Bossalino (Annalidi
ottalm., Vol. IV) made a very interesting
investigation on normal and diseased eyes
about the visibility of the Roentgen rays.
His result was very positive, and proved
that the Roentgen rays are perceived by the
human eye. The perception of the X-rays
depends upon the retina, which is made
fluorescent by these rays. As long as the
retina is normal it does not matter whether
the crystalline is transparent or affected
with cataract and whether the lids are closed
or opened.

To Measure Power of Lenses

The power of a lens can be quickly and ac

curately determined by neutralizing plus with

minus, and vice versa. This method is far supe-

rior to lens measure, due to the fact that we now

have lenses on the market whose index of refrac-

tion differ considerably. This feature making it

impossible to measure the power of a lens with
the ordinary measuring devices, both spherical

and cylindrical may be easily neutralized with

their opposite powers. The same rule holds good

on determining the power of prisms. Select two

from your test case and place their apexes oppo-

site. If they are of equal strength there will be

no displacement.

Rule to Measure the Power of a Prism

A prism may be accurately measured by

drawing a number of perpendicular lines parallel

to each other about one inch in length and exactly

one centimeter apart. The first line drawn should

have a cross mark slightly above it. Now view

this chart through the prism to be measured, and

note how far the cross mark has been displaced

on the lines or centimeter scale, each one.repre-

senting a degree or prism diopter. If your cross

is displaced the width of one line, then it is a

one-degree prism; two lines, two degrees, etc. In

making the above test, always stand one meter

from the chart-40 inches.
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A Further Study of Bifocals

II. M. B., aged 68 years. Has lost his glasses, which he

has had a number of years and with which he says he could not

see as \veil as formerly. We have no means of knowing just

what glasses he has been wearing, but he tells us they were

bifocals, and he desires the. same kind again.

I find the visual acuteness of each eye to be 20/60. The

ophthalmometer shows the normal corneal curves, viz., .50 D.

excess in the vertical meridian. This practically excludes astig-

matism, and I turn to nty trial case, and of course commence

with convex lenses.
A person of this age with vision less than normal is most

likely hypermetropic, the so-called acquired hypermetropia, in

which the eye was originally emmetropic, but on account of the

senile changes which at first. affect only the accommodation and

then extend to the refraction, becomes hypermetropic, and glasses

are needed not only for reading, but also for distance.

I try a + .50 D., which is readily accepted, and then grad-

ually increase until I reach -I- I.5o D., with which vision equals

20/20. A + 1.75 D. slightly blurs. This + I.5o D. lens, then,

represents the amount of the hypermetropia, and I get .exactly

the same results in the other eye.

The use of the Maddox Rod shows i ° of esophoria, but no

hyperphoria. With the retinoscope a ± 2.50 a lens neutral-
izes the movements of the reflex, which with the proper deduction

for the distance at which the test is made, represents 1.50 D. of

hypermetropia.
For reading, a patient at this age will usually require from

2.50 D. to 3 D. additional, the proper strength being indicated

partly by the clearness of the type and partly by the distance at

which vision is best. l f the card must be held closer than twelve

inches the glasses are probably too strong; if farther away than

fifteen inches, too weak.

I try ± 4 D. lenses for reading, with which he can see clearly

anywhere from twelve to fifteen inches, and I would select these

lenses as the proper ones to prescribe for close use. To verify

the result, I ask him to hold the card at thirteen and one-half

inches, and I place alternately a pair of — .25 D.'s and of + .25

D.'s, neither of which affords any improvement, and patient says

he likes the original pair best.
Our prescription will therefore read:

, I.5o D. S.
R. and L.  

± 2.50 D. S. added.

We ask our patient what special form of bifocal he desires.

He says he has no choice, because he has no knowledge on the

subject. This affords an opportunity to. show him and enlighten

you further on these lenses, which we were discussing at our last

clinic.
OPI FEN BIFOCALS

The Kaniseum or Opifer bifocal lens is also a cement bifocal,

on which, by a patented process, the •segment is ground to a

razor-edge, and when' this segment is cemented to the distance

glass the edge fits so neatly to the sur face of the larger lens that

it is barely perceptible to the touch, and scarcely perceptible at

all to the eye. This makes a very neat am! inconspicuous form

of bifocal, but of course it must be fastened on with cement. It

is necessary to make it in a circular shape, because the segment
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must be of the same thickness all around, and the edges of the

segment equidistant from the centre, in order that it may fit the

distance lens properly.
The general objections to the cement bifocals are that heat

and moisture are liable to cause the cement to start, as in cooking,

or even from the heat developed by too close contact with the

face. The segments may also get loose from jarring. Then, too,

there was the objection that was common to all old-style bifocals,

that the line of separation was noticeable and annoying, and hence

it was hard for the wearer to become accustomed to them ; and,

besides, as it was practically a confession of age, to which the

public is always averse, the bifocals as they had been made did

not become very popular.
In spite of these objections, there was an unsatisfied demand

for a lens that would afford both far and near vision, and this

led to other methods of grinding and to important improvements

in bifocal lenses.
BI-SIGHT BwocALs

As I remarked at our last clinic, the solid bifocal failed to

meet expectations, one chief objection being thatlhe upper portion

was small awl the lower portion large—just the reverse of the

bifocal as we know it to-day. .
This objection was entirely removed in ithe Bi-Sight lens,

which is made from one solid piece of glass. The reading portion

shows the same shape as the segment in the cement form, but

instead of being fused or cemented, the entire lens is ground from

one piece of glass. These lenses are ground only in toric form,

as it has been found that this shape • affords the greatest satis-

faction. The prismatic effect, which was inseparable from the

old-style bifocals; is entirely removed.
A solid bifocal like this is something on which opticians and

mechanicians have been working for a great many years; but it

is only quite recently that it has become practicable. This lens

is ground by special machinery, the process by which it is made

being patented. There seems to be quite a demand for them, but

only a few firms are engaged in their manufacture.

KRYPTOK BIFOCALS

The word "Kryptok" conies from the Greek, and means

"invisible bifocal." The original Kryptok patent called for a

bifocal made by grinding and polishing a depression in the large

lens, which was of crown glass, into which was sunk a segment

15 min. in diameter made of flint glass. Of course the greater

refractive power of the segment depended upon the higher index

of the flint glass. The exposed surface was ground to the same

curvature as that of the larger lens.
A later improvement added another piece, which consisted

of a thin plate of glass, and covered not only the segment, but

the entire lens. This made the Kryptok a three-piece bifocal,

viz., a base lens, a segment and a thin plate. The larger lenses

are usually made of crown glass, although sometimes one of the

crown and the other of flint ; but the segment is always made of

flint glass of a much higher index.

SOME REMARKS ON THE INDEX OF REFRACTION

This form of bifocal is founded on the principle that all

glass does not have the same index of refraction, and perhaps it

would be profitable for us to devote a few minutes' time to the
consideration of this subject.

It is a well-known fact that the • refractive power of a lens

depends not only upon. the curvatures of its surfaces, but also

upon its index of refraction. A lens made from n glass of a lower

index will have less power than one made from:glass of a higher

index. For this reason the lens measure is not an accurate instru-

ment, because measuring only the curvature of. the surfaces, it

will indicate different strengths for lenses of different densities

but of the same power.
If you will take a + I D. lens and — I D. lens from your

trial case and place one against the other, you will see that there

is perfect neutralization and no motion produced by moving the

combination. But if the convex lens was made out of flint glass

and the concave out of crown glass, and grind them both with

the same curvatures, there will not be neutralization now, but the

glass with the higher index will have the shorter focus and be

the stronger, and will predominate.

((ontinued on page 703)
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In considering these different kinds of glass, I wish to remind

you that density is not the same as hardness. Flint glass is a pure,

clear glass of a higher index of refraction and greater density

than crown glass, but the latter is the harder. Lead is one of the

principal ingredients in flint glass. Flint glass is made in many

different varieties, each having a different index of refraction,

of which an accurate record must be kept as it is obtained from

the importers.
The index varies also in the glass made in this country. It

is said that if two pieces of glass are taken, one of the American

Optical Company and the other of the Bausch & Lomb Optical

Company, and ground on the same tools with the same curvature

there will be a variation of refractive power amounting to as

much as .25 D. in the 6 D. curves. The B. & L. stock is said to

have an index of 1.522 and A. 0. Co. stock an index of 1.507.

The index of the different kinds of flint glass that are kept in

stock varies from 1.54 to 1.76, but 1.65 is that mostly used, as

higher than this causes aberration.
In making up a pair of bifocals, we might select our distance

lens from the A. 0. Co. stock, and a depression (sometimes de-

scribed as countersunk) is ground in the lower portion of it. This

depression, of course, presents a concave curve and gives a minus

effect. Then a piece of flint glass of a sufficiently high index is

taken and ground with the proper convex curve to exactly fit this

concave depression.
Now, while both have the same curvature, yet the plus

effect of the segment predominates over the minus effect of the

depression on account of the higher index of refraction of the

former, and thus gives the additional plus effect that is required

to correct the presbyopia.

CALCULATIONS REQUIRED IN MAKING KRYPTOKS

Suppose you desire to make a bifocal lens of 1.50 D. for

distance and 3.50 D. for reading. For the base lens you would

select an American Optical Company's blank uncut lens to start

with and grind the desired 1.50 D. curve on its outside surface.

The lower focus must be 2 D. stronger, for which it is desirable

to select a piece of flint glass of such an index as to allow the

curve to be at or near io D, which is considered the best working

form.
We know the index of refraction of the base lens, and we

also know the index of the higher refractive power flint glass

we have on hand, and we can, by mathematical calculation, deter-

mine just what index flint glass to use and what curvature to

grind the depression in order to get the necessary increase of

power of the lower focus over that of upper. This matter of

creating any desired focal power by cementing together the

pieces of glass with varying indices of refraction is altogether a

question of mathematical calculation.

FUSED BIFOCALS

The fused is a two-piece bifocal, the larger distance lens of

crown glass and the smaller reading part of flint glass, which

latter is firmly united to the former by being fused slowly by

electric heat, allowing from three to six hours.
When the three-piece Kryptok bifocals were first placed upon

the market it was soon found that more or less of the same old

cement trouble was experienced with them, and hence a great

amount of effort and energy was expended in the search for a

better method of joining the parts, particularly by the manufac-

turers of the Kryptoks themselves. Sometimes the lenses would

be in use for years without any sign of defect in the cement, while

again the deterioration of the cement would occur soon and

without any special cause. This possible trouble with cement

proved the need for an improvement, and the desideratum has

always been the idea of fusing or melting together.

Two pieces of glass are used, the base lens of crown glass

with the reading disk of flint glass fused into it, the cover glass,

or third piece, being entirely unnecessary. They are made in all

the regular forms of lenses—spherical, compound and toric.

INVISIBLE BIFOCALS

Invisible is the term applied to the newer and better forms

of bifocals, because the wafers are scarcely noticeable except in
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certain positions as to the light, and the lines are reduced to a

minimum and almost eliminated, so that many persons who for-

merly could not wear bifocals can now use them with comfort.

The tendency to conspicuousness now rests entirely on the differ-

ence in the index of the two kinds of glass. Where only a small

amount in the strength of the segment is needed, the appearance

more nearly approaches invisibility ; and as the segment increases

in strength it becomes more noticeable.

CARE IN PRESCRIBING BIFOCALS

It goes without saying that the greatest care must be given

not only to the examination of the eyes, to be sure that the proper

lenses are selected, but also to the fitting on the face so that the

patient may be able to use both upper and lower sights to the

best possible advantage, and for this purpose it is sometimes

difficult to determine whether to order a large or a small wafer

and whether the glasses should be fitted high or low. You will

understand that everybody can not be fitted according to the

same rules.
If the glasses are intended to be used principally when sitting,

as in reading, sewing or desk work, the wafers may be large,

and as such will afford greater satisfaction, because the reading

glasses are the ones that are most used, while the distance

glasses are of secondary importance.

If you, unfortunately, make an error in your prescription

for bifocals, it is a costly proposition for you to furnish another

pair at your own expense, especially if they be of the newer

forms. This question of price, anyhow, is a troublesome matter.

While the.Kryptok, or fused, or Bi-Sight, bifocals are very much

higher in price than the cement, yet they are without doubt worth

the money in their freedom from the annoyances of the line

which is so noticeable in the cements, and on account of their

improved appearance and invisibility, they are not the tell-tale

badges of old age that the others are.

The style of bifocal which you will recommend to your

patient will depend upon their ability to pay and their willingness

to do so. There are some persons whom you know to be in

easy circumstances, where you would be justified in urging the

higher-priced bifocals by stating their many advantages and hint-

ing that in the care of such essential organs as the eyes economy

should be the last thing to be thought of. Some of these ladies

spend large amounts for their hats and dresses and for the theater

and pleasure, and here a retrenchment would not only be harmless,

but even beneficial; but for the eyes the best is none too good. A

few pairs of the better bifocals properly placed in your community

will do you a great deal of good ; but you must use judgment in

selecting the patients to whom you would recommend them.

On the other hand, there are some persons of limited earning

capacity who really cannot afford such high-priced glasses, and

where, I think, you would be doing a wrong to urge them; and in

such cases when bifocals are needled you should mention only

the cements.
The wafers should be decentered inwards a little, varying

according to the pupillary and the reading distance; the wider the

p. d. and the closer the reading point, the more decentering is

required. Each individual must be studied by himself and his

habits. be made the guide, irrespective of any fixed rules or

theories. If a man holds his head up when he walks and turns

his eyes down when he reads, smaller wafers will suffice than for

one who is accustomed to throw his head forward and hold his

book up.
In most cases it is well to tilt the glasses forward at the top

so as to bring the segments in and give them the proper slant for

reading. This is not likely to interfere with the distance portion,

while it is of very decided advantage to the near portion. The

same thing may be accomplished by instructing the patient to

raise the temples off the ears when he desires to read. The ten-

dency nowadays is to give large-size lenses, and this is especially

desirable in bifocals, in spite of the fact that sometimes your

lady patients will request you to make their glasses "just as

small as possible."
The advances made in our science and art are shown nowhere

more than in the improved bifocals of to-day, and you have reason

to feel proud of being members of so important and progressive

a profession.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the °tiler in which they are received: No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable its to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

6. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

C. B."-Please give .me your advice and state
what glasses I should prescribe in the follow-
ing case; Gentleman, 1'1w/chi/ m k c r, age thirty-
three, came to me wearing: R. E. ± 1.25, L.
E. + I.50 for distance. Vision zoith same,
20/20. Ho complains of sick headache and
nausea. Had a pair of glasses before these,
but lost them. Neither pair were permanently
beneficial. Can read seq.eral 'hours icithout
pain. Headache usually starts about 10 o'clock
in the morning and will continue sometimes
for several hours, mail he vomits, zuhich
seems to • relieve him. Lying down will also
relieve him. I c.ramincd his eyes and found
the folltrzeing correction: I?. E. 1.25 = -
.25 cyl. ax. 45°. Vision 20/20. L. E. + 1.25
= .75 cyl. ax. 180'. Vision 20/20. Both
eyes vision Teith and without correction, 20/20.
Near point, five inches. frith the correction
I find at twenty feet, 7eith Maddox rod, II°
exophoria; at twelve inches, 21° eXophOria.
also find 1° of left hyperphoria, (IS 70'itit Mad-
dox rod vertical over right eye, horizontal
streak of light is about four inches above the
candle flame, and 1° prism over left, base
down, will bring streak of light through flame.
In face of this high exophoria. I find the in-
ternal recti very strong, as it iCill OVC/TOMC
66° prism, base out. Adduction, 66°; abduc-
tion, 12° Would you advise prism exercise?
If so, what strength of prism should it be?
To relieve those headaches, would you advise
me to give full correction with 2' or 3° prism,
base in, over each eye? Or would it be best
to ignore the astigmatism, as it is against the
rule? Do you think perhaps an operation for
exophoria WOuld relieve him? I found the
correction with the trial cast% as I do not
know how to use the retinoscope and the
ophthalmometer. Please give procedure of a
case like this in your practice.

In the first place, our correspondent asks if it
is well to ignore the astigmatism, as it is against
the rule; to which we would answer most de-
cidedly no-that being the kind of astigmatism
which it is most necessary to correct. In these
days it is the custom to correct whatever astigma-
tism is present, no matter how small, and this rule
applies particularly to astigmatism against the
rule. It is possible that the addition of these cyl-
inders is all that is necessary to afford relief to
the headaches. At any rate, that is the first step
in the correction of the case, care being taken to
determine the proper position of the axis. Such
lenses then should be worn sufficiently long to
determine just what effect they will have-perhaps
two or three weeks may be sufficient. If at the
end of that time there is some improvement, we
would be encouraged to continue their use in the
hope that total relief would eventually follow.
But if, after a persistent and intelligent trial, no
improvement or relief can be noticed, we would
be justified-in fact, it would be our duty-to pay
some attention to the muscle imbalance as perhaps
being the source of the discomfort.

When we come to look into the muscular
equilibrium in this case, we find that both the ex-
ternal and internal recti are strong beyond the
average. An adduction of 66° and an abduction
of 12° does not show any weakness in either func-
tion, and besides the proportion between the two
is maintained-if anything, the preponderance
being in favor of the internal, which scarcely
seems compatible with the exophoria which the
Maddox rod shows. In view of the strength of
these muscles, prism exercise is not indicated nor
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an operation either. Possibly the hyperphoria is
the disturbing factor; at any rate it is well to cor-
rect it. If relief is obtainable in no other way,
prisms of 20 or 3° may be added with bases in,
perhaps for constant wear, but more particularly
for close use.

"M. D. J."-What method of refracting would
you suggest in children under school age, say
six years. lVould you advise a person to buy
a monitor eye refractor and skiascope or not?
I find it quite a trick to get proper results just
with the trial case in children.

In the examination of children's eyes depend-
ence must be placed largely on the objective
methods; that is, the ophthalmometer, the ophthal-
moscope and the retinoscope. The first will deter-
mine the presence or absence of astigmatism; and
if present, the location of the two principal me-
ridians, as well as the difference in refraction
between them. The retinoscope will indicate the
refraction of the -eye as a whole and of its two
principal meridians The ophthalmoscope may be
used to corroborate the other two methods and to
determine the condition of the interior of the eye.

Our correspondent observes that it is quite a
trick to get results with the trial case in children.
As a matter of fact, it is impossible to get good
results in children with any subjective method,
because their answers are not to be relied upon.
And, indeed, it is difficult to get them to hold still
long enough to get satisfactory results even with
the objective methods mentioned above.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page

G."-Gentleman„ age twenty-three; account-
ant. V. (binocular), withoUt glasses, 20/30,
and some letters called correctly in 20/20. so
vision before correction equals nearly 20/20.
R. V. A. = 20/30 + with - .50 .75 ax.
1500 = 20/20 -I-. L. V. A. = 20/30 +, with
- .25 ± .50 ax. 105° = 20/20 +. I find, there-
fore, 0 total of ms-tigmatism in the right of .75
D., zehich I corrected in full. In the left I
find a total of astigmatism, .5o D., also fully
co)rected, or, in other Words, ordered the
following for constant .wear: R. - .37
.75 ax. 150°; L. - .25 + .50 al% 105 .
Ophthalmoscope showed clear fundus at the
time, and thought had given good corrections.
Sixty days hi ter patient returned, complaining
about eyes burntng at times, especially when
reading by lamplight after hard day's work.
Rc-examined thoroughly and could find no
other glass to give better effects. Ophthal-
moscope showed in right eye a small but
prominent black spot at outer really, but ap-
parently in from inverted image at edge of
optic disk. I submit a sketch showing propor-
tions approximately. The left eye showed in-
stead of a spot a succession of spots all along
the outer edge. Did not make rigid ophthal-
moscopic examination first time. Retinoscope
gave same results about as at first examina-
tion. I would like to ask if there is any spe-
cial advice I should give patient, and also if
you judge the phenomenon out of the ordi-
nary. Have only been using the ophthalmo-
scope a few years, and this is the first time I
have come across just tlzis kind of a case.

It often happens, even in apparently normal
eyes, that the ophthalmoscope will show a crescent
of -pigment in patches of pigment along the edges
of the optic disk. Such appearances in themselves
do not indicate any serious abnormality, and in
this case they can scarcely be regarded as symp-
toms of disease.

In answer to the question as to what special
advice should be given to the patient, we would
say that in the first place he should be instructed
to wear his glasses constantly; we cannot tell
from the history of the case whether this is done
or not.

In the second place, he should be advised to
save his eyes in every possible way. If he works
hard all day at some occupation that is perhaps
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trying to his eyes, he should do very little or no
reading at night by artificial light.

Possibly another careful examination by means
of the fogging system may show that the concave
element may be reduced or removed altogether,
and if so, this might be the means of making the
use of the eyes more comfortable.

'J. L. R."-How do you find the canoe of accom-
modation? I have seen a method of finding
the p. p. and testing convergence by use of
two fine wires strung on a support, but have
lost it. Can you tell me something about it.'

The hair dynameier W made use of 1,y Dr.
C. H. Brown in his ophthal dynameter, vlmieim lit
invented some years ago. It consists of a metal
frame on which are stretched two fine hairs about
two millimeters apart. This test object is placed
on a carrier, which travels along a horizontal rod
and is approached closer to the eyes by means of
a milled head at the farther end. It is brought as
close as possible as lcmg as the hairs remain
clearly and sharply defined, when the punctum
proximum and the amplitude of accommodation
can be read on the scale. In order that the hairs
may be easily seen, it is necessary to place behind
them a card as a white background. The near
point is expressed in inches, and this transposed
in diopters shows the amplitude of accommoda-
tion. For all practical purposes, however, these
two factors can be determined with sufficient zic-
curacy by the small card of reading types.

Evolution of Glass Eyes
"That is an artificial eye of thy ,oventeentli

century," said the curator of the medical museum.
"It isn't deceptive, is it

The ancient eye resembled what is called a
patch. There was a band to encircle the head and
a semicircle of leather with a human eye painted
on it-a large, blue, staring eye. It was, in fact,
simply a patch On which an eye was painted.

"Next came these silver shells," said the cura-
tor. "They were inserted under the lid in the
empty socket. A little more deceptive, eh?"

The shells, in shape like halves of walnuts,
had eyes upon them, and were not unsightly.
They were so dull and opaque, though, that no
one would have taken them for the real thing.

"Next came eyes of porcelain," the curator
went on, waving his hand towards a case of fairly
presentable porcelain eyes, "and finally we got
glass eyes-translucent, brilliant eyes that will
never be improved on till a movable pupil is in-
vented, a pupil that, somehow, will work in har-
mony with the other pupil.

"Many an inventor is working on this mova-
ble pupil idea. Of course there's a fortune in it
for the successful man."

Rule to Determine Size of Lens to Be
Used

The space occupied by the bridge of a spec-
tacle, or the mounting of an eyeglass, must always
be consiedred when deciding what size lens to pre-
scribe, as this space and the length of one lens
should always equal the pupillary distance. For
instance, suppose the pupillary distance is 63 min.
zmd the total length of a bridge which fits the
patient correctly, or the distance between the inner
edges of the lenses of an eyeglass when it is ad-
justed on the patient's nose, is 23 nun., then the
lenses must be 40 mm. long. In other words, the
total length of one lens and the total distance be-
tween the two lenses when they are adjusted on
the face should always exactly equal the distance
between the centers of the pupils. It should be
remembered that the shape of lenses, whether
rimless or rimmed., may be changed without
changing the size of the eye. For instance, the
standard size oo eye is 31 mm. wide and 40 mm.
long. If this lens were 32.5 wide and 38.5 long it
would fit the sante frame and would then be
known as it short oval lens. When it is desirable
to change the shape of a standard lens to a
shorter or longer one, it is only necessary to re-
member that there must be added to the width the
sante amount that is taken from the length, or •
vice versa.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous work of ERNEST E. MADDOX, M. D., F. R. C. S. Ed., specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an entire new chapter ou
Nystagnms. kill Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part XL)

Symptoms Nos. 5 and 6 : Giddiness and Uncertain Gait.—The
relation of these symptoms to each other and to the last is obvious.
They occur only when demand is make upon the paralyzed muscle.
Since, in the case of the ocular muscles, the muscular sense is
central and not peripheral, it miscalculates when a muscle does not
truly respond to its stimulus. It is when depressor muscles are
affected that the inconvenience reaches its maximum, since they are
needed both for walk and for work. This is seen frequently in the
not uncommon paralyses of the superior oblique. Covering the
affected eye stops it at once, and sometimes a prism, base down
before the weakened eye, and another, base up, before the good
eye, will earn the hearty thanks of the patient. Their strength
can be selected after an examination by the glass-rod test, and the
vertical scale (described in Chapter XII).

Symptom No. 7: Diplopia.—This is nearly always the first
symptom of which a patient becomes conscious. At the earliest, it
is, in most cases, only noticed occasionally ; and may quite disap-
pear for days or weeks, to return again in a more marked form.
Later it becomes sufficiently established to appear invariably when-
ever the eyes are turned in some particular direction. In other
cases it commences suddenly and continues.

Diplopia is, of course, absent when one eye is nearly blind,
and even when each eye has good visual acuity may be difficult to
realize after a paralysis has lasted some years.

There are, however, extraordinary differences among patients
in the persistence of the diplopia, some. learning to ignore the false
image in a few months, while others never succeed in so doing. It
is most evident when a bright light is looked at in a dark room,
and I find that a piece of black velvet placed behind a source of
light so greatly enhances its apparent brilliancy as to aid diplopia.

Elicitable.—To elicit diplopia when the patient does not spon-
taneously perceive it (a) We make the true image appear different
from the false by placing a colored glass before the good eye.
(b) Another plan is to place a prism before the affected eye so as
to throw the image on an unusual part of the retina. . (c) When
both of these fail, the glass-rod test with a differently-colored disk
before the other eye, will nearly always succeed in eliciting diplopia.*

Monocular Diplopia.—In practice we rely chiefly upon the
nature of the diplopia for the diagnosis of the affected muscle.
The first step is to make sure that the diplopia is not monocular,
by covering each eye in turn to see whether one image disappears
in each case. The image which disappears belongs, of course, to
the affected eye.

That this precaution is not a needless one may be shown by
the fact that I have seen a case of monocular diplopia deceive one
of the best of surgeons. The case was, however, peculiarly decep-
tive in that the diplopia was noticed by the patient only on looking
to one side. By the employment of ophthalmoscopic corneal
images afterwards I found that there was no deviation of either
eye, in any direction of vision, and monocular diplopia was
thereupon searched for and found.

Common but Incorrect Aphorism.—.The statement, so often
made, that the affected muscle is the one which physiologically
turns the eye in the direction of greatest diplopia, is not strictly
correct. Take the superior rectus, for instance : its greatest
diplopia when paralyzed is up and out ; whereas, its physiolog-
ical action is to turn the eye up and in.

Corrected.—If we qualify the statement by saying that " the
lame muscle is one which in health turns the eye in the cardinal
direction of the diplopia," it becomes at once unfailingly true.
The cardinal directions are up, down, right and left. Diplopia,
greatest in the upper half of the field, is undoubtedly due to one or
more of the elevators ; in the lower half to one of the depressors ;
in the right half to one of the dextroductors ; and in the left half
to one of the lmvoductors.-l- There can be no mistake here, if
mechanical obstructions are excluded ; but this aphorism only helps
us to find the group to which the affected muscle belongs.

*1 generally find it best to place tlie glass rod before the good eye, with or without n
green glass before the other, the source of light being brilliant, and backed by a velvet screen.

t The convenience of these ternis will at once be perceived.
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Second Aphorism.—Since every paralytic deviation makes the
false image travel faithfully in the opposite direction to the eye by
an equal angle, and since also the physiological displacement of the
eye by the muscle before the paralysis was in precisely the opposite
direction to its paralytic deviation, it follows that the false image is
displaced exactly as the healthy muscle originally displaced the eye.

To speak figuratively, when the nzuscle fails to move the eye, is
moves the false image instead in the same direction that it would
have moved the eye. As it moves the image in disease, it moved
the eye in health..

This makes it very easy to detect the muscle. Is, for example,
the false image (relatively to the true) elevated, adducted and
intorted ? Then the muscle must be an elevator, adductor and
intortor. Only one muscle in each eye is this, namely, the superior
rectus ; so the case is solved.

Complications.—If there were no complications, this " second
aphorism " would suffice for all our need. But only a part of the
displacement of the false image may be due to the paralysis, the
remainder being the result of latent squint (heterophoria) which
may have pre-existed for years, though now set free by the
paralysis. This introduces a fallacious element and requires that
we should so make our tests as to avoid it.

Again, more than one muscle may be affected, and we might,
if unwary, be caught in a trap.

It is better, therefore, to reserve the " second aphorism " to
the end of our investigation and use it only for confirmation. Even
then, to get the full benefit of it, account must be taken of the
direction in which the sound eye is looking, for muscles have dif-
ferent effects in different positions of the eyeball, and the position
in which the muscle is most valuable is that in which its loss is most
felt, and the paralytic diplopia, therefore, is greatest. The superior
rectus, for instance, is a more efficient elevator when the eye is
abducted to start with ; therefore, in abduction, its vertical diplopia
from paralysis is greatest. In adduction it is a more efficient intor-
tor ; therefore, in this position of the eye, its torsional diplopia from
paralysis is most marked. And so on.

Clinical Procedure.—For clinical work we must employ the
method which, while thoroughly simple, is freest from pitfalls.

Instead, therefore, of merely considering the one displacement
of the false image, we should investigate separately its vertical,
horizontal and torsional components, giving to each its relative
value, since they are not equally trustworthy for diagnosis. We
have to weigh the evidence, and not merely count it.

Narrowing Circles.—Instead of rushing straight for our muscle,
we reach it by stages, just as a botonist with a flower enquires suc-
cessively into its natural order, its genus and its species.

(a) Cardinal Groups. —We begin by finding to which of the
four cardinal groups the muscle belongs, whether that of the eleva-
tors, the depressors, the dextroductors, or the lwvoductors, in which
group a paralysis makes the diplopia increase respectively upwards,
downwards, to right or to left. If two or more groups seem affected,
begin with the worst, not forgetting that vertical diplopia is rela-
tively more important than horizontal diplopia, since the latter, if
it extended all across the field, may be due to some anomaly of the
converging center.

The most convenient test object is the ever-ready white handle
of an ophthalmoscope, and it is quite enough in simple cases. If,
however, the false image be faint, or the patient unobservant, a
colored glass before the sound eye may be necessary, used in con-
junction either with a lighted candle, or a strip of white paper
mounted on black velvet,* to obtain a contrast effect.

Place the patient with his back to the window, and charging
him to hold his head erect and follow the test object with his eyes,
move it upwards, downwards, to right and to left, over the surface
of an imaginary hemisphere, of which his head is the center and
with a radius of about a meter.

While testing the horizontal motions of the eyes, hold the handle
of the ophthalmoscope vertically, but in testing above and below,
hold it horizontally, since in these positions the vertical component
of the diplopia is the most important and it is more readily estimated
by a horizontal than by a vertical test object. If the diplopia is
found only on looking upwards, there is some defect among the group
of sursumductors ; if on looking downwards, among the group of
deorsumductors ; if to the right, among the group of dextroductors ;
and if to the left, among the group of lvoductors.

*The ideal test object would be a luminous glass rod about six inches long and mounted
against black velvet.

[TO DE CONTINUED)
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Second Hearing on Ohio Optometry
Bill

The second hearing on the optical bill was
held on March nth before the senate committee,
which was very largely attended by representative
physicians and oculists from various parts of the
State.

Whereas at former meetings the attitude of

the medical fraternity was entirely antagonistic and

bitter, the speakers indulging in charges of the
incapacity as well as the questionable methods of

the optician, and exhibiting glaring advertisements
of so-called doctors of neurology, in which these
advertisers claimed to cure by means of glasses
every known ill that the human family is heir to,
at this second hearing the gentlemen speaking in
behalf of the medical fraternity almost entirely
abstained from this phase of argument and were
much more moderate and fair. The general
impression conveyed by the speakers represent-
ing the Medical State Association was that the
Association was not antagonistic to legislation but
that it believed that wise legislation was desirable,
urging, however, that in view of the fact that a
committee had been appointed by the American
Medical Association, composed of men distin-
guished in their calling, for the purpose of investi-
gating the status of optometry and making recom-
mendations as the character of legislation which
might prove beneficial, the Ohio Medical Associa-
tion felt that the subject involved in the proposed
bill was so far reaching in its influence that mature
consideration should be given to the measure so
that such legislation as might ultimately be decided
upon would be wise and in the interest of the public
at large, and requested that action upon this bill be
deferred so that the representatives of the Ohio
Medical Association, in co-operation with the
representatives from the Ohio Optical Association,
could carefully weigh this measure in its various
aspects and arrive at recommendations which
would prove mutually tcceptable and beneficial.

The counsel, speaking for the Medical Asso-
ciation, cited the veto measure of Governor
Deneen, of Illinois, and exhibited a letter as well
as a pamphlet sent out by a certain college of
neurology, in his endeavor to prove the validity of
the claim made by many members of the medical
profession, that the optician through legislation
was attempting to enter the practice of medicine
and evade the medical practice act. This argu-
ment was vigorously met by the representatives of
the Ohio Optical Association so that there remained
no doubt in the minds.of the committee of the fact
that the optometrist absolutely disclaimed any con-
nection with said neurological cult, nor with the
unscrupulous itinerant which the laws in other
States have driven in such large numbers into Ohio
in the past few years.

Dr. Wilson, chairman of the State board of
medical examiners, spoke in a most fair-minded
manner of the proposed effort and said that the
optician must be commended for the desire for
higher standards which apparently actuated them
in their appeal for legislative enactment.

Dr. Clemmer, chairman of the State legislative
committee, expressed himself along similar lines,
as did several of the other gentlemen, and as stated
before, the general impression conveyed by the
speakers seemed to indicate that the medical
profession agreed that optometry should be defined
and regulated, but urging delay,

Judge Okey, representing the optical associa-
tion, called attention to the fact that the bill in its
present form was the outcome of numerous delib-
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erations between the committee appointed by the

State Medical Association and the optical com-

mittee, and that this bill had been drawn by the

attorney of the State Medical Association, that it

had been considered and approved by the medical
legislative committee and the house of delegates

of the medical association as well as the medical

auxiliary committee, who passed upon the bill
prior to its introduction, and that therefore the

opticians have had every reason to believe that the

measure would receive the endorsement of the
medical fraternity ; that the bill was fair, clearly
defined the work of the optometrist aud left no
possible chance of misinterpretation as suggested
by some of the speakers by the section which
clearly stated that no one should be permitted to
use drugs, medicines or surgery unless he be a
duly registered physician, and he therefore urged

that the committee report favorably on the bill.

Remarks were also made by President Barr, of
the Ohio Optical Association, John C. Eberhardt,
Mr. Spencer, a member of the legislative corn-
mittee of this association, and Mr. Wallace, ex-
president of the association, and the general feel-
ing of those present was that not a single objection
or criticism had been presented by the opposition

but had been satisfactorily met. As far as could
be judged the majority of the senate committee at
least seemed favorably impressed with the argu-
ments of the opticians. Whether or not the strong

influence which will be brought to bear by the
representatives of the medical association will
result in an adverse report remains to be seen.

The opticians of Ohio are, however, deter-
mined to wage this battle on unremittingly until an
efficient law is placed upon our statutes.

Optometrical Society of the City of
New York

The regular monthly meeting of this society
was held in parlor D. R., of the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, on March sith. The meeting was called to
order by President Fisher, and the minutes of the
preceding.meeting were road and accepted.

Mr. Ryer, as chairman of the auditing corn-
mittee, stated that the report of that committee
would be made at the next meeting. The receipts
and expenditures were normal and were ordered
paid.

The following were elected members : Philip
Billelo, 69 Summer Avenue, Brooklyn ; James H.
Drakefork, 758 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn ; Otto
Hoffritz, 6o South Eldert Avenue, Rockaway
Beach ; Edward S. Sawyer, Chambers Pharmacy,
Bronxvil le.

Applications for membership were received
from the following : J. A. Gillesheimer, 21 Norfolk
Street, Newark ; Harry J. Rynier, New York City;
Wm. J. Moore, Jr., New York City, and Abraham
M. Levy, 96 Graham Avenue, Brooklyn.

Mr. Dilworth, delegate from this society to the
joint meeting at Albany, made his report and
showed how necessary it was for our members to
continue their aggressive stand and fight to the last
ditch in order to win the battle.

At the conclusion of his remarks, Mr. Frankel
moved that a vote of thanks be given Mr. Dilworth.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Ryer and carried.
Mr. Ryer moved that a committee be appointed to
draft a letter to send to members and other opto-
metrists, which they will be requested to sign and
forward to their respective assemblymen and sena-
tors. The motion was seconded by Mr. Levin and
carried. President Fisher appointed on this corn-
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mittee : A. Cohen, chairman ; Le Roy Ryer and
P. A. Dilworth.

After a very interesting discourse by Mr. Ryer,
Professor Lockwood gave an explanatory talk and
quiz, all of which were taken part in with great
interest.

The New England Association of
Opticians

A meeting of this organization was held al
Young's Hotel, Boston, on the evening of March

17th. After the transmission of routine business,
adjournment was taken and a meeting of the Mas-
sachusetts Optical Society was held. The lecture
of the evening was by W. W. Slade, of the Globe
Optical Co., whose subject was the " Adjustment
of Glasses and the Neutralization and Transposi-
tion of Lenses."

An interesting visitor on the occasion was
John H. Sutcliffe, F.R.S.; B.O.A., editor of the
Diofitric Review, and president of the London
Optical Society, who gave a demonstration of his
new keratometer, which was listened to with
much interest by those present.

Louisiana State Optical Society
A meeting of the above association was held in

New Orleans on March 1st, and the large attend-
ance on the occasion testified to the interest being
taken in the organization. A very instructive pro-
gramme was gone through, comprising a demon-
stration of frame fitting by Jake Beck, followed by
a lucid explanation of the process in the manufac-
ture of lenses by E. G. Bohne and a very clever
address by Dr. Charles Claremont on the subject
of " How to Handle a Customer." Several other
speakers also added to the instruction and enter-
tainment of the occasion. All are pleased with the
success of this second meeting, and a bright future
for the organization would now seem to be assured.

Among those in attendance were the following:
Charles Claremont, Harry Hollins, John Gross,
S. P. Schnessler, A. Hollins, F. C. Rivoire, H.
Rivoire, S. J. Rivoire, H. Chachere, J. Bounett,
N. Bellamore, Jake Beck, J. P. Williams, G. Katz,
L. 0. Thompson, M. F. Fitzgerald, L. Clandel,
George Beavers, I. Heiman, H. Heiman, John
Schluter, H. M. Speare, Abe Rose, Joe Kurucer,
E. J. Goldman, H. J. Roberts, Fred. Roberts,
E. G. Bohne, Tony Rosau, John Fitzgerald, A. R.
Bailey, E. Claude], J. Lincoln, P. M. Hill, Frank
Methe, L. Parker, Alf. Mandot and Jake Lowe.

Rochester Optometrical Society
The first regular business meeting of this

society since December was held last month. This
was due to the fact that the meetings in the inter-
vening months were given over to the lectures on
" Light," by Dr. Howard D. Minchin, of the
University of Rochester. At this meeting a letter
of thanks was sent to Dr. Minchin in appreciation

of the value of his lectures.
The optometry bill was discussed at sonic

length and all were in agreement as to the neces-

sity of rendering every possible assistance to the
State society in its furtherance of the measure.

The question of supplying indigent school

children with glasses free of charge by members

of the society, was acted upon and the society will

notify the proper authorities that they will supply

with eyeglasses, free of charge, all school children
who are worthy.
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Light: Reflection, Refraction,
and Dispersion
IfftwA)))) I). )1INCIIIN, Ph.P.,

Professor of Physics, y of Rochester, before the
Rochester Optical Society.

Lecture II

In the preceding lecture we learned that light
is a form of energy, and this energy is transmitted
by "ether."

The rate at which light travels is about 186,-
coo miles per second. Now, the to-and-fro motions
of the ether particles are so excessively rapid that
there is no way of measuring their speed, and it
further follows that it is very difficult to show that
the motion is really a wave motion. Another re-
sult of this great velocity is that they do not spread
much around the edges of obstacles, and we have
shadows. If a wave on the sea or lake meet an
obstacle it parts and meets around behind the
obstacle. If the obstacle is small compared with
the wave the meeting point will be close to the
object, if it is large there will be a place of undis-
turbed water behind the object : a %vave shadow.
In sound waves we have a similar phenomenon
which results in a sound shadow. In light, if the
obstacle is small as compared with the wave length
of light, we find the light bends around the edge,
and the result we call diffraction. This, subject
will be taken up later.

In wave motion, in free media, waves travel at
right angles to the wave front, and every point in
any wave front is a new center from which waves
start and travel in spherical form.

Any smooth surface intercepting the path of
the wave will cause a change in direction. If the
obstacle is opaque the wave is reflected. (By an
" optically smooth " surface is meant a surface
whose ridges or unevenness are less than one
quarter wave length in width).

In the figure let i4/11 be the
Reflection of Light surface of a mirror and AB the

incident wave front. The second-
ary disturbance is about to leave A, and it spreads
out in all directions and will extend to a distance
AA1 when 13 has reached /11. When different
points of Al] have reached the mirror at 6, 1 E,
etc., we will have similar disturbances leaving, and

Fig. 1

the envelope 1111' to the different spheres drawn
will be the wave front of reflected wave, and will
be so directed that the angle of incidence equals
the angle of reflection (angle NAS=angle NIB/0).

An object is rendered visible by rays of light
diverging from it and entering the eye. The eye
furnished no direct evidence of the source from
which the stimulus comes; it merely interprets the
stimulus.

An image is a point or a series of points from
which a diverging pencil of rays come or appears
to come. The image of a point in a plane mirror
lies on a perpendicular drawn from the point to the
mirror, and it lies as far behind the mirror as the
object is in front.

In Fig. 2, let MAP be a plane mirror, and A a
luminous point. An eye at FG will be affected by
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the rays as if they came from A,. Al is called the
image of A. It is plain that All is perpendicular
to MAP and that AVI is equal in length to All.
To trace the path of a reflected ray of light coming
to the eye front an object we need but look at
Fig. 2. The eye receives the cone of light as if it
came from . It therefore nmst come from the
part of the mirror marked BC, and to come from
BC it must be incident there from the object.
Join 13 and C with A and the arrows indicate the
true path of the ray.

If a plane mirror upon which a ray of light is
incident be turned through an angle about an axis
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the re-
flected ray will be turned through twice that angle.

When a ray of light is reflected twice by a pair
of plane mirrors the deviation produced is twice
the angle between the mirrors.

In Fig. 3, let .111 and N be the two plane mir-
rors, and let the angle between them be x. The
deviation of the ray A will be y ; i is the angle of
incidence, ancl e is the angle of reflection.

y 1800 — 2 (e
.r = 9O_ (e i)

and 2 .17 18o° — 2 (e i)

From this, y — 2X = 0,
Or y 2X.

The number of images seen by the use of two
plane mirrors depends upon the angle between

C'

Fig. 3

the mirrors. Let .r be this angle. If x is an aliquot
2W

part of 3600, or -x n, then if n is even the num-

ber of images is n If.n is odd the number of
images is n. The path of the ray is always such
that the time of transit is a minimum. This is the
Fermat principle.

If light is reflected by a thick mirror, where
the back is the silvered side, a series of images
results.

Let ABCD be the mirror, with the side CD
silvered, and P a bright point. At the point a
some of the light will be reflected along ab forming
an image of Pat P Some of the light will be trans-
ferred through the glass to a2, and will be reflected
along a2c ; at c some will be reflected internally
along cc,, and some will escape into the air along
cc, forming an image of Pat P. In the same way
images will be formed at .P8, P4, etc.

Applications of the phenomenon are found in
the deflection galvanometer, the reflecting tele-

;i t

scope, the sextant, etc., etc., and in such pieces as
the polemoscope and the kaleidoscope. Many opti-
cal illusions are the result of the reflection of light.

The scattered reflection is illustrated plainly by

?Ig. 4

• V::

throwing a beam of light into a
smoke, and having the room darket

In Fig. 5 let A be a beam of
lantern, .8 a plane mirror, C a jar.
the light beam A is reflected into C
will see nothing; that is, the interior

jar

light from the
Adjust B so
The audience
of the jar will

filled with

appear black. Fill the jar with smoke by burning
a piece of paper in it, and reflect the light into it.
The jar will now appear filled with a peculiar
lambent light. As the smoke escapes dark streaks
will appear. These result from the absence of any
reflecting material, because the smoke has been
carried away from the particular region.

The velocity of light is not the
Refraction same in all media. In wood,

water, iron, etc., it is less than
in ether. In water it goes about three-quarters as
fast as in air; in glass two-thirds as fast.

Any beam of light may be considered as having
a wave front across it, and when it meets obliquely
any surface of a medium, say glass, in which the
velocity of light is less than its velocity in the first
medium, say air. one part of the wave front, AB
(Fig. 6), will meet it before another.

In Fig. 6, let AB be the wave front of a plane
wave of light incident upon the surface AA' of a
refracting medium, CD, optically denser than the
medium from which the incident light comes.
Then the wave-front will be retarded at A before

(Continued on page 713)
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Light: Reflection, Refraction,
and Dispersion

(Continued from page 666)

it is at .B, and we may assume such a density of the
medium CD that the wave point A reaches G while
B reaches Al. This causes the wave to swing

around. When B reaches Al the whole wave will
be retarded alike and the beam proceeds in a direct
path until it reaches the second surface of CD,
when the reverse process takes place. The beam
leaves the material CD in the same direction at
which it entered, that is, the deviation at the second

surface is equal to that produced by the first sur-

face, but in the opposite direction, if the two

surfaces are plane and parallel. The angle NAS

(Fig. 6) is called the angle of incidence, and the

angle GAO is called the angle of refraction.

If the beam is passed through a dense substance

in the form of a prism a deviation is produced at

Fig. 7

the second surface which increases the total devia-

tion. By deviation is meant the deflection from the

original path.

- In Fig. 7, A is called the refracting angle of the

prism. If a ray of light SB is incident upon the

surface PA it will be refracted, the angle r being
the angle of refraction. When the light emerges

from the surface QA it will again be refracted, and

the ray will have the direction CD. The deviation

iimeasured by the angle d.

In 1621 Snell discovered the laws of refraction

which are: the plane of incidence and the plane of

refraction coincide ; and, the ratio of the sines of

the angles of incidence and refraction is a constant.

This last law may also be stated thus: the ratio of

the velocities in the two media is a constant. This

constant is called the index of refraction.

When light passes from any medium into one

optically denser it is bent towards the normal, if

the second medium is less dense it is bent away

from the normal.

In the figure above S is a beam of light re-

flected upon the slit D by the mirror L. A is a jar

filled with water to OP. When the incident beam

of light enters the water it is bent towards the

normal. If the space C is filled with smoke the

deviation becomes more plainly visible.

In the latter case the angle of refraction is

greater than the angle of incidence. When the

angle in the second medium becomes 9o° and the

ray just grazes the surface, the angle in the first

medium at which emergence ceases is called the
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critical angle. Total internal reflection is illustrated
as follows:

Let A be a jar of water, S a beam of light

focussed by the lens L upon the outlet B. The

angle of incidence on the interior surface of the jet

Fig. 9

C exceeds the critical angle and the light is re-
flected from side to side along C If colored glass is
interposed the stream becomes beautifully colored.

The principle of total reflection is used in the
Abb6 form of telescope, in which the collimator
and telescope are combined.

A lens is a portion of a refract-
ing medium bounded by two

Through a Lens surfaces of revolution which
have a common axis called the

Refraction

axis of the lens.
Those which are thicker at the edges than at

the center are called diverging or negative lenses.
Those thicker at the center are called converging

or positive.
The former,

I, 2 and 3, of
Fig. io, may
produce a real
image of an ob-
ject, but t h e
latter, 4, 5 and
6, can never.

In construc-
tion the former
resemble t w o
prisms placed
with their bases
together; the lat-
ter, two prisms
with their
apexes together.

Fig. II, shows the similarity for the conveying lens.
The effect of a lens upon a ray of light

passing through it the same as that of a prism.
The following figure shows

•
the path of such a ray.

In Fig. 12, L is a double
convex lens, MO is the principle
axis, 0 is the optical center, SO
is a secondary axis, C and CI
are the centers of curvature of
the lens; CV, CIO are the radii
of curvature. The principle
focus is that point on the prin-
ciple axis where parallel rays
intersect after passing through
the lens. The distance of this
point from the center of the lens
is the focal length of the lens.

Fig. 52 also indicates the
location of the image SI ,
formed by the lens L, of the
object ST. To locate the image
two rays are drawn from each
point. A parallel ray SR and
a ray SO which passes through the optical center.
These two intersect at S/ and form the image of S.

4. 5.

Fig. 10

Fig. ii

Similarly, T is located, and each point between S

and 7'. The image Si Ti is a real image. A virtual

image is one formed by the apparent intersection
of the rays from the different points of the object.
Object and image will be on the same side of the
lens.

Since the velocity of light is less in air than it
is ill a vacuum by about 3 parts in io,000, there is
a retardation when light enters our atmosphere.
This retardation, combined with the decrease in
the density of the air causes a beam of light entering
at a great obliquity to be refracted about thirty-five
minutes. This is about the diameter of the sun.
The result is that the sun appears to be just above
the horizon when, if there were no air, it would be
just below.

Temporary inequalities in atmospheric density
give rise to peculiar phenomena of refraction called
looming and mirage.

t4

Fig; lf!

Scintillation of the stars, or twinkling, was
first explained by Arago as depending upon the
lack of optical uniformity in the atmosphere. Stars
scintillate, planets do not.

A series of colored circles, called coronas, are
often seen about the sun or moon when covered
by very light clouds. This is another result of the
same conditions. The inner edge of the corona is
blue and the outer edge red. In halos the reverse

is the case. Coronas may be produced by sprink-
ling a light powder upon a glass and looking at the
sun through it.

A rainbow is produced by refraction of direct
sunlight falling on spherical drops of water. The
rainbow has the red color on the outside and the
violet within. In the case of a secondary rainbow
the reverse order of color is always the case.

After a circle of about 22° radius, red inside
and blue outside, is seen in a slightly hazy sky
about the sun or moon. This is called a halo.
Twilight is due to the reflection of the sunlight from
the tipper portions of the earth's atmosphere; the
reflection may be due to the air, or it may be due
to particles in the air.

A ray of light moves with a diminished velocity
when it passes from a rare medium into a denser
one, and the part-of the light first reaching the
second medium is first affected, producing re-
fraction. We have seen this in the case of a prism
or lens. In the case of a thin beam or ray of light

(Continued on page 715)
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Light : Reflection, Refraction
and Dispersion

(continued rroni page 718)

the deviation results in a resolving into a number
of colors.

Newton was the first to recognize the true
import of this phenomenon. He explained it
by the fact that white light is a composition of
colors, and each color represents a definite wave
length.

It is a well recognized fact in physical laws
that a moving body, when meeting an obstacle,
passes into it or through it to a distance affected by
the speed. Speed, in %vave motion, is a function of
the wave length. The longer the wave, the greater
the speed, and the less the retardation produced by
an obstacle.

The longest wave will be retarded the least and
consequently the deviation will be the least. We
will see in the beam of light which has been passed
through the prism and received upon the screen,
that the red is towards the apex of the prism, with
the violet towards the base, the red being deviated
the least and the violet the most. This breaking
up is called dispersion.

Newton showed that these colors may be re-
combined and the result will be white light.

I

Fig. 14

In the spectrum the change from color to color
is absolutely continuous,and the number of colors is
limited only by the number of names at our com-
mand to name them.

The amount of dispersion varies with substance
of which the prism is composed. This is shown
by using prisms of crown glass, flint glass, water,
and carbon-bisulphide. The disperson produced is
indicative of the dispersive power of the prism.

By varying the refracting angle of two thin
prisms of different materials, such as crown glass
and flint glass, and by combining them with their
sharp edges turned in opposite directions, it is pos-
sible to secure deviation without dispersion, or
dispersion without deviation.

Some substances, such as aniline red, show
anomalous dispersion. The order of the colors being
changed, violet is refracted the least, red next, and
then yellow. Green and blue are wholly absorbed.

Opaque substances are seen
Diffused Reflection by the light reflected from

their surfaces ; transparent
substances in part by reflected light and in part
by transmitted light.

Reflection, refraction and absorption all play a
part in making objects visible. In the case of re-
flection, vision depends upon the phenomenon of
diffused reflection, the result of rough or irregular
surfaces. A perfectly polished surface, if such were
possible, could only reflect to us or converge for us,
the diverging rays from other and luminous objects,
without altering them otherwise. Such a surface
is unattainable, but we have approached it near
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enough to prove the truth of the above conclu-
sions.

Light itself is invisible. It is not a " Thing,"
but a " Revealer of Things."

[TO DE CONTINUED]

Minnesota Association of Optometrists
The Minnesota State Association of Optome-

trists is among the most progressive of the State
optical organizations and will pass into history
with the distinction
of having engi-
neered the first op-
tometry law. The
success of this or-
ga ni zation is
largely due to the
shrewd selection of
officers, who are
not only men of
ability in their pro-
fession but gifted
with the genius for
organization a n d
actuated by a spirit
of progress. The
new president,
Hugo 0. Schleuder, of Springfield, Minn., whose
portrait we print herewith, is a most fitting selec-
tion for the head of the organization. Mr. Schleuder
has made a close study of his profession and is
regarded as one of the most accomplished refrac-
tionists in the State. He has also the executive
ability and forceful personality necessary to making
the most of the honorable office which he now
holds. We have no doubt that his term will be
one of marked progress for the organization.

President 11. 0. Sehlettder

Philadelphia Opticians Organize
About thirty-five dealers, representing whole-

sale, dispensing and refracting retail opticians,
gathered at the Jewelers' Club on the evening of
March 12th and effected a permanent organization.
A. Reed McIntire acted as temporary chairman,

and Wm. J. Benn as
secretary. Constitu-
tion a n d by-laws,
modeled after that
of the Rochester Op-
tical Club, but on
even broader lines,
were adopted, and
the following officers
were elected to serve
until the next annual
meeting, which is to
be held in January,
7909: President, John
W.Cleary, of Lander,

President John W. Cleary Cleary & Co.; vice-
president,W. J. Mays;

secretary, John H. Martsch ; treasurer, J. F. Neill.
These and the following constitute a board of
directors : Wm. F. Reimold, C. H. Sullivan, Jr.,
A. Reed McIntire,W. H.Walton and W.W. Russell.

A vote of thanks was extended to D.V. Brown
and McIntire, Magee & Brown Co. for having
borne the expenses of the entertainment provided
at the preliminary meeting held a month previous ;
also to Wm. J. Benn, Of THE KEYSTONE, for his
efforts in helping to organize the club. The new
club will meet on the second Wednesday of each

month, and for the present, meetings will probably
be held either at the Continental Hotel or the
rooms of the Jewelers' Club. About fifty names
are now enrolled, and it is hoped to extend this to
several times this number in the near future.

John NV. Cleary, the president of the club, is
an accomplished refractionist and an enterprising
business man. He began his optical career with
the firm of Morgan & Headly, manufacturers of
spectacles and eyeglasses, some twenty-three years
ago. Later he was associated with the Fox Optical
Co. and J. L. Borsch & Co:, and has been a mem-
ber of the firm of Lander, Cleary & Co. since its
organization. Mr. Cleary will give a good account
of himself as president of the new organization.

The Southeastern Massachusetts Asso-
ciation of Optometrists

The annual meeting of the Southeastern Mas-
sachusetts Association of Optometrists was held
March 24th, and the following officers elected :
President, S. W. Baker, of Rockland : first vice-
president, W. L. Bemis, of Brockton ; second
vice-president, C. H. Everson, of Plymouth, and
secretary and treasurer, R. M. Sawyer, of Brockton.

The association meets on the fourth Monday of
each month. Much gratification was expressed at
the meeting over the fact that the optometry bill
had passed its first reading, and the members are
hopeful that the measure may become a law.

New Jersey State Optical Society
The officers of this society are making earnest

endeavors to increase the membership so as to
include practically all the representative opticians of
the State. They were quite encouraged by the
result of the recent meeting at Camden and in con-
sequence have mailed to the opticians of South
Jersey, the following communication for which
their earnest consideration is solicited:

• DEAR SIR :—We mailed you an invitation to
our February meeting at Camden, which for some
reason or other you did not attend, and which you
will no doubt be pleased to learn was one of the
most enthusiastic and profitable meetings ever
held by any State Society. The lecture by Prof.
Lockwood and Mr. H. L. DeZeng were intensely
interesting and well worth more than the cost of
the yearly dues to every optometrist present.

We added to our application list about a dozen
of your South Jersey neighbors and will be pleased
indeed to add yours to the list. We take the
liberty of enclosing an application blank and a copy
of our constitution and by-laws for your careful
perusal and consideration.

It is of course unnecessary for me to impress
upon you the need of a thoroughly organized
society, nor of the necessity of our keeping eternally
at it in order to prevent the Medical Fraternity
from usurping our rights and legislating us out of
our professional priveleges.

Concerted action is absolutely necessary and
We not only need your help, but the moral and
financial support of every reliable optometrist in
the State, for only through education, progression
and affilliation can we hope to hold our own against
all  

Kindly
opposition. gi

e this matter your earnest attention
and if you are interested enough to send us your
application and not acquainted with any member
of the society, get your jobber or some one engaged
in the business as reference. If your application is
sent in at once it will come up for action at our
next meeting in May.

Awaiting your decision in the matter, I am,
JAMES B. BERGIN, Secretary.

"I ant interested in articles on photography
and the Optical Department."—Edwin C. Smith,
Jeweler-Optician, Fitchburg, Massachusetts..



A Thorough Optical Training
A Course That Will Make You Competent to Pass the

Most Rigid Optometric Examination

It pays to investigate.
It pays to be sure before you do anything.
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Benjamin Franklin Reading
With His Bifocals

In connection with the clinic on
bifocals which appears. elsewhere in this
issue, we reproduce the accompanying
portrait of Benjamin Franklin wearing
the bifocal glasses, of which he %vas the
inventor. It is curious to note that
while the bifocal was invented at that
remote period, it is only in recent years
that it has been brought to what might
be described as absolute perfection,
For the original of this illustration we
are indebted to the courtesy of Mr.
Sullivan, of J. L. Borsch & Co., Phila-
delphia.

Missouri to Have an Optom-
etry Law

G. E. Reed, secretary of the Mis-
souri Optical Society, has issued circular
letters to the members of the society
and also to the opticians of the State, in
which he announces that Missouri will
soon joM the States seeking optometry
legislation. From these letters we ex-
tract the following paragraphs, to which
it would be well for all opticians in the State
to pay due attention :

You are surely cognizant of the fact that before
our profession will be duly respected and protected,
we must have an optometry law that will rid our
State of the smooth-tongued fakirs and the spec-
tacle peddler who, by their unscrupulous dealings
with the unenlightened, are causing a distrust and
prejudice against a legitimate and honorable pro-
fession, and doing great injury to our cause.

The surest way to obtain such a law will be by
the earnest co-operation of every honest and quali-
fied optician in the State, for the greater the num-
ber working in harmony the greater will be our
power and influence, when we ask for recognition
by the members of the next legislature.

One year from now, v6 hich is but a short time,
the next general assembly of the State of Missouri
will be in session. It is then we hope and expect
to procure an enactment to protect the citizens of
our State from the fraudulent practices of optom-
etry by smooth-tongued fakirs and spectacle ped-
dlers who, owing to the fact that we have no such
law, are reaping a rich harvest from the unenlight-
ened, creating a prejudice against a legitimate and
honorable profession and doing great injury to
our cause. Now, let us, every one, go to work
with the determination to push
our cause so forcibly that we will
be recognized and honored by the
I twmakers of the State to gain for
us that which we most need, an
optom:.try 1.1W.
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Most Expensive Spectacle
Case and Casket in

the World
The accompanying illustration

shows very imperfectly v% hat is
claimed to be the most expensive
spectacle case and casket in the
world. It was designed and made
by the well-known optician, of
Dublin, Ireland, Patrick K. Cahill ;
for presentation to Pope Pius X,
on the occasion of his jubilee cele-
bration. The casket is mounted
with a perfect miniature fac-simile
of the papal arms worked out in
every detail and studded with dia-
monds and rubies. The tiara or
triple crown, keys, stole, etc., are
worked out in the finest gold, while

Benjamin Franklin

on the shield appears in enamel the Pope's crest,
and at each side a translation in Gaelic, pierced in
gold letters, the Pope's name. The base on which
the casket rests is composed of slabs of the finest
marbles found in Ireland. Mr. Cahill has the
unique distinction of being optician and spectacle-
maker to the present Pope Pius X, as he was also
to the late Pope, Leo XIII.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists
The following persons have passed the exam-

ination required by the Wisconsin Association of
Optometrists and have been admitted to member-
ship : Charles W. Nebel and Ferdinand Bowsky,
of Milwaukee, and Julius Liebenow, of Green Bay.

In the sign removal crusade in Milwaukee,
referred to on another page of this issue, the signs
of the opticians went with the rest. The greatest
sufferer among the opticians was C. D. Waugh,
whose big spectacle sign, ten feet long, with illu-
minated eyes, now adorns his back room instead
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of beckoning people into the store.
E. E. Thomas, secretary of the Wis-
consin Association of Optometrists, who
has been in poor health for some time,
is taking an extended trip and will visit
Pacific Coast cities before his return.
C. D. Waugh has been appointed acting
secretary until Mr. Thomas' return.

Oklahoma Optical Society
The annual meeting of this society

will be held in Oklahoma City on April
23d and 24th, when a large attendance
is expected. The number present will
be much increased by the fact that the
meeting of the State Association of
Retail Jewelers will be held in the same
place on April 21st and 22d, The
officers of the society wish through our
columns to urge upon all the opticians
of the State the necessity of attending
this meeting.

Indiana State Optical Society
President H. E. Woodard has

named the following committees:
Executive—C. M. Jenkins, Richmond ; W. M.

Edwards, Knightstown ; J. M. Thompson, Dan-
ville ; I. M. Rowe, Indianapolis ; Jay D. Taylor,
Logansport.

Membership—W. M. Edwards, Knightstown ;
I. M. Rowe, Indianapolis ; T. B. Bell, Hartford
City.

For Code of Ethics and Minimum Price-List.-
1. M. Burk, Westport ; Ernest Newlin, Indian-
apolis, and Ralph H. Woods, South Bend.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry
The Rhode Island Society of Optometry held

an open meeting on March 9th, at Prescott Post
Hall, Providence. •

President Fred. S. Neff called the meeting to
order and stated that the object for holding an open
meeting, inviting all the optometrists throughout
the State to participate, was to get the different
opinions regarding the optometry bill which is now
before the legislature. The optometry bill was

read and the different points were
discussed. Remarks were made
by William T. Wilson, H. W. Cun-
ningham, F. W. Poole, N. C. Stiles,
Fred. Hamilton, S. A. Dodge, H.
Fellman, VV. J. Davis, G. Fred.
Beane, T. H. Tarbox and others.
One application for membership
was received.

•

.^

4■Isk-.40„,„„'

• • -

Most expensive spectacle case in the world

North Dakota Board of
Optometry

The State Board of Examiners
in Optometry of North Dakota will
hold the next examination at Fargo,
May 14th mid x5th. All who in-
tend taking this examination can
procure application blanks and
other information by communi-
cating with A. 0. Wold, of Lang-
don, N. flak.

The board recommends that as
many of the opticians as possible,
registered and unregistered, attend
and take this examination.
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Bert Jaffe, Indianapolis, Incl., is redecorat-
ing and rearranging his optical parlors at 133 North
Pennsylvania Street. When completed, Mr. Jaffe
expects to have quarters that will be models for
completeness and attractiveness.

„st A. Fischer has made a number of changes
in his optical rooms, on Virginia Avenue, Indian-
apolis, Ind. The grinding and edging machines
have been moved towards the front where light is
better and the dark room in the rear has been put
in an up-to-date condition.

.st The Berman Optical Co., Norfolk, Va.,
will move into handsome new quarters, the removal
being necessitated by increasing business and the
need of greater facilities. This company began
business in Norfolk on December 1st, of last year,
and has already built up a remunerative business.

,,st In our report of the organization of the
Delaware Optical Society, an error was made in
the name of Maurice B. Burstan, of Middletown,
one of the members of the executive committee.
Mr. Burstan is an accomplished refractionist and
an enthusiast on the matter of organization with
high hopes for the future of the State society.

,„st The Galveston Optical Co., Galveston,
Texas, is one of the prosperous optical houses in
that city. The parlors are equipped with all the
latest and most improved instruments used in
refraction work, and the firm has a complete
equipment for grinding lenses and performing the
mechanical work connected with the business.

JI H. Fellman, jeweler and optician, of
Woonsocket, R. I., prides himself, and with good
reason, on the excellence of his optical department.
This department is furnished with all conveniences
for eye examination and the prescribing of glasses,
and is a very profitable annex to his jewelry busi-
ness. Mr. Fellman has been in business in Woon-
socket for thirty years and has built up a large and
profitable patronage.

.st S. C. Daugherty, an optician, who had
rooms on Clifton Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., was
struck by a street car, March 7th, and fatally
injured. As Daugherty was crossing Massachu-
setts Avenue, in a crowded section, he passed
behind one car but failed to notice another car
coming in the opposite direction and was thrown
from the tracks. Picked up insensible he was
taken to the City Hospital, where he died in a few
hours. He is survived by one son.

.4 The Werbe & Miessen Company, 16 North
Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Ind., has
become an incorporated concern, with a capital
stock of po,000. The directors are : William F.
kVerbe, Albert G. Miessen, Helena Werbe and
Emma B. Stuckey. The new organization will
increase and extend the business which was pur-
chased about a year ago from the the John Wimmer
estate. It includes a regular retail optical business
and the manufacturing and selling of all kinds of
supplies for opticians and oculists.

41 A very handsome booklet, containing an
interesting story, entitled " A Triple Alliance in
Optics," has just been issued by the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y. The booklet
tells the story of the consolidation of the business
interests of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., the
Bausch, Lomb & Saegmuller Co., both of. Roches-
ter, and the Carl Zeiss Optical Works, of Jena,
Germany. This cialsolidation concentrates, to a
large extent, the knowledge, skill, experience and
energy of the leading optical firms of the two con-
tinents. The combination with the Zeiss works
means that certain products of these works will
henceforth be manufactured in this country. While
the interests of the firm of Zeiss in the United
States therefore become one with those of the
Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, yet the Zeiss
works are legally bound to maintain in perpetuity
their entity at Jena in accordance with the condi-
tions laid down by Professor Abbe when providing
for their future, and the laws of Germany have
made his intentions binding. The life story of the
men who built up the great businesses now consoli-
dated is well told in the " Triple Alliance " booklet,
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The Marion County Optometical Society,
Indiana, at the March meeting, voted to co-operate
with the Indiana Optical Society in an earnest
effort to see that the State optometry laws are
enforced and to that end turned over to the State
society all money in its treasury. The feeling is
that laws are of no value to the profession if not
enforced, and while it is plainly the duty of the
State Board of 0;Itometry to prevent violations of
the law, yet a number of infringements have
occurred. Money is needed to prosecute violators
and when members of the optical profession are
asked to contribute towards a fowl to he used I ,r
that purpose, there should be no refusals, for obvi-
ously the benefits and protection are not for a few
hut for each and every individual who holds a
State license.

.st A useful addition to reference books, espe-
cially compiled for the use of the oculist and opti-
cian, is the third edition of the Lewis pocket
optical dictionary and encyclopedia, with pronun-
ciation and definition of all words used in opto-
metry. The new book has been compiled by an
excellent authority, James L. Lewis, Oph. D.,
professor of optometry in the Northern Illinois
College of Ophthalmolgy and Otology, Chicago.
This edition contains 232 pages, and is thoroughly
revised and contains many diagrams and illustra-
tions. It is an admirable dictionary and encyclo-
pedia combined, the definitions being of unusual
value and the explanatory notes both complete
and lucid. The book in neatly and durably bound
in leather. It can be had from this office on receipt
of price, one dollar.

.4 Clifford J. King, of Ashtabula, Ohio, son
of Julius King, of the Julius King Optical Co., has
announced himself as candidate for State senator
from his district at the earnest solicitation of a
number of his fellow citizens. Mr. King has made
his home in Ashtabula for the past ten years, but
is well known in Cleveland and New York City.
Mr. King's candidacy is in keeping with the spirit
of the times in that it signifies a departure from
some of the old and unpopular political methods
and conditions. He has not been affiliated with
any party, clique or faction but has stood for clean
politics. As the local representative of the Primary
Election Reform League, of Ohio, a year ago, he
came into prominence by his intelligent, wise and
efficient efforts to secure the adoption of the pri-
maries for the nomination of candidates for office.
Also as the chairman of the Republican Municipal
Committee in the recent campaign, he won respect,
admiration and confidence by the capable dis-
charge of his duties and his endeavors in the
interest of fair and clean methods.

A. A. 0. Notes
Three hundred and sixty-nine new members

have been added to The A. A. 0. roster since
January 1st, 1908, making a total of 1o81 added to
the membership since the Kansas City Convention.

Interest in the A. A. 0. is becoming wide
spread, and is evidence that the influence of
the Association is far reaching. In the past two
weeks, letters have been received by Sec'y Huston
from Barbados, B. W. I. and Kingston, Jamaica,
expressing great interest in the work and growth
of the Association, and requesting application
blanks.

Arizona Opticians to Organize
All opticians and jeweler-opticians of the Terri-

tory will take notice that a meeting will soon he
held in Phoenix, looking to ways and means for
protection to the optical interests of the Territory.
The organization meeting will be under the auspices
of the American National Association of Opticians.
All inn-rested should communicate with Secretary
Wm. E. Huston, 4404 Main Street, Kansas City,
Mo.. without delay.

Opticians of New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that a meeting of New

Mexico Opticians will be held. in . Albuqueque
during the last week of April. The meeting will
be under the auspices of The National Association
and all opticians interested in the welfare of the
business should watch for exact dates which will
be announced later.
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Massachusetts Bill Passes First Reading
Quite a victory for those who have charge of

the optometry bill in the Massachusetts State Legis-
lature was achieved when the measure, under the
guidance of Representative Nash, passed first read-
ing by a vote of 102 for to 88 against, and this in
spite of an adverse report. The bill was subse-
quently referred to the ways and means committee.

Pittsburg Association of Optometrists
The Pittsburg Association of Opticians has

secured a permanent meeting place on the eighth
floor of the Nebraska Building. The regular meet-
ing night is the third Tuesday evening of each
month. The word " Optometrists " has been sub-
stitued for " Opticians" in the name of the Associ-
ation. Articles of incorporation have been filed,
and a charter will shortly be granted by the Courts.

Michigan Society of Optometry
The next meeting of the above organization

will be held in Detroit, July 7th and 8th. An en-
deavor is being made to have the meeting take
place in connection with the meeting of the
Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association and this can
probably be brought about. The holding of both
meetings simultaneously would add considerably to
the attendance and be to the advantage of both
organizations.

Alabama Optical Society
The Alabama State Optical Society will hold

its next meeting May 12, 1908, at Montgomery. Ala.
A good attendance is expected and many interest-
ing features will be discussed. Some of the best
speakers in the State will address the society on
optical subjects. Communications should be ad-
dressed to the chairman of the executive committee,
H. Ruth, Montgomery, Ala.

Nevada Opticians to Organize
Nevada opticians interested in an optical

organization will please send their names to me
without delay. I shall be in Nevada in early May
for the purpose of organizing an affiliated society.

Wm. E. HUSTON, Secretary,
4404 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Libel Suit Against Optician
Stevens & Company, Inc., Providence, R. I.,

have instituted suit for libel against Dr. A. R. Kime,
at Rochester, N. Y„ on account of statements made
by Dr. Kime regarding that company. In explain-
hug the nature of the suit Stevens & Company have
issued the following statement :

" We have filed claims for $5000 damages and
caused the necessary papers to be served upon
A. R. Kime, at Rochester, in our suit alleging libel
and misrepresentations regarding ourselves and
our goods with intent to defraud. In his large news-
paper announcements at both Rochester and Syra-
cuse, Dr. Kime stated:

I have purchased 25 gross of gold
filled eyeglass mountings, manufactured
by Stevens & Co., of Providence, R. I.
Stevens & Co. withdrew from the optical
combine January 1st. They say it cost
them about 33% per cent. to maintain trust
prices. This saving of a third they have
given to me because I am not in the opti-
cal combine in Rochester. And now I
am going to give it to you.

"We deny the truth of these statements. We did
not know of this man Kime previous to receiving
copies of the advertisements mentioned. We have
never withdrawn from any optical combine or
trust, because we never belonged to one, and as to
our saying it cost us 333.  per cent. to maintain
trust prices, it is wholly false and untrue.
" We have never sold twenty-five gross of our

goods or any other quantity of them to him. Any
goods which he has of our manufacture he must
have purchased from some jobber or dealer in
optical goods. We have never communicated with
him and his name is not upon our mailing list."
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Evidence that the wave of
Noticeable prosperity is advancing again
Improvement after its recent temporary re-

trocession is furnished in every
line of business in Kansas City, and great hopes
are entertained for the rest of the year. Suffi-
cient time has elapsed since the first of the year to
admit of comparison of business done in tgo8 with
the corresponding period last year. The compari-
son should make the cheerful business man smile
and banish the fears of the doubtful. In the pack-
ing industry, which leads all others in Kansas City,
there has been a marked increase in business over
last year. The depression of the last few months
of 19°7 struck many as ominous, and that the
first three months of this year should show ad-
vances is most remarkable. Coupled with this
good news from the packers come the reports of
the farmers, who declare that the crop prospects
are very encouraging and that the wheat produc-
tion will exceed that of last year. The opening of
the Bank of Commerce will release the reserve
of the country banks and will put into circulation
throughout Kansas and Missouri several millions
of dollars. All this augurs well for Kansas City
and the surrounding territory, and the jeweler,
with the rest, is feeling the refreshing spray of
the prosperity wave.

There has been an increase of 33 per cent. in
the sales of tools and materials, an evidence that
many new people are going into business. Older
firms are constantly being asked for advice as
to locations throughout the Middle West. Sev-
eral of these requests, however, come from men
already in business but who have the fever of
spring migration or the German "wander-lust."
The sales of jewelry, clocks, watches, silverware,
etc., are still about 33 per cent. off, but to coun-
terbalance this is the 50 per cent. increase in the
demand for popular-priced goods. Eastern sales-
men who have been suspicious of the western
jewelers because these jewelers were not buying
a few months ago can have no complaint to make
now. An inquiry or two would have set these
salesmen right many weeks ago. The western
man usually keeps four months ahead in his
stock, and he chose to use this while, with other
conservative men, he viewed the situation of the
country.

Construction has begun on a new five-story
steel office building on the cast side of Baltimore
Avenue, south of the New England National
Bank Building, on the corner of Tenth Street.
The building is being erected by J. M. Curtice
and F. H. Thwing, and will be finished in Oc-
tober.

George H. Edwards, of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., was called to Bloomington, Ill., last
month by the death of his father, Dr. Richard
Edwards, a distinguished educator, who for a
number of years was president of the normal
school at Bloomington.

The Kansas City Jewelers' and Jobbers' Asso-
ciation, at their monthly meeting at the Coates
House last month, voted to extend an invitation
to the Missouri and Kansas jewelers and opti-
cians to hold their annual meetings this year in
Kansas City. The plan is to bring all four
organizations together here in May or June.

Dr. Anna B. Terrell, formerly of Kansas
City and a graduate of the Southwestern Optical
College, has opened an office in Portland, Ore.

E. A. Hosier, manager of Cady & Olmstead's
jewelry house, spent several days in Globe, Ariz.,
last month.

The following is from the Kansas City Star:
"For the first time in several months there is a
scarcity of sample rooms in the hotels. 1-Tollow-
ing the financial stringency there was a consid-
erable reduction in the number of traveling sales-
men visiting Kansas City. Since the first of the

year there has been a gradual increase, until now
the business is on the same basis as it was this
time last year."

Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Cady have returned from
an eight weeks' stay in the winter resorts of
Florida.

Dr. E. Alam Lane, of the Southwestern Op-
tical College, has been elected treasurer of the
Kansas City Oratorio Society.

Cady & Olmstead, who are among the leading
stationery dealers in Kansas City, have just re-
ceived a complete new line of wedding invitations
and announcements.

G. E. Read, of Lebanon, Mo., secretary of
the Missouri State Optical Society, was in Kansas
City last month taking an advanced course in
optics at the Southwestern Optical College.

C. B. Norton, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company, and Fred C. Cateron, Nebraska sales-
man for the firm, were in Omaha last month at-
tending the meeting of the Association of Jewel-
ers and Opticians.

Among those who matriculated at the South-
western Optical College last month were the fol-
lowing : L. C. Stoll, McCook, Nebr.; F. Damour,
M.D., Bolckow, Mo.; Jesse DeWitt Sexton, Law-
son, Mo.; 0. H. Wells, Paola, Kans.; Elmer
Snearly, Kansas City; L. J. Kees, Quincy, Ill.; J.
G. Holbert, Kansas City; Miss Jennie D. Lee,
Albany, Mo.; H. E. Colby, M.D., Oklahoma City,
Okla.; B. E. Johnson, Westmoreland, Kans.; H.
L. Ford, Norton, Kans.

W. H. Pontius, of F. E. Pirtle & Co., An-
thony, Kans., spent several days at Excelsior
Springs during March.

Harry Wardin, son of C. E. Wardin, of
Topeka, Kans., is attending Missman's School of
Engraving in Kansas City.

The name of the firm of J. S. Kelly, Mar-
shall, Mo., has been changed to the Kelly-Vawter
Jewelry Co.

Fred M. Chamberlain, formerly with J. R.
Mercer, has gone into the real estate business. He
is a member of the Interurban Land Company,
with offices in the Bank of Commerce Building.

W. J. Lewis, who for the past twenty-two
years has been connected with jewelry stores of
James B. Hayden, of Topeka, as its manager, has
bought out N. F. Morehouse, of that city. The
firm will be known as the W. J. Lewis Jewelry
Company.

The father of George Roemer, of the Green
Jewelry Company, died Febuary 16th.

Mrs. K. G. Nevin, the mother of the Nevin
Brothers, with offices in the Keith & Perry Build-
ing, celebrated her seventy-fifth birthday anni-
versary informally Friday, March 13th.

One of the most beautiful collections of
semi-precious stones in Kansas City is in the
possession of J. R. Mercer, the Eleventh Street
jeweler. The oddest in the collection, perhaps,
is a matrix opal. It is oval, and the brown
matrix is so formed that it looks not unlike the
wings of a huge beetle, while the opal forms the
body. Mr. Mercer has added an opal head to
this unique stone, olivine eyes and legs and trans-
formed it into a beautiful beetle pin. Another
handsome pin which is unique and artistic is in
the form of a bunch of grapes. The grapes are
whole pearls in shades of yellow, lavender, pink
and bronze. No two pearls are exactly the same
color, although they are uniform as to size.
Baroque pearls in delicate shades of pink, with
peculiar pebble-like surfaces, have made another
odd bug pin. In his collection of loose stones
Mr. Mercer has included many beautiful tur-
quoise matrix mottled, matrix opals, baroque
pearl culls, lapis cameos, corals, yellow sapphires,
malacite scarabs and lapis lazuli. The latter are
to be made up into shirt studs and vest buttons.

F. W. Waschau, a jeweler, at 3007 Guinotee
Avenue, has been improving his store during the
past month and has added several new features
in his stock.

E. I. Jones, with Bohm-Allen, of Denver, for
the past few years, has come to Kansas City as an
instructor in the Kansas City Horological School.

S. Randazzo, formerly in business in New
Orleans, has returned to Kansas City, where he
formerly resided, and will shortly open a jewelry
store, the exact location of which has not yet
been determined.

Oppenstein Bros., 18 East Eleventh Street,
have been holding an auction. The building they
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are occupying is to be torn down and they are
planning to move elsewhere.

Business men are making a campaign for bet-
ter light in the downtown districts. Light, in
their opinions, gives every city its cosmopolitan
air, and is one of the best advertisements for a
city that could be found.

A. T. Taylor, formerly with the Jaccard
Jewelry Company, is now with the Green Jewelry
Company.

Among the buyers in Kansas City last month
were the following:

0. M. Atwood, Clifton, Kans.
.1. jay Baker, M Koline, ans.
A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Okla.
W. T. Brown, Sterling, Kans.
Mr. Herthel, Claflin, Kans.
C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.
Harry A. Dildine, Kearney, Nebr.
Mr. Earp, Lamar, Mo.
1. D. Fagin, Lathrop, Mo.
A. Fuhrman, Kansas City, Kans.

Furnald, Carroll, Iowa.
Mr. Grady, Stillwater, Okla.
B. G. Gustafson, Lawrence, Kans.
M. S. Hall, Mankato, Kans.
I. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.
I. B. Heifner, Missouri City, Mo.
L. Hoffman, Leavenworth, Kans.
W. H. Hoover, St. George, Kans.
S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
C. Irion H, arper, Kans.
W. F. Kirkpatrick, Winchester, Kans.
W. I. Lewis, Topeka, Kans.
W. F. Kirkpatrick, St. Joseph, Kans.
C. W. Livergood, Reinbeck, Iowa.
L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.
T. S. Mendenhall, Burr Oaks, Kans.
W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.
Charlie Morrison, Olathe, Kans.
T. A. Mosher, Burlington, Kans.
E. Parker, Gilman City, Mo.
C. H. Paxton, Paola, Kans.
A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.
W. H. It. Shreckengaust, Pattonsburg, Mo.
F. W. Sellers, Wellington, Kans. ,
Lester M. Shenk, Buffalo Kans.
H. P. Sutton, McCook, Mo.
W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.
II. 0. Woodbury, Olathe, Kans.
Geo. A. Young, Moberly, Mo.
J. A. Zimmerman, Warrensburg, Mo.
George Behr, Lee's Summit, Mo.
E. H. Sears, Raymore, Mo.
T. H. Worth, Leavenworth Kans.
) M.. Coffman, Salisbury, Mo.
P. A. Broderson, Douglas, Kans.
IT. L. Morrison, Pittsburg, Kans.
T. H. Reynolds, Marshall, Okla.
VV. S. Alnutt, Richmond, Mo.
H. C. Hanson, St. Mary's Kans.

DW. S. Noble, rexel, Mo.
George W. Lewis, Herrington, Kans.
Carl Ricker, Emporia, Kans.

SJ. Helmer, outh Auburn, Nebr.
Mr. Armstrong, Brownwood, Texas.
J. M. Goodnight, Crescent Okla.
W. F. Moser, La Cook, Kans.

Annual Meeting Iowa Retail Jewelers'
Association

It was recently decided that the annual meet-
ing of the Iowa Retail Jewelers Association
would be held in Des Moines on June 23rd and
24th, in connection with the annual meeting of
the State Optical Association, which will be held
on June 25th and 26th. Both of these societies are
among the most progressive and prosperous of
the State associations, and it is expected that the
attendance of this occasion will break all past
records. An unusually instructive programme is
being arranged and an earnest invitation to attend
is extended to all the jewelers and opticians of
the State.

Annual Meeting of the Kansas Retail
Jewelers' Association

The Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association will
hold its annual meeting in Kansas City on June
9th, Toth and nth, in connection with the State
Optical Association. This was decided at a re-
cent meeting of the executive committees of both
organizations, when all expressed a determination
to make the meetings the most successful yet held.
A very attractive programme will be rendered and
all the jewelers and opticians of the State arc
earnestly urged to attend.

"The Keystone is all 0. K. Cannot suggest
anything to improve it, and it is getting better
every year. Workshop Notes are most interesting
to me. I am an old jeweler, but I can learn from
The Keystone."—H. Bohling, Jeweler, Smithton,
Missouri.,
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 H. E. GLENDORE & CO.

SOME FACTS

q We are successful auctioneers, because we
have the confidence and good-will of every

jeweler we conduct a sale for.

(If We guarantee you against loss, and your
reputation remains untarnished.

ci We never misrepresent; never make promises
we cannot fulfill. The best evidence we offer to
substantiate this is our long list of satisfied jewel-

ers for whom we have conducted sales.

q Our services bring to your store the results of
twenty years' practical experience. Our system
insures your sale a success. It means money in
your pocket.

(fr Our record is such as will bear the most care-
ful investigation by any jeweler contemplating

a sale, and we will cheerfully provide any such

with a list of jewelers we have conducted sales

for.

q If you are figuring on a sale, write us, giving
us the necessary information, and we will give

you our candid opinion as to whether your sale

will be a success or not. But do not delay

writing—if necessary, wire.

Write or Wire us at

807 Chicago Savings Bank Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOME RECENT SALES

A $40,000 SALE
To My Brother Jewelers:

My sale, which was conducted by H. E. Glendore & Co., was
one of the most pleasant surprises of my business career, sur-
passing all my expectations. Yours,

A. KAEMPFER,
14 \ ,t Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

A $10,000 SALE

My sale made in last month (February, 1908) by II. E. Glen-
dore and M. L. Jalonack, was in every way satisfactory. My
guarantee with them was for them to get me 8o cents on the
dollar. But they made my stock bring me dollar for dollar,
above expenses.

II. L. MORRISON,
Pittsburg, Kans.

A $7000 SALE

I moved to Amarillo, Texas, and opened there December 15,
1907. Mr. Glendore made my sale the following month (Jan.
nary), .opening the sale January ii, 008, selling over $7000 and
averaging 5 per cent. profit, under the most difficult circum-
stances. Many thanks to him.

E. T. PITTMAN & SON.

AN $18,000 SALE

Mr. H. E. Glendon', has my entire thanks, as his sale was an
entire success from all business standpoints.

J. PETROVITSKY,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

A $20,000 SALE
To anyone seeking the service f a first elass auctioneer, I can

sincerely and truthfully recommend Mr. Glendore, who has made
a friend of myself, and his entire attendance, and is it hard
worker for his employer, who made good margins on his sales,
and highly satisfactory to me. This sale was a surprise. I beg
to remain, most friendly,

JOE FRIEDLANDER,
Memphis, Tenn.

We especially call the attention of the New England track
to our full stock of

Auto Goggles 

Bird, Field and

• Prism Glasses

Send for booklets and samples

BOSTON OPTICAL COMPANY
373 & 387 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Our Specialty—Best Prescription Work

J. V.
MOROSS

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALL

SALES

No goods misrepre-
sented. Over twenty
years' experience. I
thoroughly understand
the price of goods with-
out asking, which
saves time and money.

No Stock Too Large ;
None Too Small

All correspondence
strictly confidential.

SALES CONDUCTED BY ME
January to, 1907, T. C. Lindsey, Dayton, Ohio,

880,000. Removal sale for 10 days.
February 6, 1907, J. A. Worrell, %Vashington,

C. H., Ohio. Sold $2000 in three days.
February 20, 1907, Bingaman & Co., Cincinnati,

0111°,8150,000 stock. Sold $26,000 in thirty-
four days.

March 25, 1907, Hoffman Jewelry Co.. of Colum-
bus, Ohio. $150.000 stock damaged by fire.
Sold $20,000 in three weeks.

Address

December 5 to January 1, 1908, Theo. Dilger,
Bluefield, W. Va. $15,781.65 making him
25 per cent. profit.

January 10, J. M. Jones, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
$5100 in 12 days with a double panic to
contend with (Tobacco and Wall Street)
then to

J. A. Holdberg & Co. , Jackson, Ohio, 83275 in 12
days, with a profit of 25 per cent. and that
I am now conducting toy second stile foe

J. E. Yoke, Decatur, Ill., with great success.

J. V. MOROSS, 315 West Fifth St., DAYTON, OHIOHOME PitoNE, 5529

I will pay the highest cash price for any Jewelry Stock and Fixtures.
If you wish to conduct a sale, write me and secure a dating for now or later

April, 1908

PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

THE

Jos. B. Bechtel & Co., 725 Sansom Street, this
city have inaugurated an innovation which will
be a great convenience to the trade. The f;rm has
a printing plant in connection with its business,
and will henceforth stamp and print boxes on
orders from their customers. As a preliminary,
the firm recently received a voluminous shipment,
which is said to have weighed in all about two
tons. This shipment contained paper boxes of all
kinds used by the trade which the patrons of the
firm can have printed and stamped without delay.
The fact that it has the necessary facilities to do
its own printing on the premises is a further evi-
dence of the enterprise and progressiveness of
this house.

Many handsome trophies offered as prizes at
the Sportsman's Show, recently held in this city,
were designed and made by the Bailey, Banks &
Biddle Co., and were an attractive exhibit in the
show window of that firm.

L. P. White has returned from a trip South,
whither he accompanied the Athletic baseball
nine for their preliminary practice. After leav-
ing the team, he continued his journey south-
ward, attended the Mardi Gras and sojourned for
a short time in Cuba and other points in that lati-
tude. He greatly enjoyed the outing and finds
himself in a fine physical condition for the spring
business opening.

John W. Ford, jeweler, at 618 East Girard
Avenue, has been mentioned as the republican
candidate for coroner of Philadelphia. Mr. Ford
enjoys a wide popularity and an enthusiastic polit-
ical following in his part of the city.

Samuel Kind, of S. Kind & Sons, returned
last month from a pleasure trip to the West
Indies. -

The accompanying portrait will be recognized
by many of our readers as that of J. P. Deal, Jr.,
a popular member of the traveling staff of Taylor

Bros. & nc., of
this city. 

Co.,
kr. Deal

is an accomplished
salesman, with a
magnetic personality
and a sincerity of
manner that favor-
ably impress the
trade. He is at pres-
ent traveling
through the South
with three trunks of
samples of the fine
cut glass product of
Taylor Bros. & Co.,
t Ii e s e samples in-
cluding an unusual
wealth of novelties
in cut glassware that
command special at-

5. P. Deal, Jr. tention. He finds
that both the trade

and the public have become well posted in recent
years on cut glass goods and are now well able
to discriminate between the different qualities.
This is a valuable factor in his favor in market-
ing the high-class products for which his company
is well known.

Fred A. Hurlburt, of H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,
accompanied by Mrs. Hurlburt, sailed for Europe
on the steamship Adriatic on March 24th. It is
the custom of Mr. Hurlburt to make an annual
visitation to the Old World, each trip being de-
voted to pleasure tours in different parts of the
European Continent.

M. Sickles & Sons have made a notable im-
provement in their store in installing a new
private office in front of the establishment. The
new apartment is conveniently planned and hand-
somely furnished, being also provided with all
modern conveniences in office fixtures. Abe and
Ed Sickles, of this firm, are now home from their
pleasure trip to Bermuda and are actively engaged
in the spring campaign.

D. V. Brown, manufacturing and wholesale
optician, has improved his establishment by a
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handsome new private office, which is a model of
convenience, comfort and serviceability. A sky-
light has also been installed for the purposes of
this office, which is richly furnished and provided
with all the modern facilities and office appli-
ances. Mr. Brown has just returned from a
trip of several weeks to Florida, where he so-
journed at the well-known resort, Sea Breeze, on
the ocean front. On his return he visited the
large cities en route, Chicago, Richmond, Wash-
ington, etc., where he made friendly calls on the
trade.

C. C. Loeffler, 1004 Girard Avenue, has re-
tired from the jewelry business and been suc-
ceeded by his son, Chas. M. Loeffler.

Englehardt C. Ostby, president of the Ostby
& Barton Co., has been sojourning at Pinehurst,
N. C.

J. M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher & Co., Attle-
boro, will probably be a delegate to the prohibi-
tionist national convention, to be held in Colum-
bus, Ohio, in July.

D. E. Makepeace, one of the most public-
spirited citizens of Attleboro, was recently elected
chairman of the water commissioners.

'Chas. C. Wilmarth and Frank J. Ryder, the
former foreman and the latter salesman for
Walter E. Hayward, Attleboro, have purchased
the business and will continue same under the
name of Walter E. Hayward Co. Mr. Hayward
has withdrawn from active business life on
account of serious illness.

J. A. Sworbel and Thos. H. Heath, constitut-
ing the firm of Sworbel & Heath, die cutters, of
Attleboro, have dissolved partnership, Mr. Heath
withdrawing from the firm. Mr. Sworbel will
continue the business at the old stand, while Mr.
Heath will start in business for himself.

The Yale Jewelry Mfg. Co. is a new corpora-
tion which will engage in the manufacture of
jewelry in Pawtucket. The company has an au-
thorized capital stock of $too,000, and the officers
are Edward J. Yale, president, and J. S. Jendron,
treasurer. Mr. Yale is the inventor of an ingen-
ious automatic button-making machine and was
formerly head toolmaker for the T. I. Smith Co.,
of North Attleboro, and later with Sims & Co.,
of Attleboro. The product of the new company
will comprise collar and link buttons, for the
economic manufacture of which they claim special
facilities.

Jos. L. Sweet, of R. F. Simmons Co., Attle-
boro, sailed last month for Europe and will make
an extensive tour on the Continent. He is ac-
companied by Mrs. Sweet.

Owing to the serious illness of Walter E.
Hayward and the necessity of closing up his
business, his conservator, Harold E. Sweet, of
Attleboro, appointed by the probate court of
Bristol, county, Mass., has disposed of the entire
business of Mr. Hayward excepting the book ac-
counts to March 1, Ica, to Charles C. Wilmarth,
factory superintendent and foreman for Mr.
Hayward for the past twenty-one years, and
Frank J. Ryder, the traveling salesman for the
firm since 1901, who will hereafter conduct the
business under th ename of Walter E. Hayward
Co. It will be the earnest endeavor of the new
firm to maintain the splendid reputation that the
name of Hayward has held in the jewelry trade
for more than fifty years.

F. W. Wilmarth, of Attleboro, has been ap-
pointed trustee for the estate of L. D. Braman,
who disappeared some time ago. Mr. Wilmarth
is a clear-headed business man whose qualifica-
tions especially fit him for the position.

The Manufacturers' National Bank of North
Attleboro is now ready for business. The direc-
torate comprises the following: G. K. Webster,
Joseph L. Sweet, Frederick E. Sturdy, F. L.
Baker, Albert Totten, G. Herbert French and
Andrew E. Jencks. Fred E. Sturdy was chosen
president and Clifton W. Carpenter, paying teller
at the Jewelers' Bank, was chosen cashier.
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The following is the encouraging prophecy of
Col. S. 0. Bigney in an address at the Brockton
republican club : "I confidently predict that the
jewelry business will be on the boom again by
fall. The Attleboro manufacturers are going to
send out the largest and best lines in their his-
tory. Nobody ever made business good by sit-
ting at home and whining. We are going to get
out a lot of new goods, so good they'll have to
buy them; we're going to try and cheer the other
fellow up and get him busy again, and the wheels
will have to move."

N. Barstow Co., Providence, has been incor-
porated with a capital of $27,000. The incorpor-
ators are Nathaniel Barstow, Frank F. Carpenter
and Louis J. Angell.

Frank B. Reynold, Providence, accompanied
by Mrs. Reynold, sailed last month for Europe
on the Adriatic. They will meet their daughter
in Europe and spend some time touring the Con-
tinent.

Chas. M. Robbins, of the C. M. Robbins Co.,
of Attleboro, is now on his return journey from
Honolulu and is expected to arrive home about
the end of this month.

Edw. Robinson, a Providence mann facturer,
is mourning the loss of his father, Edw. 0. Rob-
inson, who died last month.

Chas. 0. Sweet, of C. 0. Sweet Son & Co.,
Attleboro, is chairman of the committee formed
for assisting the unemployed. Considerable money
has already been distributed and much employ-
ment has been found for the idle ones.

Robinson Bros., North Attleboro, will move
from the third story in the building of the Plain-
ville Stock Co. to the quarters formerly occupied
by Maintien Bros. & Elliot, where they will have
more space and better manufacturing facilities.

E. A. Potter Co., Providence, who recently
moved into, their new quarters at 36 Garnet Street,
pride themselves on one of the most perfectly
equipped plants in the city. Much new machinery,
including the very latest improvements, has been
installed, and the company now has at its service
every facility that could make for excellence in
its product. The factory has the advantage of
fine light and roomy accommodation for the 2oo
employees. A notable feature of the new quarters
is the handsome offices. President A. K. Potter,
Secretary F. C. Miller and L. S. Hodges, manager
of the sales department, have each a private
office, handsomely furnished and equipped with all
the latest improvements in office fixtures. There
are, besides, accounting offices, shipping depart-
ment, etc. President Potter is much pleased with
the new quarters, which enable him to give prac-
tical effect to the progressive ideas to which the
success of the company is attributable and afford
ample facilities to cope with the increasing de-
mand for their goods.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association
President A. E. Barker, of the Minnesota

Retail Jewelers' Association, announces the ap-
pointment of the following committees for 1908:

Assaying: John Rentz, Minneapolis; C. Sut-
ter, St. Paul; J. D. Lifquist, Renning.

Grievance: D. C. Spaulding, Wabasha ; Chas.
White, Minneapolis; Chas. Altenberg, Fairmont;
J. D. Bodfors, Minneapolis; F. B. Logan, Roy-
alton.

Employment : Julius Anderson, Mora ; Thos.
Gaskell, St. Paul ; John Rosendahl, Mapleton.

Finance: W. G. Gould, Glencoe; E. L. Went-
worth, Kasson; Chas. Olson, Minneapolis.

Membership: Geo. H. Lang, Mankato; J. L.
Williams, Zumbrota; M. C. Weyer, Faribault.

Entertainment : A. E. Paegel, Minneapolis;
Emil Geist, St. Paul; R. L. Munns, Minneapolis.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

The annual meeting of this association will
be held at Raleigh on May 14th, when a record
attendance is expected. An attractive programme
has been arranged and the visitors will be hos-
pitably entertained by the jewelry trade of
Raleigh. Any information desired in regard to
the meeting or the association may be procured
from President R. C. Bernati, Greensboro, or
from Secretary Frank Jolly, of Raleigh.

-4
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5 years'
Experience
Gained in 1

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving,
to grasp the liner points ot Watchmaking and Optics, finds it neces-
sary to spend at lettst live years in a store before he has attained a
thorough knowledge of the business. In less than a year's time
this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. We get tele-
grams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates,
which shows what practical storekeepers think of our course. Send
for prospectus now. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. IV. Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 636

Watch and Jewelry
Repairing for the Trade

Send us your surp'us work and we will
guarantee entire satisfaction.
Good Work Promptly Done at Fair Prices
Best Material Used. Watches Demagnetized

Estimates Furnished

R- STADIANOER, Buffalo, N. V.
REPAIRING PRICE-LIST ON APPLICATION

ANTI-OXIDIZER
THE BEST I EVER USED

Price, 50 cents, by mail. Guaranteed.

Si. SMITFI, Iigiia, III.

WATCH REPAIRING
For The Trade

Good work and the right prices. Special
attention given to high-grade watches.

CHAS. W. THEXTON
502 Heyworth Bldg. Chicago, III.

WITH OMEGA WATCH Co.

TO Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afford to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Bing Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00; 1 doz.metaLastd..85c.
Sent prepaid at once (oil) on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderN 0. K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters orderd.
Address,Chester Wells.lewelerAleshoppen, Pa.

Loop
Watch Keys

The Crohn Patent Safety CUard

For Scarf Pius, 
:,.
.,..___ Studs and LaceV
"

l'ins. The most Practical and only ad-
j ustable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Samplebymail,25e; inlOK.gold,81.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROH1f,N1kr-altivIr-48 & 50 MaidenLane.N.Y.

Balance Staffs
and

Hole Jewels
Balance Staffs, $1.00 to $1.25 dozen
Hole Jewels . 1.00 to 1.50 dozen
Genuine Roller Jewels at Catalogue

Prices.
Genevas and Mi-Concaves, $4.00

per gross, 40 cents per dozen.
Imperial Mainsprings, $15.00 per gross,

$1.25 per dozen.
Steel Hand Removers, 25 cents each.

Mail Orders Carefully and Promptly Filled

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. McEwEN, Manager Manchester, Iowa

kV,

sr

-
A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
GasolineGasLamps
that are always ready for
use and can -be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems  
Millions of these lights are in use all over

the world. If you want the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, Tor the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog K. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

JOS. LANDSMAN
Gold and Silver

ELECTROPLATER AND COLORER

Finisher and Polisher of Sterling Silver, Hollowware, etc.
Oxidyzing for the Trade

Mail Orders Promptly Attended to 51-53 Maiden Lane, New York

FINEST QUALIFY

LEATHER
WATCH 'FOBS

ith Gold-Plated

EMBLEMS

AWARDS POR

11.11. Heinrich's patine chronometers
CHUM% MB PARIS, MO BLANC, 1559

Very good CHRONOME-
TERS on hand; second-hand
Chronometers in first-classcon-
(linen. Repairing, springing
and adjusting Chronometers.

Also fine watch repair-
ing for the trade.

of all the popular orders

WRITE FOR LIST

The Swastika Fob
I II 11,0.1 und Enanime
Retalis f so cents

Weaver Mfg. Co.
Mt. Holly, N. J.

AND ALL JOBBERS

John Schroeder
& Co., Inc.

T. C. REDFERN, Mgr.
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Jewelers epidei Pasit
10.501 2k
NW. expressly for Jewelers, Opticians, Der0

illSolderene Company. Boston. Mass„11,S,1

." "̂1"mlimmumwmnimallimillmo"19

A PURE SOLDER IN PUTTY FORM
Apply to place to be soldered, el ug iron or flame.

Requires no acids, rosin, pa,t., or of her fluxes. Ab-
solutely neutral, preventing riti4 and corrosion.
Saves time and ascii. Large sizes for the manu-
facturing trade. If your Mi ds.]. does not carry it in
stock send us his name and 25 cents and we will
send you No. 501 Jar, prepaid.

SOLDERENE COMPANY (Dept. P)
91 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

KANSAS CITY it-101201-400ICAL, SCI-ICIOL4
.We give the best course in Watchmaking, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing and Optics,

excepting none.
In Watchmaking both practical and theoretical demonstrations we surpass them all.
In Engraving, the shapening and sharpening of tools, designing and cutting of all styles of

letters and monograms, our methods are the best.
Our Optical department, in charge of W. B. Needles N. D., teaches an advanced course in

higher branches of Ophthalmology, and is the best of its kind for beginners and post-graduates.
We can secure you a position at a good salary. Write for our illustrated Catalogue. Address

A. E.P1TTENGER 812 East 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

LINDNER 4610 CO se =Vitt:

SI E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 0I110

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

Foo t= Powe r Lathes

REFINERS ana
Sweep Smelters
Established 1889.

of Gold,Sliver and
Platinum in any
shape-solids or
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or
filings. Prompt
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J

WATCH POCKETS
Made front tarnish-proof, oil-dressed
Chamois Leather, in all sizes.

Write for prices

THOS. A. SUTTON
Johnstown, N.Y.

St

ENGRAVING
CATCHY

in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVE

Engraving. Gilding.
Artistic Monogram and Letter

A SAMPLE

Send for price-list.

ILILL,STROM ot CO.
Memphis Nebraska

Correct in principle.
{High-grade tools Elegant in design.

Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made 

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby Street, Rockford. III.

Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
Cockroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Established
1889

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Suecenors to II. H.1101106

108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK
New York, June 1, 1898

I have employed Mr. Tilos. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction for many years in all
description of Marine Chronometer repairs, also
in new work. I know of no one who has a
better general knowledge of chronometer work
than he has. He has also done a great deal of
tine and complicated watch repairing for me,
and I can recommend him to anyone desiring
his services. II. H. HEINRICH.

and

Repairer
Everythingin
tho line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turnina
Changing Old

EnglisnandiHnia.
Cases to lake

American S. W.
No•emtnt. my

Specialty
OLD COHN

MADE NEW
Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

Watchmaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty

I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-TAst, which is free for the asking.
ColumbusMemorialBidg.,103 StateSt.,Chicago

—ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stories, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER de WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

I,THEY AND U 
I MAKE THEM
THEY SELL THEM
YOU USE THEM

A GOOD THING
FOR US ALL

SANGER'S
RING BUFFS

neir6.5Noutik.",n‘liaNnetip.

F. C. KLEIN Emit KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

kvstou ‘610-itf wittxt 44-4pliu

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL

SCHOOL
A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

Wizen writing to advertisers kindly men/ion The Keystone

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelru Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

177 Broadway 688 Broadway
Bet, Cortlandt & Dey Sts. Below Fourth Street

Illen writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The lieysione

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
Amerlcal
Stem ad
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price.Llst

Set of

3 Jewel Setting
Cutters
Price, $3.00

'Flits set will drill zoo
and more sizes of
holes.

Send for Circular

7 2 3

1111(.1 VINT?. NVATC-1-11S

Bought, Sold or Exchanged

FOR sPcyr CASH
Established 1889

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. corieN
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FT
Victory T.apel Button

Backs. Pat'd.
OEBHAIROT 1312.0S.,

VICTORY
Lapel

Button Backs and
Safety Catches
Are positively the 13 EsT on

the market to-day .s.,nri for Catalog and Priee-Liel

Fifth arid Elm sta., Cincinnati, Ohio

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
RAT'o.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

WANTED–WATCH MAK7.Rs everywhere to
know about u RICH 'S PERFECT-FITTING
CASE-SCREW WASHERS

Fits perfectly under screw-livid, and when adjusted it isGO"t'iliardly visible. Holds movement st cure! y, even when screw
shoulder is worn away. Made in all sizes, from 18 to 0.
Prices—Single dozen, 15c. 14 doz. package ass't, 50c.

Gross, $1.50.
S. U RIC H P. O. BOX 1942 For sole at all jobbing

N EW YOPK CITY aild material houses.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

—____-----.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SAT/SPA.CTION 
GUAILANTEED OR 

MONEY REPUNDED

SEND YOUR WATCH REPAIRS TO

Jules J. Lintz & Co.
106-108 Fulton Street, NEW YORK

Superior Workmanship Prompt Service

CULMAN TOOLS

Ask the man who owns them, if he wants
to do without them at any price.

C. CUL,MAN

Are Practical

Maple and Hazel Ayes. MAPLEWOOD, MO.

Balance Chuck
Price, $3.50

Every chuck or cutter which
becomes worn or broken will
be replaced for 25 cents.
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ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION,LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

0 II y of the above sent on selection to responsible
Alanufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Wholesaie Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

'NUM=

1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN
$ 1.00 $ 2.00

We Operate the Following Departments:
,DESIGNING A PROCESS' ENGRAVING1
STEEL DlE STAMPING PRINTING'

All Orders Executed Protnally and SatIsisetorilTs:
We are a Money Each Proposition It you ati no? Sallsiliet

WRITE NOW AND 'WELL DELIVER THE GOODS

CLARK "GRAVING'81PRINTING CO.
MILWAUKCE, U.S.A.
A RTISTS= ENGRAVERS &PRINTERS.

•

Learn How to Make Breguet Hair-
springs and How to Level and
Center Them in the Watch

Tools, instructions and hairsprings with the
different bends in rotation, showing how to
make them, furnished wit II each set of tools.

For further information, write

The Rockford Horological Institute
Box 243 ROCKFORD, ILL,

THE NEW AUTOMATIC

Lens-Grinding Machine
The right machine for the optician to do all

his surface grinding ; one man can turn out
w ice the amount of work than formerly.
TORIC LENSES made in any prescription

of 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 diopt. base curve.
' ROUUH TOMS " a specialty.

We also make cylinder shells and toric
shells of 3, 6 and 9 diopt.

Send .(nr Circular and Price-List

ANT. WA ON
Manufacturing Optician. Maker of Doric Lenses

1034 W. Girard Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Manufactured and sold under Letters Patent
Nos. 8139,845 and 646,672

Small Advertisements
No advertisement innerted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.

To insure insertion, remittance must
accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.

Send bank check or draft, or postal
or express money order for 61.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
lam which their advertisement appears.

Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,
for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisenzents, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 25
rents.

BY young man, to finish trade under good
watchmaker; 2 years' exp.; can do clock

work and jewelry repairing; refs. L. B.
Lopker, o Public Square, Wooster, Ohio.

GOOD watchmaker, plain engraver, first-
class salesman; temperate, industrious,

thorough ophthalmologist, and knows how
to explain it; understands the jewelry busi-
ness in detail, window dressing, stock keep-
ing and advertising included. Been out of
retail business few years, but have kept in
touch with same. Would work on salary or
salary and commission, with view of taking
interest in the business. Middle West or
West preferred. "P i i 7," care Keystone.

WANTED - A position as watchmaker,
jeweler and engraver, by young married

man of good habits. Address W. W. Wat-
Idns, 1466 Capitol Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; 30 years at
the bench; good salesman and stock

keeper. Address Mal. Burgess, Bloomfield,
Iowa.

WATCHMAKER-First class, American;
speak German fluently; 25 years' exp.;

ref. Address John Lohmeyer, 53o N. Mar-
shall St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BY young man of at, as engraver and as-
sistant watch repairer; samples on re-

quest; good ref. E. Snobble, South Haven,
Mich.

YOUNG man, 29: A 1 jeweler and clock
repairer; can help on watches and wait

on trade; by May 1st; A i ref. "S 10,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER manufacturing jeweler,
desires a steady position; have all tools;

German; can furnish good ref. "H mop,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver desires a
steady position; have all tools; good

salesman; best of refs. Address Lock Box
149, Topeka, Ind.

BY a first-class watchmaker, engraver and
all-round man; own tools; able to man-

age; A i refs. "J. B.," 1212 East Brown
St., Springfield, Ill.

YOUNG man, watchmaker and fair en-
graver; Iowa, Wisconsin or Minnesota

preferred; ref. furnished if desired. Ad-
dress David Rudisuhle, Caledonia, Minn.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
good engraver; all tools; no bad habits;

steady; long experience. Conrad Kohler,
care Ruff, jeweler, 146 Clinton St., Johns-
town, Pa.

BY a young man, aged 23; 5 years' exp.;
wants position as watchmaker and jeweler;

can do first-class work, and hold a first-class
recommendation by last employer; have my
own tools. J. Podvin, Bryan, Ohio.

AT Once, position as assistant watchmaker
and jeweler; canable of doiner all watch

work; own tools; best of refs. W. B.
Patty, Strawberry Point, Iowa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker desires position;
West preferred. For particulars, please

address Box 635, Cheyenne, Wyo.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER wants permanent posi-
tion; 3o years old; Jo years' exp.; mar-

ried; salary $18 per week; will furnish
ref. Geo. S. Wilson, Festus, Mo.

JEWELRY and clock repairer; 8 years'
store experience; for references and par-

ticulars, write Clarence J. Bell, Cook's
Point, Davenpoi t • Iowa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, with tools, de-
sire position at once; New England States

preferred; competent to handle railroad
work. Address E. H. B., 45 Charles St.,
Springfield, Mass.

ENGRAVER-Script, monograms, lettering
and designing, any style; window trim-

mer; knowledge hard soldering, repairing
and setting; American, age 35; no bad hab-
its. "Engraver," 8o Tillery St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

BY good watchmaker and engraver; good
set of tools and best of ref.; West or

South preferred. Edwin Milberg, 9o3 Globe
Building, St. Paul, Minn.

BY young man; A i jewelry jobber and
clock man, second watch worker and

plain engraver; best ref. L. N. Boone, 1104
Heyworth Building, Chicago.

BY first-class watchmaker; 17 years' exp.
at bench; comnetent to hanuie fine and

complicated watches; position, timing and
rating a specialty; all kinds of wheel cut-
ting; age 31; neat appearance. H. C. Ot-
well, 7i7 West Thirteenth St., Kansas
City, Mo.

BY man and wife; former as assistant
watchmaker and engraver; 18 years' exp.;

good habits; own tools; latter as clerk and
stock keeper. Address Chase, 50g S. Wil-
liams St., South Bend, Ind.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
jeweler; good all-round workman. F. J.

Thurman, Cascade Locks, Oregon.

FIRST-CLASS refractionist, A i salesman,
desires to make a change; fair watch-

maker and good jeweler. Address "H 107,"
care Keystone.

POSITION as second-class watchmaker and
engraver; Pittsburg district preferred. "R

io6," care Keystone.

ENGRAVER-Experienced on gold, silver
and stationery dies; best refs. and good

habits. "II.," 201 Chestnut Ave., Jamaica
Plain, Boston, Mass.

STEADY young married man; good watch-
maker; fair knowledge of optics; Minne-

sota preferred. W. Goodell, New Rock-
ford, N. D.

WATCHMAKER, engraver; 9 years' exp.;
can speak German; also optical exp. H.

H. Schleuder, 2408 Hiawatha Ave., Minne-
apolis, Minn.

AM a watchmaker-that's all; 26 years old;
own tools; worked at bench 8 years; Nor-

wegian; been two years in States; under-
stand English; West of Mississinni river
preferred. When answering, state salary
you pay. H. Holte, 131 S. Locust St.,
Pana, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, first class; so years'
exp.; 35 years old; German-American;

understand staffs, pivots, cylinders, railroad
work; use American lathe; have all tools;
best ref.; no bad habits; can take full
charge of watch repairs; no cheap man; no
clock work. Frederick Dreher, Room 3, 78
Nassau St., New York.

POSITION as traveling salesman for jew-
elry or optical house in Iowa or Minne-

sota. Box 6, Waterville, Iowa,

BY May ist; watch. clock and jewelry re-
pairing; 5 years' exp.; good ref.; age 19.

Address "C 104," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker; 5 years of practical ex-
perience under a man of 25 years' exp.;

also a good engraver, with store experience;
good habits and best of refs. J. H. Lanum,
Buena Vista, Va.

AS watchmaker about first of April; can
help out on plain engraving; 37 years

old; 20 years' exn.; New York State or
South preferred. "A 147," care Keystone.

YOUNG man to finish watch work; en-
graver, fine on monograms; graduate op-

tician; good salesman; 5 years store exp.;
no bad habits; $15 week. "R 148," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER for 28 years desires po-
sition with a house that can furnish

him 2000 watches a year to repair; salary,
$25 week. "Trade Watchmaker, G i 19,"
care Keystone.

BY watchmaker; 16 years' exp.; 33 years
old, married; own tools and bench; Iowa

preferred; not looking for fancy salary,. but
permanent place; June 1st. "W i i 1," care
Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG MAN, 5 years' exp.; watchmaker,
engraver and jeweler; speaks German;

Wisconsin preferred. "J 543," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, graduate opti-
cian, all-round mechanic on jewelry

work; will go anywhere; American citizen;
speak German and Scandinavian; have $50o
to invest in position of trust, or may buy
part; aged 35; have refs. "S 527," care
Keystone.

MIDDLE-AGED watchmaker, plain en-
graver and graduate optician; good refs.

"S 128," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, German,wants
position by May ist in good house of the

West or South; can furnish A i refs. of
first-class houses in Detroit; state salary in
first letter; nice, clean place preferred. "R
133," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 26 years old, single, as as-
sistant watchmaker; does plain watch

work, jewelry, clock repairing and plain en-
graving, salesman, stockkeeper; full knowl-
edge of jewelry business; 3 years' exp.;
South preferred; gilt-edge refs. "R 146,"
care Keystone.

F1RST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler; 25
years' exp. in Europe, America, on all

watches, clocks; best refs.; best habits; own
tools; permanent position. Frank Wagner,
294 Powers St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

A i WATCHMAKER, engraver and opti-
cian; young man, married; 12 years'

practical exp. on watch work; 5 years on
railroad work; good engraver; fine set of
tools and trial set; 6 years' exp. fitting
glasses; no bad habits; first-class ref. L.
M. Ratliff, Francesville, Ind.

YOUNG man desires position as engraver
and assistant watchmaker; would take

moderate salary for steady position; has
tools. "P 152," care Keystone.

BY young lady as clerk; can give best of
ref.; will apply personally if necessary;

small city preferred. "G 958," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man, 25; 6 years' exp. as watch-
maker, jeweler and salesman; have

taken entire charge of jewelry store; good
ref. furnished. P. G. Witt, Olivia, Minn.

YOUNG man as second watchmaker; has
fair knowledge of the jewelry business

and is willing to work; can give good refs.
"W I 14," care Keystone.

WISH to finish trade under good work-
man; attended watchmaking school; can

do ordinary watch or clock work; own
tools; Washington or Oregon preferred. J.
L. Carson, Mossy Rock, Wash.

A YOUNG watchmaker desires position to
finish the trade; can do fair engraving

and jewelry repairing. Address Felix
Bachand, 173 Felton St., Waltham, Mass.

YOUNG man of so; three and one-half
years' store exp.; wishes position to finish

trade under first-class workman; good ref.
"J 144," care Keystone.

OPTICIAN wants position to take full
charge of optical store or offices; fully

qualified in all its branches; refractionist,
salesman, fitting, dispensing; if necessary,
can assist in jewelry store; will work on
salary or commission. "H 41," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER and all-round man; 30
years as workman and assistant manager

in fine retail store; competent, trustworthy.
"Watchmaker," 311 South Monroe Street,
Streator, Ill.

ABOUT May 15th, position wanted; first-
class, all-round man; 25 years' exp.; aged

40; town io,000 to 25,000; Illinois pre-
ferred. Address Chapman, 496 Lincoln
Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and refractionist of abil-
ity, of good address and appearance; 17

years' exp.; to locate with good house in
good city. "D 136," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician
wishes to change position May 1st; will

start at $2o; best refs.; non-user of tobacco
and alcohol. "C 135," care Keystone.

BY good watchmaker, jeweler and clock
repairer; capable to wait on trade; can

furnish best refs.; Northwestern States pre-
ferred. Address Harry Laurence, Browns-
dale, Minn.

BY fine manufacturing jeweler, stone setter
and repairer; none but first-class stores

need apply; state salary in first reply. "L
139," care Keystone.

ENGRAVER-Young man desires position
with first-class engraver, or an opportu-

nity to learn watch work; good script let-
terer; samples on request; A x ref. "H
74," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

JEWELER and engraver, also watchmaker,
wishes to change; South preferred; com-

petent young man; refs. "F 138," care
Keystone.

ENGRAVER, first-class; understands watch
work; can wait on trade; Eastern Mid-

dle States, New York City, Brooklyn,
or near vicinity preferred. "IN 124," care
Keystone.

AS assistant watchmaker by young man,
aged 19 years; 3 years' exp.; can do plain

engraving; have good set tools. N. H.
Nelson, Box 454, Rice Lake, Wis.

YOUNG man, good engraver, good sales-
man, assistant watchmaker; 6 years' exp.;

nice appearance; best refs.; wishes to finish
watch work under good man. "N 126,"
care Keystone.

BY good, all-round watchmaker and en-
graver; good set of tools and refs. Ad-

dress "Jeweler," 528 Jackson St., Sandusky,
Ohio.

BY watchmaker-jeweler ; 2 I years' exp.;
own tools; best ref. G. F. Rawlings,

Bloomsburg, Pa.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler at once or
May 1st; can give best ref.; 7 years'

exp.; young; own tools. Harry R. Suter,
124 Virginia St., Sistersville, W. Va.

EXPERT watchmaker of great ability;
thoroughly competent on all watches; no

trouble for Swiss, English and complicated
watches; want $27 per week; best refs.
"M 125," care Keystone.

YOUNG man wishes to finish trade as
watchmaker with an all-round man; have

had two and one-half years' exp. at watch
work; have finished jewelry trade; aged 21
years, single; good ref.; store exp.; kindly
let me know salary paid to start in first
letter. John F. Mahla, Box 721, Coates-
ville, Pa.

AS jewelry store manager by man of ex-
perience and proved competency in this

line. Fine executive ability, energetic and
resourceful. Thorough master of merchan-
dising, including instalment business; espe-
cially successful in selling high-grade goods.
35 years old and highest ref. Will work
for good salary or on percentage until
worth is proven. "G 130," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

UNDER TIIIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and optician. Hard-
wick, Hopkinsville, Ky.

ANOTHER watchmaker, who has learned
his trade, to learn time-lock business and

travel, inspecting locks. Give full particu-
lars in first letter. The Blake Bank Lock
Inspection Co., Worcester, Mass.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler and plain en-
graver; one who understands optical busi-

ness and is a good salesman; steady posi-
tion; must have good refs. D. M. Rinaldo,
hot Springs, Ark.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
position permanent to the right man;

none but competent persons need apply.
'Geo. W. Hickox Company, Albuquerque,
N. M.

YOUNG MAN, willing to help in store and
learn watch repairing and optical work;

one with some experience preferred. Ad-
dress A. Swennigsen, Moorhead, Minn.

SHOPMAN -Rimless, bifocal, surfacing,
edging, cutting; general worker; no re-

fracting; no contact with public; steady job;
no tourist wanted; give names former em-
ployers and present wages. Baya, so San
Rafael, Habana, Cuba.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker; one that un-
derstands optics preferred; salary, $100

per month, and steady position; ref. re-
.quired. A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.

WANTED-A i jeweler for repair depart-
ment in retail store near Chicago; give

refs.; permanent position. Address "T 150,"
care Keystone.

JEWELER wanted-Good, all-round man
in jewelry, drugs and groceries; must be

temperate; state wages, exp., age and refs.
H. B. Rowan, Kirkland. Ill.

'WANTED-First-class watchmaker, jewelry
repairer and engraver; also on clocks;

permanent position to efficient man; wages
no object,• must own tools except bench and
foot-wheel; in one of the nicest cities in
Montana; state salary and all information
in first letter, with refs. "K 15i," care
Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker, clock repairer; active
young man with good habits; must come

well recommended. Address Beinhorn &
Meier, jewelers and opticians,Winona,Minn.

HELP WANTED

YOUNG man, good engraver, assistant
watchmaker; single; neat, industrious,

good appearance. "S 153," care Keystone.

A JEWELRY and clock repairer. Bartling
& Nuckolls, Grinnell, Iowa.

WANTED-A good watchmaker and en-
graver; one that can do soldering and

diamond setting; state experience, with ref.,
in first letter, and what salary you expect.
D. H. Keene, Fort Worth, Texas.

STRICTLY first-class watchmaker and jew-
eler; must be sober, reliable, of good ap-

pearance and have good refs.; steady posi-
tion at good wages to right man. W. B.
Fisher, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.

YOUNG man, thoroughly acquainted with
retail jewelry trade east of Buffalo and in

the South, to sell boxes and display goods
for manufacturer; state refs. and exp. Fox
Manufacturing Co., 440 Broadway, New
York City.

YOUNG man under 3o; engraver, jewelry
repairer, stone setter, window trimmer,

salesman; permanent position; enclose sam-
ple engraving; refs. J. F. Carr, Ports-
mouth, Ohio.

GOOD watchmaker and salesman who will
invest $2000 with advertiser can have

half profits of business paying $4000 to
$5000 year and management of same, in
one of the larger Dakota cities. Address
"Jeweler," care Marshall, druggist, Nicollet
and Grant Sts., Minneapolis, Minn.

YOUNG man or lady, of good address, who
is good engraver and understands taking

care of stock in a first-class jewelry store;
will pay $i5 per week and teach watch-
making if desired; living expenses, $30 per
month; send samples of script, English and
ribbon monogram with refs. and full par-
ticulars in first letter. Chas. E. Davis,
Great Falls, Mont.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker and en-
graver; Iowa. "B 131," care Keystone.

ALL-ROUND man; one who is willing to
do drug, grocery and jewelry work; must

be trusty and sober; state price. H. B.
Rowan, Kirkland, Ill.

A CAPABLE optician who can do all kinds
of refraction work, edging, drilling, etc.;

good salary and commission. "P 132," care
Keystone.

IMMEDIATELY-A 1 watchmaker, capa-
ble of taking full charge of repair depart-

ment. Salary, $i8 per week. Only ex-
perienced workmen need apply. Refs. with
first letter. W. H. Replogle, Shenandoah,
Iowa.

YOUNG man, with 2 or 3 years' exp., at
watch repairing. A. B. Stackhouse, War-

rensburg, N. Y.

YOUNG man to finish trade' will advance
as rapidly as possible; steady job to right

man; can learn to buy goods, wait on trade
and take general care of store. P. H.
Sperry, Marinette, Wis.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

bRANCIS engraving machine No. 3. Hard-
wick, Hopkinsville, Ky.

TWO large jewelry safes. Hardwick, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.

TO buy a one-story brick store building
with lot on a good business street and in

a town of not less than s000. Address,
with particulars, "J. A. K.," Box 233, Quar-
ryville, Pa.

POCKET chronometer movement; state
make,' condition and price; Juergensen

prefetted. "B 113," care Keystone.

PARTNER with money. Am A r watch-
maker, jeweler, engraver and optician; I

can make money. "E 121," care Keystone.

SECOND-HAND wall case. What have
you? and least cash price. 8-ft. preferred.

H. G. Heald, Charter Oak, Iowa.

SALESMEN calling on the retail jewelry
trade to carry a small pocket side line.

Aadress for particulars, Guaranteed Glove
Co., Johnstown, N. Y.

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes that
watch movements are sold in. John Re-

millard, 397 Main Springfield, Mass.

GOOD watch lathe; state kind, pike and
condition. Eugene Parker, St. John's,

Mich.

INFORMATION wanted as to whereabouts
of G. A. Ressencourt, Frenchman; spe-

cialty, diamond broker. Address Carrau &
Green, 1510 Buchanan St., San Francisco,
Cal.

WANTED

C. I. OPHTHALMOMETER with battery;
also Geneva ophthalmoscope and retino-

scope combined, or De Zeng luminous oph-
thalinoscope. All instruments in good order
and cheap; cash. Write full particulars.

0. ochleuder, Springfield, Minn.

ALL your empty movement boxes-Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford.

Shipments are valued day of arrival and
check forwarded. Your consignment are
held in the original packages till we hear
from you; in case our estimate is not satis-
factory, will be returned at our expense.
Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

GOOD location for jeweler in town of
5000 to 25,000. "S 129," care Keystone.

PARTNER-Good watchmaker and plain
engraver with good habits and small cap-

ital, to take one-half interest in established
jewelry business in one of the best towns
in Oregon; population, io,000. "S 537,"
care Keystone.

OPTICIAN'S trial case, engravers' block
and watchmaker's bench; give particulars.

Nelson, 5933 Emerald Ave., Chicago, Ill.

TO buy jewelry business; must be bargain.
A. J. Munson, Alexis, Ill.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

GOOD paying jewelry, optical and Kodak
business in good northern Ohio town;

stock and fixtures about $2500: will dis-
count invoice; good reasons for selling.
Write for information if interested. "0
961," care Keystone.

GoOD established jewelry business; popu-
lation 5000; invoice about $5500; a good

thing to investigate; best town in Iowa.
••B 971," care Keystone.

$4000 WILL purchase a well-established
and nicely located jewelry business in

Youngstown, Ohio. Good trade, and careful
investigation invited; owner about to leave
city on account of health. "H 98," care
Keystone.

$5000 WILL buy jewelry business averag-
ing $13,000 cash sales per year; clean

stock; good run of bench work; western
State. "H gi," care Keystone.

FINE jewelry business in city of about
30,000 population. which made a profit in

1907, above expenses, of $3766.66. Gross
profits for last four years, $21,943.65 Bus-
iness can be purchased for $700o. Good
reasons for selling. Address "T 103,"
care Keystone.

WANTED to sell, at once, a good old
jewelry business in a splendid old aouth-

ern town of about 6000 inhabitants, with
fine agricultural country surrounding it; a
grand opportunity for a man who is an all-
around workman; only those who mean
business and have at least $5000 need
apply; the best of reasons for selling. For
particulars, address "A Rare Chance, J 93,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY-OPTICAL store and fixtures in
one of the best mining towns of 600;

only exclusive jewelry and optician in
town; good run of bench work; established
7 years; 1907 business, $12,180; only those
meaning business and having $5000 to
$6000 need to write; the best reasons for
selling; the chance of a lifetime. For par-
ticulars, write "S 86," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business in Minnesota town of
2000; stock and fixtures, $3000; county

seat; two railroads; fine lake and summer
resort. Poor health reason for selling.
Only cash considered. "R :18," care Key-
stone.

SPLENDID opportunity, fer cash, to walk
right in well-established Jewelry business

in live town; no competition; population,
1500; electric light, water works; invoice
about $3500 with fixtures. Good reason for
selling. Box 53, Ketchikan, Alaska.

HERE is your chance of a lifetime to
walk right in a well-established jewelry

and optical business. A live town; popula-
tion, 10,000; county seat; city has modern
improvements. Only one other small jew-
elry store. Draws trade from a large scope
of country. Stock and fixtures inventory
000; can reduce stock to suit customer.

Will sell at a big reduction, as I wish to re-
tire from business. Watch inspector for
the Norfolk and Southern Railway Co.
Chas. H. Wallace, Washington, N. C.

BEST stock in good county-seat town in
Iowa. A rare chance for good man with

$6000, or could reduce. Optical parlors in
connection. Must seek out-of-door employ-
ment. This will bear closest investigation.
Do not answer unless you have the money
and mean business. Address "K 105,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE
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DISCONTINUED Jewelry Store - Stock
and fixtures inventory $5156.5o; at a sac-

rifice; 6o per cent, will secure it; failing
eyesight cause. Who wants it? Address
D. I. Seifert, 213 Twelfth St., Beaver
Falls, Pa.

RARE opportunity to buy paying, modern,
clean jewelry, optical and imported novel-

ties store, with two large glass window
fronts; established over 13 years; 4000
people; county seat; no opposition in town
and county; summer and winter tesort; in
summer, for four months steady. 6000 to
8000 strangers; healthy place; stock and fix-
tures about $3500; repairs make all ex-
penses and over; rent, $35 the month; large
store, with four rooms and kitchen. Will
give long lease on store building if desired.
I have made money here, and so can you.
Reason for selling, on account of old age.
Don't write unless you have cash ard mean
business. Otto Sange, Bay St. Louis, Miss.

OLD-ESTABLISHED wholesale and retail
jewelry and optical business, doing good

business; fine location; trade increasing all
the time. Ill health only reason for selling.
Investigate this at once. W. L. Melvin,
1302 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

STOCK of jewelry, fixtures and tools;
about $2000; in one of best towns in

northeast Nebraska; only jeweler in town;
good paying business. W. P. Moht, Spen-
cer, Nebr.

JEWELRY store in good North Dakota
town; county scat; population, 1200;

stock about 't3100; material and fixtures,
about $500. L. Schaefer, Lakota, N. D.

SMALL jewelry and optical business; only
jeweler in lively growing town; fine cli-

mate; Pacific slope of Rockies. Hammons
& Sons, Plains, Mont.

BEST location open now in town of 1800
population; low rent, elegant building;

will sell all or any part of stock and fix-
tures. Have another store, which requires
all of my time, and wilt give a good man
the right start. Inquire at once. E. H.
Prey, Canby, Minn.

LONG-ESTABLISHED, good paying jew-
elry store in Bohemian settlement in Chi-

cago; stock 250C); cheap; rent store with
living rooms in rear. Sold by owner of the
property. Reason, sickness. "M. V.," izo
Heyworth Building, Chicago.

A GOOD, live Jewelry business in a town
of 800

' 
with good country trade to draw

from. Stock and fixtures invoice at $15oo;
can be reduced to suit; cash required; will
sell tools and material; no comnetition;
going West, reason for selling. Address R.
Helmer, Hector, Minn.

PAWNBROKING business-regular mint;
requires $is,000. Do not answer unless

meaning business and have cash. No spec-
ulators or auctioneers. Answer "S 520,"
care Keystone.

$400 SAFE, $125; wall case, $6o; F. P.
show case, $100; tools, $40; bench and

lathe, $25; materials, $800; stock jewelry
for $750. Casts. Fine condition. Snap.
W. J. Sproul, Sparta, Ill.

FINE jewelry store; best location Elmira,
N.Y.; inventory stock and fixtures $5000;

can be reduced; wish to retire, reason for
selling. Inquire D. H. S., 157 Sullivan
St., Elmira, N. Y.

A JEWELRY store that has made a small
fortune for the proprietor in eight years,

notwithstanding his poor health the past
five years. $1o,000 will buy it. If inter-
ested, write to "C 115," care Keystone.

PROSPEROUS, Well-established jewelry
business in one of most popular seashore

cities in New Jersey; clean, fresh, up-to-
date stock; best patronage; splendid oppor-
tunity; no cash required if secured. H. H.
Caswell, Asbury Pars, N. J.

ON account of other business that demands
my entire time, I am compelled to sell

my prosperous jewelry business, doing a
business of over $4000 per year, with an
elegant profit; located close to Chicago, in
northern Indiana, in one of the finest farm-
ing section in the State. No failure in
crops; steady business year round; panics
do not affect us. Stock and fixtures will
invoice around 82000; will sell for liberal
discount for cash, or will sell to responsible
party one-fourth cash and balance in easy
payments. You can see, I am not afraid to
put up three-fourths of my stock against
one-fourth cash and some good man's abil-
ity, as the business is here; no chance to
fail. This store has been established eight
years. "G 116," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store; town of 8000; increase
of 4000 in summer; 30 miles from New

York City; suitable for first-class watch-
maker. For further particulars, address

N"A. D. T.," 1037 Sixth Ave., ew York
City.

(Continued on Page 726)
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page 725)

ON account of partnership in larger busi-ness, will turn over valuable lease, prin-cipal thoroughfare progressive Syracuse,upon purchase of fixtures and a few hun-dred dollars merchandise. Vanderburg, 127N. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store;growing town of iscio; central Illinois;stock and fixtures invoice about $2600; finechance for good workman; poor health rea-son for selling. "N 155," care Keystone.
ON sale, for cash, clean, up-to-date stock,tools and fixtures; invoice about $15oo;must sell on or before June 1st; good townof about 7oo; inquire of E. Culler, Evans,Colo.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business;invoice $3500; stock and fixtures; popula-tion, lows; electric lights; artesian water,fine climate; great sheep and hog country;want to quit business. H. J. Black, SanLouis Valley, Monte Vista, Colo.
BEST jewelry store in good manufacturingtown of s000 inhabitants; best location;stock and fixtures invoice about $3000; canreduce; good chance for a live man; asthmaand poor health only reason for selling;must change climate. Address Chas. P.Eisenmann, Three Rivers, Mich.
FOR sale, or will take partner; have twostores; will sell one in central New York.Address "T 155," care Keystone.
A BARGAIN—$4000 takes well-equippedjewelry and optical store; town $3o,000per month pay roll; only stock; four livingrooms over store; plate-glass front; north-west light. "P 44,' care Keystone.
PIONEER jewelry business of Ohio; almost$13,000 cash sales 1907 from $7000 stock;good run of work; clean, desirable stock;up-to-date fixtures; fine safe; best locationin county seat; factory city 17,000; invoice$4000; will discount some; great possibilityto increase business; investigate. A. B.Regnier, Marietta, Ohio.

AN old-established first-class jewelry storein one of the busiest districts of Boston;owner made a fortune there, but must sellon account of other business on hand;price, $35oo; stock can be reduced. Address"A 149," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store doing repair business of$150 per month. $4ue will buy store andfixtures; will reduce to suit purchaser."II 145," care Keystone.

FIXTURES, stock and good-will of 74-yearestablished jewelry business in good saw-mill town of 3000 in southern Louisiana,surrounded by sugar plantations. For par-ticulars, address St. Louis Jewelers' SupplyCo., St. Louis, Mo.

LONG established and one of the best pay-ing jewelry stores in Iowa; county seat,in center of corn belt and small townswithin rz miles with no jewelers. Cleanstock of $5000 to $6000; bench runs $175to $200 per month; sales for 1907 over$12,000. I have the trade of zo milesaround. Business will bear the strictest in-vestigation. Bad health compels me to getout. Do not answer unless you mean busi-ness. No trades. "P 142," care Keystone.
WISHING to retire. Jewelry and opticalbusiness, established ten years; about$4500 in jewelry, fixtures, tools, etc.; $2250takes it; only cash considered. Strictest in-vestigation invited. Refs. in first letter."D 123," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, with stock, tools and fix-tures, in town of over 8000; own build-ing; give long lease if wanted; store hastwo plate-glass windows, electric and gaslight; 2 rooms in back; located on mainstreet, 2 blocks from local train station; 74miles from San Francisco; rent, $28. Havemore ground next to this building and willbuild smaller store for Sio per month ifwanted. Invoices $2000; will reduce to$1000. Here 8 years. Snap for some one.M. M. Spitzer, 44$3 E. Fourteenth St., Cor.Forty-fifth Ave., Melrose, Cal.
AN A No. t paying jewelry business; aregular mint. Established 17 years, witha first-class reputation and steady trade, inthe best and fastest growing city of MiddleWestern States. In 1907 my businessamounted to over $30,000, with a profitof over $72,000 on an expense of less than$2500 a year. My stock at present amountsto about 414,000 ; fixtures, $ 000; stock con-sists of diamonds, standard makes of move-ments and cases, and solid gold jewelry;all new, clean and saleable goods. Am rundown in health and would like to retire.Will make a liberal offer to cash buyersonly. Fuller information and absolute proofof my statements will be furnished to theright parties. Do not write unless you havethe cash and mean business. "S 740," careKeystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses
JEWELRY business in good South Dakotatown 7300, with good optical business;$1500; can reduce to $500; low rent; infine location; town has city improvements;fine farming country; reason for selling,am not a practical workman. "L 122,"care Keystone.

$4000 STOCK jewelry and musical goodsat a bargain; can reduce to $2500; mustbe sold at once; do not write unless youhave cash and mean business. Box 157,Centralia, Mo.

$7000 BUYS best jewelry and optical busi-ness in live manufacturing town of ii,000near St. Louis, with rich agricultural coun-try surrounding it. This is an opportunityto step right into an old-established busi-ness. Am making money here and so canyou. "W 134," care Keystone.
ONLY jewelry store in town of 800 inhab-itants; stock and fixtures about $800; inSouthern Iowa. "W 112," care Keystone.
JEWELRY store; city 26,000; profits, $15oa month; invoices $608.45; if taken atonce, will sell for $550 cash. Going South.Don't write unless you have money andmean business. Enclose stamp for reply.Dempster Street Jeweler, Evanston, Ill.
STOCK, fixtures and safe; in live town of15,000 in Nebraska; invoices at $180o;will sell for Wiwi if taken at once; must .leave on account of other business. "B108," care Keystone.

AN exceptional opportunity to purchase •small, well-paying jewelry business; besttown on coast; monthly pay roll $roo,000;other investment cause of selling; about$1000 cash required. Rowe, jeweler, Ho-quiam, Wash.

SPLENDID opportunity for a man with$3000 to buy very good business insouthern Minnesota county seat; yearly netprofits, $2000. "W 157," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

ONE Geneva combined ophthalmoscope andretinoscope, F. A. Hardy Co. ophtlialmo-meter; instruments in first-class condition.Set, including table and chair, $o o. In-quire of Mrs. Ethel Logsdon, Bushnell, Ill.
FINE model of lever escapement, damask-eened and cap jeweled; nicely finished;glass shade. Carl F. Gates, Macedon, N. Y.
FOR SALE very cheap—One 14-inch Kingplate press; one King embossing pressNo. 2; both in A i condition. AddressTraub Bros. & Co., zos Woodward Ave.,Detroit, Mich.

TWO wire and one flat rolling mill, handand power; one Oliver rolling mill. 4rollers, interchangeable, 2 plain rings, 2 flatrollers, power, wire drawbench, i polishinghead power, i Oliver foot polishing ma-chine, 1 iron stand with head emery, pull-eys, hangers, belting, countershafts, etc.;very cheap. Write for price and descrip-tion. Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co., Memphis,Tenn.

WE are closing out our No. is spectaclewith blue frames that we formerly soldfor $1.20 per dozen. These are put up inlots of 6 dozen each, of the following num-bers and quantities: 2-5, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9, 6-zo,4-1 1, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 5-15, 6-r6, 4-18, 3.19,5-20, 3-22, 4-24, 3-30, 3-36. We are offeringthem for 85c. per dozen, regular. Thequantity is limited. If you use cheapspectacles, this is an advantageous oppor-' tunity. This spectacle has a large eye anda very properly made frame. The templeswork on a single spring. Jos. Friedlander& Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, New York City.
BEST offer takes improved single-gearedhand rolling mills; cost $33; almost new.Address "Woods," 507 S. William St.,South Bend, Ind.
FOUR antique grandfather 8-day clocks;show moon and calendar. J. Barlet,Jonestown, Pa.

EIGHT-SIZE Waltham stem winders, $1;ri-jewel, 18-size American movements,$1.25. Send money with order. JamesBroadbent, 4 S. Forty-second St., Phila-delphia, Pa. 
GENUINE Moseley pivot polisher, fitted toWebster-Whitcomb and Pearson's wheelcutter. Nelson, 5933 Emerald Ave., Chi-cago, Ill. 

EIGHTY-NINE KEYSTONES from April,igoo; cash offers here. Burt B. Hyde,Afton, N. Y. 
SATTERLEE model Javab ophthalmometer;has been very little used; nearly new; allequipped for electricity; will sell cheap.Address "L 154," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

A FINE H. H. Heinrich 8-day chronome-ter: fine shape. F. K. Baler, Salina, Kans.
MARINE chronometers, with fine rates, forshow windows; $30 up. Orel E. Davies,Rockland, Maine.

$25 POSTAL typewriter, new; best offer.Hatch, Jeweler, Claremont, N. H.

1904 WINTON 20-24 H.P. touring car,complete with top, lamps, horn, tools,etc.; machine in excellent condition andrun by an expert only. Price, $2oo. Ad-dress J. P. Pendleton & Bro., 8 Front St.,Bristol, Va.-Tenn.

LENS shutters cut prices. Write Box 446,Marietta, Ohio.

ONE bench, r chair, i cabinet; good con-dition. Howard Fosburg, Arpin, Wis.
A ONE-FIFTH horespower direct currentelectric polishing, buffing, grindine, drill-ing and lapping motor, made by The W.Green Electric Co.; in absolutely perfectcondition. Price, $20. R. C. Green's Son,8 S. Centre St., Pottsville, Pa.

ONE Webster-Whitcomb lathe and 20chucks, tip-over rest, $27; I Boley slide-rest for W. W. lathe, $11; 1 slide-rest forMoseley No. 2, $11: i slide-rest for Mose-ley i x 2, $lo; i ball-bearing swing foot-wheel, $6.50; i Hopkins patent jewelingand uprighting toil, $6.5o (cost $ t5). Allabove practically new. i Victor grapho-phone outfit, 6o records, for $30 (cost $95).Swiss rounding-up tool and '3 cutters,18 collets, 2 guides, Rio. First check takesthem. W. T. Green, St. Louis, Mich.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

INCOME-PAYING real estate, mostly un-encumbered residence property; will con-sider exchange for stock of jewelry, $1 cmoto $30,000. Will S. Wood, Cripple Creek,Colo.

FOR sale or trade for watch, Eaton &Glover engraving machine. F. E. Mul-len, Presho, S. D.

R5oo CASH, or exchange for trial case,safe, floor and wall cases, or watches andjewelry, patent on practical watchmakers'tool. Patented in United States and Can-ada. 0. N. Steenstrup, Mabel, Minn.
MARLIN 22 repeater; want Kraehmer'sglass gauge. Quiatt, Tennyson, Ind.
ELK teeth, slot music box, lunettes; wantregulator, vise, engraving block. 443,St. Cloud, Minn.

exchange 16o acres of Nebraska landfor jewelry stock; goods must be up todate. Address "Watchmaker," 28o SpruceSt., Aurora, Ill.

8o-ACRE grain and fruit farm; Geneseecounty; ro-room house, cellar, two barns;apple orchard, 6 acres peach orcnard; got$3 a bushel last year- flowing well; school-house, church, town house and cheese fac-tory half mile; all improved; 5 acres hardmaple woods. $5000; half jewelers' goods,balance cash or part time. M. C. Graves,Vassar, Mich.

Vt• ATCHES, jewelry, eye goods, etc; listfurnished; want regular machinist's latheand tools. C. W. Novelty Co., Wallingford,Conn.

HAVE a fine quarter of land for sale orexchange for jewelry stock; must be up-to-date goods. Jeweler Matteson, Grant,Nebr.

HEAVY flat rolls to exchange for lighterpair. Neuenschwander, Payne, Ohio.
NEW Century engraving machine; will ex-change 56-hour Egerts marine chronom-eter or sell for $75. 0. Y. Ladd, Dan-bury, Conn.

NEW motorcycle, largest make. Or willexchange for diamonds. Jeweler FredBaker, Huron, S. D.

TO trade r6o acres South Dakota land forjewelry business; value, $2500. A. J. Mun•son, Alexis, Ill.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

IF you have a surplus stock of diamonds,watches or jewelry, send them to me andI will send casn for same; all businessstrictly confidential. E. Noel, 55z E. 46thPlace, Chicago, Ill.

SPECIAL NOTICES

BALANCE staffs for American watches,hard and true. Best ruby and sapphirejewels. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, IS ebr.
I WILL buy your entire surplus stock ofdiamonds, watches or jewelry and pay incash. Let me know what you have. Every.thing confidential. M. L. Jalonack, auc-tioneer, 5338 Prairie Ave., Chicago, Ill.
BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-bined lathe attachments offered for sale;they are old models; they sell them to getour latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.
ROLLER jewels, 25c. a dozen. W. C. Bon-ney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BALANCE hole jewels, ruby and sapphire;grade by size of holes, $1 a dozen. W.C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BALANCE staffs, $1.25 for 15-jewel grade;$1 for 7-jewel grade. W. C. Bonney,Keokuk, Iowa.

IF you are interested in a thorough opticaleducation, read our advertisement on page716 and get our book, "How to Become aGood Optician." South Bend College ofOptics.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.Strictly confidential. Write for informa-tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan andBanking Co., 647 Euclid ttve., Cleveland,Ohio.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD
NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,where I will continue to buy all kinds ofgold and silver. also refine all kinds ofJewelers' waste containing gold or silver.Send by mail or express and receive promptattention. J. L. Clark; established 1870.
ELGIN Horological School, the oldest andmost practical school for watchmakers.Send for catalogue to Elgin HorologicalSchool, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED—Every one desirous of improv-ing themselves in watch work, jewelrywork and engraving, to address BradleyPolytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for oneof their latest catalogues. A postal cardwill get it. See ad. on page 680.
YOU are looking for a good, reliable firmto do your watch work. Here is theplace: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to thetrade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,Chicago.

$4.00 for moo eight-page optical booklets.Homer B. Hoyt, South Norwalk, writes:"I believe your booklet, 'The Eye and ItsCare,' has been my winner. I cover ourvoting list by mail and keep close watch onreturns. That they are read and appreci-ated I know from my patrons." Send fora sample and prices. The Keystone Pub-lishing Co., 809, 81r, 873 North 19th St.,Philadelphia, Pa.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-Dung that has been refused by others. Havehad 40 years' exp. and can guarantee satis-faction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,New York.

TRIAL OFFER—For $5, cash with order,we will turniso you our advertising serv-ice for one full year—one of our trade.drawing advertisements mailed to you eachweek for 52 weeks and free advice on anyadvertising subject desired, including newtrade-drawing ideas for 1908. This offer isgood to new subscribers only. White-Evans.Advertising Service, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
BEWARE of second-hand L.lement com-bined lathe attachments offered for sale;they are old models; they sell them to getour latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.
SEND your name for sample of the kind ofroller jewels I sell. W. C. Bonney, Keo-kuk, Iowa.

Postal card will bring you sample of nicejewels. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
I CANNOT tell with words the quality ofjewels I sell, but with your permission Ican show you. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk,Iowa.

DO you need money? If so, send yourdiamonds and watches to me and getquick and liberal returns; highest cashprices paid for entire jewelry stocks; willsend our representative if necessary; busi-ness confidential; national bank references.H. Schwartz, 807 Chicago Savings BankBuilding, Chicago, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES

READY money—If you want to dispose of
all or part of your stock, we will buy it

quickly for spot cash. Commercial Trades
Bureau, Rochester, N. Y 

WATCH work for the trade. Difficult and
complicated watches. Send trial package.

Cooper's Material House, 722 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute offers young men

great opportunities to become independent
and to gain an accurate knowledge of watch
work. This is the school to attend if you
wish to prepare yourself to become a skilful
workman. We have the facilities in the
way of a thorough and comprehensive
course, with competent instructors. Inves-
tigate and compare—we are ready to show
you what we can do and how we prepare
our students to hold first-class positions.
The best is none too good. Select a good
school. It is cheapest in the end. If you
will make a good student, we want you.
because we can make a success out of you.
We have no room for triflers. Write for
prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
ALSO

Special Order Work, Engraving
Stone Setting, Die Work, Enameling,

Automobile Monograms
Satisfaction Guaranteed Distance no Barrier

W. A. RANKIN
Manufacturing Jeweler TOLEDO, OHIO

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled 

or print 

on

nt
any photograph

WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Pcola_iroreandd

I 

Can be made from

A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-
list sent upon request

C70 I)eaArboiRrniVIStrAeetN ARC11-11 OC CAGO:ILL.

PHILADELPHIA'S FINEST AND
MOST COMPLETE WORKSHOP
Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

REPAIRING
Engraving. Diamond Setting. Gold Plating
Badges. Jewels and Special Order Work

Good, Prompt and Low-Priced

" We are very much pleased with the good
service and nice work you are giv lug tis."

C. F. SMITH & SON, Vineland, N. J

Students desiring to take a course in any of
above branches should write us

WATCHES, SIGNET RINGS, LOCKETS and
NECK CHAINS at WHOLESALE PRICES
SOLID GOLD WATCH CASES a specialty
FINDINGS, MATERIAL and SETTINGS

DIAMONDS and OLD GOLD BOUGHT

GEBHARD & CO.
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

REPAIRING
KIND YOU S N DAL YOUR OWN

Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

TO THE TRADE
Prompt Service Perfect Work

Best Materials

MARLOW & BICKMORE
ELGIN, ILL.

Send for our Repair Price-List

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE
Manufacturers Of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Begs. Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices end discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

NINSLOW, KRAUSE Co,:,,1141,40N16,TEmpLE, cHicAsojoil,

PATENTS
Write at, once for the most liberal offer over

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Goble," the finest book published for inventors.

licst reference. Established 20 years.
WNI. N. M00120

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

_
• a

1 
"The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your ill8irtle-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent.. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the imp-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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HARDING & GREGORY
America's Most Successful

k Jeweler-Auctioneers
Pacific Coast Office Chicago, Ill., Office

Mohawk Building, Portland, Oregon 156 Wabash Avenue

All correspondence strictly confidential. Telephone, Central 2745

To the Jeweler:
After an experience of many years as Auctioneers, in this line, we have al:

last made up our minds this year to cater to the jewelers who have on hand a

large stock of goods, and who desire to reduce same.

There are several reasons for this resolution on our part:

First. It enables the Jeweler to liquidate his indebtedness.

Second. It cleans up a lot of unsalable goods which have proven hard to

move, at retail.
Third: It gives him an opportunity to offer to his customers a new and

up-to-date line of goods for the holiday trade.
Last, but not least, in securing our services he will have the combined

strength of two live and up-to-date auctioneers, who will not only change his

stock into money, but he will receive dollar for dollar above our commissions.

We guarantee to fulfill every promise we make. We are not strangers to the

Jewelers of the United States or Canada, as we have both been advertisers in THE 
KEYSTONE for years, and therefore you are not placing

your sale in the hands of novices. A word to our over-stocked jewelers; get 
busy, unload, and make some money while you are doing so.

Before arranging with any auctioneers to conduct a sale for you, write us and we assure 
you it will be to your interest. Give us the size

and the location of your store, amount of stock and state if you ever held an 
auction sale before, and if so how long since. By so doing it

will save you much correspondence and time, and we can and will candidly tell 
you just what we can do for you, and just what you may

expect from the holding of such a sale conducted by us.

gm■■■■••■

Davidson Bros., Vancouver, B. C. $55,000

Geo. Winder, Troy, N. Y. (in 7 days) 7,250

W. F. Foye, Hot Springs, Ark. 37,000

S. H. Whits, Sidney, Cape Breton 16,000
Davis & McCullough, Hamilton, Canada 19,000

Chas. Schiller, Utica, N. Y. 28,000

THINK IT OVER.

W. P. HAMLIN, Jewelry Auctioneer
The man who makes the profit for you

I have just closed a sale for a jeweler in Pennsylvania, selling $1 1,000 in fourteen days at a

profit of 20 per cent., mostly diamonds and high-grade goods.

I am now selling a $25,000 stock, for F. W. Laban, of Steubenville, Ohio, 
with most satisfactory

results.

LARGE STOCKS. On large stocks I have the assistance of two well-trained men, so you

call have the services of three of the best auctioneers in the business at the price 
of one.

PROFITS. It does not matter how fine your stock is, or the size of it, by my methods I can

sell three times as many goods as you can in your best holiday 
season, take in more money and

give you a greater volume of profit than you can possibly make in any other way, and 
at the same

time build tip your prestige in the community.

SALES I HAVE MADE

Net Profit, 94,500
if IA 630
" " 5,380
" " 3,950
" " 4,100
" " 8,270

G. J. Williams, Urbana, Ohio
Schmidt Bros., New Castle, Pa.
R. J. Musson, Natchez, Miss,
H. Wondor, Holyoke, Mass. 

MJ. B. Haverbeck, St. arys, Ohio
J. D. Howell, Livonia, N. Y.

$ 3,200
3,600
16,000
6,700
4,100
2,700

Net Profit, $ 700
" 473
" " 2,900

" 1,750
865

it fa 
560

If you would like a sale like the above, write me, tell me all 
about your stock, I will tell you

what can be done and send my references. I do business on a commission basis and

guarantee a success.

W. P. HAMLIN, P. o. Box 537, Rochester, N. Y.

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing \ vor k undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

Gllovezo Compzny9 SzyloeD 1Pa.

There is a Reason Why SPENCER'S Are So Busy in 1908
6,6

.r

99 "ILIKIT"
This is the name of our new improved Rimless Eyeglass Mounting nol,v ready

for the market. It was not named by us but by our customers, who while trying it
on, involuntarily exclaimed ,4 ILIKIT."

We judge from our experience that you will like it, they will like it, and it will
ill fact be universally liked by all Eyeglass wearers. 'war " is made in assorted
sizes for the different-shaped noses, has rocking guards, adjusts automatically to the
contour of the nose and is easily managed with one hand. Its success is assured.

This Mounting in 10 IC. Gold at, $21.00 per dozen ; single pair, $2.00
In Fine Quality of Gold Filled at, 12.00 per dozen ; single pair, Lio

Don't Buy a Trial
Case until you
see

THRAUDEMAIR
The Acme of Perfection
F o r office in oak,

Cherry and leather.
Also for Traveling,

with divisions for stock
and lenses.
None better made.

Send for pamphlet.
Most modern and up-

to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in use. No fault-
finders. They make it
friend wherever they go.

From
$10.00 to $85.00

No. 1030. Imitation Seal Leather Case, size ALUMNO RINGS, CONVEX POLISHED22 in. x 11 in., with double fastenings, lock.
key. All lenses l;l4 inch diameter, marked GONGAVE GOLD PLATED
in diopter and inch measurement.

This Case Contains
26 pairs each Spherical Convex and Concave

Centered Lenses, 0.12 to 8.00 diopters.
12 pairs each Cylindrical Convex and Concave

Centered Lenses, 0.25 to 2.75 diopters.
5 Prism i'rom 1° to 50, all mounted.
1 Opaque Metal Disc.
1 Ground Glass Disc.
2 Metal Discs, Stenopaic and Pin Hole.
1 Plain Glass Disc.
4 Colored Glass Discs, 2 Smoke and 2 Blue.
1 Red Glass thr Muscle Testing and Prisms.
No. 1945. 1 Adjustable Trial Frame, Half

R. B. Temples, Registering Height and
Puidllary Distance.

Complete with Test Cards, Types, etc.
Price   $29.70 Net

C3IVE US A TRIAL, ON PRESCRIPTION WOREC—AcCuRA'm 112.0MIPT, RIcu-IT QUALITY, pRicE LOW

SPENCER- OPTICAL Co. Manufacturing and 31importing Opticians 
Maiden Lane 

New York1 Door Below NassauIf you have not received our new Catalogue, on can be had for the asking
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Movements that MOVE
from the Dealer to the Customer

Many millions of Elgin Watches have passed over the

counters of the jewelers of America. By their reliability and
accurate performance, those watches are busy making more
customers for Elgins and for you. The demand for

ELGIN WATCHES
is to-day greater than ever and still growing. Get your share
of the Elgin business.

See Jobbers List for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet,

" Timemakers and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and
development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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'F' BTRAOE MARK

REGISTERED

Jewelry Which Gives Distinct Pleasure
To Its Wearer

4
TRADE MARK

REGMTERED

This can be truthfully said of the Fa New Fashion Collar Pin and Supporter.
The lower pin and support are in one piece, the upper pin being movable, and the
entire support is worn on the outside of the collm-, thereby adding a dainty touch
to the ladies' neckwear and at the same time doing away with uncomfortable
inner support. With many unique designs, we are now ready for the spring
season's orders.

The practice of keeping to one color scheme in jewelry is becoming an estab-
lished fashion. Our New Blouse Sets, made up of Studs, Link Buttons and a
Scarf Pin, all set with stones of the same shade, make pretty ornaments for the
summer gown.

3963 1,!.4" high
3969 2" "
3975 2,4" "

THE "FASHION" PIN
Patents Pending All rights reserved

oc.
BLOUSE SET 179B. OLD ENGLISH

Stones set as ordered
Scarf Pin 547 Link Button 910 Stud 219

FINE GOLD FILLED JEWELRY, FULL SIZE

...

3965 14" high
3971 2"
3977 2!4" "

THE "FASHION" PIN
Patents Pending. All rights reserved

We have, besides, a handsome line of Lockets and Chains, Bracelets and Link
Buttons, Veil IIli.l Scarf Pins, Hat Pins and Brooch Pins, as well as Neck Chains
and Pendants.

Our Sterling Silver Goods afford a choice selection of Toilet and Manicure
pieces, Table Ware, Vases and Candle Holders, suitable for June Weddings and
Graduating Gifts.

NEW YORK
13 Maiden Lane

THEODORE W. FOSTER AND BRO. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 RICHMOND STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO CANADA

Heyworth Building Kingston, Ont.
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New Imported(w.w. Pattern) Lathe with Tip-Over T Rest
This Lathe represents the(E (:. _,.(-( . .i...; highest class of experienced
workmanship in every par-
ticular.

9 MIllilii11111
— _ 

Oillilielit Ill 11 II
-- =--'-V

. -- -  
Each and every part fits per-.- — -• --- ----- — 7-----------,_ -----,----------7----------------,,-,-_,- ,....._ -- = - -- - - ---  -- - ,_ . --' SWA TCHILDSCO.

fectly.
i

AIL
AIL It is patterned after the Web-.km iii Ili

ster-Whitcomb Model and any
\•.,..... genuine Webster-Whitcomb

.   OAMINIPIPP""CN' - -  attachment is warranted to
..-.,,,---:----- fit exactly.

.

We Guarantee This Lathe in Every Respect
Lathe (Webster-Whitcomb

I Screw Chuck, i Taper Chuck,
Centers, Chuck Block with Glass

NO. E192 Price complete

NEW UNIVERSAL

......
Willa

1'. .4

1!!! , ' fr!
111 111,I,p , ':5'1,ot,

' m IIIIIiilers

This New Universal Chuck
Capable of holding drills and wire

NO. D58 Warranted

SWARTCHILD
The Largest

gler If you ha le.NnToti;aRripycloFf

Pattern) with Tip-Over
6 3 -inch Cement
Cover and Belting.

as above, $23.75

Self=Centering

4

,i.

1 to:*
i--fr

with Reversible Jaws
from smallest up to

to fit Webster-Whitcomb

&
Tool and

(AniirLdnbAlealind

T Rest with to Chucks as follows : 6 Wire Chucks, 2 Wheel Chucks,
Brasses, 1 each % and 34-inch Cement Brasses, 1 each Male and Female

less 6% for cash or, $22.32 Net Cash

THREE-JAW CHUCK
Drill, Step and Bezel Chuck

.,-..-

V.1.4t,ov, 
R""flr*

,,,s.111.. is..

,Il

•

r 
1

/ill 4. ''_4 ,.0 ',,i14 ii,,iitiri,_. 7 ‘,....., z, sw. VI -41,4--
- -. i TCH I L .414:ii4■N / , , kjtj 10_ 

MHO-11744\etr -
e 4: ti rts ' 
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mJ
is the most practical on the market. Outside diameter 62 mm. (2% inches).
to mm. Discs from 6 to 58 mm., and Bezels from 12 10 65 MEL

and Moseley No. 2. Price each . . . $9.00

COMPANY, Heyworth Building, CHICAGO
Material House in the World
( ici.:40n1-t2nixnsio2 01 331011Ci :lieutis)trt4too-ipsageNciaotsatIogruceiuvlviyriteomfopriloende at once.

_
Rii,iit Arrit' H
I 1

Al 0-1-,de ha
Iroad nal i spccti , -
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be found in our vaults, and you always get what

Philadelphia, October 9, 1897.
MR. H. R. PLAYTNER,

Director Canadian Horological Institute,
Toronto, Ontario.

DEAR SIR : .
I take much pleasure, I assure you, in complimenting you on

the work done by students at your Institute and submitted in the
Faneuil Watch Tool Company's Prize Competition, in which
The Philadelphia Horological Society acted as judges, at its regu-
lar monthly meeting on the 7th inst. Your pupils have been
awarded first, second and third prizes, and their work is highly
creditable to their instructor in the science and art of horology.

Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM T. LEWIS,

President The Philadelphia Horological Society.

The Nineteenth Year and New Term begins on Monday,
17th August, l9o8. Intending Students should notify us as
early as possible.

The signs are that we shall have a record breaking class the first new class in
our new and ideal school building. Merit and enterprise made this the leading school.
Send for circular.

11. R. PLAYTNER
Di rector

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
S. W. Cor. Church and Weilesley Sts., Toronto, Ont.
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You Take No Chances

will soon repay you for their
wish any further information.

when you buy our NEW TOOLS and APPLIANCES. They are of
superior quality, fully guaranteed, and with them you can easily double the efficiency
of your repair department. All of the tools listed below are great time-savers and

cost. Do not overlook them. They are the latest and the best. Write us if you

No. 176

Set of 7 E. F. B. Turning Gravers

In case, $4.50
The handles of these gravers are ot

finest coepbolo, tilted with nickel-plated
sockets, in which the gravers can be
moved in or out as required. The two
set screws hold the graver rigid and
prevent rocking. Quality superb.

All prices
less

6 per cent.

for cash

No. 38

Baby Gasoline Torch
Nickel plated. Each, $5•25

By mail, each, $1.30

Size of body, 134" x 23,4"

One of the handiest torches ever
put on the market. Can be held in
thehand and turned in any position.
No joints to leak or get out of order.
It is ready for immediate use; no
pumping necessary.

K &D
MAINSPRING WINDER

N 125 A

No. 125A. Mainspring Winder
8 Arbors 9 Barrels Each, $3.00

No. 2. Johanson Wizard Pivot Polisher
Each, $2.25

The most practical tool made for polish-
ing pivots. Quickly adjusted and easily
operated.

CLOCK MA4lIciig-11)1 I-NG WINDER
INCLUDING ATTACHMENT FOR LEVER SPRINGS, stoo

No. 11. with this new tool any size clock mainspring
can be quickly wound.

No. 36. New E. F. B. Caliper

Each, $2.25

Has the Revolving and Swinging Index—
Does away with the old-style index bar and
cumbersome shifting of same from one side of
caliper to the other.

No. 49. Set of 10 Punches
in metal case, for reducing cannons of

hour hands. 60 cents.

No. SO. Set of
12 Punches

in metal case, for
staking escape

wheels (6 flat face,
6 round face)

Set, 60 cents
No. I50. Improved Roller and Hand Remover

Each, $3.00
The jaws of this roller remover open and close parallel by turning 

Jewelers' Motor Heads

knurled dist!. They are very rigid and capable of instant adjustment. Type "A"-1-5 Horse-Power Type "K"-1-6 Horse-Power
W mWill remove any roller, double or single. lIns four plungers for sten
and watch hands which can he easily changed. For Direct Current For Alternating Current

It's a Certainty that your orders will be promptly and accurately filled, and
small parts exactly matched, if you send them to us. We give special attention to our mail-

order department, where we have experienced men and an.ample stock. Ask for our Tool
and Material Catalogue. We send it free of charge upon receipt of business card.

Approximate speed, 2000 and
3000 rev. per minute

110 Volts   $32.00
220 "   36.00

Approx i mate speed, 3900 rev.
Pc'. minute

110 Volts— 60 Cycles .. $46.00
220 " — 60 " .. 48.00
110 " " . . 46.00
220 " —133 " .. 48.00

Prices above include two
brush chucks

The E. C./ J. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

tnpressed Jewelers to such an exten

nsolicited Testimonials from Benefitted

hippers pour in on us yearly by the hu'." ds

CHICAGO:
Heyworth Building

NEW YORK:

32 Union Square

SEATTLE:
Arcade Building

733

\Ve believe, and our belief is based on and backed by the belief of thousands of the most promi-
nent jewelers in the United States, also by the United States Government, whose Sweeps we buy
(see February and March editions of THE KEYSTONE), that we not only pay more for Old Gold, Silver,
Plated Jewelry, Sweeps, etc., but make the best and decidedly the quickest returns for these products
of any smelting and refining concern on earth, and stand ready to make this statement good by our
returns on a trial shipment.

We value, estimate and send check to you day your shipment arrives, and if amount of check is
not up to your expectations, will return shipment in its original condition with the promptness with

which we reported on it, express paid.

Goldsmith Brothers Smelting & Refining Company
Smelting Works, 58th & Throop Sts. Heyworth Building, CHICAGO
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ENGELMAN'S Patented Combination "Gem" Display
Rings and Adjustable Stone Holders

'VI F.' T A LONGFELT WANT

They Are Money=Makers and Money=Savers
UNMOUNTED STONES of any size and shape can be displayed advantageously, as is herein illustrated. Your investment in

stock can thereby be decreased, as you need not mount them up in expensive settings. Your sales will also increase by being able to
exhibit unmounted stones. The prices are low enough' to induce you to buy them and save you from incurring frequent losses caused
by the awkward handling of the tweezer when your customer desires to examine unmounted stones. Try them. For sale by all jobbers.

Due to greatly improved automatic machinery and reduced cost of production, we are now quoting these as follows:
Sets of 18 (full set), in box, $6.00 Sets of 12, in box, $4.00 Sets of 9, in box, $3.00

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Selling Agents for United States and Canada

LEARN ENGRAVING
FIVE DOLLARS

Monograms
and

Alphabets
Every letter of the alphabet
combined with every other
letter in script and block
styles; Script, Old English,
Roman, Block, German,
Hebrew and Greek Alpha-
bets ; Year-date Mono-
grams; Ornamental Initials;
Fancy and Ribbon Mono-
grams.

$ .00 
PostpaidI_ Cash, No Checks

during leisure hours
at home for only

For Five Dollars we send
you a complete set of lessons
well illustrated in letter and
monogram engraving on
jewelry, silverware and other
metals. These lessons are
prepared by an expert en-
graver of twenty-five years'
experience and explain
sharpening and tempering
tools, plain, bright-cut, wrig-
gled and other cutting; en-
graving script a n d other
letters ; leaf, block, ribbon
and entwined monograms,
transferring, cementing and
many other valuable tricks of
the trade. We also send you
a set of gravers (sharpened),
a good oil stone, a block to
hold lockets, watches, etc.,
which is also a perfect tool
sharpener ; steel marker and
burnisher, dividers; to metal
plates; 6 rings and 6 thimbles
to practice on and a book of
"Monograms and Alphabets."
" Your instructions are as plain

as if a good engraver were standing
over ifly shoulder and telling me
what to do. I could do pretty good
work site, one week's practice."

RAY C. ILISSETT,
Woonsocket, S. Dak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

" Echarco" Staking Tool
too Punch, 24 Stumps Each, $16.00

This invention is a decided im-
provement in staking tools. In the
usual construction, the die is held by
means of an eccentric cam, which has
always beet, found insufficient, and ob-
jectionable, as the blows of the hammer
nearly always loosen the cam, and the
die plate is permitted to tilt and move

I

4*.
,4111,

;N.
Allk.4 A

out of position. Any wee tunic
will see, at a glance, from the
above sectional view, that a
loosening of the bolt is an ab-
solute impossibility, no matter
how severe the pounding may
be, and that the source of ex-
isting staking-tool troubles is
entirely eliminated. • PAT. JU LY 07.

" Echarco "

This cabinet has many new
features not found in any other.
Novelty and usefulness are the chief
arguments in its favor.

Construction and materials:
The cases are made of oak, finely
finished and of attractive appear-
ance. Sides are paneled. Partitions
of Basswood and put together in the
best manner possible.

Partitions: Are skeleton, pre-
venting accumulation of dust,
chips, etc.

Bottoms of cabinets are hollow
to receive chips, dust, etc.

Arrangement for glasses. The
nine drawers contain 1547 spaces to
hold glasses in upright position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown
in cut, is on the pulls of the drawers,
and is done in gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions: 24" wide; 291,4"
high; 12" deep; weight 45 pounds,
with packing case 75 pounds.

The construction of drawers,
the arrangement of partitions to
economize space and weight, and
the novel method of showing con-
tents on drawer-pulls, are all prom-
inent characteristics and extremely
well thought of.

Watch Glass Cabinet No. 15
(Patented)

Price, $16.00 each
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Hairspring Outfit No. 200

Yas

Devised by a practical " Ilairspringer" at one of the largest
American watch factories for making Breguet hairsprings and test-
ing hairsprings if properly centered. The jaws of the tweezers are
double end and have very small thin jaws. The white enameled disk
fOlillIS a good background to show up the curves of the hairspring.

Price per set in box, $1.5o

Improved Turning and Jeweling Attachment

No. 33
NEW FEATURES

Adjustment for alignment, fine feed, with direct connected

screw. Positive binder operated by slight movetnent of the thumb

or finger. Cutters may be changed quickly. No small projeming

parteto become lost or broken. Special cutters can be made from wire.

And Other Good Points

()iie tool may be used on different makes of lathes by simply chang-
ing tapers. Catt be changed quickly.

ALL STAPNriocAeR, BeaTcAhP,E$R4S.510N STOCK
Each attachment is furnished with two cutters, one burnisher and

two blanks. In ordering, please give mune and size of lathe.

Th cr)

EYE GLASS
SCREW DRIVER

TO TIG EN THAT tIrnsctiwçcflllct4 ALWAYS iliff)Sla UN&

•

N11‘ ESSIF11.1: 1,5.5111: His 1 POCRE1

MAY TAO IFT, TO KEY RING OR WAtica CHAIN

DESIGNED 1,1 RI SSLVTOR vImmel,ING SCP 1,5 OF rve Gums.

Closed

New Charm Eyeglass Screwdrivers No. 110

Reversible blades, 15 Screwdrivers on a display card.

Per card, $1.75

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

RIGLANDER & CO., 47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK



/74' SPECIAL WORD TO THE CONSUMERS OF 
WATCH, CLOCK AND CHRONOMETER OILS 
It is now more than forty years since the undersigned entered upon the distribution of these Oils to the horological craft which at thattime was diminutive as compared with its present status.
So rapid has been the production and distribution of timekeepers the world over—within the last few decades—while within the timethe one source of the supply of the Fish " Jaw" and " Melon " Oils vouchsafed to us by the New Bedford whaling fleet, had up to the pastyear almost ceased owing to the decline of the whale fishery—that the situtation became serious and no small amount of trouble ensued—wewere called upon to " rise and explain" and this is our explanation—that we are heeding the moral of the mother bird with her nestlings inthe rye field, and have now a fine plant on the Atlantic Coast, and by this expensive means are securing an ample supply of this special Oil—and we desire to assure the Watch and Clock fraternity the world over that henceforth ‘ve propose to hear your loud acclaim.
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This Oil is just what we are looking for
THE FINEST IN THE WORLD
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For Glass Cutting
it is essential that a grinding wheel be
uniform in temper—free from hard and

soft spots. That's one reason why glass workers, who have
tried them, insist on having only

Norton Alundum Stones

NORTON COMPANY
(Grinding Wheel Works and Main Office) (Alundum Plant)

Worcester, Mass. Niagara Falls, N.Y.
New York-26 Cortiandt St. Chicago-48 South Canal St.
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The Successful Treatment of a Narrow Store is
Exemplified in the Accompanying Illustration

Store of W. H. APPEL, Allentown, Pa.

We respectfully ask you to let us assist you in
planning your store.

Fixtures should be designed to suit the store,
therefore we issue no catalogue, but the services
of our experienced draughtsmen are always at
your command.

T. DELONG FURNITURE CO., TOPTON, PA.
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RIVETT "IDEAL" CHUCKS

Full Size
New Model " Ideal " Chuck

As Chucks used to be made

737

These two cuts show first our newly-designed "IDEAL ' CHUCK and below it a chuck as they used to be
made years ago. In the latter the thread is much smaller than the body of the chuck, which limited the capacity.

Our "IDEAL" CHUCK is the most improved of the present day. It increases the capacity, rectifies the old
errors in design and has been tested and approved and proclaimed by many of the first-class mechanics to be
the "IDEAL" CHUCK.

When we make an improvement we do not put it on the market until we have tested and proved it to
ourselves and the best mechanics. This chuck has been made for over two years in our factory but was not
advertised, as we were unable to fill our orders. We hope to do so now with our added capacity.

Send for illustrated price-list which will tell you all about the new lathe and newly-designed chucks.

Ask your dealer for the RIVETT LATHE, or just address

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

"Imperial" Westminster Electric °MIMI Chimes
Operated from ANY clock at ANY distance by 10 dry or wet inexpensive batteries
On Exhibition at Our Salesrooms, 81 Nassau Street, New York

Received Diploma and Highest Award Medal at the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
Portland, Oregon, U.S.A., October, 1905

THE MUSIC OF THE CHIMES IS THE SAME AS THE FAMOUS CATHEDRAL CHIMES
OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY, LONDON

Makes a Quarter-hour strike of any Silent or Striking Clock, converting it into a wonderful
CHIME TIMEPIECE

REGISTERED AND PATENT APPLIED FOR

IIACTRIC  roots CONNECTION&

IMPERIAL ELECTRIC CHIMES
0 tttttt •Hrrz:Ht 0

......... or. -
THE. W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.

Ht. YORK hV. LISA.

Manufactured by

Special Note— By the old
methods, to obtain a C I oc k
Chime Timepiece and the
wonderful volume of sound and
the sweet clear tones in the
chimes—to be heard at a great
distance—they could only lie
produced at the enormous ex-
pense of $5,000, wh ile our most esr-
pellSille set is but ii. slight fraction
al this cost.
NOTE—It is only necessary

to forward your Clock Dial
and Hands to enable us to
make the necessary connec-
tions; or if not convenient,
they can be made by Watch-
makers, Electricians or any
good Mechanic.

SAMPLE OF TESTIMONIAL
Trenton, N. J.

The W. Green Electric Co.,
81 Nassau St., New York City.
Gentlemen:
We take pleasure in advising

you, that the Imperial West-
minsterChimeshave been placed
in position in the front of our
establishment, and we are very
much pleased with them.

The tone of the bells are
beautiful and they are certainly
satisfactory to us in every way.

As an advertisement they
surely can not, be equaled, and
far exceed our expectations,
attracting as they do a continu-
ous crowd, many of whom wait
for the next chime to ring out.

Yours very truly,
A. F. WILLIAMS,

Type C Jeweler.

THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 Nassau Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

HALF-INCH MICROMETERS
No. 232

For measurement by thousandths up to one-half inch.
The anvil is shortened, for use in places where the ordinary anvil is

too long to be inserted.
Has lock nut and ratchet stop.

PRICES

No. 232 $5  00
In Leather Case 5  50

No. 233
For measurement by ten

thousandths up to one-half inch.

Has lock nut, ratchet stop
and short anvil.

No. 233

PRICES

$6  00
In Leather Case   6.50

Send for free Catalog No. 18AD of Fine Mechanical Tools

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.
ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.
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STAKING TOOLS Manufactured
vaAx - KENDRICK & DAVIS
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NEW AND UNIQUE,

A

The K. & D.
Poising Caliper Jewels

These jewels supply a real need of watchmakers. They
are scientifically designed, and artistically made. The part
of the setting contaning the hole jewel unscrews, thus
separating the jewels, enabling the watchmaker to clean tlr:in
thoroughly—Clean and Dry, is a very necessary condition
in Poising Caliper Jewels. These jewels are sent out in a
split-tube, which enables the watchmaker to very easily attach
them to any caliper, in perfect alignment. Poising calipers
instead of parallel jaw tools, are used in some of the greatest
watch factories in .the world. With proper jewels, and an
equal degree of skill, equally good results are obtained, and
in much less time, than with the parallel jaw tool.

The K. & D. jewels have been thoroughly tested in
practice by expert watchmakers, and received the unqualified
approval of all.

Jewels of finest sapphire ; settings of white nickel silver.

Full directions for attachment, accompany each pair

Price, $1.00

by

*mix ARK

LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SOMETHING NEW
The New Model No. 16A with Handle

The cut shows a recent improvement in staking tools, which, in point of
convenience, ranks with the friction sleeve for holding up the punch. The low
ball-bearing base—now so popular—necessitates the use of both hands in mov-
ing the tool from place to place on the bench. The new handle entirely removes
this difficulty. It is the very acme of convenience, and will henceforth be
applied to any of our ball-bearing bases when ordered.

The patent friction sleeve for holding up the punch—the greatest
single improvement ever made in staking tools—is a feature worthy of
careful consideration. It is not only a remarkable convenience, but
greatly increases the durability of the tool. The walls of the hole
through which the punches pass are of tempered steel lapped to a
standard. The punches fit well at first—they continue to do so.

Attention is called to the improved mechanism for binding the die.
It consists, briefly, of a cam having two bearings in the solid base of
the tool. This cam operates on an adjustable hardened surface in
the die bolt ; it is very powerful and the pressure is all in the re-
quired direction—straight down--there is no strain on the over-
hanging arm, to throw the punch out of alignment. In point of
convenience, too, it is superior ; the knurled disk of the cam shaft
being right in the " handy " place. Ample provision is made to adjust
for all possible wear 

' 
• and when properly adjusted, the die, when bound,

positively will not work loose under any hammering. This mech-
anism is patented and cannot be used by others.
No. 16A with Handle  Price, $26.00
Handle separate, may be attached by the watchmaker, " 1.00

The No. t6A has 120 Punches and 30 Stumps, including those for
removing and replacing Waltham taper shoulder balance staffs.

No. 16A without Handle. Price, $25.00

A POINT TO REMEMBER.—In buying a K. & D. staking tool you get no
experiment. We offer you only well-tested and approved devices—mechani.
cally correct. Workmanship ! Finish !—well, just compare it ; compare it criti-
cally at every point, it's a duty to yourself. All staking tools of our manufacture
are stamped K. & D. Be sure you examine the genuine.

SUSSFELD LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents, 37 Maiden Lane, New York

739

THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting . $31.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . .7$ each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless.
critically the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use
dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone
and body of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and SIZE ; the surfaces
are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny
ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and pro-
portions, are important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes
in our chucks are GROUND to .size and truth. We caution you against the
imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMI3."

Examine

immii■wommosek.

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces, of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running, and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is maintained
by workmen of long experience in the
operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the
market in which the front end of head-
stock spindle bears only on the 45° angle.
They may look well on superficial inspec-
tion, but they will run hard if the spindle

is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and

the surfaces smooth. All sharp corners ,are carefully and
uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability
of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as
well as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
IN Tule UNITED STATES' AND CANADA

New Style Staking Tool
KENDRICK & DAVIS, LEBANON, N. H.

100 P New Style "Special"

This tool has too punches and zo stumps. They have been
selected with great care to cover the largest possible range of
work. This tool has the new style frame, friction sleeve, and
all improvements found in tools of this class.

An important point in any staking tool is the method of
binding the die. It must be easy and convenient to operate.
It must not strain the frame, thus throwing the punch out of
alignment. It must be adjustable, thus insuring durability and
correct working. And, most important of all, it must hold the
die absolutely unshiftable when bound. The mechanism used
in our " Special" meets all these requirements. The parts
are shown in the accompanying cut. It will be noticed that the
cam has a bearing on each side ; this pre-
vents springing. This, with the adjust-
able bearing in the die-bolt for the cam to
operate on, allows us to take up all wear,
and at all times to have the cam stand
near the line of centers, when the die is
bound. In this position it exerts the greater
power, and it cannot work loose.

This mechanism is distinctly not the
same as used in the old-style light-frame
tools.

Workmanship and finish : High grade.
Save regrets : Before buying, compare these tools with any of similar price.

100 punches, 20 stumps, revolving or flat base, $16.00
60 punches, 18 stumps, revolving or flat base, $10.50

DOUBLE BEARING CAM BINDER

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK



A' SPECIAL WORD TO THE CONSUMERS OF

WATCH, CLOCK AND CHRONOMETER OILS
It is now more than forty years since the undersigned entered upon the distribution of these Oils to the horological craft which at that

time was diminutive as compared with its present status.
So rapid has been the production and distribution of timekeepers the world over—within the last few decades—while within the time

the one source of the supply of the Fish " Jaw " and " Melon " Oils vouchsafed to us by the New Bedford whaling fleet, had up to the past
year almost ceased owing to the decline of the whale fishery—that the situtation became serious and no small amount of trouble ensued—we
were called upon to " rise and explain" and this is our explanation—that we are heeding the moral of the mother bird with her nestlings in
the rye field, and have now a fine plant on the Atlantic Coast, and by this expensive means are securing an ample supply of this special Oil—
and we desire to assure the Watch and Clock fraternity the world over that henceforth we propose to hear your loud acclaim.
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This Oil is just what we are looking for

THE FINEST IN THE WORLD
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NEW BEDFORD, I MASS., U. S. A.
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For Glass Cutting

it is essential that a grinding wheel be
uniform in temper—free from hard and

soft spots. That's one reason why glass workers, who have
tried them, insist on having only

Norton Alundum Stones

NORTON COMPANY
(Grinding Wheel Works and Main Office) (Alundum Plant)

Worcester, Mass. Niagara Falls, N.Y.
New York- 26 Cortlandt St. Chicago-48 South Canal St.
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The Successful Treatment of a Narrow Store is
Exemplified in the Accompanying Illustration

Store of W. H. APPEL, Allentown, Pa.

We respectfully ask you to let us assist you in
planning your store.

Fixtures should be designed to suit the store,
therefore we issue no catalogue, but the services
of our experienced draughtsmen are always at
your command.

T. DELONG FURNITURE CO., TOPTON, PA.
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RIVETT "IDEAL" CHUCKS

Full Size
New Model " Ideal " Chuck

As Chucks used to be made

These two cuts show first our newly-designed "IDEAL ' CHUCK and below it a chuck as they used to be

made years ago. In the latter the thread is much smaller than the body of the chuck, which limited the capacity.

Our "IDEAL" CHUCK is the most improved of the present day. It increases the capacity, rectifies the old

errors in design and has been tested and approved and proclaimed by many of the first-class mechanics to be

the "IDEAL" CHUCK.

When we make an improvement we do not put it on the market until we have tested and proved it to

ourselves and the best mechanics. This chuck has been made for over two years in our factory but was not

advertised, as we were unable to fill our orders. We hope to do so now with our added capacity.

Send for illustrated price-list which will tell you all about the new lathe and newly-designed chucks.

Ask your dealer for the RIVETT LATHE, or just address

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

"Imllorial" Westminster Electric °Negro' Chimes
Operated from ANY clock at ANY distance by 10 dry or wet inexpensive batteries

On Exhibition at Our Salesrooms, 81 Nassau Street, New York
Received Diploma and Highest Award Medal at the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition

Portland, Oregon, U.S.A., October, (905

THE MUSIC OF THE CHIMES IS THE SAME AS THE FAMOUS CATHEDRAL CHIMES
OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY, LONDON

Make. a Quarter-Hour strike of any Silent or Striking Clock, converting it into a wonderful
CHIME TIMEPIECE

REGISTERED AND PATENT APPLIED FOR

IL ICTRIC OCR

OPSN,

IMPERIAL ELECTRIC CHIMES
0 to.■;`,"..: 0

T NC W. 071717ri..; Z.T RIC CO.
NVN YORK N Y. u t. A.

Special Note — By the old
methods, to obtain a Clock
C Ii i to e Timepiece and the
wonderful volume of sound and
the sweet clear tones in the
chimes—to be heard at. a great
distance—they could only he
produced at the enormous ex-
pense of $5,000, while onr most ex-
pensive set is but II slight inlet ion
al this cost.
NOTE—It Is only necessary

to forward your Clock Dial
and Hands to enable us to
make the necessary connec.
tions; or it not convenient,
they can be made by Watch.
makers, Electricians or any
good Mechanic.

SAMPLE OF TESTIMONIAL
Trenton, N. .1.

'The W. Green Electric Co.,
81 Nassau St., New York City.

Gentlemen:
We t ake pleasure in advising

you, that the Imperial West-
1111 nsterChimeshave been placed
in position in the front of our
establishment, and we are very
much pleased with therm

The tone of the bells are
beautiful rind they are certainly
satisfactory to us in every way.

As an advertisement they
surely can not he equaled, nod
far exceed our expectations,
attracting as they do a continu-
ous crowd, many of whom wait
for the next chime to ring out.

Yours very truly,
A. F. W11,1.1 \"l,

Type C

Manufactured by THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 Nassau Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

HALF-INCH MICROMETERS
No. 232

For measurement by thousandths up to one-half inch.
The anvil is shortened, for use in places where the ordinary anvil is

too long to be inserted.
Has lock nut and ratchet stop.

No. 232

PRICES

In Leather Case

$5  00
. . . 5.50

No. 233
For measurement by ten

thousandths up to one-half inch.

Has lock nut, ratchet stop
and short anvil.

No. 233

PRICES

$6  00

In Leather Case 6  50

Send for free Catalog No. I8AD of Fine Mechanical Tools

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.
ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.
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STAKING TOOLS Manufactured by

F1'.. '

- KENDRICK & DAVIS
LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

4i, SOMETHING NEW
The New Model No. 16A with Handle

NEW AND UNIQUE

A C

The K. & D.
Poising Caliper Jewels

These jewels supply a real need of watchmakers. They
are scientifically designed, and artistically made. The part
of the setting contaning the hole jewel unscrews, thus
separating the jewels, enabling the watchmaker to clean th‘..tn
thoroughly—Clean and Dry, is a very necessary condition
in Poising Caliper Jewels. These jewels are sent out in a
split-tube, which enables the watchmaker to very easily attach
them to any caliper, in perfect alignment. Poising calipers
instead of parallel jaw tools, are used in some of the greatest
watch factories in the world. With proper jewels, and an
equal degree of skill, equally good results are obtained, and
ill much less time, than with the parallel jaw tool.

The K. & D. jewels have been thoroughly tested in
practice by expert watchmakers, and received the unqualified
approval of all.

Jewels of finest sapphire ; settings of white nickel silver.

Full directions for attachment, accompany each pair

Price, $1.00

The cut shows a recent improvement in staking tools, which, in point of
convenience, ranks with the friction sleeve for holding up the punch. The low
ball-bearing base—now so popular—necessitates the use of both hands in mov-
ing the tool from place to place on the bench. The new handle entirely removes
this difficulty. It is the very acme of convenience, and will henceforth be
applied to any of our ball-bearing bases when ordered.

The patent friction sleeve for holding up the punch—the greatest
single improvement ever made in staking tools—is a feature worthy of
careful consideration. It is not only a remarkable convenience, but
greatly increases the durability of the tool. The walls of the hole
through which the punches pass are of tempered steel lapped to a
standard. The punches fit well at first—they continue to do so.

Attention is called to the improved mechanism for binding the die.
It consists, briefly, of a cam having two bearings in the solid base of
the tool. This cam operates on an adjustable hardened surface in
the die bolt ; it is very powerful and the pressure is all in the re-
quired direction—straight down- there is no strain on the over-
hanging arm, to throw the punch out of alignment. In point of
convenience: too, it is superior ; the knurled disk of the cam shaft
being right in the " handy " place. Ample provision is made to adjust
for all possible wear ; and when properly adjusted, the die, when bound,
positively will not work loose tinder any hammering. This mech-
anism is patented and cannot be used by others.
No. 16A with Handle   Price, $26.00
Handle separate, may be attached by the watchmaker, " 1.00

The No. r6A has 120 Punches and 30 Stumps, including those for
removing and replacing 'Waltham taper shoulder balance staffs.

No. 16A without Handle. Price, $25.00

A POINT TO REMEMBER.—In buying a K. & D. staking tool you get no
experiment. We offer you only well-tested and approved devices—mechani.
cally correct. Workmanship ! Finish !—well, just compare it ; compare it criti-
cally at every point, it's a duty to yourself. All staking tools of our manufacture
are stamped K. & D. Be sure you examine the genuine.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents, 37 Maiden Lane, New York

•
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THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting • • $31.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine
critically the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use
dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone
and body of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and SIZE ;. the surfaces
are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny
ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and pro-
portions, are important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes
in our chucks are GROUND to .size and truth. We caution you against the
imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the

SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.

In this lathe the bearing surfaces. of

the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,

easy running, and greatest durability.

This quality in our lathes is maintained

by workmen of long experience in the

operation of special machines devised

for this particular work.
Many lathes may be found in the

market in which the front end of head-

stock spindle bears only on the 45° angle.

They may look well on superficial inspec-

tion, but they will run hard if the spindle

is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are

PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and

the surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and

uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability

of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as

well as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS

should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

New Style
- 110111,

Staking Tool
KENDRICK & DAVIS, LEBANON, N. H.

100 P New Style "Special"

This tool has roo punches and 20 stumps. They have been

selected with great care to cover the largest possible range of

work. This tool has the new style frame, friction sleeve, and

all improvements found in tools of this class.
An important point in any staking tool is the method of

binding the die. It must be easy and convenient to operate.

It must not strain the frame, thus throwing the punch out of

alignment. It must be adjustable, thus insuring durability and

correct working. And, most important of all, it must hold the

die absolutely unshiftable when bound. The mechanism used

in our " Special " meets all these requirements. The parts

are shown in the accompanying cut. It will be noticed that the

cam has a bearing on each side ; this pre-
vents springing. This, with the adjust-
able bearing in the die-bolt for the cam to
operate on, allows us to take up all wear,
and at all times to have the cam stand
near the line of centers, when the die is
bound. In this position it exerts the greater
power, and it cannot work loose.

This mechanism is distinctly not the
same as used in the old-style light-frame
tools.

Workmanship and finish : High grade.
Save regrets : Before buying, compare these tools with any of similar price.

100 punches, 20 stumps, revolving or flat base, $16.00

60 punches, 18 stumps, revolving or flat base, $10.50

DOUBLE BEARING CAM BINULR

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Hull Detachable and Interchangeable
Handle Umbrellas

were first put on the market in 1900 after a year spent in perfecting
them. They are made to-day exactly as we made them then, so
any one having a handle bought of us eight years ago can attach it
to any detachable umbrella we make to-day. Our imita-
tors have put many makeshift detachable handles on the
market since then-some makers brought out four kinds
in as many years, all of which were unsatisfactory.

We believe a merchant must become disgusted
when asked to buy a different detachable feature
each year, none of which will interchange. The
day is past for a jeweler to buy umbrellas without interchangeable handles. Then why not do
what thousands of the most successful merchants have done for years, viz.-Buy umbrellas
with a reputation and with a detachable feature which is " the same yesterday, to-day and forever."
Buy umbrellas with the name HULL on the button--"It means as much as sterling."

Our line of handles for the coming holiday season is now ready for your inspection.

Trade-Mark

HULL BROTHERS UMBRELLA COMPANY
344-346 Summit Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Price, for all Watchmakers' Sizes, 70c. each

H .00 each

111

Genova

70.

Whitcomb
No. P.{.

70c.

Start:

70c.

M
JEWELINC CHUCKS

Set of Ten to fit No. 38 and 50 Wire Chucks
Price per Set of 10

Brass
Steel

MoseleY
No.1
70c.

Olin
or

Leader

70c.
3- I
70 c.

Moseley
No. 2
70c.

Kearney
70c.

Webster
Whitcomb

70c.

Elgin

Triumphor 

70c.

Moseley
1:2
70c.

DIV11±7;1"1-11INCi NEVV AND USEFUL,

HYDE'S LIGHTNING ROLLER JEWEL SETTER

PAT. OCT. 17. 05.

This is a new tool which we are manufacturing, and it is just the
thing for the purpose. Price, $1.25 each

Send for our IVatchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
$1.50 Also Watchman's Portable Cloth Catalog No.
2.50 Or Pyrography Catalog P

It ve tt

70c.

HODG/47nN
FACE PLATE

81-Go. BY
HARDINGE BRIIS

Hopkins
No.3

70c. $1 25 each

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Prier, with Trefoil Peep Holes . 58.00 ea,I,
Old style, changed . . . 2.00 cm+

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO ILL U S A• I • • •

Reliance

K. B.
Mainsprings

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings

on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

With your first order for

one gross of our K. B. Main-

springs we give you gratis a

handsome oak or walnut-2o

drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

moinmalt-

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No. 168. Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and
Polished   $1.

No. i69. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered, 

420 per doz.

Gray Finish  
60 41

No. 170. C. & F. jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire   $1.00 per doz.

No. 171 C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 " "

We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen
of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

NOTE.-Only the best material and the most up-to-date automatic machinery are
used for making the Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels. All our Balance Stan

and Jewels are carefully examined as to their accuracy by experienced watchmakers

before being put on the market. We will be only too pleased to exchange any Balance

Staff or Jewel which you may find defeetive.

Orders Filled from Any Catalogue

SAMPLES SENT PER REQUEST

KO RONES BROS.
167 Canal Street, New York

Importers

and

Jobbers of

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

74 ;

Brand

N o jeweler should b e

without our new Catalogue of

Jewelers' Findings. You can

obtain one by sending us your

business card.

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware

JEWELERS' LATHE MOTORS
Our lathe motors for jewelers and metal workers are the result of

over 30 years' experience in this line

They have an established reputation for Quality, Reliability, Adaptability

IIPIIII

11 ',, .. .. ..... Polk. -t-
.

- .
4''''P

Style "C"

Direct Current Motor
q Size-1/6 II. P.

- q Voltage-110 or 220
q Speed-1800 to 2800 r. p.m.- q Attaches to lamp socket

I I % 1:11 Operates wheels 2# to 3 // dia.
' ._ q Large assortment of chucks

cr Dust and moisture proof
,

1 All our electric lathe motors are guaranteed for one year
Style " P "

Alternating Current Motor
q Size-1/6 II. P.
q Voltage-104 or 208
q Frequency-60 or 125-133 cycles
q Speed-1800 r. p. In.
q Attaches to lamp socket
q Operates wheels V to 3W1 dia.
44 Large assortment of chucks
q Dust and moisture proof
q Self-starting

,

1

. ., i (Pato grf. 

- ----

II . 
Ill

1 _ i
. 

1161,1'41.k LAI101 ': **4.''' IL- • -.-

Made in 10 styles and sizes for all classes of buffing, polishing,
grinding, etc.

Write for our Information Bulletin and Prices

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BROOKLINE, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL.

"WINTER FIXTURES"
THE sTANDARn OF QUALIFY Illustrated and Described in

Winter's New Catalogue "The Book that Shows You"

The tnost complete work of its kind ever published. A work of art. A book of
valuable information. Complete in all Its details. Cost years of experience and thousands

of dollars. Sire 9x12, 3 volumes. Over 600 pages complete.
A Book That You Need and Will Keep.
Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior views, elevations, measurements,

detailed descriptions, priees, ete., of the high-grade store fitting art-from start to finish.
Over 200 pages deroted to Hiah-Grade floor cases, show cases, rounters, tables, specialties,

etc., with fall description and prie.es. Send us 25 cents to partiatto Orl'r postage, etc., and we

will send the to/tones that will interest you. You Need The Boa 1:-11,1 VOIr, Mit fPI/ 4)0

need the store fixtures ;um%

THE M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wisconsin
Established 1865. HIGH-ORADE Fixture Makers

Finlay-Dicks & Co.. New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,
Nlississipvi) and Alabama.

C. D. Smith rug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri,

Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.

R. II. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales
Agent for Oregon and 1Vashington.

Bart holow Company, Commerce and Austin 5th., Dallas, Texas,

Sales Agents for 'Northern Texas, and Southern Oklahoma.

A. W. Mattoon, 508 Chapel St., New Haven, COTIll, Sales Agent

for Massachusetts and Connecticut.



The Newark Watch
Case Material Co's.

Improved Jo-Prong
Patent Sleeve

Wrench
This is the only practi-

cal Sleeve Wrench on the
market. Every key is fleas-
ti red accurately, so they will
fit all makes of sleeves. Be-
ware of imitations and see
that our patent number is
stamped on the key you buy.

We are sole agents for
this wrench. Beware of imi-
tattoos. None genuine un-
less bearing date of patent
shown in illustration. This
Is the only accurate and
practical tool of its kind on
the market.

A New Patent Speed Wheel
Countershaft

made by tf. Boley, all polished and nickel plated, being
made with bard bronze bearings which insure perfectly
true running, with attachment to hold all wheels for
grinding or polishing.

Robbins' Upright
Roller Remover
With Improved Revolv-
ing Disk and Plunger

Flat bottom, which sets
firmly on the bench. You
cannot break pivots with
this tool, as it is very easily
adjusted for any size frimi
jewel series to the large,'
size. Single or double rol-
ler. Nickel-plated. Price
$2.25.

Fleming's
Patent

Corrugated
Case Springs

These springs
can be fitted with-
out filing, to a
makes of cases.
Made for thick and
thin model cases, in
both lifting and
lock. Beware of
base imitations.
See that the box
bears the name of
" Fleming's Pat-
e n t Corrugated
Case Spring."
None genuine ex-
cept those with
the name " Hem=
ing " on.

Robbins' Latest Improved Patent
Mainspring Winder

Does away with changing of barrels, which alone is attune
saver,

Nickel plated, price, $2.00. Directions with each tool.

SOLE AGENTS

Ask Your Jobber

for Same

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., Inc.

77 John Street, NEW YORK CITY

Exclusive Wholesale
Distributers for
U. S. and Canada

Demand an
Oliver

Quality
Ball-Bearing
Foot-Wheel

Its many points of superiority will more than overbalance its
slight extra cost. It has a heavy, correctly-balanced wheel—a steel
shaft, not cast iron—a crank that will not break—driven by two fibre
rollers that roll, not slide, reducing the friction to the minimum—a
treadle that fits the foot—in short, Oliver Quality throughout.

Catalog Dt6 sent for the asking.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

IT POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM
THE R & L OIL is the standard lubricant now
used by the most expert workmen, and it is giving
complete satisfaction. Made of the finest quality, and
so compounded that it will not change, or thicken, it
forms an ideal oil. A be/ler was never made.
Send 25 cents to your jobber, asking for R & L

Wholesale Selling Agents
M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia
Swartchild Au. Co., Chicago
Nordman Bros. Co.

San Francisco
Daniel Pratt's Son

53 Franklin St., Boston

Wholesale Selling Agents
D. C. l'ercival & Co., Boston
Chas. May & Son, Boston
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.

New York City
H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., Sole Manufacturers
Jewelers' Building, Boston, Mass.

IT POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM

<vie'

SCHOOL oF WATCHMAKING
AND ENGRAVING

Does your present earning capacity
satisfy you?

If not, our Post-Graduate Course
will be of special interest to you.

You ought to be worth twice the money
after having attended it.

Write for particulars

Wisconsin
Institute of Horology

Enterprise Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

We Can Furnish You a Catalog of Your Own
containing from 36 to 200 pages or over, arranged to meet
your local conditions, THAT WILL INCREASE YOUR
BUSINESS FROM 25 TO 100 PER CENT.

READ OUR CUSTOMERS' LETTERS
Harrisburg, Pa., January 22, 1908

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
Gentlemen:—Replying to your inquiry about the Catalog,

I wish to state that no good jewelry house can afford to do without
it. This is the second year for me as you know and I'm glad that
I started to deal with you. We did a great business; much larger
than expected, under the existing circumstances, and know the
Catalog helped me.

As for your goods, I found same to be first class and desirable.
Wishing you success, I remain,

Respectfully H. C. CLASTER

Store of Henry C. Claster, Harrisburg, Pa.

Jackson, Mass., Mardi 17, 1908
TIIE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio
(Extracts from letter)

Gentlemen:—Your Catalog has in-
creased my business and made business for
me that I would never have reached in any
other way, although we have advertised in
every way for the past 57 years, and have
one of the most modern and complete
Jewelry Establishments in the South. I
want the Catalog again this year, larger
and better than ever before.

Very truly yours,
CARL J. v. SEUTTER

What we have done for others
we can do for you.

Store of E. H. Kortkamp Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Store of Carl J. v. Seutter, Jackson, Miss.

St. Louis, January 20, 1908
THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio
Gentlemen :— We desire to inform

you that the catalogue furnished us by
your house has certainly more than met
our expectations.

We consider this method of advertis-
ing as the very best for the retail jewelry
business and want to commend you 011
the style and general .appearance of the
catalogue.

Yours very truly

E. II. KORTKAMP JEWELRY CO.

Write us at once for samples and
particulars FREE

Our representatives visit nearly every State
in the Union. If you are interested, and will
notify us, our representative will take pleasure
in calling on you and explaining our method.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

CLEVELAND, OHIO
IN WRITING US, PLEASE MENTION THIS ISSUE OE "THE KEYSTONE"
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Charles NI. Levy
SIGNET LOCKET

PHOTO
RINGS

Manufacturer of

RINGS
LOCKETS

AND

BUTTONS
90 William Street

NEW YORK CITY

DIAMONDINE MOUNTED RINGS
A natural brilliant white and l hard gem, the nearest substitute for

a diamond ever discovered

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The Best-Paying Proposition
Mr. Jeweler, is to buy the best-made article
for your store, Libeled

WADELL DETROIT

We

Came

Iii

This

Business

To

Stay

WADELL SHOW CASE AND CABINET CO.
DETROIT, MICH. Dept. D

-

A MUFFLE FURNACE
WITH GAS AS FUEL

has proved to be the most economical form of' apparatus
for enameling, and all the arts requiring the use of heat
properly di,trilatted throughout the muffle. No one
can deny the skill oh the artist who produces such
beautiful effects with I lie aid of a properly constructed
Gas NIullie Furnace.

To the artisan, we have to say that over thirty
years' experience in the manufacture of these furnaces,
enables its to afford them the best there is in this line.
Consult our catalogue "B. k.," a copy of which is yours
for the asking.

Prices ranging from $17.00 to $45.00

How about it, Mr. Jeweler?
How about it, Mr. Optician ?

Vi• :twilit your nil. our

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
No. 3, $17.00

Muffle space 3" x 4"
2%" high

BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

AMMER

ORIEN TAqPOL1.5HERiNz

S 1 LBONA
A PREPARED CHAMOIS SKIN

Requiring No Powder, Paste or Liquid
to CLEAN and BURNISH

SILVER AND GOLD
Will wear for years if directions are followed

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS ONE
EVERY JEWELER NEEDS ONE

No. 1 size, $1.50 No. 2 size, $1.00 No. 3 size, 50 cents
Liberal discount on orders of 1 dozen or more of a size

SEND 25 CENTS FOR SAMPLE

STILBOMA MANUFACTURING CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

"CLINCH"

;Y4.11'

No. 2
50 cte.
35 cis

Pat.
applied

for

No. I. 25c.

Safety Catch for
Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

Nothing to get
out of order. Simple
and neat.

One turn to the
right grips like a
vise.

Fits any size Pin.

Prices to the Trade

The "SECURITY"
A Clasp at Last That's Secure
"HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot

MADE IN 3 SIZES
No. I Lodes IlLre No. I

Simple and

Absolutely Secure

Necklace Clasp
and Fast
Pull Out

The Only Perfect

Clasp

Locks in Two
Places

No. 2 Locks here No.2
Patent Applied for

caia$
No./

No. 1. Gold Plated,
$1.50 doz.

No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold
Plate, burnished,
$2.25 doz.

No 1B

No. 2

PRICES TO THE TRADE
DOZEN DI■ZLN

No. I. 10 K. . . $6.00 No. 111, 10 K. . $7.00
No. 2. 10 K. . 9.00
No. I. 14 K. . . 7.00 No. ill. 14 K. . 9.00
No. 1. Platinum ...... . 18.00
No I. (told Filled 200

2  25No Ili. (told Filled
No. 2. (hold Filled
No. 1. Sterling sliver

2  50
2  00

Made In Cold Filled Only
No. 11215, $2.75 doz. No. IB/25, $3.25 doz.

No. 225, $3.50 doz.

4111Aaiiinlia

dVb1/.45

al5rialftgia)

No.111/25

No2/25

Ask your Jobber, or write

THE

HOFFMAN

NOVELTY

CO.

79-83 North Pearl Street

ALBANY, N. Y.

7 I.')

T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS
MADE RIGHT GAGED RIGHT Pur Up RIGHT

0\ne Doren :T.B 

ESILIENTAA1NSPRINGS
MADE SPECIALLY FOR

11-110MA BROS.
CINCINNATI,OHK

I8s ELGIN
Width.290 Strength .021 Order No.131

SIZE OF BOX

5:4: inches long

23% wide
cc deep

WHICH GIVES AMPLE

ROOM FOR REPLACING

MAINSPRINGS WITHOUT

CROWDING.

TOP VIEW OF BOX WHEN

PLACED IN CABINET,

GIVING FULL DESCRIP-

TION OF CONTENTS.

WALTHAM MAINSPRING GAGE. PRICE, $1.00 NET
A (MOE WITH NUMBERS THAT STAND FOR SOMETHINO

p $1.25 Dozen
1 • rice-13.50( Gross

T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS GAGED WITH WALTHAM GAGE

OUR MAINSPRING

CABINET No. 10,

ILLUSTRATED

ON PAGE 360,

MARCH, 1908,

KEYSTONE.

CHART No. I,

ILLUSTRATING

96 PATTERNS.

T. B. RESILIENT

MAINSPRINGS

SENT ON REQUEST

TO JEWELERS.

FOR SALE BY THOMA BROS. Est7b86s8hed CINCINNATI, OHIO
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FOR WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS, FINE TOOL MAKERS, DIE SINKERS AND OTHERS

WHOSE WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS oF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

Patent pending.

The only ma-
chine furnisning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
Jeweler.

An electroplating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put the
new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULA: for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give xS, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold /2 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight. 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6,4,
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. O. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from yohr /Aber, ma'cr "low/ ./i-om I/ u' manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

MOSELEY
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THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense is
spared to make them RIGHT. The Genuine Moseley Lathe of today
is the result of years of painstaking, systematic and skilled endeavor
to satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-
ienced workmen.

Moseley Chucks are of the best quality, and are made in all sizes ;
covering every need of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucks
and Lathes were manufactured by us for years under the direct
supervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " Split
Chuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."

Moseley Lathes and Attachments, with plenty of Moseley Chucks
are the secret of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-
ing power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As an
Investment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by

express.
About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges

are deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

there is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

(SI to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately

returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional

expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold

(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have 
to be if they con-

ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 
per cent. of the

value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.

Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

;
•I li41111 III

'

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills

with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that

take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any

means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a

value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 24 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and

proceeds promptly remitted.
57 Washington St

Chicago
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TheW B & C Glasses
WATCH GLASSES
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--r? W. BEBGE A& C-0, '

'\\\  

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

_

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United

0lows: 4.?p.

OP 4) Per gross Per doz.
Genevas   $4.00 $ .40
MI-Concaves .... . . .   4.00 .40
MI-Concaves. Extra Thick . .   10.00 .90
Flat Parallels   8.00 .75
Lentilles   12.00 1.25
Flat Concaves . . . .   12.00 1.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick . .   15.00 1.25
Patent Genevas   8.00 .75 The only modal at the Parts Exposition of 1900 forLunettes   3.00 .25 watch glasses was awarded u the W B & C brand.

Discount, 6 per cent.

V VI B& .0 glasses
tv than other and
LV brands, and are
4."' leading jobbers

States as fol-
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS (rvill hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best KnoTrin Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

E. H. H. SMITH SILVER CO.
Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826

Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of gla.sses in the market. 'Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size mkt-them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness Theyused to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Rest is the Cheapest at the End. "WATCHMAKERS ! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. 'The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and neve,heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B &

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK

I I I

\vic.re/'
921

111111111111

1064

Room 1102 CHAS. H. PFEIL Tel. Harrison 2837

MAKER OF FINE DIAMOND JEWELRY AND DIAMOND IMPORTER

209 State Street - CHICAGO, ILL.

ELK RING

Silversmiths' Bldg.
Chicago, Ill.

Manufacturers of

Sterling Effects

in Plate

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

"HOLD-ON" CLUTCH

This is the
finest and most
beautiful ring in
workmanship
and design that

Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

ever entered the
market. It is
carved out of
Li. K. Gold, deep
rose finish.

The place where the diamond shows on the design can be left plain or the
number of the lodge engraved on it or it can be made to fit any size stone. The
dial and B. P. 0. E. are in enamel. Write for further particulars.

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price.Send for catalogue

MADE

1850

Alois Kohn & Co. —
1908

x6-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makeis of GOL D CHAINS of every kind

L. LELONG d BROTHER

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

U

WHEN

A
CUSTOMER

WISHES

TO

SELL

FOR SCARF PINS AND BROOCHES

0
 

01 1111)11 Wlq ,

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

Pat. May 20, '02
To Release

Pull the Ball

14K. GOLD PLATE
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS

PRICE SO CENTS

ADVANTAO liS

1. It Holds—The harder you pull, the tighter it holds.

2. To Release—Raise the clutch and pull the ball.

3. All One Piece—No parts to lose.

HOLD=ON CLUTCH CO.
33 (iokl street, NEW YORK

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1591

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place
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710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after-THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling.
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-I:Vinci ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing- of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS
FOR THE USE OF

SMALL MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL JEWELERS
These PLATING SALTS are preparations in dry form, containing the Gold

and the Chemicals, which when dissolved in Water, are AT ONCE READY for
USE, producing unfailingly correct shades at all times.

These Salts will not deteriorate and can be liquified as desired.
RONAN GOLD SALTS for 1 quart Solution 
'D (SOLD   4.50
OLD ENGLISH It 4.50
14 or 18 karat GOLD 4/ 

  4.50
ROSE GOLD Al 

  4.80
ORANGE ROSE IS 

  4.80
GREEN GOLD 6/ 4.80
ANTIQUE GREEN GOLD 0 ..... 4.811
GUINEA GOLD 44 4.80

44 ROSE or GREEN ^4   4.80
PARISIAN GOLD 41 

. . ... 4.80
SILVER SALTS; for half Gall., *3.15; for 1 Gall.. 6.00
FRENCH GRAY SALTS 44 

2.50

COPPER or BRASS SALTS SI 2.50
Order from your Jobber direct or send to the Mini.

44

U. S. Electro-Chemical Co., 78 Lafayette StreetNEW YORK

MINIMPOR•16,6P1161■ 

Watchmakers', Jewelers' and
Opticians' Furniture

25 years of experience in
manufacturing, guarantees
highest grade of work-
manship. Send for our
illustrated catalogue and
order through your
jobber.

JESSEN & ROSBERG
391-405 W. Kinzie St. CHICAGO

.Q.O.NELT00.3
AND

PROMPT \ I
RETURNS FOR

YO U R
OLD GOLD,.

SILVER,FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

8C

WE BUY
Old Gold and Silver Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, Hand
Washings, etc. We will make accurate valuations and hold
consignment subject to your acceptance. If valuation is
not satisfactory, we reship to you at our expense.

WE PAY FOR OLD COLD:
22 K. 88c. per dwt. 12 K. 48c. per dwt.
20 K. 80c. " 10 K. 40c. "
18 K. 72c. " 8 K. 32c.
16 K. 64c. a; 6 K. 24c.
14 K. 56c. " 4 K. 16c.
MARKET RATES FOR SILVER AND PLATINUM

It

16

16

WE SELL
Gold, Silver and Platinum, various qualities, rolled flat or
drawn to wire of any gage.

PRICES OF ALLOYED COLD:
10 K. 500. per dwt. 14 K. 66c. per dwt.
12 K. 58c. " le K. 74c. "

18 K. 82c. per dwt.

Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas furnished
or our own. " T. B. H." Alloy, 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold,
75c. per lb. Shot Copper, 4oc. per lb. We will send tables
for alloying without charge. They save figuring.

Try us and you will appreciate our Squareness, Promptness and Accuracy

T. B. HAGSTOZ, LTD., Main Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SMELTERS, ASSAYERS, REFINERS

 smi■snaMIIM

ANOTHER BRACELET SEASON

is the glad Easter tidings that now greet the trade. A demand as great-possibly
greater than last year-is now assured and suggests the advisability of immediate
attention to this line.

This Illustration

represents

but a few of

our many styles

We make

Bracelets

in every

desirable size

for

Babies

Misses and Ladies

No. 165A. Half chased

No. 213A/2 "

No. I69A.

No. 168A.

No. 173A.

No. 167. Plain

66

66

No. 171A. Half chased

THE BRACELET THAT WILL WEAR

Our line is 14 K. 1-10 gold filled quality. It includes bracelets of all sizes tm1 widths- chased, all chased
and plain.

All are lock bracelets, strong and durable, comfortable as well as graceful to wear.
See that the trade-mark, L. S. & Co., the well-known mark of reliability, is stamped on each bracelet.

FURNISHED THROUGH THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

LOUIS STERN & CO. Chainmakers and Silversmiths, Providence, R. I.
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No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have

That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successful
school in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has now
exceeded our most sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronage
we deem of all testimonials the most substantial.

Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our school
twenty years ago, which certainly is proof that we give our students entire
satisfaction.

Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become an
expert in the various branches of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,
which will give you some valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, ST, LOUIS. MO.

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

we Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones1"/ broken or melted off, the same as new.

we Rep, 
"" 

ta any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver
1 Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated Sercomb Company CHICAGO

1429 Wabash Ave

Oct the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises

For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

753

F. C. jORGESON & CO.
II to 17 N. Ann Street, CHICAGO

Special No. 107-B Jewelers' Case and Table

Our No. 123 Colonial Wall Case harmonizes with this outfit
SEND FOR CIRCULAR

"The Best of Everything"

Makers of

High-Grade

Jewelers'

Fixtures

Send Floor Plan

For Estimate

CUCKOO CLOCKS
as Gifts for

JUNE BRIDES
There's no gift clock like

a Cuckoo Clock.

There are no Cuckoo Clocks as good as ours. We would
like to tell you all about them. Write for our literature.

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK COMPANY
Station S. Philadelphia, Pa.

Show Confidence in Your Work
by giving your customer a signed guarantee as proof of its thoroughness. For
this purpose you should procure a copy of

THE KEYSTONE BOOK OF
REPAIR GUARANTEES

This book contains 200 printed guarantee forms, with stubs. These forms
are so worded as to give the customer absolute confidence in your ability and
work and yet safeguard yourself.

Sent postpaid to any ftarl of the world on receipt of price, $ Lot) (is. 2d.)

Published by

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8o9-81I-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa

The Gustave Fox Co.'s
emblems have gained wonderful prestige with 
criminating buyers. This is due to their beauty of
design, superior workmanship, elegance of finish,
and solid intrinsic value, also to the low price at
which they are offered, which frustrates every com-
petitive attempt of ambitious rivalry. Within the
extensive range of our manufacture are included
Elk, Masonic, 32d degree, K. T., K. P., Eagle, I. 0.
0. F., 0. 0. It, I. 0. 0. M., S. 0. 0. M., It, 0. 13.,
and all societies and fraternities. If your jobber
does not handle our line, write to us direct.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
Makers of High-Grade Emblems

14-16 E. Fourth Street Cincinnati, OM
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RICH A It I) 0. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

'20q'tt SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Zhe Jewelers' School of Engraving
EsTA LISH ED 1880 Suite 1104 1-leyworth Building, CHICAGO

RICHARD 0. KAISTEII.J±:14., PROPRIETOR AND CHIEF nwsTnucTon

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OE ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR IIANDSOME
NEW CATALOG

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
in Pencil, 25 and 30 cents j Send money with
India Ink or %Vater Color, $1.00 c order

SPECIMEN liOOK Monograms and Lettering, 81.00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-Lim

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago

•

• 

r
0
c Tic
re-co PorreRY is sold by only
one and the best art dealer in each city.

If you are carrying other exclusive

lines, we should like to take up the

question of agency, provided your territory

is not already covered.

GATe3 POTTER1e5
reco POTTeRY

CHICAGO OFFICE 602 CHAMBERSFCOMMERCE

C H I CA1/4G0

Miniature Portraits Copied from
Any Photo.

On

Watches
Dials

Brooches
and

Lockets

The latest improved method; artistic and durable; will not fade nor peel off

THE GOLDST E IN
O.

45 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

The Simplex Ring Bender and Sizer

Saves one-Half the Cost of Output
Can be had of any jobber. or shipped

SU hject to ten days t uI. W rite
for circular to-day.

BENDS and SIZES rings in ONE operation.

Guaranteed to bend and size perfectly in one
operation, any ring blank, from the. lightest shell

to the heaviest solid gold. Will take any length
blank in any style, flat, half round or chased,
and does not mar the most delicate designs,
saving chasing.

Any boy or girl can easily bend and size
several of the heaviest blanks per minutt.

The Bailey-Filson Co.
244 West 23d Street, New York

JUST TO GIVE YOU AN IIDEAR OF WHAT WE CAN DO IN

ONE TRIAL FROM YOU, AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED THAT OUR

WORKMANSHIP IS THE BEST AND OUR PRICES ARE THE VERY

LOWEST POSSIBLE,

WE REPAIR, RE-LINE AND RE-COLOR MESH BAGS, ALSO ANY-

THING IN JEWELRY OR SILVERWARE.

New

Cameo Jewelry

New
Festoon Necks

New

Mesh Bags

New

Veil Pins

New
Sash Pins

New

Belt Pins

New
Combs

New
Bracelets

New

Hat Pins

New
Brooches

New
Scarf Pins

New
Waist Pins

New

Novelties
in

Gold

Gold Filled

Sterling Silver

NI. J. AVERBECK, 
10 and 12 Maiden Lane, INF,W YORK

M. J. AVERBECK9 Aizinufticzturer and Importer

vis_it to our new offieet-: will repay you

10 and 12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
.1■MNIV
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LARK'
ALARM

The New Solid Pallet, Best of Standard
Alarm Clocks

SELLS AT SIGHT

Special Advertising Matter Furnished to Jewelers upon Application

The Standard Jewelers' Clock

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTION AND PRICES

THE NEW WAVEN rLOCK CO.
IIEW HAVEN UONN.

Dept. M

DON'T FORGET 'THE TATTOO

4" ARABIC DIAL

Case and Trimmings all Nickeled-Plated
and Highly Polished

HAS SWITCH FOR STOPPING ALARM

MR. JEWELER
That's a high-toned jewelry store you're running—at least that's

what you intend it should be.
Naturally you want high-grade fixtures—the same high grade you

would want if you were buying furniture for your home.
For that reason alone you can not afford to overlook the

Qtaxcti $0eztat
Another thing, a few years of use won't make them unfit for your store.
They are made from quarter-sawed oak and in such a way that after years
you'll be as proud of them as the day they came into your store.

The No. 550 shown here is especially adapted for the high-class
jewelry store. Won't you write for our catalogue with fuller information?

We are also headquarters for shelving, counters, tables, etc.

Quincy Show Case Works
Quincy

Wichita, Kans., 146-148 N.
Market St.

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex. „308 Trust Bldg

Illinois
San Francisco, 1034 (ieary St.

Spokane, W'ash., 0425 Monroe St.

Jacksonville, Flat., 20 28 Julia St.

If you have doubts concerning

THE NEW SYSTEM OF

ADVERTISING FOR RETAIL

JEWELERS read the following

" The style and effective wording are what we desire
in this line. We certainly consider it much above the so-
called professional or specialty system as it gets down to
the business points and gives sensible arguments."

WILBUR, LANPHEAR CO.
Galesburg, Ill.

And this

" The most forcibly written we have ever seen."

FLEMING BROS.
Eau Claire, Wis.

And by all means read this

" I believe now that advertising pays, but it has taken
me 40 years to reach this conclusion."

C. D. GARDNER,
Manistee, Mich.

If you wish to know all about it write to-day to

J. B. INGALLS, Rock Island, Ill.

BLACKINTON CHAINS-QUALITY

One Suggests
the Other

46'

A`.

/

40.11tNSIll.11110

NA,

./' ///,

Ole Re:flak:Die

/

1/1 ,

50 a Chahms

If , 
t 

/I /7

(

Finished by the Wearbest hardening process, wear

just as well as they look. Exclusive patterns, such

as (rood taste dictates, denote the skill that stands back

of real merit. W. & S. 13. * Chains make beautiful

gifts that can be put to practical use.

Price figures, but quality is the real test of cheapness.

Our lockets, bracelets and fobs are just as good as our

chains. Make a critical comparison and " Old Reli-

able W. & S. B. *" goods will be your choice.

They are NOT sold to department stores or retail

mail-order houses.

W. 0 S. BLACKINTON CO.
Manufacturers

North Attleboro, Mass.
New York

180 Broadway

1/41.17Collrepi
llat'

Nim;%•polft°
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CHIME CLOCKS

CUCKOO CLOCKS

ALARM CLOCKS

NOVELTY CLOCKS

REGULATORS

400-DAY CLOCKS

4/4 Strike Westminster
Chime Clocks

The Movements of these Clocks are recog-
nized to be the best made for popular prices

STRIKING ON STRAIGHT RODS

Cbco6ore ScbiNalt
IMPORTER OF CLOCKS

116 CHAMBERS STREET NEW YORK

No. 6icoo
56'.;, inches High. Polished Mahogany or Walnut

List, each, $32.00

SOLE AGENT FOR THE

SCHLENKER & KIENZLE
CHIME CLOCKS

Large Assortment of Alarm Clocks
Novelty Clocks

ASK

YOUR

JOBBER

NEW YORK
Guaranteed Alarm Clock

List, each, :ft xo

and

OR

WRITE

DIRECT

SAMPLE SHEET OF ONE OF OUR STUDENTS

Now is the time to take advantage of our special short summer
course for busy men.

Most rapid progress Limited class Modern methods

CATALOG ON REQUEST

The- tiV4. ec, Wietiortitietve-is
,Schicual of tinr;avittig

New England Building CLEVELAND, 01110

EVERY CLOCK
EXAMINED AND

REGULATED
BEFORE SHIPPING

AND GUARANTEED

MOST EXTENSIVE LINE OF

Black Forest Cuckoo Clocks
AT PRICES THAT COMPEL

THEIR SELLING

No. 44
58 inches High. Hand-Carved

Front of Case made of 3 layers of wood

List, each, $10.50

We are the manufacturers of the genuine
ROSEBUD HAT PIN, made from real
roses—the biggest novelty and money-maker
of the clay.

Write us for gross lot prices.
Other novelties under way.

Retailers apply through their
jobbers

METALLIC REPRODUCTION CO.
North Chicago, Lake Co., Ill.

(Krat-ici

OUR FACTORY and WAREHOUSE were

NOT in til( least INJURED by the confla-
gration which, on April 12, 1908, destroyed so large a
part of the city of Chelsea, a suburb of Boston, Mass.

Chelsea Clock Co.
16 State Street

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Makers of

8-Day
High-Grade

Clocks
SHIP'S BELL, MARINE, OFFICE, MANTEL AND AUTO CLOCKS, ETC.

Ii

4

Krementz
Collar

Buttons
and StudsThe Standard American Collar Button

Made of one piece of metal ; the following illustrations
show the KREMENTZ process of manufacture

First this disk :

Is stamped into this shape :

Then fashioned like this :

Rapid and repeated blows by
powerful hammers, in a machine
of almost human intelligence,
coax it into this shape :

Another machine turns up
the edges :

The next operation rolls
them over :

Then the head is shaped :

After which the button is
polished.

If we cut the finished collar button in half,
we notice that the metal in the
shank has been thickened and
toughened, strengthening it where
the tnost strain comes. This is a
sectional view of the Krementz
Collar Button.

One-piece

Fig. I

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 6

Fig. 8

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality--
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ Ci CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. 6 ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.

o 
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When

A Woman

Buys Silver

she proceeds about it carefully. In many cases, the first thing she
does is to send for our catalogue. When she does that, we write
to her, suggesting that she call on her local dealer. In other
words, we have sent her to you to buy

"1847 RooERs BROS."

and have prepared the way for you.

But she will insist that the goods she buys bear the " 1847 ROGERS BROS."
trade-mark.

Our general advertising brings thousands of requests for catalogues, and for
the past ten years every catalogue sent out has been accompanied by the letter
mentioned above.

We are directing every such inquirer to the local dealer.

We are also prepared at all times to help the dealer in his own local
advertising, supplying signs, circulars, show cards, posters, electrotypes, etc., free.

If you desire suggestions or advice regarding your advertising, write us.

Meriden Britannia Co.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT

CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
195 State Street 9-15 Maiden Lane 717 Market Street

218 Fifth Avenue

HAMILTON, ONT. , CANADA

(11 A 'ITER OAK
PATTERN

"Silver Plate That Wears"

HE KEYSTONE
A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades. The purpose and policy of this

journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to inse
rt advertisements

that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimen
tal to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 29 1hiIad1phii, NlEty, 1908 No, 5

Copyright, 1908 by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post-office, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades.

Subscription—thie Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico ; single
copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues, 25 cents,

To Canada, 92.00 per year. To Foreign Countries $5.44
(10 Shillings) per year; single copies, 25 cents
(1 Shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should he made by Post-Office Money Order, Rank Check
or Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remit fences si ld be made Payable
to THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

Change of Address —Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates furnished on application.
No advertisements but those of a reputable character
Inserted.

To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach Us by
the 25th of each month to insure insertion in the issue of
the following month. Changes in advertisements should
reach its not later than the itali of the previous month.

All com 1111111 lent ions should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
CHICAGO OFFICE 13

1201 HEYWORTI4 BLDG. 

09-811-813 N. 19TH STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
LONDON OFFICE 
ATLANTIC HOUSE, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.
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The Coming State Conventions

THE convention season has now arrived

and a number of annual meetings of

trade associations are scheduled for the next

few months. This year, more than ever be-

fore, the trade has adopted the plan of

holding the meetings of the State associa-

tions of jewelers and opticians at the same

time and place. This means a larger attend-

ance, a more comprehensive programme

and a more successful meeting from every

point of view. The fraternizing spirit thus

shown is well manifested in the agreement

in virtue of which the Missouri Retail

Jewelers' Association, the St. Louis Retail

Jewelers' Association, the Missouri Optical

Society, the Kansas Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation and the Kansas Optical Society will

hold their annual meetings jointly in Kan-

sas City next month. This admirable ar-

rangement will doubtless result in one of

the largest and most successful conventions

ever held. We commend the idea to the

trade in other contiguous States.

One of the beneficial influences of rip-

ened organization is already manifesting

itself in the broadening of the spirit actuat-

ing the various associations. When first

formed, a trade society has not unnaturally

a somewhat exaggerated opinion of its own

importance and is somewhat too prone to

take its power and permanency for granted.

Thus pleased with itself and enthusiastic

over its reform mission, it takes kindly to

the "big stick" as the most effective weapon

for quick achievement. But results are gen-

erally disappointing, the members become

discouraged, and disintegration begins.

Such has been the history of numberless

trade associations. It is to the credit of the

latter-day organizations of the jewelers,

however, that they have survived this stage,

and even now manifest the conservatism

and sobriety of judgment that come from

experience. In their reliance on themselves,

their independence of influences and the

sanity of their reform methods, lies their

sole hope of accomplishing the purposes in

view. On the threshhold of the convention

season the time is opportune to give this

phase of the matter due consideration. We

think we find the keynote to the broader

and riper spirit in the remarks made at the

recent meeting of the Illinois society by the

president of the national association, as else-

where reported. In regard to the remedy-

ing of trade grievances, Mr. Hurlbut said:

The retail jewelers must first be certain that
they are doing all they possibly can to correct
the evils they complain of, and then, if they find
that some action must be taken, let it be the result
of calm, cool and deliberate judgment. Radical
methods which savor of abuse should be elimi-
nated, and no organization should expect a jobber
or manufacturer to upset his policy of doing busi-
ness in a week or a month's time.

This is excellent advice, and, accepting

it as the official reflection of the spirit of the

organization, it augurs well for the results

which we may expect from the conventions

about to take place. The spread of the or-

ganization movement among the wholesal-

ers is a promising feature of the situation.

There are now a number of local wholesale

associations in the larger cities, and steps

have been taken for the formation of a na-
tional association. With both branches thus
organized, negotiation will be greatly facili-

tated and a satisfactory understanding on
disputed. points will more readily be reached.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found the
dates and names of the meeting-places of

the several conventions, and we trust that

the large attendance will make a new record

in trade organization.

A Trade Organization Ideal

CONSMERTNG the past, present and

, future of trade organizations, it is op-

portune, as an object lesson, to direct atten-

tion to one which has a unique record. We

refer to the St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation (formerly the Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation of Missouri), a report of the annual

meeting of which will be found elsewhere

in this issue. This organization, the mem-

bership of which is composed of prosper-

ous and substantial members of the retail

trade, was organized in 1890 and has been

in continuous active existence since that

time. Wise in counsel, and conservative but

firm in action, this association enjoys to an

exceptional degree the respect and co-opera-

tion of the wholesale and manufacturing

branches. This latter fact added materially

to its potentiality in effecting reforms, and

its record of achievement in this direction

is such as may well be held forth for the

emulation of sister organizations. At the

recent annual meeting the important ques-

tions now before the trade were discussed

with customary intelligence, thoroughness

and foresight, and the action taken will

doubtless commend itself to all their breth-

ren. In the matter of commending the

national stamping law so as to cover the in-

definite phrase "solid gold," the association

advocated not any particular definition of

the phrase, which would be at best mislead-

ing, but its entire elimination by the com-

pulsory stamping of the karat fineness,
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whatever the grade of the goods. This,
our readers will rernetnber, was proposed
some time ago in. our journal as the one
effective and. final solution of the difficulty.

In regard to the so-called "filled case
stamping bill" now before congress, the
association unanimously decided to support
the measure, and urged the members to take
such individual action as would enlist the
support of their congressmen in its favor.
The action in regard to the watch inspection
hill, unavailingly introduced in several State
legislatures, is particularly noteworthy as
suggesting the only reasonable and wise
trade policy in regard to this important
matter. It was the sense of the association
that such legislation was entirely outside the
Province of the trade, and any attempt to
associate any organization of retail jewelers
with the agitation for such legislation was
strongly deprecated. The apparent gratu-
itous interference of jewelers in this matter,
which concerns solely the railroad compa-
nies and their employees, and which affects
the jewelry trade only in a commercial way,
was a false step for which no justification
can be found and which could only result in
the complete elimination of the jewelers
from the watch inspection field. Such ac-
tion as was taken by the St. Louisians on
this question will go far to reassure all con-
cerned in regard to the real position of the
trade in this most important matter.

Higher Horological Education

THE article which appeared in our
March issue on the subject of higher

horological education and the suggestions
from the trade in regard to the possibility
of forming examining boards to test the
knowledge of applicants by examination
and issue certificates of merit have cre-
ated much interest among the trade. On
another page will be found a letter from
the secretary of the Indiana State As-
sociation explaining the project contem-
plated by that organization. This is an ex-
cellent scheme, though marred somewhat
by its inconvenience, and experience only
can reveal what success awaits it. It is the
general opinion, however, that whatever it
is possible to do in this direction can best
be done by means of the associations. We
have before us a letter on the subject from
j. Freistadter, of Waltham, Mass., who is
known to our readers as one of the most
accomplished horologists in the country and
who makes what we consider an admirable
and very practical suggestion, which merits
careful consideration. It is his opinion,
as it is the opinion of many others,
that associations could accomplish more in

the educational direction than either State
or national laws. He says:

"Associations could conduct yearly ex-
hibitions of skill in workmanship for mem-
bers to take part in, for which certificates
of merit, or medals, or both, should be
awarded by competent judges. It would
be possible to so grade the value of these
certificates and medals that they would not
only cover the whole range of skill neces-
sary in the art of watchmaking, but at the
same time proclaim the competency of the
workman who succeeded in gaining them,
so that, in time, when the value of these
certificates and medals becomes known, they
would enable employers to intelligently
judge the accomplishments and estimate the
value of the man presenting them. Distance
from a town in which the parent association
is located, or in which the exhibition may
be held, would not necessarily be a great
hindrance in this case, since the matter of
entering exhibits, asking for information,
and all else, could be conducted by mail.
Personal attendance at the meetings would,
of course, be advisable." •

The only weakness in this suggestion
lies in the possibility of imposition. How
could the judges be certain that any particu-
lar exhibit was the work of the exhibitor?
If this possibility of imposition could be
overcome, the scheme could be made very
valuable to the trade. As several of the
State organizations about to hold meetings
in the near future have placed this subject
among those to be discussed, we gladly add
Mr. Freistadter's suggestion to those al-
ready exploited in our columns.

Mr. Freistadter joins us In highly com-
mending the New England Watchmakers'
Club as a valuable type of educational in-
struction which should exist in every large
center, although it must be confessed that
Boston has advantages of location, and pos-
sibly of material, possessed by few, if any,
of her civic sisters. Such clubs, however,
can scarcely accomplish the purpose which
the trade has now in view, namely, to de-
vise a means which would enable the em-
ployer to form some fairly accurate opinion
of the applicant for a position before engag-
ing him. We once heard the foreman of a
watch repair shop say that lie could tell the
competency of the workman by his tools.
But even this method of judging is denied
the employer who simply advertises for
help and must decide from such representa-
tions as may reach him by mail. In his
letter, Mr. Freistadter says:

"To watchmakers deserving of the
name and to those striving to be recognized
as such, it must be a pleasure to see and
encouraging to notice the interest taken in
this matter of securing some means to cis-
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criminate between good, medium and poor
workmen." The movement is undoubtedly
interesting, and is so laden with valuable
possibilities that the organized trade espe-
cially must be kept alive to its importance.
We•invite other suggestions on the subject,
in order that our readers may be sufficiently
posted when the conventions take place to
discuss the subject intelligently and with
some prospect of arriving at a practical con-
clusion.

Epidemic of Jewelry Store Robberies

THE remarkable series of robberies of
jewelry stores reported the past few

months reached a climax in the successful
burglarizing of the store of Thomas Lundy,
San Francisco, in which the enormous
amount of Woo() worth of goods was suc-
cessfully purloined with no clew left as to
the identity of the thieves. Wonderful, in-
deed, are the nerve and ingenuity of the
modern jewelry store thief, and a most
alarming consideration in connection with
his recent activity is the remarkable success
attending his efforts. The robberies re-
ported to us in recent months include prac-
tically • all forms of swindle, bogus checks,
flim-flam games, window smashing, safe
blowing—the entire gamut, from the sim-
plest theft to those calling for the highest
degree of skill.

While the unusual ability of the mis-
creants must be confessed, it cannot be de-
nied that probably the majority of the rob-
beries and swindles are due to the negli-
gence and guilelessness of the jewelers
themselves. When a professional swindler
commits a robbery—say, in New York—
and four or five months later duplicates
the crime in San Francisco, using exactly
the same means, it may well be taken for
granted that the second robbery would not
have occurred had the jeweler made it a
point to keep posted, through his trade
paper, on all crimes of this character per-
petrated among the trade. In our last
issue we told of the diamond-grabbing theft
from the store of S. Silverthau & Sons,
New Haven, Conn. The thief in this case,
whose excuse for entering the store was to
have an automobile clock repaired, used
identically the same plans and same clock to
repeat the theft successfully in several other
instances. After the publication of the story
in last month's issue we were notified by
Mr. Silverthatt that the thief had been ar-
rested in Cincinnati, as a result of the pub-
licity given to his method of procedure. This
simply shows the protective power of pub-
licity and the necessity of jewelers care-
fully noting published accounts of all such
robberies.
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The Bill to Regulate the Stamping of
Gold Filled, Gold-Plated and Elec-

tro-Plated Watch Cases

WHEN the bill to regulate the stamp-
ing of articles of gold and silver,

now known as the National Stamping Law,
was introduced in congress, the interesting
comment was made that it was the only
instance on record in which all branches of
a single trade combined to secure legisla-
tion for the purification of that trade. In
the case of the pure food and other legisla-
tion of like character, those commercially
interested were selfishly and aggressively
opposed to the passage of the laws affecting
the industry, irrespective of the public good.
Not so, however, with the jewelers, who can
justly claim the national stamping law, as a
monument to their devotion to principle. An
equally agreeable manifestation of their
sense of honesty will be found in the uni-
versal favor and support being accorded the
bill now before congress to regulate the
stamping of gold filled, gold-plated and
electro-plated watch cases, already famil-
iarly known as the Filled Case Stamping
Bill.

The long list of communications pub-
lished in our last issue, the great majority of
them from officers of the national and State
associations, showed the practical unanimity
of the retailers in favor of this measure. A
few there were who expressed themselves in
Opposition, and to these we will refer later.
And not only has the bill been received
with overwhelming favor by the retail deal-
ers, whose interests will be specially safe-
guarded by its passage, but also by the vast
majority of the wholesalers and manufac-
turers, who see in its provisions a solution
of the vexatious guarantee difficulty which
has become a source of annoyance and de-
moralization to all three branches of the
trade.

The sentiment in favor of the bill was
impressively shown at the several meetings
of the trade associations held last month.
At the organization meeting of the Illinois
association, the president and secretary of
the national body strongly advocated the
measure, which was endorsed by a large
majority of those present. At the annual
meeting of the St. Louis Jewelers' Associa-
tion, formerly the Missouri Retail Jewelers'
Association, a resolution was unanimously
adopted in advocacy of the bill, and the
members were urged to do what they could
individually to influence their congressmen
in its favor. At the several important meet-
ings to be held during this month and next
there is no doubt that equally strong pro-

. nouncements in its favor will be made.
As a conclusive test of trade opinion, a
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petition in favor of the bill was circulated
in a number of the larger cities, and was
promptly signed by an overwhelming ma-
jority of the trade in those cities. A coun-
ter-petition was circulated in one of these
cities, and the meagreness of the signatures
ill this case most impressively emphasized
the general sentiment in favor of the
measure.

It is regrettable, for the sake of the
bill, that so few of the trade meetings
were scheduled for April and May. This
lack of opportunity to give organized
expression to the jewelers' views, however,
lAras largely compensated for by the indi-
vidual enthusiasm shown in favor of the
bill. Hundreds of members of the trade
have used their personal influence with
their representatives at Washington, D. C.,

Congressman Edward B. Vreeland

to enlist their support, and we understand
with most gratifying success. The argu-
ment of honesty is, after all, an irresistible
one, and the mere explanation of the pur-
poses and necessity of the measure should
be sufficient to influence any congressman in
its favor. It is unfortunate that the parti-
san bitterness which now rules in congress
has so tied up the lawmaking machinery
that it is difficult, if not impossible, to secure
consideration for a measure of this charac-
ter ; but should the opportunity present
itself, there is every probability that the bill
should be passed with the same unanimity
as was the national stamping law.

As before said, a few there are who
are opposed to the measure, but even the
opposition of these is qualified. To the prin-
ciple of the bill there seems to be practically
no opposition, as all concede not merely the
advisability, but the necessity of some leg-
islation in this direction. As stated in our
last issue, of all who favored us with their
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views, only four were opposed to the bill,
and their views we have already published.
Of those whose communications reached us
subsequent to the publication of our last
issue, only two criticize it adversely. In
view of the practically universal sentiment
in favor of the measure, peculiar interest at-
taches to the arguments of those who
oppose it, and as it is our wish that the
small number of its opponents shall not de-
tract from the importance of their views,
nor deprive them of a full and fair trade
hearing, we here publish thr.: two remaining
communications criticizing certain provi-
sions of the bill:

ED. KEYSTONE:—The proposed law to regu-
late the marketing of gold filled watch cases is a
matter in which I have taken deep interest for
several years. After reading and pondering the
provisions of this law, I wondered if it would be
satisfactory to the public, so I started out to lay
the matter before people not interested nor edu-
cated in our business. I visited business men,
professional men, working men and women, and
talked it over with customers for these goods
who visited our store.

They were all amazed at the idea of abolish-
ing the guarantee—some said they would buy
silver cases, some said they would buy gold and
some did not know what they would do; but all
were sure they preferred that our lawmakers
should not meddle with this affair, as they could
see no justice in abolishing something they did
not understand.

My personal opinion is that this law is a
scheme on the part of some manufacturers who
see the time fast approaching when they will be
compelled to replace so large a percentage of their
output that they cannot stand the drain. But
they have jumped at a conclusion when they pro-
pose to abolish the guarantee, because this is really
what sells the filled case, and without it I can see
a demoralized watch trade for some time to come.
I am sure we none of us want a little panic all
our own.

No, gentlemen, there is but one solution to
this problem—there is but one way, the right way
—give the public what they want, A FILLED WATCH
CASE WITH A GUARANTEE AND GOLD ENOUGH TO
OUTI.IVE THAT GUARANTEE, such as the reputation
of the filled case was built upon. And let me say
right here that unless this law is made to embrace
all filled and plated rods of all precious metals,
and is so stated that it shall have government pro-
tection, it will not fill the bill for the RETAIL
JEWELER. It might just as well be done right first
as last, for THE RETAIL JEWELER WILL DEMAND AND
GET IT IF THE INSTIGATORS OF THE BILL NOW PEND-
ING DON'T. Yours respectfully,

J. R. STEBBINS,
Pesident Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association.

As we received the above communica-
tion just as our last issue had gone to press,
we informed Mr. Stebbins that we would
gladly publish his letter in the present issue,
together with any elaboration of his views
which he might wish to make by reason of
later developments. His reply is as follows:

En. KEYSTONE :—Your favor of the 18th inst.
to hand and contents carefully noted. I read
with much interest the published communications
from prominent association men all over the coun-
try, and was only sorry that my letter was too
late to be with them.

I have talked with quite a number of jewelers,
and find some quite interesting views regarding
this proposed legislation. Every one is in favor
of some legislation that will regulate the abuse of
the present filled case manufacture, and some are
so breathless in their hurry to have something

(Continued on page 777) 
•



Waltham Watches
COLONIAL SERIES

These Extra Thin Watches

may be had in four qualities

of movements as follows:

RIVERSIDE' NICKEL
19 fine ruby jewels ; raised gold settings ; double roller escapement ; steel escape
wheel ; exposed sapphire pallets ; compensating balance, adjusted to temperature and
five positions ; mean-time screws ; patent detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet
hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered
steel safety barrel ; red gold center wheel ; exposed winding wheels.

ROYAL' NICKEL
17 jewels; red gold settings; exposed pallets; compensating balance, adjusted to
temperature and three positions ; mean-time screws ; patent detachable balance staff;
patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent micrometric regu-
lator ; tempered steel safety barrel; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1425; NICKEL
17 jewels; red gilded settings; exposed pallets; cut expansion balance; mean-time
screws ; patent detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and
tempered in form ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; red
gilded center wheel ; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1420; NICKEL
15 jewels ; settings ; exposed pallets ; cut expansion balance ; mean-time screws ; patent
detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form;
patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

Riverside and Royal grades are supplied in Gold and Gold Filled cases, both Regular
Jointed Open Face and Calumet (Single Joint).

No. 1425 and No. 1420 grades are supplied in Gold Filled cases only, both Regular Jointed
Open Face and Calumet.

Colonial Series watches have Gilded or Silver Finish Metal Dials, as may be preferred.
Solid Gold, 18 K. and 14 K. dials at an extra charge.

Movements manufactured and guaranteed by

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Store Fronts and Window Displays

It is a notable thing that nearly all big

city jewelry stores are located on corners,

and thousands of dollars a year additional

rental are paid for such locations. The

chief reason for this is to have additional

window display space. The small-town

jeweler can infer from this the value that is

placed on window displays. But windows

opening on side streets in the smaller towns

are of so little value, as a rule, that the cor-

ner location is only desirable in giving a

store more prominence, and even if there

are side display windows, they are little

used. In other words, whether on a corner

or otherwise, the smaller town jeweler has

only one or two windows in which to display

his various lines.

Some time ago in this department a de-

sign was given for a form to be used in a

single long window, which divided the win-

dow into four parts. The special advantage

in this was separating one line from another

and obviating the conglomeration of wares

usually seen in a jewelry window, which is

evidence that most jewelers do not realize

the value of displaying different goods by

themselves. Some time when you are in a

large city, notice the windows of one of the

large stores. In one will be displayed cut

glass ; in another, silverplated ware ; in an-

other, sterling silverware ; in another,

jewelry for men, and in another, jewelry
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two windows and Fig. 2 for one large win-
dow. The displays may be varied and
changed often. In fact, an arrangement of
this kind makes it possible to change some
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thick oak, and if carefully measured and
figured the wood could be purchased already
cut from the mill. A mission finish is easily
applied and gives a very rich effect.
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line daily and keep the window alive all the

time. The dividing forms may be either

home-made or may be purchased complete

for women, etc. The same effect can be

produced in your one or two windows by

properly dividing them into sections.

Fig. I shows a desirable division for

Fig. 1

from some fixture manufacturers. They

may be simple or elaborate, as desired.

Forms such as those shown in the fig-

ures could be made of three-eighths inch

2

Modern
Store Fronts

In connection with this, we
might touch on the matter
of the store front. Unques-
tionably, the outside appear-

ance of a store is a most important con-

sideration, and yet many handsomely fur-

nished and well-stocked stores are content

with the old-fashioned front, built years

ago and decidedly out of date. The great-

est drawback of these old fronts is the

prominence of the supporting columns,

which are usually about a foot square, the

plate-glass window being at the back edge

of the column. The result is that one must

look directly into the window or the display

is not seen. That is, persons coming along

the street will see the columns, but the dis-

play is hidden until they are directly oppo-

site the window.
To remedy this in a measure would be

very inexpensive, as the glass frame may be

moved forward to the front edge of the

column with practically no fitting. How-

ever, the best way to remedy the construct-

ive defect is to set a steel beam or lentle

across, resting on both side columns, to

support the front above, and then build a

skeleton frame, such as shown in Figs.

and 2. Two windows like Fig. I are pref-

erable, unless an outside entrance to the

upper floors is desired. The framework

for either style fronts should be of iron, and

(Continued on page 707)
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THE SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING 
15-17-19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

EDWARD HOLBROOK, President

In the center of the wholesale jewelry and silverware trade of this continent.
The largest, best situated and finest building in the world erected for the occupancy of jewelry,

silverware and kindred trades.

Maximum daylight in all parts of the building. North, east and south light.
Architecturally the most beautiful building devoted to this trade.
The building is equipped with seven of the latest fast-running type of Otis Traction Elevators.

Vacuum 

Cleaning System

Installed

on Every Floor

Tenants 

Now

Moving In 

We beg to announce that the Rental Office of the Maiden Lane Realty Company is now perma-
nently located in The Silversmiths' Building.

Plans and full particulars furnished upon application.

GROSS & GROSS COMPANY, Managers
COURTLAND E. HASTINGS, Agent

Office in Arcade Telephone No. 7493 Cortlandt
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Store Fronts and Window Displays plated. From each line select good values
and mark with the price. In the sterling

(Continued from page 765) silver section a choice of sugar spoons,
the best effect is produced by joining the cream ladles, etc., at $1.25 ; tea spoons at
plate-glass itself at the corners without any $3.25 per set. In the plated section, bread
connecting strip. The windows should ex- trays at $2.00; baking dishes at $5.00;
tend only to a length of about eight feet knives and forks at $3.50, etc. Varied dis-
and above this prism-glass should
be used. The handsomest base
below the window is marble, and
does not add much to the cost.
Old fronts can be altered and
new fronts, such as these, put in
at an expense of from $5oo to
$t000, and no improvement will
pay better than an attractive out-
side to a store.

The average jewel-

Make Your er desires all
Window Sell classes of t r a d e.
Goods He may cater par-

ticularly to some
special class, but every one is in
business for profits, and a gen-
eral trade is the most profitable.
With this in mind, plan your
windows accordingly, and don't
fill every available space with
costly diamond rings and ster-
ling silver tea services, that awe
and drive away the individual
with the shallow pocketbook.
Neither should you go to the
other extreme and cheapen your
store with a continuous display
of low-priced goods. The very
purpose of dividing your win-
dow is to allow the opportunity
of displaying a variety of goods.
To group together cheap and
high-priced things cheapens the
appearance of the better ones and
makes the other things look very
bad in comparison. Suppose, for
example, you have your window
divided as shown in Fig. i and
wish to make a summer display.
In one section show watches, in-
cluding ladies' and gentlemen's
gold filled and solid gold grades,
and solid gold jewelry, including
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vertisement interesting to all classes of
trade. The same idea may be applied to all
the different lines in your store. Always
make your newspaper advertising and your
show window harmonize. If any special is
advertised in the newspaper, be sure that it
is displayed in your window, and in your

newspaper advertising call atten-
tion to your window display.

In buying, too, make certain
selections to run as specials. Par-
ticularly should this be done in
lines that might be classed as side
lines. A hand bag retailed at a
special price with only a few
cents profit will do more to cre-
ate a sale for a general line than
any other kind of advertising.

SILVER TABLE WARE
Our selections of both sterling and silver-plated ware

include the best patterns of all the leading manufacturers.
Our wares are distinctive in design and quality ; con-

sistent with the high standard always maintained in
this store, our prices are as reasonable as goods of this
grade are ever sold and the margin of profit so small
as to place them within the reach of all.

at

$3.25

$8.00

$8.50

$2.50
$1.75
$2.50
$700

$12.00

STERLING SILVERWARE

A few selections of Sterling Silver articles
moderate prices :
Tea Spoons, per set of six  

Other weights, from $3.50 to $8.00
Dessert Spoons and Forks, per set of six  

Other weights, from $8.50 to $15.00
Dessert Knives, per set of six , . .

. 
. . . . .  

Other styles, from $9.00 to $15,00
Sugar Spoons $1  25 to
Bon-Bon Spoons 90c to
Cream Ladles   $1.25 to
Gravy Ladles $3  00 to
Berry Spoons $3  25 to

SILVER-PLATED WARE

our Silver-Plated Ware is guaranteed to
satisfaction. Following are a few selected

:.
and Forks, per set of six of each . . ... . . .

per set of six . . . .   $1.50 to
Spoons, "   $2.60 to

0Spoons, "   $3.50 to
Spoons  50c to
Ladles 75e to

Spoons $1  25 to
Forks 75c to
Ladles $1  00 to

give

. $4.00
$2.76
$4.00
$5.25
$1.00
$1.25
$1.75
$1.50
$1.50

All
entire
values
Knives
Tea Spoons,
Desert
T able
Sugar
Cream
Berry
Meat.
Gravy

A Special Value in a Baking Dish
Plain neat pattern, finely finished, quadruple

plate, 2-quart capacity. A special value. 85.00

We Solicit, Mail Orders.—Any article ordered by mail will
he shipped prepaid and subject to return it' not satisfactory.

BLANK AND C 0 . , 919 Central Avenue

some special selections with price marked—
say, some scarf-pins at a choice of $1.50 or
$2.00; collar pins at $1.25 per pair ; some
special watch value, etc. In another section
display a general line of seasonable plated
jewelry, including belt buckles, bracelets,
collar pins, festoon necklaces, scarf-pins,
links, etc. In this section have specials of
belt pins at $1.00, scarf-pins at 75c., collar
pins at 50c., and other things marked at
popular prices.

Use both the other sections for silver-
ware, one for sterling and the other for

Fig. 3—Advertisement, copy

plays of this kind attract all classes of
passers by, and by being separated from
each other may each be made effective. Of
all things, avoid mixing jewelry, silverware,
cut glass, china, etc., in a miscellaneous
jumble.

Windows and
Advertising

In your advertising this
same idea may be carried
out. Take Fig. 3 as an ex-
ample. The heading is

worded to give class and character to your
silverware, whether sterling or plated. The
two lines advertised together make the ad-

The principles practised by de-
partment stores may be practised
in a limited way by jewelers
without injuring their dignity or
reputation in any way. Depart-
ment stores attract their trade by
special values. They sell many
goods on a very narrow margin,
and some goods with no profit at
all, and these bargains attract
customers. Jewelers should not
follow this policy in all cases,
but undoubtedly some leader se-
lected in each department will
stimulate a general trade in that
line.

J. F. Butler, Potsdam, N.
Y., has favored us with a photo-
graph of an attractive Easter
window. We regret that the pho-
tograph is rather imperfect for
reproduction, but the following
description will be of interest.
The central feature of the design
was a large cross. The back of
the window was made of card-
board, covered with ruffled white
tissue paper sprinkled with gold
bronze and studded with small
two-candlepower electric lights,
which were arranged to go out
and reappear at intervals. The
cross was covered with the same

material as the back of the window, trim-
med with purple, and was also furnished
with small lights so arranged as to appear
and disappear every few seconds. This
was done by the use of a small motor. On
the cross were a number of white and pur-
ple lilies, in each of which was a small
electric light, which also appeared and dis-
appeared at intervals. The floor of the
window was covered with velvet and crum-
pled tissue paper. In front of the design
was a vase of purple and white lilies, each
lily having a light in the center.
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Personal Letter as an Advertisement

A gratifying manifestation of the prog-
ress of the trade in the matter of publicity
is the better realization of the importance of
the personal letter as an advertisement. Our
several articles on this subject have evi-
dently been favorably received by the trade,
many of whom ask our aid in giving prac-
tical effect to the suggestion. An Ohio sub-
scriber writes:

Your idea of writing personal letters to cus-
tomers is a good one. I have been thinking for
some time of using this method, but every person
is not gifted with the art of letter writing. Why
not give us a few which would suit jewelers in
towns with a population of, say, from isoo to
6000. I myself have a mailing list of about i600
names and could use such a letter. I do not feel
equal to the task of writing one myself, and no
doubt you can, as usual, help us along.

We have published a number of speci-
mens of such personal letters in previous is-
sues, and will recur to the subject from time
to time. Luckily, there has come into our
hands a sample of such a personal letter on
a subject especially seasonable, namely, the
purchase of gifts for commencement. This
is a subject which is especially adapted for
personal letter treatment, and we feel that
we are making excellent use of our space
in publishing the following letter, pre-
pared and used by W. N. Newton Jewelry
Company, of Vienna, Ill., the original be-
ing typewritten on the firm's letterhead.

MRS. D. Y. JONES,
City.

Dear Madam: Commencement day is
rapidly drawing nearer, and as it has always
been the custom of parents and friends to
make some appropriate gift, by way of
showing their appreciation and in acknowl-
edgment of the progress made during the
years of application and study, we deem it
fitting and proper to make a few remarks in
our own behalf, which we hope will assist
you in deciding the question of the hour:
"What to buy, and WHERE to buy it."

Emerson, the eminent philosopher,
when asked by a young man for some motto
to be observed through life, said:

"Be on Time."

Emerson knew. He had devoted a
lifetime of study to just such little things
as determine success or failure in life. And
of all the articles in our line, we do not be-
lieve there is one that will so nicely suit the
occasion. Nothing instills promptness and
punctuality so much as the possession of an
accurate timepiece, and but few people
realize as Emerson did how far these two
essentials go in insuring success.

Having decided on "What to Buy," the
next and important question is, "Where to
buy it." Buying a watch is unlike buying

KEYSTONE

any other article. In the purchase of some
article of dress, such as a suit of clothes,
considerable time is consumed in the se-
lection, and the purchase made only after
careful consideration of quality and price.
You will not expect them to last over one
year at the most, while in the case of the
watch you will expect it to be running and
doing service twenty years hence.

We feel sure that this homely illustra-
tion will convince you of the importance of
knowing that the jeweler is thoroughly ex-
perienced, and second, that he be honest
enough to tell you what experience has
taught him ; otherwise, what should have
been a source of unlimited satisfaction and
cherishment will be, instead, one of unsatis-
faction and regret.

In our own behalf, we would say that
we believe that an honorable business record
of twenty-one years, with the year 1907 the
best in that long period, is our best guaran-
tee of right methods, right goods, and right
prices.

Call and look over our line of watches.
We have cases and movements of almost
every design and style, and believe you will
agree with us that it is the most complete
and the prices the most reasonable you have
ever seen. Ask our advice about anything
that is not perfectly clear to you. It will
be freely given. Think over what we have
said to you about knowing what you are
getting by patronizing a concern that you
know to be reliable, and see if it does not
appeal to you as being perfectly reasonable
and true.

So important a matter calls for reflec-
tion and judgment. We ask nothing more.

Hoping to welcome you at our store in
the near future, and thanking you for past
favors, Sincerely yours,

W. N. NEWTON.
P. S.—We engrave cases with any in-

scription desired, such as "Father and
Mother to  , 'o8," etc., without addi-
tional expense, thus adding to the beauty
and individuality of the gift.

The jewelry firm responsible for this
letter has requested our criticism of it. On
this occasion, at least, the critic's duty is
very agreeable, as we think the letter is an
admirable one, both from an epistolary
point of view and as an advertisement. It
has the dignity which should never be lack-
ing from this form of publicity, and the
Emmersonian injunction to the young man
furnishes an appealing basis for a watch
argument. We do not know whether the
letter was intentionally limited to watches,
but it seems to us that it might with advan-
tage be made to cover in a brief way some
of the other goods generally regarded as
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suitable commencement presents. The tone
of the letter is such as cannot fail to appeal
favorably to the parents of the school grad-
uates, and we have no doubt that it will
produce good results.

As many of our subscribers have had
prepared and used such letters at the time
of commencements, it would be interesting
to have copies of some of these, together
with a statement of results from an adver-
tising point of view. We will give proper
consideration and possibly considerable
space to such of these letters as our sub-
scribers may send us.

How a Clerk Can Increase His Salary

Your salary comes out of the gross
profits you make for your employer. Make
more money for him and you will make
more money for yourself.

Study every customer and cultivate his
acquaintance. It will help you increase your
sales.

Learn the name of each customer who
comes into the store.

Calling a person by name goes a long
way toward breaking down that barrier of
reserve which otherwise is so hard to get
around.

Be glad to see people when they come
in. It's just as easy and you'll feel better,
and so will they.

Show goods to your customers as you
would to your friends. Get out anything
and everything which you think will interest
them. Help make the selections, and don't
get restless or impatient while the customer
is deckling what ,to buy. It has spoiled
many a sale.

When you know a thing from "A to
Z," you get enthusiasm and sincerity into
your talk. Your argument is convincing,
and it's easy for you to sell goods. But it's
hard work and it's unpleasant, too, trying
to sell something you don't know anything
about.

Don't argue with customers. Give them
the benefit of your experience and advice,
but don't try to force upon them goods they
don't want.

Try to send every customer away satis-
fied. A satisfied customer is the kind that
comes back.

Be a salesman, not a clerk. Learn to
do things. Have a little initiative. Don't
always wait to be told.

Look around and see what there is to
do—and do it.

Don't make claims for your goods.that
you know the goods won't back up. The
customer finds out the truth in the end and
few customers will let you have a second
chance to give them the worst of it.

'r
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TOWLE MFG. COMPANY
Silversmiths

WILL OPEN

SALESROOMS
17 MAIDEN LANE

THE SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING
NEW YORK

GEORGE DAVENPORT LUNT
Manager

SALESROOMS AT 41 UNION SQUARE ARE DISCONTINUED
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Manning, Bowman & Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO MERIDEN, CONN.

No. 1210. Prize Cup
Solid Copper, English Pewter Mountings

PRIZE TROPHIES, LOVING
CUPS, STEINS, ETC.

SOLID Copper, with English Pewter Mountings
Also of English Pewter throughout

Complete line illustrated in Catalogue No. 51 K

Made in

For our Complete line of

Denatured Alcohol Gas Stoves,

"METEOR" Coffee Percolaters,

Chafing Dishes (Ewniatmh patd7tooIvdo—n
) Baking Dishes,

Table Kettles, Hotel Ware, Etc.

See Catalogue No. 53 K illustrating complete line

No. 1059. Vase, " Pauline "

The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand-Decorated
Shades

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring
Designs, 110W ready for the track

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.
Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. No. 1036. Vase, " Dorothea"

N

ALVIN PLATE

BRIDES BOUQUET

L111■1111■111i 

The New Alvin Plate
surpasses anything ever
made in Plated Silver-

ware.

MADE IN ONE

QUALITY ONLY
THE BEST. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
Send f4 samples.

Price-list will be sent
to all jewelers in the

next few days. Please
notify us if you do not

receive it.

LILY

ALVIN MFG. GO.
SILVERSMITHS

52 Maiden 1..an IN/VV YORK
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"The House of Quality"

:Avenir China
As a commercial line no tableware

offers such distinct advantages to the
dealer in high—class wares, because:—

The body is a superb pure French
China, superior in whiteness and
lustre to any other yet produced.

The shapely and graceful lines of
its mouldings and the exquisite
blending of colors in its artistic
decorations, show the work of
the great artisans who produce
the ware.

In shape, decoration, coloring and
Avenir China is unusual

—different from other high class
lines—and there is a suggestion of
culture and taste in its inddu-
ality that insures appreciation by
the best trade.

Our displays in this incomparable
china include made-up Dinner-
Sets, open stock Dinner Ware,
and odd pieces in a great variety.

•

In .Avenir China you do
not pay for a name—
the value is in the ware.

The

Automatic

Eyeglass

or Pencil

Holder

Made in Gold,
Silver, Rolled-Plate,
Gun Metal, Royal
Copper and Black
Enamel. Samples
sent upon request.

Established 1832 Send for Catalogue "E"

KETCHAM tYc IVIcDOUCIALL
Manufacturers

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 and 39 MAIDEN LANE, N. V.

Burley & Tyrrell Co.
118-120
Wabash
Avenue

Chicago
Gold

and

Silver

Thimbles
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Sterling Silver
Table Service

DESSERT FORK

Reverse View. Exact Size

FRANCIS I
The New Reed (Sc Barton Pattern

TRADE WARE

STERLING

A DESIGN OF STATELY

ELEGANCE, TYPIFYING THE

SUPREME GRANDEUR OF

FRENCH RENAISSANT ART

Members of the "Frade who have seen
this pattern, pronotmce it the greatest

of all flatware patterns. Its enthusiastic
reception and instant favor have added
fresh laurels to the fame of Reed &
Barton for sterling flatware successes.

The dozen work, cutlery and principal fancy

pieces are now ready for delivery, and orders

are solicited from the regular Jewelry Trade,

to whom prices and terms will be furnished

upon request.

TRADE MARK

STERLING

A Triumph of

Art and Skill

nEssmer SPOON
Front View. Exact Size

REED & BARTON, Silversmiths
Established 1824 The Oldest Makers of Silverware of Repute in America

 REPRESEN1 El) AT 

320 Fifth Avenue! New York 
103 State Street, Chicago

4 Maiden Lane J 296 Second Avenue, San Francisco

Offices and Factories

TAUNTON, MASS.



Complete Line of
Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Bracelets, Fobs, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins,
Baby Pins, Thimbles, Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms,
Festoons, Emblem Goods, Match Boxes, Veil Pins, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives,
Lapel Buttons, Vest Buttons

LEAP YEAR RINGS and GOOD LUCK THIMBLES. Write Your Jobber

33=43 Gold Street, NEVV YORK
tt) tIu .)(0-31-,ilag Trade Exclusively

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department-68 Nassau Street, New York
Diamond Cutting Works-142 West 14th Street, New York

Chicago, Illinois, 103 State Street
London. BRANCH OFFICES { Lon. England, Audrey House, Ely Place
Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulpstrtutt

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

(11

4

ll

(ll

e' THE VOGUE"

Flush Joint—made in i2 size Queen only.

it Cff

Illustration " A "—Fair Weight. Antique Pendant,
French Bow, Plain Polish only.

Illustration "C"—Heavy Weight. Elliptical Pendant,
French Bow, Plain Polish, Satin Finish, Roman.

The Thinnest and Most Compact Case made for
Standard 12 size American Movements.

A Case that will give good satisfaction, meeting the
requirements of a popular-priced watch.

(11 Write your jobber for Samples and Prices.

Trade-Mark

in back

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
(14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583 :, THOUSANDTHS FINE

Note this Guarant,

K.VIA

In cap

Look for

This Tag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO

775



in jewelry:-
- a revival of old works of art in modern form.

A striking example may be found in the use of cameos, corals, etc., in brooches, scarf-pins
and other articles of jewelry. They are among the best " Sellers," and destined to become
extremely popular.

We are constantly increasing our line of these goods and shall be pleased to send memo
packages which will interest and pay you to inspect.

Remember " We Sell Sellers"

ELK and F. O. E. GOODS a Specialty

IF RR_ ANY REASON THIS GAIN
/5 NOTSATISFACTORYTO THE PUR-CHASE R,./T CAN BE RETURNED To 771E
MAKER AND A NEW CHAIN W/Lz., BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

'AUSTIN a. STONE , INC.
Attleboro./vletss.

AUSTIN AND STONE
Incorporated

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Chains, Lavallieres, Bracelets
Fobs and Friends

oL JOI-IIIIFERS ONLY

The Bill to Regulate the Stamping of
Watch Cases

(Continued from page 763)

done that most anything will do, so long as it aims
at the mark. There is no question of the aim
of this measure, but I believe that it will, like pro-
verbial "Brother Ben," "miss the louse and kill
the hen."

Personally, I am in no such hurry to have
some legislation aimed at our bad product that the
product, or rather the sale of it, shall suffer. The
public is satisfied with it as it is now, because
they can get a twenty-five-year case at less than
half the price they will have to pay if this law
goes into effect, and if their cheap case wears out
they can have a new one, and of a new pattern
also. Now, if we remove the guarantee and desig-
nate the thickness, it has the effect of raising the
price and removing the protection, all of which I
claim will have the effect of driving the filled case
out of the market.

I should be pleased to have you publish my
letter of March 27th and this one, too, if you see
fit, showing that I am of the same opinion still.

Thanking you for your courtesy, and corn-
mending you for provoking this publicity and pub-
lishing all matter both for and against the meas-
ure, I remain, Yours very truly,

J. R. STEBBINS,
President Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association.

It will be seen that Mr. Stebbins's in-
terviews with the trade elicited the same
information as our own. "Every one," he
states, "is in favor of some legislation which
will regulate the abuse of the present filled
case manufacture," a truth for which we
can unqualifiedly vouch. In his first letter,
above published, Mr. Stebbins makes the
charge that the proposed law is a scheme on
the part of some of the watch case manu-
facturers to shirk responsibility for the
guaranteed cases now on the market. We
are unable to understand by what method
of reasoning Mr. Stebbins arrived at this
conclusion, as the passage of this law will
affect in no way the responsibility of the
watch case manufacturers for the guaran-
teed cases made by them up to the time of
its enactment. Reputable manufacturers
will not and could not afford to make the
law an excuse for repudiating their guaran-
tees or any other obligation. Such repudia-
tion, even after the passage of this measure,
would be both dishonest and dishonorable,
and on this account could not fail to be dis-
astrous to the interests of those guilty of
such treachery. Any such possibility, there-
fore, may be dismissed from consideration,
as far as reputable manufacturers are con-
cerned.

The, other letter, from an esteemed sub-
scriber, which expresses qualified opposition
to the measure, is the following:

ED. KEYSTONE :—If I have placed the proper
construction upon the legal phrases in the word-
ing of the proposed Vreeland bill for the purpose
of regulating the stamping of gold filled watch
cases, I understand it to convey the following
meaning, which is of particular importance to
retail dealers : It prohibits manufacturers from
stamping a time guarantee in the backs of the
cases, or on the tags, and it also requires them to
stamp the karat of the gold and the thickness of

the gold—that is, on the gold filled watch cases
of their manufacture.

I favor the bill in part, hut do not think it
will be satisfactory as a whole. I very seriously
object to the elimination of time guarantees on
gold filled cases. If the bill provided that filled
cases bearing gold of a certain thickness could be
guaranteed for a specified time, then, I think, it
would be almost perfect.

Of course, I do not know what amount of
gold it would be necessary- to place on the r8-size
hunting case to enable the manufacturer to guar-
antee it for twenty-five years, but if that matter
can be arrived at, it would seem to me to be a
solution of the gold filled case problem.

I doubt very much if a law would be consti-
tutional that prohibited a manufacturer from
guaranteeing his goods, and especially so if the
goods bore sufficient quantity of gold to justify
him in making this guarantee. However, this
would be a matter for the lawyers' consideration.

I also doubt the propriety of rushing this
matter through congress in the manner that the
various communications on the subject indicate is
being done. I certainly think we need legislation
in this matter, but it hardly seems to me that this
bill will secure the results most urgently desired.

Very respectfully,
R. D. WORRELL,

Those who, like Mr. Worrell, have

suggested the possibility of combining the

thickness of gold and quality-stamp with

the guarantee, have not, we fear, followed

the suggestion to its logical conclusion.

This would be simply a case of cutting out

the cancer and leaving the roots. Granting

that the guarantee is the cause of the trou-

ble, its possibilities for mischief would be

in no sense curtailed, but rather increased

by the proposed method of stamping. In

the first place, the association of a gold
thickness stamp and a guarantee stamp

would be an evident incongruity, in view of

the differing degrees of wear to which the

cases are subjected. Again, while the stamp

giving the thickness and quality of gold

would have government sanction, no such
sanction could extend to a mere guarantee

stamp, the worth or worthlessness of which

time alone can reveal and the period of
which could still be made long or short, at

the whim of the manufacturer. The fact

is that the quality and thickness stamp would

materially aggravate the fraud possibilities

of the guarantee, inasmuch as the dishonest

manufacturer and dealer would take care

to convey the idea that the guarantee stamp

had the same legal force as the other. Take

the case, for instance, of the mail-order
house. A filled case sold through a cata-

logue by such a house might be correctly

stamped as to the quality and thickness of

gold, but guaranteed for a much longer

period of wear than such thickness would

justify. As the purchaser of the case would

know nothing of the relations of thickness

to wear, he would be compelled to purchase

the case as he does now, solely on the

strength of the guarantee, and would be

imposed on quite as much. Those, we think,

who give the matter due consideration can

readily convince themselves that Mr. Wor-

rell's proposition is not only impractical, but
altogether undesirable.

It is because we feel that the Vreeland
bill, as it stands, furnishes the only practical
solution of the guarantee difficulty that we
have given so much space, publicity and at-
tention to the arguments which have been
used against it. We have endeavored to
treat the matter from the point of view of
the trade interests solely, and we trust that
the discussion has been instructive and bene-
ficial. Much attention will doubtless be
given to the subject at the forthcoming
trade conventions which will furnish an
excellent opportunity for the complete elu-
cidation of the provisions of the measure
and for such united action as may be
deemed desirable.

Art Cover Design and New Features
for The Keystone

NATITH the June issue we will inaugu-rate an innovation which will mark a
new step in advance in trade journalism.
By arrangement with one of the most emi-
nent artists in the United States we have
had prepared a series of art cover designs
which far surpass in conception and execu-
tion anything heretofore seen in the trade
journal field. One of these special cover
designs,, printed in four colors, will appear
on each number of THE KEYSTONE after
this date, and each, in addition to its attract-
iveness as a work of art, will embody an
idea suggestive of the jewelry trade. The
June cover, for instance, is a magnificently
executed picture of a young married couple
admiring their wedding gifts, an idea in
which the business suggestion detracts in
no way from the artistic conception and
sentimental significance of the picture.

Simultaneous with the art covers we
will enrich our journal by several new

and most valuable features, dealing with
various modern developments affecting the
trade, more especially in its artistic aspect.

It is our purpose to have the commercial
idea, so prettily embodied in the cover de-
sign, pervade the entire issue, giving it
practical application to the jewelers' busi-

ness. For instance, the wedding-present

idea will be the cue to the contents of the
June issue, wherein will be found, in addi-
tion to the other new features, articles on
the prevailing fashion in wedding gifts, the
wares most popular for such gifts, plans for
the proper display of gift goods, wedding-
gift advertisements, wedding stationery, etc.
This new step in advance will entail a very
large expense, for which we find justifica-
tion in the greatly increased value of our
journal to all three branches of the trade,
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers.
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Is a characteristic of our Seamless Gold Rings.

This is insured by the exceptional care we take in

manufacturing. We have a full equipment of tools and

machinery of the most advanced types, and every detail

of the work is handled by experienced, skilful workmen.

We guarantee all metal used in our rings to be plump assay.

Finish, the finest and i most lasting that can be produced.

Fancy Rings,

SILVER, GILT, OXIDIZED
OR GUN METAL FINISHES

No. 471. ELECTROLIER
(PATENT APPLIED FOIL)

HEIGHT, 2011. 2 LIGHTS

COPPER BOUND. LEADED GLASS
SHADE, 17/1 DIAM.

WORKS AND f 4-6 MARION ST.
STUDIOS 1 205-207 LAFAYETTE ST.

With the passing of the Lenten season and
the coming of the spring weddings, there has
come improvement in the demand for jewelry and
kindred goods. The manufacturers' agents with
offices in this city report that some of the whole-
salers have already begun their fall buying, and
while the orders placed have not been so large as
those given last year at this time, yet the disposi-
tion to do some buying is very gratifying and has
given a stimulus to business that it has not had so
far this year. Collections still remain indifferent,
but the wholesalers report that the retailers , are
giving evidence of a determination to reduce their
indebtedness before purchasing more goods than
is necessary. The buying that has been done this
spring was merely to fill any absolute needs or for
goods that have been called for and staples
needed to replace goods sold. No extra goods
have been bought for stock, as is usually done
under normal conditions. The consequence of this
is that stocks are very low, and when confidence
has been thoroughly restored and merchants buy-
ing again with their usual freedom there will be
strong demands for lines, especially those that ap-
peal to the middle classes. Of all the lines
handled by the jewelry or optical trade, the stylo-
graphic pen manufacturers and dealers are the
Dilly ones who are unusually busy. The demand
that was started up last year for these goods has
not abated. Several manufacturers have had to
work their forces overtime to keep up to the de-
mand for goods, and the end is not yet.

A prominent and highly re-
Death of member of the trade
Stephen Avery has passed away in the person

of Stephen Avery, of the firm
of Avery & Brown, 68 Nassau Street, who suc-
cumbed, as did many of his brother jewelers dur-
ing the past winter, to a severe attack of .pneu-
mom. His death was quite unexpected and was
iI great shock to his numerous friends throughout
the trade. The deceased was born in Brooklyn in
1852 and began his business career as a boy in the
office of Robbins & Appleton. His fidelity to his
duties and his industry brought him rapid pro-
motion, finally landing him in the managership of
the office, a position which he filled for many
years. Later he started in business for himself
and in 1895 formed a partnership with A. L.
Brown. He was a prominent member of the
24-Karat Club, and one of the most beautiful
floral pieces which accompanied the remains to

by
yieiterh lacsltubresting place was a large wreath sent

These are moving days on the Lane, as else-
where in the city. Leases in this city are made
from May first, so, as a consequence, there is
always considerable changing about in the months
of April and May, and the passersby have had
to step lively and keep their eyes open for dang-
hng safes and other office equipment as they
passed along the busy thoroughfares during the
past two weeks. The big Silversmiths' Building,
on the Lane, and the Frankel Building, on John
Street, are the largest additions to the jewelry
district and are now two of the largest buildings
In the city devoted to the jewelry industry. It will
take several weeks yet before the tenants who
have moved are settled in their new quarters, as
there is always such a rush of work on at this
period of the year that it is not always possible
to get it all done in time.

Benj. F. Rees, of Zimmern, Rees & Co, re-
turned from his European trip early last month
on the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse.

Albert Ginzberg, representing Eliassof Bros.
& Co., 13 Maiden Lane, Is now on a pleasure tour
in. Europe. The chief purpose of his transatlantic
trip was to visit his parents in Germany.

J. Edw. Boeck, the absconding broker whose
arrest was reported in our last issue, was brought
here in custody and held in $50,000 bail. The
firms who have claims against him are Ludwig
Nissen & Co.,.A. H. Smith & Co., Edw. W. Day-
ton and Marcellus Pitt & Co.

A petition in bankruptcy was filed against
Herman Streiff, wholesale dealer in jewelry, at
415 Broadway, by these creditors : Attleboro
Manufacturing Co., $840; Attleboro Chain Co.,
$405, both of Attleboro, Mass., and Lyons Manu-
facturing Co., Providence, $507. It was alleged
that he is insolvent, made preferential payments
and transferred property. On April 3rd he trans-
ferred a large stock of goods at his store, 58 Mar-
ket Street, Newark, to a relative named Lobel and
later removed the stock to a store at 591 Broad
Street, Newark. It•was also stated that he has re-
moved most of his stock from his office at 415
Broadway and there was only $300 worth left.
He has been in business eight years.

Charles F. Wood & Co., wholesale dealers in
diamonds and jewelry at I Maiden Lane, went
into the hands of a receiver on April 13th, in
bankruptcy proceedings, with liabilities of $525,000
and assets at $240,000. A petition in bankruptcy
was filed against them by Hays & Hershfield and
Turner, Rolston & Horan, representing most of
the creditors with claims of more than $450,000.
In the application for the receiver the claim
of Jac, Kryn & Wanters is given at $35o,000.
Judge Hough, of the United States district court,
appointed George R. Whitehead receiver, with a
bond of $50,000, at the request of most of the
creditors. Of the liabilities, $30,000 are to Euro-
pean creditors and $45,000 are confidential debts.
It was stated that the assets consist of stock,
$157,000; accounts, $25,000; real estate, $25,009;
equity in pledged jewelry, $16,000, and equity in
pledged bills receivable, total of $240,000. Mr.
Hays, of Hays & Hershfield, said that creditors
examined the books of the firm a few days ago
and found that it had been insolvent for a long
time. The partners are Charles F. Wood, John
B. Wood and Elmer E. Wood. They have been
in business about twenty years.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' Secur- of the executive committee of
ity Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on April loth, the
following members being present: Chairman
Butts, President Sloan, Vice-President Champen-
ois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes, Messrs.
Abbott, Alford, Bowden and Stern. The follow-
ing new members were admitted :

H. F. Beaudry, Rockland, Mass.
Carrington & Co., Newark, N. J.
H. G. Frey, Vallejo, Cal.
Stephen R. Hoffman, Brooklyn, N. Y.
C. L. Rexford, Spartansburg, Pa.
Geo W. Shiebler, New York City.
Sprague Brothers, Ada, Okla.
A. & S. Espositor Co., New York City.
R. J. Atwell, Middletown, Conn.
W. H. & W. S. Bristol, Vergennes, Vt.
F. M. Grow & Co., Rutland, Vt.
Gustafson & Hendrickson, Omaha, Nebr.
Geo. M. Hascall, Rutland, Vt.
Orton Jewelry Company, Muskogee, Okla
Blom & Zwaaf, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hibbard Jewelry Company, Akron, Ohio.
H. B. Holmes, Winchester, N. H.
Castagnctto & Matteucci, San Francisco, Cal.
W. H. Bishop, Ely, Nev.
John Burn, Wellsville, _Ohio.
M. E. Colvin, Lyons, N. Y.
H. Garman & Son, Coatesville, Pa.
Lowengardt & Armstrong, New Orleans, La.
Varney Jewelry Company, Wichita, Kans.
S. E Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Jacques A. Halmans, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Karl M. Keyes, Warren, Ill.
I. M. Kinner, Hornell, N. Y.
R. Fechter & Son, Chehalis, Wash.
M. J. Schoenfeld Company, Oakland, Cal.
Ben. F. Haller, Holdrege,
Henry Yoste Company, Vicksnurg, Miss.
Goldfield _Jewelry and Drug Co., Goldfield, Nev.
Thomas Canty, Watsonville, Cal
Joseph's Loan Office, Houston, Texas.

Nicolas Geoffroy, manufacturing jeweler, 1701
Broadway and 52 Park Place, who filed a petition
in bankruptcy on November 18th last, with liabili-
ties of $128,258 and nominal assets of $137,616,
has made a settlement with his creditors, and the
bankruptcy petition has been dismissed. To mer-
chandise creditors he pays so cents on the dollar
in notes, due August 1, 1908, February I, 1909,
August I, 1909, and February I, 1910, and to
money loan creditors he pays 25 cents on the
dollar in notes due May i and September r, 1908.

The representatives of L. Witsenhausen Com-
pany, successors to L. Witsenhausen, are now in
their respective territories with a complete line of
this firms's goods. These representatives are
C. A. Brennan, E. Weber, L. 0. Sefing and L.
Witsenhausen.

Solomon Urbach, a bankrupt diamond mer-
chant, who has been in Ludlow Street jail for
over. three months for contempt of court, tried to
obtain an order for his release, and failed. Urbach
claimed that he was robbed of $40,000 worth of
diamonds on a Pennsylvania Railroad train in
September, 1906, but his creditors began pro-
ceedings for the recovery of the jewels or their
value in money. Urbach refused to pay the
money, his story of the robbery was not accepted
by the court, and he was sent to jail for contempt.
.Wm. H. Kinna, eastern manager of the Elgin

National Watch Company, was the host at a lunch-
eon given to a part of the Japanese delegation
that visited this city last month on a tour of the
world. The party included several jewelers, and
they had made a special trip the day before to
Philadel,phia to inspect the factory of The Key-
stone Watch Case Co. They were chaperoned on
this trip by Keegan & Rosencrantz, the Oriental
representatives of American manufacturers, who
were acquainted with the jewelers in the party.
The luncheon was given at the Underwriters'
Club on April 22nd. Mr. Leo Wormser, president
of the Board of Trade, occupied the seat of honor
at the head of the table. The party included the
wife of one of the Japanese jewelers. She was
attired in Japanese costume and attracted consid-
erable attention as the party moved about the
jewelry district. After the luncheon the party vis-
ited Maiden Lane and were shown over the plant
of the Julius King Optical Company, the sales-
rooms of the Gorham Company and Reed & Bar-
ton, and also visited the show room of the W.
Green Electric Company, on Nassau Street, where
they thoroughly inspected the motors and other
electrical equipments made by this company. One
of the visiting jewelers was so impressed with
these electrical specialties that he arranged to han-
dle them in his community.

Frank Mauser, who had been for many years
prominent in the silversmithing industry, died
suddenly in this city on April Toth, while attend-
ing to some business. The deceased was German
by birth and learned his trade in that country.
Coming to the United States, he easily secured
employment as a silversmith, and later was con-
nected in responsible capacities with a number of
large concerns, among them being the Whiting
Mfg. Co., Geo. W. Schiedler & Co. and F. M.
Whiting & Co. For a time he had been in busi-
ness for himself in North Attleboro under the
firm name of Frank Mauser & Co., but the busi-
ness being later removed to New York, where It
was taken over by the Mauser Mfg. Co., the de-
ceased returning to the employ of the Whiting
Mfg. Co. Once again, in June of last year, he
started in business for himself in Newark as the
Frank Mauser Company, which business he con-
ducted until the time of his death. Mr. Mauser
was a silversmith of unusual skill and was a
thorough master of all branches of the art. He
was a prominent Odd Fellow and also a member
of the Jewelers' League.

(Continued on page 781)
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On the Press
A very attractive booklet containing a

number of illustrations like the above cut

of the LARTER SHIRT STUD in 10 K.

Gold and 14 K. Gold Filled.

This Stud fills absolutely all the require-

ments of a Shirt Stud, fits any style of

shirt, including the coat shirt, and has back

of it the broadest guarantee possible.

The LARTER SHIRT STUD is made

in a great variety of patterns, and is to be

had in the above lines only through pro-

gressive jobbers.

May we send you this new booklet ? A

postal will bring one.

LARTER 0 SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK CITY

Trade-Mark

Registered in U. S. Patent Office

After May 1st
we will be in our new office in

The Silversmiths'
Building

Is, 17 and 19
Maiden Lane

New York
Samples Only

U. L. Spencer Co.
Makers of

Solid Gold Jewelry

Main Office and Factory, 95 Chestnut Street

Providence, Rhode Island

TO THE JOBBER

Let us help you move your stock
by supplying you with our up-to-date 10 K.
line of Cameo Scarfs and Brooches,
which at this time is needed to tone it up.

We are heavily stocked in Cameos
in order to protect you in your later orders.

For your benefit we have gone to con-
siderable expense in order to be able to ship

your goods promptly, which with our liberal

policy can not fail to please you.

We also have a lot of new samples in our regular

line of Rings, Scarfs, Brooches, Baby Pins, Ear Screws and

Crosses. Do not fail to see the line.

Et. 1849

WM. C. GREENE CO.
101 Sabin Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I. II1C. 1906
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The trade of the city learned
Death of with much regret of the death
H. A. Scofield of Harry A. Scofield, of the

firm of Scofield, Melcher &
Scofield, manufacturing jewelers, at 21 Maiden
Lane. As he was taken off quite suddenly by a
serious attack of pneumonia with complications,
his friends were quite unprepared for the sad
news. The deceased was born in New York and
began his career in the jewelry business as office
boy for G. F. Owen. Having mastered the details
of the business, he accepted the position of sales-
man for Lincoln, Bacon & Co., representing that
firm in western territory. In 1898 Lincoln, Bacon
& Co. were succeeded by Scofield, Melcher &
Scofield, D. 0. Scofield, a brother of the deceased,
being president and Woodbury Melcher treasurer
of the new firm. The deceased was vice-president
and secretary. Possessed of a good-natured,
jovial disposition, and always actuated by a sincere
spirit of fraternity, Mr. Scofield enjoyed an un-
usually wide acquaintanceship with the trade. He
was a member of the Jewelers' League, the Trav-
eling Jewelers' Association and the Brotherhood
of Traveling Jewelers. ?le was also a member of
the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club and was highly
popular with members of that organization.

Louis H. Davis, of the firm of B. H. Davis
& Co., diamond importers, at 71 Nassau Street,
died on April 7th, greatly to the regret of a
large circle of friends. The deceased became in-
terested in 1885 in the business which was founded
by his brother, B. H. Davis, some eight years
previous. Since that time the business has been
conducted by both brothers under the style of
B. H. Davis & Co.

The importations of diamonds during the
month of March evidenced a slight increase in
activity in the diamond market, though the figures
are still remarkably low. The total for the month
was $389,54, compared with $3,296,281 one year
ago. The imports, however, show an improve-
ment over those for the previous month.

Kautzmann & Co., Newark, have succeeded
the old firm of Kautzmann & Sussfeld. A. Suss-
feld has retired from the business. The firm's
office in this city will be moved on May first from
13 Maiden Lane to 170 Broadway.

The Manhattan Bead Company was recently
incorporated under the laws of the State to manu-
facture beads, necklaces and novelties with a
capital stock of $1o,000. The incorporators are
Jacob Wolf, Arnold Minternberg and Sieg Rosen-
berg, of this city.

Visitors to Tiffany's Fifth Avenue salesrooms
examined with curious interest an enormous piece
of jade which weighed 1239 pounds. The piece
was imported from New Zealand and will be
transformed into articles of jewelry by the firm.

Theo. Schisgall has recently purchased the
clock business of I. Back 8z Co., 484 Broadway.
Mr. Schisgall has moved the business to 116
Chambers Street, where he occupies two floors.
The lower floor is given up to show room and
offices and has been nicely fitted up and a fine line
of German clocks is now on display. Mr. Schis-
gall has been manager of the clock department
for I. Back & Co. for a number of years, and is
thoroughly acquainted with the clock business,
and also has a wide acquaintance with the trade in
this country, which he has covered for a number
of years past. While in Europe recently he se-
cured the American agency for the product
of the Schlenker & Kienzle clock factories, of
Germany. This is a large concern and makes a
large and varied line of clocks suitable for this
market.

Henry Fera, of Fera & Kadison, 65 Nassau
Street, made his one hundredth trip to Europe
last month. He was accompanied by Mrs. Fera,
and will spend several months on the Continent,
chiefly in Italy.

E. Howard Clock Co. has moved from its old
quarters, at 41 Maiden Lane, to new offices in the
Royal Insurance Company Building, at Maiden
Lane and Williams Street.

The L. Witsenhausen Company was recently
incorporated under the laws of the State, with a
capital of $20,000. The directors are Louis Wit-
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senhausen, Edw. Maroney and Maurice Ballen.
John Drake, whose name appeared among the list
of incorporators, informs us that the use of his
name in this connection was entirely unauthorized.

C. Ray Randall & Co. will move their office
in this city from the fourth floor of the building
7 Maiden Lane to larger and better quarters on
the sixth floor of the same building.

At the regular monthly meeting of the di-
rectors of the Jewelers' Board of Trade the fol-
lowing firms were formally admitted to member-
ship in the board: Bannatyne Watch Co., Water-
bury, Conn.; Fox Mfg. Co., New York City; 0.
Gottlieb & Co., New York; Merrill Bros. Co.,
Newark; Henry Weidmann, Newark, N. J.; N.
Wolff & Co., New York.

The Jewelers' Protective Union and the
Jewelers' Safety Fund Society will move into new
quarters in the Silversmiths' Building, at 15
Maiden Lane, about May first.

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro. moved last month
from 51 Maiden Lane to new quarters in the
Frankel Building, 45 John Street. They will
occupy the entire sixth floor of this building,
where they will have every possible facility for the
transaction of their growing business.

Meeting and Dinner of Jewelers'
24-Karat Club

A combination festive and business occasion
was the recent meeting and beefsteak dinner of
the members of the Jewelers' 24-Karat Club, at
Reisenweber's. This dinner has become an annual
feature, and the success of the latest one assures
the continuance of the custom. The purpose of
the meeting was to make arrangements for the
annual outing of the club and to discuss plans
for other functions. The dinner, which preceded
the meeting, was arranged after the manner
associated with this form of entertainment, the
guests being seated at a row of linen-covered
wine boxes, which were arranged in the form of
a horseshoe and served as tables. Two chairs
were placed at each box, and the guests, prcrperly
gowned in aprons and caps, took their places at
these tables, the place of honor being occu-
pied by President Harry Larter. The beefsteak
sandwiches and beverages proved very appe-
tizing, and large quantities were consumed
by the members. Several toasts were proposed,
one being a silent one to the memory of the late
Harry Scofield. Song and story formed part of
the entertainment, and the members joined in a
number of popular choruses.

After the inner man was attended to, Presi-
dent Larter opened the business meeting. The
discussion plans for the summer outing was at
once taken up, and it was finally decided that this
function would be held at Pleasure Bay, N. J., on
September 12th. The outing committee consists
of Chas. L. Powers, G. T. Stebbins, Archie
Rutherford, Samuel Kramer and H. R. Conklin.
The athletic committee is composed of E. R.
Crippen, J. W. Alford and Percy Savory.

The next annual banquet was also discussed,
and it was decided that it should be held January
22, 1909, the dinner arrangement to be in charge
of this committee: C. F. Brinck, Leo Wormser,
W. T. Gough, Samuel H. Levy, Mathias Stratton
and L. P. White. The committee on speakers
consists of Colonel John L. Shepherd, E. R.
Crippen and C. F. Brinck.

Colonel Shepherd was accorded the usual
honor of being called upon to address the meeting,
and he referred at some length to the banquets
of the organization, making several suggestions
as to that to be held next year. He amused the
members with a number of stories and also recited
an original poem. He suggested that a dinner be
given by the club to the wives, mothers and
daughters of the members, and the idea seemed to
appeal most favorable to all present. Music and
sleight-of-hand exhibitions and story telling
formed part of the entertainment of the evening,
and the function was brought to a conclusion at
II P. M., the members being highly enthusiastic
over the success of the function.

A few new names were added to the member-
ship roll at this meeting, among them being Benj.
T. Rees, Henry B. Zimmerli, P. Clust and Frank
C. Osmers. The following were elected associate
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members: L. H. Carpenter, R. H. Schley, E. B.
Lapham, W. F. MacDonough, W. T. Woodruff,
Wm. Tarlton, F. W. Stanbrough and J. M.
Lissauer.

Annual Dinner of the Jewelers' Bowl-
ing League of New York

The Jewelers' Bowling League of New York
held its fifth annual dinner on the evening of
April 4th, at the Broadway Central Hotel. The
occasion was one of extreme enjoyment, and the
members and guests to the number of 200 who
attended the function declared it the finest of the
series. A regal feast was served, and as dyspep-
sia and other gastric ailments are unknown to
bowlers, full justice was done to it.

At the center of the head table sat President
Hemingway, Col. John L. Shepherd, the officers
of the league and the members of the dinner corn-
mittee. On this table were displayed the two
handsome trophies, the silver cup presented by
the Chas. F. Wood & Co. team after it had been
won by them the first year and the Avery trophy,
the latter being designed in the form of a gold
bowling ball supported by three silver pins. Each
team had a table to itself, and all manifested
athletic rivalry in the rendering of the choruses
and in the general conviviality. While the courses
were being consumed musical selections were ren-
dered.

After the Havanas had been passed around,
President Hemingway said: "At the end of each
bowling year we have a dinner, and after the din-
ner it is our custom to award the prizes. This
year the prizes have been well earned. There
have been high individual and team bowling scores
and the contest has been a good fight and very
close. The teams have been more evenly matched
than in previous years and there has been much
interest shown in the outcome of the struggle.

Captain Ward, of the N. H. White & Co.
team, was then called upon, and amidst great ap-
plause he stepped forward and received the first
prize. He expressed, on behalf of his team, the
pleasure which the winning of the prize gave
them ahd thanked those present for their ovation,
which, he said, he knew was intended for his
colleagues as well as himself. The Cross &
Beguelin team, Captain R. H. Woodrow, achieved
a double victory in taking the second prize and
also the Avery trophy, which is the team strike
prize. The third prize was awarded to the
Cooper Diamond Co. team, Captain Howe. The
fourth prize to C. F. Wood & Co. team, Captain
Wood, and the fifth to the Aiken-Lambert Co.
team, Captain Ilgin.

The greatest glory for individual achievement
went to C. E. Roll, who was awarded the first
individual average prize for the fourth time, his
average for this year being 196 4/60. The other
individual prizes and averages were as follows:
Second, Platt Adams, 190 18/48; third, W. G.
Wood, 184 5051; fourth, E. G. Howell, 182 35/60;
fifth, W. C. Weber, 182 24/59; sixth, F. Schaller,
178 43/45 ; seventh, 0. N. Windorf, 176 26/60.

The winners of the cash prizes were: First
credit prize, F. Schneider, .8ro 4056; second
credit prize, E. E. Wood, .8o6; third credit prize,
R. H. Woodrow, .788 r/3. The first individual
high score, G. H. Ertel, 266; second, L. A. Goett-
ler, 265. Tiffany & Co. won the team high score
prize, with a score of 994.

The pleasant task of distributing the prizes
being over, President Hemingway, on behalf of
the league, thanked the dinner committee for their
excellent management of the function, and all
joined heartily in this tribute. The members of
the committee were H. Labouseur, J. F. Schierloh,
A. C. Capouilliez and R. H. Woodrow.

Colonel Shepherd again paid the penalty of
his reputation as an orator, and was introduced
as an "old friend" of the members. The Colonel
expressed true maidenly displeasure at the dis-
tinction "old friend," still claiming his right to the
title "one of the boys." The Colonel was at his
best on this occasion, and greatly aided the diges-
tion of the big dinner by a wealth of side-splitting
stories, which were much enjoyed by the mem-
bers. He concluded his address by reciting an
original poem on "Opportunity," which was re-
ceived with great applause. The evening's pro-
gramme was brought to a close by a vaudeville
entertainment.
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WEDDING RING PYRAMID DISPLAY FOR THE WINDOW
This attractive window ad. is made up of 66 Seamless Rings, 14 K. plated, each same size and shape of an English wedding ring.

They are invisibly hard soldered together and mounted on a purple velvet base. The pyramid is 3 inches high and 934 inches long,

price, $6.75 each, less 6% for cash.

BABY GASOLINE
TORCH

SMALL in size and pric.2

LARGE in value and use-
fulness

No valves or cocks.
Just light and solder—

hard or soft—that's all.
Tank, 23 inches high.
Burns two hours on one

filling.

SEND FOR ONE

Self-blowing

Needs no
pumping

BABY TORCH, nickel-plated, each, $1.00
Postage, 6c.

F.399 F.401

B. & B. Patent Safety Snaps
Never get out of order

F399. Gold Filled . . . per dozen, 82.75
F401. New ladies' sizes, 2.75

DO YOU WANT
A

Mainspring Cabinet

FREE?
See page 151 in our
1908 Supply Catalog 1/4 •

B. & B. Patent Safety Fob Attachment
F403, Gold Filled   per dozen, $5.00
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F468. " " Silver   7.00
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We now carry a c,,mplete line of the well-known
STEVENS goods
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Columbus Building
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The new trade directory, which
New Trade is being compiled under the di-
Directory rection of the ways and means

committee of the Chicago As-
sociation of Commerce, promises to be one of the
most serviceable books ever issued in the interests
of Chicago business houses. It is the intention of
the committee that this book will not only con-
tain a classified list of members of the association
and Chicago business houses, but that it will serve
also as a hand-book of information so arranged
as to make co-operation among the members pos-
sible and easy. Edward E. Swadener, secretary
of F. A. Hardy & Co., and chairman of the
sub-committee on market co-operation, speaking
before the members of the committee with ref-
erence to the trade directory, said, among other
things : "In the matter of market co-operation
and reciprocity on the part of members of the
association much can be done to bring our member-
ship to a realization of the fact that the associa-
tion really stands one for all and all for one. As
a basis for all this, the association is getting out
this trade directory. It is the idea of the corn-
mittee to have the names of the business men not
only classified by divisions and by alphabet, but
also so perfectly classified by business and what
the members have to sell and what they deal in,
that it will be a simple thing to say to the person
inquiring as to who sells, for instance, jewelry:
'Here is a list of jewelry men. This one sells all
grades, this one medium, this one fine. Go and
and see them and select for yourself.' To pro-
mote this feeling of reciprocity among Chicago
business men is the object of the committee in
getting out this book.

Chicago business men, irre-
Mail
Transportation 

spective of commercial affilia-
tions, are united in disapproval
of the recent order issued by

the postmaster general, ordering the discontinuance
of tunnel transfer of mails to and from the Chi-
cago post office, and strenuous efforts are being
made to lay the case so strongly before the postal
authorities that the recently granted wagon con-
tracts will be abrogated in spite of the great dif-
ference in the cost between the two methods of
transportation. Great efficiency in handling the
mail and relief of congestion in the crowded dis-
tricts is the keynote of the opposition. A well-
known Chicago jewelry jobber, commenting upon
the subject recently had the following to say:
"The principal plea of those who are endeavoring
to have this wagon order rescinded should be that
the business of the country in general, not alone
that of Chicago, demands a continuance of the
tunnel transportation of mail, the best system by
far which Chicago ever had. It is a national, not

it local, question." To return to the wagon method
is a step backward and not at all compatible with
a progressing city. The utmost dispatch in the
handling of all local and through mail is a service
which the government owes this great central
business center. A committee has already been
appointed from among the members of the Chi-

cago Association of Commerce and the Illinois
Manufacturers' Association and instructed to use
its best endeavors to see that the wagon method
of transporting mail, which has already served
its time and purpose, remains in the background,
where it belongs together with the stage coach,
the horse-car and other primitive methods of
transportation.

Personal

A, C. Becket], of the A. C. Becken Company,
and Mrs. Becket], celebrated their silver wedding
anniversary April zoth, at their residence, in Park
Ridge, Ill. Friends and relatives from all sections
of the country, many of whom were present at
the wedding twenty-five years ago, gathered at
the Becken residence to extend their congratula-
tions to Mr. and Mrs. Becken and to witness their
re-marriage, which was performed by Rev. J. R.
H. Pate, a lifelong friend of Mr. Becken.• Their
beautiful home was very elaborately decorated for
the occasion. The large veranda was enclosed in
canvas and decorated with natural flowers and
palms and converted into a scene suggestive of a
summer day in Venice by the addition of several
large hand-painted hangings depicting Venetian
scenery. A ladies' orchestra of fifteen pieces fur-
nished music. Mr. and Mrs. Becken were married
in 1883, in Driftwood, Pa., but most of their mar-
ried life has been spent in the West, more espe-
cially in St. Paul and Chicago. Both are at pres-
ent enjoying the best of health. Mr. Becken's
many friends in and out of the trade all extend
to him their heartiest congratulations upon having
so successfully rounded a quarter century of mar-
ried life. These same kindly sentiments will also
be extended to Mrs. Becken, who is likewise well
known among the trade, having been closely iden-
tified with Mr. Becken's early business career in
this city.

George Cook, of Norris, Alister & Co., has
returned from an extended sojourn with his fain-
ily in southern California.

The many friends among the Chicago trade
of John Holland, of the John Holland Gold Pen
Company, will be very pleased to learn that he is
recovering from an attack of apoplexy which
he suffered recently while visiting among the
Chicago trade.

The trade extends its sympathy to Carl Hirt,
of the Juergens & Andersen Company, in the loss
of his father, John C. Hirt, whose death occurred
the early part of the month.

Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., and
son, B. C. Allen, together with their families, re-
turned the early part of the month from their
California outing and report a most enjoyable
trip. They spent most of their time touring the
southern part of the State in their automobile,
which they had shipped ahead of their leaving
Chicago. Both gentlemen enjoyed the auto trip
from Los Angeles to San Francisco along the
coast line, and are enthusiastic over the scenery
and their experiences.

Harvey S. Mark, a well-known jeweler, of
Marion, Ind., and well-known to the Chicago
trade, died early in the month at his home, at the
advanced age of 7o years. He had conducted a
jewelry store in Marion continuously since 1856.
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News From the Trade

The Swedish Watchmakers' Society of Chi-
cago celebrated their sixteenth anniversary with
an informal smoker and exhibit at their club-
room, 8o Dearborn Street, the early part of the
month. The auditing committee reported the
society's and sick fund finances in excellent con-
dition, and the past year showed a larger cash
surplus than any other year in its history. The
new officers for next year are as follows : John
Ohlson, president ; Olns Larson, vice-president;
Harold L. Wackelin, secretary; Oscar Jacobson,
vice-secretary; Eric Ericson, financial secretary;
L. Liljegren, treasurer; Chr. Hansen, marshal or
sergeant-at-arms and Oscar Wenblad, librarian.
The board of directors consists of Carl Johanson,
Fred Malmstrom and Millar Bagge. H. A. Bor-
resen, of Marquette, Mich., was awarded a
diploma for excellency of workmanship for his
exhibit, consisting of different kinds of watch-
makers' tools and lathe attachments.

Fred G. Thearle, of the Knights-Thearle
Company, and president of the Chicago Jewelers'
Association, has gone to Europe, where he will
remain three months, visiting the famous watering
places and large cities of the Old World. Before
returning to Chicago, Mr. Thearle expects to
cruise the Mediterranean and visit Italy, Greece,
Switzerland, Germany, France and the British
Isles. He will make this trip primarily for rest
and recreation, but he will also be on the lookout
for novelties and new devices for the jeweler,
watchmaker and optician. Before sailing, Mr.
'I Ilea* spent several days in the East visiting
factories and renewing old friends and acquaint-
ances.

The local trade was greatly shocked, as well
as surprised, to learn of the sudden and very
untimely death of Harry A. Scofield, of the firm
of Scofield, Melcher & Scofield, which occurred in
Brooklyn early in the month. Mr. Scofield was
well and favorably known here, and his pleasing
and jovial personality won for him a host of
friends among the Chicago trade.

Albert W. Adcock, vice-president of the
jewelry firm of Shrouds, Adcock & Tuefel, which
recently went into the hands of a receiver, and a
resident of Chicago for fifty-eight years, died at
his home, 327 Warren Avenue, this city, April
22nd, after an illness of four months. Mr. Ad-
cock was a life member of several Chicago lodges
of Masons and an honorary member of a lodge
at York, England. He was born at Melton Mow-
bray, Leicestershire, England, August 6, 1847. He
came to Chicago with his parents in March, 185o.
Ile began his business career as a newspaper boy,
served a four-year apprenticeship as a machinist,
and afterward associated himself with the jewelry
!inn of C. D. Peacock, with whom he remained
for twenty-three years. In 1895 the firm of
Shrouds, Adcock & Teufel Company was organ-
ized, and Mr. Adcock became vice-president. He
was trustee and executor of the Henrietta Snell
estate. He is survived by his widow and two
sons, Albert J. and Earl E. Adcock. The funeral
service was conducted by the Masonic order.

A. C. Zimmer, formerly of Plymouth, Ind.,
was among the buyers on the local market the
early part of the month. He recently sold his
store in Plymouth and purchased the stock of
Theodore Wolff, of Norway, Mich., and will con-
tinue the business.

A. F. Price, the well-known jeweler, of Mil-
ford, Ill., was a very welcome buyer on the local
market the early part of the month. While here
he attended the meeting of the Illinois retail
j ewelers.

C. E. Emerson, representing S. 0. Bigney &
Co., the well-known Attleboro manufacturers,
called on the Chicago trade the latter part of
the month.

Mr. Cole, of Cole & Hull, the leading jewel-
ers, of Winterset, Iowa, was a welcome visitor
and buyer on the local market the latter part of
the month.

C. Z. Rowe, the well-known jeweler, of Argos,
Ind., and president of the Indiana Retail Jewelers'
Association, was in the city the early part of the
month to confer with President Mack Hurlbut
and Secretary Ira M. Radabaugh,ofthe American
National Retail Jewelers' Association regarding
the arrangements for the corning annual conven-
tion, which meets in Cincinnati early in August.

(Continued on page 785)
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Seth Thomas Clock Company
I .—.s-rAust 1RI3

We present to the trade the ideal, up-to-date alarm clock. After years of experimenting we have
produced a clock that meets the requirements of our modern strenuous life. It requires winding
but once a week ; alarm will ring daily until shut off, but switch can be locked whenever alarm is not
desired. Movement is so constructed that it does not require any attention each night like all other
long-ringing alarm clocks.

It is indispensable to those whose duties require daily punctual attendance.
Fitted with a superior pendulum movement.

Automatic 8-Day Long Alarm

ADVANCE

Patent applied for

PROGRESS

Wood Case, Adamantine Finish. Gilt Trimmings
436 in. Dial. Height, It in.

SETH THOMAS

AUTOMATIC
to 0 OAT. LONG ALAI1M

FAUST MOTTO MR

Quartered Oak and Mahogany
4X in. Dial. Height, 124 in.

Time Alarm will ring over 50 minutes unless shut off
List Price, $6.50

Also made to strike hours on cathedral bell and the half-hours on cup bell, and the automatic alarm
that will ring over 25 minutes unless shut off

List Price, $8.50

Send for special printed matter for distribution, and learn of our plan to maintain retail price.
If your jobber cannot serve you, please order direct.

51 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Makers

Seth Thomas Clock Company 70 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

of SUPERIOR TIMEPIECES OF ALL KINDS, SIZES AND PRICES, from a Ladies' 0 Size Watch
to 40-Foot Dial Tower Clock—Largest in the World

May, 1908
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Louis Waldecker, buyer for the T. W.
Drosten Jewelry Company, of St. Louis, was in 

iChicago for several days late n the month.
J. W. Neasham, the well-known jeweler, of

Ottumwa Iowa, called on his many friends in the
Chicago trade and was also a welcome buyer.

John A. Cox, of Benj. Allen & Co., was
among the members of the committee appointed
by the president of the Chicago Association of
Commerce to entertain the delegation of one
hundred prominent business men of Tulsa, Okla.,
which visited Chicago April 24th and 25th. The
delegation was luncheoned at the Great Northern
and visited the stock yards and other interesting

Clark has resigned his position as
pointRsoobfertthLe .city.

traveler with the Towle Manufacturing Company.
M. Kahn, retail jeweler, at 2108 West Twelfth

Street, this city, has decided to retire permanently

jewelry jobbers, who for
froms.Labpupsin st esFm, j

several years past have occupied the second floor
of the building at the northeast corner of Adams
and State Streets, have moved to the seventh floor
of the Powers Building.

The Metallic Reproduction Company is the
name of a new company which will manufacture
jewelry novelties in Chicago. It was recently in-
corporated, with William Kefe, president, John
Hauth, of Dubuque, Iowa, vice-president, and B.
A. Brostowicz, secretary. The company will make
a specialty of metallizing flowers, leaves, plants,
bugs, etc., to be used on hat-pins, watch charms,
etc.

Word has been received by the Chicago trade
of the death of Emil H. Koerner, vice-president
of the E. A. Brown Company, of St. Paul. Mr.
Koerner was a diamond expert and was well and
favorably known to the Chicago trade.

Mack A. Hurlbut, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, presi-
dent of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, and Ira Radabaugh, of Hastings,
Minn., secretary, stopped off several days in
Chicago recently while on their way to Cincinnati
on business connected with the coming convention
of that association, which occurs in Cincinnati
early in August. Both predict that the convention
will be the most successful one ever held. They
state that the executive committee has decided to
conduct an exhibition in connection with the con-
vention and will have full charge of it. The
sessions of the convention will be held in the
Sinton Hotel, as will also the exhibits.

Geo. H. Thomas, representing the Shepard
Manufacturing Company, and Scharling Company,
made a trip through the Middle West early in the
month and reports a general improvement among
the trade.

0. H. Olson, of Olin & Olson, jewelers, of
Janesville, Wis., was among the buyers on the
local market late in the month.

Swartchild have just issued a universal main-
spring chart, containing a description of all makes,
which will be found very serviceable to all watch-
makers.

A. Gillespie, of the well-known firm of
Gillespie Bros., of Pittsburg, is in Chicago for a
few weeks, enjoying a much-needed rest.
clockTsh. eodore Kuehl, of Geo. H. Kuehl & Co.,
spent the last three weeks of the month in New
York displaying the firm's line of Black Forest

A. Chou ffet, traveling representative of
HeinbizisiBnreoss 

trip.

s.,Bipu.ffalo, N. Y., called on the local
trade during the past month. He is on his regu-
lar

The Chicago trade has been apprised of the
sftaocrte in 

Three
thatGeor RigeHve.rTs.homas will reopen a jewelry

After several weeks of auction sales the
stock of Keil & Hettich has been closed out and
the firm permanently retired.

Incorporation papers have been granted to the
N. S. McGillwray Company, of 167 Dearborn
Street. The capital stock is given as $25oo and
the incorporators are N. S. McGillwray, Agnes
Lomb and Jesse Lowen Lamb.

Walter Camp, president of the New Haven
Clock Company, was in the city several days the
latter part of the month on business.

KEYSTONE

The incorporation of the C. H. Knights-
Thearle Company was completed during the past
month. The officers are C. H. Knights, president;
F. G. Thearle, vice-president and treasurer ; J. P.
Stewart, secretary; S. H. Woods and C. T. Gus-
tafson, heads of departments, are stockholders.

Leon Nordman, of Nordman Bros., San Fran-
cisco, spent several days on the local market while
on his way East.

Edward P. Sandberg, the well-known jeweler,
of Fargo, N. D., who has been spending several
months in Cuba and the South, visited THE KEY-
STONE office while on his way home. He stated
that he had been receiving very gratifying reports
from his store during his absence, and that gen-
eral business conditions in his section of the
country were all that could be expected.

Herbert Crompton, buyer for the L. Bau-
man Jewelry Company, of St. Louis, paid a visit

very welcome buyer and visitor on the local mar-
ket the last of the month.

to the Chicago market the latter part of the
month.

the death of Isaac Speyer, which occurred at his
home, 494

Ernest Critzer, of San Antonio, Texas, was a

It is with profound regret that we announce

Michigan Avenue, this city, April 9th.
Mr. Speyer, bet-
ter known to the
trade as "Ike,"
began his busi-
ness career at the
age of seventeen
as an employee
of the Goldsmith
Smelting and
Refining C o m -
pany. Close ap-
plication and un-
flinching loyalty
to the work set
before him won
him a partner-
ship in the firm,
and so valuable
were his services
held that he was
rewarded with
an interest in
the business, and at the time of his death was a
director of the company. He possessed an ir-
resistible personality, which won him friends
wherever he went. In the South and Southwest,
where he traveled extensively for the company, he
won enviable respect and popularity, a tribute due
to his charm of way and manner. His personal
loss will be keenly felt by his wide circle of
friends and acquaintances, as will also his official
loss by the firm with whom he started as an
errand-boy. He was forty years of age and is
survived by his widow.

Howard C Carpenter, sales manager of the
South Bend Watch Company, was in Chicago for
several days the latter part of the month and at-
tended the meeting of the Illinois Retail Jewelers'
Association.

Retail jewelers of Illinois held a meeting at
the Great Northern Hotel the early part of the
month and perfected an organization which will
be known as the Illinois Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion. A full account of the proceedings and the
names of officers elected will be found on another
page of this issue.

Information has reached a number of jobbers
that John A. Hope, former reporter for the Chi-
cago Jewelers' Board of Trade, who left for
parts unknown without accounting for several
thousand dollars' worth of diamonds which he
had secured on memorandum, was seen recently
in Philadelphia by a friend, who informed the
jobbers upon his return to Chicago.

The Chicago trade has received notice that
0. V. Peterson has sold his jewelry stock at
Lehigh, Iowa, to F. F. Nelson, who will continue
the business.

M. F. Barger & Co., watch jobbers, who for
several years past have been located in the Colum-
bus Memorial Building, have moved into more
commodious quarters on the ninth floor of the
Heyworth Building.

The Oro Manufacturing Company is the name
of a new company recently incorporated in this
State. The incorporators are Charles R. Brown,
Charles Martin and R. M. Buall. The capital
stock is given as $1o,000. The company will do
a general jewelry manufacturing business.

Isaac Speyer
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A Call to the Missouri Jewelers for the

Meeting at Kansas City in June

The first annual convention of the Missouri
Society of Retail Jewelers is now a matter of
trade history. The reports of the jewelers who
attended and the trade journals' accounts of the
meeting held in St. Louis last May, have told you
of one of the most successful meetings of retail
jewelers that has ever been chronicled.

The Missouri society was formed in Kansas
City two years ago, with thirteen charter mem-
bers. At the St. Louis meeting the Missouri
association, composed almost exclusively of St.
Louis members, was merged with the Missouri
society, and during the past year we have gained
numerous members, so that at the present time we
are almost twenty-fold stronger in membership
than at the beginning of the organization.

It is not my purpose here to tell you of what
has been done, but to call to your attention what
can be done and to invite you and insist upon
your attending the second annual convention,
which will be held in Kansas City, June 9th, loth
and nth, with headquarters at the Baltimore
Hotel. A souvenir programme will be sent you
about the first of June giving full information of
the coming meeting.

The good of organization has been so elo-
quently set forth time and again, that there re-
mains but little for me to do except to repeat
some of the best things that have been uttered.

As a jeweler, you well know the evils from
which our trade suffers, and you must know that
nothing will eliminate those evils but a jewelers'
organization. Mail-order and catalogue houses,
retailing jobbers and spuriously manufactured
goods are some of the greater troubles that keep
us awake. In addition, there is proposed legisla-
tion, which, if we don't interest ourselves in it,
is likely to be enacted inimical to our interests. At
the June meeting there will be a discussion of the
proposed amendment to the national stamping law,
the proposed law to eliminate the stamping of
time guarantees on gold filled cases, the parcels
post, the railroad watch inspection bill, and then
the consideration of matter nearer to us, such as
established prices on watch movements and other
goods ; the establishment of the State commission
for the examination and issuing of diplomas to
watchmakers; the establishment of the jewelers'
insurance on express and mail packages, show
window dressing, storekeeping, bookkeeping and
advertising.

In addition to these interesting features, a
splendid entertainment programme will be carried
out in Kansas City and good times will be mixed
with business.

No State boasts of better jewelers than grand
old Missouri, and at this meeting, where the
jeweler from the city will mingle freely with the
watchmaker from the hamlet, ideas will be given
and views advanced that will be beneficial to all.

If you are not a member, write at once for
application blank and make your preparations to
attend the joint meeting of the Missouri Jewelers,
Kansas Jewelers, Missouri Opticians and Kansas
Opticians in Kansas City next June.

Yours respectfully,
R. D. WORRELL,

Mexico, Mo.

Indianapolis Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion

The Indianapolis Retail Jewelers' Association
held a meeting in the Commercial Club April 6th.
There was a good attendance. The following
resolution was passed: "Be it resolved, That we,
as members of the Indianapolis Retail Jewelers'
Association, agree to make a charge of a mini-
mum fee of $1 for all valuations of $50 or under
and two per cent. for all higher valuations." The
business session was followed by an open meet-
ing, which was addressed by Ralph B. Clark,
president of the Indiana Merchants' Association.
Mr. Clark urged the jewelers to organize resist-
ence against the transient merchants—jewelers,
rug dealers and bric-a-brac men especially—who
stay in the city just long enough to gather the
cream of the holiday trade.
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filled chains
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Our New Chain Plant the Largest in the United States

We make original and up-to-date goods.

Our chains give satisfaction.

We guarantee every article made in our factory.
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GREAT
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Trade conditions in Kansas
Trade Conditions City and vicinity are almost

normal. There is no reason,
apparently why they should be anything else, but
the wave of unrest which started in the East is
still felt here, and the situation, merchants de-
clare, is mental rather than physical. The open-
ing of the Bank of Commerce has restored con-
fidence to a great extent in the immediate terri-
tory, but collections of the wholesale jewelers
from their customers in many of the surrounding
States are still a little off. This is especially true
of Colorado and New Mexico and northwestern
Kansas. The State of Kansas is generally good,
however, as are also Iowa and Arkansas. The
sale of small articles of jewelry is as good as
ever and the diamond sales last month equaled
those of a year ago. The only thing which all
of the merchants report off is the sale of watches,
which has dropped 20 per cent.

After a suspension of four

I Bank Reopens months, business has been re-
sumed by the National Bank

I of Commerce, and on the opening day the bank
was crowded with patrons, the receiving windows,
however, entertaining more than the paying win-

.! dows. There was on that day One and one-half
, million dollars deposited and about one million

4
 
drawn out, giving the bank an increase of half a
million dollars. Asa result of the opening of the

I Bank of Commerce, bank clearings have taken
quite a jump and they average more than they
did at this time last year by a large percentage.

At the annual dinner of the Business Men's
League, at the Coates House, it was decided to
begin at once making every effort to secure in-
creased lighting facilities in the downtown
streets. The city council will be asked to adopt
a plan of lighting similar to that used on Fif-
teenth Street in Denver. It is the intention of the
league first to ask that the lights be strung on
Walnut and Grand Avenue from Seventh to
Thirteenth Street.

The third annual convention of the Oklahoma
State Optical Society and Jewelers' Association
was held April 21st, 22nd, 23rd and 24th, in Okla-
homa City. Every wholesale house in Kansas
City sent one or two delegates.

Harry Wardin, son of C. E. Wardin, of
Topeka, Kans., has returned home, after finishing
a course in engraving.

C. D. Warner, of Chicago, has been added to

i t tpa oly
the traveling force of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company. He represent the material depart-u 

i Hhefie
m 

Ralph Campbell, of Westphalia, Kans., has
sold out to P. J. Tonjas, of Linn, Kans.

R. B. Simpson, of Falls City, Nebr., opened
up a new store the first of last month.

L. T. McHugh, of Sheridan, Mo., is taking
a course of engraving in Kansas City.

The students of the Kansas City Horological
School, with their wives and young women
friends, were entertained at a reception and mu-
sicale, Thursday evening, April 16th, in the rooms
of the schools, 812 East Twelfth Street.

At a joint meeting of the executive officers of
the Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers and the
Missouri Association of Opticians, held last
month at the Baltimore Hotel, Kansas City was
selected as the place for the annual convention
of these societies, which will be held June 9th,
toth and nth. An effort is being made by these
societies to organize a Kansas City Retail Jewel-
ers' Association, and it is believed that this will
have been accomplished by the time of the con-
vention.

Fraser & Cramm is the name of a new firm
which started business in Leavenworth, Kans.,
last month. 

F. H. Ledden, of Sedan, Kans., has moved to
Altus, Oklahoma. 

gold on our chains

like solid gold.

Ask for the genuine Bigney chains, and do not accept substitutes.

Our gold filled bracelets are made in all widths, oval and

side-swing and hinge.

We make the most magnificent line of fob chains on the market.
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S. J. Huey, of Excelsior Springs, Mo., has
returned from a month's visit in Los Angeles and
other points in southern California.

S. Randazzo has opened up a store in Kansas
City at 121 East Missouri Avenue. Mr. Randazzo
was formerly employed by the Jaccard Jewelry
Company.

J. D. Foy, formerly employed by the Arm-
strong Jewelry Company, of Brownwood, Texas,
spent several days in Kansas City last month en
route to Spokane, Wash., where he will locate.

H. N. Konrad, the jeweler at 119 East Eight
Street, has moved into the goo-block on Grand
Avenue.

A. L. Hamm has opened up a store in Gar-
land, Kans. Another recruit to the retail jewel-
ers' trade is J. R. Baker, of Liberal, Kans.

J. E. Carmichael, of Red Oak, Iowa, has
moved to Bozeman, Mont.

Miss Terry, of Downs, Iowa, who has been
taking a course in engraving, has returned to her
home.

A. E. Pittinger, of the Kansas City Horolog-
ical School, who has been spending several weeks
in Excelsior Springs on account of his ill health,
has returned home and is again teaching.

W. B. Bellamy, formerly in charge of the
jewelry department at Emery Bird Thayer's dry
goods store, has gone into business for himself at
Sweet Springs, Mo.

J. C. Kemp, of Mutual, Okla., has gone to
Mansfield, La., where he has opened up a new
store.

A handsome little store, complete in every
detail as to stock and fixtures, was opened last
month by W. J. Mulnix, of King City, Mo.

T. E. Coffman, formerly at Toronto, Kans.,
has gone into business at Rocky Ford, Colo.

Earnest A. Jaccard will sail May 2nd for a
stay of several months abroad. Mr. Jaccard will
combine business with his prolonged pleasure
trip.

J. E. Claybaugh, of Kansas City, Kans., is
taking a course at the Kansas City Horological
School.

Chas. Moll, with A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa,
Okla., but formerly employed in Kansas City
jewelry houses, spent his vacation in Kansas City
last month.

The Travelers' Protective Association held
its annual meeting and election of officers at the
Coates House last month.

The store of E. L. Menifee, of El Reno,
Okla., was recently broken into and watches and
rings to the amount of $2oo were carried away
by the thieves.

Louis Hayman, with the Meyer Jewelry Com-
pany, met with a painful accident last month.
While carrying a pitcher of hot water upstairs,
he stumbled and scalded his arm from wrist to
elbow. He was compelled to leave his work for
several days.

Two men smashed a plate-glass window in
the Jaccard Jewelry Company's store at 5 o'clock
in the morning one day last month. They seized
a tray containing a number of cheap brooches
and rings and escaped by way of the alley south
of the store. The night watchman at the dry
goods store opposite saw them running away, and
the patrolman of that locality was on his beat
when the robbery occurred. He heard the noise
of breaking glass and ran to the store, but did
not arrive in time to see the robbers. The men
used a piece of board to break the window. The
loss was covered by burglar insurance.

The following were among the out-of-town
buyers in Kansas City last month : F. W. Holmes,
Sayre, Okla.; Mrs. C. E. Dickinson, Garden City,
Kans.; C. L. Dockhorn, Oskaloosa, Kans.; E. E.
Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.; H. L. Morrison, Pitts-
burg, Kans.; G. A. Lawson, Adrian, Mo.; C. E.
Lovelace, Boliver, Mo.; Geo. W. Killam, Pitts-
burg, Kans.; Mrs. B. M. Weard, Concordia,
Kans.• W. S. Noble, Drexel, Mo.; Claude
Wheeler, Columbia, Mo.; Chas. Bard, Sedalia,
Mo.• 
' 

T. S. Lidstone, Dearborne, Mo.; Frank G.
Mitchell, Marshall, Mo.; A. Kroencke, Concordia,
Mo.; A. A. Ditter, Moundridge, Kans.; F. N.
Newton, Missouri City, Mo.; George H. Church,
Oak Grove, Mo.: J. B. Bryant, Mound City, Mo.;
H. W. Yasseen, Dalhart, Texas; Mr. Spence, with
Doyle & Dailey, Hale, Mo.; Walter Sperling, Sen-
eca, Kans.; E. F. Douglas, Dysart, Iowa; M. L.
Truby, Independence, Kans.; C. A. Clement,
Springfield, Mo.; Ora Stutzman, Garden City,

Mo.; L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.; J. A. Zimmer-
man, Warrensburg, Mo.; W. F. Kirkpatrick, Win-
chester, Kans.; Dr. E. R. Kennedy, LaCrosse,
Kans.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; A. Rosenfield,
Leavenworth, Kans.; A. Marks, Lawrence, Kans.;
Otto Burklund, Osawatomie, Kans.; T. G. Allen,
Miamia, Okla.; Geo. Kilian], Pittsburg, Kans.;
R. 0. Shenkner, Weston, Mo.; C. B. Libby, Weir
City, Kans.; B. G. Gustafson, Lawrence, Kans.;
E. D. Martin, Carl Junction, Mo.; W. W. White-
side, Liberty, Mo.; Mr. Raines, Maryville, Mo.;
W. R. Pearce, Gardner, Kans.; S. J. Huey, Excel-
sior Springs, Mo.; A. J. Kibler, Wellsville, Kans.;
E. F. Ashbrook, Jamesport, Mo.; J. B. Heifner,
Missouri City, Mo.; L. Hoffman, Leavenworth,
Kans.; R. A. Hutchinson, Medford, Okla.; J. I.
Sears, La Plata, Mo.; Mrs. C. E. Dickinson,
Garden City, Kans.; Mr. Strickler, Salina, Kans.;
M. S. Hall, Mankato, Kans.; L. D. Willitt, Hia-
watha, Kans.; Amos Plank, Hutchinson, Kans.;
J. F. Morrison, Olathe, Kans.; C. K. Shortess,
South McAlester, Okla.; Chas. Morrison, Olathe,
Kans.; Wm. Heiberg, Marshalltown, Iowa ; John
Thorson, of Anderson & Thorson, of Wahoo,
Nebr.; J. B. Vannoy, McLean, Texas; C. E. Tie-
man, California, Mo.; Claude Range, Trenton, Mo.

S. Kind & Sons, 'no Chestnut Street, have
issued their very elaborate illustrated catalogue
for 1908. This is one of the most pretentious
compilations of its kind published by any retail
house and evidences on every page the resources
and enterprise of the firm. It contains some two
hundred pages, every page showing a large half-
tone of the goods prettily grouped, with descrip-
tion and price list. Practically everything in the
jewelry line, from thimbles to hall clocks, is
shown, including all manner of novelties, toilet
ware, flat ware, cut glass, etc. The half-tone
illustrations are handsomely executed and repre-
sent a large outlay.

L. A. Breitlinger, president of the American
Cuckoo Clock Company, is rejoicing over the ar-
rival of a bouncing baby boy on Easter morning.
Both mother and child are reported to be doing
well. As it was the hope of the parents that the
first-born would be of the masculine gender, they
are naturally very much rejoiced.

The limited partnership of J. E. Caldwell &
Co. having expired, the members of the firm have
renewed the agreement, to continue until March
31, 1911. The general partners are J. Albert
Caldwell, J. Frederick Thomas, Edward 1'. Chase,
William R. Eisenhower and James E. Caldwell.
Joseph H. Brazier is a special partner of the firm.

John W. Ford, the East Girard Avenue jew-
eler, whose name was on the republican ticket for
coroner, was successful at the recent primaries,
which means certain election. Mr. Ford has been
congratulated by his many political and business
friends on the preferment which has come to him.

Colonel J. Warner Hutchins is vice-president
of a new political organization named the Re-
publican Club of Pennsylvania, recently char-
tered. The new club is successor to the defunct
Union Club and has already quite a large mem-
bership.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club gave a very
successful smoker on the evening of April 28th,
at the club rooms, when an extensive programme
of varied entertainment was gone through. The
pool tournament of the club, which was quite an
attraction and was characterized by much spec-
tacular playing of a very fine order, was brought
to a conclusion last month.

Fred T. Barry, formerly with J. A. & S. W.
Granbury, has joined the traveling force of Louis
Stern & Co., Providence, and will cover the
Middle West and portions of the East in the
interests of this firm. Before leaving on his
initial trip he visited his family in Germantown
and called on many of his friends in the city.
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Los Angeles and Southern
California

Montgomery Bros.' new store, at Broadway
and Fifth, will have a notable amount of win-
dow space for display purpose, which they are
fitting up in most modern and effective style.
Their front on Broadway is eighty feet, about
seventy of which will be devoted to their win-
dows. On Fifth Street they have a front of 120
feet, which will be devoted entirely to window
display, save that portion devoted to the Fifth
Street entrance. They will have fourteen win-
dows, two entrances and a floor space of 9600
feet, the latter being finished in white marble. It
will be a magnificent jewelry establishment, a
more extended account of which will be given
in a later issue. James Montgomery tells us
they expect to complete their removal by July
first, though it may be a little later.

The National Optical Company is a new en-
terprise recently launched in this city at 5oo1/2
South Broadway, to do a retail optical business.
The firm is composed of Dr. Frank Rowdybush,
formerly a well-known practicing optician of
Washington, D. C., and Emil G. Grandmason, a
local practicing optician.

F. L. Bryant, a retail jeweler, of Indianapolis,
Ind., spent some little time in Los Angeles re-
cently on a holiday excursion.

T. S. Simpson, western representative of the
E. Howard Clock Company, was here last month
for a few days in the interest of this well-known
concern.

F. E. Lenhart, formerly of Argyle, Minn., has
succeeded Ira Smith & Daughter at Pomona, and
will continue the business at the old stand. Miss
Smith will engage in the retail optical business
at Pasadena.

Edward R. Fisher, of the Fisher Jewelry
Company, Pueblo, Colo., was here recently on a
pleasure and sight-seeing trip, which he much
enjoyed.

James Baker, of the F. M. Whiting Com-
pany, and Harry S. Aicher, who handles several
fancy silver lines, were here last month calling
on the trade, receiving the usual glad-hand ac-
corded to the "Silver Dust Twins."

H. B. Shillito, practicing optician, has re-
cently established an office at 620 South Broad-
way. Mr. Shillito is a former well-known Michi-
gan jeweler, for years located at Sault Ste. Marie.
His old friends will be glad to know that he is
doing well in his new location.

D. H. Wells, the well-known missionary of
the Waltham Watch Company, spent a week here
the early part of last month calling on the trade
in the interests of the above company. He is
doing the Pacific coast country and will remain
in this territory until fall. Mrs. Wells will join
her husband later.

Bernard H. Blank, who calls on the whole-
sale trade in the Far West and Pacific coast ter-
ritory for the widely known New York importing
house of Hammel, Riglander & Co., was met in
a Los Angeles jobbing house recently while on one
of his regular trips. Mr. Blank remarked that he
was beginning to feel that he was one of the vet-
erans on the road, as he expected to soon cele-
brate his twenty-fifth anniversary with his present
house. He is popular and successful and has a
large circle of friends in the trade both in the
East and in the West.

H. J. Whitley, head of the Broadway retail
house—the H. J. Whitley Company—accompanied
by Mrs. Whitley and their young daughter, have
recently returned from an extended foreign tour.
They visited Egypt, made the trip down the Nile,
and then journeyed to the Holy Land. They re-
turned home through Continental Europe, stop-
ping at the principal points of interest. They
were absent three months, and Mr. Whitley re-
ports that they enjoyed a delightful trip.

David Feiss, representing Ingomar Goldsmith
& Co., a well-known diamond importing house of
New York, spent a few days in Los Angeles the
early part of last month calling on his friends in
the trade in the interests of his house.

Theodore Kuehl, of Geo. Kuehl & Co., the
widely known Chicago importers of cuckoo and
other foreign clock novelties, visited the coast
trade for the first time late in March. He told
THE KEYSTONE representative that he was agree-
ably surprised to find a thoroughly modern city,
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lively in business, beautiful to look upon, and
growing as fast as any other American munici-
pality He further said he had about made up
his mind to bring along his family when he
visited here again next March and stay the month
out.

E. Gerson, one of the old-time jewelers of
Los Angeles, is now nicely located in his new
store at 545 South Broadway. Mr. Gerson is
one of the oldest manufacturing and retail jewel-
ers in the city, having begun business here twenty-
eight years ago. He has a handsome modern
establishment and is much more. favorably located
than formerly.

F. J. Aicher, representing Alvin Manufactur-
ing Company, spent a week in town last month
calling on the trade in the interests of his firm.
lie reports business is fairly good with him.

Charles Hanni, with Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.,
the widely known importers of New York, was
here for a week last month calling on the whole-
sale trade.

The Marshutz Optical Company, retail are
now located in their new store, at 555 South
Broadway. It is a handsome establishment and
quite unique in its furnishings and arrangement.
Mr. Marshutz tells us that he believes that his
new store is absolutely the most modern optical
establishment in the country. This firm was es-
tablished in Los Angeles twenty-one years ago,
and has been quite successful in establishing a
large trade.

Dr. Chalmers Prentice, a widely known lec-
turer on optics, who makes his home in Chicago,
was met in Los Angeles last month. The doctor
was enjoying an outing of a few weeks in south-
ern California, spending most of his time at
Pasadena. He said he had never felt better, and
he certainly looked it. Dr. Prentice returned to
the East the early part of last month.

Benj. Allen, head of the widely known whole-
sale house of Benj. Allen & Co., and Mrs. Allen,
together with his son, Ben. C. Allen and his fam-
ily, spent several weeks at the Hotel Raymond, in
Pasadena, enjoying the sunshine and flowers of
southern California. They were pleasant callers
on the trade in Los Angeles on several occasions
during their stay.

George E. Feagans, of Joliet, Ill., the eastern
member of the well-known retail house of Brock
& Feagans, was here for a fortnight the early
part of March to attend the annual directors'
meeting and look over the business of the above
corporation. Mr. Feagans expects to make his
permanent home in Los Angeles soon after June
first.

0. F. Samuelson, Pacific coast traveler for
the Towle Manufacturing Company, was in the
city for a week last month calling on his friends
and customers in the trade. Mr. Samuelson is
one of the most popular and hard-working sales-
men that visit the coast trade ,and is always
assured of a welcome on his trips.

Fred. Gruen, of the Gruen Watch Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio and Mrs. Gruen, spent a week
here recently on a pleasure and sightseeing trip.

Ben Howes, of Howes Brothers, Clinton,
Iowa, accompanied by Mrs. Howes, were here
recently on a pleasure trip.

Frank M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co.,
the well-known watch jobbers of Chicago, has
been spending the winter, with his family, at
Coronado Beach. Mr. Sproehnle has been seek-
ing health and rest in our glorious climate. We
are glad to note that his stay with us has been
most beneficial.

George F. Miller, Pacific coast representative
of the Gorham Company, was here last month on
his annual ten-day trip. Mr. Miller is well and
favorably known in the trade and has a large
following and enjoys a large business.

Gus Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company, the
well-known Emblem house, of Cincinnati, was
here last month on his regular spring trip. Mr.
Fox reports a fair business in his line.

Flint Bowen, representing the Shepard Mann-
facturiog Company, of Melrose, Mass., spent a
week in Los Angeles recently on a business trip.

The J. T. Trafton Company, our pioneer
wholesale house, is now nicely located in new
quarters on the second floor of the new Broadway
Central office building, at 424 South Broadway.
For over twenty years this firm was located at
their old quarters, r201/2 South Spring Street,
where they were cramped for room needed for
its steadily increasing business. The new prem-
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ises are thoroughly modern and handsome, and
they are now better than ever prepared to look
after their trade.

H. G. Schramm, Far West representative of
the Stein & Ellbogen Co., Chicago, was here re-
cently on his regular spring trip over the coast
territory.

Southern California has really been more for-
tunate in its crop of "eastern tourists" this season
than was looked for early in the season. Decem-
ber brought but a few, but by the middle of Jan-
uary the crowds began to come, and now the
railroads claim that the season has been unprece-
dented. A good feature about the season is that
our eastern friends are staying later than usual.
We mention the tourist season for the reason that
it means much to the jewelers, especially those in
Los Angeles, who depend on the tourists largely
for their winter and spring business. • Our larger
stores claim they are doing a fairly good trade
and expect to wind up the season in fair shape.
Generally speaking, trade has been quiet through-
out southern California since the opening of the
year, and the dealers we have talked with do
not anticipate a revival before the fall season
sets in.

Loren L. Boyle, of THE KEYSTONE staff, ac-
companied by his family, returned to their home,
in Chicago, the middle of last month, after a stay
of three months in Los Angeles for the benefit of
Mr. Boyle's health. He returns home feeling
much benefited by the rest and splendid climate of
southern California and full of encouragement
for the future. The trade in Los Angeles were
most kind to him during his stay, but he espe-
cially desires to mention the names of E. W. Rey-
nolds, of the E. W. Reynolds Company, and W.
A. Brock, of Brock & Feagans. These gentlemen
were unfailing in their kindnesses, and the writer
takes genuine pleasure in making acknowledgment
of their many courtesies extended.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the above society will
be held ,in Chattanooga in connection with the
meeting of the Tennessee Optical Society, on
July 7th, 8th and 9th. The joint convention idea,
which is being carried out in nearly all the States
this year, will doubtless result in an unusually
large attendance. A fine programme is being
prepared for the occasion, and much entertainment
is promised. The jewelers of the State are ear-
nestly urged to attend.

Annual Meeting of the North Dakota

Retail Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the above organization
will take place at Jamestown, N. D., on June n6th
and 17th. This was decided at a recent meeting
of the executive committee, held at Leeds, N. D.
The officers of the association extend an invita-
tion to all the jewelers of the State, and hope
that in their own interest they will become mem-
bers of the association. A very attractive pro-
gamme is being arranged, which will well repay
the journey, even for those situated at distant
points in the State.

North Carolina Retail Jewelers'
Association

A meeting of the above association will be
held in Raleigh on May 14(11, when a large attend-
ance of the jewelers of the State is expected.
Many important questions will be brought before
the meeting for discussion, and there will be, in
addition, an elaborate programme with many in-
teresting and instructive features for the benefit
of those in attendance. The officers of the asso-
ciation extend an invitation to all the jewelers of
the State, and hope that a goodly proportion of
them will attend and add their names to the
membership roll.

"The Keystone is good enough for us. Can't
do business without it. Everything is interesting
to us, and it is hard to tell the most interesting
points."—Tucker Jetcelry Company, Higginsville,
Missouri.
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You are looking for quick returns
So are we

That means fast-selling goods

THAT'S OUR LINE

c"\. .3New York Office, 621 Broadway
F. J. Foster, Manager

No. 163

ART METAL GOODS
No. 177

Jewel Caskets, Candleabra, Clocks, Inks, Trays, Smoking Sets,
Match Holders, Paper Weights, etc.

Our goods are easily distinguished They have an individuality.

OUR OLDEST CUSTOMERS ARE AMONG OUR LARGEST BUYERS TO-DAY

Profitable results will positively follow your decision in our
original N11111 us.

The excellence of our goods is typified in every vital requisite,
of Jewel Caskets, comprise some of the most unique creations
popular demand.

We are producing the only genuine French bronze made in the
We make all the popular and practicable finishes.

DON'T FAIL TO SEE OUR LINE.

favor. The individual articles of our line are distinctly

which the standard of quality demands. Our assortment
conceivable which conform to every requirement of the

country. " It won't come off."

If our salesman hasn't reached you, send for our catalogue

THE BRAINARD & WILSON CO.
Factory and
Main Office, Danbury, Conn. Chicago Office, 103 State Street

E. A. Dorrance, Manager

the tine that %ells

LEATHER
FOBS

WITH EMBLEMS OF ANY SOCIETY

BLACK OR TAN LEATHER

Special Grade, with Extra Quality
Gold-Plated Emblems . . $3.33 dozen

Regular Grade, with Regular Quality
Gold-Plated Emblems $2.00 dozen

Less to per cent. for Cash

As You Want Them 
On Single Cards

or
Six on Card

SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY

Chas. S. Purdy Co.
SOCIETY EMBLEMS

292 Westminster Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE DORAN

Collar, Veil an  Tie Pins
Patented Aug. 111, 1901

MADE WITH THE MOST PERFECT JOINT
AND CATCH EVER INVENTED

In rolled-gold plate, all sizes,
and a variety of patterns and
finishes.
The pin stem is held in a

seamless cup, and rolled-plate
front is closed on.

No Riveting No Soldering

If a pin should break, we will
exchange it for a new one.
We pack the popular sizes

(excepting stone goods) ill a
carton containing one gross pair
assorted, at $01.00 net, and same
price for the pins sing)...

••• 1-410.42101151,
• ,n,.01.

Wt2ITE FOR CATALOG

James C. Doran 6 Sons
Manufacturing Jewelers

Doran Building

0111611111.

41111=111110

Providence, R. I. 44116=1"
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The trade are invited to send us reliable items of

news for this department

British Columbia

Thos. Allan, jeweler, optician and engraver,
has opened an up-to-date optical parlor and jew-
elry store at 615 Granville Street, Vancouver,
British Columbia. Mr. Allan is an accomplished
jeweler and refractionist, and we have no doubt
will meet with much success.

Delaware

Lyn Thomas, the enterprising jeweler, 409
Market Street, Wilmington, purchased the entire
jewelry stock of Taylor & Co., II South Ninth
Street, Philadelphia. Taylor & Co. started in
business March 1st, this year, but on account of
the ill health of the active member of the firm,
decided to quit. Owing to the short time that
the firm was in business, it means that every
article is new stock.

Florida

W. H. Rowton, for eighteen years with the
R. J. Riles Company, Jacksonville, recently pur-
chased the jewelry store in that city of R. N.
Dickey, and is conducting same under the name
of Wm. H. Rowton & Co. Mr. Rowton is a thor-
ough master of the jewelry business in all its
branches and is well equipped for the successful
management of the new business.

Illinois

G. A. Donaldson, Girard, recently suffered a
very severe loss in the destruction of his home
by fire on April 14th. As the value of the prop-
erty was $6000 and the insurance only $2500, the
loss will be very considerable.

Indiana

J. Henry Smith, Greenfield, has opened a
jewelry and optical store in the room lately occu-
pied by Hughes's Banks. The new quarters are
very neatly equipped and a nice line of goods
has been installed.

Iowa

The Henry Plumb Jewelry Company, .the
oldest jewelry house in Des Moines, has just
closed a twenty-year lease on what is considered
the finest location for the jewelry business in
the State of Iowa. The new store is located in
the Fleming Block, at Sixth and Walnut Streets.
The rent on the store is said to be the highest, in
proportion to the space, of any business location
in the State. In the new quarters the firm will
have sixty feet of show windows on Sixth Ave-
nue and nearly twenty feet on Walnut Street,
giving ample facilities for impressive displays.
Since the business was established in 1865 there
have been four removals to new quarters, these
removals being necessitated by increased business.
1 BE KEYSTONE joins with the many friends of the
firm in extending congratulations on this new
evidence of its prosperity. The members of the
firm are Henry Plumb, who established the busi-
ness, Ralph H. Plumb and Orrin G. Wiseman.

J. Phippen, of Eagle Grove, has purchased
the jewelry store of Howard M. Lockie, of
Paullina, this State.

Kentucky

A. G. Wiseman, the well-known jeweler and
leading citizen of Harrodsburg, died recently
from pneumonia. The deceased was born in
Germany seventy-five years ago and learned the
jewelry trade in that country. After coming to
the United States he was in business for some
time in St. Louis, and went to Harrodsburg in
1896, purchasing a jewelry business in that city,
where he soon acquired a reputation for integ-
rity as a merchant and skill as a workman. In
time he built up a large business and became one
of the prominent men in that section. He is
survived by a widow and three sons.
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Massachusetts

A prominent and highly respected member of
the trade passed away on April 3rd, in the person
of Uriah C. Smith, of Brockton, whose jewelry
and optical establishment is one of the leading
business places of the town. Pneumonia, which
has proved so disastrous to human life during
the past season, was the fatal malady. The de-
ceased was the son of a Baptist clergyman, and
learned the jewery trade in early boyhood. He
began business for himself in a small way, but
close attention and thrift produced the usual re-
sults, and his business grew rapidly, until at the
time of his death it became one of the largest and
most prosperous in that section. The deceased
was of a genial disposition and prominent in fra-
ternal and social life. He was a devotee of golf
and rogue and was the donor of the U. C. Smith
trophy cups played for annually by the latter
association. His sudden taking off was a great
shock to the large circle of friends.

L. E. Cole has succeeded to the business of
J. H. Washburn Company, Natick. Mr. Cole
has been with this firm ten years and was man-
ager for six years of this period. He recently
purchased the jewelry and optical business out-
right and will continue to conduct the same. He
is an acconiplished watchmaker of many years'
experience and an ex-graduate of the Waltham
Horological School.

Nebraska

B. F. Haller recently purchased the stock and
business of A. Malmgren, of Holdrege. Mr.
Haller was formerly in the jewelry and optical
business in Blair, this State.

Bradford Ringer, a veteran jeweler of Lincoln,
died on April 5th. The deceased was born in
Ohio in 1845, mid at the age of 16 enlisted in
the Second Ohio Volunteer Infantry. He moved
to Lincoln in 1869 and resided there until his
death. He held several city offices during that
time and was a charter member of the Nebraska
State Optical Society.

New Hampshire

The report that the James J. Woodward Es-
tate, Somersviiorth, had sold out the business to
a former employee was without any foundation.
There has been no change of ownership nor is
any contemplated at this time. The firm lately
secured the services of Earl C. Jewell, of Wal-
tham, an expert watchmaker and graduate opti-
cian, who will prove a valuable acquisition to
their staff.

New Mexico

Frank M. Rhomberg, Alamogordo, has sold
his branch store in Carrizozo to John R. Humph-
reys. Mr. Humphreys has been in the employ of
Mr. Rhomberg for a number of years and had
already been manager of the Carrizozo store.

Ohio

L. V. Stone, the senior member of the jewelry
firm of Stone & Herrick, of Conneaut, who for
the past five years has fepresented the Rockford
Watch Company as missionary and traveling
salesman, has resigned his position and will en-
gage in the real estate and loan business in his
home city.

The partnership of Margileth & MacFarland,
Springfield, was recently dissolved. A. F. Mar-
gileth will continue the jewelry business under the
name of A. F. Margileth Company, and H. H.
MacFarland will continue the piano business.

South Dakota

Benedict & Wilkinson is the name of the new
firm in Sioux Falls. Mr. Benedict was formerly
located in Dennison, Iowa, and Mr. Wilkinson
at Cherokee, Iowa. Their new quarters are at
227 South Phillips Avenue, Sioux Falls, where
they have commodious and well-equipped quar-
ters.

Tennessee

Fred R. Saul, formerly connected with the
firm of Nat. Kaiser & Co., Atlanta, Ga., has pur-
chased the entire stock and good-will of M.
Loeffler, at the southwest corner of Ninth and
Market Streets, Chattanooga. The new firm
name is Fred R. Saul .& Co. Mr. Saul will en-
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tirely renovate the store and make extensive im-
provements within and without. He is yet a
young man, being only 35 years, and has been in
the jewelry business all his life.

Washngton

Irving Born, of Lind, recently moved into
his new store building, where he has much larger
quarters and greater facilities to carry on his
business. Mr. Born has no fault to find • with
the business situation, as he is enjoying a good
trade.

Wisconsin

The New York Store, Eau Claire, has added
to its varied stocks a full line of jewelry and in-
stalled a watchmaker to attend to repair work.

Hon. S. 0. Bigney Honored by His State

The Massachusetts republican State conven-
tion, recently held in Boston, conferred a high
and well-deserved honor on Hon. S. 0. Bigney, of
Attleboro, by naming him as one of the four State
delegates to the republican national convention,
his colleagues being United States Senators Lodge
and ex-Senator Long. The selection of one of
the captains of industry for this distinction is
somewhat unusual, but in this case by no means

Hon. S. O. Bigney

illogical. Mr. Bigney has for many years taken a
prominent part in the politics of the State, and has
devoted much of his time to the study of eco-
nomic questions, more especially the tariff. He
has been a watch dog of the present tariff act and
has worked enthusiastically and persistently in its
support. Four years ago he was a delegate from
his own congressional district to the convention
which nominated President Roosevelt, and later he
served as a member of the governor's council, de-
clining a re-election. For the duties devolving
upon the State delegate he is peculiarly well
equipped. A fluent speaker and ready debater,
well posted on the questions of the day and ag-
gressive in advancing his views, he will doubtless
take a prominent and valuable part in the councils
of the national convention. His present promi-
nence is due in no respect to inherited wealth or
Opportunity, his success in life being achieved
solely by his own industry, force of character
and well-directed capabilities. Proprietor and active
manager of one of the largest jewelry factories
in the country, he yet finds ample time to play the
part of a public-spirited citizen, and his support
can always be relied on in all movements for the
advancement of his fellow-men.
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Annual Meeting St. Louis Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the St. Louis Retail
Jewelers' Association was held at the Jefferson
Hotel, in that city, on March 31st. The very large
attendance proved a source of much gratification
to the officers and directors who have labored so
earnestly during the past year for the welfare of
the organization.

President H. Mauch occupied the chair and
opened the proceedings with a brief address. The
minutes of the previous meeting were then read

and the routine busi-
ness quickly trans-
acted, after which the
president announced
the following subjects
for the consideration
of the meeting : The
proposed amendment
to the national stamp-
ing law, the proposed
national law for the
stamping of gold
filled watch cases,
the watch inspection
bill and should the
association favor a
revision of the charter

of the city of St. Louis. The proposed amend-
ment to the national stamping law requiring gold
jewelry, or any manufacture of gold bearing
the stamp " gold " or "solid gold," to be not
less than ro karat fine, evoked quite a lengthy
discussion. The association had already placed
itself on record as opposed to the use of the words
" solid gold," upon the grounds that it was a
misnomer and misleading, a contention in which it
was upheld by the leading manufacturers and also
by the trade papers. Inasmuch as the proposed
amendment recognized the existence of " solid
gold," making it the low grade of ro karat, the
association concluded that it could not consistently
support the amendment and the following resolu-
tion was passed :

That we declare ourselves in favor of an amend-
ment to the present national stamping law which
will effectually put an end to the fraud that is
practiced under the guise of a stamp of quality of
' gold " and " solid gold," and that we favor the
stamping of goods designated under the national
law according to their quality as expressed in karat
fineness, be they of high or low grade.

The proposed bill for the stamping of filled
and plated watch cases met with hearty approval,
all expressing themselves in favor of such a law,
and the following resolution was unanimously
carried :

That we give our earnest support to this meas-
ure and use our individual means to urge our
respective congressmen to support the bill.

It was also resolved that while the association
understood that the bill is for the protection of the
trade and public as well as for the manufacturers
of gold filled cases, it would be advisable to have
the following point elucidated : What effect will
the passing of this law have in regard to the war-
ranting'of gold filled cases, as now guaranteed by
the reputable makers of these goods?

Watch inspection legislation was then taken up
and the bill introduced in the Illinois legislature,
but " fortunately not passed," as the members
expressed it, was discussed at some length. There
was no difference of opinion on the subject, how-
ever, as all the members agreed that such a meas-
ure was entirely outside the province of the organ-

President 11. Mauch
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ization which expressed its disapproval of any
attempt to use the association or the State or
national association for the purpose of furthering
any legislation pertaining to the enactment of
laws governing the system of watch inspection of
railroads.

The selection of Kansas city for the place of
holding the next State convention was approved
and a large contingent of St. Louis jewelers may
be expected at the convention.

The election of officers was then taken up and
resulted as follows : H. Mauch, president ; Otto
Buder, vice-president ; W. F. Kemper, secretary;
John F. Zeitler, treasurer. The directors are as
follows: Otto Kortkamp, of 0. H. Kortkanip
Jewelry Co.; Geo. Eckhardt, of Geo. Eckhardt
Jewelry Co ; C. E. Zerwick, of Zerweck, French
Jewelry Co.; Geo. Hess, of Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co.; Aug. Kurtzeborn, F. H. Niehaus, Sr.,
F. W. Droster, of
F. W. Droster Jewelry
Co.; John Schmid
and J. M. Ebeling.

F. W. Bierbaum,
for many years a val-
ued member of the
association and also
of the board of direc-
tors, having retired
from business, was
elected to honorary
membership.

The change re-
cently made by Sec-
-tary W. F. Kemper,
who as our readers
are aware, is now a member of the Reeves-Kemper
Co., manufacturers and jobbers in jewelers' sup-
plies and optical goods, was declared not to pre-
clude him from membership in the association as
his new venture, though in the jobbing line, was
not one that would prove antagonistic to the inter-
ests of the retail jewelers.

Secretary W. F. Kemper

Illinois Jewelers Organize
The retail jewelers of Illinois perfected a State

organization the early part of the month at Chicago
and affiliated themselves with the American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association. Ira M. Rada-
baugh, secretary of the national organization,
issued a call to the jewelers of Illinois the latter
part of March, and thirty-five jewelers attended the
meeting which was held in the Great Northern
Hotel, April 9th.

Mack A. Hurlbut, president of the national
organization, was present at the meeting and
assisted in the work of organization. In a short
address he called attention to the work already
done by the national association and such State
organizations as have already been formed, and
emphasized a number of trade abuses corrected
through the efforts of the various organizations.
" Trade abuses have crept into all trades," he said,
" but I do not believe they are the results of
antagonism on the part of the manufacturer
towards the jobber or the jobber towards the
retailer, but the results of commercial evolution,
of conditions in the world of business which are
constantly changing and which therefore demand
a corresponding elasticity in the methods of doing
business. Organization will do much to ameliorate
the abuses that have crept into the jewelry trade
as a result of this commercial evolution, but organ-
ization alone will accomplish little permanent good.
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The retail jewelers must get together and talk over
these trade abuses and first be certain that they
are doing all they possibly can to correct the evils
they complain of, and then if they find that some
action must be taken let it be the result of calm,
cool and deliberate judgment. Radical methods
which savor of abuse should be eliminated, and no
organization should expect a jobber or a manufac-
turer to upset his policy of doing business in a
week or a month's time."

Fred. G. Thearle, of Knights-Thearle Com-
pany, and president of the Chicago Jewelers'
Association, delivered a short address of welcome
to the Illinois jewelers on behalf of the jobbers of
Chicago. He assured them that the jobbers of the
great central market were anxious and willing to
do everything possible to facilitate the work of
organization and also to make their stay in Chi-
cago as pleasant and enjoyable as possible. " Chi-
cago jobbers," said Mr. Thearle, " bid you wel-
come, and while they wish you every success in
the work of organizing, they realize that this is a
work which rests entirely with you, and they have
therefore concentrated their efforts on making your
stay in Chicago a pleasant one, and they invite you
all to attend an informal stag dinner and vaudeville
this evening in the rooms of the Chicago Automo-
bile Club."

After a short address by G. P. Englehard, of
Chicago, National Secretary Radabaugh took up
the work of organization and appointed a com-
mittee on nomination of officers, which resulted in
the election of the following officers : President,
Fred. A. Marean, of Belvedere ; first vice-presi-
dent, Frank Smith, Pontiac ; second vice-presi-
dent, Lorenz Holland, .Cullom ; secretary, George
Elbe, Chicago;
treasurer, Paul N.
Lackritz, Chicago ;
board of directors:
one year, A. F.
Pierce, Milford;
two years, W. A.
Hammond, Be-
ment ; three years,
Otto E. Loven, Oak
Park. A constitu-
tion patterned after
the one adopted by
the Minnesota or-
ganization was
adopted. Joseph
Gilbert, president
of the National Anti-Mail Order League, made a
short but very instructive address on " The Mail-
Order Problem and How to Correct It."

In the evening the visiting retailers were the
guests of the jobbers of Chicago at the Chicago
Automobile Club. A very sumptuous stag dinner
was served and a vaudeville programme, which
included some of the best talent in Chicago, was
carried out.

There was a lively informal discussion of the
bill now before congress regulating the stamping
of gold filled, electro-plated and solid gold watch
cases. President Hurlbut, of the national Associ-
ation, spoke very enthusiastically in favor of the
bill, as did also National Secretary Radabaugh. It
was the opinion of a majority of the jewelers that
while there might be a few features to the bill
which might prove objectionable, the bill as a
whole was a very meritorious measure and would
do much to bring about a much-needed reform in
the manufacture and selling of watch cases. More
than three-fourths of the jewelers expressed them-
selves in favor of the bill.

President F. A. Marean

I.
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The Advertising of the Perplex Binocular
The advertisements

Spring and Summer of
shown in this sheet will appear during the
1908 in the Saturday Evening Post, Collier's

Weekly, Everybody's Magazine, and in
Rudder and Yachting, the two monthlies
that reach practically all the yachtsmen

in the country, etc.

SEEN BY 10,000,000 READERS

Seen by naked
eye.

The first improvement
in Prism Binoculars

Eighteen power magnification (other
powers in proportion), with a field 6o7
feet in diameter, at one mile distance,
as bright from edge to edge and every

detail as sharply defined as in an
opera glass, is what you get in the

Same obje,t, same dis-
tance. seen through
ordinary field glass.

PERPLEX
PRISM BINOCULAR

The Masterpiece of Optical Mechanism"

Anyone can clean it, because it is
mechanically perfect and
impossible to misalign.
Not silvered, therefore
non-tarnishable and
totally reflecting.

Sold by optical, sport-
ing goods and marine
supply dealers. If they
won't supply we will, and
guar- -
antee
to
satisfy.

j

Same objert. same distancr . seen
through Perplex Prism Binocular.

FREE CATALOGUE
illustrating and describing the several
powers, sent on request.

AMERICAN THERMO WARE CO.
ROLE AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS

16 Warren Street. New York

The First
Improvement

in Prism
Binoculars

This u8-power Per-
plex glass is so
light in weight
and well propor-

tioned that it is as
easy to hold steady as

an opera glass. It gives
a sharp definition and high
relief to far-distant objects
never before attained.

PERPLEX
Prism Binocular

"The Masterpiece of Optical Mechanism"

The field of view at ono mile is 607 ft.
diameter which Is as brightly lighted
from one edge to the other as the
center of an old-style field glass. The
prisms in the Perplex can be removed
and cleaned by anyone. anuwAere.
Rhey are not silvered and are there-
fore non-tarnishable, and are total
reflectors. Sold by optical. sport-
ing goods and marine supply deal-
ers generally. If your local dealer
won't supply, we will sell direct
and guarantee satisfaction.

Catalodue Sent Free

It fully explaina this great
glass and gives latices.

American Thermo-Ware Co.
Sole Amer. Di,tribututs

16 Warren Street
New York

The combined circulation of these publications
equals over 2,000,000 copies each issue, which means
at least 10,000,000 readers. Many of these must be
your customers, for these great publications circulate
everywhere.

Inquiries from prospective purchasers which we
receive from these advertisements are always referred
to the local dealer. The advertising is for your good
as well as our own.

HOW IS YOUR STOCK?

"The Masterpiece of Optical Mechanism"

PERPLEX
Prism Binocular

Gives a field of view 6o7 feet in diameter at a distance of
one mile, illuminates the whole field as brightly as an old-style
glass illuminates its restricted field and defines distant objects

with a sharp, solid, plastic definition never possible heretofore.

So light in weight, well proportioned and delicately poised that

the IS-power becomes as steady in the hand as an opera glass.

This is the first original improvement in prism binoculars.

They are compact, mechanically perfect and are impossible to

mis-align. The prisms are easily removable for cleaning, are

total reflecting, are not silvered and therefore are non-tarnishable.

!
1:= 3 Illustrated Catalog Free,.0.0 tyt

he op- I Explains the Perplex Binocular
Mal. Sporting Goods, and Nautical
Pere 

Instrumen

If your loco
trades generally.

dealer will not
fill yourorder we
will sell direct
by mail and
guarantee sate

,

isfaetton,

American

Thermo Ware

Company

in detail and
gives prices of
the several
powers.
Write for it.
pmerommor

Sole American
Distributors

16 Warren St.
New York
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The sale of a fine watch is an
easier task and a much more
frequent event in the stores that
are identifying themselves with
the Howard proposition.
You are mistaken if you imagine that

watch buyers in your town will not pay
the price for a good watch, that they
do not appreciate Quality. Just offer
them the Howard—the finest watch in America,
produced in a factory that makes nothing but
position-adjusted goods—and see how quickly
they will rise to fine watch ideals. In many com-
munities the jeweler has never given them the
chance, or when he has offered a watch at a fairly high price it has not been

a time-piece of distinct individuality.

A fine watch must be in a class by itself before a man will pay a

price for it.

The price of each Howard is fixed at the factory. Your customer

knows it is worth what you ask. He can not buy it elsewhere for less.

With a Howard in his pocket he has got something worth while to

show for his money.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

7 9 5

The Howard Watch
Hundreds of men are waiting for a thin watch

they know something about—that they are sure
is reliable and free from watch troubles.

Here at last is the king of Hat watches the
New Howard extra-thin model about as fiat as
two silver dollars and a thoroughly accurate
timepiece ; a firactica/ watch made in America.
Each watch tested and timed in its case at the
factory and accompanied by a certificate of
guarantee--not only as a timekeeper but the
HOWARD kind of a timekeeper.

The thin model occupies less room; is easier to
take out or replace; does not drag clown the waist-
coat or bulge out when worn in the fob pocket.

Any HOWARD jeweler will be glad to show it to
you whether you are ready to buy now or are merely
interested in it as a triumph of American workmanship.

The price of each HOWARD watch is fixed at the
factory and a printed ticket attached. Its value is the
same everywhere and always : 17-jewel thin model,

25-year guaranteed filled case, $37.50, up to 19-jewel
LI K. solid gold case, $90.

If your jeweler can not supply you, write to us for
the name of one who will.

Elbert Hubbard visited the home of the HOWARD Watch and wrote a book about it.

If you'd like to read this little journey drop us a postal card Dept. C- we'll be glad

to send it to you. Also a little catalogue and price-list, with illustrations actual size—

of great value to the buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for May. It reaches 7,500.000 subscribers 
(about 30,000,000

readers). It will bc seen by every man in your community who Lan afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interest...d. Arc you a HOWARD

dealer ? the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store?
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EXCELSIOR
A RELIABLE watch at a popular price.

Every jeweler must realize what this means to him—to have at hand a

line of reliable low-priced watches put out by a factory organization that

specializes in PERFECTING THIS ONE MOVEMENT.

Seven jewels, quick train, cut expansion balance, Breguet hairspring,

stem-wind and pendant-set (except i8-size, lever-set)—cased and timed at the

factory, and supplied COMPLETE.

The new 12-size EXTRA-THIN is the only really accurate thin watch

at anything like the price—the most distinctive popular watch made.

Excelsior watch is price-protected—printed price ticket attached at the

factory fixes the retail price everywhere and gives the jeweler his rightful

profit on every sale.

Made in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes, in plain polished, engine-turned and fancy

Engraved cases of three grades—gold filled 20-year guarantee, retailing at

$9.00 open-face; $ii.00 hunting; gold filled Io-year guarantee, $6.50 open-face;

$7.00 hunting; silverode (wears like silver), $4.50 open-face; $..75 hunting.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO.
Jersey City, N. J.

Reinforced Concrete and the "Steele" System
The newly completed reinforced concrete

factory and office building erected for the

Philadelphia Watch Case Company at Riv-
erside, New Jersey. The apex of the design

is an office building of seven floors, 68 x 8o

feet in dimensions, embellished with an or-

nate tower rising above the main entrance,

the top section of which contains a large
clock. The factory building of six floo.rs

extends northward from the office structure

along the highway, a distance of 420 feet,
connecting with the original factory plant.

The lower floors are 70 feet wide and the

upper 36 feet. The nature of the business to
be conducted here, that of the making of
fine gold watch cases, requires extraordi-
nary means for safeguarding the stock. To

this end, thirty-two fire and burglar-proof
vaults are provided, having dimensions of
from ro x 12 feet to 16 x 24 feet, for stor-

ing p-ecious metals and finished products.
These are accessible from the several work-
ing floors.

I.

-
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L

111-'14 1Eagair pm emmet,_
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY OF PHILADELPHIA WATCH CASE COMPANY, RIVERSIDE, 

N. J.

The Ideal Industrial Building.—The method of constructing
modern industrial buildings has been revolutionized by the uniform
success which has followed the use of reinforced concrete for such
work. Indicative of this is the fact that in nearly every case in
recent years where large industrial companies have planned new
structures the material used has been of this character.

Buildings constructed of reinforced concrete are practically
indestructible. They possess immense strength, affording perfectly
rigid floors, a great advantage in the operating and wear of machin-
ery ; they are fire, water, damp, dust and vermin-proof, and, unlike
other kinds of buildings, of whatever material, they do not deteriorate
and therefore require no outlay for maintenance and repairs.

Obviously, a small amount of insurance is sufficient for such a
building, and the rates are extremely low. The saving on insurance
will often pay the interest on a considerable part of the cost of
erection.

The Win. Steele & Sons Company conduct a business as de-

signers and constructors of buildings. The services offered in this
connection are backed up by nearly fifty years of successful results in
designing and constructing every kind of industrial building for
many of the most prominent manufacturers of the country. We
design and erect buildings anywhere; simple and plain, or elaborate
and ornate, as may be desired. Having a competent designing and
engineering department and a staff of experts ready to supervise
contracts at any distance, we stand ready to submit designs and
estimates under the "Steele Method."

The "Steele Idea" embodies the erection of the very best build-
ing for the least cost consistent with the best workmanship. We will
not undertake to construct an inferior building. Our past high
standard of excellence, of invariable success, forms a surety of
what we are doing now and will continue to do.

Write us of your needs in buildings. Let us advise you and
show you how we can be of service.

Now is the time to build—labor is plentiful and more efficient—material is from 15 to 30 per cent. less

expensive—in fact, all conditions in the building trades facilitate the erection of buildings of superior con-

struction, finish and durability. Such an opportunity to build may probably not occur again in years.

Write for our Book on Industrial Buildings.

Wm. Steele & Sons Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 4 -inch dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose

' 
and is constructed

on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the ease, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the ease into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled

by coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when
the bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier
than any other bell on the market.

The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual
" shut-off " by means of which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment vill be found practically perfect, and the alarm may be relied
upon to " go off " at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does not handle it, write us.

A—Dial

B—Bell

C—Dust Dan

D—Movement

Front View Interior View

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, BRISTOL, CONN.

11 in. high. BERRI. 17342' in. long.

MANCHESTER
Inlaid Mahogany. 13% in. high

U In. high. STERLING. 1514 in. long.

RAMONA. 31 in. high

PLYMOUTH
Inlaid Mahogany 14 in. high

The Sessions Clock Co.
Manufacturers of

SUPERIOR CLOCKS
Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lane

11% in. high. COLONIAL. 14 in. long CEDRO. 18 in. high HOLLAND. 6 It, high

ibill.6-1111•1111.11.1111-11-1111•011.111.M1-1111•M11•111•1111.1111-1••••11111-1111-1111,01-1•1-111.111-1111•1111-0

HY is it possible for the dealer to make t bcitcr season's profit

on FE) RINGS than on all others? FB RINGS are equil
to, and better as regards quality and finish ; they move quicker for reason

of the constant change of design. An unlimited assortment of new ideas.

is constantly presented to the purchaser for his selection. Many new

designs for SPRING now ready. Send for a memo. selection.

HEINTZ BROTHERS
RING MAKERS

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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The California Promotion Committee made a

1
very flattering announcement to the entire world
recently that 'San Francisco stands to-day in the
position of being one of the cleanest and most
healthful cities in the United States. In the short
two years that have gone since flames laid the
community in ruin and despair, no less than
$too,000,000 has been devoted to rebuilding alone.
Out of the devastation then wrought there has

.

sprung into being a stronger and nobler structure.
The disaster has been turned to profit. This is a
record of quick and complete conquest over terri-
fying adversity, which, we believe, could not be
matched anywhere in the world. A performance
like San Francisco's gives us the right to claim
something more for American character than the
foreign observer is willing to credit to it."

As we go to press the much-heralded Atlantic
battleship fleet is paying its respects to the dif-
ferent cities on our southern coast. It has had a
series of ovations in the several ports of call be-
tween San Diego and Monterey. The entire fleet
will sail into this port, coming through the world-
famed Golden Gate, on the morning of May 6th.
The governor of the State will declare this day
a State holiday, so that everybody will have an

I.I
opportunity to welcome the fleet in a fitting way.
The anchorage ground for the forty-one vessels
of the fleet has been mapped out and will be con-
stantly patrolled by the United States revenue
forces, which will keep the lines of traffic running
in their proper channels. San Franciscans feel

I
that they will have to outdo all previous entertain-
ments if .they want to eclipse some of the wel-
comes that have been tendered to the officers and
men of this magnificent armada. We feel quite
sure that when the fleet finally leaves here it will

' be with regrets. The cities that come after us
in entertaining the fleet will have a difficult task
to accomplish if they surpass us in the loyal spirit
in which the fleet will be entertained while so-
journing in our waters.

Chas. Haas, the pioneer retail jeweler, of
Stockton, Cal., was among the out-of-town trades-
men in this market recently. Mr. Haas comes to
town semi-annually to pay his respects to his
many friends among the wholesale jewelers.

Eugene Wachhorst, of the well-known retail
jewelry firm of H. Wachhorst & Co., of Sacra-
mento, was seen among the wholesale jewelry
houses buying up novelties for his Easter trade.

W. M. Cummings, who is identified with the
retail jewelry business in Monterey, was also

lately.am o n g 
the out-of-town buyers in this market

A. Hansen, who owns one of the finest retail
stores in Seattle, Wash., spent a very pleasant
vacation in this vicinity, and incidentally called
itepwoenlerhs in his ntiainsycitfyriends among the wholesale

J. Macowsky, who was, previous to the fire,
located in the Phelan Building, on Market Street,
was in this city last month, and while here signed
a long lease for a store in the new Phelan Build-
ing, and will retain his ante-fire number. This
1 entleman hopes to get into his new establish-
ment on or about the first of September. In the
meantime he will spend all of his efforts towards
building up his rapidly growing trade in Los
Angeles. His present store is located on South
StiligrihnfgareSstrienett,hwat hhicthistilsingonceityof the busiest thor-

oA bold thief, armed with a diamond which he
used as a glass-cutter, broke into a window of the
11.. B. Crouch jewelry store recently, and while

c

nthcers were responding to the burglar-alarm he
had touched off, looted the show case of jewelry,
t allied at $350, and made his escape. The store

N ltoicleatan
l 

Place,
eca t the s cAonrngeeles.rof Broadway and Mer-

While pretending to examine some jewelry in
the store of H. W. Kleinenbroich, at io56 Wash-
ington Street, Oakland, Juan Alviso, a Mexican
laborer, deftly concealed a diamond locket which
had been shown him and attempted to make his
way out of the room with it. The theft was de-
tected, the alarm given, and several clerks grabbed

Prompt and careful attention given to

CLASS PINS, RINGS
MEDALS AND SPECIAL
MONOGRAM WORK

We are prepared to furnish special designs
and estimates on all Nv o r k pertaining to these
lines at prices exceptionally low, consistent
Nvith the character and quality of goods
we manufacture. A copy of our illus-
trated Medal and Class Pin Catalogue
mailed to any dealer upon request.

the man and held him until a policeman came.
The locket, which is valued at $15, was found on
his person when searched.

The police department was notified that a pair
of diamond earrings, valued at $300, had been
stolen from a tray exhibited by a clerk in the
Clark Jewelry Company, of Los Angeles by a
party of two men and a woman, who are sus-
pected of being expert diamond thieves. The
suspects were well-dressed, and detectives are
endeavoring to locate them.

It is interesting news to Californians, and
particularly to San Franciscans, that the syndicate
Operating the Union Iron Works in this city
found that plant more profitable in 1907 than any
of its eastern holdings, and that it has been de-
cided to pay out about $600,00o in making im-
provements to increase the efficiency of the local
concern. There is a suggestion in this intelligence
of a possibility of shipbuilding for the govern-
ment being resumed at the Union Iron Works.

J. E. Paulson, who is employed by the retail
jewelry firm of Peter Johnson & Co., at 1014
Filmore Street, this city, was held up and robbed
recently by three armed footpads. The highway-
men secured two gold watches, a stick-pin and a
cigar case and a sum of money. The total value
of their loot was about $300. The affair took
place on a very dark night, and Mr. Paulson was
not in a position to give the police authorities any
description of his assailants. They, however, have
a record of the watches that were stolen and are
in hopes of apprehending the thieves.

W. N. Jenkins, the Oakland retail jeweler, is
forced to leave his present location, on Broadway
near Twelfth Street, and will be located in a
very attractive store at 462 Twelfth Street on and
after May first.

Sam Hammond, the genial manager of the
Nordman Bros. Co. clock, silverware and glass
department, received a visit from the stork on
Monday, April 13th. The little visitor weighed
ten and one-half pounds, and we are pleased.to
say that mother and baby are doing nicely.

George Bangel, who conducts one of the
leading jewelry stores in Vallejo, was in the city
lately on a stock-purchasing trip. Mr. Bangel
looks forward to a very prosperous May and
June, as his store is located in the city directly
opposite the United States Government navy
yards, which no doubt will stimulate trade during
the visit of the Atlantic battleship fleet.

J. L. Sale and wife, who conduct a first-class
retail jewelry store in Dawson, Yukon, were in
this market last month making their annual pur-
chases. Mr. Sale brought out with him the
largest individual nugget that has ever been
found in the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Roth, of the well-known
wholesale jewelry house of M. Schussler & Co.,
arc visiting points of interest in the southern end
of this State. Mr. Roth will be away from his
usual haunts at least six weeks.

Lance Smith, the oldest commercial traveler
of the well-known jobbing firm of A. I. Hall &
Son, is receiving the hearty congratulations of
his many friends in and out of the jewelry busi-
ness. Lance was one of the passengers on the
ill-fated steamship Pomona, which sank off the
coast of California on the 17th of March. We
are, however, pleased to say that his two trunks
that were down about eighty feet below the water
were finally raised. As soon as Lance reached
this city he immediately assembled another com-
plete line and started out to call on his trade.

A. G. Proudy, our old-time friend in the job-
bing trade, but who now conducts a retal estab-
lishment of his own at Napa, Cal., was also among
the out-of-town retailers in this market buying
novelties for the Easter season.

Emil Nelson, who was formerly in the jew-
elry business in the Middle West, has opened a
retail jewelry store in Portland, Ore.

Martin Reddy has opened a new jewelry store
in Medford, Ore. Mr. Reddy, who was formerly
in the employ of Charles Martin in Walla Walla,
is a brother of his honor the mayor of Medford.

Peter Engel and wife, who are identified with
the retail jewelry business in Marysville, Cal.,
called on a few of their friends in San Francisco
en route to Santa Rosa, where they attended the
convention of Elks.

Chas. F. Rednall, the popular road repre-
sentative of the Alphonse Judis Company, is up
and around again. Mr. Rednall found it neces-
sary recently to undergo a severe operation,

which was performed in Los Angeles. It is need-
less to say his friends are glad to see him, after
having been confined to the hospital for two
weeks.

H. B. Corcoran, who was formerly in the
employ of Bohm-Allen Company, Denver, Colo.,
has accepted a position with Burr W. Freer, 717
Market Street, this city.

J. W. Goldstein, who conducts a retail jewelry
business under the name of the Crown Jewelry
Store, has moved into a fine new store on Filmore
Street, near Geary.

Leon Nordnian, of the well-known Nordman
Bros. Co., is now visiting all of the jewelry cen-
ters in the East. Mrs. Nordman accompanies
him, and they expect to be away at least two
months.

Mr. A. W. Huggins, of A. I. Hall & Son, left
this city on April 16th to pay his annual visit to
the different manufacturers in the jewelry centers
of the East. This is purely a business trip, and
Mr. Huggins expects to be back in San Fran-
cisco on or about May t6th.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co., manufacturers of
umbrellas and parasols, Baltimore, Md., have a
permanent branch in this city, under the manage-
ment of Mendelson & Zadig, at 658 Missouri
Street, where a full line of their product can be
seen. This firm will also represent Siegel, Roth-
schild & Co. in the Hawaiian Islands.

One of the most skilful, dar-
A Daring and successful jewelry
Robbery store robberies on record was

perpetrated in the store of T.
Lundy, at 744 Market Street, this city, on the
morning of April situ, when goods to the value
of $39,000 were successfully purloined. The
cracksmen first gained entrance to a candy store
adjoining the Lundy establishment, and then pro-
ceeded to a little room partitioned off from the
store. They then proceeded to bore augur-holes
into the partition separating the little room from
the jewelry store, and cut out a portion of the
partition to allow a space large enough for a man
to pass in and out. Having gained admittance,
the robbers,proceeded to open the safe. One of
the cracksmen bored a hole with a three-eighths-
inch drill into the combination at the lowest point
of the nickel shield. This hole was bored in with
remarkable precision and hit the very vital point
of the combination. A sharp blow with a circular
punch in the hole was sufficient to cast down the
tumblers and make the intricate machinery of
the lock a wreck. The door was then easily opened
by the simple turning of the knob. The police
estimate that it must have taken at least a half
hour to drill this hole through the heavy outer
door. The outer doors being opened, the cracks-
man knocked off the knob on the inner door and
opened it easily. The trays containining the
jewels were then removed and evidently passed
to an accomplice, who quickly dumped the spark-
ling contents into a sack as soon as they were
passed to him.

In the trays of the inner portion of the safe
were set and unset diamonds, pearls and emer-
alds valued at over $30,000 and a thousand or
more solid gold wedding rings valued at ap-
proximately $5000. Valuable watches in the safe
were untouched by the thieves. Before leaving,
the cracksmen emptied into their sack two trays
of assorted rings, which were placed in a show
case near the safe.

The 'thieves worked rapidly and with con-
summate skill under the accumulated light of
three electric lamps in plain view from the street,
yet they were not seen either by the regular or the
special patrolman, nor by any belated citizen
chancing to pass that way.

Lundy, the proprietor of the jewelry store,
was nearly prostrated on learning the news.. He
said that he carried no insurance against thieves,
and was practically ruined. He has been in the
jewelry business in San Francisco since 1873 and
was burned out in the great fire, his store at that
time being located at Third and Market Streets.
This is the first time he has suffered from rob-
bers.

"It is hard to say which articles we are inter-
ested in most, as they are all good; and there is
more information in each issue of The Keystone
than most men could digest in a year."—The
Barker Jezvelry Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
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is the originator of two of the most attractive and best-
selling monograms in the country, one known as the Old
English No. 1209, the other No. 1199, as illustrated in our
Catalogue. We also have a great many new designs in the
Fob Line, some of which are illustrated above, and patented
February i 1, 1908. Also, many attractive designs for
Monogram Belt Buckles.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATIONS

MONEY
LOANED TO DEALERS

ON DIAMONDS

If you have diamonds and need cash,
we can accommodate you. We will make
YOU a loan on the gems equal to 75 per
cent. of their actual value at an interest of

One Per Cent. Per Month

Our business covers the entire country,
and all transactions are in strict confidence.

Reference : United States Trust Co., Boston, Mass.

Temple Place Loan Co.
7 Temple Place, BOSTON, MASS.

Established 1875 B. GINZBERG, Prop

icitthara ttrr-,:,-.13s.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

HENRY G. MORRIS

Diamonds, Wa/ches,jewelry,e/c.
113 w Baltimore St., Baltimore

COMMUNITY

SILVER,

WEDDING PRESENTS
COMPLETE STOCK IN ALL DESIGNS ON HAND

101 TREMONT STREET

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Successor to

GEO. E. KNAPP & CO.
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Make a Sperialty of Repairing

New England Watche
Vt'ork returned in one week, and guaranteed
to be satisfactory in every respect. Recom-
mended by The New England Watch Co,

MOUNTINGS
AND

PRECIOUS STONES

Jewelers' Building, Room 73

373 Washington St. Boston, M tss

EWELRY REPAIRING

a MANUFACTURING
for the trade

M. L. Landis
Proprielor and In‘trtietor

SUMMER. C..:(IURSE

If you wish to take a Course this Summer, please
write us at once, and we will assign and bold a place
for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original id I. t i rely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and De,igning, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to !flake perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

NI. L. Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

LON BARNHART SPRINGFIELD

Manufacturer of

Modern Up-to-Date

OHIO

Watch and Speclacle SIGNS
Illuminated and Non-Illuminated, Durable,

Elegant and Attractive. BEST twirls ON
'ARTH. Send for Catalogue.

Makers of

TOWER.? STREET CLOCK
For particulars, write us, mentioning

THE KEYSTONE
E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.

1,st'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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By the recent fire which devastated a great
part of the city of Chelsea the following well.-
known jewelers of that city had their stores de-
stroyed: Addison Bros., Samuel Fritz, Herman
I. Goldberg & Son, John H. Howes, Nelson
Bros., Isaac Wolper all on Broadway. The fire,
which started early Sunday morning, burned from
the Everett side of Chelsea through the business
section on as far as East Boston. It was not
conquered until the following morning. A num-
ber of well-known employees in the jewelry busi-
ness lost their homes, among them being S. S.
Hoyt, with D. C. Percival & Co. and Arthur
Smith, with the Crescent Watch Case Company.

Wm. H. Denham, Jr., of New Bedford, is a
petitioner in bankruptcy. Liabilities, $600; as-
sets, $275.

E. I. Waddell, of Presque Isle, Maine, has
been in Boston on a business trip.

President Ezra C. Fitch, of the Waltham
Watch Company, has returned after a two months'
cruise to the Mediterranean. He reports that
business at the London office was normal. Con-
over Fitch has returned from a trip through the
West with the report that business conditions re-
main unchanged.

Business at the Elgin factory is reported as
showing signs of improvement, and it is expected
that they will soon commence on a five-day sched-
ule, same as the Waltham factory.

J. W. Springall, of Dexter, Maine, is located
in his new store in the Witherell Building, on
Main Street.

Mrs. A. C. Smith, of Brockton, has made
arrangements to continue the jewelry and op-
tical business of the late Mr. Smith. Loring
Smith, manager of the business, who has been
connected with the concern for fourteen years,
will continue in the same capacity.

Samuel N. Goldberg, of ro6 Tremont Street,
lost a diamond while showing his stock to a
stylishly dressed woman, who promised to come
again but forgot her engagement.

Lester D. Clark, of Springvale, Maine, has
opened a new store on Bridge Street.

Emmons H. Harris, of Lowell, Mass. was
the unfortunate victim of pickpockets to the ex-
tent of $96 while on his way to Boston with his
family.

Willard D. Lombard, one of the largest stock-
holders in the Wilson Jewelry Company, has
opened an office in the Paddock Building, in com-
pany with George 0. Skoog. The firm name is
Lomberd-Skoog Company.

D. A. White Company, manufacturing jewel-
ers, of Attleboro, have assigned to David E.
Makepeace. The stock and tools are to be sold
at auction.

Obed Lyon has disposed of his jewelry store
in Brockton, which he has conducted for the past
twenty years, to Henry Dane & A. Kaplan.

Harry S. Kayser, foreman in an Attleboro
jewelry factory, has distinguished himself by de-
signing and making a lady's hat which won the
first prize at a milliners' competition in Chicago.

James Over, jeweler, of Milford, who was
threatened some time ago by the Black Hand So-
ciety, demanding $t000, paid no attention to the
warning, and as a result his store has been robbed
and burned

F. G. Carr, who was formerly in the employ
of Myers & Franks, on Hanover Street, Boston,
at present occupies quarters in Paddock Building
under the firm name of the Carr Optical Com-
pany.

Arthur Bastein has started a new jewelry
store in Williamstown, Mass.

C. R. Hammond, who has been employed by
L. M. Barnes, of North Adams, has gone to
Douglas, Ariz., to take charge of the jewelry de-
partment of the Copper Queen Consolidated Min-
ing Company,

George Desheimer has opened a watch and
clock repairing business at his home in Wey-
mouth.

Jacobs & Co., of Waterbury, Conn., have
opened their new store at 61 South Main Street.
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The burglars who entered the store of L. W.
Bradstreet, of Portland, Maine, were captured
by the local police.

Lux, Bond & Lux, of New Haven, Conn.,
have incorporated for $50,000. The incorporators
are George L. Lux, Austin M. Bond and Henry
E. Lux.

Warren S. Greene, of 655 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, was the victim of an old bunco game
to the extent of $82. The loss consisted of two
gold watches and two plated chains. The thief
came to the store of Mr. Greene, and after select-
ing the above-mentioned goods, requested him to
accompany him to his home. After getting in-
side the house, the stranger excused himself, and
neither he nor the jewelry has been seen since.

Fred Mathus, of Newmarket, N. H., has as-
sumed charge of the jewelry department for W.
H. Wheeler & Son, of Springfield, Vt.

Annual Banquet of the New England
Watchmakers' Club

The second annual banquet of the New Eng-
land Watchmakers' Club was held Thursday, April
tfith, at the American House. The head table was
arranged on a raised platform, accommodating
sixteen guests and officers of the organization.
The tables were tastefully decorated with sprays
of ferns and carnations, and in one end of the
hall was located a male quartette.

President Whitton welcomed the members
and guests to the banquet in a few well-selected
remarks. He referred to the former banquet ten-
dered to the club by the Waltham Watch Com-
pany, and stated that this banquet was given in
honor of the Waltham Watch Company and its
officers. A telegram from President E. E. Fitch,
of the Waltham Watch Company, regretting his
inability to be present, was read. A delectable
menu was served and greatly enjoyed.

After the banquet, when all had lighted their
Havanas, President Whilton spoke of the pur-
pose and history of the club. The club was orig-
inally organized for education and mutual im-
provement along horological lines, promoting the
best interests of the club and social intercourse.
He spoke of the differing requirements of watch-
makers of years ago and those of to-day, as well
as generalizing on the education of watchmakers
and their manner of acquiring knowledge. He
stated that the club had made it a practice to
induce the heads of the departments in the large
watch factories to lecture and give information,
among them being H. E. Duncan, Olaf Olson, E.
A. Safford, Mr. Jindrad and Mr. Sondine. Mr.
Whilton also remarked on how fortunate the club
was to have such a vast storehouse of horological
knowledge so close at hand as is the Waltham
Watch factory. He told how F. W. Ruggles
originally conceived the idea of the New England
Watchmakers' Club and spoke of him in glowing
terms in his former capacity as first president of
the club. About one year ago it was concluded
to put the club on a more businesslike foundation,
and the present constitution was adopted. At
present there are 165 active members and thirty-
three honorary members.

E. A. Marsh, superintendent of the American
Watch Company, read a most clever story, written
entirely in rhyme. His remarks were clever, his
points well brought out, and, above all, a deep-
seated wit was noticeable throughout the reading.
He has established a name for himself among the
watchmakers of ,which he might well feel proud.

James S. Blake, of Kattelle & Blake, told of
the great good which the club was doing and
which it could continue to do. He also started
on the solution of the problem of friendship in
business between competitors. His remarks gave
a very clear conception of the possibilities and
were greatly appreciated by all. His clever
stories, well told, brought out laughs as each
story was related.

President Whilton spoke of the future plans
of the club and intimated that it was his desire
that several more exhibits be held such as the
one on the day of the banquet at the club rooms.
A technical committee has been appointed to pass
on the ideas which members may have and make
suitable awards for merit. F. W. Derbyshire,
superintendent of the Waltham Watch Tool Com-
pany, presented the club with a Webster-Whit-
comb lathe with all the newest attachments, tn
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eluding foot-wheel, slide-rest, set of chucks and
many other valuable pieces.

Royal Robbins, treasurer of the Waltham
Watch Company, was next introduced. He spoke
on the present business depression, and said that
the cause of the trouble was lack of confidence,
saying further that any country which starts in
on a period of over-speculation and capitalization
is certain to have panics such as those of 1872
and 1893. The Waltham Company is doing all
in its power to minimize as far as possible the
trouble to the employees and is working as many
hours as possible, with due regard to the safety of
the factory. He hoped that when the political
question was settled that the country would show
rapid signs of improvement.

Mr. Burclees, assistant superintendent of the
factory, told of the good the club was doing and
how glad any factory should naturally be to en-
courage such an organization.

H. E. Duncan gave a very interesting account
of why he became a missionary.

Olaf Olson stated that he was always pleased
to be of any possible assistance to the club. The
other speakers were E. E. Hardy, Rev. Mr.
Fairbrother and F. W. Ruggles.

A collection was taken for the Chelsea suf-
ferers, which amounted to about $50.

Among those present were Walter B. Mehl,
superintendent of the E. Howard Watch Com-
pany, and E. Irving Loche, assistant superintend-
ent. Altogether, there were 745 members and
guests at the banquet, which was by far the most
successful ever held by the club. Much credit is
due the officers and members of the various com-
mittees for the great amount of work necessary
to bring about the success of both the banquet
and the exhibit.

Butterfly Wing Jewelry

In two of the most remarkable gems now on
view at Lalique's the artist has only sought to
render in enamels the coloring on butterflies'
wings, writes a Paris correspondent. The insect
is but partially portrayed, the two wings being
welded into each other so as to give something
the shape of a bow.

One is all delicate shades of palest gray and
white, and has three creamy pearls embedded in
the center and two at the extremity of each wing,
while the other has the varied and deep coloring
of the swallow-tail, and for center a large Bra-
zilian sapphire. These ornaments are intended
to be worn in the hair.

For brooches, Lalique continues to favor the
bar form, either straight from end to end or with
additional width at the extremities. A straight
bar of red gold, in which are set four large table-
cut topaze, finishes curiously with two crumpled
pieces of metal, burnished in russet tones, and dis-
tantly resembling dried leaves.

Fouquet's conception are less barouque, and
also, in a general way, more varied; but he much
affects the thistle as a motif and cashmere har-
monies, the two being sometimes combined. The
same combination of colors finds its way into the
pod-like pendants of a spray of acacia in pale
greenish gold and the large convex head of an
enameled hatpin.

Book on Telephone Construction

A new books, which fills a want of the genu-
ine, long-felt variety, is a treatise entitled "Tele-
phone Construction, Installation, Wiring, Opera-
tion and Maintenance." The book contains 180
pages and 125 illustrations. It gives the processes
of construction and operation of both the Bell and
independent instruments, approved methods of in-
stalling and wiring them, the means of protecting
them from lightning and abnormal currents, their
connection together for operation as series or
bridging stations, and rules for their inspection
and maintenance. Line wiring and the wiring and
operation of special telephone systems are also
treated. An agreeable feature of the book is the
avoidance of intricate mathematics, while all ap-
paratus, circuits and systems are thoroughly de-
scribed. The authors of the book are W. H.
Radcliffe, E. E. and H. C. Cushing, Jr., and it is
published by the Norman W. Henley Publishing
Company. Copies of the new book may be had
from this office on receipt of the publisher's
price, $1.
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SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF SOLID GOLD EMBLEM RINGS

No. 265. Knights Templar. $15.00 List.

No. 268. Masonic. $15.00 List.
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No. 271. Knights of Pythias. $15.00 List.

No. 277. Red Men. $15.00 List.

No. 280. Eagle. $15.00 List.

No. 244. Knights of Columbus. $15.00 List.

Any Order Any Size

At One Price

No. 288. Modern Woodmen. $15.00 List.

No. 285. Maccabee. $15.00 List.

No. 294. Railroad Engineers. $15.00 List.

  ill  
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No. 274. Odd Fellows. $15.00 List. No. 247. Railroad Trainmen. $15.00 List.
These Rings are plump It) K., average 6 dwts. each and are made with raised center emblems nicely modeled and enameled. Side emblemsare enameled in appropriate colors, and Ring is nicely engraved. The best Ring made for the money. Order a sample.

Manufactured by

THE A. P. CRAFT CO Manufacturing
Jewelers INDIANAPOLIS IND.

SEND US YOUR SPECIAL ORDER AND REPAIR WORK. WE EXCEL IN THIS

TIGER CLAW MOUNTINGS
IKKO MATSUMOTO

Manufacturing Jeweler

Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Walter A. Hopkins, Pres. and Mgr.
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Charles E. Cannon, Secy. and Treas.

HOPKINS & CANNON, Inc.
ELECTRO-PLATERS

Brass and Iron Finishing, Nickel Plating and Oxidizing, Lacquering
Dipping, Etc.

JEWELERS' WORK A SPECIALTY

RETAIL JEWELERS—We can refinish your shop-worn goods as
when new. Ask for further information

78 Friendship Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

100 ENGRAVED
„WEDDING

.k6. •-• INVITATIONS
FOR

Delivery charges prepaid. Samples on re-
quest. Highest quality only. Absolutely cor-
rect forms. Unrivaled service and faultless
styles of engraving.

MONOGRAM STATIONERY, CALLING
CARDS AND ENGRAVING OF ALL
KINDS FOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

Federal Engraving Company
Unity Building, INDIANAPOLIS

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON ItoWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE

Artistic :\11/110g111.111 811(1 Letter
Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

UL,L,STROM
Memphis NIbritsk 11

Advertising Cuts for Jewelers
Send a postal for our sheets of illustrations,
especially prepared for use in advertising.

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811=813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Rosary in Fine Jewels
iNiade by

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers Providence, Rhode Islond

WE HAVE IN STOCK

In Real Stone

AMETHYST
GARNET
CRYSTAL
CARNELIAN
JET
TOPAZ

In Imitation Stone

AMETHYST
CARNELIAN
JADE
OPAL
PEARL

CRYSTAL
GARNET
JASPER
ONYX
SAPPHIRE

Catalogue or Selection Package on application
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April was a dull month with the trade in this
city. The Lenten season and tax-paying time
helped to make it so, but with spring weather and
a renewal of the wedding season and social
events, the May outlook is brighter.

J. C. Walk & Son's new street clock has ar-
rived and will soon be placed in position in front
of the store, on East Washington Street. The
old clock was left standing until replaced by the
new one, but some weeks ago the hands were. re-
moved. A passerby, looking up to get the time,
was heard to remark : "Well, well 1 Business
mist be dull when Julius Walk has to lay off his
hands."

The Commercial Travelers' Republican Club
has endorsed the candidacy of their fellow-citizen,
Vice-President Fairbanks, for the
Presidency and reorganized for
the coming campaign. Among the
officers elected are President John
T. Gardner, traveler for Baldwin-
Miller Company, and Vice-Presi-
dent Isidor Grohs, of the I. Grohs
Jewelry Company.

J. R. Hill, of Danville, Ill.,
was a recent welcome visitor in
the Indianapolis market.

Mrs. Mullally, wife of J. P.
Mullally, president of the Indian-
apolis Retail Jewelers' Association,
entertained at cards for the benefit
of the Catholic Orphans' Home,
April 11th. The guests, to the
number of 400, assembled at the
German House. Thirty prizes
were donated, fourteen of them
by members of the jewelry trade,
as follows : S. C. Powell, loose
diamond; S. Cohen & Abraham,
loose diamond; S. B. Champion
Company, locket and chain; L.
Gutmann & Sons, bracelet; Leo
Heilborn, gold pins; Alsopp Bros.,
signet ring; L. H. Keller & Co.,
gold brooch; Richter & Phillips,
comb. From the local jewelers
were the following: A. P. Craft
& .Co., cameo brooch; Baldwin-
Miller Company, cut-glass dish;
Hoffman & Lauer, hat-pin; Kohl-
meye & Johns, turquoise stick-pin;
Henry Schergens, cut-glass dish;
J P. ,Aullally, two rings and four
bracelets. The affair netted the orphans'
the neat little sum of $2oo.
. George S. Kern acted as official timer for the
big Y. M. C. A. indoor track meet recently held
at Tomlinson Hill. Charles B. Dyer designed and
made the handsome medals presented to the vic-
tors.

Kohlmeyer & Johnson, manufacturing jewelers
in the Claypool Block, have placed on the market
a thirty-second-degree Masonic ring that is made
after a method developed in their shop, whereby
the cost. of production is greatly reduced with-
out sacrificing workmanship.

Joseph T. Head is the new proprietor of the
jewelry store at "Pembrook Arcade," formerly
owned by G. F. Reber. Mr. Head is a practical
jeweler and watchmaker. For the past ten years
he was associated with Charles Snavely on West
Washington .Street. The local trade welcomes
Joe as a brother retailer and wishes him success.

G. F. Reber, who sold out to J. T. Head, is
well located in the Zimmer drug store, at 132 East
Washington Street, where he is doing special
watch work and fine clock repairing.

Henry A. Winn, 21 Pembrook Arcade, made
a number of watch inspection trips during April.
His runs were over the Indianapolis Southern
Railroad, the Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction
road and the Lake Erie and Western Railroad.

Henry A. Bishop, enterprising jeweler and
Optician of the busy South Side, has remodeled
his quartets, at 1002 Virginia Avenue. Fresh wall
decorations, refinished woodwork, cashier's desk
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and an enlarged optical department are some of
the improvements noted. Mr. Bishop is vice-
president of the Indiana Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation.

Walter A. Buhrman, traveling representative
for Baldwin-Miller Company, is seriously ill at
his home in this city with an attack of nervous
prostration.

Leo Markowitz, traveling representative for
the I. Grohs Jewelry Company, is on an extended
trip through Texas in the interests of his firm.

Harry Reed, son of J. H. Reed, is slowly re-
covering from a serious illness that came near
proving fatal. Mr. Reed is a young man who has
gained considerable reputation as a skilled jewelry
designer.

June first will be "moving day" for several
members of the trade in this city. The Burton
Loan and Jewelry Company will remove from it
North Meridian Street to 58 Monument Place.
Their new quarters will include a ground floor
and basement rooms, fitted to meet the require-
ments of an up-to-date jewelry store.

Charles W. Conner, optician, will leave North
Meridian Street for splendid rooms on the sec.
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chairman of the auditing committee of The Mod-
ern Woodmen of America.

Oscar Nydegger, who recently gave up his
position with George S. Kern on account of ill
health, has written to friends in the city that he
has secured a good position in Huston, Texas,
and is feeling in much better heath.

Asher W. Gray has returned from a tour of .
Texas. While there he purchased some .farm
land. Mr. Gray said that the land looked so good
that he bought it on speculation.

Almer Coe, optician, of Chicago, recently
enjoyed a month's rest in Indiana. He was at the
French Lick Mineral Springs.

J. W. Hudson, of Fortville, Ind., has added
another branch to his business. This time it is
pianos. Mr. Hudson bids fair to become a "mer-
chant prince." He handles all the jewelry sewing-
machines and pianos sold in his home town.

J. Henry Smith, who some months ago sold
his jewelry business in Greenfield, Ind., to John G.
Heath and removed to Indianapolis, where he
opened optical rooms in the Board of Trade
Building, has closed out and returned to Green-
field. The transaction between Heath and Smith

was never satisfactorily settled,
lawsuit after lawsuit has resulted,
until some fine legal points have
been raised. However, Smith holds
a mortgage on the stock, and ex-
pects to prove his rights to take
possession of the business.

A. C. Zimmer, formerly of
Plymouth, Ind., is now located at
Norway, Mich., where he bought
out the jewelry business of Theo-
dore Wolff.

August Bruder, Fort Wayne,
Ind., has finished remodeling his
business room; new fixtures have
been installed and modern touches
added until one must go far to
find a prettier jewelry store.

J. W. Thompson, of Danville,
Ind., has been coming to Indian-
apolis every other day for the
past few weeks, taking treatment
for relief from rheumatism.

Harry Major, of Major &
Shel-don, Shelbyville, Ind., passed
through Indianapolis recently en
route from Illinois, where he had
taken his wife and young son to
visit relatives. Fortune has smiled
upon Harry lately. He became a
partner in the old-established
jewelry business of his uncle, F.
C. Sheldon, and the proud father
of a fine boy about the same time.

A. C. Woods, who has repre-
sented S. T. Nichols & Co. on the
road for the past few years, has

severed his connection with that firm.
George Gannon, watchmaker with T. M.

Jackson, at Seymour, Ind., recently visited In-
dianapolis, combining business and pleasure.

E. M. Craft, of the A. P. Craft Company,
was out of the office for several days the last of
April on account of illness. The firm reports
business as holding up remarkably well, consider-
ing the general depression in trade.

The Western Drawing and Manual Training
Association held a meeting in this city last month.
The exhibits were the work of students, in the
public schools of thirty different cities. One of
the best exhibits was a beautiful and extensive
display of chandeliers in wrought iron and brass,
the work of students in an Indianapolis school.

April buyers in the Indianapolis market in-
chided the following Indiana dealers: R. E.
Eisenback, Lafayette; 0. W. Cox, Marshall ; J. E.
Haddon, Dana ; G. V. Brown, Flora; S. M. Royer,
Patricksburg; J. B. Johnson, Goodland; Aaron
Purcel, Noblesville; W. J. Hamilton, Linton; Lou
D. Smith, Jonesboro; J. W. Hudson, Fortville;
Mrs. B. Maier, Edinburg; A. C. Schumm, Clarks-
burg; G. C. De Camp, Shirley; E. L. Stierwalt,
Gosport ; C. K. McCain, Kokomo; A. S. Orr,
Greenfield; James 0. Lutz, Zionsville; J. W.
Thompson, Danville; J. A. Pickett, Newcastle;
Harry Major, Shelbyville; C. M. Jenkins, Rich-
mond; E. 0. Collins, Franklin; C. H. Ankeny,
Lafayette; Carl Barnes, Ladoga; E. M. Wilhite,
Danville; Clark & Raber, Anderson; C. N. Neff,
Terre Haute.

J necklace of n10101101 set with forty-three diamonds, designed and made by A
Indianapolis—a tine example of their new platinum work

home ond floor of the new Odd Fellows' Building, at
the corner of Washington and Pennsylvania
Streets, and H. E. Woodard has leased rooms on
the third floor of the same building; he has
ordered new furniture and fixtures that will make
his quarters modern in every detail.

Kernel & Zink, is a new manufacturing
jewelry firm, with shop at 34 Waverly Building,
on North Meridian Street. Joseph Kernel is a
son of Emil Kernel, long connected with Carl L.
Rost. He was at one time with Burns &'Ander-
sen in this city, but more recently in the repair
business at Fort Wayne, Ind. Albert Zink learned
his trade with A. P. Craft Company and lately
worked in Cincinnati. The shop is well equipped
with electric machinery and modern appliances,
and is prepared to do all kinds of repair and
special order work.

J. C. Riedel, of Paris, Ill., was in Indianapolis
last month on business in connection with his
jewelry store. Mr. Riedel's signature, "Jack the
Jeweler," is familiar with several local manufac-
turers and jobbers.

Harvey S. Mark, well-known watchmaker, 70
years old, died April 2nd at Muncie, Ind. In 1856
Mr. Mark opened the first watch and jewelry
business in the town of Muncie.

H. E. Woodard, president of the Indiana
Optical Society, recently became a noble of the
Mystic Shrine.

L. W. Otto, jeweler and optician, of Craw-
fordsville, Ind., visited the main offices of the
M. W. A., at Rock Island, Ill. Mr. Otto is

. P. Craft Co.,
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The Leading House for High=Grade Gold Filled CHAINS, LOCKETS
AND BRACELETS

The Consumer demands our Bracelets. Our New Patterns will suit the most fastidious.
Just the Bracelet for the Sweet Girl Graduate

rhe 66 WINNA " Bracelets
Strongest Secret Joint and Catch on the Market
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THE BUSINESS LULL FO
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY kl

Watch workers and jewelry store employees who wish to master the watch
workers' art can turn the present chillness to excellent advantage by taking a course
at our school. The expert knowledge you will thus acquire will compensate you a
hundredfold in your future work. The investment of time and money for a few
weeks will produce a harvest during your entire career.

Our method of teaching is thorough, practical and up to date ; the kind of
instructions we give you cannot be had at any other college in the country.

If you want to learn all about Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics
in a thorough manner, come to us ; we will give it to you in a short time.

Send for our prospectus; it proves our claim and will give you lull information.
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COLLEGE IS OPEN ALL SUMMER

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA. ESTABLISHED 1894 pi
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At a meeting of the Association of Jewelry

jobbers of Missouri, recently held in this city,

the following resolution was unanimously adopted:

"Be it resolved, That this association protest to

every manufacturer of solid gold and gold-plated
jewelry and lines kindred to the jewelry. trade,

who solicit business from the jewelry Jobbers

and who also make practice of selling direct to
department stores or retail jewelers or dealers in

any lines whose business in the main is derived
from the retailing of merchandise. That this as-
sociation also protest to those manufacturers who
make a practice of selling direct to the retailer or
department stores under other names than their
own, sometimes using names of their employees
and at other times organizing under entirely dif-
ferent names and addresses, but selling the same
goods at the same prices to the retailers and de-
partment stores at which they are sold to the
jewelry jobbers. That the members of the asso-
ciation support only those manufacturers who
will confine their business to the legitimate jewelry
jobbing trade and discriminate against all manu-
facturers who seek business in any other channel
than the legitimate jewelry jobber." The resolu-
tion was signed by every member of the asso-
ciation, which includes every jobber in St. Louis.
A facsimile of the resolution with the signatures
attached was sent to every manufacturer solicit
ing business from the St. Louis trade. -

The Coffman Optical Company is the name
of a new company recently incorporated in Okla-
homa, with headquarters in Oklahoma City. The
incorporators, who are well known to the St.
Louis trade, are E. F. Davis, E. S. Ferguson and
W. W. Wynne.

At the annual meeting of the St. Louis Retail
Jewelers' Association, which was held during the
past month at the Jefferson Hotel, the members of
the association went on record as in favor of the
filled case stamping bill recently introduced in
congress.

The local trade was greatly shocked, as well
as surprised, to learn of the sudden and untimely
death of Harry A. Scofield, of the firm of Scofield,
Melcher & Scofield, which occurred the early
part of the month at the family residence, in
Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Scofield was very well and
favorably known among the St. Louis trade, he
having visited this city for a great many years
past as a traveling salesman.

William F. Mueller has consolidated his man-
ufacturing business with his retail.

Chas. E. Pfaff, formerly located at 3206 Olive
Street, is now handsomely settled in new quarters
at 5015 Delmar Avenue, where he has much more
space and better facilities for attending to his
business.

The many friends atirong the trade here of
William H. Homuth, of Bloomington, Ill., will
be very pleased to learn of his recovery from a
protracted siege of illness. He appeared at his
store the early part of the month for the first
time in several weeks.

Emanuel Untermeyer, of the well-known firm
of Charles Keller Company, New York, was
among the early visitors on the local market the
past month. This was his first visit to St. Louis
in four years, and he expressed himself in glow-
ing terms of the advancement the trade had made
here since his last visit.

The L. Bauman Jewelry Company moved into
new quarters, on the second floor of the Century
Building, Ninth and Olive Streets, the first of
May. They secured a five years' lease on this
location. The company took up its former loca-
tion in the Equitable Building over seven years
ago, and for several years past has been badly
crowded. Their new quarters will be consider-
ably larger and more centrally located. A corn-
plete set of new and tip-to-date fixtures has been
installed.

Albert Smith, one of the leading jewelers of
Birmingham, Ala., was a welcome buying visitor
on the local market the past month.

J. L. De Rousse, one of the leading jewelers
of Waterloo, Ill., spent several days on the local
market the early part of the month. He was
accompanied by Mrs. De Rousse.

The local trade has been advised that Thomas
McLane has opened a jewelry store in Shubert,
Nebr.

William Baker, of Williamsburg, Ky., who is
well known to the local trade, suffered a burglary
loss of several hundred dollars the early part of
the month.

H. L. Morrison, the popular jeweler, of
Pittsburg, Kans., was a welcome visitor on the
local market the early part of the month.

A bouncing baby boy has been added to the
household of R G. Rutherford, the well-known
jeweler, of Mt. Vernon, Ill.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, spent a
week in Kansas City on business early in the
month.

The trade has received notice of the increase

in the capital stock of the Auburn Music and

Jewelry Company to $10,000, and also that the

company will open a branch store at Humboldt,

Nebr.
E. C. Weidlich, the well-known easter manu-

facturer, spent several days in St. Louis the

past month while on his way to the Pacific

coast on his regular trip.
Among the buyers on the local market the

past month were: J. J. Gaffney, St. Jacob's. Ill.;

A. Gerber, Edwardsville, Ill.; A. P. Wolff, Mur-

physboro, Ill.; Peter Siegel, Nashville, Ill.; Oliver

Greenstreet, Owensville, Mo.; E. E. Lawrence,

Doniphan, Mo.; Adam Hafner, De Soto, Mo.;

C. L. Goulding, Alton, Ill., and John C. Pierik.

DALLAS, TLXAS
LETTER

The outlook in Texas the first of April is
not as bright as the first of March. There has

been an almost incessant downpour of rain for

the last three weeks throughout most all of the

State. The rivers are out of their banks, higher

than they have been for years, with bridges

washed away, and the railway traffic is greatly
hindered. Such conditions make trade very

poorly with every one and business has dropped

off greatly. The reports from all parts of the

State are not as favorable as they should be at

this time of the year.
Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart, of Harvard, who

has been making a careful study of the commis-

sion of government system in Texas cities, has

voiced in no uncertain terms his praise of the

model conditions existing in the city government

of Dallas. He says : "The Dallas city charter

ought to be consulted by the makers of any mod-

ern city charter, and the administration of city

affairs is model. The educated, the wealthy men,

the leaders, know each other, hang together, and

have a sense of common enterprise. A most im-

portant point is the absence of scandals or

charges of corruption against the commissioners.

They seem to me to be men of honesty and to

have no desire to profit unfairly by their connec-

tion with the city government. There is no graft

there. It is safe to say that the Dallas type of

commission is eminently workable. It possesses

the advantages of a cabinet system due to the

constant association of the heads.
The Elks' clubs of Dallas are making great

preparations to entertain the Elks' national con-

vention, which meets here the 12th of next July.

This will be the greatest convention that has

ever been held in the city of Dallas, and it will be

one more demonstration of the fact that the peo-

ple of Texas "do things."
A number of burglaries have been committed

in Dallas in the last two months, one of the

heaviest losers in a recent robbery being the

Taber Manufacturing Company, on Main Street,

whose place was broken into through the rear

window and several articles of jewelry stolen.

The list includes eighteen gold bracelets, six

strands of coral necklaces and several ' single

necklaces, and one dozen cameos. Many other

robberies of stores and private houses were re-
ported.

About 4 o'clock in the morning of March 21st
fire was discovered in the business district of
Conroe, Texas, and before it was discovered dam-
age to the amount of $150oo had been done. It
was supposed to have started from a defective
flue in a bakery shop, and the flames spread rap-
idly to the jewelry store of N. F. Crane. Mr.
Crane's loss is estimated at $r000, with practically
no insurance.

One of the saddest items of news for the
Texas jewelers last month was the suicide of N.
H. Hessey, of Hessey & Co., of Austin, Texas.
Mr. Hessey was one of the most popular business
men of that city, as well as the most prosperous.
At the time of his death he was doing an extraor-
dinary business under the existing circumstances,
enjoying good health, and, as far as is known,
was in good financial standing.

J. H. Gordon & Co., of Fort Worth, Texas,
were represented in the Dallas market month by
J. H. Gordon, of that firm.

A. A. Nilson, of Denison, Texas, moved into
new quarters April first, which is a much better
location and affords him the opportunity of dis-
playing his stock to a greater advantage.

R. L. Russell, of Russell & Honaker, of
Farmersville, Texas, was a buyer in the Dallas
market during March.

F. L. Schuster, Texarkana, Ark., went into
involuntary bankruptcy March 23rd. His assets
consisted mainly of stock and fixtures, and were
valued at Woo. Liabilities were estimated at
$5000. Will Steele was named as receiver.

A. Y. Morefield, of Waco, Texas, was a
trade caller last month.

J. F. Sharp, of Leonard, Texas, suffered a
heavy loss by fire last month. His loss is es-
timated at about $3000, and only partly covered
by insurance.

J. P. Majors, of Colorado, Texas, spent a
few days in the Dallas market during April with
his friends of the city and buying some fill-in
stock.

J. P. Oliver, of Hearne, Texas, was among
the visitors in our city lately.

J. E. Moran, formerly of Little Rock, Ark.,
is now located at Leroy, Texas.

W. A. Peck, of Denison, Texas, attended the
Shriners' convention in this city the first part of
April.

G. P. Whitesides, of Ennie, Texas, filed a vol-
untary petition in bankruptcy March 25th. His
schedule showed his liabilities to be $2940 and
assets $7046. In the latter he includes a life in-
surance policy of $r000. His stock in trade
amounts to about $3000, and he claims exemptions
of $2o2g.

Jesse Smith, of Canton, Texas, lost about
$500 in a fire March 20th. It is not known what
insurance he carried.

B. B. Crowder, of Taylor, Texas, has been
unable to attend to business for about three
weeks, being confined to his bed, having run a
rusty nail in his foot. He is now much better
and able to be back at his place of business.

Mr. Cave, of Cave & Plunket, of Houston,
Texas, paid his respects to the wholesale trade
while in the city last month.

Mrs. H. M. Clarke, mother of B. M. Clarke,
broker of this city, after being ill for some

weeks, was taken suddenly for the worse the
first part of the month, and died at Epworth,
Iowa, April 9th. The remains were taken to
New Hamilton, Iowa, and buried on April rah.
Mr. Clarke was out of the city for about three
weeks, attending the funeral. His host of friends
extend their sympathy in the great loss he has
sustained.

E. Hertzberg, of the Hertzberg Jewelry Com-
pany, of San Antonio, Texas, died at his home in
San Antonio the latter part of March.

James D. Elliott, sole owner of the jewelry
business styled Elliott Bros., of Cleburne, Texas,
executed a bill of sale to W. F. Dietrich, of Kauf-
man, Texas, the consideration being $7500 cash,
on April 14th.

A. F. Thompson, formerly of Adel, Iowa, has
established an optical office at 321 Elm Street,
this city. Mr. Thompson has a very desirable
location and seems to be well pleased with his
change.

B. Z. Friedman, of Fort Worth, Texas, was

a trade caller last month.
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WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE

3 Malden Lane
7 Beverly St.

Main Office and Factory
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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A Fit Setting for Your Goods
Rich merchandise calls for the best possible display. Hundreds

of jewelers have found that the best means of displaying their goods
is the

cV44te areekimr All-Glass Show Case

Suitable for either large or small objects. It shows off everything
to the fullest advantage, as nothing in it can be hidden.

Made entirely of crystal clear plate glass, with no framework,
bolts, screws or notches, yet no case on the market exceeds it in
strength or rigidity.

If you wish a show case that combines sales power, elegance and
strength, be sure and write us. Our experience is at your service.
Address Dept. C

Detroit Show Case Co.
( ;Ise Makers la 1'rog7•essi7,e .71eithanis

476-490 West Fort Street, Detroit, Mich.
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Pll ISBURG
LETTER

The mild weather has had but little effect in
stimulating spring and Easter trade in the Pitts-
burg district this year. The quietness in general
business has held on with unusual tenacity, and
while there is not much disposition in the trade
to complain, there is evidence everywhere that the
conditions are being met with courage and a de-
termination to make the best of things, Among
the manufacturing interests it is held that the
basis for the present quietness is found in indus-
trial centers. Sales are normal, if that is pos-
sible, in the agricultural regions. The stringency
in money, it is expected, will hold back any great
trading in luxuries until after the summer has
well advanced. People are waiting and waiting
for some indication of a let-up in the dullness.

Reports from the salesmen on the road show
that there is no disposition to stock up. Here and
there are found instances of anxiety to place small
orders for prompt shipment, but when dealers are
asked to take account of stock for advance wants,
they shake their heads. In the jobbing and whole-
sale trade the same view is expressed. Pittsburg
retailers report that while this Easter trade has
fallen below that for the past several years, there
was a noticeable improvement in the general con-
ditions, as the holiday seasons approached. They
seem confident that after Easter, with social life
in full swing, that business will be better. Spring
cleaning up of stores and redecorating and re-
arranging of stocks is going on. Some of the
more important changes in location made this
month have been that of Vilsacks, from their
stand in Fifth Avenue to the former store in
Wood Street, directly opposite McCreery & Co.'s
department store. Henry E. Wilkins & Co. have
settled their business in comfortable and attactive
rooms in the Smith Block, on the third floor,
where appearances indicate that business will be
more efficiently conducted and without the least
drawback because of being off the street level.
Mr. Bashine, of Wilkins & Co., sailed for Europe
on April 13th for a six weeks' tour, which is
mainly for business purposes. He will visit the
leading jewelry centers of the Old World and
expects to return with a fine selected stock of im-
ported goods for the Pittsburg trade.

In a general way business conditions have
been a little improved. The financial situation
has cleared perceptibly. The industrial conditions
are sluggish, plants operating possibly at 75 per
cent. of capacity and moving cautiously as time
advances. The fact that the tin-plate trade has
become active to practically full capacity has been
one of the bright spots in the industrial skies.
Wire and wire nail products are also commanding
the full capacity of plants. Structural steel for
building purposes is off and so are the railroad
steels, such as rails, while the car-building enter-
prises are nearly stagnant, so far as operating is
concerned. The coal mining trouble has been
fixed up. The army of 50,000 miners in the Pitts-
burg district who were idle since April first have
returned to work, and this important industry is
in full blast again, with coal moving to the lakes
and to the fuel market generally. The stoppage
of mining has had a good influence on the market,
absorbing all the surplus coal and cleaning up the
stocks, so that there will be a fair foundation for
business during the summer months.

There is a good deal of gossip among the
jewelers over the proposed act in Congress regu-
lating the stamping of filled watch cases. The
great majority of the established retail dealers in
Pittsburg are favorably disposed to the proposed
stamping act, believing that the effect will be to
reduce, or possibly eliminate the fakirs, the ped-
dlers and auction house men, who sell fake goods
under the twenty and twenty-five-year guarantee,
and they also believe that with the guarantee
omitted customers will look more to the responsi-
bility and reputation of those that make the
watches and those who sell them. As a rule, the
belief is that the bill will pass. It does not affect
the marketing of cheap watches, but it will raise
the standard and quality as a whole. A petition
has recently been circulated and signed by twenty-
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eight of the reputable and well-known dealers of
Pittsburg, asking for the passage of the bill, and
this has been forwarded to Washington.

M. A. Mead & Co. report a fair amount of
business and the general situation comparatively
good, considering the situation in the country at
large. Manager J. T. Montgomery is completing
his plans for the opening of the New York offices
of that company, and will go there about the mid-
dle of June for permanent management of that
office. Reports from the salesmen on the road are
coming in with some fair sales records. W. E.
Armacost, one of the road men of this company,
is on a trip to his home, in Akron, Ohio, where he
went tf:S see a new daughter, who arrived during
his absence on the road.

Gillespie Brothers note a fair amount of busi-
ness from a retailer's standpoint, and this house is
giving some attention to brightening up its hand-
some store in the Park Building, painting and
decorating and arrangng stocks in a most attract-
ive manner. C. A. Gillespie is in Chicago for ten
days, looking after business matters. Thier, Kraus
& Beam, the well-known manufacturing jewelers,
report business quiet, but there is nothing in the
outlook to cause any alarm. There is a steady
run of trade in small lots that has kept a good
business showing on the books. The company
reports collections picking up, and while some
other houses complain some in this respect, the
situation seems, on the whole, to be stronger.

Idleness among the vast industrial sections is
causing more or less crime, and some concern
among the merchants. J. R. Reed & Co. were
victims of the lawless element. This well-known
house, located in Market Street, near Fifth Ave-
nue, had a tray of watches displayed in one of
the windows the latter portion of March, and left
them over night in the window. About 5 o'clock
in the morning two strange men smashed the
costly plate-glass window, grabbed the tray of
watches and disappeared before they could be de-
tected. Police were within a half square and
there were hundreds of pedestrians about at the
time, but none were able to overhaul the thieves.
Here and there are complaints of attempted rob-
beries ; but these have not been successful, though
giving full and frequent warning to the trade to
be on their guard. Considerable house burglary
has been going on and some fine jewels have been
taken with the loot of the burglars. In few cases
has the matter reached beyond the stage of investi-
gation and the police are working still to drive out
the dangerous element.

Notification has come to Pittsburg of the
voluntary bankruptcy proceedings of M. LeRoy
Howald, a retail jeweler of Salem, Ohio, who
has long been a customer of leading houses in
Pittsburg. The liabilities are estimated roughly
at between $5000 and $6000 and the assets about
so per cent. of this amount. The matter is being
fully investigated. Aside from this bit of un-
pleasant news, the trade has been fortunate in its
stability and is showing strength in its financial
position. The conservatism of the past few
months has been proven a wise move. The stocks
carried to-day are small, and while some of the
dealers are working off at special sales the over-
stocks of the holidays, there is no evidence of an
over-anxiety on their part that has hindered a fair
return for their investments. Heeren Brothers
& Co. are finding times fairly active for their
factories, and conditions, while not as they would
like them, are in such shape that any improve-
ment will be instantly felt and a benefit instantly
derived from it. Terheyden's are making a
handsome display of stock, and Wattles, Roberts
and others of the leading houses are showing
some of the most attractive stocks that have been
offered in a long time in Pittsburg.

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

A close canvass of jewelry conditions in this
city does not present an altogether unpleasant
prospect at this time. It is true that many of the
local retail dealers have not done as much busi-
ness as they had hoped to do, and that in most
cases the volume of trade has not been quite equal
to that covering the same period last year, but in
view of all the conditions, it was not anticipated
even by the most optimistic. Business seems to
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be picking up somewhat now, after having passed
through a depressingly quiet period. The month
of February was especially dead for retail trade,
but March came to the front with a volume of
trade almost unexpected. "March was a little
ahead of March, 1907, in spite of all the talk," is
the report that comes from a number of the local
stores, while in nearly every quarter is heard the
statement that business was fair and beyond ex-
pectations. April has thus far followed the pace
set by March.

What falling off has been noticeable has come
more from the very cheap lines of goods. A
number of fair diamond sales are reported, and
the high-class trade generally has not been un-
satisfactory. The buyers of medium-priced ware
have likewise been about as active as usual. They
have been steadily employed, and their incomes
have not been materially affected. The poorer
classes, however, have evidently not had the
money to spend for cheaper grades of jewelry,
and there has been a material decrease in sales
along these lines.

Wholesale business has not been rushing any-
where in this section of the country. Some orders
are being placed, but they are mostly for the pur-
pose of filling in broken stocks and are in most
cases not heavy at that. Optical trade, both whole-
sale and retail, has been unusually quiet. "Busi-
ness is not up to that of last season,' said one of
the largest dealers in the city. "We do not take
a pessimistic view, however, and are satisfied that
things are no worse. Conditions are, in fact,
much better than we had anticipated, and we have
every hope that matters will right themselves
within a short time."

Robert G. Nelson & Co., wholesale jewelers,
with rooms formerly at 103 Chamber of Com-
merce Building, have filed a petition in bankruptcy
in the United States District Court here, being
unable to further withstand the financial depres-
sion. The total liabilities are said to be $9654.24,
while the assets are placed at $6185.o8.

From the repair department comes the re-
port of rushing business. This is true all over
the city, and it is not uncommon to hear the re-
mark, 'We have all the repair work we can take
care of." Collections are a little tight just at this
time, but here again some improvement is noted.
While it may be said that there is some room for
improvement of jewelry conditions, it might also
be said that they could be much worse. In the
meantime, Toledo jewelers are contented that
things are in as good shape as they appear to be.

J. H. Saelzler is placing a handsome electric
clock street sign in front of his retail store on
Adams Street.

M. M. Plaut, representing the firm of A. A.
Speigel & Co., of Cincinnati, was in the city re-
cently calling on the retail trade.

Elias Gross, of the M. Judd Company, left
here last month to pay a visit at the old family
home at Danville, Pa. He was accompanied by
his wife.

Henry Freund, the well-known New York
wholesaler, was in the city this month calling on
old friends and acquaintances.

Scharbach Bros. have about completed the
remodeling process at their retail store on Summit
Street. A number of new and expensive fixtures
have been added and the place is now one of the
most commodious in the city.
. L. Beckman, president of the L. Beckman
Company, left last month for hi 's annual visit at
the old home, in Germany. He will visit at Ham-
burg, Berlin and other points, returning home
about the middle of next September. He is ac-
companied on the journey by Mrs. Beckman.

Two miscreants (one colored, the other
white) threw a stone through a heavy plate-glass
window at the store of A. J. Heesen recently in
order to secure about $60 worth of back-combs
The negro grabbed the loot and passed it to the
other, who escaped. He was subsequently arrested
and is now in jail awaiting a hearing.

J. N. Isenberg, manager of the Toledo house
of the L. Basch Company, was called to Chicago
recently on business.

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Heesen are planning a
pleasure trip to St. Paul in the near future.

L. R. Fauver, formerly with the Webb C.
Ball Company, of Cleveland, has accepted a posi-
tion with W. R. McFadden, 407 Summit Street.
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Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Ther-
mometer Cases and Jewelry.

Also Fountain and
Stylographic

PensOne Dozen Pearl Holders
With Solid Gold Pens, put up on Easel Pad,

is a leading feature in our business.

We warrant all our Goods. Ask your Jobber for them

ALDRIDGE G. PEARCE, Treasurer

Sole Makers of

The " Debutante " Bracelet
Pat. April 23, 1907

Made of Highsgrade Gold Filled Seamless Stock, with Sem', t

Joint and Catch, in different Sizes and Widths.

Head Office and Works

85 Sprague Street, PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
NCR' York Sales Office, 20 Maiden Lane

JOHN HOAGLAND, Representative
You cannot afford to be without these goods

Each Bracelet is put up in a Leatherette
Velvet-lined Box and Stamped

New Home of "Rings of Quality"
:146/1 -R rG co Compelled by increased trade to find

larger quarters, we have just moved
our factory and offices into our new
building at 534 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. V., the best loca-
tion ill the city for our pur-
pose.
Here we have xr,000 square
feet of space, all North
light, an increased
equipment and every
facility for producing

the "RINGS OF
QUALITY" in
sufficient volume to
equal the rapidly-
growing demand.
It is significant that
even now our pro-
ducing facilities are
taxed to the utmost.
Our present pro-
duct comprises over
3000 original de-
signs in lo karat
solid gold.
Enliven your spring
stock by selections
from this line.

Our New Business Home"

Niagara Ring Mfg. Co. 
534 Main Street

BUFFALO, N.Y.
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FAMOUS BEATRICE LOCKET
THE DESIGN AND FINISH

THE WEAR AND DURABILITY

THE PATENT CURVED JOINT
THE HARDNESS OF THE STOCK

THESE A RE A FEW THINGS THAT HAVE MADE

THE BEATRICE LOCKET FAMOUS

INSIST ON HAVING- OUR TRADE-MARK ON GOODS

WE HAVE A PULL LINE OF

CUFF, BAR Al•TD VEIL PINS ALL KINDS AND

SI Z ES CROSSES, FOBS, CH A T E LA INES AND BARRETT'S

R. B. MACDONALD & CO.JEWELERS

Box 322 ATTLEBORO. MASS.
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PROVIDENCE
arid the

ATTLEBOROS,„•

Chas. H. Tappin, of the D. F. Briggs Co.,

Attleboro, recently presented a grand-stand,

judges' stand and other speedway conveniences to

the Attleboro Gentlemen's Driving Club.
Peter Nerney, of the Bay State Optical Co.,

Attleboro, recently returned from a somewhat

prolonged trip in the tropics. Among the places

of interest visited were Jamaica and Panama.
Colonel Sydney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney

& Co., Attleboro, has been signally honored by

being named by the Republican State convention

as one of the four State delegates-at-large to the
national convention. There was very marked
enthusiasm at the convention in favor of Mr.

Bigney, who was applauded at every opportunity.

It is unusual for such an honor to be captured

by a captain of industry, and Mr. Bigney's selec-
tion is appreciated accordingly.

Harford A. Capron, a pioneer jewelry manu-
facturer of Attleboro, died on April 30th, in his
seventy-ninth year. The deceased belonged to a
family many members of which were engaged in
the jewelry industry. His first business venture
was a partnership under the name of Capron
& Coe. Later he withdrew from this partnership
and became associated with his nephews, Frank
and Herbert Capron, the name of the firm being
H. A. Capron & Co. The business was quite suc-
cessful, and the deceased was able to retire with
a competence before he had yet reached his six-
tieth year. Since that time he has lived quietly,
devoting his attention to the extensive properties
owned by him. He was a prominent member of
the Masonic and Odd Fellows fraternities, took
an active part in all movements for the advance-
ment of the town, and was one of the donors of
Capron Park.

The North Attleboro manufacturers have
been greatly convenienced by the opening of the
Manufacturers' National Bank. The new bank
purchased the property of the defunct Jewelers'
National Bank.

The old firm of Smith & Crosby, Attleboro,
was dissolved on April 4th. Alfred R. Crosby
has purchased the interests of his partner, Wm. H.
Smith, and will continue the business in partner-
ship with his two sons, Alfred D. and George H.
Crosby. Mr. Smith has retired owing to ill
health, and it is stated will make his home with
relatives in New York City. The old partnership
existed for thirty-four years, and the firm was
one of the best known in this section.

Wilkinson & Co., Providence, recently pur-
chased the plant of the Babcock Jewelry Co., at
38 Friendship Street. It is said that the pur-
chasers will make their plated stock in this plant.

Alfred C. Noyes, designer and die sinker, for-
merly of this city, has removed to Taunton, Mass.,
where he is continuing his business.

The factory inspectors' report of the jewelry
industry of Providence, which was compiled pre-
vious to the business depression shows that there
are over s000 persons dependent for support upon
the jewelry business in this city. The Gorham
Company leads the list in the number of persons
employed, being credited with 1889 operatives.
The Ostby & Barton Company follows, with 790
Operatives.

A noted pioneer in the now immense jewelry
manufacturing industry of New England has re-
cently passed away in the person of Chas. E. Bliss,
of Attleboro, who died suddenly at Sea Breeze,
Fla., on April first. The deceased was not only
a man of exceptional capability in his specialty,
but was possessed of broad views and was known
as one of the most public-spirited citizens of the
Bay State. He was not only successful in busi-
ness, but in civil life, and was always foremost
in every movement for the betterment of his town
and its people. The deceased was born in Attle-
boro and made his first start in business in 7873
in conjunction with his brother, E. B. Bliss, and
R. L. F. Everett, the firm name being Bliss Bros.
From the beginning practically the entire re-
sponsibility rested on the shoulders of the de-
ceased, and from 1873 to 1901 the management of
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the business was entirely in his hands. Success
crowned his efforts from the beginning, and the
business rapidly increased to large proportions,
the growth necessitating several changes to larger
quarters. Satisfied with the substantial fruits of
his industry, he retired from the firm in Igor,
turning over the business to his sons, H. C. and
E. M. Bliss, who are now conducting it under the
firm name of Bliss Bros. Co. Mr. Bliss was at
all times deeply interested in the development and
growth of Attleboro, and served in many civic
capacities, being at different times chairman of
the school committee, a selectman, assessor, head
of the school board and a member of the park and
sinking fund commissions. He was also treasurer
of the Richards School Fund and vice-president of
of the North Attleboro Savings Bank. He took
much interest, besides, in fraternal and ecclesias-
tical affairs, being a prominent member of the
Masonic order, the United Workmen and the
Royal Arcanum. He was also a deacon of the
Second Congregational Church. His family life
was ideal. About one year ago there was a happy
reunion to celebrate his golden wedding.

Edgar D. Wood, of the firm of Carpenter &
Wood, enamelers, Providence, R. I., died last
month. The deceased was a mechanic of unusual
skill and was especially accomplished as a tool-
maker. In 7887 he accepted a position with A. L.
Carpenter and later became a member of the
firm. After Mr. Carpenter's death the deceased
continued to conduct the business under the old
name.

E. L. Spencer Company, Providence, whose
offices in New York City have been located for
many years in the building at 13 Maiden Lane,
will remove on May first to the new Silver-
smiths' Buildings, at 17 Maiden Lane, where they
will have magnificent new offices in rooms 17o6
and 1707, on the seventeenth floor. The new
quarters will be very beautifully fixtured, the
furnshing including all the latest improvements
in office appliances and conveniences. The trav-
eling representatives of this company who are at
present in their respective territories are as fol-
lows : John S. Cunningham in the West and Pacific
coast; G. A. Buckmaster, New York City and
Pennsylvania ; W. E. Hallam in New York City,
and E. E. Baker in the New England States.

Mandalian & Hawkins, Attleboro, have com-
pleted their removal into their new quarters in the
Manufacturers' Building, where they have a much
larger plant and greatly increased facilities. Their
new quarters give them a floor space of 7000
square feet, this expansion being necessary to
cope with their increasing business.

The first dividend to depositors was paid
last month by the Jewelers' National Bank of
North Attleboro. The checks sent in payment
represented 6o per cent. on the depositors claims,
which proved so satisfactory that many of those
who drew their money immediately deposited it
in the new bank.

Warren & Williams have almost completed
the equipment of their new factory, at 36 Garnet
Street, Providence, and will begin forthwith the
manufacture of goods. Mr. Williams will rep-
resent the firm on the road and show an attract-
ive new line of samples.

S. K. Merrill Company, Providence, R. I.,
have moved their office in New York City from
the building 9-13 Maiden Lane to the new Silver-
smiths' Building, 15-i9 Maiden Lane. The new
quarters are large and commodious and richly
fixtured, the equipment including all the latest
improvements in office appliance and display facil-
ities.

The 0. M. Draper Estate, North Attleboro,
recently made extensive improvements in their
factory building. An automatic sprinkling sys-

tern was installed, and the offices, shipping and

stock rooms were rearranged, enlarged and re-
fitted so as to better serve their several pur-
poses.

Among the popular traveling men who visited
headquarters recently was E. R. Bennett, rep-
resentative in the Middle West for Waite, Mat-
thewson & Co., Providence. Mr. Bennett spent

some ten days at the factory, where he made up

a most attractive line of samples in new gold
goods. He is known as an exceptionally accom-
plished salesman and enjoys to an unusual ex-

tent the good wishes of the trade in his territory.
Chapin & Hollister Co., Providence, recently

mailed to the retail trade a handsome illustrated
catalogue of their t9o8 line of chains, fobs, pen-
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dants and bracelets. The illustrated pages show a
great wealth of new designs in vest chains, guard
chains and neck chains, as well as in the other
lines mentioned. The trade will find a copy of
this catalogue a valuable addition to their refer-
ence library.

Edgar L. Logee, the well-known manufactur-
ing jeweler, of Providence, died suddenly at his
home, 37 Adelaide Avenue, in that city, on April
6th. Mr. Logee had been a sufferer from .heart
trouble, but his death was entirely unexpected.
The deceased was widely known to the trade,
having operated one of the largest factories in
the country for the manufacture of emblems.
He was very prominent in Masonic circles, being
a 32nd degree Mason. He was a member of St.
John's Commandery, No. 1, Knights Templar;
of Rhode Island Consistory, S. R. R. S.; of
Palestine Temple, A. A. 0. N. M. S.; of Jenks
Lodge, No. 24, A. F. and A. M., of Central Falls,
and Pawtucket Royal Arch Chapter. The business
is left in the hands of a trustee, Dexter B. Potter.
Pending the probating of the will, Mr. Potter is
acting as custodian under the orders of the court,
and an inventory is being taken. The factory will
be reopened as soon as the inventory is completed.

John Nathan, a well-known jeweler and ac-
complished salesman, is the latest addition to the
traveling force of Castiglioni & Capaldi Co.,
Providence. Mr. Nathan is a member of a family
long associated with the jewelry trade and pos-
sesses all the qualifications that make for success
on the road.

Geo. Lederer, of the Providence Stock Com-
pany, Providence, will this season represent the
company in New York State and Boston, carry-
ing a full line of samples of their product.

Harriman Lines Place Large Silver-
ware Contract

What is probably one of the largest silver-

ware contracts ever given out has just been

awarded to the Meriden Britannia Company (In-

ternational Silver Company, successor), of Meri-

den, Conn. The contract covers all of the silver-

ware that will be used by the various railroads

and steamships, as well as hotels and restaurants,

comprising the so-called "Harriman Lines," as

follows: Union Pacific Railroad Company, Ore-

gon Short Line Railroad Company, Oregon Rail-

road and Navigation Company, Southern Pacific

Company, Northwestern Pacific Railroad Com-

pany, Illinois Central Railroad Company, South-

ern Pacific Company's Atlantic steamship lines, as

well as probably the Pacific Mail Steamship Com-

pany.
In addition to the ware to be furnished for

new equipment, there is also a great deal that will

have to be supplied to take the place of that now

in use, which must be gradually replaced to con-

form to standard designs. At the present time

the Harriman lines have too dining-cars, 50 buffet

cars, 50 private cars, as well as many restaurants,

hotels and steamships, all using silverware, with

many additions now in prospect.

Following out W. V. S. Thorne's plan, as

director of purchases, the Harriman lines have

adopted a standard style or design in silverware,

which they will use throughout their system, and

the arrangements as now made will run for a
number of years.

This contract, which the Meriden Britannia

Company has been successful in securing in corn-

petition with other makers, is without doubt one

of the largest ever placed. Conditions surround-

ing silverware in dining-car, hotel or restaurant

use are the most sever possible, and the demand in

this case was for the best goods made.

"I would find it hard to improve The Key-

stone very much. I am most interested in articles

showing us how to advertise."—J. U. Ruetsch,
Jeweler, Dallas, Texas.
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Price in 14 K.
$3.00

(Pronounced Ko-to-bd-ki)

THE JAPANESE WORD FOR LONG LIFE

The Popular Craze in

SCARF PINS
Manufactured in 14 K. Gold by

Price 'n 14 K.
$3.00

VAN DUSEN & STOKES CO.
MAKERS OF ORIENTAL JEWELRY

IMPORTERS OF CORAL AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES

1123 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

Art and Beauty in Umbrellas
The extreme of excellence in umbrella manufacture
has been reached in our new Fall and Holiday line,
which comprises an endless variety of new ideas in
gold and silver handles. These rich and exclusive
handles are made quite irresistible by

The Detachable Feature
which means that the traveler can always have his
umbrella at hand, locked safely in his trunk, and that
all inconvenience of carrying, or danger of losing is
provided against.

NO SPRINGS NO LEVERS NO SCREWS

The interchangeable handle feature enables retailers to sell a better grade of umbrellas and more
handles by getting their customers to select one handle for business and another for dress occasions.

When traveling, the handle can be detached and umbrella packed in trunk when not in use.
Send for sample. Our product can be had with the regular handles if so desired.

gar WE ARE ISSUING A CATALOGUE, WHICH WILL BE SENT UPON REQUEST

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD & CO.
NEW YORK - 353 Broadway
SAN FRANCISCO 658 Mission Street
PHILADELPHIA 1011 Chestnut Street Baltimore and Howard Streets, BALTIMORE
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The projected national associa-
Wholesalers to tion of wholesale jewelers

seems to be an assured success.
Responses have been many and

prompt from the firms and organizations to which
the circular letter of the Detroit Jewelers' Board
of Trade was sent last month. From Rhode
Island to California, the sentiment given in the
replies was the same, that the wholesale trade
has evils and abuses which could be mitigated
by the right kind of an organization. In some
places where no organization of a. local nature
exists firms have volunteered to solicit member-
ship for such a local body, to be later affiliated
with the national one. The replies of the city and
State associations of wholesalers have been cor-
dial, especially the one from the Missouri asso-
ciation. So many replies have been received by
the Detroit board that it is now possible to pro-
ceed to consult with the dealers in other towns
as to date and place for holding the first organiza-
tion meeting. June has been suggested as the
time and Detroit or Chicago as the place. The
local board would naturally like to have the first
convention here on account of the idea being a
Detroit one, but are more interested in results
than in honors.

Organize

At any rate, Detroit will have,
The Buyers' next August the largest gath-
Excursion ering of retail jewelers that

was ever here. An agreement
has been reached between three local wholesale
bodies—the Wholesalers' Association, Jewelers'
Board of Trade, and Hardware Dealers' Asso-
ciation—to jointly handle a buyers' excursion,
August loth to isth, that will be unique in its
entertainment features. The aim is to invite all
merchants in the territory convenient to Detroit
to attend, a territory which has been made much
larger by the traffic arrangements for freight
service that have been made the past year. This
gathering of retailers will be handled as if it were
a convention, the town being thrown open to them
and special amusement features arranged for
every evening and two afternoons or more. One
day will be spent largely on the water, a steamer
being hired to take the big party down the De-
troit river and tip into Lake St. Clair. There will
also be lectures, a tour of the city and trips to
amusement places. It will be the biggest bid as a
market that Detroit has ever made. Frank Ken-
nedy, president of the jewelers' board, is acting on
the finance committee of the united organizations,
while A. E. Charlesworth, of the Charlesworth
Optical Company, is on the entertainment com-
mittee. Secretary Victor C. Morris, of the State
retailers' association, was present at the meeting
in the Tuller Hotel, April 7th, when the plans for
this excursion were formulated, and he stated
that he would recommend that the Michigan re-
tailers change the date of their annual convention
to August and hold it in Detroit at the same time
that the buyers' excursion is on. This would
assure a large attendance and also give every one
good time.
Two local firms suffered from robberies last

month. The plate-glass show window of Traub
Bros., 118 Woodward Avenue, was broken in
Pa rly one Sunday morning and a quantity of
4lisplay goods scooped out. The thieves were not
:aptured. The branch store of John Hellerich,
tt 510 Gratiot Avenue, was robbed on the night
of Wednesday, April 55th, and about $75 worth
of goods--mostly rings—taken. The police ar-
rested two men, who gave their names as John
Connors and James Sullivan, while they were
trying to sell some of the goods in a saloon.
They were arraigned before Justice Jeffries and
held for trial.

J. H. Ehrlich, of this city, had a notable win-
dow display recently, which consisted of Elgin
watches and watch materials, the occasion being a
-tpecial watch sale. His window was trimmed in
turquoise blue velvet and the material was most
attractively displayed. Crowds gazed long and
intently at the various parts of the watches and
wondered at the large number of parts of which
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the Elgin watch is composed. It was estimated
that about two hundred and fifty people per hour
viewed the display.

At a meeting of the creditors of Samuel
Stern, held in the office of Harlow B. Davock,
referee in bankruptcy, April 14th, William Fried-
man was named as trustee. . Attempts have been
made constantly to locate Stern since his disap-
pearance in November, but, while it has been
thought at various times that he was located, he
has not been apprehended as yet. The stock left
by him will pay only a small part of the claims.

W. F. King, Sr., was re-elected mayor of
Adrian at the spring election, although he had
made no campaign while his republican opponent
was very active. There is sonic talk among the
democrats of sending him as a delegate to the
democratic national convention, at Denver, his
two victories in a republican city having made
him a prominent figure in the party in his dis-
trict. Mr. King was invited to be present at the
speech of Governor John Johnson, of Minnesota,
in Detroit, April 29th.

Another jeweler who won mayoralty honors
is J. S. McGlaughlin, of Wyandotte, he also car-
rying a town that is normally republican by a
large majority.

The retail business in Detroit has been some-
what affected during the past month by the auc-
tions in the trade. The stock of W. A. Sturgeon
& Co., more than $300,000 worth of goods, is
being sold. John Hellerich is also conducting
an auction at his store, 39 Michigan Avenue.
The third auction is that of Petz & Thiry, 22
Monroe Avenue, also a closing out, the firm hav-
ing disposed of its lease to a restaurant. The site
occupied by Petz & Thiry has been used as a
jewelry shop for nearly fifty years, the Petz
family having been in the trade for several
generations. It is not decided whether the firm of
Petz & Thiry will be dissolved or whether another
location will be selected and the business contin-
ued, this depending somewhat upon the result of
the sale, which ends May i5th.

R. J. F. Roehm & Co., 184-186 Woodward
Avenue, have been closing out their stock pre-
paratory to moving into new quarters in the
Business University Building.

Albert H. Christiansen, formerly of New
York, but connected for many years with W. A.
Sturgeon & Co., has left the jewelry business to
take charge of a department with Siegel & Co.,
a ladies outfitting house. George W. Matthews,
also y si 

Co.
 formerly with Sturgeon, has gone to John

The opening of the baseball season brought
a number of retailers in from every town within
a reasonable distance. One of the most enthusi-
astic rooters is W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian, who
will be a regular figure at the games when the
Tigers are at home.

The baseball enthusiasm has created a de-
mand for novelty jewelry emblematic of the team,
one specialty being a Tiger brooch, made by the
Detroit Jewelry Manufacturing Company, which
has had a large sale. There is some talk of a
baseball league, to be composed of employees of
the manufacturing and wholesale concerns. This
comes up for decision at the May meeting of the
jewelers' board.

Several Michigan jewelers who have been
taking a winter vacation in Florida returned dur-
ing April. Among these were Roy C. Brabb, of
W. A. Sturgeon & Co., and George Chamber, of
Mt. Clemens.

The Independent Telephone Association Con-
vention brought in H. P. Shane, of Bancroft,
who is a telephone man as well as a jeweler.

A. D. Race, who was for six years with
Wright, Kay & Co., is now working as an en-
graver for Tomlinson & Willits.

Frederick T. Petrequin is a newcomer in the
trade here, having started a shop at 314 Grand
River Avenue.

John Kay was in the East late in the month
on a buying trip.

A. G. Barber, of the Globe Optical Company,
Boston, visited the trade early in the month.

Mr. Jascoe, of Bodenheimer & Jascoe, New
York, called on the retailers about the middle of
the month.

E. H. Pudrith has been away on an eastern
purchasing trip .

E. R. Albaugh, of Hillsdale, who was re-
cently married to Miss G. Koon, at Alma, Mich.,
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spent a portion of his honeymoon in Detroit at
the Pontchartrain.

Hugh Connolly visited friends in Essex
county, Ontario, at Easter time.

George Johnston, of the Johnston Optical
Company, spent a short vacation in Atlantic City.

Definite action on the trade school proposi-
tion is expected to be taken at the May meeting
of the Jewelers' Board of Trade. It is now con-
sidered possible that all branches of the trade
may be taught in addition to watchmaking.

E. D. Trebilcock, formerly a jeweler here, but
who recently sold out to George Schaffner, has
purchased a farm in Oakland county and will try
stock raising.

Louis Melm has taken a position with the
Detroit Jewelry Manufacturing Company. He
was formerly with J. H. Schwegler.

Ed Roehm spent a portion of April in New
York City.

M. C. Haldeman, of Edwards, Haldeman &
Co., who has been out on a trip extending as far
as the Pacific coast, returned home for Easter.

Travelers for the wholesale houses who have
come in from the road lately state that business
is picking up somewhat, although nowhere near
last year's record.

The injury done to the diamond trade by the
rumors of the expected slump in prices has been
largely counteracted by later articles published
in the daily press at the request of members of
the trade. The sale of gems, however, continues
slow, and is likely to remain so until fall.

Among the retailers who visited Detroit dur-
ing the past few weeks were: R. G. Allison, St.
John's ; H. Holly and L. A. Sand, Ontonville ; A.
Munger, Caro; W. A. Sherwood, Dundee ; John
Turck, Wayne ; J. W. Barry, Vanderbilt ; C. A.
Watkins, Pontiac; C. A. Draper, Plymouth; J.
W. Switzer, Disco ; E. S. Barnes, Rochester ; J. B.
Walton, Durand ; W. W. Bridges, Marine City;
W. E. Green, Mt. Clemens ; Henry Hartman,
Sebewaing; H. E. Meldrum, Wayne; W. T.
Blashill, Oxford; A. E. Miller, Belleville ; Walter
Mason, Mt. Clemens ; L. Krebs, Wayne ; M. D.
Walton, Armada ; E. H. Cressy, Saline.

Are Your Diamonds Secure?
Insure their wifely by For solitaire or cluster
1nounting them in the \\\ 1 I I // rings, ear-screws, loads,
White Platinum Tip ::\ ' // etc. Your jeweler w ill

Arch Crown Sett* ..,,,,a-sivs., aupply the "Arch Crown."

Cannot wear or work Nvor "Precious Stones and
loose. The brilliant Their Care"
white tips blend with
and increase the appar- 

Our Intereating booklet
, sent free for Ills name'
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Q The abOVC advertisement will appear in leadini,

magazines. We are doing this to still further stimulate

the constantly increasing demand for Arch Crown

Mountings, and our customers will surely be greatly

benefited. In anticipation of the business that 18 sure

to follow this advertising your early orders are earn-

estly urged to avoid delay.

ARCH CROWN MOUNTINGS

with FULLY COMPI.ETED DE,AKINGS

are Staple and Excel Because they are—

ti MORE ARTISTIC
q STRONGER
q NO POINTS TO CATCH
q DISPLAY DIAMONDS BETTER
q EASY TO SET
q EASY TO SELL
q NEW TO MANY

PLAT. TIP ARCH CROWNS
wear longest and

Display Diamonds Perfectly

ARCH CROWN MFG. CO.
24 CAMP ST., NEWARK, N. J.

SA M I '1.1.:S A N I) NEV PRICE-MST ON REQUEST
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorne Streets, Chicago, Ill.

No. "FOUR HUNDRED" SPECIAL COLONIAL WALL CASE

High=Grade

Jewelry Store Fixtures
A Specialty

We can fill the requirements

of each individual customer.

Write us for description and

prices on these or other

styles.

No. 11 SPEC. SHOW CASE and TABLE

Trade-Mark.

MARSH BRACELETS
YOU KNOW THEM

Representing all that's good and up to date
in Secret Joints

FOB CHAINS that are made to
WEAR and satisfy the WEARER

Designs the latest

The name C. A. M. & CO. stands for
RELIABILITY

Their guarantee unquestioned.

If it's a MARSH CHAIN, it's a good asset
in your stock, and a maker of satisfied
customers.

C. A. MARSH & CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

SOLD TO JOBIE1RS ONLY

A. P. WOOD
420 SO. BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES

PACIFIC COAST

REPRESENTATIVE
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Traveling Men's Advance Cards

Suggestions for Attractive and Effective An-
* nouncementa—Value of Good Cards

—Ways to Be Helpful

"I receive anywhere from a half dozen to a
dozen advance trade cards a week," said a sta-
tioner who has been in the business several years,
" and on the whole they are crude. You would
naturally expect salesmen representing manufac-
turing stationers to have something above the
ordinary in advance cards. But the cards they
mail are commonplace. Usually it is a govern-
ment manila postal with a printed announcement
that Mr. Salesman, representing the Blank Man-
ufacturing Company, will call on a certain date.
No attempt is made to secure a handsome typo-
graphical appearance. Most stationers are good
printers and like artistic commercial stationery.
Old-style Gothics are usually used and a blank
line left for the salesman to scribble in his name.

"Occasionally I receive a card
Fine Cards properly bordered, either with
Give Prestige a rule or a border design. One

eastern paper manufactuyer
supplies its salesmen with a card of the finest
stock, and at the top is an embossed monogram.
It is a delight to receive this card. On its re-
ceipt I am favorably impressed, and because of
the attractiveness of the card the salesman has an
easier task of selling me something in his line.
These days, when there are so many colored post
cards kept in stock for just such purposes as ad-
vance cards, there is little excuse for the lack of
novelty and originality. One post card manu-
facturer has put on the market a dozen different
styles of advance cards, and a popular one is ar-
ranged similar to the Australian ballot system.
Squares are inserted in which check marks may
be placed against the articles the buyer may
desire. By this method the buyer has an oppor-
tunity of looking over his stock at leisure and
deciding before the arrival of the salesman what
he needs.

"In other trades I have seen cards with a
picture of an automobile thereon and as chauffeur
the photograph of the salesman. Below the pic-
ture was the announcement that the salesman was
on his way and would arrive on the date given.
The automobile was loaded with the line of goods
the salesman had for sale. Where illustrations
are not possible, good stock should at least be
used and the typography be beyond criticism.
The latest style of type should be used, and faces
selected that conform with the business repre-
sented. Script type or embossed lettering are
most excellent for fine stationery; for leather it
is possible to secure excellent effects with the
use of leather, similar to leather post cards.

"The same criticism may be
Hints on Card made in reference to the aver-
Designing age business card. A new

salesman in the territory who
represents a new line will find it beneficial to use
a folder card which tells of the merits of the
goods he sells, gives some information about his
line and which will influence the recipient to keep
the card rather than to throw it in the waste-
paper basket. A clever idea is to have a card
which will fit in the buyer's card index, if he has
one, and which may be consulted from time to
time as the stationer has occasion to buy. This
card should be an extra one, and be presented
just before the salesman is taking his departure.
He should see that it is properly placed in the
buyer's cabinet before leaving. Resident salesmen
would do well to havt such a card fit the index
which is found so commonly these days attached
to the telephone. On the latter should appear
the local telephone number of the salesman. It
is not a bad idea to use two colors of ink in
printing—red and black. The red will give the
desired contrast.

"As regards a helpful business
Cards With an card, I saw one the other day
Argument which deserves a premium. At

the top of the third page of
the folder card appeared the line, 'How I Can
Be of Help to You.' Following were: 'In case
of a fire: I will prepare an inventory and assist
in securing a satisfactory adjustment. I have
made a specialty of inventories. I will be pleased
to submit a plan for the rearrangement of your
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store, so as to make it more attractive and to save
unnecessary waste of time and steps of employees.
My ideas of window dressing, as secured by con-
stant traveling, are at your disposal. To help you
sell my own line, I will outline a campaign of ad-
vertising and circularizing. When I can be of
service to you, in or outside of my line, I am
at your service.' Another page of the folder was
devoted to a list of advantages and hints for
selling and display of the line handled by the
salesman. It was a card that would not be
thrown aside, but kept for reference.

"The latest in salesmen's cards is one which
is mailed from the home office after the sales-
man has made his call. Whether he has received
an order or not, the card is sent. As I remember,
it reads something like this: 'We thank you for
your welcome given our Mr. Blank and for the
favors shown him when he called on you on
blank date. With our catalogue on your desk,
convenient for consultation, and our salesman
calling on you regularly, your wants will always
have prompt and careful attention.' Another
card read: 'We hope our Mr. Blank was of as-
sistance to you on his last visit, and that he
always will be of help to you on his regular visits.
Orders always cheer and encourage our salesmen.
But next to orders, a pleasant word and a few
moments of attention are appreciated.'"

/ NEWS \
fr o m the 1

NORTHWEST

This section is now enjoying its customary
nice weather. Spring has come in earnest and
everybody is feeling better because of it. The
farmer is happy because he is busy. The laborer
likewise, and even the retail jeweler is thawing
out enough to see the bright things before him.
While all have been crying "scarcity of money,"
'"no business," etc., when they are pinned down
and made to compare results with previous years,
same months, the showing is one of surprise all
around. In almost every instance it has proven
that January, February and March were fully
as good as last year, and from all evidence ob-
tained the trouble has been "more scared than
hurt." Of course, it has been used as an argument
not to buy, and in that way has resulted in cur-
tailing the jobbers' and manufacturers' business,
but will be offset by better demand now that busi-
ness has opened.

Jobbers report collections coming in fairly
well, with quite a few orders on hand for future
shipment, and see no reason why business should
not improve decidedly now that winter is over and
prospects look so bright.

Harry D. Strauch has moved from Le Sueur
Center, Minn., to Alexandria, S. D.

F. B. Sweet & Co., Marshall, Minn., had an
auction reduction sale last month.

S. E. Erickson, Braham, Minn., suffered a
total loss of his stock in the fire which swept the
village in March and did over $150,000 damage.

C. F. Yaeger, doing business as the Twin City
Jewelry Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy; liabilities, $1484.60;
assets, $5125, of which $4625 iS claimed exempt.

Lester E. Gage, Bozeman, Mont., stopped off
in the Twin Cities last month on his return from
Chicago.

Weber Bros., Foley, Minn., held an auction to
reduce stock last month.

The store of F. H. Harm & Bro., St. Paul,
was damaged by water and smoke on April 12th,
due to a fire next door. Loss, $3600, covered by
insurance. They are conducting a fire sale to
clean out all the damaged goods.

0. R. La Montague, Lead, S. D., has given
a chattel mortgage on his stock in favor of his
creditors.

W. W. Rubyor, formerly with J. Grueson,
Duluth, is now at the bench for C. Overby, Rice
Lake, Wis.

H. F. Niswanger, traveler for a Chicago
house, was robbed March 30th of a grip in the
waiting room of the union depot, St. Paul, which
contained a quantity of diamonds and high-grade
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jewelers' tools. No trace of same has been
found.

Theo. Schaal, Hastings, Minn., was elected
mayor, after a spirited contest, by a majority of
185 votes. Hastings jewelers are certainly setting
an example to their brothers of the craft by con-
tinuously keeping themselves in the lime-light as
public-spirited citizens.

G. V. Williams succeeds Peterson & Williams,
Cannon Falls, Minn.

E. M. Young, formerly with F. E. Cariquist,
Leavenworth, Wash., has started in business at
Olympia, Wash.

Geo. H. Cram, Park Rapids, Minn., has re-
turned after a six weeks' visit in Texas.

J. F. Miller has quit business at Columbus,
N. D.

N. C. Anderson, Fargo, N. D., has resumed
business at 616 Front Street.

A. 0. Hulberg, Two Harbors, Minn., visited
a few days in central Minnesota last month.

M. L. Finkelstein, St. Paul, had an excellent
display of Rockford watches in his show window
last month. Arranged in the form of a large
horseshoe, it filled one of his large windows. Mr.
Gubbins, the factory representative, was in charge
of the exhibit.

Frank A. Ubel, St. Paul, will, after May first,
occupy the entire store room, of which he now
occupies but one half.

E. Zimmerman, Cumberland, Wis., has re-
turned from California, where he was investigat-
ing a gold mine in which he and other Cumber-
land moneyed men are interested. He brought
with him samples of very rich ore he found there,
and says it is bound to be a success.

Wennerlund & Nelson, with stores at Duluth
and Willmar, Minn., have dissolved partnership.
Mr. Nelson will continue the Willmar store. and
Mr. Wennerlund the Duluth store.

Louis C. Gans, Minneapolis, reports trade in
South Dakota as the particular bright spot of the
Northwest.

Edw. Moore, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
has just started out on his long northwestern trip.
Eddie says it is bound to loosen up when he
strikes a, town.

Roy A. Beard, manager of the jewelry de-
partment of Sischo & Beard, has returned from
a vacation spent visiting eastern markets, and
says there are plenty of nice good things now
added to their stock.

Emil H. Krower, vice-president of the E. A.
Brown Company, St. Paul, died April 14th, after
an illness of over two years, aged 35 years. Mr.
Krower was a prominent Mason and one of the
best known among the jewelry trade. Always
pleasant and affable, he will be sadly missed by
his large circle of friends. A widow and a daugh-
ter of three years survive him.

U. G. Harmon has started in business at
Lansford, N. D.

Guinand Bros., Ashland, Wis., have moved
into their new store.

Roy Rowley will shortly open a store at
Kasson, Minn.

F. A. Upham, St. Paul, is recuperating at
Excelsior Springs.

The H. C. Hendrickson Company, St. Paul,
have added a line of watches and jewelry to their
stock. H. A. Peterson, formely with the Elgin
National Watch Company and Illinois Watch
Company, is their watchmaker in charge.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month
were: Joe Hoegh, Spring Grove, Minn.; I. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; G. W. Freemeier,
Preston, Minn.; Roy Rowley, Pipestone, Minn.;
Geo. H. Cram, Park Rapids, Minn.; F. B. Sweet,
Marshall, Minn.; A. D. Hulberg, Two Harbors,
Minn.; Albert Mellin, jr., Stillwater, Minn.; C. C.
Staacke, Duluth, Minn.; M. Weinstein, Webster,
S. D.; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn.;
A. T. Veilleux, Wahpeton, N. D.; A. L. Mealey,
Delano, Minn.; Emil F. Huhner, Stillwater,
Minn. T. J. Thompson, Barron, Wis.; Paul T.
Hunziker, Jordan, Minn.; John C. Marx, Sha-
kopee, Minn.; Leslie E. Gage, Bozeman, Mont.;
H. D. Strauch, LeSueur Center, Minn.; F. W.
Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; J. A. L. Wallman,
Little Falls, Minn.; P. Fogstad, Crosby, N. D.;
Chas. Christianson, Sioux Falls, S. D.; M. H.
Doolittle, Sauk Center, Minn.; W. W. French,
Duluth, Minn.; J. C. Presnel, Brum, Minn.; G.
N. Vandesteeg, Hospers, Iowa; I. J. Martin, Ayr-
shire, Iowa.
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There has been some improvement in the
business situation during the past month. The
lethargic condition that prevailed for two months
has been broken, and now there are a few wed-
dings to stimulate the trade, as well as the days
of sunshine that bring out the people, and inci-
dentally a few will get into the jewelry stores.
The trade in precious stones has been very quiet,
and not much of a flurry can be looked for in
this line this year. Collections are not very brisk.
It is hard work to get money from customers
when they haven't any ready cash, and in cases
of paying for a "dead horse" it is even more diffi-
cult. But let us hope that we have passed
through the worst.

The early spring European trips that the local
jobbers have been accustomed to take each year
have been put off till a later period this year.
L. M. Zigler will not go over until July and
Captain Burdick will not sail for a couple of
months.

A. T. Hubbard, accompanied by Mrs. Hub-
bard and daughter, left here last month to spend
some weeks in California and also to attend the
wedding of their son, Sterling Hubbard, to Miss
Eveline Levkowicz, daughter of a prominent
iloctor, of Alameda, Cal. The wedding will be
celebrated April 29th, in San Francisco, at Grace
Episcopal Church. The bridegroom-to-be is a
jewelry buyer for the Cowell & Hubbard Co.

Captain R. E. Burdick went to New York last
month to participate in the wedding festivities of
an old friend.

Grant Ball and Arthur Jacobs, formerly with
the Webb C. Ball Company, have patented a new
penny and dime savings bank for home use. They
are manufacturing them in large quantities.

Frank J. Schroeder, the well-known watch-
maker, met last month with a painful accident
by falling down a stairway in the New England
Building. He was badly cut and bruised.

The watch display of the Illinois Watch Co.
was shown for a week in the Euclid Avenue show
window of the Cowell & Hubbard Co. and at-
tracted a large crowd of the public, whose curios-
ity was satisfied to see the internals of a watch
movement.

At the recent exhibit of the Cleveland School
of Art there was a very good display of hand-
wrought jewelry in silver and other metals set
with the semi-precious stones The display at-
tracted considerable attention and was of merit.

The Solomonson Optical Company, 73i Euclid
Avenue, have just completed a new store front,
which has a central doorway and show window on
either side.

Chas. Ettinger has closed out his branch
store, 2056 East Ninth Street, and sold his fix-
tures to a Mr. Freund, who has opened up a
first-class haberdashery store. Mr. Ettinger is
still continuing his auction of the Franklin
Jewelry Company, a concern which he also owns.

The Biskind Bros. Co., 715 Euclid Avenue,
have closed their auction and report a very satis-
factory sale.

Herbert W. Burdick was re-elected a director
in the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce at its
recent election of officers.

W. H. Saxton and J. W. Dutton, of the Webb
C. Ball Company, are in the East installing a
new time service on the old Boston and Albany
Railroad. Mr. Ball announces that his time serv-
ice now embraces the entire Vanderbilt system of
railways.

A. M. Strope has recently joined the staff
of Burt Ramsay & Co., taking the place resigned
by Chas. Robertson, who has gone to enter the
employ of Greenleaf & Crosby Co., of Jackson-

Fla.
J. S. Gardner, formerly with F. H. Kramer,

has resigned and opened a small store at 18503
Detroit Avenue, Lakewood.

W. E. Cawood, of the Lewis Jewelry Com-
pany, lost his oldest son last month by death, due
to an attack of pneumonia. Mr. Cawood, Jr.,
was about 24 years of age, and previous to three
years ago he had lived in Toledo.

John Trapp has resigned from the F. H.
Kramer store, but has as yet made no arrange-
ments as to the future .

Hayden Wienzenreid has resigned from the
employ of F. W. Rose, St. Clair Street jeweler.
Mr. Hinckley will take his place as watchmaker.

Fred L. Haldy, diamond buyer for Cowell &
Hubbard Co., is again at the store, after a serious
illness of two months.

J. Beverly Jones, the well-known credit man,
has just returned from a week's trip to New
York.

E. H. Barrett, of Wingate-Nusbaum Co., was
in Angola, N. Y., last month to attend his sister's
funeral.

A. E. Kintner, the well-known jeweler, of
Paniesville, is having an auction and will close
out his business. Fixtures and furnishing will
be sold. Mr. Kintner expects to enter the manu-
facturing field.

C. E. Whittaker, Clyde, Ohio, was in town
last month and bought a new Diebold safe. He
also bought an extensive line of brass goods to
add to his stock.

Miller & Bauer, jewelers, 402 Garfield Build-
ing, have dissolved by mutual consent. Mr.
Bauer will continue the business and assume the
liabilities.

The petition favoring the Vreeland bill for
stamping watch cases was largely signed by the
local trade. Geo. Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr.
was an active missionary for this excellent meas-
ure.

Miss Ellen Sharick, Ashland, Ohio, is a new
student at the Newmeyer School of Engraving.
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Preparations for the National Retail Jewelers'
Association convention, to be held in this city
August 4th to 7th, inclusive, are going forward
satisfactorily. All of the meetings of the Cincin-
nati association are given up to discussions and
plans for the approaching convention. It has been
definitely decided that the convention will be held
in the Sinton Hotel, the entire ninth floor of
which will be given over to special exhibits.
Most of the floor space is already engaged, the
contracts having been completed. About one
thousand visiting jewelers are expected, and Ed-
ward Kaeling, secretary of the Cincinnati asso-
ciation, states that "they are to be given the time
of their lives."

The Gustave Fox Jewelry Company baseball
team has reorganized this year and are challeng-
ing all comers.

Ed. Steinmeyer, watchmaker for the Frank
Herschede Jewelry Company, spent ten days last
month visiting his parents in St. Louis, having
gone down to assist at their golden wedding an-
niversary.

A bowling team has been organized by the
Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association.

E. Weber has contracted for a handsome
brick residence in Howell Avenue, Clifton.

Miss Anna Herschede, cashier of the Frank
Herschede Jewelry Company, was the fortunate
winner of a fine oil painting, by Herbert Einstein,
raffled off recently by the Cincinnati Jewish Set-
tlement Association.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Horton, of Jackson Cen-
ter, Ohio, spent a few days of their wedding trip
in Cincinnati last month.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Herschede are the
proud parents of a tiny daughter, and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Herschede are rejoicing over an
embryo voter and possible United States Presi-
dent.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herschede have gone to
New York for a couple of weeks.

Leonard Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
is in New York for a three weeks' stock-taking
trip.

Out of 1023 Elks Lodges in this country, over
780 procured their presentation badges for this
year from the Gustave Fox Jewelry Company.
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Milford Fox, along the Pacific coast, and
Bert Ganz, on the Atlantic seaboard, are working
full time on their spring trade and are sending in
highly satisfactory reports. •

Mr. Fred Kramer is putting up a handsome
pressed-brick home in Walnut Hills, where he will
reside. He is much interested in the progress of
the work and spends his spare time watching its
development.

Alvin Fox and I. N. Fox returned recently
from a sojourn in Florida.

The spring housecleaning germ was active
in the Frank Herschede Jewelry Company store
last month. The walls were retinted a dark, rest-
ful shade of green, the mahogany show cases re-
varnished and polished, and everything put in
ship-shape condition.

Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Newman sailed from
New York Friday, April 24th, for two months of
European travel.

Nathan Mendelsohn, of Wallenstein and
Mayer, is making a successful trip through the
Buckeye State.

One of the most attractive jewelry windows
in Cincinnati recently was the coral display
made by the Frank Herschede Jewelry Company
early in April. Coral jewelry of every kind was
shown, and was most tempting. They report coral
as one of the "best sellers."

M. A. Hurlbut, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, presi-
dent, and I. M. Radabaugh, secretary of the Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, were in town
last month on business pertaining to the conven-
tion in August.

F. Piefer, the Covington, Ky., jeweler, has
made a fifty-foot addition to the rear of his store
and refitted and fixed up the entire establishment.

Miss Ruth Spritz, cashier for Wallenstein &
Mayer, visited in Rushville, Ind., for a short time
last month.

Miss Lillian Cordon, the recording clerk for
Richter & Phillips, resigned last month, as she is
to marry Harry Lang in June.

William J. Steiner, of Beckley, W. Va., has
gone into bankruptcy. A number of the big Cin-
cinnati jobbing firms are among the creditors.

B. S. Newman, of Frohman & Company, re-
turned just before Easter from a business trip in
the South and reports business fair and conditions
improving.

W. N. Hinton, of Paris, Ky., another of our
older jewelers, has retired from active business
life, having sold out to his son.

The death of Harry Scofield, of the eastern
firm of Scofield, Melcher & Scofield, was much
regretted by the Cincinnati jobbers, as Mr. Sco-
field was one of the most popular and best-loved
of the visiting salesmen.

E. G. Lohmeyer, of Newport, Ky., lost his
father last month. Mr. Lohmeyer was $6 years
of age, and died suddenly April 4th, after a
stroke of paralysis.

A. Brandley, of Elkins, W. Va., stopped in
the city for a few days last month while en route
from spending about six weeks in Florida, at his
home. Mr. Brandley is one of the pioneer jewel-
ers of the country, this year being the golden an-
niversary of his entering the trade.

E. Mosiman, of Bluffton, Ind., has just recov-
ered from a long and serious illness.

L. Loeb, of Harman & Loeb, has returned
from a western trip of four weeks and is through
with his spring trade.

H. I. Scribner, Columbus, Ohio, Frank Em-
merling, Hillsboro, Ohio, and Frank Hornung,
Brookville, Ind., attended to a little business in
the city the middle of the month, having come
in especially to attend the opening baseball game
of the igo8 season between the Cincinnati "Red
Stockings" and the Chicago "Cubs," all three of
the men being enthusiastic fans.

A. R. Grove, of Bluffton, Ind., auctioned off
his stock last month and retired from the trade.

Among the out-of-town trade visitors re-
cently in the city were N. H. Marcoffsky, Hunt-
ington, W. Va.• 

' 
Philip Horr, Aurora, Ind.; Theo-

dore W. Witt, Versailles, Ky.; D. A. Lamb, Wil-
mington, Ohio; George J. Linck, Canton, Ohio;
P. W. Starks, Manchester, Ohio ; J. D. Ward,
Rising Sun, Ind.; L. D. Bryner, Mt. Pleasant,
Tenn.; T. L. Candel, Frenchburg, Ky.; William
H. Grosse, Dayton, Ohio; H. S. Frielan, Saman,
Ohio ; J. N. Embry, Lewisburg, Ohio, and A.
Levi, Middletown, Ind.
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There has been some improvement in the
business situation during the past month. The
lethargic condition that prevailed for two months
has been broken, and now there are a few wed-
dings to stimulate the trade, as well as the days
of sunshine that bring out the people, and inci-
dentally a few will get into the jewelry stores.
The trade in precious stones has been very quiet,
and not much of a flurry can be looked for in
this line this year. Collections are not very brisk.
It is hard work to get money from customers
when they haven't any ready cash, and in cases
of paying for a "dead horse" it is even more diffi-
cult. But let us hope that we have passed
through the worst.

The early spring European trips that the local
jobbers have been accustomed to take each year
have been put off till a later period this year.
L. M. Zigler will not go over until July and
Captain Burdick will not sail for a couple of
months.

A. T. Hubbard, accompanied by Mrs. Hub-
bard and daughter, left here last month to spend
some weeks in California and also to attend the
wedding of their son, Sterling Hubbard, to Miss
Eveline Levkowicz, daughter of a prominent
lloctor, of Alameda, Cal. The wedding will be
celebrated April 2gth, in San Francisco, at Grace
Episcopal Church. The bridegroom-to-be is a
jewelry buyer for the Cowell & Hubbard Co.

Captain R. E. Burdick went to New York last
month to participate in the wedding festivities of
an old friend.

Grant Ball and Arthur Jacobs, formerly with
the Webb C. Ball Company, have patented a new
penny and dime savings bank for home use. They
are manufacturing them in large quantities.

Frank J. Schroeder, the well-known watch-
maker, met last month with a painful accident
by falling down a stairway in the New England
Building. He was badly cut and bruised.

The watch display of the Illinois Watch Co.
was shown for a week in the Euclid Avenue show
window of the Cowell & Hubbard Co. and at-
tracted a large crowd of the public, whose curios-
ity was satisfied to see the internals of a watch
movement.

At the recent exhibit of the Cleveland School
of Art there was a very good display of hand-
wrought jewelry in silver and other metals set
with the semi-precious stones The display at-
tracted considerable attention and was of merit.

The Solomonson Optical Company, 73! Euclid
Avenue, have just completed a new store front,
which has a central doorway and show window on
either side.

Chas. Ettinger has closed out his branch
store, 2o56 East Ninth Street, and sold his fix-
tures to a Mr. Freund, who has opened up a
first-class haberdashery store. Mr. Ettinger is
still continuing his auction of the Franklin
Jewelry Company, a concern which he also owns.

The Biskind Bros. Co., 715 Euclid Avenue,
have closed their auction and report a very satis-
factory sale.

Herbert W. Burdick was re-elected a director
in the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce at its
recent election of officers.

W. H. Saxton and J. W. Dutton, of the Webb
C. Ball Company, are in the East installing a
new time service on the old Boston and Albany
Railroad. Mr. Ball announces that his time serv-
ice now embraces the entire Vanderbilt system of
railways.

A. M. Strope has recently joined the staff
of Burt Ramsay & Co., taking the place resigned
by Chas. Robertson, who has gone to enter the
employ of Greenleaf & Crosby Co., of Jackson-
ville, Fla.

J. S. Gardner, formerly with F. H. Kramer,
has resigned and opened a small store at 18503
Detroit Avenue, Lakewood.

W. E. Cawood, of the Lewis Jewelry Com-
pany, lost his oldest son last month by death, due
to an attack of pneumonia. Mr. Cawood, Jr.,
was about 24 years of age, and previous to three
years ago he had lived in Toledo.

John Trapp has resigned from the F. H.
Kramer store, but has as yet made no arrange-
ments as to the future .

Hayden Wienzenreid has resigned from the
employ of F. W. Rose, St. Clair Street jeweler.
Mr. Hinckley will take his place as watchmaker.

Fred L. Haldy, diamond buyer for Cowell &
Hubbard Co., is again at the store, after a serious
illness of two months.

J. Beverly Jones, the well-known credit man,
has just returned from a week's trip to New
York.

E. H. Barrett, of Wingate-Nusbaum Co., was
in Angola, N. Y., last month to attend his sister's
funeral.

A. E. Kintner, the well-known jeweler, of
Paniesville, is having an auction and will close
out his business. Fixtures and furnishing will
be sold. Mr. Kintner expects to enter the manu-
facturing field.

C. E. Whittaker, Clyde, Ohio, was in town
last month and bought a new Diebold safe. He
also bought an extensive line of brass goods to
add to his stock.

Miller & Bauer, jewelers, 402 Garfield Build-
ing, have dissolved by mutual consent. Mr.
Bauer will continue the business and assume the
liabilities.

The petition favoring the Vreeland bill for
stamping watch cases was largely signed by the
local trade. Geo. Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr.
was an active missionary for this excellent meas-
ure.

Miss Ellen Sharick, Ashland, Ohio, is a new
student at the Newmeyer School of Engraving.
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Preparations for the National Retail Jewelers'
Association convention, to be held in this city
August 4th to 7th, inclusive, are going forward
satisfactorily. All of the meetings of the Cincin-
nati association are given up to discussions and
plans for the approaching convention. It has been
definitely decided that the convention will be held
in the Sinton Hotel, the entire ninth floor of
which will be given over to special exhibits.
Most of the floor space is already engaged, the
contracts having been completed. About one
thousand visiting jewelers are expected, and Ed-
ward Kaeling, secretary of the Cincinnati asso-
ciation, states that "they are to be given the time
of their lives."

The Gustave Fox Jewelry Company baseball
team has reorganized this year and are challeng-
ing all corners.

Ed. Steinmeyer, watchmaker for the Frank
Herschede Jewelry Company, spent ten days last
month visiting his parents in St. Louis, having
gone down to assist at their golden wedding an-
niversary.

A bowling team has been organized by the
Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association.

E. Weber has contracted for a handsome
brick residence in Howell Avenue, Clifton.

Miss Anna Herschede, cashier of the Frank
Herschede Jewelry Company, was the fortunate
winner of a fine oil painting, by Herbert Einstein,
raffled off recently by the Cincinnati Jewish Set-
tlement Association.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Horton, of Jackson Cen-
ter, Ohio, spent a few days of their wedding trip
in Cincinnati last month.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Herschede are the
proud parents of a tiny daughter, and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Herschede are rejoicing over an
embryo voter and possible United States Presi-
dent.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herschede have gone to
New York for a couple of weeks.

Leonard Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
is in New York for a three weeks' stock-taking
trip.

Out of 5023 Elks Lodges in this country, over
780 procured their presentation badges for this
year from the Gustave Fox Jewelry Company.
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Milford Fox, along the Pacific coast, and
Bert Ganz, on the Atlantic seaboard, are working
full time on their spring trade and are sending in
highly satisfactory reports. •

Mr. Fred Kramer is putting up a handsome
pressed-brick home in Walnut Hills, where he will
reside. He is much interested in the progress of
the work and spends his spare time watching its
development.

Alvin Fox and I. N. Fox returned recently
from a sojourn in Florida.

The spring housecleaning germ was active
in the Frank Herschede Jewelry Company store
last month. The walls were retinted a dark, rest-
ful shade of green, the mahogany show cases re-
varnished and polished, and everything put in
ship-shape condition.

Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Newman sailed from
New York Friday, April 24th, for two months of
European travel.

Nathan Mendelsohn, of Wallenstein and
Mayer, is making a successful trip through the
Buckeye State.

One of the most attractive jewelry windows
in Cincinnati recently was the coral display
made by the Frank Herschede Jewelry Company
early in April. Coral jewelry of every kind was
shown, and was most tempting. They report coral
as one of the "best sellers."

M. A. Hurlbut, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, presi-
dent, and I. M. Radabaugh, secretary of the Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, were in town
last month on business pertaining to the conven-
tion in August.

F. Piefer, the Covington, Ky., jeweler, has
made a fifty-foot addition to the rear of his store
and refitted and fixed up the entire establishment.

Miss Ruth Spritz, cashier for Wallenstein &
Mayer, visited in Rushville, Ind., for a short time
last month.

Miss Lillian Cordon, the recording clerk for
Richter & Phillips, resigned last month, as she is
to marry Harry Lang in June.

William J. Steiner, of Beckley, W. Va., has
gone into bankruptcy. A number of the big Cin-
cinnati jobbing firms are among the creditors.

B. S. Newman, of Frohman & Company, re-
turned just before Easter from a business trip in
the South and reports business fair and conditions
improving.

W. N. Hinton, of Paris, Ky., another of our
older jewelers, has retired from active business
life, having sold out to his son.

The death of Harry Scofield, of the eastern
firm of Scofield, Melcher & Scofield, was much
regretted by the Cincinnati jobbers, as Mr. Sco-
field was one of the most popular and best-loved
of the visiting salesmen.

E. G. Lohmeyer, of Newport, Ky., lost his
father last month. Mr. Lohmeyer was 86 years
of age, and died suddenly April 4th, after a
stroke of paralysis.

A. Brandley, of Elkins, W. Va., stopped in
the city for a few days last month while en route
from spending about six weeks in Florida, at his
home. Mr. Brandley is one of the pioneer jewel-
ers of the country, this year being the golden an-
niversary of his entering the trade.

E. Mosiman, of Bluffton, Ind., has just recov-
ered from a long and serious illness.

L. Loeb, of Harman & Loeb, has returned
from a western trip of four weeks and is through
with his spring trade.

H. I. Scribner, Columbus, Ohio, Frank Em-
merling, Hillsboro, Ohio, and Frank Hornung,
Brookville, Ind., attended to a little business in
the city the middle of the month, having come
in especially to attend the opening baseball game
of the ioo8 season between the Cincinnati "Red
Stockings" and the Chicago "Cubs," all three of
the men being enthusiastic fans.

A. R. Grove, of Bluffton, Ind., auctioned off
his stock last month and retired from the trade.

Among the out-of-town trade visitors re-
cently in the city were N. H. Marcoffsky, Hunt-
ington, W. Va.• 

' 
Philip Horr, Aurora, Ind.; Theo-

dore W. Witt, Versailles, Ky.; D. A. Lamb, Wil-
mington, Ohio; George J. Linck, Canton, Ohio;
P. W. Starks, Manchester, Ohio; J. D. Ward,
Rising Sun, Ind.; L. D. Bryner, Mt. Pleasant,
Tenn.; T. L. Candel, Frenchburg, Ky.; William
H. Grosse, Dayton, Ohio; H. S. Frielan, Saman,
Ohio ; J. N. Embry, Lewisburg, Ohio, and A.
Levi, Middletown, Ind.

Lifting Watch so Dial Faces the Wearer

NVateli worn as Chatelaine, showing it lifted
to read the time

•

stiowing Watch Turned with Back Outward

Watch worn on Chain as a pendant, pinned to garment as additional security

Brooch and Case Combined
Which Enables a Watch

to Keep Correct Time

CANNOT BE LOST WILL NOT PULL OR WEAR OFF

Bubo's Safety Chatelaine Brooch Watch Case

Patents Pending in U. S. and Foreign Countries

MERITS —Holds the watch firmly and securely, thus preventing the movement

from being jarred, as there is no swinging or bobbing up and down while

the wearer is walking or running. Protects both the case and garment

from wear.
UTILITY —It can be raised so as to read the time, and reversed to have either

the dial or back facing front, without removing brooch pin or watch from

the garment. Can be worn on the shoulder, belt, chain or fob.

ARTISTIC AND PRACTICAL —The only brooch and watch combined.

Affords absolute security, as it has a safety catch. Nothing to wear out, as

it works on friction bearings. Eliminates the possibility of loss of the 
watch

owing to either bow, hook, swivel or link wearing out, breaking or 
coming

apart, as in the old-style chatelaine. Dues not interfere with either winding

or setting of movement.

Licensed under Wachter Patent Ball-Bearing Bow

DUBOIS WATCH CASE CO

21 and 23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK CITY

MADE FOR ALL SIZES OF LADIES' WATCHES

Watch especially adapted for outdoor sports, showing it worn as Chatelaine

813

showing Watch Worn with Dial Outward

Watch worn on belt IN Chat vlaitic;, also bug

neck chain can be worn attached to it

Side View

Showing Watch Turned in Swivel Brooch
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OUR MONTHLY BARGAINS
EVERY MONTH SOMETHING DIFFERENT

ALWAYS LOOK FOR Ni. J. CO.'S AD.
(These prices not good after May 31st)

lrlice Plate
with Large Peep Holes. Made to fit Moseley No. 2, W.-W. No. a0 nd Rived No. 1

We only have a few of these. (Regular Price, $8-.00)

Otir PriCe, Het

P rn C

Square Oilstone Slips
(Regular Price, 25 cents)

Our • cents, net

Tria4,1111:4{- Slips
(Regular Price, 30 cents)

Our Price, each, 25 cents, net

)
MERICAR ARO. ArIMICIVE BOWS •

Filled

Assorted Sizes. Round and Antique

(Regular Price, $1.25)

Our Price, per card, 75 cents, net

& M. Hands

0-0-12-16-18 Sizes

For Elgin or Waltham Nlovements

(Regular Price, 25 cents)

Our Price, per box
to cents, net

(1 dozen pairs of one size in I•ox)

Paper Pio!, !loxes

Smell Medium

No. 25 No. 26

(Regular Price, $3.50)

Our l'rice, per gross, $2.11,

Orders for one gross or more, we print

FRI:1i dr C.11.A Rti

Large

No. 27

Square Needle Files
(Regular Price, $1.25)

Our Price, per dozen, So cents, net

111

Round Needle Files
(Regular Price, $1.25)

Our Price, per dozen, 8o cents, net

MEYER JEWELRY CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

1008-1018 Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

The Largest Tool and Illlateriol House in the Wes.

Too Many Bargains —Had no room for our Faultless Plating Machine
Write for Circular and Prices. " It's a Wonder"

Kindiy mention The Keystone

The Commencement
and Wedding Season
rivals Christmas as a harvest for the

jeweler. The gift-giving custom to

brides and graduates

grows more exacting

from year to year tflel

Elshion decrees that

each gift shall have an

initial, inscription or monogram. A

necessity of the season and a thorough

profit maker for every jeweler is the

well-known compilatioil,

Hornikel's

Engravers' Text-Book

a new edition of which

has just been issued.

This wonderful compila-

tion of letter, monogram

and inscription models is

largely responsible for

the monogram fad, as

the lettering is of an

artistic character hereto-

fore unknown. It furnishes instruction and ideas to

the

No

engraver and assures satisfaction to his customer.

matter what form of letter engraving may he

called for, this book furnishes

many models of unexcelled

beauty.

Procure a copy it once

and make certain to please the

present purchaser.

A COPy it 'ill be sent postpaid to any tart of he world

on receipt of price, $6.00 (El Ss.)

EOlt SALE RV

The Keystone Publishin c()
809-81 1-813 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Hey worth Building, CHICAGO, ILL. '

■■■■

THE lEGIS CASE
(PATENTED)

01/
POY

Fig. Fig. 2 Fig. 3

The JEGIS is a new creation in Gold Case making. The Center
and Bezel are in one. Instead of having the ordinary Cap, this

Case is provided with a rigid metal movement cup, held friction

tight in position. This cup gives protection to the movement

such as cannot be secured with the conventional jointed cap,

while dust is thoroughly excluded from the front by means of the

one-piece center and bezel.

To fit movement, first properly adjust the hands; then pull out crown as usual and

insert movement from back of case, (see Fig. 1). After winding square is properly placed,

the movement should be pressed down, so that it \kill be held in proper place by the spring

in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted.

To take out movement, remove the movement cup (shown in I ig. 2), by raising it near

the pendant; pull out crown to release the square; lift out movement by means of case

screw nearest joint (see Fig. 3); withdraw movement from square, and case.

This new /BIS case is made in 2 and 16 size 0. 1- and is now ready for delivery

TRADE MARK REGIBTERER

Made only by

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
21=23 Maiden Lane, New York

San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street
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RED "BANTAM" INK PENCILS
$2.00 Each

Modesty forhas us to crow. But—
We claim and guarantee our newest titan Ink Pencil and Stylographic Pen the best pen
of its kind ever produced. Cannot leak in whatever .position it may be carried.

An ideal writing instrument for manifolding, red ink ruling, or general writing when
shading is not desired.

John Holland Gold Pen Co., 127-129 East Fourth Street, CINCINNATI
I4t'&I 1M41 Writci fiir I )i..4t.:41Lints
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GOOD BUSINESS

What makes it?

A GOOD LINE

What line? 2/3 SIZE

THE D. F. B. CO. LINE
ilURLBUR T'S

FOR STANDARD

RAILROAD
WATCHES Ask for the line with the guarantee back of it

The extension of the railroad watch inspection system to practically
all the great railroads of the country has given to the trade an
excellent opportunity for the profitable sale of high-grade watches.
We are now showing an unusually large stock of

ELGIN an? WALTHAM
in the grades approved by the inspectors, and can furnish all needed
S upplies promptly and satisfactorily.

Also a complete new stock in the standard makes of cases
specially adapted for railroad use.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.Id SOUTH TENTH STREET

THE D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

180 Broadway

NEW YORK

Heyworth Building

CHICAGO

Mermod & Jaccard Building

ST. LOUIS

Gamagc Building
LONDON, ENG.
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F-015

F- 3 0 43

Ladies' Open-Face

Watch Cases 

JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold

(Guaranteed for 25 Years)

Trade-Mark in Back Trade-Mark in Cap

The Queen Style is the smallest case that
can be built over an 0 Size movement.

Swivel Pendant—The best for use with
Chatelaine Pin.

French Bow—Secure and artistic.

Plain Polish, Satin-finish, Roman.
For monogram work

Engine-Turned Shield, Spot, and Drop
Shield; Fancy Engraved in great variety,
and Diamond Set, Single-stone Star, etc.

JAS. BOSS 25-year 0 size, open-face
cases, fitted with 7-jewel movements, make
a reliable watch at a popular price.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

Jas. Boss Stiffened Gold

Watch Cases
(Guaranteed for 20 Years)

40.80s,s,

F -015
13.015

G...NTEr B.205

Trade-Mark in Back Trade-Mark in Cap

Superiority in construction.

ci Beauty in design.

qi Variety in ornamentation.

44 Perfection in execution.

F- 3450
8.2033

B 1912 (II Have placed this line in the lead

in popular favor.

cr Nothing cheap about it except the
price.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

F.0 5

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
PHILADELPHIA

New York
Chicago Boston

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Cincinnati

Boston San Francisco

Cincinnati
San Francisco

B.2042
New York
Chicago

D - 307
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Our Special Advertising Offer
In order to introduce "'The American" Boyproof Watch to the

trade, we will ship with every order for one dozen, the handsome

display box illustrated above, covered in Rembrandt Brown and con-

taining, together with the twelve watches, several three color posters of

"The American" Boyproof Watch.

Every box is packed for shipment in a reinforced, double cor-

rugated board wrapper and every watch is put up individually in a

flannel baglet and a tight fitting linen cover box. Nothing has been

spared to make this assortment as attractive as possible; it is compact,

neat and handy and will double your sales on $1.00 watches wherever

displayed.

Price, complete, with 12 Boyproof Watches, Nickel Finish,

$8.40 Net.

The Western Clock Manufacturing Company,

NEW YORK, 85 John St.

Sole Manufacturers of the America Alarm.

La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.

n°1/0

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Meth-

ods Used by European Workmen—No. 12

[Translated front La France Ilorloyere]

To choose a pallet stone for a pin-pallet

escapement.—Many watchmakers choose a

pallet according to the size of the pallet

hole, which is sometimes enlarged out of.

proportion, and are astonished that they

cannot obtain a good escapement.

Choose your pallet stone always with

regard to your escape wheel. You know

that theoretically the diameter of this stone

should be equal to the space separating two

tooth points. Choose for it one a bit smaller,

to make allowance for the inequalities of the

wheel, and place it without worrying about

the difference which might exist between its

diameter and that of the old pallet stone.

What you have done will have been done

properly.
To change the point of gearing of the

wheels of the striking work of clocks when

the movement is in place and the plates

screwed on.—With your fingers ungear the

wheels whose point of contact is to be

changed and pass along the required num-

ber of wheels. Have no fear ; you will

bend nothing. Thus you need not trouble

yourself about the point of contact while

you are putting the movement together.

A peculiar cause of stoppage.—Let it

be understood that we are treating here a

Stoppage peculiar to a Brocot suspension.

'When the tapped regulating slide is not

nicely fitted and has a little play, the clock,

after having been started, will run for a few

minutes and then stop.
If one is not careful to inspect the sus-

pension it is very easy to look a long time
for a defect in the movement and not find it.

This defect is to be found sometimes in
11C\\• clocks. It is always advisable in a case
of this kind to ascertain if the suspension is
in good order.

Method for correcting errors that cause
the stoppage of German alarm clocks.—In

nipe out of ten German clocks which stop
the stoppage is caused by the lack of free-
dom of the balance pivots.

Here is a method for correcting this

defect: Commence by lengthening the two
points of the axis, make the two screw holes

perfectly conical and polish them.

It is necessary, after having removed

the pallet, that the balance make at least

Ioo double vibrations without more than

one impulse, and that in all directions. To

start it, cause it to make exactly one revolu-

tion upon itself and release it. Unless one

can arrive at this result there is friction

elsewhere than at the points, and it is neces-

sary to locate it.

Repairing deformed suspension springs.

—Pass a wire through the hole in the sus-

pension and suspend the pendulum ; heat it

over the lamp until it becomes pale blue,

pulling the while upon the wire and the pen-

dulum. Your suspension will be straight-

ened and made even better than when new.

Barrel hook for a clock.—Many clock

repairers put in new barrel hooks in the fol-

lowing manner:
They take a clock screw with a strong

head, cut away the split part and make a

hook of the rest of the head. The screw is

then inserted from the interior and tight-

ened by means of flat pincers, then clinched

solidly on the outside.
To repair the bell of a clock.—Find the

crack and scrape its edges both on the in-

side and outside. Pour several drops of

soldering fluid in the inside upon the crack;

with a bit of copper wire make it flow into

the crack throughout its length and on both

sides. Put several bits of solder in the bell

and heat over the lamp. With a copper

wire cause the solder to flow into .the crack

to the edge of the bell. While the solder is

liquid remove with a brush all of it that is

superfluous, both from the inside and from

the outside. If the crack is not apparent,

the entire interior should be covered.

To repair American alarm clocks.—The

repair of American alarm clocks is the

nightmare of many clock repairers. Two

things suffice, however, after cleaning them,

to assure their running satisfactorily. They

are:
(I).—To renew the pallets ; they can be

replaced by bits of sewing needles.

(2).—Make over and repolish in the

lathe the balance pivots, which are always

worn. Use for this purpose a rather coarse

oilstone or emery slip, and then polish.

Method of replacing an alarm spring

without taking the movement down.—These

alarms are sold at such ridiculously low

prices that it is necessary to repair them in

(821)

a very short time so that the charge will

not exceed the cost of the clock.

Remove the screw that holds the two

plates together from the side of the spring;

take out the two pieces of the broken spring.

Hold the movement solidly on the anvil

and pass the eyelet hole of the new spring

on the pin that holds the plate ; unwind your

spring throughout its length so as to be able

to hook the center eyelet on the barrel arbor.

Wind up the spring with the key; the spring

is wound up and placed without taking

down the clock.
To clean the cases of clocks after re-

pairing them.—Sprinkle your cap over with

carbonate of lime. Pour wine vinegar upon

it and rub vigorously. Rinse in clean water

and allow the piece to dry slowly either in

the sun or at the fire. A magnificent polish

is thus obtained.

Another method.—Take a handful of

sorrel mixed with wood ashes and rub your

case well in all directions. Then wash it,

using plenty of water, and then dry, either

in sawdust or before a very hot-fire. Apply

carefully a coat of lacquer of the required

shade to the brass parts, and you will obtain

the appearance of a new piece.

A liquid for cleaning quickly and well

any kind of a clock.—Dissolve about to

grams of soft soap in about a quart of hot

water. So that the soap may dissolve more

rapidly, add 20 grams of alkali. Place the

parts of the clock in this solution, allowing

them to remain there for ten minutes. Dry

them by rubbing with sawdust mixed with

carbonate of lime. There only remains to

brush them. The bath gives them the bril-

liancy of new pieces.
Another method for cleaning parts.—

Place the parts in a bath of ammonia and

alcohol. Rub the pieces with a brush and

carbonate of lime. If the bath blackens a

copper piece, you may know that there is too

much ammonia. It is necessary then to add

alcohol.
Still another method.—Place a full

quart of water in a dish ; add to it a small

portion of Marseilles or other soap. Heat

to the boiling point and until the soap is

dissolved. Take from the fire and add a

liquor glass of ammonia. Place your move-

ment, which has previously been repaired,

in this solution. The wheels and small pieces

(Continued on page 823)
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Our nthal Advertising Offer
In order to introduce "The American" Boyproof Watch to the

trade, we will ship with every order for one dozen, the handsome

display box illustrated above, covered in Rembrandt Brown and con-

taining, together with the twelve watches, several three color posters of

"The American" Boyproof Watch.

Every box is packed for shipment in a reinforced, double cor-

rugated board wrapper and every watch is put up individually in a

flannel baglet and a tight fitting linen cover box. Nothing has been

spared to make this assortment as attractive as possible; it is compact,

neat and handy and will double your sales on $1.00 watches wherever

displayed.

Price, complete, with 12 Boyproof Watches, Nickel Finish,

$8.40 Net.

The Western Clock Manufacturing Company,

NEW YORK, 85 John St.

Sole Manufacturers of the America Alarm.

La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.

Practical Watch Repairing

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Meth-

ods Used by European Workmen—No. 12

[Translated front La France Horlogere]

To choose a pallet stone for a pin-pallet

escapement.—Many watchmakers choose a

pallet according to the size of the pallet

hole, which is sometimes enlarged out of.

proportion, and are astonished that they

cannot obtain a good escapement.

Choose your pallet stone always with

regard to your escape wheel. You know

that theoretically the diameter of this stone

should be equal to the space separating two

tooth points. Choose for it one a bit smaller,

to make allowance for the inequalities of the

wheel, and place it without worrying about

the difference which might exist between its

diameter and that of the old pallet stone.

What you have done will have been done

properly.
To change the point of gearing of the

wheels of the striking work of clocks when

the movement is in place and the plates

screwed on.—With your fingers ungear the

wheels whose point of contact is to be

changed and pass along the required num-

ber of wheels. Have no fear ; you will
bend nothing. Thus you need not trouble

yourself about the point of contact while
you are putting the movement together.

A peculiar cause of stoppage.—Let it
be understood that we are treating here a

stoppage peculiar to a Brocot suspension.

When the tapped regulating slide is not
nicely fitted and has a little play, the clock,
after having been started, will run for a few

minutes and then stop.
If one is not careful to inspect the sus-

pension it is very easy to look a long time
for a defect in the movement and not find it.

This defect is to be found sometimes in
new clocks. It is always advisable in a case
of this kind to ascertain if the suspension is
in good order.

Method for correcting errors that cause
the stoppage of German alarm clocks.—In
nine out of ten German clocks which stop
the stoppage is caused by the lack of free-
dom of the balance pivots.

Here is a method for correcting this

defect: Commence by lengthening the two
Points of the axis, make the two screw holes

perfectly conical and polish them.

It is necessary, after having removed

the pallet, that the balance make at least

Ioo double vibrations without more than
one impulse, and that in all directions. To

start it, cause it to make exactly one revolu-

tion upon itself and release it. Unless one

can arrive at this result there is friction

elsewhere than at the points, and it is neces-

sary to locate it.

Repairing deformed suspension springs.

—Pass a wire through the hole in the sus-

pension and suspend the pendulum ; heat it

over the lamp until it becomes pale blue,

pulling the while upon the wire and the pen-

dulum. Your suspension will be straight-

ened and made even better than when new.

Barrel hook for a clock.—Many clock

repairers put in new barrel hooks in the fol-

lowing manner:
They take a clock screw with a strong

head, cut away the split part and make a

hook of the rest of the head. The screw is

then inserted from the interior and tight-

ened by means of flat pincers, then clinched

solidly on the outside.
To repair the bell of a clock.—Find the

crack and scrape its edges both on the in-

side and outside. Pour several drops of

soldering fluid in the inside upon the crack;

with a bit of copper wire make it flow into

the crack throughout its length and on both

sides. Put several bits of solder in the bell

and heat over the lamp. With a copper

wire cause the solder to flow into the crack

to the edge of the bell. While the solder is

liquid remove with a brush all of it that is

superfluous, both from the inside and from

the outside. If the crack is not apparent,

the entire interior should be covered.

To repair American alarm clocks.—The

repair of American alarm clocks is the

nightmare of many clock repairers. Two

things suffice, however, after cleaning them,

to assure their running satisfactorily. They

are:
( I).—To renew the pallets ; they can be

replaced by bits of sewing needles.

(2).—Make over and repolish in the

lathe the balance pivots, which are always

worn. Use for this purpose a rather coarse

oilstone or emery slip, and then polish.

Method of replacing an alarm spring

2vithout taking the movement down.—These

alarms are sold at such ridiculously low

prices that it is necessary to repair them in

(821)

a very short time so that the charge will

not exceed the cost of the clock.
Remove the screw that holds the two

plates together from the side of the spring;

take out the two pieces of the broken spring.

Hold the movement solidly on the anvil

and pass the eyelet hole of the new spring

on the pin that holds the plate ; unwind your

spring throughout its length so as to be able

to hook the center eyelet on the barrel arbor.

Wind up the spring with the key; the spring

is wound up and placed without taking

down the clock.
To clean the cases of clocks after re-

pairing them.—Sprinkle your cap over with

carbonate of lime. Pour wine vinegar upon

it and rub vigorously. Rinse in clean water

and allow the piece to dry slowly either in

the sun or at the fire. A magnificent polish

is thus obtained.

Another method.—Take a handful of

sorrel mixed with wood ashes and rub your

case well in all directions. Then wash it,

using plenty of water, and then dry, either

in sawdust or before a very hot-fire. Apply

carefully a coat of lacquer of the required

shade to the brass parts, and you will obtain

the appearance of a new piece.

A liquid for cleaning quickly and well

any kind of a clock.—Dissolve about to

grams of soft soap in about a quart of hot

water. So that the soap may dissolve more

rapidly, add 20 grams of alkali. Place the

parts of the clock in this solution, allowing

them to remain there for ten minutes. Dry

them by rubbing with sawdust mixed with

carbonate of lime. There only remains to

brush them. The bath gives them the bril-

liancy of new pieces.
Another method for cleaning parts.—

Place the parts in a bath of ammonia and

alcohol. Rub the pieces with a brush and

carbonate of lime. If the bath blackens a

copper piece, you may know that there is too

much ammonia. It is necessary then to add

alcohol.
Still another method.—Place a full

quart of water in a dish ; add to it a small

portion of Marseilles or other soap. Heat

to the boiling point and until the soap is

dissolved. Take from the fire and add a

liquor glass of ammonia. Place your move-

ment, which has previously been repaired,

in this solution. The wheels and small pieces

(Continued on page 823)
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A Representative Line of

WATCHES
,is an essential part of every up-to-date jeweler's stock.

qf Why?

q Because the kevieciwzee is the only high-grade watch to be
had at a medium price.

(I[ VOM, Mr. Dealer, know that your stock requires a medium-
priced watch.

q You want nothing but the best, so the only thing to do is
to order a line of New Englands—that is, if you haven't
them already in stock.

qi Shall we send you our latest Aafcia.zse Price-List?

cr I t's yours for the asking.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Waterbury, Conn.

Chicago San Francisco
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Practical Watch Repairing

(Continued from page 821)

are strung on a wire, with the exception of

the escape wheel, the pallet, the pallet bridge

and the fly, as a precaution. The barrels

on another wire, the plates at the bottom of

the dish, and the balance on top. Leave

them in the bath for two or three minutes,

according to the temperature of the water.

As soon as they are taken out, rinse them in

benzine, then place them in warm sawdust,

shaking the pieces on the wire. Brush off

the teeth and pinions, and the operation of

cleaning is complete.

Acoustic method for listening to the

beat of a clock.—To regulate a clock in a

noisy place, take a slender metal bar. fiord

one end between your teeth, and place the

other against the clock. Close your ears,

and you will hear the beat as plainly as if

the clock were monumental in size.

To affix the feet of a marble clock.—

Heat some sealing wax to the boiling point.

Clean out the hole which is to receive the

pin and heat the pin. Pour the boiling wax

into the marble hole and insert the hot pin.

Let both cool. There is no longer a chance

of the feet moving.
To construct an electric alarm at a

small cxpense.—Pierce a watch glass in the

center. Fit into it a copper needle, like that

in an aneroid barometer, long enough so

that it may be bent into a hook in such a

way that it will come in contact with the

hour hand and not with the minute hand.

Attach a wire to the movement, at the but-

ton of the bell, for instance, and another at

the button of the hands. Connect them with

your bells. To use the device, place the in-

dex hand on the hour at which you wish to

be awakened. When the hour hand touches

the index hand a. current is established. By

leaving the index quite free you do not risk

stopping the clock.
To cut out a round alarm clock glass.—

Stick a bit of glass upon the plate of an

universal face-plate by means of modeling

wax, and cut it with the diamond held mo-

tionless while the lathe is rotated.

How a Movement Should Be Set Up

To the watchmaker's trade numbers of

questions arise upon which its members are

far from holding the same opinion, among

ethers, the subject of setting up a move-

ment

How should a movement be set up?
For this operation, as for many others, each

workman has his own method, which he be-

lieves to be the best because it gives him
good results. It is incontestable that in

horology one can, for many kinds,of work,

KEvsToNe

obtain the same results by employing a

hundred different methods. Is it the same

for setting up a movement? It is very

possible. Therefore we have no intention

whatsoever of describing a method that

should be used to the exclusion of all others.

We shall limit ourselves, on the con-

trary, to giving, as briefly as possible, the

order to follow that seems to us the most

rational, trying to bring out its advantages.

We shall treat the setting up of the

modern movement in general, but more par-

ticularly the setting up of new movements,

which, moreover, will differ but slightly

from old movements, excepting in certain

respects that we do not deem it necessary

to dwell upon.
We shall omit also the inherent prepar-

atory work done on a new piece, its descrip-

tion offering no interest.
Let us take simply a watch (without

complication), of which the parts, in good

order, are ready to be put in place, and we

shall try to execute the operation of setting

UI) the movement under the most favorable
conditions possible, so as to obtain without

fail a good result; that is, an action that

will not stop and can be easily regulated.

- In the first place, we try all the pivots

in their respective holes. It is useless to

dwell upon this first operation. We then

put in the winding-work and the motion-

work and assure ourselves of its perfect

freedom. That done, we put the plate in

the case and we put the stem in place. We

tighten the petulant screw to the fullest

degree, and we make, if it is required, the

changes necessary, so that the stem may

turn freely without any play.

This precaution is useful, for changes

in the adjustment can be easily made with

the plates bare, whereas they are difficult, if

not impossible, to execute when the move-

ment is set up.
Taking the plate from the case, we

proceed to the placing of the center wheel.

The placing of this mobile is one of the

most delicate points of setting up. It seems

useful to discuss here the center holes,

which, if they are not jeweled, should be

prepared Nvith great care. If the movement

is a new one, care should be taken to re-

move all traces of gilding from the holes,

as this substance is essentially opposed to a

good action of the pivot. To accomplish

this, we recommend a method but little

known, that gives excellent results. Take

a peg-wood and cut it down to a very fine
point. The pointed end is covered with pul-

verized charcoal mixed with water. The

pegwood is used as a broach, rolled between
the fingers, until the hole becomes free from

ld and per fectly polished. Operating
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with a little skill, it is even possible to make

an olive hole, in which the oil will remain

and which will not wear out the pivot. It is

useless to add that after the operation it is

necessary to remove every trace of charcoal,

which is clone by passing several clean peg-

woods in the hole.
A fair result can also be obtained by

the use of a broach with five faces, but,

although quicker, it is not so good as the

other, for the hole treated in this way will

be "chattered" a bit and its form will not

be so good ; besides, the risk is great for

enlarging it out of proportion.
Always, we repeat, it is necessary to

remove the least trace of gilt from the pivot

holes. It cannot be doubted that the wear,

so frequent in little used watches, comes

only from neglecting this.

We also recommend the assembler to

never leave a center hole without oil. Very

often the finisher neglects this essential

detail, and, strange to say, some employers

who would never accept a jeweled hole

without oil, even in ordinary watches, see

no objection to allowing their workmen to

leave it out in this case, where there is

really the greatest use for it.
The center wheel being placed (alone

or with the adjoining wheel, according to

the plan .of the movement), we verify its

position. This verification can be accom-

plished by setting the pivots between the

points of calipers and turning the plate.

By this means the least defect of position is

detected at a glance.
We next occupy ourselves with the end

shake, then we assure ourselves of its free

dom, which should be absolute if the holes

have been well prepared and if the position

placing is perfect.
With a pointed flexible bit of metal, or

simply with the smallest broach obtainable,
we turn the wheel by using the tool upon
the pinion. If it does not answer to the
slightest pressure, take it down in order to
find the defect.

After having obtained a satisfactory
freedom of movement, we oil the pivots in
such a way as to fill the oil sink about three-
quarters full.

We then pass on the placing of the set-
hands arbor and the cannon pinion. The

fitting of the set-hands arbor should have
already been accomplished.

In inserting the cannon pinion, natur-
ally only brass tools should be used, such as
a pierced bar, like a rivet punch, and an-
other slender bar slightly hollowed out at
one of its extremities, upon which he head

of the set-hands arbor is placed. The lat-
ter tool can be fixed in a vise or fastened to
a brass block.
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SOME STRONG REASONS
THIS IS AN ERA of low prices. Costly goods don't go. Here is the

best seller On the market—a first-class watch, made by perfect automatic
machinery, fully guaranteed, movement timed in the case, trade-mark in plain
sight (and never change(I.) The case is either gun metal with gun metal cap, or
nickel with nickel cap. The popular thin model prevails. A gentleman's watch
that delights customers, sells at an unheard-of price and yields you big profits.

STYLES.-- THE L. W. CO. line of watches comprises over 150 styles,
affording widest scope for selection. Their form and finish, added to their
merit as timekeepers, make a strong combination. Cheap in price, they are
not cheap in QUALITY. Every responsible Jobber already carries a line of
finished L. W. CO. material. Parts are perfectly interchangeable.

NOT TOYS.—These are not " Toy Watches" nor " Bay's Watches,"
they are high-grade products. Otherwise they could not be guaranteed. They
are a credit to the man who carries them and the dealer who sells them.

SHUN IMITATIONS.--Look for the triangle on the movement.
Beware of imitations.

THIS HANDSOME BRONZE WATCH STAND is supplied free
of charge. It is exceptionally impressive and valuable. The effect is rich
when displayed on the counter, or in the window or show case.

IT MAKES SALES.—Dimensions are 93/4.xt334'. inches. Construction
is of steel, handsomely bronzed, backed by wood and supported by wire easel.

Orders filled in rotation. For luck be one of the first to apply.

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Continental Movements

0 size, 12 size, 16 size Open-Face and Hunting

7, 15, 17 and 21 Jewels

FOR SALE BY TH E JOBBINO TRADE

All Continental Movements have Breguet hairspring,

double roller and cut balance.

All are pendant set and fit accurately all regular cases

of corresponding size.

Finished material on hand.

Jules Racine & Co.
37 Maiden Lane 103 State Street

New York Chicago
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Sterling Silver Horseshoes
14 Karat
Gold Finish
set with
Whitestones or
Pearls

Write for Selection Package
'with Prices

Wachenheimer Bros.
36 Garnet Sired, Providence, 9Z. I.
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TALK TO AMBITIOUS WATCH-

MAKERS
[CONTINUED]

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

In our last article we described the laps nec-

essary for the watchmaker to have who desires

to refinish pallet stones, remove worn places 
from

end stones, etc. For the shell lap no charging is

necessary, in the sense that it is required for the

copper or soft steel lap. The diamond powder of

proper grade is applied to the surface by means

of the steel spatula, being careful to spread it

thinly and to apply only a small quantity. The

rubbing of the stone to be finished imbeds the

particles of diamond in the soft shell very effect-

ively. It is usually necessary to apply a small

quantity of diamond to the lap every time it is

used; or, at any rate, time is saved by so doing.
We frequently find an end

Remedying Pitted stone in which a "pit" has

End Stones been worn by the end of the

pivot. Now, as end stones

usually are, or should be, set flush with the set-

ting, we may, by holding the worn face of the

end stone against the shell lap, very readily

remove the pit from the stone and leave a fine,

smooth surface. This, of course, removes a

slight amount from the face of the setting, but it

is so small as to be of practically no consequence.

This "rough-and-ready" way of finishing an end

stone should be practised only when the stone is

set with the convex side next the pivot ; stones

thus set have a small, flat surface on the convex

face, against which the pivot bears. The object

in setting end stones in this way is that the oil

by capillary action may be continually drawn to

the center, instead of spreading, as on a flat sur-

face, thus insuring lubrication of the pivot as

long as the oil remains fluid. Stones set in this

way are found chiefly in American watches.

Now, to explain why it is de-

End Stone sirable to refinish while in the

Considerations setting only end stones set in

this way. If we examine an

end stone set with the large, flat face out, we will

see that the metal comes right up to the face of

the stone, or leaves a slight crevice surrounding

the stone. If we attempt to finish such a stone

while in the setting, particles of diamond lodge in

this crevice, which it is practically impossible to

wash out. Later, when in the watch the oil may

spread over the surface to the setting, particles of

diamond mixed with it, charge th e. pivot, and

cause rapid cutting of the stone. In the ease of

end stones set with convex face out, the diamond

does not come in contact with the setting where it

touches the stone; and unless an excessive quan-

tity of oil is used it never spreads to the setting.
Any operations with diamond laps on watch parts

should be followed by very thorough cleaning.

To hold a setting against the shell lap while

refinishing the face of the stone we may use sim-

ply the moistened tip of the finger or a small
cork with a smear of beeswax upon it. The wax
should be melted to apply it to the cork, and as it
needs but a very small quantity, it may be done by
holding a lump near the flame of a lamp, and
when the surface is melted, rubbing the cork upon
it. The cork need not be large, and the waxed
end should be reduced to about one-quarter inch.
\Ve shall also make use of the waxed cork to hold

• Book rights reserved by the author. ,
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pallet stones while refinishing pits from the flat

sides where the drop and slide occur.

Charging 

Our copper lap must be very

the Laps 

thoroughly charged, preferably
by rolling, and for most pur-
poses for which we will use it

No. 3 diamond will be best, though if we contem-

plate making many new stones a copper or steel

lap charged with No. 2 diamond is desirable for

roughing out. In our last article we showed in

Fig. 75 the copper lap,
with the back sloped
away at b. In making
the copper lap it is bet-
ter to turn away this
slope after the lap is
charged. This leaves the edge of the lap more

rigid to withstand the pressure of rolling, in the

process of charging.
A suitable roller for charging laps is shown

in part in Fig. 77. It is merely a hard steel roller
a with slightly
convex face ; the

C roller turns on

a 

a tempered steel
pin, the ends of
which are car-
ried by the arms
of the U-shaped
frame b, the

tang of which enters the handle c; this handle

should be about the size of an ordinary file handle.

Brass will serve for the frame b; the roller a

should be about three-eighths inch long and the

same in diameter.
' In charging the lap the diamond should be

supplied in very small quantity, carefully spread

thin by means of the spatula, when it is thor-

oughly rolled in. The roller should be applied to

the lap at a point about even with the center ; the

frame b may be rested on the T-rest, as shown

in elevation in
Fig. 78. Consid-
erable pressure
should be applied
to the roller, and
the rolling contin-
ued until the par-
ticles of diamond
are all forced into
the lap, when a little more is applied, and the

rolling process continued ; this must be repeated

until the lap is fully charged. It would be a

great waste of diamond to attempt to apply suffi-

cient at one time to fully charge the lap; a little

at a time, and the process repeated, is the only

satisfactory way with ordinary facilities.

No infallible rule can be given

The Charged Lap by which an inexperienced

workman may tell when a lap

is thoroughly charged; but in any event it must

be so fully charged that when a stone is brought

against it the copper will not be attacked. Care

must be taken to charge the lap up to the very

edge. To insure this, some workmen take a light

chip from the edge of the lap after charging. If

this is done, the cut must start from the back,

for if the front is even tolerably well charged

it will take the edge off the cutter immediately.

The last operation is to slope the back of the

lap away and smooth it with a Scotch stone.

Perhaps we should be more explicit in the

matter of using the roller to charge the lap. The

edge of the roller being convex, it will touch the

lap practically at a point only. Now, instead of

moving the roller straight across the lap, as
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though mounted on a slide-rest, we swing the

handle back and forth, rocking the roller, as it

were, on the face of the lap. A roller with con-

vex face is much more effective and satisfactory

than one with straight face would be.
Now, for the tools for refin-

Refinishing ishing pallet stones, we shall

Pallet Stones describe two styles. The • first

requires a separate tool for

round and flat-face stones. We will first de-

Fig. 77

Fig. 78

scribe the tool for round-face stones. It is shown

in Fig. 79. It consists of a brass plate a attached

to a round handle b; this handle may be of wood

or metal, but if it is of the latter it should be

preferably of aluminum, for lightness is desirable.

Fig. 8o is a view in the direction of the arrow,

shown in Fig. 79. The top surface of the brass

plate should be preferably slightly below the

center line of the handle b. The screw f works

loosely through a slot in the clamp e and is tapped

through the brass plate a; this tapped hole

should be countersunk from the top to about

half the thickness of the plate to admit a small

helical spring, surrounding the screw ; this is to

raise the clamp e when the screw f is loosened.

The clamp e is of tempered steel; the rear

end is bent down as shown, so that in clamping a

pallet stone of average thickness the clamping

surfaces will be about parallel. The rear end of

rig. 81

a

Fig. 80

the clamp e, where it touches the plate a should

be rounded, as shown in Fig. 8r, which is a view

of Fig. 8o seen in the direction of the arrow.

This enables the clamp to tip slightly and conform

to the surface of the stone. The surfaces of the

clamp e and the plate a where they clamp the stone

should be lightly coated with soft solder and the

stone imbeds itself slightly in the solder and is held

firmly with but small pressure from the screw f.

We have not detailed the

As to Making method to be followed in mak-

The Tool ing this tool. Most watchmak-

ers have ideas of their own

and would modify or improve any plan we might

offer. The part c, Fig. 79, is of steel wire, and is

fixed firmly in the handle b; the length of c must

be such that when the point rests on the bench, at

a convenient distance in front of the lathe, a p
al-

let stone held under the clamp c will touch the

lap at a point slightly above the center ; a line

drawn from the center of the lap to the point

touched by the pallet stone should form a right

angle with a line passing from the pallet stone to

the point of the wire c. This will insure the

microscopic lines left in the face of the stone by

the polishing lap being coincident with the direc-

tion of movement of the tooth across the stone.

In refinishing pallet stones of

Visible the visible type they should

Pallet Stones always be removed from the

pallet frame and any adhering

shellac removed with a small brass scraper. If

the locking face is pitted, we lay the stone on our

(Continued on page 827)



8' Here are this year's
winners in bracelets

SIMMONS 
Still in

'ARM I LLA'

the lead

among secret joint

and catch bracelets.

The Simmons Arm-

illa line, augmented

by many new and desirable patterns—afford-

ing the widest possible choice of styles, designs

and finishes—is admittedly the best-selling line

of this type of bracelets.
A well-selected assortment of Simmons Arm illas

will give you a showing that will be bound to

please the tastes of all bracelet buyers.

Almost any wholesale jewelry house will fill your order.

SIMMONS
Adjustable

BRACELET

The season's best

seller in extension

bracelets, because

simplest in con-

struction, positively

perfect in operation,

neatest in appearance and best in quality.

Simmons Adjustable Bracelet is made of i - i o
1 2 K. gold-filled stock ; it is uncommonly

graceful and attractive, its quality is self-evident
and it can be depended upon to sell to the most

particular among bracelet buyers.

Just order a trial dozen from your jobber.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and Works, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS

9-13 NIAIDI,.N LANE
CIE [CARO SALESROOMS

42 MADISON Sr. ( II EYWORTH BLDG.)

1908 THE

TOOLS AND METHODS

LcoNTINuEDI

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

Probably most of us watchmakers have seen

fine Swiss or English watches and marveled at the

beautiful work on the pinions. The deep, smooth

undercuts, with the angle at the bottom so sharp

as to be scarcely visible. The absolute flatness

and perfection of polish on the end of the leaves,

or "facing," as it is usually termed. Then the

square-shouldered pivots, highly polished cylin-

ders of steel, rising from the center of a circular

mirror—this is what they look like, for in a fine

job the cylindrical surface of the pivot and the

flat surface of the shoulder merge perfectly, so

far as can be seen with an eyeglass. Such a job

may well excite our admiration, for it is a work

of art.
There is a common notion that

Capabilities of such work cannot be done on

the American an American lathe; that noth-

Lathe ing but the bow lathe can be

used to produce absolutely flat

facing or square-shouldered pivots. We seldom

feel absolutely sure of anything, but we can state

positively that pinion work can be done on the

merican lathe equal to anything we have ever

seen in any watch. We need a pivot polisher,

though, to do it, and it is largely in the proper

management of this useful attachment that suc-

cess depends.

We will assume that we are to use what is

known to the trade as Jurgenson pinions; they are

the same quality as those used in the finest Swiss

watches. They are of full spring temper, and are,

therefore, much harder than the common Swiss

pinion. The leaves are well finished, although

neither end is faced. Now, as it is much more

difficult to turn a pinion to any exact dimensions,

we shall first describe the operations of fitting

and finishing, taking up the problem of taking

measurements later. It will be wise for any work-

man who aspires to a high degree of skill to prac-

tice on old pinions. For example, he may shorten

it somewhat, which will give him practice in

squaring up the end of the leaves, facing, etc.

It is assumed that the watch-

The Question maker has a good assortment

of Chucks of true chucks, although we do

not use wire chucks to fit pin-

ions except in the larger sizes. One operation,

however, in which the wire chuck comes in good

service is truing the ends of the arbor on the new

pinion. The process of hardening frequently

springs the pinion, so that if the original points

were used to true up the pinion in the wax it

would be found anything but true when finished.

Should it be necessary to shorten the leaves any

before setting the pinion up in the wax, we should

grasp the pinion by one of its arbors in a small

pill-vise, and, holding the vise in the flame of a

hump, heat it up until the pinion is hot enough to

melt lathe wax, when it should be flowed in be-

tween all the leaves and allowed to cool. Should
any portion of the wax project above the periph-
ery of the pinion, it should be removed with the

brass scraper. We may now select a chuck to lit

the pinion, and the ends may be easily turned

true with the leaves; also the leaves may be

shortened, if desired, without fear of bending, the
-wax between the leaves making the pinion prac-

tically a solid mass.
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In holding a pinion in a split

Holding Pinion in chuck, care must be taken not

Split Chuck to close the chuck too hard and

flatten the leaves at the points.

Some split chucks, although true, are really unfit

for holding pinions, owing to the fact that very

coarse diamond was used to grind out the holes,

leaving grooves in the walls of the hole. Such

chucks will mark pinions even though carefully

used. When holding a pinion of six leaves in a

split chuck care should be taken to so place it

that each segment comes on two leaves. This

greatly reduces the probability of damage to the

leaves. We should have said that before flowing

the lathe wax between the leaves the pinion

should be cleaned in benzine and rinsed in alcohol,

to insure firm adherence of the wax to the pinion.

In all turning work involved in the fitting of

pinions we must keep our gravers sharp; this is

most important, and the quicker the young watch-

maker really learns this the quicker will he reach

success in lathe work. In shortening the leaves

of a pinion, we should first cut a groove with the

point of the graver—and for this a lozenge graver

is best—then turn the leaves away to nearly the

bottom of the groove, when the groove may be

further deepened; and so on, until we reach the

arbor. Cutting the leaves down is an operation

most difficult to beginners. We must not try to

take a heavy cut; better try to make it as light as

possible until we have acquired some skill. We

trust we shall be forgiven for calling the sub-

stance used to fasten work in a lathe "wax"; as

we have pointed out in a previous article, it is

not wax at all.
Now, assuming that we have

As to trued the arbor ends of our

Wax Chucks pinion, we will set it up in the

wax chuck. And right here we

NVIII have our "say" about wax chucks. First, it

must fit the throat of the spindle perfectly; no

side shake at all can be allowed. This is of much

greater importance in a wax chuck than in a split

chuck, for the reason that the work projects much

farther from the mouth of the spindle, and any

side shake of the back end of the chuck would

be reproduced or magnified at the work. In case

the chuck does not properly tit the throat of the

spindle, it may be made to do so by stamping a

date with steel figures, prick-punching or other-

wise. This may strike some as a botch job, but

it need not be so. A wax chuck loose in the

throat of the spindle is worthless; this looseness,

even in extreme cases, is not more than one-

thousandth of an inch. Three prick-punch marks

equidistant about the chuck will raise enough

metal to prevent the chuck entering the throat of

the spindle at all. We must now carefully stone

the punch-marks until the chuck is an exact fit,

entering without requiring much force, yet posi-

tively no side shake. Of course a date, as, for

example, 1908, stamped in the chuck looks better

than a prick-punch mark. Either expedient may

be avoided by getting a chuck which is at first a

proper fit. Lathe makers do not seem to appre-

ciate the importance of a close fit of the wax

chucks, and the watchmaker may find himself

compelled to resort to the plan we have given or

have a special chuck made. At any rate, the

chuck must fit the throat of the spindle.

As to the style of wax chuck's, we prefer the

solid steel ones. If the chucks into which the

brass plugs are screwed are used, the brass must

be newly centered every time it is unscrewed from

the chuck. With the solid steel chuck once care-

fully centered, it will remain so for a long time if
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not damaged. The center must be carefully

turned to a sharp point, no little projection in the

bottom of the center should be allowed to remain;

this troubles sonic workmen, but unless we can

turn a perfect center we had better defer any

attempt to turn pinions. A sharp graver, a little

care, and we can hardly miss it.
In setting a pinion in the wax

we have found a brass femaleiSneWttinaxg Pinion
center fitting the tail-stock spin-

dle a great convenience. The

center should be small, not more than a millimeter

in diameter, and the brass may be tapered down,

leaving only a thin wall of brass around the center.

We should wipe the tail-stock spindle dry when

using this center, so it will slide freely as possible.

We now apply a small ball of lathe wax to the

end of the chuck, and in doing this we should

hold the flame of the lamp a little back of the

end of the chuck, that it may be well heated, we

will occasionally pass the stick of wax through

the flame, which will gradually soften it, without

danger of burning. After we have a neat ball of

wax about the size of a pea attached to the end

of the chuck, and while it is still soft, we will

carefully press the pinion in down to the chuck

center. We generally prefer to do this by holding

the pinion in the tweezers and gently pressing one

end in the softened ‘vax, bring up the tail-stock

center, to support the outer end of the pinion, and

carefully press it down. Now, if more wax- is

required, we should apply it ; and here is where

the tail-stock center proves useful; it holds the

pinion safely in place while the wax is soft, and

lye may give our whole attention to applying the

xvitx evenly without burning it. For a pinion of

moderate 'size a ball of wax about three-eights

of an inch in diameter will be required.

rTO BE CONTINUED]
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(Continued from page

waxed cork, with the worn face up, and with the

flat of our tweezers, or any convenient thing, press

the stone down on the cork. It may now be applied

to the face of the lap, and care should be taken to

so apply it that the cutting or polishing will be

lengthwise the stone. It is generally better to

apply the stone to the lap while the lap is not

running. If done while the lap is in motion,

sometimes the first touch will dislodge the stone

from the wax surface. It may be thought that

this method of holding a stone to finish the flat

sides is crude, and possibly it is ; but it may be

quickly done and produces excellent results.

Clamps might be devised to hold the stone in this

position, but it takes some time to clamp and ad-

just the stone to the lap, and the result could not

possibly be more gratifying than that obtained

hy the simple means we have described. Some-

times it is advantagenius to apply a very small

quantity of oil to the face of the shell lap, when

Nye are about to use it. although much depends

on the amount of oil left in the diamond powder.

Too much oil is wasteful of diamond; it will be

understood that this applies particularly to shell

laps ; it might not be true of tin laps, which we

sometimes used with fine diamond powder. Tin

laps produce beautiful work, but we think for

the purposes we have been considering shell laps

will be found most durable and satisfactory.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Proper Form for the Teeth of

Watch and Clock Wheels

(Continued. Part VIII)

In this, the concluding article of the

series, we will show how to obtain the

proper form of ogive for a perfect action

both before and after the line of centers.

We will choose a six-leaf pinion, which

leaves a considerable part of the driving to

be done before the line of centers, and will

show how to find the proper form for the

leaf, to cause that driving to be uniform,

as well as the form for the tooth, to cause

the driving after the line of centers to be

uniform. The entire action will then be

correct, and we shall have both uniform

velocity and uniform transmission of powet

throughout the entire driving, even with a

pinion having only six leaves. The same

method will, of course, apply to pinions

that have a greater or less number of

leaves.
Our readers have doubtless often no-

ticed in fine watches that the leaves did not

have the semi-circular addendum, as usual,

but had elongated ogives, similar, in fact, to

those on teeth. But we are not aware that

the method of finding the proper form for

them has ever before been published, and it

will doubtless interest a very large share of

the trade to know how it is done. The

mechanical principles involved we have al-

ready explained fully in the series of arti-

cles entitled "Mechanical Principles Appli-

cable in Horology," to which we would

refer for full particulars. In this article we

will practically apply the method and work

it out with a six-leaf pinion, in connection

with a tooth which shall also be properly

formed.

In Fig. II we show a section of a six-

leaf pinion and of a wheel of thirty-six teeth

engaging with it. X X is the pitch circle

of the wheel and X' X' that of the pinion,

meeting at the point I on the line of centers
W i P. P I is the radius of the pinion,

four inches long. The length of the wheel

radius W I is twenty-four inches, but only

one end of it is shown in the cut. It is to be

understood, however, that all the horizontal

lines (except the radii drawn from P)

really run to the left to W, the center of the

‘vheel, and they are marked W.

The operation of finding the proper

form for the tooth is shown in the upper
half of the cut to the right of the point I,
as usual, but the wheel radii at the left of
X X are omitted (except a few at the top),
In order to admit of the insertion of the
blank pinion leaf between P W and P W'.
The wheel radii are drawn to the right of

A X, as usual. Below the line of, centers

the blank tooth is shown as heretofore ; but

in addition there is shown the operation of

finding the proper form for the ogive of the

leaf, the result of which is seen on the leaf

at the bottom of the cut, and marked y.
The semi-circular addendum is also given,

for comparison, and is marked pz.
We will first briefly outline the method

of finding proper form for the tooth. To

secure uniformity in the velocity given by

the tooth to the leaf, we will draw a radius

representing the face of the tooth and an-

other for the face of the leaf in the positions

which they would occupy if their motions

are perfectly uniform, and we will then

give the tooth such a form that it will and

must carry the leaf to those positions. For

instance, when the tooth has moved to the

position W 8 the leaf must be in the posi-

tion P 8; when the tooth is at W .ro the leaf

must be at P io, and so on. We will draw

these radii in ten different positions, at equal

distances apart, numbered from i to II.

Each such space or distance on the pitch

circle of the pinion is 6°, and the ten spaces

make 6o0 which is the circular pitch of the

pinion, or the entire amount of motion

given to one leaf by one tooth.

On the pitch circle of the wheel each

space is I°, and the ten spaces, from i to

11, cover 100, which is the circular pitch of

the wheel, and the amount of driving done

by one tooth. Below the line of centers we

have laid off a blank tooth on which to

mark the proper forms. The breadth of the

tooth is one-half of the circular pitch, or 5°,

and reaches from r to 6 on the pitch circle
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X X. We have also marked a broader

tooth, reaching from i to 7, and enclosed

by the lines W I P and W V'.
To secure uniformity of power through-

out the driving, we first mark on the pinion

radii the proper points for contact to occur

in each position, and so form our tooth that

it will and must touch the leaf at those

points when in the different positions. To

find how much the straight side of the blank

tooth should be cut away at each point along
its ogive, we draw curves .from the point of

contact on each pinion radius up to the cor-

responding wheel radius, and transfer the

length of this curve to the corresponding

curve on the blank tooth. For instance,
with W as a center, we draw a curve from

I on P 17 up to W ir, and transfer this dis-

tance j j' to the curve j j on the blank tooth,
measuring inwards from both sides of it
and marking where it comes on the eurve.

When we have drawn such curves for all

of the wheel and pinion radii and trans-
formed them to the blank tooth, we connect
the marks by short lines, and thus get the

outline for the ogive on our blank tooth. In
this case it will be seen that the two outer

series of marks run to the outside of the
blank tooth, to the points v and v. They
cross at t, which is, therefore, the tip of the

ogive, and corresponds to about 45° of the

driving (between the positions P 8 and P

9), leaving the balance, about 15°, to be
done before the line of centers.

Now, we want to know how to form
the ogive of the leaf so that this 15° of
driving before the line of centers shall be
done with uniform velocity and uniform

power, the same as the driving after the line

of centers. It is obvious that the form of leaf

which will do that will be the same as the

form which would drive the tooth uni-

formly if the pinion was the drive. The

same surfaces are in contact in both cases,

and the action is the same, the only differ-

ence being that in one case the leaf drives

the tooth downward, in the cut, and in the

other the tooth forces the leaf backward

(or up) with etigaging friction. We will

therefore not stop at 15° of driving, but

will find the proper form for the whole

ogive of the leaf, which can drive the tooth

any required distance up to the full driving

ability of the leaf. For, as we have found

that the tooth can only drive a certain dis-

tance with uniformity, that distance de-

pending on the proportionate sizes of the

wheel and pinion, so we shall find that the

pinion leaf can only drive a certain distance,

depending on the same conditions.

As in the case of a tooth, the first step

towards outlining the leaf is to draw the

acting faces or radii of the tooth and leaf
(Continued on page $311
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in the proper positions. In the case of the

leaf we will show it in eight different posi-

tions, at the same distances apart, as above

described, for finding the form of the tooth,

viz.: the different pinion radii, P 2, P 3, etc.,

below the line of centers, shall be 6° apart,

and the last one, P 9, will be 48° below the

line of centers. We prolong these radii to

the left, as shown in the drawing. In like

manner the face of the tooth must be drawn

in eight different positions, marked like the

pinion radii, and each one corresponds to

the pinion radius having the same number.

When the leaf is in the position P 9 or P 5
it must have carried the tooth to the posi-

tion W 9 or W 5, and so with the others.

This will secure uniform velocity in the

driving, and we must so form the ogive of

the leaf that it will do that.
To secure uniform power, the driving

leaf must press against the radial flank of

the tooth at a certain particular point for

each position of the tooth. When the flank

of the tooth is in the position It' 9, for ex-

ample, the leaf must touch it at the point h;

when the tooth is at W 5 the leaf must make

contact at d, and so on. Then the line of

forces will be perpendicular to each wheel

radius at its point of contact, and will pass

through the point I, and the virtual lever

arms of the wheel and the pinion will have
the same ratio in length, in every position,

that they had when touching on the line of

centers. We do not show these lines of

forces and virtual lever arms in this draw-
ing, but they were shown in article VII of
the series entitled "Mechanical Principles

Applicable in Horology," and the whole
process was fully worked out.

In this case, if we 'suppose the leaf
shown on the blank leaf to be moving down-

ward, when its radial .face reaches the posi-
tion P 5 its ogive will touch the tooth at the
point d on W 5. When the leaf is at P 8
it will touch the tooth at g on the line W 8,
and so on. And the point on the ogive which
will touch the tooth will be that point where
it is crossed by the curve distinguished by
the same letter. For instance, the point
where the curve g g crosses the lower side
of the ogive, on the blank leaf, will touch
the point g on the wheel radius W 8; the
point e on the ogive will touch e on the
tooth; and so with the rest. That is the
action when the leaf is forcing the tooth
downward. But if we suppose that the
tooth is forcing the leaf upward, the same
surfaces are in contact and the same points
will touch each other, as before described,
and the action must be the same. '
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For locating these points, a, b, c, etc.,

we have two methods : We may draw a

line perpendicular to the wheel radius (for

instance, perpendicular to IF 9) at the point

of contact (h), and passing through the

point I, NaliCh line is the line of forces ; Or,

we may find the cosine of the angle between

the wheel radius and the line of centers, and

measure that distance from the wheel center

on that radius. For instance, the .radius

W 9 is 8° below W i P. the line of centers.

On looking in a table of cosines, we find

the cosine of 8° to be .9903 for a radius

of r. As the radius of the wheel is twenty-

four inches, the cosine of the 8° in the

drawing will be .99o3 X 24 = 23.7672

inches. We measure the distance from W, on

the radius TV 9, and it comes at the point It.

Instead of measuring from W, as just

described, we may measure from the pitch

circle X X, as follows : As the cosine is

.9903 for a radius of 1, it evidently lacks

— .990 = .0097 of reaching from W to

the pitch circle. For a circle having a ra-

dius of twenty-four inches it would lack

.0097 X 24 = .2328 inch, and we can

measure that distance inward from the pitch

circle X X, which comes at It, as before.

This method may be a little easier, as it

saves considerable labor in multiplying.

Those who have no table of cosines can

take a square or T-square and draw a per-

pendicular to W 9, which will pass through

the point I. One side of the square must

be on the line W 9 and the other side just

at the point Then draw a line along the

latter side of the square, and the junction

of this line and W 9 will come at It.

Having, by one method or the other,

found all of the contact points, from a to

we set our drawing compasses to the dis-

tance from P to h, and with P for a center

we draw a curve from It on IV 9 down to

meet P 9. In like manner we draw a curve

from the contact point on each wheel radius

to the pinion radius having the same num-

ber. At the same time we draw a corre-

sponding curve across the blank leaf, and

mark it with the same letters as that on the

wheel radius. For instance, \'hien we draw

a curve from g on wheel radius W 8 to the

pinion radius P 8 we also draw a curve

across the blank leaf and mark it g g. And

so with the rest of them. We then transfer

the distances g g', etc., to the corre-

spondi11g. curves on the blank leaf, meas-

uring- from both the upper and lower sides

of the blank, and marking where they come.

Finally, we connect these series of marks

by short lines, and we have the desired

outline of the ogive of our leaf, the same as

ill the case of a tooth.
In the present case, that of a six-leaf

pinion engaging with a wheel of thirty-six
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teeth, the tip of the leaf vill come at t. As

the curve It h corresponds to the position

P 9 of the leaf, i.e., to a movement of 48°

from the line of centers, it is seen that this

pinion leaf would not drive the tooth 6o°,

but only about 46°. So that if the leaf was

driving the tooth it would leave about 14°

of the driving to be done before the line of

centers, Lc_ by the radial flank of the leaf

acting on the ogive of the tooth. If, how-

ever, the tooth is the driver, this ogive is of

ample length for any possible requirements,

as we seldom find over 200 of driving be-

fore the line of centers, even in the most

defective dephthings.*
We trust that the many illustrations

and full explanations that we have now

given of the new method of finding the

proper form for the teeth (and leaves) of

watch and clock wheels have made our read-

ers perfectly familiar with both the princi-

ples involved and the method of practically

applying them. This - method, while very

simple and very easy to practice, gives a

result absolutely correct. The form ob-

tained by it is not merely on mathematical

abstraction, of whose real value for the

purpose of gearing nothing is ever said, and

perhaps nothing is known—but it will in-

sure both uniformity in the velocity of the

driving and in the transmission of power by

the gearing. with as small an amount of

driving- before the line of centers as is pos-

sible in conjunction with perfect uniformity

of action by the tooth. In fact, it will pos-

sess every good quality that can be obtained

in practical work, and may yell be called

the perfect-acting tooth.

* We would also call the reader's attention to the part
of the tooth which receives the pressure of the leaf. This
leaf does not drive the tooth quite to the position W 9, as
we can see by the position of the tip t on the blank leaf.
But even if it did, the point of contact would then be at
I,, which is only .2328 inch from the pitch circle. This is
the greatest distance from the pitch circle at which the
leaf can touch it, for all the other contacts during the
driving being still nearer the pitch circle. These contacts
must not occur at any other points than those shown, be-
cause if they did the transmission of power could not be
uniform, And, as we have seen, the action is the same,
whether the leaf drives the tooth or the tooth drives the
leaf. This distance is a little less than one-quarter of an
inch in the drawing, while the radius of the wheel is
twenty-four inches and its diameter forty-eight inches. so
that the bearing of the tooth from h to the pitch circle is
only about one two-hundredth part of the diameter of the
wheel, which, in a wheel of the actual size, would be a
mere hair's breadth—practically the same thing as having
all the wear and friction directly on the pitch circle of
the wheel. all the time. This is very different from the
veneral idea, and strikingly illustrates the importance to
the practical workman of drawing gearings to scale, to
enable him to understand and to be certain what the real
action of any particular gearing will be.

[CoNcixtwril

Chloride of Gold

In making chloride of gold by dissolv-

ing- gold in aquaregia (three parts of mu-

riatic acid and one part of nitric acid), the

solution should not be evaporated too far,

for it will change to metallic gold again.

As soon as a thick red syrup has been ob-

tained, the evaporation has been carried far

enough.
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"Troubled."—I would like to know if The Key-
stone can help me out of my trouble. I have a
large clock on the outside of my store; the dial is
twenty-seven inches. Now, the trouble I have is
this: The clock is lighted with two gas burners
on the inside of the clock and is worked with a
spring movement on inside of store with gear
wheels. Now, I have an arrangement to turn off
the gas at 12 o'clock. After an hour or so the
clock will stop in cold weather, which is due to
the sweating of the steel, and then it gets rusty
front the heat and cold. Could your expert give
me some advice how to construct a secondary
clock that will work with air f I do not want
compressed air—just ordinary air with some kind
of pump to work the secondary clock with a
master clock. Your advice would be greatly ap-
preciated. I do not care for electricity, as I think
it is not certain in its workings all the time.—We
know of a number of illuminated watch signs in
which the lighting is done by incandescent elec-
tric lamps, and in none of these is there any trou-
ble caused by the interior metal work sweating.
We are sure that if you change the illumination
to use probably two or three 22-candle incandes-
cent lamps, or possibly three or four 8-candle
lamps, so as to throw no shadows, that you would
not have any further trouble. We will explain
that it would not be possible to work a secondary
clock without compressing the air used to operate
it; of course it is possible that an arrangement
could be made to compress the air at each im-
pulse, but practically all the pneumatic clocks in
use are made to work from a reservoir of com-
pressed air. A clock made to compress air at each
impulse would require a great deal of power in
order to accomplish this, and would be very ex-
pensive to make. Should you be willing to go to
a great deal of expense to carry out the scheme,
we.w!ll be glad to assist you by sending you de-
scription and sketches of some methods, but as it
would be a considerable expense to us to get
these up, since there is nothing published on this
subject which we could send to you, we will ask
you to consider first whether you would be willing
to.spend probably several hundred dollars in car-
rying out the idea. If that would not be a bar to
you, we will make up and send sketches and de-
scriptions of a system which has been found to
work quite satisfactorily.

"Cracking."—I would like you to tell me some
Processes to renew the enamel in the back of the
dial. We need to perform this job in two watches
in order to change the Place of the pins. At
Present we bend these pins a little, but would like
to know a method to do better. Also, we would
like you to tell us how we can enlarge the center
hole without cracking the dial.—Where slight
changes in the position of dial pins are to be
made they may be bent, but for anything more,
they must be cut off and new feet soldered on in
the new locations. Cut the feet off with cutting
pliers, then grind the stumps off level with the
dial. Next, having marked the approximate po-
sition of the new locations, grind off the enamel
over a space covering about a quarter of an inch
in diameter. For these grinding operations a
carhorundum wheel of from one to one and a
balf inches diameter is best. Take brass or cop-
per wire and turn new feet with broad-spread,
flat bottoms. There are several ways of getting
the feet into their exact positions. A dial-foot
tool is sold by material dealers which works
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effectively; we need not explain it here, because
instructions accompany every tool. If it is pre-
ferred to fit the feet without using a tool, the fol-
lowing method may be followed: Take the move-
ment apart; take the dial and spread some glue
or shellac varnish over the spots where you have
ground off the enamel. Hold the lower plate
upside down and drop into the dial-foot holes the
feet previously turned out of brass or copper
wire. The broad bottoms will prevent the feet
from dropping through. Now lay the dial on the
plate and get it into its correct position by seeing
that the center hole and the seconds-dial hole
are exactly over their corresponding holes in the
movement plate. Holding the two pieces carefully
together, turn them, with the plate upward, and
allow the dial feet to fall down into place against
the dial. The glue or varnish will catch them and
hold them in position. Lay the two pieces down;
carefully touch the exposed ends of the feet and
press them securely against the dial, and then let
the parts alone until the glue or varnish has
hardened. Next, lift off the lower plate, and
with a sharp steel point scratch circles on the
copper of the dial, around the edges of the dial
pin feet. Remove the pins and clean off all traces
of the adhesive. Put soldering fluid on the dial
foot locations and lay the feet in place, inside the
circles traced previously. Slip on over each foot
a clamp like the one shown in Fig. 1; this will
keep the foot in place while being soldered. Have
plenty of soldering fluid and small pieces of soft

Fig. 1

solder at base of foot, then heat the dial grad-
ually over an alcohol lamp flame, holding it in
tweezers ; after it is hot, direct a small jet of
flame on the foot with a blow-pipe until the solder
runs under the foot. After all the feet are
soldered and the dial cool, take off the clamps
and wash away all traces of acid with soap and
warm water, applied with a stiff brush. The dial
will be found to fit perfectly. The clamps can be
made of strips of thin brass with a sink (a)
punched in one end by a round-faced punch, the
strip then being bent into shape. To enlarge a
hole in a dial, first take a tapered emery counter-
sink and grind on both sides of the hole until the
copper plate is reached. Then file with a fine-cut
round file, dipped in turpentine, but stop filing
before the countersunk part of the hole is all filed
away. Use the countersink again, then the file, as
before, until the hole is of the required size. To
repair places where the enamel has broken away,
use some of the fusible dial enamel sold by all
material dealers, which can be laid on the bare
spot in small pieces and the dial heated over the
alcohol lamp. The enamel will flow and cover the
broken-out space.

"Train."—(1) How do you tell the proper
strength of a Breguet hairspring in putting in a
new one/—The first thing necessary is to know
the "train" of the watch ; by that we mean that
you must find out how many vibrations per hour
the balance must make in order to make it keep
good time. In practically all modern watches the
train is calculated for f8,000 vibrations per hour;
therefore, you can know that with a modern
American movement the number of vibrations is
as above, and you do not need to figure on the
matter at all; but in old watches, or foreign-made
watches, wherever there is a doubt it is necessary
to count the train and multiply together all the
numbers of teeth in the wheels from the center
wheel to the escape wheel, then multiply together
the numbers of leaves in the pinions from the
third pinion to the escape wheel pinion and divide
the former product by the latter product, and
multiply the result by two. The final result will
be the "train" of the watch. Now, the thing to do
is to find a hairspring which will swing the bal-
ance, say, 18,000 vibrations an hour. You must
pick a spring which seems to be about right, then
pin it in the collet, or fasten the inner coil to the
balance with a little ball of beeswax. Now, we
must try different springs until we find one which
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will beat the right number of vibrations. We do
not want to spend a whole hour in counting vibra-
tions, so we will reduce to a short period; 18,000
vibrations an hour equals 300 vibrations a minute,
or 150 vibration to a half minute. When you
find a spring that will vibrate 150 times to a half
minute you will know that it will beat 18,000 in an
hour. Pick up the outside end of the spring with
the tweezers, and, stretching the spring upward
into a sort of a cone shape, rest the lower pivot of
the balance on a smooth, hard surface and start
the balance swinging on the pivot. Have a watch
which keeps time, and when the second hand
passes one of the divisions on its dial, start count-
ing the vibrations of the spring you are trying.
You can save mental strain by counting every
other beat, which will give the same result ; that
is, counting every other beat for seventy-five times
is the same as counting 150 beats. If the spring
goes too slow, take fresh hold with the tweezers
at a point farther from the outer end of the
spring, shortening the acting length. If the spring
is too fast, take a longer spring, or one a little
thinner. Care must be taken to find one which
will nicely fill out the circle indicated by the
regulator pins. After you have found a spring
which beats the correct number of times, bend
up the terminal curve, if it is to be a Breguet
spring, and true up the spring and fasten it in
the watch. It should very nearly keep time, but
may need a little further regulating by means of
washers placed on the balance screws. To tell the
strength of a factory-made Breguet spring, hold
the stud in the tweezers, and vibrate it as ex-
plained above.

(z) How do you properly pivot a staff P—.
First draw the temper from the stump, then
flatten off the broken end, then turn into it a V-
center ; then drill a hole about twice the depth;
the pivot will extend beyond the end of the hole.
Take a piece of steel wire drawn to a blue temper,
and file it with a very slight taper. Drive the
wire into the hole, cut it off with cutting pliers,
turn or grind the end to the proper length, then
turn and polish the pivot to fit the jewel hole.

"Lever."—How shall I proceed to make an
escape wheel for a lever watchf What kind of
cutters should be used, and in what order is the
work done! I have difficulty in getting the back
of the teeth in form to clear pallet. Is the proc-
ess any different for making a steel escape wheel
than for a brass one! How is the wheel designed
or marked out?—As to the last part of your
question, it is not possible to give, in this depart-
ment, the full discussion which the subject re-
quires, and we would recommend that you get a
copy of "Watch and Clock Escapements," which
can be had from THE KEYSTONE office, and you
will find a clear and ample treatment of the sub-
ject therein. In making an escape wheel you
will have to use a set of three cutters. The first
one is to cut the front face of the tooth and part
of the rim; the next cut will shane the balance
of the rim and the back of the tooth, and the last
one will cut the impulse face of the tooth. These
cutters are very expensive to produce, which ex-
plains why watch repairers, as a rule, prefer to
buy escape wheels and fit them up rather than to
make them outright; an enormous expense would
be entailed in having a set of cutters for all pos-
sible sizes of wheels. Steel escape wheels require
very different methods in manufacturing than
brass ones, as they must be ground and polished
after hardening.

"Catching." — In February, 1908, Technical
Department, the article "To prevent the catching
of flat hairsprings in lever escapement watches," I
do not exactly understand how made and would
be pleased to see drawing in The Keystone.—The
attachment mentioned can be easily understood by
describing it as similar in general appearance to
the click springs screwed on the side of the barrel
bridge on Swiss bar movements. The piece has
a base like those springs, but of course it is on
the opposite side of the barrel bridge. Instead
of a spring, the base supports an extension, which
simply stands over and parallel to the flat of the
hairspring, approaching the latter very closely but
not touching unless the spring receives a jolt
which throws it out of place. When this happens,
the attachment simply prevents the spring from
jumping up and catching over the center wheel.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case re
lating to their business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4 IDEAL" CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends a
nd doors, has two highly polished

shelves of same wood as case, supported by To
m's adjustable brackets, metal legs

six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 
inches high, upper shelf

12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-

mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches liep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

Union Show Case Co 56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
• Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

HOROLOGY HALL
BRADLEY HALL

TAKE ADVANTAGE of the present
 lull in business and make yourself more valuable to your

employer as well as yourself by taking a course tinder

Modern Methods in Horology at thc Horological Department or

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, PITA'

BIZADLEY HOROLOGICAL stands at the head of all horological schools in this country, and
 of course you want the best. W,

have 128 students in attendance, with more to follow, and can make room for you. Over two-thirds of our students are from

jewelry stores, either the sons of jewelers or have been trying to get the work by the old 
apprenticeship system, and then,

again, many jewelers come to us to get the work right. You can take any one or all the branches, namely, Watchwork, Jewelry,

Engraving and Optics. It will pay you to investigate by writing at once to Department K for a cat
alogue and full particulars.

Your name :old addrcss on a postal card will get it.

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

Must send name and address—not for publication, hut as RD

evidence of good faith, No attention will he paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

"Glasser."—Is Ines-, any way to drill holes in

glass f—For drilling a small hole—say from A to
IA an inch—a drill held in the hand does well.

Such drills are made from good tool steel and are
shaped at the cutting edge like those which work-

men used with a bow, except there is no angle to

the cutting edge—that is, the cutting edge is
rounded. There is a little trouble in starting such
a drill and some workmen in drilling glass use a

three-square file ground to a triangular point for
making it pit to start the round-edged drill. Spirits

of turpentine, in which a little gum camphor is dis-

solved, is used for moistening the drill. Such
drills can be placed in one of those little geared •
drill stocks, but usually when only one or two
holes are to be drilled, the most satisfactory plan
will be to set the drill in a wooden tool handle
whioh is held in the hand, the necessary rotary
motion being obtained by a twist of the wrist. By
this last-named plan one is able to feel his way and
urge the drill by the proper pressure. When a
large hole is to be made, the better plan is to use
a copper tube a trifle less in diameter than the hole
required. To start the drill, a " guide " of some
kind is cemented to the glass to hold the drill in
position. If a hole is made in a piece of thin
board of the size of the copper tube, it (the board)
can be cemented to the glass by making a thinnish
paste of plaster of paris, which is poured on the
glass where the hole is desired. The piece of
board is pressed into the plaster (keeping the
guide hole clear) and in a few minutes the plaster
sets. Spirits of turpentine and emery are placed
in the hole, then the copper tube is inserted and
revolved. Two precautions should be observed:
(a) to " upset "—that is, thicken the edges of the
tube by hammering, to prevent splitting of the
glass ; (b) arrange to hold the copper tube per-
fectly upright while it is rotated.

"Inform."—Will you kindly inform me what is
the best way to straighten a bent balance pivot and
what tools are on the market for doing same P—To
straighten a bent balance pivot, first take a piece
of brass or german silver wire and drill a hole in it
just about the size of the pivot, chamfer the end of
the hole a little and put the balance staff up in the
lathe, truing it by some part of the body so that
you are sure the staff is running true, even though
the pivot is not. Now take the piece of wire into
which you have drilled the hole and put it on the
pivot, then turn the lathe pulley until the wire
points upward—that is, the bent pivot will point
upward and of course the wire will go in the same
direction, as it is to fit the pivot rather closely.
Take an alcohol lamp and heat the wire hot but
not hot enough to color the steel of the pivot ; now
bend the wire downward until it is hanging a little
below the horizontal position. Take the wire off
and examine the pivot ; if it is not true, repeat the
above until the pivot runs true. The wire should
.he about No. 50 Stubbs gage and about four
Inches long.

"Invar."—Where can Job/amn an Invar or
nickel steel rod about p inches long, TAT of an inch
m diameter ,. also escape wheel for Graham escape-
ment and mercury wheels for snaking a good regu-
Itor movement 61 simple construction. /want one
wheel with 96 teeth, one with So teeth and one with
7,5 teeth of suitable diameters, escape wheel with
.;0 teeth and about i34 inches in diameter and three
pinions of lo leaves each, finished to drive staffs ;
wheels unfinished, also steel pallets all stamped
oh —You can purchase " Invar" nickel steel rt,d
inutt Herman Boker, New York, or from Interna-
tional Nickel Co., 43 Exchange Place, New York
c'tY. We would suggest that you write to Seth
Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., for the

clock material vou want and find out how nearly
they could match your requirements. Of course if
you are not able to buy these in the right sizes and
numbers of teeth from one of the clock companies
you could have them cut to order, although the
latter would be very expensive for an entire clock.
Should you be obliged to have the pieces made,
we will furnish addresses of firms who can do the
work f(ir you.

"Round."—(1) I would like you to give me
some information. if possible, how to make round-
corner milling cutlers. See cut No. 18o, page 215,
"The American Lathe " —The round-corner mill-
ing cutters, shown at Fig, 18o, of " The American
Lathe," were made ()II a Rivett bench lathe with
the usual whet I-cutting combination. In order to
make the round cutters, the slide rest used in the
operation has to be swung on one of its swivels
and in some cases the whole combination would
have to be swung on the revolving base. With
some ingenuity one can make a great variety of
curved cuts with these outfits. You can get a good
idea of the operation by referring to the Rivett
catalogues which you can get by addressing Rivett
Lathe Mfg:. Co., Brighton, Boston, Mass.

(2) 1 am snaking a grinding machine and I
would like to know how to do lead grinding on the
spindle so as to get a perfect spindle.—lo order to
bring a hardened steel spindle to a good fit, take a
piece of lead of good hulk and almost as long as
the spindle, drill a hole in it into which the spindle
will fit closely, then saw through the top of it until
the saw breaks through into the hole. An end
view of this piece of lead, with the hole and slot in
it, is shown at Fig. x. Fasten the end of the
  spindle in any convenient way in

the lathe and put the lead block on
it. Have the sawed slots upper-
most and pour in it some oil and
emery, or some other abrasive
powder, and while turning the
spindle with considerable speed,

Fig. I work the lead block back and
forth along the spindle. From

time to time put in fresh oil and emery as needed.
The emery will work into the lead and form a very
good grinding surface, and after the arrangement
begins to work too freely on the spindle, take a
hand vise or clamp and pinch the lead block so as
to close it together on the spindle. In this way
you can reduce the spindle and a good fit is
obtained. There should be considerable oil and
not too much emery in the mixture used for grind-
ing. You can grind out the inside of the bearings
for your spindle by making a lead rod which will
just about fit, and using oil and emery while rotat-
ing the rod in the bearing.

(3) Is there any kind of a tool made for mak-
ing wheel cutlers Y—There is a tool made for mak-
ing wheel cutters, one form of which is the epicy-
cloidal profile forming machine %%inch is used
in watch factories to make forming cutters, from
which the wheel cutters are made. Of course, the
great expense of building a machine like this
makes it out of the question for any one except a
factory, where it can be used to some considerable
extent. The best thing for you is to buy watch-
train wheel cutters front tool dealers and when you
get an odd job of clock-wheel cutting, make a
single-tooth fly cuutor and use it in the arbor of
your wheel cutter which has a square hole trans-
versing the spindle. Those single-tooth cutters
xvork very well on brass, but of course on steel
you would have to use a milling cutter, as the
metal would be too hard on the single-tooth
fly cutter.

(I) How do you put in the square hole in
wheels and pinions ?—ln making tip wheels and
pinions singly as the repairer does, the square hole
most be filed in. It is easily done accurately by
first drilling a hole the circle of which will touch
each of the four sides of the proposed square. It
is then simply a case of making square corners on
to the circles ; a little practice will make it easy.

"Numbers."—What do the numbers stamped
on the clock plates indicate, as 6%, and on another
50. l have looked through the back Keystones for

five years.—The numbers stamped on the clock
plates indicate the length of the pendulum neces-
sary for each movement.
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"Threejar."—I ask for advice about a Swiss
regulator with three-jar pendulum. Have the jars
on either side the same weight? Is a three-jar
pendulum more correct than one jar ? I have
trouble in regulating. 11 may swn from two to
three weeks to a second or two and then be out ten
to fifteen seconds in one week.—The jars on either
side should be of equal weight. Concerning the
relative timekeeping efficiency of three-jar and
one-jar mercurial pendulums, it is our opinion that
a carefully adjusted one-jar pendulum will give as
good timekeeping results as the best of the two or
three-jar form. The idea in making them with
more than one jar is to make them more sensitive
to changes in temperature, as more area of liquid
is exposed to the atmosphere (of course through
the walls of the j irs), but proper adjustment will
yield just as go tai results with a single jar. In fact
we believe that in most cases nowadays the finest
astronomical regulators are made with single-jar
pendulums. In either kind it is better to have the
jars made of metal than of glass, as glass jars are
rarely truly cylindrical inside. Glass jars are used
where it is desired to make an attractive display.
Your trouble in regulating ;nay arise from some
other part of the clock, not necessarily front the
pendulum. But if the trouble is in the pendulum
you may, have too much or too little mercury in
the jars, and you should keep a daily record of the
temperature and the timekeeping of the clock, and
if you find that it goes too fast as the heat increases
take out some of the mercury, and vice versa. But
be sure in the first place that the clock movement
is in perfect order or you might have all your
trouble for nothing, because no pendulum is capa-
ble of overcoming faults in the train or escapement
of the clock.

" Electric."— What effect does the electric cur-
rent, having to pass through the plates of an elec-
tric clock, have on the oil in the pivot holes of the
said plates? UV it disintegrate the oil? Also
how much oiling is required in such a clock and
where is the demand for it P—It has no effect at all.
An electric clock should be oiled just the same as
any ordinary clock, also the electric attachments
require some,oil on all moveable parts such as the
vibrator, etc.

"Taper."—Alndly give me a simple formula
by which I may determine the exact taper or angle
of tapering pins or holes.—There is no simple
method of getting the angle of small tapers or
taper holes. One method is to measure up on the
tapering pins or holes a certain distance and using
trigonometry and establishing the degrees. Even
this is unsatisfactory. In large machine shops
where they have a taper to make to fit a tapering
hole, they do not depend on measuring the angle
but instead turn the taper at guess, so to speak,
then chalk the taper, try it into the hole and see
where it touches and where it does not. By doing
this repeatedly and turning off where it touches,
they ultimately get the direct taper or angle.

"Proper.' —I have in hand a Seth Thomas
one-day mantel clock which has brass mainsprings
one-half inch wide. One spring is broken and /would
like to know about replacing it with a steel spring.
Will 0 steel spring of the same widlh be of the
proper strength or should it be wider or narrower?
These are the only brass springs I have ever seen.
They appear to be pretty well " sel." Should the
Other one be replaced also ? It is an old clock but
it is in excellent condition (weep/ the springs and
pa//c/s. The impulse pallet has been filed off so
short that the verge will have to be replaced. The
wheels show Nile or no wear. 41/hat is the com-
parative value of steel and brass mainsprings.?
Do dealers keep them in stock regular/i' t—Brass
mainsprings have never given the satisfaction that
steel ones have and we doubt very much if you
can find any dealers who have any in stock. As a
rude we cannot put any wider mainspring in the
clock than the original owing to the construction
of the clock. We would advise replacing the brass
springs with steel ones of the same width. If the
steel springs are stronger than the brass ones it
would make very little difference in the running of
the clock and this difference could be overcome by
regulating. If the new spring is too weak the clock
would stop for the want of power. Then would be
the time to consider wider and heavier spring,.
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YOUR OLD GOLD AND SILVER

IS YOUR BEST FRIEND

Mr. Jeweler
This is a cold and cynical way of starting to tell you what we have to say, but

when we say this we are only using different words to tell you that " MONEY 
IS

YOUR BEST FRIEND." There are some who don't believe this, but they are not

in the jewelry business. A jeweler never chases this good friend from his door.

What we are getting at Mr. Jeweler, is that your old gold and silver is the same

as money when you send it to us. It is worth more to us than it is to anyone else,

and that means that it is worth the most to you when you send it to us. We 
will

prove this to you if you will send us a shipment. We will send you a check, tog
ether

with an itemized statement of what each article is worth by return mail. If the check

is not large enough we will return your shipment and won't mind paying return ex
press

charges. If we didn't know our business from beginning to end, we wouldn't be

making you such an offer.

Remember we don't keep you waiting for your money—you hear from us by

return mail, not only on the first shipment, but on every one, no matter whether it is

a big or a small one. Compare the following prices with those other dealers are offer-

ing you for your old Gold and Silver.

Old Gold, 8 K  32c. a dwt. Old Gold, 14 K 56c. a dwt.

Old Gold, 10 K. 40c. " Old Gold, 18 K 72c. "

Old Gold, 12 K. 48c. " Gold-Plated Scraps 20c. to 35c. an ounce

Old Silver (fluctuating)  Very highest market price

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, 
Polishings, Bench

and Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt

of shipment.

All we want is a chance to convince you. You would give most any one a chance,

wouldn't you? Well then, give us as much and after you have done so, you will be

thoroughly convinced that your old gold and silver is your best friend only when you

send it to us.

Thomas J. Dee & Company

Refiners and Smelters

OLD
&LYE

67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Fining Gold in New Mexican beserts

■Id Hunting in the Land of the Cacti—Crude
Mining Methods far from Civilization and

Precious Ores in Abundance

Those who have visited the gold produc-

ing regions of Colorado and who have
viewed the methods pursued in the wealthy
mines of Cripple Creek, would scarcely
expect to see much that would be worth
recording in the mining of gold in the desert
wastes of New Mexico. But while the visitor
to the New Mexican mines will find little

that is new, he will observe much that will

interest him.
Our programme of inspec-

A Mineral-Laden tion of the New Mexican
Wilderness

mines began in the neigh-
boi hood of Lordsburg, whence we

the clapweed bush
flourishes. There
is also the interest-
ing greasewood
which helps to
make the desert
more presentable.
As we neared the
mines, peaks of the
great chain of
mountains arose
in the distance.
Here the land-
scape was covered
by a gray weed
known as the
white sage. There
were also in abun-
dance spiny cacti
and other varieties

of this
peculiar plant. Our guide pointed
out to us the prickly pear, a
cactus-like plant and also the
corn-cob cactus. Here and there
diminutive pine trees lent some
variety to the verdure, as also
did the soto weed which grows
tall and with a spire formed by
its dried blossoms. This plant
rises to a height of ten or twelve
feet, and it is in many respects a
remarkable specimen of plant
life. Still more interesting, how-
ever, were the devil's pin cush-
ions pointed out to us by the
guide. These also, as their name
indicates, are a variety of cactus.

The first mine which we en-
countered on our journey was a
silver mine. The plant consisted
of a building of adobe and wood
with a slanting . roof of iron, a
small

shed and a hoist-
ing tower built
over the shaft
which reminded
one of the fa-
miliar oil der-
ricks. This mine
was not being
worked at the
time of our visit
although the ore
indicated a high
degree of rich-
ness.

The
to this
can well

Wonder how rich it is?

ceeded in a somewhat uncomfortable equi-
page to the scene of the goldmining, the
guide acting as driver. We were for-
tunate in having a guide who was well
acquainted with this wild country and
the various mines, both those which are idle
and those in operation. It was his specialty
in fact, to live as watchman at mines tempo-
rarily closed by reason of the insufficiency of
fill, Is or a dearth of ore. His watch con-
tinued until the mine owners were able to
rai,, sufficient funds to procure the necessary
madiinery to make the mining profitable.
NiOit after night and year after year were
spent by him alone in this desert place, and
many were the adventures through which he
passed in his work of protecting the property.

This gold-bearing region is truly bleak
and barren. It is sparsely covered by tall
yucca-like dagger plants in whose slidows
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visitor
region
realize

the adventurous
life of the pros-
pector, and the

Staking the claim

peculiar fascination which hunting for
precious metal has for him. We continued
on our journey and wondered as we went
whether we could not find gold by analyzing .
these peculiar plants as some one at one time
suggested. We passed many piles of ore
and soon reached a pretentious gold mine
that contrasted curiously with the surround-
ings. The ,place was silent now, save for
the work of dumping and the preparation of
the ore for shipment to the smelter at El Paso.
The ore shaft resembled a large cave with
the dumping plant placed above it. At the
bottom of the wood enclosed shaft much
water had collected, the presence of which
accounted for the temporary suspension of
work. We observed the large gong, a
familiar essential of all mines and a code of
signals for hoisting and stopping. We studied
these signals with interest, each having its
own peculiar significance. One meant that
men were to be hoisted, another that the

the

(Continued on page 811)

At Ivor': diguttigs
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The Dover Handy Pin
See that

,# Positive
Back-stop

The pin with the live spring which will positively never

lose its life. Made without solder. Its positive back-

stop needs no explanation, it will maintain its rigidity.

We guarantee every pin against breakage.

Gold-Mounted Combs
We are the originators and only manufacturers of 

INLAID Combs, embracing-

every meaning of the word inlaid

We also make a distinctively original line of

Scarf Pins, Brooches, Buckles,
Lavallieres, Hat Pins and Bracelets

It is our ambition in designing to please the cosmopolitan taste.
Send for samples and price-lists.

THE

INVENTIONS

KEYSTONE

Olio illustration and description of new goods and inventions RS hereunder is a penile
ova feature of THE KEYSTONE our twofold object being to keep the jeweler and optician
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the workman at the bench
equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances.]

The Hold-On Cigar Cutter

A convenient device for smokers is the new "Hold-on"
cigar cutter made by the Holcl-On Clutch Co., of New York

City. The cutter
is of small and con-
venient dimensions
and is shown open
in our illustration.
It is automatic in
action, cuts the cigar
clean and is at the
same time orna-
mental a n d usable

as a charm. It is made in 14 karat gold plated, and combines
serviceability and prettiness to an unusual degree.

French Process Jewelry Company, Manufacturing Jewelers

New York Office

39 Maiden Lane

Home Factory and Office

710 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Geo. W. Dover

Sole Proprietor

Horology Without Mathematics
Many text-books on horology, of great merit, are useless

 to the avern,(

student on account of the introduction of mathematical 
calculations in the u t

One treatise on the subject which is free from this objection, 
and consequentl■

greater value to the average student, is the well-known work,

Watch and Clock Escapements

This treatise covers thoroughly the lever, cylinder and 
chronometer escapemei ts,

and is a complete education in practical horology.

It is noted among technical works for its extreme 
simplicity, making ht.

subject perfectly intelligible to any student, whatever his 
ability and Without ,u,1

from any instructor.
The book is the work of two of the most accomplished 

and experienced

teachers of horology, and is admittedly superior to any 
correspondence course

now available. Nearly two hundred original illustrations aid the student in

mastering the subject.

Sent postpaid to any part of do world on receiPt of p
rice

$1.50 (ós. 3d.)

Published by r H E KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809-81 i SI; North Nineteenth Street
1201 Ileyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

A New Roller Jewel Setter

We show in the accompanying illustration a new tool which has been
named Hyde's lightning roller jewel setter. The tool was designed by Frank
Hyde, of Sioux Falls, and is manufactured by Hardinge Bros., of Chicago.
The tool is remarkably simple in construction and yet very effective for the
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cylinder only is to be replaced. The third are for use when a cylinder pivot
only is broken. The cylinders are arranged in separate sizes from oo to 18.
The cylinder plugs correspond with the cylinders—that is, the plugs in
oo space will fit any oo cylinder. If there be a movement where the cylinder
is to be replaced, all that is necessary is to measure the old cylinder. Take
a new cylinder of the same number from the box and put it in. Or if the
pivot is merely broken, one has to only measure the cylinder, take out a
plug of the hole of the same number and easily fit it.

A Detachable Handle for Umbrellas
An improvement which has greatly added

to the sale of umbrellas among the better
classes is the improved detachable handle, the
product of Siegel, Rothschild & Co., Balti-
more, Md. This handle has many features to
commend it besides its detachability, one being
the entire absence of spring or screw. There is
nothing' to get out of order or become mis-
placed, and the handles will last indefinitely.
This handle is a boon to travelers, inasmuch :0,
it can be detached from the umbrella and both
placed in the trunk where they will be found
secure when needed. The dealers have found
these handles quick sellers, inasmuch as many
umbrella owners purchase several handles to
serve them on different occasions. Siegel,
Rothschild & Co. have just placed on the market
an unusually comprehensive spring line which
comprises a great wealth of novelties in gold
and silver handles. The product of this company can be had with the
regular handles as well as with the improved form, and in these, too, they

are showing a most attractive variety. They have just opened a San
Francisco branch for the convenience of their patrons on the Pacific
slope, who will then have an opportunity to see the extent and beauty
of their lines. An increasing numbey of the jewelry trade are yearly
adding umbrella stock to their lines and the experience of those who
have done so is very satisfactory.

PAT. OCT. 17. O.

purpose intended, combining rapidity with accuracy. By means of it the
watchworker can set a roller jewel of any size or make of watch without
removing the roller table or hairspring with absolute safety. The instructions
for its use are as follows : Hold the jewel setter in the left hand, insert the
roller table between the head and spring. When in proper position apply
heat hy means of the blowpipe until the shellac melts and the jewel is set
perfectly.

Assorted Cylinders and Cylinder Plugs
Our illustration shows an effective method of assorting cylinders and

cylinder plugs, which will be a great convenience and a time and money-
saver in every jewelry store. The new device is being furnished to the
trade by Swartchild & Company, of Chicago. The assortment consists of

4 dozen finished
pi vo ted cylinders,
complete with brass
collars ; Oi dozen fin-
ished pivoted cylin-
ders without brass col-
lars ; 18 dozen finished
cylinder plugs or piv-
ots, with conical pivots
and finished ready to
use. The box is nicely
made, having large
holes as shown, and
bearing an adjustable
cover of mica or isin-
glass, which is oper-
ated or turned by a
thumb screw in such
a manner that not
more than one space
can be opened at a
time. This prevents
t h e cylinders f r o nt

becoming mixed or being replaced in a place in which they do not belong.
The irst-mentioned cylinders are to be used. when the old cylinder and
collar are to be removed entirely, and the second are to be used when the

PHILADELPHIA, 1;\
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A New Setting Mechanism for Watches

A patent was recently granted to Michael
Sporleder, of Colorado City, Colo., on a new
setting mechanism for watches. The object
of the invention is to prevent accidental setting

,f of the hands of the watch such as sometimes
occurs with a so-called pendant set in order to
obviate the objections raised by the railroad
officials to the use of watches so equipped. It
is recognized that the pendant set has decided
advantages over the lever set for the reason
that the former in the case of open-faced
watches does not require the removal of the
bezel to allow setting of the hands, but even

with the best pendant sets there is always danger of the hands being acci-
dentally set by the stem being pulled or jarred out. With the device here
illustrated, it is claimed that such a contingency cannot arise.

A New Mainspring Winder
The current season has been characterized by an unusually large

addition of new devices to the equipment of the bench worker, more
especially the watch repairer.
One of these which will appeal
favorably to every watchworker
is shown ill the accompanying
illustration. It is known as the
Robbins latest improved patent
mainspring winder and is very
effective for the purpose in-
tended, being a saver of time
and labor. A notable feature

of the device is that it eliminates the changing of barrels, a qualification

which will be much appreciated by the trade. This device, which is being

furnished to the jewelers by Henry Zitnmern & Co., Inc., New York City,

merits the early attention of those who would have their equipment complete

and up to d ite. It is durably made and has a handsome nickel plated finish.

(Continued on page 843)
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Silverware that Suits the Situation
Trade conditions this spring call for quick-selling stock, that is, han

dsome,

moderate-priced wares, such as will attract the attention, suit the pock
ets and

satisfy the tastes of the public. Ideal stock for such conditions is our n
ew line of

HIGH—GRADE ELECTRO-PLATED WARE
which represents the extreme of economy and skill in manufacture. A

rtistic in

design, varied in pattern, rich in finish, standard in quality and mo
derate in

price, these goods possess to an exceptional degree all the essentials to
 suit

the present situation.

See this line before selecting your sAring stock of silverware

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of Electro Plate

<.< <

'

Established 1872 Incorporated 1907

EVERYTHING IN LOCKETS

S. K. MERRILL
Factory and Office

Providence, R. I.

COMPANY
New York Office

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

New Lines for
the New Year

Our lines of quick-selling

novelties to enliven new year

trade include a wealth of ex-

quisite ideas in

Lace Pins, Cuff Pins
and Cameo Goods

Don't fail to get acquaility(1

with these, as well as our im-

posing array of new designs in

Buckles Charms Combs

Bracelets Brooches Hat Pins

Buttons Barrettes Scarf Pins

Leather Trimmings

in STERLING SILVER and ROLLED PLATE.

Our goods are the kind that fascinate femininity,

and mean substantial profits and a quick turn-

over.

The highest class of workmanship is character-

istic of all our lines.

TRADE

(444- tis..

MARK

A LWAYS
ON

THE

Co

Look for ti,:!

Trade-Mar

WE SELL TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

MILLER, FULLER & WHITING CO. 
Manufacturing

NEW YORK OFFICE
v-11 Maiden Lane NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS,
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sining Gold in New
Mexican Deserts

(Continued from page 837)

rtinp should be started,

ile another would call for

ls and timbers, or possi-

announce an accident.

descended in a large

,n bucket and viewed piles

ore ready for sorting.

Here, too, we saw the finer

deposits of ore which are

found in buckets and re-

moved in can vas sacks.

There was that other essen-

tial of the mine in the desert,

a small smithy where crude

tools were made and pre-

pared. The power for hoist-

ing was furnished by a gasoline engine which

our guide pointed out to us as somewhat

of a mechanical wonder.
At the time of our visit the

Life at the Mine mine was not in operation

and the care of it was the

special duty of our guide. He pointed out

the solitary little shack in which he made his

home when the mine was closed, and through

the windows of which he could see little else

than the broad expanse of barren desert.

Here was his custom to cook his meals, sleep

and live, far from home companionship, ever

on watch against miscreants who not infre-

quently planned wholesale thefts of machinery.

Such is the Century Gold Mine in the

New Mexican desert, a typical gold mine of

that region. When the mine is at work

from twenty-five to thirty men are employed,

and their method of living is primitive in the

extreme. This we had an opportunity to

observe when our guide ush-

ered us into the only visi-

ble human habitation around

the mine, a cabin or adobe

built into the pr; untain side.

The floor of tb::. habi-

tation was mother earth. The

inrniture comprised rough

frame bed, still unmade, with

few boxes of matches, shoe

hrush and other odds and

!Itcls thrown upon it. The

toilet requisites consisted of
I comb hung from a string

;old a razor which hung from
.1 nail. A piece of gingham

served as a window curtain
and the only picture visible

was a half-torn caricature

from Puck. Old clothes,

day-covered boots and bits
of machinery were around in

promiscuous confusion. Heat

T KEYSTONE

Ti'. mining equipment

was furnished by a fire in an open brick

hearth, at the side of which were an ax, a

screwdriver and a pack of playing cards. A

ham stood on a pole in a bucket, an ingenious

method used by the miners to keep it out of

the reach of the rats which plentifully infest

the mines.
Everywhere the gaze turned were visible

characteristic features of the gold mining

country. There were, for instance, three

piles of rock where three different claims met

on the desert near by, and windlasses raised

by prospectors over short shafts which appa-

rently were deserted. On every claim a

man must put in Poo worth of work or pay

th t amount to the State. This accounted

for the number of apparently rudimentary

operations. There is gold in abundance in

this region and silver, too, but a visit to this

bleak and barren country is certainly an

effective antidote to the gold fever.

s_}

Few Women Watch-
makers

"The statement pub-

lished recently that Princess

Hermine of Reuss, was

skilled in the art of watch-

making was received by

many with surprise," said a

watchmaker. " W om en

nowadays who enter the

watchmaking field are cer-

tainly very few and are

looked upon with much

curiosity.
" Yet women watch-

makers in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries

were not at all uncommon in

England. Records show that

among the first women engaged in watch-

making was the widow of Lionel Wyeth, who

was admitted to the Clockmakers' Com-

pany, in London, in 1646. One Charles

Gretton was an apprentice to her in 1662,

and in 1678 Elizabeth Aylosse was appren-

ticed to her.
" A woman bearing the name of Sarah

Tory, in 166o, became an apprentice to a

watchmaker named Richard Bowen and was

remarkably proficient in the art of watchmak-

ing. Johatma Deacle, in 1672, was appren-

ticed to another woman watchmaker named

Elizabeth Webb.

" Mary Clark, in 1647, and Elizabeth

Clarke, two years later, were apprentices

under the instruction of H. Fevon and his

wife Catherine. Another woman named Eliza

Edmonds was apprenticed to this couple

in 1679.
" Even as late as 1883 we find the record

of Susan Hawkes having

been bound as a watch-

maker's apprentice to Sam-

uel and Mary Davis. • Grace

Hack, notwithstanding her

name, is reported to have

been a skillful maker and re-

pairer of timepieces in 1697,

and Elizabeth Bodley is on

the records as having con-

ducted a watchmaking busi-

ness just 216 yenrs ago.

" Rebeckah Fisher, in

1715, was apprenticed to

George and Lucy Taylor.

In 1725 Charlotte Hubert

became a member of the

trade by apprenticeship.

"The woman, most re-

markable in the field of horo-

logy, was Mrs. Joseph Player,

of Coventry, who constructed

a chronometer watch." •
- New York Sun.The Century Gold Niue
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Solution Making in Photography

The Technical Terms and Their Meaning—Mixing
and Making Solutions—Dissolving the Ingredients

—Precautions to be Taken

What is easier than to say " and dissolve
in water to make ten ounces," or twenty or
forty, as the case may be? Yet in making

UI) most of the solutions that we use in
photography it is not sufficient guide to any-
one who is unfamiliar with the particular
substances employed, and it is with that in
view that I have thought a few words on the
subject of making up solutions may be of
value, says a writer in Photography.

One of the first phases that
The Term needs explanation is "Water

to." In some formula the
quantity of water to be taken

is stated thus, " Water, ten ounces." In
others, the expression "water to ten ounces"
is employed. The two do not mean the
same thing, although I do not think that in
a single instance in photographic procedure
it matters whether the water is the measured
amount stated or whether the solution is
made up to the total bulk given. For this
latter is the meaning of " water to." We
are apt to overlook the fact that when solids
are dissolved in water, while they do not, as
a rule, increase the bulk of water to the extent
of their own bulk, they do increase it con-
siderably. The expression " water to " any
amount means, then, that dissolving the solids
in a quantity of water a little less than the
amount stated we add more water after they
are dissolved to bring the total bulk of liquid
to the amount given.

How many readers get puz-
zled over the formula in
which "parts" figure. How
much is a "part"? I have

been asked, and how can we make up such a
formula as—hypo, 5 parts; alum, 3 parts;
water, 40 parts. It is easily answered. Parts,
unless otherwise stated, are parts by weight.
As an ounce weight of water is a fluid ounce,
or at least is near enough to a fluid ounce
for the two to be used indiscriminately, it is
only necessary in making up a formula such
as this to weigh out the hypo and alum in
ounces and to measure the water. If we do
not want forty ounces we can use less by
taking a half or a quarter of the total quantity,
thus—hypo, 5 ounces; alum, 3 ounces; water,
40 ounces; or—hypo, 234 ounces; alum, r%
ounces; water, 20 ounces; or—hypo, i3I.
ounces; alum, 3% ounce; water, ro ounces.

The ounces referred to
Apothecaries' shou 1 d be apothecaries'

ounces of 480 grains; these
are the ounces indicated by

the weights sold with scales for photographer's
use, unless the weights are marked " oz.
avoir.," when they are avoirdupois ounces of
4374 grains. In some formula the ounces
are distinctly described as avoirdupois ounces.
The difference between the two kinds of
ounces, although too large to be altogether
ignored, is not, as a rule, important in form-

" Water to "

Meaning of
411 Parts 1111

Ounces

ula that are given in ounces at all, except to
this extent, that any one user of the formula
should always use the same ounce in making
it up, otherwise his solutions at one time may
appear to work much more quickly than at
another. The difference between the two,
in any of the baths in ordinary photography,
is not going to make a success into a failure,
but needless laxity should be avoided.

One of the first solutions
the photographer has to

Bath make up is a hypo bath.
Now hypo is a very easy

salt to dissolve, especially in hot water, and
we can weigh out to quantity necessary, put
it in a jug, and pour boiling water on it,
stirring it up with a stick until it is dissolved.
The jug should be kept for this purpose, as
when once hypo solution has been made in
it it is practically impossible ever to get every
trace of hypo out again, simple as it seems
to wash it out, and even a trace of hypo is
very harmful at times. When a solution is
made thus with boiling water and wanted
quickly, the cold water necessary to bring it
up to bulk should not be added at once.
The hot solution should first be quickly
cooled as much as possible, and then cold
water added. • This will bring it down to a
workable temperature much faster than by
diluting and then cooling. It is quickest
cooled by pouring it out into a flat dish (not
a vulcanite or pulp one, which would be
spoilt by the heat), and filling the jug up
with cold water. In a minute or two the jug
is emptied and the hypo put back into it,
while the dish is cooled with the cold water
in the same way. Two or three changes
will very quickly effect what is wanted.

When the hypo is wanted
Dissolving the very quickly it may be dis-

solved in cold water, but as
it is not so soluble in cold as

in hot, and as the act of dissolving cools the
liquid very much, this may take a long time.
A pound of hypo may be placed in a Win-
chester quart (8o-ounce) bottle of water, and
at the end of a week it may not all be dis-
solved. Had a wide mouth bottle been used,
and the hypo hung at the top of the liquid in
a muslin bag, instead of lying at the bottom,
the hypo would have dissolved in a few
hours instead of several days.

In making up developing
Making Develop. solutions, particularly in the
ing Solutions case of pyro solution, the

action of ordinary water on
pyro is very rapid, and the solution discolors
almost the moment it is made. To prevent
this, it is the practice first to dissolve the
preservative, sodium sulphite or potassium
metabisulphite, usually the latter, and then
to add the pyro. Sulphite may he dissolved
in hot water; the crystals, if the water is very
hot, suddenly become an opaque instead of a
clear white, but no harm is done. The pyro
must not be added till the solution is cold.
If sulphite is used it is usual to add a trace
of acid, citric acid will do, which liberates a
little sulphurous acid, as can be detected by
the smell, and helps to preserve the pyro.
Hot water must not be used to dissolve
metabisulphite, as this drives off some of its
sulphurous acid, and so weakens its power
as a preservative. The best plan is to hang
the metabisulphite just below the surface of

Making the Hypo

Hypo

:\ Tay,

some cold water which' has been boile I
briskly, and allowed to cool quietly withol t
shaking. The metabisulphite will dissoll
without any agitation in an hour or two, al I
then the pyro or other developer may I ,!
added.

The order in which the
Order of Dissolving different ingredients are di. -

solved is often important ;
and when no information on the subject is
volunteered, the order in which they are
given in the formula should be followed,
except that the water, which is generally put
last, must first be taken. If metol, for ex-
ample, is dissolved in water and then sulphite
is added in any great quantity, the metol
may all be driven out of solution again. A
ferrous oxalate developer is made by mixing
a saturated solution of ferrous sulphate with
one of potassium oxalate. If the oxalate is
added to the sulphate, a thick muddy fluid
quite unsuitable for use is formed, whereas if
the sulphate is added to the oxalate we get a
clear red liquid, which is what we want. In
making up toning baths, the gold solution
should always be diluted freely with part of
the water and then added to the sulphocy-
anide, or whatever other substance is used,
and not vice versa.

When a solution has to LA.
Boiling a Solution boiled, as in the case of

sodium sulphide for sulphur
toning, it will not do to use a saucepan or
other kitchen utensil, but a thin glass boiling
flask must be got from the chemist. This
may be supported on a piece of iron wire
gauze over a spirit lamp or gas stove, and the
liquid boiled in it without the slightest fear
of the glass breaking, and without any risk
of contamination, as would be likely to follow
the use of an enameled iron or similar vessel.
Those who have done any chemistry under-
stand the use of a glass flask for this purpose,
but to those who have not it seems strange
that it should be possible to boil liquid in a
glass vessel without risk of breakage, but
is quite easy.

Dissolving Glue
and Gelatine

Gelatine and glue, which
only impure gelatine, are
curious substances to dis-
solve. They need hot water,

yet if placed directly in hot water they may
take an interminable time to dissolve. They
should always be allowed to soak in cold
water until quite soft, and then when placed
in hot water, or heated, they will liquefy
almost directly. When chrome alum has
to be mixed with gelatine, as when preparing
paper for single transfer carbon, the chrori .
alum must not be added suddenly, or the
gelatine will just separate out in an insoluble
form. The quantity of water should be
divided, the gelatine dissolved in one part
and the chrome alum in the other, both should
be made hot, and then the alum solution
should be added to the other a little at a time,
with stirring. No precipitation of the gelatine
will then take place if the chrome alum is not
present to excess.

From what has already been said it will
be seen that almost every solution has its
peculiarities, and that these should be under-
stood if it is to be made up easily and cor-
rectly. There are many other points to
which reference might be made, but these
must be left for another paper.
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New Goods and Inventions

(Continued from page 8351

A New Portable Electric Motor Drill

We show in the accompanying illustration a v
aluable addition

to the workshop equipment of spe
cial value to opticians, lapi-

daries, jewelers and dentists. This is a portable 
electric motor

drill made by the W. Green Electric Co., New 
York, for drilling

lenses, glass, pebble, shell, amber, hard rubber, 
enamel, ivory,

precious and imitation

stones, metals, teeth, etc.

The drill is made in

direct and alternating cur-

rent and is wonderfully

compact. It can be mo-

mentarily attached to any

incandescent lamp socket

and requires no further

adjustment. The motor

has laminated fields, alu-

tninum case and oil-retain-

ing bearings which prevent

a short circuit, and to a

marked degree the danger

of burning out. The manu-

facturers claim that this

machine does perfect work,

while being remarkably

simple in construction and

easy of operation. It is as

portable as an ordinary

desk telephone and occu-

pies about the same space.

Remarkably perfect in con-

structive detail, it is

adjustable for all

kinds of work re-

quired of it and capa-

ble of being set at

any desired speed.

The new motor has

great possibilities for the trade, who will find 
it to their advantage to

become acquainted with its merits.

KEYSTONE
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Another New Alarm Clock

What may be truthfully described as an entirely new 
departure in alarm

clocks is shown in the specimen here illustrated, 
which is one of an extensive

new line just placed on the market by the Seth 
Thomas Clock Co., New

York. In shape and beauty of exterior these clocks 
represent a marked

advance in alarm clock construction. The cases are 
very handsome, and

the clocks make quite ornamental timepieces apart 
from their usefulness for

alarm purposes. The style

shown in our illustration

is aptly named the

" Progress," and besides

its external beauty, the

movement is of an mm-

sually high-grade for an

alarm clock. The chief

merit of the clock is the

comparatively little atten-

tion which it needs. It

is only necessary to wind

it once a week. Each

morning when the owner

arises he simply stops the

very loud alarm by push-

ing the switch to the right

and the clock needs no

more attention until the

following morning. By

the use of an ingenious

twenty-four-hour alarm

dial this clock can be set

for A.m. or P.M. as desired. The use of this alarm deprives the sleeper 
of

all excuses for prolonging his slumbers. The time 
side runs eight days and
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the alarm side over fifty minutes. Automatically the alarm is placed daily

in engagement by the movement. The jewelers 
will find this clock a most

interesting subject for sale-making talks to customers 
and they should at

once become acquainted with its peculiar m
erits. Despite its exceptional

efficiency, it is simple in construction and 
constructively will appeal very

favorably to the jeweler.

Much mechanical

ingenuity and invent-

ive ability have re-

cently been devoted

to the improvement

of alarm clocks, and

with excellent results.

Notable among the

improved styles is

the new alarm clock

made by the New

Haven Clock Co.,

New Haven, Conn.,

known as the "Lark"

Alarm. This clock,

as shown in the illus-

tration, has an Arabic

dial and the case and
trimmings are of

nickel plate and

highly polished. It

is provided with a

special switch for

stopping the alarm,

and has several other
mechanical improve-

ments which add to

its efficiency, both as

an alarm and time-

keeper. As several

alarm clocks have

become a necessity

in every home, it behooves the jeweler to 
keep well posted on current

improvements in order that he may reap maximum be
nefit from this line.

A New Alarm Clock

Art Metal Novelties

The wide field of usefulness for art metal 
novelties furnishes an oppor-

tunity to every jeweler to add to his regu
lar stock a side line that will

admirably harmonize with his jewelry goods and 
appeal to the same class

of customers. Art metal novelties are the fad of the time, a
nd comprise an

infinite variety of articles of ornament and 
necessity or

of both combined. Such a novelty is 
shown in the

illustrations herewith.

Those who observe the ex-

pensive headgear now ap-

proved by feminine fashion

will readily understand the

increased necessity for the

popular hatpin, which im-

plies the need of a hatpin-

holder sufficiently artistic

to make a becoming orna-

ment for my lady's boudoir.

The hatpin-holders here

illustrated are samples of the large line made by 
the Brainard & Wilson Co.,

Danbury, Conn., the well-known manufacturers 
of art metal goods. The

product of this company is very comprehen
sive and includes such staple

articles for the jeweler as jewelry boxes, bronzes
, clocks, candlesticks,

souvenirs and novelties in endless variety. 
Those of the trade who desire

to add a line of handsome, quick-selling 
goods should, without delay,

become acquainted with this line. The 
catalogue of these goods is a most

interesting publication, and a copy of it will be 
found a valuable addition to

the reference library of every jeweler. It will introduce to him a large

variety of wares which combine to an excepti
onal degree, beauty, utility and

low price. At. this time when there are complaints of 
dullness in staple lines,

many jewelers may find in these goods the 
kind of stock which suits the

demand, articles which will move quickly and 
assure a substantial profit.



The Glenna
Reversibic Bracelet

Two Bracelets in one, both sides
stone=set and equally beautiful

Made in all Semi-Precious and Imitation Stones

The possibility of change and economy, no less than
the prettiness will appeal to every buyer.

The metal does not come in contact with the arm—
only the smooth surface of the stone.

The extreme of beauty in appearance and comfort
in wear.

B 20. Cameo

The reversible idea will give new life to the bracelet
business and a fresh impetus to sales.

D3. Plain Chased and Stone Set

Double value at a single price is a strong selling
argument.

The GLENNA is also made in Collarettes

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR TI-IEM

C. D. LYONS COMPANY
ATTLE130RO, MASS.

New York Office, 7 Maiden Imne Chicago (Mice, Room 806, Heyworth Bldg.

A. P. WOOD, 667 Defiance St., Los Angeles, Cal., Western Representative

Qtir late$t Creatiom
"Souvenir 
Spoons for the

College Trade"

livery jeweler who caters for

this class of trade should carry

these spoons in stock, as they

have proven ready sellers.

Drop us a postal asking for

samples and prices. We guaran-

tee that you will

be fully satisfied.

Our line of

College Jewelry,

Souvenirs,

Badges, etc.,

is extensive. If

you have inquiries,

let us know your

wants.

The Kinney Co.
Main Office and Factory

14 Blount Street

Providence, R. I.

21."  

Edelweiss Brooches
PINK
AND
WHIrE

Some with
Diamond
Centers

401i
41,40

From

TEN

to

TWENTY-FIVE

DOLLARS

Crossman Company 3 Maiden Lane, New York >
-••■ -•••-
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The Evil of Trade Speculation

Put emphasis upon the word "trade";

for this article will not even consider that
more vicious form of gambling, speculating

in stocks "on margin." We assume that no

sane jeweler would venture on the hazard-

ous risks offered by the Stock Exchange.
We shall discuss only the ventures afforded
in his legitimate business.

Speculation is the investing of money

at an unusual risk of-loss on the chance of
unusual gain. The merchant who buys an
excessive stock, or beyond the normal needs
of his trade, in his belief that abnormal con-
ditions will present themselves whereby he
can turn this over-large stock at an excep-
tional profit, is a speculator. He may spec-
ulate on scarcity of goods, or on rise in
prices, or on both together. He may make
or lose on either condition, or on both.

A merchant is entirely within the limits
of legitimate enterprise if he buys more than
an ordinary stock on the knowledge, say,
that a new industry is about to start up in
his town, employing a large number of peo-
ple in remunerative work ; for he has rea-
sonable expectation of increased sales,
whereby his unusually large stock can be as
readily turned as the smaller stocks of pre-
vious years. But if he buys an excessive
stock on his own opinion that a pending
election will be decided in a way to promote
public confidence in a prosperous future, he
is a speculator. The issue is too problemat-
ical, and he transcends the limits of legiti-
mate enterprise in meeting it in advance.

The evil of trade speculation is not
alone, and not so much, in the chance of
serious, direct loss as in the breeding of a
discontent at the slow gains of legitimate
business ; in the demoralization of correct
theories of business ; in the subversion of all
the established rules, the result of the ex-
perience of centuries. Once a man enters
the field of speculation, with its promises of
sudden and great gains, it is hard to come
hack to the methodical processes of ordi-
lary business, the monotony of routine, the
,low gathering of the increment.

Undoubtedly, some merchants have
.(.en successful in trade speculations ; and
i.istory always chronicles these successes.
ilut the numberless names of those who
have ventured and failed are blotted from
ihe record. It needs a very broad compre-
hension of affairs to be a successful specu-
lator in trade ; an intuitive sense to forecast
;. rise or fall in prices ; a keen wit to antici-
pate a sudden change in the public taste; a
ireless study to solve the shifting relations
If supply and demand.

Unless you are one of the exceptionally
ldowed, avoid business speculations. Be
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satisfied with the slower and safer returns
of normal trade. Don't "plunge." You
are probably not a great merchant; then
the captivating sweets of speculation are not
for you, It is a path strewn with pitfalls
for those whose steps are not lighted with
the lamp of experience, .or whose eyes do
not gleam with the fire of genius. Don't
"plunge." You may learn much by study
and observation ; you may eventually be
rich and influential; but you will win by
going slowly and safely. Keep to the mid-
dle of the road.

Keep a "Handy-Book"

In conversation recently with one of
the supremely successful retail jewelers of
the United States, who began business some
forty years ago with $1400 in cash and now
certainly ranks among the twenty-five larg-
est dealers, the writer asked, "How did you
do it?" The old jeweler thought a while,
then said, "Well, I had the advantage of a
good training in habits and business meth-
ods by my father, and then, I presume, I
possess some native qualities which make
for thrift and progress—I've been told I
have an instinct for trade ; but if I were
asked what external thing (which anybody
else could have) had helped most, I should
say it was my handy-book."

"And what is a handy-book?" I asked.
For answer he took me into his private

office, pulled out a deep drawer, and from
the back of it hauled forth a half-dozen
well-worn, bulky memorandum books, each
about ten inches square.

"I began keeping a handy-book," he
said, "when I first started in business, and
kept up the habit until a dozen years ago,
when my younger partners took over the
management of the details of our business
and left to me the financing and general
management ; and the books were a mighty
big help to me, many a time."

The successive volumes of his handy-
book proved of absorbing interest to me,
and I got his permission to tell the readers
of THE KEYSTONE about it.

The Handy-Book is designed to remedy
the lapses of memory and to bring into prac-
tical use the fleeting "good thing" that
comes to mind, that falls under the jeweler's
observation.

The Handy-Book is a blank book of
unruled paper, about ten inches square.
Every fifth page is cut out, so that scraps
and clippings may be pasted on some of the
remainining leaves without "bulging" the
book. The leaves are paged and an index
of subjects written in the front, for ready
reference. The matter in the book is
grouped under subject-headings.
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For • instance : Under the heading
"Storekeeping," put down the ideas that
come to you from time to time concerning
hnprovements in business methods and ar-
rangement of stock, addresses of fixture
manufacturers, addresses of prospective
clerks and workmen who impressed you
favorably at a time you could not use them,
memoranda of what you saw in other stores
(jewelry and other) that seemed admirable;
note criticisms made by customers of your
methods, and of others' methods ; paste in
clippings on the subject of storekeeping
from THE KEYSTONE and the daily news-
papers ; and so on.

Under Advertising put down the "good
things" that come to mind at odd times as
furnishing the basis of a good advertise-
ment ; or a catchy head-line ; or a good de-
sign for "display"; or a happy phrase
which can be "worked in"; samples of good
things by your competitors; memoranda of
special rates offered you; suggestions made
by writers on advertising, etc. (In a big,
thick envelope he had an accumulation of
the "best things" in current advertising of
all kinds of business—too many in number
to paste into the book.)

The heading "Recipes" covered a val-
uable lot of practical items for use at the
bench. (In later volumes this subject was
entitled "Repairing Ways.")

"Addresses" contained names of manu-
facturers, to save searching among old bills;
names of specialists from whom you have
never bought but have been minded to buy;
names of citizens not on your books but who
are particularly desired for customers, etc.

"Prices" was an important subject. It
recorded the offerings of various salesmen
from whom you have not bought ; prices of
things not now carried in stock, but con-
templated ; comparative cost prices; your
competitors' selling prices to joint custom-
ers ; quantity-prices ; "spot-cash" prices on
time purchases ; special offerings.

A fruitful title was "Window Dress-
ing." It recorded things seen in other cities;
what came to mind in looking into your
neighbors' windows of the hardware store,
or the furnishing shop ; THE KEYSTONE'S
suggestions ; descriptions from the local
newspaper ; illustrations ; description of an
effective window of your own, for repeti-
tion (with modifications) sonic years later.

Under "Experiences" put down your
difficulty with Mrs. A. over the diamond
ring, and note her peculiarities for use here-
after ; what you have found as to the "fads"
of various customers ; the circumstances of
your dispute with the jobber concerning
terms ; the slow payment of Y and the trick-
iness of Z ; instances of the ways of your
competitor as to charges and representa-
tions ; faults of which you are accused ; and
so on.

Each jeweler can think of subjects
which he will take care to develop in his
handy-book so as to make it of very real
value to his business. We commend the
idea to his careful consideration. There is
"something in it."
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Watermaii
The pen with

ountainPen
the Clip — C

Being a necessity, of highest grade, sells extensively during all season
s. For School Commencements,

June Weddings and Summer Traveling you can show and 
advertise no article that is so positive to

meet the needs of the majority as Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen.
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fit Our Pen Corner

You find an entire building with an immense stock from

the most complete and extensive fountain pen plant in the

world. You always find us busy phzuning helpful advertising

and display ideas to help you to more pen profits— for

instance.
Our Vacation Advertising

Spoon=Feed and
Clip= Cap

are two necessary features
in fountain pen construction
that can be found only in

Wa terman's dealFountain Ten

We have copy planned, for every section of the United

States, that will stimulate interest in Summer

Sales of Fountain Pens—bright and timely

newspaper cuts, display cards, etc.

Push the sale of Pens for the Vacation
Season and you'll be positive of profits

far beyond the ordinary lines.

Safely bottles of Waterman' s
Ideal Ink for travelers sell

the year around.

WRITE TO-DAY
for a stock and our

Vacation Plans.

*VI VA'
The Spoon-Feed regulates an even,well-con-

trolled supply of ink to the very point of the

pen—insuring against any overflow.

The Clip-Cap guards against loss from pocket and

damage by rolling of the desk.
The Gold Pens are 14 K .fine, tipped .zeith selected iridiiuiii

for everlasting use, and the action of any steel e•it can bc

duplicated

Et Vont.. 1Pcn Corner

PUT IN AN ASSORTMENT, USING

THE HANDSOME DISPLAY CASE

WE FURNISH, AND MAKE 660

PER CENT. PROFIT—regularly.

Larger or smaller assortments, as desired.

A Two-Dozen Assortment
That sells for $76  oo
That costs you • 

45.60
_

Profit   $30.40

660 per cent. profit on investment, t11(1

this can be made once a month.

_
I( I • II rounlaw Vern–

_

SALES- FOR THE SUMMER

TRAVELERS

Write for information about the " SAFETY PEN" for 
travelers. It  can be carried in any fiosition and cannot leak.

• •

Cki

Broadway

Chicago Boston

• Co ., 1 73 aro-r
"tbc Pen corner"

Sin Francisco

Ghql_
Cortlandt St.

Montreal London
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the viewa ex-
pressed.—Editor The Keystone

Higher Horological Education

ED.KEYsTONE:—IremlyOUreditcgialinTHE
KEYSTONE on " Higher Horological Education,"
and thank you for the prominence given our plans.
I also feel glad to know that they meet with your
approval. I will endeavor, therefore, to give you
a little more definite information regarding my
plans, which I have had in mind for some
months.

For example, the Elgin National Watch Co.
will send one of their experts on setting roller
jewels ; the South Bend Watch Co. will send one
on matching escapements ; the Waltham Co. one
on fitting staff to their double roller and truing up
balance ; the Rockford one on setting pallet stones,
and so on through the list. These men could
show and explain the latest factory methods for
doing work correctly, and no doubt could supply
some material for each man to do some practice
work on, or the watchmakers could bring with
them some old movements for practice work. As
most of these watchmakers will have a pretty good
foundation and average skill and intelligence and
ingenuity, they should profit a good deal by the
one week's course.

So far I have had letters from South Bend,
Elgin, Dueber and Rockford Watch companies
and they all seem to be favorably impressed and
promise their hearty co-operation. They feel that
in this way they can help to elevate the standard
of skill and indirectly be amply repaid for their
trouble. The association would, of course, do its
share in providing suitable quarters for the week
and equipping with benches and stools. Also
providing competent lecturers to give lectures of
evenings. While this would make a rather strenu-
ous week I believe all would feel amply repaid,
especially so since there would be no charges
made for attending.

Regarding a State examining board, I do not
believe it is feasible at this time, although I think
it will certainly come later. This was talked of
some at the national meeting last fall, and I then
made the suggestion that there be an auxiliary
association of watchmakers who have to be exam-
Med by a board appointed by the Retail Jewelers'
Association. Passing this examination and having
satisfactory references from their employer as to
their character, they would receive a certificate
that would be a high-class recommendation and be
not only of value to the employee but also to the
employer, and indeed be a valuable asset if the
watchmaker should go into business for himself.

The one thing needful to make these things go
and be successful is the awakening of the jewelers
of the country. There are too many self-satisfied
members of the craft, and there are others who
always hold back to see if a new move is going to
be a success and knock until they find it will be a
go in spite of them, and then they scramble to get
on the band wagon and share in the benefits.

So far I have not had a word from a single
■vatchmaker in the State in regard to the school,

and consequently I do not know whether or not
they would attend if they had an opportunity. I
certainly would like to hear from them and know
what they think of the plan. Thanking THE
KEYSTONE for its kindly interest, I beg to remain

Yours truly;
J. A. OSWALD,

Secretary Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association.
Crawfordsville, Ind.

Mutilating Coin for Jewelry
ED. KEYSTONE :—Regarcling the question of

coin mutilation, I notice the reply of John E.
Wilkie in your March issue, and would like to
know by what authority he can make this state-
ment. You have in your possession, unless
destroyed, a communication which I sent you
some time since from the treasurer's office, answer-
ing this question referred to in this manner : "The
law is silent on this subject where no fraud can be
shown," which reply, together with my inquiry,
you printed in your columns.

There is scarcely a day passes that we jewelers
are called upon to preserve in some way coins
valued for keepsake, and we certainly mean no
fraud when we try to please our customers by
gratifying their personal wishes. Who else can
favor them? The government mints make this
money. It is ours when we come by it honestly,
yet we dare not destroy our own. I most cer-
tainly do not wish to break any laws and would
therefore be very glad if you could set us straight
in this matter.

Yours very truly,
Newport, Pa, CHAS. E. P. KEIM.

[When we compare the replies of the United
States Treasurer and Mr. Wilkie, there would cer-
tainly seem to be some confusion in the minds of
the government officials in connection with this
matter. As Mr. Wilkie is charged with the pro-
tection of the government coin, his position in the
matter is very explicable, though whether his
opinion is based on law is not so clear. It does
seem as if the United States Treasurer had prop-
erly interpreted the statute which states spe-
cifically that the mutilation to be punishable must
be done with fraudulent intent—ED.]

Wood Alcohol Injurious to the Eyes

ED. KEYSTONE :—We notice in a recent issue
of your journal that you state that wood alcohol is
injurious to the eyes. Would like to know in what
way it is injurious and is there any danger of
injury in using it in the lamp on the bench in place
of grain alcohol?

Truly yours,
Bonne Terre, Mo. H. CHAMBERS.

[That the use of wood alcohol is frequently
attended with danger to the human system, and
especially to the eyesight, is a fact well known to
the student of ophthalmology. About two years
ago we referred in our optical department to the
report of two cases where two persons became
absolutely blind from its use. Indeed, these indi-
viduals had not drank the wood alcohol as such,
but they had freely partaken of Jamaica ginger
which an unscrupulous druggist had made from
wood alcohol instead of the grain alcohol. Of
course, the fumes are not as poisonous as the
alcohol itself, but we would advise our readers to
use ethyl or ordinary grain alcohol wherever
economic reasons do not make it imperative to
employ the wood alcohol, especially in view of the
.fact that now denatured grain alcohol may be pro-
cured very reasonable. The way in which wood
alcohol attacks the eyesight has not as yet been
definitely settled, but It is very likely that it acts in
the same manner as tobacco and excessive doses
even of grain alcohol. Here it has been shown
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that in the optic nerve a certain bundle of nerves
which goes to the macula, the most sensitive part
of the retina, becomes inflamed and finally atro-
phied so that the connection between eye and
brain is destroyed and sight is lost.—ED.]

Hairing a Violin Bow
ED. Kr.vsToNE, :—I notice that one of your

subscribers asked for information in regard to
hairing a violin bow. I have performed this task
many times and very successfully. It takes about
fifteen minutes to hair a bow by my method, which
is as follows : After taking the slides, wedges, etc.,
out of the frog, I take the hair anti wind a piece of
silk thread around it, singeing the ends to prevent
pulling out. I next put a little mucilage on the
end and push it well down and in, then replacing
the block or wedge. Shred the hair well out and
over the block, making sure that the block is a
little tight, then replace and put on the ferrule on
the end. Now have a wedge the width of the
ferrule or nearly so. Put this in tight, spreading
the hair at the same time and cutting off close to
the ferrule.

Now, as to the top of the bow. After remov-
ing the bone top of the bow, put the frog in place
and cut the hair at about one-quarter of an inch
beyond the edge of the mortice keeping the hair
straight. Wind a little piece of silk thread around
it, singe the ends, put the bone slide on the hair
and take the frog out of its place, tip it right over
and apply a little mucilage. Put it into place, push
the block home, bring the hair down over it and
replace the top or bone slide. The job is then
done and after a little practice it can be done in
about fifteen, minutes or less.

Very truly yours,
South Danbury, N. H. CHAS. L. HIGGINS.

The Youngest Jeweler
ED. KEYSTONE :—In regard to being the

youngest jeweler and optician I think I have the
honors for same. I learned my trade in Elgin
when I was sixteen, and April i, 1905, I started in
business for myself and have been here three
years April 1, 1908, and own my own stock of
$15oo. Including all, I have worked four years at
my trade and am now twenty years old.

If any one can heat this would be glad to hear
from same through THE KEYSTONE.

Yours Very truly,
Caledonia, Mich. W. J. ROBERTSON,

Catching Watch Thieves
ED. KEYSTONE:—Every jeweler ought to help

in ferreting out thieves. The number of stolen
watch movements and cases ought to be published
once a year, and each jeweler should take notice
and report to THE KEYSTONE the number of stolen
watches when they come across one for repairs.
This would help to capture thieves or get a clue as
U o what section of the country they are in and are
disposing of stolen property.

Truly yours,
Dimondale, Mich. FRED. A. MERRITT.

"I don't see how TI:c Keystone Could be im-
proved. I think you are doing very nicely. I am
most interested in in-tides on 'hutch:nuking and
optics.--Frank Nuse, Jeweler-Optician, Buf-
falo, ea, York.
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ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

PIANOS AR
E ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE

JEWELRY TRADE, AND MANY

DEALERS ARE GETTING THE GREATE
ST PART OF

THEIR PROFIT BY SELLING THEM ; 
PARTICULARLY

THE "BRIGGS."

WE WISH RELIABLE HOUSES THAT AR
E INTER-

ESTED, AND IN UNOCCUPIED T
ERRITORY, TO

COMMUNICATE WITH US.

BRIGGS PIANO CO., BOSTON, U.S.A.

EVERYTHING IN LOCKETS & CHAINS

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.

PROVIDENCE.R.I.

STAMPED{
14 K FB.

10 K .

10K FB. 1/4 14 K FB.

"so 1/20

'/,ot4KB. B.

Artistic novelty and attractiveness
of design are noted characteristics of
our line of • • • • 

:1,111111

The Most Salable Line
For the Spring Season is hinted at in the above illustrations.

SEAMLESS RINGS
Which stand out in bold contrast with
other makes, compel attention and as-
sure quick sales at good-profit prices.

Great wealth of new styles and patvriis in SCARF PINS, E
AR KNOBS, F,tc.

11AINUFACZTUUZIN(.3 divvE,L,ERs

62 Page Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.THE MORGAN JEWELRY CO.,
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THE INTERNATIONAL CARAT

T H E

The following notes as to the proposed

adoption of an international carat have

been communicated to the Jewelry Section

of the London Chamber of Commerce by

E. Johnson, Hon. Secretary of the Decimal

Association:
The unit for the measurement of pre-

cious stones varies considerably in different

centers, as the following table shows:
Value in

Place. Milligrams.

Alexandria   191.7
Amsterdam   205.1
Antwerp   205.3
Arabia   254.6
Berlin    205.5
Bologna  .5
Brazil   192.2
Constantinople   205.5
Spain   199.9
France  205 mg. to 205.5
Florence   196.5
Frankfort   205.8
Hamburg   205.8
East Indies   205.5
Lisbon   205.8
London   205.5
Mecca   194.4
Madras   205.5
Turin   253.5
Venice   207.0
Vienna   206.1
Pearl Carat   207.3

It must be remarked that a majority of

these values approximate between 205 mg.

and 205.5 mg. in the greater number of

European countries, where the more im-

portant trade is carried on.

Up to the present these divergent val-

ues of the carat have been regarded with

some tolerance owing to the fact that the

size of a precious stone is only one of the

factors which determine its value, one of

the most important being its appearance

when submitted to expert examination.

The Association of Diamond Mer-

chants of Amsterdam has already, to avoid

confusion, fixed the value of the carat (Oc-

tober 17, 1890) on a basis of i kil. =

4.875 c.; but the association has determined

that, in case of litigation, the value shall be

determined by the appointed bureaus, which

would express them in grams and milli-

grams.
At the beginning of 1905 the German

Federation of Jewelers, in view of the diffi-

culty of enforcing the abolition of the carat

in different countries, decided to petition

the imperial government for authority to

use the carat, in order that it might be le-

gally recognized. Such a proposition not

being in accordance with the laws in force

on the subject of the metric system, it was

proposed to substitute for the carats then in

use one carat only of the average weight—

i.e., 200 mg. This proposal was very fa-

vorably received in trade circles, and may

be taken into consideration by the Interna-

tional Committee of Weights and Measures.
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The Commission des Instruments et Tra-

vaux, to which this proposition was con-

veyed, recommended its adoption to the

committee in the following terms:

"The commission recognizes that it

would be very desirable that the unit of

mass of precious stone (the carat), which

varies in different countries, should be made

uniform, and should be equal to its metric

equivalent. The mass of 200 mg., which is

very close to the carat most in use (205.5

nig.), would seem to be the best for this

purpose. The commission believes that

there can be no objection to this mass of

200 mg. being called the 'metric carat' in

order to facilitate the abolition of the old

carat."
This proposition, adopted at the meet-

ing of the international committee at its

meeting, April i3th, was communicated to

the more important associations, and the

Chambre Syndieale de la Bijouterie, Joail-

lerie et Or fevrerie de Paris, and the Cham-

bre Syndicale des Negociants en Diamonds,

Perles, Pierres Precieuses et des Lapidaries

de Paris assured the committee of their sup-

port of this measure.

The following is the text of the resolu-

tion which was passed by both of the above

Associations in January, 1905:

"The Council, recognizing the advan-•

tages which would result to the interna-

tional trade in precious stones from the use

of a unit based on the metric system, desires

that the metric carat of 200 mg. be univer-

sally adopted."
The German Federation of Jewelers

passed the following resolution in August,

5906:
"The German Federation considers

that it is both necessary and advantageous

to replace the old carat by the metric carat

of 200 mg. It authorizes its president to

approach the imperial government and the

International Bureau of Weights and Meas-

ures and the foreign associations in order

that the metric carat may be introduced as

soon as possible in all countries."

The Chamber of Commerce of Ant-

werp promised in a letter dated December

7, 5906, to rescind a decision of April 29,

1895, approving the adoption of a carat of

205.3 mg. when the metric carat of 200 mg.

should come into universal use in the mar-

kets.
The Association of Jewelers and Gold-

smiths of Prague formally authorized the

German federation to act in its name, in

order that the reform should come about as

soon as possible by international agreement,

and the Association of Goldsmiths of Co-

penhagen has declared its willingness to

support the reform.
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The Committee of Weights and Meas-

ures in Belgium prepared a law for the

adoption of the metric carat in December,

1906.

Burma Pearl Fisheries

Consul General William H. Michael writes

from Calcutta as follows in regard to the pearl

fisheries of the Burmese coast:

"The supply of mother-of-pearl shells from

Mergui and Tavoy island, which lie off Lower

Burma, has been declining so seriously in recent

years that to ascertain definitely if the pearling

grounds are really becoming exhausted to such a
degree as to make pearling unproductive, two

experts were sent out by the secretary of state in

the early part of last year to investigate the pearl

banks of the islands and to study the life history

of the Mergui pearl oysters. The experts have

not yet sent in their report, but there is reported

reason to believe the banks are becoming ex-

hausted and are in need of considerable rest.

Shells are now more difficult to obtain and are

less numerous than formerly.

"It was at one time proposed to close the pearl-

ing rounds, but the native pearlers were unani-

mous in opposing any such step. They declared

that the productiveness of the banks has not ap-

preciably diminished, and the fact that shortage

in the supply obtained recently was entirely due

to the class of divers having deteriorated. It is

admitted that there is some truth in this argu-

ment; but all the pearling leases are owned by

natives, who naturally are in favor of open

banks. Formerly Australian pearlers worked

there, but 'they left in Iwo, owing to the diminu-

tion in the supply of the shell, on which they

depended for their profits rather than on the

pearls. The only European pearlers whose advice

is now available, though they have abandoned

pearling in favor of tin mining, are in favor of

closing the fisheries.
"Inquiries among divers themselves afford no

useful information as to the habits of the pearl

mollusk. They work more after custom and su-

perstition than by observation. An application

was made as far back as 1904-5 by the syndicate

which leased the Ceylon pearl fisheries for the

grant of a similar lease of the Mergui and Tavoy

pearl fisheries and for pearling right in a block

off the coast of Tavoy, but the application w
as

suspended pending the result of the investigation

of the two experts sent out by the secretary of

state of Burma."

Pseudo Electric Battery

By way of arousing attention, a Pennsylvania

druggist got up a little deception. Some empty

cigar boxes were arranged in imitation of an

electric battery. Two long corks were glued to

the window about eight inches apart. From these

to the imitation battery were carried a red and a

blue string. No wording was placed in the win-

dow. But those of an inquisitive mind Legan to

ask questions, and looked for the shock by touch-

ing the corks at the point where they were pasted

to the window. In reply, they were told that all

they needed to do was to place a finger of each

hand on the place where the corks were glued

to the window, and they would feel the pane.

This, it is said, got the boys and girls excited, and

they brought others. Men fooled their wives,

sweethearts fooled their fellows, and it proved a

good way to get people interested and to examine

what was in the window.
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WE WILL RESUME OUR OLD ADDRESS
One year ago, we left our

headquarters of twenty years'
standing to make room for
the handsome structure illus-
trated opposite.

On May 1st, we will occupy
our handsome, new quarters,
and extend to the trade and
our frierids in general, a cor-
dial invitation to visit us, and
see the growth and develop-
ment in the distribution of the
following well-known lines,
the output of our large and
well-equipped factories.

A. L. Co. Gold Pens
Mercantile Fountain Pens
Mercantile Self-Fillers
Beacon Stylographic Pens
Gold and Silver Pen Holders
Gold and Silver Pencils
Universal Outfits
Gold and Silver Penknives
Cigar Piercers
Etc., etc.

Send for complete cata-
logues to-day.

Dkildri-Lamb eo.
15-19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Established 1864)

LEARN WATCH
REPAIRING

We will teach you this business by attendance here or
by correspondence. We use the DeSelins Chart
System, an easy simple method. You can learn at
home (luring your spare time if you have not the time
and money to come here. After you complete the
course you will be able to repair the most crippled

timepiece ani put it in running order. Your knowledge of watches will be thorough and
complete. Watch repairers aro scarce. No trouble in getting a position as soon as you cart
do the work.

This Is a Successful School. Notice Our Growth.
190 aounre feet of floor pace.

100 square feet of floor space.

1906— 200 Square feet of floor space.
1907— 900 square feet of floor space.
1908-2600 square feet of floor space.

We use the full capacity of an entire building fully equipped with all the best and latest
appliances for the watch, Jewelry and optical business.

Special advantages to he found only in This School
Every appliance. full course of lectures. continuous practice. The DeSELMS CHARTS

(Pat.) The DeSELMS TEXT BOOKS. A Model Store for the training of students In store
work. AA for our TWO HOOK WI'S explaining everything

THE DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL, 293 Perry St., Attica, Ind.

A Year 'Round Seller
The Conklin Pen is the best all year 'round seller
because it is built for every day use. It's the most
practical and convenient—meets every easy writ-
ing requirement—dependable—durable—a time
saver, as it does away with the bother and
annoyance so common with other fountain
pens. Will give satisfaction year in and
year out. Pilled in the twinkling of an
eye by simply dipping in the nearest
Ink-well and pressing Crescent-Filler.

The
Crescent-
Filler

CONKLIN'S
Self ..Fi1lin

Fountain Pen

iInn'nk5k
Like

Camel

—combining as it does the
superior advantages of other
fountain pens, plus the most
successful filling principle,
and backed by our ex-
tensive advertising,
is the pen for you to
handle. Write at
once for our new cata-
logue and dealer's

proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MEG. CO.

39 Manhattan Buildind

TOLEDO, OHIO

U. S. A.

NE IV YORK

DENVER

OAKLAND

WINNIPEG

LONDON

May, 19o8 T E

The
Crescent-
Filler

THIS LATEST CRAZE
The New "RED MIDCIE;T" StylcIgraphic Pen

Has solid go d spring and needle and platinum points.
Writes like petwil. RETAILS, $1.00 to $2.00 each.
Every RED 511DUET guaranteed perfect and best style made.

TI1E NON -LEFMAE3 LE

weenwrcertmell —

The latest Vest Pocket or Ladies' Non-T,eakable Pen can he carried in any
position in pocket or purse. Will not leak. RETAILS $2.00 and $2.50 each.
Made in long or short sizes. Write for SAMPLES and CATAL0(1.

WRIGHT PEN CO.
Wm. Weidlich & Bro. Prop.

623 Wuushingtorl Ave.., S LOUIS, MO.

THE, 66‘.7..I.I:ZAN=TO=1-1ANIIILL.'" FOUNTAIN I-11:3N

Moore's Non=Leakable Fountain Pen
Retails from $2.59 up

THE FOLLOWING CLAIMS WE OUAMANTEE:
1. That the pen is filled without unscrewing the section, thus avoiding soiling the fingers

With ink when filling.
2. That the pen is drawn back into the barrel or reservoir after using, and when the cap is

turned on is absolutely AIR and INK tight.
3. That it can be carried in any position in any pocket and cannot leak.
4. That the pen is always ready to write the iustant it touches the paper.

mOORE S
IMPROVED
NoN•LSAN•BLE
KOUNTAIN PEN

Sectional View of Pen Closed for Carrying

These pens, being constructed upon
entirely different principles from other
fountain pens are, without doubt, the neat-
est perfection of any pens manufactured.

5. That the barrel being AIR-TIGHT, the ink never thickens or dries up, and if the pen
is not used for a year, it writes just as readily.

6. That we have the ONLY desirable fountain pen IN THE MARKET for L.\ DIES' USE.
7. That our "Tourist" or Military Pen is the best pen made for travelers or military use.
8. That we use nothing but the highest grade gold pens.
9. That we use pure gum rubber, attid the superior finish and lustre of our holders Is very

noticeable when compared with others made from common stock.

American Fountain Pen CO.
Boston, Mass.

A. A. WEEKS-HOPKINS CO. Special Selling Agents for (treater New York,
I I Gold St., New York I Philadelphia, New Jersey, Baltimore and Washington

Possibilities of the Picture Postal

Now that the season for vacation is

approaching, the picture postal business is

taking on new life, and merits the attention

of all who handle stationery. From a small

stationery side line the picture postals have

steadily increased in importance until they

are now among the leaders and are becom-

ing more profitable each day. Few sta-

tioners in the larger towns refuse to handle

them, and very many other dealers are mak-

ing them a profitable portion of their busi-

ness.
As yet a larger proportion are made

abroad, but more American factories are

being fitted up for their manufacture, and

as the industry increases shrewd American

investors realize how profitable a factory

might be. A number are now in operation

and others will be before the year ends.

It is conceded by numerous conservative

dealers that the business is only in its in-

fancy and that the time is coming when it

will assume larger proportions than dealers

dare dream of now.
Last year the imports ag-

gregated more than 2,000,-

000,000 cards, and this year

they will go far over that,

says the American Sta-

tioner. In some cities one-third the postal

business is post cards, and it is easily con-

ceivable that one-fourth is not an exagger-

ated proportion, taking the country as a

whole. On special days large post-offices

are literally choked with the flood of post

cards, and many extra men are employed to

handle them. It is not unusual that with all

the arrangements made to care for this in-

crease the offices are still overwhelmed and

thousands cannot be delivered until follow-

ing days. Nor is there a sign of decrease.

The latest season days emphasized the fact

that the seasons will probably cause in-

creased sales of cards indefinitely. The end

has certainly never been reached in any city,

and there seems little possibility that it ever

will be.
Dealers everywhere can take fuller ad-

vantage of this liking for cards than they

ever have done. It doesn't matter if it has

only a small population, it must have one or

more principal buildings or one or more

picturesque spots. These can be made into

post cards at a nominal cost, and their sales

will supply a remunerative department for

the man who handles stationery. The lat-

Imports of

immense

Postals
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ter commodity has penetrated to the remot-

est corners of the land, and the post card

can be made to follow it with profit to the

dealer and with satisfaction to the pur-

chaser.

Popular With

Tourists

The summer tourist trade

S hould be cultivated in

every part of the country

this season. The card is

fast taking the place of the letter. It is

much easier and far more graphic to send a
card with half a dozen words penciled upon

it than it is to undertake to write a letter

which will clearly describe any particularly

attractive spot or locality. For example, a

party holds a picnic beside some delightful

lake, or in some picturesque glen. That

night a score or more post cards will start

for the four corners of the country with

merely the words, "We visited here to-day,"

or, "We held a delightful picnic here this

afternoon." Could pages of written de-

scription convey to the mind of the recipi-

ents any conception of what the lake or the

glen was like? Only as it brought up recol-

lections of similar lakes and glens which

might have been seen previously. But the

card shows it, and the one who receives it

has excellent conception of the attractive-

ness of the picnicking grounds.

And so one might go on enumerating

the especial features which are certain to

make the post card trade a permanent de-

partment of the stationery and fancy goods

business.

Warship
Post Cards

An instance of the fine op-

portunities afforded by the

picture postals is the visit of

the fleet of warships to San

Francisco. It is said that the first half-mil-

lion colored warship post cards issued by

one firm were sold in a few days and that

a second edition of a million went almost as

quickly. The cards comprise beautifully

colored reproductions of United States war-

ships and carry in condensed form informa-

tion of interest and value to every person

in the United States. These cards have an

educational value which should be recog-

nized and emphasized by every dealer.

These cards ought to be used in the schools,

and if dealers would exert themselves

among the teachers in the respective com-

munities they might largely increase their

sales.

Post Card
Collections

Dealers in post cards ought

to encourage the making of

collections. Nothing so in-

creases sales and nothing

will arouse interest like collections. Those

who are making them will show them to

their friends and straightway the friends

will want to make collections, too. Like all
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fads, the making of these collections is

more or less contagious—a fact which the

dealer can turn to his profit if he chooses,

and make good.
There are two ways of making collec-

tions. One is the purchase of sets or pro-

curing them of friends. The other is to

have each card sent you from somewhere.

One method is quite as good as the other.

Some prefer to have each card actually

mailed, but dealers should point out that

the value of a post card collection lies in

the variety and number, combined with

quality—not in the especial fact that each

card has been separately mailed. The best

way is to encourage the purchase of sets.

Single cards are good, but sets are better,

and the way cards are made up now it is

almost impossible to enjoy a collection un-

less the cards are arranged in sets. There-

fore, encourage sets.

These collections should be placed in

albums. There ought to be albums enough

to contain the different subjects. For ex-

ample, historic buildings might be one sub-

ject. Then every historic building should

go in its proper album. Another might be

portraits. The same thing should be done

with them. The writer knows one young

woman who has made a specialty of ani-

mals, and 'has albums filled with nothing

but animals. Another collector has cards

from one State to fill three albums. The

State in which she lives is thus liberally

represented and there are more to come.

Thus one might go on enumerating

ways which can be devised to make the col-

lections attractive. The arrangement in

albums in this way can be suggested to

collectors with the assurance that once you

start them collecting, they will continue

ith unabated zeal.

Josh Billings on Insurance

I kum to the conclusion lately that life was

so unsartin that the only way for me to stand a

fair chance with other folks was to get my life

insured, so I kalled on the agent of the Garden

Angel Life Insurance Company, and answered

the following questions which were put to me

over the top of a pair of spectacles by a slick old

fellow with a round, gray head on him as was

ever owned: "Are yu a mail or a femail? If so,

state how long yu have been so. Had yu a father

or mother? If so, which? Are yu subject to fits,

and if so, do yu have more than one at a time?

What is your precise fiting wate? Did yu ever

have any ancestors, and if so, how much? Du yu

have any nightmares? Are yu married or single,

or are yu a bachelor? Have yu ever committed

suicide? If so, how much did it affect yu?"

After answering the above questions like a man,

in the affirmative, the slick little fat old feller with

gold spectacles on said I was insured for life and

probably would remain so for years. I thanked

him and smiled, and retired.
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SOLD DIRECT TO THE RETAIL TRADE ONLY

FEATURES OF OUR LINE
The UNIQUE, ARTISTIC and UNUSUAL, together with BEST WORKMANSHIP, SUPERIOR QUALITY

and PERFECTION IN FINISH

1805

2215

Brooches in gold filled or sterling silver, the gold filled finished in rose or dark green (antique). The sterling in Frznch gray or oxidized.

We use finest imitation stones and can furnish any stone or color required

We manufacture in GOLD FILLED and STERLING SILVER

BROOCHES, HAT PINS, COMBS, HANDY PINS, WAIST PIN SETS, BARRETTES, SCARF PINS,

VEIL PINS, LINKS, BUCKLES, SASH BROOCHES, BRACELETS and NECKLACES

NEW

C. RAY RANDALL & CO., North Attleboro, Mass.
YORK OFFICE, No. 7 Maiden Lane SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, Henry M. Abrams Co., No. 717 Market Street

Address all orders and communications to Factory, North Attleboro, Mass.
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Cut Glass of Quality

Nu. 110. 0" Bowl, Astoria No. 1

Originality in Design, Brilliancy of
Finish and Unsurpassed Workman-
ship are what we give you.

These qualities have made our line POPULAR.

You need, some of our cut glass for your spring trade.

Send for our catalog and place your orders now.

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA.

CINDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

C. 0. BA K ER, '.'res. C. W. RAI:nit, Vico-Pres.

PLATINUM
:Ind its alloys, made expressly for jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

GOLD MEDAL, Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
Portland, Oregon, 1905

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. J. in Liberty St., New York City

lay, 1908

Self-Conceit

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

-r VIE KEYSTONE

All of us subsist, more or less, on our
own appreciation of ourselves. Deprive us
of that comfortable nourishment, and the
very capacity for good would go out of us.
Let me be persuaded that Smith thinks me
a blockhead, and I shall never after shine
in conversation with him. Let me suspect
that Juliet thinks my squint intolerable, and
I shall never again be able to fix her blandly
with my disengaged eyes. Thank heaven
for the illusions that enable us to be useful
and agreeable—that we don't know exactly
what our friends think of us—that the
world is not a mirror to show us what sort
of figure we are making, and just what is
going on behind our backs As it is, we
are able to dream that other men admire
our talents; we are able to imagine that we
are doing much good; and consequently we
do—a little good.

A certain amount of self-conceit, or
conviction of capacity, is absolutely neces-
sary for success and comfort. "Talk about
conceit as much as you like," said Dr.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, "it is to character
what salt is to the ocean; it keeps it sweet
and renders it endurable." The world is
so hurried and worried, so occupied with its
own affairs, that it cannot stop to supply
timid talent with props and buttresses, nor
coax modest worth out of its corner. "If

YOU wish to be powerful, pretend to be pow-
erful," was Horne Tooke's advice. "One
must think well of himself," said the pious
Erasmus, "before he can expect the good
opinion of others." He spoke in knowledge
of the fact that people are generally taken
at their own estimate of themselves.

Every human heart is more or less
vulnerable at the point of self-esteem. Even
the negro prince, whom the French explor-
ers came upon in Guinea seated on a block
of wood for a throne, asked anxiously, "Do
they talk much of me in France?" And if
those in the humblest ranks have been
touched with the virus of vanity, can we
wonder that the immortals are similarly
afflicted? A vast company of the distin-
guished in history witness to the universality
of self-conceit.

Cicero was an amazing egotist. His
writings are all personal to himself. No
one has ever told the world so much about
another person as Cicero has told about
Cicero. He outdid Boswell as the chron-
icler of minutix. Dante was tremendously
vain. In 1301 the leading citizens of Flo-
rence met to devise means for preventing
the coming of Charles of Anjou, and re-
solved to send an intercessor to Pope Boni-
face. Dante was asked to undertake the
mission. "But if I go," said he, "who will
be left to watch your interests? And yet
if I stay behind, who is there fit to go?"
Buffon complacently named himself as
among the five greatest naturalists ; Words-
worth declared that he feared comparison
only with Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare
and Milton ; and in Gibbon's private diary,
found after his death, was written, "I am
the greatest historian, assuredly, that ever

lived." Only twenty years ago John Ruskin
stated publicly, in a lecture before the stu-
dents at Oxford, "There are five men, only,
in modern times, who have a full sense of
material beauty in inanimate nature; name-
ly, Rousseau, Shelly, Byron, Turner and
myself"—and he said this in the same year
that he wrote on the humility of greatness !

Goethe and Hans Christian Andersen
were childishly vain of their works; so were
Ben Jonson, the poet-parson Herrick, Dry-
den, Pope, Goldsmith and Southey. The
German philosophers, Schopenhauer and
Schlegel, were great egotists, Richard
Wagner used to take off his hat to his own
image in the mirror. Tennyson pronounced
his own Bugle Song "the grandest lyric
utterance the world has ever produced."
Even John Wesley, when he had completed
a poor, thin dictionary of one hundred
pages, wrote a long, rambling preface to it
in which he assumed his to be the best dic-
tionary in the world.

Disraeli both consciously and designed-
ly made himself the conspicuous figure in
all 'his novels; Miss Phelps wrote her own
heart-troubles into "Gates Ajar"; Thomas
Hughes repeatedly denied that he drew his
own portrait in "Tom Brown at .Rugby,"
but nobody believes him. Bulwer describes
himself in "Ernest Maltravers," Dickens's
self is in "David Copperfield," George Sand
detailed her liason with Alfred de Musset in
"Elle et Sui," Thackeray put himself into
all his novels.

The great Frenchmen were prodigious-
ly conceited witness Voltaire, Dumas,
Rousseau, Lamartine and Balzac; but the
surpassingly vain were Victor Hugo and
Ferdinand de Lesseps. On his deathbed
Hugo announced his belief in God, but with
such an air of patronage as to impress ob-
servers that the dying man thought the
Almighty should be grateful for the recog-
nition; and de Lesseps believed that he de-
served the congratulations of the Creator
for improving on His own handiwork on the
Suez Canal!

Thus it is seen that vanity seems to be
the source of the greatest weakness and the
greatest achievements. If vanity could be
totally eliminated from the mental constitu-
tion of the race, and we were all made to
fully realize our infinitesimal individual im-
portance in the scheme of things, who
would try to rise, to excel?

Self-conceit is not wholly a bad thing.
It may be a weakness, but it is undoubtedly
a consolation at all times ; and sometimes it
is a blessing.

"Special, This Day Only, 99c."

Strolling down the main aisle of a de-
partment store the other day, I came across
a mob of women assembled around a bar-
gain table. The fourth circle of this crowd
was glaring in impotent envy at the happy
inner circle, fingering the goods; the third
circle was making desperate thrusts through
chance openings ; the second circle was reck-
less of whether its hat was "on straight" or
not ; the inner circle, only, wore an expres-
sion of "the peace that passeth understand-
ing." Just around a corner of the aisle, at
the regular counter, the same goods were
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being sold at the regular price, $1.00; and
there were no customers. I smiled, and
thought.

What is the reason that "99 cents"
seems invariably to appeal to the feminine
instinct of thrift, even if accompanied with
physical discomfort and mental perturba-
tion, when $1.00, plus moral serenity and
dignity of poise, seems to present to this
same instinct the idea of incredible extrava-
gance? What is the mental process in
woman by which a prodigious economy is
figured out of a penny saving in a dollar,
when that saving must be made at the ex-
pense of an unbecoming scramble? Is lovely
woman lacking in a certain comprehension
of mathematical details, when she musses
her gown and puts wrinkles into her face
for a saving of a penny? Does her quick
mind lack something of breadth, or is it
beguiled and confused by the unusual, or is
it merely deductive in its operations instead
of analytical?

It is a fact, established by numberless
witnesses behind the counters of all depart-
ment stores, that "99 cents" will sell a quan-
tity out of all proportion to the same goods
offered at a dollar. Why this tremendous
struggles to save the lone penny, by people
who never contemplate lone pence in their
routine expenditures in other directions ?
What consistency lies in the fact that the
woman who saves a cent in this bargain
purchase hies at once to the soda-fountain
on the same floor to get refreshed from her
exertions by buying an ice-cream soda for
ten cents? Isn't it queer?

I am inClined to think that the explana-
tion lies in a certain "finickiness" in wom-
an's mental make-up--a lack of perception
of proportions. I know an instance in
which a young housekeeper, who had grad-
uated at Vassar, could embroider a doiley
in four languages, and "knew it all," spent
all hour of a hot day and two street car
fares in going thirteen blocks to buy three
yards of nainsook at an advertised price ,so
as to save eight cents over buying it of the
reputable dealer around the corner ; and
she was indignant when reminded that she
had lost two cents by the operation, and be

had laid the foundation for a sick
headache.

But no amount of masculine argument
will ever influence the feminine practice in
respect of bargain-counter allurements. We
are talking against the wind in the vain at-
tempt. The only thing to do is to recognize
the inherent feminine passion and turn it
to good account in the jewelry business.
And why not?

For the crowd around the table in the
center aisle establishes three facts : First,
that women read advertisements which ad-
vertise; second, that they heed the right
kind of advertisement; third, that the plain
price, marked down, figure (observe, even
marked down only one per cent.) will sell
the goods. Therefore, let the jeweler know,
first, how to advertise; second, what to re-
duce; third, the peculiar characteristics of
feminine human nature. Let him give
study to the question, and the department
store need not enjoy all the profits that
grow out of the whims of lovely, but incon-
sistent, Woman. J. T.
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NOTICE
STEVENS QUALITY
GOODS WANTED

SUGGESTED
By one of the many hundreds who have taken the trouble to write us about their

experiences with the just-as-good advocate.

NOTICE
STEVENS QUALITY
GOODS WANTED

It's a very clever idea, and any one sending us a postal with full name and address

thereon will receive one of these, in the form of a rubber stamp, free and postage paid.

The use of it will not only be a time-saver, but also an accurate record of your wishes.

After you have stamped this

NOTICE -
STEVENS QUALITY
GOODS WANTED

on your order or R, and the goods have been received, LOOK SHARP for two things:

First, the S-Q trade-mark : next, to the prices you have been charged. If higher than

those quoted for other 110 12 K. goods, make a kick, and if you don't get redress,

push the button in our direction and you will not be the loser.

A one-penny postal for this stamp

may save you many dollars.

NOTICE -
STEVENS QUALITY
GOODS WANTED

STEVENS & COMPANY, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF STEVENS-QUALITY OPTICAL GOODS

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

Zeviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

:lectric Ophthalmia and Severe Snow-
Blindness

It is well known that the electric arc-
light is very rich in the short-waved rays
of light, the so-called chemical rays. In
fact, the arc-light is richer in these rays
than even the sunlight, because, although
undoubtedly there must be more of these
ultra-violet rays in the sun itself, these are
mostly absorbed by the atmosphere before
they reach us. Furthermore, it must be re-
membered that ordinarily we look at the
objects only in reflected light, or, in other
words, we receive only those rays of light
in our eyes as are reflected from the object
looked at. Now, mostly objects absorb
these ultra-violet rays of the sun as still
strike them, but there are some things, like
snow, that do reflect these actinic rays back
into our eyes, and it is for this reason that
it is so hurtful to walk over big snowfields.
as these dangerous light-waves are reflected
into our eyes from all sides, and thus fre-
quently give rise to very annoying symp-.
toms, which usually go by the name of
snow-blindness. The symptoms of snow-
blindness are a dazzling, with contracted
pupils and retinal congestion, and especially
a severe inflammation of the conjunctiva.
as evidenced by the swollen lids, flow of
tears, burning, pain in the eyeballs, dread of
light, and a spasm of the lids.

Now, the electric arc-light sends out
the same ultra-violet rays ; in fact, it has
been shown that the arc-light sends out
shorter waves than can be found in the light
from the sun, after it has passed through
the atmosphere. These very short-waved
ultra-violet rays of the arc are absorbed by
the surrounding air and do not get much
farther than a few feet, but it is easily seen
how dangerous they must be for such
workingmen as have to work very near this
light. That these actinic rays at times may
produce very troublesome symptoms is
shown by the following report from one of
our navy yards:

. On board a cruiser that was recently under-
going repairs at Portsmouth, it was necessary to
pierce a hole in the armor of a turret. The usual
mechanical processes employed in such cases were
S9 slow that a torpedo officer asked for permis-
sion to cut the hole by means of an electric arc.
What his process consists of is well known ; one
pole of a source of electricity is joined to the
mass of steel to be cut ; the other pole is con-
nected with a large carbon having an insulated
handle which the operator holds. The carbon
is placed in contact with the metal and an electric
arc is formed, melting the metal at points where
the carbon is successively presented. This under-
taking, although not uncommon, caused a great
deal of curiosity among the crew and drew a
large number of spectators. Everything went

well, and the steel of the armor, under the action
of the current, melted like ice.

But the next day all the men who were
present at the operation were either half blind or
terribly burned. The officer who had directed
the current had the skin of his face completely
puffed up and of a leathery color; from it ran
a serous liquid, like that from a blister occa-
sioned from a burn. Several sailors who were
at quite a long distance from the turret had their
sight so badly affected that they had to be treated
in the hospital, lest they should lose it entirely.

A Simple Phorometer for Heterophoria
at the Reading Distance

Iii the February number of the Zeit-
schrft f Aughlk., Dr. Martin liartels, of
Strassburg, Germany, describes a very sitn-
ple phorometer by means of which the het-
erophoria at the reading distance may be
easily measured. As the figure shows, there
is a small hole in a scale behind which the
flame of a candle appears. The patient
looks with one eye at the bright point, while
the other eye has a Maddox prism before it.
Any heterophoria will then be indicated by

the bright streak going through any of the
numbers instead of through the flame. The
reviewer believes that this instrument does
away with the indistinctness of the line of
other instruments for this purpose, but that
its drawback lies in the fact that the small
hole with the bright flame behind it does
not arouse the accommodative center suffi-
ciently to be sure that the eyes accommodate
accurately for the reading distance.

Herman Snellen

Snellen's test cards are known to every
refractionist, and it therefore will interest
our readers to obtain a few facts about the
life of this distinguished ophthalmologist.
The folloiving obituary by Dr. I). M. Straub
is taken from The American Journal of
Ophthalmology.

On January 18, loo8, died at Utrecht, at the
age of 73 years, Herman Snellen, honorary pro-
fessor of ophthalmology in the University of
that city.

A pupil of Donders, Snellen in turn became
the chief of the Netherlandic school. He took
a great part in the development of ophthalmology
in the second half of the nineteenth century, and
his works occupy an important part.

In his position as professor and chief of a
large clinic, during his long life so full of earnest
work, lie promulgated the new doctrines and
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applied their practical results for the benefit of
the patients.

Snellen was graduated as Doctor of Medicine
at the University of Utrecht on July 4, 5857. His
thesis was remarkable. Donders had indicated
to him as a subject the experimental neuropara-
lytic keratitis. By means of happy and useful
modifications of the fundamental experiments of
Magendie, Snellen arrived at new and unex-
pected results, which reopened the question of
the doctrine of trophic inflammations.

Before diminishing his medical studies, Snel-
len had associated himself with Donders in his
ophthalmological researches. In 1858 the cele—
brated Netherlandic Eye Hospital was inaugu-
rated at Utrecht, of which Donders was the
founder and first director, Snellen the first in-
terne. Thus a large field was opened to him for
applying in his daily practice of ophthalmology
the discoveries made, thanks to the invention of
the ophthalmoscope. He was inspired in the exe-
cution of his art by the physiologic works of
Helmholtz and Donders, the large clinical views
of Albrecht von Graefe, Bowman and Arlt. In
1862, till then extraordinary professor, Donders
was called to fill the chair of physiology at the
University of Utrecht. From this time he relin-
quished to Snellen the greatest part of his prac-
tical ophthalmic work. True, Donders remained
in title the Director of the Netherlandic Eye
Hospital till 1884, but Snellen had, in fact, been
director of the clinic for a number of years
before Donders resigned these functions. From
1877 to 1890 nellen occupied the chair of oph-
thalmology in the University of Utrecht, which
had been created for him. After retiring from
the professorship he remained for another four
years the director of the new clinic of Utrecht.
His oldest son is his successor in both positions.

As long as Snellen's activity lasted, the
Utrecht clinic was a point of attraction for a
multitude of young oculists from all parts of the
world, who came to do physiological work in
Donders's laboratory and to follow the lectures
and consultations of Snellen at the Netherlandic
Hospital. Pupils of Snellen and oculists, they
carried his great reputation of clinician and
practitioner all over the world.

The culminating point of Snellen's scientific
work was the study of the visual acuity which led
to the well-known famous formula and the edition
of the optotypes which have found a place in
every clinic of the world and have remained
models. The development of the methods of ex-
amining the eye was Snellen's favorite scientific
field.

From the last epoch of his life date his Bow-
man lecture on vision and retinal perception
( i896) and the paper read at the Congress at
Brussels (r897) on the quantitative determination
of the color sense. In his youth he had created
instruments in order to measure the intraocular
tension and apparatus to detect simulation and
unilateral amblyopia. From this period date his
focometer and his instruments to determine astig-
matism and to measure strabismus. Thus he was
the man designed to edit, in collaboration with
his friend Landolt, the volume of the first edition
of the Graefe-Saemisch Cyclopmdia, which treats
of the methods of eye examination. A second
edition of this work appeared somewhat later in
the complete "Treatise of Ophthalmology" of De
Wecker and Landolt.

In practical ophthalmology Snellen concen-
trated his attention on the development of meth-
ods of operation. His operative measures for
remedying the malposition of the eyelids had the
rare success of being accepted in all clinics. For
the second edition of the Graefe-Saemisch Cyclo-
pmdia he undertook to write a volume on eye
operations. This task remains unaccomplished.

Snellen did not only execute his operations
with an elegant and sure hand, but, what is per

(Continued on page 857)
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Imps even more important, in the case of misfor-
tune and accident, he did everything to remedy
the conditions with a patience and devotedness
above praise.

I must add two traits to this rapid sketch of
the personality of the great master : his amiability
in personal contact and his talent of organization
These two qualities have largely contributed to
the remarkable success of the International Con-
gress of Ophthalmology, held at Utrecht in 1899,
organized and presided over by Snellen. His
amiability has been highly appreciated by the nu-
merous colleagues who came to visit the classic
held of ophthalmology where Snellen worked.

The Hollandish people owe to his talent of
organization the founding of the new Nether-
landic Hospital, called after Donders. Thanks
to Snellen, there stands at Utrecht, since 1894, a
building which is truly worthy of the great
founder of the Netherlandic School of Ophthal-
mology. Its exterior appearance gives more the

idea of a palace than of an ophthalmic clinic.

The Magnifying Power of Lenses

A subscriber, who wishes to get the

power of eyelenses of telescopes asks us

for a rule for calculating the magnifying

power of lenses.
If we define the enlarging effect of an

optical instrument by the relation of the

visual angles under which the object is seen

at the usual reading distance, first by the eye

armed with the telescope and then with the

naked eye, and if we call this relation N, we

have for the enlarging power of a telescope

the formula N =F 
) where F, and

1 F-2- ' 
F2 are the focal distances of the objective

and the eyepiece respectively, and A is a

constant. The factor  is called the power
F2

of the eyepiece. This is not quite identical

with the enlargement of the eyepiece, which is

.
For a telescope we can express the

F2 F,
angular enlargement by — where F, and

2

F2 have the same meaning as before.

An Improved Retinoscopic Mirror

In the March issue of The Ophthalmic

Record Dr. A. Alison Bradburne, of Edin-

borough, Southport, describes the following

improved retinoscopic mirror which may

also be used for the indirect method of oph-

thalmoscopy:

From the illustration it will be seen that two

mirrors (one concave and one flat), 134 inches

in diameter, are hinged together so as mutually to

protect one another. This is a well-known de-
vice, but the improvement consists in having on
the back of the concave mirror a small triangular
carrier. This has three perforations carrying a
2 D. and a + 4 D. lens, the center one being

unloosed. When examining by the indirect

method either at will can be brought over the
sight hole of the mirror. The advantage of ex-
amining with ± lenses gives not only increased
magnification, but lessens the distance at which
the observer has to stand from the eye of the
patient. To enable one to clean the lenses, the
carrier is hinged on itself. The sight holes in
both mirrors are six millimeters in diameter,
which is larger than commonly made. Messrs.
Hawes, of Leadenhall Street, London, E. C., made
the instrument .at my suggestion some years ago,
and as it has proved of value to myself and rec-
ommended itself to other ophthalmic surgeons, it
may be worth the attention of others. A pupilo-
meter is fitted to the back of the flat mirror.

Some Remarks About the Magnifying

Power of Convex Lenses

As from the circle of our readers fre-
quently questions are asked regarding the
magnifying power of convex lenses, it
would seem proper to go into this question
a little more in detail. Here it must be re-
marked at the outset that there is no such
thing as a fixed magnifying power of a cer-
tain convex lens. The magnifying power
depends not only upon the dioptric strength
of the lens, but also upon the distance of
this lens on the one side from the object and
on the other side from the observer. To
understand this fully, let us look at the fol-
lowing diagram.

Here L represents the convex lens and
F the position of its focus. 0 is the object
which must lie within the focal distance of
the lens in order to be magnified and I is the
image as furnished by the lens under these
conditions. The letter a indicates the dis-
tance of the lens from the observer, d the
distance of the image from the magnifying
glass. Now, the distances b and d aruf the
focal distance f are in the following well-

known relation : - = 
•

/ From
d f 

this follows, if we remember, that b must be
taken negative, as it lies on the same side as

d f
the object ; d = " and b = It

f — d'
is further known that the relation of object 0
to image I is expressed by the formula

- d
-- Now we may express the mag-

nifying power of the lens under the condi-
tions stated by the relation of the angles
under which I and 0 appear respectively
at the distance a of the observer, or by

the fraction -- -4- If, in this
a+d•

fraction we substitute for - its value 30
and further express b in terms of d, we ob-
tain for the magnifying power of the lens L
of focal length f the formula : Magnifying

f (a + 
power = 

d) Now a + d is

a constant, as we suppose that the observer

keeps always the same distance between object
and himself. If, therefore, we call this con-

stant c, the formula becomes 
c 

fc—ad•

This formula demonstrates that for a
given lens of focus f and a certain distance
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between object and observer the magnifica-
tion becomes the greater the greater the
Product ad. Now, this product is greatest
if 0 = d, so that under these conditions the
magnifying- power of the lens is greatest
when the lens is held midway between the
object and the eye, of which the reader can
convince himself very easily. The formula
also shows that the smaller f, that is, the
greater the dioptric power of the lens, the
more the object is magnified; and further,
that this magnification is also increased with
C, the distance between object and observer.
We see, therefore, that the magnifying
power of a lens does not depend only on its
dioptric strength, but also on the distance
of object from lens and the distance of lens
from the eye. In other words, the magnify-
ing power of a lens does not only depend
upon the dioptric strength of the lens, but
also on its position with reference to both
object and eye.

The Globe Star Finder
The latest invention of Dr. E. E. Maddox, of

Maddox rod fame, and author of the treatise,
"The Ocular Muscles," is appropriately named
"The Globe Star Finder," a contrivance for
pointing out the constellations and learning the
motions of the heavens. Any intelligent person
can speedily master it, and in doing so acquire a
solid knowledge of the elements of astronomy.

The sky itself is the map employed, the actual

stars being pointed out as if by the finger of a

friend, the eye being able to look along a sighting

arrangement, 'which indeed directs the vision

more truly than a finger could do.
In an interesting way it observes and records,

from Nature herself, the motions of the planets,

and in the daytime it can be used as a new kind

of sun-dial. Whatever star on a small celestial

globe the sighting attachment is placed over, it

points to its original in the heavens, provided the

globe is previously set according to simple direc-

tions. Conversely, any interesting bright star, the

name of which it is desired to know, can have the

pointer aimed at it, when it can be identified on

the globe.
Students can by its means make their own

celestial globes, if they wish, by aiming at the

stars, as observed in the sky by the sighting ar-

rangement, and then bringing them down to a

blank globe. By practice with the instrument,

sidereal time, the ecliptic, the equinoctial time,

etc., can be learned realistically, affording just

that knowledge of naked-eye astronomy which is

useful to explorers, navigators and travelers in

unfamiliar parts of town or country, when un-

provided with a compass.

A Useful Table

The following table, compiled to show the de-
gree of presbyopia at different ages, is computed
by subtracting the positive refractive power of the
eye at the age given from five diopters:

Age
Positive Refracting

Power
Degrees of Presbyoffia

40
45
50
55
60
65

4.50 Diopter
&AO Diopter
2.50 Diopter
1.50 Holger
.80 Diopter
0 'Holder

5.00 I).
5.00 D.
5.00 D.
5.00 D.
5.00 D.
5.00 D.

4 50 I).
3.50 D.
2.50 I).
1.500.
.80 I).
0 I).

.50 1),,
1.50 D.
2.50 D.
3.50 D.
4.500.
5.00 D.

It will be seen that the above computation is
based on a near point of 22 centimeters, or about 8
inches.
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The clinics which appeared each month in this department from
May, 1904, to April, 1907, inclusive, have been republished in book form
at the urgent request of our subscribers, and can now be had in one
volume price, $1.50. As supplementary to this volume, we will continue
to publish, as heretofore, a complete clinic in each issue, until such time
an every possible defect of vision or abnormal condition of the eye will
be covered. In order to make the clinics of maximum benefit, we
invite our readers to send us any criticisms or suggestions that they
may have to make in regard to the methods of examination and cor-
rections here given.

Anisometropia

This young lady (Margaret A.) is 20 years of age. She had
her eyes examined and glasses prescribed some eight years ago,
but they did not seem satisfactory and she never wore them. She

complains . principally of watering of the right eye, which she

says is her poorest eye. She has been told that glasses would be

of no value to this eye.
I find the acuteness of vision of right eye to be 20/80 and of

left eye 20/40. The ophthalmometer shows a great increase in

curvature of the vertical meridian—no, not exactly vertical, but

at 95°—and amounts to nearly 5 D. The left eye shows an

increase in the vertical meridian, being just at 900 of about r D.
The retinoscope showed a large amount of hypermetropia in

the horizontal meridian, or nearly horizontal, as it is impossible

to determine if the meridian is five degrees above, and it required

a + 5 D. lens to neutralize. The vertical meridian is apparently

emmetropic. The left eye is hypermetropic in both meridians,

requiring a 4- 1.50 D. to neutralize the movement in the vertical

meridian and ± 2 D. in the horizontal.
Turning to the test case, on account of the large amount of

astigmatism shown by the two objective methods, I will com-

mence on right eye with a + 3 D. cylinder, which I will place

with axis vertical ; this produces an improvement in vision, and

I proceed to increase its strength up to 4 D., which is the

strongest patient will accept. I rotate slowly to one side and

then to the other, and find that axis at 95° affords the best

vision.
The addition of the weakest convex sphere is rejected,

showing that it is not compound hypermetropic astigmatism.

The addition of a weak concave cylinder with axis at right angles,

or of a weak concave sphere, affords no further improvement,

thus proving that the case is not one of mixed astigmatism.

This + 4 D. cylinder, then, represents the best result we can get,

with which, however, vision is only 20/40.
On the left eye a + .50 D. sphere is accepted, and, leaving

this in place in the back cell of the trial frame, I hold alternately

ill front of it a ± .50 D. sphere and a ± .50 D. cylinder with

axis at 900. The latter is the one preferred, and I place it in

the front cell of the frame. I rotate it, but any departure of the

axis from the ninetieth meridian makes vision worse. I now

take a + .25 D. sphere and a + .25 D. cylinder and place them

alternately in front of the combination already there, but both

are rejected. This leads us to infer that the present combination

represents pretty accurately the refractive condition of this eye,

and with it vision is raised to 20/20, one or two letters of the

line being in doubt.
The ophthalmoscopic examination shows the optic disk in

the right eye to be distinctly oval, being elongated in the vertical

direction ; this, as you know, is the usual shape of the disk in

marked astigmatism. There is also seen a pigment ring of

choroidal tissue around the disk. The ophthalmoscopic picture of

the left eye is somewhat similar, but the abnormal appearances

are less marked.
I will make a test of the muscle balance, placing the Maddox

rod over the right eye because it is the more defective; the streak

is seen to the left of the light. This is crossed diplopia, which

is due to exophoria, and is corrected by a prism t°, base in. I

turn the rod to the vertical position, when the horizontal streak

is seen above the flame. The image of the left eye being the

lowest, the case is one of left hyperphoria, and is corrected by

a prism of I°, base up, over right eye or base down over left eye.

When we come to consider this case, we note that the left eye

is the more defective of the two, and that in spite of the stronger

lens required for this eye, it is impossible to raise its vision to

normal. Now, then, the question occurs : What is the proper
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course to pursue in this case? I think I am justified in ordering

for each eye its proper correcting lens and advising the patient

that there may be some difficulty in becoming accustomed to

them, but requesting her to persevere in their constant use for a
month. I will not combine a prism with the lenses at present,

but will hold it in reserve in case it becomes necessary later on.

I will also instruct the patient to exercise the defective eye in

reading with its appropriate lens for fifteen minutes each day, the

good eye for the time being covered with an opaque disk.

ANISOMETROPIA

This, then, is a case of decided anisometropia, and as this

class of cases is usually difficult to handle, I propose to discuss

the subject with you to-day, supplementing some remarks I made

on a similar case at a previous clinic.
The term includes all cases in which there is a difference

in the refraction of the two eyes, but we have special interest

only in those cases in which there is a decided difference, either

in the kind of refraction or the amount. A difference, for

instance, of .50 D. would produce no troublesome symptoms and

would call for no special attention. Some authorities use the

term antimetropia where the refraction of one eye is hyperme-

tropic and of the other eye myopic, either with or without astig-

matism, and the term anisometropia where both the eyes have the

same refraction but varying in degree.
The condition is usually congenital, although there may be

exceptional cases where it is acquired, as in aphakia, where the

crystalline has been removed from one eye, or from loss of ac-

commodation in one eye. A commencing cataract, by reason of

the changes taking place from the swelling of the lens, produces

anisometropia. Conical cornea, or an opacity of the cornea,

which usually leads to a myopic condition of refraction, paves

the way to anisometropia. But, after all, most of these cases are

congenital, as is undoubtedly the case before us.

MANAGEMENT OF ANISOMETROPIA

In the practice of optometry You first examine each eye sepa-
rately and determine its exact refractive condition and the lens
necessary to correct it, and then you must see that these two
different lenses work harmoniously in the act of binocular vision.
You make the effort to raise the vision in each eye to the stand-

ard of 20/20; but if you stop here you sometimes leave your work
but half done. Perhaps the harder part of the battle, and the
point on which your success or failure depends, lies in the har-
monizing of the two eyes when there is a great variation in the
lenses required for each. Therefore, the management of aniso-

metropia is not simply a matter of the correction of two eyes, but

oftentimes an adjustment (or a conciliation) of the differences

between them.
It must be remembered that lenses, while they correct errors

of refraction, and thus tend to rectify abnormal conditions, at the

same time, by their action on the accommodation and convergence,

create new conditions, or at least change the conditions under

which the eyes have been accustomed to work; and this especially

applies in cases of anisometropia. And if these new conditions

are not understood or not provided for, failure to afford relief

to the patient will be the result.

AXIAL AND CURVATURE AMETROPIA

Suppose, for example, we had a case in which there was 3 D.

of hypermetropia in the right eye and 3 D. of hypermetropic

astigmatism in the left, the first being an instance of axial and

the second of curvature ametropia. If the patient is young, the

accommodation of the right eye will overcome the error, and the

image formed on the retina will be symmetrical.
In the left eye it is hardly conceivable that the accommoda-

tion can act in such a way as to entirely remove the focal line

caused by astigmatism, and hence the retinal image is more or

less distorted and elongated in one of the principal meridians.
Now, then, in the first case the spherical correcting lens simply

relieves the accommodation of its extra work and produces no

change in the size and shape of the retinal image. But in the

second case the cylindrical correcting lens, by refracting the light

only in the meridian of its curvature (which is at right angles to
(Continued on page 861)
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its axis), simply supplements the refractive power of the deficient
meridian of the eye, yet it produces a marked difference in the
shape of the retinal image as compared with that formed in the
same eye before correction, and while more nearly normal, it is
yet quite different from that to which the eye has been accus-

tomed. From this it will be seen that the conditions to be met
after correction are very unlike those heretofore present before
correction.

The right retinal image remains practically the same, while
the left is materially altered. Now, what is the result ? There

is difficulty in combining the two as must be the case in comfort-

able binocular vision, and the patient will complain of annoying

sensations, perhaps slanting of the floor, or flat surfaces appearing

curved, or square objects having inclined sides, giving the shape

of a keystone, as patients often express it to me.

DIFFICULTIES OF ANISOMETROPIA

When you get into the active practice of your profession

you will find that in the whole range of ocular anomalies there

is none that presents so many puzzling features and that call for

so much tact and skill on your part as anisometropia. No other

cases require such careful judgment and common sense, together

with patience, on the part of both persons, and yet, on the other

hand, there is perhaps none more interesting and none that will

redound more to your credit and reputation when successfully

managed.
The views held by different authorities as to its proper treat-

ment are various, in justification of which it may be laid down as

a broad general principle, which is the one thing on which all

agree, that no fixed rule can be formulated for its correction.

HINTS FOR THE CORRECTION OF ANISOMETROPIA

In the correction of the visual defects of the eyes, the proper

thing would appear to be to give each eye its appropriate lens;

this is theory, but in practice we find that where a decided differ-

ence exists the full correction for each can not always be tolerated.

And this at once raises the question as to why some persons can

bear a comparatively full correction when other cases somewhat

similar reject all efforts of binocular correction.
The cause may be said to lie in certain reflex influences that

affect the function of binocular vision in such a way as to nullify

the painstaking efforts of the careful optometrist ; or, in broader

terms, it may be found in the environments and nervous suscepti-

bility of the patient—in short, in his peculiar individuality.

Here we leave the mathematical exactness of optometry and

enter the field of empiricism, where the whims and fancies and

imagination of our nervous patients may change our best efforts

from success to failure. But this is what the practitioners of

medicine and dentistry must constantly contend with, and you,

as practitioners of optometry, must be able and willing to meet

the same conditions. The same preparation on your part as is

required of the other professions will enable you to meet and

overcome these difficulties with equal skill ; and with all the

modern improved optometrical appliances that are at your com-

mand you are enabled to solve these problems with credit to

yourself and comfort to your patient.

CAUSE OF THE ASTHENOPIA IN ANISOMETROPIA

The cause of the intolerance of the different glasses required

by the two eyes in anisometropia has usually been ascribed to

the difference in the size and shape of the two retinal images;

but truth compels us to admit that these differences are to a

great extent neutralized by the correcting lenses. As a matter of

fact, there is more difference in the size of the images before

correction (which may perhaps cause no inconvenience) than

after, and yet the latter condition is the one that is intolerable.

No doubt part of the trouble is due to the varying prismatic

effects of the differently curved lenses and also to the heterophoria

that so often accompanies anisometropia. And this leads me to

say that the muscle tests in this condition are of great importance

in order to determine in the first place if the vision is monocular
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or binocular, and if the latter, whether the muscles are in or out

of balance. In the majority of cases you will find some muscular

imbalance, the character and amount of which must be accurately

determined. It is usually found to be in the poorer eye, the good

eye being the dominant and fixing eye.

MONOCULAR VISION IN ANISOMETROPIA

There is a class of cases where the vision of one eye is

normal, or nearly so, either with or without lenses, and where

this eye is used constantly and for all purposes to the exclusion

of the other. These are the cases that have been neglected in

childhood, at which time it might have been possible to improve

the sight of the defective eye and restore binocular vision. As

a result of the neglect, the eye has become markedly amblyopic;

but as the other eye has good, serviceable vision, the patient gets

along comfortably and sees no reason why he should go to the

trouble or expense of having the defective eye treated, even

though he was assured that the sight could be improved. On the

other hand, there are cases where treatment would be of no

benefit in improving the sight or restoring binocular vision. The

earlier in life a case is seen, the more hope for improvement.

ANISOMETROPIA IN A CHILD

In early childhood it is fair to assume that the error of

refraction is congenital, but the amblyopia has not yet become a

fixed factor. While the retinal perception is dulled, it is capable

of stimulation, but the sooner the eye is corrected the better.

Perhaps both eyes may need glasses ; but at any rate, the defective

eye should be corrected as fully as possible and a start made in

exercising this eye to improve its vision and later to train the

fusion sense so that binocular vision may be established as quickly
as possible.

These are the conditions found in the early stages of the

majority of cases of convergent strabismus, which appears about

the fourth to the sixth year, and the objects to be sought are

always the improvement of the, defective vision first, and then

the correction of the strabismus ; and this is nearly always possible

in early life, and as nearly always impossible in middle or ad-

vanced life.
These cases are usually accompanied by esophoria, upon

which the necessary correcting convex lenses can have only a

beneficial effect.

MONOCULAR VISION WITH GOOD VISION IN BOTH EYES

Such a patient may be able to see with either eye singly, but

the two eyes can not be used together in binocular vision. If

such are seen early in life the fusion sense might have been

trained and binocular vision established ; but in the absence of

troublesome symptoms no attention is given to the eyes until

later in life, when the approach of presbyopia compels the use

of glasses.
If one eye is emmetropic, or nearly so, and the other eye

moderately myopic, it will usually be found that the eyes have

learned to act in alternation, the emmetropic eye assuming the

distant work and the myopic eye the near work, in both cases the

one retinal image being ignored while the other eye is in use.

Such a person may never feel the approach of presbyopia, on

account of the myopic eye, and it is questionable whether it

would be wise for you to attempt to fit glasses, as you would

thus disarrange habits so firmly fixed as to have become a second

nature and change your patient's condition from one of compara-

tive comfort to one of decided discomfort.
If the good eye should become impaired, or asthenopic

symptoms appear as the result of eyestrain, or a muscle imbalance

be developed, then it may become necessary to fit glasses ; but it

should be remembered that some persons go all through life

using one eye for distance and the other for reading with perfect

comfort, and you must not be too hasty in disturbing this condi-

tion, even though it seems to you abnormal.

ANISOMETROPIA WITH BINOCULAR VISION

It is in those cases of anisometropia where binocular vision

is already present or can be brought about that we obtain our

most satisfactory results ; but, as in the other cases, the earlier

(Continued on page 863)
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Injurious Kinds of Light

KEYSTONE

The question of the injuriousness of incandescent electric

lights came up incidentally for discussion at a recent meeting of

the Chicago section of the Illumination Engineering Society,

reported in The Western Electrician. Dr. E. J. Gardiner stated

that the spectrum of the ordinary incandescent light is practically

the same as that of the kerosene lamp, which is universally

acknowledged to be as good for the eye as any other artificial

light. Why, then, he asked, is the incandescent light regarded as

injurious ? He went on to say, as abstracted in the above-named

paper:
"It is more a question of quantity than of quality of the light.

Americans in general are inclined to exaggerate in quantity. For
lighting of the large interiors the problem has already been largely
solved by illuminating engineers through the adoption of cove and
other indirect lighting. Successful illumination for close work is
difficult, however, and perhaps unsolvable. The bare incandescent
lamp exposed to direct vision is most harmful and disintegrating

to the eye, especially for desk work, around sewing-machines, etc.

This is due to the high intrinsic brilliancy of the filament. If this
were cut off by ground-glass or otherwise, so as to diffuse the
light, and if the impingement of direct rays is prevented, the
incandescent lamp becomes the equal of the kerosene and Argand
burners, which have a large surface of low intensity."

The discussion that immediately followed is thus reported in

brief:
"Dr. George F. Suker declared that school children were

most in need of attention to correct visual troubles. He would not
permit children to study by the ordinary incandescent lamp. A
large light surface is necessary. Therefore he favored the use of

frosted or ground-glass that was thick enough to cut off the heat

rays as well as to diffuse the light. These heat rays are not im-

mediately injurious, but their effects show up in the course of

time. He has a student-lamp with an amber shade and the source

of light so high up that it can not be seen ; this gives excellent
results. Reflected diffused light is most desirable ; also tinted

glass, regardless of the color, is better than clear glass.
"Usually we have too much light and exhaust the eye by over-

stimulation. The great prevalence of cataract in India is due to
the large number of sun-worshipers. Steady observation of arc-
lamps may produce the same results. The use of lenses often
neutralizes troubles from over-stimulation of the eye. The
younger folks suffer most from poor lights. It is best in our

homes to have large areas illuminated so as to have a uniform
lighting of each room, as it is desirable to avoid the strain of
looking from bright to dark portions. Uniformity of illumina-
tion is desirable everywhere, and engineers should strive to bring
it about by removing the source of light to some distance above
and diffusing it.

"Dr. H. Gracile stated that while daylight (not direct sun-
light) was the most perfect light, it nevertheless varied according
to the time of day and year from one to perhaps ten times that
intensity that was needed for good observation. The normal eye
rapidly adjusts itself to this wide range of illumination, however.
With artificial lighting we can not hope to get the same uniformity
and intensity as with daylight. We nearly always have small
sources of high brilliancy, which should be avoided.

"Probably the best lighting would be by powerful sources
that were entirely screened from view. In rooms where little
close work is clone, diffused soft light is desirable. In rooms for
close work that have additional sources for general illumination,
the near lights should have opaque reflectors to throw most of
their light on the work. If only a single light is used in the room,
translucent milk-reflectors are needed to throw some light for
general diffused illumination. In reading-rooms and in our houses
the lights should be placed high up out of the range of vision.
All artificial lights produce heat rays more or less, which are
more injurious even than the ultra-violet rays produced so largely
in the arc-lamp, since these lamps are seldom placed in the direct
line of vision.

"Dr. Gardiner spoke of a school in Indiana where a large
study room had formerly been equjpped with bare incandescent
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drop-lights without shades or other protection near the students'
eyes. The result was that nearly every pupil suffered from eye
troubles that were quite a source of revenue to the oculists until
these lights were replaced, at his suggestion, by a system of
indirect cove lighting supplemented by about six ceiling hemi-
spheres with ground-glass globes. Since then the eye troubles
have disappeared.

"Dr. Suker cited a case where a stenographer, using an
ordinary desk lamp giving, as she said, ample light, was greatly
troubled from fatigue of the eyes and headaches that were en-
tirely relieved by placing the lamp behind and above her so as to
cut off all the direct light."

Clinics in Optometry
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in life the two eyes are corrected, the more easily will they adapt
themselves to the work.

In some cases, even though binocular vision can be produced,
the parties do not have sufficient patience to endure the annoy-
ance which results from the attempt to make the two eyes work
together that have never clone so before ; so that we may say that
a great number of failures are such not because success is impos-
sible, but because of lack of persistency.

MUSCLE BALANCE IN ANISOMETROPIA

It is very important for you to determine the condition of
the muscles in anisometropia, as heterophoria occurs more fre-
quently in this defect than when the eyes are more nearly alike.
Any form of imbalance may be found and any amount, varying
from a slight degree of insufficiency to a well-marked strabismus.
Hyperphoria occurs with special frequence in anisometropia.

In those cases where presbyopia has appeared and stronger
glasses are needed for reading, it would not be advisable to give
them in the form of bifocals, and especially if the distance lens
of one eye was convex and the, other concave, because with the
usual segments there would in the one case be the effect of a
prism base up and in the other of a prism base down, with a
total vertical effect that would be most uncomfortable.

In those cases where there is little or no impairment of the
muscle balance you can with more confidence prescribe the full
correction for each eye, particularly in young people. If muscu-
lar insufficiency is present it is still proper in certain cases to try
the full correction ; but we have less hope of its being comfortable.
There is no doubt that the condition of the muscular equilibrium
is an important factor in anisometropia, orthophoria simplifying
it and heterophoria complicating it.

In closing this lecture on anisometropia, I wish to emphasize
several points and ask you to carry them away with you.

I. Examine carefully the muscle balance and make use of
such prisms as may be necessary to encourage or restore binocu-
larity of vision.

2. If full correction can not be borne for general wear,
prescribe it for the defective eye for exercise purposes. Give the
proper directions for and explanations of exercise, and insist upon
its necessity. Don't allow an eye of any patient of yours to remain
amblyopic and useless if within your power to restore it to service-
able vision.

3. Take care of the good eye by gil:Ting it its own appropriate
correction, and to the other eye an approximate correction as
nearly full as is consistent with comfort, until such time as the
treatment will have produced sufficient improvement to allow
of a closer correction.

4. Do not follow the old rule of allowing only 1.50 D. differ-
ence between the lenses ; in fact, do not try to follow any fixed
rule. Use your own common sense, and study every case sepa-
rately, treating each on its own merits. It is usually possible to
give the full cylindrical correction to each eye, and any concession
that must be made can be allowed for in the spheres.

In the treatment of anisometropia the patient's confidence
and co-operation must be secured. He should be advised of the
difficulties he will encounter in trying to wear the glasses at first,
and he should be willing to endure the annoyance and discomfort,
which becomes less and less noticeable with each succeeding week,
as the eyes gradually get accustomed to working with the glasses.
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its axis), simply supplements the refractive power of the deficient
meridian of the eye, yet it produces a marked difference in the
shape of the retinal image as compared with that formed in the
same eye before correction, and while more nearly normal, it is
yet quite different from that to which the eye has been accus-
tomed. From this it will be seen that the conditions to be met
after correction are very unlike those heretofore present before
correction.

The right retinal image remains practically the same, while
the left is materially altered. Now, what is the result ? There
is difficulty in combining the two as must be the case in comfort-

able binocular vision, and the patient will complain of annoying
sensations, perhaps slanting of the floor, or flat surfaces appearing

curved, or square objects having inclined sides, giving the shape
of a keystone, as patients often express it to me.

DIFFICULTIES OF ANISOMETROPIA

When you get into the active practice of your profession

you will find that in the whole range of ocular anomalies there

is none that presents so many puzzling features and that call for

so much tact and skill on your part as anisometropia. No other

cases require such careful judgment and common sense, together

with patience, on the part of both persons, and yet, on the other

hand, there is perhaps none more interesting and none that will

redound more to your credit and reputation when successfully

managed.
The views held by different authorities as to its proper treat-

ment are various, in justification of which it may be laid down as

a broad general principle, which is the one thing on which all

agree, that no fixed rule can be formulated for its correction.

HINTS FOR THE CORRECTION OF ANISOMETROPIA

In the correction of the visual defects of the eyes, the proper

thing would appear to be to give each eye its appropriate lens;

this is theory, but in practice we find that where a decided differ-

ence exists the full correction for each can not always be tolerated.

And this at once raises the question as to why some persons can

bear a comparatively full correction when other cases somewhat

similar reject all efforts of binocular correction.
The cause may be said to lie in certain reflex influences that

affect the function of binocular vision in such a way as to nullify

the painstaking efforts of the careful optometrist ; or, in broader

terms, it may be found in the environments and nervous suscepti-

bility of the patient—in short, in his peculiar individuality.

Here we leave the mathematical exactness of optometry and

enter the field of empiricism, where the whims and fancies and

imagination of our nervous patients may change our best efforts

from success to failure. But this is what the practitioners of

medicine and dentistry must constantly contend with, and you,

as practitioners of optometry, must be able and willing to meet

the same conditions. The same preparation on your part as is

required of the other professions will enable you to meet and

overcame these difficulties with equal skill ; and with all the

modern improved optometrical appliances that are at your com-

mand you are enabled to solve these problems with credit to

yourself and comfort to your patient.

CAUSE OF THE ASTHENOPIA IN ANISOMETROPIA

The cause of the intolerance of the different glasses required

by the two eyes in anisometropia has usually been ascribed to

the difference in the size and shape of the two retinal images;

but truth compels us to admit that these differences are to a

great extent neutralized by the correcting lenses. As a matter of

fact, there is more difference in the size of the images before

correction (which may perhaps cause no inconvenience) than

after, and yet the latter condition is the one that is intolerable.

No doubt part of the trouble is due to the varying prismatic

effects of the differently curved lenses and also to the heterophoria

that so often accompanies anisometropia. And this leads me to

say that the muscle tests in this condition are of great importance

in order to determine in the first place, if the vision is monocular
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or binocular, and if the latter, whether the muscles are in or out
of balance. In the majority of cases you will find some muscular

imbalance, the character and amount of which must be accurately

determined. It is usually found to be in the poorer eye, the good
eye being the dominant and fixing eye.

MONOCULAR VISION IN ANISOMETROPIA

There is a class of cases where the vision of one eye is
normal, or nearly so, either with or without lenses, and where

this eye is used constantly and for all purposes to the exclusion

of the other. These are the cases that have been neglected in

childhood, at which time it might have been possible to improve

the sight of the defective eye and restore binocular vision. As

a result of the neglect, the eye has become markedly amblyopic;

but as the other eye has good, serviceable vision, the patient gets

along comfortably and sees no reason why he should go to the

trouble or expense of having the defective eye treated, even

though he was assured that the sight could be improved. On the

other hand, there are cases where treatment would be of no

benefit in improving the sight or restoring binocular vision. The

earlier in life a case is seen, the more hope for improvement.

ANISOMETROPIA IN A CHILD

In early childhood it is fair to assume that the error of

refraction is congenital, but the amblyopia has not yet become a

fixed factor. While the retinal perception is dulled, it is capable

of stimulation, but the sooner the eye is corrected the better.

Perhaps both eyes may need glasses ; but at any rate, the defective

eye should be corrected as fully as possible and a start made in

exercising this eye to improve its vision and later to train the

fusion sense so that binocular vision may be established as quickly

as possible.
These are the conditions found in the early stages of the

majority of cases of convergent strabismus, which appears about

the fourth to the sixth year, and the objects to be sought are

always the improvement of the defective vision first, and then

the correction of the strabismus ; and this is nearly always possible

in early life, and as nearly always impossible in middle or ad-

vanced life.
These cases are usually accompanied by esophoria, upon

which the necessary correcting convex lenses can have only a

beneficial effect.

MONOCULAR VISION WITH GOOD VISION IN BOTH EYES

Such a patient may be able to see with either eye singly, but

the two eyes can not be used together in binocular vision. If

such are seen early in life the fusion sense might have been

trained and binocular vision established ; but in the absence of

troublesome symptoms no attention is given to the eyes until

later in life, when the approach of presbyopia compels the use

of glasses.
If one eye is emmetropic, or nearly so, and the other eye

moderately myopic, it will usually be found that the eyes have

learned to act in alternation, the emmetropic eye assuming the

distant work and the myopic eye the near work, in both cases the

one retinal image being ignored while the other eye is in use.

Such a person may never feel the approach of presbyopia, on

account of the myopic eye, and it is questionable whether it

would be wise for you to attempt to fit glasses, as you would

thus disarrange habits so firmly fixed as to have become a second

nature and change your patient's condition from one of compara-

tive comfort to one of decided discomfort.
If the good eye should become impaired, or asthenopic

symptoms appear as the result of eyestrain, or a muscle imbalance

be developed, then it may become necessary to fit glasses ; but it

should be remembered that some persons go all through life

using one eye for distance and the other for reading with perfect

comfort, and you must not be too hasty in disturbing this condi-

tion, even though it seems to you abnormal.

ANISOMETROPIA WITH BINOCULAR VISION

It is in those cases of anisometropia where binocular vision

is already present or can be brought about that we obtain our

most satisfactory results ; but, as in the other cases, the earlier

(Continued on page 8139)
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Injurious Kinds of Light

KEYSTONE

The question of the injuriousness of incandescent electric

lights came up incidentally for discussion at a recent meeting of

the Chicago section of the Illumination Engineering Society,

reported in The Western Electrician. Dr. E. J. Gardiner stated

that the spectrum of the ordinary incandescent light is practically

the same as that of the kerosene lamp, which is universally

acknowledged to be as good for the eye as any other artificial

light. Why, then, he asked, is the incandescent light regarded as
injurious? He went on to say, as abstracted in the above-named
paper:

"It is more a question of quantity than of quality of the light.
Americans in general are inclined to exaggerate in quantity. For
lighting of the large interiors the problem has already been largely
solved by illuminating engineers through the adoption of cove and
other indirect lighting. Successful illumination for close work is
difficult, however, and perhaps unsolvable. The bare incandescent
lamp exposed to direct vision is most harmful and disintegrating
to the eye, especially for desk work, around sewing-machines, etc.
This is due to the high intrinsic brilliancy of the filament. If this
were cut off by ground-glass or otherwise, so as to diffuse the
light, and if the impingement of direct rays is prevented, the
incandescent lamp becomes the equal of the kerosene and Argand
burners, which have a large surface of low intensity."

The discussion that immediately followed is thus reported in
brief:

"Dr. George F. Suker declared that school children were
most in need of attention to correct visual troubles. He would not
permit children to study by the ordinary incandescent lamp. A
large light surface is necessary. Therefore he favored the use of
frosted or ground-glass that was thick enough to cut off the heat
rays as well as to diffuse the light. These heat rays are not im-
mediately injurious, but their effects show up in the course of
time. He has a student-lamp with an amber shade and the source
of light so high up that it can not be seen ; this gives excellent
results. Reflected diffused light is most desirable ; also tinted
glass, regardless of the color, is better than clear glass.

"Usually we have too much light and exhaust the eye by over-
stimulation. The great prevalence of cataract in India is due to
the large number of sun-worshipers. Steady observation of arc-
lamps may produce the same results. The use of lenses often
neutralizes troubles from over-stimulation of the eye. The
younger folks suffer most from poor lights. It is best in our
homes to have large areas illuminated so as to have a uniform
lighting of each room, as it is desirable to avoid the strain of
looking from bright to dark portions. Uniformity of illumina-
tion is desirable everywhere, and engineers should strive to bring
it about by removing the source of light to some distance above
and diffusing it.

"Dr. H. Gracile stated that while daylight (not direct sun-
light) was the most perfect light, it nevertheless varied according
to the time of day and year from one to perhaps ten times that
intensity that was needed for good observation. The normal eye
rapidly adjusts itself to this wide range of illumination, however.
With artificial lighting we can not hope to get the same uniformity
and intensity as with daylight. We nearly always have small
sources of high brilliancy, which should be avoided.

"Probably the best lighting would be by powerful sources
that were entirely screened from view. In rooms where little
close work is done, diffused soft light is desirable. In rooms for
close work that have additional sources for general illumination,
the near lights should have opaque reflectors to throw most of
their light on the work. If only a single light is used in the room,
translucent milk-reflectors are needed to throw some light for
general diffused illumination. In reading-rooms and in our houses
the lights should be placed high up out of the range of vision.
All artificial lights produce heat rays more or less, which are
more injurious even than the ultra-violet rays produced so largely
in the arc-lamp, since these lamps are seldom placed in the direct
line of vision.

"Dr. Gardiner spoke of a school in Indiana where a large
study room had formerly been equipped with bare incandescent
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drop-lights without shades or other protection near the students'
eyes. The result was that nearly every pupil suffered from eye
troubles that were quite a source of revenue to the oculists until
these lights were replaced, at his suggestion, by a system of
indirect cove lighting supplemented by about six ceiling hemi-
spheres with ground-glass globes. Since then the eye troubles
have disappeared.

"Dr. Suker cited a case where a stenographer, using an
ordinary desk lamp giving, as she said, ample light, was greatly
troubled from fatigue of the eyes and headaches that were en-
tirely relieved by placing the lamp behind and above her so as to
cut off all the direct light."

Clinics in Optometry

(Continued from page 861)

in life the two eyes are corrected, the more easily will they adapt
themselves to the work.

In some cases, even though binocular vision can be produced,
the parties do not have sufficient patience to endure the annoy-
ance which results from the attempt to make the two eyes work
together that have never done so before ; so that we may say that
a great number of failures are such not because success is impos-
sible, but because of lack of persistency.

MUSCLE BALANCE IN ANISOMETROPIA

It is very important for you to determine the condition of
the muscles in anisometropia, as heterophoria occurs more fre-
quently in this defect than when the eyes are more nearly alike.
Any form of imbalance may be found and any amount, varying
from a slight degree of insufficiency to a well-marked strabismus.
Hyperphoria occurs with special frequence in anisometropia.

In those cases where presbyopia has appeared and stronger
glasses are needed for reading, it would not be advisable to give
them in the form of bifocals, and especially if the distance lens
of one eye was convex and the Other concave, because with the
usual segments there would in the one case be the effect of a
prism base up and in the other of a prism base down, with a
total vertical effect that would be most uncomfortable.

In those cases where there is little or no impairment of the
muscle balance you can with more confidence prescribe the full
correction for each eye, particularly in young people. If muscu-
lar insufficiency is present it is still proper in certain cases to try
the full correction ; but we have less hope of its being comfortable.
There is no doubt that the condition of the muscular equilibrium
is an important factor in anisometropia, orthophoria simplifying
it and heterophoria complicating it.

In closing this lecture on anisometropia, I wish to emphasize
several points and ask you to carry them away with you.

I. Examine carefully the muscle balance and make use of
such prisms as may be necessary to encourage or restore binocu-
larity of vision.

2. If full correction can not be borne for general wear,
prescribe it for the defective eye for exercise purposes. Give the
proper directions for and explanations of exercise, and insist upon
its necessity. Don't allow an eye of any patient of yours to remain
amblyopic and useless if within your power to restore it to service-
able vision.

3. Take care of the good eye by gH7ing it its own appropriate
correction, and to the other eye an approximate correction as
nearly full as is consistent with comfort, until such time as the
treatment will have produced sufficient improvement to allow
of a closer correction.

4. Do not follow the old rule of allowing only 1.50 D. differ-
ence between the lenses ; in fact, do not try to follow any fixed
rule. Use your own common sense, and study every case sepa-
rately, treating each on its own merits. It is usually possible to
give the full cylindrical correction to each eye, and any concession
that must be made can be allowed for in the spheres.

In the treatment of anisometropia the patient's confidence
and co-operation must be secured. He should be advised of the
difficulties he will encounter in trying to wear the glasses at first,
and he should be willing to endure the annoyance and discomfort,
which becomes less and less noticeable with each succeeding week,
as the eyes gradually get accustomed to working with the glasses.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address:—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points :

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? new long and what
nu mber ?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, aud what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" C. B."— We have a patient, age about 33, lady,
unmarried, who complains of continual head-
ache, has worn glasses for ten years and been
fitted by the best city oculists, and can use her
eyes but a short time at reading point Near
point is 6 inches. Is using +.25=+.25 ax. tho
each eye, which we find is her cowed refractive
correction. Overcomes 15° prism base out, r
base in. Maddox rod test shows 2° exophoria.
Would you suggest exercising or would a weak
prism be of any use ?

Once again we must complain of the failure of
our correspondent to give us the acuteness of
vision. In the absence of this important inform-
ation, we can form but an imperfect conception of
the case, and we are greatly handicapped in our
desire to give intelligent advice.

The near point of six inches is about right for
her age which might indicate that the amplitude
of accommodation was normal, and yet it Is pos-
sible there may be some spasm masking the true
condition.

The duction tests show the divergence to be
up to the standard, but the convergence slightly
below normal, which is corroborated by the Mad-
dox rod revealing a° of exophoria. Under these
conditions we are inclined to think that exercise of
the convergence ought to be beneficial. This is
accomplished by means of prisms bases out, repeat-
ing the exercise every day and gradually increas-
ing the prisms from day to day until 35° or 400 of
convergence is reached; by this time the exophoria
will have probably disappeared and relief obtained
if the trouble is due to weak convergence.

" E. S. S."—How do you get the dimensions of the
frame in prescription orders? I find it very
hard to order a frame and get it to fit the
patient's face. I have one of the American
Optical Company' s best trial sets or cases and
the trial frames are .graduated for p. d. temp,
height of bridge and inclination of bridge, etc.,
but it is very hard to order a frame from the
readings of the trial frame and get one that
fits the patient's face. Please give me a few
instructions that will enable me to order a
frame that will be satisfactory or that will fit
the patient properly.

The most important dimensions are pupillary
distance and height ilia] inclination of bridge, to
determine which the trial frame can be used. The
eyes of the trial frame are movable and can be ap-
proximated or separated by turning a milled head
on the horizontal bar to which the eyes are attached.
There is a scale on the top of this bar divided into
eight inches which shows at a glance the exact
pupillary distance when you have the eyes directly
over centers of pupil. Two lenses may be placed
in the frame to determine the p. d. move accurately;
each lens has a vertical and horizontal scratch
bisecting each other at center of lens and when
center of lens is in front of center of pupil, the
pupillary distance is exactly located.

The bridge can be raised and lowered and
also screwed in and out, and the markings noted
which will show the height and inclination of the
bridge respectively.

The inclination of the bridge has reference to
whether the lenses should be on line, or out or in.
They should be just far enough away from the
eyes to escape the lashes, and this is 'determined
by the position of the crest of bridge with relation
to the plane of the glasses. If the lashes are long
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or the nose flat, the inclination of the bridge should
be " in," 1Z " or A " as may be. If the nose is
large and projective, the inclination of the bridge
should be "out" so as to bring lenses back to
proper position.

FITTING FRAMES—Instead of the trial frame
these dimensions can be much better determined
by a set of fitting frames. These consist of sets of
frames of varying sizes and dimensions, fitted with
plano lenses, and with the dimensions scratched on
the glass, or with a certain number or letter. These
frames are nickel or aluminum and for convenience
are mounted in dozen lots on black velvet pads,
from which they can be readily removed and
returned.

A frame is selected which fits the patient in
every particular, or one that fits the nearest, and
then any changes that are necessary can be easily
noted. If the frame is of the right pupillary dis-
tance, the bridge may be a little off; or if the bridge
is right as to height and inclination, the p. d. may
be too wide or too narrow. In either case the
necessary changes in the bridge or the p. d. be-
come evident, and the proper dimensions deter-
mined. By these fitting frames we can also
determine the width of the base of the bridge, the
temple width, the temple length and also the angle
of the crest, all of which are more or less necessary
to a perfect fit. If a stock of frames are kept on
hand, they may be used in the same way and for
the same purpose as the fitting frames.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page

"J. R. R." —If in testing a case of hyperphoria
with the latest optometer and the Maddox rod
placed in the left side of the apparatus for the
testing of the right eye, what will be necessary
to do to test the left eye ?

In the use of the Maddox rod the image is
distorted into a streak and as it cannot be fused
with the natural image of the other eye, an artifi-
cial diplopia is produced. If the test is made for
hyperphoria the rod is placed vertical, which causes
a horizontal streak to be seen. If placed over the
left eye the streak is seen by this eye and the
natural light by the right eye. This practically
tests both eyes because it shows the relative posi-
tion the image of one eye assumes as compared
with the other as regards their vertical balance.

Suppose the red streak is below the light,
which indicates that the left image is below the
light, such condition is left hyperphoria. Or sup-
pose we inquire the position of the natural light,
which we find to be above the streak, thus indicat-
ing again left hyperphoria.

Hyperphoria means that the visual line of one
eye as above the other, or what amounts to the
same thing, that the image of one eye is below the
other, because it is understood that when an eye
turns upwards, its image is displaced downwards.
In left hyperphoria the visual line of the left eye is
above the right, but its image is seen below, as in
the, above illustration. If the image of the right
eye is lower, it is right hyperphoria. No matter
which eye the rod is placed over we can see at
once which eye's image is the lowest, thus indi-
cating hyperphoria of this eye.

Our correspondent seems a little confused
when he refers to the rod being on the left side for
the testing of the right eye, but we hope this brief
explanation will clear up the subject for him.

" C L. S. "—Patient, age 28. Never wore glasses,
Sees very well. Visual acuteness g each eye,
full correction each eye 25 C — .75 cyl. ax.
1800 which brings out text type clearer and
part of 15 at 20 feet Wouldyou advise glasses
without asthenopia

In the first place if the visual acuteness of the
eyes is normal we would not advise a concave
cylinder, because if myopic astigmatism is actually
present there is pretty sure to be some impairment
of vision. In the second place we would not
prescribe concave cylinders or any other kind of
lenses in a case where vision was normal and no
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symptoms of eyestrain were in evidence. It should
be remembered that concave cylinders impose a
tax on the accommodation, and hence might be
productive of strain in an eye that was otherwise
comfortable. If one is not on his guard it is very
easy to have a patient accept concave cylinders,
because a slight effort of accomodation will change
a case of hypermetropic astigmatism to one of
myopic astigmatism. In such cases the concave
cylinder might sharpen vision slightly, but in the
absence of asthenopia glasses would scarcely be
justified.

" w I. P."—I have a lady patient who is 23 years
old, a music teacher. She complains of seeing
dark spots in the field of vision about the size
of a pea, The tests show a distant vision of
H. The Maddox rod shows no diplopia or
muscular imbalance. I find I cannot do any
good with cylinders nor in fact with any lenses
or combinations. She says that the spots do
not show in the night This is in the left eye,
the right eye being emmetropic. She says she
suffers slightly from indigestion but is other-
wise in good health. I did not use the ophthal-
moscope as I hardly thought it necessary. On
testing for near vision, I found she could read
the sinallest print on the card. Can you advise
me what to do in this case P I sent her to a
physician for treatment and she is to return in
a few days for further examination. If you
think it necessary to have an ophthalmoscopic
examination, let me know and I shall tell you
the result.

Dark spots in the field of vision or muscae
volitantes as they are technically called, are not
necessarily evidences of abnormality. It is entirely
a subjective symptom and hence the optometrist
has no means of measuring its gravity, because the
same conditions would impress different persons
differently. What to one person might seem large
and numerous and constant spots, and bring forth
numerous complaints, to another person the same
conditions would pass almost unnoticed and cause
no complaints.

The spots may seem large and very real to
the patient, and yet when the optometrist comes
to make an ophthalmoscopic examination the
media are all clear and no evidences of any opacities
can be detected. In this case the fact that vision is
better than normal (Ill) would tend to prove that
these spots are practically invisible. Such spots
are always more noticeable in daylight, in fact
almost any one can see these spots in his own eyes
if he looks at a white cloud or a whitewashed
fence. If the refraction and accommodation and
muscle balance are all normal, there is nothing
left for the optometrist to do except to advise the
patient to ignore the spots assuring her that they
do not indicate any abnormal condition, and if
persistent that she should consult a physician with
the thought that they may be dependent upon
stomach or liver trouble.

" w fit M."— Will von pkase answer the follow-
ing question, it being No. 10 of the Nebraska
State board of oplomehy examinations? If a
patient reads is. good without lenses with each
eye separately, but better with minus .50 sphere
what lenses would you prescribe ? I would
think minus sphere should be fitted if they im-
prove the vision. Is this correct?

This might be termed a catch question but at
the same time it is an entirely legitimate one. If
vision is 18 good, there can be no myopia and if
there is no myopia there is no need of concave
lenses. Almost any emmetropic eye will accept
a weak concave lens for distance, but if vision
is normal concave lenses should not be tried.
There is only one defect that can be present,
viz. hypermetropia, for the detection of which
we use convex lenses, only in case vision is less
than la is it proper to try concave lenses, and
only then after convexes have been tried first.
This is an error into which many opticians have
fallen, and it is one which tends to bring the
optical profession into disrepute. Even in cases
where vision is slightly below normal, it may be
due to spasm of accommodation. which would be
aggravated by concave lenses. Hence such lenses
should be prescribed very cautiously and only
when distinctly indicated.
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(b) Affected Eye.—Having found the group, the next thing
is to find the eye, which is easily done, while the test object is still
held in the area of maximum diplopia, by rapidly screening one eye

two or three times in succession with the hand, in order to find
which image belongs to the screened eye. It is, of course, the
image which disappears and reappears.

The image which lies farthest in the direction of increasing

diplopia belongs to the paralyzed eye.
If the affected muscle be an internal or external rectus, our

work is done when we have found the group and the eye, for each
eye has only one dextroductor and one lwvoductor.

(c) Delinquent Vertical Ductor.— But if the fault be among
the group of elevators or depressors, one more step is needful,
since each eye has a pair of each, of which one is ever a rectus and

the other an oblique.
The next thing to do is, while holding the test object (itself

horizontal) in the diplopic half of the field to pass it first to the

right hand and then to the left, to note in which position the ver-

tical component of the diplopia appears greatest to the patient.

If, on looking to the same side as the paralyzed eye, the difference

in height is greater than on looking to the other side, the affected

muscle is a rectus. If the difference in height is greatest on look-

ing to the side of the sound eye, the affected muscle is an oblique.
If we do not know which eye is wrong, we may still decide in

the same way, whether the affected muscle is dextral or lmval in its

action.*
Dextral and Laeval.—It is very easy to recall which muscles

are dextral and their vertical effect, and which lwval, since the
dextral are those whose ten-
dons point to the right, and
the lxval those which point to
the left. Fig 54 makes this
very clear and is easily borne
in mind after a few moments'
contemplation of it, the ten-
dons of the obliques being
treated as if they pointed for-
wards and inwards, instead of
backwards and outwards.

A moment's considera-
tion will show how it must be

Fig. 54 that a muscle alters the height

TO show how those Muscles whose vertical effect of the cornea most when the
is dextral have their directions pointing visual line comes to lie in its
to R. The Laevals have their directions
pointing to L. • muscular plane.

Since a dextral muscle is

one whose muscular plane points to the right and a lval muscle

one whose muscular plane points to the left, it will be seen .that the

recti rightly describe themselves, for the right recti are dextral in

their action, and the left recti,
The obliques are contrary. The dextrals, therefore, are the

right recti and the left obliques ; the lxvals, the left recti and the

right obliques.
There is no need, however, to commit anything to memory,

since the anatomical disposition of the muscles can always be called

to mind sufficiently to recollect whether its line of force points to

the right or to the left. The attitude of Fig. 55 may come to the

help of any one unable to conjure up the muscles.
Torsional Purchase and Vertical Purchase Reciprocal.—

While the vertical purchase of a muscle is greater in proportion

as its muscular plane is approached by the visual line, its torsional

effect, on the contrary, increases as its muscular plane is departed

from by the visual line. Thus, the figure shows that when the eyes

*The reader who ifl accustomed to speak only of lateral and medial elevators, and 
adduc-

tion and abduction, may possibly challenge the change to dextral and l
ieval, dextroduction

and hevoduction. The reason for it is that since the former terms refer to the med
ian plane,

students and beginners make ,frequent mistakes when the test object Iles to the oppo
site side of

the median plane front the affected eye, calling an adducted image an abducted, and so on.

This constant liability to error Is entirely removed by the change of terms I 
have employed.

It would not have been made otherwise. But this is not all : the change of terms enables us to

adhere more closely to nature, for deal roducting and Itevoducting innervations ex
ist, but we

Intro no certain knowledge of an abducting Innervation.
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look to the right the dex-
trals have the greatest
elevating or depressing
effect, and the lvals have
the greatest torsional effect;
and vice versa on looking
to the left.

The corollary is that
the greatest torsion of the
false image is always to be
found on the opposite side
of the median plane from its
greatest vertical displace-
ment, i. e., if the greatest
vertical separation is up
and to the right, the
greatest torsional displace-
ment will be up and to the
left ; or if one is down and to the right, the other will be down and
to the left.

As soon as we have settled whether the muscle is dextral or
our task is done, and the diagnosis made.

Recapitulation.—To summarize, we find* :
Elevators?
Depressors?
Dextroductors ?

sees the most advanced(2) Which eye? Ticre 
veoydeu c tor 

s?which
image in the direction of diplopia.

(3) Rectus or oblique? Rectus—if the maximum vertical
diplopia be on the side of the paralyzed eye. Oblique—if on the
side of the sound eye.

Confirmation of the Diagnosis.—It is well, if time allow, to study
the three components of the diplopia in different parts of the field.

While we do not trust much to the torsion, or to the minor
degrees of horizontal diplopia, in discovering the muscles, they both,

but especially the former, afford valuable confirmation ; and if the

torsion conflicts with our discovery, the initial investigation should

be repeated.
The best plan for confirmation is to draw up a motor chart in

the usual way, dividing the field into nine areas, as shown in

Fig. 57, and carefully representing the false image over as many as

it appears in.
The non-diplopic areas constitute the " field of single vision,"

and this can, if desired, be also filled in by the aid of the glass rod,

though hitherto the field of single vision has been generally left

unanalyzed.
Measured Charts.—If more accuracy be required, the three

components of the diplopia (vertical, horizontal and torsional)

can be measured in degrees for each area by the glass rod and the

tangent scales.
Construct, then Scrutinize.—It is well to fill in the entire chart

before reasoning on it, so as to be unprejudiced in the observations.

Then, see if the false image corresponds in each area to the physio-

logical action of the suspected paralyzed muscle during vision directed

towards that area. For this we recur to the italicized rule previously

enunciated. Another way of putting it, more handy than elegant,

is—" What the muscle does; the false image is."
Example.—For example, suppose the left inferior oblique to be

implicated. We know that it becomes a purer and stronger sursum-

ductor on looking to the right (Fig. 54). The false image, therefore,

in the right upper part of the field will be more purely and greatly

sursumducted above the true, than anywhere else (Fig. 68).

We know, too, that it still has some levo-torsional purchase,

even on looking to the right, and that it still slightly lwvoducts the

left eye ; therefore, the false image will be Imvotorted and slightly

lmvoducted, accordingly, in that same area.
We know, further, that on looking to the left the elevating

power of the left obliques almost ceases, and their torsional and

abducting effects reach their maximum ; therefore, in the left upper

area of the field the false image will be but slightly higher than the

true, though greatly laevotorted and moderately loevoducted. In

the lower part of the motor field the muscle has but trifling sway,

and, therefore, here diplopia disappears, the false image running

into the trite.

*Personalty, I prefer to find the eye last, but have adhered to the usual order in the text se
being more easily explained.
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Fig. 55

Mnemoic attitude for the Muscular Planes (borrowed
in part front Landolt).

(I) Which group

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Light : Aberration, Interference,

Diffraction, Color

By HOWARD ?Among, Ph.P.,

Professor of Physics, University of Rochester, before the

Rochester Optical Society.

Lecture HI

In the experiment with lenses and prisms we

saw both spherical and chromatic aberration. In

using the lantern we saw a colored edge to the

illuminated field. This is called chromatic aber-

ration. It results from the fact that the different

colors composing the white light are not brought

to a focus at the same point.
In Fig. I let S be a beam of light passing

through lens L. The red rays will be deviated

least and will come to a focus at F, and the violet

rays most, and they will come to a focus at E.

A screen placed at A will therefore show violet

at the edge. If placed at B it will show red at.

the edge.
In both the lens and the prism we saw the

image of a straight object curved; this is called

spherical aberration.
By the use of two lenses it is possible to

make a lens which shall be achromatic so far as

light of any two colors is concerned. The com-

bination will not be achromatic for light of other

.colors. If we use three lenses, properly chosen

with respect to dispersive power, we may produce

a combination achromatic for light of three colors,

etc. The colors for which any combination is

made achromatic depends on the purpose for

which the system is intended.

Fig. 1

In a telescope intended for eye observation

achromatism is produced for those parts of the

spectrum which affect the eye most strongly. If a

telescope is to be used for photography, the lens

must be achromatized for the violet and ultra-

violet rays.
In the last lecture we saw the spectrum

thrown upon the screen and found the colors to

run from red to violet, the red being deviated

the least. We also saw the amount of dispersion

was different for different substances. A closer

observation shows that the relative spaces occu-

pied by the several colors in the different spectra

is not the same. This is what is called irrational-

ity of dispersion. By comparing the spectra pro-

duced by flint glass, crown glass and water, all

of the same angle, we find the relative dispersion

to be as shown by Fig. 2.

The flint gives a spectrum about twice as

long as crown glass gives and about three times

the length of that produced by a water prism. The

different colors are not dispersed in this relation,

however.
The spectrum is a succession of colored

images of the slit. If we make this slit very

narrow we obtain a pure spectrum ; in this the

images of the slit do not overlap. A device for

viewing a pure spectrum is called a spectroscope.

KEYSTONE

When a divided circle for measuring deviations

is attached, the instrument is called a spectro-

meter.
When the solar spectrum is examined by a

spectroscope it is found to be crossed by numer-

ous dark lines. In 1802 Wollaston first observed

these. In 1814-15 Fraunhofer studied them, and

counted about six hundred, and marked upon a

map of the spectrum the position of three hundred

and fifty-four. These lines are called Fraun-

hofer's lines. Fraunhofer named the most con-
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spicuous of these lines by the letters A, B, C, D,

E, F, G and H. The A in the extreme red, B and

C in the lighter red, D in the yellow, E in the

green, F in the greenish blue, G in the deep blue,

and the two H lines are at the limit of the violet.

Photography reveals in the ultra-violet lines

similar to the jtbove, and the most prominent of

these have been name L, M, N, 0 and P. Spectra

are of three classes:

(a) Bright line, as given by incandescent

gases and vapors.

(b) Continuous, as given by white-hot solids
and liquids.

(c) Absorption, as given by the sun.

Absorption spectra are due to losses by ab-

sorption in the passage of light through transpar-

ent media.
The dark lines in the spectrum of the sun are

due to absorption which takes place in the outer

envelope of the solar atmosphere. Every gas or

vapor, when hot, emits rays of the same wave-

length as those which it absorbs from an inde-

pendent source. This statement is known as

Kirchoff's law. By use of the lantern we may

show bright line spectra. Zinc placed between the

electrodes will show the zinc lines. Bore out soft-

core carbons and fill the cavity with the substance

to be studied. Use these ,as electrodes in the lan-

tern and the lines show up on the screen very

distinctly. Lithium gives a red line, sodium gives

the D lines, zinc gives several lines.

The vibrations of the constituent atoms of an

incandescent gas determine the character of the

light emitted. From this it follows that the chem-

ical composition of such a gas may be determined

by studying the emitted light. If the bright-line

spectrum of any substance be definitely known,

then whenever this spectrum presents itself we

may conclude that the given substance is present

in the source of light.
A small quantity of salt introduced into a

Bunsen flame or in the spark of an induction coil,

.and the light examined and the spectrum noted;

such is the method of spectrum analysis. The

method possesses the characteristic of being easy

to work and having great sensitiveness. One
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fourteen-millionth of a milligram of sodium in a

Bunsen flame shows the D lines, and one eighty-

millionth of a milligram of lithium may be de-

tected in the spark of an induction coil.

Spectrum analysis explains the Fraunhofer

lines. By this method the constitution of the

heavenly bodies has been determined, and the

velocity and direction of their motion has been

obtained. The following table gives the different

wave length measurements that have been made :

Kind of Light. In Inn,.

Limit of photographic rays in vacuum .coo too
Litnit of photographic rays in air  .000t85
Limit of visible light in blue  .000330
H B blue   .000486
  .000589

I-1 red   .000656
Limit of visible light in red  .000812
Longest heat waves detected   .o60000
Shortest electric waves detected  6.000000

Let us look now for a moment at a pin-hole

camera. We will see that the illuminated place on

the screen is an image of the two carbons. Now,

I will make a second opening, and there will be

two images. If I proceed to make several open-

ings, we see the images begin to overlap; soon it

will be impossible to distinguish any image. The

spot, we say, is illuminated, and it is due to a

super-position of several images of the source.

We are all aware that the light emitted by

different sources is both different in kind and in

amount. A study of the illuminating power Of

any source of light is called photometry. By il-

luminating power is meant the amount of light

received by a sphere of unit area at unit distance

from the source. Intensity of illumination refers

to the amount of light received by a surface held

normally to the incident light. The intensity

varies inversely as the square of the distance of

the receiver from the source.

The unit of illuminating power used in this

country, although a most unsatisfactory and vari-

able one, is the illuminating power of a standard

candle. This is a sperm candle, of which six

weigh a pound, and which burns 120 grains

(7.776 grams) of wax in one hour.

We will consider next the. subject of inter-

ference. In 1665 Grimaldi stated that in certain

cases two lights when superposed can partially

destroy each other. He allowed sunlight to enter

a dark room through two small holes, A and B

(Fig. 3), made very near I,p:ether in the wall,

.13

Fig. 3

and arranged a screen to receive the diverging

cones of light. Each produced a circular spot of

light, C and D, and around each spot was a fainter

light. When the screen was placed so C and D

overlapped, as at 1/, there was less illumination

here than in the remainder of the rings.

Thomas Young demonstrated that under cer-

tain conditions two beams of light nearly parallel,

when superposed, do not produce an increase in

illumination. They may even so disturb each

(Continued on page 871)
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other as to produce darkness. This phenomenon

is called interference, and the two beams of light

are said to interfere.

There are, in general, two kinds of interfer-

ence: the one is where two pencils have suffered

only reflection and refraction, and have.thus had

a difference of phase produced; the other kind is

where interference takes place between secondary

waves starting from different parts of the same

wave front. This latter is usually classed as dif-

fraction phenomena.

I have called your attention to the case of two

water waves so interfering as to produce an even

surface. Two sound waves may so affect each
other.

Experiment : Take two tuning forks whose

vibration rates differ by only a few vibrations.•

and set them in vibration. _A sound will be heard
which at times increases and then again decreases

in loudness. When they are together we get the

loudest round.
In Fig. 4 let A, B and C be three strips of

glass that fit into the slide holder of the lantern,

a

Fig. 4

so that B may be slid between A and C. Cover

one side of each with smoke and trace a wave on

C and one on A of twice the wave length. Then

trace one of the lower edge of B to correspond

to the one on C and one on the upper edge to cor-

respond to the one on A. Project upon the screen,

and it is easily seen what positions of B give in-

terference.
- If two. sources of light are to produce inter..

ference, their phases must always be either exactly

the same or must differ by a fixed value. This

condition may be reached (a) by illuminating a

small opening and adjusting two other openings

so that they will be illuminated by the first

opening; (b) by two mirrors adjusted at a small

angle. In this way two images of the source are

. formed, and these are used as sources; (c) by

means of a bi-prism known as the Fresnel bi-

prism. Interference is also produced by thin films.

The phenomenon is due in these cases to a

difference in path between the rays proceeding

from the two sources.

In the case of a thin film a difference of

path results from reflection at the first and second

surfaces. Some of the light being reflected from

the first and some from the second surface. This

phenomenon results in light and dark fringes

upon the screen.
According to the principle of Huyghens, every

point in a wave front becomes a center for a new

series of disturbances, or secondary waves. Under

appropriate conditions, two such series of second-

ary waves may interfere and produce darkness.

This phenomenon is called diffraction, and it will

take place when a wave front is intercepted by

one or more opaque obstacles.

KEYSTONE

A straight-edge held in the path if the wave

front will produce fringes to the diffraction effect.

Let 0 be a lumi-
nous point, A B an
opaque object. If
light be propagated in
right lines from 0 ,
there should be uni-
form illumination
about A 0 M and
complete darkness be-
low it on the screen
P Q. The illumina-
tion does not become zero immediately below M,

but fades away continuously. Above M the illu-

mination is not uniform, but passes through a

series of maxima and minima, and we have a

series of brilliant fringes.

By passing a beam of light through a small

opening, as a narrow slit or circular aperture,

fringes will be produced.
A narrow opaque object or a small opaque

dot produce fringes. (A wire grating may be

used in place of a narrow slit.)
A ruled grating gives beautiful fringes, and

if two such gratings be crossed the effect is very

interesting. (Experiments were shown for all

the above.)
Up to this point we have been considering

light from the objective side. We will now ex-

amine the subjective sensations produced when

light energy of various kinds enters the eye.

In the study of sound we find the nature of

the sensation produced depends upon:

the intensity,
the frequency,
and the timbre

of the note. In the same way the sensation ex-

perienced when light enters the eye depends

upon the frequency and intensity of the various

simple colored lights which are the components of

the resultant color. The eye possesses an analyz-

ing power much less than the ear. The eye is not

able to distinguish between the sensation pro-

duced by white light containing all seven colors

and that produced by a selected set of three

colors.
The color sensation produced in different

persons by the same quality of light may vary to

a large extent.
A color possesses three characteristics: fre-

quency of vibration of wave, the luminosity, and

the purity.

Fig. 5
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To determine the luminosity it is necessary
to employ a standard. When the light to be

measured is that of colored pigments, we use as a
unit the illmnination produced upon a white sur-

S7 I

face by the color to be measured. When the

different colored lights are to be studied, we use

some of the white light produced by the source

employed to give the colored lights.
The luminosity of the different parts of the

arc spectrum is shown at Fig. 6.
It has been found that by a proper mixture

of blue from F to G, green from E to F, and red

from B to C, all color sensations can be pro-

duced. These three colors are called the primary

colors. From this fact Young was led to sup-

pose that there existed three primary color sen-

sations, and Helmholtz has supposed that the

reason for this is that the eye is furnished with

three sets of nerves, one giving the sensation of

red, another of green, and the other of blue.
The sensitiveness of these primary sets of

nerves has been carefully worked out by Koenig.
The following curves showing the result were
obtained by Abney:

Blme Re4

Fig. 7

Color is a sensation. The color of opaque

bodies is due to the light reflected by them ; of

transparent bodies, to the light transmitted by

them.
If we ifluminate a white surface by means of

a red light, the surface will appear red. If we

illuminate objects of different colors by mono-

chromatic light, all of them will appear of the

same hue but of different degrees of brightness.

If we light a room by a yellow light, everything

will appear yellow, or some shade of yellow ; a

vermilion-colored surface will appear gray; the

human face assumes a sallow look.
We can readily understand, then, why an

object exhibits its color more vividly when it is

illuminated by light of the same color. All col-

ored bodies act like white bodies towards light of

their own color. Red figures disappear when il-

luminated in red light upon a white ground.

To get a proper colored light upon any given

color it is best to resort to reflecting light back

from the same color. The white light will dimin-

ish, but the characteristic color increases in de-

cision, or, as the artist would say, gains in fire

and in depth.
Artists are well aware that folds of drapery

show darker shades of the color of the drapery

itself, and also a fuller and deeper color in those

folds. A red cloak in a room with red walls is

more brilliant on the side turned towards the

wall than on the side turned towards the window.

Gold frames with ornamented mouldings appear

to be different in tint from flat frames.
An object illuminated by colored lights cannot

appear the same as when seen by daylight. In

light from lamps and candles the violet is not so

prominent as it is in sunlight.
One problem facing us to-day is to procure a

light that will equal sunlight for illuminating

purposes.
Experiment: 1. Throw a spectrum of the arc

upon screen; cover one-half of the slit with red

(Continued on page 873)
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glass. 2. Hold red glass near screen in the spec-
trum. 3. Using two prisms with their refracting
angles opposite, throw spectrum upon screen and
put card between prisms.

White light will be produced by mixing any
two colors in a horizontal line of the following
table:

yellow indigo
red greenish blue
orange blue
green purple

Such colors are called complimentary.
Some bodies allow rays of a specified degree

of refrangibility to enter, and reflect others. Such
bodies show one color when light falls upon them
and is reflected and another when light is trans-
mitted through them. Such bodies are said to
have surface color.

We see that color and light are pure matters
of sensation, or subjective consciousness, and we
have also seen that this consciousness is easily
deceived and often incapable of distinguishing
between white and a color very differently con-
stituted. We also see that mixing colored lights
gives a very different result from that produced
by mixing colored pigments.

(The next lecture will cover : Polarization,
Phosphorescence, Fluorescence and a discussion
of optical instruments.)

Annual Meeting of Missouri Associa-
tion of Opticians

Pursuant to a call by President C. E. Range,
the executive committee of the Missouri Asso-
ciation of Opticians met at the Baltimore Hotel,
Kansas City, for the purpose of selecting the time
and place for the eighth annual meeting of this
association and transact any other business nec-
essary for the arrangements of this meeting.
There were present : President C. E. Range. of
Trenton; First Vice-President C. E. Tiernan, Cali-
fornia ; Secretary G. E. Read, Lebanon; also the
following members of the executive committee :
Claud Wheeler (chairman), Columbia; W. H.
Meyer, Lawson ; Otto Buder, St. Louis; Leon
Baer, Kansas City, proxy for W. A. Vawter, of
Marshall, who could not be present.

The first question before the committee was :
Where shall the next annual meeting be held? A
very cordial and urgent invitation from the Kan-
sas City Jewelry and Optical Jobbers' Association
was read. The committee, knowing of the great
hospitality and warm hand of good-fellowship
that had been extended to the members of our
association by these hustling and entertaining

people of Kansas City at previous meetings, it
was unanimously voted to accept their invitation.

The next in order was the naming of the

most suitable dates, and it was decided that the

meeting be held in Kansas City, at the Baltimore

Hotel, June 9th, loth and I all, this being also

the time and place which the Missouri Society of

Retail Jewelers will hold their next annual meet-

ing. By further action of the committee, it was

decided to issue a souvenir programme to defray

the necessary expenses of the meeting. The fol-

lowing committee will have charge of the arrange-

ments for the programme in behalf of the two

Missouri associations: R. D. Worrell, president

KEYSTONE

Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers; C. E. Range,
president Missouri Association of Opticians; W.
G. Riggs, secretary Kansas City Jewelry and Op-
tical Jobbers' Association.

It is very urgent that every member of the
Missouri Association of Opticians attend, and all
opticians who are not members are earnestly re-
quested to be present.

Colorado State Optical Society

On March 25th the Colorado Opticians in-

corporated under the State laws, under the name
of the Colorado State Optical Society, for the
purpose of advancing and protecting their pro-
fession, and adopted a constitution with a view
to carrying out this purpose.

The officers of the society are as follows:
President, J. P. Wilcox, Idaho Springs; vice-
president, J. C. Van Slyke, Fort Collins; secre-
tary-treasurer, F. M. Agnew, Denver. Executive
committee—E. C. Veysey Boulder ; W. W. Bost-
wick, Longmont; S. R. Berger, Leadville. Judi-
ciary department—Robert H. Biegel Denver; W.
W. Bostwick, Longmont; C. W. Ziegler, Colorado
Springs. Entertainment committee—C. W. Zieg-
ler, Colorado Springs; Robert B. Finch, Denver;
J. C. Bloom, Denver.

The officers of the Colorado State Optical
Society are leading representatives of the optical
profession in the State of Colorado. From their
ability and past interest shown in the profession
we feel that they will make the State a shining
light in the optical profession.

There have been enrolled and subscriptions
paid up to date thirty-three of the leading opti-
cians in the State.

The next meeting of the society will be held
in Denver, on July 6th. It is hoped that all opti-
cians who are interested in the good work that
has just been started will be present at this meet-
ing, as there are many very important subjects to
be considered, as well as a number of interesting
papers and talks to be delivered, which will be of
great benefit to all the members of this society.
For further information, address the secretary,
F. M. Agnew, 624 Fifteenth Street, Denver, Colo.

Minnesota State Board

The Minnesota State board of examiners in
optometry held a regular meeting at the State
Capitol Building, St. Paul, March 23rd to 28th.
The board reorganized by electing I. M. Rada-
baugh, Hastings, as president, and for the eighth
time electing C. A. Snell as secretary.

Geo. A. Sawyer, Minneapolis, was reinstated

and another applicant for reinstatement was ac-
cepted conditionally upon the payment of delin-

quent penalties. One application for reinstate-

ment by a party who had registered when the law

first went into effect, but who had been dropped

for a number of years, said party having been out

of practice during this time, was refused. The

board ruled that an examination was necessary.

The last one acted upon was an application

coming from a party who had been in business

outside the State, said applicant desiring a special

examination. This the board ruled on adversely,

deeming it unwise to establish such a precedent at

the present time.
The board decided that in future examina-

tions it total of 75 per cent. be required (the

same as at present) and not less than 65 per cent.

of the possible total of any one group of ques-
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tions. The character of the work has grown in
importance, and the board believed greater ac-
curacy is required. A class of thirty candidates
was examined, seventeen being passed, as follows:
R W. Corley, Chas. Weigel, H. F. Egleston, A. U.
Wetzel, Carl Lundgren, W. L. Minor, M. J.
Carter and C. B. Gates, Minneapolis; P. Togstad,
Crosby, N. D.; G. N. Vandesteeg, Hospers, Iowa;
F. D. Rockefeller, New York ; Chas. Christianson,
Sioux Falls, S. D.; John Staacker, Duluth, Ove
Hoegh, Spring Grove; M. H. Doolittle, Sauk
Center; J. C. Presnel, Bruno, and W. W. French,
Duluth. It is probable another examination will
be arranged for the third or fourth week ill
October.

Massachusetts Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the above

society was held at Young's Hotel on the evening
of April 21st. The educational feature of the
evening was a lecture on the various forms of
amblyopia, by President F. P. Simmons.

Naturally, the meeting did not pass over with-
out a statement of the progress made by the op-
tometry law and the prospects for its passage.
The association has made a gallant fight for the
measure, realizing the strength and prestige of
the opposition. Should the bill fail to pass, a
serviceable substitute for it will be the new de-
parture of this society, as stated in the following.
resolutions :

"It is hereby resolved that all present mem-
bers of the optometrical section of the Massachu-
setts Optical Society shall submit to an examina-
tion prepared by the president; such examinations
to be at least as rigid as those of the State board
of examiners' in States in which such boards and
examinations are established by law.

"This examination shall be held not sooner
than November 1st of the present year, not later
than January 1st, 1909.

"The president shall notify the members not
later than the next regular April meeting of the
subjects to be covered and of the text-books em-
ployed ill compiling the questions. It is further
resolved that only those who pass such examina-
tion with an average of 75 per cent. or over shall
continue as members of the optometrical section
of the Massachusetts Optical Society.

"At the completion of this examination the
president shall appoint the three members at-
taining the highest average as a board, whose duty
shall be to examine him in the same subjects.

"Those successfully passing such examination
shall be notified by the secretary, and upon the
payment of a fee of $5 shall receive a certificate
signed by the president, secretary and board of
examiners, as provided in the by-laws."

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode

Island Society of Optometry was held in Pres-
cott Post Hall, Providence, on April 13th, and was

called to order at 8.28 P. M. by First Vice-Presi-

dent W. T. Wilson.
One application for membership was received

and referred to the executive committee. F. W.

Putnam, of Newport, R. I., was elected to mem-
bership.

The committee on legislation reported prog-

ress. Remarks for the good of the society were

made by H. J. Cartier H. W. Cunningham, G. F.

Beaul, H. Fellman and others.
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THE HARDY VICI MOUNTING

Positively the BEST

Finger-Piece Mounting

Rigid Guard

Complete Assortment

Price iii 10 K. Gold

$21.00
per dozen

The VICI Mounting, having a rigid bridge, holds the tenses in front at
the eyes in proper position. Never gets out of shape, is easy on the
nose and combines the effect of saddle-nose spectacles with the
graceful appearance of eyeglasses. In connection with the Hardy
,,PERITORIC" Lenses it forms the par-excellence of eyeglass
Trade-mark reg.U.S.I'at.Of. adjustment. Use them.

Made in GOLD

and GOLD FILLED

Sanitary
Atjustalde

Price in Gold Filled

12.00 per dozen

P. A. HARDY SC CO.
York AtItirart IDerisrr

Organized 1888 Incorporated 1892

DUPAUL, YOUNG OPTICAL CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Optical Goods

Southbridge, Mass., U.S.A.

EUROPEAN OFFICE—g Hatton Garden, London. England

We have passed through the ordeal of moving into our new factory, and take this opportunity to thank

our customers for their most liberal patronage, and respectfully solicit their continuance of same, and we

assure them that we are now much better equipped to fill their orders with promptness than heretofore.
Our representative Mr. F. G. Burgess will make personal calls on the jobbing trade, and demonstrate the

superiority of our goods by a full line of samples, and any orders placed with him will receive careful attention.
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Annual Convention and Exhibit of
the Ohio Optical Association

.Ohio opticians will meet at Cedar Point, on
Lake Erie, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
June 23d, 24th and 25th. The forthcoming meet-
ing promises to be the most interesting and instruc-
tive ever held by this growing association. Pleasant
recollections of the interesting business sessions
and enjoyable hours spent in various forms of
amusement afforded by the Cedar Point Company
are still fresh in the minds of everyone who
attended the meeting at Cedar Point last summer,
and all are looking forward with pleas-
urable anticipation to the coming of
another year when the cares of busi-
ness will be laid aside for a few days
and members will participate in a brief
season of good cheer. This conven-
tion will be unique in the history of
the association. The mornings and
afternoons will be devoted entirely to
business and the evenings to pleasure.

No more inviting and delightful
spot for the holding of the convention
could have been selected than Cedar
Point. Its fine hotels, dining halls
and commodious convention hall and
boat service from Sandusky makes it
the ideal place at which to meet. Sec-
retary Ed. L. Jones has completed all
arrangements for the summer session
and will shortly announce the pro-
gramme for the three-days' meeting.
During the time of the convention
a social organization, the order of
Ku-Kus, composed of opticians and
jewelers, will be formed and the ini-
tiatory exercises will be of such a char-
acter as will add plenty of spice to the
meeting of the association. The goat
is now traversing towards Cedar Point,
over the hot and dusty sands of the
desert and will reach the resort in
time to participate in the exemplifica-
tion of the impressive work. An invi-
tation is extended to all opticians in
the State to attend this meeting.

The accompanying illustration
shows very imperfectly a few of the
views at the Cedar Point resort which
is considered an ideal location for a
summer convention. Those who wish
to combine their vacation with attend-
ance at the convention are offered an excellent
opportunity, as they will find here every recreation,
amusement and comfort given at any other resort.

The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers : J. A. Gillisheimer, Newark, N. J.; Abr. M.
Levy, Brooklyn, N. Y. Applications for member-
ship were made by Paul Schickler and Max Wolff,
New York City.

Examination by Indiana State Board

The following notice of examination was issued
last month by the president and secretary of the
Indiana State Board :

DEAR SIR :—You are hereby notified that an
examination will be held by the Indiana State
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Southern Tier Optical Society

The Southern Tier Optical Society of New York
met on April 2d in the office of the Elmira Optical
Co., Elmira, N. Y., for the annual election of
officers and other important business. The election
resulted as follows ; President, C. H. VerNooy.,
Watkins; vice-president, J. A. Perkins, Horseheads;
secretary, Israel Putnam, Elmira; treasurer, F. E.
Robbins, Elmira.

Executive committee—F. A. Jordan and M.
A. Ruger, Elmira, W. L. Hopkins, Montour Falls.
Entertainment committee—F. E. Robbins, Elmira;

D. L. Perkins, Horseheads ; and H. C.
Cooper, Waverly.

Much interest in the society is
manifested, the regular monthly meet-
ings being well attended. always en-
tertaining and instructive. One of the
important features is the question-box
which is opened fo- discussion after
all other business of the meeting.

New York City Optometrical Society
The Optometrical Society of the City of New

York, held its regular monthly meeting on April 8,
1908, in temporary quarters at 38 East Twenty-
third Street, as their former place of meeting, the
Fifth Avenue Hotel, is being demolished. The
meeting was called to order by President Fisher.
The Secretary read the minutes of the preceding
meeting, which upnn motion by Mr. Frankel,
seconded by Mr. Dilworth, were accepted as read.
Mr. Michel, chairman of the committee, appointed
to secure new quarters for our meetings, reported
progress. The receipts and expenditures were
normal. Mr. Ryer, chairman of the auditing com-
mittee, made his report, and upon motion by Mr.
Dilworth, seconded by Mr. Frankel the committee
was discharged with thanks.

Views at Cedar Point, Ohio

Board of Registration and Examination in Opto-
metry, at the State House, Indianapolis. Opening
session at 9 A.M. Monday, May 4th, and continuing
until the examination is completed.

All those who have an application for examina-
tion on file and do not respond to the roll call at
9 A.M. Monday, May 4th, will forfeit their examina-
tion fee. Yours truly,

JOHN H. Ews, Secretary.
MILTON T. JAY, President.

The first conviction under the optometry law
of Indiana was in Hamilton County. The offender
paid the fine and all court costs. H. E. Woodard,
president of the Indiana State Optical Society, was
instrumental in having the case brought to trial
and is on the track of several other violators of the
optometry law.

A petition signed by many opticians over the

State of Indiana has been presented to Governor
J. F. Hanley, asking for the appointment of H. E.

Woodard on the optometry board. Mr. Woodard

is the president of the Indiana State Optical Society,

having been re-elected for a second term. Two
vacancies on the board are to be filled.

West Virginia Optical Society

The following appeal has been
issued by the secretary of the above
society :

The West Virginia State Opticial
Society was organized January 14,
1908, and is to-day one of the youngest
and strongest optical organizations in
the United States, which goes to prove
that the Opticians of West Virginia
are not by any means slow to recog-
ni,ze the importance of organization
and the good it will mean to the pro-
fession.

This Society was not organized to
satisfy some idle thought, or for the
sake of a dollar, but to accomplish
much good and do things in the inter-
est of optometry; to raise the standard
of the profession and force the fakir to
qualify or step down and out.

We are pretty well agreed that in
the present passion for wealth men
stop at no imposition upon the public
in administering to their physical needs

and suffering.
The public after lotig suffering be-

lieved that a special knowledge and
a distinct training were needed for the

man who was to care for the teeth ; so was evolved

the dentist, then came the pharmacist and now
comes the optometrist.

To obtain better legislation we must be well

organized, and if you are not a member of the

West Virginia Optical Society and have optometry

at heart, if it means part of your bread, you should

not hesitate to write the Secretary, John R. Koch,

Hinton, West Virginia,.who will be pleased to enter

your name as a member on the rolls. Non-
members be loyal, and write now, don't wait until

to-morrow.

The opticians of West Virginia would do well

to hearken to the invitation of the secretary and

become enrolled as members of the organization.

The optical profession has been making great
strides in the Southern States in recent years and

there is a likelihood that the next annual conven-
tion of the national association may be held in one
of the Southern States. Membership in the society
is not a mere matter of choice but of self interest
and may become a matter of self preservation.
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We are receiving congratulatory letters from all parts of the country on our

"KUMFUT" EYEGLASS

It is the only mounting on the market that contains any
style hoop spring eyeglass

Its rigid saddle bridge allows pupillary distance adjustment.
Its stud is constructed so as to accept any style of guard.
Its spring enables you to regulate the tension.
Its guard is interchangeable, sanitary and self-adjusting.

Trial Fitting Set of 6 Bridge Dimensions in

and every feature combined in the old-

DescriAlive circular upon request

Solid Gold, $21.00 per dozen
12 K. Gold Filled, $12.50 per dozen

Less 6 per cent. cash discount

white metal sent on 30 days' free trial.

Send at once and convince yourself.

(Price $3.50, less 6 per cent.)

MICHAEL WOOLF, Wholesale Optician

State name of principal jobber 25 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY
Address Dept. K

Lffl
 En

Why You Should Use

SCHWAB GUARDS

They Save Time
Because they fit any shape nose

They Save Worry
By being easily adjusted

MADE IN ALL MATERIALS

You only need 4 Styles to cover all angles

Recommended by all the Leading Jobbers

Used by all Up-to-Date Opticians

Opinions of some of the
Best who handle
Schwab Guards

F. A. HARDY At CO.,
CHICAGO:

"The Schwab Guard is till-
ing a place all its own in the
optical world ; nothing equals

D. V. BROWN,
PHILADELPHIA .

"The Schwab Guard needs
Only a trial toconvinee you that
it is the guard you have been
looking for ; clings without
pressure."
LOBE OPTICAL CO.,

BOSTON:
"The Schwab Guard is easy

to fit and adjust, and has great
clinging power ; great for small
or that noses."
E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.,

ROC I I ESTER :
" Anyone having difficulty

in leaking a guard fit or hold
on will do well to try the
Schwab Guard."

Ask Your Jobber for them. For Descriptive Circular and

Sample Pair (tree) address

SCHWAB GUARD MFG. Co.
Savannah, Ga.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)
Biticcs S. PALMER, President, Boston, Mass.
Wu. E. HusToN, Secretary, 4404 Main Street, Kansas

City, Mo.
Next meeting, at Philadelphia, August io, i i, 12, 13,

looR.
Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

F. E. LUKE, President.
IT. J. GEIGER, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

The Optical Specialists' Ass'n of America (1904)
IL L. STOAKS, President, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
G. E. Boyce, Secretary, Waterloo, Iowa.

American Ass'n of Wholesale Opticians (1893)
A. REED MCINTIRE, President, 723 Sansom Street, Phila.

delphia.
ANDREW V. BROWN, Secretary, 736 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)
FREDERICK P. SIMMONS, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter Street. Boston, Mass.

Northwestern Optical Association (190I )
E. C. ROBERTS, President, Red Wing, Minn.
L. A. PUDDE, Secretary, Minneapolis, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Association (Igor)
A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)
E. E. ARRINGTON, President, Rochester, N. Y.
P. A. DiLwoRni, Secretary, 1032 Third Avenue, New

York City.

*Indiana Optical Society (1896)
H. E. WOODARD, President, Indianapolis, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)
A. W. KLumr, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 1o5 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.
Next meeting at Detroit, July 7 and 8.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
A. F. TnouysoN, President, Adel, Iowa.
GEO. J. Feme, Secretary, Des Moines, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)
GEORGE A. ROGERS, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, secretary, Room 1616, 42 Madison Street,

Chicago.

*California State Ass'n of Optometrists (1899)
GEORGE I. KY-re, President, Los Angeles, Cal.
II. W. CLARK, Secretary, care A. Huguenin, Sutter Street

and Grant Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)
Lewis E. CAPPS, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. A. LEMBKE, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (Iwo)
W. E. BURPEE, President, Manchester, N. II.
JOSEPH GEOFFRION, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (woo)
T. 0. F. RANDOLPH, President, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. E. THOMAS, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

*Minnesota Optical Association (1900)
H. 0. SCHLEUDER, President, Springfieid, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 804 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)
A. M. WENTWORTH, President Portland Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

*Tennessee Optical Society (Igor)
H. J. Coox, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
WEAKLEY Runt, Secretary, Shelbyville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (190I)
J. P. Witcox, President, Idaho Springs, Colo.
F. M. AnNEw, Secretary, Deny, 1, Colo.

Next meeting at Denver, Colo., July 6.

Kansas Association of Opticians (tgot)
W. j. Lewis, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, Secy. and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Annual meeting at Kansas City, Mo., June 9, to and II.

Missouri Association of Opticians (Igor)
CLAUDE E. RANGE, President, Trenton, Mo.
G. E. READ, Secretary and Treasurer, Lebanon, Mo.

Annual meeting at Kansas City, Mo., June 9, to and ii.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)
A. WECK, President, Norfolk, Va.
F. S. BULLINGTON, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

• The asterisk (*)denotes those States having optom-
etry laws.
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Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. P. BARR President, Lancaster, Ohio

J 
.

EDWIN L. ONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

entucky Optical Society (1902)
F. PIEPER, President, Covington, Ky.
WILLIAM M. IRION, Secy., 404 W. Market Street, Louis-

ville, Ky.

*North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
A. 0. WOLD, President, Langdon, N. Dak.
Louis HANsoN, Secretary, Devil's Lake, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
R. G. SMITH, President, Jersey City, N. J.
JAs. D. BERGEN, Secretary, 618 E. 24th St., Paterson, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)
WILLIAM H. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)
w. W. CHAMBERLAIN President, Houston, Texas.
I. BLOCK, Secretary, Waco, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
FRED. S. NEFF, President, Providence, R. I.
PETER \V. OCRs, Secretary, 514 Westminster Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets second Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Association (1903)
GUSTOF SYLVAN, President, Columbia, S. C.
GEO. F. Mims, Secretary, Edgefield, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT ,_ Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester

Streets, Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)
M. B. CLASON, President, Columbus, Ga.
C. E. FoLsom, Secretary, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

Opticians' League of State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
A. SHAW, Secretary, 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)
S. P. SCHUESSLER, President, Baton Rouge, La.
M. F. FITZGERALD, Secretary, New Orleans, La.

Nova Scotia Optical Society ( tgo5)
T. C. GRANT, I'resident, New Glasgow, N. S.
A. G. JOHNSON, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

*New Mexico Ass'n of Optometrists (1905)
OTTO G. BEEBER, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EVERETT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

*Nebraska Optical Society ( T906)
C. C. MCLEESE, President, Davenport, Nebr.
J. H. litooLL, Secretary, Lincoln, Nebr.

*Oregon State Ass'n of Optometrists (rgo6)
J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
B. E. FISKE, Secretary, Macleary Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Mississippi Optical Society (1906)
E. R. VON SEUTTER, President, Jackson, Miss.
ALBERT I. ORR, Secretary and Treasurer, Vicksburg, Miss.

Alabama Optical Society (i906)
E. H. Hoses, President, Selmat Ala.
J. H. TINDER, Secretary, Birmingham, Ala.

Arkansas Optical Society ( T906)
T. J. ELLts, President, Jonesboro, Ark.
R. E. Mosi.hy, Secretary, Janesboro, Ark.

Oklahoma Optical Society (rgo6)
A. Y. BosweLL, President, Tulsa, Okla.
C. 0. LYNCH, Secretary, Chandler, Okla.

Wyoming Optical Society (1906)
E. H. CARTER, President, Laramie, Wyo.
C. C. ELLis, Secretary, Themopolis, Wyo.

*Utah Association of Optometrists (two)
F. J. ALEXANDER, President, Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. E. BROADDUS, Sec'y, 6o Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

*Idaho State Association of Opticians (1907)
R. D. HUBBARD, President, Boise, Idaho.
J. A. JENKINS, Secretary, Boise Idaho.

*Montana Optical Society (1907)
A. C. noose, President, Billings, Mont.
D. J. MEAGHER, Secretary, Helena, Mont.

Massachusetts Optical Society ( Igo?)
FREDERICK P. SIMMONS, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter Street, Boston, Mass.

West Virginia Optical Society (1908)
W. T. EISP.NSMITII, President, Charleston, W. VA.
J. R. KOCH, Secretary, Hinton, W. Va.

Florida Optical Society (igo8)
D. M. BONEY, President, Ocala, Fla.
F.. A. EDWARDS, Secretary, Lake City, Fla.

North Carolina Optical Society (1908)
F. W. DAY, President, Winston-Salem, N. C.
W. W. CONDON, Secretary, Greensboro, N. C.

Maryland Optical Society (igo8)
G. W. SADTLER, President, Baltimore, Md.
W. II. REISNER, Secretary, Hagerstown, Md.

Delaware Optical Society (1908)
MILLARD F. DAvis, President, Wilmington, Del.
S. C. EVANS, JR., Secretary, Milford, Del.

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society (1897)
W. B. FISHER, President.
ALBERT COHEN, Rec. Sec., 81 Fulton Street. New York.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)
C. I. SUMERISKI, President, Rochester, N. Y.
E. H. SILVER, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Society (190I)
C. T. EVANS, President.
E. D. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)
J. ROSE, President, Chicago, Ill.
C. W. PIXLEY, Secretary.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)
JoNAs.House, President, Welland, Out.
F. G. DUNLOP, Sec'y and Treas., St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo Optometrical Society ( I903)
C. F. CUSIIING, President, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
JULIUS HANSEN, Secretary, I i I Goodell St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CHARLES G. HOLCOME. President.
LEANDER BUTT Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave., 

WSeattle, ash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. CUFF, President.
J. A. hIcAvoY, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York
(1905)

C. IL VER Non, President, Watkins, N. Y.
J. A. PERICINS, Secretary, Horseheads, N. V.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York City)

F. D. SCHMIDT, President, New York City.
JOS. FRIEDLANDER, Sec'y, 8 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)
A. W. KLUDT, President.
FRED. R. PRESTON, Secretary, 42 Mott Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Southern California Optical Society (1905)
C. B. ELLIOTT, President.
G. A. PICON, Sec'y, 342 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Opticians' Club of Columbus (1906)
F. W. WALLIS, President.
J. CRAWFORD, Sec'y, 603 Brunson Bldg., Columbus, Ohio.

Milwaukee Optical Club (1906)
F. COBABE, President.
MAX RUHLAND, Secretary, Wells Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Pittsburg Association of Opticians (1906)

J. T. LITTLE, President.
/'if AL H. SPANGLER, Seey, 702 Penn Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

District of Columbia Optical Society (tgo6)
MARTIN A. LEESE, President.
EDWIN H. ETZ, Sec'y, loos G St., N.W.,Washington, D. C.

Omaha Optical Society (1907)
FRANK E. COLBY, President.
J. C. HuresoN, Secretary and Treasurer, 118 S. Isth St.,

Omaha, Nebr.

San Francisco Optical Society (1907)
INO. W. DAVIS, President.
'LOUIS KUTTNER, Sec'y, 20I Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

Southeastern Massachusetts Association of Op-
tometrists (1907)

A. A. DAY, President, Brockton, Mass.
F. W. WORMELLE, Secretary, Brockton, Mass.

San Joaquin Valley Optometrists' Ass'n (1907)
E. D. COADY, President.
B. F. DAviEs, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.

Marion County, Ind., Optometrical Society
F.RNEST NEWI.IN, President.
WILBUR S. SMITH, Secretary.

Ohio Valley League of Optometrists (tgo8)
G. W. WILLIAMS, President, Portsmouth, Ohio.
J. V. Boweits, Secretary, Ironton, Ohio.



1110011's Uprigti, Portable,
Opticians' Electric Motor Lens Drill

Direct and Alternating Current

Instantly Attached and Detached to any Electric Light Socket

(3) THREE SPEEDS 1

1800 2500 - 3500 R. P. M..)

For Use by Opticians,
Lapidaries, Jewelers,
Dentists, Laboratories

For Drilling Lenses, Glass, Pebble,
Shell, Vulcanite, Amber, Hard Rub-
ber, Enamel, Ivory, Precious and Imi-
tation Stones, Teeth, Metals, etc.

Substantial, accurate, compact, eco-
nomical, simple, low cost, occupies little
room and presents a very handsome
appearance.

Instantly attached or detached to
any incandescent lain!) socket ; always
ready for immediate use, no further
adjustment being required.

This Electric Motor Drill i iesigned
to take the place of OBSOLETE MET-
HODS, anal for use where SPACE IS
AT A PREMIUM and where quick,
accurate and high-class work is desired.

You will first be attracted by its
symmetrical and graceful design and
ample room allowed around the table
for the operator to handle his work to
good advantage.

The workmanship is of the highest 0_4,
class in every partieular. The motor
has laminated fields, aluminum case and
oil-retaining bearings, which prevents
a short circuit and to a marked degree
the danger of burning out.

The motor slides on a steel tube yea
diameter, and for a distance of

about 3", enabling the operator to set
It at different heights for the various
classes of work, without depending upon
the table travel. The base contaias a
regulator or rheostat, giving three (3)
different speeds to the running
of the motor.

The motor having an ALUM-
INUM CASE brings the weight
to a minimum, and the base
being of cast Iron, eliminates
all possibility of the drill being oc- c' REGSUPLAEETOR
top heavy.

The motor is open top and
bottom, to prevent overheating
and to permit dust, which might accumulate, to fall through.

As the motor support Is provided with a key weight, in which slides a key attached to the 
motor,

the shaft and the table center are always in perfect alignment.
The set-screw which operates the split lug on motor is of good proportion, and wherever 

motor

is clamped it will stay.
the professional and amateur alike, it will give the best satisfaction, to those who wish an

accurate drilling machine, and the cost 80 low (considering what is presented) that it is 
simply

remarkable.
The machine does perfect work, and yet is very simple in its construction and ope

ration, aio I

Is as port able 118 an ordinary desk telephone.
The lever raises or lowers the steel circular table to any height desired.
The brush holders can be easily and quickly shifted by a slight turn of the screws, which 

are

placed in a convenient position on top of the motor for that purpose.
The base of the motor is fitted to a regulating switch or rheostat, giving it the very 

neecesary

speed cont rol, so that it may be set to any desired speed, and will remain firm and intact 
until

again shifted.
Regulation plug, socket and sufficient heavv insulated cord is supplied and attached to mach 

inc

TO ENABLE THE OPERATOR TO PLACE TUE MOTOR ON ONE SIDE, WH
EN NOT IN

1.1■E, AND CONTINUE': HIS WORK WIIIHoUT MOVING, which otherwise is compulsory 
by

use of old style drilling machines or heavy motors.
Speeds-1st, 1800 ; 2d, 2500 ; 3d, 3500.
The speed can also be further reduced 504 by slight pressure to drill when In work.

Aiiy style or size drill may be used. Drill is held fast by set-screw in chuck, the shank of which

can east y lie turned to tit, if too thick. The pin in table being movable, most if the ti-mi

attachments on the market call he used in connection with this drill.

As portable as a desk
telephone and occupies
only same space

Ii nitti

Approximate Dimensions.—Height, 12 inches ; width of base, 6 inches ; length

of lever, 5 inches ; weight, net io lbs., gross 15.

-

NET PRICE, F. 0. B. New York
Voltage Price

110 $40.00
220 42.00
110 42.00
220 44.50

22- Direct current,

22- "

23 - Alternating current

23

Directions for Ordering
Which in format ban you can procure from thc
central power station supplying t he current iii
or near your plaice of tautness or residence :

1.—type of motor.
2.—Current (direct or alternat Ing).
3.—If alternating, state whether 60, 125 or

133 cycles is required. (60 cycles a:,
regulai

1 -Voltage.

Manufac- T. 81 Nassau St.
tured by he W. Green Electric Co. NEW YORK
NOTE. -Sold by all Reliable Wholesale Optical and Jewelers' S

upply Houses

Bulletins and Electrotypes furnished upon application"

SOCIETY EMBLEMS
our Specialty

We make emblems for every society and order in

gold, gold filled and plated ; also jewelry of original or

special design.

Can match or duplicate any article of jewelry, and are known to

the trade as specialists in this line.

We can be of service to every retail jeweler and show him a new

field for profit and prestige.

JOHN KELSO, Manufacturing Jeweler
86 Dorrance Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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K- D
Cases

BUSINESS
IS GETTING BETTER

especially with those merchants who are
properly displaying their goods, and keep-
ing their store interior fresh and prosperous
in appearance.
Why not liven up your store with a new

WOLVERINE case? This case offers high-
grade workmanship and design at a modern price

(It5.00 per foot) and our " knockdown " method of
shipping cuts freight costs to one-third the old way.

This case, of high-grade woodwork, modern and
artistic in design, and with beveled plate-glass top, is
the biggest value on the market. No experience
needed to put it together. Write to-day 1or lull

particulars. Address Dept. I.

Michigan Show Case Co.
51-53 Fort street East

Detroit, Mich.

Make a Big Hit
Ill your town by having an attractive
window display. Use one of our new
Ring Signs, with Bride and Groom in
it, like cut. Every one will recognize
your store as headquarters for Wedding
Rings. We guarantee you will be
pleased with the wonderful results.
Order now—don't wait till it gets old.
Order of any wholesale jewelry house
or direct of us.

No. 10. Bride and Groom Ring Sign, 12 in.
diameter, finished with 22 K. IC) Gold
Leaf, complete like cut, $9.50 each.

No. 1 1. Bride and Groom Ring Sign, 12 in.
diameter, made of brass and highly pol-
ished, like cut, complete, $12.50 each.

Grout's Excelsior Sign Co., 126 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
30 years in the Sign business. Send for Watch Sign Catalogue

ealloed\s".01.01.0%

AWARDS FOR

11. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHI CAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1880 1359NE, 1859

Very good CHRONOMETERS
on hand. Repairing, spring-
ing and adjusting Chrono-
teeters. Also fine watch re-
pairing for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
lillecr.orlo ii. II. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

I have employed Mr.
TI108. C. 118:1WER8/ to
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

chronometer rennin, also in new work. I know

of no one who has it better general knowledge of
chronometer work than Ile has, lie has also donm.

a great deal of line and complicated watch repair-
ing.for me, and I can recommend 111111 to anyone
desiring his services. II. II. DEINItIt'll.

Writing 10 adrertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

IF YOU ARE AIMING AT ECONOMY

USE SANGER'S RING BUFFS
AND HIT THE BULL'S EYE

ALL JOBBERS EVERYWHERE

May, 1908 T H E

Optometry Bill Passes New York Senate

After a magnificent battle, notable for the in-
telligence with which it was conducted and the
confidence and spirit of determination manifested
by the leaders in the struggle, the optometrists of
New York State have at last secured their much-
prized optometry law, as the bill now awaits only
the governor's signature, and his approval is re-
garded as certain. The battle for an optometry
law in the Empire State has been long and bitter.
The struggle reached its final climax during the
last session, when the opposition used every
effort and influence to prevent the passage of the
bill. The optometrists of the country at large con-
gratulate their brethren of the Empire State on
their magnificent triumph, which will be accepted
as a crowning victory for the cause. The optome-
trists in many States were awaiting the result in
New York before taking the necessary steps to have
similar legislation introduced in their own States.
They can now proceed with more assurance of
victory, as the prestige of the triumph in New
York will be most helpful to their cause.

While all deserve their full meed of credit
for the victory at Albany, a special word of praise
is due to President E. E. Arrington, of the New
York State society, on whose shoulders rested the
responsibility of leadership in the struggle. The
passage of the bill is sufficient proof of the force,
assurance and tact of his leadership. Only those
in intimate association with his work can realize
the extent of his labors and the nerve-racking
tension which they entailed. His energy and en-
thusiasm were the inspiration of his friends and
the despair of his opponents. THE KEYSTONE has
carefully followed the course of the campaign and
joins with the optometrists generally in congrat-
ulating New York on its victory and paying due
tribute to the successful leader of the struggle.

Fresh from his victory, Mr. Arrington said to
THE KEYSTONE. "It is absolutely necessary for
our future that all remain conservative. Remem-
ber that some things that have been said of us
may be partially true. The cause of optometry
will not be the gainer unless all wounds are
healed. Influential letters from honorable men to
Governor Hughes will carry weight ; yet all must
abide by the governor's calm, deiberate judgment.
I shall point out some of our faults of the past
(when the bill becomes a law) that will have to
be rectified if the future of optometry in New
York is to be assured."

New Jersey State Optical Society

The annual meeting, banquet and election of
officers of the New Jersey State Optical Society
will be held at the Continental Hotel, Newark, on
Tuesday evening, May 12th. It is expected that
this will surpass the famous Camden meeting in
interest. Several subjects that have provoked
lively debates heretofore will come up for final
disposition, among them the question of affiliation
with the A. A. 0., the question of a certificate of
membership for all in good standing, and others
of equal or greater importance.

Montana Optical Association

"Ilie Montana State Association of Optome-
trists held its first annual meeting in Helena at the
Capitol, April 14th. The meeting was called to
order by President Hoose.

Secretary Meagher read the minutes of the
preceding meeting, which was the birth of the
association. The minutes were approved and the
secretary was given a vote of thanks.

The treasurer's report was read and approved.
The following optometrists were admitted to
membership: C. A. Graybill, of Missoula; T. B.
Stutzman, of Moore; J. E. Carmichael, of Boze-
man; C. K. St. Clair, of Glasgow.

The following are a few briefs taken from the
regular routine of business. It was decided that
the office of secretary and treasurer be made one.

There was a legislative committee appointed,
composed of E. Lalonde, chairman, J. H. Hanni-
pin and H. J. Riesland. Also a committee to in-
vestigate the minimum prices of optical repair
work established by other associations and there-
from compile a minimum repair price list, which,
after being approved by our board of direCtors,

KEYSTONE,'

the secretary shall cause to be printed and a copy
sent to every optometrist in the State.

The following officers were elected : E. La-
londe, of Helena, president ; H. J. Riesland,
Helena, first vice-president ; D. J. Meagher,
Helena, second vice-president ; A. C. Hoose, of
Billings, secretary and treasurer ; C. B. Taylor, of
Billings, director for three years' term.

The time for next annual meeting was set for
the second Wednesday in April of next year.

The Fraternal Order of Ku-kus

A new fraternal
order, which will be
composed of mem-
bers of the jewelry
and optical tr a de s,
was formally inaugu-
rated at Piqua, Ohio,
on April 23, when a
number of members
were initiated. The
official name of the

organization is the Noble Order of Ku-Kus, and
the different lodges will be appropriately named
"nests." The inaugural meeting was pronounced
an unqualified success. When the applicants were
called together, the new order and its purposes
were announced, and those present were formally
initiated. Much enthusiasm and good fellowship
prevailed throughout the exercises, and there is
every reason to hope that the new order will
grow and prosper.

After the initiatory exercises, a banquet was
held, and covers laid for fifty guests. A tempting
menu was served, and after due justice was done
to the edibles and beverages, the remainder of the
evening was spent in speech-making and proposing
and responding to toasts. Musical selections were
also rendered. The guest of honor at the banquet
was Mayor J. Clare Hughes, of Piqua, who deliv-
ered an address of welcome. F. P. Barr, of Lan-
caster Ohio, who delivered an able address on the
appropriate subject "Business Recognizes Brother-
hood." J. C. Eberhardt, of Dayton, spoke briefly
on the subject, "Value of Friendship." The even-
ing was exceedingly pleasant, and the function was
brought to a close with mutual congratulations.

The idea of
the new organiza-
tion originated
with A. L. Thoma,
of Thoma Bros.,
Piqua, Ohio. Mr.
Thoma is an en-
thusiastic "jiner,"
a n d is admirably
qualified from per-
sonal qualifications
and fraternal ex-
periences to launch
the new order. He
is a highly re-
spected member of
the trade, besides
being a leading cit-
izen of Piqua. His
portrait, here pre-
sented, will be rec-
ognized by a large
number of our
readers.

Charter members of Nest No. 1.—A. L.
Thoma, Albin Thoma, A. L. Richey, E. C. Scott,
Henry Sills, Leo Thoma, Perry M. Wolford, H. L.
Greenbank, Fred Thoma, Jacob Wendel, Emmett
P. Brush, George Haendel and Joseph Thoma, all
of Piqua ; Otto C. Lightner, A. F. Thoma, Anton
J. Thoma, Jerome A. Thoma, Carl A. Thoma,
Jacob Dorst, Arno A. Dorst, A. J. Augustin, S.
Bacharach and Albert Stritmatter all of Cincin-
nati; J. B. White, C. 0. Haines, Fred R. Counts,
E. M. Parks, H. E. White, Chas. L. Marshall, E.
E. Marshall, F. T. Prosser, H. Clinton Green, John
G. Gayman, Clyde S. Reed, W. E. Boulon, R. N.
Whitford, L. W. Lewis and E. S. Albaugh, all of
Columbus; J. C. Eberhardt, Perle L. Sagebiel,
Geo. F. Merry, Walter C. Reed, all of Dayton;
Frank D. Ausman, St. Mary's, Ohio; Edw. L.
Jones, Sandusky, Ohio; Geo. F. Ireland, West
Milton, Ohio; M. B. Ullery, Covington, Ohio;
John A. Walsh, Delphos, Ohio; Geo. A. Bain,
Meriden, Conn.; W. E. Moulton, Plain City, Ohio;

A. L. Thoma
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Chas. H. Osman, Rockford, Ill.; F. P. Barr,
Lancaster, Ohio; J. E. Bucher, Urbana, Ohio; W.
D. Harmon, Troy, Ohio; Holmes S. Kimball, New
York; Fred C. Lockett, Greenville, Ohio; J. H.
Max, Sidney, Ohio; Geo. M. Tripp, Greenville,
Ohio; 0. B. Marvin, Findlay, Ohio.

Montana State Board

The Montana State board of examiners in
optometry held its second annual meeting and
gave an examination at the Capitol April 13th and
14th. The same officers were retained for the en-
suing year. The board will soon have a booklet
printed and distributed to the optometrists
throughout the State, giving names of all regis-
tered optometrists. The secretary was instructed
to publish a circular letter warning optometrists
not to use the name of the board in any way as
an advertising medium.

C. A. Carmichael, of Bozeman and C. A.
Graybill, of Missoula, are two opticians who
wore a happy smile after the examination was
over, as they possess certificates of registration
and feel that they came justly by them.

Alabama Optical Society

The third annual meeting of the Alabama
State Optical Society will be held in the rooms of
the Commercial Club, Court Square, Montgomery,
Ala., Tuesday, May 12th.

This meeting will be especially directed along
educational lines, the addresses being carefully
considered with a view to active progress in our
chosen calling. Another helpful feature is the
"experience meeting," at which time members are
requested to relate difficult cases met with in their
experience in fitting glasses and how they have
met them.

Tennessee Optical Society

The seventh annual meeting of the Tennessee
Optical Society will be held in Chattanooga July
7th, 8th and 9th. The Tennessee Retail Jewelers'
Association will hold their annual meeting at the
same time.

The forenoon of the first and all of the second
day will be taken up by the optical society. The
jewelers will meet afternoon of first and forenoon
of last day.

The evening of the 7th and afternoon of the
9th will be devoted to entertainment of the visit-
ing metnbers by the local optometrists and jewel-
ers. All the optometrists in the State are invited
to be present.

Every member should be present at this meet-
ing, as business of great importance will be
brought up for the society to act on.

Kentucky Optical Society

The annual meeting of the above society was
held in Louisville on April httli and 15th, some
forty opticians being in attendance. President
Fred Pieper, of Covington, presided, and a num-
ber of papers were read. Officers were elected, as
follows : President, S. S. Van Hoy, Shelbyville;
first vice-president, W. S. Bowen, Winchester;
second vice-president, L. J. Bachus, Louisville;
secretary and treasurer, Win. M. Irion, Louisville;
A banquet and theatre party brought a most suc-
cessful meeting to a conclusion.

Montana State Association of Optom-
etrists

The members of the above association held

their annual meeting at Helena, on April isth,

and elected the following officers : President,

E. Lalonde, Helena ; first vice-president, H. J.

Reisland, Helena ; second vice-president, D. J.

Meagher, Helena ; secretary and treasurer, A. C.

Hoose, Billings; member of board of directors,

Carl B. Taylor, of Dillon.
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Two New Necessities
Our No. 1178 Screw Driver, with $1• 00special clamp and two blades, each 

The illustration shows what the screw driver does. The

method is to use the driver the same as an ordinary one

until the screw is partially extracted and then to press the

sliding clamp down. This ia so made that it engages the

head of the screw and holds it until it is desired to put it

back in place again, and then the clamp automatically dis-

engages itself and the driver sends the screw clear home.

It is particularly useful with stud screws and is invaluable

for glass screws where our new pad No. 1188 is used. The

combination of the two instruments is one that no optician

or any one doing any mounting of lenses or mountings can

afford to be without.

Our No. 1188 Clamp Cushion

is made of a rim of metal with two
bent arms so made as to take hold
of clamps of eyeglass or spectacle
and to hold them in place, on the
lens which rests upon a piece of
semi-solid rubber inside the ring,
while the glass screw is driven
home. All danger of breakage is
avoided by the use of the rubber
pad which gives when a convex
surface is put on it and presses up
into a concave one. Each, 50c.

F. A. HARDY & CO
Chicago New York Atlanta

Wholesale
• 9 Opticians

Denver London

Optical Jobbers, Ophthalmogists, Opti = Take Noticedans, Optometrists, Opticists, Oculists,

Druggists and all who sell glasses,

We offer you a new and attractive time-saving instrument that
YOU WILL USE 11'ith great satisfaction. It is not an optometer.

This Ely Patent Veriscope System proves INSTANTLY, by a
new principle, NOT TO BE MISUNDERSTOOD, if a selected spherical or

cylinder is too strong or too weak for your patient. It works perfectly while

fitting the eyes of children whose accommodation is strong and variable.

Send Twelve l)ollars and we will deliver it to you
if you choose to retort' it, wt. it ill refund II, motley

ELY EYEGLASS MANUFACTURING CO.
Middletown, Conn.

-plummor"'"-_, CAHN'S
t Adjustable Tables

Price' $ 12'5°
Patent applied for

q Operated with One Hand—Easy Action
—No Heavy Counterweights—Adjustable
to 1-64 of an inch—Weigh 22 11)S. 4 legs
—cannot tip over. Finished in Flemish
Oak or Mahogany in California Mission
Style.

ti Descriptive circular sent on request.
win lie sold through yourjobber, or
can be obtained directly from

CalInStandardOptiCAUL

512 South Broadway, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Klein School of Optics
On account of optoinct rie lows in many States,

a more thorough instruction must be given.
We have made arrangements so that students
who desire a more thorough course may remain
for one or two years. The regular terni of On
weeks will be so arranged, that a student who
wishes to get through in ten weeks may do so,
and students who take the one or two years'
course, continue in the study of higher optics.
We cordially invite all State boards to send us
the requirements for candidates. For further
Information, address

KLEIN SCHOOL OP OPTICS
185 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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I-7RA NlIE FITiING HASY

HALES FACE MEASURE
AND FRAME GAUGE

Simple-An amateur can use it-Perfect Results
To introduce it—Fifty Cents--by mail. money

o acconi:diny order. Descript ve el cular on

1_.)R. .1. HA1.1141.t4 1-1AL,1.S.
124 South 1 1 th Street Philadelphia

"THE PERFECT"
EYEGLASS and SPECTACLE

SOLDERINC CLAMP

Designed by a practical workman, for practical
workmen. I will lie pleased to send special
just ruct Ions to any one who has the least trouble
to adjust any brctik. Price, 50 cents

W. H. Kl.rikE,-NlIER
627 S. LosRobles Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

CUTS
FOR ADVERTISEMENTS

Our cut service has been an invalu-
able boon to opt leans. These cats have
been especially prepared for use in
optical advertisements and will double
the value of any announcement. Send
for sheet of illustrations wit Ii prices.

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811413 North 10th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

OPTICAL BOOKLETS

Or the many optical advertising booklets placed on the market from time to time, one
:done has proved by results its claim to the favor of every optician. "I believe your booklet
' The Eye and Its Care ', lute been my winner", writes Homer R. I loyt, South Norwalk,Coun.

such is I lie universal opinion. Almost a million of these booklets have been distributed
for the 11151,110km the public, and the deinand for them is still growing. 'Elie price is
incredibly low :

$4.00 for 1000 eight=page booklets
Send for sample and judge for ymirsclf

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-8ii-8i3 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IMPORTANT TO YOU!
Have you .spare tirne on your heindls?

You can employ it with the greatest possibility of profit by accepting the simple suggestion to take our correspondence course in

OPTICS." There is such a great need for skilled opticians (seven out of every ten persons need glasses), that an expert optician

can make big money. In fact, it is one of the best-paying professions. Our correspondence course is complete, simple and

up-to-date and equal to the regular $25 college course. You can secure it now for the low price of $8 by correspondence and pay

$2 down and balance weekly if desired. Write us at once for full particulars.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, DEPT. K, DETROIT, MICH.
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Optical Notes

THE KEYSTONE

jI Ralph H. Woods, of South Bend., Ind.,

and M. E. O'Neill, of Longmont, Colo., have

passed satisfactory examinations and have been

admitted to membership in the physiological sec-

tion of the A. A. 0. •
.0 The Norwich Optical Co., Norwich, Conn.,

have recently .added to their equipment a complete

surface-grinding outfit. With this addition to their

workshop they claim to have the •best equipped

optical shop in the State.

J. By an error in our last ksue, the price of
the new third edition of the Lewis Pocket Optical

Dictionary and Encyclopedia was given as $1.00

instead of $1.25. Copies of the book may be had

from this office on receipt of this latter amount.

IA E. V. Schulte, an accomplished refrac-

tionist, has opened an optical office in Memphis,

Tenn., at 91 South Main Street. The new quarters

are equipped with all the latest improved instru-

ments for refraction work and the correct fitting

of glasses.

• 

Wm. F. Girard, of Biddeford, Maine, a

graduate of the New York Institute of Optometry,

has opened an optical parlor in Lewiston, Maine.

Mr. Girard is a young man of superior attainments

and starts out with every assurance of success in

the optical field.

•Pe F. J. Alexander, of Salt Lake City, Utah,

recently received a communication from the San

Francisco Association of Optometrists, inviting

every registered optician in Utah to. attend the

big convention to be held in San Francisco on

May 5th and 6th.

os The optical firm of Leithheiser & Haas,

of South Bethlehem, Pa., and formerly of Allen-

town, Pa., has been dissolved owing to the ill-

health of Mr. Leithheiser. The business will be

conducted as heretofore by the other partner,

Frederick N. Haas.

.4 The article on page 705, of our April issue,
entitled " Rule to Determine the Size of Lens to be

Used," originated, we understand, in " The Mes-

senger," published by F. A. Hardy & Co., Chi-

cago, a periodical noted for the practical character

and scientific accuracy of the information which it

imparts.

jS W. Jarvis, the enterprising Buffalo opti-

cian, is now located in handsome new quarters at

214 Franklin Street. In his new location Mr. Jarvis

has one of the most desirable and best equipped

optical plants in the city. The new establishment

is a worthy monument, no less to his enterprise,

business capability and advertising genius than to

his professional attainments.

41 G. A. Hilbert, who for several years was

acting as assistant manager of the Baltimore Opti-

cal Co., has been .advanced to the management

of the business. Mr. Hilbert has made a num-

ber of changes that promise to greatly facilitate the

transaction of business. He is thoroughly con-

versant with the needs of the optical trade and the
house is already beginning to feel the results of his

active management.

eft Emanuel B. Meyer, who for four years was

in charge of the optical department of the A. Graves

Co., of Memphis, Tenn., and part of the time

manager of the firm, has severed his connection

with this company and gone into business for

himself at tat Madison Ave. Dr. Meyer is a

graduate optician and has had an experience and

practice of some twenty years. His new quarters

are handsomely equipped and fitted with all the
latest improved instruments for eye refraction and
the prescription of glasses.

.„*I Dr. Chalmers Prentice, the noted ophthal-

mologist, is also distinguished as a leader in the

Browning cult. Dr. Frank Gunsaulus, the cele-

brated Chicago preacher, gave his choir and their

friends the rare treat of hearing Dr. Prentice on the

night of April 3d, at Cable Music Hall, which was

crowded to its utmost capacity with a very appre-

ciative audience. Without reference to maim-

script or book, for one hour, Dr. Prentice recited

Browning's " Paracelsus." His interpretation of

this beautiful story was as clear and distinct as if

the poet was still alive and present speaking his

own lines. Dr. Prentice's rendition in every way

is perfect and absolutely beyond criticism. He is

truly a master in his rendition of Browning's poems.

Before leaving the city Dr. George McFatrich

induced Dr. Prentice to remain and address the

class at the Northern Illinois College on Monday,

April 6th. Dr. Prentice was in unusually good

form and held the class spellbound for an hour.

Their applause and enthusiasm was without bounds.

American Association Notes

E. Culverhouse writes that he and other

Toronto brethren will be on hand at Philadelphia

to " whoop her up " for the rejuvenated A. A. 0.,

and as the old war horse of Montreal, Samuel S.

Grant, has never failed to do his duty in the matter

of personal attendance or outside efforts, it is a

foregone conclusion that the two leading Canadian

cities will set a high water mark in the Canadian

attendance of what now promises to be by far the

biggest optical convention ever held in this or any

other country.
Secretary Huston left on the 20th for final

organization and affiliation work in the far West,

His itinerary includes the Territories and States of

New Mexico, Arizona, California, Oregon, Wash-

ington, Nevada and Idaho. The dates for the

meetings in the following Territories and States are:

Affiliation meeting of the New Mexico Optical

Society, Albuquerque, Monday, April 27th ; organ-

ization Arizona Optical Society, Phoenix, Thurs-

day, April 3oth : organization Nevada Optical

Society, Reno, Friday, May 8th ; affiliation meet-

ing, the Idaho Optical Society, Boise, Monday,

Mpy jith.
Owing to the varied dates- of meetings of the

different affiliated optical societies, the time limit

on the official A. A. 0. button contest for State

secretaries has been extended to July 1st. As some

of the States hold their meetings early in the year,

it was obviously unfair to the others whose meet-

ings are scheduled for later dates. Practically all

the States will have held their annual meetings

prior to July 1st.

Philadelphia Optical Club—A
Correction

KEYsToNE: —Our attention has been

called to an article in THE KEYSTONE in regard to

the formation of the Philadelphia Optical Club.

With the kind and encouraging remarks concerning

the same we are entirely in accord, but in speaking

of the officers of the club the president, John W.

Cleary, is described as " an accomplished refrac-

tionist," to which accusation our Mr. Cleary mod-

estly pleads " not guilty." Maybe the shadow of

another Mr. Cleary crossed the writer's path and

that it is merely a case of mistaken identity.
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But seriously, the statement is exactly opposed

to the fact. Mr. Cleary is not a refractionist in any

sense, either " accomplished " or otherwise, as

our firm does absolutely no refraction, being kept

busy by our legitimate business—that of filling

oculists' prescriptions. Every day we consistently,

but respectfully, decline to furnish glasses in any

other way.
Should this erroneous statement pass unchal-

lenged, it might work very detrimentally against

our business, as it would convey the impression

that we are sailing under false colors.

Very truly yours,
LANDER, CLEARY & CO.,

[The reference to Mr. Cleary as a " refrac-
tionist " was a misapprehension which doubtless
was apparent to our Philadelphia readers who
know him as a representative member of the dis-
pensing fraternity. In justice to Mr. Cleary and
his firm we are pleased to give space to the above
correction.—En ]

Minnesota Association of Optometrists

The following list of committees of the Min-

nesota State Association of Optometrists for the

year 1908 has just been named by President H. 0.

Schleuder.

H. H. Hitchcock, Redwood
Fails.

Louis De Mars, Minne-
apolis.

F. W. Harper, Renville.
J. M. Chalmers, Lake City.
G. B. Ellestad, Lauesboro,

Chas. Altenberg, Fairmont.
A. M. Fargemann, Fergus

Falls.
A. J. Krueger, North

Branch.
J. J. Dowd, Minneapolis.

LEGISLATIVE

C. A. Snell, Minneapolis.
I. 1st. Radabaugh, Hastings.
M. Morrison, Winona.
G. H. Goodwin, Tracy.
Chas. H. Clark,,St. Peter.

RECEPTION

Frank A. Upham, St. Paul.
Wm. Plaekner, Benson.
Geo. 0. Clark, St. Cloud.

M. I I liclicork, Redwood
I. ills.

Alex Sweningsen, Moor- Mary J. Fargeman, Fergus
head. Falls.

A. E. Paegel, Minneapolis. II. F. Alden, Sauk Center.

M. Morrison, Winona. Gertrude Stanton, Mimic-
Max Schleader, St. Peter. apolls.
F. W. Seaman, St. Croix John itosendahl, Mapleton.

Falls.

Convention of California Opticians

A convention of the California opticians will

be held in San Francisco on May 5th and 6th. The

members of all the various optical organizations in

the State will take part in this convention which

will undoubtedly be the largest meeting of opti-

cians ever held in California. Among the speakers

will be Wm. E. Huston, secretary of the National

Association, and Prof. Rogers, of Chicago. The

programme has many other attractive features and

will well repay the attendance of the members. As

the meeting will be held while the fleet of warships

is anchored in the harbor and the city filled to over-

flowing with visitors, the inducements to attend

would seem to be irresistible.

Annual Meetings of the Kansas and
Missouri Societies

The annual meetings of the above societies

will be held in Kansas City in connection with the

annual meetings of the State Jewelers' Association,

June 9th, Toth and i ith. The fact that the four

organizations will hold their convention in con-

junction will make this one of the most notable

trade conventions ever held. A most attractive

programme is being prepared for the occasion and

it is announced that the Kansas City trade will

surpass themselves in hospitality to the visitors.

The particulars of the programme will be published

in our next issue.



A Thorough Optical Training
A Course That Will Make You Competent to Pass the

Most Rigid Optometric Examination

It pays to investigate.
It pays to be sure before you do anything.
It is far better to devote a little time to finding out the best optical course than to

spend a lifetime of regret after taking a wrong one.
This is a time when every member of the profession is striving to equip himself for

better and more scientific work, and when an optical training short of the very best is

almost worse than none.
When we say that our course in optics is the most thorough course in the world at

any price, we mean just that.
We begin at the first elementary principles and go over each subject, step by step,

until we include the advanced subjects of Muscular Anomalies and Higher Prisms.

Each point is made so plain and simple that the student cannot help but under-

stand it.
He is not only taught how to do the work and handle the different instruments, but

is told exactly why he does it.
When he applies a certain lens to his patient's eye during the test, he knows just

what action that lens has upon the rays of light, and just what the effect will be upon thc

eye itself.
When he uses the retinoscope or ophthalmoscope, or any of the different instruments,

he understands the principles upon the instrument is based and can adapt them to

any condition.
The course makes him competent to formulate his own rules, and reason out his own

difficult cases instead of depending upon notes and text books.
It makes him a skilful, independent and intelligent optiCian.
The fact that we have more students in the field than any two other colleges in the

world speaks for the thoroughness of our work.
Our prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician," contains particulars of our

college and letters of reference from prominent oculists and opticians in every State in

the United States.
We will be glad to mail it to youlfree.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Chartered)

No. I Kamm Building South Bend, Indiana

May, 1908

United States Patents

THE

Patents of interest to the trade, recently issued,

especially prepared for this journal by Wm. N.

Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Building,

Washington, D. C.

No. 881,555.—Repeating alarm clock. Walter D.
Davies, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Ansonia Clock Company, Ansonia, Conn., a
corporation of Connecticut. Filed October 30,
,907. Serial No 399,894.

In a clock movement
provided with an alarm
mechanism, the combina-
tion with the ordinary
alarm trip spring of an
alarm repeating mechan-
ism arranged to be thrown
out of engagement with
the time mechanism when
the said trip spring is in
position to arrest the
alarm, the said alarm re-
peating mechanism in,

cluding a rocking lever provided with an inclined
laterally directed bearing in position to be engaged
by the alarm trip spring.

No. 88r,o65 —Jewel bar. Henry W. Fishel, New
York. N. Y., assignor to himself and Theodore
H Fishel, copartners trading as Fishel, Nessler
& Company, New York, N. Y. Filed March

16, 1907. Serial No. 362,660.

An integral jewel bar recessed to form a plu-
rality of closely adja-
cent jewel-receiving
sockets, walls sur-
rounding the sockets
and terminating in thin
extremities continuous with the lateral surfaces of
the bar, and jewels located in and closely fitting
the sockets, the thin extremities of the walls being
forced inward over the jewels and securing the
iewels in place.

No. 879 359. —Cuff pin and other analogous article
of jewelry. John S. Brant, Providence, R. I.,
assignor to Cory & Reynolds•Company, Provi-
dence, R. I , a corporation of Rhode Island.
Filed September 13, 1907. Serial No. 392,656.

In a hinged cuff pin or other analogous article
of jewelry, the combination of front and tongue

members having the joint end portion of each of
said members substantially alike and being dis-
posed flatwise laterally against each other in differ-
ent planes, a joint pin engaging and supporting
said end portions, and having the latter provided
with integral lugs constructed and arranged so that
when the pin is clasped the lugs yieldingly engage
each other and impart a degree of resiliency to the
pin. substantially as described.

No. 879,315. — Clock, Wilson E. Porter, New
Haven, Conn , assignor to New Haven Clock
Co , New Haven Conn., a corporation of
Connecticut. Filed November it, 1907. Serial
No. 401,699.

In a variable signal
clock, the combination with
the center arbor thereof: of
a notched signal wheel con.
nected with the said arbor
for rotation thereby, a bear-
ing ring carried by the said
signal wheel with a space
between the two wheels, a

cut out wheel provided with arms and differential
notches, entered into the said space between the
signal wheel and bearing ring.
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No. 881,646.—Machine for grinding lenses. Clile
C. Allen, Chicago, Ill., assignor to F. A. Hardy
& Company, Chicago, Ill., a corporation of
Illinois. Filed May 16, 1906. Serial No. 317,052.

In a machine for the purpose indicated, two
opposed elements, one for carrying the lens and
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the other carrying an annular lap, an( an auxiliary
lap located within the opening thereof and annu-
larly spaced therefrom ; means for oscillating one
of said two opposed elements and means for
rotating one of them.

No. 881,440.—Watch. Wilson E. Porter, New
Haven, Conn., assignor to New Haven Clock
Co., New Haven, Conti., a corporation. Filed
June 17, 1907. Serial No. 379,340.

In a watch, the combination with a center
pinion having a longitudinal passage or bore

throughout its length and having
its rear end split for the production
of spring fingers ; of a removable

• center shaft adapted to be inserted
into one end of said pinion, the
spring fingers of which grip the rear
end of the said shaft and thus fric-
tionally couple the said shaft and

pinion ; and a flat sheet metal cannon pinion
driven upon the projecting forward end of the
said shaft.

No. 881,473.--Detachable button. Nettle Illoway,
New York, N. Y. Filed April 4, 1907. Serial

No. 366,263.

A detachable button, consisting of a head, a
shank carried thereby having
an enlarged portion provided
with an opening, a movable
tongue comprising a plurality
of resilient members, one of
said members being provided
with a recess in the inner
side adapted to engage said
shank at the bottom of the
opening therein, the other of
said members being adapted
to contact the under side of said shank and hold

said recessed member in position.

No. 880,897.—Watch bezel. Goy G. Lloyd, Don-
aldson, Minn. Filed March 13, 1907. Serial

No. 362,122.

A watch case and bezel comprising the outer

rim and main part of the bezel having a larger and
a smaller screw-

„,,/ threaded offset and
ne /6 /3 / a 4,

n  !, 
provided w i t h a

/6 % beveled a e a t for
4'a 9 the glass, the glass
,9,. 1 ill' AIVII”' resting at its mar-
25 ''.:. .....  • ...,0,1 i gin on said bev-

.e4 ..T3 A' eled seat. a follower
outwardly beveled

at its outer margin. screwed into said smaller offset
and bearing at its outer edge on the extreme
margin of the glass, the ring or case center pro-
vided with an external screw-threaded offset to
adapt it to be turned into the larger offset • of the
outer rim and having an internal offset 23 com-
bined with the casing for the watch works provided
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with a rim resting on the said offset 23 and bearing
against the inner side of the follower.

No. 877,626.—Mounting. Leo F. Adt, Albany,
N. Y Filed May 3, 1907. Serial No. 371,748.

In an eyeglass mounting,
the combination of a bride
formed from flat stock and
having at each end an out-
wardly-extending horizontal
portion with the flat faces of
the stock horizontal, nose
guards each having a por-
tion formed from flat stock,
extending outwardly with
the flat faces of the stock
horizontal and in the plane
of the faces of one of the said
horizontal portions of the bridge bends connecting
the outwardly-extending portions of the bridge
and the guards, and lens-attaching members con-
nected to the outer ends of said outwardly-extend-
ing portions.

No. 881,476.—Mounting for eyeglasses. Leland T.
Loudon, Williamson, N. Y., assignor of one-
third to Thomas West and one-third to Charles
I. De Lutter, Williamson, N. Y. Filed Sep-
tember 20, 1907. Serial No. 393,809.

In eyeglasses, a fas-
t telling comprising a body

portion, a member to en-
gage the edge of the lens,
and a friction-holding de-

r.• 

" vice having a resilient
portion passed through said member and engaging
the same and means carried by the lens holding
said device against endwise movement and to
secure the body portion and lens together.

No. 877,160.—Mounting for eyeglasses. George
Bausch, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed September 12,
1906. Serial No. 334,296.

In a mounting for eyeglasses, a pair of posts
each having a lens clamp at one end and a box at

its opposite end, nose pieces inounted in the boxes
and a bow spring having its ends secured to the
posts between the boxes and lenses for increasing
tile leverage and resiliency.

No. 881,066.—Jewel bar. Henry W. Fishel, New
York, N. Y., assignor to himself and Theodore
H. Fishel, copartners trading as Fishel, Nessler
& Company, New York, N. Y. Filed May 13,
1907. Serial No. 373,447.

A jewel bar comprising a
body provided with jewel-receiv-
ing sockets, a thin wall at one side
of each socket and beading at the
other side of each socket and
jewels secured in tile sockets, the thin wall being
burnished on the jewels.

No. 876,983.—Safety device for jewelry. George
Lincksjersey City, N. J. Filed June 28, 1906.
Serial No. 323,891.

The combination with an
.71 article of jewelry, of a hook

secured thereto and having
a shank, a keeper pivoted
to the shank and corre-
sponding generally to the
shape of the hook, spaced
abutments formed upon tile

keeper positioned to define a recess registering
substantially with the inner curvature of the hook,

and a stop extending rearwardly and laterally from

the keeper and positioned to engage the rear sidt-

of the hook and the article and to limit the move•

ment of the keeper in both directions,
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Science, eager to know how the eye reads, has just succeeded in actually

tying a string to a man's eyeball while he read a book and solved the

mystery. To attach a string to the wet, slippery and sensitive surface of

the human eye would seem as preposterous as to tie a string to the ocean.

Dr. Edmund Burke Huey, professor of psychology and education in the

Western University of Pennsylvania, performed this feat and tells all about

it in his book, " The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading," just published

by the Macmillan Co., New York.
As a beginning of the analysis of reading, writes Dr. Huey,

it seemed important to obtain a definite description of

the work of the eye. For this purpose I arranged

apparatus as follows: A little plaster of paris cup was

moulded to fit the cornea accurately and smoothly, sandpapered until it

was very light and thin and placed upon the front surface of the eye,

the cup adhering tightly to the moist cornea. No inconvenience was

felt as the corneal surface was made insensitive by the use of a little

holocain, or sometimes cocaine. A round hole in the cup permitted the

observer to read with this eye, and the other eye was left free. A light

tubular lever of celloidin and glass connected the cup to an aluminum

pointer, flat and thin, which responded instantly to the slightest move-

ment of the eye ; and, suspended over the smoked paper

surface of a moving drum cylinder, the aluminum point

traced a record of the eye's movement as the

observer read. The diagram shows the

arrangement in the earlier and simpler form.
The observer's head rested

in a frame, which was arranged
to prevent movements that
would interfere with the record
and %%Inch held an attachment
to prevent the eyelids front
interfering with the cup. The
weight and friction of the re-
cording apparatus was reduced to a miaimum, the weight of all the

parts moved by the eye being but a little more than half a gramme,

while the weight resting directly upon the eye was less than one-seventh

of a gramme. During the reading the reader was usually quite uncon-

scious of there being an attachment to his eye and the reading pro-

ceeded as glibly and easily as could be desired.

Records were made from a large number of readings,
with various lengths of line, sizes of type, distances of
reading matter, etc. Sometimes the reading was at
normal speed, sometimes as fast as the reader could

possibly read. The apparatus seemed to work equally well under all the

various conditions, even when the speed reached an average of twelve

words per second.

In order to measure the speed, an electric current from an induction

coil was passed through the pointer to the drum. This current was inter-

rupted at very regular short intervals by the vibration of an electrically

driven tuning fork, the snap of the spark from the pointer's tip thus displacing

a dot of soot on the paper record at each interruption. As the pointer flitted

over the drum during the reading, a tracing was then produced like that

shown herewith. The tracing, as taken, of course magnified the actual

movement several times.

The tracings showed that the eye always traversed the page line by line,
and always in a succession of quick movements and pauses when moving
from left to right. Movements in retraceal occurred but seldom, averaging
about once in seven lines. Apparently the eye did not wander far above

and below the line that
was being read, al-
though t h e arrange-
ment of the apparatus
could not show this cer-
tainly. Professor Javel
thought that the eye's
fixation point moved
along the line between
the middle and top of
the small letters, but I
do not think that his
experiment . with after.
images establishes this.
It seems to me probable

How the
Eye Works

that the fixation point varies more widely than this, but there is nothing to

indicate that it wanders perceptibly above or below the line.

The return sweep, when a line was finished, was usually without inter-

ruption, although about once in six lines a halt would be made near the end

of the movement, apparently for the eye to get its bearings in the new line.

These halts in the return movement are more numerous in reading long

lines. The eye is apparently guided in making the return by the conscious-

ness of the next line's beginning, seen dimly at the left as it starts. Such

guidance would, of course, be less accurate as the line is longer, and this

may necessitate both the haltings and the distraction that we notice intro-

spectively when we lose the line.
The forward movements of the eye in reading were found

to occupy a relatively constant time, somewhat irre-

spective of their extent. In one reading the movements
of the eye varied in extent as from four to twenty-six,

while the times for these movements ranged from four to seven. Excluding
three exceptionally short
movements, the others in this
same reading ranged in extent
from seven and a half to twen-
ty-six, while their times ranged
only front seven to six.

The spark record indi-
cated that the absolute time
required for each movement
forward varied usually between
.04 second and less than .o48
second. The teturn move-
ments usually required a little
longer, usually from .051 to
.058 second. Later experiments
indicate that the times are
actually considerably shorter
than this.

In all the experiments whose
results are given above, the
readers read at their usual rate,
silently, and for the thought.
In another series of tests they
were asked to read as fast as
possible. This decreased the
number of pauses per line and
also the duration of the pauses.

The extent of each eye movement was correspondingly increased. The
speed of the movements was not increased in the least, and there was

nothing in any of the experiments to indicate that the rate of movement is

subject to direct voluntary control. Fast readers thus seem to perform less
eye work, their movements are less fatiguing in so far as large-angled move-

ments may be easier than small ones, and they take less time for visual

perception of the printed matter.

Timing the
Movements

Readings
Recorded

Diagram showing how the machine was tied to the eyeball

,.•

Showing the machine and the st ring attached to
the slippery surface of the eye

•

His Wife's Eyes Always On Him

Society is greatly interested in learning that the eyes of the wife of
George Gould, the millionaire railroad man, are always upon her husband.
It is a romantic fad that promises to have many followers.

It was Mr. Gould who insisted upon having his wife's eyes always with
him. The happiness of their married life is known to all their friends, and
now when Mr. Gould is in the midst of worrying business he has only to
look down and seek counsel with his wife's eyes. Instead of wearing his
heart upon his sleeve, Mr. Gould wears his wife's eyes there. The eyes are
photographed from a miniature
painting by Alyn Williams, the
famous English miniaturist,
and are surrounded with the
fittest setting of gold and dia-
monds that could be devised
by Tiffany. They form the
centerpiece of a pair of cuff
buttons. •

He has had the eyes of his
daughter, Vivian, also repro-
duced upon a set of buttons,
and by dividing the sets he
has always before him the
eyes of his wife and daughter.

Tinving on Booted film revealing how the eye.reads
by leaps, Jerks and pauses
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Henry M. Dayton recently purchased the
business of R. C. Young, Alma, Nebr. Mr. Dayton
contemplates improving the store and enlarging
the stock.

J. LeR. Patterson, of the wholesale firm of
Reinhard & Patterson, Baltimore, Md., sailed • for
the Mediterranean on April r8th on the White
Star liner Republic.

Edward Israel, Harrison, Ohio, will move
into handsome new quarters in August. The
store will be 39 x 96 feet and the location one of
the finest in the city.

The B. S. Freeman Company, Attleboro
Falls, Mass., have enlarged their plant, an import-
ant improvement being the installation of new
electric motors, larger and more powerful than
those formerly used.

J. F. Sturdy's Sons Company, Attleboro Falls,
Mass., have made extensive improvements in their
plant, installing additional boilers, a new engine,
etc., which will greatly increase the available
power and their producing facilities.

Robert Eisele, who has been managing the
store of G. G. Davis, Wyoming, Ill., for the last
ten years, has purchased the business and will
conduce same in his own name. He is an accom-
plished merchant and jeweler of long experience,
and we feel confident will meet with much success.

William A. Wassman, a well-known jewelry
salesman, of St. Louis, Mo., living at 4468 Greer
Avenue, was married the latter part of the month
at Springfield, Mo., to Miss Estella Keeble, also
of St. Louis. Mr. Wassman and his bride will
visit Galveston and other points in Texas before
returning to St. Louis, where they will make their
future home.

The Boston Jewelers' Club enjoyed a formal
dinner on April 21st, at the Exchange Club,
Boston. The function began at 6.30 P. M., and
sixty members and guests were in attendance, the
latter including Henry C. Long, Rev. Chas. L.
Merrian, F. L. Howard, C. H. Eggley, Edwin S.
Simons and C. L. Watson. The menu was of a
select and appetizing kind, and the entire function
was fully up to the high standard set by the club
in its previous dinners.

A reward of $2oo has been offered for infor-
mation which will lead to the recovery of the fol-
lowing goods : i8-size 0. F. swing 25-year Cres-
cent, 21 jewels, Hamilton on dial, polished case,
Eagle Jewelry Company, Winnemuka, Nev.; i8-
size 0. F. screw and back, 2o-year Buss, en-
graved, 19 jewels, B. W. Raymond ; gypsy style
gentleman's diamond ring, oval shape, ruby in
center, two diamonds, each about h carat ; soli-
taire lady's diamong ring, not quite round,
carat.; opal-diamond scarf-pin, fourteen cut
stones, oval-shaped opal, valued at $75; opal
ring, large size, fine 14 K. yellowish gold diamond
setting, about 4 carat cheap opal in place, value $1o.
Information may be given to J. P. Arnolds, or to
the chief of police of Reno, Nev.

As our last issue went to press we learned
with much regret of the death of Benj. Wester-
velt, one of the best-known and most popular
traveling men in the jewelry trade, who for more
than twenty years was identified with the New
England Watch Company. He died at Mt. Ver-
non, N. Y., in his fifty-eighth year, the immediate
cause of his death being apoplexy, following an
unsuccessful operation some months ago. He be-
came connected with the New England Watch
Company during the management of Geo. Merritt,
and for many years represented the company in
the Eastern States. In later years he traveled in
New York State exclusively. He took much
interest in the welfare of his brother traveling
men, and was the first president of the Mt.
Vernon Commercial Travelers' Club. He did
yeoman service in furthering legislation beneficial
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to the commercial travelers, such as the hotel
fire escape bill, the commercial travelers' jury
elimination bill and the interchangeable mileage
bill. He was a prominent member of the Masonic
order and was interred with the impressive ritual
of this fraternity.

The South Bend Watch Company, South
Bend, Ind., have added several new men to their
traveling representatives. One of these is M. C.
Winsor, of Somerville, Mass., whose territory
will comprise the New England States, where he
is well acquainted with the trade. Another im-
portant addition is A. E. Dimock, who will cover
several of the Southeastern States. This company
recently received a letter from the Wells-Fargo
Express Company, Kansas City, Mo., informing
them that a train leaving Kansas City on the
night of March 28th, had been robbed of a num-
ber of packages, among these being several ship-
ments from the South Bend Company to jewelers.
The invoices of the contents of the packages
were requested in order that the goods might be
identified and restored to the owners.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of the International Silver Company, held last
month, the following directors were elected:
George H. Wilcox, Meriden; Andrew Andrews,
Wallingford ; S. L. Barbour, Hartford ; C. L.
Tibbits, Wallingford ; R. L. Beckman, New York;
C. E. Breckenridge, Sr., New York; George M.
Curtis, Meriden; George D. Munson, Walling-
ford; G. C. Edwards, Bridgeport; C. A. Hamil-
ton, New York ; H. L. Lewis, Stratford ; W. J.
Miller, Derby ; C. Berry Peets, New Haven;
George Rockwell, Waterbury ; C. B. Rogers, Mer-
iden; E. P. Wilcox, New York. At a later meet-
ing the old board of officers was re-elected, as
follows : President, George H. Wilcox, Meriden;
first vice-president, George C. Edwards, Bridge-
port; second vice-president, C. A. Hamilton, New
York; third vice-president, C. A. Tibbits, Wal-
lingford ; treasurer, George M. Curtis, Meriden;
secretary, George Rockwell, Waterbury.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association

Arrangements had been made to hold the
annual meeting of this association on July 7th
and 8th, but there is now a possibility of a change
in the dates. The Detroit Jewelers' Board of
Trade has completed plans for a buyers' excursion
to that city, to take place on August Toth to 15th,
when a special programme of entertainment will
be arranged for the visiting trade. There is now
a possibility that the annual meeting of the State
association will be held in Detroit on excursion
week.

For a National Association of Jobbers

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the last issue of your
paper we notice with pleasure your endorsement
of the move which our board has taken in an
effort to bring about the formation of a national
association of the watch and jewelry jobbers.

We wish to thank you for the aid so gener-
ously given and to assure you the same is greatly
appreciated.

Our board has been in existence two years,
and during that time have accomplished a won-
derful amount of good, not only for ourselves,
but for the benefit of the retail jewelry trade as.
well.

Having accomplished so much as a local or-
ganization, and knowing the actual benefits de-
•rived therefrom, it is the idea of this board that
more work and greater benefits could be secured
for the entire trade by a national association
composed of local organizations in all the different

trade centers.
We wish to state that it is not our idea to

have an association that will be radical in any of

its policies but that all subjects which would
naturally come before such an organization should

be dealt with in a spirit of friendliness, after
due and deliberate consideration, that no ill-

advised or hasty action might be taken.
As the membership of our organization is

composed of those jobbers and local manufactur-

ers whose business is with the retail jewelry trade,

we believe the best interests of the trade will be
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the better served if a national association is
formed along the same lines.

Thinking perhaps the trade might be inter-
ested in the progress made by our board, we are
now able to say that, judging from the numerous
replies to our letter of March 25th, there is a
unanimous sentiment in favor of the plan and
many have expressed themselves in favor of this
board proceeding with the work and calling a
meeting to perfect such an association in our city
some time during the coming summer.

A special meeeting of our board will be held
shortly to take action upon the matter.

In the meantime, if you can give the plan any
aid in your city and elsewhere, we believe we are
safe in saying the same will be appreciated by the
entire trade.

Again thanking you, we are,
Yours truly,

THE DETROIT JEWELERS' BOARD OF TRADE.
Detroit, Mich.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion

Steps have been taken looking to an active
campaign to extend the influence and increase the
membership of the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers'
Association. As the meetings of this organization
have heretofore been held in the western part of
the State, it is the intention of the officers to
create more interest in the association among the
jewelers in the eastern section. It has been de-
cided to hold the annual meeting on August loth
in Philadelphia, this being the week of the big
optical convention, when the inducements to visit
the city should be well-nigh irresistible. In the
meantime it has been planned to hold a prelimi-
nary meeting in the Continental Hotel, Philadel-
phia, on or about May 22nd. Previous to this
meeting vice-president J. P. Archibald, Blairsville,
Pa., and Secretary C. S. Wiley, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
will tour the eastern part of the State calling on
the trade and enlisting their interest in the organ-
ization. This personal visitation of the jewelers
will culminate in the May meeting above referred
to, when new members will be enrolled, future
plans explained and a programme for the annual
meeting in August decided upon.

Amalgamation of Illinois Societies

In the interests of harmony and of effective
united work for the cause of optometry in the
State of Illinois, it has been considered desirable
to take steps looking toward an amalgamation of
the two organizations of optometrists now extant
in the State. A conference was accordingly held
in Chicago, April t6th, between delegates repre-
senting, respectively, the Illinois State Optical
Society and the Illinois Association of Optome-
trists, and after a frank and thorough canvass
of the situation, the following articles were
agreed upon as the basis of a consolidation of
the two organizations:

I. A joint mass meeting of the two organiza-
tion, to be held at a time and place to be deter-
mined.

2. The officers of both organizations to resign
on or before that date and their respective by-laws
to be voided.

3. All members of the Illinois Association of
Optometrists to be thereupon unqualifiedly admit-
ted to membership under the charter of the Illinois
State Optical Society.

4. New officers to be there and then elected by
the amalgamated body and new by-laws adopted.

5. The amalgamated organization to be know
as the Illinois State Society of Optometrists.

Upon further discussion, it was decided to
hold the joint meeting at Peoria, Ill., on Thursday,
May 14th, at which also an interesting programme
will be prepared, of which further notice will be
given.

It is earnestly hoped that optometrists
throughout the State will take advantage of this
consolidation to join whole-heartedly in the stren-
uous work that is before them. Legislation still re-
mains an urgent and precarious issue, and when
the legislature meets, in a few months, it behooves
the optometrists to be on hand early and strong,
with a united front, to prosecute a new optom-
etry bill.
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5 years'

Experience
Gained in 1

E if  /Ha,

The young or middle-aged man who desires to leant Engraving,
to grasp the finer poluts el Watchmaking and Optics, finds it neces-
sary to spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a
thorough knowledge of the business. In less than a year's time
this complete knowledge can be gained at our taillege. IVe get tele-
grams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates,
which shows what practical storekeepers think of our course. Send

  for prospectus now. A position awaits Volt.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
1 n ita 1 Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, f■age 802

CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

A ny of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufact urers„Tewelers or Lapidaries.

l'rice Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, so. Dakota

Attention. Jewelers

COLEMAN'S for all mak, •We want
you to try BALANCE of A merit, it

STAFFS
Finest imitation statfs on the market

COLEMAN MFG. CO., I It; Bluff St., Aurora, Ill.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard
Watch and Jewelry

Repairing for the Trade
Send us your surplus work and we will

guarantee entire satislaction.
Good Work Promptly Done at Fair Prices

Best Material Used. Watches Demagnetized
Estimates Furnished

al. R. STA IDLING HR, Buffalo, N. V.
REPAIRING PRICE-LIST ON APPLICATION

Established
1839

REFINERS anD
Sweep Smelters
Established 1889.

of Gold,Silver and
Platinum in any
shape-solids or
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or
filings. Prompt
returns.

TUI W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J

WATCH POCKETS
fade from tarnish-proof, oil-dressed
Chamois Leather, in all sizes.

Write for prices.

THOS. A. SUTTON
Johnstown, N.Y.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.
ColumbusMemorialBldg .103 StateSL,ChIcago

ENAMEL--
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers

38 Friendship St.. Providence, R. I.

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
l'ins. The most praetical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
atlebytill wholesale jewelersandmaterlalhouses.
Samplebymail,25c; in10 K. gold,81.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROHNotar.ah■nr.413350MaidenLanc,N.Y.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on

WATCH DIALS,

CAPS and LIDS

ANTI-OXIDIZER
Tli iif:*f I (Vldt ITsE0

Price, 50 cents, by mail. Guaranteed.

8IVIC11-1, Ilgiia, Ill.

WATCH REPAIRING
For The Trade

Good work and the right prices. Special
attention given to high-grade watches.

(.HAS. W. TI1F.:X-IFON
502 Heyworth ITIdg. Chicago, III.

WITH OMEGA WATCH CO.

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler Ilutt sells rings

MiL cannot afibrd to be W1010111 ott
GIIj assortment of Wells Perfect

Ring Adjusters na immediateW• !wit wanted. I doz. solid
10 K. gold. astd. sizes, $3.75 :
1 doz. gold filled. astd. sizes.
$2.00:1 doz.metal.astd-86c.
Sent prepaid at onee (only on

reeeipt ot price). If you will mention I aderNo.K.,
I will forward at MUIIC that\ “Ile game
of "Grip" for each dozen Adjuster, ordered.
Address,Chester Wells.leweler,Meshopeen, Pa.

rat.
U.S. and
Canada.

Loop
Watch Keys

Balance Staffs, $1.00 to $1.25 dozen
Hole .leit els . 1(10 to 1.50 dozen
(ienuine Roller Jewels at Catalogue

Price,
fienevas and MI-Concaves, $4.00

per grosi, 40 cents per dozen.
Imperial Mainsprings, $15.00 per gross,

$1.25 per th wen.
Steel Hand Removers, 25 cents each.

(1111, 1.5 Carffully um, Promptly Filled

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.

.1. V. Mt Ew Manager Manchester, Iowa

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 688 Broadway
ill 1. I 'ortlandt & hey Sts. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Bet wept' 41st and 4211 SI reels

NEW YORK

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

Alan ufacturer. III

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send I'm- our illustrated Catalogue

WIIII prices Mid discounts

CHICACO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

117/1.// Writing ID fft/7,',./iSftrd, ki/ffity NiP/aili/t

. The Keystone

IS•S'
STEtic-rt..V

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

FINEST QUALITY

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your !tome, Factory or
Business Place of any
II ind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
GaSOlineGaSLampS
that are always really for
use and can be handled
II)' anyone, or our

LINDNER (Sic CO des'"111-'4'09 SLIppliol-i.

51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Being an exclusive Tool arid Material Heim., can assure prompt
:It'd Impel. attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

'Watch ma tiers, Jewelers aml Salesmen

LEARN JEWELRY ENGRAVING
71- II ER EBY increasing your income from At to
%le 50 per cent. Our CORRESPONDING
COURSE covers a period of three mont !is,

of Thirty Individual Lessons,
and together with tools, plates, designs, It.,
costs but 815 00, at $1.00 weekly.
THE C. B. COLLETT SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

41-43 Maiden Lane, New York

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
ItIl, III Vine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

Climax

Lighting Systems J.'  

Millions of these lights are in use all over
the world. If you want. the best. home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog IC. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp CO.
42 State St., CHICAGO..ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

JOS. LANDSMAN
Gold and Silver

ELECTROPLATER AND COLORER
Finisher and Polisher of Sterling Silver, Hollowware, etc.

Oxidyzing for the Trade

Mail Orders Promptly Attended to 51-53 Maiden Lane, New York

G.F.Walsworth
Watch Case
IVIanufacturer

LEATHER
WATCH FOBS

THE
400

INITIAL FOB
ENAMELED AND
GOLD PLATED

Initial can be detached and
WOIIII US Lapel Button

Retails for so cents

Weaver Mfg. Co.
Mt. Holly, N. J.

AND ALI. JOBBERS

■at■ ■11011
1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN
$ 1.00 $2.00

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE P
OLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUALIANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REVCSDED

and

Repairer
Every thing in
tho line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

TurnIna
Changing Old
HogliahandSlivie.
Cases to lake

American H. W.
Marilynn% my

Specially
Onll ('ASIS

M A DE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building
131.137
Wabash Ass.
CHICAGO

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print

A beautiful illustrated sample card anti price-
list. sent upon request.

CARMAN AL1'
71) Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

4 Wtiiar$ c*-1-4.51 4104.'1 4*-40■••

F. G. ktFIN FOIL KLLIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND Stone Seal
Cutting and Engraving
Polishing

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of
PRECIOUS STONES

,..6-toct,cta--ict,ctot_f‘-ctimf

ELGIN HOROLOG1CAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and

Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye

Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

When writing to advertisers kindly mention "Ille Keystone

Wc Operate the Following Departments:
DESIGNING PROCESS ENGRAVING

STEEL DIE STAMPING :I PRINTING!

All Orders Eveented Promptly and SalkiolottlF
,a,.,,, Money Dark Proposition It you are not Satisfied

WAITE NOW AND 'writ DEGATIR THE GOMIS-

CLARKENG"""G 81PRINTING CO.
MILWAUKEE, U. S.A.
ARTISTS ENGRAVERS ft PRINTERS.

Set of

3 Jewel Setting
Cutters

Price, $3.00

This set will drill too

and more sizes of

holes.

send for Circular

887

DIAMONDS nod WAT12.4-11-.1ti

Eiought, Sold or Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisetneuts made for estates or individual,

J. J. COMEN
1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1889
Write for further informati011

AEI& ■••111MIIIM■MMIN■

TI
A B

Victory Lapel Button
Wicks. Pat'd.

Cill-.:EIHARIDT 131;2.0S.,

VICTORY
Lapel

Button Backs and
Safety Catches

OPEN

Are positively the BEST on
the market to-day Scott

Vifth oniiI Elm Mts..,

CLOSED

VICTORY
PAT'S.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

•••■•■■■•

for Catalog and Prier-hisl

Ohin

Kansas City Horological and Optical School
We give the laist iiiturse in Watchmaking, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing and Optics.

excepting none, both practical and theoretical. In Engraving, the shaping and sharpening of

tools, designing and cutting of all styles of letters and monograms.
Oar Optical department, in charge of W. B. Needles, N. II. teaches an advanced course ill

higher branches of Ophthalmology, and Is the best given for Beginners and post-graduates.

We can secure you it position. Send for catalogue
M'ork for the 'I'rade solicited, and satisfaction guaranteed.

A. E. PITTENGER 812 East Twelfth Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Engraved SC3uvenir Spoc)n.s

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St.. Providence, R. I.

A GREAT TIME SAVER!!! Ulrich's Perfect Fitting

CASE-SCREW WASH ER
Always ready to Ilse, aud Ills perfeetly under Screw

  Head. ilolds ttIIVItteilt securely, even when case
shoulder is worn ;may, or case is sprung. Also prevents
screw from working loose. Made in till sizes. Sold at all
Jobbing and Material floises at following prices:
Single dozen, 15 cts. 4 dozen package (ass't) 50 cts.

(irons. $1.50

S. urticzli, P. 0. Box 1942, NEW YORK an(

4001■11:—.

hwelerseS-74(/ Pasts
k 501 2k
'Net expressly for Jewelers, Opticians, Dent
Selderene Company. Boston.

llllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

A PURE SOLDER IN PUTTY FORM
Apply to place Ill he ,oldereti, using iron or Mime.

Requires no acids, rosin, paste or other fluxes. Ab-
-iolutely neutral, preventing rust and corrosion.
-.:■yes time and waste. Large sizes for the manu-
facturing trade. if your Jobber does not. carry it in
stock send us his mime and 25 cents and we will
send you No. 501 Jar, prepaid.

SOLDERENE COMPANY ( Dept. P)

91 Oliver Street, Boston. Mass.. U.S.A.

AM.

NOW POIISM11I an MRCilille
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and

buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and 
with

perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economll of space reduced to the minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes tor

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes CO.
66o Ruby St , ROCKFORD, ILL.

CULMAN TOOLS
Are Practical

Ask the man who owns them, if he wants

to do without them at any price.

C. CULMAN

Maple and Hazel Ayes. MAPLEWOOD, MO.

Balance Chuck

Price, $3.50

Every chuck or cutter

which becomes worn or broken

will be replaced for 25 cents,

and will be returned same day recei
ved.
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Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
Cockroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

THE ELY WATCH PROTECTOR and INSULATOR
Saves Watches from accidents,

Pickpoelcets, Moisture, Dust and
Dirt. Made of soft rubber, cling;
to pocket, will not tarnish case.
No hooks or other annoyances.
Circulars. 25e. prepaid. Sold
everywhere. Discounts to Dealers.
Only Practicalll'atch Protector Made

FRANK D.ELY, 249 Chestnut St..Newark.N.J.

Monarch
Visible
Typewriter

Catalog- Free

716 Chestnut Strcct, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. NICHTHAUSER
2289 Broadway New York

Expert
Watch and Clock Maker

For the Trade
Complicated Watches and Chronometers

a Specialty

MODERATE PRICES

Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

TO THE TRADE

Prompt Service Perfect Work
Best Materials

MARLOW & BICKMORE
ELGIN, ILL.

Send for our Repair Price-List

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and .
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to tit
American
Stem. Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order In Gold and Sliver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Prlett.141t

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except"Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.

To insure insertion, remittance must
accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.

Send bank check or draft, or postal
or express money order for 81.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real moue and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
Intuit send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertlsetnent appears.

Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING Co.
809-811.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,
for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 25
cents.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, 21 years'
exp.; all tools; best refs. G. F. Rawlings,

Bloomsburg, Pa.

WATCHMAKER, with lathe and tools;
two years' retail trade experience; pres-

ently holding responsible position with E.
N. Watch Co.; aged 25; married; state
wages. B. H. Seeliger, 704 Villa St.,
Elgin, Ill.

WANTED-Position after May ist by first-
class engraver; highest refs. furnished;

would like to learn clock work thoroughly.
S. J. Roomsburg, Kalamazoo, Mich.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and salesman with
a little knowledge of watch work wishes

position; best of refs. "P m8," care
Keystone.

PERMANENT situation; A i watchmaker,
engraver and jeweler; salesman used to

high-class trade; present contract expires
July ist; 9 years' exp.; married; aged 27;
capable of taking charge. Desire situation
where worth and faithfulness will be appre-
ciated; samples; best refs.; West or South-
west preferred. "B 175," care Keystone.

BY refracting and manufacturing optician;
15 years' exp.; also fine engraver, expert

jewelry and diamond salesman; do edging,
drilling, bending, adjusting. A i refs.; cor-
respondence solicited. "S 570," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man as watchmaker; can do jew-
elry and clock work; experienced on rail-

road work; own tools; A x ref. Oscar B.
Corman, iris E. Front, Bloomington, Ill.

AT ONCE-Good watchmaker and clock
repairer; experienced in complicated

Swiss watches; able to do easy jewelry
work. Charles Wenner, care Post Office,
New York City.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, engraver and
optician wants position; single, aged 23;

best ref. "B 167," care Keystone.

TWO brothers, American, wishing positions
in the same store or city, desire to corre-

spond with reliable retail jewelry firm in
need of an optician capable of passing ex-
amination where optometry laws exist; first-
class engraver, watchmakers and salesmen.
Prefer city not less than 20,000; refs. ex-
changed Address "B 166," care Keystone.

AT ONCE-First-class watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver; have managed store; own

tools; desire permanent position; first-class
ref. Marion Cobb, Middleville, Mich.

WATCHMAKER and optician; 12 years'
exp.; married; not looking for fancy

position, but permanent place at living
wages; write for _particulars. 2327 Main
St., Kansas City, Mo.

STEADY young married man; good watch-
maker and fair optician; state salary and

work expected. W. Goodell, New Rock-
ford, N. D.

A z WATCHMAKER of 23 years' exp.,•
fine letter and monogram engraver and

graduate optician; do not repair clocks or
jewelry; Central States; have modern tools
and trial case; $18 to $.20; first-class refs.
Address "M 194," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

POSITION wanted by optician, jewelry
and clock repairer; understand edging;

do all kinds jewelry and clock repairing;
will go anywhere. ",711 165," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man, single, good habits; 5 years'
exp.; good steel stamp cutter; worked

largely on circular stamps; also experienced
in designing and cutting brass dies; own
tools; A i refs. "G 164," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
jeweler; good all-round workman. F. J.

Thurman, Cascade Locks, Oregon.

WISH to finish trade under good work-
man; attended watchmaking school; can

do ordinary watch or clock work; own
tools; Washington or Oregon preferred.
L. Carson, Mossy Rock, Wash.

BY fine manufacturing jeweler, stone setter
and repairer; none but first-class stores

need apply; state salary in first reply. "L
139," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, salesman
and plain engraver, competent, sober and

reliable, wants permanent position with
good firm; good appearance, refs. and hab-
its; experienced on high-grade work. "C
209 " care Keystone.

JEWELER-First-class workman on new
work and repairing; experienced on stone

setting; wants position in a summer resort.
"K 220," care Keystone.

JEWELER-First-class, all-round workman;
best of refs.; wants position; state wages

in first letter. "K 211," care Keystone.

AM a good watchmaker, an expert optician
and thoroughly familiar with drug busi-

ness in country towns; capable of entire
management; what have you to offer? "P
20i," care Keystone.

YOUNG man as watchmaker and engraver;
desires position at once; West preferred.

Address F. H. Waldron, Cheyenne, Wyo.

NONPAREIL watchmaker desires a po-
sition with a house of the first magnitude.

W. T. Gardner, in Duke St., Lancaster,
Pa.

WATCHMAKER of great ability and long
experience; no trouble with Swiss, Eng

lish or complicated watches; best refs. Ad-
dress "M 192," care Keystone.

ENGRAVER desires position immediately;
all kinds lettering and monograms; refs.

and samples furnished. Urban Dean, Cam-
eron Mills, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER, first-class worker, experi-
enced on all kinds, German (45), wants

position with good firm; will go anywhere;
good city refs.; present location, Chicago.
"F x93," care Keystone.

OPTICIAN, graduate 12 years, watchmaker
25 years; competent to handle all compli-

cated and high-grade work. Always had
full charge of department where employed.
Fair script, 

H 
old English and monogram en-

graver. ave tools for all departments.
American, middle aged; married. Lived in
South i5 years. Good salesman. Would
like permanent position in south or west
Texas on salary or percentage. "L. G. H.,"
69 Twelfth, Dallas, Texas.

BY watchmaker and salesman; io years'
exp.; capable of managing business; west-
ern New York, Pennsylvania or Ohio pre-
ferred. "E.," 10302 Garfield Ave., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

SITUATION wanted as assistant watch-
maker, with chance to complete trade;

4 Years' exp. on watches, clocks and jew-
elry; best ref. F. Berger, Newark, N. Y.

YOUNG man wishes to finish trade with
good, all-round workman; 2/2 years' store

exp.; aged 20; good ref. Hugh Osborn,
Petersburg, Ind.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and graduate op-
tician; 5 years' exp.; 25 years old; no

bad habits. Address Box i 17, Sumner,
Nebr.

BY good watch, clock and jewelry repairer,
plain engraver; aged 38; 18 years at

bench; married. Address "Jeweler," 45
W. Main St., Fredonia, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER and refractionist of abil-
ity, using latest methods; 15 years' exp.;

diamond setter, practical shaper and ad-
juster; good appearance; good salesman;
position at once. "D 179," care Keystone.

HIGH-CLASS watchmaker jeweler, en-
graver and stone setter; 28 years' exp.

with A i firms; full set of tools and ref.
"N 181," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, optician, salesman;
competent; clean habits, affable, educated;

widower, unincumbered; 45; wishes perma-
nent, congenial position; prefer Southern
city from s000 to to,000; high Masonic,
church and business refs. "H 182," care
Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ENGRAVER-Young man desires position
as assistant with first-class engraver; good

script letterer on flatware; samples on re-
quest; A i ref.; West preferred. "H 183,"
care Keystone.

POSITION as watchmaker; can do any-
thing in fine or complicated work; also

a good jewelry job; good ref. "X. Y. Z.,"
245 N. Ninth, Philadelphia.

QUICK, skilful graduate refractionist;
good frame bender, cutter, edge grinder;

aged 36; married; sober; good manager;
diplomatic; wants position. Address "Toric,"
4135 Vincennes Ave., Chicago.

WISH to finish trade under good work-
man; can do ordinary watch or clock

work; own tools; Washington, Oregon, Cal-
ifornia preferred. Arthur Faulkner, 2203
Fifth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

THOROUGHLY capable optician, long ex-
perience, desires to locate with a first-

class firm who appreciates his qualifications.
Ref. unquestionable. "B. C.," izoi Hey-
worth Building, Chicago.

WATCHMAKER, clock and jewelry re-
pairer and plain engraver; 21 years of

age; good habits and best of refs. Marshall
Gardner, Aurora,

WATCHMAKER and jeweler wants posi-
tion; have my own tools; reliable; no bad

habits; best of ref; Ohio preferred. Cale
Day, Stafford, Ohio.

BY good, all-round man; able to manage;
none but first-class houses need apply;

own tools; ref., etc. "J. B. L.," 614 Illi-
nois Ave., Litchfield, Ill.

BY first-class watchmaker, good engraver
and optician, with tools; handle railroad

work. Box 1107, Tacoma, Wash.

A THOROUGHLY practical and competent
watchmaker of 24 years' exp. desires a

good, permanent position with a first-class
retail firm; competent to take full charge of
repair department; thoroughly posted and
experienced on railroad and complicated
watch work; graduate and practical opti-
cian for 12 years; good jeweler and first-
class engraver; salary, $30; best refs. "L
ism," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver
wanted at once; no other need apply.

Salary, $25 to $30 per week "L 574,"care Keystone.

WANT a young lady who can do engraving
and make sales; must be willing to work.

The G. H. Geer Jewelry Company, Jack-
son, Tenn

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; one who
can do good work and is salesman in

general store; steady position; must have
good ref.; young man preferred. John G.
White, Newberry, Fla.

GOOD watchmaker and engraver; must
own tools; permanent position; must

furnish it 1 refs. and be able to take charge
of store. Address "G 272," care Keystone.

WANTED-Good refractionist and frame
adjuster; permanent position for right

party; must furnish best of refs. Write at
once. David R. Cohen, Lincoln, Nebr.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and en-
graver; give ref. and state salary first

letter. A. E Oyster, Alliance, Ohio.

WANTED-Jewelry and clock repairer
and assistant to watch repairer. James

B. Hayden, Topeka, Kans.

ALL-ROUND man; good watchmaker, fair
engraver and optician; $3o per week.

Keppler Jewelry Company, 112 Main, Ana-
conda, Mont.

A m WATCHMAKER wanted; thoroughly
competent for railroad and complicated

work; salesman; strictly sober and reliable;
capable of taking charge of store if re-
quired; steady position and first-class salary
to right man; position open any time from
now to July first; give full particulars,
refs. and photo with first letter. Andrew
Wilson, Winfield, Kans.

FIRST-CLASS surface grinder and shop
workman in wholesale shop; all corre-

spondence answered. Universal Lens Com-
pany, Waverly, Kans.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and optician. Hard-
wick, Hopkinsville, KY.

WANTED-Single young man of good ad-
dress to do plain engraving and mono-

grams, with some knowledge of watch work
and willing to make himself generally use-
ful. Salary, $17.5o per week to right man;
refs. required. R. C. Glover, 305 Main St.,
Dallas, Texas.

HELP WANTED

LAPIDIST wanted; steady position and
good wages for agate cutting and facet

work. Apply to Rentz Bros., Minneapolis,
Minn. (Established since 189o.)

WATCHMAKER, one good on hard solder-
ing; must furnish good ref.; want a young
man; single. G. C. Gill & Co., Homer, La.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler and plain en-
graver; one who understands optical busi-

ness and is a good salesman; steady 2,,,M-
tion; must have good refs. D. M. Riaaleh,
Ilot Springs, Ark.

ENGRAVER-Young German or Hebrew,
with knowledge of jewelry business, or

willing to learn' steady position for right
man; in North Carolina. Address "K z99,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG workman, who can do first-class
engraving, jobbing and clock work; if can

do manufacturing jewelry work, all the bet-
ter; send engraving samples with reply.
P. A. Goodnough, 710 State St., Erie, Pa.

YOUNG man to learn jewelry trade; one
with sonic exp. preferred; must have good

recommendations. G. 13. Ellestad, Lanes-
boro, Minn.

AN experienced stockkeeper and salesman
for our wholesale department; must come

well recommended. Apply to Ben Linz, of
Linz Bros., Dallas, Texas, care Keystone,
2205 Heyworth Building, Chicago, May 6th
to loth.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
permanent position; state wages, refs. in

first letter. Address S. Spitz, Santa Fe,
N. M.

WATCHMAKER and plain engraver; per-
manent position; take charge of depart-

ment by July int; give ref. in first letter.
J. Y. Wilson Drug and Jewelry Co., Osce-
ola, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and diamond
setter; permanent position to a sober, re-

liable, energetic man. Address, with refs.,
Box 358, Charleston, W. Va.

AT ONCE-First-class watchmaker and en-
graver. If you are looking for perma-

nent position at good wages, write us, send-
ing photo, sample of engraving and ref. in
first letter. Tillson Jewelry Co., Carring-
ton, N. D.

GOOD opening for a first-class copper-plate
engraver and printer, to do trade work.

Apply J. Jessop 8c Sons, San Diego, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
steady position to right man; state salary,

give refs., exp., age in first letter. G. B.
Haines, St. Petersburg, Fla.

YOUNG man who is a good salesman and
can make 'himself generally useful around

store; first-class refs. required; state sal-
ary and refs. R. G. Winter Jewelry Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

'MATCHMAKER who can do first-class
work; one of store experience preferred;

steady position. Elmer G. Tucker, Wor-
cester, Mass.

JEWELER, engraver and optician; good,
all-round man, to take complete charge of

store. None but very best need apply; best
of refs. required. J. E. Echert, Marengo,
Iowa.

AN expert watchmaker and monogram and
script engraver; steady position. Do not

reply unless you are an expert in both
lines. Apply Salvatore Desio, iOi2 F St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED - Chucks for E. Stalk lathe.
Morris E. Burk, Wolcott, N. Y.

LARGE jewelry safes and jewelry trays.
Hardwick, Hopkinsville, Ky.

FRANCIS engraving machine, No. 3. Hard-
wick, Hopkinsville, Ky

TO BUY complete trial case, in good con-
dition; send price and description. If. J.

Webb, Springfield, Mass.

CAPITAL necessary to protect valuable
inventions and abstract title. "B 161,"

care Keystone.

JEWELERS' sidewalk clock, post or brack-
et; full particulars. G. H. Pike, jeweler,

Brookline, Mass.

GOOD watch lathe; state kind, price and
condition. Eugene Parker, St. John's,

Mich.

WANTED-Jeweling rest, complete with
calipers, lateral screw and cutters for i X 2

Moseley lathe. J. M. Boner, 225 Main St., '
Evansville, Ind.

WANTED

GENEVA combined ophthalmoscope and
retinoscope; state age, condition and

price. L. J. Wick & Bro., Highland, Ill.

WILL buy a small jewelry business well
located outside of Florida, if price is

right. Address "jeweler," Box 853, St.
Petersburg, Fla.

FOOT-WHEEL, countershaft, swivel vise,
staking tool; give particulars. A. S.

Halsted, Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y.

GOOD location for fine, all-round weirkman
in good town of isoo to s000 population;

Middle West preferred. "R 197," care
Keystone.

GOOD partner wanted with about $4000 to
take half interest in good and up-to-date

jewelry and musical store. Last year's
gross sales, $12,000, and town is growing
fast; county seat; trade for over loo miles;
will enlarge the business; prefer good
watchmaker or piano salesman. Address
Otto Waelti, Fort Pierre, S. D.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY store in central Wisconsin
town of 3500; beautiful summer resort,

with fine facilities for fishing, boating and
bathing; stock will invoice $5000 to $6000,
but can be reduced. Satisfactory reasons
for selling. Address "C. M. H.," care A.
C. Becken Company, 156 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

WELL established jewelry business in flour-
ishing southern North Dakota town;

county seat; two railroads; good country;
no competition; bench work runs $100 per
month; requires but very little capital; a
snap. C. Rowerdink, Linton, N. D.

A GOOD paying jewelry business in coal
mining town; stock and fixtures inven-

tory $15000; will reduce to suit purchaser.
Best of reasons for selling "Jeweler,"
Box 239, St. Charles, Mich.

POOREST jewelry-optical business in New
York State; stock and fixtures about

$2000; can reduce. Who dares answer?
"P 202," care Keystone.

RARE opportunity.-About $2000 required
to step right into established jewelry and

optical business, established 18 years, doing
a business of $s000 annually; population,
000; in central Indiana; very best town of

its size in the State; location very best;
store room, 22 x 40; fine steel ceiling, with
two large plate-glass show windows, all en-
closed; low rent; electric light and natural
gas. The stock is all new and up to date.
Low rent, and is the largest town within 15
miles in any direction, and draws trade
from all these small towns. This town is
up to date; has several paved streets and
cement walks; it is a manufacturing and
farming town; no electric roads run in
here to take business away; nearest one To
miles away. Reason for selling, going out
of business on account of death in my fam-
ily, and will go East; must sell quick. Very
little competition. This will pay you to
thoroughly investigate at once. J. L. Hast-
ings, jeweler and optician, Sheridan, Ind.

JEWELRY business; stock and fixtures in-
voice $2000; fine location; low rent; re-

pair work averages $15o per month. Puget
Sound, Wash. Address "L t6o," care Key-
stone.
- -
SPLENDID opportunity, for cash, to walk

right in well-established jewelry business
in live town; no competition; population,
1500; electric light, water works; invoice
about $3500 with fixtures. Good reason for
selling. Box 53, Ketchikan, Alaska.

A JEWELRY store that has made a small
fortune for the proprietor in eight years,

notwithstanding his poor health the past
five years. $2c,,000 will buy it. If inter-
ested, write to "C 115," care Keystone.

ON sale, for cash, clean, up-to-date stock,
tools and fixtures; invoice about $25oo;

must sell on or before June ist; good town
of about 700; inquire of E. Culler, Evans,
Colo.

A BARGA1N-$4000 takes well-equipped
jewelry and optical store; town $30,900

per month pay roll; only stock; four living
rooms over store; plate-glass front; north-
west light. "P 44, care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town of 800 inhab-
itants; stock and fixtures about $800; in

southern Iowa. "W 122," care Keystone.

GOOD established jewelry business; popu-
lation, 5000; invoice about $5500; a good

thing to investigate; best town in Iowa.
"B 971," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry store, complete;
fixtures and stock, $3590; investigate.

C. S. Elam, King's Mountain, N. C.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

WANTED-Jeweler and optician with $50o
to buy fixtures and part stock and con-

tinue 15-year established business, at once.
Box 301, New Richland, Minn.

GOOD established jewelry and optical,
Kodak business for sale, or will take part-

ner; stock and fixtures invoice about $2500;
partner must be first-class jeweler and opti-
cian and capable of running store. "0
965," care Keystone.

PAYING jewelry store; population, 6000;
invoices about $12,000; new building,

fixtures and stock. Good reason for selling
Little competition. F. L. Kline, Ridgway,
Pa.

WELL established jewelry business; invoice
$3500; stock and fixtures; population,

3000; electric lights, artesian water; fine
climate; great sheep and hog country; want
to quit business. H. J. Black, San Louis
Valley, Monte Vista, Colo.

OLD established stand and up-to-date fix-
tures, with as much or as little of the

stock as purchaser may wish to buy. Only
jewelry store in county seat of 350o; have
two stores and will move stock not bought
to the other place. Address W. F. Dietrich,
Kaufman, Texas.

OWING to ill health, am compelled to sell
prosperous jewelry business in one of the

best towns in the State; watch inspection
goes with it; no competition. Bailey the
Jeweler, Hamden Junction, Ohio.

PAYING jewelry business, ioo miles from
Chicago; $800 cash necessary. "G," 1202

Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

AN old-established jewelry and optical busi-
ness in the finest residence town in the

Middle West (Topeka, Kans.), either with
or without the optical department Estab-
lished 23 years; best location on right side
of the street; good room; rent right. Stock
and fixtures invoiced four years ago
$i5,000; have reduced until $2000 will buy
me out. Stock in good shape; good run of
work; not over $250 in fixtures. Reason
for selling, have organized a large corpora-
tion to manufacture the Health-Ray Specta-
cle Lenses, and wish to devote my entire
time to corporation interests. C. H. Mor-
rison, Topeka, Kans.

UP-TO-DATE jewelry store in good, live
town of 3500 in northern part of Arkan-

sas; complete set of new fixtures, and stock
all in nice condition; invoiced about $7000;
can reduce stock to suit buyer. Good reason
for selling. "E 163," care Keystone.

DRUGS and jewelry; $3000 each; county
seat; 4000 population; easy terms. Rea-

son, ill health. Box 176, Vinita, Okla.

STOCK and fixtures, $5000; cash receipts
for 1907, $17,500; population, 4000, be-

sides large territory to draw from no com-
petition; our business was not affected by
money panic, because there's money here
always. Health, reason for selling; South-
west Texas. "S 162,' care Keystone.

GOOD set of tools, material and supplies;
fine shop, good trade, cheap rent; $450.

Crippled, so can't do work; also general re-
pair shop and sporting goods business at
sacrifice. M. N. Wertz, Thomasville, Ga.

$6ocio BUYS best jewelry and optical busi-
ness in live manufacturing town of i c,000

near St. Louis, with rich agricultural coun-
try surrounding it. This is an opportunity
to step right into an old-established busi-
ness. Am making money here and so can
you. "W 189," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store; progressive city of 3o,000:
stock about 8000; business increased

over corresponding months of last year;
reason, health. Address "P 587," care Key-
stone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business, located
in the best street of a progressive south-

ern city of 30,000 population; invoice about
$4000; can reduce; rent, $50 per month,
with living rooms upstairs; plenty of bench
work. For further particulars, address
"Bargain, K 186," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store; Denver, 822 Fifteenth
St.; six years in this room; low rent;

lease; auditorium where democratic con-
vention will be held around corner; will
sell fr011i $7000 10 $5000 by reducing
Mock; fine rums of work; cash only.

EXCLUSIVE jewelry and optical stock,
tools and fixtures in western New York

village of 1400; fine run of bench and op-
tical work; clean stock; dissolution of
partnership; inventory about $2700. "N
i88," care Keystone.

FINE jewelry-optical business in Western
New York; zoo population; large terri-

tory; grape industry; three railroads, trol-
ley system; manufacturing; stock and fix-
tures (new); other interests reason; no
competition. "P 204," care Keystone.‘

SS9

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

jEWELRY-OPT1CAL business; New York
State; stock and fixtures about $20ao

(new); can reduce sonic; fine chance for
good workman; other business reason. "P
203," care Keystone.

AN exceptional opportunity to purchase
small, well-paying jewelry business; best

town on coast; monthly pay roll, $200,00o;
other investment cause of selling; about
$l000 cash required. Rowe, jeweler, Ho-
quiani, Wash.
- --- --
REPAIRING business in good manufactur-

ing city of 75,000; will sell tools and fix-
tures cheap; going back to Europe. "F
198," care Keystone.

SPLENDIDLY established store; eastern
Kansas; s000 people; no competition lo-

cally; railroad division with good watch in-
spection; stock, including fixtures, about
$7000; sales in 2907, $15,000; all expenses
low. Don't write unless you mean busi-
ness. "S 200," care Keystone.

- -
SMALL jewelry stock and kindred lines, on

easy terms if secured. II. Aldred, Grand
Marais, Mich.

JEWELRY stock in good western Minne-
sota town; other business demands own-

er's attention; good opportunity to step into
a good paying business at once. L. C. Gaus
& Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

$r250 WILL huy good jewelry business in
thickly settled part of St. Louis; fine op-

portunity for good watchmaker; satisfactory
reason for selling. Address II. Grunhut,
3222 Park Ave., Louis, Mo.

ONE of the finest, best known and popular
jewelry and optical businesses in the

healthiest town in the United States; 300
sunshiny days in the year; population,
20,000. A great opportunity for all-round
man. Location best in city. Only those
meaning business, having at least • $25,000,
need apply. Best of reasons for selling.
For particulars, address "L 173, care Key-
stone.

ONE of the best high-class jewelry stores in
New York State; fine repair and optical

departments; business, $25,000 annually.
Address "D 191," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry, optical and souvenir
business in one of the best towns in New

Hampshire (in White Mountain district).
Town about 4000; large outside trade; stock
and fixtures invoice about Woo; can re-
duce stock to suit customer; all the repair
work one man can do. Frank H. Lougee,
Conway, N. II.

BEST location in Philadelphia; reasonable;
good paying retail jewelry store; ill health

compels me to retire. For further informa-
tion, address Max Mayer, 942 Market St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

JEWELRY business in best mining town in
Colorado; established is years; central lo-

cation; stone building; plate-glass front; two
large show windows; electric lights; clean
stock, fine fixtures; room large enough to
rent one side if desired. Reason for selling,
health requires removal to lower altitude.
Will sell fixtures and entire stock, or retain
diamonds, gold watches, chains, and other
gold articles, to reduce stock to accommo-
date purchaser. Best opportunity in the
State for a live jeweler and optician. Chas.
E. Rose, Telluride, Colo.

OLD-EST .\111,1STIED jewelry store in
good, live town in east Tennessee; pop-

ulation, lsoo; county scat; about so,000
people to draw from fine location; cheap
rent; new fixtures; can reduce to suit cus-
tomer; big snap for good man; only one
competitor. Rosenblatt & Co., Greeneville,
Tenn.

GOOD jewelry stock; store established 16
years in town of isno; oil and gas fields;

stock $4000; will reduce to $umo; good
run bench work; light competition; feason
for selling, ill health. John Didot, Geneva,
Ind.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business
in central Nebraska; stock invoices

$toma; reason for selling, other business.
"W 169," care Keystone.

NICE, clean stock and fixtures in Mimic-
sota town of 350 (southern Minnesota);

two other jewelers; two railroad end
shops; two fine licks; good country; county
seat; invoices about Sift(); good location;
rent cheap; plenty bench work; good rea-
son for selling. ."N 178," care Keystone.

- - -

$60o BUYS fixtures and safe in live town
of s000; reason for selling, have bought

another stock, fixtures, etc., in another
town; only cash propositions considered. C.
0. Johnson, Morgan City, La.

JEWELRY store; 3000 population; no com-
petition; expenses very small. R. S.

Hunt, Medfield, Mass.
(Continued on page 8go)
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page 880

$2500 CASH buys money-making jewelry
store; location, county seat city north

Wisconsin; no competition; 1907 sales,
$4165; _profit, $185o; for particulars, ad-
dress F. K. Randall, Manager, Phillips,
Wis.

ONE of the finest little jewelry stores in
Iowa; 1907 business, $9000; can double;

population, 6000; county seat; new fix-
tures; don't answer unless you have $35oo
to $5000, and mean business; poor health.
''W 184," care Keystone.

BEST and most profitable jewelry business
in the country; small investment neces-

sary; in lively Missouri mining town of
10,000 population. "S 208," care Key-
stone.

FINEST up-to-date jewelry and optical
store in southern Iowa, on account of

health and failing eye-sight; county seat,
7500; three stores; finest in the county. "H
2o5„" care Keystone.

A RARE Opportunity—Optical business for
sale in Pennsylvania town of 12,000. Es-

tablished 1893. Has averaged over $47
profit every week for the past three years—
equal to a salary of $35 a week and 18 to
20 per cent. interest on money invested.
Stock, tools, instruments, furnishings, ma-
chinery for grinding, good-will, and all,
complete, for $3500. Several thousand rec-
ords of cases fitted. Better get busy and
investigate this proposition if you want a
good paying businees for life. Address "P
207," care Keystone.

EXCELLENT jewelry location; town of
over t000; no opposition; will require

about $400 to buy fixtures; no stock; full
information on request. Allan W. Train,
Gotebo, Okla.

LEADING jewelry store in Kansas town of
12,000; invoice $7000; 20 per cent. dis-

count if sold immediately. "IN 180," care
Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry and repair busi-
ness; live town, Bono; splendid opportu-

nity; invoice about $3200; can reduce to
$2coo; all clean stock; be quick if you want
it. Will Stocker, 'Monett, Mo.

FOR SALE

UNDER THIS HEAPING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE, polishing lathe, bench and small
tools, cheap. Robert Kelly, Milton Junc-

tion, Wis.

HAZEN'S Keratometer; good as new;_ the
beq offer takes it; cost $75 new. C. S.

Lemmon, Washington, Iowa.

TYPEWRITER (Oliver); cost $110; I5-ifl.
carriage; good as new; will take $75. L.

A. Challis, Kingston, Mich.

OPHTHALMOMETER, luminous mires;
also Geneva ophthalmoscope and retino-

scope and table; cheap for cash. "D 176,"
care Keystone.

ONE Clement combined lathe attachment,
complete; very little used; good reason

for selling. Price, $25. "B 171," care
Keystone.

SET of practically new Buffet clarinets, A
and B; concert pitch; in nice case; very

reasonable. Charles Conboy, Quincy, Fla.

OUTDOOR electric clock; cost $51; price,
$20; photograph on request. Crescent Jew-
elry Company, Helena, Ark.

GENEVA retinoscope and ophthalmoscope
combined, with case, complete; new;

$5o. "M 177," care Keystone.

ONE Chambers, Inskeep & Co. ophthal-
mometer; good as new; only had two

months' service; also stand and dry battery
for same. For particulars, address Dr.
Murphy, Fayette, Ohio.

NEW '08 Marsh & Metz motor-cycle, with
front seat attachment; can use for quick

delivery purpose. Address P. 0. B. 136,
Point Pleasant, N. J.

JEWELERS' safe, regulator, show case,
benches, Johnston ametropometer; de-

scriptions and prices. D. E. Holland & Son,
jewelers, Lapeer, Mich.

IMMEDIATELY—Fine lapidary outfit,very
complete, for facet, beach-stone and stone

engraving work; diamond saws, motor,
shafting, etc. John Buxton, Redondo, Cal.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

NENV Mosier burglar-proof steel-lined safe;
color, white, bronze; 2-in. inside pressure

bar door; outside measure, height, 491/2
in.; width, 341/2 in.; thickness, 321,4 in.;
polishing lathe, one drawer, flat top; four-
drawer oak watch glass cabinet; ophthalmo-
scope attachment for Geneva retinoscope;
foot blower. All good condition. H. L.
Morrison, Pittsburg, Kans.

TWO new 1906 model one-third H. P. pol-
ishing motors, 220 volts, direct current;

regular wholesale price, $69, for $49 each.
Two new 1906 model one-fifth H. P. polish-
ing motors, zzo volts, direct current; regu-
lar wholesale price, $37.50, for $27.50 each.
Guaranteed for one year against defects.
The W. Green Eleatic Co., 81 Nassau St.,
New York City.

HARDINGE BROS. wheel cutter, 2 spin-
dles, 27 cutters, pivot polisher, lathe

rounding out tool, 44 index plates, i dia.
laps, one idler, slide-rest and cutters to
Webster-Whitcomb lathe Have no use for
same; out of business. Sell cheap; fine
condition. "X. Y.," 1201 Heyworth Bldg.,
Chicago.

HAVING quit business, I have on hand
jeweler's stock, fixtures, safes, tools, reg-

ulator, trial case, crystals, demagnetizer,
etc. Will sell cheap. Mrs. Fred Scholer,
466 W. Twelfth St., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

WI-TAT will you exchange for B. & L. Z.
8-power binocular? C. A. Fox, Clovis, Cal.

JEWELRY, optical business; inventory
$2500; will trade for town property. Wil-

liams, jeweler, Girard, Kans.

$31 VICTOR talking machine and over
$100 worth of records in first-class shape.

Want Graflex camera. E. H. Treiber, Scot-
land, S. D.

OLIVER typewriter for chronometer. Cope-
land, jeweler, Elgin, Ill.

SMITH Premier typewriter, late model;
best condition; $75, or ophthalmoscope

takes it—or what have you to exchange?
Ed. N. Fernholz, Harvard, Ill.

JEWELRY and photo business in good
town of 800; electric lights and city

water; fine location for right man; must
sell at once, account other business; amount
required, about $soo. Lock Box 7, Mar-
quette, Kans.

GOOD location; Swedish jeweler. "C 46,"
care Keystone.

A FINE full-jewel, stem-wind pocket chro-
nometer, made by C. Fasohlt, Albany,

N. Y.; will exchange for a full-jewel ship
chronometer, or a full-jewel sweep-second
regulator. N. Anderson, Ballston Spa, N. Y.

$100 COLUMBIA Ilome Grand grapho-
phone (new) for New Century engraving

machine or jewelry. Box 461, Tiffin, Ohio.

MORTON Inskeep ophthalmoscope and
retinoscope; Hornikel's Book of Engrav-

ing, bound in morocco; want Geneva ma-
chine, ophthalmometer, prisoptometer, or
what have you? Box 426', Collins, Iowa.

WILL exchange locations with jeweler, also
fixtures ($200 worth); good business; New

Hampshire; want to get out; good reasons.
"B 168," care Keystone.

ONE No. 12 D. roller plate press, with
handle bars; regular price, $15; one No.

3 embossing press; regular price, $75; both
presses Kelton make, used few times; good
as new; will sell cash or watches. "B 206,"
care Keystone.

GOOD jewelry and optical business in cen-
tral Kansas town of 1800 population;

will exchange for western Kansas land or
for cash to the right buyer; wish to go to
the city and engage in the exclusive optical
business; I will send photo of interior of
store upon request. "II 185," care Key-
stone.

SPECIAL NOTICES

UNDER TIIIS HEADING T UREIC CENTS PER WORD

BALANCE hole jewels, R. & S. grade and
by size of hole; $1 per dozen. W. C.

Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BALANCE staffs for American watches;
hard and true. Best ruby and sapphire

jewels. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

SPECIAL NOTICES

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, adjuster and
optician wants to invest something in es-

tablished jewelry store. Want plenty of
work. Address "F 196," care Keystone.

IF you are interested in a thorough optical
education, read our advertisement on page

882 and get our book, "How to Become a
Good Optician." South Bend College of
Optics.

SEND $1 for a dozen ruby and sapphire
hole jewels by size of hole and see how

nice it is to have them that way. W. C.
lionney, Keokuk, Iowa.

$25 AND upwards per day is yours; others
are earning it. You can do likewise. If

you desire to increase your salary and ele-
vate yourself, let us send you a book, free,
giving some valuable information how to
become a professional auctioneer. Write
or call at the Chicago School of Auction-
eering, Dept. F, Suite 400-401-402 Boyce
Building, 114 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

SOUTHERN jewelers.—I put in balance
staffs for 65c. and up; jewels, 25c. and

up; work returned same day as received.
Send for trade price list of watch work.
F. C. Rockwell, Hot Springs, Ark.

WE have a specialty to sell to the retail
jewelry trade; want a few men to carry

it on commission (no samples); sold from
a photograph; a very good thing for a side
line. Address The ()scar Onken Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

DO you have any trouble in getting roller
jewels for the old models of watches? I

have them, 25 cents per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for in:%n-

ti 
ifin

on. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co.. 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

WATCH repairing for the trade done
promptly and to your satisfaction. Special

attention to chronographs repeaters and
railroad watches. Olaf Vosser, Columbus
Memorial Bldg., 103 State St., Chicago, Ill.

BALANCE hole jewels, garnet grade by
size of holes; 75 cents per dozen. W. C.

Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

ONE of the best watchmakers and opticians
in America; has from $5000 to $7000 in

watches, jewelry and tools; want partner-
ship in well-established jewelry and optical
or jewelry and music store. Want place in
large city, where there is plenty of watch
work and optical work, and want to do it
myself. Have been a success, and am
fuoy capable of doing business. Will guar-
antee to double the income from any repair
and optical department within one year.
Know how to take in work, and how to do
it. American and sober. Address "F 195,"
care Keystone.

BUSINESS NOTICES

UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

YOU can hard or soft-solder joints one-
hundredth of an inch apart; they won't

run together if you use Killgore's "Anti-
Stick" Compound. Sheets or paste enough
for i000 joints mailed postpaid for 25 cents.
Box 557, Puyallup, Wash.

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where 1 will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
Jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark; established 1870.

WILL buy American watch movements in
or out of order; also verge bridges.

Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-second St., Philadel-
phia.

TEN to zo per cent. saved. Send me your
surplus stock of watches and diamonds

and I will remit check. If not satisfied, re-
turn check and I will return goods. Strictly
confidential. M. L. Jalonacic, auctioneer,
5339 Prairie Ave., Chicago.

WANTED—Every one desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address 'Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad, on page 834.

BUSINESS NOTICES

WANTED—You to try Quarles's "Anti-
Sweat." A boon to watchmakers with

perspiring hands. By mail, soc. Write
for particulars. Quarles Jewelry Co.,
Clarksville, Tenn.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 1302 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others. Have
had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee satis-
faction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York.

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

READY money—If you want to dispose of
all or part of your stock, we will buy it

quickly for spot cash. Commercial Trades
Bureau, Rochester, N. Y.

WATCH work for the trade. Difficult and
complicated watches. Send trial package.

Cooper's Material House, 722 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia.

WATCH repairing of every description;
English levers and verges a specialty.

Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-second, Philadelphia.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

DO you need money? If so, send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank references.
H. Schwartz, 807 Chicago Savings Bank
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is the one school

that turns out finished workmen. We have
numerous calls from jewelers through the
country for finished workmen. Their letters
state they have had graduates from other
so-called horological schools, but as work-
men they proved a failure. This is not the
case with our graduates. We graduate no
students until they are thoroughly qualified
in all the different branches and capable of
doing the work. The truth of our claim for
practical instruction is proven by the fact
that jewelers look to our institute for com-
petent workmen. Our prospectus will in-
terest you; send for it. Dr. Tarbox &
Gordon.

WANTED—All your movement boxes and
parts of boxes; all kinds and sizes; send

as freight; shipments valued daily and the
cash paid. John Remillard, 397 Main,
Springfield, Mass.

WANTED—Men to earn $25 and upwards
per day; others are now earning it. If

you desire to increase your salary and ele-
vate yourself, let us send you a book, free,
giving some valuable information how to
become a professional auctioneer. Write or
call at the Chicago School of Auctioneer-
ing, Dept. F, Suite 4ca)-401 -402 Boyce
Building, 114 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

CASH paid for watch glasses, material, all
kinds of watch cases and movements.

John Remillard, 397 Main, Springfield,
Mass.

RARE coins wanted. We pay $50 for
dimes of 1894, S. mint; $25 for the rare

half-dollars of 1853; $5.75 for the quarters,
$2 for gold dollars, common dates, and
from $1 to $3 for thousands of other dates.
Keep all coined before 1880 and send 25
cents, silver or stamps, for 150-page coin
book of over a thousand illustrations, list-
ing all rare coins and stamps and showing
prices we pay. Bankers' Coin and Stamp
Company, Dept. A, Marietta, Ohio.

ALL your empty movement boxes—Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rock-

ford. Shipments are valued day of arrival
and check forwarded. Your consignments
are held in the original packages till we
hear from you. In case our estimate is not
satisfactory, will be returned at our ex-
pense. Received over forty shipments last
month. Why don't you ship at once. It's
easy money for you. Ship by freight. Ed-
ward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

MARINE chronometers, with fine rates, for
show windows; $5o up. Orel E. Davies,

Rockland, Maine.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watchmak-
ers' use; first-class condition; prices from

$35 $50, $75 upwards. Enhaus & Son,
31 Yohn St., New York City.

WANTED—Lathes, etc., to renickel-plate.
James Fairchild, Star Works, Carpenters-

vine, Ill.

A Full Record
of Watch Repairs

is kept in every well-conducted repair
department. Seems like work to keep
such a record, but it isn't. There's
no waste of time or effort if you use
the well-known

Keystone Record Book
of Watch Repairs

gotten up specially for this purpose.
Thousands of them are in use by the
trade, and once used none would be
without therm Each book has space
for t600 entries with printed head-
ings.

Sent postpaid to any parI of the world
aan receipt of price,$1.00 (.1s. Jil.)

PUBLISHED BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.

809-81 1 -813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Guarantee
Your Watch Repairs

and gain the confidence of your cus-
tomers. The best and simplest way to
do this is to procure a

Keystone Book
of Repair Guarantees

which contains 200 printed forms
with stubs. These guarantees are
very carefully worded so as to give
your customer faith in your ability
and skill and yet safeguard yourself.
All the most progressive watch re
pairers now use these guarantees.
Send for sample.

.Ven I postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, $r.00 (4s. 2d.)

PUBLISHED BY

The Keystone Publishing Co.

809-811-813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia, Pa

The
Jewelers' Clearing House
Employment Agency

and General Bureau of
Convenience

Is the "Small Ad." Department of

THE KEYSTONE

A little advertisement of a few lines
in this department will introduce

l'Ivery seller In hundreds uf buyers;

Every idle or ambitious workman it
hundreds of employers;

Every man %%din requires anything to
hundreds w hi> en ii accommodate
him.

I you have anything to sell or ex-
change;

I you want a position, a partner or
workman:
you want to sell (Jr buy a store,
stock, tools or fixtures;

If you want anything—advertise in
the "Small Ad." Department of
THE KEYSTONE. For rates, see
page 888.

Philadelphia's
Hoot am KOSIComplete

Workshop

BENJ. GEBHARD & CD.
736 Sansom St., Phila.

Watch Case and Jewelry

Repairing
Engraving, Gold Plating
%PEG! kk ORDER WORK

HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR
Prompt Low Prices

PA.TE NTS
Write .0 olo, tor lie too,4 libend offer

Outdo for securing patents, de.igits Irad.•
!narks. send •I■ell•li ii Ii 111/inimi

patentability and n•lt the " Inventor,'
I Dilde," I Is II Mist book for i II

BPS'. ESI 11111 20 yoars.

WM. N. MOORE:

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Jewelry Repairing
Also Special Order Work,

Engraving, Stone Setting,
Die Work, F. name 11 ii g,
Automobile Monograms.
Satiafaction gnaranteed. Dis-

tance no barrier.

W. A. ItANI(IN

Manfg..leweler Toledo, Ohio

"The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, bigh-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thorotighlv and
practically by eorrespontienee. Your instruc-
tor is I111. :1111 110111 V IIII■1 111:1SIDC
WI/HUMID ill OW 1Vt■ will teach the
beginner better encraving l% ,orrespontl-
ence than he can gu i i i i n veal,: of rigid ap-
prenticeship. , i l l I T I DCDS I Ii, still itf
any engraver Dile lowdre4 per cool. :Ind
make him nmilst ii Ihe I ieI,. TM' 111.1111111d
for competent (lIgIV,I'S II I 1. I I liti sup-
ply. Send for lutiol,atie liii rah,' prospec-

tus. PA(113-1)AVIS COMI)ANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICA(10

WATCH REPAIRING
THE KIND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OWN

When writing to (Newell:wen, kindly mention

The Keystone
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The

Right

Man
to secure is the

one who can

get a fair profit

on good goods,

does not advise

putting in

trash, and

wants nothing

but the best—

having theabil-

ity to sell high-

grade jewelry

at good prices.

The best rep-

utation is not

damaged b y

such a sale.

R. B. H. MACRORIE
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER for the Legitimate Trade Only
534 W. North Avenue (Phone Humboldt 2275) CHICAGO, ILL.

Monograms for Gift Goods
A busy season for the engraver

is now here. Practically every
wedding and commencement gift
will call for a monogram or in-
scription, and the engraver will
have urgent need of every aid to
facilitate his work. One of these
which is especially valuable and
merely nominal in firice is

The Keystone
Portfolio of Monograms

a collection of unique models which will give distinction to any

engraving department. There is now an insatiable craze for

"something different," and this applies to monograms. The

portfolio admirably fills this want. It contains 121 original

designs of two and three letters. The designs are printed

from steel plates on stiff, durable paper.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of prier, 50 cents (i..)

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 1901-Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Hey worth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

LAST GALL

My engagements

will soon close until

fall. So if you are

thinking of an auc-

tion would be glad

to hear from you.

No sales taken

after J u 1 y , until

September.

D. 0. HERNDON
Jewelers' Auctioneer

1202 Commerce Building KANSAS CITY, MO.

The Book That Experts Buy
The recognized classic in practical watch work of the higher order

is that popular companion of the watch worker

The Watch Adjusters' Manual

A typical opinion of this book is
the following from 0. M. Howard,
an accomplished watchmaker of
San Francisco :

"I have read the Manual through and
through many times, and each time I read
It I get some idea that is new to me, al-
though I have been a practical repairer for
a good many years. I have gotten my
money's worth out of the book a great
many times, and think mom of it than any
one book in the large selection of horologi-
cal works I have. The book is worth
twice the price to ally watchmaker
no matter how nmeh or how little he
knows."

On the subject of adjustment
the treatise is specially .,aluable, as
it covers this important branch
more exhaustively than any other
work on horology. It is thoroughly
systematic, leading the reader step
by step from the preliminary ex-
amination of the movement to the
final adjustment for position, heat
and cold.

Sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of prwe

$2.50 (los. 5d.)

The Keystone Publishing- Co.
Roy-811-813 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Ileyworlit ItmillihItig, CIIICA110, ILL.
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•
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Increase Your Profits!
You can do it !
The NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine will do it for you.

With the NEW CENTURY you can do engraving equal in every way

—except cost—to the work of an old expert.
The NEW CENTURY engraves all kinds of letters, initials and mono-

grams on hard or soft metals.
It makes heavy, deep lines ; light, broad lines, or very fine lines. It engraves

letters or characters of any size, at any angle.
There's nothing complicated—nothing experimental about it.
No high-priced operator is necessary—any clerk of ordinary intelligence,

after a few hours' practice, can do engraving with the NEW CENTURY that

will be the equal in every way of hand work done by an old exiwrienced engraver.

And your clerk can do the work on the NEW CENTURY in one

half the time it would take an expert engraver by hand.
The NEW CENTURY is not expensive. It will pay for itself. It will do

more—it will give you a good profit while it is paying for itself!
We want to tell you all about this wonderful labor-saver and money-maker.

Just ask for our handsomely illustrated catalog and special proposition.

You'll be interested !
Ask for it now!

The Eaton 4Sc Glover Company, Sayre, Pa., U.S.A.

"ILIKIT"
This is the name of our new improved Rimless Eyeglass Mounting now

ready for the market. It was not named by us but by our customers, %dm while

trying it on, involuntarily exclaimed " ILIK1T."

We judge from our experience that You will like it, They will like it, and it

will in fact be universally liked by all Eyeglass wearers.

In presenting this our new Eyeglass Mounting " ILIKIT " to the public, we

would call your attention to the many advantages it possesses over any other

similar article in the market at the present time.

The curved crossbars are made in different widths to fit noses of any size or

shape, without the necessity of frequent adjustments. The guards work automat-

ically, fit to a nicety, adjust themselves easily to the different irrenlarities of the

anatomy of the nose, thereby affording the wearer perfect comfort while using,

perfect safety against falling from any cause whatever, and

is easily managed with one hand.

They are sanitary and do away with the unpleasant

features of cork, rubber and other substances touching the

skin, which frequently lead to soreness and often to more

serious complications of the face.

In appearance they are very becoming, much more dressy than any 
other

styles, and are especially adapted for complicated prescription lenses, as
 they will

hold the glasses in perfect alignment before the eye.

The minute spiral springs which automatically work the guards are ma
de of

solid gold and are warranted not to get out of order for two years

We make " 11.IKIT" in Solid Gold and Gold Filled, at the following pri
ces :

The Spencer Optical Company

Solid 10 K. Gold at $21.00 per dozen, or $2.00 apiece

Gold Filled at $12.00 per dozen, or $1.10 apiece

Manufacturers of Spectacles

Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses

31 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK, U.S.A
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ON'T DRIFT.

The trade wind this

year sets straight

toward

COMMUNITY

SILVER
It has the most artistic

designs the heaviest plate.

It gives the best value for the

money. In short, it is what

people want.

Don't trim your profits.

Order Community Silver to-day

and watch your sales fill out.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD

ONEIDA , N.Y.

New York Salesrooms : 395 Broadway

Chicago Salesrooms: Silversmiths' Building

E KEYSTONE

VOL..29 JUNE 1908 NO. 6
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The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved,' gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list,

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

New York Office, 11 John Street
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

1 • 

Gives Distinct

T&B•
TRADE MAR Jewelry Winch  s Pleasure TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

REGISTERED

To Its Wearer
This can be truthfully said of the F&B New Fashion Collar Pin and Supporter. The lower pin and support are in one

piece, the upper pin being movable, and the entire support is worn on the outside of the collar, thereby adding a dainty

touch to the ladies' neckwear and at the same time doing away with uncomfortable inner support. With many unique

designs, we are now ready for the spring season's orders.
The practice of keeping to one color scheme in jewelry is becoming an established fashion. Our New Blouse Sets,

made up of Studs, Link Buttons and a Scarf Pin, all set with stones of the same shade, make pretty ornaments for the

summer gown.
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FASHION PIN FASHION PIN
3968 114" high 3992 1W high

3980 214” 0 3994 2W "
Old English Rose Finish

......______.

FASHION PIN FASHION PIN
3966 dt" hip 4026 2" high
8972 2" ' 4025 1%
3978 2,4" " 4027 2% "

it'd English. Pearl Set Pol. l'earl Set.

,P......4A,

--

,,..._

.

. .

BLOU3E SET
Old English.

9 r. cart' Pin 912 1.1111t

Collar Pins

_.
."---- .

Z'.,/,•,, v

. 1A 

47

187B. %.„, 1-. - f:
Set at ordered

Button 217 3 Studs it/'•-• I.:
V

Patented 
.....--... 

'..--All rights reserved
— _—

FASHION PIN FASHION PIN FASHION PIN FASHION PIN
4016 13/2" high 3995 I Se high 3983 1,W high 3987 2" high

4017 2"- " 3996 '2" ' • 8984 2"- " 3986 1 ,i',' :

4018 2W " 3997 214 . I I 8985 2W " 3988 2 4 I '

Old English. Set as ordered. Ohl English Old English. etasS ordered Old hnglish

We have, besides, a handsome line of Lockets and Chains, Bracelets and Link Buttons, Veil and Scarf Pins, Hat

Pins and Brooch Pins, as well as Neck Chains and Pendants.
Our Sterling Silver Goods afford a choice selection of Toilet and Manicure pieces, Table Ware, Vases and Candle

Holders, suitable for June Weddings and Graduating Gifts.

THEODORE W. FOSTER AND BRO. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 RICHMOND STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK CHICAGO CANADA

13 Maiden Lane Heyworth Building Kingston, Ont.
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The

Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved,' gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list,

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

New York Office, 11 John Street
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

Jewelry Which Gives Distinct Pleasure
To Its Wearer

This can be truthfully said of the F&B New Fashion Collar Pin and Supporter. The lower pin and support are in one

piece, the upper pin being movable, and the entire support is worn on the outside of the collar, thereby adding a dainty

touch to the ladies' neckwear and at the same time doing away with uncomfortable inner support. With many unique

designs, we are now ready for the spring season's orders.
The practice of keeping to one color scheme in jewelry is becoming an established fashion. Our New Blouse Sets,

made UD of Studs, Link Buttons and a Scarf Pin, all set with stones of the same shade, make pretty ornaments for the

summer gown.

.... . . . .1

FASHION PIN
3968 14" high
3974 2" •

3980 24" "
Old English

FASHION PIN
3992 1!" high
3993 2" "
3994 23

z
," "

Roset' i cc

FASHION PIN FASHION PIN
4026 2" high
4025 14 "
4027 24 "
Pol. Pearl Set.

3966 132" high
3972 2" "
3978 23,•,4" "

ghl English. Pearl Set

BLOU3E SET 187B.
Old English. Set Si ordered

ii .c earl' Pin 912 Link Button 217

Collar Pins Patented

All rights reserved

FASHION PIN
.1016 1;2" high
4017 2" "
4018 24" "

c cld English. bet as ordered.

FASHION PIN
3995 11:'," high
3996 2" "
3997 24 "
Old English

FASHION PIN FASHION PIN
3983 high
8984 2" "
8985 24" "

Old English.. c.let as ordered

We have, besides, a handsome line of Lockets and Chains, Bracelets and Link Buttons, Veil and Scarf Pins, Hat

Pins and Brooch Pins, as well as Neck Chains and Pendants.
Our Sterling Silver Goods afford a choice selection of Toilet and Manicure pieces, Table Ware, Vases and C

andle

Holders, suitable for June Weddings and Graduating Gifts.

Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 RICHMOND STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK
13 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO CANADA

Heyworth Building Kingston, Ont.



fatt jewetrr Catalogue 
THE CATALOGUE AND MAIL-ORDER BUSINESS israpidly becoming- an IMPORTANT factor in the business of the. up-to-date retailer.

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR NEW FALL CAT-ALOGUE proposition•
Write us for particulars. We furnish same with retail jeweler's name onlyon cover. All goods illustrated in fine half-tone plates; a credit to any jewelerthat sends it out. Largest line of To Karat Jewelry shown the trade.WORKMANSHIP and FINISH equal to any 14 karat line on themarket.

THE KELLER JEWELRY M'F'G CO.Factory, Newark, N. J.
64 Nassau Street, New York

$12.00 per Gross TlIC New Globe Mainspring $1.00 per dozen
Owing to the 0-row-
ing demand upon us
for a good spring at
a moderate price, we
have at last succeed-
ed in securing a very
h i hly satisfactory
spring which we are
going to sell at $1.00
per dozen. Same is

fully guaranteed in
every respect and is
far superior to any
spring on the mar-
ket to-day selling at
the same price.
Send for sample
dozen tild satisfy
yourself of the above
facts.

This in no way interferes with our famous J LI RGENSEN orBrands, for which we have been exclusive American agents for 56 years,but simply to fill the wants of those requiring a good article for as littlemoney as possible.

L. H. KELLER & CO., 64 Nassau Street, New York

895
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WORK and WAGES
Think for a in In dull times it's the half-trained, half-competent man that is laid off.

He is never sure of his job. At the best of times he gets only the wage of the
"poor man."

Are you getting all the salary you could handle? Could you hold a better job if you got it

You can turn present dull times to good account—enroll for the new class in the new school.
By spending- a few dollars now you'll be sure of your business, sure of your job and
sure of the highest salary that's going when things take the turn.

Our new term starts August 17th; write to=day and we will
hold a place for you.

I-1. R. PLAYTNER
Director

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.

Toronto, Ont.

Circulars on
Application
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Qual • 
•

and Price 
should always be carefully considered before purchasing a Bench, Lathe or Attachments. That is the reason we

ity sell only the most reliable tools and appliances. The quality is unquestioned and the price the very lowest that

can be made for high-grade tools. If you need a Lathe or an Outfit Complete the combinations listed below

will give you full value for your money and will answer all of the requirements of an up-to-date watchmaker. Write us for further particulars.

Lathe Combination A $62.50 Net Cash

GENUINE WEBSTER-WHITCOMB LATHE
With 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every detail, made of the best
steel. Has hard spindles running in hardened steel bushings.
Absolute concentricity of cone, body, thread and hole. Full
nickel plated.

COUNTERSHAFT No. 9

Full nickel-plated

SOLID OAK BENCH No. 1

This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned
lumber and finished in best c'abinet style. Will not
warp or split. Has ten drawers which lock auto-
matically; apron drawer, vise rest and chalk box.
Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deep and 40
inches high.

EXTRA QUALITY PIVOT GRAVERS

E. & J. S pivot gravers are the best that can
be made. They are very hard and hold their
points much longer than the average graver.

FOOT WHEEL No. Is

Best in the market

Lathe Combination B $60.70 Net Cash

SET E. & J. S. PIVOT GRAVERS

These gravers are made of finest steel and are
especially well adapted for fine turning.

FOOT WHEEL No. Is

GENUINE MOSELEY LATHE No. 2
With 10 chuck combination

This lathe is made with hardened ground bearings. The

cone end of draw-in-spindle and end of back center are of

hard rubber. Full nickel plated and absolutely true.

SOLID OAK BENCH No. s

This is a first-class bench in every particular and

is warranted not to warp or split. Made of thor-
oughly seasoned lumber and beautifully finished.

Has ten drawers which lock automatically ; apron
drawer, vise rest and chalk box. Dimensions

43 inches long, 26 inches deep, 40 inches high.

COUNTERSHAFT No.
Full nickel plated

If you are not satisfied .with the service your material house gives you, why not give us a trial? There is no firm that concerns

Itself more to fill orders correctly or that has better facilities to work with than we have. Matching small

Firts is our specialty and all orders have the best of care. Our Catalogue is sent to the legitimate trade free of charge on request accompanied by business card.

Send for a copy.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

A Reason for it
To Those Jewelers

who, like ourselves, have battled with the

elements of Panics, Financial Tornadoes and Frenzied

Finance for the last thirty years, this article does

not refer, but it is intended for those who have

recently crept into the Rank and File, and who

perhaps don't know that our competitors regulate .their

prices by what we pay for Old Gold, Silver, Plated Jewelry,

Sweeps, etc.—Of course, "There's a Reason for it."

897

We buy the Government Sweeps and we buy them

over the Heads of other Bidders. Uncle Sam has no

Favorites and he doesn't like us any more than he does

our competitors, yet we get his Sweeps, and " There's a

Reason for it." •

Thousands of Jewelers write us yearly, from whose

letters we clip such expressions as—" More than I

expected," " Wish I had known . you before," " Check

entirely satisfactory," " Thanks for liberal estimate and

promptness," " You can rely on getting my business here-

after." These expressions coming unsolicited represent

the condensed views of the Jewelry Trade regarding us

and our System and naturally " here's a Reason for it."

We have been in business nearly half a century and

during this period of Commercial Activity we have never

Changed our System nor Changed our Name, because

" There was no Reason for it."

We Value and Start Check to you the day your

shipment arrives. We hold it in its original condition

till you approve of our check. If check is not up to your

expectations, we return the package at our expense, and

as we have never had to return a shipment on this

account, " There's certainly a Reason for it."

GOLDSMITH BROTHERS SMELTING & REFINING CO.
Heyworth Building, CHICAGO
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ENGELMAN'S Patented Combination "Gem" DisplayRings and Adjustable Stone Holders
MEET A LONG-FELT WANT

ey Are Money=Makers and Money=SaversUNMOUNTED STONES of any size and shape can be displayed advantageously, as is herein illustrated. Your investment in
stock can thereby be decreased, as you need not mount them up in expensive settings. Your sales will also increase by being able to
exhibit unmounted stones. The prices are low enough to induce you to buy them and save you from incurring frequent losses caused
by the awkward handling of the tweezer when your customer desires to examine unmounted stones. Try them. For sale by all jobbers.Due to greatly improved automatic machinery and reduced cost of production, we are now quoting these as follows:

Sets of 18 (full set), in box, $6.00 Sets of 12, in box, $4.00 Sets of 9, in box, $3.00

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Selling Agents for United States and Canada

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

Demand an
Oliver

Quality
Ball-Bearing
Foot-Wheel

Its many, Pints of supeeiority will more than overbalance its
slight extra cost. It has a heavy, correctly-balanced wheel—a steelshaft, not cast iron—a .crank that will not break—driven by two fibre
rollers that roll, not slide, reducing the friction to the minimum—a
treadle that fits the foot—in short, Oliver Quality throughout.g .

Catalog D16 sent for the asking.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
•1490 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Theonly ma-
chine furnisning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solo tion.mn.

S 
p L E

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEALPATENTED MAY 19, 1908 machine for the
jeweler.An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put thenew finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULIE for making solutions and full directions for plating all abovecolors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged forthe outfit.
BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 15i, 3, 6, 9 and 12 voltscurrent (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and caneasily be replaced.
CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces andare self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each puregold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 64inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything
needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your /obber, order direct from Me manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

Guaranteed E. F. B." Turning Gravers, No. 33
The finest set of gravers on the market. Handle is of the fine-t

cocobolo, fitted with nickel plated socket in wliicii the gravers can be
moved in or out as desired. The two set screws hold the graver rigid
and prevent rocking or chattering. They will be appreciated by all
users of line tools.

Price, per set of 7 in case, $3.00

LATHE LOUPE, NO. 25
(Patent Applied For)

A most useful article, devise,l by a practical watchmaker.
Easily applied to any make lathe. If great power is required,
bring into action the two lenses ; otherwise swing the small lens
out of place.

Rings of two different sizes are furnished with each loupe to
meet all requirements.

A glance at the Illustrations will demonstrate the usefulness of
the article, as it will enable anyone to inspect the work without
bending close to the work with ordinary eye-loupe.

Price, $1.25 each

Improved Turning and Jeweling
Attachment, No. 33
NEW FEATURES

Adjustment for alignment, line feed, with direct
connected screw. Positive hinder operated by
movement of the thumb or linger. t utter may he
changed quickly. No small projecting parts Li bee toe
lust or broken. Special cutters Call be made front wire.

And Other Good Points
One tool may he used on different makes of lathes

by simply changing tapers. Can be changed quickly.
ALL STANDARD TAPERS IN STOCK

Each attachment is furnished with two cutters, one
burnisher and t wit blanks. III ordering, please give
name and size of lathe.

Price, each, $4.50

HAIRSPRING OUTFIT NO. 200
Devised by a pract hal " Ilairspringer " at one of the largest American watch

factories for making Breguet hairsprings and testing hairsprings it properly
centered. The jaws of the tweezers are double end and have very small thin Jaws.
The white enameled disk forms a good background to show up the curses of the
hairspring.

Price, per set in box, $1.50

210.1 0.1dIf J.Vd

03
Combination Tool No. 6o

Suitable as Roller Pin Setter—Pallet Jewel Sel ter—
C & F Jewel Holding Device—Watch Hand Holder—
Annealing Tool.

Price, each, $1.25

Stone Setting Millers No. 82
Cut is full size

Consists of 15 most desirable and useful cutters. The ball-top cutters have
holes drilla to clear the Pius in pearl settings.

Price, per set, $4.50

New Patented
‘, E. F. B." Caliper
with Revolving and
Swinging index

Does away with the old-
style Index Bar and cumber-
some shifting of the same from
one side of the caliper to the
other.

Instantaneous placing of
Index in position is possible
only on this, the Latest and
Best of all calipers.

Price, $2.25 each

Phesay's Two-in-One Soldering Tweezer
By using Phesay's Two-in-One Soldering Tweezer the,joint catch or

back is handled only once.
SAVES TROUBLE. Phesav's Two-in-One Soldering Tweezers will
solder plumb and true. Will not let article slide when solder flows.

Will hold pieces of jewelry with rounded stones or fiat surfaces with equal
firmness.

Price, each, $o.7s

Asquith's Automatic Spectacle Clamp
(Patented) Price, each. $0.75

It's the best
yet. Makes the
most dreaded job
Ii pleasure. Press
the two levers
II nderneath rest-
ing the thumb on
the asbestos
directly above
and the spectacle
frames are put in
or taken out in-
stantly.

Holds rim-
less bridges per-
fectly.

It holds a frame for soldering the nose piece, or nose piece to eyewire, or soldering the eyewire by remov-
ing but one lens, this prevents getting the lenses in wrong as they frequently are of a different strength.

Helds a great many odd jobs in jewelry repairing. Has adjustable spring tension just right for each
Job. Hits tWl/ pieces of fine grained asbestos in each clamp making four clean surfaces by turning over.

Stands on feet so does not have to be held.

THE NEW NILSON'S PATENT
Tile most obstinate rivet will yield h■ Ibis tool. lins two
ains stationary, the center is held in by a stiff spr

wily a slight advance el rivet. h 11111,1, free to use.
Rivet extractors innumerable been sold with vary i

the mechanic as something ol merit.

RIVET EXTRACTOR
interchangeable points. The handle in vise
ing and WIWI] •I Hick with a hammer permits

lig success; this is the latest and appeals to

Price, $t.00

For Sale tiN All jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 and 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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A Few Specialties 901

only can be shown on this
page. They are typical ofthe GREAT VARIETY OF DESIRABLE GOODS WE HAVE FOR THEWATCHMAKER AND JEWELER. There is Always Something NEW and Swartchild Always has it

LOOK ! A Dandy Assortment of Hands for Longines,Omega,Tavannes, Cyma, etc.
New Hairspring

Comparative Vibrator

_ WRINGS

is s,z. WALTHAM
No..2203

'YE11111432111161_11111111i0

$ 1.00 per Dozen S .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Ciross10.50 per Gross

ftt=1D

Ot!Mkto

te=ft$)

it=g29

CM5t,

(Et)

ir=eMIP

1111111
$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 ver Gross $ .75 per Dozen

7.50 per Gross

Send a postal for our

New Pocket Price-List
of Watch Tools and

Material
NOW READY

SEE THAT

Add 50 to number of en-
graving graver shown and it
gives you one with hole near
top so it may be turned up
from bottom for ring work,
hollowware, etc.

For instance, 451 is like
401 except that hole Is
nearer top.

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 75 cents

111111111111111111

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)Made in 3 sizes. Put up in 11 n.
Prices Small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils" Medium " 2.50
" Large " 3.00

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
Is given FREE with your first order for 1 grossRegent American Mainsprings

1111,4211!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .11111

Nickel Plated Pendant Bow Pliers. 35 cents

Height 3.

Height 4.

401*-
Height 5.

Height 6.

••
Height 7.

•
Height 8.

Fac-Simile of Our Label
NOTICE-Owing to the advance in the prices of Watch Classes by Europeanmanufacturers, we have revised our prices to date as follows:Genevas   $4.00 per gross, $ .40 per doz. Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross, $ .75 per doz.

PRICE-LisT Thick Mi-Concave. .   4.00 .40 " " Lentilles • . 12.00 ' " 1.25
Mi-Concaves, Extra ThIck 10.00 " " .90 " " Antiques . . 8.00 " "
Parallels   8.00 " " .75 ., ,, Lunettes. . 3.00 " " 

.75 " "

.25BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

illill.1111111.1111111
PARALLEL.

Aimser 
LENTI LLE.

"00111■111111. 1•10M11

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

4/111■1111..111111.111111111&
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

CLEMENT HOLLOW GRAVER

oar
7 0
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STYLES WITH HOLES NEAR TOP

LEM E tSLT.m
PAT. P ENID IN

w. D. CLEM E NT.
PAT. PLNDIN

1-,E NI ENT
PAT. PCN1D INC

+44•44•■•••,.-

(NOT SHOWN) Nos. 451-453-455-457-459-461-951-953-955-957-959-961

ORDERS PILLED PROM ANY CA.TAL.00IJEYour orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory service as

25 Cents
THE HOLE saves MUCH

time in sharpening ; keeps
the point flat ; insures much
more even temper.

THE ST F. E I., is made
•pecial with the proper per
cent carbon and other ingre-dients to insure the very best
cutting edge that can possi-bly be produced.

THE TEMPER: these
gravers are all hardened by
our hard-tough-even temper-
ing process which insures the
hardest,toughest and evenest
temper that can be produced.

to quality and price

Cross Beguelin 

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers

Silver-Plated Ware. Etc.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 31 Maiden Lane, New York(A Corporation)

We beg to call particular attention, not only to the daily demand for these hands, but also to the fact that they fit exactly. Each pair
of hands is numbered in accordance with index on back of card showing the respective Watch each pair will tit.
No. E 196. Double card of Hands, as shown above, assorted steel and composition  $1.00

Allison Spectacle Soldering Block

upnn getting

BLACK SHIELD
MAINSPRINGS

This new hist rumen! I,III irk-
ably simple and well-made. 'rhe
Balance is Mono-metallie, the Hair-
spring is Non-magnelic, [lie Jewels
aro Olive Hole, the iegulating is
perfect. Seating 18,000

When used to vibrate Hair-
spring place Balance on inst rument,
and compare Beat.

Also used to ascertain if Watch
is running correctly. This instru-
ment can be placed on Balance
Bridge of movement and will at
once indicate whether movement is
running slow, last or on time.
No. E 204   Price, $2.25

New Woolen Case Buffs

'lite Finest Springs on the Market
They will save you TIME, MONEY

and WORRY

New Jewel Screw Countersinks Made in
three sizes ..■"
to polish

0, 6, 12, 16 and \l(tL
18 size
eases

These Buffs
produce a high

polish, and
are of very close
texture, giving

It lasting
quality.

1111'1111111d

W ill hellt 11,1111CS firm end true in any position required
No. E 205  Each, $1.00 Ne. E 206. .Set of 6

Phesay's Patent Soldering Tweezer
>_
  -:.,111111111111111

$0.75 No. E. 177. small for 0- 6 size cases   Each, $0.20
No. E 178. Medium " 12-it "   Each, .25
No. E 179. Large " 18 " '   Each, .30

Gas Soldering Tool

Length of tool 9 inches. Made with wood handles and Brass trimmings. Fitted with Stop-1 ,
The 1'opper which is continually over the flame is adjustable. Copper is made in two sizes.
No. D ID. Copper length, 13/ Inches   Price, 51.75No. 0 20. " "   Price, 2.00

FOR SOFT SOLDERING AL!. KINDS OF JOINTS, CATCHES AND
BACKS OF JEWELRY

Saves time and trouble. Will not let article slip.
No. E 207  Price, $ .75

SEND US YOUR MATERIAL ORDERS. We carry the
largest stock, employ the most efficient watch makers, and WE GIVE
PERFECT SERVICE INDEFINITELY.

WttRTCHILDi,

New Factory Style Economy Watch Brush
No. D 128. Soft   Each, $0.15 Pc r Dozen, $1.00
No. D 129. Half Soft Each, 0.15 Per Dozen, 1.00

THIS BRUSH IS USED EXTENSIVELY IN WATCH FACTORIES

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY I= NM NM

IN TUE WORLDTHE LARGEST TOOL AND MATEPiAL HOUSE

liW If you have not a copy of our double-sized (13 1-2 x 10 1-4 inches) 440=page catalogue, write for one at once. SENT FREE OF ALL CHARGES.
Contains 20,000 illustrations. Most carefully compiled.

CHICAGO
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A New Width in Gold Filled Adjustable Bracelets
inch wide—inside circumference, closed, 6 inches—open, 9 inches

VERY SWELL,

No. 757—Polished
No. 758—English  

list, $6.00 each No. 761—Polished   List, $6.00 each
No. 762—English . n 6.00 "

rro

No. 759--Polished . . List, $6.00 each
No. 760 English  

OUR 44-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF BRACELETS, FOBS AND FESTOONS—ALSO
BRACELET GAGE—SENT ON REQUEST TO JEWELERS

T. B. RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS
MADE RIGHT GAGED RIGHT PU1' UI R101-11'

T1 One Dozen

KESILIENTAAINSPRINGS
T. B.)

_1111111■1*

MADE SPECIALLY FOR

Til 0 MA BR OS.

4̀■11■5 411■
..111,191:19E1M ,

18s ELGIN L  0 ,
Width.290 Stren th .021 Order No. I 3 I

Price, $1.25 Dozen $13.50 Cross

SIZE OF BOX

55/i inches long
2Y1. wide
3/,+ deep

WHICH IS SUFFICIENTLY

LARGE ENOUGH FOR RE-

PLACING SPRINGS WITH-
OUT CROWDING.

END VIEW

WHEN PLACED IN CABI-
NET, SHOWING DESCRIP-

TION OF CONTENTS.

Our MAINSPRING CABINET No. 10, to hold 72 Dozen T. B. Mainsprings -Price, $5.00 net

TI-10MA BROS., Esta18136":hed CINCINNATI, OHIO

THE VITAL POINT

Mid  
Thiffiantali

Jtet-Wilffinth
BEWARE

OF
IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, Including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and Belting . . $31.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each
A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine

critically the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use
dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone
and body of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and SIZE ; the surfaces
are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny
ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and pro-
portions, are important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes
in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth. We caution you against the
imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running, and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is maintained
by workmen of long experience in the
operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the
market in which the front end of head-
stock spindle bears only on the 45° angle.
They may look well on superficial inspec-
tion, but they will run hard if the spindle

is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for perfect work.
In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are

PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.
Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and

the surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and
uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability
of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as
well as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
IN TI-IE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

THE TRUE BLUE 

The

Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware

of imitations

BEADED LABEL

' "CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

Ask Your Jobber for Them

Sussfeld,Lorsch&Co.
Wholesale Agents

New York, 37 Maiden Lane

Paris, 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

FRENCH WATCH GLASSES
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STAKING TOOLS Manufactured by

NEW AND UNIQUE

A

The K. & D.
Poising Caliper Jewels

These jewels supply a real net d of watch-
makers. They are scientifically designed, and artist-
ically made. The part of the setting containing
the hole jewel unscrews, thus separating the jewels,
enabling the watchmaker to clean them thoroughly
—Clean and Dry, is a very necessary condition in
Poising Caliper jewels. These jewels are sent out
in a split-tube, which enables the watchmaker to
very easily attach them to any caliper, in perfect
alignment. Poising calipers instead of parallel jaw
tools, are used in some of the greatest watch
factories in the world. With proper jewels, and
an equal degree of skill, equally good results are
obtained, and in much less time, than with the
parallel jaw tool.

The K. & D. jewels have been thoroughly
tested in practice by expert watchmakers, and
received the unqualified approval of all.

Jewels of finest sapphire ; settings of white
nickel silver.

Full directions for attachment, accompany
each pair.

Price, $1.00

- KENDRICK & DAVIS
LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SOMETHING NEW
rw The New Model No. 16A with Handle

The cut shows a recent improvement in staking tools, which, in point of
convenience, ranks with the friction sleeve for holding up the punch. The low
ball-bearing base—now so popular—necessitates the use of both hands in mov-
ing the tool from place to place on the bench. The new handle entirely removes
this difficulty. It is the very acme of convenience, and will henceforth be
applied to any of our ball-bearing bases when ordered.

The patent friction sleeve for holding up the punch—the greatest
single improvement ever made in staking tools—is a feature worthy of
careful consideration. It is not only a remarkable convenience, but
greatly increases the durability of the tool. The walls of the hole
through which the punches pass are of tempered steel lapped to a
standard. The punches fit well at first—they continue to do so.

Attention is called to the improved mechanism for binding the die.
It consists, briefly, of a cam having two bearings in the solid base of
the tool. This cam operates on an adjustable hardened surface in
the die bolt ; it is very powerful and the pressure is all in the re-
quired direction—straight down—there is no strain on the over-
hanging arm, to throw the punch out of alignment. In point of
convenience, too, it is superior ; the knurled disk of the cam shaft
being right in the " handy " place. Ample provision is made to adjust
for all possible wear 

' 
• and when properly adjusted, the die, when bound,

positively will not work loose under any hammering. This mech-
anism is patented and cannot be used by others.

No. 16A with Handle Price, $26.00
The No. 16A has 120 Punches and 30 Stumps, including those for removing and
replacing Waltham taper shoulder balance staffs.

A POINT TO REMEMBER.—In buying a K. & D. staking tool you &et no experi-
ment. We offer you only well-tested and approved devices—mechanically. correct.
Workmanship ! Finish, well, just compare it ; compare it critically at every point, it's a
duty to yourself. All staking tools of our manufacture are stamped IC & D. Be sureyou examine the genuine.

The K. & D. Sponge Plater

11!1'111}1! !1'

SUSSFELD, LORSCH

PAT•D U. 5. AUG. 14. 1901.

CANADA OCT. 1, 1907.

A new device for the use of jewelers and others, who wish to plate a portion only of
an article ; such, for example, as the gold lining of spoons, without applying a "resist,"
applying extra plate to certain parts of articles, etc. This device has been thoroughly
tested in practice by practical artisans. It deposits rapidly and homogeneously, fresh
solution of standard strength being constantly supplied to the sponge.

A further example of the practical use of this device is depositing gold in engraving
on silver or filled articles. In engraving monograms, etc., on filled cases, the gold surface
is frequently cut through, exposing the base metal, which soon blackens ; to deposit pure
gold in the engraving, produces a rich effect and entirely obviates tarnishing.

Packed with two extra tubes and sponges. Full directions for use in each box.

Price, without Anodes, $2.50

& Co., Wholesale Agents, 37 Maiden Lane, New York

905

INVERTO
E STAKING TOOL

No. 17

About 517, size

PAT APPLIED FOR.

The " Inverto " is something new in staking
tools ; it has unique and valuable features
never before applied to staking tools, which
1■1,

distinguish it from all others.

Most important. Named " INVERTO " because any of the punches may be inverted,
inserted in the die and used as a stump. This greatly increases the range of usefulness;
every watchmaker knows how often a stump is needed, which cannot be lotind even in the
most complete sets. " INVERTO " solves the problem; the watchmaker now has practically
160 stumps.

The mechanical provisions in this tool to admit of using the punches as stumps are
remarkably convenient and efficient. The largest hole in the die will just admit a punch; it
may be turned to one side—either right or left—the punch inserted, and then brought round
and centered for use as a stump. When in this position, only the tapered end of the punch
projects above the surface of the (lie. To avoid any possible difficulty in removing the punch,
an ingenious provision in this tool makes it only necessary for the workman to turn the die
to the right or left, about one-quarter revolution, and the punch is automatically raised high
enough to afford a secure grasp for the fingers, NV hen it is readily withdrawn. The punches
move through the die with gentle friction special means being provided to secure this
condition. When used as a stump, the end of the punch rests on a solid case-hardened
surface in the base of the tool. The centering punch is provided at one end with a female
center, for centering the solid punches, when they are to be used as stumps.

Another new feature of this tool is the height of the (lie, its upper surface being three
inches above the bench; this is a most convenient height N'lien the hand is rested upon the
bench, in the position of adjt•sting work on the die the tht•mb and forefinger come naturally
just about even with the top. But this feature is of greater importance than convenience in
handling; it admits c. f a variety of work impossible to do with an old-style tool, without
placing it on a block ; for example: The watchmaker often needs to press the minute-hand
on a Avatch when the movement is in the case, the back center being rested on a suitable
stump. " INVERTO" affords plenty of space for the open cover to project downward
without striking the bench. The die is of steel, three-eighths inch thick ; the tool is propor-
tionately massive, weighing approximately three pounds—a quality which will appeal to all
practical workmen.

It will be seen that at every point where " INVERTO " departs from the regular
construction, improvement has been made. Well tried and approved features, such as the

& D. patent friction punch supporting sleeve, and double-bearing cam die binder,
I ave been cinhodicd in this tool.

" INVERTO " is put up in a substantial, beauti
fully finished mahogany case, 71/1 inches long, 5 INvERT0
inches wide and 7 inches high; nickeled trimmings.
It is supplied with 120 punches of sizes and shapes
best adapted to a wide range of work, as indicated by
many years' experience in the manufacture of stak-
ing tools; this number includes a special punch de-
signed for knocking out broken screws, etc. Punches
of this character are frequently broken, the strain to
which they are subjected being sometimes very
severe. In this new punch, this difficulty is very
neatly met by making the part that gets broken as an
accessory to the main punch ; these sub-punches are
instantly changed, without tools. Ten sub-punches,
graduated sizes, go With each holder, making practi-
cally 130 punches. In addition, there are 12 blank
punches (soft) with holes provided in the box for
their reception; watchmakers sometimes want a
special punch, and these blanks are sure to prove
useful. The tool is provided with 22 stumps, of sizes
and styles not covered by the punches. Of course,
the punches and stumps for driving the Waltham de-
tachable kdance staffs are included.

" INVERTO" is sure to mark an
epoch in tile kieveloi ,Inent of staking tools;

every watchmaker should examine it,
note th, new features, design, work-
manship iroi finsh.

" Invert° " Staking Tool No. 17. Price, $35.00

STAKING TOOL
NO. IT

NIttuufact tared by

Lebanon
New Hampshire

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents, 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK



Reliance Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American.made
and guaranteed to fit

K. B.
Mainsprings

are guaranteed to be the
most perfectly gaged and
best finished mainsprings
on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

With your first order for
one gross of our K. B. Main-
springs we give you gratis a
handsome oak or walnut-2o
drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No. 168. Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and
Polished   $1.00 per doz.

No. 169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish  .60 411 41

No. 170. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire $1.00 per doz.

No. 171 C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 " "
We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozenof our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

NOTE.—Only the best material and the most up-to-date automatic machinery areused for making the Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels. All our Balance Staffsand Jewels are carefully examined as to their accuracy by experienced watchmakersbefore being put on the market. We will be only too pleased to exchange any BalanceStaff or Jewel which you may find defective.

Orders Filled from Any Catalogue

SAMPLES SENT PER REQUEST

KORONES BROS.
167 Canal Street, New York

Importers
and

Jobbers of

Brand

N o jeweler should be
without our new Catalogue of
Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your
business card.

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware

SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have
That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successfulschool in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has nowexceeded our most sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronagewe deem of all testimonials the most substantial.
Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our schooltwenty years ago, which certainly is proof that we give our students entiresatisfaction.
Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become anexpert in the various branches of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,which will give you some valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, sr. Lows. Mo.

The Best-Paying Proposition
Mr. Jeweler, is to buy the best-made article
for your store, labeled

WADELL DETROIT

We

Came

In

This

Business

To

Stay

WADELL SHOW CASE AND CABINET CO.
DETROIT, MICH. Dept. D

We Can Increase Your Business 50 to 100 per cent.
With a High-Grade Catalog of Your Own

Containing from 36 to 200 pages or over, Illustrating the goods you handle and
Arranged to suit your local conditions—at a very reasonable price.

The Catalog will show your goods, describe
them and quote prices. People now buy much
of their jewelry by mail, particularly at Christ-
mas, and the Catalog offers the most practical
way of securing their trade.

READ OUR CUSTOMERS' LETTERS
THE ARNSTINE BRoTHERS COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen :—The holiday rush being over, I herewith

enclose you a remittance for my account, as there is no bill
that we owe that we pay more cheerfully than we do yours.

This has been the fourth year that we have used your
catalog with splendid results. It gives me great pleasure
to state that in spite of there being 20,000 men out of employ-
ment in this territory, that our business compares favorably
with the month of December of a year ago and we attribute
it largely to the good advertising that your catalog has done
for us, both in and out of the holiday season.

Wishing you a happy and prosperous 1908, I am
Yours very truly,

ARCHIE TEGTMEYER.

This Concern Used The Arnstine Bros. Company's
Catalogs in 1904, 1905, 1906 and 1907.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Store of Archie Tegtmeyer, Milwaukee, Wis.

Sidney, Ohio, January 17, 1908.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen :—In reply to your letter of January 4th,

the depression in money matters was sharply felt here, and we
had expected a serious loss in our last December sale as corn-
pared to the previous year, we are glad to state that the results
did not prove it, as our sales for the Holidays were considerably
in excess of the same time in 1906, and, while the run seemed
to be more on medium-priced goods we made more sales.

We attribute this to the use of your Catalogs, which we
assure you were very much in evidence as far as the sales were
concerned. We have used your Catalogs four seasons and
appreciate their value as trade bringers, and trust to use them
for many more seasons to come.

With best wishes, I am,
Very truly yours, E. E. KAH

This Concern Used The Arnstine Bros. Company's Catalogs
ill 1904, 1905, 19°6 and 1907, and has placed order for 1908.

Write us at once for Samples and
Particulars FREE

Our representatives visit nearly every State in the Union.
If you are interested and will notify us, our representative will
take pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method.

WE SELL TO RETAIL JEWELERS ONLY

711.1.„4541111:i: ,
,

1 
Iv

Store of E. E. Kah, Sidney, Ohio

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

CLEVELAND, OHIO
IN WRITING PLEASE MENTION THIS ISSUE OF " TIIE KEYSTONE "
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"CLINCH"

No. 2
50 cts.
35 cts

r.
app/e1

for

No. I. 25c.

Safety Catch for
Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

pin. Nothing to get
out of order. Simple
and neat.

One turn to the
right grips like a
vise.

Fits any size pin.

Prices to the Trade

No. 1. Gold Plated,
$1.50 doz.

No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold
Plate, burnished,
$2.25 doz.

The "SECURITY'
A Clasp at Last That's Secure
"HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot

MADE IN 3 SIZES
No. / Locks hers No. I

Simple and

Absolutely Secure

Necklace Clasp
and Fast
Pull Out

The Only Perfect
Clasp

Locks in Two
PlacesNo. 2 Locks here No. 2

Patent Applied for

4111116t

No.1

4111K16

No.1B

CaZZO

No. 2

PRICES TO THE TRADE
DOZEN DOZEN

No. 1. 10 K. . .56.00 No. 1B, 10 K $7.00
No. Z. 10K. . 9.00
No. I. 14 K. . 7.00 No. 1B. 14 K. 9.00
No. 1 . Platinum ...... . 18.00
No. 1. Gold Filled   2.00
No 1B. Gold Filled 2  25
No. 2. Gold Filled 2  50
No. 1. Sterling Silver 2  00

Made in Cold Filled Only
No. 1/25, $2.75 doz. No. 1B/25, $3.25 doz.

No. 2/25, $3.50 doz.

111150111111N0010
.4054=0:40

No.1B/25

tiocemagiaQs
Na 2/25

Ask your Jobber, or write

THE

HOFFMAN

NOVELTY

CO.

79-83 North Pearl Street

ALBANY, N. Y.

SAMPLE SHEET OF ONE OF OUR STUDENTS

Now is the time to take advantage of our special short slimmer
course for busy men.

Most rapid progress Limited class Modern methods

CATALOG ON REQUEST

W• 41;+.N. icturstirIttir
*ichtoroil of Ettnmutitig

New England Building CLEVELAND, OHIO

.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111012.

Bore It 
Just What You've
Been Looking For-
a Bunsen Burner with by-
pass to reduce the flame to
a minimum when not in use.
No more waste of gas.

g Press the lever and flame is reduced to a pilot light. A touch= of the lever will again restore it to a full, strong Bunsen flame.

No. 5-1. Bunsen
75e.

By mail, 8c. extra

Send for our catalogue " Il-k " and give us a chance toshow you other Jewelers' Apparatus, such as Foot Blowers,Blowpipes, Melting Furnaces, Soldering Fluxes, ete., etc.

=E Buffalo Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A. E.
7111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

IT POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM
THE R & L OIL is the standard lubricant now
used by the most expert workmen, and it is giving
complete satisfaction. Made of the finest quality, and
so compounded that it will not change, or thicken, it
forms an ideal oil. A better was never made.
Send 25 cents to your jobber, asking for R & L OIL.

Wholesale Selling Agents
M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia
Swartchild & Co., Chicago
Nordumn Bros. Co.

San Francisco
Daniel Pratt's Son

53 Franklin St., Boston

Wholesale Selling Agents
D. C. Percival & Co., Boston
Chas. May & Son, Boston
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.

New York City
H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.

RA NLETT ft LOWELL CO., Sole Manufacturers
Jewelers' Bulb:ling, Boston, Mass.

IT POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM
■■■•■•■ 
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SAMS' SAFETY It°
GASOLINE

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
Produces either a Heavy
brush flame or the Finest
I eed le point.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St. - CHICAGO

Liberal Discount to Jobbers.

Outfit complete $12  50
Outfit without bellows . . . 8 50
Generator (B) 600
Blowpipe (A) 250
Foot Bellows (C) 400
Sawa' Flux  25

hand Piece

Generator. Size 8.14"
high. 5!.;" diatn.

ELECTRO -PLATING SALTS
FOR THE USE OF

SMALL MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL JEWELERS
These PLATING SALTS are preparations in dry form, containing the Goldand the Chemicals, which when dissolved in Water, are AT ONCE READY forUSE, producing unfailingly correct shades at all times.These Salts will not deteriorate and can be liquified as desired.

  1.5500

ROMAN GOLD SALTS for 1 quart Solution 
8

RED GOLD
OLD ENGLISH 46

  4.5014 or 18 karat GOLD :#   4.50ROSE GOLD   4.80
....

ORANGE ROSE 64 
4.80GREEN GOLD A6 

  4.80ANTIQUE GREEN GOLD .■   4.80
6GUINEA GOLD 4 

4.80ROSE or GREEN ^,   4.80PARISIAN GOLD 4.80SILVER SALTS; for half Gall., 83.15; for 1. Grill. .. .. 6.00FRENCH GRAY SALTS 2.50COPPER or BRASS SALTS 44 2.50
Order from your Jobber direct or send to the Mfrs.

U. S. Electro-Chemical Co., 78 Lafayette StreetNEW YORK

The Newark Watch
Case Material Co's.
Improved lo=Prong

Patent Sleeve
Wrench

This is the only practi-
cal Sleeve Wrench on the
market.. Every key is mess-
ured accurately, so they will
fit all makes of sleeves. Be-
ware of imitations and see
that our patent number is
stamped on the key you buy.

We are sole agents for
this wrench. Beware of imi-
tations. None genuine un-
less bearing date of patent
shown in illustration. This
Is the only accurate and
practical tool of its kind on
the market.

l'alent ;ipplied for

Allison Spectacle Soldering
Block

Will hold frames firm and true
in any position required.

Mail orders promptly filled.

Price, $1.00

SOLE AGENTS

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.,

Fleming's
Patent

Corrugated
Case Springs

These springs
can be fitted with-
out filing, to all
makes of eases.
Made for thick and
thin model cases, in
both lifting and
lock. Beware of
base imitations.
See that the box
bears the name of
" Fleming's Pat-
e fl t Corrugated
Case Spring."
None genuine ex-
cept those with
the name " Rem.
ing " on.

Robbins' Latest Improved
Mainspring Winder

Does away with changing of barrels, which alone is a timesaver.
Nickel plated, price, $2.00. Directions with each tool.

Patent

A.sk Your Jobber

for Same

Inc., 77 John Street, NEW YORK CITY
Exclusive Wholesale Distributers for U. S. and Canada

HOROLOGY HALL
BRADLEY HALL

TAKE ADVANTAGE of the present lull in business and make yourself more valuable to vow-
cniployer as well as yourself by taking a course tinder

Modern Methods in Horology at the Horological Department ()I-
BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 'MA'

BRADLEY HOROLOGICAL stands at the head of all horological schools in this country, and of course you want the best. Wehave 528 students in attendance, with more to follow, and can make room for you. Over two-thirds of our students are fromjewelry stores, either the sons of jewelers or have been trying to get the work by the old apprenticeship system, and then,a;.;till, many jewelers come to us to get the work right. You can take any one or all the branches, namely, Watcfiwork, Jewelry,Engraving and Optics. It will pay you to investigate by writing at. once to Department K for a catalogue and full particulars.Your panic ;Gill l(ItIl•t•SS on a postal card will get it.
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Rrice, for all Watchmakers' Sizes, 70c. each

Whitcomb
Genova No. ty,
70c. 70c.

Hopkins
No.3

70c. $1 25 each

Full Size
New Model ' Ideal " Chuck

These two cuts show first our newly-designed "IDEAL ' CHUCK and below it a chuck as they used to bemade years ago. In the latter the thread is much smaller than the body of the chuck, Nvhich limited the capacity.
Our "IDEAL" CHUCK is the most improved of the present day. It increases the capacity, rectifies the olderrors ill design and has been tested and approved and proclaimed by many of the first-class mechanics to be

the "IDEAL" CHUCK.

When we make an improvement we do not put it on the market until we have tested and proved it toourselves and the best mechanics. This chuck has been made for over two years in our factory but was not
advertised, as we were unable to fill our orders. We hope to do so now with our added capacity.

Send for illustrated price-list which ‘vill tell you all about the new lathe and newly-designed chucks.
Ask your dealer for the RIVETT LATHE, or just address

SO/VIETHINO NEW AND USEFUL

HYDE'S LIGHTNING ROLLER JEWEL SETTER
00053041.1"

JEWELING CHUCKS  
Set of Ten to fit No. 38 and 50 Wire Chucks

Price per Set of 10
Brass $1.50
Steel 2.50

Hour,HT11 N
FA C F. PLATE

MI-LS. BY

HARUINGE BROS

This is a new tool which we are manufacturing, and it is just the
thing for the purpose. Price, $1.25 each

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
Also Walchman's Portable Clock C'alalog No.

Or l'yrografthy Cizlalog P

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil l'eep Holes . $8.00
Old style, changed . . • 2.00 earl)

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO ILL U S A

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THEJEWELRY TRADE, AND MANY
DEALERS ARE GETTING THE GREATEST PART OF
THEIR PROFIT BY SELLING THEM; PARTICULARLY
THE "BRIGGS."

WE WISH RELIABLE HOUSES THAT ARE INTER-
ESTED, AND IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY, TO
COMMUNICATE WITH US.

BRIGGS PIANO CO., BOSTON, U.S.A.

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

Manufacturers No. US Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
11ABLISIIE1i 40 11.:AkS

For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS vise

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

STRICTLY HIGH CLASS Every Possible Advantage
practical business education A complete stock of SPECIAL engravers toolsin Ihe art 

and text-books

5 DEPARTMENTS
Only young men and women of the best character

admitted.
Catalogue and samples of students' work on request.

SWEEP SMELTERS

Corner Lake and Market Streets

ELMIRA, N. Y. F. II. IIEES, Director
Author of " Tile Art of Engraving

BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest C431'11 r
Halsey an Sts.
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1,111)ff I 1FOR WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS, FINE TOOL MAKERS, DIE SINKERS AND OTHERS
WHOSE WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS

_FILE O., 4

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OF DOMESTIC or FOREIGN MANUFACTURE
ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

The Successful Treatment of a Narrow Store is
Exemplified in the Accompanying Illustration

Store of W. H. APPEL, Allentown, Pa.

We respectfully ask you to let us assist you in
planning your store.

Fixtures should be designed to suit the store,
therefore we issue no catalogue, but the services
of our experienced draughtsmen are always at
your command.

T. DELONG FURNITURE CO., TOPTON, PA.

MOSELEY
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THE STANDARD OF XCEL-41-4ENC
Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense isspared to make them RIGHT. The Oenuine Moseley Lathe of todayis the result of years of painstaking, systematic and skilled endeavorto satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-ienced workmen.
Moseley Chucks are of the best quality, and are made in all sizes ;covering every need of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucksand Lathes were manufactured by us for years under the directsupervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " SplitChuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."
Moseley Lathes and Attachments, with plenty of Moseley Chucksare the secret of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-ing power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As anInvestment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by
express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and ,refineries small lots of Old Gold
($r to $25o), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

I_I •••••.„.'iMitairealiffq,

1.1 lift 

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 24 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

57 Washington St
Chicago
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Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes ;

there is nothing else so good.
Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25C.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Watchmakers', Jewelers' and
Opticians' Furniture

25 years of experience in
manufacturing, guarantees
highest grade of work-
manship. Send for our
illustrated catalogue and
order through your
jobber.

JESSEN & ROSBERG
397-405 W. Kinzie St. CHICAGO

ttONES2:....3HM
AND .

PROMPT \
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

-)!LVER, FILING5.
-WEEPINGS

8 C

WE BUY
Old Gold and Silver Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, HandWashings, etc. We will make accurate valuations and holdconsignment subject to your acceptance. If valuation isnot satisfactory, we reship to you at our expense.

WE PAY FOR OLD COLD:
22 K. 88c. per flwt. 12 K. 48c. per dwt.20 K. 80c. 10 K. 400. "18 K. 72c. " 8 K. 32c. "16 K. 64c. " 6 K. 24c.14 K. 560. " 4 K. 16c.
MARKET RATES FOR SILVER AND PLATINUM

I

WE SELL
Gold, Silver and Platinum, various qualities, rolled flat ordrawn to wire of any gage.

PRICES OF ALLOYED COLD:
10 K. 50c. per dwt. 14 K. 66a. per dwt.12 K. 58c. " le K. 740.

18 K. 82c. per dwt.
Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas furnishedor our own. " T. B. H." Alloy, 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold,

75c. per lb. Shot Copper, 40c. per lb. We will send tablesfor alloying without charge. They save figuring.
Try us and you will appreciate our Squareness, Promptness and Accuracy

T. B. HAGSTOZ, LTD., Main Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SMELTERS, ASSAYERS, REFINERS

91

A SPECIAL WORD TO THE CONSUMERS OF
WATCH, CLOCK AND CHRONOMETER OILS 
It is now more than forty years since the undersigned entered upon the distribution of these Oils to the horological craft which at that

time was diminutive as compared with its present status.
So rapid has been the production and distribution of timekeepers the world over—within the last few decades—while within the time

the one source of the supply of the Fish " Jaw " and " Melon " Oils vouchsafed to us by the New Bedford whaling fleet, had up to the past
year almost ceased owing to the decline of the whale fishery—that the situtation became serious and no small amount of trouble ensued—we
were called upon to " rise and explain" and this is our explanation—that we are heeding the moral of the mother bird with her nestlings in
the rye field, and have now a fine plant on the Atlantic Coast, and by this expensive means are securing an ample supply of this special Oil—
and we desire to assure the Watch and Clock fraternity the world over that henceforth we propose to hear their loud acclaim of the virtues

Where the Watch and Clock Oil Originates 1111101101011111111118

This Oil is just what you are looking for

THE FINEST IN THE WORLD
MN.

41sYpgie
,WATCHn OIL.11
NewBedfordroNEGmulNt
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

■1■11111111

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, I foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton'n steel chains and weights. Inside of case ma
shelves lined with black felt, Made to shik in the knock down.

Net price, $56.01). Worth 670.00

Union Show Case Co
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
• Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS 'P;sill hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Knoup Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

E. H. H. SMITH SILVER CO. Manufacturers of

Sterling Effects

in Plate

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

917

CHIME CLOCKS

CUCKOO CLOCKS

REGULATORS

tbeo6ore Scbi$gatt

4/4 Strike Mantel Chime Clock
Striking on 5 straight gongs

IMPORTER OF CLOCKS
116 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK

Chime Clock No. 6102
tg inches high

Polished Mahogany . . List, each, $40.00
Walnut ..... . List, each, 638.00

SOLE AGENT IN U. S. AND CANADA

FOR

SCHLENKER 0 KIENZLE CLOCKS

IF YOU ARE UP TO DATE

CARRY THESE CLOCKS IN STOCK,

THEY SELL QUICKLY

AND ALLOW A GOOD PROFIT.

EVERY CLOCK IS EXAMINED

AND STRICTLY GUARANTEED.

ASK YOUR JOBBER, OR

WRITE DIRECT.

NEW CATALOGUE OUT IN JUNE

PRICES SUBJECT TO TRADE DISCOUNT OF 110 PER CENT.
AND 6 PER CENT. 10 DAYS

ALARM CLOCKS
NOVELTY CLOCKS

400-DAY CLOCKS

LARGEST LINE OF GENUINE
BLACK FOREST CUCKOO CLOCKS

ALWAYS ON HAND
All Fronts Made of Three Layers of Wood

Cuckoo Clock No. 42
21 inches high
14 inches wide

Half-hour strike and call
List, each . . .... Moo

"HOLD-ON" CLUTCH

et 0 °o
FOR SCARF PINS AND BROOCHES

4111‘ -

c.2 ..QQg

14K. GOLD PLATE
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS

Pat. May 20, '02
To Release

Pull the Ball
PRICE 50 CENTS

ADVANTAGES

1. It Holds—The harder you pull, the tighter it holds.
2. To Release—Raise the clutch and pull the ball.
3. All One Piece—No parts to lose.

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

HOLD=ON CLUTCH CO.
33 Gold Street, NEW YORK

WISHES
TO

SELL Oigit

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER 
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can givi; the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further inform;ition.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Amsterdam, TuIpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

Get Emblem Wise, Mr. Jobber
Our line replete with many neW and original. designs, is ready for

the fall trade.
Our salesmen are out. Don't fail to see the new goods.

IRONS & RUSSELL CO.
Makers of Embems that Sell

Main Office and Factory
95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. I.

Chicago Office
Silversmiths' Bldg.
131 Wabash Ave.

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

New York Office
Maiden Lane

Can this be Repaired? Teel

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old onesbroken or melted off, the same as new.
we Repho, any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver

IttLV Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated Sercomb Company CHICAGO

1429 Wabash Ave.

Nearly every inan some I lay or other buys or
wears a lodge emblem. 'rimy all want the best,
they can get for their money. Take their side.
Give them the liest—an emblem of our manu-
facture, The Superiority or The Gustave Fox
Co.'s emblems from the is of originality,

inaterial and beauty of design are basic
principles that, have gotten for this company an
enviable reputation throughout the trade. The
GustaN.e Fox Co.'s emblems are uverywhere
recogniyed as typifying in every way the highest
art or the manufacturer. 'Memorandums sent
to responsible jewelers.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
14-16 E. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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20TH SUCCESSFUL YEAR

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

'he Jewelers' ?School of
ESTARIAISFIED 1889

Engraving
Suito 1104 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

Ftica-TAR.r) o. PROPRIETOR AND CHIEF INSTRUCTOR

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OE ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME
NEW CATALOG

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents / Send money with
India Ink or Water Color, 81.00 5 order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1.00
ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use

Send for Price-List
TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago

Exact Size

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCH

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

No. 234

PINK and WHITE

CAMEO
with Engraved Edge

Made in ro K. for $3.85
Made in 14 K. for $5.00

WE MAKE A FULL LINE OF UP-TO-DATE SCARF PINS

ORDER DIRECT FROM US
and get lowest possible prices,
As we manufacture all we sell
and are Importers of Stones
you also save Salesman's Profit.

STERN SB. BROS.
51-53 Maiden Lane, New York

SPECIAL ORDER WORK AND REPAIRING

919

of Size

No. 107 S

BLOOD STONE, Red
and Brown Sardonyx
and Jade $2.85

Set with Mexican Matrix
Turquoise for $4.75

M. .
'mature Portraits Copied from

Any Photo.

On

WatchesI

Dials

No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET
DIAMOND SCALE

Horology Without Mathematics

Published by

[any text-books on horology, of great merit, are useless to the averagestudent on account of the introduction of mathematical calculations in the text.One treatise on the subject which is free from this objection, and consequently of
greater value to the average student, is the well-known work,

Watch and Clock Escapements

Brooches
and

Lockets

The latest improved method; artistic and durable; will not fade nor peel off

TAW/14•A

%);

THE GOLDSTEIN 
aid RPM

45 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

No. 638 35 cents

This treatise covers thoroughly the lever, cylinder and chronometer, escapements,and is a complete education in practical horology.
It is noted among technical works for its. extreme simplicity, making the

subject perfectly intelligible to any student, whatever his ability and without aidfrom any instructor.
The book is the work of two of the most accomplished and experienced

teachers of horology, and is admittedly superior to any correspondence coursenow available. Nearly two hundred original illustrations aid the student in
mastering the subject.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price
$ .50 (6s. 3d.)

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-81 1-813 North Nineteenth Street

1201 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
PHILADELPHIA, PA,

No. 622 35 cents

No. 669 35 cents

No. 809 30 coins

No. 671 35 cents No. 651 25 cents

Advertising Cuts
For Jewelers

We have had specially prepared
for the jewelry trade a great num-
ber of appropriate illustrations for
use in newspaper advertisements,
circulars, stationery, etc., and are
furnishing same at a nominal cost.
A few samples, with prices, are
here shown.

Sheets showing the complete
collection--all sizes and kinds—
with prices, will be sent on request.
Order by the numbers under the

illustrations. Money must accom-
pany the order.

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 N. 19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LEARN $=
ENGRAVING ‘10
For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons
well illustrated in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
Jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by au ex-
pe rt engraver of
twenty-five years'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting; en-
graving script anti
other letters; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
Is also a perfect tool
sharpener; steel
marker and bu r -
nisher, dividers ; 10
metal plates; 6
rings anti 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a book of
" Monograms a n tl
Alphabets."
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"Your instructions are as plain as if a good
engraver were standing over my shoulder sind
telling me what to do. I could do pretty good
work after one week's practice."

RAY C. BASSETT,
Woonsocket, S. Dak.

aDo
illphahels 
Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter In script and
block styles ; Script,
0 1 d English, It o-
man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
Greek Alphabets;
Year-Dategrams; o r o tui

Initials ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid

Cash, No Cheeks

American School of Engraving
45 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.

NEW EDITION OF

Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book
The rapid sale of the first edition of this valuable

text-book for engravers necessitated the issuing of a
second edition.

The author took advantage of the opportunity to
improve the work by the addition of a number of new
plates. This enlarged edition is printed on fine enameled
paper and is compiled in a way that makes it most con-
venient to use.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, KM Li 58.1

For sale by The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North tuth St., Philadelphia,

1101 Heyworth Building, Chicago, III.
Pa.
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WE LIKE COMPETITION

Note Our Prices and See WHY

No. 36227

Ladies, $16.50 per dozen
Misses, $15.75 per dozen

LADY

ETHEL

No. 36229

With Locket, $33.00 per dozen
With Signet, $30.00 per dozen

No. 36240

Ladies, $21.00 per dozen
Misses, $20.00 per dozen

RHPROVED

No. 36238

Plain Signet, $21.00 per dozen
Locket Signet, $28.50 per dozen

No. 36228

With Locket, $31.50 per dozen
Without Locket, $25.50 per dozen

No. 36232

Ladies, $19.50 per dozen
Misses, $19.00 per dozen

Adjuaanb:c

Brozze etto

These prices are strictly net ; positively no discount

No. 36231

With Locket, $33.00 per dozen
Without Locket, $30.00 per dozen

THE NEW LADY ETHEL ADJUSTABLE BRACELET shows a great improvement over the old bracelet. The
link has been made smaller, making the bracelet more compact and solid. The small link not only makes the bracelet
lighter, but it makes it stronger in every way, and adds much to the beauty of the design.

We call your special attention to our prices on the New Lady Ethel Bracelet. They represent values never offered to thetrade before. We may not be able to convince you of this fact on paper, but if you will write us for samples of these bracelets, wecan convince you, as the goods will speak for themselves.

C. H. EDEN COMPANY
Attleboro, Mass.New York Office, 550 Broadway

Blackinton, " OLD RELIABLE
W. & S. B.*" chains are merely watch chains.

You may have a vague idea that they are
historic town named North Attleboro.

You know that they are made of 1/10 gold filled wire and
satisfaction.

You know, too, that all reputable jewelers sell them, but possibly that is
as far as your knowledge goes.

Know, then, that in addition to being made of 1/0 seamless gold filled
wire—the standard of quality they are Wearbest hardened to overcome the
softening effects of soldering. As a result of this hardening process they will
withstand at least a third more wear.

Know, too, that they are not sold to Department Stores or Retail Mail-
order Houses, but are only sold through the wholesale jewelry trade.

Know, finally, that North Attleboro was the cradle of the jewelry industry,
and its inhabitants for generations back have been jewelers. Thus is it possible
to employ skilled labor for every part of the making of a chain, that could
nowhere else be obtained. Furthermore, all material used must stand a rigid
test for quality, and every chain is inspected to insure perfect goods.

All this with one purpose in view. To manufacture and market through
proper channels, the best gold filled chains in the world

made in Massachusetts, in a

always give

New York 180 Broadway W. 6 S. BLACKINTON CO., Manufacturers, North Attleboro, Mass.
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"Am I Downhearted? No!
I have just heen down to Maiden Lane with huhby and helped him select

his fall stock. The hest thing we saw was the choice stock of popular-selling
goods at L. W. R ubenstei s

Copyright 1907. The Tieehe Studio

" Huhhy purchased all his jewelry, Emblem Goods and Rings there. We
were dek. hted with the numher of new styles and designs we could select
fr. om. It is certainly a pleasure to do business there, they are so attentive
and anxious to please their customers."

L. W. RUBENSTEIN
3111r Our Emblem, Ring and Bracelet

Catalogs for the asking 54 Maiden Lane, New York

Krementz
Collar

PI"' Buttons
and Studs

" The Button that's Insured "

Imitators of Krementz Collar

Buttons are continually coming-

and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, ' The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality -
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ Ci CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. C.4 ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N.J.
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The Trade Are
Cordially Invited

to our enlarged Warerooms, 9-19 Maiden Lane,
St., New York, to inspect the largest and most complete line in

Choice Sterling Silver,
Fine Silver Plate and Rich Cut Glass

ever regularly displayed. We are also showing our usual new
assortment of our Cut Glass with Sterling Silver Mountings.

We shall be *pleased to have you make our offices your
headquarters while in New York, whether you purchase
largely or not—that is your privilege and our wish—and we
offer you the freedom of our establishment.

Our facilities for producing in the best possible manner
anything that can be made in Sterling Silver, Silver. Plate or
Cut Glass, which have been largely increased the past few
months, are unsurpassed, and our combined force of several
thousand experienced silver and cut glass workers are at your
service.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Warerooms

9=19 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
18=22 John Street—Fulton Subway Station

FACTORIES
THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER Co.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
TI1E MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
1847 ROGERS BROS.
ROGERS 6c BRO.
ROGERS, SMITH & CO.

WILCOX SILVF,R PLATE CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
rue ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
SIMPSON. FIALA, MILLER & CO.
THE wArRous ium. co.

OENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.

A montnly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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Series of Art Cover Designs

ON this issue will be found the first of
a series of art cover designs especially

executed for this journal by one of the
most eminent artists in the United States.
One of these cover designs, printed in four
colors, will be found on each number of
THE KEYSTONE after this date, an inno-
vation unique, we believe, in trade journal-
ism. While these designs are remarkable
works of art, they are made to serve a prac-
tical business purpose in that the ideas so
artistically worked out are suggestive of
the jewelry trade, commercially considered.
This purpose is well illustrated in the cover
design on this issue, as weddings furnish the
jeweler and jeweler-stationer with one of
their chief sources of revenue. The design
which will appear on our July issue will
be still more striking from an artistic point
of view, and equally suggestive of the jew-
elry business. Fortunately for the artist,
the peculiar character of the jewelers' craft
lends itself especially to artistic treatment,
making it possible for the artist to incorpo-

rate a commercial idea without marring the
artistic excellence of the picture.

'The ideas embodied in the cover design
will be found amplified in articles in the
several issues. For instance, in the present
issue we have devoted considerable space to
the matter of wedding and commencement
gifts and the most effective methods of
reaping maximum benefit from these golden
opportunities. The cover itself may also be
put to practical use as an ornament for store
or window. No prettier centerpiece for a
window display could be used than the de-
sign on this issue. In addition to the cover
innovation, the contents of the journal will
be enriched by many features specially
suited to the month of publication and of
much practical benefit to the trade..

The Brightening Outlook

DESPITE the advent of the normally
dull midsummer months, those who

have been eagerly awaiting commercial and
industrial recovery now observe many hope-
ful symptoms. One of the most reassuring
of these is the very promising crop situa-
tion. The government reports inform us
that grain crop conditions are much more
favorable than at this time one year ago.
An encouraging consideration in connection
with this is the high prices which still pre-
vail and the unlikelihood of any decline
from the present figures. As to the cotton
crop, it is somewhat premature to venture
a prediction, but there has recently been a
sharp advance ill the price of the staple,
which is likely to continue and which will
react beneficially on all branches of trade
in the cotton country.

In the industrial situation, too, there
are unmistakable signs of a material im-
provement. From practically all the manu-
facturing centers come reports of much
greater activity, a gradual increase in
the operating hours and additions. to the
forces employed. This is true particularly
of the industries which have to do With the

jewelry trade. There has been in the past
month a very material improvement in the
situation in Providence and Attleboro,
where many of the plants have already
begun to operate on full time. That this
improvement will continue is practically cer-
tain, as stocks all over the country are un-
usually low and a large reserve will be nec-
essary to meet the resumption in buying
now imminent.

AT the recent annual convention of the
National Association of manufacturers

a spirit of hopefulness, if not enthusiasm, in
regard to the future prevailed. One of the
speaker i said : "We have been hearing some-
thing of hard times. They're going to
change, and change soon, and when this
meeting adjourns and the members of this
association go to their homes, it is the duty
of every man to tell every one he meets that
the hard times are at an end and this coun-
try is on the verge of a great prosperity."

That this optimistic view reflected the
feelings of all those present was shown by
the unstinted applause with which it was
received. The iron and steel industry,
which is a recognized trade barometer, is
already experiencing the upward trend. The
business of the Steel Corporation, for in-
stance, has shown a steady improvement
for each month since January and important
orders now being received speak hopefully
for the future.

The railroad situation also reflects the
bettering conditions. An immediate revival
in the freight movement is now expected,
and elaborate preparations are being made
to cope with it. The New York Central
railroad last month placed an order for g000
steam cars, and the Pennsylvania Railroad
has ordered all the idle freight cars to be
placed in readiness for service.

AS the financial stringency, however, was
the chief factor in causing the depres-

sion, an improvement in the money situa-
tion is naturally regarded as the basic
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essential to the return of prosperous times.
Such an improvement is now in evidence.
In the remarkable demand which developed
for the New York City corporate securities,
some weeks ago, and also for the $4o,000,-
000 bond issue offered by the Pennsylvania
Railroad, we have straws that indicate un-
mistakably the improved conditions. The
success of the Pennsylvania Railroad issue
is particularly gratifying, as it provides
ample funds for the purchase of steel rails,
equipment and labor, which, no doubt, will
be immediately reflected in the industrial
situation. The Union Pacific Railroad is
now about to float a $5o,000,000 first mort-
gage issue, which will also provide funds
for extension and general improvement.
The reports of the national banks, with few
exceptions, also indicate restored strength,
and confidence in these institutions has been
seemingly thoroughly restored.

It is especially gratifying to note the
gradual improvement in the diamond trade.
Each month now shows a material increase
in the imports of the gems, and all fear as
to a demoralized market have passed away.
American diamond merchants are now
crowding the European market, and it is
said that quite liberal purchases are being
made. Even the political situation has little
that is uncertain or disturbing, and leaves
practically nothing except the midsummer
heat to interfere with the restoration of nor-
mal business and industrial conditions.

Annual Meetings of Jewelers' Associa-
tions

ANUMBER of important meetings of
the retail trade will be held during this

and next month, and the convention season
will be brought, we trust, to a successful
conclusion with the national convention, in
Cincinnati. It is opportune here to remind
our readers of the meetings and dates, as
follows :

Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association and
Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association, Kansas City,
June 9, TO and ii.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Association,
Jamestown, June t6 and 17.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association, Des
Moines, June 23 and 24.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association, Min-
neapolis, July 6, 7 and 8.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association, Mil-
waukee, July 7 and 8.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association, Chat-
tanooga, July 7, 8 and 9.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association, De-
troit, July 8 and g.

American National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, Cincinnati, August 4 to 7.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association,
Philadelphia, August to.

As in almost every case the annual
meeting of the State optical association will
be held in connection with the above, un-
usually large attendances are expected.

KEYSTONE

In our last issue we referred at some
length to the broader spirit which now
seems to actuate the organized trade and
which greatly increases its potentiality for
good: Our remarks seem to have struck a
harmonious chord in the organization lead-
ers, one of whom says : "Keep harping on
this string, as I believe it will greatly in-
crease our membership. Many of the jew-
elers taboo organization because they be-
lieve we are a lot of cranks with merely
personal grievances." That some of the
conservative element of the trade have
such an impression is doubtless true, and it
is for the organization itself to prove the
fallacy of the idea. This, we think, they
are on the way to accomplish.

THE secretary of one of the largest and
most influential of the State associa-

tions writes as follows:
"I have read your comment on associa-

tion work in the May number with much
interest, and I cannot refrain from suggest-
ing a reason for the more conservative feel-
ing to which you have referred. In the
past it has always seemed to me as if manu-
facturers did not have any use for the re-
tailer except as far as he was serviceable in
disposing of his goods, and it is only re-
cently that the manufacturers have begun to
aid us in our fight against the outside in-
fluences that have been preying upon us,
and you can rest assured that the more this
is recognized by the manufacturers, the eas-
ier it will be to get together on things of
mutual interest."

This seeming willingness of all branches
of the trade to give due recognition to the
rights each of the other is a most hopeful
sign from which nothing but good can
eventuate. A knowledge of one another
would in itself furnish a solution for num-
berless difficulties. The movement to form
a national organization of the jobbers has
culminated in a call for a convention, to be
held in Detroit, for this purpose. This
action of the jobbers will appeal very favor-
ably to the retail trade, as organization
greatly facilitates negotiation and makes
possible quick and effective work in the
solution of any difficulties which may arise.

It is, needless to add that to accomplish
maximum good the organizations of both
branches of the trade should be strictly in-
dependent of each other. Too often meet-
ings of the retail trade convey the impres-
sion of personally conducted affairs suspi-
ciously responsive to interested influences.
There is quite sufficient talent among the re-
tail trade of to-day to conduct intelligently
their own organizations, without compro-
mising interference from any outside source.
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There are matters for discussion at the
coming conventions which make it impera-
tive that the retail trade should think for
itself, and thus, in whatever action may be
taken, secure the confidence, respect and co-
operation of the other branches of the trade.

The Stamping Bill

0 WING to the partisan strife incident to
the recent ante-election session of con-

gress, no opportunity presented itself for
the consideration of measures of a non-
political character, and, consequently, the
bill to regulate the stamping of gold filled
cases, with numerous other bills, is held over
until the next session. Considering the
honest intent of the measure and the prac-
tical unanimity of trade sentiment in its
favor, as expressed in conventions and by
individual letters to this journal and to
congressmen and senators, there is scarcely
a doubt that it would have been promptly
passed if opportunity had offered ; yet, as
some doubt seems to have been created in
the minds of a small proportion of the trade,
the delay can scarcely be regretted, as the
interval will afford opportunity for discus-
sion and enlightenment and will make it
possible to have the bill introduced at the
next session with the solid support of the
trade.

As the measure will doubtless be given,
in the coming months, the prominent place
in convention discussion which its import-
ance warrants, it is well that the trade
should consider it from all points of view.
In the first place, it would be futile to seek
legislation which it would be impossible to
obtain, and this brings up the question of
compulsory stamping. It may be taken for
1:30-ranted that no bill will receive the sanction
of congress which is directly destructive of
any legitimate interest. The industrial pol-
icy of the country at present is to create and
regulate rather than destroy, and a measure
which would mean, in any sense, industrial
curtailment would naturally be doomed to
failure. While it is perfectly feasible to stamp
filled cases of standard quality according to
the provisions of the Vreeland bill, it would
be absolutely impossible to do so in the case
of very low-grade plated or gilt cases. Now,
the making or selling of such cases is a per-
fectly legitimate business, provided they are
made and sold for what they are. Compul-
sory stamping would entirely eliminate such
goods, and as there are some concerns which
make a specialty of the manufacture of this
class of cases, and as many dealers find
profit in handling them, a compulsory clause
in the stamping bill would naturally be in-
terpreted as a practical confiscation of such
business, and for this reason alone would in
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all probability fail of passage. The purpose
of the bill as drawn was to purify the filled
case business, prevent misrepresentation
and imposition, not to destroy any branch
of the industry legitimately conducted or to
curtail the trade field in any way. In other
words, it was intended to protect the trade
and public, not to deprive the jeweler of
the privilege of handling or the public from
purchasing a low-grade case should they
desire to do so or should their means pre-
vent any better investment.

There is another objection to compul-
sory stamping which would have great
weight with congress, sufficient possibly in
itself to make the bill objectionable. As our
readers are aware, our country has just
awoke to the vast importance—if not the
pressing necessity—of cultivating foreign
markets. At the present time our govern-
ment, through the Department of Com-
merce and Labor, has joined hands with the
industrial forces of the country to extend
the market for American products, and it is
safe to say that any legislation which would
be reactionary to this sentiment would find
little favor. It doubtless has escaped the
attention of many that the compulsory
stamping of all gold cases made in this
country would eliminate them from some
foreign markets, as such stamping would
conflict with the stamping laws in these
countries. This industrial extension move-
ment has been greatly stimulated by the
recent domestic depression, and while thus
far the foreign market has been a very
small consideration compared with the home
market, nevertheless, it is the hope of every
patriotic American that our manufactures
should be freely sold in the markets of the
world, and it is the wish of all to cultivate
and extend rather than to suppress such de-
mand. The restriction, therefore, implied
in compulsory stamping would, we fear, be
very unfavorably regarded by congress.

IN framing the bill as it stands, all theseand other considerations were taken into
account, and the experts in legislative mat-
ters who drafted the measure are convinced
that it represents the extreme in stamping
regulation of filled cases which there would
be any possibility of having passed into law.
Insistence on compulsion practically means
opposition to any legislation on this subject.
It would be well, when the matter is brought
up for consideration at the coming conven-
tions, that the retail trade should thor-
oughly understand all the affecting circum-
stances in order that their own interests
may be best subserved. We, ourselves, have
supported the measure because we think it is
in the interest of honest manufacture and in

the interest of the retail trade and the pub-
lic, and because we deem such legislation
necessary if the filled case industry is to be
saved from discredit and demoralization
and kept in the hands of the jewelry trade.

Cutting the Largest Diamond

THE diamond cutters of Amsterdam
were much elated and their brethren in

London correspondingly depressed by the
royal decision to have the mammoth Culli-
nan diamond, presented by the Transvaal to
King Edward, cut in the Holland capital.
"It is deplorable," said a London diamond
cutter, "that in the case of a diamond which
will become of historic interest, presented
by a British colony to a British king, there
was, in the opinion of the king's advisers,
no gem cutter in the kingdom capable of
doing this eminently national work." This
most notable contract in the history of dia-
mond cutting was awarded by King Ed-
ward to the firm of Asscher & Co., Amster-
dam, the senior member of which firm is at
present visiting in this country. Mr. Asscher
has volunteered the information that a de-
fect in the stone made it impossible to cut
from it one large gem. it was cleft in two in
such a way that the cleavage was exactly in
the center of the defective spot, leaving a
part of it in each piece. From one of these
pieces will be cut the large gem and from
the other several gems of smaller size.
Mr. Asscher said that the large diamond
would probably be between 500 and 600
carats in weight when completed and be of
the finest color. The precautions for the
safety of the gem as described by Mr.
Asscher are quite interesting:

"The diamond is kept in the strong room in
our new factory, and is guarded day and night
by four policemen. This strong room is on the
ground floor of the factory, and the walls of the
room are three-quarters of a yard thick and made
of strong iron. The door can only be opened by
a combination of numbers, which is known only
by the three heads of the firm. Once the door
is opened a strong iron barred door is displayed
to view, which has to be unlocked before the
strong room can be entered.

"At the left of the room there is a mahogany
cupboard of ordinary appearance with two han-
dles, but with no locks visible. There are, how-
ever, nine locks behind the sliding panel. The
door of the safe is eight inches thick and conceals
two carefully hidden safes, in one of which the
Cullinan diamond reposes at night.

"The head of the firm, accompanied by ten
men—all well armed—takes the diamond to its
secure resting place for the night and returns it
to the working room in the morning.

"There is a small patent recording clock out-
side the strong room, and it is the duty of the
night watchman to make a certain mark on the
clock every half hour and he is expected to live
up to this duty to the second, although armed
policemen walk up and down the building during
the night."

Mr. Asscher stated that the process of
polishing was already under way. Three
men, he said, worked in the room from 7
o'clock in the morning until 9 at night, these
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workmen not leaving the room during
working hours ; neither is any one allowed
to enter this room without the consent of
some member of the firm, who accompanies
the visitor.

All the great diamonds of the world
have had such a remarkable history as will
make the Cullinan look commonplace, de-
spite of its immense size. To look into the
future and conceive a story • for it should
make an interesting task for our imagina-
tive writers.

Conservation of Our Natural Resources

AGATHERING unique in character and
most praiseworthy in purpose was

held in Washington last month. The con-
ference of the governors of States and other
representative citizens, called by President
Roosevelt to consider the problems of con-
servation of the nation's natural resources,
was the first body of its kind ever convened
in this country for any purpose, and the first
body of any kind ever called together for
the purpose specified. The unusual charac-
ter of the gathering in itself served to ac-
complish one of the chief objects in view,
namely, to fix public attention on the im-
portant subject under discussion. In no
other way could the public at large be given
so,impressive an idea of the importance and
urgency of the problem. One thing was
forcibly demonstrated by the conference,
which was that neither the States individu-
ally nor the Federal Government of itself
can make satisfactory headway acting inde-
pendently. Thus was laid the basis for
future co-operation between the Federal
Government and the States in the national
effort in the direction of conservation.

In the room in the White House where
this remarkable conference was held there
were on exhibition two giant maps of the
United States, made by the forest service.
These maps, which are said to have been
the largest ever made by mechanical proc-
esses, were the most impressive presentment
put before the conference, measuring 12 by
16 feel, and colored to show graphically,
one the mineral and on the second the other
resources of the country. They were before
the eyes of every member throughout the
proceedings, and furnished constant illus-
tration of the remarks of the speakers. The
latter included the most distinguished names
in commerce and in the sciences.

While no practical results can immedi-
ately accrue from this unique conference, it
has, nevertheless been an unqualified success
in giving the entire country some idea of
the magnitude of the problems involved and
of the imperative necessity of united na-
tional action looking towards their solution.
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Waltham Watches
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COLONIAL SERIES

These Extra Thin Watches

may be had in four qualities

of movements as follows:

RIVERSIDE' NICKEL
19 fine ruby jewels ; raised gold settings ; double roller escapement ; steel escapewheel ; exposed sapphire pallets ; compensating balance, adjusted to temperature andfive positions ; mean-time screws ; patent detachable balance staff ; patent Breguethairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent micrometric regulator ; temperedsteel safety barrel ; red gold center wheel ; exposed winding wheels.

ROYAL' NICKEL
17 jewels ; red gold settings ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance, adjusted totemperature and three positions ; mean-time screws ; patent detachable balance staff;patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent micrometric regu-lator ; tempered steel safety barrel; exposed winding wheels.

No. 1425' NICKEL
17 jewels; red gilded settings; exposed pallets; cut expansion balance; mean-timescrews ; patent detachable balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened andtempered in form ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; redgilded center wheel ; exposed winding wheels.

No.1420 ' NICKEL
15 jewels ; settings ; exposed pallets ; cut expansion balance ; mean-time screws ; patentdetachable balance staff ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form;patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels.

Riverside and Royal grades are supplied in Gold and Gold Filled cases, both RegularJointed Open Face and Calumet (Single Joint).
No. 1425 and No. 1420 grades are supplied in Gold Filled cases only, both Regular JointedOpen Face and Calumet.
Colonial Series watches have Gilded or Silver Finish Metal Dials, as may be preferred.Solid Gold, 18 K. and 14 K. dials at an extra charge.

Movements manufactured and guaranteed by

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Wedding and Commencement Oppor-
tunities

The wedding and commencement sea-
sons are now here, and the time is ripe for
the jeweler to profit by the opportunity. It
is hard to stimulate trade in off seasons, but
in June you may feel pretty sure that there
will be a demand for goods in the jeweler's
line, and the one who gets the biggest
"slice" is the one who advertises most judi-
ciously and who dresses his window in the
most attractive manner.

Remember that in both graduation and
wedding gifts it is not alone your brother
jewelers with whom you are in competition,
but the book stores, the furniture stores,
and others, as nearly every line offers some
suitable gift articles. In your advertising,
then, do not dwell only on the fact that
your silverware excels somebody else's, but
use some arguments to prove that silver-
ware is the ideal gift for the bride, or ap-
plying the same principle, that some useful
article of jewelry will be a much more last-
ing remembrance for the boy or girl grad-
. nate than anything else that could be se-
lected. Figures i and 2 give suitable matter
for such advertisements.

Your window and store should be
given an air of brightness with flowers in
vases on the counters and some light cloth
in the show window, brightened more by
the use of dainty artificial flower's,

In dressing the window for the -wed-
ding season, try not-tO crowd things in too
closely. Select a few representative pieces
from each line and allow plenty of room be-
tween them. It is a good idea not to price
too explicitly each piece or set displayed,
because many people will not purchase a
piece that has been displayed with the price,
thinking that is has possibly been seen by
the prospective bride. A good idea is to
attach tags giving.the range in price of the
articles on which the tag is placed. FOr-in
stance, on a cut-glass bowl a tag reading
"Cut-Glass Bowls, $3.50 to $2o.00." When
there are in sight local weddings which
should stimulate a demand for gifts, size
up, as nearly as possible, the average
amount that vill be spent by the majority of
those who will have presents to buy, and
assort your stock accordingly, picking out
the best pieces at about this price and mak-
ing a special display of them. Then, it is
a good idea for the smaller jeweler, Whose
stock of high-priced pieces is rather limited,
to be prepared for possible requests for
more costly things, by getting on approval
a selection of suitable articles for which
there is the most likely sale.

Sometimes, too, an opportunity will
present itself to get a big propOrtion of the
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business for a single wedding by running
some 'special pattern. This works espe-
cially well where the bride does not receive
a complete silver chest. For example, Mrs.

Graduation Watches

G
RADUATION is an event in ..every
boy's or girl's life that Nal be remem-
bered always. A gift from father and

mother should be of such value as to mark
this day forever. Something that the son or
daughter may refer to all their lives as father's.
and mother's graduation present. A watch
is the gift ideal for the purpose. A handsome
inscription engraved on the inside lid marks
forever the occasion of the gift.

We are showing a complete line of watches pur-
elia,ed especially for graduation gilts They retire-
Seti i die highest quality of workmanship ho:11 as to
e:ise aril movement, and are the " everlasting" kind.
We sincerely hope that we may have the privili ge
of showing this s,beet ion to every father and inothei..
of the graduates 01 1908,

BLANK AND CO., 919 Central Ave.
 .1

1

Jones comes to purchase a gift. You under-
stand that Miss. Blank is not to receive a
complete silver chest, and suggest forks as

WEDDING SILVER
1

Silverware is unquestionably the most
jiljasing bridal gift, ancl the unlimited vark•ty
of suit.thlt . pieces which we are showil,
includes more really new things, than ever
before. -

In choosing a wedding gift, the taste of
the bride must be considered, and there is
no danger of a wrong- selection in silver.
In addition to our always-complete assort-
ment of knives, forks, spoons and other
staple pieces of sterling and plated flatware
and hollowware, we have many new ideas,
of which the following are a few of the more
popular ones :

Sliced Lemon Sets. Sterling silver and glass dish
and server, complete in ease . 11118.50 1 , 1

:\Iayeoontiiiitailits,teeSii:ltsc.aseSt.erling silver dish 
O

i'

and l
U VV

ad h..

hi ease   Ita.tmi
Salt and Pepper Sets, s.terlitig

sauce   

tipwa,d
Silver Holders for Tobaseo and Woreester•hire

upwar■I
Sterling Silver and Mass Relish Dishes. eompleie

i I II uu IveI   $9.04) ops,:11,1

Sandwich:frays, in sterling sil \;er, till20.01b h pw rd

Special Showing, of Reproductions of
Old English Sheffield Plate

Exact, copies of the finest old patterns including
eolibe sets, gravy boats, vegetable dishes, trays,

tttu auiiIeI, 1.11`.

Range in price from 84.0() to S. 34.00

BLANK AND CO., 919 Central Ave.
VVj 

Fig. 2

a nice gift. The price s $20 per dozen, and
Mrs. Jones only wanted to spend $1o. You
suggest that she take Qnly a half-dozen and
some one else will possibly get the other set.
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She thinks that a splendid idea, and will tell
Mrs. Brown, and maybe Mrs. Brown will
get the other half-dozen. Mrs. Brown does
get the other set of forks, and then thinks
how nice it wouid be if some one would
get knives to match. She wil tell Mrs.
Smith, and so on. The writer actually
worked this scheme in two instances, and in
both cases the sale of silver flatware of one
pattern exceeded $150, and many sales were
made which would very likely have gone to
some other store, but the persons were told
by friends to get something in this particu-
lar pattern at Blank's.

Be awake, and know your stock. Have
suggestions ready for all occasions. Nearly
every customer for a gift is undecided.and
wants suggestions of suitable things. The
secret of getting the business is showing
the goods. The biggest stock in the world
won't sell itself, and the small stock well
handled will get the business.,

In deliverihg wedding or graduation
gifts, be sure that they are neatly boxed
and wrapped. When delivered direct from
the store, the use of ribbon in tying up a
package adds only a trifle to the .cost and
much to the appearance, and reflects favor-
ably on the store.

If you are showing any special lines
that you wish to introduce, a good way is
toste, tits.e blotters, as suggested in a previousis 

For instance, a new line of .pottery
could be brought to the notice of your cus-
tomers most strongly by the use of a blotter.
An advertisetnent illustrated with the cut of
some attractive. vase and reading as follows
would be sure to bring results if circulated
on a blotter to the right class of trade.

"FOR THE BRIDE"
Always a cry for something out
of the ordinary. We have it.

"BLANK POTTERY"

The The handsomest and most artistic
Pottery ever produced.

Small pieces, * V 50c. to $2.50
Large pieces, $2.50 to $10.00

The blotter is a splendid direct return-
getter. If gotten up attractively, it will
not be thrown away, and will bring your
special lines before the people better than
any other thing you could use.

For the jeweler who conducts a sta-
tionery department, the present month. al-
lot& a. double opportunity, as the matter
of Wedding Stationery is no less profitable
than the furnishing of gifts. This is one
occasion when quality and style are desired
irrespective of price, and when substantial
profits may be secured. Additional sugges-
tions on this subject will be found on other
pages Of this issue.
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Cutting Down Electric Light Bills

HE incandescent electric lamp is, at
first sight, one of the most com-
monly known and simplest house-

hold devices with which we have to deal
writes George R. Metcalfe in the Technical
World Magazine. The lamp in general use

is labeled sixteen-candle power, and the
average user of these lamps is generally
contented with the mere knowledge of how
to turn his light on and off, and does not
trouble himself much as to the economical
use of his lamps further than to turn them off
when they are not needed. He will un-
doubtedly grumble at times at the amount of
his monthly bill for lighting, and will often
be inconvenienced by the dimness of some
of his lamps, but the deficiency in light is
made good by turning on another lamp, and
the monthly bill is further increased. It
would probably never occur to him that it
would be an actual economy in dollars and
cents to throw away his old lamps and provide
new ones at his own expense ; and yet such
is the case.

Case of Incan-
descent Lamps

As simple a device as the
incandecent electric lamp
appears to be, it really re-
quires considerable care and

study to realize from it the maximum amount
of light for the least money. Take the
sixteen-candle power lamp as a standard, the
lamp in most general use; it consumes about
fifty watts of current; that is, a too-volt
lamp will require one-half an ampere of cur-
rent to bring it up to candle power when
new. As the lamp grows older the carbon
of the filament disintegrates to some extent,
due to its high temperature, and is deposited
on the interior surface of the lamp bulb,
causing the familiar blackening of the lamp.
This blackening reduces the amount of light
given off by the lamp, and the reduction in
the size of the filament still further reduces
the light, so that after a time the lamp which
gave originally sixteen-candle power will not
give over ten or twelve-candle power; and if
it continues to burn long enough before
breaking, its light may fall considerably
below half of what it was when new.

While the light is thus
rapidly diminishing during

Comes In the life of the lamp, the
current required to operate

it diminishes also, but in a very much less
degree. During the time the lamp first loses
thret or four-candle power the diminution in
the amount of current it requires is very
slight, so that in effect it costs about the
same to obtain twelve or thirteen-candle
power after the lamp has burned for some
time, as it does to obtain sixteen-candle

Where the Loss

power when the lamp is new. After the
lamps have lost fifty per cent of their initial
candle power it will be necessary to use two
lamps to fill the place of one new one, and
the cost of light to the consumer, per candle
power, will be nearly doubled. From numer-
ous experiments which have been made the
fact has been established that there is a
certain point in the life of a lamp when it
becomes actually cheaper to throw away the
old bull) and purchase a new one to replace
it rather than to burn the old one any longer.
This point in the life of a lamp has been
termed the " smashing point," and varies to
some extent with the quality of the lamp.

The " smashing point " can-
Determining the not be accurately determined
"Smashing Point" for any lamp without rather

extensive tests, but in general
it is not necessary to determine it accurately.
A variation of one or two candle power will
hardly be perceptible under ordinary con-
ditions. It is only when the lamp falls off
three or four-candle power that its dimness
becomes appreciable, and it is a safe rule to
follow, and it will prove more economical, to
buy a new lamp rather than burn an old one
after its diminution in candle power becomes
noticeable. By this is meant that it will be
more economical for the amount of light
obtained, because as the lamps fall off in
candle power, more lamps must be burned
to obtain the original amount of light.
If the reduced quantity of light from
old lamps is sufficient, as for example, in
halls and closets, it would still be cheaper to
throw out the old lamps and replace them
with new ones of smaller-candle power.

Probably the extreme useful life of any
lamp is not over 600 hours, and in most
cases 300 to 400 hours would be a more
economical life, but as keeping a record of
the number of hours most lamps are burned
would be impossible, the most convenient and
economical method is to renew any lamp that
is noticeably dim.

There are any quanitty of
lamps which have been in

Opinion service from one-thousand
hours which are erroneously

believed to be very economical, as they have
saved the cost of several renewals, but for
the amount of light obtained from them the
user probably paid from two to three times
the price for current that a new lamp of the
same candle power would require.

It will be readly seen that the initial cost
of a lamp is a very insignificant part of its
total cost. As a rough example, the cost of
current for a sixteen-candle power lamp is
commonly advertised as one cent per hour.
If the lamp burns 600 hours it will cost six
dollars plus the initial price of the lamp—say

An Erroneous
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a total of $6.25. This is, of course, only a
rough approximation, but it shows very
clearly that replacing an old lamp with a new
one is vastly cheaper than burning an extra
lamp to make up the deficiency in light. It
can also be seen that as the first cost of the
lamp is but a very small fraction of its total
cost, it will be economical to buy the very
best lamp on the market. Here, as else-
where, " Penny wise is pound foolish."

Hesitation is Loss
That " he who hesitates " loses is never

more sure than in the treatment of merchants'
left-overs.

The only treatment of a left-over that
will surely avoid a loss from it is to sell it for
what it will bring whether that be about cost
or very much less.

Don't hesitate. Get rid of your stickers
as soon as it seems likely that they will
become left-overs.

If the first cut doesn't do the work cut
again and then again. Keep up the process
until you do reach the price at which the
left-over will be bought by some one. True,•
the idea of taking a loss that may be con-
siderable is not pleasant. But it should be
remembered that a dollar in ready money is
worth several dollars tied up in goods that
won't sell.

Figure for yourself. Take some en-
pensive seasonable article that pays 75 per
cent. profit, but which turns only once.

Suppose its cost to have been $5. And
suppose you are forced to sell it for $3 in
order to avoid carrying it over.

That $3 can be invested in things which
sell over and over again and which, let us
say, yield a profit of only 20 per cent.

Suppose ten turns are made in such
goods. That will make your total profit $6.

You may say that we have used extreme
instances, but as a matter of fact the figures
given are from an experience had in a certain
retail store last year and the year before.

The year before last the merchant be-
lieved in carrying things over. Last year he
tested the plan of carrying nothing over.

The comparison we have given was but
one of scores that he could and did make
with the result that now he carries nothing
over and takes pride in making the assertion
that he has no left-overs in his store.

For yourself learn by a few experiments
that hesitation is loss when it comes to get-
ting rid of stickers. —Buller Bros.' Drummer.

"The Keystone is 'the goods,' and cannot sug-
gest anything that will improve it. I a»1 interested
in all of The reading matter, advs. and all."—M. B.
Gary, Jeweler, Dayton, Ohio.
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A Remarkable Street Clock

In the accompanying illustration is shown what
the owners claim to be the most remarkable street
clock in the country. As shown in the picture it
stands in front of the store of Jessop & Sons,
San Diego, Cal., by which firm it was designed
and made. It is claimed for this clock
that it is the first street post clock
with a tourmaline jeweled movement
ever made ; that it is the first street post
clock ever built with twenty dials ; is
the first street post clock ever made
with visible works enclosed with plate
glass ; that it is the only street post
clock ever built that tells the month,
the day of the week and date, and the
only clock of its kind ever built in a
retail jewelry store in the world.

The clock stands twenty-one feet
high over all, being fifteen feet from
the sidewalk to the center of the dials,
of which there are four, each four feet
in diameter, the whole being sur-
mounted by an eagle. The north dial
has a center dial two feet in diameter,
indicating San Diego's time. This dial
is surrounded by twelve smaller dials,
each about ten inches in diameter, tell-
ing the time of the following cities :
New York, London and Liverpool,
Paris, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Calcutta,
Tokio, Hong Kong, Melbourne, City
of Mexico, Milan and Cape Town. The
dials and clock movement will be illu-
minated at night. This clock had its
inception in the brain of J. Jessop
twelve years ago. He is very proud of
the achievement as it is the crowning
glory of his long busine,;s career.

The construction of this clock i$
entirely original to begin with. Original
drawings were made, then patterns of
every part were constructed and even
special tools had to be designed and
made by them for this particular work.
The jewels, some from their own mines,
were made in their own shop. Among the jewels
used are the tourmaline from Mesa Grande, and
California jade, topaz and agate. The clock is made
and finished equal to the highest grade watch, the

best gun metal and finest
steel being used, even
the large plates being
damaskened.

The escapement is
what is known as the
gravity precision escape-
ment, and has several
novel improvements of
their own invention. The
motive power is a 200-
pound weight, and the
clock winds itself auto-
matically. Many unfor-
seen obstacles had to- be
surmounted, but the
horological skill of this
firm was ample to over-
come all these difficul-
ties. Chimes of eight
tubular bells will be in-
stalled later. These have
been delayed in con-
struction owing to sev-

KEYSTONE

eral important improvements which are being
patented. It is said that the clock called for an
expenditure of $3000.

This clock movement was exhibited at the
Sacramento State fair last September and was
awarded a gold medal. J. Jessop & Sons were
also awarded a prize at the State fair in 1906, for
two complete watch movements they made, which
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except to some one important, not having it, who
might desire it. When one was to be honored the
magistrates formally gave him the casket and a
key inside.

It has always been and is now, in England,
esteemed one of the greatest honors attainable for
one to be given this badge of freedom. Only illus-
trious personages receive it.

Joseph Jessop arrived in San Diego,
direct from England, seventeen and a
half years ago, and has resided at San
Diego and Coronado ever since with
the exception of two years at Miramar.
He established the present business
over fifteen years ago.

Key presented to
Admiral Evans

Street clock wit h t went y dials

were stated to be the only watch movements ever
made in a jewelry store in California. Also a
silver medal was awarded to Richard Jessop for
constructing- a micrometer caliper, which will
divide an inch into to,000 parts.

This same firm of Jessop & Sons had the dis-
tinction of finishing the key and casket given to
Admiral Evans by the municipality of San
Diego, when the freedom of the city was pre-
sented to him on the occasion of the recent
visit of the fleet. The key is valued at $250.
The stem is of rich native gold. The handle
has one large, limpid, four-carat, rose pink
tourmaline in the center. This is surrounded
by twenty-three pearls from La Paz, Lower
California, and just below the large tourmaline
is a smaller one, emerald green.

The symbolism of the key and casket is
interesting. It is an heirloom of a venerable
English custom. The casket represents the
freedom of the port and the key that of the
city. Back, far back in the history of the
mother country, when the feudal system ex-
isted, the custom of presenting the freedom
of the city originated. In those days only the
freemen could carry on trade. No slave, no
outsider had a right to do so, without special
dispensation. The honor was rarely granted

Popularity of the Bracelet
Of all kinds of jewelry the pieces

which give the most distinct pleasure to
the wearer are bracelets, long watch
chains and rings, and the cause of the
popularity of these pieces is that they
are at all times visible to the wearer and
not only to the more or less careless
glance of the passer-by. And it stands
to reason that when a longed-for bit of
jewelry has filially been acquired, the
owner would derive pleasure in exam-
ining it from time to time other than
during the few seconds when it is being
pinned to the gown and replaced in its
case.

For the last two or three years both
bracelets and chains have been accorded
almost unusual regard, for the vogue of
short sleeves now commencing to go
out of favor has brought forth many
new and exquisite designs in all manner
of bangles and chain bracelets, while
whenever the fashion permits of a wide
belt separate from the gown, a long
watch chain, with a rather simple de-
sign of watch, is worn. Just now, how-
ever, so many of the gowns are made
with waist and skirt in one piece, or are
cut to give that effect, with a high

empire girdle that the watch chain has been very
much shortened and the watch suspended from it,
which falls about to the edge of the yoke on the
bodices, must be an exquisite example of enamel-
ware and jewel setting. In bracelets the wide
chaste gold bangles with jewel settings are per-
haps the most fashionable at the moment, and they
will continue in favor as long as the short sleeve lasts.

Casket presented to Admiral Evans
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FOR WEDDING GIFTS

THE KEYSTONE

Silverware Peculiarly Appropriate Methods of
Display and Other Ways of Featuring the Line

The month of June being a great period
for weddings, progressive merchants and
department heads are now perfecting their
plans for bringing prominently forward lines
of merchandise which are suitable for wed-
ding gifts, says a writer in the Dry Goods
Economist. It is hardly necessary to say
that among such lines silver and silver-plated
wares stand in the front rank. A well-
selected, well-balanced stock of such
goods affords an almost unlimited
choice, and it provides the further
advantage that selections can be made
at almost any price, from a very low
figure up to a comparatively high one.
That it pays them to feature such
goods is a fact that is generally recog-
nized, more especially as there are
few stocks which so readily lend them-
selves to display and to advertisement
by other methods —illustration, for
instance.

Two Methods
of Display

Most merchants have
found that for goods
of this character two
forms of display are

ahead of all others. First, the glass
shelf with mirror background ; second,
the dark background of wood, either
covered with velvet or otherwise.

Both of these methods are ex-
tremely effective. The mirrors, reflect-
ing the bright surface of the goods,
enhance their already rich appearance.
On the other hand, the dark back-
ground affords an effective contrast to
the glittering ware.

For the latter kind of display, fix-
tures of inexpensive form may be success-
fully employed. For instance, a fixture of
pine or other soft wood, stained and other-
wise, finished in dark Mission effect, pro-
duces an effect which in many cases will
prove about as satisfactory as that produced
by•a fixture of a far- more expensive char-
acter. However, there is no limit to the
expense that a house may lavish on silver-
ware fixtures if the management so decides.

Whatever method of display
is adopted and whatever

Lights Preferred kind of fixture is employed,
plenty of artificial light is

essential. In some respects this is an advan-
tage,_ inasmuch as a better opportunity is
afforded for the lighting up of dark corners.
Moreover, natural illumination, or in other.
words, daylight, is not essential to the show-
ing of silverware. In fact, the goods look

better under artificial light, and for this
reason many large stores use the warm,
yellow incandescent light in their silverware
department in preference to the cold, white
arc lights.

Where the incandescent form of lighting
is adopted it is customary to have most of
the lamps placed in trough reflectors so that
the light is thrown directly on the articles
and shaded from the eyes of the spectators.
A few incandescent lights, however, are used
with reflectors so as to add to the ornamental
and pleasing appearance of the section or
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of a gift may write a suitable inscription.
These cards should be attached to the article
by means of a ribbon.

Another plan adopted by some success-
ful establishments is to feature in the depart-
ment envelopes having a hole punched in
one corner. In such an envelope the pur-
chaser places his or her personal card and
then the envelope is attached to the gift
with ribbon.

In displaying hollow and
flatware for table purposes
it is found well worth while

to display the articles in groups just as
they will appear when in use.

To this end a number of china
plates are arranged, each surrounded
by its accompanying silver for luncheon,
dinner or other meals. Such displays
are always interesting to the public
and frequently result in purchases.

They are particularly valuable
from the fact that they suggest to
women who desire to follow the best
usage in all matters the wisdom or
necessity of purchasing certain articles
which they do not possess, but which
are essential to a correct table service.
In any case they are sure to elicit
favorable comment. If it is more con-
venient, an effective display can be
made even without china. Informa-
tion as to the number of pieces of
silverware used by fashionable people
for each service, if not forthcoming in
the store, can be obtained from a local
hotel or other catering concern.

In some departments
the table-setting idea is
carried out on a larger
scale in the china de-

partment, not only china and the ac-
companying silver being shown, but

also glassware. This affords an excellent
opportunity for the display of silver-plated
candelabra equipped with shades, and also
of flower vases and fern dishes filled with the
plants for which they are designed, either
natural or artificial.

In advertising or otherwise pushing
wedding gifts, it is always well to dwell upon
the accurate and prompt service furnished by
the store in the matter of delivery. Appro-
priate forms of packing should also be
featured.

In no case is the sale of guaranteed ware
more important than in connection with
wedding gifts. In the long run, unreliable
goods will always bring the retailer more
harm than good, and this is especially true
when the. goods are .purchased by the cus-
tomer to be used as presents, whether for
brides, graduates or other friends.

Show as in
Table Service

OPTICIANS GOLDSMITHS
nnEsr JEWELRY STORE

IN

CENTRAL ILLINOIS.

Datablished In 1886
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Spring and Summer
The two most beautiful months in the year are at hand.
Seasonable Jewelry is now in demand. Our lines are
completed, staple and omamental articles, in the newest
designs, are ready to be shown, prices are as usual, con-
sistent and moderate.

WE CORDIALLY SOLICIT AN INSPECTIO!,1

DIAMONDS
April le the Heath of Diamond..

et•ted In our provloue advertImmente, there shell he naWeek.. from the prem't dismond price.. The market Is soOrono Ito ever end only thee. who havo hnd on hand • largo stook.111,1mo tble soil at right pH.. Our etaolt, we may say with.out eentradl•tlen, le the I ..... In this motion .1 the elate, holmwe am able to beep our pHs. In this H. the mt.. before.

BUCKLES
Budd. era very popular at
Ohl. Orme of the yews Lo.
e now dmIons belna
shown In polO sod ellver
•  60s •nd up.

Bask Combs tot up
Neck Chain. ?to up
Looketa ,  $1.00 up
Smash.. Coral, LIIP 
Lamll, A.., Jade,
Mo.  frao up

WATCHES
flp•olal PH.. far this month.
Fins demeetle movement. n
werrented awe PAO 0
esIld gold  1213.03 P

Soar/ Pine  00o UP
Hat Pine  25o up
Belt P1 50a up
Meek Pin Sup
Hardy Pi.  260 up
Brassie.  $1.00 up

Optical Department is In Charge of

Wm. C. Sommer
Plerlk Building Springfield, Minas

Fine type of newspaper advertisement—Original occupied a space of 6 x 10 inches

Incandescent

corner. In the case of hollowware it is
usually found advisable not to make the dis-
play too crowded in character. This is espe-
cially the case where mirror backgrounds are
employed, since the reflections naturally tend
to increase the crowded effect. With flat-
ware, however, the contrary is the case.
These goods are generally found to sell best
when displayed in profusion and accom-
panied by price-tickets.

A very beautiful effect is produced by
placing artificial flowers in vases and other
hollowware intended for holding cut flowers.
In the same manner artificial ferns may be
placed in some of the fern dishes, thereby
giving the customer an idea of how the article
will look when applied to the purpose for
which it is intended.

The department or section should also
be supplied with cards on which the purchaser

China
Department

•1

ts
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New Patterns
In Silver Plate

See the latest patterns in silver-
plated hollowware bearing our
well-known trade-marks.

The variety of our 11CW designs
is wide, while the quality—as is
well known to the trade—is the
highest.

Illustrations of our goods will
be sent to dealers who cammt
readily get into communication
with our representatives.

Every Dealer

should have our catalogue, "
illustrating

'1847 RoGERs BROS.°

knives,
pieces.

forks, spoons and fancy
If you haven't one, write

for it.

Meriden
Britannia Co.
(International Sliver Co., Successor)

Meriden, Connecticut
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COST QUALITY
ATTRACTIVENESS

Three
which
invite

points upon
we cordially
comparison

OU will never realize the degree orY artistic beauty these goods have at-
tained until you see some of our
extraordinary creations. We are

sparing no expense to retain our reputation
as the leading originators of art metal
designs.

Our variety of finishes are produced in
such a way as to insure the highest possible
degree of good wearing quality. That's
what makes our goods absolutely reliable
as well as extremely attractive

The Highest Achievement
in the Production of

Art Metal
Goods

035

Combined Bowl and Vase

A trial order will prove all our assertions.
If you've missed our salesman, don't miss

our catalogue.

THE BRAINARD &
WILSON CO.

Factory and Main Office, DANBURY, CONN.
New York Office

621 Broadway
F. J. FOSTER, Manager

Chicago Office
103 State Street

E. A. DORRANCE, Manager

New Cut Glass Flower Urn
Heretofore cut glass WaS practically useless as

a flower holder, because the watcr and flowers
within dulled or destroyed the brilliancy of the
glass. This difficulty has been completely overcome
by the new combined rose bowl and vase known as

The Venice Flower Urn
This urn has, within the bowl, a vase for hold-

ing the flowers and water, the bowl thus retaining
its natural brilliancy. The vase fits the bowl neatly,
both combined making a seemingly single piece, as
shown in the illustration.

Thousands of cut glass purchasers are waiting
for just such a dower holder as this. To show it is
to sell it. Be the first to reap the benefit.

r Ounce goods in any of the above sterling silver flatware patterns can be sold by the
retail jeweler with a good profit at $1.00 per ounce. Price-list and samples will be
sent upon request. A full line of ounce goods and fancy pieces are made in each
pattern and all orders will be filled with promptness and dispatch.

Vase NN i,iUi l'its in Bowl

Artistic Design, Deep Cutting and Diamond Sparkle

— 

14 South Tenth StreetH. 0. HURLBURT 0 SON S PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ALVIN MFG. CO.
52 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORli
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No. 1059. Vase, "Pauline"

The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE
SUPERIOR

SILVER-PLATED WARE
Electroliers Gas Portables
Beautiful Hand-Decorated

Shades

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring
Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.
Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. No. 1036. Vase, "Dorothea"

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil-Holder

410

sim WHITE

ESTABLISHED 1881

KETCHAM ac McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 P4 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE "E''

Made flu AYHITE,
Black Enamel, Linn

e I al, Itnlied-Plate,
lield and Silver. These
are being advertised
in leading magazines,
direct I lig pu nillasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

11

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

"A" " THE VOGUE"

ll Flush Joint—made in i 2 size Queen only.

qi Illustration " A "—Fair Weight. Antique Pendant,
French Bow, Plain Polish only.

(11
(11

Illustration " C "—Heavy Weight. Ell iptical Pendant,
French Bow, Plain Polish, Satin Finish, Roman.

The Thinnest and Most Compact Case made for
Standard I 2 size American Movements.

A Case that will give good satisfaction, meeting the
requirements of a popular-priced Nvatch.

43 Write your jobber for Samples and Prices.

i

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
(14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583L, THOUSANDTHS FINE )

Note this Guaranty°

G.It)Inri‘ea

in cap

Look for

140-K
MVAL SOD MADE

This Tag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

;
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JUNE is a month of more than ordinary interest to the
jeweler; its weddings as well as its commencement exercises

mean increased business.
The giving of tokens of love and esteem to the various participants are events in which

L
he shares to his material advantage.

We can supply you with everything required in this line, from fine diamond pieces
for the bride to moderate-priced, but handsome coral, cameo and semi-precious stone brooches,
scarf pins and dumb-bell buttons for the bridesmaids and ushers ; this class of goods is also
especially suitable for graduation gifts, on account of the engravings on the cameos, consisting
of historical and mythological figures.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
ELK and EAGLE GOODS a Specialty " Sellers of Sellers" 71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Our Trade-Mark " The Rose " rrilbw stands for Quality and Excellence

the 016 /bine Tiamon6 lbou$e

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

WISH TO ANNOUNCE that they have all sizes, shapes and qualities of " ib (U)tile Melee in stock, suitable for all kinds of jobbing
and repair work. Don't waste time hunting- for it, but send to us when you need an 44 lb (10 11 e " stone of any size.

We also make cash offers on 44 ib stones, second-hand diamond, pearl and antique jewelry.

Established 1880
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN & CO., 3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Estates a Specialty

4

Oc
c5Ne

Me Union F6r Profit
Twenty-five years ago we began to IllaIllItacture

Silver-Plated Ware and Novelties with the basic idea

of superior goods and close trade relations with our

merchants for better mutual profits. Every year has

strengthened the union of interest between us and our

customers.
Round this idea of imitual benefit NVe have built

UI) the largest independent silverware plant in :Nmerica.

Our growth is the measure of t he success of the

Write to-day and get

1111.1,11eds of Je.welcrs stores that to-day are featuring

111N T)Icr goods,
With the opening of our Silver Anniversary Year we

begin a campaign of greater help for every live merchant

who wishes to co-operate for quick and generous Fofits.

Let us show you how our idea comes into your

store and works for you. It is not merchandise alone,

but an active interest that stays with the goods until you

sell them. It is trade attraction and profit assurance.

your name on our lists

THE BENEDICT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Makers of Guaranteed Silver-Plated Ware and Metal Goods

New York Sample Rooms, 409 Broadway EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.



The customer who comes to you for
Cut Glass is half or wholly persuaded
in favor of LIBBEY CUT GLASS
before you have said a word.

Thanks to its unrivaled reputation as
"The World's Best "—a reputation
won by almost a century of experi-
ence and the most perfect plant and
the best workmen in the world—
LIBBEY sales require infinitely less
effort and infinitely less argument
than those of any other Cut Glass
made.

Be sure the name " LIBBEY" is
graven in the glass

New York Salesroom, 57 Park Place

Cups and Trophies a Trade Boon

Multiplicity of Sports and Prizes—Loving Cups

in High Favor—Origin of the Loving Cup
Design—Some Historic Loving Cups

An important source of revenue in recent
years, both for the manufacturer and the retailer,
is found in the universal love of sports and the
growing custom of awarding prizes in the form
of creations in art metal-work—trophies, loving
cups and symbolic pieces.

For formal presentation purposes, the most
popular form of gift at this time seems to be the
loving cup. The demand for these cups has so
grown in recent years that special lines of them
are produced by the leading manufacturers.
Time was when these cups were so sparsely used
that they were made to order ; but during the
past few years the loving cup has become almost
a staple, and to-day forms part of every preten-
tious jewelry stock. This is due, in part, to the
wider prevalence of the gift-giving custom, and
also to the growth of out-door sports among the
wealthy and pleasure-loving classes. Nor is the
demand confined to the larger cities. In the
smaller towns, and even in the country, the loving
cup is well-known and has become a popular
form of gift. Its name commends it as a token
of personal regard, and it is much used by all
forms of social and beneficial organizations, the-
atrical companies, boards of directors, school and
church trustees, etc.

The loving cup is also much in
Cups of favor with college societies and
Special Design sporting clubs, many of which

have had made original de-
signs, which they have copyrighted, a cup being
given to each member on the occasion of his mar-
riage or other important happening in his life. The
desire for novelty has resulted in a great variety
of designs in these cups. Some have handles of
walrus tusk or buckhorn, instead of silver. The
cups used by golf clubs, tennis clubs, yacht clubs,
etc., are generally made to order from some
special design, and these are both expensive and
beautiful. Some of the cups are manufactured
of silver which has been blended with copper,
the alloy being admirably suited for high-class
decorative work.

Loving cups are made with two
Origin of or three handles, the smaller
Loving Cups clips generally with two, the

larger with three. Why this
vessel should be provided with three handles is
a question which is much discussed and on which
jewelers are frequently interrogated. It seems
that there is some doubt both as to the origin of
the cup and the raison d'etre of the three handles.
One surmise is that the loving cup originated in
Italy, where it happened, not infrequently, that
hosts stabbed their guests or poisoned them at
a seemingly friendly banquet. From this was
evolved a reason for the three handles. The
host drank from the cup first, this act showing
that the liquor in the cup was not poisoned ; then,
holding it by two of the handles, he passed it to
his friend on the left. His two hands being occu-
pied, he could not stab his friend; and, as his
friend took one handle in his right hand, he
would have been put to inconvenience to stab his
host with his left hand.

-Another legend in regard to the loving cup
is this : King Henry of Navarre (Henry IV of
France), while hunting, became separated from

his companions, and, feeling thirsty, called at a
wayside inn for a cup of wine. The serving
maid, on handing it to him as he sat on horse-
back, neglected to present the handle. Some wine
was spilt, and his Majesty's white gauntlets
were soiled. While riding home he bethought
him that a two-handled cup would prevent a re-

currence of this. So his Majesty had a two-
handled cup made at the royal potteries and sent
it to the inn. On his next visit, he called again
for wine, when, to his astonishment, the maid
(having received instruction from her mistress
to be very careful of the "kind's cup") pre-
sented it to him, holding it herself by each of its
handles. At once, the hapy idea struck the king

of a cup with three handles, which
upon. His Majesty is said to have
"Surely, out of three handles I shall
get one."

Doubtless there are many
Some handsomer loving cups made
Historic Cups to-day than at any earlier per-

iod, but there are many in cx-
istince which priceless, by reason of historic
association. Some of the most noted loving cups

are the property of the various London guilds.
Quite a number of these guilds have very valu-
able cups among their municipal regalia, though
no attempt seems ever to have been made to bring
together in one record a history and description
of them. Some of these historic cups were known
as "grace cups," and the most famous of these is
the Henry VIII grace cup, which belongs. to the
Barbers' Company of London. With its - four
globular hells hanging around the outer rim, this
:up might well excite the envy of even the most
honest collector of silverware, for every detail
of its sixteenth century ornamentation is perfect.

It is said to have been stolen, pawned and
sold, yet it still remains the most prized item in
the plate-chest of the company. The name of the
cup is derived from the fact that King Hal was
the donor, while he was also a patron, the grace
cup being intended to commemorate the union of
the barbers with the Guild of Surgeons. The
cover carries the Tudor rose, portcullis and fleur-
de-lis, the finial of the lid being mounted with
the imperial crown, the English and French arms
being beneath, supported by the lion and grey-
hound. Sometimes the cups take whimsical shapes.

Another famous cup is the
The property of the Skinner Com-
Peacock Cup pany, one of the prominent

London guilds. This cup is
known as the "Peacock" cup, though constructed
in the form of a pea-hen. The large silver bird,
with three chicks at her feet, stands on the *silver
badge which was formerly vvorn by the com-
pany's barge-master, and around it are the en-
graved words : "The Gift of Mary ye daughter
of Richard Robinson, and wife to Thomas Smith
and James Peacock, Skinners, 1632." The lady's
two husband's were both masters of the company
within a period of ten years. There is something
whimsical in the name being perpetuated by the
form of the gift, the neck of which is removable,
and so the head forms the lid.

It was expected that the demand for loving
cups during the present year would have sur-
passed all records, but possibly the depression
may interfere considerably with these expecta-
tions. As it is, however, the cups will be in con-
siderable demand, and as presentation pieces are
at all times highly profitable to handle, the jewel-
ers should not lose sight of this opportunity.
There is much trade prestige in furnishing hand-
some cups of this character, as it brings the trade
in touch with many organized bodies, the individ-
ual members of which may thus become interested
in the jeweler's establishment.

New Diamond Drill
Consul General John P. Bray reports that a

trial was recently held at Melbourne in the pres-
ence of representative Australian mining men of
a new diamond drill, the invention of the officers
of the department of mines of Victoria. Mr. Bray
describes it thus :

"The leading feature of the new drill is its
portability, the total weight of the machine being
only 400 pounds, as compared with three or four
tons—the weight of the machines now in use. The
Pioneer diamond drill can be worked either by
hand or motive power, being capable of boring
300 feet by the former and 500 feet by the latter
process. It bores a two-inch hole, producing a
core VA inches in diameter. It is considered that
the drill will prove a valuable adjunct in develop
ing the mining industry in this country, as it will
be the means of opening up districts hitherto re-
garded as inaccessible, owing to the difficulties of
transporting the heavy drills now in use.
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Cups and Trophies a Trade Boon

Multiplicity of Sports and Prizes—Loving Cups

in High Favor—Origin of the Loving Cup

Design—Some Historic Loving Cups

An important source of revenue in recent

years, both for the manufacturer and the retailer,

is found in the universal love of sports and the

growing custom of awarding prizes in the form

of creations in art metal-work—trophies, loving

cups and symbolic pieces.

For formal presentation purposes, the most

popular form of gift at this time seems to be the

loving cup. The demand for these cups has so

grown in recent years that special lines of them

arc produced by the leading manufacturers.

Time was when these cups were so sparsely used

that they were made to order ; but during the

past few years the loving cup has become almost

a staple, and to-day forms part of every pre.ten-

tions jewelry stock. This is due, in part, to the

wider prevalence of the gift-giving custom, and

also to the growth of out-door sports among the

wealthy and pleasure-loving classes. Nor is the

demand confined to the larger cities. In the

smaller towns, and even in the country, the loving

cup is well-known and has become a popular

form of gift. Its name commends it as a token

of personal regard, and it is much used by all

forms of social and beneficial organizations, the-

atrical companies, boards of directors, school and

church trustees, etc.
The loving cup is also much in

Cups of favor with college societies and

Special Design sporting clubs, many of which

have had made original de-

signs, which they have copyrighted, a cup being

given to each member on the occasion of his mar-

riage or other important happening in his life. The

desire for novelty has resulted in a great variety

of designs in these cups. Some have handles of

walrus tusk or buckhorn, instead of silver. The

cups used by golf clubs, tennis clubs, yacht clubs,

etc., are generally made to order from some

special design, and these are both expensive and

beautiful. Some of the cups are manufactured

of silver which has been blended with copper,

the alloy being admirably suited for high-class

decorative work.

Origin of
Loving Cups

vessel should be
a question which
jewelers are frequently interrogated. It seems

that there is some doubt both as to the origin of

the cup and the raison &etre of the three handles.

One surmise is that the loving cup originated in

Italy, where it happened, not infrequently, that

hosts stabbed their guests or poisoned them at

a seemingly friendly banquet. From this was

evolved a reason for the three handles. The

host drank from the cup first, this act showing

that the liquor in the cup was not poisoned ; then,

holding it by two of the handles, he passed it to

his friend on the left. His two hands being occu-

pied, he could not stab his friend ; and, as his

friend took one handle in his right hand, he

would have been put to inconvenience to stab his

host with his left hand.
-Another legend in regard to the loving cup

is this: King Henry of Navarre (Henry IV of

France), while hunting, became separated from

Loving cups are made with two

or three handles, the smaller

cups generally with two, the

larger with three. Why this

provided with three handles is

is much discussed and on which
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his companions, and, feeling thirsty, called at a
wayside inn for a cup of wine. The serving
maid, on handing it to him as he sat on horse-
back, neglected to present the handle. Some wine
was spilt, and his Majesty's white gauntlets
were soiled. While riding home he bethought
him that a two-handled c1.1) would prevent a re-

currence of this. So his Majesty had a two-
handled cup made at the royal potteries and sent
it to the inn. On his next visit, he called again
for wine, when, to his astonishment, the maid
(having received instruction from her mistress
to be very careful of the "kind's cup") pre-
sented it to him, holding it herself by each of its
lundles. At once, the hapy idea struck the king

of a cup with three handles, which was acted

upon. His Majesty is said to have remarked:

"Surely, out of three handles I shall be able to

get one."
Doubtless there are many

Some handsomer loving cups made
Historic Cups to-day than at any earlier per-

iod, but there are many in ex-

istence which are priceless, by reason of historic

association. Some of the most noted loving cups
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are the property of the various London guilds.
Quite a number of these guilds have very valu-
able cups among their municipal regalia, though
no attempt seems ever to have been made to bring
together in one record a history and description
of them. Some of these historic cups were known
as "grace cups," and the most famous of these is
the Henry VIII grace cup, which belongs. to the
Barbers' Company of London. With its - four
globular bells hanging around the outer rim, this
:up might well excite the envy of even the most
honest collector of silverware, for every detail
of its sixteenth century ornamentation is perfect.

It is said to have been stolen, pawned and
sold, yet it still remains the most prized item in
the plate-chest of the company. The name of the
cup is derived from the fact that King Hal was
the donor, while he was also a patron, the grace
cup being intended to commemorate the union of
the barbers with the Guild of Surgeons. The
cover carries the Tudor rose, portcullis and fleur-
de-lis, the finial of the lid being mounted with
the imperial crown, the English and French arms
being beneath, supported by the lion and grey,
hound. Sometimes the cups take whimsical shapes.

Another famous cup is the
The property of the Skinner Com-
Peacock Cup pany, one of the prominent

London guilds. This cup is
known as the "Peacock" cup, though constructed
in the form of a pea-hen. The large silver bird,
with three chicks at her feet, stands on the Silver
badge which was formerly Worn by the com-
pany's barge-master, and around it are the en-
graved words: "The Gift of Mary ye daughter
of Richard Robinson, and %vife to Thomas Smith
and James Peacock, Skinners, 1632." The lady's
two husband's were both masters of the company
within a period of ten years. There is something
whimsical in the name being perpetuated by the
form of the gift, the neck of which is removable,
and so the head forms the lid.

It was expected that the demand for loving
cups during the present year would have sur-
passed all records, but possibly the depression
may interfere considerably with these expecta-
tions. As it is, however, the cups will be in con-
siderable demand, and as presentation pieces are
at all times highly profitable to handle, the jewel-
ers should not lose sight of this opportunity.
There is much trade prestige in furnishing hand-
some cups of this character, as it brings the trade
in touch with many organized bodies, the individ-
ual members of which may thus become interested
in t he jeweler's establishment.

New Diamond Drill
Consul General John P. Bray reports that a

trial was recently held at Melbourne in the pres-
ence of representative Australian mining men of
a new diamond drill, the invention of the officers
of the department of mines of Victoria. Mr. Bray
describes it thus :

"The leading feature of the new drill is its
portability, the total weight of the machine being
only 400 pounds, as compared with three or four
tons—the weight of the machines now in use. The
Pioneer diamond drill can be worked either by
hand or motive power, being capable of boring
300 feet by the former and Soo feet by the latter
process. It bores a two-inch hole, producing a
core Ir(g inches in diameter. It is considered that
the drill will prove a valuable adjunct in develop
ing the mining industry in this country, as it will
be the means of opening up districts hitherto re-
garded as inaccessible, owing to the difficulties of
transporting the heavy drills now in use.
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TRADE-MARK

REGISTERED

A Half=Century's Reputation
stands back of every ring we send out and warrants it perfect in
shape, fi:lish and metal.

We are specialists in seamless gold rings. Our facilities
are the best known to the art of ring making, hence we can
give you superior work at prices no higher than you would
pay elsewhere for inferior goods. Then you can always depend
upon everything we send out being precisely as represented.
We warrant our rings plump assay always.

We have an exceptionally tine line of 14 K. and to K. Fancy
Rings. Write for catalog.

TRADE-MARK

RE 1 G73TERrED

1.2,1NC; NiAKEWS

2 Maiden Lane, New York
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For the trade who wish to handle a cheaper adjustable

I bracelet, the makers of the vell-known " Velvet " have

a line to be known as " Velvet 13 "; will wear,

not break, and at a price that will make it a seller.

MASON, HOWARD & CO.
rtictc)ry : Al-111-F1-10F2(), MASS. NC:.NV Irc)ric Offic.: 180 Brcmciway

New York Letter

Diamond importers say that
Diamond Imports the tide has turned in their
Increase business, and to prove it they

point to the Custom House fig-
ures. The value of the importations of precious
stones at this port has more than doubled since
February, and the importers say that the gain
has been nearly all in diamonds. They also say
that there has been a much greater gain in the
importations of rough than of cut diamonds, a
favorable indication for the New York cutting
and polishing factories. The importations at
New York of all kinds of precious stoneg in-
creased from $200,443 in February to $389,514
in March, and to $493,052 in April. The value of
the uncut stones imported in April was $205,821.
One of the largest importers said that while the
sales are slowly increasing, prices have not
changed at any time and are as high now as when
the market was most active.

When the contract for the
7 he Great construction of the four clocks
Clocks of in the lofty tower of the Met-
New York ropolitan Life Building, at

Twenty-fourth Street and
Madison avenue, is awarded, New York and its
vicinity will have six, of the largest timekeeping
movements in the world. The Metropolitan's
clock will have four dials, each twenty-seven feet
in diameter, and each run independently of the
cther, because of the elevators, which are to make
the forty-six-story journey through the middle
of the tower. This will require the installation
of four separate movements. The Colgate clock,
in Jersey City, is the largest of all. It was de-
scribed in detail in our April issue. Trinity's
clock and chimes are comparatively modern. The
movement, which cost $3000, was put in three
years ago, and took the place of an English move-
ment brought to this country in 1855. The dials
are twelve feet in diameter, and the largest bell
in the chimes weighs 7000 pounds. St. Paul's is
an English clock and is wound by hand. It strikes
the hours, and is said to be in as good condition
as it was when put in place in the early part of
the century. The Hall of Records has one of the
most expensive clock movements in the country.
The diameter of the dial is four feet, and that is
so far above the street that a glass is necessary
to distinguish the time of day from City Hall
Park. The cost was about $35,000. The move-
ment is what is known as a master, and controls
all the clocks in the several departments in the
building. Cooper Union has the best timekeeper
in New York. It operates a system in the differ-
ent offices in the building and does not vary
twenty seconds in a month. The Lackawanna
Railroad has a self-winding clock in its Hoboken
terminal, with a dial diameter of twelve feet. It
JA regarded as one of the most perfect pieces of
clock work of its kind in America.

Post-Office 
White, architects for the new
Plans of McKim, Mead &

post-office building, have been
approved by the secretary of

the treasury. The site was purchased of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company for $1,660,540.14.
The building will rest above the tracks of the
Pennsylvania Railroad between Thirty-first and
'fbirty-third streets. Congress has appropriated
$roo 

available.

,o:ofboire.the preparation of plans, and work
will be begun as soon as further appropriations
are 

A decision was handed clown last month by
the board of United States general appraisers, de-
fining the classification to accrue on cameos of
shell and coral. The question came down before
the board in a protest filed by G. W. Sheldon &
Co., of this city, who objected to the action of
Collector Fowler in assessing the articles at 33

per cent. ender the provision in the tariff for
"shells." After considering the evidence, General
Appraiser Sharretts, who writes the decision,
affirms the collector • in his assessment of the 35
per cent. duty on the shell cameos. The protest,
however, regarding the coral cameos is sus-
tained, and they are admitted to duty at to per
colt. under the provision in the tariff for pre-
cious stones. The decision states that no evidence
was submitted tending to show that shell cameos
are known commercially as precious stones, while,
on the contrary, the evidence was concurrent on
the point that coral substitute for jewelry pur-
poses was invariably known in trade as a precious
stone.

At the May meeting the execu-
Jewelers' Se- tive committee of the Jewelers'
curity Alliance Security Alliance, the follow-

ing members being present,
Chairman Butts, President Sloan, Vice-President
Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes.
Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden and Brown, of
the committee, the following new members were
admitted:

F. H. Bartlett, Morrisville, Vt.
A. R. Campbell, Morrisville, Vt.
Herman Engel, Wilkes.Barre, Pa.
G. W. Loar & Co., Grafton, W. Va.
Steffeck & Willimovslcy, Chicago, Ill.
Alex. Brown, Cleveland, Ohio.
A. & S. Espositer Co., New York City.
M. J. Buechler, Bridgeport, Conn.
Walter F. Robbins, Skowhegan, Maine.
Sigmund Wvler, New York City.
T. Lundy, an Francisco, Cal.
F. Willis Sharpe, Oakland, Cal.
H. 0. Bailey, Shawnee. Okla.
L. Kamstra, Safford, Ariz.
Luckenbach & Co., Los Anseles. Cal.
W. E. Pearce, Oklahoma City, Okla.
C. H. Watson, Westfield, Pa.
Henry M. Abrams Co., an Francisco, Cal.
T. J. Bradley, Newark, N. J.
Harry Jacoby, Oroville, Cat.
Mayer & Weinshenk, San Francisco, Cal.
Guy R. Burleigh, Phenix, N. Y.
David J. Seifert, Beaver Falls, Pa.
C. 11. Graves, Hawarden, Iowa.
Cohen Brothers, Minneapolis, Minn.
Proctor & McIntyre, Valley City, N. D.
Evan's Jewelry Store, Reading, Pa.
Pacific jewelry Company. Seattle, Wash.
Frease & Allen, Napoleon, Ohio.
Ira S. Dresbach, Tiffin, Ohio.
Taylor & Klar, Dennison, Ohio.
Parritt Tewelry Company, Des Moines, Ohio.
A. A. Everts Company, Dallas, Texas.
R. J. F. Roehm & Co., Detroit, Mich.

The following rewards of $too each were
ordered paid: Nos. 47 and 48 to Captain John
Halpin, for distribution among several members
of the Chicago police force. No. 47—For the
arrest and conviction of burglars who smashed
the show window in the store of Chas. A. Jone-
son, 5915 South Halstead street, with a flat-iron
while the store was open for business, and stole
six diamond rings of the value of about $1400.
The robbers were arrested on December 30th, and
William Bailey received an indeterminate sen-
tence of from one year to life imprisonment in
Joliet and James O'Neill an indeterminate sen-
tence of from one to twenty years in the same
prison. Frank Everett, an accomplice, was given
a term of from one to ten years, and Frank Ed-
wards, another accomplice, was given a sentence
of from one to fourteen years. Five out of the
six diamond rings were recovered and returned
to Mr. Joneson. No. 48—For the arrest and con-
viction of burglars who broke the show window
in the store of Dave Holtz, 4740 South Ashland
avenue, on December 26th, while the store was
open for business, and stole diamond jewelry val-
ued at about $3500. This robbery was committed
by the same parties who broke the show window
of Mr. Joneson, and was included in the sentence
named above. Part of the goods which were
stolen were recovered and returned tq Mr. Holtz.
No. 49—To the Infirm Police Fund of Cleveland,
Ohio, for the arrest and conviction of Edward
Campbell and James Livingston, who broke into
the store of knittle & Longtin, of that city, on

( 3) 

March 20th, and stole miscellaneous jewelry and
silverware to the value of about $700. Campbell
was sentenced to the Ohio State Reformatory
and Livingston was given a fine of $25 and costs.
A portion of the goods was recovered and re-
turned.

Baker & Co., Inc., gold and silver smelters
and refiners, Newark, N. J., have moved their
office in this city to the sixth floor of the Cort-
landt Building, Hudson terminal, with entrance at
30 Church Street. The new office has been hand-
somely equipped and provided with every facility
for careful and prompt attention to customers.

The American Protective Eye Glass Co. has
licen incorporated under the laws of the State to
manufacture eye glasses and optical goods. The
capital stock is $to,000.

Judge Lacombe, of the United States circuit
court, has issued a permanent injunction against
Isidor Berkson, A. and B. Rainness and Abel
Bros. & Co., and others, doing business under the
firm name of the Hold Fast Scarf Pin Guard
Company, from the further manufacture, use or
sale of the guard they have been making and
selling under the name of "Shurolda" and which
the court holds is an infringement of the Fischer
patent, used by C. P. Goldsmith & Co., of this
city, who charged infringement and asked for re-
dress. The defendants are also enjoined from
making or selling any other devise that resembles
the Fischer guard, which Goldsmith & Co. make
and sell under the name of the "Hold-on-Clutch."
C.'. P. Goldsmith & Co. are naturally elated over
the decision, believing it will have a bearing on
other and similar suits they have pending, claim-
ing infringement of the Fischer patent.

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro., 51 Maiden Lane,
manufacturers of the Ingersoll watches, have pur-
chased the factory of the Trenton Watch Co.,
Trenton, N. J. The purchase includes the site,
buildings, plant, patent and trade-mark right of
the company. The new owners will continue the
manufacture of watches of a grade similar to
those previously produced in this plant.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68 Nas-
sau Street, sailed for Europe last month on his
zinnual visit to the markets.

H. A. Groen & Bro., who are now located at
51 Maiden Lane, have rented the building at the
southeast corner of Nassau Street and Maiden
Lane and will move thereto as soon as the
changes are completed. The salesroom will be on
the first floor, the offices and shipping department
on the second, the jewelry shop on the third and
thc diamond cutting department on the fourth.
It is stated that the firm will discontinue its up-
town store.

Among those who moved into new quarters
(luring the past month are the following:

Aikin-Lambert Co., from 33 Maiden Lane to is
Maiden Lane; Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Co., 33 Maiden
I.ane to 15 Maiden Lane; H. F. Barrows Co., 37 Maiden
lane to 15 Maiden Lane; R. Blackinton & Co., 3 Maiden
I.c.ne to 15 Maiden Lane; Bliss Bros. Co., 9 Maiden Lane
to t5 Maiden Lane; J. B. Bowden & Co.

' 
Maiden Lane

to 15 Maiden Lane; W. R. Cattelle, 7 Maiden Lane to
itio Broadway; Daggett & Clapp Co., 21 Maiden Lane to
7 Maiden Lane; Estate of O. M. Draper, 37 Maiden
Lane to is Maiden Lane,• Wm. B. Durgin Co., downtown
offices opened at 15 Maiden Lane; Elgin National Watch
Co., it John Street to 15 Maiden Lane; Ira Goddard, 11
John Street to 15 Maiden Lane; E. Howard Clock Co., 41
Tilaiden Lane to 84 William Street; Robert Ingersoll &

Si Maiden Lane to 45 John Street; Jewelers' Board
of Trade, izo Broadway to 15 Maiden Lane; Jewelers'
Protective Union, ii John Street to 15 Maiden Lane;
Jewelers' Safety Fund Society i z John Street to 15
Icaiden Lane; Mabie, Todd & Co., 130 Fulton Street to
i5 Maiden Lane; S. K. Merrill Co., 9 Maiden Lane to 15
Maiden Lane; C. Ray Randall & Co., fourth floor to sixth
floor, 7 Maiden Lane: Chas. M. Robbins Co., 13 Maiden
Lane to 15 Maiden Lane; W. H. Saart Co., twelfth floor
to tenth floor, 47 Maiden Lane; William L. Sexton & Co.,
7 Maiden Lane to 45 John Street; E. L. Spencer Co., 9
Maiden Lane to Ic Maiden Lane; Standard Button Co.,
if. Broadway to 15 Maiden Lane; Towle Mfg. Co., 41
Union Square to is Maiden Lane; Watson & Newell Co.,
103 William Street to 45 .1 (din Street; Chas. F. Wood, 8c
Co., i Maiden Lane to 15 Maiden Lane.

(Continued on page 945)
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Hammering at Facts
If you have not purchased a line of Larter

Shirt Studs for your stock, you have overlooked
the most salable article of its kind in the jewelry
market.

The Larter Shirt Stud is especially adapted
for the coat shirt, soft bosom shirt, in fact, any
style of shirt made, and all studs have stamped
on the barrel of each our registered trade-mark,
which is a guarantee that a new one will be
given if an accident happens,

Prices are so attractive that no retail jeweler
can afford to be without a line of these goods
in his stock.

Progressive jobbers carry a good line of
JO K. gold and 14 K. gold filled Larter Shirt
Studs; but if your jobber does not have them,
let us know by postal and we will tell you one
that does.

LARTER 6 SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK CITY

Trade-Mark

*C22=, 

Pacific Coast Representatives

A. I. HALL & SON

717 Market Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Registered in U. S. Patent Office

June, 1908

New York Letter

T E

(Continued from page 943)

F. D. Gould, wholesale jeweler, formerly of
Watertown, N. Y., has moved to this city, where
he has suitable quarters at 71 and 73 Nassau
Street. Mr. Gould will continue his wholesale
business to better advantage in his new location.

C. G. Alford, of C. G. Alford & Co., II
John Street, according to his annual custom,
spent the month of May fishing at Saranac Lake,
N. Y. As a fisherman, he was exceptionally suc-
cessful this year, being credited with a capture
of some of the largest trout ever caught in the
lake.

Black, Starr & Frost furnished the handsome
kwing cup presented to E. C. Benedict, formerly
commodore of the Seawanhaka-Corinthian Yacht
Club. The cup is a massive one of sterling silver
with the time-honored three handles. The design
accords with the purpose of the gift, and the
entire piece is executed with great skill.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade has completed
the removal of its office and equipment to the
new Silversmiths' Building, 15, 17 and 19 Maiden
Lane. The growth of the work of the board in
recent years has been very great, and the new
quarters will afford them the necessary facilities
to cope with their increased responsibilities.

The Jewelers, 24-Karat Club now occupies
its new quarters on the third floor of the Reisen-
w cher Building, 57 Maiden Lane, and the removal
inaugurates a new epoch in the brilliant social
history of the club. Half of the floor space will
be devoted to social purposes, being provided
with a capacious dining hall, while the other half
will be used as club rooms. The quarters are
handsomely furnished and provided with every
convenience for the members. The rooms were
informally opened on May xith, when a luncheon
was given in the new dining-room. President
Larter was present to welcome the guests and
was congratulated on the beauty and excellence
of the new quarters. At a special meeting of the
club, held last month, it was decided to change
the date of the annual outing from September
12th to August 1st, as a number of circumstances
made the change advisable. The outing will be
held at Pleasant Bay, Long Branch, N. J. The
boat will start at 9 A. M., somewhat earlier than
in previous years, in order that more time may be
available for the athletic events.

Encouraged by its past success, the Jewelers'
Bowling League is planning for a larger pro-
gramme and wider membership during the coming
season. It is stated that the league will include
several more teams than last year and that many
additional prizes will be offered. The schedule
for the season is now being arranged.

The trade of the city was notified last month
of the operations in the jewelry district of a
clever female thief, who worked successfully the
substitution game. Under the pretext of exam-
ining diamond rings with a view to purchasing,
she succeeded in several instances in substituting
an imitation for the genuine stone. She is de-
scribed as being about five feet eight inches in
hcight and weighing about 130 pounds, with light
brown hair and very white complexion. There is
a slight cast in the left eye and her fingers are
long and tapering, showing nicotine stains. She
is neat in dress and pleasant in speech. Later in-
formation came from other cities of a similar
trick being worked successfully, and there seems
a likelihood that the perpetrator was the same in

the instances reported.
A prominent member of the trade recently

passed away in the person of Adolph Ludwig,
senior member of the firm of A. Ludwig & Son,
75 Nassau Street. The deceased was born in
Germany sixty-one years ago, and learned the
jewelry trade in that country. He came to this
country while still a young man and started in
olr(ebusinessrancfl heotrhimself some thirty years ago. The
deceased was a prominent member of the Masonic

Odd Fellows. It is stated that the
obludsintietsies. will be continued by his sons under the

Theo. A. Kohn & Son, 321 Fifth Avenue,
have incorporated under the laws of the State,
with a capital of $too,000. The incorporators
are Theo. A. Kohn, Albert M. ,Kohn, Emil \V.
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Kohn, members of the old firm, and also Robt.
D. Kohn and John J. McGeary.

An article in the recent big anniversary
edition of The World told in a most interesting
way the story of the "Ideal" fountain pen, which
it traced from its dream origin in the brain of
the inventor, L. E. Waterman, to its present
material perfection and universal popularity. The
story of its success was thus summarized: "In
twenty-four years the business has progressed
from desk room in the rear of a cigar store. in
one of the old office buildings in Fulton Street,
New York, to the occupancy of three large build-
ings covering 31,000 square feet of floor space, at
what is now universally known as "The Pen
Corner," at the corner of Broadway and Cort-
landt Street, New York. The output has grown
from six dozen pens in 1883 until, in 1907, the
value of pens sold was $2,5oo,000. Here indeed,
then, is an ideal and its realization."

Chas. L. Trout & Co., 2 Maiden Lane, fur-
nished the unique key here illustrated, which was
used at the formal opening of
Luna Park, Coney Island, on
May f6th, which was a gala
occasion on the island. The
opening was attended by a
large multitude. Speeches were
made by those connected with
the park and a wealth of music
added to the enjoyment of the
occasion. The key is 14 karat•
solid gold, set with diamonds,
and is a prettily designed and
unique piece of jewelry. It was
used by Mr. Erlanger, one of
the heads of the theatrical
trust, in formally opening the
park, of which he is part
owner. The key was retained
by him and is a much-prized
addition to his collection of art
curios.

M. J. Averbeck, Walter G.
King, and Burnham W. King,
are up in the wilds of Quebec
province on a fishing and hunt-
ing trip. The trip had been planned for some
time past by the Kings, and Mr. Averbeck was
persuaded to join the part at the last minute.

The largest clock in the United
Starting the States was set going last
Largest Clock month on the top of the Jersey

City factory of Colgate & Co.
Mayor Wittpen pressed the button that started
the clock. The clock faces New York from the
Jersey shore, and is visible for many miles.
Heretofore the Westminster dials on the Parlia-
ment buildings, London, have held the record
abroad, with a diameter of 221/2 feet and an area
of 398 square feet. In this country the dials on
the Philadelphia City Hall are the largest, meas-
uring 25 feet across and having an area of 490
square feet. The Colgate clock has an area of
more than twice either of these. The dial is 38
feet across and is area is 1134 square feet. The
minute hand is 20 feet long, and, with its counter-
poise, weighs nearly a third of a ton, while the
ponderous weight that moves the mechanism will
weigh just 2000 pounds, and the whole clock ap-
proximately six tons. Across the dial twenty men
of average size could stand shoulder to shoulder.
The big timepiece is unique in the way it is made
visible at night. Instead of the usual transparent
dial lighted from behind, the hands will be out-
lined with incandescent lights. The tip end of
the minute hand travels twenty-four inches every
minute, or over a half mile a clay. Writing to the
Sun, a correspondent says: "I have read a state-
ment in the newspapers saying that the large
clock on the North River Colgate Building is the
largest in the world. I have not seen this con-
tradicted thus far, so I venture to remind you
that there is a still larger one on the tower of St.
Rombaud, at Malines (Mechlin) in Belgium,
which is forty-nine feet in diameter.

We are in receipt of several
Trade Com- complaints from subscribers in
plaints of Clock regard to an concern entitled
Company The Knickerbocker Clock Co.,

which described itself as de-
signers of clocks for artistic homes, got Lexing-
ton .\ venue, Brooklyn, N. Y. The •following is
t■pical of all:

"En. KEYSTONE :—We are 'stung' and would

like to inquire if you know anything about the
Knickerbocker Clock Co. We are enclosing some
advertising matter we received from them and
also a receipt showing that they received our
check; also an answer to one of our letter inquir-
ing as to the reason why we did not get our
clock. We would like to know if you have any
knowledge of this firm. The last letter we wrote
them was returned to us marked "Unclaimed," as
you will see. We sent them a check on March
24, 1908, and their reply to our letter was dated
April 2oth, so they must have 'flown' very re-
cently. If you can expose this firm, it may serve
some of the other jewelers. A good many o'
the trade in this town received this same propos.
tion. Yours truly,

"CLARK & CONKLIN."
"Casinovia, N. Y."
As other jewelers had sent complaints similar

to the above, we proceeded promptly to learn
what we could in regard to this company. We
find that the Knickerbocker Clock Co. was the
business title used by one Mortimer Warren, a
person of about 35 or 40 years old, about whom
we could learn but little. On May 21st the city
marshal took possession of all there was in his
place on an attachment for the claim of $237. It
is said that he owes a number of people. We
have been unable to learn anything of his present
whereabouts.

Summer Girl and Her Jewelry

The smart woman must wear jewelry; it need
not necessarily be expensive, though it must be
in good taste and it must be odd and unusual.
The ingenious woman goes through the family
trinket box and selects those things which can
with only small expense be made into attractive
modern jewelry. What family jewel box does
not contain odd cuff buttons, stray earrings, bits
of chains, broken breast pins, parts of watches—
all of which seem utterly useless and hopeless,
yet are cherished for association's sake?

The old-time earring has perhaps the greatest
possiliilities. A most exquisite necklace with a
long pendant has recently been made of two
bracelets and a pair of earrings, the latter hanging
almost to the shoulder. The design of this set
was unique--bunches of grapes about an inch
long made of thousands of tiny'pearls strung on
gold hair wires, and the workmanship was so ex-
quisite that when the pieces were taken to a
well-known jewelry firm the owner received an
offer of $3000 for them. The bracelets were
made into the necklace and the earrings were
used together as a deep pendant. The result was
more than beautiful ; yet for years the treasure
had lain idle in an old box.

A pair of coral earrings is now being worn
on a short string of coral beads. They matched
perfectly in color, and the two carved rosebud
earrings, with their numerous tiny gold balls and
pointed danglers, made a necklace which could
not be bought in a shop.

The fad of wearing a touch of black jewelry
with white gowns is a noticeable one. Here is
an opportunity for some of the old jet jewelry.
Much of it is combined with gold; other styles
Ivith pearls. A woman who prides herself on
wearing things distinctly novel and original has
had small pale pink corals combined with a hand-
some old jet set, and the result is charming.

An old-time setting of heavy gold or rough
silver may be modernized by having jade or dark
blue stones inserted in the original settings.

As large horseshoes and crescent-shaped pins
are so fashionable just now for the neckpiece or
for the back of the collar, the large loop earrings,
at one time so generally popular, can, by the mere
appliance of a pin, be made into the handiest kind
of brooches.

And what box of old jewelry does not con-
tain a few long, broad bar pins, the inevitable
"breast pin," the kind which appeared on Sunday
with a bit of lace and the best black silk? Waste
no time in appropriating one of these bar pins.
It may be rather heavy looking, but with etchings
of black or with black enamel designs it is quite
"the thing."

The sash loops of knitted gold, some plain,
some set with stones, which children wore twenty
years or more ago, are appearing now as brace-
lets.
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We keep our stock of Elgin R. R. grades moving.
The movements are always new from the factory.
You can depend upon receiving from us every move-
ment ready for service. Our catalogue illustrates
and prices all grades.

BENJ. ALLEN 6 CO., Chicago

June, 1908 T E KEYSTONE

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Room ISO! HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, ILL., May 26, 1808.

On May 18th a committee of
Merchants Boom prominent Chicago business
Chicago Market men, made up from among the

membership of the Chicago
Association of Commerce, left on a tour of Mich-
igan and Ohio in the interests of trade extension
for the great central market. Fourteen different
lines of industry were represented by the per-
sonnel of the delegation. The "trade boosters"
stopped at Muskegon, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo,
Bay City, Saginaw, Flint, Lansing and Jackson,
Michigan, and Toledo and Tiffin, Ohio. John A.
Cox, manager of Benj. Allen & Co., represented
the jewelry interests of Chicago, and made sev-
eral addresses before reception committees and
trade organizations of the cities they visited.
Speaking at Bay City, Mich., Mr. Cox, among
other things, said: "This seems just like going
next door to shake hands with an old neighbor
and to say, The pleasure is ours.' We bring greet-
ings from the Chicago Association of Commerce,
and congratulate you, gentlemen of Bay City, and
the great State of Michigan, on the fame you
have attained by the deeds of your great men and
by the high position you occupy in science, art,
culture and commerce. Let it be understood at
the outset that we are not solely on a pleasure
excursion, although since leaving Chicago we
have found a great deal of pleasure and enjoy-
ment in meeting the enterprising and prosperous
business men of the various places we have vis-
ited. We are here to acquaint you with the won-
derful advantages Chicago possesses as the great
central market of the West. We want to demon-
strate to you that in whatever line of human in-
dustry or commercial enterprise you may be in-
terested, you will find there a greater variety of
all lines of goods in stock and on display than
can be found in any other market in the country,
if not in the world. Chicago does not depend
alone on her 2,000,000 people for her prosperity.
We are firmly convinced by the firm steps of rea-
son and not the airy flights of fancy that your
prosperity means our prosperity, that our inter-
ests are mutual and reciprocal. When you, with
Your wonderful surrounding resources, are on the
high road of business prosperity, that fact sends
a pulsating throb through the commercial center
of Chicago, and that is one of the reasons why

with and 
here—to
serve 

yowarae ser letatut how best we can co-operatev

Chicago jewelry jobbers have
Jobbers'
Association 

completed a jobbers' associa-
tion, which will be known as
the Association of Wholesale

Jewelers of Chicago. Such an organization has
been in contemplation for several years, but not
until the past month did the sentiment in favor
of such an organization crystallize into any defi-
nite shape. The following officers were elected:
B. C. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., president; C.
H. Knights, of C. H. Knights-Thearle Co., vice-
president ; A. W. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co.,
secretary, and H. W. Hahn, of ,II. F. Hahn &

Co., treasurer. The following were elected di-
rectors: Claude Seymour, Lem Flershem, Adolph
Hirsch and A. C. Becken. As outlined in a recent
issue of THE KEYSTONE, it is the intention of the
jobbers here to have the local association serve
as a nucleus for a national jobbers' association.
Cincinnati, St. Louis and Detroit jobbers have
similar local organizations. The Detroit associa-
tion has already called a meeting of jobbers
throughout the country for June loth at Detroit,
and this meeting gives promise of being attended
by prominent jobbers from all jobbing centers.
The Chicago organization will send representa-
tives, but its personnel has as yet not been
made up.

A special advance edition of
Notable Business the new membership directory
Directory of the Chicago Association of

Commerce, limited to moo
copies, is now in the hands of the associations
campaigners, and being effectively used to pro-
mote the association membership canvass. This
special edition of the best trade directory ever
published in any city will give way to a revised
and corrected edition of to,000 copies. The book
has an alphabetical classification of names, of
trades, and of all members under their respective
trades, together with descriptive data. The per-
fected and permanent edition will contain all
telephone numbers, and the attention of Chicago
jewelers who are members of the association is
called to the fact that if their telephone number
has been changed since the last trade directory
was published, or if it was incorrectly quoted
in the previous edition, that they notify the busi-
ness manager of the association at once.

News from the Trade

G. V. Dickinson, general manager of the Elgin
National Watch Company, entertained the mem-
bers of the industrial committee of the Chicago
association the early part of the month, by taking
them in a special car to Elgin and escorting them
through the company's factory. The members
of the committee were also the guests of the com-
pany at luncheon.

Gustave Becker, of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
who has been attending the Northern Illinois
College, returned late in the month to his home
with the degree of Doctor of Optics and will
open optical parlors in connection with his jewelry
business.

The Meyers Optical Co. has been incorpo-
rated at Rock Island, Ill., with a capital stock of
$5000.

Of seven optician applicants for registration
by examination before the Oregon State board
recently four were successful, three of these
being Northern Illinois graduates.

N. Roff has opened a jewelry store at 4715
Ashland Avenue, this city.

A. J. O'Brien, of Ashland, Wis., sustained a
$t000 fire loss early in the month. His store
caught fire from a lamp explosion.

The Jennings Bros. Mfg. Co., manufacturers
of metal goods, have removed from the Silver-
smiths' to the Heyworth Bulding.
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The New England Watch Co., Waterbury,
Conn., announce that their Chicago office will be
discontinued on July 1st, and request that all

orders and other communications to be addressed
to their office in Waterbury. The traveling force

connected with the Chicago house will continue to
visit the trade as heretofore.

F. E. Kvasnicka, a prominenet jeweler of
southwest Chicago, located at 603 Blue Island
Avenue, was assassinated on the night .of May
22nd, near North Judson., where he owns a
country home. Albert Rowbick, a farm hand
employed on the murdered jeweler's farm, has

been indicted for the murder. Kvasnicka, who
was prominent in Bohemian organizations, was

on his forty-acre farm, which he was getting into
shape to receive his wife and three children, who
were to spend the summer there. Late in the
&gilt his assassin fired from ambush in his barn-
yard, and he died a few hours afterwards. In an
ante-mortem statement made to his wife and

several intimate friends, he accused Rowbick, his
former employee, explaining that his supposed
assassin had become angered at him because he
discharged him. A large delegation of prominent
Pohemians attended the funeral, which was held
the following Sunday. Interment was made at
Noith Judson.

C. L. Hoefer, watchmaker, formerly located

at t51 Wabash Avenue, has accepted a position as
foreman with the Nanz Clock Company, New
York.

Samuel Schutz and Morris B. Schinz have
withdrawn from the .jobbing jewelry firm of
Meyer, Joseph & Co. Their withdrawal will not
affect the firm name.

The jewelry store of H. J. Flower, 3845

State Street, was entered by burglars late in the
month and $500 worth of jewelry taken.

The jewelry jobbing firm of F. C. Happel &

Co., which recently went into bankruptcy, has
effected a settlement with its creditors on a 65

cent basis and paying the expenses during the

period of insolvency. The senior member of the

firm announces that the force will remain the

same, with the exception of Frank Happel. who

has severed his connection with the firm.

Will Andersen, of Juergens & Andersen, suf-

fered a three weeks' illness during the past
month, but is again attending to his regular duties.

Dr. C. F. McIntyre, of Farmland, Ind., a re-

cent graduate of the Northern Illinois College, •

has opened a refracting office at Arcanium, Ohio.
B. F. Anderson, the well-known jeweler, of

New Castle, Nebr., was receiving congratulations

over the arrival of a son.

C. B. Graves, of Hawarden, Iowa, recently

moved into his new store, which he has equipped

with new fixtures. He has added an optical par-

lor and a fully equipped repair department.

Wm. Alister, of Norris Alister & Co., accom-

panied by Mrs. Alister, spent a week at Ocono-

mowoc, Wis., during the past month.

A. Kuckuk, the well-known jeweler, of

Shawano, Wis., was a welcome caller and buyer

in the great central market early in the month.

Wm. F. Plambeck, the well-known dealer in

watches and diamonds in Denver, Colo., was in

Chicago early in the month on business.

W. A. Elliott, general manager of the

Adelphi Silver Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., was

in Chicago for several days early in the month,

introducing to the trade S. E. Dickson, who will

be the new western representative of this com-

pany.
George H. Thomas, western representative

of the Shepard Mfg. Company, has the sympa-

thies of the trade in the death of his brother,
which occurred May 21st, in Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mr. Thomas was on his regular trip, and received

the news of his brother's death at St. Louis. He
left immediately to attend the funeral.

Wolf Bros. have rented additional space in
the Rector Building and will add a new front.

Henry E. Volkman, of Kankakee, Ill., was on
the local market early in the month. He has ad-
mitted his eldest son to partnership, and the firm

will hereafter be known as Henry E. Volkman &
Son.

A. G. Schwab, of the well-known firm of A.
G. Schwab & Sons, Cincinnati, spent several days
in the city, combining business with pleasure.

(Continued on page ima)
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CORRECT REPRODUCTIONS Of

the famous

"WILLARD"
CLOCKS

Originals were made in

Massachusetts during the

early part of the Nineteenth

Century.

Something Unique

for your store, and of a de-

sign and quality to appeal

to your cultured and dis-

criminating- patrons.

SEND FOR BOOKLET AND TRADE PRICES

KILLAM & CO., Pawtucket, R. I.

CHAINS
TRADE-MARK

If you wish to infuse life and salability into your

chain stock, the

A & Z LINE
will serve your purpose exactly.

Experience has proved that for high quality,

moderate price and constructive merit there are no

chains on the market that jewelers can Nindle with

SO much satisfaction.

Send for a selection and see for yourself

A & Z CHAIN CO.
Makers of 1110 Gold Filled Chains

9 Calender Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAO0

The Only Exclusive Choinmakers for the Retail Trade

41 1r
THE DORAN Gesg

Collar, Veil an Tie Pins c2220,2232
huvilitui Aug. 19111

MADE WITH THE MOST PERFECT JOINT
AND CATCH EVER INVENTED

In rolled-gold plate, all sizes,
and a variety of patterns and
finishes.
The pin stern is held in a

seamless cup, and rolled-plate
front is closed On.

No Rivetinr No Soldering

If a pin should break, we will
exchange it for a new one.

sti.■

Samples, Prices and Booklet

Oil application

James C. Doran & Sons
Manufacturing Jewelers

Doran Building

 .1■11■1.,

Providence, R. I.

'

Mr. Retailer:—

1
If you want something that

will satisfy your customer and

will he exactly as represented

in regard to quality and work-

manship, demand that your

jobber carry a line of

Freeman's

Roller Fobs, Chains

and Bracelets

We also make a nice line

of Lavalliers and Jewelry,

something that is

UP-TO-DATE

in every way and that is call-

ing the attention of the trade

as our orders show.

B. S. FREEMAN CO.
Chicago Office, J. D. EDWARDS

Columbus Building
Attleboro Falls, Mass.
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Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 947)

S. E. Prince, northwestern traveler for the
Reed-Bennett Company, Minneapolis, was in the
city for several weeks last month enjoying a
vacation.

Wm. Ullrich, of the well-known firm of Ull-
rich Bros., Evanston, Ill., has opened up a retail
store at 995 Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago.

Mr. Greenwood, of the firm of Fish & Green-
wood, Reedsburg, Wis., was a buyer on the
local market the past month.

C. D. Gardner, the well-known jeweler, of
Manistee, Mich., was on the Chicago market early
in the month. While here he met his wife and
(laughter, who have just returned from an ex-
"tensive stay in California.

Theo. Wolff, the well-known jeweler of Nor-
way, Mich., called on the local trade early in the
month and announced that he had sold his store
in Norway to Mr. Zimmer. Mr. Wolff announced
that he would take a well-earned vacation this
summer and open up a store in the fall either at
Los Angeles or Pasadena, Cal.

Clifford V. Bates, John W. Harris and F.
Benjamin are the incorporators of a company re-
cently licensed to do business in the State of
Illinois. The corporation will be known as the
Elk Button Watch Company, and the capital stock
is given as $30,000.

Wm. A. Fay, the genial representative of the
John T. Mauran Mfg. Co, of Providence, R. I.,
returned early in the month from a successful
business trip to the East and South. Last week
he left on his regular trip to the Pacific coast.

Henry Pfordresher, the well and favorably
known western representative of the Geo. L.
Brown & Co., chain makers, returned last week
from an extensive trip through the West and
Northwest. 

The trade has been notified that the jewelry
firm of G. W. Flanders & Son, formerly of Kala-
mazoo, Mich., is now located at Niles, Mich.

W. X. Brown, formerly traveler for Scott
Bros. Co., of Chicago, has accepted a position as
traveling representative of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Company, of Kansas City.

J. J. Ragatz, who for seventeen years has
conducted a retail jewelry store at Prairie du
Chien, Wis. has admitted his brother, E. J.
Ragatz, of 

Wis.,
Wis., to a half interest in

the business. The new member of the firm was
formerly in charge of the jewelry department of
the Lowerman Bros. Company, at Marinette.

W. J. Dunn, representing Arnold & Steere,
and Wm. A. Fay, representing the John T.
Mauran Mfg. Co., have removed their offices
from the John Church Building to room 405 Co-
lumbus Memorial Building.

M. F. Barger & Co., the well-known firm of
watch jobbers, are now located on the. ninth floor
of the Heyworth Building.

John R. Lilja, diamond buyer for Benj. Allen
& Company, will return early in June from an ex-
tended trip to the diamond marts of London and
Amsterdam, where he went to replenish the dia-
mond stock for his company.

H. F. Hafstrom, of Donovan, Ill., was in the
city the early part of the month buying stock for
a new store, which he will open at Donovan.

J. F. Winger, of Walnut, Ill., was a buyer on
the local market last week.

E. L. Peterson, of Plymouth, Wis., was a
buyer in the great central market for a few
days the middle of the month.

Miss Fannie Curran, formerly in the jewelry
department of The Fair, has accepted a position
as assistant buyer for Chas. Stevens & Bro.

Miss Hill, formerly jewelry buyer for Hill-
man's, is now acting in the same capacity for
Man 

James J. Burke of the Brooks Jewelry and
Optical Co., of St. Louis, was in the city for sev-
eral days last week on business.

The jewelry store for several years con-
ducted by E. L. Boucher, at Clarion, Iowa, has
been sold to Moreley & Pitts, two experienced
watchmakers and jewelers. Mr. Moreley was
formerly a watchmaker for Mr. Beach, at Aikley,
Town.
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II. I. Robinson, of Independence, Iowa, ha,
sold his stock and fixtures to C. G. Herrick, \■
will hereafter conduct the business.

Albert J. Haman, well-known wholesaler, of
St. Paul, Minn., called on the local trade early in
the month.

Ben Linz, of the well-known firm of Linz
Bros., Dallas, Texas, was a very welcome caller
at the Chicago office of THE KEYSTONE early in
the month.

William N. Boynton, of Manchester, Iowa,
one of the oldest and best known jewelers in
that State, called on his many Chicago friends in
and out of the trade early in the month.

Henry Ritter has sold his stock and fixtures
at 3150 South State Street to Louis Usselmann,
and will remove to South Dakota. Mr. Ussel-
mann will continue the business.

A hurried meeting of the executive officers of
the Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association was held
in this city May 7th. All the executive officers
were present. Only routine business was trans-
acted. The State ccnvention will be held in SeP-
tember.

11.••••■•••••■• 

Death of Loren L. Boyle

We record with much regret the death of
Loren L. Boyle, western representative of this
journal, which occurred at his home, in Chicago,
OH May 19th. The deceased had been in ill health

for some time and
had spent the win-
ter in southern
California in the
hope that he might
regain his strength.
He seemed, in-
deed, to be much
benefited by the
climate, but his re-
turn East was fol-
lowed by a sudden
collapse, from
which lie failed to
recover.

Loren L. Boyle
was born February
T, 1853, at New
Bethlehem, Pa.
His father was the

Rev. John J. Boyle, a very prominent Methodist
clergyman and a member of the Erie and Mis-
souri Conference of the Methodist Church. When
Mr. Boyle was seven years of age, the family
moved to St. Joseph, Mo., where he received his
early education and where he first started in busi-
ness for himself by establishing the Saturday
Chronicle, a weekly newspaper, of which he was
the owner and publisher, and which was later
issued as a daily. In 1878 he decided that he
would retire from the newspaper business, and
connected himself with the firm of Baldwin &
Co., of St. Joseph, Mo., with which house he re-
mained for several years as traveler. He covered
their western territory, and made numberless
friends among the trade. In 1893 he accepted
the position of western representative of this
journal, with headquarters in Chicago, and con-
tinued the connection until the time of his death.

In many respects his character approached
the ideal. A devout and thoroughly consistent
Christian, his steadfast adherence to the princi-
ples he professed, and his plain, wholesome man-
ner and close attention to work, won for him the
love and respect of all those with whom he came
in contact. He is survived by a widow and one
daughter, Allys. His mother, Mrs. Sara Boyle,
who is now 83 years of age, is still living in
Trenton, Mo. One brother, Benjamin Butler
Boyle, of New York, and one sister, Mrs. W. E.
Austin, of Trenton, Mo., also survive him.
Funeral services were held at his home, May 21st.
The remains were taken to Trenton, Mo., to be
interred in the family burial lot, where one
child is buried.

Among the floral tributes was a beautiful re-
membrance from the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion. This was the first time that such action was
taken by this organization (and it is the oldest
trade organization in Chicago) out of respect for
the memory of one who was not a member of the
association.

LOREN L. BOYLE

The National Convention at Cincinnati

ED. KEYSTONE :--- it is utterly impossible at

this writing to give the exact programme for the
second annual convention of the American Na-
tiothil Retail Jewelers' Association, at Cincinnati,

August 4th to 7th; but the following is a synopsis
of it, and we will promise the entire programme
in the July KEYSTONE. The following speakers
are booked, which assures a programme well
worth while:

Congressman E. B. Vreeland, on "Legislation
That Affects the Jewelry Trade."

A. L. Sackett, on "Retail Organization and Its
Benefits to the Manufacturer."

Mr. Duncan of the Waltham Company, "Il-
lustrated Lecture on Watch Construction."

J. Rowland Stebbins, on "Salesmanship."

Besides these, there are several to be selected.
It is the purpose cif the national officers to reserve
ample time for the discussion of popular topics,
rather than crowd the programme, and we believe
this will be agreeable to the trade.

The Cincinnati association have notified us
that they are planning trips to a number of the
different beauty spots of Cincinnati, and it is
safe to say that any one that goes to Cincinnati
will be well looked after.

The exhibit will be a splendid feature this
year, and you will be on the same floor as the
convention, thus facilitating matters greatly. The
convention, exhibit and headquarters will all be at
the Hotel Sinton, which is one of the finest and
most commodious hostelries in the whole country,
and must be seen to be fully appreciated'. It is
extremely homelike and the rates are reasonable,
considering the service and we would advise the
attending delegates and visitors to make reserva-
tion in advance and stop at headquarters.

Everything points to a successful convention
and a good attendance. The States are putting
forth, every effort for new members and are
meeting with no small amount of success. New
members are being added by the score, and the
next annual meeting will prove the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association a pro-
nounced success.

The work of our hands has produced a new
association in Illinois, reorganized the South Da-
kota association and a meeting is called for Vir-
ginia at Richmond on June 18th for the purpose
of organizing there.

Thus the good work goes on; but let us not
forget, brother retailers, that the fight is still on.
To win, we must apply the principles of organiza-
tion to our everyday business: "Stand by those
who stand by us": "Boost price-protected goods";
patronize the jobber who "plays fair," and give
the mail-order manufacturers the cold shoulder.

H we will put these principles into practice, it
will go a long way toward righting many of the
wrongs which now assail us.

Let us be of good cheer; let every retailer get
the organization spirit, and don't fail to come to
Cincinnati August 4th to 7th, r9o8.

Fraternally yours,
I. M. RADABAUGH,

Secretary A.r.erkan National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation.

Tennessee Retail Jewelers' Association

The animal convention of this association will
be held in Chattanooga on July 7th, 8th and 9th,
in c(iinection with the annual meeting of the
Slate optical society. The jewelers' association
Nvill meet on the afternoon of the first day and
afternoon of the last day. The evening of the 7th
and afternoon of the 9th will be devoted espe-
cially to the entertainment of the visitors by the
members of the trade in Chattanooga, who are
preparing an attractive programme for the oc-
casion.

"I can suggest nothing to improve The Key-
stone. It's the very best trade paper on earth,
and I could not get along without it in business."
—G. A. Kropp, Jeweler, Gaylord, Minnesota.
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North Carolina Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

The third annual meeting of the North Caro-

lina Retail Jewelers' Association was called to
order by President R. C. Bernau, of Greensboro,

in the rooms of the Chamber of Commerce, Ra-
leigh, on May 14th. Mayor James I. Johnson
welcomed the jewelers on behalf of the city. In
the course of his address, he paid tribute to the
spirit of the time, as follows:

"This is an age of organization. All classes
of our citizens are banded together—our farmers,
our merchants, our mechanics, our laborers, our
physicians our lawyers, and our bankers—all
have their associations and societies, and it is well
that it is so, for not only is there strength in
union, but with interchange of thought and ideas
benefits not only the members themselves, but also
all others with whom they come in contact."

The mayor's address was responded to in ap-
propriate terms by President Bernau.

A number of letters on various subjects were
next read and acted upon by the organization.

President Bernau then addressed the associa-
tion, as follows:

"Our association is celebrating to-day the sec-
ond anniversary of its birthday, and I am glad to
see before me faces that were not present when
this body was ushered into the world. The ques-
tion naturally arises : Was there any excuse for
this event? Would it have been better for us
not to have been born? We hope that our asso-
ciation may accomplish great good for every
member, deal a deathblow to dishonest practices,
and bring back the jewelry business to the high
plane it once stood upon."

Mr. Bernau then proceeded to review the
work already done by the organized trade. In doing
so he produced an advertisement of one of the
American watch case companies clipped from a
German paper, in which it was stated that the
watches "would be sold only to watchmakers."
This he attributed to the influence of organiza-
tion both here and in Germany. He also referred
to the fact that in the mail-order catalogues
American watches were now quoted at at least to
per cent. above the list. He advocated such a.
change in the national stamping law as would
prevent the stamping of the words "solid gold"
on any article which assayed less than to-karat
gold, or preferably that articles of gold should be
stamped with the karat mark, omitting altogether
the use of the word "solid." He commended the
action of some of the silverware factories, which
have announced that they will sell to the trade
only, and hoped that some of the clock manufac-
turers might be induced to act likewise.

Reverting to the subject of organization, he
said:

"There is one thing this organization has
brought about that can hardly be estimated in dol-
lars and cents, and that is, greater harmony
among the jewelers. We come here, meet each
other and find, to our astonishment, that the
other fellow is not so bad after all ; that he has
the same ideas that we have ; that he wants to
help to reform things so we can make a better
living just as much as we do, and some of us
become real good friends."

W. H. Jones, of Durham, and T. W. Blake,
of Raleigh, also addressed the meeting. A com-
mittee was then appointed to nominate officers
for the ensuing year, the committee comprising
C. E. Patrick, W. H. Jones and D. R. Jolly.

The following resolution was unanimously
adopted:

'Resolved, That we shall favor such an
amendment to the stamping law as will prevent
the stamping of the words "solid gold" on any
article less than to karat."

The meeting was then adjourned for dinner,
to be resumed at 7 P. M.

The dinner took the shape of a barbecue,
giv,sti at a delightful place a couple of miles from
the city, known as "Mahler's Vineyard," and now
the pi operty of tlte well-known Jewelers of that
name. The pig which formed the principle fea-
ture of the affair had been cooked for many
hours in the fringe of the woods nearby, and he
and the proper concomitants were served in a
pavilion adjoining the building. Everything was
in delightful taste, and was greatly appreciated
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by ali present, the company numbering about
forty. Mayor James Johnson was the toast-
master, and he presided very gracefully, calling
Ilion various gentlemen present for short talks.
The first call was upon President Bernau and
the second upon Fred A. Olds, secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce, who said in part:

"A word to your organization and yourselves,
gentlemen of the association. It is a fact that the
responsibilities which lie upon the jeweler are
direct and grave. Hundreds of times I have
been asked whether this or that jeweler was re-

liable. Now, this means a great deal. It means

that there must be the personal element of hon-

esty and fair dealing, and this is well promoted
and furthered by organization, which holds and
unites together and begets pride in the profes-

sion and the individual character."

At the conclusion of the barbecue, upon mo-
tion of Mr. Bernau, a rising vote of thanks was
adopted, expressive of the appreciation of the
hospitality of the Raleigh jewelers in providing
so delightful a form of entertainment.

The evening meeting was called to order at
7.30 P. M. by President Bernau, and addressed by
J. T. Burk, of Wilmington. A resolution was
introduced by Mr. Leonard, seconded by Mr.
Burk, as follows:

"Resolved, That, as a body, we disapprove
of any changes being made in the way gold filled
watch cases are now being stamped."

This resolution was passed unanimously.
The following resolution was introduced by

Mr. Jones, seconded by Mr. Leonard:

"Resolved, That we keep hands off railroad
inspection law."

Mr. Bernau introduced a resolution condemn-
ing the practice of watch factores making one
grade of movement for jewelers and other grades
or nameless movements for catalogue houses. A
resolution was also passed recommending that the
American watch companies sell their watches
through selling agents and watchmakers only.

The report of the committee on adopting an
official organ was tabled. The nominating com-
mittee recommended tbe election of the following
officers : R. C. Bernau, president ; Fred W.
Mahler, vice-president ; Frank M. Jolly, secretary
and treasurer, and William G. Frazier and J. T.
Burk, with the officers, to act as executive com-
mittee. They were unanimously elected.

Delegates to the national convention were as
follows : J. T. Burk, N. D. Wells, R. C. Bernau,
B. R. Jolly.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association

A meeting of this association will be held in
connection with the meeting of the State optical
society at West Hotel, Minneapolis, on July 6th,
7th and 8th. Great preparations are being made
to make this one of the most successful of the
joint meetings yet held, and all the jewelers in
the State are earnestly urged to attend. The
programme of entertainment includes boat and
trolley trips and many forms of amusements.

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association

The third annual convention of the Wiscon-
it Retail Jewelers' Association will be held in
ilwaukee on July 8th and 9th. A programme

of exceptional practicability and helpfulness is
being prepared, and indications point to the great-
est State gathering of retail jewelers ever held.
The first day will be an open one, and the second
an executive session.

The Wisconsin Association of Optometrists
meets at the same place, on the 8th and 9th, and
on the moth the new optical association, known as
the Badger State Optical Society, organized for
the purpose of making a strenuous effort to
secure an optical law at the next session of the
legislature, will consider ways and means of ac-
complishing their object.

This will make four busy days for the Wis-
consin jewelers and opticians. Jobbers and manu-
facturers who are so inclined are cordially invited
to make exhibits. The sessions of the associations
will be held in the hotel headquarters, making it
possible for exhibitors to make their displays
without extra work or risk on their part.

The entertainment of the vsitors will be in the
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hands of the Milwaukee Jewelers' Club. Further
information will be gladly furnished by Franklin
Thomson, secretary, 6o-61 Sentinel Building, Mil-
waukee.

Milwaukee Jewelers' Club

The monthly banquet and annual meeting of
the Milwaukee Jewelers' Club were held at the
Hotel Blatz on Wednesday evening, May 13th,
with forty-five members present. At the close of
the dinner the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year : A. J. Stoessel, president ; Geo.
Durner, vice-presi-
dent; Franklin
Thomson, secre-
tary ; Frank P.
Wilde, treasurer;
board of directors:
W. H. Upmeyer,
E. F. Rohn and
Theo. Schelle.

Plans for the
entertainment of
delegates to the
convention of the
Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Associa-
tion in July were
discussed, and the
following were
named as a com-
mittee on arrange-
ments: Harry
Stouthamer, Geo.
Durner, Charles Kuesel, 0. F. Fischedick, 0. H.
Bingenheimer and Henry Stecher. These will

serve on the finance committee: F. P. Wilde,

E. F. Rohn, G. C. DeHeus.
A. W. Anderson, Neenah, and B. W. Braum-

worth, formerly of West Bend, were guests of
the club at its banuet, at which President Stoessel
presided as toastmaster.

President A. J. Stoessel

South Dakota Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation

The members of this association met at
Watertown, May 12th. The meeting was well
attended and some good work was accomplished,
which, it is hoped, will result in much benefit to
the jewelers of the State.

W. G. Nickois, of Mitchell, was re-elected to
the office of president. The vice-president is
Chas. Halbkat ; secretary, A. W. Voedisch, Aber-
deen, and treasurer, H. C. Middlebrook, Huron.
The board of directors consists of all the officers
and R. W. Kelner, of Clark, three years; F. C.
Arns, Doland, two years ; D. Sharp, Brookings,
one year. Delegates to the national convention
are Will Booth, Sioux Falls; Mr. Fritz, Sioux
Falls, and Carl Damuth, Redfield. Motion was
made and carried that congress defer action on
the Vreeland bill until after the national conven-
tion at Cincinnati, in August.

Motion made and carried that congress put
watch inspectors on the accepted list of the na-
tional anti-pass law.

I. M. Radabaugh, national secretary, was
present at the meeting and gave some valuable
advice and assistance.

Notice to Virginia Jewelers

There will be a meeting of the retail jewelers
of Virginia at Richmond on June 18th for the
purpose of forming a retail jewelers' association.

Vice-President Archibald, of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association, will be in
charge, and a good attendance is assured. Notice
of the exact time and place will be mailed to every
jeweler in the State.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association
At the recent annual meeting of the Okla-

homa Retail Jewelers' Association held in Okla-
homa City, the following officers were elected:
Joseph Mazer, McAlester, president ; H. A.
Bump, Oklahoma City, vice-president ; A. Y. Bos-
well, Tulsa, treasurer ; F. C. Boasen, Oklahoma
City, secretary. President Mazer was also elected
delegate to the convention of the national asso-
ciation, which meets in Cincinnati in August.
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Watch Inspection as a Railroad
Institution

The publicity given to the matter of railroad

watch inspection in recent months has served a

twofold purpose. In the first place, it has thor-

oughly cleared the atmosphere as far as the trade

are concerned. The jewelers, without exception,

now recognize the wisdom of a policy of non-

interference in a matter which concerns solely the

railroad companies, their employees and patrons.

They recognize, furthermore, that such unwarranted

interference could not fail to prove disastrous to the

present pleasant and profitable trade relations to

the inspection system. The second purpose sub-
served is the greater interest now taken by the

watch dealer ; and this, we take it, is what most
interests our subscribers.

The system of watch inspection which will
appeal most favorably to the trade is naturally that
which allows a free field and no favor. All jewelers,
it is true, cannot hold the position of local watch
inspector ; but there can be no ground for com-
plaint as long as every individual jeweler has the
unrestricted privilege of selling and repairing
railroad watches or of lending a watch to the
railroad man while his own is being repaired,
provided such watch is up to the standard called
for by the railroad regulations. And here we may
state that this question of loaned watches is one of
the most important features of the system. As the
railroad man's service must be continuous and as
he must at every moment of this service be pro-

vided with a watch of stan-
dard grade and accuracy,
the loaned watch becomes
as important a consideration
as the railroad man's own
timepiece. To meet this
difficulty, a standard loaner
watch service was introduced
by Mr. Wt C. Ball, of
Cleveland, Ohio, whose name
is most intimately associated
with railroad watch inspec-
tion and who has devoted
unstinted time, ability and
enthusiasm to the perfection
of this service. When a watch
is left for n-pairs, the rail-
road man is given a standard
loaner watch together with a
certificate, as shown in Fig. I.
The purpose of and regula-
tions affecting this certificate

are explained on the back of same, as reproduced

in Fig. 2, a perusal of which is necessary to the

understanding of this feature.

These loaned watches are furnished free of

charge by the local inspectors to the railroad men,

but, as explained on the back of the card, any

jeweler can lend a watch to the railroad man pro-

vided same is of such a standard as will meet the

time service requirements. The standard loaner

system, which means a large investment of capital,

has proved a boon alike to the railroad companies

and the men. If we take the case of the New York

10M-1-18-06, FORM C. T. 90-E.

STANDARD LOANER CARD.
THE BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R. CO.

TIME INSPECTION SERvICE.

 190.

This is to Certify, that the Loaner if ratch  

employed as  on the Divasion

Movement No Grade is up to the

standard of excellenre required by The B. & 0 R. R. Co. (Rule 11 Circular "Instruc-

tion t o Local IV (itch Inapectors"),andie perfornsing aa per record on the back of this Card.

Furnished by Date 190

Condition, etc

 Watch Inspector.

Address 
Preserve this card. See Instructions on other side.

Fig. 1

trade in what must henceforth be regarded as one
of the greatest institutions in modern railroading.

It has truly been said that " nothing succeeds

like success," and on this principle railroad watch
inspection has already made a unique record.

Though a comparatively short period has elapsed
since the introduction of the system, it is now in

force on most of the railroads of this continent

and, to its credit be it told, no single railroad which
has once adopted the service has ever dispensed
with it. On the contrary, the railroads have found
it greatly to their advantage to make the system
more rigid from year to
year. until the perfection
point has been reached.
Considering this record in
connection with the well-
known views of the Inter-
state Commerce Commis-
sion and of the public in
regard to the matter, it is
safe to predict that some
form of this service will
be in force on all roads in
the not far distant future.

Some of our subscrib-
ers, whose interest has been

First inspection, April, 1903, Oct. A pr. Oct. .
started without loaners 1903 1994 1904

Number of loaner watches
carried six months' period 335 387 506

_ • -

Total number of days carried 4520 9242 11121

Average number of days each
watch carried . . . . . 13.5

aroused by the dis-

cussion, express a wish to get better acquainted
with the time inspection service. To these we would
say that it would be impossible in one article, or

several articles, to do anything like justice to the

comprehensiveness and thoroughness of the system

under which inspection on the great roads is now

conducted. It is not so difficult, however, to point

out a few features of the subject, which will convey
an idea of its vast importance to the high-class

23.9 21.9

Apr. Oct. i Apr.
1905 1905 1906

774

19404

736 877

16184 17351

25.0

951

standard loaners, and the employees made use of
these standard loaners 4526 days, or an average of
13.5 days for each loaner watch used. Following
the different six months' pet iods along the column,
it will be noted that the standard loaner watches
increased in number each period, as well as
the days carried, from April i, 1903, to .April 1,

STANDARD LOANER TIME  RECORDS 
MARK TIME IN SECONDS 

Sec. Sec. S-Set Inspector
Fast Slow_ R-Reg Sign in Ink _Dale

DATE RETURNED  190 

Watch Inspector.—This "Loaner Card Form C. T.
90-E" must be issued to every Employe who leaves his
watch for repairs, regulation, etc. Take up Employe's
regular "Comparison Card Form C. T. 90-11" when he
leaves his watch, and give him "Loaner Card" on which
to keep record while he carries "Loaner Watch."

When he returns Loaner Watch take up "Loaner
Card" and return to him his own Comparison Card. At
this time transfer comparison records from Loaner Card
to his own Card, so employe will receive credit for all
comparisons. Mark date Loaner Watch is returned on
"Loaner Card."

Employe.—Always insist on obtaining this "Loaner
Card Form C. T. 90-E" when your watch is being repair-
ed. Should you leave your watch with any jeweler not
the Company's Inopector, you must get a Standard
Watch; according•to Rule 11, and take it to the Com-
pany's Inspector, who will issue you a "Loaner Card
Form C. T. 90-E," and take up your own Card.

After your watch has been put in proper order, you
must take it to the Company s Inspector for examination
and approval before it can be carried in service. He will
take up the "Loaner Card" and return your own Card,
and transfer the Comparison Records to it. You will thus
get full credit for ALL comparisons. The "Loaner
Card" is a safeguard to you and a protection to the B.
& 0. R. It. service. G. L. POTTER, 3rd Vice-Pm.

1 14 2

1905, a period of two years ; and during the April,

1905 period, employees used them 19,404 days, or

an average of 25 days for each watch carried.
In Fig. 4 (on page 953 ) is shown a sample of

the employees' card certificate as used on the

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.
In Fig. 5 (on page 953 ) is reproduced the back

of the card on which the time record of the watch
is kept. These are but a few of the large number

of blanks and forms of various kinds used in the

inspection service, and which together made com-

plete systt matized records of all the watches on
the roads, their kinds, their
owners, when repaired,
time comparisons, etc.

In Fig. 6 (on page 953)
is shown an interesting

954 632 summary from the records
Oil the New York Central
& Hudson River Railroad.
To understand this record
it should be explained that
rule 2-A mentioned on the
back of employee's certi-
ficate, Fig. 5, refers to the
rule that calls for a bi-

monthly comparison, that is, once every two

weeks the employees are expected to present

their standard watches to local watch inspectors

for comparison with the standard regulators.

This record, set down on their cards once every
two weeks for the six months' period, would
mean 12. Keeping this in mind and referring to

the bi-monthly comparison records, Fig. 6, it

will be noted that during the first inspection

(Continued on page 953 )

Oct. Oct.
1906 1907

•

18351 13649

21.9 19.7 19.5 21.5

rig. 3

Central & Hudson River Railroad, the record,

(Fig. 3) in regard to the use of loaners on the road

will show to what an extent they have been availed

of by the railroad men while on duty.

It should be explained that at the time of the

inauguration of the inspection service on the

New York Central lines, in 1903, there were no

watches designated as standard loaners in use.

From April I, 1903, to October 1, 194 a period

of six months, there were put into service 335
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(The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a perma-
nent feature of Tint KEYSTONE: Our twofold object being to keep the jeweler and optician
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods. and the a ork man at the bench
equally well posted on the newest in and improvements in tools and appliances.]

Improved Turning and Jeweling Attachment

We show in the accompanying illustration a new lathe attachment of

peculiar merit which will appeal to all workmen. This attachment, which

is being furnished to the trade by Hammel, Riglander & Co., of New York,

is connected with the tail-stock spindle by a taper fitting the spindle and

having a cylindrical body
slightly decentered from the
axis of the taper. The longi-
tudinal feed is controlled by
the normal spindle movement
:old is at all times in absolute
alignment with the true axis of
the work. The transversal
feed is operated by the large
knurled nut threaded direct to
the the cutting tools. With
this feature practically all back-
lash is eliminated and a posi-

tive movement imparted, capable of fine adjustment. If for any reason the

cutter should not conform to the proper height, this may be readily

corrected by a slight turn of the tool holder on the eccentric taper. Aside

from intricate turning and boring it may be equally well used for setting

jewels. Provision is made-for turning in and burnishing. It will also prove

of value for boring small deep holes in watch plates and similar work.

New Tools for Practical Men

A number of new tools, the special merits of which will be appreciated

by our readers, have just been placed on the market by Kendrick & Davis,

Lebanon, N. H. One of these is a new staking tool which is a decided

departure from the time-honored type. A notable feature of this new tool

is that any of the punches may be inverted, passed down through the

largest hole in the die and used as a stump. Special means are provided to

facilitate insertion and removal of the punches when used as stumps.

Another feature of this tool which contributes greatly to its convenience

is the height of the die above the bench, the advantage of which will

be appreciated by every workman. The tool weighs about three pounds

and is put up in a finely finished mahogany case with nickel trimmings.

A 
Another n e w device

made by the same firm

is a jewel designed espe-

cially for poising cali-

pers. The cut A in the

accompanying illustration shows the jewels assembled ; C .8 shows the

jewels separated ; E shows a pair inserted in the split tube D, ready for

attachment in perfect alignment to any caliper. The settings are of fine

white nickel silver and the jewels of finest sapphire. A booklet explaining

how perfect poising may be done with this caliper will be furnished on

Pat. applied for

A•kr
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the positive wire from the electric source is connected with the device, the

negative wire with the article to be plated. By slightly compressing the

bulb and dipping the sponge in the solution, a quantity may be drawn within

the tube, partly immersing the anode. Now if the sponge is applied to the

surface to be plated—if it has been properly prepared—deposit will imme-

diately take place. Solution is constantly supplied to the sponge by varying

pressure on the bulb, and the anode keeps the solution to standard strength,

insuring uniform and durable deposit.

A New Spectacle Soldering Block

The growth of the opti-
cal business has directed
much inventive talent to the
improvement of the mechan-
ical equipment of the refrac-
tionist. One of the articles
Oil which much ingenuity
has been expended is a sol-
dering block for spectacles,
and we show in the illustra-
tion the latest improvement
in such a device. The new
block is known as the Allison
spectacle soldering block,
and seems to be exception-
ally efficacious for the pur-
pose intended. This block,
which is being furnished to
the trade by Henry Zimmern
& Co., New York City, will
hold spectacle frames firm
and true in any position required. It will conduce to much better work on

the part of the optician, and will also economize in time and labor. Those

who have used this block speak very favorably of it, and its peculiar merits

would seem to C1d1 for the immediate attention of the trade. Those who

peruse the summary of patents which are of trade interest as published in

our journal each month, cannot fail to be impressed with the extraordinary

activity in the field of optical invention and improvement. To keep

thoroughly in touch with the latest ideas it is necessary for the refractionist

to be an industrious reader of trade literature and an attentive reader of the

new developments in the practical end of his business.

=,
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The Self-Filling Fountain Pen

Now that the fountain pen has become a necessary pocket accessory to

a large portion of the population there is continued effort to make more and

more perfect this convenient essential. In the accompanying illustrations

we show one of the latest pens known as the Dr. Faber Self-Filling Fountain

Pen. To fill this pen you merely press the lever, stick the pen in the ink %%ell

Filled.

Ill) to the head, release the liver and the pen is filled. There is no effort

attached to the operation, and there is no possibility of soiled fingers. II

is worth noting that the self-filling apparatus may also be used for self-

cleaning purposes. To clean the pen you have simply to do the same as in

filling it, using water instead of ink and expelling the water with some

force. The feed is by capillary attraction and

sufficient for writing purposes without the draw-

back of coming too freely. Only through break-

age can the self-filler leak. The ink is contained in a

reservoir and does not come in contact with the joints.

The reservoir is a small sack of uniform strength

made from the best rubber. This sack is very dura-

ble and has been known to last for two or more year:,

in various self-fillers, the mechanism tending to the

preservation of the rubber. Should the sack wear out it can be replaced at

a very nominal expense. These pens are made by the Dr. Faber Self-Filling

11111'11,111
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request by the makers. Yet another new device made by this same firm is

intended for plating a part only of an article without immersing it in the

solution or covering it with a " resist." As shown in the illustration, this

device, which also saves the fingers of the operator from contact with the

solution, consists briefly of a glass tube provided at one end with a sponge

or other absorbent electrical non-conductor. The other end of the tube is

fitted with a rubber bulb, and suitable electrical connections with an anode

holder which projects within the tube ; an anode inserted in the holder and

when the tube is replaced should nearly or q ,ite touch the sponge. In use

1

campressea.

Pen Co., Toledo, Ohio, who vill gladly furnish literature fully explaining

the mechanism. The company has formulated selling plans which arc

quite interesting and which are well worthy of prompt trade attention.

(Continued on page .1) I )
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Watch Inspection as a Railroad
Institution

(Continued from page (931)

period, April 1903 to October r9o3, a period of six
months, 3279 watches were compared with the
standard regulators an average of 5.5 times for
each watch, within .5 of being once a month.

The delinquents were 742. By this is meant
the number of employees who did not have com-
parison records made. The next six months period
from October to April showed an increase in the
number of standard watches, and the comparison
average increased to 6.8, which is better than once
a month, and the delinquents were reduced to
452. Following these periods along as noted by
the different dates, from the first to the eight
period, it will be noted that the average com-

Cert. No
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regulations, of the companies make it necessary
that the watch should be of at least a certain grade,
the men more frequently buy higher grade time-
pieces than the regulation calls for. This is the
spirit cultivated by watch inspection, and it is most
gratifying as well as of immeasurable material
service to the railroad companies and their patrons,
insuring promptness and safety in the operation
of trains.

As our readers are aware, the traveling public
are now well acquainted with the matter of railroad
watch inspection, recognizing in it one of their
most efficacious safeguards. It has, indeed, be-
come the custom of railroad patrons, however
high-priced their watches, to refer to the railroad
men for the exact time, recognizing in the railroad
watch the standard of accuracy. Such, indeed,
is the fame of the inspection service that it would
be a great shock to many of those who travel on

our railroads did they dis-
cover that any of the lines
which they patronized was
still without this service; and
this is one of the factors
Which point to the ultimate

190 .. adoption of time inspection

FORM 126. Page ..No

New York Central & Hudson River R. R. Co.
TIME INSPECTION SERVICE.

EMPLOYE'S CARD CERTIFICATE.

This is to Certify, that the watch of 

employed as  on the 

Movement No. Brand  
has been inspected and is up to the standard of excellence required

N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. CO.
and i4 performing os per record on the back of this certificate.

11Tho repaired by 

1Vork done, condition, etc.

Date

on all the roads in the
Division country. It is needless to

here reiterate the present
and prospective benefit to
the watch trade and in-
dustry of the the railroad
time service, and how care-
fully and tactfully it should
be handled by the jewelers
who are much more inter-
ested than the general public
in its promotion along lines
of maximum benefit to the
railroads.

It is needless to say to our friendF, the jewelet s,
who are associated with the time service, that duty
to the railroad companies and jt1StiCe to the em-
ployees must be the first and sole consideration if
maximum efficiency is to be given to the inspection
service. This, we note, is insisted on by the heads
of the system. In a sheet of instructions to local
watch inspectors, now before us, we find that
the first of a number of eminently practical rules

by the

190.

Mitch laspeetor.

Address 
EMPLOYE MUST PRESERVE THIS CARD, and turn In to Local Inspector

at next regular Semi-Annual Inspection period and obtain new card.
Do not sod or deface comparison records..

Fig. 4

parisons increased until they reached to.8. Twelve
%%amid be perfect. Deducting the 216 delinquents,
and the number of watches passed into service as
" first inspection," brought the average down to
xo.8 which is considered as near perfect as it is
possible to bring the standard of efficiency, in ac-
cordance with so-called Rule 2-A.

The general time inspector is an officer of the
railroad company, responsible t the general
manager or other officer
whose duty it is to super-
vise this branch of the
service. All records are
compiled for the use of the
latter,and after his personal
examination of them he
takes such steps in regard
to delinquents and for the
perfection 

sees
 fitof the service as

Railroad watch inspec-
tion is an evolution like
in 0 s t other institutions
which aim at the goal of
perfection. To establish an
inspection service is not the
work of a day. Experience
has shown that it takes a
number of years and earnest work to bring the ser-
vice up to such a high standard of efficency as shown
on the New York Central Railroad. But the expend-
iture of time and effort is ultimately rewarded by
the interest and pride taken by the men in the
time records of their watches. It has been noticed
that there develops a personal rivalry in the matter
of accuracy. So much so, indeed, that while the

GENERAL tit'mMaItY

Total number of watches inspected

Total number of watches compared
with standard clocks  

Average of each watch (Rule 2-A ) .  

Total number of employees whose card
certificates wen. ma returned to
local watch inspectors

mind that as an inspector of watches you are act-
ing for the company, not as a■I individual working
for personal ends.

One can find in this rule, rigidly carried out,
an explanation of the favor in which this time ser-
vice is held not only by the company but by the
men. Thorough as is the system and necessarily
exacting though it be, it is made perfectly accept-
able ti) the employees by the protection and con-

TIME RECORD.
MARK TIME IN SECONDS—USE CHARACTERS

+ Fat. —Slow. 0 Run Down. IJ Stopped,

s;
x 
w
o
n
l
b
s
 

Date Rate R—Ilegi Inspector Sign
5-Set in Iiik. 

SI I 

9  

12 ...... .

14

16

1.

18  

1.9  •

20 

1 
o he used it, accordance with interim ions contained

I m Rule 2a, Book of Roles of thc Operating Department.
J. P. BRADFIELD, Ass't Oen. Mgr.

Fig. 5

sideration extended them and the assurance of
strict justice in their dealings with and treatment
by the inspectors. Here, too, as well as in the
high-grade character of the railroad watch, does
the jeweler find in railroad time inspection that
which tends to elevate his status not only as a
mechanic but as a man of honor and trustworthy
merchant.

An interesting portion of the sheet of instruc-
tions to local inspectors
is the list of watches
which are officially recog-
nized as meeting the rail-
road requirements. These
watches are over forty
in number and are the
product of eight different
manufacturers. As this
list of manufacturers in-
cludes all the watch mann-

9.9 10.2 I 10.8 
facturers in the country
who make watches of the
required standard, one
can readily see the bene-
ficial effect which the
time service has on the

l'IEST INSPECTION

Apr.
1903

3931

Oct.
1903

4021

3279

5.5

742

Apr,
1904

4131

3669

6.8

Oct. Apr. Oct. Apr.
1904 19,15 1905 1906

9075 4409

3649 3717

—

9.5 0.3

952 426

Is g. 0

412

4323 I 9:193

3618

8.9

362

3989

oct. oct.
1906 11107

9688 1702

3873 I 8993

247

laid down for these inspectors is as follows :

When watches are presented for inspection,
care should be exercised not to impose any hard-
ship or annoyance on the employees, and in case
of any doubt, give the employee the benefit, if it
can be done with soft ty to the service, but safety
and reliability must first be considered. There
must be no discrimination of any kind whatever
on account of trade prejudice. You %%ill hear in

216 4:11

watch industry, furnish-
ing, as it does, material

inducement for the maintenance of the high
standard and cultivating not only in railroad em-
ployees but in the public generally the desire
for good reliable timepieces.

We are indebted to Mr. Webb C. Ball, general
time inspector of the railroads mentioned in this
article, for the records, data and inspection forms
here reproduced.
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New Goods and Inventions
(Continued from page 952)

The New Fobette

A novelty which is very seasonable and which combines to an excep-

tional degree utility and beauty, is the new fobette just placed on the

market by Bates & Bacon, Attle-

boro, Mass. The fobette, as shown

ill the illustration, is for use on

ladies' belts and gentlemen's trous-

ers and vests. It is pretty in ap-

pearance and conducive to security.

As the trade. are now especially

eager for novelties that will assure

a ready sale, they will find an

excellent opportunity to enliven

their stock in these handsome

goods. The fobettes will appeal

irresistibly to young folks, inas-

much as they are showily decora-

tive, yet in perfect good taste. The trade will find it to 
their interest to

promptly investigate this latest addition to their sale-making 
opportunities.

A Motion Target for Eye Examination

The ingenious device shown in the accompanying illu
stration is known

as the Curtis motion target, which, it is claimed, will 
practically rivet the

attention of any patient without the use of accommodation. 
The device

consists of a number of cir-

cles of various colors, the

motion of which starts in the

center and radiates towards

the periphery, getting larger

and larger until they finally

disappear, when, in an in-

stant, a new one is started,

which also disappears in turn.

These suddenly changing

spiral circles so rivet the at-

tention of patients that they

hold their eyes perfectly still,

fogetful, apparently, of the fact that their eyes are being examined. By
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this means the pupil of the patient's eyes enlarges or dilates with the spiral

motion and at the same time causes the ciliary muscle to relax, thus

revealing any latent hyperopia that may exist. It has also a quieting

influence on nervous patients and is said to greatly expedite the work of

examination. The new target, which is being marketed by F. A. Hardy

& Co., not only serves its purpose in objective eye examination, but also

can be used as an excellent window attraction. It is run by an electric

motor, which receives its power from a dry cell battery and has interior

illumination.

New Line of " Banjo " Clocks

One of the most popular, as well as one of the

earliest shapes of clocks, is what is termed the

"Banjo" clock, the first of which were manu-

factured by Simon Willard early in the nine-

teenth century. Some of these clocks still exist,

with glass panels bearing the inscription, "Simon

Willard's Patent." Ever since that early period

banjo clocks have been more or less in demand,

but in recent years they have met with unusual

trade and public favor. This is doubtless largely

attributable to the handsome banjo clock product

of Killam & Co., Pawtucket, R. I., who make a

specialty of this graceful style of timepiece. In

those clocks the cases are mahogany, with heavy

brass sashes fitted with old-style convex or bull's

eye glass over the dials. The top and side orna-

ments are of brass. The dials are 73/4 inches in
diameter and made of iron, enameled and hand-

painted, with either Roman or Arabic numerals,

as desired. The glass panels are hand-painted

and ornamented with gold-leaf, and the designs

are copies of the original Willard pictures. They

are provided with eight-day weight movements,

fitted with a pendulum of thoroughly seasoned

wood which is unaffected by climate or tempera-

ture changes. The present popular predilection

for old Colonial styles makes these clocks spe-

cially interesting to the trade, who will doubtless

find them a profitable addition to staple lines.

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorne Streets, Chicago, 111.

High=Grade

Jewelry Store Fixtures

A Specialty

We can fill the requirements

of each individual customer.

Write us for description and

prices on these or other

styles.

No. "FOUR HUNDRED " SPECIAL COLONIAL WALL CASE
No. II SPEC. SHOW CASE and TABLE
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AMONG

TRADE.

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of

news for this department

Alabama

R. F. & E. W. Paddison, of Ozark, have pur-

chased the jewelry business in that place of H. J.

Hood and the optical business of R. E. Halman

and will continue both on a large scale. They

will be pleased to receive manufacturers' cata-

logues and price lists.

Georgia

F. C. Rockwell, who formerly conducted a

trade repair shop in Atlanta, has sold his busi-

ness in that city and moved to Hot Springs, 'Ark.,

where he has reopened in the same line of trade.

Iowa

Harry G. Butterfield, Hamburg, is receiving

congratulations on the birth of a daughter, who

arrived at his home on April 20th.

Dell Adkins, of Sibley, has sold his jewelry

store to Harry Russell & Son, of that place. The

Adkins store had an extensive reputation as one

of the best in northwest Iowa. Lloyd L. Hook,

jeweler and optician, will continue his work at the

bench for the new firm.
J. S. Pieringer & Co., Bedford, have just

moved into a new building especially intended for

their business. The new store is in the best loca-
tion in Bedford and will have on one side of it a
$5o,000 bank building. The store has been leased
for a period of ten years, with the privilege of
indefinite extension. J. S. Pieringer is the opti-
cian of the firm and has furnished his optical

parlors with all the latest instruments and facili-
ties for eye refraction. He is an accomplished
optician and an enthrsiast in this line.

Maryland

Oscar F. Stunner, Easton, came to his death
suddenly some weeks ago by accidentally falling
from a train crossing into the Susquehanna river.
The verdict of the coroner's jury was accidental
drowning, the body being recovered some hours
after the accident. His estate will pass to his
sister in Chicago and his brother, Ernest D.
Stunner who is at present conducting. the busi-
ness as administrator for the estate.

Massachusetts

J. H. McGovern, Haverhill, enjoys an envi-
able reputation as an expert trout fisherman. He
is always among the first to open the fishing
season and has made several record captures. As
usual, he opened the season in New Hampshire in
May, when his skill was rewarded with a large
take.

Ohio

John Rich, one of the oldest and most highly
respected business men of Painesville, recently
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his career
as a jeweler. Mr. Rich started in business on
May 5, 7858. After several removals, he pur-
chased the store in which he is now doing busi-
ness in 7866, which means that he has spent
forty-two years in this location. Mr. Rich had
his store especially decorated and an orchestra
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furnished music to the many who called to ex-

tend congratulations.

Texas

Cave & Plunkett, Houston, have made ar-

rangements for enlarging their already properous

business by securing new capital. To this end

they decided to incorporate, and invited James

Allan, Jr., of the Allan Jewelry Company, of
Charleston, S. C., to visit Houston with a view

to becoming interested in the firm. They had

been in his employ for several years and knew

what manner of man he was. Mr. Allan came,

looked into matters generally, and decided that

the plan proposed was a good one. Accordingly,

the stock company has been organized, with D. M.

Cave as president, James Allan, Jr., as vice-presi-

dent, H. C. Plunkett as secretary-treasurer. H. C.

Schirmer, of Charleston, S. C., will be a director

in addition to the officers named, and another

director is yet to be elected. Mr. Allan, of the

Charleston wholesale house, well known to the

southern trade, is thoroughly conversant with

all brznches of the business. While still a youth,

he studied practical horology at the famous Lode

school in Switzerland, under the supervision of

Jules Grossman. He also was honored by the

Grossmans, pere et Ills, by being selected to trans-

late their well-known work, "Lessons in Horol-

ogy," published by The Keystone Publishing Co.

He is very enthusiastic as to the firm's prospects

in the great and growing city of Houston.

Washington

Leo M. Dornberg & Co., Spokane, was

awarded the contract for furnishing the trophy to

be presented by the people of that city to the

American navy. The cost of the cup was paid

by popular subscription, $15oo being raised for

the purpose. The trophy stands twenty-three

feet in height and will contain 400 ounces of ster-

ling silver. The extreme width across the han-

dles is fifteen feet. The design is very appro-

priate, embodying, as it does, much historic sym-

bolism in connection with the city.

Commercial Travelers as a Factor
in Credits

In connection with an advertis-
Important ing contract that the writer is
Functions of negotiating with one of the
Travelers largest textile manufacturing

establishments in the country,

when every item of the complicated programme

had been approved by the advertising manager of

the concern in question, it was suddenly an-
nounced that the execution of the contract would

have to be postponed for a day or two because

complete reports from the traveling men had not
been forthcoming, says the Southern Merchant.

The matter was, therefore, held up. The moral
that results from this is the before-emphasized

statement that the traveling man is every day be-

coming more and more a power, not only in the
handling of goods, but in relation to the general
business between the maim facturer and jobber

and retailer.
The reports of the traveling men are earn-

estly sought not only by the sales departments
of progressive houses, but by the credit man-
agers as well, and the reason for this is obvious.
There is no doubt of modern business systems.
that knows legal conditions better than the trav-
eling salesman. The day has long since passed

when the traveling man would consider it the
prime element of his success to sell big orders
regardless of the consequences. The thing that
he now strives to do is to sell goods to customers
who will remain his customers, and there is only
one way to do this, and that is to give his cus-
tomers and himself a straight deal. The straight
deal means the closest application to existing
conditions. It means that he must carefully
study the needs of his customers and endeavor
to cater to them in the fullest way. It means that
he must look fully into the credit of new pros-
pects and follow the same line that his older
customers, so that the risk of complications be-
tween his credit department and his customers
may he reduced to the minimum in all cases.

That is the traveling man's
Retailer's part of the programme, but
Best Policy the retailer, or the house of

any kind that buys from the
traveling salesman, also has its part to perform.
The retail merchants who refuse the traveling
man their full confidence are standing in their
own light. The time has passed when you can
treat the traveling man of established houses like
common solicitors. They cannot be ignored. Re-
member this one thing well : The traveling man
is a more important factor in the credits of his
house than any commercial agency ever has been
or ever will be. He is closer in touch with the
conditions of his trade, and his interests are
identical with those of the house he represents.
If he sells a had account, his own account suffers
thereby, and he fully knows that he cannot take
any more than usual business risks. The com-
mercial reporter, on the other hand is often a
small salaried reporter, not only young in years,
but necessarily so in experience. He has not the
broad business scope that has the traveling sales-
man in dealing with the trade, and his views as
voiced in his reports are often narrow in their
conception, and what does he care. If he doesn't
get the exact facts he can make a guess, and
what matters if he doesn't guess within a mile of
the true facts; what incentive is there for him
to put his whole soul into the business and feel
the reponsibility of the case he is dealing with
—the very life of trade? About fifteen dollars
per week for an inexperienced man—often a
youth—to get at the facts in connection with the
very life of trade! Is there any wonder that
the credit men of our big institutions are inva-
riably relying upon the reports of their traveling
men—men whose business interests are identical
with their own—for a true report of .the facts
relating to their business?

Traveling Man's Thrilling Escape

The destructive conflagration that quickly
consumed the Hotel Aveling, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
last month will long be remembered by J. C. Yin-
ing, the popular representative of the Swigart
Optical and Watch Co., Toledo, Ohio. Mr.
Yingling occupied a room on the fifth floor and
well to the rear of the building, and slid to safety
down an electric wire. Mr. Yingling said :

"I was awakened about 3.45 o'clock by some-
body shouting: 'Open that door!' There seemed
to be a good deal of confusion, but I thought it
only some roystering guests in an adjoining
room. A moment later glares of light began to
show through the transom in my room, and I
hurriedly opened the door to investigate. As I
did so, a cloud of smoke burst into the room, and
I saw the entire hallway was aflame. Closing the
door, I hurriedly got into a portion of my clothes
and sought the only window in my room, which
opened into a court at the rear of the building.
The prospect of escape was very slim, but in
probing about in the dark, my hands touched an
electric wire leading to the ground. It was the
only chance, and I determined to take it. In the
room adjoining mine was a man calling for help,
and T yelled to him to come into my room and
follow me. I grasped the wire and slid down,
my unknown companion coming so close after
me that he stepped upon my hands, but I did not
mind that. I escaped with a few little scratches
and a sprained ankle." The many friends of
Mr. Yingling rejoiced at his sensational escape
and hope that he has met his last adventure of
this kind.



Bohemian Glassware

One of the lines most interes'ing to the
jewelers and the public from an artistic
point of view is Bohemian glassware which
enjoys a world-wide fame for beauty of de-
sign and coloring. As it is of value to the
j weler to have some technical knowledge of
this beautiful ware, we print the following
extracts and illustrations from a very interest-
ing article on the subject from the pen
of the well-known connoisseur, Walter A.
Dyer, which appeared in a recent issue of
"Country Life in America." Mr. Dyer
says in part :

"While most of our glassware came from
England, much of that most highly prized
and most carefully preserved by our great-
grandfathers came from Germany—chiefly
Bohemia, Saxony, Bavaria and Silesia. Be-
cause it was so carefully preserved, not a
little of it is still in existence, and it offers a
fascinating field for the collector.

"Bohemian glassware was made chiefly
in the forms of drinking mugs, decanters,
bottles, goblets and wine sets. Pitchers
dishes and other pieces are occasionally
found. The forms are so varied and beauti-
ful that no collection, however large, can ever
become monotonous.

"The colors also offer wide
Beautiful Color variety. Red, green, pink,
Eflects blue, white, amber and other

colors were used. As a
rule, however, the quality of the color is un-
mistakable and of great beauty. Hold a
piece of real Bohemian against the light, and
its clear, gem-like effect becomes at once
apparent.

"The decoration is in the main intaglio;
the surface of the glass was stained, and the
design cut into the clear crystal. There are
some exceptions which will be mentioned
later.

"The art of making glassware stained on
the surface probably originated in Venice,
the seat of the greatest skill and originality
in glass-craft in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. This art was probably copied by
the Germans about the beginning of the
seventeenth century. During this century
the manufacture of Bohemian glassware be-
came an important industry and made a
serious impression on the European glass
market. Venice had controlled the glass
trade for more than three hundred years, and
France had been content to sit at her feet and
learn of her. Now Bohemia entered the
industrial lists with a clearer glass than that
which either of her competitors were able to
produce. Furthermore, a Bohemian named
Gasper Lehmann discovered a hitherto un-
known method for engraving upon glass,

and this opened a new field for decorative
art. Lehmann transmitted his knowledge to
a pupil named George Schwanhard, and he
continued to improve upon his master's de-
vices, until all Europe went mad over
engraved glass.

"The engraving was done by
flow the Glass i3 holding the glass against the
Engraved point of a whirling spindle,

and designs of great intricacy
were in this way executed by skilled work-
men. Designs were also made by cutting
Oil wheels, depending on the sharp outline of
the stained surface to produce the decoration
in relief. Four vertical wheels were success-
fully used, set in motion by the workman's
feet. The first of these wheels was of iron,
the next of sandstone, the next of wood, and
the last of cork. The first operation of
rough cutting was done on the iron wheel,
by using sand moistened with water. The
sandstone wheel was lightly applied, and
that was followed by the wooden one, on
which had been thrown fine sand first, then
very fine emery, and lastly putty powder,
which is a mixture of tin and oxide of lead.
The last wheel of cork finished the operation.
If a workman did not have a cork wheel, he
could still put on a very good finish by means
of his wooden wheel, sprinkled with dry tin-
putty, and covered with a piece of woolen
stuff.

"A cheaper kind of Bohemian glass was
sometimes made by etching the design with
fluoric acid, by a somewhat complicated but
not expensive process. Very skilfull and
beautiful ornamentation was done in this way,
but acid-etched pieces are naturally of less
value than hand-cut pieces to-day, as they
were a century or two ago. Etched glass
can be distinguished after some experience.
However carefully the chemical operation may
be performed, it is impossible that every part
eaten by the acid should have the sharpness
and clearness of line which is given by the
point of a graving tool or the edge of the
cutting wheel.

" Comparisons between the
Exciusivenes of Bohemian product and much
BohemLan Ware of the other glass upon the

market were strongly i n
favor of the former. It was clear, light, and
of agreeable delicacy to the touch. No other
glass as purely colorless was ever made until
the modern discovery of flint glass. The
Bohemians used their own shapes, which are
distinctly different from all others, if not often
more beautiful.

"One step in the manufacture differed
quite widely from that used in other countries.
In order to hasten the work of the furnaces,
the rims of goblets and similar objects were
trimmed by means of the cutter's wheel,
instead of by the glass-maker's shears, as in

England, Belgium, and France. The work-
men, by long practice, had acquired a wonder-
ful degree of skill in taking the top from
articles by the cutter, instead of having them
opened by the glass-blower.• This gave the
edges a neater and smoother appearance.

"While cutting and engraving were the
more common forms of decoration, the
originality of the Bohemian glass-workers did
not lack other means of expression. The art
of cameo incrustation on glassware was first
introduced by the Bohemians, and they made
use of it to some extent. A kind of enameled
painting is also found on what has been
called Fichtel glass, made at kilns in tilt
Fichtel Mountains in Bavaria. Artists some
times varied their work and, produced pleas-
ing effects by engraving through the outer
coloring into an interior of white, transparent
or enameled glass, which was afterward de-
corated with gold, and painted in arabesques.

"Collectorsof Bohemian glassware should
look first for sharpness and depth of cutting,
and excellence of design. A beautiful form
is naturally more valuable than a clumsy one,
and a delicate pattern in the engraving than
a coarse one. All other things being equal,
the heavier the glass and the deeper the cut-
ting, the more valuable the piece, while the
amount and elaborateness of the engraving
and cutting are also determining factors.
Always examine the cutting and feel of. the
edges. They should be sharp, or a high
price is unjustifiable.

"The sharp edges are not found on the
acid-etched pieces nor on the half-cut imitat-
ions. These imitations are very successfully
made by first blowing the glass in a mold
that contains the required design, and then
giving it a superficial finish on the wheel.
The edges readily proclaim a difference be-
tween the real cut glass and the imitation.
This, of course, is a common test for all cut
glass.

"The color is another important feature
to consider. Any piece loses value if its
color is not clear, uniform and pleasing.
Some of the blues and greens are far less
desirable than others, while the connoisseur
never ceases his search for the perfect red.
A deep wine-color is much desired, but a
rich, brilliant ruby—almost an ox-blood color
—is the most earnestly sought for and the
least easily imitated. The whites and light
tints should always be perfectly clear ; just
now pure pink is much in demand, and high
prices are asked and paid for it.

"The only reasonable criticism ever made
upon the glass is that it sometimes yellows
with age, but this has been found by ex-
periment to be true of all perfectly clear glass,
under the action of strong sunlight. Applic-
ations of artificial heat restore the original
purity.

NO ORDER TOO LAR.GE
FOR OUR SUPERBLY
EQUIPPED FACTORY TO
TURN OUT PROMPTLY.

NO ORDBR TOO SMALL
TO RECEIVE OUR MOST

CAREFUL ATTENTION

MEDALS,SCHOOL r SOCI ETY PI N.5,
DIAMOND SETTINGS &HAND WROUGHT
JEWELRY FROM ORI GI NAL DE-516N3.
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Bohemian Glassware
--

One of the lines most interesting to the
jewelers and the public from an artistic
point of view is Bohemian glassware which
enjoys a world-wide fame for beauty of de-
sign and coloring. As it is of value to the
j weler to have some technical knowledge of
this beautiful ware, we print the following
extracts and illustrations from a very interest-
ing article on the subject from the pen
of the well-known connoisseur, Walter A.
Dyer, which appeared in a recent issue of
" Country Life in America." Mr. Dyer
says in part :

"While most of our glassware came from
England, much of that most highly prized
and most carefully preserved by our great-
grandfathers came from Germany—chiefly
Bohemia, Saxony, Bavaria and Silesia. Be-
cause it was so carefully preserved, not a
little of it is still in existence, and it offers a
fascinating field for the collector.

"Bohemian glassware was made chiefly
in the forms of drinking mugs, decanters,
bottles, goblets and wine sets. Pitchers
dishes and other pieces are occasionally
found. The forms are so varied and beauti-
ful that no collection, however large, can ever
become monotonous.

"The colors also offer wide

Beautiful Color variety. Red, green, pink,
Effects blue, white, amber and other

colors were used. As a
rule, however, the quality of the color is un-
mistakable and of great beauty. Hold a
piece of real Bohemian against the light, and
its clear, gem-like effect becomes at once
apparent.

"The decoration is in the main intaglio;
the surface of the glass was stained, and the
design cut into the clear crystal. There are
some exceptions which will be mentioned
later.

"The art of making glassware stained on
the surface probably originated in Venice,
the seat of the greatest skill and originality
in glass-craft in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. This art was probably copied by
the Germans about the beginning of the
seventeenth century. During this century
the manufacture of Bohemian glassware be-
came an important industry and made a
serious impression on the European glass
market. Venice had controlled the glass
trade for more than three hundred years, and
France had been content to sit at her feet and
learn of her. Now Bohemia entered the
industrial lists with a clearer glass than that
which either of her competitors were able to
produce. Furthermore, a Bohemian named
Gasper Lehmann discovered a hitherto un-
known method for engraving upon glass,
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and this opened a new field for decorative
art. Lehmann transmitted his knowledge to
a pupil named George Schwanhard, and he
continued to improve upon his master's de-
vices, until all Europe went mad over
engraved glass.

"The engraving was done by
How the Glass is holding the glass against the

point of a whirling spindle,
and designs of great intricacy

were in this way executed by skilled work-
men. Designs were also made by cutting
on wheels, depending on the sharp outline of
the stained surface to produce the decoration
in relief. Four vertical wheels were success-
fully used, set in motion by the workman's
feet. The first of these wheels was of iron,
the next of sandstone, the next of wood, and
the last of cork. The first operation of
rough cutting was done on the iron wheel,
by using sand moistened with water. The
sandstone wheel was lightly applied, and
that was followed by the wooden one, on
which had been thrown fine sand first, then
very fine emery, and lastly putty powder,
which is a mixture of tin and oxide of lead.
The last wheel of cork finished the operation.
If a workman did not have a cork wheel, he
could still put on a very good finish by means
of his wooden wheel, sprinkled with dry tin-
putty, and covered with a piece of woolen
stuff.

"A cheaper kind of Bohemian glass was
sometimes made by etching the design with
fltioric acid, by a somewhat complicated but
not expensive process. Very skilfull and
beautiful ornamentation was done in this way,
but acid-etched pieces are naturally of less
value than hand-cut pieces to-day, as they
were a century or two ago. Etched glass
can be distinguished after some experience.
However carefully the chemical operation may
be performed, it is impossible that every part
eaten by the acid should have the sharpness
and clearness of line which is given by the
point of a graving tool or the edge of the
cutting wheel.

Engraved

Exclusivenes of
Bohemian Ware

" Comparisons between the
Bohemian product and much
of the other glass upon the
market were strongly i n

favor of the former. It was clear, light, and
of agreeable delicacy to the touch. No other
glass as purely colorless was ever made until
the modern discovery of flint glass. The
Bohemians used their own shapes, which are
distinctly different from all others, if not often
more beautiful.

"One step in the manufacture differed
quite widely from that used in other countries.
In order to hasten the work of the furnaces,
the rims of goblets and similar objects were
trimmed by means of the cutter's wheel,
instead of by the glass-maker's shears, as in
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England, Belgium, and France. The work-
men, by long practice, had acquired a wonder- %
ful degree of skill in taking' the top from •
articles by the cutter, instead of having them
opened by the glass-blower: This gave the
edges a neater and smoother appearance.

"While cutting and engraving were the
more common forms of decoration, the
originality of the Bohemian glass-workers did
not lack other means of expression. The art
of cameo incrustation on glassware was first
introduced by the Bohemians, and they made
use of it to some extent. A kind of enameled
painting is also found on what has been
called Fichtel glass, made at kilns in th(.
Fichtel Mountains in Bavaria. Artists some
times varied their work and. produced pleas-
ing effects by engraving through the outer
coloring into an interior of white, transparent
or enameled glass, which was afterward de-
corated with gold, and painted in arabesques.

"Collectorsof Bohemian glassware should
look first for sharpness and depth of cutting,
and excellence of design. A beautiful form
is naturally more valuable than a clumsy one,
and a delicate pattern in the engraving than
a coarse one. All other things being equal,
the heavier the glass and the deeper the cut-
ting, the more valuable the piece, while the
amount and elaborateness of the engraving
and cutting are also determining factors.
Always examine the cutting and feel of the
edges. They should be sharp, or a high
price is unjustifiable.

"The sharp edges are not found on the
acid-etched pieces nor on the half-cut imitat-
ions. • These imitations are very successfully
made by first blowing the glass in a mold
that contains the required design, and then
giving it a superficial finish on the wheel.
The edges readily proclaim a difference be-
tween the real cut glass and the imitation.
This, of course, is a common test for all cut
glass.

"The color is another important feature
to consider. Any piece loses value if its
color is not clear, uniform and pleasing.
Some of the blues and greens are far less
desirable than others, while the connoisseur
never ceases his search for the perfect red.
A deep wine-color is much desired, but a
rich, brilliant ruby—almost an ox-blood color
—is the most earnestly sought for and the
least easily imitated. The whites and light
tints should always be perfectly clear ; just
now pure pink is much in demand, and high
prices are asked and paid for it.

' The only reasonable criticism ever made
upon the glass is that it sometimes yellows
with age, but this has been found by ex-

periment to be true of all perfectly clear glass,
under the action of strong sunlight. Applic-
ations of artificial heat restore the original
purity.

NO ORDER TOO LARGE
FOR OUR SUPERBLY
EQUIPPED FACTORY To
TURN OUT PROM PTL(.

NO ORDER TOO SMALL
To RECEIVE OUR MOST
CAREFUL ATTENTION
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OUR FALL LINE NOW READY FOR THE JOBBER
Full of Best Sellers Many New Designs

GOLD RINGS
GOLD BROOCHES GOLD SCARF PINS

A handsome line of seamless \Vil-C GOLD FILLED RINGS

New York Office—y-13 Maiden Lane Chicago Oftice—io3 State Street

AUSTIN & STONE, INCORPORATED, ATTLEBORO MASS.

Our new Fall Line
is now being shown
to the  Jobbing Trade

We make the highest-grade
Gold Filled Novelties in

CHAINS
BRACELETS

LAVALLIERES

and FRIENDS

B 5111

If your jobber cannot sup-

ply you with the "IF FOR

ANY REASON" Line, write

to us, and we will put you

in touch with a live jobber.

Our New Chain Plant the Largest in the United States

This is the
factory where
the celebrated ct
S. 0. Bigney
& Co.'s high-
grade gold
filled chains
are made

We employ skilled workmen.

We make original and up-to-date goods.

Onr chains give satisfaction.

We guarantee every article made in our factory.

The various assays have demonstrated the fact that there is more

gold on our chains than any other make; they are finished

like solid gold.

Ask for the genuine Bigney chains, and do not accept substitutes.

Our gold filled bracelets are made in all widths, oval and square,

side-swing and hinge.

We make the most magnificent line of fob chains on the market.

Our New

Locket Fob
FOR LADIES

is the most up-to-date
article worn to-day

We do net sell the retail trade.

\ S. O. BIGNEY & CO.
Attleboro

Mass.

B 510 6
New York Office: 3 Maiden Lane

A
IF FOR ANY REASON 7171/S BRACELET
Is /Vor5AT/SFACTORYTO THE PUR-
CHASER, IT CAN BE RETURNED TO771E
MAKER AND A NEW 0/vE W/LL BE
GIVEN IN EXCHANGE

,AusTIN &STONE,1NC.
eAttleboro.Mek55.

L 20791 
L12043

WARRANTED
•112ADL MARK •

B 154

0150,1
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Have you read the new book on

watch salesmanship issued by the

E. Howard Watch Company?
It was published a few weeks ago and sent

free to Howard dealers, with the request that

they read it and hand it to the salesman and

assistants in their stores.

Flipmpipuelunv•10•41111•11ei,

E.

Al WA Tick-7

en,r de.

Since then, twenty thou-

sand copies have been ab-

sorbed by the trade. Requests

have poured in for additional

copies. Letters received from

retail dealers say it is the

most helpful and timely word

ever written on certain ten-

dencies of the trade.
If you haven't read it, you should do

so at once.

Another edition is now on the press.

If you have mislaid the copy sent you or

want additional copies for the men in the

store, send a postal card now.

There is no charge for the book, but

it is worth money to every jeweler who

reads it.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The Howard Watch
The man with the HOWARD makes an appoint-

ment over the telephone. He knows what he is
talking about. He knows what time it is now. He
calculates his time in seconds—not in quarter hours.

The average man distrusts his watch. Ask him
the time and he apologizes in advance. He doesn't
say with the HowARD owner, " It is thus and so."
He says, "I have so and so." Or, "My watch
says," etc. There is a new self-respect that goes
with having the exace time and knoztir- that
you have it.

The HOWARD horologists make nothing but ex-
quisitely adjusted watches. They know nothing less.
Some of them represent the fourth generation of HOWARD
watchmakers. The HowARD tradition is handed down ;
it is in their blood.

A HOWARD watch is always worth what you pay for
it. The price of each watch from the 17-jewel, in a fine
gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at $35, to the
23-jewel, 14 K. solid gold case at $150—is fixed at the
factory and a printed ticket attached.

Find the HOWARD dealer in your locality and talk
to him. If you have any difficulty write to us. Not
every jeweler can sell you a HowAR 1). The FlowARD
tradition is particular as to who represents it.

Elbert Hubbard visited the home of the HOWARD Watch and wrote a book about it.

If you'd like to read this little journey drop us a postal card– Dept. A—we'll be glad

to send it to you. Also a little catalogue and price-list, with illustrations actual size—
of great value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for June. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 3o,000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. SMUG of them will be intcrcstcd. Arc you a HOWARD

dealer? Do the people of 'your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store?
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11 in. high. BERRI. 17y, in. long.
17 in. high

"THE BEST IN THE WORLD
FOR THE MONEY"

*PLYMOUTH
Inlaid Mahogany 14 in. high

MA NCHESTER
Inlaid Mahogany. 18% in. high

RAMONA. 31 in. high

The Sessions Clock Co.

SUPERIOR CLOCKS
Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lane

11 in. high. STERLING. 15% in. long. II!, in. high. COLONIAL. 14 in. long

The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 4 -inch dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma- j
terial obtainable for the purpose

' 
and is constructed

on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the ease, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the ease into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled

by coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when

the bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier

than any other bell on the market.
The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual

" shut-off " by means of which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the alarm may be relied

upon to "go off" at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does not handle it, write us.

CEDRO. 18 in. high HOLLAND. 6 ft. high

A—Dial'

B—Bell

C—Dust Cap
D—movement

NO L49

No. M 13

No. 7554
206

No. M 57

Front View Interior View

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, BRISTOL, CONN.

NEW YORK
18o Broadway

0523

No. M 49

,4-470:21afratimazrray„;:-.)
No. M 53

2 1 SIZE

No. 668u

THE D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
Attleboro, Mass.

CHICAGO

Heyworth Bldg., 42 E. Madison St.

No. 7535
193

ST. LOUIS LONDON, E.0 , ENG.

Mermod & Jaccard Bldg. Garnage Bldg., 118-122 Holborn



File Touch That Tells

are now ready. Our new styles are distinctive,
original and exclusive.

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold St., NewYork
Manufacurers or the JOBBINRi 'TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Bracelets, Link Buttons, Fobs,
Studs, Crosses, Thimbles, Hat Pins, Baby Pins, Tie Clasps, Screw Ear-
rings, Ring Mountings, Bead Neckchains, Charms, Festoons, Match
Boxes, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives, Emblem Goods,
Lapel Buttons, Vest Buttons, Veil Pins.

Our line of Cameo Goons is Especially Complete and Attractive

POPULAR PRICES

Salesrooms and Offices of tin , i oamon.1 11.1, ri ment —OS Nassau St.,New York
Dlamoud Cutting Works-142 West 14th Street, New York

Chicago, I Ili mils, 103 State St reet
BRANCH OFFICES London, England, Audrey House, Ely Place

I

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tu lust rant

June, 1908 THE KEYSTONE

Stage Exploitation of Jewelry

Society and the Stage as Factors in the Jewelry
Trade—The Jewels of Actresses—Some

Remarkable Displays

Important factors in maintaining the prestige
of the jeweler and in exploiting his wares are the

t■vo closely-allied institutions, society and the

stage. It has been estimated that on a " first

night" at the Metropolitan Opera House, New

York City, upwards of $25,000,000 worth of jewrIs

have been worn. For such display occasions

family jewels are generally taken from their hiding

places and at least the greater portion of the gems

worn are genuine. The same is not always true of

the glittering display which dazzles the audi-

ence from behind the footlights, yet the

impressive glitter has a beneficial effect on

the trade, inasmuch as it stimulates in the

beholder the natural love for gems and a

desire for their possession.

The fertility of imagination of the the-

atrical press agent is also an influence of

importance in the jewelry trade. The thefts

of " priceless gems" from stars of the stage

and the flowery descriptions of the pieces of

jewelry with which they have been pre-

sented by persons of importance from

crowned heads to millionaire soap manu-

facturers, fictitious though they be, cast a

glamor over jewels in the popular mind and

surrounds them with a mystery and ro-

mance that add greatly to their fascination.

Manufacturers are quick to take advan-
tage of the popularity of a play or a per-

former to advertise some of their specialties.

A piece is presented to a leading actress
with the request that she permit the use of

her name in connection with it, and the

permission is always granted in view not

merely of the gift, but the advertising which

will come from it. Carmen, L'Aiglon,

Merry Widow, etc., are names familiar to
the jewelry trade, through patterns of arti-
cles so styled. The name of an actress
makes an excellent advertisement for the

article, while the advertising given to it by

the manufacturer means a recompensing
amount of publicity for the person or char-
acter after which it is named.

While, as before said, stage gems are largely
spurious, many of the leading actresses pride them-
selves on the possession of valuable collections
which are worn on special occasions or when
acting certain parts.

just what part of the jewels worn by an actress
are real and which are paste and part of the glitter
which carries out her dress scheme, usually is a
Point wondered about by the women of the audi-

ence. The plays of last winter gave the stars few
chances to wear jewels except where the scene
allowed of some baubles which could be picked up
in the country where the scene was laid. Margaret
Anglin had some fine heavy pieces of carved silver

filigree—if filigree can be called heavy—and she
also had some Mexican bracelets of older and
more curious workmanship. One of these weighed
several ounces and spread out into a great medal-
lion at the back of the wrist.

Frances Starr wore a garnet
Special Pieces bracelet in "The Rose of the

Rancho" when the play opened

in New York. It was a curio
;nude in the period of the play and of Spanish

‘vorkmanship. In the scene in which she throws

out her arms she threw it off into the audience one
hight. One would have naturally supposed that
somebody would have taken -pains to return it to
the pretty star, but evidently it was considered of

more value as a souvenir than even as the means
to an interview. The lucky girl who got it had it

handed to her by her escort, who caught it, and

evidently considered it as a heaven-sent souvenir.

Ethel Barrymore is one of the least bejeweled

women on the stage. She wore a long chain of

pearls with her white gown in the second act of

" Her Sister," and with her green gown in the last

act she had on another long chain set with long,

slender green stones. There were green pendants

attached to it and the metal workmanship was of

fine and unusual design. She wears few rings and
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made to fit the gown. The front of the gown was
especially designed for them.

One of the ornaments is an im-
The Famous mense diamond cross. A great

pair of diamond and t mrrald
wings are set across the high

corner of the corselet, which is especially sloped
up here to show it. The body of this bird or insect
is the smallest part of it, a mere wire, while the
wings are enormous, holding a great quantity of
stones of the first water. A big diamond arrow
with a pearl in the center and a diamond horse-
shoe are among the things worn, and a diamond
brandenburg or bunch of ropes stretches across
one part of this wonderful bodice. There also is
a large pearl with three big diamond pendants

from it, a diamond chain is worn around the
neck with two pendants ending in big dia-
mond drop, and last, but not least, is a
pearl dog collar with diamond slides. A
large pearl piece with diamonds in the
center and a big diamond crown is fastened
to one shoulder. Two or three of these
pieces are so valuable that even the extra
strong guard pin with which they are all

fitted, is not trusted and the maid secures
them every night with needle and thread.

Of all the " day jewelry " affected by
actresses probably Adele Ritchie excels in

quantity. She abounds in chatelaines, belt

buckles and gold bags, and even her parasol

handles often are jeweled. She is particular

about her earrings and how she wears them.

She has coral ones which go with a smoke-

colored costume, and white which she wears

with pale green, and turquoise which are

worn with grays of a color shade.
The vogue of the semi-

Gems to Match precious stones has ad-

mirably served the pur-
pose of the stage folk, as

it has enabled them to make pretty displays

of jewels at moderate cost. They have also

cultivated "the gem to suit the dress " idea.

Nowadays it is a fad to make things match,

and if my lady's outfit hints pink, or pink is

her color, then she is in for corals. Of

these there are many—dark, light, rose and

pink. Hatpins, brooches, pendants, combs,

bars, stickpins, necklace, watch, bracelet

and belt buckles must match with settings

of coral or some stone that reflects pink or rose.

So it is with the other colored gems.

Of new trinkets for spring there is no end.

Pins run to bars and crescents, and copper is as

fashionable as gold. The trinket counter is a place

to linger over, the novelties being interesting and

tempting. Horseshoe pins are just the thing and

veil pins can be had in many novel designs. Neck

chains are still popular. In fact, many young girls

would not consider themselves dressed without

the butterfly tie and the bright bead necklace to

give its touch of color. Imitation jade, lapis lazuli,

a coraline as red as sealing wax, a turquoise blue,

in graduated-sized beads and of lovely colors offer

temptations to the jewelry wearer.

Of cuff pins and those little necessary pins that

hold the back of the collar there is no end. Even

the cheapest is a work.of art in engraving, setting

and finish. Who would have dreamed of buying a

set of little pins for a quarter that looked really

well; and being able to make a selection in colors

of gold finish and to get black, lavender or white

enamel if one was in mourning. Modest little pins

an inch and a. half long set with a single pearl are

in best taste.

Diamond Cross

to Suit Play

Fritzi Scheff, opera star, wearing some of her famous jewels

on the stage she usually wears only one seal ring

on her little finger.
Lillian Russell wears but few

Lillian Russell's rings on the stage, but these

are priceless. A white pearl

and a black pearl solitaire of

enormous size worn on the same finger of one

hand and a giant ruby on the other are conspicu-

ous from any part of the house. The ruby is

surrounded with diamonds and she is apt to flash a

bangle set with diamonds, rubies and emeralds on

her wrist. These are small but of exquisite work-

manship and extremely brilliant. She also wears

a diamond bangle next to this, and when she has

an evening scene she is apt to wear her pearl

necklace, which is made of enormous pearls per-

fectly matched.
One of the gowns which Fritzi Scheff wears in

" Mhe Modiste " literally is loaded with jewels.

They are mostly diamonds, and so far from being
imitation, as they are often taken to be on account

of their abundance and the promiscuous way they

seem to be scattered over the dress, they are of the
first water, and the dress which they are on was

made to fit the jewels instead of the jewels being

Handsome Jewelry

Dress Material
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Stage Exploitation of Jewelry

Society and the Stage as Factors in the Jewelry
Trade—The Jewels of Actresses– Some

Remarkable Displays

Important factors in maintaining the prestige

of the jeweler and in exploiting his wares are the

two closely-allied institutions, society and the

stage. It has been estimated that on a " first

night" at the Metropolitan Opera House, New

York City, upwards of $25,000,000 worth of jewels

have been worn. For such display occasions

family jewels are generally taken from their hiding

places and at least the greater portion of the gems

worn are genuine. The same is not always true of

the glittering display which dazzles the audi-

ence from behind the footlights, yet the

impressive glitter has a beneficial effect on

the trade, inasmuch as it stimulates in the

beholder the natural love for gems and a

desire for their possession.
The fertility of imagination of the the-

atrical press agent is also an influence of

importance in the jewelry trade. The thefts
of " priceless gems" from stars of the stage

and the flowery descriptions of the pieces of
jewelry with which they have been pre-

sented by persons of importance from

crowned heads to millionaire soap manu-
facturers, fictitious though they be, cast a
glamor over jewels in the popular mind and
surrounds them with a mystery and ro-
mance that add greatly to their fascination.

Manufacturers are quick to take advan-
tage of the popularity of a play or a per-
former to advertise some of their specialties.
A piece is presented to a leading actress
with the request that she permit the use of
her name in connection with it, and the
permission is always granted in view not
merely of the gift, but the advertising which
will come from it. Carmen, L'Aiglon,
Merry Widow, etc., are names familiar to
the jewelry trade, through patterns of arti-
cles so styled. The name of an actress
makes an excellent advertisement for the
article, while the advertising given to it by
the manufacturer means a recompensing
amount of publicity for the person or char-
acter after which it is named.

While, as before said, stage gems are largely
spurious, many of the leading actresses pride them-
selves on the possession of valuable collections
which are worn on special occasions or when
acting certain parts.

Just what part of the jewels worn by an actress
;Ere real and which are paste and part of the glitter
which carries out her dress scheme, usually is a
Point wondered about by the women of the audi-
ence. The plays of last winter gave the stars few
chances to wear jewels except where the scene
allowed of some baubles which could be picked up
iII the country where the scene was laid. Margaret
Anglin had some fine heavy pieces of carved silver
filigree—if filigree call be called heavy—and she
1150 had some Mexican bracelets of older and
more curious workmanship. One of these weighed
several ounces and spread out into a great medal-
lion at the back of the wrist.

Frances Starr wore a garnet
Special Pieces bracelet in "The Rose of the
to suit Play Rancho" when the play opened

in New York. It was a curio
made in the period of the play and of Spanish
wEErkmanship. In the scene in which she throws

out her arms she threw it off into the audience one
night. One would have naturally supposed that
somebody would have taken .pains to return it to
the pretty star, but evidently it was considered of
more value as a souvenir than even as the means
to an interview. The lucky girl who got it had it
handed to her by her escort, who caught it, and
evidently considered it as a heaven-sent souvenir.

Ethel Barrymore is one of the least bejeweled
women on the stage. She wore a long chain of
pearls with her white gown in the second act of
" Her Sister," and with her green gown in the last
act she had on another long chain set with long,
slender green stones. There were green pendants
attached to it and the metal workmanship was of
fine and unusual design. She wears few rings and
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made to fit the gown. The front of the gown was
especially designed for them.

One of the ornaments is an im-
The Famous mense diamond cross. A great

pair of diamond and t merald
wings are set across the high

corner of the corselet, which is especially sloped
Ill) here to show it. The body of this bird or insect
is the smallest part of it, a mere wire, while the
wings are enormous, holding a great quantity of
stones of the first water. A big diamond arrow
with a pearl in the center and a diamond horse-
shoe are among the things worn, and a diamond
brandenburg or bunch of ropes stretches across
one part of this wonderful bodice. There also is
a large pearl with three big diamond pendants

from it, a diamond chain is worn around the
neck with two pendants ending in big dia-
mond drop, and last, but not least, is a
pearl clog collar with diamond slides. A
large pearl piece with diamonds in the
center and a big diamond crown is fastened
to one shoulder. Two or three of these
pieces are so valuable that even the extra
strong guard pin with which they are all
fitted, is not trusted and the maid secures
them every night with needle and thread.

Of all the " day jewelry " affected by
actresses probably Adele Ritchie excels in
quantity. She abounds in chatelaines, belt
buckles and gold bags, and even her parasol
handles often are jeweled. She is particular
about her earrings and how she wears them.
She has coral ones which go with a smoke-
colored costume, and white which she wears
\I ith pale green, and turquoise which are
kv,a- li with grays of a color shade.

The vogue of the semi-
Gems to Match precious stones has ad-

mirably served the pur-
pose of the stage folk, as

it has enabled them to make pretty displays

of jewels at moderate cost. They have also
cultivated "the gem to suit the dress" idea.

Nowadays it is a fad to make things match,

and if my lady's outfit hints pink, or pink is

her color, then she is in for corals. Of

these there are many—dark, light, rose and

pink. Hatpins, brooches, pendants, combs,

bars, stickpins, necklace, watch, bracelet

and belt buckles must match with settings

of coral or some stone that reflects pink or rose.

So it is with the other colored gems.

Of new trinkets for spring there is no end.

Pins run to bars and crescents, and copper is as

fashionable as gold. The trinket counter is a place

to linger over, the novelties being interesting and

tempting. Horseshoe pins are just the thing and

veil pins can be had in many novel designs. Neck

chains are still popular. In fact, many young girls

would not consider themselves dressed without

the butterfly tie and the bright bead necklace to

give its touch of color. Imitation jade, lapis lazuli,

a coraline as red as sealing wax, a turquoise blue,

in graduated-sized beads and of lovely colors offer

temptations to the jewelry wearer.

Of cuff pins and those little necessary pins that

hold the back of the collar there is no end. Even

the cheapest is a work.of art in engraving, setting

and finish. Who would have dreamed of buying a
set of little pins for a quarter that looked really

well; and being able to make a selection in colors

of gold finish and to get black, lavender or white

enamel if one was in mourning. Modest little pins

an inch and a half long set with a single pearl are
in best taste.

Diamond Cross

Fritzi Seheff, opera atar, wearing some of her ruinous jowels

on the stage she usually wears only one seal ring
on her little finger.

Lillian Russell wears but few
Lillian Russell's rings on the stage, but these

are priceless. A white pearl
and a black pearl solitaire of

enormous size worn on the same finger of one
hand and a giant ruby on the other are conspicu-
ous from any part of the house. The ruby is
surrounded with diamonds and she is apt to flash a

bangle set with diamonds, rubies and emeralds on

her wrist. These are small but of exquisite work-
manship and extremely brilliant. She also wears

a diamond bangle next to this, and 'viten she has

an evening scene she is apt to wear her pearl

necklace, which is made of enormous pearls per-
fectly matched.

One of the gowns which Fritzi Scheff wears in

" Mhe Modiste " literally is loaded with jewels.

They are mostly diamonds, and so far from being

imitation, as they are often taken to be on account

of their abundance and the promiscuous way they

seem to be scattered over the dress, they are of the

first water, and the dress which they are on was

made to fit the jewels instead of the jewels being
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MARSH BRACELETS
YOU KNOW THEM

Representing all that's good and up to date
in Secret Joints

FOB CHAINS that are made to
WEAR and satisfy the WEARER

Designs the latest

The name C. A. M. & CO. stands for
RELIABILITY

Their guarantee unquestioned.

If it's a MARSH CHAIN, it's a good asset
in your stock, and a maker of satisfied
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Detroit wholesalers are busying
National Organ- themselves now to make a suc-
ization of cess of the meeting that has
Wholesalers been called for June loth at the

Hotel Pontchartrain, at which
a national association of wholesalers and jobbers
is to be formed. That date was decided upon at
a meeting held May i8th, and plans for the
details of the convention were begun at once by
Secretary Chas. A. Berkey. So many and so
enthusiastic have been the replies received by
the Detroit Jewelers' Board of Trade that the
consummation of the organization on a sound
basis seems assured. Word has been received
from St. Louis, Cincinnati, Cleveland and other
cities, giving pledges of co-operation and indors-
ing the aims and objects of the proposed body.
It only remains now to get together and exchange
ideas as to the best methods to be followed in
unitedly combating trade evils and combining for
the best interests of the trade as a whole. When
the wholesale merchants from other cities are not
busy with the serious affairs of the meeting, their
brothers here hope to show them a pleasant time
in looking over Detroit and its surroundings. This
has grown to be a city of conventions from its
many advantages in taking care of such gather-
ings and the opportunities offered for every kind
of amusement. There was some slight friction in
regard to the place of holding the convention.
The Detroit wholesalers took the view, however,
that, as the idea of a national organization origi-
nated here, it was but fitting to hold the conven-
tion in the City of the Straits. At the meeting
at which the date for the gathering was chosen it
was decided to send a representative from the
Board of Trade to Chicago to discuss matters
with the wholesalers there. It should be added
that the Detroit Jewelers' Board of Trade corn-
prises three branches of trade—manufacturing,
wholesale and optical—each branch having its own
committee and looking after its separate interests,
while all combine for united effort in matters
affecting the entire trade.

Auctions 

The movement here in regard
Against Fake to the licensing of auctioneers,

to drive out and keep out fake
auctioneers, is nearing a suc-

cessful termination. The local auctioneers have
fallen in line with the general ideas of the ordi-
nance drawn up by the jewelers and have even
added some provisions to make the proposed
measure more effective. Two hearings have been
had before the council ordinance committee, the
.first being attended by a score of the most prom-
inent wholesale and retail jewelers in the city,
the second by a committee of jewelers and one
of auctioneers. One section which has been
added provides for a residence in the city of
three months before an auctioneering license can
he granted. This will shut out itinerant auction-
eers, while local men will not care to take a
chance of losing their business by running counter
to the strict provisions forbidding sales of cheap
goods by misrepresentation.

Watchmaking 

The plan of starting a watch-
School of making school has taken defi-

nite form at last, after several
months of discussion, and will

be an accomplished thing by next fall, when the
local Y. M. C. A. moves into its new quarters.
The board will co-operate with the Y. M. C. A. in
the project, especially in its installation, and it is
assured that positions will be found for all com-
pueicteltnIdtegdraduates, as experienced all-around watch-
makers are not too numerous in this section. It
is planned to broaden the scope of the trade
school as it grows, all branches of the business,
such as stockkeeping and salesmanship being

Negotiations that have been on between the
f?etroit wholesale houses and the State associa-
tion of retail jewelers and opticians for a big
gathering in August have not ended as was hoped.It is the desire of the Detroit firms to have these
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meetings held at the same time as the buyers' ex-
cursion of the wholesalers' association, August
Toth to 15th. A programme of entertainment has
been laid out for that week that will attract retail
merchants from all over Michigan, and it was
thought that this would tend to aid in the success
of the State association meetings. The retailers,
however, want to hold meetings prior to the na-
tional gatherings. It is possible that it may be
arranged to have business meetings here in July
and later have meetings in August, at which the
reports of the national convention delegates can
be given and the members be entertained as the
wholesalers desire.

The meeting of the Michigan Society of Op-
tometrists has been called for July 8th and 9th.
The principal business will be in connection with
the bill which the society will have presented to
the next legislature.

Considerable comment has been aroused by
the City Service League, an offshoot of the
Board of Commerce, in regard to the contract for
a large number of buttons which it is selling,
bearing the inscription: "In Detroit Life is
Worth Living." The contract for these was
given to an outside firm, the league officers being
apparently unaware that a number of Detroit
firms make a specialty of just this kind of work.
When the local press found out what had been
done, the City Service League was made the sub-
ject of considerable roasting.

The May meeting of the Jewelers' Board of
Trade was also the annual, and all the old officers
were re-elected
unanimously. Mr.
Frank Kennedy,
of the Kennedy
Optical Co., is the
president. Chas. A.
Berkey, of the
Chas. A. Berkey
Co. is secretary,
while Richard
Rogers, of Kunz &
Rogers, and A. E.
Patterson, of Burr,
Patterson .8z Co.,
are vice-president
and treasurer, re-
spectively.
. Several local
jewelers were call-
ed in during the
grand jury inves-
tigation of certain
members of the po-
lice department to
identify diamonds alleged to have been given
high officials for protection. They failed to
identify the stones.

R. J. F. Roehm & Co., who moved into their
new store, at Wilcox and Farmer streets, May 1st,
had an unfortunate beginning. A week later
their store was entered in the evening and $300
worth of gold fobs and other small jewelry was
taken. This line had been left out of the safes
accidentally that evening, and the theft took place
during a half-hour that the store was untenanted,
one of the members of the firm coming a few
minutes later, but not discovering the loss at once.
The formal opening of the store took place May
21st an especial display of diamonds being made.
The store is smaller than the premises formerly
occupied by the firm at 184-t86 Woodward ave-
nue, but is more convenient to the factory de-
partment. The fittings are of mahogany, and the
new place is one of the handsomest in the city.

The new store of C. J. Thiry, at 27 Monroe
avenue, is due to open June 4th. Mr. Thiry
was formerly a member of the firm of Petz &
Thiry, 22 Monroe avenue, which has gone out of
business. Such portion of the stock as was not
sold at auction has been taken over by Thiry, F.
X. Petz retiring. A temporary office was estab-
lished after May 15th in the Peninsular Savings
Bank Building.

Premdent Frank Kennedy

Trade in Detroit is much better
Trade Improving now than at any time since the

financial stringency began last
fall. The local factories are getting back to the
regular force of employees and the effect of in-
creased pay-rolls is felt by the jewelers. Among
the industries in which there has been an increase
are the automobile factories, stove works, iron

works and salt products concerns. Although it
is not expected that times will be as good as the
maximum again until after the presidential elec-
tion, it can be said that the improvement has
already been great enough to take the edge off
complaints.

Oscar B. Marx, president of the Michigan
Optical Company, will have something to do with
president-making as a change this summer. He
is to go to the republican national convention at
Chicago as an alternate delegate from the first
congressional district of Michigan.

George Chambers and Ward Switzer, both of
Mt. Clemens, state that business is picking up in
the bath town, although it was rather dull during
the winter.

Some of the local jewelers who are members
of the Board of Commerce are planning to take in
the trip to Sault Ste. Marie on board the new
6r,25o,o00 steamer City of Cleveland, which has
been chartered for a three days' trip, beginning
June 4th. W. C. Noack, of Noack & Gorenflo, is
a member of the committee which will have to do
with the entertainment of merchants from the
towns visited, the idea being to invite them to
inspect the boat and also become acquainted with
the Detroit business men aboard her. E. H.
Pudrith, of the E. H. Pudrith Company, is one
of the Detroit wholesale jewelers who will make
the trip.

W. F. King, of Adrian, recently re-elected
mayor of that city, was in Detroit last month
with his city attorney, looking up facts regarding
gas and electric lighting charges. His son, W. F.,
Junior, has a grievance against fate. Every time
he has come to Detroit to watch the Tigers play
ball it has either rained or the local team has
been beaten.

Hugo S. Fechheimer has moved to 12 Michi-
gan avenue, opposite the city hall. He has a neat
and attractive place.

A. Kohn has opened a store at 130 Michigan
avenue. He was formerly in the pawnbroking
business.

Henry Fink, traveling for Jonas Koch, New
York, retPurned to that city May 20th, after taking
the baths for three weeks at Mt. Clemens. He
was seized with acute rheumatism while in De-
troit and had to cut short his trip.

The stock of Samuel Stern, who left without
giving his future address, has been purchased by
Noack & Gorenflo at bankrupt sale. Creditors
bave endeavored to locate Stern, but, so far,
without success.

Wallace Kay made a trip last month to
Richmond, Va.

It is now expected that the auction sale of the
W. A. Sturgeon & Co. stock will not be concluded
before September.

E. H. Pudrith returned early in the month
from an eastern trip, in which he visited New
York, Philadelphia and Washington.

Frank Dyer, of Caro, was a visitor to the city
about the middle of the month.

The L. Black Company, i56 Woodward ave-
nue, is now controlled by M. Black, he having
purchased the stock at probate sale.

C. E. Marvin has moved from Howell to
Lansing, locating at io6 Washington avenue,
North.

H. S. Dorweld, of Luths, Dorweld & Haller,
made a trip through the upper peninsula and the
Thumb during the month.

Daniel Anglim, who died May ist at St.
Mary's Hospital, was formerly in the jewelry
business in this city, having conducted stores at
98 Michigan avenue and afterward at 137 Michi-
gan avenue. He was of Irish birth, but was
brought up in Detroit and spent practically all his
life in the jewelry business, retiring only a few
years ago. He was 65 years of age at the time of
his death. The funeral was held Monday, May
4th.

The May buyers' excursion was not an un-
qualified success, bad weather interfering largely
ith the attendance.
Among the retailers who called on the Detroit

wholesale houses during the month were: Fred
N. Pauli, Pontiac; E. H. Whitney, Lansing; R.
riday, New Baltimore; J. W. Berry, Vanderbilt;

Ray Gregory, Lapeer; F. Brady, Rockwood; W.
1-I. Baxter, Birmingham; A. Mendelson, Hillman;
M-s. 0. C. Wheeler, Saline; E. H. Cressy, Saline;
\ W. Bridges, Marine City.
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SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF SOLID GOLD EMBLEM RINGS

No. 265. Knights Templar. $15.00 List.

No. 268. Masonic. $15.00 List.

No. 271. Knights of Pythias. $15.00 List.

No. 274. Odd Fellows. $15.00 List.

These Rings are plump fo K., average 6 dwts. each and are made with raised 
center emblems nicely modeled and enameled.

are enameled in appropriate colors, and Ring is nicely engraved. The best Ring made for 
the money. Order a sample.

Manufactured by

THE A. P. CRAFT CO., 
Manufacturing

Jewelers INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
SEND US YOUR SPECIAL ORDER AND REPAIR WORK. WE EXCEL 

IN THIS

No. 277. Red Men. $15.00 List.

No. 280. Eagle. $15.00 List.

No. 244. Knights of Columbus. $15.00 List.

Any Order Any Size

At One Price

No. 288. Modern Woodmen. $15.00 List.

No. 285. Maccabee. $15.00 List.

No. 294. Railroad Engineers. $15.00 List.

No. 247. Railroad Trainmen. $15.00 List.

Side emblems

TIGER CLAW MOUNTINGS

I K KO MATSUMOTO

Manufacturing Jeweler

Room 316 American Central I.ife Building, INDIANAPOLIS, 
IND.
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Our
Knock-Down System
saves you freight

HAVE
YOU INVESTIGATED

the WOLVERINE Show Case yet ? it offels
the greatest value for the money to be had to-
day. Its rich appearance is due to the fact
that it was designed by one of the foremost

show case designers of the United States. Fur-
nished with plate-glass top, with the best of mate-

rial and woodwork throughout. This case offers
high-grade workmanship and design at a moderate

price ($5.0o per foot) and our " knock-down" method
of shipping cuts freight costs to one-third the old way.

Can be put together in five minutes. No experience is
necessary-no tools required, not even a screw-driver.
You should find out about the WOLVERINE. Write us
to-day for complete information and prices. Address

Dept. I.
MICHIGAN SHOW CASE CO.

51-53 Fort atreet East

Detroit, Mich.

100 ENGRAVED
FOR WEDDING

546.7' INVITATIONS
Delivery charges prepaid. Samples ou re-

quest. Highest quality only. Absolutely cor-

rect forms. Unrivaled service and faultless
tyles of engraving.

MONOGRAM STATIONERY, CALLING
CARDS AND ENGRAVING OF ALL
KINDS FOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

Federal Engraving Company
Unity Building, INDIANAPOLIS

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

St

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS ill
Popular Prices

]LET us 1NsGARDVE
Artistic Monogram anti Lott!'

Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

CO.

Memphis Nebraska
 4•1•11

Advertising Cuts for Jewelers
Send aa postal for our sheets of illostratloos,
especially prepared for use in advertIsh g.

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Rosary in Fine Jewels
Made by

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY

Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers Providence, Rhode Isla ad

WE HAVE IN STOCK

In Real Stone

AMETHYST
GARNET
CRYSTAL '
CARNELIAN
JET
TOPAZ

In Imitation Stone

AMETHYST CRYSTA .

CARNELIAN GARNE1

JADE JASPER

OPAL ONYX
PEARL SAPPHI1 E

Catalogue or Selection Package on applicatqin
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The railroad commission of Indiana issued an
order on March 30th to reduce on an average of
from Kt to 12 per cent. the express rates in the
State. On May 2nd six express companies doing
business in the State brought suit in the United
States District Court against the commission to
enjoin them from taking steps to reduce the rates,
claiming that they could not do business if the
reduction was allowed. The opinion and order
of the commission followed an investigation made
several months ago, when it was found that the
total annual business of all express companies in
Indiana is about $t,000,000 and that the reduction
would mean a decrease of more than $foo,000 a
year in the money paid out for express services.
The new schedule was to go into effect May Ise
Instead, the suit was filed in the Federal court and
litigation will follow. In transferring the case
from the State to the United States courts, if an
appeal is taken it will reach the United States
supreme court earlier, and this will give the ex-
press companies a decided advantage. As by far
the greatest number of their shipments are made
by express, the reduced rates would mean much
to the jewelry jobbers and manufacturers, and the
legal fight will be followed with much interest.

A sentence of one year in the workhouse and a
fine of $50 was passed on Bert Waterford on May
4th by the verdict of a jury in the criminal court.
Evidence introduced showed that the front win-
dow of the Carl Rost jewelry store, in North
Illinois street, had been broken and jewelry taken
out to the amount of $400; that Waterford, under
the name of Bradford, offered a watch and a ring
of the property stolen from the Rost place to a
Louisville jeweler. The Louisville jeweler identi-
fied Waterford as the man who Offered the
jewelry and Mr. Rost identified his property.
Waterford's only defense was a general denial
of the entire affair. The robbery occurred Feb-
ruary znd.

Thieves recently broke the show window at
Ertel's pawn shop, 209 Massachusetts avenue, and
got away with several silver watches and twelve
revolvers.

The Ontario Silver Company, at Muncie, Ind.,
has obtained a five-year contract for power from
the station of a Muncie electric light plant. Some
time ago the silver plant threatened to leave
Muncie on account of being unable to secure rail-
road rates for coal.

E. Wood, for many years associated with
the jewelry firm of Dauchert & Axline, at Nobles-
yule, Ind., is now with Edward Williams & Co.,
at North Vernon, Ind., to which city he has. re-
moved his family.

J. Henry Smith Company, Greenfield, Ind.,
has been incorporated under the State laws, capi-
tal, $2500, to deal in jewelry. The directors are
J. Henry Smith, Wilhelmine H. Smith and George
R. Bodine. Mr. Smith had conducted an optical
business in Indianapolis for several months, but
recently returned to his old home and former
place of business-Greenfield. He is showing a
nice line of goods in attractive quarters. Mr.
Smith has an up-to-date optical department.

Brooks & Chapman, enterprising jewelers, of
Madison, Ind., have added a splendidly equipped
workshop, where they do all their own repair
work and replating. Their jewelry store is one
of the prettiest and best equipped in the State.

C. H. Ankeny, well-known jeweler, of Lafay-
ette, Ind., upon a recent visit to Indianapolis, pur-
chased an automobile and chauffeured it home.

M. L. Heaton, of Manilla, Ind., accompanied
by his. family, attended the first circus perform-
ance given in Indianapolis this season.

M. A. Neds, of J. H. Neds & Son, Elkhart,
Intl., took the examination before the State op-
tical board in this city on May 4th. He will have
charge of the optical department of the home
store.

E. E. Mosiman, of Bluffton, Ind., is convales-
cent after a long and serious illness. His friends
In Indianapolis are glad to learn of his restoration
to health.
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Ralph H. Woods, of South Bend, Ind., having
successfully passed the necessary examinations,
is now a member of the physiological section of
the A. A. 0.

J. L. Hastings, jeweler and optician, of Sheri-
dan, Ind., is offering his jewelry business, estab-
lished eighteen years ago, for sale. A recent
death in his family has brought about a change in
Mr. Hastings's business plans. He contemplates
settling in the East.

J. E. Sanders, jeweler, doing business in
Walkerton, Ind., suffered a heavy loss from a fire
that destroyed a number of business houses in
that town on May 5th. Mr. Sanders's loss on
stock was about $3500; loss on building about the
same, with a small insurance.

A. C. Woods, formerly traveling representa-
tive for the wholesale optical house of S. T.
Nichols & Co., in this city, is now with the Stevens
Optical Company, and represents that firm in
Indiana and Illinois.

M. Meyer, Marion, Ind., has removed to a
new store room, handsomely fitted up and well
stocked.

Edward F. King, of Jasonville, Ind., was a
recent buyer in the Indianapolis wholesale market.

H. L. Rost, the well-known jeweler, of Co-
lumbus, Incl., visited his brother, Carl L. Rost, of
this city, and was also a welcome buyer in the
local wholesale market last month.

J. P. Mullally, a generous user of printers'
ink, makes frequent changes in the advertisements
that he runs in the local dailies. Just before the
June wedding season he used a cut of a wedding
ring and these lines: "With this ring I thee wed,
to love, cherish and protect, until death do us
part."

The Business Men's Association of Mishawka,
Incl., has adopted the plan of selling town lots to
raise a fund by means of which inducements may
be offered to manufacturers to locate there.

Claud Howard, Frankfort ; C. M. Hunnicutt,
Rockville; E. 0. Collins, Franklin, 0. W. Cox,
Marshall; J. K. Kiser, Muncie; S. B. Merrick,
Plainfield; E. M. Wilhite, Danville; Turner &
Son, Arcadia ; Bauchert & Axline, Noblesville,
and J. Henry Smith, Greenfield, Ind., were among
the May buyers in the Indianapolis market.

The authorities of La Porte, Ind., hope to
identify some of the murder victims of Mrs.
Belle Gunness by twelve watches found in the
ashes of the burned house of horrors. By tracing
the numbers of the movements through the watch
agents in New York and Chicago, and thence
through the jobbers and retailers, there is a
chance that the police may find the names of the
individual purchasers.

M. L. Roberts has severed his connection with
Baldwin-Miller Company, Indianapolis, and re-
sumed his former position with J. F. Ratliff, retail
jeweler, at Richmond, Ind.

J. K. Maxwell, formerly with Mr. Ratliff, has
started in the watch repair business at Otterbein,
Ind.

Charles B. Dyer made a trip to Chicago last
month in the interests of his Arts and Crafts
Shop. Extensive preparations are being made for
the semi-annual exhibition of articles made by
the students in metal work and hand-wrought
jewelry. The display will be extensive and of
much merit as the classes have been doing most
excellent work.

Fletcher M. Noe visited the Chicago diamond
market last month and made some purchases. Mr.
Noe reports diamond sales very good, consider-
ing the inactivity of trade generally.

H. E. Cohen & Sons furnished the beautiful
silver cup given as a prize in the Board of Trade
billiard tournament, held recently.

E. M. Craft, of the A. P. Craft Company, was
on the sick list most of last month, but has re-
covered sufficiently to leave the city on a little
recreation trip.

J. C. Walk and Charles Kiefer enjoyed some
fine fishing at Lake Maxinkuckee last month, in
spite of the fact that rain was their daily portion.
Mr. Walk returned much benefited by the change.
He was just started on the road to returning
health after a long and severe illness.

Charles AV. Lauer reports business growing
better and collections as easier. The firm took
the annual inventory of stock the last of May.
C. W. Lauer, Jr., spent all of last month on the
road, and reports a fair amount of trade, notwith-
standing the fact that some of his route, in the
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southern part of the State, was water-bound.
Floods and high water were met in all the river
towns.

W. J. Hoffman, of Hoffman & Lauer, made
a business trip to Illinois last month.

The long-expected Atlantic bat-
Visitation of tleship flotilla has arrived in
the Fleet our waters. This magnificent

fleet sailed into our harbor on
a bright, typical California day-Wednesday, May
6th. It is needless to say that every individual in
this section quit work to welcome the superb
fighting force. We do not think it is a stretch of
imagination when we say that two million eyes
saw the fleet sail through the Golden Gate. Our
city is blessed with seven hills, wherein we rival
Rome as a sight-seeing city for occasions such
as the recent one. The fleet will make this harbor
a general headquarters and use it as a base of
supplies preparatory to their departure for the
Philippines, Australia, Hawaii, China and Japan,
and will be in this port until July 7th. The fact
that this large body of men will be paid off twice
in these waters will have a tendency to improve
business to some extent, and the fact that both
of these payments are practically outside money,
will help considerably. We feel that in justice to
the enlisted men in the fleet we must commend
them upon their behavior while ashore, as we have
yet to hear of a single instance where they have
broken the peace. The official programme as to
the entertainment of the entire personnel is
being carried out, and every day means entertain-
ment of, one kind or another for at least one-
fourth of the entire floating force. It is either
sight-seeing, automobile trips, athletic contests,
afloat or ashore, banquets, receptions, balls, etc.
The Federal forces in the monster land parade
of May 7th contained more enlisted men than
any previous parade in the history of this country
since the famous Dewey parade in New York
City, in r898.

A short time ago, in the heart
A Destructive of the business on Market
Fire street, about 10.30 P. M., a fire

broke out, destroying, for the
time being, about thirty places of business. The
fire included all the buildings in the block be-
tween Geary, Market and Grant avenue, with the
exception of the Mutual Savings Bank Building,
where several of our wholesale jobbing houses
are located. However, although the wholesalers
were fortunate in escaping the blaze, one of our
retailers was particularly unfortunate. The re-
tail jewlery house of T. Lundy & Co., doing busi-
ness at 744 Market street, which was so recently
robbed of goods valued at $39.000, was included
in this conflagration. Very little damage was
clone to the front of the store, the rear suffering
the most. With the help of "brothers in the
trade," the most valuable goods were carried
across the street to the safes of Sorensen & Co.,
jewelers and opticians. Mr. Lundy, the proprietor
of the jewelry store, has been in the jewelry busi-
ness in San Francisco since 1873. In the last two
years he has been the victim of one robbery and
two fires having suffered losses in the great fire
in 1906. It is believed that his fire insurance will
cover his losses at this time. The blows have
fallen quite heavily on this firm in the last month,
but although the shock was difficult to bear at
first, this enterprising house is looking on the
silver lining of the cloud, and is already doing
business again.

F. F. Barss, one of California's pioneer jewel-
ers, who has been located in Placerville for years,
was among the visiting buyers in this market.

J. J. Wilson, the retail jeweler, of Dunsmuir,
Cal., attended a communication of the Grand
Lodge in this city recently and called upon a few
of his friends among the wholesale jewelry trade.

(Continued on page 973)
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The Monogram Man

1603
1001

1589 1604

ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE

HEADQUARTERS FOR UP=TO-DATE FOBS

We manufacture Monogram, Initial, Emblem, Souvenir and Advertising Fobs
and Buttons, and sell them at the RIGHT PRICE.

Send for our Catalogue DO IT NOW Send in your orders for
your Spring Trade

We make and sell more Monogram and Initial Fobs than any other manu-
facturer in the country.

John A. Salman & Co., 17-21 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

MONEY
LOANED TO DEALERS

ON DIAMONDS

If you have diamonds and need cash,
we can accommodate you. We will make
you a loan on the gems equal to 75 per

cent. of their actual value at an interest of

One Per Cent. Per Month

Our business covers the entire country,
and all transactions are in strict confidence.

Reference : United States Trust Co., Boston, Mass.

Temple Place Loan Co.
7 Temple Place, BOSTON, MASS.

Established 1875 B. GINZBERG, Prop

Loop
Watch Keys HENRY G. MORRIS

Successor to

GEO. E. KNAPP & CO.

-DIAMONDS

MOUNTINGS
AND

PRECIOUS STONES

Jewelers' Building, Room 73

373 Washington St. Boston, Mass.

What a Customer Sees
nicely displayed before him is very apt to be what he wants to buy.
If you display your choicest goods in a

(..9e1//te atedm

All-Wass Show Case

you will increase your sales wonderfully.
Any jeweler can be proud to have such a case as the Silent Sales-

man in his store. It reflects elegance and refinement in its appearance.
As it is made without frame work, bolts or screws, it gives a clear
uninterrupted view of every article displayed in it.

This is only one of the many display helps for jewelers we have.
If you are thinking show .cases, write us about your needs. We are
always glad to submit ideas and suggestions. Address Dept. C.

Detroit Show Case Co.
.S'hou, Caw Maker to Progrescive Merchants

476-490 West Fort Street, Detroit, Mich.

A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
Gasoline GasLamps 

use can he handled
by anyone, or our [I )
that are alwa.:s ready for

and 
 ......Akt......

Climax ,
Lighting Systems ... ' i

Millions of these lights are in use all over
the world. If you want the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog lc S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

TuE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
It'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

I to advertisers, kindly ntenli,in 1 he Keystone
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The public spirit of the business men of St.
Louis, which has been such a potent factor in
the growth and stability of this city, has again
assumed the aggressiveness for which it has been
so noted, and as a result the National Prosperity
Association has been formed. The primary pur-
pose of this new organization will be to serve as
the harbinger of prosperity and to cl. all it pos-
sibly can to counteract the effects of late business
depression. James E. Smith, president of the
Business Men's League of St. Louis, and E. C.
Simmons, of the Simmons Hardware Company,
are among the prime movers of the new organiza-
tion. The recent endorsement by President Roose-
velt of the prosperity idea has put new life and
energy into the members of the new association
and prompted them to launch what they have
chosen to call the "employment day" idea. This
is the biggest and most difficult task which the
association has chosen to tackle, and means that
St. Louis business men have elected themselves to
take the initiative in trying to induce manufactur-
ers, railroad and other employers of labor to put
back to work on a day set for that purpose men
whom they let out last fall. Letters stating the
purpose of the organization, outlining its attitude
towards the "employment day" idea, have been
sent to a large list of manufacturers and employ-
ers of labor. By comparing notes and asking
business houses for data, a canvass of the busi-
ness situation is to be made. The members of the
executive committee believe the results of this
canvass will warrant the immediate launching of
the employment day idea.

C. L. Glines, of Harrison, Ark., well known
to the local trade, was a very welcome caller and
buyer on the local market during the past month.

E. L. Meyer, St. Charles, Mo., was on the
local market last week replenishing his stock. He
reports business conditions as much improved.

Mr. Carter, manager for J. Lowe & Co., of
McGehee, Ark., stopped off here for a few days
during the past month and called upon his many
friends and acquaintances in the trade. He was
on his way to his home, at Peoria, Ill.

John F. Doty, a well-known jeweler, of Cov-
ington, Ky., spent three weeks in St. Louis enjoy-
ing a much needed rest from business. He 
ttla 

re-
siry 

here.
nedlast week and reported a very enjoyable

S. Arnold, of Texarkana, Texas, was on the
local market during the past month.

The buyers on the local market during the
past month included A. Gerber, of Edwardsville,
Ill.; C. H. Gieske, of Trenton, Ill.; E. H. Gould-
ing, of Alton, Ill.; I. B. Morris, of Perry, Mo.,
n d S. J. Harris, of Warren, Ark.
Wm. Weidlich, of Wm. Weidlich & Bro. Co.,

made a business trip to Chicago last week.
Local jobbers have received word that the

jewelry store of J. H. Greer, Fort Worth, Texas,
was damaged recently by fire. The loss is said to
be in the neighborhood of $to,000.

In order that several old employees of the
company might be rewarded for their faithful-
ness, the stockholders of the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Company recently voted to increase the
capital stock from $65,000 to $14o,o00. Among
the employees who will benefit by this change
are E. K. Helmerich, Arnold Apple and Leo Bogt.

The L. Bauman Jewelry Company is now
commodiously situated in its new quarters on the
second floor of the New Century Building, Ninth
and Olive streets. This prominent corner is a
tvaeied a 

fire-year
very desirable ablelocaletiaosne,oanndit.the company has ob-

. John Koetting, a well-known jeweler of
dSuarminAteg. Geneveive, Mo., was a welcome caller in
the local market during the past month.

welcome visitor and buyer on the local market
p S. Samstithm,onotfh.Birmingham, Ala., was a

tile 
Samuel E. Bamber, secretary of the Hess &

Culbertson Jewelry Company enjoyed a two
weeks' vacation during the past month%
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The Elliott Jewelry Company, of this city,
was recently incorporated, with a capital stock
of $25,000. The incorporators were J. R. Elliott,
F. H. Haverkamp and L. W. Haverkamp, of
Troy, Mo.

The Dienstbier Jewelry Company, of this city,
was recently incorporated, with a capital stock of
$20,000. The incorporators are F. Dienstbier,
George E. Bentz and George E. Bentz, Jr.

H. A. McCorkle, J. Summit and Charles Dos-
worth are the incorporators of the Diamond In-
vestment Company, of St. Louis, which company
was recently granted a license to do business in
this State.

The marriage of Leo S. Bauman, treasurer of
the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company and son of
Samuel H. Bauman, president of the company, to
Miss Aurelia Scharff, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas Scharff, took place June 3rd, in the
spacious ball-room of the Columbian Club. The
bride was attended by Miss Lucille Bernheimer.
Mr. Elmer Samish, an intimate friend of the
groom, acted as best man. Dr. Sale officiated. The
rooms of the club were very tastily, as well as
appropriately, decorated for the occasion, and a
large number of the friends of the contracting
parties were present to witness the ceremony. The
bride was the recipient of many rare and beauti-
ful gifts. The groom is well known to the
jewelry trade in St. Louis and the West. He is a
young man of sterling business qualities and
pleasing personality, and his many friends, both
in and out of the trade, will join in extending
hearty congratulations and best wishes. The
bride is a charming young lady and prominent in
St. Louis society. Mr. Bauman left with his bride
immediately after the ceremonies on a four weeks'
honeymoon through the West. They will be
home to their friends on Wednesdays in July.

There is little doubt that business conditions
throughout New England have improved consid-
erably during the past month, many factories hav-
ing gone back on full time. Wholesale houses
show some signs of improvement already, and the
retail houses invariably report having the smallest
stock in the history of their business. While the
diamond business is quiet, there is a strong desire
on the part of most jewelers to buy anything in
that line that is cheap. Many of the retail
jewelers have purchased diamonds below the
market and are holding them as an investment,
waiting for a better market to dispose of them.

S. M. Nathan, of Fitchburg, Mass., has been
running an auction at his store in that city since
May I all. Many extensive changes are to be
made in the store, and the interior will be entirely
refurnished. When the alterations are completed
it is expected that the store will be one of the
finest in Worcester county.

Jos. Cowan, formerly located at 351 NATash-
ington street, Boston Mass., has moved into larger
and more commodious quarters in the Jewelers'
Building, 373 Washington street. The removal
has been necessitated by the rapid increase in the
business of Mr. Cowan, who, in his new quarters,
expects to carry the most complete and up-to-date
lines of gold and gold filled jewelry in this section.

W. F. Cushman, of the American Fountain
Pen Company, will sail June 3rd for Europe, and
will establish a factory in London for the manu-
facture of Moore's non-leakable fountain pens in
connection with their London branch at 91 Alders-
gate street, E. C.

Reports from North Attleboro are most en-
couraging. Many factories which have been shut
down have opened again, while others which were
working on reduced time have gone back on full
time. The resumption of business affects about
3000 hands.

The store of W. B. French, of Turner, Maine,
was entered by burglars and goods to the value

of $300 taken. The safe door was blown off its
hinges, and while many nearby residents heard the
explosion, none took the trouble to investigate.

Frank E. Ladd has opened a jewelry store
at Winchester Park, Mass.

Sylvester a Sargent, of Gardner, Mass., had
goods to the value of $2oo stolen from his store
by what was thought to be amateur burglars.

R. IL Burgess, of Greenwich, Conn., has en-
tered the employ )f Joseph Goldsmith, who
bought him out some time ago.

F. S. Carpenter, of Barton, Vermont, has
opened a jewelry store in the Cassidy block.

The D. A. White Company, of Attleboro, has
assigned to David E. Makepeace, of Attleboro.

0. L. Anker has sold his watch and jewelry
repairing business, at 1346 Massachusetts avenue,
to P. Smith and has entered the employ of F. A.
Andrews, on School street, Boston.

E. G. Perkins, a recent graduate of the Wal-
tham Horological School, has accepted a position
with E. E. Millett.

W. H. Pentz & Co., have opened an establish-
ment in Newton for the repairing of jewelry and
watches. Mr. Pentz has been with Rand & Crane,
of Boston, for some time past.

• George H. Kennison, who for the past eight
years has been in the employ of Obed Lyon, of
Brockton, Mass., is arranging to start in business
for himself.

Simeon W. Jacobs, a jeweler, who some time
ago gave Boston and New York jewelers a long
fight through the courts on the charge of con-
cealing assets in bankruptcy, succeeded in having
the verdict against him set aside in the United
States court of appeals. The defendant was sen-
tenced to two years in the jail at Greenfield, Mass.
The case will be tried again.

E. A. Marsh, superintendent of the Waltham
watch factory, resigned recently. J. W. Burckes,
former assistant superintendent, succeeds Mr.
Marsh, while E. C. Richardson has been appointed
assistant superintendent.

Freeman & Taylor, one of Boston's old-time
jewelry houses, have been obliged to vacate their
store, on Temple place, as their lease expires
July 1st. The entire stock is being sold out at a
discount. The fixtures are also for sale.

The Arcade jewelry store, of New Britain,
Conn., was entered by burglars and a large quan-
tity of jewelry was stolen.

Henry K. Simpson, af Attleboro, was recently
married to Miss Leah F. Kennedy, of West Mans-
field.

J. H. Odell, of West Lebanon, Maine, has es-
tablished a clock and jewelry repairing shop in
Milon, N. H.

A. W. Gunnison has purchased the store of
H. L. Hall, at Baldwinsville, Mass. Mr. Gun-
nison is a watchmaker of long experience.

The New England Watchmakers' Club held
their last meeting of the year at their rooms May
12th. As President Whitton was absent, Vice-
President Garfield presided and conducted the
evening's business most satisfactorily. The com-
mittee's report on the class of truing and poising
was read, and as there were thirty graduates, the
year's work was considered most successful. A
vote of thanks was tendered to the instructors,
D. A. Gindrat, E. A. Safford and J. C. Sundin.
The speakers of the evening were C M. Smith,
T. P. Pratt, L. E. Nichols and Joseph Sundin.

It will undoubtedly be of much interest to
know that the firm of Moulton & Lunt, jewelers,
of Newburyport, is probably the oldest concern
in the United States which has continued in the
same business with the Same name. that of
Moulton.

lArilliam Moulton, 1st, born in Eng-
land   16402

11664308
Came to America 

William Moulton, 211d Born 
Joseph Moulton   " t68o
William Moulton   " 1710
Joseph Moulton   " 1740
William Moulton   0 1772
Joseph Moulton   " 1814
Edward Moulton   " 1846
William Moulton   " 1851

The above is the complete list of names of the
men who have carried the present business to its
present high standard.
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The
Dover
Handy
Pin LJ („ v

The pin with the live spring which will positively never lose its life. Made without

solder. Its positive back-stop needs no explanation, it will maintain its rigidity. We

guarantee every pin against breakage.

See that
positive

"IJIIL Back-stop

Gold-Mounted Combs—We are the originators and only manufacturers of INLAID Combs,
embracing every meaning of the word inlaid

Wc also make a distinctively original line of

Scarf Pins, Brooches, Buckles, Lavallieres, Hat Pins and Bracelets

It is our ambition in designing to please the composite taste SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE-LISTS

French Process Jewelry Company, Manufacturing Jewelers
New York Office

39 Maiden Lane

Home Factory and Office

710 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Geo. W. Dover

Sole Proprietor

".1 , •

Are You Interested in Becoming a
Thorough, Practical Watchmaker,
Engraver and Optician? If so, I want

you to read this advertisement.

I want every ambitious young man who desires to learn the
jewelry business to send for our prospectus.

I will prove to him that. we can teach him Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics in a
much shorter time than by any other method.

I will prove to him that he will save many dollars by taking our course.

I will prove to him that there is not another institution in this country that provides the

kind of instructions that we give.

I will prove to him that we can make a high salaried Watchmaker, Engraver and Optician

of him in a short time.

This should interest every young man who desires to become a first-class workman.

Send to-day for our prospectus, a postal will bring it.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA. ESTABLISHED 1894

COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER

,
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DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

The prospects in Texas may be considered a

trifle better than last month, as the jewelers are
enjoying a little better business. Commencement
exercises all over the State help in the improve-
ment. The Dallas lodge of Elks are making their
final preparation for the entertainment of the
Elks' convention, July 12th. Arrangements have
been made to provide for the comfort of every
delegate. The programme for the great reunion
includes, among other things, the entertainment
and luncheon for the members of the grand lodge
and their ladies, from 12 to 3 P. M., on Monday,
July 13th, at the State fair grounds. On Tuesday
the biggest barbecue ever held in the world will
take place, to which will be added the attraction
of a Mexican luncheon, vaudeville and athletic
exhibition. On Wednesday is the governor's din-
ner and massed band parade, the drill corps and
marching club contest. On Thursday will be held
the big parade, beginning at 9 o'clock in the morn-
Mg. Throughout the week will be a series of
open-air balls, which have proven so delightful in
the Southland. This convention is looked for-
ward to with great interest, and it will be a great
event for our city.

W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, Texas, is closing
out his business and intends operating the Cle-
burne store only, which he has recently acquired.

Jesse Smith, of Canton, Texas, was a buyer
in the Dallas market lately, selecting a few fill-in
goods.

A. T. Odeneal, of Rotan, sustained a great
loss in the death of one of his daughters. A host
of friends .nds join in sympathy with him in his
so 

J. V. Searcy, of Atoka, Okla., has just re-
turned after a visit to Texas. While in the State

trade.
he stopped in Dallas and called on the wholesale

J. K. Hutton, of the J. K. Hutton Drug Co.,
of Wolfe City, Texas, sold his interest in that
business on March 26th to W. J. Harvey and J. J.
Carter, who will continue the business under the
style of Hutton Drug Co.

W. H. Sherrill, of Royse, Texas, was seen
among the Dallas buyers last month.

T. H. Benninger, of Cleburne, Texas, spent a
few days in Dallas last month.

Mr. Patterson, of Patterson & Evans Jewelry
ompany, of Uvalde, Texas, had the misfortune

to lose his wife a short time ago. His many
friends extend their heartiest sympathy.

F. Walter Smith, brother to E. R. Smith, of
McGregor, Texas, died at San Antonio, Texas,
May nth. He was stricken with pneumonia sev-
• ral days previously. The deceased was in his
ihirty-ninth year, and was traveling for. a San
\ ntonio firm before his last illness. The body
:is brought to McGregor for burial. Mr. Smith
Hives a wife, two sisters and three brothers.

Dickerson & Plath Company, of this city, have
iiinied an engraving, watchmaking and jewelry
fairing school. They have a thoroughly equipped
hool for a practical course of instruction in each
f these trades, and both are expert workmen,
Amble of meeting all the requirements necessary

:icirxacso 

recently 

a school of this kind.
The firm of O'Brien & Robinson, of Stanton,

dissolved. C. S. Robinson, of the
nil, now continues the business alone.

,3000S.. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, Texas, filed
. voluntary petition in bankruptcy May 54th. As-
- ,:ts are given at about $900 and liabilities at

. Rda.yLs in 
this

.Cost  
city

an,o laf Fort Worth,
month.

Texas, spent aew 

T. D. Houghton, with H. H. Hawley, whole-
:ale jeweler and jewelers' supplies, of this city,

siiefijut stto rheimtu.rned from a two weeks' vacation.

'le time, and these days of rest will be a great
I Houghton reports that he had a most enjoy-

Joseph Edwards, of Italy, Texas, recently sold
Portion of his stock to a local druggist and has
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moved the balance to Duncan, Okla., where he has
purchased a bankrupt stock. Mr. Edwards has
been in Texas for some time, and we regret to
see him leave.

B. B. Crowder, of Taylor, Texas, was a buyer
in the Dallas market last month.

The Strange Jewelry Company, of Sherman,
Texas, was represented in the Dallas market dur-
ing the month of April by R. E. Strange, of that
firm.

Aug. Franke, formerly of Cuero, Texas, is
now located at .Stockdale, Texas, and seems to be
well pleased with his new location.

W. R. Jay, of Rockwall, Texas, paid his re-
spects to the wholesale trade while here a short
time ago.

Will Evans, of Murray & Evans, was a vis-
itor in this city the first part of May.

R. H. Dobyns, of Dobyns & McBurnett, of
Stamford, Texas, recently purchased the interest
of his partner, and is continuing the business in
his own name.

M. W. Walker, of Waxahachie, Texas, was in
this market the first part of May buying a few
needed articles for his business.

W. H. Fish, of Corsicana, Texas, was a
welcome visitor in this city a short time ago.

Will Fry, with C. L. Norsworthy, wholesale
supply house, of this city, left the first part of
this month for San Francisco, Cal., where he will
spend his vacation. Mr. Fry will be gone about
a month or six weeks.

E. E. Keel, optician, of this city, sold out his
business recently to J. K. Martin.

Geo. J. Mellinger, secretary and manager of
the J. J. Sweeney Jewelry Company, of Houston,
Texas, spent a few days in this city a short time
ago with the Houston Business Men's League on
their annual trade excursion.

A. H. Kerr and wife, of Corsicana, Texas,
spent a few days in this city recently, and while
here paid his respects to the wholesale trade.

L. F. Ely & Sons, of Sherman, Texas, have
recently dissolved, L. F. Ely retiring and the two
sons continuing under the old name.

T. P. Seay, who has been with L. Niveth, of
Bonham, Texas, passed through Dallas the first
part of May on his way to his old home, Jackson-
ville, Texas.

J. J. Spurlock, of Jacksonville, Texas, spent
several days in this city during May.

San Francisco Letter

(Continued from page 969)

Nathan Wolff, a jeweler, who has been in
business in Portland for twenty-five years, was
murdered by robbers last month. Wolff evidently
was first shot in the neck and then beaten to death
with a hatchet. His face and head were literally
hacked to pieces. There is no doubt that robbery
was the only motive for the crime. The "pledge"
safe and cash drawer had been rifled, but the
jewelry safe apparently was unmolested. Wolff
carried a large stock of diamonds. It is be-
lieved that robbers secured jewelry and money to
the amount of $1700. The only clew found on
the premises was a blood-stained collar and neck-
tie. The crime was not discovered until several
hours after it had been committed and the police
believe they will have a hard time in locating the
murderers.

The Nordman Bros. have added W. Maher
to their traveling force. This party was formerly
in the employ of the Roy P. Mathews Company,
and will now travel in the interests of his new
firm's material department.

C. W. Wickersham, of the well-known jew-
elry firm of the same name, of Bakersfield, Cal.,
was in this city recently and purchased a fine set
of show cases, which he will install in his store
in the near future.

Harry Morton and wife are expected back
from a visit to the East, where they have spent a
six weeks' vacation. Mr. Morton's store, on
Broadway, Oakland, had a most attractive window
display during Fleet Week.

The California Watch Case Company, who
have been doing business on O'Farrel street since

the big blaze, have moved back to the wholesale
jewelry center, and are now taking care of their
patrons' wants at rooms 249-51-53 Pacific Build-
ing, Fourth and Market streets.

William Glinderman has opened another at-
tractive retail jewelry store on Market street, near
Ellis, in the new West Bank Building. Mr. Glin-
derman's original store was located on Third
street, in the Examiner Building, before the big
fire, since which he has been doing business oil
Fillmore street. Mr. Glinderman will conduct
both stores until all of the retail stores are lo-
cated in the old down-town business district.

J. Johanson had the misfortune to be visited
by fire just in the height of our holiday week.
His retail jewelry store, which was located at Mis-
sion and Twenty-fourth streets, was burned out.
We are pleased to say the question of insurance
was adjusted without any unnecessary loss of
time, and this enterprising merchant opened up
without very much of a delay, so that he is now
reaping some of the benefits that are coming to
him for his energy.

S. Conradi, who was formerly in the retail
jewelry business in Los Angeles, but who retired
from same a few months ago, paid his many
friends in San Francisco a visit last month.

Harry Jacoby, who conducts a retail jewelry
.bushress in Oroville, Cal., was also among the out-
of-town craftsmen at the recent meeting of the
Grand Lodge of the State of California. Mr.
Jacoby while here purchased merchandise to take
care of his summer wants.

The Hon. Eugene Wachhorst, of the well-
known jewelry firm of H. Wachhorst & Co., Sac-
ramento, Cal., was also among the out-of-town
jewelers who were in this city during the exciting
times due to the entrance of the fleet in this
harbor.

C. P. Kryhl, of the well-known firm of C. P.
Kryhl & Son, retail jewelers, of Santa Ana, Cal.,
was among the out-of-town tradesmen in this
market lately. Mr. Kryhl does not visit this
section as often as we would like to see him, but
was very much impressed with the vast amount
of rebuilding since the conflagration.

F. G. Will dropped into this city from Albany,
Ore., and paid his respects to his friends in the
wholesale trade during Fleet Week and left here
for Chicago. Mr. Will expects to be away from
his store for at least six weeks and is in hopes
that his vacation will be an enjoyable one.

Krenkel & Bosch, retail jewelers of Winne-
mucca, Nev., were both seen buying in several
of the wholesale jewelry houses in this city ,of
late, and returned home again after having viewed
the entrance of the Atlantic fleet.

Among the fifty thousand visitors that were
in this city incident to the entry of the fleet, THE
KEYSTONE correspondent noticed the following,
who are allied with the jewelry interests of this
section : H. C. Paulson, of the H. C. Paulson
Company, Sonora, Cal.; Carl Landecker, St.
Helena, Cal.; L. C. Koberg, Heraldsburg Cal.;
A. G. Prouty and wife, of Napa, Cal.; F. B. King,
Redlands, Cal.; W. C. Lean, San Jose, Cal.• 

' 
M.

Saier, Fresno, Cal.; C. B. Linn,. Prescott, Ariz.;
Brousse Brizard, of A. Brizard & Co., Arcata,
Cal.; J. Amann and wife, Sisson, Cal.; W. F.
Wooster and wife, Prescott, Ariz.; A. H. R.
Vieria, Honolulu, Hawaii ; Mr. Park, of the Boyd-
Park Company, of Salt Lake City, Utah; W. E.
Clingenpeel, Roseburg, Ore. •, Paul M. Stecher,
Ogden, Utah; F. F. Daunt, Merced, Cal.; Chas.
H. Leggett & Son, Madera, Cal.; T. F. Sourisseau,
San Jose, Cal.; Frank Strumm, Benicia, Cal.; C.
E. Cochran, Rawhide, Nev.; J. J. Hoin, Antioch,
Cal.; Dr. C. A. Jensen and wife, Searchlight,
Nev.; A. W. Glover, Kenneth, Cal.• H. H. Wien-
dieck, Red Bluff, Cal.; W. H. Vrarren, Sacra-
mento, Cal.; S. Sturmer, Sacramento, Cal. 

' 
• Her-

man Brank, Nevada City, Cal.; J. C. Scott, Liver-
more, Cal.; Frank Golden, Reno, Tonopah and
Carson City, Nev.; H. A. Roberts, Chico, Cal.; W.
Engel and sister, Marysville, Cal. •, W. Mayben,
Chico, Cal.; R. Newberg and wife, San Jose, Cal.;
W. C. Hauser, Dinuba, Cal.

"We have nothing to suggest to improve The
Keystone, and will say that We are just as anxious
to receive each new copy of it as We are in balanc-
ing our each month's business."—J. Goldstein &
Co., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.



The Glenna
Reversiblc Bracelet

Two Bracelets in one, both sides

stone=set and equally beautiful

Made in all Semi-Precious and Imitation Stones

The possibility of change and economy, no less than
the prettiness will appeal to every buyer.

B. Amethyst

The metal does not come in contact with the arm—
only the smooth surface of the stone.

The extreme of beauty in appearance and comfort
in wear.

B 20. Cameo

The reversible idea will give new life to the bracelet
business and a fresh impetus to sales.

03. Plain Chased and Stone Set

Double value at a single price is a strong selling
argument.

The GLENNA is also made in Collarettes

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

C. D. LYONS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office, 7 Maiden Lane Chicago office, Room 506, Beyworth Bldg.

A. P. WOOD, nn7 Defiance St., Los Angeles, Cal., Western Representative

our 1Late$t Creation6
"Souvenir 

Spoons for the

College Trade"

Every jeweler who caters for

this class of trade should carry

these spoons in stock, as they

have proven ready sellers.

Drop us a postal asking for

samples and prices. We guaran-

tee that you will

be fully satisfied.

Our line of

College Jewelry,

Souvenirs,

Badges, etc.,

is extensive. If

you have inquiries,

let us know your

wants.

The Kinney Co.
Main Office and Factory

14 Blount Street

Providence, R. L

I /. It. \ h I I, Pre. C. W. BA KKR, Vice-Pres.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
lliS, 1904

GOLD MEDAL, Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
Portland, oregon, 1905

BAKER AND CO., INC.
New York Office

Cortiandt Bldg.
Hudson Terminal, 30 Church St.

408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

Newark, N.J.
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Kansas City doesn't have to
Kansas City talk about herself as a trade
Prosperous

have to 
any more. She doesn't

ave to scream prosperity at
every visitor to the city and point out to her
business activities. He is blind indeed who can-
not see them. To her sister cities, she need send
no message of her faith and assurance that the
financial flurry is over. Those who keep track of
the bank clearings understand Kansas City's posi-
tion without such messages, for bank clearings
are the best barometers of business conditions that
the financial world knows. The city has not
dropped into the rank held previous to the findn-
cial stress, but has advanced. There can be no
better indication of the sound, material prosperity
which must exist. Kansas City is now generally
recognized as the banking center of an immense
and growing section. There is no city that can
compare with it.. St. Louis, her prosperous civic
sister, has more than twice the population, yet a
recent statement showed only $49,000,000 in bank
clearings as compared to $34,5oo,000 in Kansas
City.

In every line of business this prosperity is
felt, and especially in the jewelry trade. Business
is far in excess of that of a year ago—even the
most conservative men declare that to be so, and
prove their assertions by their books. Eastern
salesmen swarmed in Kansas City during the
month of May, and the jewelers bought gener-
ously. There were so many travelers, and they
came in so rapidly that appointments had to be
kept within the minute. Nearly all of the whole-
sale dealers have already sent their employees on
vacations, and the first of this month will see
unusual activity among the office forces. The
travelers out of Kansas City believe that they
will have splendid trade later on. Indications
point toward good crops and consequential activ-
ity. Many new business firms have appeared and
there is an ever-increasing demand for tools and
materials. Watches are still a little off, but the
jewelry trade generally is all that could be desired.

At a meeting of several business men of Kan-
sas City, at the Savoy Hotel, last month the
organization of the American Royal Live Stock
and Industrial Exposition was determined upon
and active steps were taken looking toward the
permanent establishment of the exposition at the
Elm Ridge Park by the fall of tgo8. The meeting
was held at the call of Secretary J. A. Runyon, of
the Manufacturers' and Merchants' Association,
and this organization will be asked to back the
exposition. It is the purpose to combine the va-
rious exhibits which are being given in this city
into one grand show at least one week. The
American Royal Live Stock Show will be used as
a nucleus, and with it will be combined the
poultry show, agricultural exhibits, merchants'

In Kansas 

manufacturers' products, the kennel
show, the horse show, racing and a display of
farm implements—in fact, every line of industry

Bv.aAa: 
at 
Hevaaivt iraia, 

Kans.
lldsuccee the firm of BrinkleyBe 

Macau Stroud, of Hutchinson, Kans., a stu-
dent of the Kansas City Horological School, and
Miss Alma Almon, of Kansas City, were married
last month. A little romance is connected with
the wedding. Miss Almon brought a piece of
jewelry to the school to be mended. Mr. Stroud

azowheerd a, stecfierwed daanysintlraotedrt.iction, and the wedding

lately
yr 
become 

a Garrison, a 
Benedict.
jeweler, of Unionville, Mo.,has 

Mrs. A. E. Pittinger and children are making
a trip.through the South. Mr. Pittinger will re-
main in Kansas City to conduct the Kansas City
Horological School and will join his wife later.
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Emanuel Smith has reopened in the jewelry
business at Billings, Okla.

J. H. Whitney and E. L. Donaldson, travelers
for Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, spent
a week in Chicago recently.

The C. B. Norton Jewelry Company will close
at noon on Saturdays during the months of June,
July and August.

Leo H. Ludwig, of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Company, and C. B. Norton, of the C. B.
Norton Jewelry Company, were among the mem-
bers of the Commercial Club who recently took
a trip through northern Kansas. They report
conditions throughout that territory perfect, and
a splendid trade is expected for the coming year.

After the first week in June the Midland
Hotel, for many years the popular stopping place
of the traveling salesmen, will be no more. Prep-
arations were made by the Baltimore Hotel Com-
pany last month to vacate, and artisans from the
architects office in Chicago were busy taking meas-
urements and figuring on the necessary alterations
to turn the hotel into an office building.

A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, Okla., has recently
opened one of the finest jewelry stores in the new
State. The store is beautifully fitted up in ma-
hogany fixtures and the stock is most complete
in every line.

R. E. Kehl, a member of the firm of F. H.
Noble & Co., Chicago, failed to reach Kansas City
last month at his stated time. Mr. Kehl was ill
in Houston, Texas, with diphtheria for several
weeks.

H. F. Sloane, of New York, formerly of Kan-
sas City, was a visitor here last month.

Samuel Lee, formerly with the C. B. Norton
Jewelry Co., is now with the Green Jewelry Co.

Fraser & Cramm is the firm name of a new
jewelry concern in Leavenworth, Kans.

Among those who matriculated at the Kansas
City Horological School last month were: C. S.
Swindler, Pratt, Kans.; Chas. Barto, Kansas City,
Mo.; Chester Fisher, Medford, Okla.; F. 0. Belk-
nap, Knoxville, Iowa; Don Haylor, Rogers, Ark.;
Maurice Durm, Kansas City.

W. E. Newson, formerly in business at
Lonoke, Ark., has removed to Belville, Texas.

G. Hallauer, who had charge of the repair de-
department of Guerney & Ware, has opened a
shop in the Altman Building.

0. A. Reed, of Osage City, Kans., a former
student at Missmans School of Engraving, has
started in business at Effingham, Kans.

The matriculates of the Southwestern Optical
College last month were as follows : R. C. Hen-
derson, M. D., Kansas City; B. E. Wycoff, Pres-
cott, Iowa : B. W. Lockner, Kansas City; L. Z.
Burr, Kansas City; Dr. F. D. Leiser, Concordia,
Mo.; C. C. Campbell, Kansas City; Dr. D. E.
Williams, Allerton, Iowa ; R. C. Coffman, Ot-
tumwa, Iowa; J. G. Vernier, Kansas City, Kans.;
Harriet A. Robbins, Kansas City; C. F. Nilson,
Dennison, Texas; Mamie D. Godfrey, Kansas
City, Kans.; A. R. Fulkerson, Napasaki, Japan;
J. S. Hendricks, M. D., Graunis, Ark ; H. D.
Pearce, Kansas City.

W. J. Mulnix, who has been with Casper
Gantz Sons, King City, Mo., has opened an es-
tablishment of his own in the same town.

The Kansas Bankers' Association held its
annual meeting in Kansas City last month.

While digging for worms in a vacant lot, a
Kansas City boy unearthed a tin can of jewelry,
comprising four gold watches, cuff links, brooches
and lockets. The boy took the jewelry to the
police station. Record books were searched for
the numbers of watches corresponding to the ones
found in the can. The owners names were
found. The can of jewelry proved to be the
loot of burglars who had committed the robberies
two and three years before. The police say that
much of the burglars' stolen treasure is hidden
in this way.

H. N. Konrad, one of Kansas City's well-
known jewelers, was killed in an automobile acci-
dent the latter part of April. Mr. Konrad, in
company with his wife and sister-in-law, was re-
turning from a friend's house late in the evening,
when his machine collided with a street car. Mr.
Konrad was thrown to the ground and instantly
killed. The two women were pinioned beneath
the machine. Mrs. Steward, the sister-in-law,
died a few hours later and Mrs. Konrad's con-
dition is still serious. Mr. Konrad had been in

business in Kansas City a long time and had a
large circle of friends. Recently he had removed
his store from Eighth avenue to 8to Grand
avenue.

These were among the retail jewelers in
Kansas City last month: Carl Ricker, Emporia,
Kans.; George Weisgerber, Salina, Kans.; C. J.
Reid, Clinton, Mo.; C. D. Hunt, Garnett, Kans.;
Mr. Fraser, of Fraser & Cramm, Leavenworth,
Kans.; Mrs. B. M. Wiard, Concordia, Kans.; T.
S. Lidstone, Dearborne, Mo.; Geo. H. Baer, Lee's
Summitt, Mo.; H. R. Mester, Atchison, Kans.;
F. A. Kessler, Ellsworth, Kans.; P. H. Young,
Dodge City, Kans.; C. C. Wedel, Moundridge,
Kans.; Carl Hunnins, Leavenworth, Kans.; W. H.
Pontius, of F. E. Pirth & Co, Anthony, Kans.;
Mr. Towle, of Towle & Johnson, Snyder, Texas;
S. C. Wampler, Tarkio, Mo.; D. C. Clark, Lock-
wood, Mo.; F. E. Pertle, Council Grove, Kans.;
J. M. Coffman, Salisbury, Mo.; W. S. Noble,
Drexel, Mo.; C. F. Collins, Dunbar, Nebr.; S. F.
Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; Walter Sperling,
Seneca, Kans.

Death of James Allan

One of the most prominent and highly re-
spected members of the trade in the South has
passed away in the person of James Allan,
founder and senior member of the firm of James
Allan & Co., Charleston, S. C., who died on May
1st at his home, in that city. The deceased was
born at Caithness, Scotland October 6, 1832, and
came to the United States with his father in 1837,
when but five years old. He was educated at the
city schools of Charleston. His fondness for fine
mechanical work of all kinds inclined him to
watchmaking, especially for the delight in which
he took in exact machinery and the use of instru-
ments of precision. He studied watchmaking

James Allan

under a German, Francis Stein, for four years
from the time he was 17, and gradually made his
way to the management of an important jewelry
business, now one of the largest in the South.

During the civil war he served as a lieutenant
of volunteers at Charleston.

While a most loyal American and a South
Carolinian in all things, he was proud of his
Scotch ancestry, and served for five years as
president of the St. Andrew's Society of Charles-
ton. He was also a Master Mason and a Knight
Templar and was Master of Orange Lodge for
six years. Early a member of the Presbyterian
Church, he was for many years an elder in that
denomination. He found his chief amusement
and iecreation in travel.

He was school commissioner in Charleston
for five years and was chairman of the commis-
sion for repairs and improvements of the school
buildit,gs after the great earthquake in 1886. He
was also a director of the Exchange Bank and
Trust Company. Highly respected for his integ-
rity and fine character, his death is regretted by
a large circle of friends.
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If You're After Business
make it a science. Don't trifle with it. Study it. Analyze it.

Do it the best way possible. Push it. Keep after it.
Develop it. Make it your life work.

OUR New Sample Lines are now on the road.
If you will examine them you will find we have been doing just these

things. Such success as we have had in the few years we have been in busi-
ness does not come of itself nor on any hit-or-miss plan. We have endeavored
to find out what the trade wanted, then made it to the best of our ability, given
over-weight rather than under, established a reputation of shipping more
promptly than any other house in the business, have been satisfied with a
profit that would move goods quickly.

THERE COULD BE BUT ONE RESULT

Hundreds of customers will tell you that ours is one of the most satisfactory
lines they handle. What more could we wish?

TRAK NARK TRAK NARK

7309 744

_

8121. 7,, in. wide. Hand Burnished

2699 261C. Genuine Hand-Cut
Shell Cameo

8221 '834

This t rade-mark
appears inside the
cover of every box
containing

Minerva
Bracelets

AT the new prices, which pay
both the wholesaler and retailer

a better profit than before; Minerva
Bracelets should be one of the most
popular and easy-selling lines on the
market this season.

The price is fixed and your profit
assured.

The Minerva has been the most
satisfactory adjustable bracelet yet
produced, and at the new popular

' prices will be more desirable than
ever.

8111. Genuine Hand-Cut Shell Cameo

For less money than the Minerva
see the new VESTA line. The
lowest-priced rolled-plate adjustable
bracelet made, and superior in con-
struction to any of its competitors.

Don't fail to see it.

Made by

THE ELECTRIC CHAIN
COMPANY

Attleboro, Maas.

Sold only by

Fontneau & Cook Co.
Sole Sales Agents

The Minerva Girl

CHICAGO: 1203 Heyworth Bldg. 6171. Locket
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• Just prior to the annual corn-
Increased Activity mencement season and the

June wedding celebrations,
there is a brightening up of the retail jewelry
trade in the Pittsburg district that has been thor-
oughly appreciated this year. The quiet conditions
of the spring have been so general and so pro-
nounced that this improvement has perhaps, been
more noticeable than usually is the case, and while
stocks have not been particularly prepared for the
season, there is abundant material in the average
run of goods in stock to meet the whims and
fancies for gifts for the younger set and for the
brides of the month of roses. On the whole,
there has been a marked improvement in business
during May. The trend has been upward, hesitat-
ingly at limes, and apparently standing still, but
the gain from month to month has been steady
since the first of the year. Steel mills are operat-
ing more generally than since the dull season
began last fall. There is an increase in the coke
operations, and blast-furnaces are more active.
The tone of the stock market has been strength-
ened from month to month, until to-day there is
little sign of weakness anywhere in the trading.
All this has been progressing favorably in the
face of a depressing influence clue to heavy defal-
cations in two of the larger banking institutions
of the city, the least of which thoroughly shook
the serenity of the community and caused no
little wonder at the ability of the banks to with-
stand the onslaught. Altogether the situation is
most hopeful and a continuous improvement is
now regarded as a certainty.

In the latter case it was the
Untoward shortages of William Mont-
Incidents gomery, cashier and practical

head of the Allegheny National
Bank, a man looked up to as one of the most
able of the financiers of the city, and yet who has
been charged by the government officials with a
defalcation of more than a million dollars, a large
part of which he was enabled to make restitu-
tion of since his arrest. Incidentally, too, there
came the sensational express car robbery, almost
within the limits of Pittsburg, when masked men
broke into the car of a Pan-Handle train, re-
moved money bags and other valuables, and es-
caped. In the lost property was a package of
diamonds, shipped by Sam F. Sipe, of Pittsburg,
and which was insured for $500, besides an indem-
nity of $50 from the express company. This loss
is covered, Mr. Sipe says, by these amounts. The
loss is in loose stones and not articles of jewelry,
as some reports have stated. The Rodney-Pierce
Optical Company, of the Bessemer Building, also
lost a package of optical goods in the same ship-
ment, valued at $27, a portion of which was re-
covered. The express company states authorita-
tively that the cash taken amounted to $451,
though others insist that it is much larger. This
robbery, an unheardof thing in the annals of
( rime in the East, is regarded as one of the evi-
dences of the conditions of business and the fact
that no matter how safe any section of the coon-
r)• may be considered, it is not immune from the
attacks of the dangerous element. But the seren-
ity of trade has gone on just the same, sentiment
has continued to grow more optimistic and the
outlook better from time to time. There is no
lack of effort on the part of the trade to get all
there is out of business. The retailers show re-
markable skill in the display of their most attract-
ive lines. There seems to be little new material
to base these attractive displays on, but familiar
articles are found in new forms and in attractive
arrangement. Advertising has been conducted
Judiciously and with courage. Among the stand-
ard lines, such as watches, the trade, while quiet,
has been steady. M. A. Mead & Co. note the
Nvidespread condition of the dealers of Pittsburg
h.rritory as summed up in the declaration that
'locks are low and buying is "from hand to
mouth" until better trade is more apparent. While
Ills means conservatism, there are reasons for

believing that it is nearing an end. It became
known in Pittsburg the past week that orders had
been issued by the largest manufacturing and
mining corporations restricting vacations of em-
ployees to dates prior to July, as it was said that
there would be no time for them after that date.
The great Homestead mills have been gradually
resuming operations, until they are more generally
working than at any time since last October. This
is particularly the case with structural steel mills,
while plate mills are working more fully and near
capacity.

M. A. Mead & Co. report two men of its trav-
eling force on the road and two at headquarters,
with sales low in volume but prospects for excel-
lent trade in the early fall. Manager J. T. Mont-
gomery expects to remove permanently from Pitts-
burg to New York the latter part of June, and
there give his attention to the building up of the
new branch office. He retires from many activi-
ties in Pittsburg, including the leadership of some
of the most important committees of the Credit
Men's Association and the Chamber of Commerce.
Hosts of friends regret his departure from the
city, while he himself is looking forward to ag-
gressive work in the new field, ambitious at all
times to reach out for greater results and more
business.

Gillespie Brothers have finished their usual
spring housecleaning, and their handsome estab-
lishment, covering nearly one-half of the second
floor of the Park Building, has never looked so
attractive and cheery as at present. Certain it is
that the stocks have never been more attractively
arranged and pleasing to the eye. The handsome
show windows of Wattles, with their exclusive
novelties, are a center of attraction in Wood
street, and, if anything, surpass former years.

Terheyden's display, covering his own and ad-
joining windows in Smithfield street, and E. P.
Roberts and Hardy & Hayes are standing out
alone in their own characteristic manner in selec-
tion of stocks. Northside jewelers and mer-
chants generally appreciate the innovation of a
reorganized police protection under the rule of
the greater city which superseded the old city of
Allegheny.

Most of the retail instalment houses report
business in better shape than for some time past.
This is one of the peculiarities of this branch of
the trade. H. E. Wilkens & Company, who have
established handsome quarters in the Smith Build-
ing, find the new location in advance of the re-
stricted quarters in Wood street. Smit's pretty
store in Fifth avenue is a center of attraction at
this time, and he is pushing diamond sales on the
instalment plan with much success. Leather goods
are showing some activity, and with the new
stocks of this spring well distributed, there is a
disposition to buy generously for current needs
and wants of the people. Heeren Brothers & Co.
have been doing a good spring trade, compara-
tively, and while matters have been quiet in all
lines, there is sufficient standard demand to keep
the house quite busy.

One effect of the depression in general busi-
ness, so far as the jewelry trade is concerned, has
been the disappearance of a large number of
small retailers, who managed to thrive in the more
active period. These stores in the outer streets are
idle and vacant now, and give mute evidence of
the change that has worked so rapidly and in such
a pronounced manner. In the heart of the com-
mercial district, however, there is apparently little
change. Old stand-by houses that have weathered
many business storms in the past continue on their
way serenely, and find with the approach of the
summer season, golfing, tennis, etc., prospects for
a good trade.

The annual meeting of the Credit Men's As-
sociation of Pittsburg was held Tuesday, May 19th,
at the Hotel Henry, and reports of committees
were presented covering the work. It has been
one of the most active years in the history of this
organization, and the reports show that the good
done has been of special advantage to the jewelry
trade. W. A. Given, for seven years president
of the association and one of the leading business
men of the city, retired from the office, and was
presented with a handsome chest of silver as a
token of appreciation by the organization. J. T.
Montgomery, vice-president, of M. A. Mead &
Co., was one of the active spirits in the organiza-
tion and at the annual meeting.
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The general report on the jewelry business is
that every line is quiet. There is, perhaps, as much
doing as was expected, but then, very little was
expected. A few firms report that trade so far
this month will run fully as high as it did last
year, but in nearly every such instance the. good
showing made is due to some exceptionally nice
sales which had swelled the receipts. June brides
will not be as fortunate as their sisters were last
year and the year before. They will not get as
many nor as rich presents as they did. School
graduate presents are also falling down some this
year. The fact is, many people are short on

imoney and work, and there s no use denying it.
An occasional handsome diamond sale gladdens
the heart of the local retailers, but they are few
and far between. The high-class and expensive
goods are not moving rapidly at the retail stores,
and few expect an improvement for several
months yet. On the other hand, some report a

.noticeable picking up in business this month. Ac-
cording to the jobbers, the jewelry trade is quiet
all over this section, and the same is true of
optical goods, though there is plenty of repair
work coming in to keep the benches busy. Some
of the wholesalers, however, attribute much of the
seeming depression to weather conditions.

L. Beckman is now in Germany, enjoying his
annual summer vacation. For years he has fol-
lowed the custom of visiting the old home an-
nually. He will return some time in September.

Henry. Froehlich, of New York, was in the
city on business recently.

C. Bagley, one of the leading retail jewelers
of Duluth, came all the way to Toledo recently to
get a look at the handsome new store of J. J.
Freeman & Co. Mr. Bagley is about to improve
his store, and, having heard of the Freeman store,
decided to visit the city before deciding upon
plans. While here he was joined by F. N. Wilcox,
of the International Silver Company, Will Knapp,
of the firm of Bigalke & Eckert, New York, and
N. E. Hascall, of the J. J. Freeman Company, who
accompanied him to Columbus, where the party
viewed the elegant new store of the Hoffman
Jewelry Company, in that city.

Friends of Robert Nelson, formerly of the
wholesale house of Robert Nelson & Co., will be
interested to learn that he has accepted a situation
with the Toledo Varnish Company, and has as-
sumed his new duties.

A remarkable group photograph was recently
suspended from the wall of the store of the L.
Beckman Company. The picture comprises that
of L. Beckman and about three hundred others
who attended the meeting of the American Asso-
ciation of Opticians, held at Rochester, N. Y.,
in the year 1906.

The Retail Merchants Board of the Chamber
of Commerce is a new organization just formed
here. It is a branch of the Chamber of Com-
merce, and is designed with special reference to
the needs of the retailers. Fake advertising
schemes is one of the matters which will receive
proper attention. At a recent meeting the follow-
ing officers were elected: President, John W.
Lewis, Jr. vice-president, J. C. Kapp ; secretary,W.
A. Eversman ; treasurer, N. Nathan. Many of
the leading jewelers have joined the organization,
among whom are J. G. Kapp, George W. Schar-
bach, W. R. McFadden, A. J. Heeson, B. W.
Broer, J. J. Freeman, L. Basch and E. Gross. A.
constitution and by-laws have been adopted, and it
is expected that at least from sixty to seventy-five
members will be secured. Regular meetings will
be held on the second Tuesday of each month.

The L. Basch Company will soon remove its
Chicago store into new and more pretentious
quarters. Local Manager J. N. Isenberg, of the
Toledo branch, will attend the opening, which
will occur next week.

Jewelry and money amounting to $2oo were
recently stolen from the residence of Harry
Walton, a Toledo merchant tailor. The plunder
included a gold watch, a diamond ring, an engage-
ment and a wedding ring.

J. J. Freeman will make a trip to St. Louis in
the near future and will devote his time to busi-
ness and friendly calls.

S. S. Jordan, the well-known engraver of the
M. Judd Company, local retailers, is still passing
the cigars over the arrival of a son, his first-born.
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Write to-day

MR. RETAILER! 

Every Time You
Sell a "Ball" Watch

1. You earn a fair return on your time and capital invested.
2. You secure a satisfied customer (the best advertisement of all).
3. A machine goes into service which will add to your reputation as a reliable " watch man."

THE WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
Ball Building, CLEVELAND Railway Exchange, CHICAGO

Grrwohnatkon GAftes
CROSSMAN COMPANY'S

Emempenofive
klaToque 1Pean-11 Good o aTe liq

Pendelnts, $2 up
kilandy Pins, $2.75 up
VeiR Pins, $4.75 up

3 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

Landis School of Engraving

SUIVI/VIEF2 C.:OURSE

If you to lake a Cour,e Iis Summer, please

write us at once, alid we will assign and hold a place

for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-

venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We aro

the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and De.igning, which enables a pupil not endowed

with art stic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, anti we will give you an idea of what you

M. L. Landis could accomplish by taking a Course with us.
Proprietor :in,' 111,1111(10r

NI. L. L,Etridis., 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

SOCIETY EMBLEMS
our Specialty

We make emblems for every society and order in
gold, gold filled and plated ; also jewelry of original or
special design.

Can match or duplicate any article of jewelry, and are known to
the trade as specialists in this line.

We can be of service to every retail jeweler and show him a new
field for profit and prestige.

JOHN KELSO Manufacturing Jeweler

86 Dorrance Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

LEARN WATCH
REPAIRING

We will teach you this business by attendance here or
by correspondence. We use the DeSelms Chart
System, an easy simple method. You can learn at
home during your spare time if you have not the time
and money to come here. After you complete the
course you will be able to repair the most crippled

timepiece and put it in running order. Your knowledge of watches will be thorough and
complete. watch repairers are scarce. No trouble in getting a position as soon as you can
do the work.

This la a Successful School. Notice Our Growth.
1904— r.0 equure feet or fluor upnee.

19015-- 100 square feet of floor space.

1906— 200 square feet of floor space.
1907— 900 square feet of floor space.
1908-2600 square feet of floor space.

Wo use the full capacity of an entire building fully equipped with all the best and latest
appliances for tile Watch, jewelry and optical 'business.

Special advantages to be found only In This School
Every appliance. full course of lectures. continuous practice. The DeSELMS CHARTS
(Pat.) The DeSELMS TEXT BOOKS. A Model Store for the training of students In store
work. AA tor our TWO BOOKLETS expleining everything

THE DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL, 293 Perry St., Attica, Ind.

Artistic novelty and attractiveness
of design are noted characteristics of
our line of • • • • • • • • •

The Most Salable Line
For the Spring Season is hinted at in the above illustrations.

SEAMLESS RINGS
NVIlich stand out in bold contrast with
other makes, compel attention and as-
sure quick sales at good-profit prices.

Great wealth of new styles and patterns in SCARF PINS, EAR KNOBS, Etc.

.11ANUVACA-U12INC) JEVVF.L.FIRS

62 Vage Street PRON'IDEINCE, R I.-THE MORGAN JEWELRY CO.,

Jas. C. Doran & Sons, manufacturing jewel-

ers, of Providence, report a considerable improve-
went in the industrial situation. This firm, which
has been unusually successful, is now incorpor-
ated, with a capital of $1oo,000. They have much
greater facilities than heretofore for the produc-
tion of their lines, which continue to grow in
tradeThfeavok

& Z. Chain Co., Providence, have
added to their traveling force W. P. Jefferson, an
accomplished salesman, who enjoys a widespread
popularity with the trade. His territory will
comprise New Hampshire, Maine, Vermont and
Connecticut. Mr. Ansher, senior member of the
firm, who has had a long experience and wide
acquantanceship with the trade, will cover Mas-
sachusetts and Rhode Island territory.

Hutchison & Huestis, Providence, have just
issued a handsomely illustrated catalogue of their
product of interchangeable rings. The catalogue
shows a number of beautifully executed illustra-
tions of emblem rings, enameled in correct colors,
also a large number of initial rings with engraved
gold letters on black enamel. A popular line is
the sunk initial ring, which is practically an en-
graved signet ring. The catalogue also shows
handsome patterns of emblem and initial rings
which are not interchangeable; also signet rings.
The product of this firm also comprises ladies'
and gentlemen's stone and signet rings, serpent
rings and baby rings.

A. Chisholm, senior member of Bugbee &
Niles Co., North Attleboro, Mass., recently re-
turned from a pleasure trip to Europe.

G. C. Hudson, of G. C. Hudson & Co., North
Attleboro, Mass., returned a few weeks ago from
a trip across the Atlantic. While abroad he made
an extended tour of the Continent and visited
many of the chief places of interest.

Geo. W. Pearce, president of the Bay State
Optical Co., Attleboro, Mass., gave a dinner in
Providence on May 15th to the officers and heads
of departments of that company. The function
was made especially agreeable by the fact that it
signalized Mr. Pearce's recovery from a recent
illness, and his presence at the dinner was conse-
quently a subject of hearty congratulation.

Before Justice Brown and a jury in the supe-
rior court, on April 24th, the suit of LeRoy
Emhoff vs. Charles H. Davis, doing business as
Davis Brothers, dealers in jewelry, diamonds, etc.,
Was tried. The suit was to recover an express-
man's bill of $35 for moving household goods be-
longing to a former employee of Davis Brothers
from Providence to Boston. At the conclusion of
the plaintiff's testimony, upon motion of John I.
Devlin, attorney for Davis Brothers, the plaintiff
veansdanit 

for
oln-su stiteeodasn.d a decision entered for the de-

Jos. L. Sweet, of the R. F. Simmons Co.,
Attleboro, returned early last month from his
trip to Europe, which was taken for pleasure and

There has been considerable improvement in
the industrial situation in New England during
the past month. Many of the factories which have
been on short time have increased the working
hours and added to the number of workers. As
the jewelry stocks all over the country are quite
low, owing to the slow purchasing the first of
the year, that a considerable demand
\vill soon materialize, and preparations are being
l 

S. K. Grover Co., Providence, R. I., by rea-
son of the illness of Mr. Grover, have discontin-
t ed the manufacturing business and sold their
!dire line of sterling suspender, garter mount-
1.igs and bag tags, together with the dies and
tools, to the Warwick Sterling Co., Providence,
who will continue the manufacture of these goods
in connection with their own product.

C. H. Eden Co., Attleboro, Mass., have called
in all their travelers for consultation preparatory
to the fall campaign. The traveling men will be
tendered a banquet by the company, and business
condition in their respective territories will be

discussed, after which they will make up their
new lines of samples for their next trip, when
great results are hoped for.

R. G. Schutz, who represented the United
\Vire and Supply Co. for the past five years in
Europe, is now with Stevens & Co., Inc., of
Providence, manufacturers of the well-known
Stevens quality optical goods. Mr. Schutz will
sail for Europe on June 4th and cover the entire
Continent in the interest of Stevens & Co. He is
well-known to the optical manufacturing trade
as an inventor of labor-saving automatic optical
machines and as patentee of improved temples
and frames in seamless gold filled goods. For
several years past he has carried in Europe opti-
cal goods as a side line, but henceforth will devote
his entire attention to the Stevens product.

J. M. Fisher & Co., Attleboro, have been busy
turning out in quantity of official emblems for
the coming campaign of the prohibition party.
Mr. Fisher is well known as an ardent prohibi-
tionist and was at one time the party's candidate
for governor of Massachusetts.

Col. S. 0. Bigney visited Washington last
month and made a call on the President, accom-
panied by Senator Lodge. Mr. Bigney also con-
ferred, while at the capital, with Senator Aldrich
in regard to the projected tariff revision.

The following letter, in regard to the pro-
posed settlements of Jos. Brown & Co., Chicago,
with their creditors, is self-explanatory:

"En. KEYSTONE :—A meeting of the creditors
of Jos. Brown & Co., Chicago, was called at the
rooms of the Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of
Trade, of Providence, on Wednesday, May 13th,
to discuss an offer made by said Jos. Brown &
Co. of 25 cents on a dollar to their creditors, in
full settlement of all claims.

"It developed at that meeting that many inter-
ests had already signed that proposition, possibly
enough to carry it through, with or without the
signatures of the members of the Manufacturing
Jewelers' Board of Trade.

"The testimony developed at the hearing of
these debtors, as reported through your columns,
shows that this case is rotten to the core—a
straight steal from the word go—that many assets
have been concealed or made away with; that the
debtor has refused to answer questions throwing
light on the case, and committed many other acts
that should not receive our sanction.

"The members of the Manufacturing Jewel-
ers' Board of Trade, who hold claims in this
case to the amount of $27,000, voted to put them-
selves on record as unalterably opposed to accept-
ing any such offer as 25 cents on a dollar in this
case, and, further, voted to employ counsel in
addition to that which they now have, in an en-
deavor to show up the rottenness of this deal and
to break the compromise if it is a possible thing.
It was the sense of the meeting that the creditors
would rather take to per cent on a dollar, or
wipe the slate clean and get nothing, to put this
creditor in jail or prevent him from getting a
discharge in bankruptcy rather than take 25 cents
on a dollar and thereby give a passive sanction to
this kind of business. The manufacturing jewel-
ers are considered to be the easiest bunch in any
kind of business in this country, and it is openly
talked that a man can come down here and hand
out any kind of a proposition and have it accepted.

"As far as this board is concerned, we propose
to change some of these ideas with the trade in
general and make it a little more difficult for
these things to get by.

In the case of F. C. Happel & Co., of Chi-
cago, we have just received 65 cents cash in lieu
of a settlement, that was all fixed up for us, of
so cents on a dollar, in eight months.

The Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of Trade
wishes to serve notice on the jobbing trade that
every offer of 25 or 50 cents that is made for
their claims will not be accepted, and that those
who think that this is the royal road to success
and the get-rich-quick scheme par excellence will
find some thorns in their paths.

"It was the sense of the meeting that for the
good of the trade in general too much publicity
could not be given to these ideas.

Yours respectfully,
Wm. A. Coox,

Member of the Board of Trade Committee on
Jos. Brown & Co. matter.

W()

PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

The Philadelphia Jewelers Club continues to
maintain its high reputation as a social organiza-
tion. One of the most successful smokers ever
given by the club was given a few weeks ago,
when a large number of guests enjoyed a fine
entertainment. A most enjoyable feature of the
occasion was a vaudeville programme, which was
taken part in by well-known stars in this line. The
numbers comprised songs, dances, monologues,
etc., running the entire gamut of a music-hall en-
tertainment. After the vaudeville show the fes-
tivities were continued on the third floor, where
refreshments were served and another impromptu
musical programme gone through. Another func-
tion of the club, which surpassed all its prede-
cessors, was the annual shad supper, which was
again given at the Bingham House. The scene
of the supper and entertainment was the beauti-
fully decorated roof garden of this hostelry. The
next big event will be the annual baseball game
between nines representing the New York and
Philadelphia members of the club. The game
will be played in this city this month, and an un-
usually large attendance is expected on this occa-
sion. The outdoor programme will be followed
by the usual entertainment at the club rooms. .

J. Albert Caldwell, senior member of the
firm of J. E. Caldwell, sailed for Europe last
month. While on the Continent, Mr. Caldwell
will make his annual visitation of the art markets
;r: search of art goods for his firm.

E. K. McGill, optician, formerly located on
Eleventh Street below Chestnut, has moved to
Eleventh Street below Walnut, where he has
much more desirable quarters.

I. Press & Sons have completed the remodel-
ing of their establishment, 33-35 South Eighth
Street. The two stores have been made into one,
and a large bulk window installed. Other im-
provements include a new metal ceiling and a
vumber of new wall and show cases of solid
mahogany. The store is now one of the finest in
that part of the city. The firm is still continuing
its other stores, one at 149 North Eighth Street
and the original store at 119 South Second Street.
The North Eighth Street store is in charge of
Jos. Press and the Second Street establishment is
under the supervision of Simon Press.

Wm. Long, for many years proprietor of the
jewelry store at 1625 South Street, has again
taken charge of the business, as his son, Geo.
Long, intends to devote his entire attention to
eye refraction in the building adjoining the
jewelry store. He was recently awarded the con-
tract to furnish spectacles to school children by
the board of education, and this, together with
his regular optical work, has engrossed his entire
vttention. The elder Long retired two years ago
and spent that time in travel abroad and in the
United States.

E. Berlet, of the jewelry firm of Maxwell &
Bcrlet, Thirteenth and Walnut Streets, is the
energetic president of the Walnut Street Business
Men's Association, formed for the purpose of
securing improvements in that street, which is
now largely devoted to business. The association
is at present using its efforts to secure better
lighting facilities, as the street has been very defi-
cient in this respect.

The Philadelphia Horological Club, which is
composed of jewelers who are noted in the field
of practical horology, is doing much to forward
its favorite branch. Monthly meetings are held
and papers read on practical subjects. The dis-
cussions are highly instructive to all engaged in
watch work and other branches of horology.

Several jewelers from this city attended the
formal opening of the new store of 0. 0. Still-
man, in New Brunswick, N. J., the first of last
month. Among the guests of Mr. Stillman on the
occasion were Ed Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons,
and Mrs. Sickles. The new store was erected by
Mr. Stillman and is thoroughly up to date in its
arrangements and furnishing. The enterprising
proprietor has been the recipient of hearty con-
gratulations from his many friends in the trade.
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The past month has been only fair from a
business standpoint. There have been a number
of business changes, some of which have affected
the personnel of firms and a few that have re-
duced the number of retail establishments in the
city. There have been one or two failures and
a few have asked extensions for a short time.
Generally speaking, though, the retail jewelers
in this city have made a very creditable showing
during the past seven months of depression.

H. W. Burdick and Gilbert L. Sigler will
represent the jobbing jewelers on the trade ex-
cursion that is to be given by the local Chamber
of Commerce. The tour will embrace all the
principal towns in Ohio and will consume a week.

A. T. Hubbard and family have returned
from a month's trip to the coast. Sterling Hub-
bard has also returned with his bride.

F. Martin and wife have just returned from a
three months' tour of Europe. He reports the
business depression as being almost universal. The
United States is not alone in this particular.

Geo. W. Scribner and Mrs. Scribner have
gone to Passaic, N. J., to spend several weeks
with their daughter.

- Wm. Wingate, senior partner in the Wingate-
Nusbaum Company, has retired from the firm.
Mr. Nusbaum will continue the business. So far,
Mr. Wingate has made no attempt to locate. He
will take a needed rest for a few weeks. It is
reported that E. H. Barrett will also retire soon
and remove to Painesville.

Bamberger & Gaines, retail jewelers in the
Lennox, had on exhibition last month a number
of ships' bell clocks for the new steamer H. M.
Hanna, Jr.

The Cowell & Hubbard Company were the
successful bidders for the silverware for the new
country club that was opened last month.

M. B. Einig, the well-known watchmaker, is
showing to his friends a library devoted entirely
to works on horology. The collection is very
complete.

F. B. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelry Company,
in the Colonial Arcade, has sold out his interests
to a corporation of which his nephew, C. C. Lewis,
is president and manager, R. P. Dorman secretary,
and F. K. Leland treasurer. Mr. Lewis has also
sold out his interests in the David Eaffy & Co.
store. Mr. Lewis was a pioneer with Bert Ram-
say in developing the Colonial Arcade into a
"jewelers' row," there being seven jewelers on
the ground floor now.

Harry Goldberg, jeweler on Superior avenue,
has sold his branch store in the Cuyahoga Build-
ing to Biskind Bros., of 715 Euclid avenue, who
will operate the store as a branch.

Chas. Ettinger has closed another of his
branch stores. This one was known as the Frank-
lin Jewelry Company, and was located on Euclid
avenue near the opera house. The fixtures were
sold and the lease disposed of to parties who
have remodeled the room.

Frank Widmann, manufacturing jeweler in
the Standard Oil Building, has sold out to Gins-
berg & Walker and will go on the road to intro-
duce a new patented ring-casting mould.

Grant Kee, the watchmaker, has an heir and
son at his home.

Henry Jordan, the optician, was in Chicago
last month on personal business in connection
with the closing of an estate.

Sam Tronatein, manufacturing jeweler, Re-
public Building, has a very sick wife, and she has
been taken to a sanitarium in Cuyahoga Falls.

E. P. Linscott, of the optical department of
Cowell & Hubbard Company, was married last
month in Syracuse to an estimable young lady.

Nelt Barr, Ashland, Ohio, has purchased the
interests of his partner, Mr. Long, and will con-
tinue the business.

John Rich, Painesville, Ohio, celebrated his
fiftieth anniversary in business recently. He re-
ceived the congratulations of all his townspeople
upon his long and honorable career.

KEYSTONE

Jerome DeL, Clark, Batavia, N. Y., has en-
tered the Newmeyer School of Engraving.

F. N. Prevey & Co., Akron, Ohio, were
robbed of about $500 worth of jewelry about two
weeks ago. Good police work soon landed the
culprit, who proved to be another "Dr. Jekyl and
Mr. Hyde." lie was a workman in a rubber fac-
tory by day, and at night he plied his other trade.

The Prospect Loan Company, 1014 Prospect
avenue, were robbed last month of a quantity of
watches and jewelry that were left in the display
window. Entrance was effected through a door
from an adjoining room.

Henry Wickmiller, Albion, Pa., was a recent
visitor in this city.

The following jewelers were among our
trade visitors last month : H. H. Brainerd, Me-
dina ; George High, Medina; W. J. Higgins,
Shelby; A. R. Kimpton, Oberlin; Albert Zang;
Alliance; F. M. Prevey, Akron; Mrs. J. W. Helf-
rich, Carrollton; G. F. Elgin, Kent; E. D. Davis,
Kent; Ben Mosely Willoughby; Chas. Savage,
Elyria; M. Karshner, of Karshner & Guenther,
Bellevue; Homer Deuble, Canton.

NEWS
from the

NORTHWES1

Commencement exercises and the June bride,
assisted by the glorious weather this section has
enjoyed the past month, have had their effect on
trade, and it has been a pleasure to interview the
jewelers and hear the reports of trade being "fully
equal to last year, if not better." This has been
the verdict of at least seventy-five per cent. of
those seen by your representative. Jobbers report
an improvement in general conditions ; collections
are coming in better and orders increasing. The
outlook is most encouraging for the fall season.
Crops are about three to four weeks ahead of
last year and the acreage has been increased.
Small grain has started well. The hot spell the
first of the month caused the grain to sprout
quickly, and the coolness of the middle part of
the month held it back just enough to compel the
roots to go deep. Thus it will be better enabled
to withstand any draught or wind liable to damage
it when not rooted deeply. From the acreage and
present conditions, the crop looks at least
twenty-five per cent. better than last year. Retail-
ers' stocks are beginning to show signs of deple-
tion, owing to light buying so far this year, which
will mean a scramble for goods later on.

The vacation season is now on, and everybody
will take a short trip to the woods to recuperate.
A great many will enjoy visiting the larger cities
to see what information they can gain in the way
of improvement in their store keeping.

Louis L. deMars, Minneapolis, was married
April 29th to Ethel L. Beach. Professor deMars'
many pupils in the optical line will join us in wish-
ing him a prosperous and happy married life.

Geo. T. Baker, Bemidji Minn., is spending a
few days at Rochester, Minn., where Mrs. Baker
is at the hospital.

Chas. S. Jungroth, Kent, Minn., is now at the
bench for C. H. Nesbit, Harvey, N. D.

H. W. Hilborn, Portal, N.D., has sold his
jewelry stock to C. B. Briggs, formerly at Spring
Valley, Minn.

Frank A. Ubel, Chas. Zinn and Arthur Wil-
liams, St. Paul, represented the jewelry and opti-
cal lines, serving as jury members the past month.

F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis., has sold
out his business there to S. Isaacson and will now
devote his attention to the flour milling industry
at St. Claire, Minn.

Carl Hunkins, Billings, Mont., is now nicely
settled in his new store, in the Babcock Theatre,
and is proud of the fact that he has one of the
best stores in the State.

Eugene E. Herrick, for several years watch-
maker for 0. H. Arosin, St. Paul, is now with
Haman & Co.

H. M. Roberts, Dickinson, N. D., has just
purchased a new Buick automobile and is getting
some necessary out-door exercise.

June, 1908

Mitchell H. Call, Fergus Falls, Minn., ha.,
filed a petition in bankruptcy—assets, $2875 ; lia-
bilities, $1392.50. He claims $1750 of his assets
exempt.

Harry L. Dodge, Annacortes, Wash., has sold
out to Tinker Bros. D. N. Tinker, formerly with
the Berens jewelry and optical house, Belling-
ham, Wash., will have charge of the business.

Bullard Bros., St. Paul, have incorporated,
the incorporators being John H. Bullard, W. H.
Bullard and H. W. Pratt. The capital stock is
placed at $50,000.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Erickson, Gladstone,
Mich., spent a week visiting friends in Minnesota
last month.

Emil F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn., is fully
three inches taller than last month, owing to the
arrival of a young musician at his home. Con-
gratulations are extended.

Max H. Schleuder, St. Peter, Minn., has suc-
ceeded to the business of his father, Julius
Schleuder.

A joint meeting of the board of directors of
the Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association and
the Minnesota State Association of Optometrists
was held at the office of C. A. Snell, Minneapolis,
to arrange for the summer meeting of these asso-
ciations. The usual good time will be given and
a large attendance is expected. It is planned to
hold the meeting the latter part of June.

A meeting of the South Dakota Retail Jewel-
ers' Association was held at Watertown, S. D.,
May 12th. A. W. Voedisch, Aberdeen, was elected
secretary. The meeting was enthusiastic, though
the attendance was not as large as expected, a
great many writing their regrets, but sending in
their applications for membership.

North Dakota Jewelers' Association will hold
its annual meeting at Jamestown, N. D., June 12th
and 13th, which will be the first time the southern
part of the State has the pleasure of entertaining
the jewelers, and a great many heretofore unable
to attend will be on hand.

Schleuder Bros., Bellingham, Wash., have
been succeeded by Schleuder & Sons.

J. D. Leys, Butte, Mont., are now nicely lo-
cated in their new store building, three doors
from the old stand.

A. 0. Carlson, Lansford, N. D., and E. T.
Johnson, Minot, N. D., are brushing up by taking
a course of study at the Stone School of Watch-
making, St. Paul.

Visitors noticed the past month were: J. H.
Reiner, Glencoe, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hast-
ings, Minn.; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.; John
C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; E. Pelant, Lonsdale.
Minn.; Toni Morris, Crookston, Minn.; E. Mc-
Ayeal, Morris, Minn.; A. G. Tellner, Jamestown,
N. D.; F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; F.
H. Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Erickson, Gladstone, Mich.; E. J. Swedlund,
Atwater, Minn.; 0. E. Oslund, Milaca, Minn.;
Breckenridge, Minn.; E. Wetzel, Monticello,
Minn.; Oscar Holmes, Cambridge, Minn.

Diamond Loss in Cutting

Diamonds lose enormously in the process of
cutting. The Excelsior, like the Cullinan, is a
Cape diamond of fine quality and free from color.
It was the biggest diamond known until the giant
Cullinan was found, but in the rough it only
weighed seven ounces, or less than a third of the
Cullinan. As now cut it weighs only one and
three-quarter ounces. It is reduced to a quarter
of its original size.

In the same way the Pitt diamond, an Indian
one, named after General Pitt, of Madras.
weighed originally three ounces and is now (it is
in Paris, in the Louvre, and is called "The Re-
gent") less than an ounce in weight. The big-
gest Indian diamond known—the Nizan—is not
quite twice this size, while the Kohinoor, which
is probably a fragment (a third) of the "Great
Mogul"—a diamond which has disappeared, leav-
ing only tradition and surmises as to its history—
weighs no less than three-quarters of an ounce
This seems a small affair by the side of the
twenty-one ounces of the Cullinan. This last-
named stone is now being cut in Amsterdam by
the most expert cutters in the world, and the final
product will be awaited with curiosity.—Loadori
Telegraph.
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The is a new creation in Gold Case making. The Center

and Bezel are in one. Instead of having the ordinary Cap, this

Case is provided with a rigid metal movement cup, held friction

tight in position. This cup gives protection to the movement

such as cannot be secured with the conventional jointed cap,

while dust is thoroughly excluded from the front by means of the

one-piece center and bezel.

To fit movement, first properly adjust the hands; then pull out crown as usual and

insert movement from back of case, (see Fig. After winding square is properly placed,

the movement should be pressed down, so that it will be held in proper place by the spring

in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted.

To take out movement, remove the movement cup (shown in Fig. 2), by raising it near

the pendant; pull out crown to release the square; lift out movement by means of case

screw nearest joint (see Fig. 3); withdraw movement from square, and case.

This new
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case is made in ! and 16 size 0. F.. and is now ready for delivery

Made only by

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
21=23 Maiden Lane, New York

San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street
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The past month has been only fair from a
business staadpoint. There have been a number
of business changes, some of which have affected
the personnel of firms and a few that have re-
duced the number of retail establishments in the
city. There have been one or two failures and
a few have asked extensions for a short time.
Generally speaking, though, the retail jewelers
in this city have made a very creditable showing
during the past seven months of depression.

H. W. Burdick and Gilbert L. Sigler will
represent the jobbing jewelers on the trade ex-
cursion that is to be given by the local Chamber
of Commerce. The tour will embrace all the
principal towns in Ohio and will consume a week.

A. T. Hubbard and family have returned
from a month's trip to the coast. Sterling Hub-
bard has also returned with his bride.

F. Martin and wife have just returned from a
three months' tour of Europe. He reports the
business depression as being almost universal. The
United States is not alone in this particular.

Geo. W. Scribner and Mrs. Scribner have
gone to Passaic, N. J., to spend several weeks
with their daughter.

- Wm. Wingate, senior partner in the Wingate-
Nusbaum Company, has retired from the firm.
Mr. Nusbaum will continue the business. So far,
Mr. Wingate has made no attempt to locate. He
will take a needed rest for a few weeks. It is
reported that E. H. Barrett will also retire soon
and remove to Painesville.

Bamberger & Gaines, retail jewelers in the
Lennox, had on exhibition last month a number
of ships' bell clocks for the new steamer H. M.
Hanna, Jr.

The Cowell & Hubbard Company were the
successful bidders for the silverware for the new
country club that was opened last month.

M. B. Einig, the well-known watchmaker, is
showing to his friends a library devoted entirely
to works on horology. The collection is very
complete.

F. B. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelry Company,
in the Colonial Arcade, has sold out his interests
to a corporation of which his nephew, C. C. Lewis,
is president and manager, R. P. Dorman secretary,
and F. K. Leland treasurer. Mr. Lewis has also
sold out his interests in the David Eaffy & Co.
store. Mr. Lewis was a pioneer with Bert Ram-
say in developing the Colonial Arcade into a
"jewelers' row," there being seven jewelers on
the ground floor now.

Harry Goldberg, jeweler on Superior avenue,
has sold his branch store in the Cuyahoga Build-
ing to Biskind Bros., of 715 Euclid avenue, who
will operate the store as a branch.

Chas. Ettinger has closed another of his
branch stores. This one was known as the Frank-
lin Jewelry Company, and was located on Euclid
avenue near the opera house. The fixtures were
sold and the lease disposed of to parties who
have remodeled the room.

Frank Widmann, manufacturing jeweler in
the Standard Oil Building, has sold out to Gins-
berg & Walker and will go on the road to intro-
duce a new patented ring-casting mould.

Grant Kee, the watchmaker, has an heir and
son at his home.

Henry Jordan, the optician, was in Chicago
last month on personal business in connection
with the closing of an estate.

Sam Trongtein, manufacturing jeweler, Re-
public Building, has a very sick wife, and she has
been taken to a sanitarium in Cuyahoga Falls.

E. P. Linscott, of the optical department of
Cowell & Hubbard Company, was married last
month in Syracuse to an estimable young lady.

Nelt Barr, Ashland, Ohio, has purchased the
interests of his partner, Mr. Long, and will con-
tinue the business.

John Rich, Painesville, Ohio, celebrated his
fiftieth anniversary in business recently. He re-
ceived the congratulations of all his townspeople
upon his long and honorable career.

KEYSTONE

Jerome DeL. Clark, Batavia, N. Y., has en-
tered the Newmeyer School of Engraving.

F. N. Prevey & Co., Akron, Ohio, were
robbed of about $500 worth of jewelry about two
weeks ago. Good police work soon landed the
culprit, who proved to be another "Dr. Jekyl and
Mr. Hyde." He was a workman in a rubber fac-
tory by day, and at night he plied his other trade.

The Prospect Loan Company, 1014 Prospect
avenue, were robbed last month of a quantity of
watches and jewelry that were left in the display
window. Entrance was effected through a door
from an adjoining room.

Henry Wickmiller, Albion, Pa., was a recent
visitor in this city.

The following jewelers were among our
trade visitors last month: H. H. Brainerd, Me-
dina ; George High, Medina; W. J. Higgins,
Shelby; A. R. Kimpton, Oberlin; Albert Zang;
Alliance; F. M. Prevey, Akron; Mrs. J. W. Helf-
rich, Carrollton; G. F. Elgin, Kent; E. D. Davis,
Kent; Ben Mosely Willoughby; Chas. Savage,
Elyria; M. Karshner, of Karshner & Guenther,
Bellevue; Homer Deuble, Canton.

NEWS
from the

INORTHWES1

ornmencement exercises and the June bride,
assisted by the glorious weather this section has
enjoyed the past month, have had their effect on
trade, and it has been a pleasure to interview the
jewelers and hear the reports of trade being "fully
equal to last year, if not better." This has been
the verdict of at least seventy-five per cent. of
those seen by your representative. Jobbers report
an improvement in general conditions ; collections
are coming in better and orders increasing. The
outlook is most encouraging for the fall season.
Crops are about three to four weeks ahead of
last year and the acreage has been increased.
Small grain has started well. The hot spell the
first of the month caused the grain to sprout
quickly, and the coolness of the middle part of
the month held it back just enough to compel the
roots to go deep. Thus it will be better enabled
to withstand any draught or wind liable to damage
it when not rooted deeply. From the acreage and
present conditions, the crop looks at least
twenty-five per cent. better than last year. Retail-
ers' stocks are beginning to show signs of deple-
tion, owing to light buying so far this year, which
will mean a scramble for goods later on.

The vacation season is now on, and everybody
will take a short trip to the woods to recuperate.
A great many will enjoy visiting the larger cities
to see what information they can gain in the way
of improvement in their store keeping.

Louis L. deMars, Minneapolis, was married
April 29th to Ethel L. Beach. Professor deMars'
many pupils in the optical line will join us in wish-
ing him a prosperous and happy married life.

Geo. T. Baker, Bemidji Minn., is spending a
few days at Rochester, Minn., where Mrs. Baker
is at the hospital.

Chas. S. Jungroth, Kent, Minn., is now at the
bench for C. H. Nesbit, Harvey, N. D.

H. W. Tinhorn, Portal, N.D., has sold his
jewelry stock to C. B. Briggs, formerly at Spring
Valley, Minn.

Frank A. Ubel, Chas. Zinn and Arthur Wil-
liams, St. Paul, represented the jewelry and opti-
cal lines, serving as jury members the past month.

F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis., has sold
out his business there to S. Isaacson and will now
devote his attention to the flour milling industry
at St. Claire, Minn.

Carl Hunkins, Billings, Mont., is now nicely
settled in his new store, in the Babcock Theatre,
and is proud of the fact that he has one of the
best stores in the State.

Eugene E. Herrick, for several years watch-
maker for 0. H. Arosin, St. Paul, is now with
Haman & Co.

H. M. Roberts, Dickinson, N. D., has just
purchased a new Buick automobile and is getting
some necessary out-door exercise.

June, 1908

Mitchell H. Call, Fergus Falls, Minn., has
filed a petition in bankruptcy—assets, $2875 ; fia-
bilities, $1392.50. He claims $1750 of his assets
exempt.

Harry L. Dodge, Annacortes, Wash., has sold
out to Tinker Bros. D. N. Tinker, formerly with
the Berens jewelry and optical house, Belling-
ham, Wash., will have charge of the business.

Bullard Bros., St. Paul, have incorporated,
the incorporators being John H. Bullard, W. H.
Bullard and H. W. Pratt. The capital stock is
placed at $5o,000.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Erickson, Gladstone,
Mich., spent a week visiting friends in Minnesota
last month.

Emil F. Hubner, Stillwater, Minn., is fully
three inches taller than last month, owing to the
arrival of a young musician at his home. Con-
gratulations are extended.

Max H. Schleuder, St. Peter, Minn., has suc-
ceeded to the business of his father, Julius
Schleuder.

A joint meeting of the board of directors of
the Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association and
the Minnesota State Association of Optometrists
was held at the office of C. A. Snell, Minneapolis,
to arrange for the summer meeting of these asso-
ciations. The usual good time will be given and
a large attendance is expected. It is planned to
hold the meeting the latter part of June.

A meeting of the South Dakota Retail Jewel-
ers' Association was held at Watertown, S. D.,
May 12th. A. W. Voedisch, Aberdeen, was elected
secretary. The meeting was enthusiastic, though
the attendance was not as large as expected, a
great many writing their regrets, but sending in
their applications for membership.

North Dakota Jewelers' Association will hold
its annual meeting at Jamestown, N. D., June 12th
and 13th, which will be the first time the southern
part of the State has the pleasure of entertaining
the jewelers, and a great many heretofore unable
to attend will be on hand.

Schleuder Bros., Bellingham, Wash., have
been succeeded by Schleuder & Sons.

J. D. Leys, Butte, Mont., are now nicely lo-
cated in their new store building, three doors
from the old stand.

A. 0. Carlson, Lansford, N. D., and E. T.
Johnson, Minot, N. D., are brushing up by taking
a course of study at the Stone School of Watch-
making, St. Paul.

Visitors noticed the past month were: J. H.
Reiner, Glencoe, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hast-
ings, Minn.; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.; John
C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; E. Pelant, Lonsdale.
Minn.; Tom Morris, Crookston, Minn.; E. Mc-
Ayeal, Morris, Minn.; A. G. Tellner, Jamestown,
N. D.; F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; F.
H. Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Erickson, Gladstone, Mich.; E. J. Swedlund,
Atwater, Minn.; 0. E. Oslund, Milaca, Minn.;
Breckenridge, Minn.; E. Wetzel, Monticello,
Minn.; Oscar Holmes, Cambridge, Minn.

Diamond Loss in Cutting
Diamonds lose enormously in the process of

cutting. The Excelsior, like the Cullman, is a
Cape diamond of fine quality and free from color.
It was the biggest diamond known until the giant
Cullinan was found, but in the rough it only
weighed seven ounces, or less than a third of the
Cullinan. As now cut it weighs only one and
three-quarter ounces. It is reduced to a quarter
of its original size.

In the same way the Pitt diamond, an Indian
one, named after General Pitt, of Madras,
weighed originally three ounces and is now (it is
in Paris, in the Louvre, and is called "The Re-
gent,") less than an ounce in weight. The big-
gest Indian diamond known—the Nizan—is not
quite twice this size, while the Kohinoor, which
is probably a fragment (a third) of the "Great
Mogul"—a diamond which has disappeared, leav-
ing only tradition and surmises as to its history—
weighs no less than three-quarters of an ounce.
This seems a small affair by the side of the
twenty-one ounces of the Cullinan. This last-
named stone is now being cut in Amsterdam by
the most expert cutters in the world, and the final
product will be awaited with curiosity.—London
Telegra ph.
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The is a new creation in Gold Case making. The Center

and Bezel are in one. Instead of having the ordinary Cap, this

Case is provided with a rigid metal movement cup', held friction

tight in position. This cup gives protection to the movement

such as cannot be secured with the conventional jointed cap,

while dust is thoroughly excluded from the front by means of the

one-piece center and bezel.

To fit movement, first properly adjust the hands; then pull out crown as usual and

insert movement from back of case, (see Fig. 1). After winding square is properly placed,

the movement should be pressed down, so that it will be held in proper place by the spring

in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted.

To take out movement, remove the movement cup (shown in Fig. 2), by raising it near

the pendant; pull out crown to release the square; lift out movement by means of case

screw nearest joint (see Fig. 3); withdraw movement from square, and case.

This new IfFAIP case is made in and 16 size 0. F. and is now ready for delivery
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Made only by

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
21=23 Maiden Lane, New York

San Francisco Office, 704 Market Street
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The Wachter Mfg. Co.

Hartford, Conn.

Maker of Gold Filled Beads

Latest Designs in Beads

Lifting Watch so Dial Faces the Wearer

LOST!
LOST—On May 8. lady's gold watch and chatelaine,
between Erie Ferry, 23d st. and 19th St.; reward.
Return to Adelaide McKani, care James It.
Keiser, 11 West 19th St.

1115—REWA RD- for return of gold watch, wills
raised monogram, " C. B.," and gold chate-
laine pin, lost Thursday, April 30, or Friday,
May 1. 'P. Kirkpatrick & Co., 3:14 Fifth Ave.

IAK1'-1,:itly's open-faced gold watch, between
11 and 12 0',.1o,k. a. In., May 12, lieur-de-lis
chatelaine, initials " V. M. 1)." Airs. V. 31.
Davies, 3 West 24th St.

LOST—Friday morning, red CORTIICINI (.11
(Schumann make), set with fleur-de-lis of dia-
monds. Suitable reward if returned to 'Alain
Floor Superintendent, Macy's.

The above advertisements were
clipped from the Lost Column
of one of the daily papers
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Side View
Showing Watch Turned in Swivel Brooch

DUBOIS
Safety Chatelaine Brooch and Case Combined

!id

—4D

Watch worn as Chatelaine1 showing it
lifted to read the time

Which Enables a Watch to keep

CORRECT TIME
Cannot Be Lost Absolute Security

WILL NOT PULL OR WEAR OFF

Patents Pending in U. S. and Foreign Countries.

MERITS—Holds the watch firmly and securely, thus preventing the move-
ment from being jarred, as there is no swinging or bobbing

 up and down

while the wearer is walking or running. Protects both the case and garment

from wear. 011;,?''

UTILITY—It can be raised so as to read the time, and reversed to have
either the dial or back facing front, without removing brooch pin 

or watch

from the garment. Can be worn on the shoulder, belt, chain or fob.
 .`

ARTISTIC AND PRACTICAL—The only brooch and watch com-
bined. Affords absolute security, as it has a safety catch. Nothing to wear

out, as it works on friction bearings. Eliminates the possibility of loss of the

watch owing to either bow, hook, swivel or link wearing; out, bre
aking or

coming apart, as in the old-style chatelaine. Does not interfere with either

winding or setting of movement.

Licensed under Wachter Patent. Patented July 25, 1905 ; May 21, 1907.

DUBOIS w Ar11114 CASE CO.

Watch worn on belt as Chatelaine, also
long neck chain can be worn

attached to it

New York City

MADE FOR ALL SIZES OF LADIES' WATCHES, BOTH
 OPEN-FACE AND HUNTING

Showing 1Vatt•li Worn with I ial I IIIINVani

Watch worn on chain as pendant, pinned to garment as additional securit
y

showing Watch Turned with Back
outward
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F -04

P. P. and S. F.
18 size, Swing Ring

F.3I76

Top and Bottom Engraved

18 size, Swing Ring

Swing Ring
Watch Cases

DUST AND DAMP PROOF

JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold 

(Guaranteed for 25 Years)

Trade-Marks

.Artistic in model.

Correct in construction.

Perfect in finish.

Great variety in ornamentation.

The popular model for railroad
men and all others requiring a
strong serviceable case.

No jeweler's stock complete
without this justly popular line.

We show a few staple styles of
eighteen size.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

New York

Chicago

19th & Brown Streets

Philadelphia
Cincinnati

Boston San Francisco

1.0513

Engine-Turned
18 size, Swing Ring

F. 1412

P. P., Locomotive Engraved
18 size, Swing Ring

A Handsome Decoration

for Your Salesroom

THIS GLASS PANEL SIGN

Size, 20 inches by 7_;1" inches

(jilt Lettering on Maroon and Black Background

Will be sent carriage free to any regular
jeweler on receipt of request accompanied
by business card.

Order immediately as the supply is limited
and orders will be filled in rotation as
received.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

New York Chicago

19th & Brown Sts.

PHILADELPHIA

Boston Cincinnati San Francisco



Excelsior Watch

WHAT shall the Jeweler sell to the

two million persons who come to

the watch-carrying age every year?
They need a reliable time-piece. They must have

a popular-price article.
Every one is a possible customer for an Excelsior—the only

watch that offers them real accuracy, dependability, and neatness

with the advantage of low price.

Every Excelsior movement has

7 jewels, quick train, cut expansion

balance, Breguet hairspring,

stem-wind and pendant-set

(except 18-size hunting,

lever-set)—cased and timed

at the factory, and supplied

complete, with a printed
price ticket that fixes the

retail price everywhere and

assures you a rightful profit

on every sale.

Made in 6, 12, 16 and 18 sizes, in plain polished, engine-turned

and fancy engraved cases, of three grades—gold-filled 20-year guar-

antee, retailing at $900, open face; $11.00, hunting. Gold-filled

10-year guarantee, $6.50, open face; $7.00, hunting. Silverode (wears

like silver), $4.50, 'open face; $4.75, hunting.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey • City, N. J. W -YORK -.',.TANDARD. WATCii .00.;Jersey.C.ity •
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In order to introduce "The American" Boyproof Watch to the

trade, we will ship with every order for one dozen, the handsome

display box illustrated above, covered in Rembrandt Brown and con-

taining, together with the twelve watches, several three color posters of

"The American" Boyproof Watch.

Every box is packed for shipment in a reinforced, double cor-

rugated board wrapper and every watch is put up individually in a

flannel baglet and a tight fitting linen cover box. Nothing has been

spared to make this assortment as attractive as possible; it is compact,

neat and handy and will double your sales on $1.00 watches wherever

displayed.

Price, complete, with 12 Boyproof Watches, Nickel Finish,

$8.40 Net.

The Western Clock Manufacturing Company,
Sole Manufacturers of the America Alarm.

NEW YORK, 85 John St. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.

Practical Watch Repairing

A Series of Articles Explaining Modern Meth-

ods Used by European Workmen—No. 12

(Translated from La France iforloyerej

If the watch in question is a fine one,

the extremities of the tools should be cov-

ered with silk cloth before using them, so

as not to spoil the polish either of the face

of the cannon pinion or that of the head of

the set-hands arbor.
We assure ourselves once more of the

freedom of the center wheel, operating this

time upon the leaves of the pinion, always

with a very slender metal bar. This pre-

caution is not superfluous, for it can easily

happen that the presence of a defective set-

hands arbor may change slightly the form

of the leaves, and consequently affect the
freedom of the mobile.

We next verify the fit of the hour-
wheel pipe upon the cannon pinion. The
hole of this latter should be carefully

broached and cleaned, so as to obviate all

chance of wedging; it should turn freely

under the least effort exercised upon its
pipe, and the entire mobile should fall back
of itself when it has been raised up by
tweezers.

After having placed and given free-
dom to the movement of the intermediate
wheel, we replace the motion-work on its

stud, and after having ascertained that the
gearing of the cannon pinion with the in-

termediate wheel is perfect, we cause the
entire train to turn by giving a slight im-
pulse to the pinion of the motion-work with
the point of the tweezers.

Noting a perfect freedom, we renew
the operation once more; then, to make as-
surance doubly sure, we put on the dial,
f ta assuring ourselves that the hole is per-
Hctly centered and that there is no danger
of its touching the tube of the hour-hand,
e again set the wheels in motion by im-

Hm-ting the necessary force to the center
pinion or to the teeth of the center wheel,
Ictting the tool enter through the aperture
of the barrel recess.

This process permits the immediate dis-
--very of imperfections arising from the
Ltd; of play of the mobiles adjusted beneath
t te dial.

To assure the freedom of the hour-
\\ hcel, it is indispensable to press tipon the

head of the set-hands arbor, so as to ap-

proach the face of the cannon pinion as

much as possible toward the dial.
In this position the pipe ought to have

a slight end shake.
A glance to assure ourselves that the

ends of the cannon pinion extend slightly

beyond the pipe, and we then remove the

dial, to continue the operation of setting up

the other mobiles.
We place the barrel upon its arbor with

the stop-work, but without the spring.
It is unnecessary to say that the holes

in this work should be prepared with the

same care that was given the center holes.
After having observed the functions of

the stop-work and ascertained that the free-
dom of the barrel is perfect, we place it in

the frame so as to try its gearing and to see

that no friction exists with another wheel

that might interfere with its rotation.

We now turn our attention to the click-

work, which has previously been placed.
This done, we remove the barrel for

the purpose of putting in the spring.

Before going further, it would seem
advisable to discuss the mainspring in some

detail, and the changes that the springer
must generally make in order to obtain its
perfect freedom, good development and to
make sure that it is hooked solidly.

These operations affect the thickness
and height of the extremities, the form of
the eyelets, and sometimes the length of
the spring.

The outside extremity should be dim-
inished in thickness to render it more flex-
ible. The part of the eyelet that comes in
contact with the hook should be beveled
with a file from the inside.

These precautions make unhooking im-
possible. They are indispensable—above all
in fine movements, in which the height of
the hook should not exceed the thickness of
the spring.

Besides, the height of. the interior ex-

tremity should be sensibly diminished, so as

to prevent its touching either the bottom or

the cover of the barrel.

Let us stop here to consider under

what conditions the best development is ob-

tainable with the least risk of breakage. We

know that in theory the diameter of the

barrel arbor collet should equal one-third

that of the interior of the barrel. Never-
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theless, with a weak spring a smaller collet

may be used without danger of breakage;

the flexibility of a more slender spring

being, naturally, greater than that of a

thicker one.
To obtain a winding and development

as nearly concentric as possible, one should

not neglect to rectify the outside of the col-

let with a file, if the snail is irregular, which

often happens.
In a work upon the best disposition of

the mainspring, presented in 1857 to the

Societe des Horlogere de Paris, MM. Rozi,

father and son, gave a study of the propor-

tions of the several elements entering into

a barrel. Their arguments are based upon

the two following theorems:
I. A spring in its barrel develops al-

ways a number of turns equal to the differ-

ence between the number of turns of the

spring in the two extreme positions.
For example, if a spring gives io coils

when it run down and 16 when it is

wound up, the number of turns of develop-

ment is:
16 — 10 = 6

2. In a barrel in which the collet, the

arbor and the thickness of the spring are

given, when the spring has such a length

that the surface occupied by it on the collet

is equal to the distance left between it and

the arbor, the maximum number of devel-

opment turns is obtained.
From these two principles a great num-

ber of formulm are derived for finding the

value of the elements of a spring, which

do not come within the limits of our modest

study.
When the spring has been put in under

the conditions that we have described, we
oil it as it should be, oil the holes and close

the cover. We see then if the coils have

sufficient play in height ; then we place the

stop-work and arrange the spring so as to

utilize the best part of the development,

that part which has the most equal traction.

We continue, then, the setting up of

our watch, taking next the second and

fourth wheels, leaving out the barrel, which

is not filially placed until the train and the

escapement are in place.
To simplify our description, we have

proceeded as if the center wheel only was

under its bridge.
(Continued on page Mill
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Practical Watch Repairing

(Continued from page 989)

Actually, this disposition is encountered

very rarely. In the designs in common

USC the center wheel and the adjoining

wheel are pivoted in the same bridge.
It goes without saying that ono should,

in this case, see if the two mobiles have suf-

ficient space between them and between

them and the bridge.
It would seem useless to dwell upon

the setting up of the intermediary wheels,
which offer no difficulty.

The uprighting, the shake, and the
gearing of each wheel should be observed
with minute attention. It is only on the
condition that these are perfect that an ab-
solutely free movement can be obtained,
whatever its condition otherwise may be.

If the fourth wheel carries a second-
hand, it should be given the least possible
end shake, so as to obviate any trouble aris-
ing from a meeting of the hands.

We shall now pass on to the escape-
ment, which we shall suppose a cylinder.

The escape wheel and cylinder (with-
out the spring) are put in place and their
functions verified. We assure ourselves
first of the end shake of the cylinder. In a
well-made piece this should be normal when
the upper pivot extends the length of its
rounded end beyond the jewel.

We then turn our attention to the fol-
lowing:

1. The division.—This is good when
the under part of the cylinder wheel is at
the middle of the cylinder shell, the move-
ment being placed dial dOWB.

2. The lift.—To observe this, we ex-
ert some force on the center wheel, and,
turning the balance with a pin, we cause a
tooth to enter the cylinder. When the fol-
lowing tooth has come into repose, we let
go of the balance, which should remain sta-
tionary (the contrary would indicate that
the escapement has no locking. Turning
tht‘ balance in the opposite direction, the
ati,le through which it passes before the
wheel starts will give us. the amount of
Ii eking, which should be, as we know,
;Wont five degrees.

We cause each tooth to pass, one after
tins other, counting them to assure ourselves
ihat the wheel makes at least one turn.

This operation permits us, at the same
nine, to verify the drop of all the teeth, loth
on the interior and on the outside of the
Cylinder.

Many watchmakers, confounding lift
wifh lock, do not hesitate to reinforce a
cylinder of whi,711 the lift seems weak, al-
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though the lock is perfect. This is a grave
error, for they only succeed in giving them-
selves the impression that they are correct-
ing an error, when in reality they are creat-
ing others that will fatally injure the run-
ning quality of the movement; that is, too
strong a lock and unequal drops.

We should not lose sight of the fact
that the internal and external drops cannot
be equal in a perfectly constructed cylinder
unless the middle of the incline of the tooth
coincides with the center of the cylinder.

After having observed the functions of
the escapement, and having assured our-
selves that the balance does not run the risk
of touching another piece, we see if the
banking stud and the banking pin are prop-
erly placed and that this latter does not risk
touching the escape wheel pinion nor the
block of the balance cock.

Raising the balance slightly, we see that
the upper pivot extends clear through the
jewel. For the lower pivot, we loosen the
end-stone setting-screw slightly, holding
the plate upside-down; we move the balance
up and down, and we are sure that the pivot
is sufficiently long if the end-stone plate
moves.

We then put the regulator in place. If
the pivot hole of the balance is not jeweled,
we exercise all possible care in adjusting it.
To ascertain whether or not the regulator
cap is of the proper size, we put it on a flat
metal plate, and, putting the regulator upon
it, we press, with the points of brass tweez-
ers, inserted in the screw-holes, alternately
on one side and on the other. It is clear
that if the hole is too large, the regulator
Nvill follow the movement of the tweezers;
on the contrary, it will not move if it is too
small or absolutely right.

The regulator being placed, we put the
hairspring on the cock to see if the center
of the hole in the collet coincides perfectly

with the hole of the stone and if the over-
coil does not run the risk of touching the
stud.

After having poised the balance, we oil
the cylinder and the four holes, put every-
thing in place, and the operation of setting

Ill) the escapement is completed.

We now finally set up the barrel and
the winding mechanism, put the movement
in its case and ascertain if sufficient space
exists between the tops of the bridges and
the case-back and if the head of the set-
hands arbor runs the risk of touching the
dome.

At this point we wind the spring a
quarter of a turn, and examine—both by

listening and watching—the running of the
watch in all possible positions. If this ex-
amination proves satisfactory, we oil all the
pivots and pass on to the setting up of the
motion work, the dial and the hands.

The latter should be fitted with all care,
so as not to deform their centers.

Beforehand, we have shaped the shoul-
der on the end of the set-hands arbor and
broached out with care the hole of the min-
ute-hand, to remove all burrs. Then we
place the hands so that they have sufficient
space between them, and between them and
the dial. The setting up of the movement
is now completed.

In this enumeration of the different
phases of setting up as we understand them,
we have been obliged to pass over numbers

of details in order not to abuse the atten-
tion of our readers.

The operation of setting up a watch is
very complex, and can be but superficially
treated in a magazine article, for the com-
plete. description of all the operations which
the assembler is forced to go through
would, without exaggerating, make a com-
plete treatise.

In concluding, we counsel young
watchmakers, for whom we have written
these lines to make up their minds that an
assembler should be a finished watchmaker,
and consequently, that those who are plan-
ning to follow this vocation should, if they
wish to be thoroughly efficient, acquire be-
forehand, besides the manual skill neces-

sary, a profound theoretical and practical
knowledge of the functions of all the parts
of the watch.

Replacing Teeth

"After all, there are not so many ways
of replacing teeth," a young workman said

to the writer not long ago.
It is certain that young workmen who

have not taken down many movements, es-

pecially old ones, only know the few forms
encountered during their apprenticeship.

They know the swallow's tail, the tongue,
and the screwed tooth, which are the most
frequently encountered ; but there are other

cases which necessitate other modes of fit-

ting. We shall try to describe some of
them.

The writer rarely employs the swal-

low's tail form, preferring the tongue shape,.

even for barrels, and also if several adjoin-

ing teeth are to be replaced. This form does

not weaken the base of the following (in

the direction of the lead) tooth. And
when there are more than three, the bottom

of the barrel or the wheel can be replaced,

and the renewal of the teeth is thereby

greatly simplified.

[To BF. CONTINUED]
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TOOLS AND METHODS
I CONTINUED I

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, BOSt011, Mass.

Wc have observed that the task of properly

applying lathe wax is one troublesome to most

voting watchmakers. We remember, too, that it

wice gave us some trouble. Burning tlie wax, or

overheating the work, is the chief difficulty; the

flame should not be held continuously to the wax,

but should be held under the chuck just back of

the wax, and only occasionally flashed across the

wax. The stick of wax, which is held in the right

hand, should be occasionally passed over the

flame, keeping the wax soft enough that it may be

readily transferred to the chuck, until we have

built up the mass of wax holding the work to our

liking. We have already said substantially this,

in a different way, but the matter is important

enough to justify repeating. Insufficient attention

to apparently trifling details often stands in the

way of success.
During the waxing operation

Applying the lathe should be running

Lathe Wax slowly; too great speed will

throw the molten wax off and

too slow speed will cause it to sag to one side.

The exact speed required can only be known by

experience; it will vary considerably with the

softness of the wax. It is important in setting up

work, that the mass of wax be practically true,

otherwise, even though we may carefully true

the exposed end of the work while the wax is

cooling, it will generally be found slightly out of

true when cold, owing to the uneven distribution

of the wax about the work. Should the young

watchmaker experience any real difficulty in get-

ting the mass of wax true by means of the flame

alone, he had best let it cool and turn it true with

the graver ; after which it may be again softened

enough to smooth the surface and allow truing

of the work. If the form of the wax mass is

regular but slightly eccentric, it may generally be

brought true by stopping the lathe with the high

side of the wax uppermost and allowing the mass

to settle, or move downward; this should not be

attempted while the wax is very soft, or nearly

the whole mass will drop off—here again only

experience can give us exact knowledge; but the

young watchmaker is advised to experiment until

he is a master of wax ; it is indispensable to the

watchmaker in tine lathe work.

We do not decry split chucks

—far from it. We have a full

set, and every workman who

can is advised to have them.

remains that for certain classes

Split Chucks vs.
Wax Chucks

But the fact still
of work in the American lathe the wax chuck is
still pre-eminent, and probably always will be.
The fitting and finishing of pinions of the smaller

si;es is one of these jobs. True, a good job can
be done using only split chucks, and we shall

fully consider this subject; but when we desire
a piece of work absolutely unmarred and perfect
as to trueness, we eliminate all elements of uncer-
tainty when we use the wax chuck proper/y.. Be
Mire you get the right kind of lathe wax. The
kind known as Bottum's lathe wax is best ; it is

efImposed of shellac and ultramarine blue; it is

sti:onger than plain shellac; it comes in round
sticks, nearly black in color. There is an imitation
of Bottum's wax on the market, which contains

Pilch, and for lathe work it is entirely worthless.

Wc caution the young watchmaker aghinst this
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stuff, as it would be most discouraging to try to

do work with it, under the impression that he was

using the best. When heated, the pitchy character

of the imitation can easily be detected.

To return to our pinion job.

The Truing We had the pinion set up in

the wax, and everything satis-

factory, except that we had not done the final

truing. This is usually done by holding a flat-

tened peg to the leaves of the pinion as it rotates;

but in the case we have described we have already

turned the ends of the arbor true with the leaves,

so the truing may be done by the end of the arbor.

When a small female center is used to support the

work while waxing up, as we have described, if

the tail-stock spindle is slowly drawn back as the

wax is cooling, the work will in most cases be

found to run perfectly true; if it does not, it

should be trued with the peg, as usual.

Nov, assuming that we have the pinion trued

up in the wax, we will turn a square-shouldered

pivot on it. This will be a plain pivot without

fancy oil-stops—we will consider these refinements

later. The type of pivot we intend to produce is

shown in Fig. 28. The only difficulty about the

operation is turning the

sharp corner at the root of

the pivot. Some workmen

use a graver, ground as

shown in Fig.

a, 29; but we pre-
- fer a plain lo-

zenge graver,
sharpened to a
perfect point. A

Fig. 28 graver ground

as shown in Fig.

29 is convenient for turning the cham-

fer a and for this purpose it will be

found advantageous to smooth the

point on a jasper stone, taking care

to stone it in a direction at right

angles to the line of cutting, as we

explained in the April KEvsToNE,

under Fig. 27.

Fig 29

In turning our pivot, we first

Turning the make a slight groove at the

Pivot point where the shoulder is to

be, allowing a slight amount

for finishing. Here, again, experience only can

teach the amount necessary to allow for finishing,

and probably no two workmen would need ex-

actly the same amount. We would advise the

young watchmaker to aim at such perfection in

turning that but little will need to be done by

the grinding laps to bring up a perfect surface,

ready for the final polish. After turning the

groove, marking the position of the shoulder,

we turn away the metal between the groove and

the outer end, thus beginning the formation of a

pivot. When the metal is removed down to nearly

the bottom of the groove, we extend the groove

still deeper then remove the outer metal, and so

continue until we have the pivot to size, plus al-

lowance for finishing. The final operation before

grinding should be to smooth the shoulder, if it

is not already so. Some workmen make a slight

groove at the root of the pivot, just deep enough

to disappear when the grinding and polishing are

done leaving a perfect corner. Good work is

certainly done in this way, but it is not necessary,

for with proper manipulation of the grinding and

polishing laps an imperfect job of turning may be

brought to perfection. We know it is a general

belief that a fillet, or rounded portion, in the cor-

ner cannot be removed by means of a lap, but it

certainly can, and to perfection. However, the

workman should be so clever with the 'graver

that he can finish the corner in any manner he

may wish, either turning it to a' perfect angle

or cutting a slight groove. The shoulder turned

square. and smooth, a good corner, and the pivot

straight and smooth we will next finish the end

of the pivot. A very quick and satisfactory way

of doing this is to stone it to a rounded form

with an Arkansas slip, then smooth it with a

ja!Ter stone, and, finally, burnish it with a flat

burnisher, slightly oiled. This brings up a polish;

which, on a rounded surface, looks perfection.

The burnishing throws up a slight burr on the

edge, which should be removed with the graver;

or, if our jasper has a square edge, it can be used

to remove the burr. It should be removed, for if

left, it is likely to groove the pivot polisher lap

when brought against it.
We are now ready to grind the

Grinding 

the Pivot 

pivot, preparatory to the final
polish. Many workmen use a

bell-metal lap with diamantine,

sapphirine or crocus directly after the turning,

dispensing with the grinding lap entirely. If the

turning is smooth and perfect, it is practical to

do this. We think, however, for the beginner

better results will be obtained to first use a cast-

iron lap, with tine oilstone powder mixed with oil.

We should not try to use the oilstone powder

just as it comes from the material dealer ; it con-

tains coarse particles, which will scratch the

work. A convenient way to separate the coarser

particles is to fill a wide-mouthed bottle, like a

vaseline bottle, about one-third full of oilstone

powder, then nearly fill with benzine; cork it

tightly and shake up the contents; then set it

aside and allow it to settle. After the benzine has

settled clear, pour off most of it, and plug the

mouth of the bottle loosely with cotton wool;

this, while excluding dust, allows the benzine to

evaporate. Now all the coarser particles of the

oilstone are at the bottom of the bottle; we may

skim off the top with a knife or steel spatula and

mix it with oil; it should not be too thin—like

thick paste is about right. Clock or watch oil is

best; it does not gum so quickly as most oils.

In speaking of oilstone powder, we have had

Arkansas stone in mind, but we prefer Turkey

oilstone powder for use with the pivot polisher;

it is not so easily obtained, though no difficulty

should be experienced in getting it from any large

city. It should be treated ill the same manner as

Arkansas powder to separate the coarse particles.

Some may prefer to use oil instead of benzine to

decant the powder. If this is done, after the

powder has settled, so the oil is quite clear, the

oil may be entirely poured off, enough will re-

main so that the powder may be removed by

means of a spatula to the polishing block and

there mixed for use, and generally no more oil

will need to be added, as the powder will be

pretty vell saturated with it. The only objection

It) the use of oil for decanting the powder is that

it is xvasteful of oil, for it can hardly be used for

lubricating purposes after having had oilstone

powder mixed with it. However, the quantity we

mentioned treating in the bottle will last a long

time, so if oil is preferred the expense need not

stand in the way. Of the oilstone powder de-

posit in the bottom of the bottle, only about one-

third will be suitable for pivot polisher work, and

this off the top; the remainder may be used for

flat steel grinding or other purposes.

Now, to the grinding of the pivot. We have

(Continued on page 997)
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Beware of imitations.

THIS HANDSOME BRONZE WATCH STAND is supplied free
of charge. It is exceptionally impressive and valuable. The effect is rich
when displayed on the counter, or in the window or show case.

IT MAKES SALES.—Dimensions are 93(2(1334. inches. Construction
is of steel, handsomely bronzed, backed by wood and supported by wire easel.
Orders filled in rotation. For luck be one of the first to apply.

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Mich-Cut

The

Michigan Cut Glass Company
LANSING, MICH.

Cut Glass that is Cut Glass, each and every
piece guaranteed to be

Hand-Polished
Made by Skilled Workmen
Cut from Smooth Blank
And to be as represented

No Press Cut No Imitation

Sold from Sample Write for Price-List

A Trial Order will prove our statements

Mich-Cut

One of the many Jewelry Stores outfitted with "American Beauty" Cw.es

If you are contemplating remodeling your store, write to us at
once and we will be pleased to submit floor plans, sketches and
specifications.

SEND' FOR CATALOGUE " C"

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office, 750 Broadway (Same floor as McKenna Bros. Brass Co.) Under our own
St. Louis Office, 1331 Washington Ave. f Management

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD
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TALK TO AMBITIOUS WATCH-

MAKERS'
[ CO NTINU ED ]

By F. R. CUNNINGHAM, Boston, Mass.

In addition to the laps we have described for

i wishing pallet stones, we need a leather buff—it

cannot properly be called a lap. It should be made

of about the same diameter as the laps, and is

conveniently made of a piece of sole-leather glued

to the face of a wooden lap. A piece of maple

or boxwood, about a quarter of an inch thick,

mounted on a taper, serves well as the wooden

lap, to the face of which the leather is glued.

After the glue is dry, the leather may be turned

to shape and size. The outside of the leather—

the hair-side of the skin—is of finest grain and

toughest; therefore, if the piece which we propose

to use is much more than an eighth of an inch

thick it should be shaved down on the back to

about this thickness and carefully smoothed with

sand-paper before gluing. This leaves us the best

portion of the leather for the working surface of

our buff. We will explain the use of this buff

when we are ready to use it.
We now have a pair of round-

Finishing face pallet stones to finish. The

the Stones stones may almost always he
removed by pressing on the

edge of the stone with the thumb-nail. Should

any shellac remain on the stone, on the side on

which the locking occurs, it should be scraped off.

This may be done with a sharp knife, scraping

toward the unfinished end of the stone; or our

small brass scraper may be used. We will first

finish the locking face; we have already explained

the manner of doing this, and will proceed with

the finishing of the impulse face. The stone

should be clamped in the holder (shown in the

May KEYSTONE) with the impulse face as nearly

as convenient parallel with the front edge of the

plate a; the end of the stone should project some-
what over the edge of a.

We will now stand the tool up, with the point

of c resting on the bench paper at a convenient

distance in front of the lathe, and so the impulse

face of the stone will be as nearly as possible

parallel with the face of the lap. This position

being found, we should make a slight puncture

in the paper by pressing down the point c. This

enables us to return the tool to exact position any

number of times. After we have determined the

most favorable position for the point c, it is a

good plan to drill a small hole in the bench and

insert a piece of brass wire with a female center
in its upper end; the wires should be left, but

slightly above the surface of the bench ; then

when we put on clean paper we may readily

locate center by pressing on paper with the finger.

Stone an Lap

Parallelism of the impulse face

Parallelism of of the stone with the lap may
be judged very closely by ex-

amination with a strong glass,

as the stone is held up against the lap; but we

must not rely upon this wholly, for even after

they appear perfectly parallel we sometimes find

on beginning the finishing that the cutting is

taking place near one side only, instead of over

the entire surface, as it should be. Slight adjust-

ment of parallelism may be made by moving the

headstock of our lathe endwise.
This may seem a crude way, and perhaps it

Is, but it is very readily done and produces excel-

" Book rights reserved by the author.
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lent results with but slight trouble. When we

consider the length of our pallet stone holder,

from the point of c up to the clamp where the

stone is held, we shall see that a considerable

movement of the headstock endwise affects the

parallelism of the stone and lap but slightly; so

this adjustment is not a "fussy job," but may be

done in less time than is required to tell it.

When we find that the cutting is taking place

the whole length of the impulse face we will go

ahead with the finishing. Thus far we have said

nothing about following the curved face of the

stone. This is done by simply rocking the stone

on the face of the lap, as shown by arrows in
Fig. 82, which is a
view looking down on
top of the lap in di-
rect line with the
body of the tool hold-
ing the stone. The
tool is held lightly by
the handle b between
the fingers and thumb
of the right hand. It
is also sometimes con-
venient to grasp the
part c lightly with the
fingers and thumb of

the left hand. The slight circular movement of

the stone on the lap is clone by slightly rolling

the handle b with the fingers and thumb of the

right hand.
It might be argued that this

Cone or Cylinder plan makes the impulse face of

the stone part of a cone, in-

stead of a cylinder. This is perfectly true, but

the length of the cone is so great that on the

small surface of a pallet stone it cannot be distin-

guished from cylindrical form. Furthermore, as

the rounding of the stones is only to lessen the

extent of the surface in contact and the adhesion

of oil, it is quite unimportant whether the face

be part of a cone or a cylinder. The watchmaker

who acquires a little skill in the use of these tools

will certainly be pleased with the results, what-

ever he may think of the means employed. As

the work progresses, frequent examination of

the impulse face of the stone should be made

with a strong glass, cleaning off the face each

time with a piece of pith, for it is unwise to re-

move more from the stone than is necessary to

bring it to perfect condition. It is understood

that in the work on the stones we have thus far

considered the shell lap only is used. Another

thing, which we would impress on the mind of

the workman is, in grinding or finishing pallet

stones the laps should, when possible, move

towards the obtuse angle of the stone; in other

words, the long corner, or discharging edge of the

stone should be uppermost ; this makes it much

less likely to chip the stone. Of course, when

first bringing the stone in contact with the lap,

we must be careful, lest the stone dig into the lap,

for sometimes it will happen that we have not

perfectly adjusted the parallelism of the impulse

face with the lap, and the long corner will be

slightly in advance of the other.

Let us assume that we have

Chamfering now brought the impulse face

the Corners down to a perfect surface. The

locking corner will be sharp

and smooth, also the discharging edge of the

stone. These corners must be slightly chamfered

by holding the stone against the lap as shown in

Fig. 83. For this operation, the tool may be held

in the hand only—the point of the part c does not

Fig. 82
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rest upon the bench. In this matter of chamfering

care must be taken not to overdo it ; a slight touch

only to the lap being
needed. The touch should

be slight also, for the sake

of the lap; very great pres-
sure when the corner of
the stone is brought in
contact with the lap would
certainly cut a groove in
the lap.

It would be difficult to
lay down a hard-and-fast
rule for the amount of this
chamfering; it must be but
slight. The beginner
should carefully examine
new pallets as they come
from the factory, though
some are very faulty in this particular, being left

too sharp. After the sharp corner has been re-

moved, we substitute the leather buff for the

shell lap in the lathe and, applying a small quan-

tity of No. 5 diamond powder by means of our

steel spatula, lightly buff the face and corners of

the stone. This slightly rounds the corners and

smoothes the surface, giving the stone the fin-

ished appearance of factory work. Of course, the

buffing must not be carried too far, else the cor-

ners will be too much rounded, and the perfect

truth of the surfaces injured; but a few seconds

is generally enough for the buffing. After we

have acquired a little skill, fifteen minutes is

ample time in which to refinish a pair of pallet

stones. We have detailed the finishing of but one

stone, both being substantially alike.
In the refinishing of covered

Refinishing of pallets of the Swiss or English

Covered Pallets type it is not generally possible

to do the finishing so the mi-

croscopic lines will run in the direction of move-

ment of the tooth except on the locking face of

the entrance pallet. Let us suppose we are to

finish the impulse face of the entrance stone in a

pair of covered pallets.
We fasten them in the tool with the entrance

pallet projecting, as shown in Fig. 84. It will

be observed that the locking face is

uppermost, instead of as recom-

mended for visible pallets; this can-

not be helped. In finishing the im-

pulse face of the pallet we are now

considering, we rest the part c of the

pallet-holding tool in a slight notch in

the front edge of the bench. The tool must lie
along a line drawn
from this notch
to the center
of the lap, as
shown in Fig. 85,
in which a repre-
sents the lap, b
the edge of the
bench, and c the
line along which

the tool must lie.
It will be seen that
under these condi-
tions the grinding
lines will run at
right angles to the
direction of move-
ment of the tooth

across the stone; a little consideration will also

show that it is not practical to finish this type

(Continued on page 597)

Fig. 83

Fig. 84

Fig, 85
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(Continued from page 993)

sitid nothing about the style of pivot polisher to

be used. Nor do we wish to prescribe any par-
ticular make; if the watchmaker is buying a new
one, he is advised to choose one having means of
raising or lowering the spindle. Other things

hcing equal, we would choose a.. small spindle, as
Icing more sensitive and better adapted to deli-

cate work. The spindle must also be capable of
adjustment to any angle in the horizontal plane.

For the grinding lap, we prefer soft gray
cast-iron; some like soft steel. We have used
both, and both are good; but our preference is
east-iron. For grinding the pivot and shoulder
we have been considering, we need a plain lap
with parallel sides, as shown in Fig. 30, the

KEYSTONE

ation as finishing the impulse face of the entrance
stone, except that we must work closer to the
edge of the lap. In any case, where the grinding

Line of Watches

for the coming season will be augmented

by many new and exclusive designs in

both Open-Face and Hunting Cases.

Definite announcement of these new

designs will be made next month. Illus-

trations also will be shown.

You'll be interested in them.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Waterbury, Conn.

Chicago San Francisco

Fig, 30

central portion being removed to a depth of about
mm. by a round-nose cutter, as shown at a. The

front end of the lap is hollowed out, leaving a
rim b projecting considerably beyond the end of
the spindle, which fits the taper hole in the center.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

TALK TO AMBITIOUS WATCH-
MAKERS

(Continued from page 995)

14 pallet and have the lines run parallel with the
direction of movement of the tooth.

In finishing the locking face,
Finishing the the pallet should be clamped
Locking Face with the impulse face upper-

most. For this surface the tool
may be held in the Same position as in finishing
the impulse face of a visible pallet stone. To
finish the locking face of the exit pallet is

Fig. 86

slightly more difficult; We 1101(1 it hi the manner
shown in Fig. 86 and hold the tool behind the
hap, as shown in Fig. 87. Finishing the impulse
face of the exit stone is practically the sante oper-

Fig, 87

lines must run at rib: iiIes to the direction of
movement of the cj tooth, we should move
the tool slightly end \\ ■\ bile finishing the stone;
this produces a crossing of the grinding lines, and
much smoother and truer work The same per-
cautions in the matter of rounding the corners
must be observed as recommended for the visible
pallet stones.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Deposits of Meerschaum

Deposits of Meerschaum have been located in
\-ew Mexico, according to a report made to the
t;e,,logical Survey by Douglas B. Sterrett, one of
its special agents. These deposits arc in the upper
Gila river valley, one about twenty-five miles
northeast of Silver City and the other at a
mine about twelve miles northwest of Silver
City. Mr. Sterrett recently visited the deposits
and secured samples, and says that these samples
viten tested contained iron stains and particles
of grit and were inferior to the meerschaum of
Asia Minor. He says, however, that the more
compact massive material may perhaps be found
free from stains and of better quality at a
greater depth.
The Dorsey mine visited by Mr. Sterrett, lying

twelve miles northwest of Silver City, is in the
bottom and walls of the canon of Bear Creek.
This canon has steep cliffs about too feet high
at the base and other cliffs above rising to a
height of several hundred feet. The rock form-
ing the canon walls is chiefly light and dark gray
to brownish gray limestone, with some sandstone
strata included. The meerschaum occurs in veins,
lenses, seams and balls in the limestone. All but
the balls are filling of fractures and joints which
do not seem to be confined to any definite direc-
tion. The veins are filled with chert, quartz, cal-
cite, clay and meerschaum.

The principal source of meerschaum supply
has been for many years the deposits in the plains
of Eskishehr in Anatolia. Asia Minor, about 120
miles southeast of Constantinople. Deposits of
the mineral are also reported to occur in Greece,
on the island of Ftilpt'a in Moravia, Austria,
near Hrobschitz: iii pain, near Vallecas, Madrid
and Toledo. and in Morocco.

Meerschaum is a principal article for mann-
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facturer into pipes in thriving industries in parts
Of Germany and Austria. The headquarters in
Germany is at the town of Ruhla, in the "'Thuring-
ian forest. According to figures from Consul
George N. Ifft, of Annaberg, there are between
3000 and 40o0 workmen employed at the industry,
which was started in 1767. It is said that .the
supply of meerschaum is becoming low and that
the manufacturers experience great difficulty in
obtaining the necessary material to keep their
factories going. This scarcity is said to be caused
partly by failure of the mines in Asia Minor to
meet the demands of the trade and partly because
American and English agents have gained control
of the Asia Minor production. Similar difficulties
are reporte,l in the An-:trian Meerschaum in-
dustry.

Artificial Precious Stones

Consul William Bardel, of Bamberg, advises
that about forty artificial precious stones were
recently submitted to the Museum of Natural His-
tory at Berlin by an association which claimed to
have made these stones, based on the process
which recently created so much attention.

Several official experts, among whom was the
professor having knowledge of gems in the Mu-
seum of Natural History, two practical experts
and the chief toaster of the.gold and silversmiths'
guild of Germany, were requested to make a care-
ful examination of the merits of the "so-called"
new discoveries. The report submitted by this
committee of experts reads as follows:

"Of the variety of stones we examined we
were favorably impressed only by the artificial
rubies. Among these were some of great beauty,
and worthy' of consideration.

"The white sapphires were of no account
at all ; they appeared dull and washed out. Well
imitated were the new yellow precious stones;
they really resembled the topaz very closely; but
this invention carries with it only very little value,
since the real topaz is found in such large quanti-
ties that they sell at from 2 to 3 marks (47.6 to
71.4 cents) a gram. Therefore it would seem of
little importance to imitate such common stones.
Of all the stones we examined, we can only call
the artificial rubies a direct success; but the imi-
tation of this latter species of precious stones is
no new invention. We therefore declare that
there is nothing new or sensational in the claimed
inventitut."

Ceylon Pearl Shells

Replying to an America inquiry as to the
opportunities for purchasing the shells of pearl
oysters in Ceylon, Consul E. A. Creevey writes
as follows from Colombo:

"The price of pearl shells in recent years has
varied from $26 to $35 per ton c. i. f. at Conti-
nental ports. While supply and demand have
been the chief factors in determining the price,
the quality of the shell and the mode of packing
employed have also had their influence. It is
expected that the price in 1908 will be higher, as it
is stated that there will not be a pearl fishery sea-
son, owing t 0 unfavorable conditions On the oyster
banks. Even when a large fishery is made it is
sometimes impossible to secure large quantities
of shells because of irregularities of shape and
the prevalence of worms which cat the shells;
also at times there are excessive excrescences."

"Can't make any suggestion to impro7,e The
Keystone; 7Ce do not i,ont to spoil good thing,"
--Pheo. C. Lindsey, Jezecle ,-, Dayton, Ohio.
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Art and Beauty in Umbrellas
The extreme of excellence in umbrella manufacture
has been reached in our new Fall and Holiday line,

which comprises an endless variety of new ideas in

gold and silver handles. These rich and exclusive

handles are made quite irresistible by

The Detachable Feature
which means that the traveler can always have his
umbrella at hand, locked safely in his trunk, and that

all inconvenience of carrying, or danger of losing is
provided against.

NO SPRINGS NO LEVERS NO SCREWS

The interchangeable handle feature enables retailers to sell a better grade of umbrellas and more

handles by getting their customers to select one handle for business and another for dress occasions.

When traveling, the handle can be detached and umbrella packed in trunk when not .in use.

Send for sample. Our product can be had with the regular handles if so desired.

sir WE ARE ISSUING A CATALOGUE, WHICH WILL BE SENT UPON REQUEST

NEW YORK 353 Broadway
SAN FRANCISCO 658 Mission Street
PHILADELPHIA 1011 Chestnut Street Baltimore and Howard Streets, BALTIMORE

Room 1102 CHAS. H. PFEIL Tel. Harrison 2837

MAKER OF FINE DIAMOND JEWELRY AND DIAMOND IMPORTER

209 State Street - - CHICAGO, ILL.

ELK RING

This is the
finest and most
beautiful ring in
Workmanship
and design that

1111(1"..,

PATENTED 
-F7,411ADD

"ligqij11
C.KPFEIL CHICAd

ever entered the
market. It is
carved out of
14 K. Gold, deep
rose finish.

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK

11111111 11111111

The place where the diamond shows on the design can be left plain or the

number of the lodge engraved on it or it can be made to fit any size stone. The

dial and B. P. 0. E, are in enamel. Write for further particulars.

Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price.Send for catalogue

irn/Anz

Ite-iitivatia Sj v;itte-t,...Ler.oti
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Diamonds, Watches, jewelry, elc.
113 W. Baltimore St., Baltimore

COMMUNITY

snATER,
F U R

/6,,Ctik

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Milken oi GOL D CHAINS of every kind

WEDDING PRESENTS
COMPLETE STOCK IN ALL DESIGNS ON HAND
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Interesting Calculation in Horology

KEYSTONE

ED. KEYSTONE have tried to %%.ork out the example you had in
September KEYSTONE, to find the number of teeth in a wheel or leaves

in the pinion when one of them is missing, but do not understand it. For
example, the second wheel has 64 teeth and its pinion Jo leaves ; third
wheel, 6o teeth and its pinion has 8 leaves ; fourth wheel has 63 teeth and

its pinion has 8 leaves ; escape wheel has 15 teeth and its pinion has

7 leaves. How would you get the right number of teeth for a wheel or the
right number of leaves for a pinion, providing one of them was lost ? Also

tell me how you would set about cutting the leaves of a pinion to fit a
wheel in a Swiss movement. I find it is pretty hard to cut a square
shoulder and undercut it to rivet on the wheel.

Yours truly,
Bryan, Ohio J. A. PODVIN.

The rules given in the September KEYSTONE for finding the

number of a lost member of the motion work were not recom-

mended for time trains, but were applied to motion work only.

The problem of finding the number of a lost member of the time

train is very completely solved on page tot, " Lessons in

Horology," by the Grossmanns, which should be in the hands

of all horologists. We reprint as follows :'

How to determine the number of teeth in a third wheel which

has been lost, knowing that the balance should beat th,000 oscil-

lations per hour and knowing the numbers of teeth in the °the;

wheels and pinions?

Solution : Let us call x the unknown number and let the

Center wheel have 8o teeth Third wheel pinion to leaves

Third " " x " Fourth " 10 "

Fourth " " 70 " Escape " 7 1 I

Escape " " 15 "

The formula (8) admits of placing

8o X x X 7o X 2 X 15
i8000

io X 10 X 7
or, simplifying,

and
18000 == 240 X

2. = 18000
240 

75 teeth.•

The lost third wheel, therefore, had 75 teeth.

in Me preceding problem, the last mobile had been the third

wheel pinion, how would the equation be solved?

Solution : We would have in an analogous manner:

I8.0 _So X 75 X 7o X 2 X 15
X 10 X

or

r8000=-,

and

T80000

18,0000
x = - •= fo leaves.

18000

Still using the preceding data, lel us suppose that the pinion

and the escape wheel were both lost, and let us propose to determine

their teeth ranges.

Solution : We will have, in this case, two unknown quanti-

ties, which we will designate x and y ; the equation (8) will be

written

from whence

i8000=
80 X 75 X 7o X 2 X

10 X 10 X

and

__ 8400 x

18000
8400

On simplifying,
15

7 y'

The wheel, then, should have 15 teeth, and the pinion 7 leaves.

999

For further information on this subject we refer our readers to

Grossmans' work.

In reply to second question of our correspondent, if he uses a

split chuck to hold the pinion, it is of great assistance to fill in

between the leaves with lathe cement or wax. This is conve-

niently done by holding the pinion in a small pin vise, and holding

the nut of the vise in the flame of a small lamp ; the pinion x'ill be

heated by conduction sufficiently to melt the cement. If after

cooling, any of the cement should project above the diameter of

the pinion, it should be carefully removed with a small brass

scraper. This filling of cement greatly strengthens the leaves, and

the beginner is not so likely to break the pinion or the point of the

graver. To turn a smooth square shoulder and a good sharp

undercut one must keep the graver sharp.

To this inquirer we would recommend a careful perusal of our

serial, " Tools and Methods," where many such points will be

found elucidated.

Pearling in Australasia

Consul F. W. Goding, in stating that Australia produces the

largest share of the world's supply of mother-of-pearl, and that for

quality and lustre it is unsurpassed, makes the following report

from Newcastle on this industry :

The most important centers of the industry are Thursday

Island, Port Darwin and Broome. In 1901 and 1902 the average

P° ce of shell was $2000 per ton on the London market. As the

amount secured averaged four tons per boat per annum, and the

expenses were comparatively small, large profits were realized.

Naturally, competition among the pearlers for first-class divers is

keen, with a result that wages and bonuses are good. The divers

and crews working the pearling luggers are introduced under

agreement with the federal government. They are imported for a

period of three years, and on reaching port are immediately signed

on the vessel's articles, thus bringing them under the operation of

the merchants' shipping act. The master is also compelled to

furnish a bond of $500 for every man employed, as a guarantee

that at the end of three years the man will be deported to Singapore,

the port from which the divers are recruited. Formerly the pearlers

paid the divers $to per month, $too to $175 per ton bonus, and in

many instances from 5 to 15 per cent. for the pearls won. Though

arriving as raw coolies, some of these Asiatics earned from $l000

to $2000 per annum, with keep.

From Poo° per ton in 1901 shell has gradually decreased in

value, until at the last November sales held in London,. it had

fallen to $600 per ton. The divers, most of whom are Japanese,

are well organized, having their clubs and benefit societies, and

every Japanese, whether belonging to the crew, tender or diving

staff, is compelled by his countrymen to join. Everything

pertaining to the welfare of the members is thoroughly discussed at

the meetings and they usually succeed in whatever demands they

make. In the past their demands, whether deemed reasonable or

otherwise, have always been granted by the disunited pearlers, but

now these are determined to lower the cost of production, which

movement has caused a strike.

One of the results of the union has been the success which has

attended the " dummying " of boats. The divers soon save enough

to purchase their own boats, with others working them ostensibly

as owners, who secure the fishing license and transact the business

connected with the work on a commission. The act which stipu-

lates that no Asiatic shall hold a license can thus be evaded. The

Japanese dominate the situation, for without their aid as divers

pearl-getting would cease,
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YOUR OLD GOLD AND SILVER

IS YOUR BEST FRIEND

Mr. Jeweler
This is a cold and cynical way of starting to tell you what we have to say, but

Olen we say this we are only using different words to tell you that " MONEY IS

YOUR BEST FRIEND." There are some who don't believe this, but they are not

in the jewelry business. A jeweler never chases this good friend from his door.

What we are getting at Mr. Jeweler, is that your old gold and silver is the same

as money when you send it to us. It is worth more to us than it is to anyone else,

and that means that it is worth the most to you when you send it to us. We will

prove this to you if you will send us a shipment. We will send you a check, together

with an itemized statement of what each article is worth by return mail. If the check

is not large enough we will return your shipment and won't mind paying return express

charges. If we didn't know our business from beginning to end, we wouldn't be

making you such an offer.

Remember we don't keep you waiting for your money—you hear from us by

return mail, not only on the first shipment, but on every one, no matter whether it is

a big or a small one. Compare the following prices with those other dealers are offer-

ing you for your old Gold and Silver.

Old Gold, 8 K. 32c. a dwt. Old Gold, 14 K 56c. a dwt.

Old Gold, 10 K. 40c. " Old Gold, 18 K 72c. "

Old Gold, 12 K. 48c. " Gold-Plated Scraps 20c. to 35c. an ounce

Old Silver (fluctuating)  Very highest market price

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench

and Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt

of shipment.
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All we want is a chance to convince you. You would give most any one a chance,

wouldn't you? Well then, give us as much and after you have done so, you will be

thoroughly convinced that your old gold and silver is your best friend only when you

send it to us.

Thomas J. Dee & Company

Refiners and Smelters

OLD
GOLD

67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
OLD
SILVER
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SILVER
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GOLD
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SILYE
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GOLD
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GOLD
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SILVER GOD
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous comniunications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These Indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Little."—I would like to know what screw in
the balance rim the roller jewel lnust face in
adjusted American watches.—Practically speaking
the roller jewel should not have to face any par-
ticular screw in the balance for the simple reason
that a properly made balance and staff should be
in poise and a properly made roller table should
be in poise. Therefore, when the roller table is
placed on the balance with the roller jewel facing
any screw, the wheel will be in poise, but in some
of the finer grades of Swiss movements we have
known the balance to have been thrown out of
poise to correct a position error. In this case if
we take the roller table from the staff it should be
replaced in the same position as it formerly was,
or we will destroy the position adjustment. The
American watch companies very rarely resort to
this practice in adjusting. When we get an adjusted
movement to repair, it is impossible to say from its
appearance whether the wheel has been thrown out
of poise for position adjustment or not, or whether
the wheel is in poise by itself, or whether the table
is in poise by itself, therefore it is advisable, if we
in our repairing have to remove the roller table, to
replace it with the roller jewel facing the same
screw in the balance as it did originally.. In most
all new adjusted American movements the roller
jewel generally faces the center screw between the
two arms, a suggestion which we think is a good
one. "The Watch Adjuster's Manual," which
treats on the adjustment of watches, would be of a
great benefit to you in studying the subject of
adjustment, as it covers this subject in all its details
and can be purchased at this office for $2.50.

"Flat."—(1) I have trouble at times in draw-
ing temper from staffs. I use a copper wire with
hole in end .just long enough for staff to center
which goes far enough down to draw temper as far
as is necessary to drill, but for some reason in
some staffs it seems almost Inzpossible to draw
temper so as to drill at all. I use good drills that
will not dull on the hard steel. Will you please
/ell me why and what to do to draw temper—I
don't believe that your trouble in pivoting lies in
drawing the temper, as the method you use is the
Proper one, but we would advise in drawing the
temper to draw the end of the staff or pinion to be
pivoted to a good blue or even beyond this color
and also a little further than the depth you want to
drill your hole. Be particular when centering the
staff that your graver is good and sharp or it will
kiave the center burnished, which will dull the
cutting edge of the drill. Another and important
potnt is not to have the drill too pointed, a flat-face
drill being much better for steel. The whole secret
H) pivoting is to draw the temper a little beyond a

Have a good sharp graver when centering a
drill that is tempered hard, and no longer than is
la.cessary to drill the depth hole we want. With a
sitort drill more pressure can be used, with less
danger of breaking, and having a flat cutting face,
with such a combination we should be able to drill
any staff or pinion.

(2) Also please tell me whether it makes any
difference in the time keeping of a watch if one
!awl is smaller than the other.—It would be impos-
-thle for a watch containing a balance staff that has
!we large pivot and one small pivot, even if the
iewels would fit each pivot properly, to keep cor-
ect time. You will find if the watch would run
correctly while the balance rests on the large pivot,
that if you put the watch in such a position that it
will rest on the small pivot the watch will lose
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time because there will be less friction on the small
pivot than on the large pivot. The conditions
would be reversed if the watch would run correctly
while resting on the small pivot. It would gain
time if placed in position so that it would run on
the large pivot. It would also be an impossibility
for any watch having one large and one small pivot
to be made to run correctly. By this we mean to
have a rating% One of the things that the American
watch factories are most particular about to-day in
the production of the finest grade movements are
that the pivots of the balance staff are absolutely
the same thickness, and that the walls of the jewels
are of the same thickness, because if these are not
perfect it is impossible to regulate the watch so as
to keep accurate time, and you will always find
that where the pivots are not of the same thickness
the watch will vary in different positions.

(3) I have seen some American watches with
flat ruby pin in roller table. Does it work just as
well as half round Y—We do not quite understand
what you mean by "flat ruby pin," unless you
refer to the triangle pin, which when made properly
is as good theoretically and practically as a half-
round (two-fifths cut away) ruby pin. The half-
round pin has been adopted by most all Swiss
and American watch companies and has given the
best of satisfaction. It is without a doubt the best
ruby pin yet invented, but it is always adviFable to
replace in a watch the same kind of a ruby pin
that the movement was constructed for.

"Diagram."—Enclosed find diagram of an
escapement which is represented to us to be a dead-
beat. Will you please inform us whether or not
this is a dead-beat escapement and we will consider
it a favor if you will give us an outline of what
constitutes said escapement.—The sketch of the
escapement which you enclosed is so crude that it
is impossible for us to tell if it is a dead-beat or a
recoil escapement. The dead-beat escapement is
one which when the tooth of the escape wheel
escapes from one pallet stone and drops on the
locking face of the other it remains dead. That is,
the escape wheel will not move forward or back-
ward while the pendulum is taking its vibration.
For illustration, did you ever notice the second
hand on an old grandfather's clock after it had
jumped a second, the second hand would move a
trifle back while the pendulum is still swinging?
Then when the pendulum returns it would move
forward, then jump another second. An escape-
ment of this kind is called a recoil because the
escape wheel recoils, while a dead-beat escapement
is one where the escape wheel does not recoil.

"Instance."—In making a new clock, for in-
stance, where the plates are too large for a uni-
versal head or upright tool, what is the best and
surest way to find the upright spot on the top plate
with one that has been drilled for a pivot in the
bottom plate P—There is no accurate way unless
you use some sort of uprighting tool. In making
a new clock the best way to proceed is to lay out
on both of our plates the four post holes, drill
them and fasten the two plates together by using
bushings in these four holes, then proceed to lay
out our pivot holes and drill through the two
plates at the same time. If we turn up our four
Posts true and fasten them properly the pivot holes
are bound to come upright, but if you have your
posts in the clock plates and the pivot holes are
drilled in one plate, the best plan would be to
visit some good machine shop where they have an
upright drill press with which you can upright and
drill the holes in the upper plate.

"Soft."— Can you tell me how to get that pecu-
liar soft yet tough temper to steel that is so nice to
turn and which will bend before breaking P I
found such a condition recently in an old English
staff The steel seemed rather soft, the graver
took off long chips, the pivots would burnish slick
and apparently hard with little work and would
glaze quickly.—To harden and temper steel properly
for staff work, first heat it to a bright cherry red, but
of course avoid anything like a white heat. .Pick up
the wire with tweezers or pliers and plunge it
vertically into the water. Next with a rather fine
emery-buff, polish the gray off of the steel and lay
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it on a copper plate heated above an alcohol lamp
until the steel turns to a rich dark blue. This is
the proper temper for a balance staff. Steel at
this temper will turn without difficulty, although it
will not seem to be soft to the touch of the graver,
but of course, you can not bend it any appreciable
amount without it breaking providing you should
bend it past its limit of elasticity. It seems to us
that the steel in the staff you mention would be too
soft for a balance staff.

"Prices."—Sometime ago you published in
Workshop Notes the most approved plans for clean-
ing French clocks and restoring the brass work
with a good finish. You say, as a part of the
method given, " then dip them in a solution of
cyanide." This has been my practice for years,
but I find nearly always after dipping that, while
loosening the tarnish so that a brush or scratch
brush will take it all off, it always makes the plates
appear more tarnished than before dipping and
makes considerable work with a scratch brush and
soap or soda getting off the tarnish after dipping.
What proportion of cyanide do you use to the
water, and is there any way to di)h the plates or
anything that can be added to the solution that will
insure the plates coming out bright? Also, you
say $1.00 is the average price for cleaning. Is this
a mistake ? To clean a clock (French) in the way
it should be done is worth at least $2.50. We get
$3.50 here. You also say, $2.00 for a balance staff
In making that price, do you refer to the French
clocks that have lever escapements and balance
staffs P Can you give me Philadelphia prices for
cleaning French clocks, visible escapements, lever
and cylinder escapements, Elliot and other double-
chime clocks? Best shop prices.—The proportion
of cyanide to water which we find adapted to all-
around use is a piece of cyanide about the size of
a walnut to about a pint of water, the mixture be-
ing stirred occasionally until the cyanide is all dis-
solved. Of course, you must use cyanide of potas-
sium ; there are other cyanides, but this is the
one which must be used. As to the cause of tar-
nishing, provided you use the right cyanide in the
right proportion of water and yet find that the
solution discolors the plates, it is possible that
there might be some chemical element in the
water you use which would produce the effect you
mention. Should this be the case, you had better
try clean, fresh rain water. We want to say, how-
ever, that very often, even when you have the cya-
nide solution perfectly right, the plates will come
out of it not perfectly bright, but with a cloudy
cast over them. After taking the plates out of the
cyanide, wash them with soap and water and a
brush, rinse in clear water, then dip in alcohol and
dry in sawdust. If there is still something lacking
in the appearance of the plates, take a brush with
stiff bristles which has been used for quite awhile
and is pretty well worn, and put a little fine-
Powdered rouge on the brush and brush the
plates, etc., vigorously. The brush must be kept
clean by washing with soap and water (of course,
the brush must be perfectly dry when used) and
the rouge must not be put on too thick, but just a
little rubbed on the brush and the brush then
tapped against the bench to shake out the surplus.
Another method of going over the plates is to use
a piece of chamois skin glued to a stick and
charged with powdered rouge rubbed well into the
chamois. This is rubbed over the plates, etc., in
the same manner as one would use an emery buff.
Of course, after either of these operations the
holes must be carefully cleaned out with pegwood,
and there must not be allowed to remain in any of
the crevices any trace of rouge. The article you
mention in which $1.00 is stated as an average
price for cleaning, is meant to apply to the cleaning
of a watch. Three dollars and fifty cents is not at
all too much to do a good job of cleaning a French
clock, for it must not be forgotten that the labor
does not stop with the shop work on it, but there is
generally some further attention needed in the way
of setting up and regulating the clock, which
necessitates sonie time spent in going to the
customer's house. We think $2.50 would be about
the right price for a balance staff in one of the
French clocks that have lever escapements. As to
prices in Philadelphia for cleaning French clocks,
they vary considerably with the different jewelers:
we might say they run from $2.50 to $5.00, while
for cleaning and adjusting large double-chime
clocks, we might state Pomo to $15.00 as the
average run of price.
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10500
LEGITIMATE RETAIL JEWELERS

WANT YOUR HELP
Think of it ! You can be of valuable assistance to your fellow craftsmen and by
so doing will work wonders in your own business—and all simply by your sell-

ing goods of reputation and quality that are kept out of the hands of Mail-

Order Houses and all cut-price competition.

That means you must get up and look around for the ONE WATCH which is

sold to the Legitimate Retail Jewelry Trade ONLY—the watch which has won

a National Reputation on its merits—THE SOUTH BEND.

The 10,500 Legitimate Retail Jewelers, mentioned above, are authorized

agents of the SOUTH BEND WATCH and we are all working together to

bring about the betterment of the Retail Jewelry Trade conditions.

GONE FOREVER!

"FEN years ago an Allen County, Kans.,
farmer put his initials on a dollar bill.

The next day he went to the nearest
town and spent it with a merchant. Be-

fore the year was out he got the dollar

back. Four times in six years the dollar

came back to him for produce, and three

times he heard of it in the pockets of

his neighbors. The last time he got it

back was four year ago. He sent it to

a mail-order house. He has never seen

that dollar since, and never will. That

dollar bill will never

MORAL :

Trade at your home

Jewelry store, w here

your dollar buys most

anyway, and where you

may get it back again.

1 he sent it to the
moral is plain.

pay any more
school or road
tax for him, %'ill
?lever build or
brighten any of
the homes of the
community. He
sent it entirely
out of the use-
fulness to him-
self and to his
neighbors when

mail-c) .der house. The

The above is a reproduction of a card which we have printed in the interests of

the Legitimate Retail Jewelry Trade. Write us for some of these cards to hand

out, to-day.

SOUTH BEND WATCH CO.
Mfrs. High-Grade Watches

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

THERE ARE OTHERS
—yes, hundreds of other show case makers. There are thousands of
cases on the market—some good and some bad.

Cataxeti 50o6at
cases are neither—they are BEST. This is not a mere "claim" but
a proved fact. QUINCY SPECIAL CASES are BEST because they
are all made from QUARTER-SAWED oak and will stand every test
of severe service.

And ponder over the fact, too, that they cost no more than the
plain oak kind.

All cases shipped K. D. to save freight. We furnish the screwdriver
which is the only tool required to set them up. We are also known as
headquarters for shelving, counters, tables, etc.

Shall we send our Catalog NOW?

Quincy Show Case Works
Quincy

Wichita, Kans., 146-148 N.
Market St.

Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, 'Fez., 308 Trust Ilidg

Illinois
San Francisco, 1034 Geary St.

Spokane, Wash., 0425 Monroe St.

Jacksonville, nil., 20-28 Julia St.

Our Wag of Entering Students
into the school is this:----On receiving a request for

catalogue and information, we send to the inquirer a list

of questions to be filled out with answers and then

returned to us. When you do this your answers tell us
what your experience has been and what your present
ability is. On this information we estimate how long
a course of instruction you must take in our school to
reach proficiency. This plan guarantees you against
disappointment because you know exactly how much
time and expense to arrange for, before you start. For
instance, you will not be led into "guessing" that six

months will suffice and then find after entering school
that you will be only half through in that time.

Go to the school which tells you exactly what
it can accomplish for you.

Don' t make " a leap in the dark."

Write for catalogue, etc.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
of Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications, Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Recoil."—Which pallet jewel has the most
recoil in an ordinary watch and in a railroad
grade?—In the first place we will explain that
there is a very little recoil in the lever escapement.
.What little there is, is caused by the " draw."
Draw is the tendency for the pallet stone which is
at the moment locked, to be drawn in toward the
escape wheel center,_and this effect is produced by
tilting the pallet stones at a comparatively slight
angle from a tangent to the circle in which they
work. Of course, in " drawing " the pallet stone
toward the center of the escape wheel, the wheel
moves forward a very little after the first impact of
the locking, and in unlocking the wheel the pallet
will force it a small distance in the contrary direc-
tion. This is all the recoil which is to be found in
the lever escapement. The angle of draw is in
practically all cases the same on both pallet stones,
consequently the recoil will be the same on both
sides. While the amount of recoil is the same both
in circular pallet escapements and in those with
equidistant lockings, still we must not confuse this
with the fact that the amount of force needed to
unlock the two pallet stones, while equal on the
escapement with the equidistant lockings, is not so
on the escapement with the circular pallets. In
the latter the entrance stone will require more
force from the balance to unlock it than the exit
stone. The reason for this will be seen by looking
at drawings of the two different types of escape-
ments in which it will be noticed that the acting
length of lever arm is longer on the entrance side
than on the other, consequently absorbing more
power in overcoming the resistance of the wheel.
While it might seem to be desirable to have the
unlocking resistances equal on both sides, still it
does not seem to be much of a disadvantage prac-
tically, and nearly all watches nowadays are made
Whit the circular pallets instead of those with the
the equidistant lockings. The explanation above
applies to ordinary watches as well as to the higher
grades, as there can be no distinction made in this
matter between different grades of watches.

"Wooden."— I wish to make up one or more
wooden clock movements, just like the old-fash-
ioned ones of front fifty to eighty years back, which
are practically all alike. 1 do not care anything
about making the striking side, simply the time
Irwin. [Mal I would like to know most is what
kind of cutlers are used for culling the teeM and
pillion leaves of the train. I have had considerable
I'. perience in culling watch wheels of various
kinds which have been successful. I have tried
Cononon watch wheel teeth cullers on wooden
wheels of small diameters which worked fairly
well, but I discovered that when I made a cutter
iarselffor culling- teeth in wooden blanks, I could
hal get a smooth finish on the tee/h, and I imagine
Me cutters for wood must be made more like saws
than the regular cutlers for metals. I notice that
in all the old wooden wheel clocks the large wheel
teeth are all made to rake slightly and that they
are not made round bottom, neither are the outer
ends of teeth much rounded. Now that leads me
to Mink that the cutters which made Mese teeth
a' :e made with some kind of saw-like cutters
which may have had some " set in them," as a
carpenter would say that a common saw must have
in order not to bind in the wood. Can you en/s' hien
me on this score and tell one who would be afit to
make cutlers of that kind.—Probably the trouble
Yon experience in cutting wooden tvlieels smoothly
li as much in the material you are working with
as in the way you are doing it. The old makers
lii qle a practice of boiling. the wood in oil before
working it tip, and possibly if you would follow
this it would help in getting good results. You
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cannot, however, get the best results with the
milling cutters—that is, with cutters on which there
are a great number of shallow teeth. The trouble
with these is that they fill up with wood shavings
and by and by cease to cut. We have cut wooden
wheels satisfactorily with a single-tooth fly-cutter
aud we recommend you to try one on the work
you have. The reason the teeth were shaped the
way you mention was in order to get the broadest
possible base for them to prevent the strain of
action breaking the teeth.

"Brocol."—Please give a minute and detailed
explanation how to set pallet jewels in a visible
escapement of a French clock. What is used for
the cement ? How is the heat applied ? What is
the proper angle of the jewels? If the inside pal-
let catches, what is the trouble ? If it does not
occupy too much space, I would like a complete ex-
planation how to do this properly.—We insert a
cut as the best means of making clear ‘'hat you
desire to know. Fig i shows the Brocot escape-
ment. In order to set it up correctly, start with
one of the pallet stones, say, the one shown at a,
and hold the anchor in position so that the point of
one of the wheel teeth is exactly over the center
(i. e . , the lowest point of the circle) of the roller.
While holding the anchor in this position lay a
straight-edge of some sort across the wheel center

Fig. 1

and continue it over to the pallet stone. Now see
that the flat side of the pallet stone lies exactly in
the line a, which will be the case when the straight-
edge held over the wheel center touches every part
of the flat side of the pallet stone, as indicated in
the illustration. Apply this test and if you find
that the pallet stone needs some moving, hold it
over an alcohol lamp until the shellac holding the
stone softens, when the stone Can be easily turned
around to the proper position. Be careful then to
have the length of the stone stand at a right angle
to the pallet arm. The stone on the other side is
then to lie set in the same way. If you need fresh
cement for holding the stones, get some shellac at
a drug store and use it by heating the pallets until
the shellac %yin melt when touched to the joint,
and flow into it. It will harden immediately when
the pieces cool off.

"Sixty."—I am making a sixty-beat regulator
with gravity escapement to have a twelve-pound
pet/du/hon. How heavy shall the impulse lever be
and what kind of material should they be made of Y
Should the lever pivots be jeweled? I wish to
make a pendulum with hardwood rod and lead
column for compensation to look something like
the design of the mercury bob. How high shall
the lead column be for hardwood like maple or
cherry, also for softwood like white pine I' I have
heard that a lead column should be about
inches for a seconds pendulum, but am not certain.
—We take it that what you term "impulse lever"
is what is almost universally called the " pallets,"
or, less often, the "anchor."

The best material to make the pallets of is
steel, hardened and tempered. The rule for the
'eight of this piece is simply to make it as light as
possible and yet solid enough to secure the neces-
sary stiffness. You can determine this only by
judgement, which it may be necessary to get by
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experience. We do not consider it important to
jewel the pallet arbor pivots.

The best wood to use for the pendulum rod is
white pine, which should be varnished to keep out
moisture. No absolute limits can be prescribed
for the height of the bob, but different authorities
prescribe all the way from to to 12 inches, and
you might start at sonic figure between those ex-
tremes, and then adjust the pendulum after .the
clock is finished, by keeping a daily record of the
going Of the clock and of the temperature, which
will show whether the pendulum " compensates"
too much or not enough, and if the latter, add
metal to the column, and vice-versa.

"Nadel."—In your February Keystone you
commend "Watch and Clock Escapements" to a
subscriber who inquired about the construction of
a model escapement. 1 procured a copy of that
book for that purpose. It is a well written book
and explains everything thoroughly. However, it
does not state how to make or procure a hairspring'
and pallet stones.—You will have to have pallet
stones made of glass or agate by a lapidist. Send
sketches with the exact measurements, or wood
models, to any reliable lapidist, among whom we
mention the G. B. Darling Lapidary Co. and H. C.
Luther & Co., both of Providence, R. I. As for
the hairspring, we believe that you can get from a
material dealer a Swiss watch mainspring which
will answer the purpose satisfactorily. If not, how-
ever, you might write to Houghton & Richards,
Boston, Mass., who could either furnish flat steel
wire such as you need, or else tell you where you
would be able to get it. Wire of this shape is in
the market rather irregularly, but we think that
some one would have it. Of course, if you would
find it impossible to buy, you could take round steel
wire and roll it to the shape you desire in a pair of
jeweler's rolls. The wire would probably come
out of the rolls curved vertically, too much to
allow you to coil it into a spring without straight-
ening it. We suggest that you first try to buy what
is necessary,and if you are unable to procure it, or
have any trouble in making up what you want,
write to this department and we will be glad to
advise you further how to proceed.

"Cancel."—I have an old English verge watch
which has Me cannon pinion lost, but I have both
of the original dial wheels and want to make a
new cannon pinion. The number of leelh in //,-
upper dial wheel is Mirly-six—this is /hi one /hat
carries the hour hand. The lower or plate dial
wheel that lays fiat on Me plate of Me movement
has forty teeth on its greatest diameter and its
pinion in center has twelve leaves. I wish you
would kindly tell me how many leaves the cannon
pinion needs. I put in one with 13 leaves, and it
runs the hour wheel too fast I made another
with it, and that goes to fast. I made another
with 12, and Mat owns the hour wheel too fast. I
am unable to figure it out, and if you can kindly
inform me how many leaves to put on Mis cannon
pinion I shall be greatly obliged to you. Kindly
give site the informatz3.0 6n xby4oletter, as I do not wish

and leaves on the pinions must be so proportioned

and the pinion leaves multiplied together the for-
mer product %rill be just twelve times the latter.

division, it is easy to work this out by cancellation.
Counting the leaves and teeth you now know the
numbers of, you set them down this way :

to wail for it to come through " Notes and Que-
ries."—In figuring dial trains the ollject is to make
the hour hand turn one-twelfth as fast as the min-
ute hand. The number of the teeth on the wheels

that when the wheel teeth are multiplied together

Instead of going through the multiplication and

12 X ?

Now, it will be seen that what is wanted is sonic
number of leaves for the cannon pinion in place
of the question mark, that will make the whole
cancellation produce the fraction one-twelfth,
which is the ratio desired, as explained above.
Try several different numbers and work out the
cancellation ; you will find then that by placing io
ill place of the interrogation point, the problem
will be solved.
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OFFIICE AND IFACTOR.Iro HEW BEDFORD, MASS.

"WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY Illustrated and Described in

Winter's New Catalogue "The Book that Shows You-

The most complete work of its kind ever published. A work of art. A book of
valuable 'nformation. Complete in all its details. Coat years of experience and housands
of dollars Size 9x12, 3 volumes. Over 600 pages complete.

A Book That You Need and Will Keep.
colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior views, elevations, niestsurements,

detailed descriptions, prices, etp., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to finish.
Over !NW) pages deroted lo High-Grade floor eases, show eases, roomier's, tables, specialties,

etc., with description and priers. Agenti us 25 cents to partially , r postage, etc., and wr
trill send the rolunt,, !hal will interest you. You Need The Book Now, emu if you dou'l
/1,41 the .fi s /IOW.

THE M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wisconsin
Established 1865. HIGH-GRADE. Fixture Makers

Finley. flicks & Co., NV W Orleans, La., Sales Agents for LolliNialla,
!pi 111111 11110:M1a.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., si. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri,
Kansas, Nebraska, oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.

R. 11. Birdsall, 1101)01 7. litimilton lildg., Portland, Oregon, Sales
Agent for Oregon and lVitaldngtoli;

Bartholow Company, Commerce and Austin Sts., Dallas, Texas,
Sall% Agents for Northern Texas, mid Southern Oklahoma.

A. W. Mattoon, 808 chapel St., New Haven, Conn., Sales Agent
for Massachusetts and Connecticut.
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CINDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also fo,.
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MEG. CO., Boston, Mass.
■■•••■••■,....

Does your present earning capacity
satisfy you?

If not, our Post-Graduate Course
will be of special interest to you.

You ought to be worth twice the nionty
after having attended it.

Write for particulars

SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKINi
AND ENURAVIN0

Wisconsin
Institute of Horology

Enterprise Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
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The Show Window

K EYSTONE

In regard to window displays for June, the season and month will

suggest numerous ideas. The keynote to one of the most fetching designs

will be found in the cover design on this issue. As June is the month of

weddings and as there is always a summer harvest for the jeweler in the

sale of wedding gifts, it is good business for him to keep posted on the
 dates

of forthcoming weddings and take advantage of the opportunity b
y dis-

playing such wares as are suitable, and such qualities as fit the purs
es of

those in the sphere of society

with which the young couples

are associated. No one, let us

hope, is so devoid of senti-

ment as not to be attracted by

a handsome display of wed-

ding gifts.
There are many

Display With f orms which
Figures such a display

may take. One

of the most impressive is a de-

sign with two figures repre-

senting a bridegroom and

bride after the manner of our

cover design, shown as a cen-

tral feature. We recall an in-

stance in which the two fig-

ures were used to exceptional

advantage and in a manner

that enabled the jeweler to di-

rect attention to practically

his entire stock. The figures

were first posed as sweet-

hearts, the gentleman being

in the act of presenting the

engagement ring to the lady

at his side. The surroundings

were quite appropriate and the goods displayed were mainly rings. A

necklace, a brooch, a comb, bracelets, chatelaine, etc., were shown on the

prospective bride, while the gentleman gave evidence of his comfortable

circumstances in a diamond scarf pin, a set ring, gold cuff buttons, etc., all

in excellent taste. A little romantic suggestiveness was lent to the scene by

a cupid which was suspended from the top of the window and held in its

hand a wedding ring. A card called attention to the jeweler's superb stock

of goods shown and the advantages of purchasing them in his store.

A few days later the two figures were shown in the guise

Variety of Poses of shoppers as invited guests to a coming wedding in

the act of selecting suitable gifts for the happy couple.

This offered an opportunity for an imposing display of wedding presents,

chiefly in silverware, cut glass, bric-a-brac and art goods. In this case also

a card directed attention
to the voluminous stock
of these goods which the
jeweler had at the dis-
posal of the public and
inviting observers to en-
ter the store and inspect
them.

A few days later still,
the window presented a
new scene, the idea being
:iomewhat similar to our
cover design. In this
case the newly-married
couple, suitably dressed,
were gazing in admira-
tion at the presents re-
ceived. Cut glass, silver-
ware, clocks, bric-a-brac,
utc., were shown in at-
tractive profusion and a
dainty card with the
name of the jeweler was
placed in each. The last
scene represented an
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evening at home, and showed the happy couple seated at their dinner table.

A well-stocked china closet was in evidence and a pretty clock and cande-

labra graced the mantel. The table furnished an opportunity for displaying

cut glass, silverware and china. This proved one of the most effective of

the displays, exciting the admiration and envy of the crowds who gazed at

the pretty scene.
We were informed that these displays resulted in large sales, and were

very effective in spreading the fame of the store. The cost in this particular

case was practically nothing as the figures were lent by a friendly dry goods

store and the good taste of the wife and daughter of the jeweler was enlisted
in arranging the detail of the
displays. The ingenious win-
dow trimmer will doubtless
add many little touches to
emphasize the purpose of the
display, such as showing the
goods on heart-shaped mats,
the use of suspended ctip:ds,
wedding bells and floral deco-
rations.

WilithlW 41 iSillay —( tc glass l"colll)tiVe

schools and the display of these

The June
Commencement commence-

ments also
furnish a

fine opportunity to the
jeweler, as the custom of pre-
seining graduates with gifts is
each year becoming more ex-
acting. In this case also a
figure may be used appropri-
ately in the window and nu-
merous ideas suitable for such
a display will suggest them-
selves to any trimmer. It has
been the custom in recent
years for many jewelers to

Season

offer prizes to the most dis-
tinguished pupils in the local

prizes invariably attracts considerable

attention. It is now generally accepted that enlisting the interest of

the young people is a chief factor in success, and no better opportunity for

doing so presents itself than the time of commencement.

The locomotive in cut glass and china, shown on this

A Unique Design page, was executed by James Mitchell, watchmaker and

jeweler with Glen A. Coulson, Greenville, Texas. The

idea is an excellent one and could not fail to have attracted much attention.

The engine was five feet long and thirty inches high. It was made from

eighty-eight pieces of cut glass and twelve pieces of china, every article

being shown plainly. We thank our subscribers for the many excellent

Easter designs sent us which we will reserve for future use. One of these

of the conventional kind is shown in illustration printed herewith.
An expert

Lighting the w i Ii d o w
Window trimmer

gives the
following hints to his
brethren in an article in
the Merchants' Record
and Show Window :

Whenever an electric
light in a display meets
the vision of the eye
when looking at the ex-
hibit, see that a frosted
globe is used and not a
plain one. The frosted
light adds a softness and
beauty to the scene not
obtainable by the plain
globe. If auxiliary lights
are used in the back-
ground of a display be
sure they are not too
strong. Use either a
4-Cl). or 8-cp. frosted
lamp.

•
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Necessity of Thoroughness and Punc-

tuality in Modern Business Life

"Thoughts on Business" is the unpre-

tentious title of the new volume of some 240

pages from the pen of Waldo Pondray

Warren.* The "Thoughts" are in the shape

of short editorials, each of which contains

ideas and suggestions based on the author's

experience and of much practical value to

all engaged in any capacity in the industrial

or business field. We reprint the following

extracts from this interesting book:

* * * * *

One of the universal faults is

Learn to be a lack of thoroughness. From

Thorough the boy who copies his arith-

metic lesson from a school-

mate's paper to the old man who leaves ambigui-

ties in his will for his heirs to quibble over, there

is a lack of thoroughness in almost every trans-

action. The unwritten motto of the average per-

son is, "To seem and not to be." Most people are

willing to let well enough alone—and they have

a modest standard of what constitutes "well

enough."
It is because of the wide prevalence of this

fault that the really thorough man does and does

not get the credit that is due him. He usually

does not get it when his work is superficially

judged by those who are themselves not thorough.

But he does get it when his work is put to the

test and fairly compared. And, best of all, he has

the satisfaction of knowing for himself that he

has done his duty, and therefore has gained a

point of self-discipline which he can never really

lose.
The man who aspires to rise above the aver-

age in any line of endeavor should ponder well

this point: The average person is not thorough,

and therefore even a little thoroughness will sur-

pass him. This should inspire the ambitious man

to be thorough. And he will soon find that thor-

oughness practically measures the difference be-

tween the average and the highly successful man.

Headed for
the Top

Resourcefulness is the star ac-
complishment. It is the mas-
ter key that fits all the locks of
business requirements.

I recently heard a good story about an office

boy—may his tribe increase. He took the mes-

sage to Garcia and got it there on time. •

The boy was given a letter to be delivered to

a man at his home that evening, and was told that

it was very important that the man should have

the letter before 8 o'clock. When he got there

"Garcia" had gone out, and his family did not

know where. The boy asked where he might •

possibly be, and they couldn't even guess. Then

he asked for the names of two or three of the

man's most intimate friends. When these were

given he made haste to the nearest telephone and

explained the situation to one or two of the

friends and got them to guess where he was.

Then he telephoned to one of the guesses and

found that Garcia had just been there, but had

gone out with the man of the house, and his

family didn't know where. But they made a good

guess, which proved true. The boy got Garcia on

• Published by Forbes & Co., Chicago.
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the telephone at a clubhouse two miles away and

explained that it was now three minutes to 8,

and asked permission to tear open the letter and

read it to him. This the man agreed to, and re-

ceived the information just in time to enable him

to be present at an important meeting.

* * * * *

I was talking with a business

All Work man about the success of a

is Practice well-known manufacturer, now
many times a millionaire.

"I knew him when he was a boy," said the

man. "The first thing I can remember was that

he beat me at a game of checkers. We played

four games, and he beat me every time. I remem-

ber it well. But he was that way about every

thing. He was the best ball player, the best skater,

the best tennis player—the best in everything he

went into. In school it was the same way. I re-

member one time he got only third place in the

Latin class. He made capital out of the fact,

though, for he went at that Latin as if his life

depended upon it, and that's about the last time

I ever heard of anybody getting ahead of him.

After he got in business it was the same way.

Nobody ever accused him of doing things by

halves. It's no wonder to me he got rich, and I

believe he earned every dollar of his money by

doing everything a little better than the next

person."
Everything we do is merely practice-work for

something greater, and we grow in capacity in the

proportion that we throw our best efforts into

whatever we undertake.

* * * * *

Necessity is the discoverer of

Doing More hidden capacity no less than the

Than You Can "mother of invention." A fac-
tory superintendent was telling

me that he was turning out 800 dozen a month of

an article with the same force and with the same

equipment that he used to turn out 300 with.
"You must not have been working up to your

full capacity before," I said.
"Evidently not," he said. "But we thought we

were. I thought so, and the men thought so, and

the members of the firm thought so. If anybody

had told me we were not doing our very best I

should have been offended. But the business

began to increase, and the orders kept pouring in,

and we got behind and simply had to do more.

With the work crowding in on us we simply had

to organize the work some way to get it done.

There wasn't room to put on a few more men—

none to speak of. But we put more speed on the

machines and laid out the work more systemat-

ically so as to utilize any waste energy, and the

first thing we knew we were actually producing

more goods than we had thought it possible to

make. It does not seem now that we were run-

ning at the highest possible capacity. But I sup-

pose if we had to do it we would find some way

to increase our present output."

* * * * *

It is always a helpful thought

Working for for an employee to go about
Yourself his work, not with the thought

that he is working solely for

his employer, but that he is really working for

himself.
"I always tell an employee," said a merchant,

"that he is working for himself just as much as

if his name were over the door. We furnish him
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capital, space to work in, and give him the benefit

of our systems of handling merchandise, and all

that, but what he does is in a sense his own busi

ness. If he sells goods, or packs them for ship

ment, or makes out bills, whatever he does he

contributes toward a portion of the net receipts of

the store. He is entitled to what he actually earn$

minus what he pays for rent, capital and othel

accessories. If he does well his business will

grow and he will get the benefit of it. And if

he does not do well he will make a failure of his

business--just as if he were closed up by hie

creditors. We can't give him room if he won't

pay his rent, or pay interest on the capital we

lend him, and so he has to go out of business.

In many ways he is virtually in business for him

self, and will stand or fall on his own efforts."

If this idea were more thoroughly understood

by employees everywhere it would do away with

a great deal of the desire to shirk and pretend,

and would inspire each one to put forth his best

efforts.

The employee who is inclined

Wasting to waste time, whether by ar-

Time riving late in the morning, by

quitting actual work before

closing time, or by unnecessary inactivity during

the intermediate portions of the day, should look

at the matter once in a while from the employer's

standpoint. When this is done fairly and squarely

there will be less murmuring because of any strict

time regulations made by the employer. And,

with employees who are conscientious, there will

be less disposition to waste time by tardiness or

loafing.

An employer recently explained to me just

how the matter looked from his point of view.

"Suppose," he said, "an employee wastes ten

minutes a day. That is an hour a week, or fifty-

two hours a year. A week with us has fifty

working hours in it. So, you see, the man who

wastes ten minutes a day wastes a week in a year.

If I only had one employee I might not mind it,

but as I have over 300, it means that I have to pay

for 300 weeks' service that I don't get. And,

furthermore, ten minutes' waste of time is a very

low estimate. Many a fellow punches his time on

the clock all right, prides himself on his punctual

record, and then wastes perhaps an hour a da)

idling around. Loafing is more or less contagious.

and so the idler not only wastes his own time, but

unconsciously influences others to do the same."

Engagement Bracelet

The newest Parisian fad is the betrotha

bracelet. It is not worn on the wrist, but on th.

upper arm, the left arm, as nearest the heart.

The fashion is said to have been introduce(

by Princess Marie Bonaparte, who received fron

Prince George of Greece instead of the tradi

tional ring a double band of gold made to fl:

about her arm close up to the shoulder.
The two broad rings of which the ornament

consists were chased with an antique design and

studded with diamonds and sapphires and had o

clasp of diamonds.
The engagement bracelet is .made in many

forms, however, sometimes with bangles of gem'

and sometimes with little chains of pearls loope(

from it. Often, says the New York Sun, it i-

perfectly plain save for a single fine diamond or ,‘

small star of brilliants.
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HOW WIRELESS TELEGAPHY

WORKS

An elementary explanation of the phenomena

involved in the transmission of a wireless message
k contributed to The Independent (New York)

1,, Dr. A. E. Kenelly, professor of electric engi-

u: ering in Harvard University. After showing

how a boat in a lake might signal to another boat

by means of the spreading ripple due to a stone

dropped into the water, he goes on to explain

that electric-wave telegraphy operates in a some-

what similar way, using electric waves traveling

through the ether over the earth's surface. The

electric splash or disturbance is created at the

sending station by the sudden charge or discharge

of a wire or wires on a tall mast, while the ex-

panding waves, being invisible, have to be detected

by a delicate electric device connected to a mast

placed within the working range. The advancing,

electric waves strike the receiving mast and pro-

duce feeble electric splashes, or disturbances, in

the wire or wires suspended there. We read:

"It is necessary to regard the
wireless telegraph waves as
running through the ether
rather than through the air,
even though they appear to be

carried by the air. If the waves are carried by
the air they would be sound waves, which -have
quite different properties, and which, moreover,
are only capable of being detected ordinarily at
relatively short distances. There is every reason
to believe that if the air which surrounds the
globe could somehow be completely removed, so
as to leave only so-called empty space on its sur-
face, the electric waves would still be able to run
over it, substantially as they do now with the air
present. It is universally admitted that so-called
empty space, or interstellar space, must be occu-
pied by something invisible, which is called the
ether, and which transmits light, heat and electric
disturbances generally. This ether permeates all
matter, and the atmosphere is permeated by it.
Consequently, the wireless telegraph waves run
through the atmosphere, but are borne by the
underlying invisible ether.

"If we assume that our eyes could see an
electric wave of wireless telegraphy running over
the earth, just as we actually see the waves run-
ning over a pond, or the shadow of a cloud run-
ning over a landscape, we should expect to see a

hemispherical wave thrown out from the sending
mast every time an electric spark discharge was

.produced there. The hemisphere would cover the
land like an inverted bowl and would expand in
alt directions like the upper half of a gigantic,
SI' !ling soap bubble, at the speed of 186,000 miles
a econd. At the upper portions of the hemi-
sphere, and particularly at the top, the waves
wild be very thin and weak. It would be denser
ay.( stronger in the lower portions, and especially
11, ,lie lowest portion that spreads over the ground
lii a ring."

Wireless
Telegraph
Waves

.1 Method

For example, the writer sup-
poses the sending mast to be in

116 trated the Brooklyn navy yard. If a
single spark discharge, or elec-

t' >plash, were made at this mast, corresponding
"dot" signal in wireless telegraphy, we should
if we had the imagined powers of vision, a

II 'spherical wave -rush off from the mast in all
.li ctions. And just as a stone thrown into a
P011(1 produces one principal wave with a train of

stiessively smaller ones, so an electric splash

or spark discharge usually produces a similarly
decreasing train. The writer goes on:

"Ignoring this detail, if we confined attenticn
to the first or leading wave, we should expect to
see a nearly vertical wall funning over the sea
and land, north, south, east and west, with the
speed of light. The wave would, indeed, be made
up of two successive walls, say first a 'positive'
wall and then a 'negative' wall, with a clear space
between, just as a water wave is made up of a
positive wall, or crest, and then a negative wall,
or trough, immediately behind, with a mean-level
space between them.
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Section of a single electromagnetic wave
along line of advance and near to surface
of the ground.

"If we transported ourselves somehow in a
flying machine over the earth's surface at the
speed of light, Jules Verne's celebrated flying
projectile being hopelessly too slow for our imag-
ination in this respect, we could keep up with the
outgoing wave and watch what happened to it as
it ran. . . . If it could be kept going for a
single second of time the wave would have passed
New York on the seventh time around the world,
[but] . . . in practice the waves have not yet
been detected at distances exceeding a few thou-
sand miles from their source. The reason is that

Hypothetical expansion of wireless tele-
graph waves over the globe.

they weaken so much as they expand, [and also]
. . . by absorption into the surface of the
ground."

Range Greater

This absorption, we are told, is
due to the fact that the earth is

at Sea an imperfect conductor. Salt
water is a better one, which is

one of the reasons why the range of wireless

telegraphy is so much greater at sea. We read
again:

"For a given electric splashing power, or dis-

charging disturbance power, at the sending mast

there is a certain range over the sea and over the

land at which high receiving masts can pick up

the disturbance of the passing waves and make

them appreciable to our senses by the aid of a

very delicate electric apparatus. The bigger the

sending splashing, the higher the masts at both

too;

sending and receiving stations, and the more deli-

cate the electric receiving apparatus, the greater

is this range. At present the range extends right

across the Atlantic Ocean.
"Wherever a vertical wire is placed in the

path of an electric wave an electric disturbance

will be created up and down this wire during the

passage of this wave, and this disturbance, if

strong enough, can act on suitable electric ap-

paratus so as to register a signal. A single wave
may pass by a mast in, say, one-millionth of a
second, according to the length of the wave. But

this brief disturbance suffices. In sending a wire-
less message every dot and dash involves a suc-

cession of waves, or an individual wave train.
This train is short for a dot and long for a dash.
Dots and dashes, in proper sequence, spell out the
message.

Nature of
the Wave

"What is the nature of the
wave, or of these vertical walls,
that we imagine to fly across
the landscape at such an enor-

mous speed? If we carried our imaginary aerial
automobile into one, so as to travel in the wall
and examine it leisurely before it dwindled away
to insignificant remains, we should expect to find
that in the advancing wave there was a feeble
vertical electric force, so that an electrically
charged pithball suspended from the aerial auto-
mobile would be attracted either vertically up-
ward or downward, according as we examined the
positive or negative wall. Moreover, there would
be an accompanying feeble horizontal magnetic
force, so that a delicately poised compass needle
on board our flying car would be deflected either
to the right or to the left, according to whether
we traveled in the positive or negative wall. Such

are the warp and woof of the electro-magnetic
fabric which constitutes these waves. They are

not issued of matter, but of electricity and of
magnetism.

"And how are we to distin-
Distinguishing guish at any receiving station
the Waves between waves coming simul-

taneously from New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco,
London, Paris, Vienna, Bombay and Peking, with-

out invidious disregard of other places and ships
at sea? The more remote . places take care of

themselves at present, because their waves are

too feeble and exhausted to reach us. The nearer

places might well conflict, but by tuning the ap-

paratus at our receiving mast to respond only to

waves say 500 yards long, all waves save those of

the particular station or stations which emit that

length of wave will not be audible. Besides, there

are other modes of securing artificial selection of
signals, otherwise- a modern tower of Babel would

be erected in the circumambient air.
"Manifestly, wireless telegraphy is destined to

become a great civilizing and socializing agency,
because the firmament of the world is the corn-
mon property of all nations, and those who use it
for signaling inhabit it, in a certain sense. When
all nations come to inhabit the firmament collect-
ively they will be brought into closer communion
for their mutual advantage. A new upper geog-
raphy dawns upon us, in which there is no more
sea, neither are there any boundaries between the
peoples." •

Such have been the triumphs of the inventor
in recent times that we 'contemplate with amaze-
ment human life on our planet one hundred years
hence. What with the wireless telegraph and the
airship, now a certainty of the near future, the
conditions of life will be entirely revolutionized.
We may confidently predict, too, that many other
wonderful inventions and discoveries 
made before the world is much older. Humanity
contemplates with amazement its own achieve-
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Summer Advertising

It is the practice of many jewelers to

advertise only. in the busiest periods of the

trade year—at Christmas, Easter, the coun-

fair week, the time of weddings, and on

IA other distinct occasions. Their theory

is that the time to advertise is when the

public is eager to buy ; and as only a certain

sum can be appropriated to advertising, it is

wasteful to spend part of it through the

sleepy summer and wise to concentrate it

()n Christmas and special occasions.

It is a mistake in theory and practice.

"39 MILL" GRASS-BLEACHED

Jewelers' Tissue Paper
For nearly forty years we have supplied the trade of the United States with our "39 Mill" 

Grass-Bleached

Tissue Paper. It has stood all tests and is to-day used largely by the leading jewelers of the co
untry. It is

the original Grass-Bleached, Non-Tarnishing Tissue Paper. Its peculiar fibre and uniform manufacture

render it the best Grass-Bleached Tissue Paper in the world.
In the circle above we illustrate a facsimile of the label appearing on every package of Denniso

n's "39 Mill"

Tissue Paper, every sheet is water-marked "39 GB Silver Tissue." Furnished in full size sheets, 20 x 30

(folded 15 x 20), or for convenience in wrapping small articles, cut into
1/2s, Size 93/4 mr 141/2 i1/4s, Size 71/4 mc 93a 1/2s, Size 4Ts mt 71/4

We also supply high-grade non-tarnishing Tissue Papers of domestic manufacture, which are ba
cked

by the manufacturer's guarantee :
"Dennison's American Grass-Bleached Tissue"

"Dennison's Monarch Grass-Bleached Tissue" "Dennison's Ribbed Grass-Bleached Tissue"

Dennison's Jewelers' Roll Tissue and Cutters

The Cutters and Roll Tissue illustrated below are furnished with two styles of fixtures adapted fo
r use

either on or under counter or wrapping table. The Tissue Paper is our American Grass-Bleached quality.

Dennison's '1 39 Mill" and all other Silver Tissue Papers, Cutters and Tissue Rolls, are carried in

stock at all our stores. For further information address our nearest store.

SC1111b011 G0111Pailij
26 Franklin St. 15 John St. 1007 Chestnut St. 128 Franklin St. 413 North 4th St.

BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO ST. LOUIS

When to Advertise

The time to advertise is ALL the time.

The wise merchant keeps himself before the

people every week in the year. There is,

sound reason for his doing so.

In the first place, it is untrue that

"everybody is out of town" throughout the

summer. The saying is simply a figure of

speech. Less than one-tenth of one per

cent. of the people of any community spend

the three months of summer away from

home—statistics prove it. Less than one

per cent. go away for as long as two weeks

—statistics prove it. And all of these are

not away at the same time.
Certain exclusive stores in the large

cities which cater to the wealthy class are

unquestionably affected by the hegira to the

shore, the mountains and Europe; but their

number is so small in the total of jewelers

that they do not affect the question. The

majority of your customers are the home-

staying class, who need goods and repairs

in your line all the time. It follows that

you must keep them informed about your

goods and your prices. And if you have

two grains of wit you can stimulate sales

right through the hot weather, by offerings

If special things at special prices.

In the second place, the advertiser

liould always 'look to cumulative results—

•he piling-up of all his efforts into an in-

.easing success. Sporadic advertising—

kind that is done only on special occa-

sions—has no permanent effect upon the

volnme of the merchant's trade. It is the

,rtiruta/ hammering away that counts. The

\\Tier who stops advertising for three

• ..mths throws away all the accrued value

his previous expenditure for advertising,

"must begin all over again" in focusing

.ention to his store. There should never

•• • a let-up at all.

How to Advertise

We concede, of course, that the sum

expended for summer advertising should be

less in proportion than that expended in the

same period before and during the• Christ-

mas season. The total appropriation for
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the year must be judiciously distributed so

as to bring the heaviest outlay on the sea-

sons of greatest trade activity—while neg-

lecting no period of the year. It follows,

therefore, that the persistent advertising in

the summer months must be in small spaces

in the newspapers.
But small space is no excuse for care-

less work in filling it. In fact, it is more

important that the little advertisement be

thoroughly pleasing and effective than the

big for in the little one every word counts,

since there are so few of them. The

utmost painstaking should go into the prep-

aration of the small advertisement. It

should be changed with every issue of the

newspaper. The most should be made of

the space by the right kind of "display" to

attract the eye to it. There is really greater

skill required to prepare a perfect adver-

tisement in an inch space than for a full

page ; more art in filling three inches than

three columns. Success in effective con-
densation, miniature painting, is rarer than
successful speech or color in broadsides.

If you have decided on, say, three
inches single column for your summer
space, you can occasionally make an effect-
ive variation in your use of that space by
breaking it up into, say, twelve two-line
"runners" to appear here and there in one
issue of the paper. Many country news-
papers are willing thus to gratify an ad-
vertiser's whim — metropolitan dailies are

not always as amiably disposed. These little

single-sentence advertisements would say :

"Have you seen those cunning Silver

Trinkets at SMITH'S?"

Or

"SmITH's Watch Repairing is the best

in this town."

or similar catch lines.

What to Advertise

You vill say, "Why, the things I have

to sell, of course." There is no dispute over

your answer to the question if you will add,

"'But only one thing at a time; and thus all

the things, in time."
Whatever may be said as to the advan-

tages of advertising your many and various

lines in the large space which you will take

at the Christmas season, there can be only

one sane opinion as to the absurdity of

crowding the mention of these various lines

into the small space in summer advertising.

Mention only one line, or one item, in each

small advertisement occupying less than

three inches single column, and you will

thus get the best returns from the space.

Be a specialist in one thing for that one

time. Don't generalize ; be specific. Instead

of mentioning a line of rings, describe one

ring ; the girl who wants a seal ring will

take it for granted that you have them be-

cause of your snappy description of a cer-

tain stone ring. You must concede some-

thing to the average intelligence. Because

you are a jeweler the public will know that

you likely sell all the things in the jeweler's
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line, so that you need not catalogue these
various lines in your little space. If a man
wants his watch repaired, you need have
no fear that be will take it to a meat shop or
a hat store, if your advertisement cleverly
describes a walnut clock and makes no men-
tion of repairing. The woman bent on
buying a silverplated coffee-pot will visit
the jeweler who advertises a dainty watch
—because she knows that these lines "go
together." It is as needless to advertise
all you sell, at one time, as to inform the
public that you, the jeweler, do not sell
sauer-kraut, silk, sausage, shoe-strings and
soda water. Advertisers too often assume
that the public knows nothing at all. Alas,
it often knows too much—for the adver-
tiser!

Take an Inventory of Your Faculties

You take, or shou/d take, an inventory

of your stock at regular intervals. In such
inventories the stock passes in review be-
fore your eyes and you can see in what
lines you are overstocked or insufficiently
stocked, what goods sell freely and what
are slow ; and thus are informed so as to be
able to proceed intelligently and success-
fully in the future.

Wouldn't it be a good idea to take an
account of your kinds of stock other than
the material kind ? your faculties, your
ideas and ideals? They cannot be han-
dled, nor checked on an inventory, nor
counted like the debits in a ledger ; they
are vague and intangible. Because of

their intangibility it may be difficult to
locate the various items which go to
make up your business character ; it may be
difficult to get outside of yourself and look
yourself squarely in the eye; but it will pay

to try.
As a basis for your self-examination,

look over this list of the chief causes of fail-
ures among business men. L'se it as an

index for your inventory ; and if you have

to answer "Guilty" to any of them, get

busy. Throw out the bad stock ; furbish up

that which is dull and tarnished ; get new

habits of those in which you are now

"short"; and buckle down to serious busi-

ness hereafter.

Insufficient preparation.
Wasting effort on illegitimate methods.
Lack of the cower of practical adaptation.
Improper training.
Living beyond your income.
Entering into outside operations.
Want of will.
Lack of fixed purpose and perseverance.
Overtrading.
Bad judgment in giving credit.
Failure to make cash discount.
Ignorance of the power of good advertising.
Trichiness and oversmartness.
Finding it easier to float than to row.
\V:ti(ing for opportunities.
Lack of attention to details.
Drifting forward and back with the tide.
Laziness. .
Too many irons in the lire.
Ignoring the principles of right living.

Haste to get ridi.
mmhting too much, or too litth.s.
1:11Willingticss at the foot.
Too little self•coneeit or too much.
Mistake in choice of employment.
Want of resolution.
Want of faith in the inevitable triumph of the

truth.
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Dr. Faber
Self-Filling

Fountain Pen

A Year 'Round Seller
The Conklin Pen is the best all year 'round seller

because it is built for every day use. It's the most

practical and convenient—meets every easy writ-

ing requirement—dependable—durable—a time

saver, as it does away with the bother and

annoyance so common with other fountain

pens. Will give satisfaction year in and

year out. Filled in the twinkling of an

eye by simply dipping in the nearest

ink-well and pressing Crescent-Filler.

Also let me
figure on
your

Fixtures
Show
Cases
Trays
Etc.

You want a Fountain Pen that
will retail at a reasonable price, make
you a good profit, give satisfaction to
the user and increase your Fountain
Pen trade.

Four years' experience has proven all this h)
those dealers that have been handling the Dr. Faber
Self-Filling Fountain Pen. The reasons are :—

My pen retails at a price to fit any pocket-book
and all are guaranteed even to give satisfaction.
Prices range •

No. 1. $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3.50
No. 5, $4.50; No. 6, $5.00 and up.

My proposition to you Mr. Dealer is this:—

CONKLIN'S

Fountain PenThe
Crescen t-
Filler —combining as it does the

superior advantages of other
fountain pens, plus the most
successful filling principle,
and backed by our ex-
tensive advertising,
is the pen for you to
handle. Write al
once for our new cata-
logue and dealer's

proposition.

Make up any order for one dozen or more at the
above mentioned prices, deduct 40% for your clear profit then
take to% to use to advertise the pens. In addition to the xo%
to be used for advertising, I will send you the order with the
pens, lables, directions, small individual boxes, SHOW CASE,
celluloid window signs and other advertising material.

Analyze the exceedingly low retail price of a high-grade
Self-filling Fountain Pen on which you realize a profit of 8o7

and at the same time build up a trade that will grow to a great business.
Thousands of dealers are now singing the praises of the Dr. Faber Self-
filling Fountain Pen. Pen users all over the United States are asking
what dealers are handling the Dr. Faber Pen in their locality, showing
that our extensive magazine advertisements have created a demand for
the Dr. Faber Pen every place.

Send for a sample order or write for one of our beautiful catalogs and
I will demonstrate to you that this is the pen you have been looking for
and on which you can build a good pen business.

DR. FABER SELF-FILLING PEN CO., Toledo, Ohio

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.

39 Manhattan NNW

TOLEDO, OHIO

U. S. A.

LATEST CRAZE

The New "RED MIDC_ILT " Stylogrtiphic Pen

NEW YORK

DENVER

OAKLAND

WINNIPEG

LONDON

The
Crescent
Filler

Jewelers the World Over Endorse

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs

Has solid gold spring and needle and platinum points.
Writes like pencil. RETAILS, $1.00 to $2.00 each.
Every RED MIDOET guaranteed perfect and best style made.

The latest Vest Pocket or Ladies' Non-Leakable Pen can be carried in any

position in pocket or purse. Will not leak RETAILS $2.00 and $2.50 each.
Made in long or short sizes. Write for SAMPLES and CATALOU.

WRIGHT PEN CO.
Wm. Weldlich 6c Bro. Prep.

623 MIcusl-iingtc-In Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and
must be appreciated by anyone who has a need for
such a book. I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United

States and foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for ifloo entries of watch

repairs with printed headings, and making complete records

is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of Me world on receitt of price, $ t.w) (4s. 3c1.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8o9-8r1-813 North igth Street, PHILADELPHIA, .

"CLEAN-TO-1-1ANDI.V:" 1 70UNTAIN I )11-N

Moore's Non=Leakable Fountain Pen

Retails from $2.50 up 11111111111M110■1111 1111
THE FOLLOWINU CLAIMS we GUARANTEE:

I. That the pen is filled without unscrewing the section, thus avoiding soiling the fingers
with ink when tilling.

2. That the pen is drawn back into the barrel or reservoir after using, and when the cap is
turned on is absolutely AIR and INK tight.

3. That it can be carried in any position in any pocket and cannot leak.

4. That the pen is always ready to write the instant it touches the paper.

Sectional View of Pen Closed for Carrying

Thew, pens, being constructed upon
entirely different principles from other
fountain pens are, without doubt, the near-
est perfection of any pens manufactured.

5. That the barrel being AIR-TIGHT, the ink never thickens or dries up, and if the pe
n

is not used for a year, it writes just as readily.
6. That we have the ONLY desirable fountain pen IN THE MARKET for LADIES'

 USE.

7. That our "Tourist" or Military Pen in the best pen made for travelers or militar
y use.

R. That we use nothing but the highest grade gold pima.

9. That we use pure gum rubber, and the superior finish and lustre of our holders i
s very

noticeable when compared with others made from common stock.

American Fountain Pen CO.
Boston, Mass.

A. A. WFEKS-110SKINS CO. f Special Selling Agents for (treater New York,
t I (Mid St., New York I Philadelphia, New Jersey, Baltimore and IN ashingt

t.n
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Wedding and Commencement

Stationery

The month of June fur-

nishes many opportunities

for the stationer. In the

first place, there is the en-

graving of wedding and commencement

stationery, a, fruitful source of revenue and

large profits. There is also the beginning

of the summer exodus of pleasure seekers,

who, as a rule, provide themselves in ad-

vance with a supply of stationery. These

factors in June trade can be used to ad-

vantage in window displays and also in

newspaper advertising. In the window dis-

play department of this issue we suggested

the use of figures as central features of

displays, and this recalls an admirable sta-

tionery trim made use of by a jeweler in

one of the Eastern States. The central

feature of this display was a lady seated at

a desk addressing invitations to wedding

guests. Wedding stationery was, of course,

the motif of the trim. Invitations a la

mode were. strewn :around, and a central

card showed an enlarged facsimile of the

form of wording and engraving most ap-

proved by fashion. The desk at which the

lady was seated offered an opportunity for

an effective display of such correspond-

ence paraphernalia as fountain pens, ink-

stands, pen-wipers and desk appurtenances

generally. The picture was a very bright

and appealing one, and attracted much at-

tention. It also, we understand, resulted

in considerable trade. Many modifi.:ations

of this idea will suggest themselves.

The practice of selling by

sample is now largely made

use of in the sale of sta-

tionery. An excellent idea

in this line is used by a leading paper house.

This house makes up each year several

styles of block calendars. As the person

using one of these calendars removes the

leaves each, clay; • he is occasionally con-

fronted with a page of blank paper instead

of the usual calendar leaf. A single line

on this piece Of paper reads, "Try your pen

on this.", The probabilities are that in every

case the user of the calendar will act on the

suggestion, and, if the paper appeals to

him, he will naturally have it in mind when

making his next purchase. There is noth-

ing, after all, so impressive as an actual

demonstration, and only through the me-

dium of a sample can the public be assured

An Effective

Display

Selling by

Sample
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that the representations made by the sta-

tioner are thoroughly reliable.
One of the drawbacks in the

jewelry store where sta-

tionery is handled is that,

as a rule such stock is re-

garded as of secondary importance and

given correspondingly little attention. In

Intelligent

Handling

Med. .9enniclon' Mtiy9a,

,teintea ,gonor, yarn, istesenc.e, ,cd fire,
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goaamond
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Wedding reception invitation (reduced)

many instances there is no one in the store

who thoroughly understands the stationery

business or is posted sufficiently on the qual-

ities of paper, fashion, etc. The addition

of the stationery department should imply

the training of one or more workers espe-

gi:e/ ger+

,anct gtachudinf eiaoev.

gC4teinandv Medical
,? And.,

,screot ifonot. 3 youty3sceance,,ali,lofe,

10menencement Evescietes,
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,anJAya Acoen.,
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Commencement invitation (reduced)

cially in this branch. Of course, any mem-

ber of the force can sell stationery, but a

great advantage rests with one who has

made a study of this particular business

and thoroughly understands the goods. The

fountain pen manufacturers have been wise

in this direction. They have seen to it that

those who purchased a supply of pens have

trained men to sell them, and this accounts

ill a large measure for the large sales of

these goods and their increased popularity.

Any ambitious clerk will only be too glad to

make a special study of the stationery busi-

ness, as he will naturally conclude that this

will make his services much more valuable.

Many jeweler-stationers are remiss in

the matter of displaying their stationery

stock in the window. While, of course, they

cannot afford many or frequent displays of

this character, it would be well to devote the

window occasionally to a display of station-

ery goods alone. Through the medium of

such a display many of the public would

learn for the first time that the jeweler is

engaged in this line of business.

There has been a decided

improvement of business

stationery within the past

few years, and there's room

for much more. Whoever

has to do with correspondence, bills, state-

ments, and the like, realizes that in the

daily mass received the attractive propor-

tion is small.
It is quite evident that the majority of

business men are not yet awake to the fact

that business stationery may be utilized for

advertising, and that such advertising pays

a very large dividend. The difference in

cost between poor and good stationery is in-

considerable compared with the benefits de-

rived from the use of good stationery.

Three things are absolutely necessary:

Good paper, good printing, good typewrit-

ing.
Good printing involves good design,

and a good design involves good copy. There

should be as few words as possible on the

letterhead. The name of the concern, its

location and its business. There should be,

usually, nothing else. The letterhead is no

place for a price list or advertising argu-

ment. Whether an illustration of the fac-

tory or of the product should be used must

be a matter to be considered. The design,

whether for lithography, half-tone, or

typography, should be carefully made, hav-

ing always in mind that it has nothing to

compete with. It has the whole stage, and

the undivided attention of the reader. It

should be attractive, first of all.

A business man going over his mail

does not consciously study the letterheads

which pass before his eye and through his

hands. He is influenced incidentally. The

"feel" of the paper, the character of the

printing, the form and balance and color

of the typewritten matter—these are the

elements of a business letter which put the

reader in a humor to deal favorably with its

subject-matter.

Importance of

Business

Stationery



BATES & BACON
Novv York
9 Malden Lane Attleboro, Ma.s.s.

Chicago
103 State Street

The Leading House for High-Grade Gold Filled CHAINS, LOCKETS

AND BRACELETS

Something NEW! Fobettes!
For Ladies' Belts

Gents' Vests
or Trousers

. IE
Mit 111.4

Vag', 4011 RINGS O
F QUALITY
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NIAGARA RING MFG CO.

•

'

•

Compelled by increased trade to find
larger quarters, we have just moved
our factory and offices into our new
building at 534 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y., the best loca.
tion in the city for our pur-
pose.
Here we have ii.,000 square
feet of space, all North
light, an increased
equipment and every
facility for producing

the " RINGS OF
QUALITY" in
sufficient volume to
equal the rapidly-
growing demand.
It is significant that
even now our pro-
ducing facilities are
taxed to the utmost.
Our present pro-
duct comprises over
3000 original de-
signs in to karat
solid gold.
Enliven your spring
stock by selections
from this line.

THE MARK oF QUALITY

R. 6 M.

TRADE-MARK

18 U74
REGIsTER

ANY ARTICLE BEARING OUR MARK
IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

TRY US ONCE AND SEE 

0 U R PATD. JOINT
HARDNESS OF STOCK

FINISH AND

DESIGN

A RE THINGS THAT HAVE MADE
THE

BEATRICE
LOCKETS & Gas

FAMOUS

Our New Business Home"

Niagara Ring Mfg. Co. 
534 Main Street

BUFFALO, N.Y.

R. B. MACDONALD & CO MFG.

• JEWELERS

BOX 322 ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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The Government Assay Office
and Its Work

In the smelting of ores, or in the other pro-

cesses for winning the gold and silver from nature's

products, these two metals are always obtained in

a combined condition, and no attempt is made to

separate them. At the smelter or mine the only

operation that is put upon the two metals is to

remove as completely as circumstances will permit

the base metals that are present with the gold and

silver. In usual practice they are removed only to

bring up the fineness of the bullion above soo. The

periodical " clean-up " of a mine or smelter is

treated so that the gold and silver in the bullion

are at least over this degree of fineness and it is

shipped to a refinery, usually that of the govern-

ment, for complete purification. It would not pay

a smelter to refine his own
bullion unless he had large
quantities of silver. That
containing gold in excess
can be sold to the govern-
ment at the full price for
the contained gold, even
though it be impure. There
is no object, therefore, in
carrying out a complete
purification.

The material pro-
duced in the " clean-up "
of a mine is called base
bullion, as it consists
largely of silver alloyed
with base metals. A large
quantity of gold, in addi-
tion to silver, is present,
and is called dore-bar.
This is purified so that the
fineness in gold and silver
is over 500. If below this
the government will not
refine it, and, therefore,
Partial purification is re-
sorted to in order to raise
it over this amount.

As the base bullion
obtained from the " clean-up " of a mine or from
the result of smelting operations contains both gold
:tnd silver, it is necessary to separate them before

either can be used commercially. This separation
is called parting.

The parting of gold and silver was first carried
(tut by means of nitric acid. For many years this
was the only process known, and was extensively
used all over the world for this purpose. It is still
used in small establishments, but the cost is so
much in excess of the sulphuric acid process or of
dectrolytic refining that it has practically fallen
into disuse. As a process for making pure gold,

however, it is preferable to the other processes. In
the sulphuric acid process some impurities are left
iu the gold, but as they are soluble in nitric acid,

the employment of the nitric acid method elimi-
t,:ttes them and produces a pure metal. In some
mall establishments which refine jewelers' sweeps,
the nitric acid parting method is still used.

The sulphuric acid parting pro-
.: ilphuric Acid cess was invented by Andrew
. .ocess Mason, for many years superin-

tendent of the United States

Assay Office, on Wall Street, New York City. He

brought out the process in 1866, and as sulphuric
acid is much cheaper than nitric acid, a great

saving was effected for the government This
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process has been in use at that institution continu-

ously since that time, and all bullion received has

been treated by it. Within a short time, however,

owing to a portion of the building having been

torn down for repairs, the parting department of

the assay office has been discontinued for the

present, and all refining is now carried on at the
mint, in Philadelphia, by the electrolytic method.

As it is questionable when the assay office will be

repaired, the resumption of the parting operations

by the sulphuric acid process is more or less uncer-

tain. It is possible that the electrolytic process

may supersede it, and if the trial that is now being

made at the mint demonstrates that it is cheaper,

then it will replace the sulphuric acid method.

As far as can be ascertained, however, it is

yet uncertain whether the electrolytic process is

preferable to that of parting by sulphuric acid.

Each has its advantages. Continuously from 1866
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paid. It is then shipped to the Philadelphia Mint
for refining.

While the government will purchase outright

all gold that is offered, it will not purchase silver

unless authorized by congress. At certain times

silver is purchased for coinage, but stipulated

quantities only are authorized. Silver will, how-

ever, be refined for anyone at a nominal cost. If,

therefore, impure silver is deposited at the assay

office for refining, the silver which is actually in it

is returned to the depositor and he is obliged to

pay for the cost of refining. With gold, however,

the government will either purchase it or refine it

in the same manner as silver. To the depositor,

however, the result is the same in either case.
The government will not ac-

Fineness of Bullion cept material below soo fine,
and all base bullion must be

over this amount in order to be accepted. When
deposited, a certificate of
deposit is issued and the
metal sent to the melting
room, where it is melted
in a graphite crucible in a
furnace heated with an-
thracite coal. When thor-
oughly melted a thorough
stirring is given it and
then, by means of a small
clay crucible grasped in a
pair of tongs, a small
quantity of the molten
metal is removed. This
is at once poured into
water to granulate or
" shot " it. The dip sam-
ple thus obtained is as-
sayed for gold and silver
and settlement made with
the depositor upon this

basis. It has been thor-
oughly demonsttated that
a dip sample is the only
satisfactory method for the
assay. If borings are taken

from a bar, no matter how

the operation may be done,

the result is apt to be more

or less than the true amount. The impurities

segregate from the gold and silver and the gold

may be richer in one portion than another. By

taking a sample of the molten metal, however, and

rapidly cooling it in water, a perfectly uniform

material is obtained. The use of dip samples upon

which to base the value of base bullion is now uni-

versally carried out, not only in the government

institutions but in private ones as well.

It is an error to presume that a depositor of

silver bullion obtains the same silver in the refined

condition that was in his deposit. As soon as the

assay of the deposit has been made and its value

determined, no attempt is made is made to preserve

single lots, but are mixed for subsequent parting.

The parting and refining operations may be

divided into the following steps:

I. Melting the base bullion and taking a dip

sample.
2. Assaying to determine its value.

3. Inquartation (adding silver so that the silver

and gold may be separated) and granulating.

4. Treatment with sulphuric acid to dissolve

the silver.
5. Washing the gold residue thus obtained.

6. Precipitating the silver in the sulphuric acid

solution by copper.

7. Crystallizing the sulphate of copper.
—The Brats World.

United States government assay office, New York City

to the year 1907 the sulphuric acid parting process

was used at the assay office in New York City,

and practically all of the gold used by the govern-

ment for coinage and other purposes was there

refined. The process was brought to the present

state of perfection by its inventor, Mr. Mason, the

former superintendent of the establishment. The

description of the process subsequently described

is the method used at that establishment.
The so-called assay office of the

The Government government is situated at 30
Wall Street, New York City, in

the very heart of the financial

district and next to the sub-treasury. Nearly oppo-

site the assay office is the office of J. Pierpont
Morgan. Near by is the Stock Exchange. It has

always been a matter of surprise that the govern-

ment could afford to maintain a manufacturing

establishment of this nature in such a locality.

When one considers what has actually been carried

on in it, it will readily be appreciated that the

assay office is nothing more or less than a manu-

facturing establishment where smelting and refitt-

ing is carried on. It is probable, however, that at

some future time all refining may be permanently

discontinued, as it is now temporarily. At the

present time bullion is received at the assay office,

its value determined by assay and the depositor

Assay Office
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CLOCK HISTORY FOR CLOCK COL-

LECTORS

The Earliest Clocks—Old English, French and

American Timepieces—Famous Early

Clockmakers in Europe and

America

A valuable accomplishment for every jeweler

is a knowledge of clock history. For all manner

of information in regard to clocks, ancient and

modern, the public are wont to consult the jeweler,

naturally supposing that he is deeply versed in

clock lore. Seldom have we perused a more

interesting or useful epitome of clock history

than the following, by Walter A. Dyer, in Coun-

try Life in America, Mr. Dyer's story being es-

pecially intended for clock collectors and such as

are especially interested in old and unique speci-

mens:
While the study of various works and move-

ments in the clocks of different periods is inter-

esting and instructive, from the collector's point

of view the case and general design are the thing.

A very high grade of craftsmanship is exhibited

by several of the styles in old clocks—a source of

never-ending delight to the connoisseur. It is

this side of the subject, therefore, that I shall con-

sider in the present article. A fairly large propor-

tion of the clocks which were used in this country

a hundred years or more ago were of British

manufacture, and though few of those now found

date back as far as the seventeenth century, it

seems best to take as a starting point the English

chamber clocks of that period. These were

among the first that came into common domes-

tic use.
The most numerous and note-

Bird-Cage or worthy type was what is

Lantern Clocks known as the bird-cage, -lan-

tern or bed-post clocks. These

clocks were introduced about 1600. They were

made about fifteen inches high at first and about

five inches square; smaller ones were made

later. They were mostly of brass. They were

placed upon brackets, through which hung the

weights and chains or ropes by which they were

wound.
The faces of these clocks were round and the

center of the dial was often beautifully etched.

The dial was about six inches in diameter, pro-

jecting slightly beyond the frame at the sides. In

the earliest of these clocks the dials were, as a

rule, thickly gilded.

• There was only one hand at first, the hour

spaces being divided into fifths. During the last

quarter of the seventeenth century bird-cage

clocks with two hands were made.

On the top was a bell, giving the clock a

domed appearance. Sometimes this was for an

alarm and sometimes to strike the hours; occa-

sionally it was put to both uses. The works were

of brass and usually of good quality; they were

made to run from twelve to thirty hours—usually

twenty-four hours. At first a simple balance

was used, but was superseded by the short or bob

pendulum about the middle of the century. This

was first introduced in 1641, and came into gen-

eral use about 1658 or 1660, when it was improved.

The long or royal pendulum is supposed to have

been invented by Richard Harris in 164t, but it

was not used for these chamber clocks until 1680.

A prominent feature of these bird-cage clocks

Is the ornamental fretwork around the top, which

partially conceals the bell. The earliest fret was
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heraldic in style, and was used, with gradual

changes, from 1600 to 1650

With slight changes, this style of clock was

made from the time of Queen Elizabeth (1558-

1603) until the beginning of the reign of George

III (176o). Some of the later ones are still to be

found in this country. Once in a while a Dutch

imitation is found, but they are rare.

During the reign of Queen Anne (1702-1714)

a similar clock, called the sheepshead clock, was

made, with the dial projecting two or three inches

beyond the frame on each side.
In the meantime the long case

The eight-day type known as the

Grandfather grandfather clock had been de-

Clock veloping in England. Toward

the close of the reign of

Charles II (1685) some of the clockmakers fitted

wooden hoods over the brass works of the lantern

clock, for protection; then someone conceived the

idea of making a case for the pendulum also, and

the tall clock was evolved and stood upon the

floor. Long-case clocks were made by Tompion

during the latter part of the seventeenth century,

but the earliest ones on record were made by Wil-

liam Clement, in London, about 1680.

The general size and shape of the grandfather

clock is familiar to everyone. At first they were

small, with small dials, and with no doors, so that

the hood had to be removed when the clock was

wound. Sometimes at first the cases were nar-

row-waisted, with wings at the sides where the

pendulum swung. Later the cases became straight

and tall—sometimes ten feet-or more. The pen-

dulums were sometimes seven feet long.

The earliest cases were plain, with square

tops. Later the top was ornamented. Three balls,

or other ornament, the middle one highest, are a

common feature of eighteenth century examples,

as is also the scroll top. An early form of orna-

ment was the spiral or corkscrew pillars on the

corners of the upper part. These came in as early

as voo, and were very popular in Queen Anne's

time. Very plain cases were often made during

later periods by local cabinetmakers, both in

England and America, so that it is not always

possible to determine the age of a tall clock by the

amount of ornament on the case.

As to the materials of which the cases of the

English tall clocks were made, oak was used from

the beginning and was never discontinued, but is

rarely found in connection with the best work

Walnut cases, both plain and inlaid, were made

extensively during the last quarter of, the sev-

enteenth century and the first quarter of the eight-

eenth. Some of the early cases were made in soft

woods lacquered in Oriental fashion and usually

decorated on the front with Japanese designs in

gold on black. Clocks of this type, dating from

1740 on, are to be found in this country. Mar-

quetry work is to be found on some of the very

early tall clock cases, chiefly of the Dutch type,

but including also English work in Italian pat-

terns. During the reign of William of Orange

(1689-1702), Dutch marquetry was at its height,

clock cases being inlaid with satinwood, holly,

ebony and other woods.
The early tall clocks had square

Works and metal dials. Early in the

Dials eighteenth century the square

top gave place to the arch.

Later, moving figures appeared sometimes in this

arch—chiefly moons, showing the changing phases.

During the later years of the eighteenth century

various moving figures came into fashion, such as

tine, 908

a ship rocking on the waves. Sometimes calen-

dars were placed in the arch or in the dial, just

under the center. On the dials of many seven-

teenth century clocks the maker's name appears in

the circle at the lower edge; later it was placed

within the circle just above the figure VI.

At first the dials were plain, but soon became

a field for ornament. The brass and silvered

faces of the reigns of William III and Anne were

very richly ornamented. Later painted faces came

into vogue, though these were not as common on

English as on American clocks.

There were no minute hands on the first tall

clocks, the hour spaces being divided into halves

and quarters. Concentric minute hands soon be-

came common, though one-handed clocks were

made for some time.
As a rule these tall English clocks were good

timekeepers, running usually for eight days. Both

wooden and brass works were used, the latter

being most commonly found in existing speci-

mens. Old wooden works can hardly be depended

upon to keep good time to-day. Some of the

clocks had strikers, and a few of the more ex-

pensive ones were equipped with chimes or played

tunes.
There are in existence a few miniature clocks

of this period, built on exactly the same lines as

the tall clocks, but only three or four feet high.

Another form of English clock,

English also a development of the

Bracket Clocks early chamber clock, is the

bracket or pedestal clock of

the eighteenth century. During the latter part

of the seventeenth century these clocks began

to appear, with squat, square cases of wood,

perforated metal tops, generally chased and

gilded and surmounted by a dome with a brass

handle on top. The dials were made square or

with an arched top. They were usually of brass,

with the circle silvered, and Roman numerals

were used. Gilded spandrels of the period were

sometimes placed in the corners of the dial and

the space about the circle of the dial was often

beautifully ornamented. A few of the later

clocks of this type were supplied with chimes, and

cost the equivalent of $600 or $70o. These are so

rare to-day as to be very valuable.

Walnut, oak and other woods were used in

the cases; during the latter half of the century

mahogany was the most popular. A few were

made of ebony and ebonized wood, and even tor-

toise-shell veneer. Inlaid cases after the style

of Sheraton date from 1790 to 1800.

Toward the end of the century the popularity

of the bell or dome shape waned and we find the

broken arch, the balloon shape and the lancet or

pointed Norman arch.
Now as to French clocks, many

French Clocks of which found their way to

this country. Clocks of good

quality were made in France in the seventeentb

and eighteenth centuries. They were mostly port

able clocks in a variety of forms, following the

styles of the period.
Mantel clocks before the time of Louis XV

(1715-1774) are exceptional. They were usually

supported by a pedestal, a long case or a bracket.

Sometimes they were hung upon the wall. The

hanging or "Cartel" clocks of the Louis XV

period were usually of metal, thickly gilt an,

graceful in form. Another clock of this perk,.

was the drawing-room clock, richly chased au .

elaborately ornamented in the riotous rococo

(Continued on page min)
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August H. Hoffman, formerly secretary and
treasurer of the Hall Co. and manager of the
Lemport Mfg. Co., has organized a company
known as Hoffman Jewelry Case Co., for the
manufacture of trays and cases in Denver, Colo.

W. W. Oliver, of the W. W. Oliver Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., accompanied by Mrs. Oliver, re-
turned some weeks ago from an extended pleas-
ure trip, in the course of which they visited
Washington, Philadelphia Richmond, Old Point
Comfort and Norfolk.

Wayne Cut Glass Co., Honesdale, Pa., are
erecting a new plant, which they expect to have
completed in a few months. The building is
135 feet long and three stories high and is of
concrete and brick construction. It will have a
capacity of two hundred frames, and will add ma-
terially to the productive facilities of the conf-
pany.

J. Glick, of Stockton, Cal., who had been in
ill health for several years and confined to his
bed for some months, now anticipates complete
and early recovery, as the doctors have at last
located the cause of the trouble, which, we under-
stand, a minor operation will set right. The many
friends of this popular jeweler will be pleased to
learn of his good fortune.

J. Van Dusen, of Van Dusen & Stokes Co.,
dealers in Oriental jewelry and art goods Phila-
delphia, will sail from San Francisco on June 9th
on a six months' trip, which will circle the world.
He will visit Japan, China, India, Egypt, Turkey,
Germany, France and England, searching the
markets in all these countries for novelties in
jewelry and art goods for his firm.

The co-partnership in the firm of J. Hoare
& Co., cut glass manufacturers, Corning, N. Y.,
was recently dissolved and a new corporation or-
ganized under the title of J. Hoare and Company,
which has taken over the entire assets and as-
sumed all the obligations of the old firm. The
business will be carried on at the same location as
heretofore. The officers are as follows: Presi-
dent, James Hoare; vice-president and secretary,
Geo. L. Abbott, and treasurer, Hasell W. Baldwin.

E. Howard Watch Co., Waltham, Mass., have
recently issued a most valuable booklet, entitled
"Selling a Watchl " which contains a wealth of
practical information for the watch dealer. "Sell-
ing a Watch" is a most interesting story and con-
tains many valuable hints on making profitable
sales. The booklet is sent free to the trade on
request, as is also an imposing folder, which gives
briefly a history of the Howard watch and its
distinctive characteristics, together with illustra-
tions showing the Howard plant at Waltham,
Mass.

Burnham & Emery, Springfield, Ohio, would
be pleased to learn whether any of their brother
jewelers have encountered a stolen watch which
he describes as follows : Old model Howard
movement, 18 size stem wind, movement No.
42,998. The case, hunting, solid gold, No. 33,839,
and worn smooth. The letters "D. McM.' were
engraved on the outside of the front lid, and a
distinctive feature of the case was that it was
very large and heavy, much larger than an 18-size
casevatcho.f the present day. A reward will be offered
for information leading to the recovery of this

Walter H. Bradley, president of the J. B.
Bergen Co., Meriden, Conn., recently secured the
services of Thos. Singleton, of Bowling Green,
Ohio, as general manager of the company. Mr.
Singleton is one of the most accomplished men in
tie cut glass line, with which he has been con-
nected for many years. His latest connection was
with Pitkins & Brooks. On the occasion of Mr.
Singleton's departure from Bowling Green, the
citizens presented him with a valuable gift in
token of their high regard for himself and his
family, and be was accorded the honor of being
escorted to the depot by a committee of citizens
and friends. He is also well and favorably

known in
I ionic.

Brock & Feagans, Los Angeles, Cal., who
take special pride in the stationery branch of their
business, for which the firm has already built up
a high reputation, added considerably to their
laurels in the production of the stationery used
Oil the occasion of the visit of the battleship
fleet to Santa Barbara. This firm furnished the
stationery for the several functions held on that
occasion in honor of the fleet and its officers, and
no prettier souvenir of the occasion could be had
than the handsome invitations. The lettering on
the formal stationery was embossed in white, a
little panel at the head of the invitation being The canvass of Messrs. Archibald and Wiley
inlaid with mother-of-pearl and showing a beauti- was very timely, preceding, as it does, the annual
ful sea scene with a battleship. The stationdy meeting of the association, which will be held in
was much admired, many of the officers remark- Philadelphia on August loth, the first day of con-
ing that it excelled anything of the kind they had vention week in that city. The many attractions
ever seen on their extensive journeyings. on the programme for that week, physical, social

and intellectual, should attract a full attendance
of the membership, which, we trust, will be still

West Virginia Retail Jewelers' further increased in the interval.
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Meriden, where he will make his future Zook, Pirosh & Simmons E. H. Keller, W. W.
Appel, Harry Weeber, Wnt. Plack, Lancaster; G.
A. Schlechter, T. A. Deisher, Cohen Bros., Ebb
N. Zell, Frank Tyack, Geo. H. Frees, John F.
Beyerle, Saml. K. Hanley, Saml. W. Diller, Jas.
W. Kalbach, Geo. W. Schaeffer, Reading; R. T.
Polack, Myers Bros., Will K. Rebert, Pirosh &
Simmons, A. E. Job, York; Frank Kind, Ira D.
Garman, W. H. Thompson, Jr., Frederick C.
Bode, I. Bedichimer & Co., Chas. B. Lynch, J. B.
Buzbey, J. B. Janssen, Chas. H. Hambly, C. R.
Smith & Son, 1'. S. Mitchell, C. S. Powell, Robt.
Saunders, J. Warner Hutchins, Chas. Schwartz,
M. I. Darevski, Philadelphia.

Asso-
ciation

The West Virginia Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion met recently in Clarksburg and elected the
following officers: President, T. A. Westmyer,
Wheeling; first vice-president, C. A. Wernecke,
St. Mary's; second vice-president, S. F. Robinson,
Clarksburg; secretary and treasurer, Chas. E.
Baab, Parkersburg. Executive committe: C. A.
Keefer, Grafton ; J. L. Jones, Martinsburg; Henry
Milliken, Wellsburg; J. H. Grub, Thurmond, and
M. Wittenderpher, Williamson. Membership com-
mittee: J. F. Krohne, Clarksburg; Henry Milli-
ken, Wellsburg, and J. W. Berisford, Piedmont.
Committee on qualities: Lee Probst, Clarksburg;
A. C. Duerr, New Martinsville, and G. C. Burrell,
Weston, Committee on trade interests and legis-
lation: President T. A. Westmyer and Secretary
Chas. E. Baab.

The association now has a membership of
fifty-four, and twenty-five of these were present.
All of the important questions were discussed, the
foremost of all being how best to build up the
State association and propagate harmony and fel-
lowship, believing this to be the first step towards
success in association work. The gold filled case
stamping law, as it now stands, did not meet with
the approval of the association, but the same
measure would meet with their approval if it in-
cluded a specified guarantee. Retailing by jobbers
and jobbers selling to all kinds of stores was
referred to the committee on trade interests. The
meeting closed with a banquet. The next meeting
will be at Elkins, in the fall.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers'
Association

On the initiative of the officers of the Penn-
sylvania Retail Jewelers' Association, a most suc-
cessful effort was made last month to infuse
additional vitality into the organization and en-
large its membership and field of usefulness. The
task was assigned to First Vice-President J. P.
Archibald, of Blairsville, and Secretary C. S.
Wiley, of Pittsburg. Together they journeyed
across the State, stopping on their way at Johns-
town, Altoona, Harrisburg, Reading, Lancaster
and York, terminating their tour in Philadelphia,
where a meeting was held on the evening of May
22nd. In each of these cities a personal canvass
was made and quite a number of the jewelers
were sufficiently responsive to argument to be-
come members of the organization. The fruits of
their journey across the State are best evidence in
the list of new members, numbering in all fifty-
six. The organization can now be truthfully
described as thoroughly representative of the
trade of the entire State and its power for good
is proportionately increased. The list of new
members in as follows:

August Loch, E. A. Reineman & Co., North
Side, Pittsburg; H. H. Blase & Bro, Wilkes-
Barre ; W. A. Kraft, G. L. Ruff, Thos. J. Apryle,
Johnstown; C. F. Sellers, Rudisill Bros., Geo. M.
Bitner, C. F. Wood, Clayton G. Brenneman, Al-
toona; P. G. Diener, E. L. Rinkenbach, Robt, S.
Gitt, I. S. Ricker, Geo. A. Hutman, Harrisburg;
Louis Weber & Son, A. R. Rhoads, S. Kurts

No Protection to Composers
That the present copyright law does not

afford the composer of music protection against
its appropriation by mechanical musical appliances
was the conclusion laid down by the supreme
court. The opinion was rendered on two test
cases brought by the White-Smith Music Publish-
ing Company, of New York, in which it was
sought to restrain the Apollo Company from in-
fringing the copyright on two songs, "Little Cot-
ton Dolly" and "Kentucky Babe," which the
Apollo Company without permission had adapted
to perforated paper rolls for mechanical pianos.
Various other music publishing houses and com-
posers also joined in the case to the extent of
filing briefs in support of the contention.

In delivering the court's opinion, Justice Day
said the principle of copyright was intended to
reward mental creations, but the law had not
gone that far, for it applied only to the tangible
results thereof. As showing that congress had
not intended to include perforated rolls or other
mechanical reproductions, he pointed out that the
Berne copyright convention of 1886 had specific-
ally excluded them from copyright ; that congress
had since repeatedly amended the copyright law,
knowing the great strides made in the manufac-
ture of mechanical music-playing devices without
legislating for them, and that in 1891 it had
granted foreign composers, including those who
were bound by the Berne convention, the benefit
of American copyright, to whom it certainly was
not the intent to give greater advantages than to
American composers. Then, too, strictly speaking,
the perforated rolls were not "copies" of musical
productions within the meaning of the copyright
law, although they did reproduce the tunes them-
selves. If there was a defect in the copyright
law as regarded musical compositions it must
therefore be cured by the legislative branch of
the government, not by the courts.

" How to Advertise a Retail Store"

An imposing volume of some soo pages, en-
titled "How to Advertise a Retail Store," has
been issued by the Outing Press, of Deposit,
N. Y. Whether this volume is or is not the most
pretentious which has yet appeared on this sub-
ject, it seems to be by all odds the most practical
and comprehensive. The author, A. E. Edgar, is
not merely an advertisement writer with a lim-
ited stock of ideas, but a practical merchant, who
made a deep study of all branches of the adver-
tising business, and his book is largely the result
of his personal experience. The treatise covers
newspaper advertising, schemes and selling plans,
sales advertising, advertising of specific lines,
mail-order advertising, general, technical and mis-
cellaneous advertising. The book can be truth-
fully described as a complete and comprehensive
manual for promoting publicity, and is illustrated
with over 500 original newspaper advertisements.
We do not know of any feature of publicity or
any requirement of the advertiser which cannot
be found fully given in this volume. Copies of
the book can be had from this office on receipt of
publisher's price,
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Silverware that Suits the Situation
Trade conditions this spring call for quick-selling stock, that 

is, handsome,

moderate-priced wares, such as will attract the attention, suit th
e pockets and

satisfy the tastes of the public. Ideal stock for such conditions is 
our new line of

HIGH-GRADE CLECTRO-PLATED WARE
which represents the extreme of economy and skill in manufacture. 

Artistic in

design, varied in pattern, rich in finish, standard in quality and 
moderate in

price, these goods possess to an exceptional degree all the es
sentials to suit

the present situation.

See /his line before selecting your string stock of silverware

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of Electro Plate

oir
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To THE JOBBER

Let us help you move your stock

by supplying you with our up-to-date 10 K.

line of Cameo Scarfs and Brooches,
which at this time is needed to tone it up.

We are heavily stocked in Cameos
in order to protect you in your later orders.

For your benefit we have gone to con-
siderable expense in order to be able to ship

your goods promptly, which with our liberal

policy can not fail to please you.

We also have a lot of new samples in our regular

line of Rings, Scarfs, Brooches, Baby Pins, Ear Scre
ws and

Crosses. Do not fail to see the line.

FAL 1849

WM. C. GREENE CO.
101 Sabin Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New Lines for
the New Year

Our lines of quick-selling

novelties to enliven new year

trade include a wealth of ex-

quisite ideas in

Lace Pins, Cuff Pins
and Cameo Goods

Don't fail to get acquainted

with these, as well as our im-

posing array of new designs in

Buckles Charms Combs

Bracelets Brooches Hat Pins

Buttons Barrettes Scarf Pins

Leather Trimmings

in STERLING SILVER and ROLLED PLATE.

Our goods are the kind that fascinate femininity,

and mean substantial profits and a quick turn-

over.

The highest class of workmanship is character-

istic of all our lines.

ALWAYS
ON
THE
CO

Look for the

Trade-Mark

WE SELL TO THE JOBBINO TRADE ONLY

MILLER, FULLER & WHITING CO. 
Manufacturing

NEW YORK OFFICE NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
Inc. 1906 9-11 Maiden Lane
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The Two Greatest Business Enterprises

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

Most of the "biggest" things • in the

world are American.
That naked sentence is in itself typi-

cally American, in the opinion of our Euro-
pean critics who ring the changes on the

proposition that the Yankee is given to

boasting. But without disputing the im-

peachment, we "stand pat" on the statement
that the really biggest things are American;
admitting the notable exception in works of

art, since art seems to require a certain

ripened national condition before it comes

into its best estate—and as a nation we are
not yet quite "ripe," thank God, but have

many years of growth and development

ahead before we show "the sear and yellow
leaf."

Whatever debate may be inspired on

the question of our supremacy in this or that
or the other direction, there can be no dis-

pute whatever as to the fact that we have in

America the two greatest businesses that
the world has ever seen in operation—not
only biggest, but the greatest, in the right
meaning of the word. Aml the purpose of
this essay is to bring home to the readers of
THE KEYSTONE a realization of some facts
not generally known, except in a hazy way,

and to show wherein the real greatness of

these enterprises lies. It may inspire the

reader, as the study of it has inspired rue,

with a new pride in the genius of the Amer-

ican and a new appreciation of the national

conditions which are keeping the American

to the fore of the human progress.

One Year's Business of One Corpora-
tion, $757,014,767.68

Before mc lies the sixth annual report
to the stockholders of the United States
Steel Corporation. It covers fifty-five large
pages, nearly all in figures, giving the

fullest details that were ever embodied into
a corporate report. And I pause here to
say that I am not a stockholder, so am not
biased in my comments, but simply express

opinions without prejudice and "take pride"
without profit.

Here is a American business concern
which in a single year made gross sales
amounting to $757,014,767.68, earning a net
Profit of $133,244,929.28. Just stop a mo-
ment and let these figures sink into your
comprehension — if you can comprehend
them . I frankly confess I can not. I can
think in hundreds, but not in hundreds of
millions. But we can at least be sure that
no such volume of business in a single year

was ever before achieved by any one single

factor in trade since the world began.
If you have come back to consciousness

and taken breath, try to absorb this further
fact: In 1907 the corporation employed

210,180 people, to whom it paid in wages
and salaries for the year $16o,825,822.

These stupendous figures are beyond
our intellectual grasp, and it might not be

profitable, though interesting, to further

quote specific amounts from this amazing-

report. But there is profit in noting the proc-
esses of financing this huge business, the
system in inventorying its assets and the
provision against "the unexpected"; the
smallest merchant is not generally as con-
servative, and the Steel Company gives an
object-lesson of the highest value to the
whole body of trade.

It is the practice of this great concern
to inventory all its values at the lowest esti-
mate—much below the market price on all
materials, for instance ; to put aside each
year a large sum, out of its earnings, as a
sinking fund for boml obligations which
will not mature for forty-three years; to set
aside, out of earnings, another large sum
for the construction of a great new plant,
and still another sum for replacements and
depreciations. Then, after paying divi-
dends of over $35,000,000, it carries a large
balance of earnings to an accumulating un-
divided surplus, which surplus now amounts
to over $122,000,000. It is the practice of
the corporation to look facts squarely in the
face; to not permit itself to gamble on
hopes, nor cheat itself in over-valuations of
its properties. If the average jeweler were
as careful and conservative, there would be
less work for the credit-men in the offices of
manufacturers and jobbers.

The foregoing facts count for bigness;
but the greatness of the Steel Corporation
lies in the facts, first, that it does not abuse
its enormous powers; second, that it con-
ceals no information from its stockholders
and the general public. In confirmation of
the first, the reader will recall that last year,
when the demand for steel was far beyond
the supply, the Steel Corporation did not
advance its prices and reap the increased
profits which it could have secured ; nor,
now that demand has weakened, has it re-
duced its prices, to the embarrassment of all
others in the business. It has proved itself
the great conservative and conserving force
in trade. In confirmation of the second
fact, this minutely-elaborated report of
fifty-five pages is witness. For the first time
in the history of the great corporate man-
agements, PUBLICITY is given to the fullest
extent to all its operations, so that "he who
runs may read" the intimate facts. The un-
expected lias happened, and a great exam-
ple is forced upon the attention of interstate
and international corporations the world
over.

A Railroad 23,000 Miles Long

The actual miles of track in use by the
Pennsylvania Railroad, if laid in a single
track, would nearly belt the globe. These
tracks carried in 1907 153,000,000 passen-
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gers and 435,000,000 tons of freight, pro-
ducing a revenue to the company of $326,-
000,000. It required in its operations 65oo
locomotives, 263,100 cars and 175,000 em-
ployees, who earned $125,000,000 in wages
—about 16 per cent of the total wages paid
by all the railroads in the United States.•

This greatest railroad in the world
gives impressive testimony to the foresight,
breadth of comprehension and extraordi-
nary ability of the practical American. In
boldness of plan, brilliancy of execution and
dexterity of financing, no railroad in the
world compares with it. It stands to-day
ten years ahead of all other trunk lines in
preparedness, and approaches the comple-
tion of its entire plan with all its needs
financed.

It is the only important railroad which
has never gone through a reorganization,
and continues its heritage without a blot
upon its financial escutcheon. It has paid
dividends for fifty-two years uninterrup-
tedly (since 1856), averaging 6.31 per cent.
annually. It is one of the few railroads not
dominated by any single interest or group,
its shares being held by 57,000 persons. Its

icapital s $585,569,295.13; and the remark-
able fact is presented that in the past ten
years $188 has been expended on its prop-
erty for every $ioo added to its capital—
fulfilling its traditional policy of "putting a
dollar into the property for a dollar of divi-
dend

T"he Pennsylvania Railroad presents a
record of, achievements absolutely without
a parallel in railroad history. Its earnings
have increased 151 per cent. in ten years.
The number of tons of freight which it has
hauled one mile in one year is equal to the
aggregate number of tons hauled one nude
by the following six big systems combined,
with their 42,000 miles of railway: Union
Pacific, Southern Pacific, Northern Pacific,
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, Great
Northern, and Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul. Its tremendous operations in tunnel-
ing the North River and crossing under
New York City to Long Island have ex-
cited the admiration of the engineering and
financial world. And, withal, it is the most
attentive to small details, the most thorough
in every feature of operation and most
zealous to deserve its reputation as "the
model railroad of the world." Its manage-
ment is not only capable, but clean ; for the
charge of "grafting," which was brought
against some of its minor officials a year
ago (and worry over which brought its
great executive, 'Alexander J. Cassatt, to
the grave) was found to obtain only against
a few subordinates, who were promptly dis-
charged. Its operations are conducted with-
out reference to the stock-ticker. In a word,
it is clean-cut, square business throughout.

There is inspiration in the fact that
these two greatest businesses of the world
are American: and there is much profit for
all of us in study of their systems, their
methods and their underlying principles. It
is these two great corporations, and not,
say, Standard Oil on the one hand and Har-
riman-railroading on the other, which stand
as the exemplars of the American ideal in

J. T.corporate management.
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CLOCK HISTORY FOR CLOCK COL-

LECTORS

(Continued from page 1014)

that time. Buhl work—brass and tortoise-shell

inlay—is also found. The shelf or bracket clocks

of Louis XV were of bronze and gilt, finely orna-

mented with unbalanced rococo and other de-

tails, and sometimes with marquetry and metal

mounts. Some of them were quite intricate and

ingenious as to works, with strikers, chimes, cal-

endars, etc.
The clocks of the Louis XVI period (i4-

1793) are largely decorated with the ribbons and

flowers of Marie Antoinette. Very fine mantel

clocks were made of glass and alabaster, and less

ornate ones were of marble or onyx. The finest

of these clocks were covered with glass domes or

globes.
Lyre shapes became popular under Louis

XVI, and also vase clocks. Human figures came

into vogue later. From about 1760 until well on

into the nineteenth century elegant mantel clocks

were made in marble and bronze, with the dial

hanging from a handsome entablature.

With the development of the Empire style in

French furniture (r804-1814), the lighter Louid

XVI clocks, which persisted through the Transi-

tion or Directoire period, gave place to forms,

often in solid-looking bronze, in which heavy

draperies, wreaths, Roman faces and other Em-

pire ornaments figured prominently.

Foreign-made clocks were fair-

Early ly common in this country by

American the middle of the seventeenth

Clocks century, and early in the eight-

eenth century there were clock-

makers in Plymouth, Mass., and elsewhere. At

first tall clocks, with plain cases and wooden

works, were made here. By 1800 the clock indus-

try in this country was thriving, and we soon

began to export cheap clocks. Short and tall

clocks were made, with both wooden and brass

works, and in several different sizes and shapes.

Then came cheaper springs and cheaper and better

clocks. About 1800 clocks were selling for $18

to $50 each, according to size, style and works,

and some fine ones cost as high as $75.

For purposes of convenient and compre-

hensive classification I will divide these early

American clocks into four somewhat arbitrary

groups Miscellaneous tall clocks, clocks by the

Willard brothers and their imitators, Connecticut

clocks by Terry and others, and the shelf or

mantel clocks of the early nineteenth century.

During the eighteenth century the American

tall clocks were of many style and grades, from

the cheapest pine cases and wooden works to ex-

pensive ones with finely engraved brass faces,

brass works, the moon's phases in the arch above

the dial, and fine mahogany cases. The best of

these old American tall clocks are much prized by

collectors. The faces were usually square, with

circular dials; the arch above is variable.

The finest of these clocks were made just

prior to the Revolution. After r790 fewer ex-

pensive clocks and more cheap ones were made,

to conform with post-bellum hard times. After

1790 the tall clocks almost invariably bore plain

metal or wooden faces, painted or enameled in

white, with colored decorations. Elaborate brass

faces were seldom used. Wooden works became

more common, for the same reason, often im-

proved bearings made of hard bone or horn.

KEYSTONE

Painted pine cases became far more common than

mahogany.
In these old days clockmakers frequently

made the works alone, and these were sold about

the country by peddlers. Local cabinetmakers

were hired to make the cases. This accounts for

the wide variety in style, quality and materials.

Sometimes the clockmaker's name is found, some-

times the owner's, and sometimes the local car-

penter's ; a study of American tall clocks by style

and signature is sometimes far from satisfactory.

These tall clocks were made in America up to

1815 or 1820, and were then discontinued until

the recent Colonial revival.

In the South but few clocks were made. Tall

clocks were in general use, but they were chiefly

English. In some cases the works were brought

from England or the North and the cases made

by Southern cabinetmakers.

A few miscellaneous types of American clocks

of this period might be mentioned in passing;

Miniature grandfather clocks, three or four feet

tall; inlaid, lyre-shape clocks after the type of

Sheraton, and brass-mounted mahogany clocks in

the Empire style.
During this time several towns in Connecticut

were gaining a reputation as centers for the man-

ufacture of ingenious, cheap Yankee clocks.

Eli Terry was the most fa-

The Connecticut mous of the Connecticut clock-

Clockmakers makers, as well as one of the

first. He began clock manu-

facture as a business in 1793. James Harrison

made clocks in Waterbury as early as 1790, and

Daniel Burnap made brass clocks at East Wind-

sor at an early date. Their work does not begin

to rank in importance with Terry's, however.

In 1807 Terry bought an old mill in Plymouth

and got a contract for soo clocks from some men

in Waterbury. The first consignment of clocks

made by machinery in this country was turned

out in 1808, the whole 5oo having been started at

once. In 1810 Seth Thomas and Silas Hoadley

bought out the Terry factory and continued the

manufacture of works for tall cases. There were

then similar establishments in Waterbury.

Terry made several styles of clocks. Most of

them had wooden works which were so well

made that some of them are still good time-

keepers. They were peddled all over New Eng-

land.
There were many other successful clockmakers

of lesser importance in Connecticut. About 18t8

an excellent eight-day clock of brass was in-

vented by Joseph Ives, and later brass clocks were

made in large quantities by Chauncey Jerome and

exported to England. He also made a very cheap

clock with an octagonal face.
In the meantime, Massachu-

The Willards setts manufacturers had been

proceeding along slightly dif-

ferent lines. The most famous of them were the

three Willard brothers, who made clocks at Graf-

ton, Mass., as early as 1765. Later they manu-

factured also in Boston and Roxbury. They made

tall striking clocks at first, and about 1784 they

designed a mahogany shelf or bracket clock about

twenty-six inches high.

The famous banjo shape is usually attributed

to Simon Willard, though it may have been de-

signed by his brother Aaron. It was a graceful

and conveniently arranged form of pendulum

clock for the wall ; it dates from about 1790, and

was made in Boston up to about 1820.

The works were of brass, ran for eight days
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and kept good time. There was no striker in

most of the banjo clocks. The cases were made

of various combinations of mahogany, gilt wood,

decorated glass and brass. There were some

elaborate ones made about 18r5-20, but at first

they were neat and comparatively plain. Banjo

clocks were selling as low as $to in 1807—due, no

doubt, to sharp Connecticut competition.

In 1814 Eli Terry introduced a

The Shelf or short shelf or mantel clock

Mantel Clock which was, in principle, a tall

clock compressed, though not

in the form of the miniatures. It was a wooden

clock, with shorter pendulum and weights than

were formerly in use. It had pillars at the sides

twenty-one inches long, a square base and a dial

eleven inches square. This clock became very

popular and sold for $15.

Terry made other styles and other makers

made various forms of mantel clocks for both

kitchen and parlor. Many of them were oblong

in shape with square corners. Some were in

frames of plain mahogany molding; some were

of rosewood and inlay; some had Colonial pillars

of wood or composition at the sides, with gilt

bands or ornaments. The front generally consisted

of a glass door, sometimes plain, but usually

painted. Often a landscape and occasionally a

portrait appears on the glass below the dial.

Sometimes we find mirrors in the lower part.

Some of these mantel clocks are handsome, but

for the most part they are extremely plain and

sensible. A paper notice, giving the name of the

maker is often found pasted on the inside of the

case, behind the pendulum. Prior to 182o the

date is seldom given.

By 1837 practically all clock works were made

of brass, and were much improved and cheaper.

With this date ends the period of old clocks.

There are several collectors in this country

who make a specialty of clocks, and a delightful

specialty it is. Any suggestions that I can offer,

however, will be for the owner of one old clock,

or at most a few specimens, in connection with

other Colonial possessions.
Of course, antique clocks can

Facts for be counterfeited, like every-

Collectors thing else, but a little study of

genuine specimens in museums

and elsewhere will help the purchaser to know

what to look for ill case, works and dials. The

greatest danger is in paying an eighteenth century

price for a nineteenth century clock with an eight-

eenth century dial, or some similar fraudulent

combination. It is wise to examine and compare

all the parts.
French mantel clocks are not so popular with

American collectors as American and English

clocks, and seldom bring over $50 unless the

workmanship is unusually fine. English mantel

clocks of the eighteenth century are worth,

roughly, from $50 to $100; English tall clocks of

the same period are worth $200 to $450, according

to age, workmanship and material.

Willard tall clocks are worth $250 to $300, if

in good condition ; other American tall clocks

vary in value from $150 to $350, because the ma-

terials and workmanship in the cases vary so

widely. Willard banjo clocks are worth from

$35 to $175, according to workmanship and

beauty.. Terry clocks are worth very nearly what

they were when new—$15 to $40 for the different

kinds. Cheap Connecticut wall and shelf clocks

of the nineteenth century are also worth from

$15 to $40.
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United States Patents

THE K EYS TONE

Patents of interest to the trade, recently issued,
especially prepared for this journal by Wm. N.
Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Building,
Washington, D. C.

No. 884,611.—Pill fastener. Isabille Redles (now
hy marriage Isabelle R. Shill), Swarthmori.,
Pa. Filed May 16, 1904. Serial No. 208,230.

In a duplex pin fastener, the c(an-
bination of a pair of independent
safety pins; each having .a broad fl
back, and means passing through
said backs for securing them together
with their broadest area in contact,

the back of one pin being shouldered for engage-
ment with the back of the other pin.

No. 886,196.—Watch barrel. Lewis A. Faller,
Nashville, Tenn., assignor of one-fourth to
Stief Jewelry Co., Nashville, Tenn. Filed
October 14, 1907. Serial No. 397,417.

In a watch barrel, a substantially-cylindrical.
casing having t1I opening in its bottom, two of the
walls of said opening being straight and parallel
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with each other, a hollow hub in said opening. the
body of which is shouldered .ancl has two of its
sides flattened to correspond with said straight
walls, the length of said shoulder being less than
the thickness of the bottom of the barrel, one end
of said hub being provided with a flange and the
opposite end being screw-threaded, and a screw-
threaded click wheel secured upon said screw-
threaded end and adapted to clamp the bottom of
the barrel between itself and the flange upon the
inner end of the hub.

No. 886,436.—Double telescope. Rudolf Straubel
and Jacob Heckel, Jena, Germany, assignors
to the firm .of Carl Zeiss, Jena ; Germany.

•Filed January 25, 1907. Serial No. 353.980.

The combination with
a hinged double telescope
adapted to be used on a
supporting appliance, of a
device which connects, in-
depently of said appliance
and in addition to the hinge, both individual tele-
scopes and secures them automatically in their
relative position as adjusted to any inter-pupillary
distance.

No. 884,979.—jewel bar. Henry .W. .Fishel, New
York, N. Y., assignor to himself and Theodore
H. Fishel, New York, N. Y., copartners, trad-
ing as Fishel, Nessler & Company, New York,
N. Y. Filed July 12, 1907. Serial No. 383 440.

A jewel- setting provided with
a jewel-socket and with projections
located adjacent to the socket, the
projection being . short and thick
and of greatest thickness at the

base so that they may he upset to form beads over-
lapping and securing a jewel in the socket.

. _

No. 886,467.—Spring bridge. Gustav A. Bader,
Rochester, N. Y., assignor to E. Kirstein Sons
Company, Rochester, N. Y., a corporation of
New York. Filed December 26, 1907. Serial
No. 408,076.

The cornbina-
tion with a pair of
lenses, of a spring
bridge connecting
them, having a
bridging portion
and a pair of for-
ward ly•o pe nin
loops at each end of the bridging portion in vertical
planes beyond the bridging portion.

No. 886,435.—Binocular telescope. Rudolf Strati-
bel, Jena, Germany, assignor to the firm of
Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany. Filed May 8, 1906.
Serial No. 315,801.

I. In a collapsible binocular telescope the com-
bination with two component telescopes having
their main tubes extending in a plane perpendicu-
lar to the direction of vision, of a hinge system

enabling the component telescopes
to be rotated in the said plane rela-

e tively to each other, such system
being so located relatively to the
component telescopes that a dis-
tance of 65 mm. between the ocular
axes occurs only when the plane
determined by the entrance axis
and the ocular axis of one compo-
nent forms an angle of from 700 to
1200 with the corresponding plane
of the other component, for the
purpose set forth ill the specifica-
tion. 2. The combination with

two telescopes, the main tubes of which extend in
a plane perpendicular to the direction of vision, of
a hinge having its axis parallel to the direction of
vision and connecting the telescope so that when
the distance between the axes of the oculars is
65 mm., firstly, there is an angle of from 700 to
1200 between the plane, determined
by the entrance axis and the ocular
axis of one component and the cor-
responding plane of the other com-
ponent, and, secondly, the hinge
axis lies at the same side of the
Plane containing the ocular axis as
the entrance axis.

No. 884,968.—Display holder for
gems. Rawson L. Wood, New,
York, N. Y., assignor to J. R.
Wood & Sons, New York,
N. Y., a copartnership. Filed
January 15, 1908. Serial No.
419,993.
A display holder for gems com-

prising two half sections of a ring,
a half setting upon one end of each
of said ring sections, a handle upon
the opposite end of each of said
ring sections and means for drawing said
together.

handles

No. 884,686.—Time strike for watch and clock
movements. Carl H. J. Strickler and Edward
Meyer, San Antonio, Texas. Filed April 23,
1907. Serial No. 369,802.

Jul a device of the character described, the
combination of a snail, a slidably-mounted bar, a

sound-producing device operated by the slidable
bar, a rod journaled upon the bar, and a tappet for
engaging the snail to limit the movement of the
bar, said tappet being controlled by the rod.

No. 885 879.—Detachable button. Lillian Y. Smith,
. Parker, Kans. Filed December 8, 19(36. Serial

No. 346,861.

In a button, the combination
with the head comprising a back
plate of spring material, a front
plate secured at its edges to said
back plate and having an opening
and two parallel pairs of bearings
opposite said opening ; of two
straight prongs with pointed front ends having
their rear portions entering said opening and bent
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at right angles into extensioir, both prongs and
extensions standing in a single plane, a rectangular
cross bar secured to each extension and having
one flat face contacting with said spring plate, and
trunnions projecting from the outer ends of the
cross bar and journaled in said bearings.

No. 885,838.—Jewel and pivot gage. Fred. • R.
Coats, Springfield, III Filed August 9, 1907.
Serial No. 387,943.

In a jewel and pivot gage the combination of a
block having longitudinal channels and gage desig-
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nations intermediate of said channels retaining
plates fitting in said channels respectively, posts
secured on one of said retaining plates and having
pivots of standard gage corresponding to the desig-
nations on the block, and jewels mounted on the
other retaining plate and having holes corresponding
to the designations on said blocks respectively.

No. 885,4I6.—Collar button. Harry J. Wylie,
Kutztown, Pa. Filed May 18, 1906. Serial
No. 317,612.

/O.
A button comprising a base

including a lateral extension
provided at its free end with an
upwardly-extending member ;
a stem secured centrally to said
base ; a U-shaped retainer hav-
ing the inturned ends of its legs
pivoted to said member, said re-
tainer being ̀adapted to be swung into and out of
engagement with the stem ; and a head pivoted to
said stem for movement in a direction at right
angles to that of said retainer directly over the
latter when in engagement with said stem, whereby
the retainer is held against displacement from
said stem.

7

No. 885,267.—Clasp. Edgar J. Martel, Ware,
Mass., assignor of one-half to Zephir Potvin,
Webster, Mass. Filed September 14, 1907,
Serial No. 392,825.
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In a locking

device for neck
chains comprising
an outer and an in-
ner shell rotably
secured together,

the inner shell carrying a locking lever pivotally
secured to the same, a spear having an enlarged
head for receiving the end of the locking lever,
whereby the spear and shells are locked together,

No. 884,412.—Fountain pen.—Frank J. Oberdoer-
ster and Adolph Oberdoerster, Akron, Ohio.
Filed November 27, 1907. Serial No. 404,108.

Jul a fountain pen, the combination of an outer
casing, an ink tube slidably mounted within said

0 a
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casing and provided with a feeder and pen point
upon its outer end, said ink tube having a valved
inner end, and said outer casing having means
whereby a vacuum may be formed therein when
the same is drawn rearwardly upon said ink tube
to draw the ink upwardly within said tube, sub-
stantially as described.

"The Keystone is good enough for us. 11
makes us feel good when we see The Keystone in
the post office box, as 1 know ohat a treat is
inside for us."—Stewart & Son, Jewelers and Op-
ticians, Huntingdon, Pennsylvania.
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EVERYTHING IN LOCKETS

S. K. MERRILL COMPANY
Factory and Office New York Office

Providence, R. I. 15-17-19 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK OFFICE now

15-17-19 Maiden Lane
Samples Only

We make for the Jobbing Trade

only, a complete line of

SOLID GOLD
JEWELRY

Rings, Brooches

Scarf Pins, Tie Pins

Veil Pins, Cuff Pins

Handy Pins, Chain Sets

Link Buttons

Hair Barrettes

Heart Charm:

Ear Screws, Ear Drops

Pierceless Drops, etc.

E. L. SPENCER COMPANY
95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. 1

Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex.
pressed.—Editor The Keystone

Pith for Jewelers' Use
ED. KEYSTONE :—Soinetime ago I saw an

inquiry from one of your subscribers in regard to
a good pith. I consequently enclose for your ex-
amination a piece of the kind I use, which is the
pith of burdock. I gather it late in the fall or
during the winter, taking the stalks standing. I
then saw them into pieces about four inches long
and remove the hard shell.
With a knife I pare it
down until it is in the
form of the specimen
enclosed.

Yours truly,
Elgin, Di. J. J. SMITH.

A Suggestion for
Watchmakers

ED. KEYSTONE : I
have a suggestion for
watchmakers who are
compelled to use spec-
tacles at their work which
will enable them to ob-
viate the trouble of tak-
ing off the spectacles to
put on the eyeglass.

My plan is to have a
strong segment put ill

the right eye of the spec-
tacles I use at the bench.

I have used these
spectacles and eyeglasses combined for about

seven years, and the combination has given good

satisfaction.

old, which means that I have spent five years at
the bench. Yours truly,

Victoria, Bans. H. J. TII,,LEN.

Locking the Door Automatically

ED. KEYSTONE :—Will some of your readers
kindly inform us of some device for locking by
electricity our front door from behind the counter
while engaged in showing goods to a suspicious

customer? We understand that this can be done
and would be pleased to have information in re-
gard to the mechanism.

Yours very truly,

New Haven, Conn. S. SILVERTHAU & SONS

Form of Retain Title

ED. KEYSTONE : —We enclose form of retain

title note that has proven the best collector we

ever had in our business. It is not original, how-

On or before the day or
County of  state of 

the order of SCARBOROUGH & GARBUTT. at Sandersville, Ga.,

I 02 I

Spectacle Lenses Become Cloudy

ED. KEYSTONE :—Our town, as you know, is

located On the shore of the Gulf of Mexico. On

many days the atmosphere is filled with salty mois-

ture, which ruins a good many of my spectacle

lenses, making them cloudy. This cloudiness can

in nowise be removed. A jobber told me that it

was known as "zinc rust." Do any of your

readers know of a remedy for it?
Yours truly,

(:alveston, Texas. D. R.

The Hardness of Diamonds

A word as to the hardness of diamonds. They

vary much in this respect ; even different parts of

the same crystal vary in their resistance to cutting

and grinding. So hard is diamond in comparison

with glass that a suitable splinter of diamond will

plane curls if a glass plate as a carpenter's tool
will plane shavings off a
deal board. Another ex-
periment that will illus-

1908 trate its hardness is to
place a diamond on the
flattened end of a conical
block of steel, and upon
it bring another cone of
steel. If I force them
together with hydraulic
power I will force the
stone into the steel blocks
without injuring the dia-
mond in the least. The
pressure which I have
brought to bear in this ex-
periment has been equal
to 170 tons a square inch
of diamond.

The only serious rival
of the diamond in hardi-
ness is the metal tantalum.
In an attempt to bore a
hole through a plate of
this metal a diamond drill
was used, revolving at

the rate of 5000 revolutions per minute. This

whirling force was continued ceaselessly for three

days and nights, when it was found that only a

small point, one-fourth of a millimeter deep, had

been drilled, and it was a mooted point which had

suffered the most damage, the diamond or the

tantalum.

After exposure for some time to the sun, many

diamonds glow in a dark room. One beautiful

queen diamond in my collection, when phosphor-

escing in a vacuum gives almost as much light as

a candle, and you could easily read by its rays.

But the time has hardly come when we can use

diamonds for domestic illuminants. Mrs. Kunz,

wife of a well-known New York mineralogist,

possesses perhaps the most remarkable of all

phosphorescing diamonds. This prodigy diamond

will phosphoresce in the dark for some minutes

after being exposed to a small pocket electric light,

and if rubbed on a piece of cloth a long streak of

phosphorescelice appears.
—Sir William Crookes, in The Noah American Review.

Sandersville, Ga., 

1908, for value received, the undersigned, of the
jointly and severally promise to pay to

 DOLLARS,

with Exchange, with interest at eight per cent. per annum from maturity until paid, and if place
d in the hands

of an Attorney for collection after maturity   agree to pay a reasonable Attorney's fee ; and each of us,

whether principal, Security, guarantor, endorser, or other party, severally waive pre
sentment for payment and

notice of protest for non-payment of same, and also waive all homestead and exemption laws as to
 this debt. It is

also further understood anti agreed, that the title to

for which this note and other notes for the total sum of 

are given In payment, shall remain in said SCARBOROUGH & GARBUTT, or their assigns, until 
said notes

are paid in full, with the right in said SCARBOROUGH & GARBUTT or their assigns, to assume 
possession of

the same at maturity of this note, unless the same is paid.

 also agree not to remove said from 

• without written consent of SCARBOROUGH & GARBUTT.

Witness hand... and seal...

Na 

Due 1908.

 [sEAL.I

Very truly yours,

Victoria, Kans. HENRY THOLEN.

The Youngest Jeweler

ED. KEYSTONE regard to the question

started in your journal as to who is the youngest

jeweler, I offer myself as entitled to this distinction.

I began to repair watches, clocks, jewelry, etc., at

the age of fifteen years. At the age of eighteen I

started a jewelry store and have been running it

ever since, with much success. I am now thirty

years old. If anyone can beat this record I would

like to hear from him.

Yours very truly,

West Salem, Ohio, W. H. NIMES.

ED. KEYSTONE :—In answer to the question in

the April KEYSTONE as to who is the youngest

watchmaker, I wish to say that I am not positive

whether I am the youngest or not, but here is my

record : I started working for my father at the age

of thirteen and worked with him until fourteen.

Then I attended school for one year, graduating at

the age of fifteen. I have been working at the

trade since graduating and ant now eighteen years

ever, but as we found that all collecting attorneys

here praised it as one of the very best forms of

legal promisory notes, we thought possibly it might

help some of our brother jewelers.
Truly yours,

Sandersville, Ga. SCARBOROUGH & GARBUTT.

Lightning Instruction
ED. KEYSTONE t—liere is a Clipping:from a

country weekly paper, Vienna (Ill.) Times

IVANTED—Responsible and ambitious young
man or woman to learn the watchmaking and

engraving trade. After four months will pay $15
per week. Better than shorthand or bookkeeping,
because hours are shorter, opportunities greater and
wages better. Board earned while learning. Rail-
road fare paid. Enche,e stamp. Dubuque Engrav-
ing Co., Dubuque, Iowa.

Of course, it speaks for its own self. But think

what fools the people must be who learned the

watchmaking and engraving trades (or profes-

sion) by serving four years as apprentices and then

working one year tinder instruction, when they

might have learned it all with a lot more (probably

horseshoeing) thrown in. Yes, learn watchmaking

by steam and engraving by machine ! The country

has enough of hams in the trade, so why more ?

The railroad fare looks good. \Illy not throw in

cigars, beer and board?
Truly yours,

Mound City, Ill. AN OLD-TIMER.

"I have been aft/lower of The Keystone since
1382. Have watched its wonder/id growth and
am very much interested in every deparhnent
of the journal, bat am especially interested in
Workshop Notes. "—James Broadbent, Jeweler,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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S-Q PRICES 
We want to make the price situation absolutely clear

to every retail optician who uses S-Q goods.
If you had to depend on one jobber for many of the

necessary supplies used in your business, he would almost

be in a position to dictate how you must conduct your

business. He would be enjoying a monopoly at your
expense. Very much the same condition obtains to-day

between the jobber and one manufacturing firm that has

a monopoly in several lines of goods. Knowing that their

gold-filled product will not find a satisfactory market on

its own merits, they use their monopoly club to coerce

customers into discriminating against S-Q goods in favor
of an admittedly inferior product.

The Wholesaler pays no more for S-Q goods than for
other lines of a similar quality, and you should not be

asked a higher price. We have removed price restric-

tions for the sole purpose of meeting unfair competition,

and you are entitled to the benefits of lower prices. See

that you get them.

STEVENS & COMPANY, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF STEVENS-QUALITY OPTICAL GOODS

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Problem of the Crossed Cylinder
and the Modified Stokes Lens

To find the exact optical equivalent of
two crossed cylinders has always been an
interesting problem for the practical optician.
It is true that nowadays there are very few
prescriptions which call for crossed or rather.
for cylinders with axes oblique to each other,
for it is well known to the refractionist that
he can always get the same optical result for
the eye by a sphero-cylindrical combination
as he can by two cylinders. However, this
problem is still interesting in itself and espe-
cially in view of the attempts that have been
made now and then to construct an instru-
ment which should allow of measuring the
astigmatism by having the effect of a variable
cylinder from zero to 6 dioptries. Probably
the first attempt of this nature is the lens of
Stokes which consisted of a plus and a minus
cylinder of the same dioptric strength, which,
however, had the great disadvantage that
the axes of the different cylinders were
changing all the time. This was remedied
in 1873 by Snellen, who had the optician,
Cretes, of Paris, make a Stokes lens for him
with the same cylinders which latter, how-
ever, were rotated in opposite directions so
that the axis of the variable cylinder remains
always the same. Although thus the lens
obtained a stationary axis, it still had the
disadvantage that by the rotation of the two
cylinders not only a variable cylinder but
also a sphere was produced which interfered
with the determination of the exact refraction.

In order to get rid of this spherical
element Snellen later had Cretes construct
another instrument whith consisted of two
minus 3 D. cylinders and a minus and a plus
xo D. lens. The minus to D. lens was near
the eye while the plus to D. lens was moved
away from the eye simultaneously with the
rotation of the two cylinders in such a man-
ner that the minus spheres produced by the
rotation of the two minus cylinders were
exactly neutralized by this movement of the
plus to D. lens. But even this combination
had the slight defect that there was a magni-
fying result by the removal of the plus to D.
lens from the eye. In order to remove even
this defect Dr. Carl Weiland, in 1894, had
another instrument constructed and made by
D. V. Brown, of Philadelphia, in which he
used two minus 3 D. cylinders and also one
plus and one minus TO D. lens, the plus lens
being stationary and the minus ro D. lens
movable in such a manner that all the spheres
created by the rotation of the two cylinders
were neutralized, but without any magnifica-
tion of the image. This litter instrument
which, by the removal of the two cylinders,
could also be employed as a simple opto-

meter, has not come in general use, probably
like the instrument of Snellen, on account of
the rather complicated arrangement of the
whole system. For this reason the latest
attempt in this direction by De Zeng, of
Philadelphia, does not try to eliminate the
spheres by any complicated arrangement,
but simply allows for this undesired element
by eliminating it in the final calculation of
the glass. De Zeng uses two minus 1.5 D.
cylinders and rotates them in opposite direc-
tions, thus keeping the axis stationary. Now,
starting with both axes of the cylinders at
1800 and progressing respectively to 15°,
300 and 45° in opposite directions, the results
would be respectively 3, 2.598, 1. 5 and o cylin-
der—that is a rotation of 15° would produce
a difference of not quite .5 D. in the neigh-
borhood of 3 D. cylinders, while the same
degree of rotation in the neighborhood of
I D. would already produce a difference of
1.5 D. in the cylinders. It is clear, therefore,
that such combination is much more sensi-
tive where we least require it, and that it is
not sensitive near the zero point. In order,
therefore, to make the instrument more sensi-
tive near the zero point De Zeng adds a plus
3 D. cylinder with its axis parallel to the
other two cylinder axes,'taking this for his
starting point. In this manner he gets by a
rotation of the two minus cylinders in oppo-
site directions from the zero position to
respectively 15°, 300 and 45°, the cylinders
0.402, 1.5 and 3 D ; where, therefore, a
rotation of more than 15° is required to pro-
duce a .5 D. cylinder. Thus the instrument
becomes quite sensitive at the proper point.
In the final calculation of the glass allowance
must be made for the fact that while in the
instrument the cylinders increase from o to
6 D., the spheres increase from o to 3 D.
and that the produced sphere is always equal
to half the value of the produced cylinder.

For those of our readers who would like
to make their own rotary cylinder, we will
give here the necessary formulw. More than
fifteen years ago Dr. Carl Weiland,. of Phila-
delphia, in the Archives of Ophthalmology,
showed that, given two cylinders C, and C2,
the former having its axis at et degrees and
the second having its axis at p from the hori-
zontal line, one could find the third cylinder
C3 with its axis at 8 degrees, and the result-
ing sphere D by the following formulae :

Cl sill. At c, sin. 2p
tang. 28 = – –

C cos. 20. + C2 cos. 2P

CI Sill. 20I + C2 sin. 2p
C3 —

sill. 20

and D C C2 — C3

Now, if we make the two cylinders alike—
that is if we make C; = C, and further
rotate the two cylinders in opposite direc-
tions, our formula for 6 becomes tang. 28 = o;
that is the axis remains the same as it was in

(1023)

the primary position when both cylinder axes
coincided. C is now found by the formula :

2 C — C3
C3 = 2 C COS. 20. and D=------------

C ( — cos. 2a).

If like in the De Zeng cylinder we add a
fourth cylinder of such a strength and sign
that it neutralizes the two moving cylinders
in the primary position, we have to subtract
this cylinder from C, and then obtain for the
final cylinder the formula :

2 C COS. 201 — 2 C = — 2 C (1 — COS. 2a).

This last formula shows that the final cylinder
is always of the opposite sign, but of double
the strengh as the resulting sphere D. Of
course, if the two moving cylinders are con-
cave we have to give C the minus sign when
making the calculations.

2

The Centune System

The following article, reprinted from
Ophthalmology, is from the pen of Dr. Ernest
E. Maddox, whose book on " The Ocular
Muscles " is so well known to the readers of
THE KEYSTONE. This distinguished author
here advocates a new nomenclature for angles
which for practical use appears to have most
excellent features. Especially in ophthalmic
practice it allows of a very convenient and
uniform nomenclature, although it has the
disadvantage that the angles for the different
kinds of centunes are quite different, at least
for the higher number of centunes, and
further that the angle belonging to a certain
number of the same centunes—say six, is
not six times the angle for the first centume.
The conception, however, of a centune
deserves to be well studied, as it probably
will be widely used later on in the work of
the ophthahnogist and refractionist.

Reluctantly, while revising the last edition of
my book on prisms, I was made to feel the neces-
sity of a new nomenclature for angles to intro-
duce order into what was previously rather dis-
connected.

It is only fair to mention that the idea grew
out of the prism diopter and the centrad. These
units find their place in the new system in which
they are more correctly named and classified, but
the system, being an expansive one, permits other
unit angles to find their place in it also, as different
branches of science may require.

I have suggested the name
New Name for centime as that of the new unit
Unit Angle angle. It is defined as an angle

subtended by a line whose
length is one hundredth of the distance of its
origin from the vertex of the angle. The line may
lie an arc, or possess a parabolic, hyperbolic or
any other defined curvature, or it may be a straight
line bearing any given relation to one or other
limb of the angle.

It will be at once seen that the centune is a
generic unit, since though fixing the length it does
not fix the nature of the subtending lino-, which
may be of any specified variety. It is, in short, a

(Continued on page (1025)
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Meyrowitz Optical Specialties 
Perfection is no trifle, but it's often made up of

trifles. Countless trifling improvements suggested
during thirty years of direct contact with an exacting
public have PERFECTED the Meyrowitz Optical Spe=
cialties. There is nothing so certain to suit the hard=
to=please customer. Nothing so sure to make trade
and hold it. The latest catalogue is an exhibit of
moderate prices.

One Specialty is THE "PIVOT " GUARD

(r4'

A

Cut Showing Numerous Angles

The " PIVOT " GUARD has advantages which we
alone can offer. Capable of adjustment to practically
every angle.

PRICES PER DOZEN PAIRS

Sanitary tier. Silver Coin Silver Gold Filled 10 K. Gold

A—B—E—F Zylonite j $ .So $1.80 $2.50 pm()
D—DL  8o 1.80 3.00 8.50
 8o 1.8o 3.00 7.50

401, 403, 40 5 East 31st Street

Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co., NEW YORK
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FIRST—Dr. Agnew's GREAT GERMAN EyE WATER is the first eye remedy ever sold through the optical trade, many

Opticians having recommended and sold it for 25 or 30 years, a sufficient guarantee of its merits.

SECOND—This eye remedy Is the best, simplest and most effective preparation ever compounded for Inflammation of the eyes,
or eyelids, conjunctivitis, blepharitis or scaly eyelids, burning, smarting or Itching of the eyes. Its antiseptic properties destroying
germs and preventing acute inflammation.

THIRD—The phenomenal success and sale of this remedy has brought, into the market many imitations, but none equal the
Dr. Aguew's formula,

GET THE ORIGINAL I)r. Agnew's, and see how quickly one bottle will sell another. NO COCAINE in this formula.

Over one thousand customers selling it are having their special labels on the bottles.
Handsome glass sign, show case, special lables and express prepaid on order for six dozen or

more. $1.63 per dozen ; $19.50 per gross. Order from your jobber, or direct from the proprietor,
W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston Mass. The following jobbers in optical goods are agents:
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The Centune System

(Continued from page 1(123)

I per cent. unit, and angles can be described in
percentages if preferred.

The object of this paper is not to advocate the
adoption of the new system, but only to endeavor
to make its nature clear in order that it may stand
or fall on its merits.

The subtending line of a centune may be the
arc of a circle whose center lies at the vertex of
the angle, with radius one meter ; it is then an
arc centune.

Fig. 1. Arc -eentsaie

Or it may be a straight line erected perpendic-
ularly on one limb of the angle from the point a'
hundred times further from the vertex than its own

length. It is then a tangent centune.

RA

'10o

Flu 2 Tangent - centune

Should, however, the subtending r per cent.

line be dropped perpendicularly upon the other
limb, the angle is a sine centune, a unit now pro-
posed for the first time, which may prove to be of

R„vhis fro

Sine-centune.

service in g.eometrical optics where sign ratios
With any transparent medium exposed

to light, the angle of incidence and the angle of
refraction are to each other as the refractive index,

if angles be measured sine cen-
tunes. Moreover, for the study
of the meter angle the only
perfect unit is the sine centune
since the meter distance is
not measured in the median
plane of the head, but obliquely
from each eye to the point of
fixation in the median plane.
The meter angle, therefore, con-

e) tains as many sine centimes as
there are centimeters in half thees

.... u — distance between the centers of
the two eyeballs (see Fig. 4).

--I 7 1 
•••4 Railway gradients, if ex-

pressed in the percentage sys-

112 
tem, would also be in sine cen-
tunes. A gradient which rises one

46 :t.'i_g 0 
foot per hundred is a gradient of
one centune ; a rise of one foot
in fifty is a gradient of two cen-

om.1 cm. tunes, etc. (see Figs. 5 and 6).
Owing to the manner in which
the gradient is measured, the
sine centune is the species for
that purpose, since the hundred
feet are measured on the slant
while the rise is measured as
perpendicular. A sine centime

is a rather larger unit angle than an arc cen-

tune an that again is larger than a tangent cen-

tune. The diagrams, though enormously ex-

aggerating the angle, are proportionately correct.

To make a protractor for sine centunes is ex-

tremely easy. A sheet of celluloid cut to the

shape of a right-angled triangle need only have 
a

millimeter scale marked on one or both of t
he

edges adjacent to the right angle. When two 
dots

are made on the paper, ten centimeters apart, t
he

Fig. 4 Shows how
1 in. a. contains
as many sine cell-
tunes as there
are centimeters
in half the inter-
ocular distance.

K YSTONE

right angle need only be passed in between them

till one edge touches one dot while tile other edge

' meets the other dot at the proper millimeter mark,
each millimeter representing one sine centune.
Then the angle between the other edge (adjacent
to the right angle) of the protractor and the line
joining the two pots encloses the angle required.

Fig. 5. 17a g radient ,••• I nen-tune.

. When we open a pair of dividers so that their
points shall include a distance one-hundredth of
the length of each leg the angle between the legs
is a chord centune. A chord twice as long would
subtend an angle of two centunes and so on. This
unit. is only mentioned as an illustration of the
flexibility of the centune system.

With regard to the decentration of lenses, it
would not be just to forget the excellent work done
by Charles F. Prentice in connection with the prism
diopter w Ii i cli
was the first at-
tempt to intro-
duce a meter
unit into the do-
main of prisms.
The prism diop-
ter (or tangent
centime, as it
would be called
when given its
place in the cen-
tune system) is Fig 6. 27-ViraTclient .72 centuries
not, however,
quite as accurate a unit for the decentration of

lenses as has been supposed, owing to no account

having been taken of spherical aberration. The

radius of the pupil is so small that we rightly

ignore its effect on the nature of a pencil of

light which fills the pupil. But when it becomes

a question of the deflection of that pencil as

a whole by decentration of a lens, as much as

one centimeter, for example, the effect of sphe-

rical aberration cannot be negleted in any accu
i 

-

rate investigation. A ray of light incident on a

lens in a direction parallel with the principal a
xis

is deflected by an angle greater than one 
prism

diopter (see Fig. 7), so that it intersects the prin-

cciippaall faoxciussa.t a point nearer the lens than the prin-

T
w
o
 l

in
ks
. 

Focal length - 100

late r al
aberration

lanq-
obsrrOlsgn

Fag- 7 Spherical aberration.
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Tangents of arc centunes being projections of
arc centunes on the flat, are quite different from
tangent centunes, and, indeed, the former become
progressively larger on the scale.

In ophthalmic practice the amount of decen-
tering practicable is so limited that the difference
between arc centunes and tangent centunes is quite
insignificant, and the name centune alone, or its
equivalent mode of expression in percentage of
deviation, is quite legitimate, manufacturers being
free to treat in either way.

The interesting observation which I published
some twenty-three years ago, that the effect of a
prism on the fixation line when combined with a
lens truly centered in front of the eye, differs from
the deviation of light by the prism, introduces
another complication into this department of work,
so that we may well describe prisms merely by
centunes, or in other words by the percentage of
their deviation without further specification. Thus
a two per cent. prism is one which deviates light
two centimeters per meter.

The different species of centune enables us to
be as accurate as we please in any case which calls
for complete accuracy.

A New Attachment for the Skiascope

At a recent meeting of the ophthalmic
section of the St. Louis Medical Society,
Dr. E. H. Higbee showed a new attachment
for the skiascope which in the following dis-
cussion Dr. J. Ellis Jennings thought a very
convenient arrangement with the distinct
advantage that it excluded all light except
that coming through the pupil. According
to the doctor's remarks, in nearly all instru-
ments for measuring the refraction of the eye,
a chin rest is provided for the purpose of
keeping the patient's eyes in one position.
This is 21 mistake which Dr. Higbee has
endeavored to obviate by constructing an
eyepiece much the shape of an eye cup..

When you place the patient's eye inside the
cup he will keep it permanently in the one

position. This attachment has been made for

the skiascope. The cup is attached to one

end of a flat spring, the other end having a
lug which drops into small holes on
the skiascope disk. These holes are
placed in such a position that the
lug on the spring drops into them
as you turn it. The eye cup, being
on the other end of the spring, comes
exactly opposite the lens each time.
In this instrument the lenses are
much smaller (Y8 inch in diameter)
than those in the ordinary skiascope,
but by having the eye permanently

fixed the results obtained are just as good as
with the larger lenses and the work can be
done with just as much facility. Another

advantage of the eye cup is the fact that it
excludes all rays of light except those which
come from the skiascope mirror.

This is an inexpensive attachment which
can be made for any skiascope in which the
lenses are inserted around the margin of a
circular disk. The middle of the spring is
bored out in such a manner that it can be
attached to the axis upon which the disk turns.

Continuing on its way it meets the focal sur-

face at a certain distance from the principal 
axis, a

departure which is called " lateral aberration."

This latter aberration is in a direction which points

toward the arc centime as being rather truer than

the prism diopter, since it is a slightly larger unit

angle and does not decrease in size like successive

prism diopters do.
In contrast to the gradual diminution in the

size of the angle in successive prism diopters, wh
en

a lens is decentered, each increment of decenteri
ng

produces a more than proportionate increase of

spherical aberration, so that the arc centune fits it

better, though, of course, no existing unit fits it

perfectly, and it would not be worth while to con-

struct an elaborate one for the purpose.

This consideration should help to endorse the

decision Of the American Ophthalmological Society

in favor of the centrad, which is here called t
he

arc centune, as the best unit for the numerati
on

of prisms.
The measurement of prisms by wall scales,

which I introduced in 1866, still remains the be
st

clinical method for the measurement of their devi-

ation, and it is well to have the scales marked both

in degrees and in arc centunes.

Non-Inflammable Cinematograph Film

It is reported that Dr. Eichengrun, a
German chemist, has discovered a flexible but
non-inflammoble substitute for the celluloid
of which cinematograph film is ordinarily

made. There is a fortune to be won by the
discoverer of such a celluloid-substitute,
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous worli of ERNEST E. MADDOX, M. D., F. R. C. S. Ed., specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the lates
t researches on muscular

anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an ent
ire new chapter on

Nystagnius. [All Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part XLII)

Names of the Areas.—In drawing up the chart, let everything

be denominated by the fiatient' s right and left, and not by the

surgeon's. This is an invariable rule for everything in ophthal-

mology. Fig. 74, which will appear in its numerical order, shows

the names which I think it best to permanently give to the areas,

in view of a namesake principle to be described later on. They

are names easily recalled, because simply descriptive of their posi-

tion from the patient's point of view.
Inscription.—The mode of inscribing the false image or the

diplopia is a matter of taste, and I have not yet settled on a final
choice. My favorite way at present is to
represent the true image by a dot in the
center of each area, leaving the imagina-
tion to construct a. vertical line through
the dot. Then a thin vertical line from
the dot represents the vertical element, a
horizontal line from the end of that the
horizontal element, and a larger dot at the
end of that line represents the false image.

The advantage of this plan is that we

Fig. 50 are not bound to inscribe the torsion if the
patient's account of it is unsatisfactory,

while if we do wish to inscribe it, a thin line through the second

dot shows it at once (as in Fig. 56). Moreover, if we wish to

make a quantitative record, we can use dotted lines and make each

dot represent a degree, to represent the horizontal and vertical

element ; or an inch, or any unit we like to choose. The torsion

can also be marked in degrees.
Never forget to record on the chart to which eye the false

image belongs.
Even Incorrect Statements are Valuable, if True Comparatively.

—It need hardly be said that comparative statements about the

diplopia in the different areas are more common with patients thaa

absolutely true measurements, yet though the patient's idea of an

inch may be far out, it does not matter if he is consistent otherwise
,

and maintains his peculiar inch throughout. To enable him to do

so, care should be taken to hold the test object at the same distanc
e

from the eyes throughout the test. With the ophthalmoscope han
dle,

three or four feet is a convenient distance ; with a candle, six feet
.

If more than one muscle be affected, the diplopia may increase

in more than one direction, and each direction may then be stu
died

independently. Thus, if a depressor and an elevator be both

paralyzed, diplopia will increase both upwards and downwards, and

become almost nil on looking straight forward.

In dealing with multiple paralyses, a careful inscription should

be made in every area of the chart, without bias or prejudice,
 and

then the affected muscles should be puzzled out from it.

To Read a Simple Chart.—At the risk of being tedious, I wil
l

give one example of a single paralysis. An inspection of Fig. 6: :

(a) Shows diplopia ufiwards ; therefore, involving one of the

group of sursumductors.
(6) The highest image (say) belongs to the right eye ; there-

fore, the muscle is one of the elevators of the right eye.

(c) Its maximum vertical diplopia is up and to the right ;

therefore, it is a dextral superductor. But there is only one such

muscle of the right eye—the superior rectus. Found, therefore.

Does the torsion agree? Yes ; for though there is none in

the right superior area, there is marked lievotorsion in the left

superior. Had it been a case of the right inferior oblique, the

greatest elevation would have been to the left side, and the 
greatest

torsion to the right side ; moreover, the torsion would hu
ve been

dextrotorsion. The diagnosis is confirmed, therefore.

To Read a Multiple Chart.—(a) Begin by noticing in how

many and which cardinal directions the diplopia seems to i
ncrease,

and if it does so in more than one direction, begin with tha
t of

greatest diplopia. Observe which group this greatest diplopia

points to. (b) If the observed diplopia be horizontal, the 
muscle

is found, for the image most removed from the center of t
he chart

belongs to the affected eye. (c) If the diplopia be vert
ical, the

muscle affected is a rectus, if .the area of greatest vertical di
plopia is
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on the same side as the eye that sees the false image : it is an
oblique if on the opposite side.

Next find the direction of second greatest (independent) diplopia

and study that in the same way. Then the third, and so on.

Independent Diplopiae.— Diplophe in opposite halves of the

motor field in which the false image occupies opposite sides of the

true image are independent.
If the false image remain on the same side as the true all

across the field, then it is not a case of two independent diplopi,

but there is a concomitant element, due either to an anomaly
of the converging innervation or to what is generally called the

" secondary contracture."*
If the separation of the images is constant in amount, the

diplopia is entirely concomitant ; but if ,it differs in degree in

different areas while ever the same in kind, there is a paralytic

element as well as a concomitant one.
Concomitant elements are distinguished by pervading the whole

field and, therefore, an investigation of every area in the field of single

vision, as by the rod test, leads to a fair estimate of their amount.

In all multiple paralyses the diplopia produced by one muscle

may alter that due to another, so that any untypical features of

diplopia should be examined to see whence the disturbance from

the typical proceeds, just as an astronomer discovers planets

unknown to him by observing the disturbances of those he does

know. Those who have not experienced it are little aware of the

difficulties that sometimes attend the analysis of multiple paralysis,

with much heterophoria.
Guides. —With regard to the direction of greatest diplopia, it

is useful to bear in mind the following three guides to it, which,

however, are only roughly true:
(1) The face looks at it.
(2) The affected eye lags from it.
(3) The false image travels towards it.
The following chart classifies the twelve ocular muscles, not

anatomically but physiologically, and as we have to study them

clinically :

4 Sursumductors
2 Dext,ral

. 2 Lval

2 Dextral
4 Deorsumductors

2 Leval

2 Dextroductors  

2 Leevoductors  

It will be seen that the six pairs

Graefe's "true associates."

I R. Sup. Rectus.
1 L. Inf. Oblique.
L. Sup. Rectus.

1 R. Inf. Oblique.
I R. Inf. Rectus.
1 L. Sup. Oblique.

S L. Inf. Rectus.
1 R. Sup. Oblique.
_1 R. Ext. Rectus.
1 L. Int. Rectus.
L. Ext. Rectus.

t R. Int. Rectus.

in the right-hand column are

CHAPTER IX

Ocular Paralyses ( Continued )

Optical Illusion.--Patients sometimes mention that the l
ower

of the two images, which are seen when any depr
essor muscle is

paralyzed, appears nearer to them than the true image. As 
bearing

on this, Nagel has shown that a ball hanging on a threa
d, presented

to the inspection of a person with vertical diplopia, 
appears as two

balls, one vertically above the other ; while the same ba
ll on a plate

appears as two balls (and of course two plates), one in fro
nt of the

other. This clearly indicates the nature of the phenomenon in our

patients. They estimate the nearness of the false image with r
eference

to a horizontal plane, generally the jkor, which correspon
ds to Nagel's

plate, instead of estimating it with reference to a vertical 
plane, such

as the wall, which would answer to his thread. A line 
proceeding

from the eye through the lower image would, of course, 
strike the

floor at a nearer point than a similar line through the 
higher image.

The illusion can, therefore, be dissipated by any 
plan which

occupies the patient with the wall to the exclusion of t
he floor ; as,

for instance, by placing the candle or test object ag
ainst the wall at

a sufficient height while di; patient's head is thrown 
back a little

(Landolt).
If the false image also appear smaller than the 

other, it is

probably only because it is thought to be nearer.

*The concomit ancy of " secondary coin ract tit e," or "
 CMISCCUtive deviation," as it Is better

to call it, Is very imperfect, the deviation becomi
ng less and less towards the limits of minimum

diplopia.
(TO 111: CONTINUED)
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KEYSTONE

The clinics which appeared each month in this department from
May, 1904, to April, 1907, inclusive, have been republished in book form
at the urgent request of our subscribers, and can now be had in one
volume price, 81.50. A8 supplementary to this volume, we will continue
to publish, as heretofore, a complete clinic in each issue, until such time
as every possible defect of vision or abnormal condition of the eye will
be covered. In order to make the clinics of maximum benefit, we
invite our readers to send us any criticisms or suggestions that they
may have to make in regard to the methods of examination and oor-
rections here given.

Hysterical Amblyopia

This patient, Mrs. J. M. J., is 25 years of age, and, to all

appearances, in the best of health. I have noticed her as she

was awaiting her turn, and could see an uneasiness of manner,

which usually indicates a nervous temperament.

She tells us that the sight of her right eye began to grow

dim about two month ago, and has continued to get worse, until

now she can scarely see at all with it. She had the common

diseases of childhood, from all of which site had a full and com-

plete recovery.
The first step in the actual examination of any case is to

ascertain the acuteness of Vision, which in this case I find to be

0. D. 20/200 0. S. 20/20. The result of the various objective

methods of examination was negative. The ophthalmometer

showed only the normal corneal curves; the retinoscope showed

the refraction of both eyes to be emmetropic, while the ophthalmo-

scopic examination revealed nothing abnormal in the affected

eye, the fundus in all respects appearing the same as in the

good eye.
I will now ask the patient to retire to another room, in order

that we may discuss her case more freely, and in her absence I

am free to say that I suspect hysteria as the cause of the trouble.

I do not wish to accuse the patient of malingering, but I am

convinced that the vision of the right eye is better than she

thinks it is.
The disturbances of visual sensation which may be caused by

hysteria are of so much importance that I feel you, as competent

optometrists, should have some knowledge of them.

OCULAR MANIFESTATIONS OF HYSTERIA.

I. There may be partial or total loss of vision : hysterical

amblyopia or hysterical amaurosis. Or painful vision : hysterical

asthenopia.
2. There may be spasm of accommodation and contraction

of the pupil ; or paralysis of the ciliary muscle aml dilatation of

the pupil.
3. Various affection of the lids or muscles, spasmodic or

relaxing.

HYSTERICAL AMBLYOPIA.

In this condition there is impairment of the acuteness of

vision, with contraction of the field of vision and disturbance of

the light and color sense.

The reduced vision is not due to refractive error or to a dis-

eased condition of any part of the organ of vision, nor can it be

improved by glasses. The condition has been well expressed

somewhat as follows: "The patient sees nothing, nor the optom-

etrist either." All of which is verified in our patient now under

consideration.
In hysteria the essential characteristic of the field of vision

is concentric contraction. This is best measured by a white test-

object on a black background. I will ask that our patient return

and be seated at this table, and I will measure her field of vision

by the perimeter.
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THE USE OF A PERIMETER.

This instrument, with the appearance of which you are all

more or less familiar, consists essentially of an arc that can be

revolved about an axis passing through its center. The arc is dull

black, as you see, and should be broad enough to furnish a back-

ground for the test-object, which is nothing more than a white

card in a black carrier, which latter has a circular aperture so

that the white object can be seen through it.

The patient's head is steadied by the chin-rest, one eye is

covered, and the visual axis of the eye under examination is

turned directly to a small opening in the center of the arc.

The arc is set in a certain position, say horizontally, and the

test-object moved from its extremity slowly towards the center,

until the patient becomes conscious of the presence of the small

white object.
You will understand, and the patient must be so instructed,

that he should not look directly at the object, as he might be

tempted to do, but that he must keep his gaze fixed immovably on

the center of the arc, which is in the line of direct vision, while

the test-object measures the limits of indirect vision.

As soon as the white spot becomes visible, its position is

noted on the arc and recorded on the chart as the limit of the field

for the horizontal meridian. The arc is then moved to another

position, where the trial is again repeated. In this way the outlines

of the field in the different meridians is noted, and a line con-

necting them will show the size and shape of the field.

With this patient, examining the right eye, vision is entirely

central in all the meridians. The test-object must be brought up

close to the center before it becomes visible. The contraction of

the field in this case is extreme, the peripheral circle being just

beyond the fixing point.
This contraction of the visual field in hysteria may be of long

standing, lasting for months and years, and when recovery occurs

the field again assumes its normal size.
The contraction of the visual field 'bears no relation to the

impairment of vision. It is possible, even in extreme contraction,
for the acuteness of vision to be nearly normal. The contraction

of the field of vision usually occurs in both eyes, although some-

times it is limited to one.
In addition to this symptom, there may be diminution of the

light and color sense, and the power of perception of a certain
color may be defective.

In spite of the extreme contraction of the visual field that is

sometimes present, these patients do not seem to be very much

inconvenienced thereby, as is the case \l,hen the field is restricted

by organic disease of the retina. This has been explained by the

suggestion that in the latter case the peripheral impressions fall

upon stony and unresponsive ground, and are hence incapable

of recognition ; while in the hysterical form, while apparently

unperceived by the patient, yet they impress the muscular system

sufficiently to bring about those unconscious movements which

are so necessary to finding our way about.
It is a Nv ell-known fact that there may be contraction of the

visual field after epileptic attacks, and also amblyopia, which leads

us to recognize an analogy between hysteria and epilepsy.

HYSTERICAL AMAUROSIS.

This term is applied to those conditions x'here there is a

complete abeyance of the visual sensation, and it may occur in

one or both eyes.
In most cases, while the ability to distinguish forms and

colors is lost, the patient still retains subjective sensations of

bright light. Women are more often affected than men, the age

varying from 15 to 30 years.
In order to establish a diagnosis of hysterical atnaurosis, you

must exclude disease of any part of the eye or of the visual tract.

In the absence of any ophthalmoscopic sign of disease, complete

blindness, especially if associated with reaction of the pupil to

light, would strongly suggest the possibility of hysteria; but even

(Continued on pagu 10.11)
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if the pupils failed to respond to light, hysteria is not necessarily
excluded. 

iThe prognosis s good, because all the cases on record have
recovered their vision sooner or later, the amaurosis disappearing
without leaving a trace behind.

The duration of the blindness varies considerably. Some
transitory forms last from a few hours to a few days ; some from
a few weeks to a few months, and others more, enduring from
months to years. Other cases are recorded where the blindness
appears at a certain hour each day, lasts for a while and then
disappears. If the blindness came on suddenly, it will likely
disappear suddenly ; whereas, if it made its appearance grad-
ually, the recovery will likewise be a gradual one.

When the blindness lasts for years, the question naturally
arises as to whether it really is of an hysterical nature. But the
mere length of time the blindness has lasted does not necessarily
prove otherwise.

THE NATURE OF HYSTERICAL AMAUROSIS.

Hysterical blindness is not due to any failure of the retina
to appreciate the images of external objects formed upon it, but to
a functional disturbance of the brain centers, which prevent their
recognition.

HYSTERICAL ASTHENOPIA.

In addition to the impairment of vision more or less complete
that' may occur in hysteria, there are 'cases that suffer discomfort
of varying degrees, the so-called hysterical asthenopia, the more
common symptoms of which are photophobia, lachrymation,
spasm of the lids, neuralgic pains, and inability to use eyes for
any length of time.

This trouble occurs more frequently among women and is
sometimes found among children. Any attempt to use the eyes
at close work brings on pain in the eyes and headache, accompa-
nied sometimes with dimness of vision. The photophobia is an-
noying—so much so, that patients, of their own accord, often
resort to smoked glasses, which, of course, afford a certain
amount of relief.

HYSTERICAL SPASM OF ACCOMMODATION.

This condition occurs most frequently in young people, and
is similar to that produced by eserine. There is a diminution of
accommodation at both ends, which brings the punctum proximum
and the punctum remotum closer together.

This recession of the near point resembles paralysis of the
accommodation, while the approach of the far point resembles
myopia. The first would call for a convex sphere, the second for
a concave. I have in mind the case of a girl of 16 which illus-
trates these conditions. Her refraction was really hypermetropic
to the extent of 2 D., but during an attack of hysterical spasm
of the accommodation her near point receded to twelve inches,
which was brought back to normal by a + 2.50 D.; while her far
point had approached so much that a — 1.5o D. was required to
raise her vision to the normal standard.

These symptoms, then, are characteristic : a weakness or de-
ficiency of accommodation at the near point and an impairment
of distant vision or a spasmodic myopia.

The degree of false myopia caused by hysterical spasm of the
accommodation varies greatly. Sometimes — 2 D. or — 3 D.
will suffice to correct. A remarkable case has been reported of a
boy in whom atropine showed the refraction of the eyes to be
hypermetropic, right eye + 2 D. and left eye + 1.50 D. Under
an hysterical spasm of accommodation — 24 D. was required for

right eye and — 22 D. for left.

HYSTERICAL PARALYSIS OF ACCOMMODATION.

This condition, which is known as cycloplegia, is not so
common as spasm of the accommodation. It is, however, not
unusual to find in young hysterics some impairment of accommo-
dation, so that patient is unable to read fine print at the customary
distance except by the aid of convex spheres.

As I have already stated, this van not be actual paralysis of
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the ciliary muscle, because, while there is a recession of the near
point, there is at the same time an approach of the far point,
which latter is not consistent with a paralysis of the ciliary muscle.

In hysterical cycloplegia, the pupils are usually of the normal
size, but in exceptional cases mydriasis occurs in connection
with it.

HYSTERICAL CHANGES IN THE PUPIL.

In hysteria, the pupil may be contracted or dilated, or it may
vary from one to the other.

Contraction of the pupil is a rare symptom of hysteria, but
mydriasis is more often heard of, which may or may not be
associated with cycloplegia. Mydriasis occurs with amaurosis,
and when the sight is restored, the pupil regains its natural size.
If the pupil fails to react to light, we assume that the mydriasis
is paralytic; otherwise it may be due to spasm of the dilator
muscle. •

DISTURBANCES OF THE LID AND MUSCLE MOVEMENTS.

Spasm of the lids often occurs in hysteria, and is character-
ized by a continual blinking, or in extreme cases, by a convulsive
closure of the eye. In the latter case, the spasm is apt to be more
marked upon one side than the other and may involve the neigh-
boring muscles of the face and neck. If an effort is made to raise
the lids by means of the finger, one can notice a definite resist-
ance. The patient is unable to open the eye by the strongest
effort of his volition.

There are two varieties of spasm of 'the lids, painful and
painless. The former is accompanied by lachrymation and photo-
phobia, while in the latter the conjunctiva and cornea may be
insensitive.

Ptosis may occur, due not so much to paralysis of the levator
as to spasm of the palpebral portion of the orbicularis.

DISTURBANCES OF CONVERGENCE.

Owing to the intimate relation existing between accommoda-
tion and convergence, there is likely to be insufficiency of conver-
gence in connection with an imphired accommodation. In hysteria,
as is the case with the accommodation, the amplitude of conver-
gence is lessened from both ends ; the near point of convergence
recedes while the far point comes closer. There is marked exo-
phoria in accommodation, as determined by the usual tests.

The insufficiency of convergence may be so extreme that the
convergence near point is moved a metre or two away, and for all
objects closer than this a crossed diplopia becomes evident.

Then, again, there may be a spasm of convergence, showing
itself by a homonymous diplopia when the eyes arc fixed upon a
distant point. As the test-object is approached a point is reached
where single vision is restored ; and within this limit diplopia
again makes its appearance, this time of the crossed variety.

The spasm of convergence may be so extreme is to result in
convergent strabismus, usually associated with spasm of accom-
modation, and perhaps blepharospasm.

HYSTERICAL NYSTAGMUS.

Nystagmus may occur in hysteria, but not commonly.
DISTURBANCES OF SENSATION.

In hysteria, the conjunctiva and cornea may be insensitive, as
a result of which the palpebral reflex is lost.

Spots that are sensitive to pressure in the neighborhood of
the eyes occur in hysteria along the inferior orbital border.

Excessive lachrymation, paroxysmal in nature, occurs fre-
quently in hysterical patients.

Sometimes hysterical patients purposely bring irritating sub-
stances in contact with their eyes to cause evidence of inflamma-
tion and thus excite sympathy, and they have even gone so far
as to scratch their corneas with pins. Some hysterical girls have
been known to pull out all their eyelashes.

I think I have said enough to-day to give you food for
thought. Perhaps some mysterious and troublesome cases may
occur to your mind which seemed beyond explanation at the time,
but in the light of what I have said to-day were probably of an
hysterical nature. At any rate, you will be on your guard, and
YOU will be able to recognize these cases when you meet them
hereafter. As our time has expired for to-day, I will have to
postpone further remarks on this subject, including treatment,
until our next clinic.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
mad to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
I,, essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
itich case and accurate information on the following points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi.
nate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Hauge of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" C F K."-Can you give me any beneficial in-
formation in the following case Married
lady. Age 29. Complains of weak eyes and
headaches on reading or near work. She has
fried to gel benefit by patronizing traveling
spex venders, but no good. Has now plus .5o
over each eye, which are no better than none.
On examination I find Visual acidly, each eye
separately 616 fair, with minus .25 sph. 616
good. Range of accom. 3 dialers. No evidence
of astigmatism, by radiating lines without
glasses, nor with any spherical lens I can
place. Tested inuscles with Maddox rod and
also Maddox double prism, andfound muscular
balance g-ood in all ways. Now on account of
only 3 dialers of accommodation I suspected
latent hypermetropia, and tried fogging to
bring it out, but without success. I feel sure
it is latent hypermetropia which should be
brought out, or a weakness of the Ciliary
muscles which could be improved by exercise
of the accommodation. I do not want to use
mydriatics, and any information you can give,
will be thankfully received.

The condition of the eyes and the symptoms
of which patient complains, would indicate the
possibility of hypermetropia or astigmatism. Our
correspondent says there is no evidence of astig-
matism by the radiating lines, but this is by no
means an infallible test, nor should it be relied on
because the astigmatism if hypermetropic may he
masked by the accommodation. The better way
would be to resort again to the fogging system, and
as the eyes are being brought out of the fog to use
the radiating lines, or a concave cylinder the action
of which is to be compared with that of a concave
sphere in reducing the fog and improving vision.
For instance after the vision has been brought up
to about li then a - .50 sphere and a - .5o cylinder
(the latter being rotated through the various
meridians) should be tried alternately, and in this
way if astigmatism is present it can usually be de-
tected. If careful testing positively shows no
astigmatism or hypermetropia, we may assume it is
a case of subnormal accommodation and prescribe
convex glasses for close use.

"J. E. A."-Gentleman, age fifty-two years, mer-
chant. Has worn blue-tinted + 3.25 sph. for
five years, but they are too weak to read
with now. I tested eyes and find vision
#8. both eyes. R. V. 2.75 sph. L. V.

2.75 = ig. For reading I gave him 50
sph. Could read the finest print on test card
with either eye (clear glass), but after wear-
ing them twenty to thirty minutes they begin
to draw and ',take eyes burn and ache, when
he has to take them off Why cannot he wear
these glasses and what must I do? Full par-
ticulars of this case will be highly appreciated.
No muscle imbalance or disease of eyes.

In the first place we would say that this man
should have two pairs of glasses so that his eyes
would never be without them. If he has 2.75 D.
of hypermetropia lie should have glasses of this
strength for distance and constant wear. This will
relieve his eyes of the strain of overcoming the
hypermetropia and thus tend to strengthen them.
Under such circumstances his eyes will be better
and fresher when he comes to read.

It is impossible to say with positiveness just
what the trouble is with his reading glasses. They
may be a little too strong or they mar be a trifle
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too weak. As we have no record of the near
point or the amplitude of accommodation, we can-
not decide this point.

Or they may not be properly centered. If the
frames are too wide or the optical centers wider
than the pupillary distance, the glasses would
show a prismatic effect with the bases of the prisms
outward, which would be a direct tax upon the
convergence and thus tend to produce asthenopic
symptoms.

Or perhaps there may be a distinct weakness
of convergence, an insufficiency of the internal
recti muscles, the so-called exophoria in accom-
modation. Iii such a case prisms may need to be
combined with the lenses, bases in, a 1°, 2° or 3°,
as the case may need, and this may he what is
necessary to make the reading glasses comfortable.
Or perhaps the patient does not look through the
glasses at the right angle. If the plane of the
glasses is perfectly vertical and the patient turns
his eyes downwar.d, he looks obliquely through
the lenses and gets the effect of a cylinder with
axis horizontal, which may be the cause of the dis-
comfort. At any rate it would be wise to tilt the
glasses a little so that the visual lines may be more
nearly at right angles to the lenses.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page

"IV J. P."- Your reply received and noted. Will
say in regard to same that I went through
with the examination with the ophthalmoscope
and found some little opacities in the vitreous
humor. I tried a .50 D. X cyl. axis /5° and
a piano on R. E. which she said rested her
eyes some. I made this examination about
ten days later than /he first examination. I
enclose letter which she has writ/en herself by
my request, exactly slating her condition and
you can print what you think necessary.

The following is the letter referred to by our
correspondent : " Having been shown your an-
swer in regard to the affection of my eyes, as shown
by Mr. Prater, lie asked me to write myself in
regard to this affection, as I can explain or state
conditions more fully than lie. Have been wear-
ing just plain, natural glasses awhile but with no
benefit therefrom. Am now trying a pair he had
made to order and see no difference. These float-
ing spots have troubled me for more than a year.
It began when I was practicing hard at music, also
when I had indigestion very badly. The spots
vary in size, sometimes the size of a quarter note
Ill music, then as large as a very small pea-some-
times black, sometimes brown and sometimes can
see (only from the left eye) numbers of white
specks, lines, etc.; especially when writing on a
white or blank surface they appear oftener, but
now I can see one spot floating before the eye at
all times except at night, and varying in size at
different times. It is before me constantly and is
annoying. Will say my general health is good
except poor circulation, slight catarrh and indiges-
tion. My appetite is good, sleep well and am not
nervous. I 0111 inclined to agree with you about
the cause of spots. I believe they are caused by
stomach or liver trouble and I intend to undergo a
physical examination before long. Now, if the
glasses do not help this the spots are no indication
that I am straining my eyes or that they are
affected, are they ? I am writing all day long in a
probate's office and that is where they annoy me
while writing as they are seen best on the white
surface. My eyesight seems perfect. Am I hurt-
ing or straining this eye to write all day and read
at night too ? It only troubles me in the daylight.
That is the peculiar thing about it and would you
kindly state the reason for that ? Now, if you think
from what I have written there is any defect of the
eye that could be remedied by a lens, would appre-
ciate it very much if you would suggest the kind of
lens and Mr. Prater will order it for me. He says
he discovered several opacities or spots in the eye
on examination, but I am very much of the idea
that it is caused by my physical health."

As we stated in our previous answer the
presence of vitreous opacities that conk] be detected
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by the ophthalmoscope, is scarcely compatible
with a vision Os in this case that is better than nor-
mal. Such a vision contra-indicates organic disease
of the eye but not refractive error. There may be
hypermetropia existing in a more or less laten-
form, or there may be slight hyperrnetropic astigt
matism or heterophoria. The burden is then placed
on our correspondent, either to detect any of these
anomalies or to disprove their presence. He is
doubtless familiar with the various tests for these
conditions iiicl how to apply them. If no errors
are found, or if any that are found are properly
corrected, then the optometrist has exhausted his
resources, and any further treatment should ha-
directed by a physician. The patient should lit-
advised to keep her mind off her eyes and as far as
possible to ignore or forget these spots.

E. A."-Lady, married, age forty-four. Has
worn glasses for more than a year, + .75 cyl.
axis vertical both eyes, but complains with
eyes burning, sand in them, stiff and finally
fills wiM water when she lays her work or
reading down. I tested eyes and find vision

both eyes. R. V. - i sfth. - .37 cyl. axis
j30= ,. L. V. - .75 sph. - .50 cyl. axis
i8o° = H. But cannot see nearer than four
feel with these glasses, but with R. V. Las
sph. + .50 cid. axis go° , and L. V. + .75 sph.
+ .50 cyl. axis 900 can read the finest print of
test card at fifteen inches with either eye, but
cannot read at twenty-five inches. I tested for
muscle imbalance and find a little divergence.
A 2° prism corrects this. What is the trouble
with these eyes? What puzzles me is, its
taking - glasses for distance and + for read-
ing. What is the best glasses to prescribe?
Has never had any disease of the eyes.

There is nothing unusual in a case taking con-
cave lenses for distance and convex for reading ; it
all depends on the amount of defect and the age of
patient.

In the consideration of this case we are inclined
to think that the concave sphero-cylindrical com-
bination is too strong. This is the danger into
inch the inexperienced optometrist is apt to fall.

In fact not only is lie likely to get his concaves too
strong, but he goes a step farther in the wrong
direction and gets concave when it ought to be
convex. This occurs not only in hypermetropia,
where concave spheres are sometimes given, but
also in hypermetropic astigmatism, where concave
cylinders are prescribed. This is due to spasm
of accommodation which overcorrects the hyper-
metropia and makes it apparent or false myopia.
In astigmatism the accommodation neutralizes the
hypermetropia in the defective meridian and at the
same time and in the same way makes the emme-
tropic meridian myopic. Hence, unless one is on
his guard for 'just such a contingency, it is very
easy to have concave cylinders accepted in hyper-
metropic astigmatism.

In the examination of this case convex cylin-
ders should be tried first and every effort made to
have them accepted. If they are partially accepted
then a concave cylinder at right angles or a con-
cave sphere over the convex cylinder may be
tried in order to retain as much of the convex ele-
ment as possible in connection with the concave,
and not that the former should be entirely sup-
planted by the latter.

These tests then determine the refraction, after
which another test must be made for near vision,
as this patient has arrived at an age when pres-
byopia is beginning to manifest itself, calling for a
different glass to assist the accommodation.

The Eyes of School Children
The attention now being given to the eyes of

school children will mean an immediate and very
material expansion in the business of the optician.
When all children who have visual defects are pro-
fessionally informed as to their condition in their
early school days the number of spectacle wearers
will be greatly increased. It is said that in New
York City alone no less than 36,000 school chil-
dren have defective vision, and the question of
furnishing glasses at the public expense to such as
cannot procure them is now being agitated. Many
opticians are finding charity of this kind a good
advertisement.
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Light: Polarization, Phosphores-
cence, Fluorescence
By HOWARD D. MiNcium, Ph.D.,

Professor of Physics, University of Rochester, before the
Rochester Optical Society.

Lecture IV

Up to this point we have regarded light as a
form of energy, and this energy we have con-
sidered as being conveyed by the ether. We will
now briefly consider the nature of the ether
vibrations. If a string be plucked so as to
vibrate, say horizontally, the entire excur-
sions of its vibrating parts will be in a hori-
zontal plane, and the motion will be linear
and simple harmonic. A card having cut in
it a narrow slit a little wider than the string
and longer than the amplitude of the string's
vibration, may be passed over the string with
the slit horizontal and no disturbance of the
motion of the string is brought about.
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rotated. If, now, this beam of light is passed
through a second slice of tourmaline with its
axis parallel to the first plate, the light will be
unaffected beyond a slight darkening of the
greenish tint and a very slight decrease in inten-
sity. If the second plate is rotated around an
axis parallel to the light, the intensity of the
transmitted light will gradually diminish. When
the two plates are at right angles, the light will
be completely extinguished.
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long as its diameter is cut along the line A B,
which line is perpendicular to the principal plane
for the face A C. It is then cemented together
by Canada balsam, which has an index of re-
fraction of 1.55. If a beam of light, S, enters the
prism, the ray 0 passes through, and the ray E
is reflected to one side and is thus eliminated.
This prism polarizes all colors of light, and it is
free from color, and therefore affords an excel-
lent analyzer.

Certain substances possess the power of
rotating the plane of polarization. Some of
these are quartz, turpentine and cane-sugar.
The amount of rotation is definite and con-
stant for each substance. The angle of ro-
tation depends upon the thickness and dens-
ity of the substance used. The Laurent
Saccharimeter is an instrument which makes
use of this phenomenon to determine the
amount of cane-sugar in a given solution.

If a solution of chlorophyll is placed in a
dark room and a beam of white light is allowed
to fall upon it, the portions of the solution on
which the light first falls become luminous, emit-
ting in all directions a red light. This phenom-
enon is called fluorescence. The fluorescence is
most brilliant at the surface of incidence of the
white light. The brilliancy gradually decreases
with the thickness of the solution through which
the light passes. Fluorescence is also exhibited
by paraffine oil, solutions of quinine, and by some
of the aniline dyes, such as eosin.

Fluorescence only occurs with scrtne kinds of
light. If a test tube containing a solution of

sulphate of quinine is held in different parts of

the spectrum, it presents quite a different appear-

ance in some parts from that shown by a test

tube of water. In the red the quinine shows red;

in the yellow and green it looks yellow and green,

respectively ; in the blue and violet it begins to

show the pale blue fluorescent color which it

exhibits in white light. This fluorescence increases

toward the violet end of the spectrum, and it may

be seen in the ultra-violet.

Analysis shows us that the light emitted by a
fluorescent body is not monochromatic. The wave
length of the colors emitted is always greater than
the wave length of the light which causes the
fluorescence. If a beam of sunlight is passed
through a solution of sulphate of quinine, it will

not seem to the eye to be reduced in intensity, but

it will be found to have lost its ultra-violet rays.

These have been converted into blue and violet
rays by the solution.

The mapping of the solar spectrum has been
furthered by use of fluorescence.

In fluorescent bodies, the fluorescence ceases

when the incident light is cut off. Some sub-

stances continue to emit light after the incident

light has been cut off. After an exposure to light

they shine in the dark. The sulphides of calcium,

barium and strontium are among such. This phe-

nomenon is called phosphorescence. Phosphor-

escence lasts such a short time in many bodies

1 that its detection is difficult. In some cases we

find a body will absorb certain radiations of one

wave length and emit a wave length that is
shorter. This is called calorescence. Tyndall

showed this by focusing the infra-red rays from

an electric arc on a strip of platinum foil. The

platinum became heated to incandescence and

emitted visible radiation.

When light is absorbed by a body, the energy

of the absorbed radiation is taken up by the body.

(Continued on page 1(137)

If the slit be rotated go", the vibration will
be damped or extinguished.

In a string vibrating transversely, we are
able to distinguish its sides. If we imagine two
such strings vibrating, in planes at right angles to
each other, we will see that the slit will damp the
one set while allowing the other freedom of
action.

If, now, we can show that a beam of light
behaves in a way similar to the above case, we
would be able to conclude something about the
existing mode of vibration.

Let Al and A2 be two plane mirrors equally
inclined to the horizon, and let a beam of light, S,
be incident on Ai. Arrange a screen x to receive
the light reflected by
Az. The intensity of
this reflected light va-
ries in brightness as
Az is rotated about a
vertical axis. The
brightness will be a
maximum when the
normals to Al and Aa
lie in the same planes,
and least when they lie
in perpendicular planes.
This brightness depends upon the angle of inci-
dence. If this angle is 574°, then no light will
be reflected from A2 when the normals are in
planes perpendicular to each other.

This experiment proves that when light con-
sists of waves in which the displacements are
confined to a certain definite direction at right
angles to the ray.

If, now, we let a beam of light fall perpen-
dicularly upon a slice of tourmaline, cut parallel
to the crystallographic axis, part of the light will
pass through, and with most specimens of tour-
maline the light will have a greenish color, owing
to selective absorption in the crystal. The light
will, in other respects, appear to the eye unaltered
and of undiminished intensity when the plate is

Flg. 2

a
Fig. 3

The phenomenon here referred to is called
polarization. With one slice of tourmaline the
displacement in the transmitted waves is confined
to one direction; when passed through a second
the displacement is completely destroyed. In the
first experiment we had one displacement elimi-
nated by reflection.

Light may also be polarized by refraction,
ordinary and double; and by scattering produced
by small particles: This latter can be shown as
follows :

Fig. 4

I.

1 is a jar of water into which is put a solu-
tion of gum mastic in alcohol. B is a beam of
light from the lantern A passed through the Nicol
prism N. It is reflected into the jar I through the
opening 0 by the plane mirror C. The mirrors
MI and M2 are adjusted to enclose the jar in an
angle of about too°, and we get by reflection two
images of the jar. This enables the audience to
receive perfectly polarized light. If we now
cover the opening in 0 with a large quartz plate
and rotate the analyzer N, we will get a series of
colors in J.

The Nicol prism here used is made from

Iceland spar, which substance possesses the char-

Flu. 5

acteristic of breaking up into two parts a beam of

light passing through it. The index of refrac-

tion of these two beams is 1.48 and 1.65, respec-

tively. A crystal of Iceland spar three times as
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Light : Polarization, Phosphores-
cence, Fluorescence

(Continued from page 1035) -

This energy may warm the body or it may pro-
duce fluorescence or phosphorescence. A third
way in which it may be used up is in doing chem-
ical work. A mixture of chlorine and hydrogen,
if kept in the dark, may be preserved indefinitely,
but if exposed to the sunlight, combination results.

Under the influence of light, silver chloride
is changed chemically, and this is made use of in
photography.

Chemical change is not produced to the same
extent by light of all colors.

The curve in the figure represents the chem-
ical activity of the solar spectrum. The exact

position of the maximum depends, to some extent,

upon the nature of the change produced. It will

be necessary to use a quartz prism to produce the

spectrum, as glass absorbs the ultra-violet rays.

In the recent study of the conductivity of

electricity by gases many very interesting phe-

nomena have been observed. Of these, we will
mention a few of the most prominent.

It has been found that when a tube is ex-

hausted below a thousandth of a millimeter of

mercury and electricity is passed through it, that

the positive column gradually vanishes and the

sides of the tube give a brilliant phosphorescent

glow. The appearance is as if something were

projected by the cathode in the direction normal

to its surface. This something has been called

the cathode rays. Lenard found that these rays

consisted apparently of two kinds of rays pos-

sessing different characteristics, and the name

"Lenard rays" has been applied to the one set.

When the cathode rays strike upon matter,

they produce phosphorescence and raise the tem-

perature of the body, and in some cases cause the

emission of cathode rays. They also produce a

second kind of rays. These were first discovered

by Roentgen, and are called "Roentgen rays," or

X-rays. They pass through glass and many other

materials without suffering much absorption. In

this respect they differ from cathode rays. Their

presence may be detected by the photographic

plate or by the fluorescence they excite in certain

substances. They pen et r at e many substances

opaque to light, such as black paper, wood and

aluminum.
Shortly after Roentgen's discovery, Becquerel

discovered that uranium and also all of its salts

emit rays that are able to pass through black

paper or a thin glass and affect a photographic

plate. They possess a property of discharging

both positive and negative electricity. Their

action, while similar to that of Roentgen rays, is

much more feeble. This power of a body to give

out rays which ionise a gas is called radio-activity.

Radium, thorium and actinium are radio-active

bodies.
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Opticians Celebrate Success of the
Optometry Bill

On receipt of the news that Governor Hughes
had signed the New York optometry bill, Alex.
Martin, the well-known optician, of Philadelphia,

New York, Brooklyn and Buffalo, invited a num-
ber of his brother opticians who were prominent
in the struggle to join him at dinner at the Cafe
des Beaux Arts, Sixth Avenue and Fortieth
Street, New York, to celebrate the triumph.
Those present included, besides Mr. Martin, A. Jay
Cross, W. T. Georgen, J. J. Mackeown, P. A.
Dilworth, F. B. Marchant, A. Cohen, E. Le Roy
Ryer, F. A. McGill and R. M. Lockwood. It was

a truly happy occasion, as all the guests were
overjoyed at the triumph of their cause. Brief

speeches were made by a number of the guests, in
the course of which the history of the struggle
was reviewed and glances taken into the future.

Georgia Optical Association

The fifth annual meeting of the above asso-
ciation will be held at the Piedmont Hotel, At-
lanta, on June 8th. In addition to the business
proper of the meeting, the programme comprises
a large number of papers and addresses by per-
sons of prominence in the profession. H. J. Cook,
Knoxville, president of the Tennessee Optical So-
ciety, will deliver an address on "State Regulation
of Optometry." Chas. H. Kittrell, of Dublin,

vice-president of the Georgia association, will
speak on "The Future of Optometry." The
scientific addresses will include "Trial Case

Tests," by Henry J. Godin of Augusta; "Making

of Lenses and Prescription Writing," by John L.
Moore, Atlanta; "Frame Fitting," by J. H. Sprat-
ling, of Macon ; "Symptoms of Dangerous Dis-
eases," by C. E. Folsom, of Atlanta, and "Clear

Vision," by M. B. Clason, of Columbus. All the

opticians of the State who can afford the time

are earnestly urged to attend this convention and

become members of the association.

The Tennessee Optical Society

The members of this association will hold

their annual meeting on July 7th and 8th in Chat-

tanooga, in connection with the annual meeting of

the jewelers' association. The members of the

trade in Chattanooga are preparing an attractive

programme of entertainment for the visitors, and

a large attendance is expected. Those coming from

a distance will find an extra inducement in the

reduced railroad rates then available. Among

the prominent speakers at the meeting will be Dr.

S. W. Lane, of Kansas City, C. E. Folsom and

John L. Moore, of Atlanta, Ga.

Wholesale Opticians Meet

The annual meeting of the Wholesale Optical

Association was held in New York on May 26th.

Nearly the full membership was represented at

the meeting. The election of officers resulted as

follows : President, J. B. White, of the White-

Haines Optical Co., Columbus, Ohio; vice-presi-

dent, Andrew V. Brown, of D. V. Brown, Phila-

delphia ; secretary and treasurer, R. C. Thompson,

of the Globe Optical Co., Boston; directors : Fred.

H. Smith, of Geneva Optical Co., Chicago ; F. C.

Bass, of the New York office of F. A. Hardy &

Co., Chicago, and Fred C. Merry, of the Merry

Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo.

The meeting closed with a dinner given in one
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of the private dining-rooms of the Cafe Martin.
It was gotten up much like the large trade din-
ners, with souvenirs, song books and musical
numbers. The souvenirs were spoons of New
York City, showing the Statue of Liberty and
other local points of interest. A number of in-
formal talks were made at the dinner, the attend-
ance at which was restricted solely to members of
the association. Leo Wormser of the Julius King
Optical Co., made the arrangements for the din-
ner was complimented on its success.

Arizona Optical Society

An optical society was recently organized in
Arizona, the meeting being held at Phcenix.
E. Huston, organizer of the national association,
was present on the occasion and infused much
life into the new organization. The following

officers were elected : President, Ernest Munson,

of Phcenix; vice-president, Harry Friedman, of
Phcenix; secretary, Ernest Trautman, of Yuma,
and treasurer, F. Lamont, of Tempe. The initial
meeting was very successful, resulting in a

charter membership of forty-three.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode
Island Society of Optometry was held on Monday,

May sith, in Prescott Post Hall, Providence,. with

Second Vice-President H. W. Cunningham in the

chair. The usual routine business was transacted,

after which Mr. Bronson, of the Globe Optical

Co., Boston, Mass., was introduced and gave an
interesting talk and demonstration of the C.-I.

ophthahnometer, also a talk on the history and

manufacture of artificial eyes. A vote of thanks

was extended to Mr. Bronson for his kindness

and also for the able manner in which he con-

ducted the demonstration.
Remarks were made by several of the mem-

bers present, after which the meeting adjourned

until the second Monday in June.-

New England Association of Opticians
and Massachusetts Optical Society

A meeting of the New England Association
of Opticians was held in Boston on May i8th and
officers were elected for the ensuing year, as fol-
lows: President, E. M. Parks, Boston, Mass.;
first vice-president, W. E. Wright, Keene, N. H.;
second vice-president, N. T. Worthly, Jr., Port-
land, Maine; treasurer, W. E. Whitcomb, Boston;
secretary, Miss Florence Marshea, Cambridge,
Mass. Executive committee : F. W. Putman,
Newport, R. I.; W. H. Watkins, Somerville,
Mass.; W. L. Bemis Brockton, Mass.; E. F. Rob-
inson, Ellsworth, Maine, and F. R. Vaughan,
Brattleboro, Vt.

A meeting of the Massachusetts Optical So-
ciety was held at the same time and same place.
The election of officers for the society for the
ensuing year resulted as follows : President, F.
P. Simmons, Boston, Mass.; first vice-president,
Howard C. Doane, Boston; second vice-president,
S. C. Scantlebury, Springfield, Mass.; treasurer,
W. P. Bullard, Boston, and secretary, Geo. A.
Barron, Boston. Executive committee, I. A.
Brown, New Bedford; S. W. Baker, Rockland;
A. A. Carter, Boston ; C. R. Padelford, Fall River;
W. W. Slade, Boston.

The above societies decided to hold meetings
in Philadelphia on the occasion of the convention
of the national association in that city. The meet-
ings will be held on what is known as States Day,
August loth.

President F. P. Simmons was named as rep-
resentative of the Massachusetts Optical Society
at the nation convention at Philadelphia and A. A.
Carter as alternate.
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We Lead Others Follow

PLAIN FACTS
Originators of

The Patent Spring Steel Case

Originators of

The MOROCCOINE CASE

Originators of

The SILK CASE

Followed by manufacturers
all over the world.

Followed unsuccessfully.
It is unequaled, unap-

proached.
Followed ? Not yet—
but bound to come.

The Moroccoine Case

AN INTERESTING FACT

is that although we have materially raised the

standard of quality, Spring Cases are being sold lower

than ever before known in the history of the business.

ANOTHER FACT 

The above results have been obtained only

through years of Work by the highest-priced experts.

THE MOST IMPORTANT FACT

The Farrington Case is the finest produced

anywhere. Sold and shipped to all parts of the

world. You can get it from your jobber.

TEST IT FOR YOURSELF

FARRINGTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Roxbury, Mass.

BUSCH AND TERLUX
BINOCULARS

ADOPTED BY U. S. ARMY AND NAVY

q Four years on the market.
(If Tested and approved.

q Superior in every respect.
q Have no equal.

PRICE MODERATE

(If Made in 6x, 9x, tox, 12x, 15x and ifix powers.

([1 Descriptive Booklet upon application.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., Importers
37 Maiden Lane, New York

THE VERISCOPE

A twin target system of testing eyes for Astigmatism

and Presbyopia which is quicker, easier and more

accurate than all other systems.

ELY EYEGLASS CO.

Price, Twelve Dollars Middletown, Conn.

WILL EXHIBIT AT CONVENTION
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Pennsylvania Optical Society

The Pennsylvania Optical Society will hold its

next annual examination for the dioptrician grade
ill Philadelphia at I° A.M. on Tuesday, August
Int), 1908, just before the opening of the annual
convention of the American Association of Opticians
which meets at the same place.

Only members of the State association can
take this examination and obtain the certificate
which is awarded those who successfully pass it,
but any Pennsylvania optician who applies for
membership in the association at once can be ad-
mitted in time to take the examination.

Applicants will be examined in the theory of
optics, refraction, the practical use of the trial
case and frame fitting, and the examination will be
both written and oral. There is no entrance fee
for this examination, but all who pass it will receive
a diploma on payment of five dollars. For the
protection of the holders of these certificates they
remain the property of the association, and when
a member dies or leaves the society his certificate
is returned to the secretary.

It is desired that as many of the members as
possible shall take this examination, as it is a great
incentive to study and tends to raise the grade and
tone of our membership. The certificate, which is
very handsomely engraved, besides being a voucher
for the proficiency of the holder, will show to the
public that he has the endorsement of the State
Optical Association.

A. A. 0. Convention Notes

The exhibit committee have already received
application for almost all the spaces in the exhibit
hall. Their plans provide for the most elaborate
and the handsomest exhibit yet held at any optical
or jewelry convention in this country. All the
booths and decorations will be uniform throughout.
The following firms have been assigned space:

Aikin-Lambert Co., New York City.
American Therrno-Ware Co., New York City.
Bay State Optical Co., Attleboro, Mass.
S. 0. Bigney & Co., Attleboro, Mass.
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia.
Edward Beckwith, New York City.
De Zeng Standard Optical Instrument Co., Philadelphia.
Ely Eyeglass Mfg. Co., Middletown, Conn.
Farrington Mfg. Co., Roxbury, Mass.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.
Hub Optical Case Co., East Dedham, Mass.
S. H. Highsmith Co., Sumpter, N. C.
H. G. Kirby & Co., Willimantic Co., Conn.
E. Kirstein & Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.
THE KEYSTONE, Philadelphia.
Julius King Optical Co., New York and Chicago.
The Kryptok Co., New York City.
McIntire, Magee & Brown Co., Philadelphia.
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago.
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology, Chicago.
New York Institute of Optometry, New York City.
Optical Journal, New York City.
Optical Review, New York City.
Pollock & Michael, New York City.
Raudall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.
Stead Lena Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Standard Optical Co., Geneva, N. Y.
Stevens & Co., Providence, R. I.
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
I,. E. Waterman Co., New York City.
Michael Woolf, New York City.

The firms who are desirous of obtaining space

should put in their applications promptly, as the
committee only have several available spaces left.

The new official emblem fob placed on the

market for members is proving popular, as evi-

denced by the demand even without any particular
advertising. The design consists of the official

insignia with the words American Association of

Opticians encircling. The enamel button is one

and one-quarter inches in diameter, in blue and
gold, mounted on finest leather, four and one-half
inches long with a polished gold-plated buckle.

The new official button in enamel and gold,

and somewhat smaller than the first button, is now

also ready for members. The price of either

KEYSTONE

button or fob is one dollar and they may be secured

from the secretary.
The Physiological Section reports progress in

the matter of the scientific programme for the

Philadelphia meeting, while Secretary Huston
announces the appearance of four speakers of

known ability for " A. A. 0. Day," which will be
a new feature of this year's programme.

The month just gone has proven a memorable

one in the history of organization and affiliation in
the United States, in that it has brought to comple-
tion work in the West, every State and Territory
west of New York, with but a single exception,
noiv being organized and affiliated with the Ameri-
can Association. It is rather a coincidence that

tlilicial .1..1. 0 f.inbleu,

the two States of the extreme East and West,

Maine and California, should both fall into line

simultaneously and within two weeks of each

other, as was the case last month.
It is not yet definitely known whether the rail-

roads are to grant rates for the Philadelphia meet-

ing, but as summer rates are on at this period it

will make but little difference to those wishing to

attend.
A. Martin, of Philadelphia, has been selected

by the local Philadelphia committee to give the

address of welcome at the Philadelphia meeting, to
which Thomas Gowenloek, of Kansas, will respond

on behalf of the American Association.

New York State Optical Society

The executive committee have decided to hold

the twelfth annual convention of the Optical Society

of the State of New York in New York City, Mon-

day, June 22d.
This undoubtedly will be the largest attended

convention in the history of the society, as Gov-

ernor Hughes' signature placing optometry upon

the statute books of the State brings matters of

great and vital importance before the society for

consideration.
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Every optometrist of the State, whether a

member of the society or not, should be present.

It would seem that every optometrist in this
State should now become a tnember of the State

society if he is not one already.
There will be excursion rates at this time, full

particulars of which will be furnished later.

Utica, N. Y., Optical Society
The seventh annual meeting and election of

officers of the Utica Optical Society was held on

May 19th, in the Masonic Temple, that city. The

reports of committees and retiring officers were
submitted and showed the society to be in a very

prosperous condition both in point of numbers and

finances. Business of interest to optometrists was
transacted and much attention was given to the

Optometry bill which was signed by the governor

a few days later. The election of officers resulted

as follows : President, A. M. Kenney ; vice-presi-
dent, li. Thomas Clark ; secretary, C. A. Enquest;
treasurer, N. A. Burrell; member of executive

committee in addition to the above, Richard
Perlen.

Mississippi Optical Society

The annual meeting of the above society was

held at the Edward House, Jackson, on May 26th

and 27th. The first day was devoted to the pre-

sentation of reports and the transaction of routine

business. The programme for the second day

was of a technical character and papers were

announced as follows : " Optical Legislation,"

E. R. von Selmer ; " Why do Low Errors of

Refraction Produce More Disturbances Than Large
Ones?" L. M. Guess ; 'Sonic Forms of Diseases

the Optometrist Should Know," F. W. Queen ;

" Should an Optometrist Charge a Fee for Exam-

ination ?" T. A. Mauch ; " Fitting Presbyopes,"

R. W. Simpson ; " Is the Fitting of Prisms Advis-

able, if so, When?" Byron Mitchell ; "Shall We

Increase the Membership of Our Society, or the

Quality of Our Members ?" M. E. Fritz ; " How

Can We Make This Society of More Value to Our-

selves and the Public?" T. P. Martin.

Itinerant Opticians and the Law

The officers of the Dallas Optical Society direct

the attention of the opticians of that State to the

following opinion in regard to itinerant opticians

officially given them by the assistant attorney-

general of the State.

DEAR SIR:—Replying to yours of the 29th
ult., you are advised that under the provisions of
chapter 35. acts of the 3oth legislature, itinerant
occulists or medical or other specialists traveling
from place to place in the practice of their profes-
sion are required to pay to the State an annual
occupation tax of $50.00. Each county in which
said specialists practice their profession is also
authorized to levy a tax equal to one-half of the
above amount. In our opinion " Refractionists "
are specialists within the meaning of the statute
above referred to, and therefore embraced within
the provisions of said act.

Yours very truly,
JAS. D. NYALTHALL.

Office Assistant Attorney General.

The officers of the society state that the enforce-

ment of this law will practically put the illegitimate
opticians out of business in Texas and will keep

out of the State such as are driven from neighbor-

ing States. As the opticians of many other States

have a similiar grievance the attorney general's

letter will possihly suggest to them a remedy.
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Wise is the dealer who takes advantage of every season to
push to the front the goods peculiar to it.

Just now in outing-time is when you can sell the most

Warner & Swasey
Prism Binoculars

and

Prism Terrestrial Telescopes
Write us for illustrated literature, show cards, selling-hints

—anything we can supply you. All our experience is at your
service.

The Warner & Swasey Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

Screw Driver for
Eyeglasses

No. 554

YfiC t 5 TAR'
ATIMt MASS U.S.A.. N.554

Almost everyone who wears eyeglasses knows from experience
how irritating it. is to have the screws get loose. Lots of people will
buy this little tool at sight, and carry it on his key-ring or watch chain.
Set one of our cardboard easels containing two dozen Screw Drivers
on your counter or show case and watch them go.

This Screw Driver is made with a chuck to hold the blade firmly
into a split socket when in use. To carry in the pocket, on key-ring
or watch chain, the blade may be removed by slightly loosening the
chuck, then reversed and telescoped thru the socket nearly full length,
and held safely by tightening the chuck.

Engraving actual size of tool. Nickel plated.

Price, each . . .
Price, extra blades, .05

Send for free Catalogue No. x8AD, 232 pages, of latest and bestFine Mechanical Tools.

The L. S. Starrett Co.
Athol, Mass., U.S.A.

NEW YORK
132 Liberty St.

CHICAGO LONDON
18-20 W. Randolph St. 165 Queen Victoria St., E. C.

BOSTON OPTICAL COMPANY
Licensed Jobbers of

KRVPTOKS
As regularly licensed jobbers of Kryptok Bifocal Lenses

we are enabled to offer to the trade every possible buying
advantage both in prices and service.

FINISHED LENSES and ROUGH BLANKS
are carried in our stock and PROMPT SHIPMENT
is assured.

Our own guarantee against blemish or fault of any
character accompanies that of the manufacturers and applies
to every lens or blank purchased of us.

The Kryptok Index Tables, Price-Lists and Advertising Matter
for Retailer's Use will be sent on request.

BOSTON OPTICAL COMPANY
373-387 Washington St. BOSTON, MASS.
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Optometrical Society of the City of
New York

The May meeting of the Optometrical Society
of the City of New York was held in the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel on Wednesday evening, the 13th.
The meeting was called to order by President
Fisher. The secretary read the minutes of the
previous meeting which were accepted as read.

The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers : Paul Schickler and Max Wolff, of New
York City.

Applications for membership were received
from the following parties: Harrie Mason Wright,
Paterson, N. J., and Jacob Polis, Alphonse Laber,
John Schoelch and Mr. Epstein, New York City.

The secretary read a letter from the American
Association of Opticians in reference to affiliation
of individual members with that association. After
some discussion, pro and con, it was decided that
the society as a whole, at some future date, would
take into consideration the question of affiliating
with same.

Mr. Dilworth, as secretary of the Optical
Society of the State of New York, made a motion
that the secretary suggest to the chairman of the
legislative committee that New York City be
selected as the next meeting place for the State
convention. The motion was seconded by Mr. Ryer
and carried. Mr. Dilworth also moved that a com-
mittee of arrangements of five be appointed for
this occasion, and the president appointed the
following gentlemen as members of the committee:
P. A. Dilworth, chairman ; Albert Cohen, E.
LeRoy Ryer, A. J. Cross, Robert Levin.

It was moved and seconded that a letter of
thanks be sent to -Captain Costello for his zealous
and untiring labor toward the advancement of the
optometry bill.

Mr. Frankel moved that the secretary be
instructed to send a letter of thanks to H. W.
Schmall, of 832 Amsterdam Avenue, for his help
in the advancement of the optometry hill.

Mr. Levin made a motion that the office of
financial secretary be abolished after January 1st.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Dilworth and
carried.

Mr. Dilworth moved that a standing vote of
thanks be given to Mr. Levin for his work as finan-
cial secretary up to date. Seconded by Mr. Ryer and
carried. It was also moved and carried that Mr. Ryer
be appointed delegate to represent this society at
the national convention, which will be held in
Philadelphia, on August Toth.

Mr. Swiss moved that a letter of thanks be ten-
dered to Assemblymen A. J. Levy and James
Oliver for their support of the optometry bill, and
Mr. Ryer proposed that a letter of thanks be sent
to all the assemblymen and senators of Greater
New York who supported our bill. Seconded by
Mr. Levin and carried.

After the business session Prof. Lockwood
gave an instructive lecture.

Rochester Optometrical Society
Last month the members of the Rochester

Optometrical Society celebrated their eleventh
anniversary by a banquet. Following the banquet
the regular business session was held and the fol-
lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, E. J. Benedict ; vice-president, H. C.
Mielke ; secretary, E. H. Silver ; treasurer, Milton
Goodman : executive committee : H. M. Bestor,
B. B. Clark, W. J. Morse.

The following board of censors was nomi-
nated : W. W. Bissell, E. E. Arrington, George
R. Bausch.

The meeting was an enthusiastic one. A short
talk on " Optical Education " was given by
Dr. Howard D. Minchin, of the University of
Rochester, and one on the " Future of Optometry,"
by E. E. Arrington. Much interest was expressed
regarding Governor Hughes' action toward the
optometry bill which is now awaiting his signature.

The past year has been a very successful one
for the society, as it has demonstrated itself to be
a successful educational and business organization.
The society is planning an educational movement
which promises to be very effective.

New Jersey Annual Meeting
The annual meeting and banquet of the New

Jersey Optical Society was held at the Continental
Hotel, Newark, on the evening of May 12th, with
an attendance of about thirty-five members. After
the approval of the minutes, President Smith
reviewed the work of the year and stated that

sixteen new mem-
bers had been en-
rolled and six
dropped. He
urged the import-
ance of securing
legislation and ad-
vised that serious
consideration be
given this subject
and also the ad-
vantages of a uni-
form price-list.

Chairman Jack-
son reported on
the work of the
executive commit-

tee for the year, and the secretary reported a
balance of $158.98 in the treasury.

The chairman of the legislative committee
reported that they had carefully watched all the
measures that had been offered in the State legis-
lature and that none threatened the interests of the
optician. No attempt had been made at this ses-
sion to pass an optometry bill, as it was thought
best to await the fate of the great struggle in New
York State before making another attempt in
New Jersey.

The following names, approved by the mem-
bership committee, were voted on and elected to
membership : F. W. Hunt, Trenton ; H. Benton
Young, Mount Holly ; Jos. H. Shute, Glassboro ;
T. L. Bear, Camden ; L. J. Holt, Atlantic City ;
J. C. Demmert, Camden ; George Weber, New-
ark, and Dr. J. J. DeGruen, Nutley. The following
also applied and their names were referred to the
membership committee : John W. Wirth, Roselle
Park ; Lucien W. Betts, Atlantic City, and Harry
W. Gage, Nutley.

The invitation of the Philadelphia committee
on arrangements for the coming convention of the
American Association was then considered and it
was decided to hold a special meeting of the society
at 3 P.M. Monday, August zoth, at Musical Fund
Hall, Philadelphia.

A special committee, consisting of Messrs.
Jackson, Learning, Stiles, Hilborn and Rochat
were named to consider the advisability of chang-
ing the name of the society and directed to report
at the next meeting.

The question of trying to have an optometry
bill enacted by the State legislature was then dis-

President Jos. J. Hartman
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cussed and it was decided to start a fund for this
purpose at once and that an appeal be made to the
members to contribute.

On motion of Chairman Jackson, of the execu-
tive committee, a vote of thanks was passed for
the support given to the work of the society during
the year by THE KEYSTONE, Optical Review and
Optical Journal.

The election of officers for the ensuing year
was then held and resulted in the unanimous choice
of the following: President, Jos. J. Hartman ;
vice-president, L. A. Rochat ; secretary, J. B.
Bergen ; treasurer, F. C. Learning ; executive com-
mittee, E. D. Jackson, L. B. Hilborn, F. H.
Hewlett, H. H. Stiles and W. H. Podesta.

A vote of thanks was given retiring President
Smith and the executive committee for the faithful
service they had rendered, and the meeting
adjourned to the dining room.

It was about to o'clock when the members and
guests sat down and for three hours all enjoyed a
nice repast and a number of short and timely
addresses. The newly-elected president, Jos. J.
Hartman, who has long served the society as secre-
tary and vice-president, presided. President Smith
spoke on " Commercialism versus Professionism,"
L. A. Rochat spoke on " Optical Legislation,"
L. B. Hilborn's topic was "Optometry Up to
Date," and general addresses were made by H. H.
Stiles, E. D. Jackson, A. Wenzell, Wm. J. Benn,
E. Leroy Ryer, R. M. Lockwood and P. A.
Dilworth.

Missouri Association of Opticians
ED. KEYSTONE :—From the goodly reports we

are getting, the indications are that the eighth
annual meetifig of the Missouri Association of Opti-
cians, which will be held in Kansas City, June 9th,
loth and I WI, in joint convention with their neigh-
bors, the Kansas Association of Opticians, will be
the largest yet held.

A splendid souvenir programme is being pre-
pared and it is intended that every optometrist in
the State shall get a copy. There will be much of
it that is very interesting and instructive and some
quite entertaining.

One thing which will be of great interest to
every optometrist is the planning and action to
be taken in regard to the future protection and
advancement of optometry in this State.

The Missouri Association is growing in strength
through a realization of the necessity of organiza-
tion and co-operation, and many new names are
being added to the membership. The accomplish-
ment of many good things in the interest of the
optical profession in Missouri are looked for in the
near future.

G. E. READ, Secretary.

The Arkansas State Optical Society
The Arkansas State Optical Society will meet

at Marion Hotel, Little Rock, Ark., on Tuesday,
June r6th, at 9 o'clock A.M. All opticians of the
State are cordially invited to be present and to
become members of the organization. All of them
should realize that the only safeguard against being
legislated out of the optical business is a strong
State organization which will be in a position to
combat any efforts that may be made to pass laws
inimical to their interests. It is not unlikely that
the small membership at this time might be worth
hundreds of dollars at a later date in protecting the
business of the members.
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Why You Should Use

SCHWAB GUARDS

They Save Time
Because they fit any shape nose

They Save Worry
By being easily adjusted

MADE IN ALL MATERIALS

You only need 4 Styles to cover ;
all angles.

Recommended by all the Lead-
ing Jobbers.

Used by all up-to-date Opticians

Opinions of some of the
Best who handle
Schwab Guards

F. A. HARDY & CO.,
CHICAGO:

"The Schwab Guard is till-
ing a place all it own in the
optical world ; nothing equals
it.,,

D. V. BROWN,
PHILADELPHIA:

"The Schwab Guard needs
only a trial toconvince you that
it is the guard you have been
looking for ; clings without
pressure."

GLOBE OPTICAL CO.,
BOSTON:

"The Schwab Guard is easy
to fit and adjust, and has great
clinging power; great forsmall
or fiat noses."

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.,
ROCHESTER:

" Anyone having difficulty
In making a guard fit or hold
on will do well to try the
Schwab Guard."

Ask Your Jobber for them. For Descriptive Circular and
Sample Pair (free) address

SCHWAB GUARD MFG. Co.
Savannah, Ga.
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Optical Advertising Illustrations
The season of advertising activity is now upon you and a
supply of apt illustrations is indispensable. Send for sheet

showing sample cuts especially prepared for opticians' use

and make your selections. Prices surprisingly reasonable.
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41. The following successfully passed the ex-
amination for membership in the Wisconsin Asso-
ciation of Optometrists : 0. A. Olsen, Milwaukee ;
J. H. Schueller, La Crosse, and Paul F. Lass,
Sauk City.

.Ag F. H. Orr, business manager of the
Dupaul Young Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass., is
mourning the loss of his mother, who died recently
at her home in Rochester, N. H., at the advanced
age of eighty-seven years.

.08 The first arrest under the optometry law
in Nebraska was made at Trenton, that State, in
April. M. I. Strauss, a traveling optician, after
having been notified, refused to comply with the
law. He was consequently arrested, found guilty
and find $25 and costs.

Je Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
were recently awarded by the United States gov-
ernment the contract for making the Swasey
musket sight which will be used on the new rifles.
This sight, which is considered a notable improve-
ment, is the invention of the Warner & Swasey Co.

jI F. G. Burgess, the popular traveng sales-
man of the Dupaul Young Optical Co., South-
bridge, Mass., is now on a trip among the Western
trade. Mr. Burgess is an accomplished salesman,
whose thorough mastery of his specialty and agree-
able personality make him at all times a welcome
visitor among opticians.

,0 E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
are well pleased with the trade favor extended the
" Handy Shm -On " eyeglasses. A valuable feature
of these glasses is the interchangeable guards.
They are provided with guards to fit different
noses in both the rocking and rigid style. The
company is now at work on a new catalogue show-
ing the various styles of these eyeglasses.

,„■1 A. J. Shellman, the well-known optician of
Grand Rapids, Mich., recently sold his retail
optical business in that city to A. N. Sumerlin.
Mr. Shellman who was successful in building up a
large business will devote his entire attention to
his mail-order and wholesale business. His son,
E. A. Shellman, is interested with him in the latter
and the title of the firm is Grand Rapids Wholesale

Opticians.

Jt The Michigan Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.,

have begun the erection of a large addition to their

plant. The extension will be 30 by 77 feet and

three stories in height. It will be of reinforced

concrete and pressed brick construction with large

paneled glass windows of the new patent wired

variety. The growth in the demand for this com-

pany's product has necessitated the new addition

to the plant which will very materially increase

their productive facilities.

41 0. H. Waelde, optician, Newburgh, N. Y.,

and Mrs. Waelde visited Philadelphia last month

for the purpose of attending the graduation exer-

cises of the Women's Medical College, from which

their daughter, Miss Nellie E. Waelde, has just

graduated. Miss Waelde was one of the most dis-

tinguished pupils of the college and graduated with

high honors. Her present purpose is to specialize

in the eye, ear, nose and throat and to practice her

profession in connection with her father in New-

burgh, N. Y.

,08 The Indianapolis Optical Company, of

Indianapolis, Ind., has filed articles of incorpora-

tion at the cffice of the secretary of State. The

company is. capitalized at $8000. The directors are :

Charles W. Conner, C. S. Lockwood, 0. D.

Conner and E. R. Lockwood, All of the directors

are Indianapolis men. C. W. Conner is a well-

known optician. The company proposes to manu-

facture a new style of invisible bifocal lens. The

place of business will be in the new Odd Fellows'

Building with rooms on the Pennsylvania Street

Side of the building. C. W. Conner will also

remove his optical rooms front North Meridian

Street to the same quarters. The rooms at 13

North Meridian Street, which Mr. Connor will

vacate June 1st, have been known as optical rooms

for the past thirty years. Mr. Conner has occupied

them for seven years and for twenty odd years

previous James N. Mayhew, one of the pioneer

opticians of Indianapolis, did business in them.
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,A Diamonds, gold and optical goods were
among the valuables taken by the robbers who
attacked the express car on the Pan Handle line,
near Pittsburg, several weeks ago. After the
robbery a search was made for the booty. The
first instalment of the stolen goods unearthed was
a package containing nosepieces for eyeglasses.
The package contained a consignment of the well-
known mountings which had been shipped by the
Rodney Pierce Optical Co., of Pittsburg, to F. P.
Barr, Lancaster, Ohio. These mountings will have
a new value as souvenirs of the startling event.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester,
N. Y., have entered a vigorous advertising cam-
paign of their field and marine glasses. They
will furnish free of charge a quantity of advertising
matter and illustrations to the trade for the pur-
pose of furthering the sale of these goods. As a
knowledge of these glasses and their peculiar
merits is necessary to the intelligent sale of them,
it would be well for those of the trade who handle
these goods to procure from the company a copy
of their booklet entitled " Optics of the Field
Glass," which fully explains the principle and
mechanical advantages of the glasses.

41 Dr. J. B. McFatrich, president of the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and
Otology, was given a rousing send-off both in
Chicago and New York prior to his departure for
Europe, where he will spend several months tour-
ing the continent in his automobile. The doctor
was accompanied by his wife and daughter and
will be joined in Paris by his married daughter who
has been abroad for some time past. A dinner
was given in Dr. McFatrich's honor on the evening
of May 8th by the board of directors and house
committee of the Illinois Athletic Club and the
board of directors of the Forward Movement that

was largely attended and proved to be a most
enjoyable affair. An elaborate menu was served
and a number of the moitt influential men of Chi-

cago made addresses expressing the high regard

in which the doctor was held and wishing him a

pleasant journey and safe return. One of the
notable events of the occasion was tributes paid

by the presence and address of a Catholic priest

in charge of the stock yards district, whose friend-

ship for the doctor is not deterred by the fact that

he is of a different religious faith and one of the

most conspicuous members of the Masonic frater-

nity in Illinois. One of the bright lights composed

a song for the occasion, which was printed and

sung with great gusto. Two of the half dozen

verses ran as follows:

There is a doctor in our town, in our town,
And he's a man of great renown, great renown.
If there's anything you haven't seen
Just try a drop of his Marine.

He is 11 comrade staunch and true, staunch and true,

The squarest fellow we ever knew. ever knew.
We wish you good luck from the start;
May the birds you meet not all be larks.

Indiana Board of Optometry

Governor Hanly reappointed Francis M.

Murphy, of Brazil, and Milton T. Jay, of Portland,

members of the State board of registration and

examination in optometry. On May 6th the board

met in the governor's office and elected officers for

the ensuing year as follows : President, Milton T.

Jay, Portland ; treasurer, Francis M. Murphy,

Brazil ; secretary, Arthur N. Baker, Logansport.

The first two gentlemen succeeded themselves in

office and Mr. Baker succeeded John H. Ellis, of

South Bend.
The regular examination was conducted by the

board in Indianapolis, May 4th and 5th. ‘Vritten

work occupied the first day and clinical work the

second day. This latter consisted of actual expe-

rience in testing eyes.
Those who took the examinations were : H. C.

Melcher, Indianapolis ; Jacob Fischer, Union City;

George Sarratt, Anderson ; George Paul, South

Bend ; John N. Haggard, Sedalia ; George F

Stone, Knox ; Zella Johnson, Connersville ; Martin

Neds, Elkhart ; James W. Wolfe, Gibson Town-

ship, Washington County ; Guy Michaels, Nobles-

ville ; Alonzo Kelble, Columbus ; Charles A.

Porter, Centerville ; Clara M. Zweltzer, Richmond ;

Arza L. Bennett, Noblesville ; Clyde • F. Morgan,

Lafayette ; Daniel E. Osborne, Windfall ; Claud

R. Stoops, Nappanee ; John F. Hornberger, Law-
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renceberg ; Melville A. Hutchison, Ligonier;
Charles Werneke, Anderson ; Arthur Harriott,

Muncie ; George N. Phares, Martinsville ; Harry

B. Showalter, Middleburg ; Thomas F. Saber,
Marion : Harry Werneke, Greencastle.

The secretary of the board expected to be

ready to announce the result of the examinations
in about two weeks.

Two spectacle venders were recently arrested

in Plainfield, Ind., for violating the optometry law.
Through the efforts of S. B. Merrick, jeweler and
optician, of Plainfield, the men were followed and

one of them caught in the act. They gave the
names of H. 0. Conner and J. H. Cain and their

place of business as 114 North Illinois Street,
Indianapolis. They paid the fine and left town.
That the men were not the parties whom they rep-
resented themselves to be is an established fact.

Ohio Optical Association

It is opportune to again remind the optometrists
of Ohio that the sixth annual convention of the

State society will be held at Cedar Point, San-

dusky, on June 23rd, 24th and 25th.
The committee announces that this will be the

largest, best and most interesting meeting in the

history of the organization. The exhibits which

have proven to be one of the leading features gives

promise of being larger and better than ever.
The programme committee has reported that

it has secured the usual number of papers upon

the various subjects pertaining to the practice of

optometry. It also announces as special attraction

that the services of Prof. Charles Schead of the

Ohio State University of Columbus, Nelson F.

Standard, G. W. Gracy, M. D.; J. C. Elber-

hardt and others to be announced later have

been secured.
The banquet will be complimentary. Also

dance and other entertaining features will be given

by the Cedar Point Company. The special features

are free to members, their ladies, families and

friends.

Optical Specialists Associationssociation of
America 

The annual meeting of the above organization

will be held at the Hotel Savery, Des Moines, Iowa,

on Thursday, June 25th, the meeting to be called to

order at 9 4.m. sharp. An attractive programme

has been prepared for the occasion. Among the

papers which will be read are the following : " The

Progress of Optical Science " by Geo. Mayerle,

of San Francisco, Cal.; " Our Profession" by R. H.

Small, North Adams, Mass.; "The Ethics of our

Profession" by W. A. Brooks, of Prescott, Iowa;

" Optometrist and Physician" by W. W. Nagarell,

of Council Bluffs, Iowa; and a Workshop Demon-

stration " by B. H. Glenn, Emmetsburg, Iowa.

An address will also be made by Dr. F. C. La-

Grange. All optometrist who make optical work

a specialty are invited to attend to attend the

meeting.

Minnesota Association of Optometrists

A meeting of the above association in connec-

tion with the Retail Jewelers' Association will be

held at the West Hotel, Minneapolis, on July 6th,

7th and 8th The programme of the entertain-

ment arranged for the occasion is quite tempting

and will include a trip from Minneapolis to Still-

water by trolley or steam car, a visit to the State

prison and a return trip from Stillwater to St. Paul

by boat by way of St. Croix Lake and River and

the Mississippi River. This will be a most delight-

ful trip, as the scenery in both rivers is noted for

its beauty and the companionship and amusements

will be of the pleasantest kind. Rooms will be

secured at the headquarters in the West Hotel for

the display of the wares of manufacturers and

jobbers, a feature of the meeting which will prove

of great interest and value. At the meeting of the

board of directors on May t9th, at which the above

dates were fixed upon, it was suggested that in

1909 there be a joint meeting of the jewelers and

opticians of the entire Northwest section, including

North Dakota, South Dak..ta, Minnesota, Iowa

and XVisconsin. The matter was held over for

further consideration,
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New York State Now Has an Optom-
etry Law

. After a prolonged struggle for legal recogni-
tion of their profession, the optometrists of New
York State have at last achieved a signal triumph.
The bill to regulate the practice of optometry in
that State, which passed the senate and assembly
some weeks ago, was signed by Governor Hughes
on May 21st, and is now the law of the State.

The following interesting memorandum was
filed by the governor with the bill:

"The bill provides for the regulation of the
practice of optometry as therein defined. The
legislature last year passed a measure for the
same purpose, which was disapproved on the
ground that it failed to provide for adequate
supervision by the board of regents in accordance
with the policy of the State. The defects then
pointed out have been remedied in the present
bill. Objections have been urged to giving legal
recognition to the practice in question; but the
fact remains that the practice exists and will con-
tinue, and unquestionably it forms a proper
subject for regulation. I therefore approve the
bill."

The news of this victory will be received
with gratification by every optometrist in the
country, as the New York law will smooth the

way f o r similar
legislation in the
other States. In
our last issue we
extended our con-
gratulations to the
opticians who la-
bored so hard to
secure this legisla-
tion, and now that
the governor has
placed his signa-
ture to the meas-
ure, we renew
these congratula-
tions. Chief among
these tireless work-
ers was Edward E.
Arrington, of
Rochester, presi-
dent of the Opti-
cal Society of the
State of New

York, and now that the victory has been won, the
following excellent advice to his brother optome-
trists of the Empire State will be appreciated:

Edward E. Arrington

WORDS OP CAUTION TO OPTOMETRISTS OP NEW YORK
STATE

An optometry law is now upon the statute
books of the State of New York. It now remains
our duty more than ever before to prove our-
selves worthy of the law. We owe this to the
public, and particularly to Governor Hughes and
all senators and assemblymen who by their vote
made it possible.

All differences with those who have opposed
us must now cease as we are all in the profession
for one purpose, and that is the betterment of
the vision of the public.

Renewed interest in our State society should
now be shown, as our success in the future, to a
great extent, will be due to organization and edu-
cation. Separately, these are of no particular
value, but together will nail the profession of
optometry to the masthead with the great sciences
of the world.

The date, time and place for holding our next
State convention will soon be decided upon, and
it is hoped there will be a large attendance, as we
have many problems to decide as to our future.

The last State convention decided upon the
names of Prentice, Bissell Watts. Robbins and
Williams for State board of examiners. The
five other names mentioned at that time were
added because it was necessary to name ten; but
the other five were only mentioned to meet the re-
quirements of wording in last year's bill.

I trust that all will see the necessity for
unified action in this matter, as a difference of
opinion now would only serve to reflect upon
what should be the unanimous judgment of all,
as these are the names of men who stand high in
their various localities and have done much for
the cause of optometry in this State.
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Our future greatly depends upon the judg-
ment and fairness of the first board of examiners,
and to others who have ambitions in this .direc-
tion, will simply state that from time to time in
the future the board will change, and their oppor-
tunities to serve will then undoubtedly receive
due consideration.

Very fraternally yours,
EDW. E. ARRINGTON.

The vigorous and intelligent manner in which
the struggle for optical legislation in New York
State was conducted sets a fine example for the
optometrists in other States. Even after the
measure had passed the senate and assembly, the
optometrists continued their efforts. On the day
previous to the date on which the governor
signed the measure the following communication
was mailed to him by Chas. F. Prentice, which
well merits publication, inasmuch as it contains
arguments which may be used effectively under
similar circumstances by the optometrists in other
States:
HON. CHAS. E. HUGHES, Governor of the State

of New York.
Your Exceltency: In just six minutes I will

show that the opposition to this bill is utterly
unjustifiable.

To begin with, the members of the Opticians'
League have admitted that they neither practice
Optometry nor pi ofess to understand it. This
admission disqualifies them to judge of the neces-
sity or merits of the bill ; their opinions being
simply nullified by their own admitted total ig-
norance of the subject.

Lenses for the correction of vision are purely
mechanical agents, which are the result of mathe-
matical conception, yet their construction has now
been brought to such a well-defined standard that
any tyro may employ the necessary tools to make
them without having the mathematical knowledge
required to define their form. This standardiza-
tion is the very egg from which the so-called dis-
pensing opticians have been hatched, and they
live upon the fruit picked for them from among
the patients of those medical men who profess
a knowledge of optometry.

I emphasize "profess" because I shall prove
that oculists are merely amateur optical practi-
tioners.

Optometry primarily involves a knowledge of
mathematical, physical and applied optics, irre-
spective of any other exalted accomplishments
which the practitioner may possess.

Every human eye presents a different phase
of refraction, so that the practitioner should un-
questionably first have the requisite fundamental
optical knowledge, and which can only be vouch-
safed when the practitioner has qualified at a
school where the subject is properly taught, and
as this is not done at any medical college, the phy-
sician is as much the amateur as any other prac-
titioner of optometry.

This is putting it mildly, when compared with
the opinion expressed by the eminent oculist, Dr.
Geo. M. Gould, of Philadelphia, who has recently
stated in the Medical Review that "the lens treat-
ments by oculists are utter and amazing farces,"
giving as only one of his reasons the crying
"need of a simple school of optometry." There
can be no question that the best fitting glasses will
be those which have been determined by the most
skilled practitioner, whether they be applied to an
healthy or even a diseased eye, and the public
has the right to demand such skill, irrespective of
whether the practitioner is a physician or not.
The public should not be compelled to wear a
physician's misfit pair of glasses while there
are more efficient non-medical practitioners in the
field who now seek to raise the standard of optical
qualification.

Indeed, physicians should not have any spe-
cial privileges, or even voice, in this matter, so
long as they have not even a simple school of
optometry and are not compelled themselves to
qualify in optics before the regents of the State.
In short, their claim to optometry exceeds their
powers.

A diseased eye with properly adapted lenses
is in no worse condition than a diseased optically
normal eye; both eyes are in an optically normal
state, though diseased, but the diseased eye will
never show normal keenness of perception which
in itself discloses to the practitioner that some
diseased condition may exist, even though he may

not have previously detected it by the most care-
ful inspection.

The conscientious optometrist will in such
cases always decline to proceed, at least until
some kind of medical advice has been sought.

However, the percentage of persons having
seriously diseased eyes is almost nil compared
with the vast population that is compelled now
to wear glasses. It would, therefore, be most
illogical and unjust to compel the majority to
seek inferior optical service merely to protect the
few who may be disease, yet as above shown, who
could not be injured by proper glasses.

Now, a word as to the "deadly drops," medi-
cally known as mydriatics, which are claimed by
some oculists to be utterly indispensable when it
is desired to determine glasses for children.

This I unhesitatingly claim to be the medical
sophist's most shallow snare. The physician who
is compelled to resort to drops for such purpose
is as helpless an optometrist as the child learning
to walk by the aid of chairs is a pedestrian. The
same tottering indecision is common to the efforts
of both, and neither will accomplish his mature
task until the handy drops and chairs have been
abandoned

Glasses, determined by the use of a mydriatic,
cannot be comfortably worn after the effect of
the drops has passed off, so that the glasses must
later be empirically modified, through one or more
sagacious guesses, before they can be even tol-
erated. During twenty years I have followed
up hundreds of such cases, only to find by the
mirror-test that these tolerated glasses were, after
all, wrong, and in many instances I have also
found a permanently impaired accommodation,
due to the drops.

Modern optometry is no longer dependent
upon drops and the so-called subjective method,
but upon actual and precise objective decision by
the operator of the mirror.

The skilled optometrist actually sees, by the
mirror and the motion of its image upon the ob-
served ocular fundus, the true kind of optical
error he has before him, and records its exact
amount, being a principle applied to the total
refractoin of the observed eye, such as he daily
uses in neutralizing lenses to ascertain their
power. This method, known as skiametry, is
practiced both for far and near visual states upon
each of the patient's eyes, and requires excep-
tional skill, which will, of course, be more readily
acquired by the eye habitually trained to optical
neutralizing than it will by the eye of a disciple of
Hygeia, and for which reason optometrists have
undoubtedly been quicker to perceive its supe-
riority.

That some leading medical authorities oppose
this bill is either due to their evident ignorance
of what is being accomplished by skiametry or
to their ethical pledge to support medical weak-
ness, no matter how unjust the cause may be.

In my opinion, it is, therefore, a crime against
science, the beacon of truth for these gentlemen
to attempt, through sordid sophistry, to stifle the
optometry bill for their unworthy and selfish
reasons.

Oculists succeeded in pulling the wool over
the eyes of Governor Deneen, of Illinois, but
failed to do so with Governor Pardee, of Cali-
fornia, who, being an oculist himself, recognized
the truth and need of reform by signing the op-
tometry bill, an example which has been followed
by eleven governors in other States of the
union. We plead with Your Excellency to do
the same for New York.

Yours respectfully,
CHAS. F. PRENTICE.

We take pleasure in publishing the following
general acknowledgement from Mr. Arrington:

"Kindly convey in your columns my sincere
appreciation for all the kind messages of con-
gratulation sent me at this time. It fills my heart
with great joy to know that what has been
brought about for the cause of optometry is so
greatly appreciated. Names cannot be mentioned
in giving credit, for fear some one would be
missed in the roll-call of honor ; yet to all our
band of faithful workers is due the success of
our efforts. To those States which intend in the
near future to strive for optometry laws, make
this your rule: 'Stick together,' as we have done
in New York State, and a similar result will be
obtained."
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Annual Meeting Alabama Optical
Society

The Alabama Optical Society held its third
annual meeting in the rooms of the Commercial
Club, Montgomery, Ala., on May 12th. The chair
was occupied by President E. H. Hobbs, of Selma,
who welcomed those in attendance and eulogized
the profession of eye refractionist. He referred
to the remarkable progress made in the advance-
ment of the science of eye refraction and the
large increase in the number of those who had
devoted themselves to this specialty. He also
extended the thanks of the society to the executive
committee for their earliest work in advancing the
interests of the association.

Following the president's address the reports
of the secretary and treasurer and of the various
committees were read and other routine business
transacted. The morning session was brought to
a conclusion by John L. Moore, of Atlanta, who
delivered a most instructive discourse on " Optical
Education." He reviewed impressively the pro-
gress that had been made in the science and its
application in recent years, referring particularly
to the improved instruments now at the service of
refractionists. He advocated a thorough training
for those who contemplated making this their life
work, and argued that the colleges and universities
of the country should afford facilities for special
training in this branch.

The morning session then adjourned and
luncheon was partaken of. After luncheon the
delegates repaired to his studio where a photo-
graph was taken.

The afternoon session was opened at 4 o'clock
with an address by John W. Langley, of Sylacauga,
on the " Anatomy of the Eye and the Laws Gov-
erning Refraction." Mr. Langley treated the
subject in a masterly way, making his remarks
very instructive by means of a chart and a skull.
He described experiments made by himself on the
eyes of sheep and showed by his fine exposition of
the subject the deep study which he gave to it.
He was complimented by those present on the
valuable character of his address.

W. F. Van Arsdel then read an instructive
paper on " Things Optical," devoting consider-
able attention to the danger that lies in the sale of
spectacles by unlicensed fakirs and the necessity
for their prompt suppression. He held that there
should be some means of passing on the compe-

tency of everyone who undertook the responsibility
of refracting eyes, and his views received the
hearty endorsement of all present.

A very interesting discussion was then started
on the question of a minimum price-list, and while
the majority of those present favored the adoption
of such a list, some questioned its practicability at
this time. A committee was appointed to take the
entire subject under consideration and report at
a future meeting.

The election of officers was then proceeded
with and resulted as follows : President, Hard-
wick Ruth, Montgomery ; first vice-president,
J. H. Tinder ; second vice-president, W. C. Abbott,
both of Birmingham ; secretary, W. F. Weiss,
Montgomery ; executive committee : chairman,

John W. Langley, Sylacauga ; A. N. Maumenee,
Mobile ; W. F. Van Arsdale, Anniston ; board of
examiners: chairman, Andrew Brown, Florence;
M. E. Butt, Childersburg ; H. P. McDonald,
Mobile ; membership committee : chairman, H. P.
Rosenstihl, Union Springs ; J. H. Tinder, Birming-

ham ; C. F. Cross, Gadsden ; legislative com-

mittee : chairman, John W. Langley.
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In opening the evening session an interesting
letter from George M. Gild, a member of the Ten-
nessee Society, was read. Mr. Gild stated that
through legislation 200 " fakirs " had recently been
driven from Tennessee, and he very pertinently
inquired where they had gone. The opinion of
the Alabama body was that if this undesirable
class of citizens had wandered into this State they
would not remain here a great while without find-
ing that Tennessee had a rival in the ejectment
process.

W. F. Weiss, chairman of the committee on
awards, announced that the prizes for the best
addresses of the day had been bestowed as fol-
lows : First prize, John W. Langley; second prize,
W. F. Van Arsdale ; third prize, A. N. Maumenee,
The winners of the prizes received the congratula-
tions of the assembly.

A well-written and highly-entertaining paper
on tobacco affections of the eye and incipient cata-
ract was read by Hardwick Ruth. This address
constituted the last of the day's session, and after a
general discussion on " Illustrative Cases," partici-
pated in by almost all of those present, the society
adjourned.

Michigan Society of Optometrists

A meeting of the above society will be held on
July 8th and, 9th in Detroit. The principal business
of the meeting will be in connection with the pro-
posed introduction in the State legislature of
the bill regulating the practice of optometry. The
opticians of the State consider that the moment is
ripe for such legislation, and the society will use
every effort to have the measure pass at the next
session.

Oklahoma Optical Society

The annual convention of the above organi-
zation which was recently held in the Chamber of
Commerce Rooms, Oklahoma City, was very suc-
cessful, the membership roll showing an increase
of forty-seven since the last annual meeting.

The meeting was called to order by President
A. Y. Boswell who delivered an address of welcome
and reviewed the work of the year. The reports of
the officers were presented and approved, showing
as they did considerable progress.

The feature of the afternoon session of the first
day was an address by Dr. S. W. Lane, president
of the Southwestern Optical College, of Kansas
City. As usual Dr. Lane's remarks were both
interesting and instructive and were highly appreci-
ated by all present. Dr. Lane's enthusiasm in the
case of higher optics is well-known and his work
for the advancement of the science of refraction has
been most fruitful.

The morning session of the second day was
opened by Dr. Lane who gave a second talk on the
subject of Optical Legislation, being followed by
many of the members who expressed their views
on the subject. The election of officers was held
at this session and resulted as follows :

C. 0. Lynch, Chandler, president ; W. A.
Wright, Shawnee, first vice-president ; J. C. Diss,
Lawton, second vice-president ; S. F. Miller,
Tonkawa, treasurer ; Willard B. Hale, Weather-
ford, secretary. Examining board : W. C. Wolfe,
Chandler ; Chas. H. Jahn, Enid ; H. E. Rakeman,
Sapulpa. Legislative committee : W. K. Grady,
chairman, Stillwater ; J. F. Hartwell, Oklahoma
City ; R. C. Everts, Weatherford ; H. M. Mills,
Oklahoma City ; F. D. Stalford, Frederick. Ex-
ecutive committee : Jas. Mazer, chairman, Mc-
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Alester ; A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa ; W. A. Wright,
Shawnee.

The feature of the afternoon session of the
second day was an address on "Invisible Bi-focals "
by W. G. Riggs, of Kansas City. Mr. Riggs
covered the subject thoroughly and his address
proved one of the most instructive numbers on the
programme.

The prize offered by Dr. S. W. Lane of a life
scholarship in the Southwestern Optical College for
the best paper on " Fitting Eyeglasses " was won
by W. Bourke, of McCloud. The meeting then
adjourned to meet next year at McAlester.

A Call to Texas Opticians
ED. KEYSTONE :—Since the passage of the

new " Practice of Medicine " law by the last legis-
lature, there has been a continuous war waged by
the medical profession against all opticians, not-
withstanding the fact that the attorney-general of
this State holds that the said law does not affect the
optician's business. The specialists, in the treat-
ment of the eyes and fitting glasses, are the ones
who are waging this war, and not the general
practitioners of medicine. Why, because we inter-
fere, with their business. Of course, we do not
profess to be doctors, nor do we ever treat the
eyes, only fit glasses to eyes, doing so as well if .
not better and more cheaply than the specialist. I
have been given notice that when the year is up in
which to qualify under the present law, which
expires on July 12th next, that I, as secretary of
the Texas Optical Association, will be prosecuted
criminally for violating the statute laws of Texas,
and mine will' be the " test case." If I lose, the
opticians all over Texas will have to " furl their
tents and steal away from the Lone Star State,"
for Ile won't be harbored here. I have decided if
the opticians of Texas will back me up and help
defray the expense of such procedure, to resist
every attack made by these enemies against our
business.

It will require the services of competent attor-
neys, with some of whom I have discussed this
already, and the opposition will be well repre-
sented. If you are ready and willing to put up
your share of the expense, very well and good ;
then I can resist effectually and feel sure of victory.
But if you sit indifferently by and expect me to
defray my own expenses, which will make or
unmake your business, I mean to turn my assets
over to others and leave the State. With your join-
ing support we can put all shoulders to the wheel
and turn it to our favor. Will you do your part?
you bear your part of the expense of litigation ?
Write me at once, for if we are going to do any.
thing, now is the time to lay our plans, for the time

is near at hand and the fight is going to be a long,
hard-fought battle. I cannot accomplish anything
without your assistance and support. I must know
at once, hence this urgent request for prompt
reply.

The State Optical Association will meet at
Dallas, Thursday and Friday, June tith and 12th,
at Commercial Club Rooms, rate one and one-
third fare. It will be advisable for you to be
present. With best wishes, I am,

Very truly yours,
I. BLOCK, Secretary.

"The Keys/one is very good as it is. I am
interested in all articles pertaining to optics."—
IV H. Duthie, Optician, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
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1 
5 years'

Experience
Gained in 1

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engravieg,
to grasp the liner points ot Watchmaking and Optics, fluids it neces-
sary to spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a
thorough knowledge of the business. In less than a Year's time
this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. iVe get tele-
grams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates,
which shows what practical 'storekeepers think of our course. Send
for prospectus now. A position awaits pm.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Iv. schuie,, principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 972

LINDNER & CO.,
51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Being LII exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
mid proper attention to all orders

NcINHØ SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afford to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold. astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00;1 doz.metal,astd.,85c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,

I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells.Jeweler•Meshoppen, Pa.

FOR PRESIDENT
THEODORE ROOSEVELT

FOR PRESIDENT
WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN

FOR PRESIDENT
WILLIAM H. TAFT

fligli-Grailo Campaign Fogs
Best Quality Black Russia Calf

Gold Gilt Buckle
Brass Check Highly Polished and

lacquered
$2.00 per dozen

Nun° cheek, cheaper grade leather and
buckle, $1 50 per dozen

Made by

Weaver Manufacturing Compaq
PIt. Holly, N. J.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to flt
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

IF YOU ARE AIMING AT ECONOMY

USE SANGER'S RING BUFFS
AND HIT THE BULL'S EYE

ALL JOBBERS EVERYWHERE

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

z77 Broadway 688 Broadway
Bet. Cortlandt & bey Sts. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 4211 Streets

NEW YORK

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone mending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertaln our opinion free whether an
Inveigh-in Is probably patentable. Communlen.
thins strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Pat ents
sent. free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

tpecialnottce. without charge, In the

Scientific American.
Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our Plc*. Price-List

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest dr.
dilation of any scientific journal. Terms, $:1 a
year i four months, $L Sold by all newsdealer,.

MUNN &Co 361Broadway, New York
Branch °Mee. 625 F St.. Washing(on. I). C.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PAFDL 1689 BERNIE. 1669

Very good r RONOM HT E It s
on hand. Repairing, spring-
ing and adjust Mg Chrono-
meters. Also tine watch re-
pairing for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Soteeeekor to 11.11. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
Tilos. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know

of 0000e who has is better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. He has also done

a great deal of fine and complicated watch repair-
lug forme, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. II. II. HEINRICH.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

1 
For Scarf Pins Studs and Lace,
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,S1.50 per doz. For
saleby al I wholesale jewelers a lid in at erialhouses.
Sainplebytnail,25e; in 10 K gold,S1.00; 14 K .$1.25.
M.CROHNOlk,ainvtr.48 & 60 Malden Lane,N.Y.

THE ELY WATCH PROTECTOR and INSULATOR
Saves Watches front Accidents,

Pickpockets, Moisture, Dust and
Dirt. Made of soft rubber, clings
to pocket, will not tarnish case.
No hooks or other annoyances.
Circulars. 25e. prepaid. Sold
everywhere. Discounts to Dealers.

Only Practical Welch Protector Made

FRANK D. ELY, 249 Chestnut St.. Newark.N.l.

A. IEE. M. COVERT

Manufacturing Jeweler

Diamond Mounting
Fine Repairing

Special Order Work

22t)

Pittsburg, Yet.

JOS. LANDSMAN
Gold and Silver

EL,ECTROPLATER A.ND COLORER

Finisher and Polisher of Sterling Silver, Hollowware, etc.
Oxidyzing for the Trade

Mail Orders Promptly Attended to 51-53 Maiden Lane, New York

Established 1859

The manufac-
turers of this

0 Brand
have made
J EWELERS'
FINDINGS
(jobbing ma-
terials) for 50
years and
their goods

are favorably know i all over the
country. Order them of your jobber,
who will be pleased to serve you, but

be sure
that the
goods
have the
above
brand on
them. Try
our sol-
ders. —
Those

who have
used it tell Its there is none better
—Very easy flowing and has a fine
color.

0E0. H. FULLER & SON CO., Chicago, Ill.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
NEWARK, N. J.

12 GREEN 
STREET

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE P
OLISHING BRUSHES

:-.ATP,FACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONET 
REFUNDED

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Keystone
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WINDOW PHOTOGRAPHY

Complete Instruction for Photographing Show

Windows to Get the Best Results—How

to Avoid Halation and Reflections—

Exposure—Developing Formulas

We have frequently invited our readers to
favor us with photographs of their window dis-
plays. We will have cuts made at our expense of
such displays as are sent us and deemed worthy
of publication, and will present the cuts after-
wards to those who send us the displays. But
the photographs come to us slowly, nevertheless,
and the reason seems to be the difficulty of pho-
tographing the windows. We therefore reprint
the following instructive extracts from an article
on the subject of window photography, by A.
Allen Campbell, in the current issue of the Mer-
chants' Record and Show Window:

Probably the most difficult part of the art to
learn is to photograph objects at night without
the aid of a flashlight. Under this heading come
windows, electrical displays, lightning and other
lesser subjects.

In photographing windows the operator can-
not meet with failure if he carefully attend to the
following instructions. Should any failure occur,
it would be from the use of old plates or poor
chemicals, not from poor exposure and inefficient
operating.

First—The plate used to pho-
Use Non- tograph any object must be of
Halation Plates a non-halation kind. It is very

necessary to use a dim dark-
room light in handling these plates.

Second—Be sure that you keep your plate
holder well dusted, as particles of dust get on the
plate, 'and it is impossible to photograph through
them, as they leave black spots on your picture.

Third—See that the film side is on top when
plate is put in the holder—that is, next to the
rubber slide. A good way to find the film side
is to moisten your thumb and forefinger and
press them tightly against the plate near the
edge, so the film side will adhere to the skin. On
a fast plate it is very easy to tell without resort-
ing to this method, as the film side is of a very
dull matte surface, but on a show plate the film
side is bright and it is hard for tne inexperienced
eye to distinguish the difference.

Non-halation plates will have a film surface
that looks to the inexperienced eye almost like
the glass side. After the operator places the
plates in the holder and carefully dusts them
(preferably with a fine camel's hair or sable
brush) he is ready to get to work.

In window photography the operator will first
see that there is no reflection from lights in win-
dows opposite. The writer would suggest that
in trimming a window where mirrors are used
the mirror be placed in an angular position; that
is, so the camera and outside objects will not be
photographed. Should background of windows

be mirrors, always place the camera in front of
some object in front of these.

This is only a minor point, but
Lighting Most a very important one to bear
Important in mind, as it adds greatly to

the merits of your photograph.

One of the most important subjects I shall

discuss is "Lighting." As an example, we will

take a fourteen window, with border lights, using

subjects of dark materials. The exposure should

be about nine minutes, with a wide open lens. In

case the subjects should be compOsed of light
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colors, say whites and light grays, give about six
minutes. If the background should be dark and
the subjects light, always give exposure for light
photographs and vice versa. Should the operator
have a mixed window, take, if possible, two or
three of the 16 c. p. lamps directly in front of the
dark subjects and substitute 32 c. p. This will
even the exposure and give uniform results.
Should there be a chandelier or electroliers in
the setting, turn out, if possible, throughout the
exposure until about thirty seconds before closing
the shutter. That will give the light a good,
round, clean-cut effect and do away with hala-
tion. Should there be any border lights exposed,
draw your shades down just enough to keep them
from being taken in the picture. If there is no
other means of cutting them off, the writer would
suggest that a strip of dark red tissue or wax
paper about eight inches wide be pasted on two
pieces of heavy twine and stretched across the
window in front of the lights, as lights will not
photograph through red.

Should the lighting consist of electric or gas
arc lights, the front of the light must be covered
with a disk of red gelatine, so it will not be pho-
tographed, and the exposure shortened to about
one-half time given for 16 c. p. border lights.
The writer has found very few cases where win-
dows worth photographing are lighted by arc
lamps. In case a trimmer should want to photo-
graph a window with such, he must not be disap-
pointed if he meets with failure, as it requires ex-
perience for this class of work.

Above all, never use a flashlight in window
photography, as, in ninety-nine cases out of one
hundred, you would have reflection and blurred
results.

In placing your camera, (I)
Using the see that it is perfectly level. A
Camera good way to do this is to turn

it at right angles and line the
back frame with the corner of a building down

the street, then swing it the other way and line

it with some other perpendicular object. After
doing this, swing the camera to the center, and
you are ready to focus.

(2) In focusing, have the lens wide open
(use no diaphragm) and focus sharp on objects
of importance, which usually are in the center of
the window.

(3) Put cap on lens, or, if shutter is pre-
ferred, set it for time exposure.

(4) Put in plate holder and draw slide.
(5) Keep camera covered with focusing

cloth during exposure.
(6) See that there are no papers or white

objects on sidewalk.
(7) Have two helpers, one at each end of

the window, to keep pedestrians from walking
in front of the camera.

(8) Take cap off lens and time exposure.
(9) Should a trolley car or any moving

light be passing, take rubber slide and hold it in
front of lens without touching it, and take time
out. Should a person happen to pass by, use
rubber slide in same manner.
( To) After having exposed for the required

time, close shutter and replace slide, and you will
be ready for developing.

(xi) Never take a photograph on a windy

night, as it means absolute failure.
(I) See that no white light

Developing gets into the dark-room.
the Picture (2) Have your ruby light

of a very dense red.
(3) Have your developing tray clean and
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about two-thirds full of developer of this for-

mula:
NO. I

Water, 16 ozs.
Sodium Sulphite, Anhydrous, i ozs
Pyrogallic Acid, x oz.

NO. 2

Water, 16 ozs.
Sodium Carbonate, Anhydrous, 2 OM

To develop, take of No. i a half ounce and
of No. 2 a half ounce, of water 8 ounces.

(4) Keep developing tray covered with a
sheet of cardboard while plate is in solutions,
and, after about twelve minutes of developing
have elapsed, hold plate in front of ruby lamp.
If your negative is dense enough, it is time to
take it out of developer.

(5) Rinse negative well for about one-half
minute in a tray of clean water and then put in
the fixing solution, to be mixed as per formula:

NO. I

Water, 96 ozs.
Hyposulphite of Sodium, 2 lbs.
Sodium Sulphite, Anhydrous, 2 ozs.

NO. 2

Water, 32 ozs.
Chromic Alum, 2 ozs.

Sulphuric Acid (C. P.), oz.

Be sure that the ingredients are thoroughly
dissolved, then pour No. 2 into No. I slowly,
while stirring No. I rapidly. This bath remains
clear and fixes clean after long continued use, but
should, be replaced as soon as it becomes ex-
hausted. Never attempt to restore an old bath
by adding more hyposulphite. Plates should be
left in fixing bath at least double the time it takes
the whiteness to disappear. If negatives remain
for about thirty minutes in the fixing bath the film
will become hardened, which is a great advantage.

(6) Wash plates for about twenty minutes
in running water, and then place on a rack to dry.

For half-tone cuts, the gelatine print is un-
doubtedly the best, as the surface is much cleaner,
and therefore the result will be much sharper.

For framing and permanency, platinum or a
collodion paper should be used.

If the operator carefully follows the fore-
going instructions he should have absolutely no
trouble.

Imitation Ground Glass

There is a very simple method of manufac-

turing an imitation of ground glass, which will
be found useful to window trimmers and store-
keepers in general.

Dissolve in a little hot water as much Epsoni
salts as the water will absorb; paint this over the
glass while hot, and when dry, the full effect of
ground glass is obtained

The Trained Eye

Steel corporations employ a specialist whose
special duty is to watch the color of the flame,
and his sight is so trained that at the exact mo-
ment when the right heat has been reached he can
throw the lever and cast the metal. In the same
business sight figures in fixing the quality of the
steel bar, avoiding the expense of laboratory
testing.
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REFINERS aa
Sweep Smelters
Established 1889.

of Gold,Silver and
Platinum in any
shape-solids or
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or
filings. Pr ompt
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
1.3 and IS Franklin Street, Newark, N..11,

WATCH POCKETS
Made from tarnish-proof, oil-dressed
Chamois Leather, in all sizes.

Write for prices.
THOS. A. SUTTON

Johnstown, N.Y.

Balance Staffs
and

Hole Jewels
Balance Staffs, $1.00 to $1.25 dozen
Hole Jewels . 1.00 to 1.50 dozen
Genuine Roller Jewels at Catalogue

Prices.
(knaves and Mi-Concaves, $4.00

per gross, 40 cents per dozen.
Imperial Mainsprings, $15.00 per gross,

$1.25 per dozen.
Steel Hand Removers, 25 cents each.
Mail Orders Carefully and Promptly Filled

Jewelers' • Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. McEwEN, Manager Manchester, Iowa

l.11111 I

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

G.F.Wallswortli
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Every thingin
(ho line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turninci
ChAngIng Old

English/m.1Sn'.
Coses to take

AMPTICIIR S. W.
Movement. my

Specialty
OLD CASES

MADE Maw

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to The Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal at tent ion to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printedPrice-List, which is free for the asking.
CelumbusMemorialBldg..103 StateSt.,Chicago

ENAMEL----
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of everyvariety constantly on hand and made to order.Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,

Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactorycheerfully exchanged.

WOOD, ManufacturersCARPENTER lc
.38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

A

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
E n a m e led on

WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print

beautiful illustrated sample card and price.
list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

F. C. KI FIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

4-t-toct‘ctriti,cliftii‘clktici

lommimmon■
ELGIN HOROLOGICAL

SCHOOL
A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

DIAMONDS mid VINE WATCHES

Bought, Sold or Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASI-I

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1889
Write for further information

A g

Victory Lapel Button
Backs. Pat'd.

VICTORY
Lapel

Button Backs and
Safety Catches
Are positively the BEST on

the market to-day Send for Catalog and Price-List
0E111-1AIRDT I31OS., Fifth Eind Eitti 01,0)

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY"
PAT.o.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Kansas City Horological and Optical School
We give the best course in Watchmaking, Engraving. Jewelry Repairing and Optics,excepting none, both practical and theoretical. In Engraving, the shaping and sharpening oftools, designing and cutting of all styles of letters and monograms.Our Optical department, in charge of W. B. Needles, N. 0., teaches an advanced course inhigher branches of Ophthalmology, and Is the best given for beginners anti post=graduates.We can secure you a position. Send for catalogueWork for the 'I'rade solicited, and satisfaction guaranteed.

A. E. PITTENOER 812 East Twelfth Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Piaa Mt asi
if I

weININSIffiels

diArE DAPITOt

tig.ruveci Souvenir Spooms
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, Ii. I.

-Ir6V.°14,49t

A GREAT TIME SAVER !I! tririch's Perfect Fitting
CASE-SCREW WASH ER

Always ready to use, and fits perfectly under Screw Head. Holds inovement securely, even when caseshoulder is worn away, or case is sprung. Also preventsscrew from working loose. Made in all sizes. Sold at allJobbing and Material Houses at following prices :
Single dozen, I S cts. 4 dozen package (ass't) 50 cts.

Gross, $1.50
S. ILIIRICH, P. 0. Box 1942, NEW YORK CITY

11-74111111
di

leweiefS eSlefitigrer* Pas
I hill 2ic
' iyl. expressly for Jewelers, Opticians,Dentith

Soklerene Company. Boston, Mass.,11.S.A
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A PURE SOLDER IN PUTTY FORM
Apply to place to be soldered, using Iron or flame.

Requires no acids, rosin, paste or other fluxes. Ab-
solutely neutral, preventing rust and corrosion.
Saves thne and waste. Large sizes for the manu-
facturing trade. If your jobber does not carry it in
stock send us his name and 25 cents and we will
send you No. 501 Jar, prepaid.

SOLDERENE COMPANY (Dept. P)
91 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Foot=Power Lathes

{
Correct in principle.

High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford. Ill.

Set of

3 Jewel Setting
Cutters
Price, $3.00

This set will drill
too and more sizes
of holes.

Send for Circular

What customers say of

CULMAN TOOLS
" I consider your chuck one of my most essential anduseful tools. It pays me 1113 purchase price about once eachweek on extra work." Very respectfully,

F. RAY ROBINSON, Sumner, Iowa.

C. CULEMAN
Maple and Hazel Ayes., MAPLEWOOD, MO.

Balance Chuck
Price, $3.50

Helps to Build Up
a Reputation

for flood Work

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.

To insure insertion, remittance must
accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy inust reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for inser-
tion in the following month's Issues

Send bank check or draft, or postal
or express money order for i111.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser insist accompany the copy Of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In whichctasb teb,eir advertisement appears.Al

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING Co.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Under this heading, ONE CENT Per word
for first twenty-five words. Additio.:74 words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS Per word.
No advertisement Inserted for less than 25
cents.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 25
cents.

A z WATCHMAKER of 23 years' exp.;
fine letter and monogram engraver and

graduate optician; do not repair clocks or
jewelry; Central States; have modern tools
and trial case; $18 to $20; first-class refs.
Address "M 194," care Keystone.
FIRST.CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
jeweler; good all-round workman. F. J.

Thurman, Cascade Locks, Oregon.
WATCHMAKER and optician; mm years'
exp.; married; not looking for fancy po-

sition, but permanent, at living wages.
Write for particulars. Address 2327 Main
St., Kansas City, Mo.
YOUNG man desires to finish trade under

first-class workman; own tools; best refs.;
store exp.; can wait on trade. "J 237,"
care Keystone.
BY young man as assistant watchmaker;

age 21; ref. furnished if desired; Wis-
consin preferred. Irving Riley, Oconto,
Wis. 
SITUATION as watchmaker and optician

in New England, for July or longer,
where first-class work will be appreciated.
Address "Watchmaker," Box 31, Waltham,
Mass.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver and
graduate optician wants position by July

sat; own tools and trial case; single; good
refs. B. R. Busby, Amity, Ark.
WANTED-After June rat, by young lady,

position as engraver and stock cleric. "F
235," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS engraver and salesman, of

neat appearance, with a fair knowledge
of watch work-, with fine tools. Address
"P 236," care Keystone.
YOUNG man, good watchmaker and sales-
man ; will put in $1000 cash with services.

What can you offer. Best of refs.; reliable.
"D 228," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker ,• years' exp.
on high-grade work, complicated or plain;

by second week in July. Good engraver;
own tools; consider only good houses. "F
240," care Keystone.
YOUNG lady desires position; good en-

graver, saleslady and stockkeeper; good
refs. "T sag," care Keystone.
AS watchmaker and engraver, by compe-

tent workman; ref. from all employers;
employed at present; have all tools and
lathe; Pennsylvania, Delaware or Maryland
preferred. "F 232," care Keystone. 
BY first-class watchmaker, jewelry and
salesman; young, single and good ref.;

state wages in answer. Box 811, Kent,Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, good engraver;
understands railroad work thoroughly; nohad habits; best of refs.; age 35; married;Middle West or West. State salary, alsohours. 210 S. Seventh St., Hannibal, Mo.

BY a watchmaker and engraver; wants asteady position ; good set of tools andbest of ref. Edwin Milberg, St. CroixFalls, Wis.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXPERIENCED traveling salesman seeks
position with A i house for southern ter-

ritory. Personally acquainted with trade in
Texas and Oklahoma. If desired, will ac-
cept position for part of the year. Watches
and diamonds preferred, but general line
no objection. Best of bank refs. State sal-
ary. Write "S 225," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver; 4years' exp. ,• age 23; single; good appear-
ance and no bad habits. C. W. Ligett, i is
Market St., Fort Scott, Kans.
ADVERTISER, with a clean record and 5

years' exp., desires change. Familiar
with printing, engraving and commercial
art. .At present writing retail and mail-
order copy for a leading jewelry store; refs.
and reasons for wishing change given in
correspondence. Address "M 222," care
Keystone.
EXPERIENCED watchmaker, Jeweler, en-

graver and graduate optometrist wants
position in city or town August set; Iowa
preferred; American, single and sober; age
at; full set of tools and can give best of
refs. "L 221," care Keystone.
WANTED-By young man, with 3 months'

exp., a place to learn the trade and work
in store. Bruce  Adams, Washburn, N. D.
BY young man with 4 years' exp. as sales-
man, clock and jewelry repairer; speaks

German; ref. furnished. F. E. Rohloff,R. R. 5, Appleton, Wis.
JEWELER and optician; young man, mar-

ried, . no bad habits; best of refs. 12years' exp.; own tools; Illinois or Indianapreferred. "D 217," care Keystone.
POSITION wanted by good watchmaker
and plain engraver; have had experienceas salesman; Northwest preferred. 0. J.

Tommerasen, 903 Globe, St. Paul, Minn.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker

' 
engraver and

jeweler; used to high-grade work; goodrefs.; married; age 26; American; 5 years'
exp.; sober; Central States; permanentplace; ,$i8; samples; all tools. "Watch-maker,' 1349 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
POSITION wanted-By graduate optome-

trist with one year's exp.; could assist inclerking, as I sin an experienced clerk. Guy
Prescott, Princeton, Minn.
POSITION with some up-to-date house by

watchmaker and graduate optician withpractical exp. refracting, grinding, edging,
mounting, bending, etc.; optics preferred."G 260," care Keystone.
BY a competent watchmaker, city or coun-

try, who understands duplex escape-ments; reliable English and German refs.
furnished. J. H. Krenzien, 679 SheffieldAve., Chicago.
BY graduate optometrist with optical con-
cern; bookkeeping and stenographic exp.

Reliable correspondent; capable of assum-
ing responsibility; refs. furnished. Matilda
Beck, 5407 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago,

WATCHMAKER, optician and plain en-
graver; have store exp.; no bad habits;

West and South preferred. Hans Clare,
Amery, Wis. 
POSITION wanted by first-class watch-
maker and jeweler, also fair engraver, by

July ist; Southwest preferred; age 39; best
refs.; 2z years' exp. "S 258," care Key-
stone.
POSITION as watchmaker in retail jew-

elry store; am competent to do first-class
watch worlc, also experienced as salesman.

ERobert A. mrath, Jefferson, Wis. 
YOUNG man, good engraver, salesman
and assistant watchmaker, 22 years old,

nice appearance, 6 years' exp., wishes po-
sition in nice store to finish watch work.
"N 255," care Keystone.
BY fine manufacturing jeweler, stone set-

ter and repairer; none but first-class
stores need apply; state salary in first re-
ply. "L 139, care Keystone:
WANTED-Position by an exp. graduate

optician, having own outfit; capable of
taking charge of any optical department.
Don English, Box 778, Trenton, N. J.
SITUATION wanted as assistant watch-
maker, with chance to complete trade; 4years' exp. on clocks, watches; some en-

graving. V. Mastenbrook, Kasson, Minn.
WATCHMAKER, 21 years' exp.; all tools;

best refs. G. F. Rawlings, Bloomsburg,
Pa.
BY first-class engraver and jewelry re-

pairer of Is years' practical exp.; die
setting, etc.; good refs.; assistant to first
watchmaker; own tools. F. J. Hofstetter,
IT Cottage Ave., Hornell, N. Y.
COMPETENT watch and clock repairer of

long experience on high-grade work;
fine salesman ; highest refs. from leading
stores, where ability counts. Address W. R.
Hinchcliffe, General Delivery, Erie, Pa.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, wants position
in good, live town; North Dakota pre-

ferred; no bad habits; best of ref.; year
and half exp. Box 661, Devil's Lake, N. D.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ENGRAVER desires position with good
jewelry store; all kind of lettering, mon-

ogram, etc.; position must be steady if
work satisfactory to same; sample furnished
on application. Address all correspondence
to A. J. Hieman, Jeweler, Barberton, Ohio.
BY watch repairer and jeweler; 16 years'

practical exp.; salesman, clean stock-
keeper; have tools. C. C. Burgess, Fort
Wayne, Ind.
A z WATCHMAKER; can prove first-class
on railroad watch repairing; prefer with

railroad watch inspector; open for position
September sat. Would like to close con-
tract at once. Own tools; age 36; married;
prefer Birmingham, Ala., or Atlanta, Ga.;
gilt-edge ref. Address "Watchmaker, H
253," care Keystone.
ENGRAVER (married) wants steady po-

sition; can do clock and jewelry repair-
ing; willing to learn watch work. E. W.
114 South Seventh St., Vincennes, Ind.
YOUNG man, in Philadelphia, Pa.; exp.
watchmaker and engraver; capable of

waiting on trade; rapid and accurate on
railroad watches; honest, reliable; no bad
habits, and gilt-edge refs. "B 246," care
Keystone.
YOUNG man, age 24, wants to finish trade
under good watchmaker; 2 years' exp.;

a registered optometrist in Minnesota; plain
engraver; owns small tools and trial case;
good ref. L. M. Nelson, 1706 East Twen-
ty-seventh St., Minneapolis, Minn.
BY young man, age 25, a position wanted

as an assistant watchmaker; can furnish
ref. if desired; will work reasonable. H.
B. Trottner, Kellogg, Minn.
PRACTICAL watchmaker and engraver

wants permanent position with good re-
tail firm; experienced on high-grade rail-
road work; capable of taking entire charge;
15 years' exp.; age 34; married; samples of
engraving and refs. given; salary, $3o per
week; Northwest preferred. "H. L.,'' care
of Lou Williams, jeweler, Wichita, Kans.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler of

15 years' exp. in the jewelry business,
wants situation with good house where in
time I can work to a better position, and
away from the bench; best of refs. given
as to honesty, etc.; would prefer the
Pacific coast in lower part of California;
40 years of age. "L 255," care Keystone.
SITUATION by first-class watchmaker and

jeweler in large store ; best of refs. given;
15 years' exp. "L 252," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
permanent position; state wages, refs. in

first letter. Address. S. Spitz, Santa, Fe,
N. M.
WANTED-First-class engraver; one who
understands teaching and is willing to as.

sist in watch work or learn methods I now
use, so as to be able to assist. "P 234,"care Keystone.
GOOD jeweler and watchmaker at once;
one with long experience preferred. Write,

stating experience and salary expected,
Stuart G. Watt Drug Co., Series, N. D. 
WAN-TED-A young man who understands
watch repairing, to solicit and collect;

one who would purchase an interest in an
established business and speak Bohemian
preferred. Address "G 241," care Key-
stone.
GOOD, experienced watchmaker and sales-
man; one who is fair jewelry repairer;

refs. required; state full particulars and
wages required in first letter; reply to all.
E. H. Schaefer, Beaver Falls, Pa.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
man competent to wait on trade, take in

and deliver repair -work; permanent posi-
tion; send sample of engraving; state exp.,
refs. and salary in first letter. 0. A. Hesla
Co., Prescott, Ariz.

WANTED-Jeweler, watchmaker and en-
graver; must furnish tools, material,

bench, etc., to take charge of jewelry dept.
(Stock $35oo.) Offer to per cent. of sales
and earnings on bench. Carl Grau, Taylor,
Texas.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver;
permanent position and good salary to

right man; sample of engraving and ref. re-
quired. T. A. James, Petersburg, Va.
WANTED-By August ist, a man under
40, of good appearance, capable of sys-tematizing and managing a $100,000 stock;must be good window dresser and ad writer;good position and interest in the business

within two years to the right man. L.Lechenger, Houston, Texas.
BY June 15th, expert watchmaker, who is
a good engraver; send refs. and sample;permanent position and good salary. L.Lechenger, Houston, Texas.

YOUNG man; good mounter, fair adjuster,
gold worker, refractionist and salesman;
wants position under first-class all-around
workman; best of ref. "D 247," care Key-
stone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
strictly honest and reliable; wanted at

once; no other need apply; good salary;
permanent position. E. II. Goulding's Sons,
Alton, Ill.

1049
HELP WANTED

AT ONCE, good, experienced watchmaker;
one who is fair engraver and jewelry

repairer; letters will not be answered unless
refs. from last employer and sample of en-
graving in first letter; position permanent
and reliable; salary, $20 per week to start;
if satisfactory, will raise. Address "R 250,"
care Keystone
WANTED-At once, a first-class all-around
stone setter; one who can do pearl, gyp-

sy, cramp and cluster work; steady posi-
tion and good salary to right man; none
but first-class setter need apply; give full
particulars as to exp., salary desired and
ref., etc., in first letter. Carl Entenmann
Jewelry Co., 217% South Spring St., Los
Angeles, Cal.
GOOD watchmaker and jeweler, at once.
Save time-state ability, salary and refs.
first letter. C. H. Allen, Mart, Texas.
WANTED - Watchmaker who engraves;

also assistant for clock and jewelry re-
pairing; exp. in retail store; able to wait
on trade; permanent place. Frank Hasel-
tine, Kokomo, Ind.
COMPETENT salesman on commission

basis; no objection to side lines. Empire
Jewelry Case Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
steady position to right man; state salary,

give refs., exp., age in first letter. G. B.
Haines, St. Petersburg, Fla.
EXPERIENCED watchmaker and good en-

graver; $25 per week; position perma-
nent; age 30 preferred; engraving samples
and refs. in first letter. Chas. E. Davis,
Great Falls, Mont.

FOR the season on Mackinac Island; hay
fever resort; watchmaker, jeweler and en-

graver; young man; single; state salary;
send ref. and sample of engraving. F. D.
Lampman, Mackinac Island, Mich.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

POLISHING motor for I i s-volt alternat-
ing current. J. R. Sprague, Newport

News, Va.
REGULATOR, cheap; state kind and how
long used. J. R. Hauschildt, Eskridge,

Kans.
WANT to buy jewelry store in central Ohio
town; give full particulars first letter.

Box 353, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.
TWO flat-top oak watchmakers' benches.

Smith Bros., Elyria, Ohio.
WHOLE or half interest in established re-
fracting business, or will take charge of

department on commission, by one who is
first-class refractionist; thoroughly up to
date in every branch; city of not less than
25,000/ "B 233," care  Keystone. 
GOOD location for practical optician and
jeweler, in live town of 600; nice busi-

ness already built up. Address Secretary
Commercial Club, Dumont, Iowa.
TRIAL case; - give full description and

price. E. B. Johnson, General Delivery,
Chicago, Ill.
GOOD second-hand Rivet lathe; must be
in good condition and cheap. "M 218,"

care Keystone.
WEBSTER-WHITCOMB, Moseley or Riv-

ett lathe, foot-wheel, countershaft and
staking tool; good condition. Wm. Osten,
53o North Main, Bloomington, Ill.
PARTNER or buyer for established manu-

facturing jewelry business; one of most
prosperous and promising cities in United
States; population, 195,000; fully equipped
power plant; good lease, present building;
best reasons. "R 216," care Keystone.
OPHTHALMOMETER, luminous mires;

also Geneva ophhalmoscope and retino-
scope and table for sale, cheap. "D 176,"
care Keystone.

PARTNER-Prefer practical watchmaker,
with $icazo to $2000. 205 N. Union Ave.,

Pueblo, Colo.

OPHTHALMOMETER; must be cheap.
Byron J. Churchill, Oneida, N. Y.

TO buy half or entire interest in estab-
lished jewelry store, from $15oo to $2000,

by young man of some experience; prefer-
ably in South or Southwest. "M 213," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE
LINDER THIS HEADING THREE CEN I S E'ER WoRD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

WELL established jewelry business; invoice
$3500; stock and fixtures; population,

3000; electric lights, artesian water; fine
climate; great sheep and hog country; want
to quit business. H. J. Black, San Luis
Valley, Monte Vista, Colo.
GOOD set of tools, material and supplies;

fine shop, good trade, cheap rent; $450.Crippled, so can't do work; also general re-
pair shop and sporting goods business at
sacrifice. M. N. Wertz, Thomasville, Ga.

(Continued on page top)



FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page 1049)

GOOD, paying jewelry, optical and souvenir
business in one of the -best towns in New

Hampshire (in White Mountain district).
Town about 4900; large outside trade; stock
and fixtures invoice about Woo; can re-
duce stock to suit customer; all the repair
work one man can do. Frank H. Lougee,
Conway, N. H. 

JEWELRY business in best mining town in
Colorado; established 11 years; central lo-

cation; stone building; plate-glass front; two

large show windows; electric lights; clean
stock, fine fixtures; room large enough to
rent one side if desired. Reason for selling,
health requires removal to lower altitude.
Will sell fixtures and entire stock, or retain
diamonds, gold watches, chains, and other

gold articles, to reduce stock to accommo-
date purchaser. Best opportunity in the

State for a live jeweler and optician. Chas.
E. Rose, Telluride, Colo.__
JEWELRY and music; central Illinois; best
farming and mining; population, 30oo; no

opposition; invoice $350o. 0. A. Scherer,
Toluca, Ill. 

IN northern Minnesota; only stock in town

of t800 population; stock invoices $2500,

but can reduce to $1200; great opportunity.

"A 230," care Keystone. 

STOCK and fixtures invoiced, January 1st,
$10,748.40; best town in Northwest

(South Dakota); sales January 1, t907, to

January 1„ 1908, $14,682.60; expense for

isame time, ncluding cost of goods and sup-

porting two families, $9004.30; sales,

14,682.60; expense, $9004.30; net profit,

5678.30. Write to-day; reason for selling,

going to larger city and start on bigger

scale; made the money right here. Will be

for sale January t, 1909; can reduce to

suit you. 'C 231," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED, good paying jewelry

and optical business in western I■Tew York
town of 5000 inhabitants; county seat; three

railroads; center of trade for 30,000; best

location in town; clean stock; fine run of

work; will sell fair price and easy terms;

old age and poor health only reason for

selling; must get out. Address "Western

New 'York Jeweler," care Heyman & Kra-

mer, 65 Nassau St., New York City. 

UP-TO-DATE jewelry stock, large safe and

fixtures; Eastman Kodaks and supplies

and racket store on the side; a little of

everything, up to hand-painted and Hays-

land china. A money-maker in southern Il-

linois county seat town. "B 227," care

Keystone.

SMALL jewelry stock and kindred lines, on

easy terms if secured. H. Aldred, Grand

Marais, Mich. 

THE only drug and jewelry store in town
iof z000 n northern Illinois; a bargain if

taken by July 1st Address "C 238," care

Keystone. 

A SURE THING-We have the safest and

best of all investment for two or three

practical men. For the first time we have

decided to retire from the jewelry business;

don't have to sell, but both partners have

been inside for thirty years and are past so,

and want some out-door life. A watch-

maker, a jeweler and engraver and a sales-

man could make a combination that would

be a sure winner; the best stand and most

convenient store in the best central Illinois

city of 25,000; all up-to-date, clean stock.

Largest repair business in town; two watch-

makers, an engraver and jeweler and clock

man, besides another jeweler, a clerk and

the two proprietors, are always busy. The

best optical business in the city; railroad

inspectors on the largest division of one of

the largest systems in the West. We don't

want curiosity hunters to write us; we have

the value and mean business. Our last De-

cember business was the largest we ever had.

Our last invoice, including 4500 good ac-
counts, was $42,000. It will take $30,000

to handle this proposition. Might take on

this $5000 or $ 0,00o in first.class land in

West or North. If you want a clean busi-

ness with an established reputation, not ex-

celled anywhere, this is the best opportunity

you have seen. Address us, and we will
write particulars if you mean business. "W
214," care Keystone.

UNEXCEPTIONABLE opportunity to se-
cure an old-established jewelry business in

a Pacific Northwest seaport of 15,000 inhab-
itants; splendid location; stock, of best qual-
ity and up to date, amounts to about $15,-
000; cash business in 1907 was $30,000•,
watch repairs average $250 per month, anti
jewelry manufacturing and repairing about
as much; have fine manufacturing jewelry
equipment; rent low, and includes furnished
flat over store; can reduce to $8000 or
$10,000, if desired; best town of its size
on the coast. Only those in a position to
handle a proposition of this size need in-
vestigate. For further details, address "S
239," care Keystone. 

NICE little jewelry store, about $2700;
g000 population; factory town; going out

of business. "K 254," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY department of drug store;
owner not a bench man; invoice about

lisoo; best location. Box 486, La Junta,
Colo.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

FOR sale in good location; town of 800;
stock and fixtures about $650; about $100

of material thrown in for good measure. If
you are looking for a good thing, write me.
No time for idlers. F. A. Furman, River-
ton, Iowa.

$600 WILL buy jewelry store. Established
18 years in its present location; in good

residence district on the west side, Chicago.
The best of reasons for selling. Address
"J. A.," 1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

PROSPEROUS, well-paying jewelry busi-
ness; established z7 years, in the best city

in the West, with first-class stock of nice,
clean goods, mostly diamonds and watches;
stock will invoice about $12,000; fixtures
$100o; store located in the center of the
main business streets; a real snap for the
right party; poor health the reason for
wanting to retire. For full particulars, ad-
dress Box 1304, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

FINE, clean $3000 stock and fixtures; Illi-
nois; can reduce; good business; work, $too

monthly; cash sale. "B 226," care Keystone.

PAYING jewelry and musical store in best
town of 2500 in South Carolina county seat;

invoice can reduce to $1500; cash receipts
last year, $4600; repairs cover all expenses.
Reason for selling, going back to Europe.
"F 223," care Keystone. 

GOOD, paying jewelry business; good town
of moo; stock and fixtures about $15oo;

no opposition; store and residence built to-
gether; rent, $15 per month; so miles from
Cincinnati,  Ohio. "M 259," care Keystone.

GOOD jewelry stock, fixtures, etc.; located
in La Harpe, Ill.; town of 2000; will in-

voice about $2250; object, quit business.
Roy Nelson, La  Harpe, Ill.

SOUTHERN California town s000 people;
jewelry-optical business, clearing $40

weekly; sell for invoice, about $2500; ac-
count mining business. Those meaning busi-
ness, send stamps for particulars. Box 545,
Whittier, Cal. 

JEWELRY store in Austin, Pa.; sell or
rent building and fixtures. Box 696,

Austin, Pa.

ENTIRE stock and fixtures of one of the
best and oldest jewelry stores in Illinois;

population, 12,000; established 32 years; 2
railroads; wish to retire. "T 220," care
Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry store; town 1000

population; it will pay you to investigate
this.  Address S. L. Hagy, Pataskala, Ohio.

STORE and fixtures to rent; stock for sale;
good business, good location, good oppor-

tunity. For particulars, write Lockwood &
Son, Chariton, Iowa. 

CLEAN jewelry stock at right price; one
year heat, light and rent donated besides;

invoice about $z000. Elson, Buchanan, Mich.

JEWELRY, drugs and optical business in
excellent condition; stock and fixtures in-

voice at present date $6053.39; will sell at
a discount of to per cent. for cash.; reason
for selling, go to preach the gospel. Ad-
dress Ludwig Schultz, Appleton City, Mo. 

ONLY jewelry store in town of 2000 inhab-
itants; best reasons for selling; $4000

will handle the deal; answer at once, as
this proposition will not last long. "P 242,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, located in the grand
valley of Colorado; best paying business

in the State for the investment; finest fruit,
sugar-beet and farming valley in State; in-
voice about $6000; can reduce. Care of
Edward  Lehman Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.

JEWELRY business in prosperous city of
35,000; New York State; profit in 5907

over $3000 bench work, $300 per month;
,an A i business; will sell at invoice, about
$12,000; fixtures invoiced at less than $300;
balance in clean, salable stock; satisfactory
reason for selling. "T 21s," care Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and china
business in South Dakota town of 2000

population; invoice $4000; cash only; good
reasons for selling. Address "I 244," care
Keystone. 

JEWELRY store, located over 16 years on
one of the most prominent business

streets; will be sold complete and cheap if
taken at once; reduce stock to suit buyer;
reason for selling is sickness. Inquire at

L_. Vahl, 667 Third St, Milwaukee
, Wis._

BEST paying exclusive jewelry and optical
business in northwest Iowa county seat

of 3000; best farming, corn belt commu-
nity; established 52 years; average yearly
sales, $12,000; bench, $200 per month;
stock invoices $5000 to $6000; clean and up
to date; fixtures new. Health has failed
and have got to get outside; no trades;
do not answer unless you have the cash
and mean business. "P 256," care Keystone.

PAYING jewelry business, too miles from
Chicago; $80o cash necessary. "G," 1201

Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill. 

GOOD paying jewelry business in good
Missouri county seat town of 1600; all

repair work one man can do; the only store
in town or county. Reasons for selling,
have other business interests. Will sell at
invoice. For further particulars, address
"N 257," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER or optician; a good loca-
tion in lively town; nearly 1200 gold

spectacles fitted last year; lots of job work;
$200 takes the place and good-will. Ad-
dress "M. N.,' care Julius King Optical
Co., Chicago.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks anc: Businesses

SPLENDIDLY established jewelry store in
city of 7000; no local competition; rail-

road divisions with large shops and yards;
good watch inspection; sales 1907, $15,000;
stock and fixtures about $6000; all expenses
low; terms, if necessary, for a part Health
compels leaving store. "S 248," care Key-
stone.

FIXTURES, delivery by September; mod-
ern oak wall cases, cloth-lined; sash on

weights; adjustable shelves. Big bargain,
quick sale. Information sent by R. Brandt,
.Athens, Ga. 

WET.L established optical office, in good-
sized city, for sale; good opportunity for

right party; good reasons for selling. Ad-
dress "C 212," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY, optical business in County seat
of north central Kansas; invoice about

$5700; bargain for quick sale; investigate
if you want something good. "V 243,"
care Keystone. 

$6000 BUYS old-established jewelry and
optical business in live manufacturing

town of z i,000, with rich agricultural coun-
try surrounding it. Near St. Louis; am
making money here, and so can you. "W
249," care Keystone. 

JEWELRY and optical business within 25
miles of New York City; sales will run

over $4500 and repairs over $3400 yearly;
established 20 years; price, $65o0 cash; if
you haven't it, don't bother us, and no less
will be considered; will stand fullest in-
vestigation; glorious opportunity for some
one; poor health only reason for letting it
go. Address H. B. Peters & Co., 87 Nas-
sau St., New York City. 

AFTER 2-6 successful years in this town of
s000 population, I wish to sell my entire

jewelry stock and fixtures, will invoice
$3500, and retire from business; good
southwestern Michigan manufacturing town.
cash only. "C 245," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE, polishing lathe, bench and small
tools, cheap. Robert Kelly, Milton Junc-

tion, Wis. 

GOOD set watchmakers' tools, $25. "C
224," care Keystone. 

MOSLER safe, nearly new. J. Denniston,
Dansville, N. Y.

ONE special built Mosier safe, 4000 lbs.;
good as new; cost $25o; will take $125,

F. 0. II. cars. Two birch, imitation cherry,
floor jewelry cases; all plate glass; French
legs; patent slide-down and dust-proof
doors; best made; cost $75 each; good as
new; will take $85 for both, F. 0. B. cars.
Two watch racks; one 3 6-hook and one
6o hooks; will take $5 for both. Write
quick. All genuine bargains. Address A.
R. Grove, Bluffton, Ind. 

SET of jewelers' tools and some material.
Address Mrs. J. W. Perkins, Russell-

ville, Tenn. 

FOR sale, cheap-One combined ophthal-
mometer and retinoscope, Geneva, in-

cluding table; cost $loo; good as new. L.
L. Hook, Sibley, Iowa. 

A FULL collection of KEYSTONE for to or
15 years back; highest bidder up to July

25th gets it. Address Rousseau Co., Fall
River, Mass. 

HANGING wire sign, including wire cable,
to hang across street; cost $35; price,

$10. 5. W. Coatsworth & Co., Galena, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

GOOD location; Swedish jeweler. "C 46,"
care Keystone. 

ONE No. 12 D. roller .plate press, with
handle bars; regular price, 4r5o; one No.

3 embossing press; regular price, $75; both
presses Kelton make, used few times; good
as new; will sell cash or watches. "B 206,"
care Keystone. 

SOLID gold 54 K. 8-day watch; exchange
for phonograph or lens edging machine.

W. H. Dietrich, Madison, Wis. 

POCKET chronometer; want io--ft. floor
case and trays. Neuenschwander, Payne,

Ohio.

ON account of other business, will sell for
cash or oh time, or will trade for unen-

cumbered town property or small farm,
well-established, profitable jewelry business;
invoice around $3000; located in northern
Indiana; state full particulars in first let-
ter if you wish to exchange real estate.
"G 219," care Keystone. 

RESIDENCE property in county seat town
in Iowa for jewelry, automobile or what

have you? 0. W. Sherman, Central City, Ia,

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER Tills HEADING TI1REE CENTS PER WORD

IF you are interested in a thorough optical
education, read our advertisement on page

1052 and get our book, "How to Become a
Good Optician." South Bend College of
Optics.

BALANCE staffs for American watches;
hard and true. Best ruby and sapphire

jewels. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

SPECIAL NOTICES

A LARGE firm of cutters and polishers of
diamonds and imitation stones desires to

act as buyer (or agent) for a responsible
American house. Address "F. L. M., 569,"
care Rudolf Mosse, Frankfurt-on-the-Main,
Germany.

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

YOUNG man desiring to enter into part-
nership with moderate capital and to fin-

ish trade as expert watchmaker, will find
an excellent opportunity. Address Charles
Reiss, New Silversmiths' Building, 15-19
Maiden Lane, Isbiw York. 

DO you want to better your location? I
will rent half of my store to exclusive

jeweler. The best location in Lansing, the
best city in Michigan. Don't answer unless
you have good stock or cash to do business.
A. H. Towle, Optician, Lansing, Mich. 
WANTED Salesmen to handle postal

scales as a side line. Adapted everyday
office use; capacity, 8 ounces; handsome ar-
ticle; good commission, and a ready seller.
Address "Manufacturers," C. W. Novelty
Co., Wallingford, Conn. 

FOR RENT-One-half side of store with
show window; dimensions of store, 7ox22;

finest location in best jewelry city in South.
Immediate possession and 7 years' lease if
desired. Address Rensegg, P. 0. Box, New
Orleans, La.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark; established 1870. 

WANTED-Every one desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to addresss Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad. on page gog. 

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago. 

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others. Have
had 40 years' exp., and can guarantee satis-
faction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York. 

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our  latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WATCH work for the trade. Difficult and
complicated watches. Send trial package.

Cooper's Material House, 722 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 

RARE coins wanted.-We pay $50 for
dimes of 1894, S. mint; $25 for the rare

half-dollars of 1853; $5.75 for the quarters,
$2 for gold dollars, common dates, and
from $1 to $300 for thousands of other
dates. Keep all coined before 1880 and
send 25 cents, silver or stamps, for 150-page
coin book of over a thousand illustrations,
listing all rare coins and stamps and show-
ing prices we pay. Bankers' Coin and
Stamp Company, Dept. A, Marietta, Ohio.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watehmart:
ers' use; first-class condition; prices from

$35, $50, $75 upwards. Enhaus & Son,
31 John St., New York City. 

WANTED-Lathes, etc., to renickel-plate.
James Fairchild, Star Works, Carpenters-

ville, Ill. 

ONLY $i; Elgin's or Waltham's stem-wind-
ing movements; patent pinions; in first-

class ccmdition; 8-size; these movements can
be put in 6,02 cases, which will make a
swell watch. Send money with order.
Broadbent, 4 South Forty-second St, Phila. 

LEARN modern methods of watchmaking,
engraving and jewelry repairing by our

profit-sharing plan. Write for catalogue.
Chicago School of Watchmaking, top floor,
Bush Temple, Chicago.

DO you need money? If so, send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank references
H. Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Building, Chi-
cago, Ill.

HIGHEST cash prices paid for watches,
diamonds and jewelry; quick and liberal

returns; all business confidential; bank ref-
erences. E. Noel, 552 East Forty-sixth
Place, Chicago, Ill.; 'telephone Blue, 995.

BUSINESS NOTICES

SEND 25c. for box of Ver Nooy's anti-

oxidizer ,• best made. C. H. Ver Nooy,
Watkins, N. Y. 

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving

and Optical Institute does not claim to

make expert watch repairers of all students

in a few months, as many so-called hero-
logical schools do, and take for a few

months and at very low prices and teach

them botch work and bluffs. If you pay

little you must expect little in return. We

have turned out a better class of watchmak-

ers than any other school of this kind in

the West. Our optical course is up to date

and most practical for new beginners. We

teach skiascopy and higher courses in op-

tometry. Next course commences July 15th.

Write for particulars. Dr. Tarbox & Gor-

don.

WATCH REPAIRING
For The Trade

Good work and the right prices. Special

attentiou given to high-grade watches.

CHAS. W. THEXTON

502 Beyworth Bldg. Chicago, M.

WITH OMEGA WATCH CO.

LON BARNHART, 
SPRINGFIELD

OHIO

Modern Up-to-Date
Manufacturer of SIGNS

Watch and Spectacle
Illuminated and Non-Illuminated, Durable,

Elegant and Attractive. BEST SIGNS ON
EARTH. Send for Catalogue.

"The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and

easily learned trade, taught thoroughly 
and

practically by correspondence. Your instruc-

tor Is the foremost authority and 
master

workman in the world. We will teach the

beginner better engraving by correspond-

ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-

prenticeship. We will improve the skill of

any engraver one hundred per cent
. and

make him master of the trade. The demand

for competent engravers far exceeds the 
sup-

ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-

tus. PAOH-DAYIS COMPANY

Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Style No. 1395S. BELT BUCKLE

Manufacturers of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobsand Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

"THE PERFECT"
EYEGLASS and SPECTACLE

SOLDERING CLAMP
rtIS

This is the only clamp, that trill give entire
satisfaction in soldering spectacles and is in-
dispensable to any workman after having once
used it. I lighly endorsed by all who have seen
or used it. Price, 50 cents

W. FL KRAEMER
627 S. LosRobles Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

BENJ. GEBHARD & CO
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

WATCH CASE and JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Engraving, Gold Plating Special Order Work

HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR
Prompt Low Prices

Jewelry Repairing
Also Special Order Work,

Engraving, Stone Setting,
Die Work, Enameling,
Automobile Monograms.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Dis-

tance no barrier.

W. A. RANKIN
Man fg. Jeweler Toledo, Ohio

P.A.TENTS
Write itt (RICO for the most liberal otter ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-

marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to

patentability and ask for the " Inventors'

Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, B. C.

Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

TO THE TRADE

Prompt Service Perfect Work
Best Materials

MARLOW & BICKMORE
ELGIN, ILL.

Send for our Repair Price-List

Klein School of Optics
On account of optometric laws in many States,

a more thorough instruction must be given.

We have made arrangements so that students

who desire a more thorough course may remain

for one or two years. The regular term of ten

weeks will be so arranged, that a student alto

wishes to get through in ten weeks may do so,

and students who take the one or two years'
course, continue in the study of higher optics.

We cordially invite all State boards to send us

the requirements for candidates. For further

Information, address

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer Street Boston, Mass.

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,

EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible

Itlaiiufactiirors, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. etrictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

WATCH REPAIRING
THE KIND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OWN

W1NSLOW,KRAUSC & CO.
PI,SE/NIG TIC 1,6•LE 

CHICPC;(3. 1 1t
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A Complete Correspondence Course in the
Best Known Optical College in the World
for Only $15.00, including Diploma and Degree

When we say that the South Bend College of Optics is the best known optical
college in the world we are stating a real truth.

We have a larger number of graduates in the field than any two other colleges
combined.

Our students are in every State and Territory in the United States; in every
province of Canada ; in Mexico, Central America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa,
New Zealand and Australia.

We have testimonial letters in praise of our system from all of these States and
Provinces and Countries.

We have letters from prominent oculists and medical professors saying that our
course is the most thorough of any they have ever seen.

Several thousand students have paid us $25.00 for the same course that you can
now secure for only fifteen dollars.

The terms are $7.5o at the time of enrollment and $7.5o when you graduate.
When the leading oculists and opticians all over the world endorse our system—

men whose testimony could not be bought at any price—you will surely take no chance in
enrolling with us. We simply offer you the best that is to be had in optical instruction.

We do not NN'ant you to take our word for it.

We would like to send you free our 64-page prospectus which tells all about our
course of study and contains the names and addresses of scores of our students and
what they say of us.

It tells why we can afford to give you this course at less than two-thirds of the
regular price.

It will only take you a minute to write us a postal and it will bring full particulars
by return mail.

Ask for " How to Become a Good Optician." Do it now.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Chartered)

Suite I Kamm Building South Bend, Indiana

1

Increase Your Profits!
You can do it !
The NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine will do it for you.
With the NEW CENTURY you can do engraving equal in every way

—except cost—to the work of an old expert.
The NEW CENTURY engraves all kinds of letters, initials and mono-

grams on hard or soft metals.
It makes heavy, deep lines ; light, broad lines, or very fine lines. It engraves

letters or characters of any size, at any angle.
There's nothing complicated—nothing experimental about it.
No high-priced operator is necessary—any clerk of ordinary intelligence,

after a few hours' practice, can do engraving with the NEW CENTURY that
will be the equal in every way of hand work done by an old experienced engraver.

And your clerk can do the work on the NEW CENTURY in one-
half the time it would take an expert engraver by hand.

The NEW CENTURY is not expensive. It will pay for itself. It will do
more—it will give you a good profit while it is paying for itself!

We want to tell you all about this wonderful labor-saver and money-maker.
Just ask for our handsomely illustrated catalog and special proposition.
You'll be interested !
Ask for it now

"ILIKIT"
This is the name of our new improved Rimless Eyeglass Mounting now

ready for the market. It was not named by us, but by our customers, who, while
trying it on, involuntarily exclaimed " ILIKIT."

We judge from our experience that You vill like it, They will like it, and it
will, in fact, be universally liked by all Eyeglass wearers.

1 11 presenting this, our new Eyeglass Mounting " ILIKIT " to the public, we
would call your attention to the many advantages it possesses over any other
similar article in the market at the present time.

The curved cross-bars are made in different widths to tit noses of any size or
shape without the necessity of frequent adjustments. The guards work automat-
ically, tit to a nicety, adjust themselves easily to the different irregularities of the
anatomy of the nose, thereby affording the wearer perfect comfort while using,

perfect safety against falling from any cause ‘vhatever, and
is easily managed with one hand.

They are sanitary and do away with the unpleasant
features of cork, rubber and other substances touching the
skin, which frequently lead to soreness, and often to more
serious complications of the face.

In appearance, they are very becoming, much more dressy than any otlier
styles, and are especially adapted for complicated prescription lenses, as they vill
hold the glasses in perfect alignment before the eye.

With the lirst do/cn of these Nlountings ordered. we \\sill furnish a fine velvet-
lined box for displaying them, and also handsome cirk.mlars for advertising same.

The minute spiral springs which automatically work the guards are made of
solid gold, and arc warranted not to get out of order for two years.

We make " ILIKIT " in Solid Gold and Gold Filled, at the following prices:

Solid 10 K. Gold at $21.00 per dozen, or $2.00 apiece
Gold Filled at $12.00 per dozen, or $1.10 apiece

Manufacturers of Spectacles The Spencer Optical Company Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses

Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the same.

31 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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When we say that the South Bend College of Optics is the best known optical
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It will only take you a minute to write us a postal and it will bring full particulars
by return mail.

Ask for " How to Become a Good Optician." Do it now.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Chartered)

Suite I Kamm Building South Bend, Indiana

Increase Your Profits!
You can do it !
The NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine will do it for you.
With the NEW CENTURY you can do engraving equal in every way—except cost—to the work of an old expert.
The NEW CENTURY engraves all kinds of letters, initials and mono-

grams on hard or soft metals.
It makes heavy, deep lines ; light, broad lines, or very fine lines. It engraves

letters or characters of any size, at any angle.
There's nothing complicated—nothing experimental about it.
No high-priced operator is necessary—any clerk of ordinary intelligence,after a few hours' practice, can do engraving with the NEW CENTURY that

will be the equal in every way of hand work done by an old experienced engraver.
And your clerk can do the work on the NEW CENTURY in one=half the time it Nvould take an expert engraver by hand.
"The NEW CENTURY is not expensive. It will pay for itself. It will do

more—it will give you a good profit while it is paying for itself!
We want to tell you all about this wonderful labor-saver and money-maker.
Just ask for our handsomely illustrated catalog and special proposition.
You'll be interested !
Ask for it now!

"ILIKIT"
This is the name of our new improved Rimless Eyeglass Mounting now

ready for the market. It was not named by us, but by our customers, who, while
trying it on, involuntarily exclaimed " ILIKIT."

We judge from our experience that You will like it, They will like it, and it
will, in fact, be universally liked by all Eyeglass wearers.

In presenting this, our new Eyeglass Mounting "ILIKIT " to the public, we
would call your attention to the many advantages it possesses over any other
similar article in the market at the present time.

The curved cross-bars are made in different widths to fit noses of any size or
shape without the necessity of frequent adjustments. The guards work automat-
ically, fit to a nicety, adjust themselves easily to the different irregularities of the
anatomy of the nose, thereby affording the wearer perfect comfort while using,

perfect safety against falling from any cause whatever, and
is easily managed with one hand.

They are sanitary and do away with the unpleasant
features of cork, rubber and other substances touching the
skin, which frequently lead to soreness, and often to more
serious complications of the face.

In appearance, they are very becoming, much more dressy than any oilier
styles, and are especially adapted for complicated prescription lenses, as they vill
hold the glasses in perfect alignment before the eye.

With the first dozen of these Mountings ordered, we will furnish a fine velvet-
lined hox for displaying them, and also handsome circulars for advertising same.

The minute spiral springs which automatically work the guards are made of
solid gold, and are warranted not to get out of order for two years.

We make " ILIKIT " in Solid Gold and Gold Filled, at the following prices:

Solid 10 K. Gold at $21.00 per dozen, or $2.00 apiece
Gold Filled at $12.00 per dozen, or $1.10 apiece

Manufacturers of SpectaclesThe Spencer Optical Company Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses

Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the same.

31 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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has already "caught on."
of unusual effectiveness
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ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.
( )NEIDA, N. V.

Lhicago Salesrooms New York Salesrooms
Silversmiths' Bldg. 395 Broadway
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